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Three Haymakers in a Row
Joseph M. Schenck

presents

BUSTER KEATON
IN

"The Playhouse"

"The Boat"

"The Paleface"

Written and directed by

Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline

THE first three of Buster Keaton's new series of comedies

are conceded by critics to be the funniest he has ever

made. Exhibitors can contract for the three or each separ-

ately. But if you are looking for something absolutely novel

throw your hat in the ring quick.

First National Attractions

Released on the open market

Available to all Exhibitors!
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fempusAthlete
and National
feature Star

Soon to be presented by
CAB.L LAEMMLE

Ina Splendid new Universal

Chapter-play.ne-cnsating
History* HostferiftgAdventuI

turnsnMEr
IN AFRICA

Directed by Edward Kull

Watch your mail

for your Bid
Campaign*

Wi.
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Start the New Year Right

Play-

LEE MORAN
in his screaming travesty
of life in the Subway

"The Straphanger"
. first of his
new Series of
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n Company
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force

Jiow is It

Split?

txuMTrf\ Orncu Br.*J-... R
Atlawta . . . 146 M.
Bo*TO* 19 rVdnwni
Bittaia 2S7 Frukun

|

i m-oi. 60? Fil/n Fuhasc* Hl.l r

OuCACO ... I South «-.i.,.h An
Um3Jt*«ti . . . fW**r Si tad Bro*d«>T
Dauai 1113^ Comra

!

0m 17M Br«H-«,
t>wnan ... 14,1 Ea.i wiM B

Film BMp . 1 7ih and Maio Su Kama* Gtt
RM Soulh Olive St. U» AfwfXM
16 North Fourth St. Minmu^h-

'29 Ivvrnih Airnut N«.w You Cm
1 235 V'io* St. > Piiii.*uclitiu

1201 Liberty Ave Prrr*«u»xu

2W Turk St. Saw fhMOMO
2024 Third A»# Sum*

3617 TuhmiioD Am ... St. Lolts

MS ThirtM-nth St.. N. W. Wamhncto*

EXHIBITORS are showing exceptional interest in the
method of operation of Wid Gunning, Inc.

I don't blame them.

It's about time tbe exhibitor began to ask, "Where does

the dollar I pay for film rental go ? How is it divided in

New York ?"

It is a vitally important question—for, as sure as black is

black and white is white, where that dollar is wasted, where it is

diverted from those who rightfully earn it
—sincere, constructive

business methods are barred at the threshold of the picture in-

dustry, creative, enthusiastic, ambitious production ideals are

KILLED.

That is as eternally true as gospel.

Read it over again and let it sink in deep.

Three months ago I could have answered the exhibitor's

query about his dollar without a second's hesitation.

"Seventy cents of your dollar," I could have told Frank

Rembusch, for example, "goes to a lot of swivel chair

warmers in New York who have no harder work to do
than Le-Paging themselves to their titles. About fifteen

cents more goes to actually pay the sales force. The other

fifteen cents goes to the actual creator of the film you are

showing—and this poor individual is probably being pur-

sued day and night by his banker because it is so much
trouble to get money out of a distributor that no producer

can ever stay on the same side of the street with his

banker.

"The producer can't even claim independence and works

with the enthusiasm of a sweatshop laborer being scared

to death he might put into his task a new idea which he

would prefer to save for the day when he will be pro-

ducing independently."

That is the answer I could have given three months ago.

In sum and substance I could have said—Your dollar does

every thing but encourage the creator of better motion pictures

everything but foster more efficient operation, everything but in-

spire real showmanship brains.

And you know it I
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Giving the

JjorCs share

To the
actual
creator
for the
making
of Better
Films

to the
£ions

FjtrLTTYi Omcfj . . . 1540 Bm*dwiv, >r>. York
ATlAirr» 146M»rieluSt
Bomn ; 19 Piedmont Sl

hi ii .l.. 2S7 Fnnklin Sl

Ci.tviTA.'rry ' 407 Film Exehinee Bide
Oucico S04 Soulh Wibuh Ave.

CincmiUTi .... Pioneer Sl. nil 6V...!w«,

D»n»> 1812X Commerce 9l
I*™ 1711 Bnndaiy
Dmoir - ... 143 E«4 Eliuhcih Si

Film Bide.. 17lh .u.d M.in Su , k ,
-.. ,. Cm

838 South Olive St. . . . Lot AriCEL*»

16 North Fourth St. MtmvEAfOLIS
'29 Seventh Avenue Niw You Cm
1235 Vine Sl I'miun.nu.
1201 Liberty Ave, Prmei BCii

284 Turk St. Sa.i Fn*>cc*x

2024 Third Ave ... SBATTU
3617 Washington Ave. St Love.

525 Thirteenth St, N. W.

WHEN Wid Gunning came East to take over the reins

of his distributing organization I heard something
about his plans to let the workers share the profits

which they created.

I didn't enthuse much— five years as managing editor

of Motion Picture News had made me just about twice as

callous and cynical as the average exhibitor when it came
to policy announcements.

Then 1 heard the message from Wid Gunning personally,

I met the men who compose his organization, I journeyed
into the field and saw the men on the firing line

AND I MADE A STARTLING DISCOVERY
I found a new division of the exhibitor's hundred cents,

of your dollar

Seventy cents of every dollar you pay Wid Gunning.
Inc., goes back to the man who inspired and made the

picture that flashes on your screen. It is his just reward,
and it is his inspiration to go out and make finer, better,

greater motion pictures

—

for your screen.

Not a cent goes to a swivel chair warmer

Every penny of the balance goes to the men who create

the exploitation and build showmanship value around the

production, the men who actually do the work of selling

and distributing it.

Every resident manager for the Wid Gunning organiza-

tion, every salesman who calls at your box-office, has it

within his own power to determine the share of profis that

shall be his.

Every man who talks Wid Gunning to you is a partner

of Wid Gunning. If he can't measure up to that position

in ability and integrity—he doesn't belong with Wid Gunning.
Inc., and he won't be there tomorrow.

Is it any wonder that the leading production brains of the

industry are discussing the future with Wid Gunning today?

Is it any wonder that the most able exploitation effort of

the industry is allying itself with Wid Gunning productions ?

Is it any wonder that the top notch managers and sales-

men are seeking an opportunity to become partners with
Wid Gunning?

If all the field knew the dollars and cents which that partner-

ship means the doors wouldn't hold the onslaught.

And is it any wonder that exhibitors, as they finger that

dollar before it starts on its way to New York, are saying

" My present and future depend on a stable supply of
better motion pictures, at prices based upon efficient distribu-

tion. I'm paying my money where I make my money—out

of the picture on the screen and the exploitation with it.

I'm quitting the furniture business—and I never 'did like

swivel chairs anyway "

Neither do I.



4 Goldwyn's
sensation

The greatest motion picture

the world has ever known /
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WHO SAYS ITS BIG?

THEY SAY ITS BIG/

A story of characters recognizably real, told

against the most impressive backgrounds ever col-

lected from the Canadian Rockies, makes this picture

stand out as something really conspicuous.

—Laurence Reid in Motion Picture News.

For superb setting "Conceit," a Lewis J. Selznick

production, leads them all. * * * "Conceit" gets

away from the beaten trail * * * effectively acted by
an excellent cast.

—Edward Wetzel in Moving Picture World.

I
If we were an exhibitor we would book "Conceit,"

give it first-class exploitation and then sit back confi-

dently and watch its effect on patrons. It is a picture

which will appeal to nearly everybody for the very
good reason that it contains stuff of real appeal and
it has been splendidly produced. * * * "Conceit" is an
exceptional picture. —Exhibitors Trade Review.

The story is told with conviction. * * * It is revo-

lutionary. * * * The characters are conservative, believ-

able creatures who act like people. And they look

like people, too.

—Helen Rockwell in The Morning Telegraph.

(§v%
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Joseph 37 Schenck,
prosQvits

in a rQinarkgble revival

of her famous success

DE LUXE
ANNIE

from the play by EfLxocipd Clark?

Directed by Roland l$est
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Jin IRV1N V WILLAT
Production

7rom the Saturday Evening lost Story

tyEARL DERR BIGGERS

FIFTYCANDLES
Jeaturin^ Marjorie Daw, Bertram Grassby and Dorothy Sibley

L^roclucecl WWillatProductions Inc. CA.Willat.JW.

Your Patrons Will Like MARJORIE DAW
in This One

Millions of movie fans were charmed with this popular screen actress when she
played with Douglas Fairbanks in "He Comes Up Smiling," "Down in Mo-
rocco," "Mr. Fix-It," "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," and "His Majesty,
the American." They were thrilled with her performance as "Mary Connis-
ton" in Marshall Neilan's "The River's End" and as the "Kid" in his "Bob
Hampton of Placer," and cried with her in Metro's "Great Redeemer."

In "Fifty Candles," where she portrays the role of an American girl, secretary
to the much hated owner of extensive enterprises in China, which connection
involves her in many thrilling experiences, and as the sweetheart of Ralph
Coolidge, a business associate of Drew's, she gives a performance that will
raise her to new heights of popularity.

"Fifty Candles" is sure to make money— a great picture with tremendous
advertising possibilities.

HODKINSON
PICTURE S WM M VOC EL

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR

FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE LTD
V CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

HODKINSON PICTURES DISTRIBUTED THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES



TRIART PRODUCTIONS
presents

% BASHFUL SUITOR
featuring

PIERRE GENDRON
and MARY BRANDON

Dramatic Director ,

HERERT BLACHE
Jbrt Director

LEJARENAHILLER

NewYork Gives Great Praise toSecond Triart Production

Like its predecessor, "THE BEGGAR
MAID," the second Triart two reel feature,

"THE BASHFUL SUITOR," was so well

received at the Rivoli Theatre in New York,

it was held over for a second week at the

Rialto, and again this charming short feature

was opened with a special prologue.

THE NEW YORK TIMES speaks of it as:

"An interesting, and more importantly, a
significant screen production."

THE NEW YORK HERALD:
"Another beautiful, winsome photoplay."

THE NEW YORK TELEGRAPH:
"Delightful screen story, beautifully told and

photographed."

The best theatres are Playing these Triart two reel features

HODKINSON
PICTURES WM AVVOCEL

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR «'Xf„lfVi"" I

HODKINSON PICTURES DISTRIBUTED THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES



n a
Pouring

the competition
included every big
special offered this

year"None missing



A Harold Lloyd Special

Hal Roach
presents

Through Associated Exhibitors

ASuper-Dreadnaug
Comedy

With No Limitation

ON LAUGHTER

221

Harold Lloyd
i ASAILOR-MADE MAN

Rathe'
Distributors



imROLD Lloyd
* A Sailor-Made Ma?^m

does not disaoooint in this one. His comedv is straight,

clean and decent." „r .

,

Wids.

"It is very likely to result in an avalanche of dollars at the box

office and will widen the smile on the face of the wise

exhibitor.
Exhibitors Trade Review.

"All's well in this rollicking comedy. A sure laugh-getter.

Fresh, novel, mirthful innovations and an honest-to-goodness

story background. Certainly a gem." B'/ufl
Motion Picture News.

"The picture is expensively made and looks it. It is

continuous fun, well presented, most amusing and a thorough,

complete and satisfying entertainment."
Moving Pictunr World.
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Why I Show Paramount Pictures

By

PHIL GLEICHMAN
Owner Broadway-Strand

Detroit

Here are Some Current

Paramount Pictures
CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "The Affairs of Anatol"

GLORIA SWANSON in "The Great Moment"
"THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph Val-

entino, A George Melford production

"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD," A Cosmo-

politan production

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "Ladies Must Live"

WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWANSON and EL-

LIOTT DEXTER in "Don't Tell Everything"

ELSIE FERGUSON and WALLACE REID in "For-

ever" ("Peter Ibbetson")

A GEORGE FITZMAURICE production

ELSIE FERGUSON in "Footlights"

WILLIAM deMILLE'S "Miss Lulu Bett," with Lois

Wilson, Milton Sills, Helen Ferguson and Theo-

dore Roberts

WILLIAM S. HART in "Travelin' On"

A William S. Hart production

BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and the Woman"
CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "Fool's Paradise"

JACK HOLT in "The Call of the North"

THOMAS MEIGHAN in "A Prince There Was"

By

PHIL GLEICHMAN
Owner Broadway-Strand

DETROIT

Why do I show Paramount Pictures at the
Broadway-Strand Theatre?

Why does a good carpenter insist upon a
certain brand of tools

;
why does a housewife

insist upon a certain grade of flour, or why
does a well-dressed man depend upon a cer-

tain tailor to outfit him?

The answer is simpk
work best.

-because they do the

That, briefly, is why I am showing Para-
mount pictures. When I took over the Broad-
way-Strand Theatre, three years ago, I decided
to obtain the best possible grade of pictures on
the market, and if they fulfilled my require-

ments, to stick to them and establish them as

a certain means of revenue to my house. Para-
mount pictures have done all of that for me.

There are certain requirements of the very
highest standard that all Paramount pictures

must attain and a regular patron of any theatre
showing such attractions soon begins to dis-

cover that point for himself. For instance, the

story value must be of a certain standard, the

cast must be beyond criticism, and last, but by
no means least, the directorship must not only
be good, but a step or so ahead of the times.

In showing Paramount pictures, I bring a

nationally advertised product into my theatre

—

not a product that has been publicized without
sufficient merit behind it, but one that stands
up to any advance notices that a theatre man-
ager can make. In other words, the Para-
mount system of production and advertising

gives the exhibitor the opportunity to go the

limit in exploitation and know that he can
fully satisfy his public.

The slogan, "It's a Paramount Picture,"

means a great deal to me and to other ex-

hibitors showing Paramount pictures. It is

found everywhere the picture patron might
look—in the national magazines, in the news-
papers and on the billboards. It is a sign that

picture patrons have come to fix in their minds
unconsciously, but with a very good reason, as

the sign of good motion picture and a wholly
satisfying evening's entertainment.

PHIL GLEICHMAN,
Owner Broadway-Strand Theatre,

Detroit, Mich.



y
| Wallace Reid and the
voman who regards all

| men as pals—at least that's

vhat she says.

Elliott Dexter as the bach*
elor philosopher in whom 1

young love confi

| Let me see

that man's
picture!"

Each Paramount Picture

you see gives birth to a

desire to see another—an
endless chain of happy
evenings.

It does not matter which
evenings in the week you go,

or how often, as long as you
choose a theatre that's show-
ing a Paramount Picture.

For if it's a Paramount
Picture it's the best show in

town.

Paramount Pictures
listed in order of release

Nov. 1, 1921, to Jan. I, 1922

Ask your theatre manager when
he will show them

William S. Hart In
"Three Word Brand"

A Wm. S. Hart Production
George Loane Tucker's
"Ladies Must Live"

with Betty Compson;
by Alice Duer Miller.

"The Bonnk- Briar Bush,"
by Ian MacLaren.

A Donald Crisp Production.

Marion Davies in
"Enchantment"

By Frank R. Adams
Supervised

by Cosmopolitan Productions

George Melford's Production
"The Sheik"

With Agnes Ayres and
Rudolph Valentino

% From the novel by
Edith M. Hull.

Jack Holt in
"The Call of the North,"

adapted from
"Conjuror's House"

by Stewart Edwa rd White.

Thomas Meighan in

"A Prince There Was"
From George M. Cohan's play
and the novel "Enchanted

Hearts"
by Darragh Aldrich.

Ethel Clayton in
"Exit—the Vamp"

by Clara Beranger.
"Get-Rich#Quick Wallingford"
From George M. Cohan's

famous play: A Cosmopolitan
Production Directed by

Frank Borzage.

Pola Negri in
"The Last Payment."

Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson
and Elliott Dexter in

"Don't Tell Everything!"
by Lorna M oon.

"Just Around the Corner"
by Fannie Hurst

A Cosmopolitan Production

William S. Hart in
"White Oak."

A Wm. S. Hart Production.
Gloria Swanson in
"Under the Lash"
From the novel
"The Shulamlte"

by Alice and Claude Askew.

A William de Mille Production
"Miss Lulu Bett"

with Lois Wilson, Milton Sills,

Theodore Roberts and
Helen Ferguson.

From the novel and play
Zona Gale.

by

Betty Compson in
"The Little Minister"
by James M. Barrie.
A Penrhyn Stanlaws

Production.

Adolph Zukor presents

G/oriaSwansoh

EffiottDexter
in

"DON'T TELL
EVERYTHING!''
By Lorna Moon A Paramount Picture Directed by Sam Wood

T_T ERE are three great stars in

the greatest photoplay of

love strategy that ever happened.

It's a drama and a comedy and
a satire and a philosophy all in

one.
A well meaning young man

tells the girl of his heart far too
much, and even then she didn't

believe she had heard it all!

Cast, direction and story are
. . . but we must heed the pic-

ture's advice, "Don't Tell Every-
thing!"

Here are a few titles from the
photoplay, which show you the
way Cupid's knitting gets all tan-
gled:

"And so the sun stood still, and
the rivers stopped, and the whole

world waited with bated breath,
while these lovers vowed that
their engagement would be differ-

ent." * * *

"Let's have no secrets, Tommy
dear,—don't you think people who
are going to be married ought to
know all about each other?"

"Well, almost all!" * * *

"Tell a woman what you must,
but don't tell everything." * * *

"Confession may be good for
the soul but not for an engage-
ment!" * * *

"There are no game-laws in a
man hunt, and it's always open
season." * * *

"But as much as Tommy loves
truth he loves his Marion more

—

so he lies—and lies—and LIES

—

even as you and I!"

Askyour theatre

ij manager when
he will show it.

:
"Remember, we're not go-
ing to have secrets from
each other ... I"

Gloi
\ \ f JSwansonAT

If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town



The thrill- a -min-

ute play that has

been seen by mil-

lions all over the

world.

The novel whose

sales have in-

creased every year

since it was
written.

^^^^^ in J.M.Barrie's plaij —J
*THE LITTLE MINISTER7

' ^jH
THIS is going to be one of the real

big ones of the year. It's going to

make people talk and come again.

It's the greatest part Betty Compson ever

had. The play is one of the greatest that
ever thrilled an audience.

And when you see it you'll realize that

Penrhyn Stanlaws is one of the really

great directors.

A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production. Scenario by Edfrid Bingham.

Ci (paramountQ>idure



The Wild Flavor of the Wilderness, Strang

An old house built two hundrea yeai

before by a chevalier of France whojourneye,

far to the North, with its wide forest aisles-

its lakes and streams—its mountains. A seen

that, years later, was to prove a fitting bad
ground for the fair young Jeanne D'Arcamba'
wistful "flower of the north.

All the witchery and charm and, witha

the ruggedness, which James Oliver Curwoo

wrote into his famous novel has been caugr

by - the director, David Smith, in thi

Vitagraph special production.



R CURWOOD
DIRECTED BY
DAVID SMITH

r.

uded with the Courtly Atmosphere of Old France

There are fights—battles with fists and with

i eapons—and back of it all a deeper, more sinister

ruggle between a man, out to win honestly, and
ie forces of wealth and greed.

Henry B. Walthall and Pauline Starke head £
ie all-star cast in this exceptional

imance. Here is a picture big in

very sense of the word, appeal-

lg, thrilling, refreshing.

A picture for everybody—

"Flower of the North."

•v
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The
Greatest
Woman

Ever

DalJkn¥xmt?
IOIS WEBER'S greatest picture is sweep-

^ ing Ohio off its feet. In Cleveland at the

Allen; in Columbus at the Grand; in Toledo

at the Pantheon, the million dollar question

packed 'em in as we told you it would

!

Showmen without exception have pro-

claimed it the biggest clean-up picture of the

year. Grab it—book it—ride with it. Let

your old cash register sing a bit for a change!

A Great Title.

A Sure Fire Free Space Grabber.

A Big Week.

A Delighted Exhibitor.

When—For You?

f.XMimi (l»H(M l.'dO l!rond»ay. Nev* York

Atlanta 146 Marietta St.

Boston 10 Piedmont St

BtfFALo , . 257 Franklin St.

ClkvklaNd 607 Film F.irhange Bldp

Chicago 80-1 South Wal.a»h Av

Cincinnati .... Pioneer St. and Broadway

Dallas 1812', C.ommeroe St

Dorm 1711 Ilroadway

hrrnorr .... 143 Kaat F.h*al*elh St.

In. Hldg.. L7tfa and Mata Su Kansas City

838 South Olive St LOS AjfflfUM

16 North Fourth St Minneapolis

720 Seventh Avenue . . . . . Nlit York Crrv

12.15 Vine St Philadelphia

til Liberty Ave PrrtsBi BCii

184 Turk St San Fhancbco

2021 Third Ave Seattle

3617 Washington Ave St. Lorta

525 Thirteenth Si.. N. W. . WASHINGTON
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Owosso, Mich.,

1921, Nov. 27

ALBERT E. SMITH, Prest.

VITAGRAPH CO.
469 Fifth Avenue

New York, N. Y.

As the author of the novel "Flower of the

North," I cannot fully express my appreciation

of your picturization of the book. It is one of

my favorite books of the big North and I am
delighted with the masterly way that director

David Smith has put it on the screen; not
only has he kept my story in every detail

but he has added to it a craftsmanship that

makes of it one of the best pictures I have ever

seen.

I am accused of being an ultrasevere critic

of the picturization of my own stories, but in

this instance I cannot find words which can
too fully express my satisfaction of the splendid

piece of work you have turned out with
• " Flower of the North." Pauline Starke is exqui-

site. Henry Walthall has done his best acting.

The entire cast fits in like a cross section of the

Northland itself. The real Jeanne D'Arcambal
and I tender you our thanks.

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
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SMASHED ALL BOX OFFICE RECORDS!

At B. F. Keith's Victory Theatre, Providence

"Ten Nights in a Barroom

Played to one Person out of every

six in the City of Providence. Shat-

tering all previous attendance
and Box Office Records. And this

at regular admission prices

!

Thousands turned away daily!

Watch this space for big future

announcements on this record

breaker.

Theatres wire or write for bookings

Arrow Film Corporation
W. E. SHALLENBERGER President

220 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.



Achievement Films, Inc.
presents

The Power
Within

Adapted And Directed By Lem F. Kennedy



The Power With!
TT* VERY picture, every play that thrills

JL^j and entertains and at the same time

drives home a big moral, has a better

chance for success and lasting fame than

those which cater to the whim of the mo-

ment or pander to the passions.

Consider "Ben Hur" with its amazing

record, its wonderful vitality; consider

"The Old Homestead," "Uncle Tom's

Cabin," "Hazel Kirke," "East Lynne"

and others like them.

Some of them have been running for over

thirty years and have played to their tens

of millions. They thrill and inspire.

"The Power Within" thrills and in-

spires. It is a drama of the soul, big with

nobility, charity, love, faith and courage.

Your audiences will thank you for run-

ning "The Power Within."

J*
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Not only capacity seven nights

BUT
Every seat filled at the matinee
Due to the great appeal to wome

*********
OFFICE

IS6 4 "on—

December

j q2 1

1540
BToaanay.

tW ^t^agement of J

aurl»8 J*f , 9
picture •*

. t0 see ^ ' wit as a l-o. -we

* desired t0
+>, eatres ,

v?\ +/h.eatre, r

" wrggSSSrs*5 00931

:

hat Do Men Want?
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William Fox
Special

Super-Productions

The Play i

stirred their

from thepoems by
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that has
Country!

ram
Now Ready

and
Booking

Will Carleton

P&ulff.Sloane

MILLARDE as*
MARK,
TWAIN'S
GREATEST COMEDY

10

with/

Mary Can-
The Mother in

bver the Hill
A thrilling race tracK.

drama

A Strange South Sea
Romance

CONNECTICUT^™,
YANKEE Im^is!

IN KING ARTHURS COURT
Staged by_

j|
by Hiram Percy Maxim

Diicettd by

J. Seavle Da-wleyEmmettJ. Flynn



3KV
Story by Charles Neville Buck, Directed by JACK DILLON
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Three Big Fox Profit Units

William Fox

SUNSHINE
COMEDIES
Business is Business

Pardon Me!

Ohe dictionary

defines the word
JlRSTas-.

"before all other;?

FOX
NEWS
-< fulfills that
definition tilth"

Quality!
Quantity !

Speed ! Service!

The Cm
Nations JM^l
Mirthmaltcr^

MUTT
an(JEFF

Matri-Money
The Village Cut-Ups

A Messy Christmas

Jfoy)
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.\>. 5 th.

R-C UJEEK
Feb. 5th to Feb. 12th
R-C Week will do two things
for you.

1st. It will bring immedi-
ate extra profits

—

real super-
profits.

2nd. It will answer the
question, What shall I show
my audiences that will in-

crease their good will for

my theatre?

R-C Week is a special occasion designed to make
known to millions of people the fact that R-C
Pictures are always clean, well staged, well cast pro-
ductions with novel "natural hit" stories.

[Special|Exploitation Free

|JA $1000j cashJ prize] contest Free to your patrons.

Double page advertisements in the 11 leading "fan"

magazines—reaching nearly 9,000,000 movie lovers.

Free posters, slides, heralds and snipes.

Ready for you now are six of the best pictures that
will be released in 1922.

All our series of 26 features directed by the R-C
directors and played by R-C stars and R-C casts are

available for you to. play in R-C Week.

PICTURES LOUIS J. GASNIEEL
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l "whale'of a money maker." Full of the thrills
hat come from following the life story of a
'Follies" chorus girl.

"THE CALL OF HOME"
directed by LoUlS J. GdSTlier

"Home," Geo. Agnew Chamberlain's novel dram-
atized. The story of great hearted man's love for

the one woman and his home. A hit.

R-C PICTURES
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The
Wonder
Reel

THAT added touch—a Kineto Review—gives zest to your pro-
gram. You can show a Kineto Review every week for two years.

You can earn and keep a reputation for giving a show that is "dif-

ferent."

The first twenty-five titles give you an idea of the subjects of Kineto
Reviews which cover a field as wide as human knowledge and
achievement.

Was Darwin Right?"

Beauty Spots of America"

Swat That Fly"

Primitive Life in Tennessee"

Peculiar Pets"

Combating the Elements" *

Dexterityand Mimicry of Insects'

'

Birds of Crags and Marshes"

Bear Hunting in California"

Village Life in Switzerland"

The Naturalist's Paradise"

Morocco, the Mysterious"

"Thrills"

"Emerald Isle"

"The Holy City"

"Babyhood"

"Down in Dixie" «

"Panama"
"Liquid Gold of Texas"

"Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho"

"Vegetarians"

"Hunting the Sea Wolf"
"Boy Scouts of America"
"Water-Babies"

"Bonnie Scotland"

Albany Buffalo Dallas

BOOK NOW at YOUr Atlanta Chicago Denver

Tsjporpof Fvphflnp-e Baltimore Cincinnati Detroit
INeareSI .CXCnangC Boston Cleveland Kansas City

"NATIONA
I NT C O P
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IT takes a real serial to bring

steady patronage.

"The Great Reward" is the serial-plus. Francis Ford and Ella Hall
are the most popular of serial co-stars.

"The Great Reward" is full of thrills and action—a real punch in

every episode. Its story and production class with special feature

productions.

"The Great Reward" has been building business for exhibitors for

more than three months. Book it now and make absolutely sure of

crowds on "The Great Reward" night for fifteen weeks.

Little Rock
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

New Haven
New York
Oklahoma City
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
Salt Lake City

San Francisco

Seattle

Toronto
Montreal

St. John, N. B.

Winnipeg. Man.
Calgary, Alta.

Vancouver, B.C.

XCHANGES
13
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Here's Every Word of the Franchise Holders' and Exhibitoi

They were written after the preview of the picture at "Our Dick's" adoption dinner at the Hotel Astor rec

CHARLES RAPPAPORT
Ideal Theatre, Philadelphia

L. F. BLUMENTHAL
National, Central, Tivoli, Jersey

City

LOUIS BELLINGER
Summit Theatre, West

Hoboken

IRVING ROSE
Pastime Theatre, Union Hill,

N. J.

/. Fitzgibbons, Regent Theatre, Bay-
shore, N. Y.

Richard Barthelmess'. characterization

of "Tol'able David" has real audience

appeal. With supporting cast and
story, should be a tremendous box
office attraction.

Harold Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo.

Marvelous. Exciting. Pleasing. In

entertainment everything that a pic-

ture should be.

A. M. Rappaport, Ideal Theatre,

Philadelphia.

Very good picture.

Daniel S. Bader, Lincoln Theatre,

Philadelphia.

Marvelous picture. Should go big.

Title means nothing. Suggest another

title. Acting all that could be de-

sired.

H. B. Varner, Lyric Theater, Lexing-
ton, N. C.

A wonderful picture.

C. F. Hopkins, Wilmer and Vincent
Theatre Co., Harrisburg.

I did not leave a written expression
regarding "Tol'able David" because
I did not want to be hasty in my opin-

ion. I think that "Tol'able David"
shows Richard Barthelmess to be a

wonderful actor, just as some of his

previous pictures have shown him,
and the photographic work showing
the scenery of the Kentucky hills and
valleys is splendid. Whether the story

of "Tol'able David" dealing as it does

almost entirely with a detestable type

of Kentucky Mountaineer, would have
an appeal to the public, is a question,

and I feel sure that the drawing
power of the title, "Tol'able David,"
would be rather weak. I fail to see

anything in the picture that would
send an audience out to tell its friends

to go to see it.

Irving Rose, Pastime Theatre, Union

Hill, N. J.

A picture that the most critical ana

hardened movie fan will find he has to

get his handkerchief ready. The en-

tertainment is as complete as one can

hope to enjoy.

John H. Cook, Colonial Theatre,

Reading, Pa.

A picture with a punch and sure to

please the public.

Herbert A. Oilman, Dorchester Thea-
tre, Dorchester, Mass.

Richard Barthelmess as Tol'able

David cannot be surpassed. The cast

is excellent and the settings perfection.

A 100 per cent, picture. Will appeal

to the virile loving public.

M. Stiefel, Philadelphia, Penna.

Mr. Barthelmess' acting is very good,

but don't think much of the story.

I. J. HOFFMAN
Capitol Theatre, Ansonia,

Conn.
LEWEN PIZOR

Colonel Theatre, Phoenixville
M. STIEFEL

Philadelphia, I'cnna.

Watch It at the Box Office

HAROLD FRANKLIN
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo

A First National Attraction
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Opinions on Richard Barthelmess in "Tol'able David
We'll give you a tip that it will make a big hit with audiences and make money for everybody

JULES MICHAELS
timt Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

JOHN H. COOK
Colonial Theatre, Reading,

A. A. ELLIOTT
Playhouse, Hudson, N. Y.

H. J. SCHAD
Colonial Theatre, Reading, Pa.

I H. Michaels, Regent Theatre, IV.

Buffalo, N. Y.

f truly remarkable picture in every

vy.

liwen Pizor, Colonial Theatre.
Phoenixville.

/ wonderfully acted picture which
rids the interest throughout. Star

ad cast very good. It is bound to

rase.

j F. Blumenthal, National Central

Tivoli, Jersey City.

'ie sterling acting of Richard Bar-
Islmess is an outstanding feature of

te red-blooded American drama. It

i a story of a go-getter and has a
jipular appeal that should make a

jiod box office attraction.

. mis L. Bellinger, Summit Theatre,

West Hoboken, N. J.

gives me great pleasure in stating

at in my opinion the acting, scenes
id photography are wonderful, story

iry good and think that if changes
•e made in title more suggestive that

will be a box office winner.

G. Hartford, Imperial Theatre,

Pawtucket, R. I.

Regarding criticism on Barthelmess'

picture, "Tol'able David" as a whole
I consider it a good picture filled

with heart interest, but in my opin-

ion it will not be a box office attrac-

tion. It does not measure up with

Barthelmess' work in "Broken Blos-

soms" or "Way Down East." The
support was exceptionally good

;
types

well chosen ; direction good
;
splendid

scenery ; excellent photography. How-
ever, with three deaths and one in-

jured for life, it seems to me there-

should have been more comedy in-

jected into the picture. The director

missed the opportunity in this respect.

There could have been some good

comedy scenes in the country grocery

store and there was a fine chance to

pull off an old-fashioned rural barn

dance which would in a measure off-

set the deaths which occur in this pic-

ture. This criticism may not be what

you want, but it is a frank expression

of my idea of the picture.

DABID P. SOBLOSKY
Stanley Company, Philadelphia

Wtimer and Vincent.

Very good picture.

H. J. Schad, Colonial Theatre, Read-

ing, Pa.

Full of heart appeal and a wonderful

punch.

Charles Segal, Philadelphia.

A picture that will touch the hearts of

all. It sure will be a box office winner.

Mr. Richard Barthelmess is some star,

and deserves a lot of credit as well as

Mr. King, the director.

W. S. Ayer, Exeter Theatre, Boston.

Splendid character work but scenes

are held too long in planting atmos-

phere in first reels which causes pic-

ture to drag. After action begins

work and direction fine but too many
gruesome scenes introduced. Pic-

ture too morbid throughout. No com-

edy relief. Do not think type of story

exactly what public wants. Barthel-

mess does splendid work. In more

pleasant story think he will prove well

worth while.

Richard Barthelmess in

"Tol'able David" is pre-

sented by Inspiration Pic-

tures, Inc. Story adapted

by Edmund Goulding and

Henry King from the

Saturday Evening Post
story by Joseph Herges-

heimer. Directed by Henry
King ; photographed by
Henry Cronjager.

EARL M. FORTE
Sherwood Theatre, Philadelphia

DR. HARRY HALL
Rand Strand, Troy, N.

Watch It Make a Clean-up

Hhere'tt be a Franchise everywhere
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These Are StrongWords froij

National Board of Review, in a special report

on "All for a IVoman, 99
gives such a vivid and re-

markable word picture of this drama we believe it

will furnish exhibitors with a more adequate idea of

the picture than anything else we can offer.

FINEST HISTORICAL
PICTURE SHOWN
THE finest historical picture

that has ever been brought to

America.

"All for a Woman" undoubt-
edly outranks both "Passion" and
"Deception." In acting, in set-

ting, in its atmosphere of historic

authenticity, it not only stands by
itself but marks its own distance

from what has previously been
done in similar fields of endeavor.

Its torrentially dramatic qual-

ity stuns and overpowers the

spectator until he is transported

to the very boiling point of the

French Revolution.

The immense suggestive power
of the picture is the more remark-
able when one considers that it

is merely an elaboration of a sin-

gle episode, the fall of Danton,
and that it does not show the

Revolution in its inception and
progress, but presents it in being,

like a many headed monster that

suddenly rears up before our

eyes.
((5^ <*?^

THE REVOLUTION
IS BEFORE YOU
A pitiless face wrapt in a black

cowl that reveals its blood rela-

tionship to all the executioners

of history, stalks through streets

Andrew J. Callaghan presents

emptied by terror. Two foul,

distorted figures, like rats emerg-
ing from the big sewers of Paris

pounce upon a frightened woman
to feel the aristocratic softness

of her hands, and hasten away
to denounce her for the guillotine.

Eight or ten murderous idols

of the mob sit about a table in

fanatical exigence and sign away
lives by the hundreds without a

pretense of trial.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the

Revolution is before you; a spec-

tacle not without its damnable
exaltation if you can see it eye
to eye with Carlyle.

jt jt j*

ADMIRABLE RESTRAINT;
SKILLFUL SUGGESTION
The action that develops

against this grandiose back-
ground is born of the conflict be-

tween Danton and Robespierre.
These two antithetical personali-

ties have always fascinated his-

torians of the French Revolution.
The picture is distinguished in

every department of staging, di-

rection and acting.

The sets are realistic in design,

with no attempt at experimenta-
tion such as distinguished "Cali-

gari" and "The Golem." The
scene at the trial is perhaps the
most successful.

ALL FOR
Iherell be a Franchise everywhere.
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Supreme Court of the Screen
We believe this wonderful word picture and the

dramatic force of the review will interest you of itself.

And it is certainly worth any exhibitor's time if he is

on the lookout for the biggest production from both

an artistic and box office standpoint.

The scenes in the prisons and
at the executions are handled
with admirable restraint and
achieve their effect by skillful

suggestion. The French atmos-
phere of the picture is maintained
throughout in costume, type,

property detail, and mannerism.
.4 .*

OUTSTANDING EXCEL-
LENCE LIES IN THE ACTING
But the outstanding excellence of

the picture lies in the acting, which is

as it should he. Emil Tannings, whose
Henry the Eighth in "Deception" set

a new mark in historic interpretation,

plays the part of Danton.
Werner Kraus, of "Doctor Caligari"

fame, portrays Robespierre. It would
be a thankless task to have to decide

which of these two artists does the

finer work.
a* 3 A

The performance of Jannings is per-

haps the most dazzling that has ever

come before the eyes of a motion pic-

ture audience.

Tannings acts Danton with a fire and
an abandon which becomes symbolic of

the passion and the unrestraint of the

Revolution itself ; we are made to un-

derstand a whole movement in terms
of a single personality.

j* A A

UNSURPASSED IN
SUSTAINING POWER
His interpretation is unsurpassed

tor sustained power. Werner Kraus,

on the other hand, insinuates a malig-

nancy into the character of Robes-
pierre which make all written defama-
tions of this repulsive figure seem pale

by comparison. His work is a master-
piece of restraint.

If we are to compare these two
actors at all we must remember that

they enhance each other by contrast,

that together they make the picture

what it is. Xo one who has once seen
it is likely to forget that deadly scene
where Danton, repulsed by Robes-
pierre in his proffer of friendship, spits

at his rival and rushes forth to his

doom.
A A jt

PORTRAYED WITH
THE RAREST SKILL
The three minor characters of the

Count de Sechelles. the aristocrat who
has embraced the Revolution in every-
thing except its dirt. Camille Des-
moulins, the revolutionary poet, so

brave in his verses and so cowardly
when the guillotine called him. and
General Westerman. the hardy soldier

of the type that repulsed the royalist

conspirators from the borders of

France, are also portraved with rare

skill.

"Ali for a Woman" is from every
point of view an overwhelming dra-
matic spectacle which engulfs the
spectator in emotions which allow him
to re-live one of the most important
events of history with authentic real-

ism and make him feel anew the grand-
eur and the infamy of man. It would
seem to be the last word in this type
of historical picture.

A A .4

A First National Attraction

A WOMAN
Hhereli be a Franchise everywhere
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A Drama of Infinite Thrills!

Hobart Bosworth Productions, Inc.

Presents

HOBART
BOSWORTH

"The Sea Lion"
By Emilie Johnson

Scenario by Joseph Franklin Poland; Directed by
Rowland V. Lee; Photographed by J. 0. Taylor.

Distributed by Associated First

National Pictures, Inc.

Here's Just a Few of Them:

WRECK—Ship pounding to pieces on the rocks.

DROWNING—Crew battling with the waves against death.

RESCUE—The powerful Sea Lion swimming through white

foamed surf to save a drowning girl.

SHANGHAIED—A woman kidnapped and hidden on board

a ship.

MAROONED—A man, woman and child cast up by the sea on

a lost island.

MUTINY—Ship's crew battling with the officers with belaying

pins.

STORM—A vessel lost at sea, driven by waves mountain high.

BECALMED—A ship on a dead sea, the crew dying of thirst.

MAD—Crazed men fighting for the last cask of water.

WHALING—Sea hunters spearing whales in mid-ocean.

ROMANCE—Girl brought up on

lost island rescued by ship's

mate—and both fall in love.

ADVENTURE—The wonderful
happenings aboard the ship of

a half-mad captain, who sails

the Seven Seas from the arctics

to the tropics.

PATHOS—A captain sending a girl

to her death in a small boat

only to find she's his own
daughter.

CHARACTER—The rough and
rugged men of the northern

seas, tamed by a beautiful girl.

BEAUTY— All the
beauty of the seas in

storm and calm

—

a wonder picture.

Released On The Open Market—Available To All Exhibitors
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Tke Lesson of tke Year
By MARTIN

THE year now ending has introduced into the

industry policies which economists of the busi-

ness have been preaching for years without appre-

ciable results.

The calendar year 1921 must be allotted a

conspicuous place in the annals of the industry

because it was during this period that the business

generally was shaken into sober consideration of

the fact that motion pictures do not represent a

perennial gold strike and that extravagances can

no more be successfully entertained in this indus-

try than in the older and more prosaic lines of

business.

Except for little groups of far-visioned men

here and there in the industry, the trade is entitled

to no credit for the adoption of sounder economic

methods because the new order was not under-

taken by choice or design, but came involuntarily

as the result of the widespread financial tightening

which, during the past year, has enveloped the

business of the nation.

* * *

THE past year has been both a test and an edu-

cation. It has tested severely enterprises which

have been gaining their impetus more from rash

optimism than from common-sense judgment and

those that have weathered the test have received

a liberal education in those principles and policies

which make for permanent building and sustained

"I
success.

Although no single branch of the industry has

found the year one of smooth sailing, there is none

which can look upon the year with less cause for

jubilation than the distributor. The ills of the

period intensified upon the exchange. This situa-

tion was simply the expected, because the major-

ity of the extravagances and methods of uneco-

nomic operation have been permitted to collect in

the distribution of pictures.

Against materially lessened revenues distrib-

utors found themselves saddled down with fixed

and heavy expenses which could not be curtailed

J. QUIGLEY

and the result has been constantly increasing de-

ficits. Although the process of readjustment as

affecting the industry generally has been prac-

tically accomplished and there is in immediate

prospect indisputable indications of a return of

better business it is not to be assumed that the way

has again been made straight for the distributor

because the exchange system as it now exists must

inevitably be subjected to a wholesale revision

which will in some way lessen the staggering cost

of getting the picture from the studio to the

theatre.
* * *

THE most conspicuous readjustments that have

been effected have been within the domain of

the producer. Many forms of what has appeared

to have been regarded as inalienable privileges of

extravagance in the studio have been quietly

ushered out by the necessities of the year. Artists

have finally become impressed with the fact that

however indispensable they may seem to be indi-

vidually, their requirements must be margined

within reasonable limits.

In the theatre field the enterprise which has

been hardest hit has been the one which has builded

up to meet the possibilities of the boom days and

which, when business sagged below normal, found

that it had inordinately expanded. Normal con-

ditions will solve the difficulties of certain types of

such enterprises; others, however, must pay the

penalty of having facilities which are dispropor-

tionate to the demand.

The disciplining hand of changed conditions

has not exempted the theatre branch of the busi-

ness. Many serious forms of non-essential ex-

penditure have been dispelled from theatres and

there are others which will follow. The exhibitor,

as well as the producer and the distributor, has

had cause to look with favor upon more economical

methods and he, too, will find that the lessons of

the past year will enable him to build more securely

and more substantially for the future.
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The latest victim of sensational pub-

licity who has decided to allow motion

pictures to provide a balm in the form

of money to assuage his hurt feelings

is the celebrated Indian guide who

occupies a prominent position in the

cast of people concerned in that odor-

ous scandal, the Stillman divorce case.

The lure of gold obviously brings the

guide from his happy hunting ground

in Canada to become a celluloid celeb-

rity. This fact supplies him with an

understandable motive for his cinema

adventure which may prove successful

provided only that there are a sufficient

number of exhibitors who think that

their theatres are just another kind of

a wax works. This industry cannot

afford to become a catch-basin for

products of lurid publicity such as

Fred Beauvais.
* * *

The fanatical reform element with

headquarters at Washington has some-

what overplayed its hand in its

advocacy of a bill now before a Con-

gressional committee which seeks to

censor so-called gambling news. The

type of gambling news prominently re-

ferred to in the bill is that which has

to do with a report of the odds on

horse races.

* * *

This bill has come in for a very

emphatic denunciation by Mr. Thomas
R. Williams, president of the American

Newspaper Association, who sees in the

bill just what it is: namely, an attempt

to wedge in a censorship of the press,

to commence with the censorship of

such a feature as gambling news and

later to be extended, if possible, to

reach other types of matter included

in an American newspaper.

To have the American newspapers

confronted with this piece of the handi-

work of the Crafts crew is something

that this industry may view with satis-

faction, as it doubtless will wake them

up to a realization of just what this

reform group has in mind. With this

done they will understand what they

have not as yet generally given due

credence to and it is, that censorship

of motion pictures would simply pave

the way for a censorship of all other

forms of expression, including censor-

ship of the press—the Constitution

notwithstanding—because in the eyes

of this reform group the Constitution

is only a revered document when its

provisions meet with their approval.

# # *

A situation that portends interesting

developments is the increasingly keen

rivalry between Eastern and Western

groups with respect to motion picture

financing. If present indications are

correct, this matter will become one of

the really big questions of the coming

vcar.
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This Column
Wishes You

A Merry Christmas
And a

Happy New Year
To Follow.
*

The above goes for all our old friends
and the new ones acquired during the
year just closed.

POSTPONED!
We had hopes of having that

horse delivered on or before Xmas
day, but there has been a hitch in
matter of shipping it. The Post-
master General doesn't want to
take a chance on it during the holi-

day rush—it might get the wind
knocked out of it (and he's going to
need his wind along Fifth ave.), so
the exact date of delivery End pres-
entation has been put off until

later, which time will be designated
as HORSE WEEK. Keep your
eye on the calendar.

Joe Weil wants to buy a false tooth for

the James horse. Alright, Joe, maybe
he'll need it.

*

Easy
New Year', resolutions will be brief

this year—also easier to keep.
*

A Tough Proposition
After examining his A. B. C. circula-

tion, it might be timely to admonish one
New York editor not to claim too much
circulation in New York state or the in-

dustry may think he is running a reg-

ional. He hasn't much to spare for the

rest of the country.
*

The Aftermath
This week—Mistletoe, Christmas trees,

turkeys, mince pie, presents, Xmas cards.

Next week—The ash can, indigestion,

tablets, exchange checks, New Year's
cards.

*

The German mark is down to .0138. It

did its Christmas dropping early.
*

Great Idea
There is a vaudeville sketch out on the

Coast entitled "The Retake," which is

knocking 'em cold on the Pantages time.

Well, it ought to. Wonder if it has a

horse in it?
*

Germany is putting the reverse English
on Dave Warheld's famous line in "The
Music Master" when speaking of Berg-
doll, "If you don't vant him, I don't vant
'ini."

*

Lost—A Customer
Doug. Fairbanks may recover from

that camel bite, but we're going to smoke
another brand hereafter.

*

Had to Stick

That actor who made such a hit at

Sing Sing and wants to go on the stage

must remember up there they can't walk
out on him.

*

The editor of M. P. News says butter

isn't taxed or censored. Well, some of

it ought to be, but probably it puts up too

strong an argument.
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Realart Closes Exchanges;
Paramount to Handle Films

John S. Woody and Fred C. Quimby Will Organize
Company to Distribute Independent Product.

According to New York Reports
The advent of 1922 marks the suspension of activities of one of the

prominent producing and distributing corporations and the launching of

another organization for the distribution of large independent produc-

tions. On December 17 Realart Pictures Corporation ceased to function

as an individual unit of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Upon the

heels of this announcement are reports that John S. Woody and Fred C.

Quimby will organize a distributing company.

Exchange Managers
And Exhibitors Will

Adjust Grievances
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Dec. 20.—Exchange
managers in New York, Albany and Buf-

falo are expected to readily agree to the

proposal of the If. P. T. O. of New York
that exhibitors be given equal represen-

tation on grievance committees after Jan-
uary L

In the meantime, exhibitors are co-
operating to have all outstanding dis-

putes' between exchanges and theatre

owners adjusted before or during "Clean-
up Week." December 24 to 31. so that

the new system can start without any
old disputes on hand.

Tariff Hearing to Be
Held December 23 on

Motion Picture Film
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

VYASHIXGTOX. D. C, Dec. 20—Ar-
guments regarding the duties to be im-

posed upon motion picture films will be

heard by the senate finance committee

either on December 23 or 27.

Present plans of the committee call tor

the conclusion of the hearings by January
3, at which time executive consideration

of the bill w^ll commence.

Plan\Saturday Shows
For Children's Benefit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KOKOMO., IXD., Dec. 20.—The Pa-
rent-Teachers' association of the Third
ward has started a movement to have the

motion picture houses of the city present

special programs for children every Sat-

urday morning.
Frank Heller, manager of a local thea-

tre, and former president of the Parent-

Teachers' association in Anderson, has

assured the parents that the theatre man-
agers are willing to co-operate \vith_ the

parents in the movement on behalf of the

children.

Van Praag Pledges

Screens to Hopkins
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN'., Dec. 20—M.
Yan Praag. president of the M. P. T. O.
K., has issued a statement pledging the

screen of every theatre in Kansas to At-

torney General Richard K. Hopkins if he
becomes a candidate for governor. Mr.
Hopkins is counsel for the Kansas exhib-

itor organization.

Burton's New Alimar
Opened at Live Oak

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LIYE OAK. FLA., Dec. 20.—The new
Alimar theatre. Lon Burton manager,
was opened today under the auspices of

the Live Oak Rotary Club.

Not to Close Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO.. Dec. 20.—With
the smallpox epidemic subsiding, the Mis-
souri board of health has assured exhib-

itors no orders closing theatres will be

issued.

Goes With 1921

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—Realart Pic-
tures Corporation ceased to function as
an individual organization apart from
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation on
Saturday. December 17.

The decision to have Realart discon-
tinue operating independently was arrived
at by the executive committee only about
ten days ago. The committee does not
consider that Realart has failed in its

purpose because, while it has been handi-
capped by conditions, it has been able

to build up a creditable record.

Has Elaborate Plans

It is known that the move decided upon
has been pursuant to elaborate plans for
Famous Players during the coming year.
The smaller pictures of the Realart stand-
ard are to be discontinued and the stars

developed by Realart are to be used in

pretentious productions under the Fam-
ous Players banner.

All Realart salesmen have been re-

leased. A skeleton field organization con-
sisting of branch managers is being re-

tained temporarily. The only persons
retained in the home office are those
who are necessary to effect the transfer
of Realart activities into the Famous
Players organization.

No Plans Announced
Morris Kohn. president of Realart. has

not as yet decided as to what course his

future plans will take. John S. Woody,
general manager, according to report, will

soon announce his association with a new
distribution enterprise.

Realart prints are being transferred to

Famous Players exchanges which will

continue to fulfill Realart contracts.

Comes With 192 2

(Special to Exhibitors Heraldj

NEW YORK. Dec. 20.—A distributing
organization is planned to begin opera-
tions shortly after the advent of the new
year with John S. Woody and Fred C.
Quimby as the chief factors, according
to a Broadway rumor. Neither Mr.
Woody nor Mr. Quimby would announce
their plans, although both admit that a
deal of this sort is under consideration.

Retires on January 1

Mr. Woody, general manager of Real-
art Pictures Corporation, is expected to

retire from the Famous Players connec-
tion about January 1, according to re-

ports, and the connection with Mr.
Quimby is said to be for the purpose
of distributing large independent produc-
tions. It is said to be a part of the plan
of the new organization to acquire all

of the exchanges now used by Realart.
Quimby has been interested recently

with Tex Rickard and John Ringling in

makine and distributing the Dempsey-
Carpentier fight pictures, and it has long
been known that he contemplated re-

entering the field of regular distribution.

Rickard Backing Company

It is said the new concern will have
the financial backing of Tex Rickard
and John Ringling. and that the new
entry' into the disrributing field will start

out under conditions which promise to

make it an important factor in the in-

dustry.
It is considered that an association be-

tween Mr. Woody and Mr. Quimby
would bring together two of the ablest
men in the industry with respect to the
selling of pictures.

Renames "Two Orphans" to Avoid
Confusion With Other Productions

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Dec. 20.—D. W. Griffith has changed the title of

"The Two Orphans" to "Orphans of the Storm." The picture will

have its premiere at the Apollo theatre on December 30.

A statement from the Griffith offices says that the change in name
has been made to avoid confusion with three other "Two Orphan"
pictures now being offered.

A heavy financial loss results from adoption of the new title as

all advertising and billboard paper must be scrapped. The Griffith

special, in production since last May, represents an expenditure of

approximately $1,000,000. according to the company's cost sheet.
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Local "Get Together" meeting of Oregon Franchise holders of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., held at Benson Hotel, Portland, Ore.

Public Demanding Bigger Films

Say Franchise Holders
First National Reports on Additional Get Togethers

Held Throughout the Country

SECTIONAL "get-togethers" of sub-franchise holders continue to hold
the center of the stage in the activities of Associated First National.

Latest of these to be reported to the home office were held in

Iowa, Southern California, Oklahoma, Western Pennsylvania and Oregon.

T N a discusion of present-day condi-
* tions at the Oregon meeting, sub-

franchise members declared that theatre-

goers are demanding bigger pictures.

A big picture, in the estimate of these

exhibitors, consists not only of a photo-

play starring noted actors and actresses

or a drama built around a thrilling plot.

It must have both of these qualifications.

In addition, it must be convincing, atten-

tion must be paid to detail and art can-

not be sacrificed for lower cost of pro-

duction.
* « *

The Oregon exhibitors, the company
reports, expressed their appreciation of

the manner in which First National has
kept down the cost of production. Reso-
lutions adopted expressed confidence in

First National activities.

On the advisory committee which will

meet four or five times a year to settle

individual problems, are: C. H. Phillips,

Portland; A. H. McDonald, Eugene; Cy
Danz, Astoria; Frank Bligh, Salem, and
C. S. Jensen, Portland. C. H. Feldman,
manager of the local First National ex-
change, will serve as secretary.

In selecting the advisory committee for

the Iowa territory, the Kansas City policy

of electing exhibitors from the smallest
town to the largest city' was adopted.
On this board are Mr. Diebold, Cedar
Rapids; Mrs. Steen, Atlantic; Mr. Dunkel,
Iowa City, and Mr. Moore, Centerville.

* * *

The Towa franchise holders adopted a

resolution extending "our sincere thanks
to the executive board and officers of
Assockted First National Pictures, Inc.,

for the highly efficient manner in which

j

!

ANOTHER GET-TOGETHER MEETING, held at San Francisco of the franchise
holders of Associated First National, Inc.

Tax Repeal Saves

Million a Month
The public will save approxi-

mately $1,500,000 a month as a re-

sult of the elimination of the war
tax on express shipments, accord-

ing to George C. Taylor, president

of the American Railway Express
Company.
The "Revenue Act of 1921" elim-

inates the war tax 1 cent on every
20 cents and fractions thereof in

transportation charges on all ex-

press shipments. This tax during
the year of 1920 amounted to $17,-

502,918. The average transportation
charge for each express shipment
was approximately $1.50 and the

average war tax for each shipment
was 81 cents.

The elimination of the tax, there-

fore, will virtually amount to a de-

crease in rates of a little over 5 per
cent. Mr. Taylor believes that this

should have a tendency to stimulate

business and thereby accelerate

the rapidly improving conditions
throughout the entire country.

they have handled the affairs of our
company in the past." The resolution

also placed the members on record as

opposed to any investigation of the af-

fairs of the company by
#
non-franchise

holders.
Following the selection of an ad-

visory board in Oklahoma, franchise hold-

ers erpressed their confidence in the

members of the board comprised of A.
B. Momand, Shawnee; G. F. Roetzel,

Oki 'ne; Albert Jackson, Pawhuska, and
W. T. Blair, Poteau.

Evidence of confidence in the board
was expressed by B. T. Stubbs of Erick.

He said: "I don't believe I could pick

four men-, just by looking at their faces,

knowing what kind of men they are, that

I would rather have on the advisory
board. I don't feel that I will have any
trouble in adjusting any difficulties that

we have -vith these four men."
* « *

Delegates Smoot, Scherer and Mc-
Closkey to the Chicago "get together"
reported to the sub-franchise holders in

the western Pensylvania territory; These
men, after confessing that they had gone
to Chicago disgruntled, acknowledged
their confidence in the leaders of the

organization, declaring that they felt cer-

tain that the executives of First Na-
tional would "uHe the organization to a

successful solution of the problems con-
fronting it.

The western Pennsylvania advisory
committee is composed of Michael Ros-
cnbloom, C. M. McCloskey, M. Manos
and John P. Harris.

Present at the Los Angeles meeting
were several producers making First Na-
tional attractions. This meeting, First

National reports, was marked by no dis-

sension of opinion.
The advisory board chosen is com-

prised of the following: Michael Gore,

Los Angeles; Glenn Harper, Apollo, Los
Angeles; J. L. Lustig, Starland, Los
Angeles; O. W. Lewis, Alhambra, Al-

hambra; J. L. Lazarus, Royal, Los An-
geles; David Bershon, manager of the

local exchange, who will act as secre-

tary.

Among the producers, or their rcpre-

s ntatives, orcsont were: Thomas H.
Ince. Pet Smith, representing Marshall

N^'hr: J. L. Frothingham, A. Mac-
Artl.ur, representing Mack Sennctt, and
Joseph M. Schenck.
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Cohen Highly Enthused Over
Reception in Central West

"~ Three States Approve
Policy of ExecutivesThe Lighter

Side
James J. Walker was probably never

more entertaining than during his series of

talks to exhibitors in the Central West.

He had a new supply of stories and his

ready wit was more sparkling than usual.

While he was going after First National

at Peoria, the music of an orchestra in

the hotel lobby could be heard in the con-

vention hall. Walker stopped a moment

to listen.

"Why, they are playing First Na-

tional's favorite tune," he declared,

" 'Love Me and the World Is Mine.'
"

After the meeting, he said: "The tune

they were playing at the Sherman Hotel

while Syd Cohen was speaking yesterday-

was pretty tough on Syd."

"What was it?" he was asked.

" 'I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles.'
"

* * *

Admirers of Sydney S. Cohen and a

group of trade press representatives were

sent on a wild goose chase Saturday morn-

ing when they were trying to locate the

exhibitor leader in Chicago.

They learned that Sydney S. Cohen was

registered at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago,

but there was no answer to repeated at-

tempts to ring his room telephone.

Bellhops were kept busy, galloping

about the lobby, doing the page act. Every

elevator and door was carefully watched.

At noon, it was learned that Sydney S.

Cohen, M. P. T. O. A. president, had spent

the night in Milwaukee and did not reach

Chicago until II o'clock in the morning,

going almost immediately to the railroad

depot.

» * *

There were so many more people pres-

ent at the dinner given the M. P. T. O.

A. executives at the Sherman Hotel,

Chicago, Thursday, than were expected

that three or four tables had to wait for

the food to be prepared.

Joe Hopp, always philanthropic, kept

the boys from starving by rounding up
odd plates of salad and vegetables.

His kindheartedness almost cost the

exhibitors at two tables their meal, as

the waiters, seeing the dishes, insisted

that the tables had been served.
* * *

Lawrence Goldman, the terror of blue

law advocates in Missouri, had a new
story on sour Sunday which brought a

big laugh.
A little boy, painfully dressed up, was

taken to church by his maiden aunt. He
squirmed in his seat several minutes and
in admonishing him, the aunt said:

"Remember, Jimmy, this is the Lord's
Day."
"He's welcome to it," retorted Jimmy.

Ohio, Illinois and Wisconsin Adopt Resolutions
of Confidence on All Matters Submitted

After attending three of the most enthusiastic exhibitor
meetings ever held in the central west, Sydney S. Cohen and
other executives of the M. P. T. O. A. left Chicago on the Twen-
tieth Century December 17 for New York.

They took with them resolutions passed by Illinois and Wisconsin
exhibitors, endorsing everything the national officers have undertaken.
Particularly forceful were the commendations voted Cohen and his associ-

ates for their campaign against Associated First National Pictures.

Cohen Admits Being "Knocked (or a Goal"

"The receptions I have received in Illinois and Wisconsin knocked me
for a goal," declared Cohen as he boarded the train. "I expected a hearty

welcome but the enthusiasm displayed swept me from my feet. The reso-

lutions of confidence and the nice speeches were sufficient, but in addition

to that everyone insisted on shaking hands and personally telling me they

were for me. It was wonderful."

Despite a chilly drizzle, a score of

exhibitors were at the depot to wish the

organization president and his com-
panions well.

Western Trip to Follow

Meetings at Toledo, O., Chicago and
Peoria, 111., and Milwaukee, Wis., during
the past week concluded the first half

of a nation-wide tour the executives of

the M. P. T. O, A. recently announced.
During the holidays, they will remain

in New York. It is possible that two or

three brief excursions to nearby centers

will be made.
Early in January, however, they will

leave New York for a trip through the

entire West which is expected to take

the greater part of two months. Every
film center will be visited and it is prob-
able that in some states, meetings will

be held in cities far removed from the

distributing points, so that the maximum
number of exhibitors can be reached.

Boost Urban Movie Chats

Without exception, exhibitors attend-

.

ing the Ohio, Illinois and Wisconsin
meetings pledged themselves to show
the Official Urban Movie Chats, which"

the M. P. T. O. A. is to produce and
will distribute through W. W. Hodkinson
exchanges.

In his series of speeches, President

Cohen declared that the "chats" would
be the equal if not the superior of all

short subjects now on the market and at

the same time would provide the ex-

hibitor with constructive propaganda to

combat censorship, blue laws and other

unfriendly legislation.

He explained that half the rentals paid

for this film would go to the state organi-

zations. These sums would apply on

the state quotas to the national organiza-

tion and when that was met, the balance

would remain in the various states for

local work.
Prominent Men in Party

Cohen was accompanied from New
York by General Counsel J. J. Walker,

Samuel I. Berman, Dr. Francis Holley

and several others. At the various meet-

ings, a number of prominent state lead-
ers attended.
At Chicago, A. R. Pramer and Stuart

Gould of Nebraska, Fred Seegert and
Walter Baumann of Wisconsin, Lawrence
Goldman and Charles T. Sears of Mis-
souri, Al Steffes and Theodore L. Hayes
of Minneapolis, M. J. O'Toole of Scran-
ton, Pa., and manv other leaders in the
M. P. T. O. A.

All of the meetings were well attended.
Ohio and Wisconsin leaders declared
their sessions to be the best in their his-

tories. At Chicago, the attendance sur-
passed expectations and made additional
last-minute preparations necessary. Peoria
also brought out a big gathering of ex-
hibitors.

First National Is Arraigned

At all of the conventions, Associated
First National Pictures was made the
subject of bitter attac.es. President Cohen
made only brief comment on the matter,
leaving the presentation of complaints
and the attitude of M. P. T. O. A. to

General Counsel Walker.
Cohen declared, however, that he did

not relish a fight on any producing or
distributing organization, and would be
pleased to see a friendly and satisfactory
adjustment of all disputes. He said that
the moment companies indicated a "will-

ingness to be fair," he would be glad to
initiate a helpful campaign to have the
exhibitors "Say it with playdates."
Walker declared the dispute with First

National was not "an attack" but was
"an offensive defensive move." He said
he was willing to praise First National
just as loudly as he now criticized the
company, if "it would be fair."

Exhibitor Not Always Right

During the course of his talk, Walker
declared that his negotiations with Fam-
ous Players-Lasky Corporation had dem-
onstrated to him that the exhibitor was
not always right and that they must
chanee their ways if their complaints
against various companies were to carry
weight.
"One producer told me that he based

his production schedule on the strength of
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Picture of the banquet held last week at Toledo by the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Ohio.

$15,000,000 in contracts," he said. Then
he couldn't get playdates and it dwindled

to $5,000,000 or $6,000,000 in actual busi-

ness. That isn't fair, and the exhibitor

must correct it.

"The exhibitor says, 'Well, they can-

celed a film on me and gave it to a
(

com-
petitor at the last minute.' I can't say

who started this thing, but I can say it

must stop and the exchange man and

the exhibitor must stop it. Don't book a

picture unless you can play it."

Cohen Touches Many Subjects

President Cohen opened his address

with a declaration that the distributors

must give the exhibitors an "equitable,

uniform contract." He declared that the

"small time men parading as big time

men" were blocking the concession, but

it would come.
Trade papers came in for considerable

attention. He said the field must be re-

duced to two. He and Walker devoted

some Httle time to an attack on "the

trade paper from which the cover is

n-ver removed" and its editor. He dis-

played a pamphlet being used by this

editor in seeking circulation and read a

rather humorous reply sent to the editor

by W. A. True of Connecticut. It oc-

casioned considerable laughter.

He digressed a moment to compliment

Martin J. Quigley, publisher of Exhib-

itors Herald, on his Public Rights League

movement and declared that the ex-

hibitor organization welcomed "con-

structive cooperation" of this kind.

Cohen complimented William A.

Johnston, editor of Motion Picture

News, for his editorial in which he ex-

pressed regret at the destructive news-

paper publicity relative to the proposed

new producer-distributor organization.

Complains of United Artists

Continuing, the speaker said that many
complaints had been received against

United Artists, particularly on their pay-

ment-in-advance policy. He said that

Minneapolis exhibitors were particularly

anxious to have this corrected.

He took issue with a statement ap-

pearing in an eastern magazine, in which

Paul Brunet of Pathe was quoted as

saying admission prices must come down,

but agreed with Mr. Brunet that film

rentals must be reduced.
.

An amendment has been introduced in

congress aimed to end the music tax, he

announced, Representative Lampcrt <>t

Wisconsin being the author.

Unfair competition of schools and

churches must stop, he said, and con-

tinued that film companies must cease

selling film to these people.

In conclusion, he said that the M. P.

T. O. A. intended to immediately take

steps to reduce the prices charged for

posters and photographs.

Walker Hits First National

Walker devoted considerable time dur-

ing his talk to a discussion of the First

National subf ranchise, declaring that it

is ineouitable and should be rewritten.

Much of his address has been printed in

previous issues of the Herald.

He said that exhibitors were wholly

dependent on the calibre of men First

National had in charge of its exchanges,

declaring that Mandelbaum in Ohio and

Cubberly in Minnesota were friends of

the exhibitors and the men in their terri

tories were well satisfied.

"But it isn't the franchise; it's Mandel-

baum and Cubberly!" he added.

"Supposing Cubberly retired and they

sent Seery from Chicago to Minne-

apolis?" he asked.
There were groans, catcalls and laugh-

ter.

Cubberly at Chicago Meeting

Manager Cubberly of the Minneapolis

exchange was at the Chicago meeting,

and blushed as Walker extolled his vir-

tues. He declined an invitation to speak

or to challenge any of Walker's state-

ments.
At one time, when Walker was mak-

ing a series of witty shots at the sub-

franchise, Cubberly laughed heartily with

the rest, and said:

"The man who wrote that document

is dead." .

"My wonder is that all exhibitors who
signed it are still alive," retorted Walker.

After the session, Cubberly stated that

his presence was accidental and he felt

he had been "made a kind of goat" by

the speakers. He said, as simply a

manager, he did not feel he was au-

thorized to challenge any statements

made.
Walker Asks Financial Statement

Walker placed particular stress on the

fact that the M. P. T. O. A. had been

unable to obtain a financial statement

from First National, and declared that

the sub-franchise holders were entitled

to one.
Mr. Mandelbaum, holder of the First

National franchise in Ohio, was present

at the meeting in Toledo and challenged

several of Walker's statements. The
M. P. T. O. A. executives regard as a

signal victory the promise of Mr. Mandel-

baum that he would get a financial state-

ment from First National and turn ii

over to Mr. Walker.

In this connection, the M. P. T. O. A.
has issued the following as a stenographic
record of the conversation between
Walker and Mandelbaum:
After Senator Walker concluded reading the

Carson-Bradford telegram from Miami, Florida.
Mr. Mandelbaum arose and said: "That is only
one side of the story."

Whereupon Senator Walker said, "Well, what
is the other side? That is what I want."

Mr. Mandelbaum: "I don't know the other
side."

Mr. Cohen: "This telegram was published in

the Trade Press.
Mr. Walker: "I thank you for telling me that

as it is news to me."
Mr. Cohen: "Yes, and this telegram was read

at the North Carolina meeting and no answer has
been made to this day."

Mr. Walker: "I suppose silence ratifies it,

Mr. Mandelbaum, I want to ask you a question.
Do the producers get a financial statement?"
Mr. Mandelbaum: (attempting to explain) Mr.

Walker then repeated: "Mr. Mandelbaum, I ask
you a direct question—do the producers get a
financial statement or not?"

Mr. Mandelbaum: You ask the question in a

way that cannot be answered."
Mr. Walker: "Mr. Mandelbaum. here is the

case. Take Mr. Marshall Neilan for instance.
Does he get a financial statement on his pic-

tures?"
Mr. Mandelbaum: "Yes. Mr. Walker."
Mr. Walker: "That is what I want to know.

Now, do the exhibitors get a statement?"
Mr. Mandelbaum: "No, we haven't got the

office force. You know First National made such
a rapid progress that we couldn't take care of the
business. Mr. Schwalbe is very economical and he
hasn't got sufficient office force to take care of
the business."

Mr. Walker: "You have got time and office

force to give the producers a statement, but you
haven't got time to give to your partners, the
sub-franchise holders, a statement."

Mr. Mandelbaum: "The things you are dis-

cussing are only petty."
Mr. Walker: "Do you mean that they (point-

ing to the sub-franchise-holders in the audience)
are petty."

Mr. Cohen: "You say that you are not inter-

ested in petty matters, and only in big matters,
How about this? Do you approve of the fran-
chise-holders, who operate a chain of theatres

in a given territory, to also control the distri-

bution of products there of other concerns than
First National? Isn't it dangerous for ex-
hibitors in any territory to permit the franchise-

holder to operate a chain of theatres, who is

their competitor, to control distribution of prod-
uct as it may work to the disadvantage of all other
exhibitors in that territory?"

Mr. Mandelbaum: "I do not approve of it and
I do not believe that these men should distribute

any other product except First National."
Mr. Cohen: "The Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Minnesota sent in a resolution protest-

ing against First National distributing the product
of any other concern. Do you approve of that

resolution ?"

Mr. Mandelbaum: "I do."
Mr. Cohen: "In the Illinois territory Mr.

Seery, Branch Manager of Balaban & Katz, has
been distributing independent pictures which he
contracted for on a State-Right basis and has had
the sub-franchise-holders believe that they were
F'irst National Pictures. These have been put out
to the sub franchise-holders at a very high exhi-

bition value."
Mr. Mandelbaum: "I do not approve of this

and a man like that should not be in the employ
of First National or connected with this Company
in any way."

Mr. Cohen: "Do you approve of the franchise
holder in New Jersey, Mr. Fabian, sending his

salesmen, as claimed by Mr. Young of Uidgewood.
an independent theatre owner, and asking him to

buy a franchise, and when Mr. Young replied that

he would be glad to buy the pictures, but his attor-

ney would not permit him to sign the franchise,

the representative of First National is alleged to

have said: 'We will put you out of business.'

And, very soon thereafter, an old theatre in the

town, which had been closed for two years, was
opened and advertised as one of the Fabian chain
of theatres. And not alone the First National
product was shown in this theatre, but they also

took away from Mr. Young the products of other

companies that he had been using in his theatre

for years. Mr. Young had a first-run Chaplin
contract with a protection clause, and despite the

fact that he had shown these pictures for two
years, the Fabian theatre put in their playing dates

in advance of Mr. Young's play dates, and Mr.
Young was compelled to take out an injunction to

prevent them from violating the contract. Do you
approve of this, Mr. Mandelbaum?"

Mr. Mandelbaum: "I do not approve of this.

It is wrong fur an original franchise-holder to do
anything like this."

Mr. Cohen: "Isn't this the same thing that the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America were
complaining about in the Famous-Players Lasky

(Concluded on page 42)
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Exhibitors in New York State, outside of

Greater New York, subscribe exclusively

to the HERALD.

Each one of these one hundred and forty-

one exhibitors represents an actual buyer
of films and theatre equipment.

In the survey, completed November 15,

1921, these one hundred and forty-one

exhibitors reported that they subscribed

to and received the HERALD and no other

national trade paper.

Advertisers who may desire to verify this

statement by a personal check will be per-

mitted to examine a list of these one hun-

dred and forty-one exclusive subscribers

to the HERALD in New York state.
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Hope Hampton Productions
Sues Authoress for "Libel"

Asks $250,000 Damages from Fanny Hurst as Result
Of Her Criticism to Newspapers on Film

Suggested by "Star Dust"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—The controversy between Hope Hampton
Productions, producers of "Star Dust," and Fanny Hurst, authoress of

the book bearing the same name, reached the Supreme Court this week
when the producing company filed suit for $250,000 damages against Miss
Hurst for libel because of her criticisms of the picture.

The film, which stars Hope Hampton, was bitterly criticized by Miss
Hurst in statements given to newspapers. In her attack, she called the

picture "cheap, tawdry and not in the least like her original story."

Case Creates Attention Among Producers
The controversy is attracting wide interest among producers and

writers. In the past several minor controversies have been aired in

which writers of books claimed the films did not do their works justice.

The producers have invariably replied that' changes were necessary to

give the films a box office appeal.

Miss Hurst, when notified of the suit,

made the following caustic comment:

"Well, I suppose I ought to feel flattered

that my opinions are worth that much."

Anthony Paul Angered

Anthony Paul, who wrote the scenario

for the film, is just as angry as anyone

else, apparently. He has issued a long

statement defending his handling of the

story and says several things about Miss

Hurst's conduct and story which are

hardly calculated to please her.

Paul charges that Miss Hurst criticized

the film with a view of obtaining news-

paper notoriety
—

"free advertising" he

terms it, and declares that she had no

occasion to complain as she was paid well

for the motion picture rights and the film

is labeled "SUGGESTED by Fanny
Hurst's story 'Star Dust.'

"

"I did not consult her because I did

not have the heart to tell her how stupid,

dull and uninteresting I thought her novel

to be," he says, "Besides, I heard she
heartily disapproved of the picture

'Humoresque,' which was also SUG-

Joint Board on Grievances

Agreement Is Reached Between Theatre Owners Chamber of

Commerce and Exchangemen.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—An agreement has been reached between the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce and the F. I. L. M. Club whereby

a non-partisan board will be appointed to hear and adjust all the differ-

ences arising between exhibitors and exchangemen.

A committee has been appointed by
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

New York State to complete a like ar-

rangement with the F. I. L. M. Clubs of

Albany, Buffalo and New York City.

The T. O. C. C. agreement provides

that three of its members and three rep-

resentatives of the F. I. L. M. Club shall

constitute a board of arbitration with a

chairman appointed by the exchange-
men. The latter votes only in case of

a tie. The following rules will guide

the joint board in its deliberations:

The right of the home office of the exchange
to reject any application for contract within

fourteen days, shall not be abridged or denied.

That written contracts shall be binding on
both parties; that oral evidence may be in-

troduced where the committee finds that oral

evidence is necessary to explain the terms of

the contract, but not to chance the price or

protection except in case of fraud or duress.

Any invnlatary breach of a contract with re-

spect to one picture in a contract for several

pictures, shall not be deemed to constitute

a breach of the entire contract.

The board of arbitration shall not deem it a

breach of contract for an exchange to fail to

deliver a motion picture to an exhibitor in

the event said exhibitor has failed to comply
with the demand of an exchange made pur-

suant to the terms of its contract, and to the

-ule of the F. I. L. M. Club, for additional

security not exceeding the sum of $250, to

insure the safe return of its film, with the
provision, however, that the F. I. L. M. Club
as a body, on behalf of their respective mem-
bers, shall guarantee the carrying out of the
decisions against individual exchanges, handed
down by the joint arbitration board and that
no judgment shall be taken by default, except
after a judgment is allowed by the joint arbi-
tration board after a hearing of the parties.

The board of arbitration shall deem existing
contracts and unpaid accounts binding upon
the new owner, assignee of lease or purchaser
of stock in the corporation, in any theatre,
but shall not be binding upon the new owner
of a theatre which has been closed for a
period of more than thirty days, where such
sale, transfer of lease or assignment of stocks
has not been made by the former operator of
the theatre.

The F. I. L. M. Club members of the
joint board are: John A. Hammel,
Famous Players, chairman; Harry
Lyons, Pathe; Charles Rosensweig, Big
"U," and Murray Beier, Myriad. The
board was appointed at the annual meet-
ing when the following officers of the
club were elected :

President, S. Fckman, Jr., Goldwyn

;

vice president, Samuel Zierler, Common-
wealth ; second vice president, W. E.
Kaynor, Bathe; treasurer, L» Kosenbluh,
Fox; secretary, Henry Sicgel, Select,
and master of ceremonies, Joseph Klein,
K-C Pictures.

GESTED by one of her stories, and that
she refrained from express ng her views
only upon the discovery of the hearty ap-
proval the public has accorded it."

Film Starts Successfully

The film production "Star Dust"
started off rather auspiciously, being re-

garded favorably by critics generally.

Most of the critics pronounced it "good
entertainment" and a number declared it

to be "the best picture Miss Hampton
has starred in."

W. A. Clark, of Hope Hampton Pro-
ductions, in replying to Miss Hurst,

pointed out that the picture was pro-

claimed "one of the best in a long time"
by press and public at Atlanta, Charlotte,

N. C, and Louisville, where it has already

been shown.

Cohen Welcomed
In Central West

(Concluded from page 40)

controversy, and with other producers? Is there
any difference?

Mr. Mandelbaum : "There is no difference.

And I strongly disapprove of this."

Mr. Walker: "Our purpose is to get a solution

of this problem. We want a financial statement of

the company for the protection of those franchise-

holders who have asked this organization to rep-

resent and protect them. Will you help us do
this?"

Mr. Mandelbaum: "I promise you that I will

help you."
Mr. Walker: "Will you get this information?"
Mr. Mandelbaum: "I will. I will go to New

York next week and get this information for you.
(Mr. Mandelbaum then read the statement that

Mr. Schwalbe made to the effect that the only
way to treat the exhibitor is to hit them on the

head with a club and take their money and then

they will like you and respect you.) "I don't

believe Schwalbe is capable of making that state-

ment."
Mr. Walker: "If I furnish you with the proof,

will you change your mind"
Mr. Mandelbaum remained silent for the mo-

ment and then started to explain, whereupon Mr.
Cohen interposed.

Mr. Cohen: "I am one of the men to whom
Mr. Schwalbe made that statement."

Mr. Mandelbaum: "I don't think he meant it

that way." Turning to Mr. Cohen, he asked, "How
do you think he meant it?"

Mr. Cohen: "The way he said it."

Mr. Mandelbaum: "I would like to know the
circumstances under which he said it."

Mr. Cohen: "While traveling from Philadelphia
to New York, I met Mr. Schwalbe and talked to

him of the necessity of forming an exhibitors or-

ganization to protect exhibitors from oppression
and asked him to assist me in forming that or-

ganization, to which he replied, 'It is impossible
to do it. It is a thankless job. The only way to

treat the exhibitor is to hit him over the head
with a club and take his money. And then he
will like you and respect you."

Mr. Mandelbaum: "I still believe he didn't
mean it that way. because Mr. Schwalbe has been
so friendly to the exhibitor."

Mr. Walker: "Well, do you believe it an evi-

dence of friendship for Mr. Schwalbe to collect

music tax from exhibitors of Eastern Pennsylvania
for the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers?"

Mr. Mandelbaum: "He did not wish to see ex-
hib tors hounded by an outsider. So he took this

agency to collect the tax to protect the poor ex-
hibitor."

Mr. Cohen: "Can you explain how it happened
that a lawyer from Mr. Schwalbe's Philadelphia
office sent threatening letters to exhibitors to pay
this tax and that when one test case was suggested
about sixty-five were brought?"

Mr. Mandelbaum : "Well Mr. Schwalbe is not
connected with that organization any more."

Mr. Cohen: "Not openly, but we are advised
that he is still interested. The reason why he
brought that many suits was to exhaust the finan-
cial resources of the Eastern Pennsylvania Motion
Picture Theater Owners Organization and per-
haps disrupt it. It has cost that Organization
bout $!S 000 defending these suits."

At this point the discussion rclat've to the music
tax ended and Mr. Mandelbaum on resuming his

seat said "f will go to New York, where I will

get a financial statement. I am entitled to it, and
I will give it to you (indicating Sen. Walker).
And I also promise that I will have all grievances
adjusted."

Mr. Walker: "Well, if you can do this, you
will he pronounced as the greatest hero in the
motion picture industry because everyone else in
the I'nitid Stales has failed in the effort.
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Illinois Adopts Zone System;
Smith Heads New Ohio Unit

Enthusiastic Meeting Also Held in Wisconsin During
Past Week—Over-Charging for Accessories

Is Condemned at Conventions
Two state units of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America

have been strengthened materially through action taken at conventions
held during the past week. Briefly this situation may be presented as

follows

:

ILLINOIS: Zone plan adopted to bring members of organization in per-
sonal and frequent contact with other exhibitors of state. This is expected to
increase the membership and to create a highly organized force for fighting
detrimental legislation.

OHIO: Northern and Southern organizations merge, thereby facilitating the
handling of the various problems which are of general interest throughout the
state.

While both of these plans become effective immediately it will be a

matter of a few weeks before either is operating on a workable basis.

New Organization is

Launched to Finance
Stars and Directors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 20—The National
Motion Picture Finance Corporation,

with a capital stock of $1,000,000, has
been incoroorated here for the purpose
of financing stars and directors of rec-

ognized standing who have releasing con-
tracts with distributing organizations. It

is declared that two large banking or-

ganizations are interested in the project,

although their executives do not appear
as officers.

Laurence A. Lambert, president, is an
executive of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way; Karl Morris, former general mana-
ger of the Decatur Fountain Company, is

vice-president; William A. Damron, pres-

ident of the Industrial Manufacturing
Company of Kansas City, is a vice-presi-

dent; Alfred G. Roberts, retired presi-

dent of Gillette, Gibson & Company, and
vice-president of the Sunkist Candy Com-
pany of Los Angeles, is another vice-

president; R. L. Garuthers, former secre-

tary of the Green Ridge Coal Company of

Oklahoma, is secretry. and R. J. Schroed-
er, recently vice-president of the Farm-
ers and Merchants Bank of Indepen-
dence, M ., is treasurer.

Peter Claims Press

Statement Is Error
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., Dec. 20.—E. T. Pe-
ter, member of the board of directors of

the M. P. T. O. A., has issued a state-

ment denying the report carried in cer-

tain New York trade papers that Ala-
bama exhibitors, in meeting recently, had
refused to affiliate with the national or-

ganization.

Mr. Peters says that no resolution was
adopted at the meeting nullifying the

action taken by the Motion Picture Own-
ers of Alabama when it was organized a

year ago. At that time the state affili-

ated with the national league. The meet-
ing did not deem it advisable to endorse
the "Official Urban Movie Chats," he

says, because of the small attendance.

Audience on Verge of

Panic When Film Burns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ELKHART, IND., Dec. 20.—A panic
was narrowly averted when the burning

of a portion of film caused a flash of

light from the projection booth in the

Orpheum theatre here. A cry of "fire"

was raised, but was quickly followed by
cries of, "sit down!" and the audience was
calmed before any disorder could talce

olace.

Mrs. A. M. Harris, manager of the

theatre, assured the audience that flames

could not extend beyond the steel booth
containing the projection machine.

Arrest of Exhibitors

Stopped by Injunction
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW HAVEN, CONN.. Dec. 20.—
Temporary injunctions last week saved
exhibitors here from arrest on a charge
of operating theatres without licenses.

The licenses of the houses had been re-

called following the recent fire, when
Mavor David E. Fitzgerald charged that,

in his opinion, not a theatre in the city

had complied with state and city laws
governing construction and safety re-

quirements.

Members of the Illinois association are
urged to get in touch immediately with
the Chicago headquarters in order to ex-

pedite mapping out of the zone system.
Organization in Ohio will be completed
at a convention to be held at Cincinnati

in January. At that time two additional

directors and a third vice-president will

be elected.

Elect Officers in Ohio

An enthusiastic meeting also was held

in Wisconsin last week. Approximately
130 exhibitors attended the sessions held

in the Wisconsin hotel in Milwaukee.
Neither the Wisconsin nor the Illinois

units elected officers. Owing to the

merger this was necessary in Ohio, the

following executives being named:
President: Martin G Smith, Toledo.
Vice President at Large: A. G. Hettesheimer,

Cincinnati.
First Vice President: D. S. Schumann, Cleve-

land.
Second Vice President: William James, Colum-

bus. 6

Treasurer: John Kumler, Toledo.
Secretary: Al G. Kinsler, Dayton.

On the Ohio board of directors are

Judge Poster, of Marion; W. H. Price, of

Norwalk; John Beiverson, of Delaware,
and Fred Tynes, of Portsmouth.

Want Price Reduction

The Illinois and Ohio conventions were
prompted by the situation on the West
Coast to adopt resolutions demanding a

reduction by the distributors of advertis-

ing and other accessories and also de-

manding for the exhibitor the right "to

secure for the exploitation of the picture

such advertising matter as he may deem
necessary and that after purchasing the

same it remains his property with the

right to make such disposition of it as

he may determine."
Illinois exhibitors adopted a resolu-

tion condemning the activities of Asso-
ciated First National and pledging their

staunch support to the national organ-
ization in its effort to investigate the dis-

tributing company. Further details of

this phase of the Ohio and Illinois ses-

sions are published on another page.

From Officials Talk

Approximately 500 exhibitors attended

the three conventions last week. To these

theatre men President Sydney S. Cohen
reviewed the general situation; General
Counsel James J. Walker dealt with the

First National controversy; Dr. Francis
Holley told of his activities in public

service work and M. J. O'Toole, chair-

man of the Public Service committee,
outlined his plans for handling his phase

of the service.

The efforts of the Chicago exhibitors

to obtain a reduction in their state dues.

owing to the necessity of maintaining a
Chicago local, were overruled by the or-
ganization. President Cohen declared
that in his opinion such action would be
setting a precedent which might be detri-

mental to the Illinois unit as well as to
other state leagues. In this connection
President Cohen cited the Theatre Own-
ers Chamber of Commerce of New York
City, whose members pay high admission
fees and dues in addition to the regular
state levy.

Book "Movie Chats"

Many contracts for exhibition of the
"Official Urban Movie Chats" were signed
by theatre men in Ohio, Illinois and Wis-
consin. The work of the Department of
Public Service of the national organiza-
tion was endorsed.
The question of percentage booking

created quite a stir at the Illinois get to-

gether. A resolution to discourage it

was offered. G. M. Luttrell, Majestic
theatre, Jacksonville, in condemning all

such booking declared:
"Percentage booking is used as a club

to whip exhibitors into line on other fea-

tures. It's a serious problem and a big
thorn in our business."

Others, among them Joe Hopp and
Dte Robinson, held that there were times
when percentage booking could not be
avoided and was, in 'act, a thanksgiving.
Mr. Hopp pointed out that with receipts

at a pre-war level it was possible in many
instances to obtain pre-war rentals

through percentage booking. The dis-

cussion closed with the adoption of the

resolution after W. D. Burford had ex-

plained that the word "discouraged" had
been used advisedly. He stated that the

resolution was not an absolute prohibi-

tion but would tend to minimize such
booking.

Resolutions Adopted

In offering the resolution condemning
First National John Silha, president of

the Chicago local and a sub-franchise

holder, first requested that all sub-
franchise holders present raise their

hands. This was done, he explained, to

relieve all suspicion that the resolution

had been railroaded through by non-
franchise members of the state organiza-

tion.

Dr. Francis Holley addressed the Illi-

nois exhibitors at the banquet held in the

Jefferson hotel. He told those present

that every instrumentality of the govern-

ment is back of the M. P. T. O. A. in

any beneficial work which it may do. He
stated that in the bureau of commercial
economics of which he is head there never

(Concluded on page 48)
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Jack Meador

OXE of the exciting rumors of the

week along Rumor Row, the street

sometimes jestingly referred to as Broad-

way, was that Erich Von Stroheim had mys-
teriously disappeared. When no trace of

the maker of "Foolish Wives" could be

found for several days at the Claridge or

at Universal's offices, the seekers for the

director became all het up. Finally one

sleuth solved the mystery by the discov-

ery that Von Stroheim had hidden himself

away and is writing a book. The name of

it? Oh, yes. It's "Foolish Wives." So
there.

* * *

Nils Granlund, who deals publicity

from the top, bottom and middle for Mar-

cus Loew, is back on the job after enjoying

the luxury of a two weeks sojourn in the

hospital, where the doctors removed an-

other appendix or two. These hospital

trips are becoming so frequent with Gran-

lund that they are getting to be a regular

habit, and he has commenced to think that

appendices grow in bunches.

* * *

Several directors of motion picture pub-

licity are on a still hunt with the idea of

garnering for themselves whoever is doing

the press agent stuff for Jerome Napoleon

Bonaparte, great grandson of Jerome
Bonaparte, one time King of Westphalia.

Whoever he is, he is a bear. One day he

has Bonaparte offered and accepting the

throne of Albania, and the next day he has

him refusing it. Its great stuff and it's

getting first page space every day. West-
phalia is the place the hams come from,

but it was never the post office address of

this bird.
* * *

Vivian Moses got back to the Fox offices

one day last week and after one look at

his desk, declared all personally conducted

personal appearance tours null and void,

the bunk, et cet and several other things.

Mr. Moses has spent the major part of

the past couple of months touring the

country with Mary Carr, and has become
so ennuied with the ovations and recep-

tions tendered the Fox star, that home
looked pretty good. And it was good until

he got a peep at that desk and the piled-

up-work-reception it presented. By work-
ing time-and-a-half or two times, Moses

figures he will begin to see daylight early

in 1922.
* * *

All Harry Buxbaum's friends are ask-

ing him to tell them the time, and Harry
has almost worn out one vest pocket drag-
ging out and putting back his new watch
which was given him at the Paramount
dinner at the McAlpin. Sidney R. Kent
made the presentation on behalf of Adolph
Zukor. And Harry says he has to wind it

only once a day, so it really is not much
trouble.

M. H. Hoffman, general manager of

Tiffany Productions, dinnered Metro dis-

trict managers one night last week at

Healy's and then took them all to see Al

Jolson's "Botnbo." They voted it a right

;mart show "but you ought to see 'Peacock

Alley.'

"

Paul Gulick is not unhappy—just a

little pensive. Every time he reads the

weather predictions and finds a prediction

of snow, another sigh finds its way up from

the vicinity of the fourth button on his vest.

Then a happy thought strikes him and he

muses: "Maybe Santa Claus will bring

me a red golf ball and I can play in the

snow."
* * *

Someone who was over to Providence

to the opening of "Ten Nights in a Bar

Room," brought this back: After the first

night's show John Lowell, who is making
personal appearances, was taken by Charles

Davis, 2nd, to a cafeteria and there intro-

duced into the intricacies of getting his

own food. After finishing his repast.

Lowell gathered up the tray of dishes, ap-

proached the cashier and asked : "Where
can I wash these?"

* * *

Max Doolittle, one of Paramount's ex-

ploiters, is a quick flitter, almost establish-

ing a record recently. Max flitted in from

Des Moines, looked over the big city, took

charge of publicity at the Criterion, tacked

his sign on the door of an office, took

another look at the Broadway crowds, and

then flitted right out again, this time flit-

ting to Cleveland. Max didn't shy at the

crowd. According to Jerry Beatty they

needed him. more at Cleveland, so the

Criterion publicity came home to George
Shor to roost.

John S. Spargo

Metr o s Director

of Advertising and

Publicity Since the

War

IF you should mention Mr. J. E. D.
Meador in any gathering of motion
picture persons someone would be sure

to come right back at you with "who is

that guy with the alphabetical moniker?"
But if you speak of Jack Meador, no ques-
tions are asked. They all know.
Mr. Meador elected to be born in the

same state that Booth Tarkington, George
Ade, the Banks of the Wabash, Willie
Hodge and other famous men and things
made famous, in Boonville. Ind., to be
exact.

He attended Culver Military Academy
where he made a comprehensive study of
the grid-iron game. Being averse to inter-

fere with the careers of Pershing, Foch,
Haig & Haig and Diaz, Mr. Meador left a
military career flat and matriculated at

the University of Chicago, from which in-

stitution he was graduated after playing as
halfback on an unbeaten team. It is said
that opposing teams took one peep at
.Mcador's 200 pounds, built six - foot two-
and-a-half up from his hole-proofs, and
the game was half won.
Leaving the University, Meador decided

to elevate the newspaper profession and
chose the St. Joseph, Mo., Gazette as the
medium of the first boost. Later he trans-

ferred his talents to the Cliica</o Tribune
and later to the Record-Herald. 1 le then went
on the big time, being connected for several

years with the Nexv York Sun. World and
Herald, and playing one engagement on
the Paris edition of the Herald. During
1014 and 1915 he was correspondent in the
war zone for the London Times and New
York Times. He wrote dramatic news and
reviews while on the World and Herald
and in that way learned much of what
reviewers should not say about his pic-

tures.

Mr. Meador has been in charge of adver-
tising and publicity for Metro Pictures Cor-
poration since the end of the war, and is

a frequent contributor to Century, Colliers

and Saturday livening Post.

HERALD to Publish in Next Issue

Cohen Answer on "Holley Movement"
Word has been received from Sydney S. Cohen, president of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America that the organization

is preparing a reply to the article printed in last week's issue of the

HERALD which asked the question, "What Is the Holley Move-

ment?" The organization's reply will be printed in next week's issue

of the HERALD.
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An Open Letter to
Motion Picture News

We hereby make public acknowledgment of the receipt by registered mail (return re-

ceipt requested) of the following communication from William A. Johnston, editor of the

Motion Picture News:
December 12, 1921.

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,

Exhibitors Herald.

I wish that you would refrain from making statements as to the circulation of MOTION PIC-
TURE NEWS in future.

The figures published by you in your issue of December 17th, 1921, are incorrect.

I judge that these figures must have been compiled from reports of subscription salesmen whose
figures you were unable to check personally; otherwise they would never have been used.

For your information the paid-in-advance exhibitor circulation of MOTION PICTURE NEWS in

New York State outside of New York City and Brooklyn, is 414. Of these 198 are two year paid-in-

advance subscriptions.

These figures have been checked by the Audit Bureau of Circulations. They can be conclusively

proved by you or any one else.

If you wish the NEWS circulation in any other territory we will be glad to supply it to you or

to any of our advertisers. Call up or come in any time.

Another point which may interest you

—

The NEWS obtains its subscribers solely on the merit of the publication.

Our only method of securing circulation is direct from this office through the mail.

Don't forget that our circulation files are open to you at any time.

I Very sincerely,

(Signed) WM. A. JOHNSTON,
WAJ:MM President.

In Which We Submit Our Reply
Mr. William A. Johnston.

Editor. Motion Picture News.

Permit us to explain. Mr. Johnston, that we take no particular pleasure in maKing

statements as to the circulation of the Motion Picture News or any other publication, but as

we feel, from time to time, that it is important that we direct the attention of the industry

to the great and growing circulation of the Herald, and as this can best be made plain by

means of comparison, we have, and shall continue to avail ourselves of this method, despite

our reluctancy to make such invidious comparisons as the facts justify with respect to a

worthy contemporary such as the News.

Your unsupported assertion that the figures published in our issue of December 17,

1921. are incorrect, is just the sort of an utterance that would be expected, hut pending the

presentation of facts to contradict our statement, the trade and ourselves shall make due

allowance for the confiding enthusiasm of proprietorship.

Paragraph 4 of your letter is of striking interest.

Your statement that your circulation in New York state—outside of the City of

Greater Xew York—is 414. represents the first information we have received, or repre-

sented to have received, relative to your exhibitor circulation in that territory.

Comparing this figure of 414 with our buyers' circulation of 457—right in your own

State of Xew York!—there is created an opportunity for mirthful reflections upon your

frequently repeated claim that "the News dominates the field." While we are on this sub-

ject of "the News dominating the field," it may be appropriate for me to advise you and

the industry that out of the 457 buyers of films and accessories in Xew York state, outside

of Greater Xew York, who are paid-in-advance subscribers to the Herald, the significant

total of 239 exhibitors have informed us that they are not subscribers to the News. In con-

nection with this figure you are at liberty to speculate as to how we obtained it, just as you

have speculated about other figures we have submitted, but as kindly as we are disposed
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toward you, you cannot expect us to tell you all we know about analyzing the field and ob-

taining real circulation facts—and real circulation.

I quite appreciate your irritation, Mr. Johnston, first, with respect to your learning

from our statement that we have more subscribers in New York state than you have, and,

second, with respect to your mis-reading of our announcement which left you with the im-

pression that we have stated that your state circulation is 218 copies, whereas your records

show that you have 414 subscribers.

We did not state what your circulation totaled in the territory—as you have erroneously

assumed, probably from hastily and irritated ly glancing over our statement; what we did

declare is that out of a given number of "buyers" who have reported to us, the total of only

218 informed us that they are subscribers to the News. This fact renders your letter un-

called for—as it attempts to contradict where no assertion to the contrary has been made

—

but at the same time the circulation significance is vital because if you had as subscribers

every "buyer" in the state who has not reported to us you would still be second to the

Herald, a worthy second, indeed, but still second.

You set down in your letter as "another point which may interest you," the assertion

that "our only method of securing circulation is direct from this office through the mail."

You are right! That assertion does interest us, not because we think it is so, but because

we wonder how you, as the chief officer of the News, does not happen to know that your

publication had solicitors in the field and, I assume, still has, unless their services have been

discontinued very recently.

Your statement about "direct, through the mail," obviously is aimed to reflect upon

our system of immediate, personal solicitation but, in reality, we do not consider it an ad-

verse reflection because we are proud of our record of going personally into theatres located

in cities, towns and cross-roads throughout America and there ministering with advice, sug*

gestion and practical service to the exhibitor.

If it is true that you do not and have not employed field representatives, then sales

managers who have attempted to cater to an exhibitor's requirements by mail will be able

to understand easily why it is that the Herald, published in Illinois, has a greater paid circu-

lation in New York state than the News, published in New York.

Although we have supplied you with some valuable information in this answer to your

communication, we do not want to prolong it into an unreasonable length, neither do we
want to prolong this argument which you have precipitated.

Hence we propose, openly before the industry, the following means of testing our sev-

eral claims and contradictions.

We shall submit to the president or board of directors of the Associated Motion Pic-

ture Advertisers facts, figures and data upon which we predicate our claim of 457 paid

exhibitor subscribers in New York state; our claim that out of the 457 buyers of film in

New York state who are subscribers to the Herald that 239 are not subscribers to the News
and all other data necessary to substantiate our statement which you have endeavored to

contradict.

Further, we propose that you submit for verification your claimed list of 414 exhibitor

subscribers in New York state outside of Greater New York.

We shall then leave it to the officials of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers to

pronounce on the points at issue.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) MARTIN J. QUIGLEY,
Publisher.

1*. S.—Our discussion being confined exclusively to the subject of bona fide, paid ex-

hibitor circulation, we do not believe that certain utterances expressed by a New York con-

temporary of yours with reference to this matter have any direct application and, in conse-

quence, we assume that we both may pass over these utterances without consideration.
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The Trade Paper
That Is Read

J. W. Boatright, manager of

the Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.,

in writing to extend Christmas

greetings to the staff of his

favorite trade paper, declares

that trying to run a theatre

without the HERALD is like

trying to run a feature picture

without a good short subject.

"Why, 'What the Picture

Did for Me' alone is worth
more than the subscription

price I am charged," he con-

cludes.

In the same mail, Sam Nel-

son, Berlin, Wis., exhibitor,

writes: "The only fault with

the HERALD is it ought to

come out twice a week."

Bank Official Quits
To Head Paramount

Finance Committee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—Frederic G.
Lee has resigned as vice-chairman of the
Irving National bank, to assume the
chairmanship of the finance committee of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporations. He
continues, however, as a director of the
bank.

President Adolph Zukor's comment on
the appointment of Mr. Lee was: "Mr.
Lee is particularly valuable to Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and to the
entire industry, since he knows both the
picture business and finance. His finan-
cial experience has been unusually thor-
ough. He was president of the Irving
Trust Company until it was merged with
the Irv!n" National Bank and has been a
very important factor in the success of
the latter."

The Paramount post has been vacant
since the resignation of H. D. H.
Connick.

Johnston Signs With
Southern Enterprises
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., Dec. 20.—John Le-
Roy Johnston, who returned to the Twin
Cities some four months ago to look
after the Minneapolis Auditorium and to
managp and exploit the new Tower thea-
tre in St. Paul for Joseph Friedman, has
resigned, effective immediately, to accept
the supervis'on of exploitation for the
Southern Enterprises, Inc., theatres of
Oklahoma, Arkansas and Texas.

Monte Sohn Resigns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—Monte Sohn
has resigned as editor of the Exhibi-
tors Trade Review, effective January 1.

Sohn announces he is considering sev-
eral offers from motion picture organ-
izations.

Twelve State Legislatures
To Hold Sessions in 1922

Trade Speculates As to Possibility of Producers, Dis-
tributors and Exhibitors Working in Harmony

to Oppose Unfriendly Legislation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—Fights against adverse legislation will be
on within the next few weeks in many states and much wonderment is

being expressed in motion picture circles as to whether an organization
representing the producers and distributors will take active part.

In the year just closing the legislatures of 37 states considered censor-
ship legislation, and with both the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America ac-
tively engaged, censorship was defeated in 35 states.

New Association Declares Self for Harmony

W ith a new association of producers and distributors in process of

formation, and no one apparently knowing just what is to become of the
old one, interest is keen as to just how the fights will be waged. As out-

lined in the official announcement of the formation of the new association

one of the chief purposes is "to work in harmony with the exhibitors."

This is taken generally to mean that the new association is to work in

harmony with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and other

exhibitor organizations.

It is pretty well known that the spirit

of co-operation between the N. A. M. P.

I. and the M. P. T. O. A. was most con-
spicuous by its absence. It has also been
pointed out that the clause following this

"work in harmony" one, states that the
general scope and plan of the new organi-
zation of producers and distributors calls

"for much of the same work that is now
being handled by the National Associa-
tion of the Motion Picture Industry."

Separate Fights Harmful

As one of the largest factors in the

work of the old association was along the

lines of preventing the enactment of un-
just and adverse legislation, the official

pronunciamento is construed to mean
that on censorship and other legislative

matters adverse to the best interests of

the industry, the new association and the

exhibitor organization will make common
cause and one fight, instead of two sepa-
rate fights in each state. Obviously, with
two organizations working separately,

and often at loggerheads, the same
ground was covered twice and in many
instances the work of each made more
difficult.

Twelve states hold legislative sessions

in 1922 and with the exception of two of

these the sessions begin early in January.
The legislatures convening in January are
those of Kentucky, Maryland, Maine,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Jersey,
New York, Rhode Island, South Carolina
and Virginia. The legislature of Louis-
iana meets in May and that of Georgia
in June.

Massachusetts in Big Fight

Three of these states now have legal-

ized censorship, but in at least one of
these three an important fight will be
waged during the coming year. This is

in Massachusetts, where at the November
election the question of censorship will

be put to a vote on referendum. It was
planned by the N. A. M. P. I. to start

the referendum battle with a big meeting
of producers, distributors and exhibitors
in Boston last month, but for some rea-

son this was abandoned for the time.

New Jersey is expected to be the scene
of a bitter legislative fight, with censor-
ship and Sunday closing as the chief fac-

tors. In 1921 the legislatures of 42 states

met and but five of these escaped the
consideration of censorship bills. With
this as a criterion it is expected that cen-
sorship bills will be presented in most of
the legislatures which meet in 1922.

N. A. M. P. I. at Disadvantage

In this connection it is pointed out that
the new association of producers and dis-

tributors, which is in rather a nebulous
form at present, can hardly get itself in

a position to take much part in censor-
ship fights in January.
At the same time the old organization,

of which William A. Brady is head, not
knowing just where it fits into the pres-
ent scheme of things, probably is not
planning on going ahead on the fights,

with the possibility of being cast into the
discard staring it in the face.

Of course, since the chief financial sup-
port of the old organization comes from
the companies which are fostering the
new one, it is possible for the whole affair

to be virtually a reorganization of the old
association. This would give the new or-
ganization all the machii ery, records, etc.,

that the old association has built up in

the six or seven years of its existence.

"Foolish Wives" Opens
In 33 Cities on Jan. 8

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—President Carl
Laemmle of Universal Film Manufactur-
ing Company, announces that "Foolish
Wives," the company's million dollar
production, will open in the regular mo-
tion picture theatres in thirty-three cities

on January 8. It will also have its New
York premiere on that day at the Cen-
tral. It will be in fourteen reels.

Capitol Box Office

Robbed of$10,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 20.—Three masked
bandits Sunday night robbed the box
office of the Capitol theatre on Broad-
way of $10,000. The robbery occurred
a little after 10 o'clock when the house
was crowded.
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Let's Cut the High Sounding
5or

Salary Talk
Christie Executive Says It Would Make a Better Hit With

Public to Tell the Truth

y PAT DOWLING
(Publicity Director of Christie Film Company)

HERE'S something for the Society for the Prevention of Moving Pic-

ture Crime to consider at its next meeting.
Let's cut off some of this high-sounding talk about moving pic-

ture star salaries—which doesn't fool any of us inside this business—and
which is capable of doing untold harm through the creation of a false im-
pression in the minds of the public.

ONLY yesterday a Los Angeles news-

paper printed a story to the effect

that one moving picture star had signed

a contract which would net him $2,.~>00,-

000 for five pictures, to see which the

public would pay into theatre box offices

$15,000,000.
* * *

Now this doesn't fool you and me, any
more than it fools the person who wrote
the story. But it might make some ex-

hibitors think they were being robbed,

and the chances are it will make a lot of

the dear public sore, especially that part

of the public which now has an idea :t

is paying too much to get into some of

our big moving picture theatres.

Don't you think it would make a better

hit with the public to tell the truth

—

which is probably that the" star, the pro-

ducer, the exchange organization and the

managers will all make a fair profit on
these five pictures—rather than to try to

kid the public into believing that all these

factors are each going to make several

cool million out of the deal?

Another story stated that an actor who
was previously in the two-hundred-dol-

lar-a-week class had just been engaged
to star at $2,000 a week. Personally, 1

don't believe the actor gets anywhere
near the latter figure. Then why tell the

public in effect that they are now paying

this star more money than he ever heard
of?

+ * *

It is a known fact that the U. S. In-
ternal Revenue officials of Los Angeles
the past few years have had a hard time
trying to reconcile in their minds the
discrepancies between the income tax re-

ports which certain actors made out, and
the figures stated in the Los Angeles
papers as the salaries of those same stars.

The chances are that the figures on the
tax reports were the true earnings. And
being so, it gets the public and the ex-
hibitor a little hot under the collar to

think of the sums which certain of these
people are supposed to be getting out of

their box offices.

I believe too much of the cost of pic-

tures has been attributed to star salaries.

Visitors from parts removed from the

centers of production have it forcibly

brought home to them some idea of the

vast amount of miscellaneous picture

costs, aside from talent, when they see

pictures being made for the first time. I

believe the exhibitors of America are

fair-minded enough to believe that the

leading producers are sincerely trying to

make productions on a reasonable basis

of expense and profit. Therefore, it

seems ridiculous to inflate an actor's sal-

ary for purposes of publicity. Because
this is the kind of publicity which has
the most serious back-fire wallop.

i of Fred Meyer
Is Recovering After

Serious Auto Crash
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HAMILTON, O., Dec. 20.—Hope for
the early recovery of Stanley Meyer, in-
jured seriously in an automobile accident,
is held by the attending physician at
Mercy hospital. Stanley is the 8 year
old son of Fred S. Meyer, managing di-
rector of the Palace theatre.
The accident occurred in a collision be-

tween Mr. Meyer's car and another.
Stanley was thrown against the wind-
shield, his forehead and face being pain-
fully lacerated. Others in the car were
not injured.

Exhibitors Meet
In Three States

(Concluded from page 43)

had been any commercialism and never
would be. The bureau now has 35,000,000
feet of film in circulation and supplies
5,000 screens.

Industry Needs Dignity

The significant thought that Mr.
O'Toole. who also addressed those at the
banquet, left with the exhibitors was that
the industry needs dignity, character and
courage. These, he said, will be respon-
sible for the further progress of the in-
dustry. The people of the business, he
said, must appreciate themselves.
The next convention of the Illinois

organization will be held in April in
Chicago. The date will be set later.

Present at Peoria

Following are those who attended the
convention at Peoria:
Bert Norton. Kozy, Eureka; Mr. and Mrs. Ben

Rovin, Amus U., Springfield; W. \V. Watts, Prin-
cess, Springfield; H. T. Loper, Lyric. Springfield;
Gus Kerauter, Strand, Springfield; L. A. Burn-
stine, Capitol, Springfield; Geo. E. Koehn, Em-
press. Springfield; M. J. O'Toole, Comerford
Company, Scranton, Pa. ; Bert Lauber, Roanoke
Opera House, Roanoke; G. M. Luttrell, I.uttrell's

Majestic. Jacksonville; C. A. Gerard, Woodbine,
Carthage; Wm. R. Wyatt, Metro. Wyanet; W. E.
Barricklow, Isis. Toluca; J. B. Ross. Garden, Can-
ton; J. K. O'Neil, Opera House. Henry; Elmer
B. Ramsey, Central Opera House, Fairbury; J. E.
Candan, Star-Princess, DeKalb; Ben L. Berne,
Majestic, Rochelle; Steve Bennis, Lincoln, Lin-
coln; A. C. King, Grand, El Paso; H. A. Arnold,
Colonial, Colfax; T. E. Yemm, Grand, DuQuoin;
W. D. Burford, Rialto, Aurora; J. J. Rubens.
Fox. Aurora; E. E. Alger. Majestic, Paxton; Wm.
McNamar, Rex, Virdcn; Win. II. Cadoret, La Pe-
tite, Kankakee; L. M. Rubens. Princess, Joliet;

Chas. J. Law, Palace, Pana; Glen W. Reynolds,
Princess-Star, DeKalb; Raymond Schneider, Mid-
get, Mctamora; Bradford Brayton, Majestic, Strea-
tor; P. B. Herbst, Roanoke Opera House, Roan-
oke; Harry Dittmer, Court, Pekin; Maurice S.
Carlson, Fort Armstrong. Rock Island; Evert R.
Cummings, Majcstic-Ft. Armstrong, Rock Island;
Sam Robinson, Princess, Peoria; R. B. Francis,
Duchess, Peoria.

H. D. McNally, Madison, Peoria; H. Wcisbrink,
Hippodrome, Peoria; Dee Robinson, Madison,
Peoria A. W. Szold, Garden, Peoria; Frank Wool-
ley, Princess, Saybrook; J. Lamm. Shakespearc-
Emmett-Rogcrs, Chicago; C. P. Lautenslager,
Grand, Chicago; Joseph Hopp, Ideal, Chicago;
James B. Dibclka, Parkway, Chicago; Louis H.
Frank, Halstcd and Illinois, Chicago; John Silba,

Stadium and Lion, Chicago; S. Rabinovitz, Marion,
Chicago; Chas. T. Sears. Grand, Brookficld, Mo.;
Geo. D. Hopkinson, Hamlin. Chicago; Reid, Yemm
and Hayes, Christopher; Benton Amusement Com-
pany, Benton, Mt. Vernon; P. S. Harrison, Har-
rison Reports. New York City; Jay M. Schreck,
Exhibitors Hkrai.d, Chicago; Paul C. Heinz, Mov-
ing Picture World, Chicago: E. J. Bruin, Moving
Picture World, New York City; Wm. J. Sweeney,
Organizer of Illinois Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, Chicago; B. McKlroy, Fitzpatrick & Mc-
Elroy Circuit Chicago; K. Fitzpatrick, Fitzpatrick

X McKlroy Circuit. Chicago; II. J. Wayman. Mills

Novelty Company. Chicago; Stuart Gould, Omaha;
A. R. Pramer, Omaha; Sam Birnian, Brooklyn,

N. Y.; Sydney S. Cohen, New York; Senator J.

I. Walker. New York.

MONEY MA
Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Built

By FRED S. MEYER
(Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.)

When you've tried about
everything that conditions,

brains, ambition and finances

justify, revive the old idea of

an amateur show.
I started it with home talent

as an experiment and it worked
out so well that we've made it

a regular weekly feature for

Friday nights. We get from
five to nine volunteers to act.

Everyone that participates gets

at least $1 and the prizes are

$5, $3, and $2 for first, second
and third respectively. In case

of a tie, equal prizes are dis-

tributed to each.

KING IDEAS
Used Successfully by

Up Their Patronage
You can make these amateur

contests as refined as anything

else in your presentation.

Eliminate vulgarity
;

present

the amateur show as you

would a prologue or added at-

traction, and you'll need have

no fear about eggs, cabbages

or the like, destroying your

screen.

Some towns, perhaps, can't

get by but with us the stunt

works fine and we are well

pleased with the returns at tin-

box office. I will gladly answer
any questions through the

HERALD in connection with

thU matter.
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"Film Progress," the bulletin of the better films com-

mittee of the National Board of Review, lists the follow-

ing "Dramas Possessing the Christmas Spirit."

"Homespun Folks" First National

"The Sign of the Cross" Paramount
"The Bluebird" Paramount
"Humoresque" Paramount
"Cinderella" Paramount
"The Seven Swans" Paramount
"The Servant in the House" F. B. O.

"The Jack-knife Man" First National

"The Kid" First National

"The Passing of the Third Floor Back" First National

"Over the Hill" Fox
"The Cinderella Man" Goldwyn
"Rip Van Winkle" Hodkinson
"The Spender" Metro
"Little Orphant Annie" Pioneer
"Nobody's Kid" R-C Pictures
"Everybody's Sweetheart" Selznick
"The Right to Happiness" Universal

. . i

Many of the attractions listed are of such publica-

tion date that it undoubtedly will be possible to make last

minute bookings of them in case you have not selected

a suitable Christmas program. If you have done so, you
will find the list of service as other holidays for which
some of the pictures are appropriate approach.

The current issue of the house organ published by the re-

sourceful and progressive Fred S. Meyer in the interests of the
Palace theatre. Hamilton, O., contains a number of items worthy
of special note.

The first editorial paragraphs refer to "pep night," recently

observed, at which time the theatre was turned over to the Hamil-
ton High School students. The performance was effective in stimu-
lating interest in high school affairs and enriching the treasury
of that institution. In his concluding remarks Mr. Hamilton
offers the theatre to the students for one night each year and
deftly rebukes the few critics who have regarded his co-operation
in the enterprise with disfavor.

The third paragraph concerns an approaching amateur show
in which patrons will impersonate screen stars. The fourth men-
tions his ticket-books as acceptable Christmas presents for friends.

The New Year's Eve performance is described in the fifth. The
next page carries the theatre personnel in tabloid and, neatly

framed in a standing box, the current message of the Public

Rights League and the emblem of that organization.

These things are typical of Meyer "exploitation," a type of

endeavor observed in the activities of too few showmen. Among
the things this work makes possible is the contest which an insert

in the same issue announces.
In this the First National Bank

of Hamilton co-operates with the
Palace management in seeking to

stimulate public interest in the sub-
ject of finance, offering suitable

awards for correct answers to listed

questions which all should but few
will be able to answer. It is only
the latter-day theatre, developed by
consistent effort, with which bank-
ers, most conservative of business
men, may be expected to identify

themselves.

We regard Mr. Meyer as a show-
man of exceptional ability and sharp
insight. His almost incredible ini-

tiative is revealed weekly in a house
organ which includes mention of

not one but half a dozen projects
of precedential character.

Mr. Meyer has made the Palace
the peer of Hamilton's best institu-

tions. He works unremittingly to

keep it that. His is the secret of
all success—work!

A half page in the 16-page theatre
magazine published by Crandall's
Strand, Cumberland, Ma., is given
over to quips reprinted with credit

from "Topics of the Day," carried
in the Herald by special arrange-
ment with "Timely Films, Inc." The
feature is interesting reading and
undoubtedly adds to the value of a
well composed house organ. It is

also, in an effectively incidental

manner, excellent propaganda for
the short subject, giving readers' the
"taste" that calls for "more."

J. L. Frothingham, producer oi
"A Bride of the Gods," which First
National will distribute, calls atten-
tion to plans pending execution
whereby natives of East India,

dancing girls and "Brahman Sikks,"
will be brought to this country for
work in prologues given prior to the
picture's screening. It was decided
to undertake this expense because
American performers could not sat-

(Conchtded on page 68)
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Suggestions in the Stills

"JANE EYRE"
Lillian Sheffer has conceived the follow-

ing practical prologues for differentiated

motion picture houses in connection with

the showing of "Jane Eyre," the Hugo
Ballin special now being issued to first-

runs by W. W. Hodkinson Corp. The
prologues are cleverly varied, brief enough
to allow latitude to the individual showman,
and appeal to the family patronage likely

to be most strongly attracted to "Jane
Eyre." The first is romantic, the second
has a comic angle and the last of the cycle

is of tragic nature, to which the opening

of the picture promises splendid contrast

and relief.

ROMANCE A LA 1850

SETTING: A pergola-like arbour.

PRINCIPALS: Girl dressed to repre-

sent Jane Eyre, man to portray the part of

Rochester.
ACTION : Man enters from right wing,

places hat on seat ; walks up and down
stage, looks off stage, awaiting someone. As
his hack is turned to the other wing, girl,

in quaint wedding costume of 70 years
ago, long, full skirt, poke-bonnet, etc., steps

softly in. As she catches sight of the
man, she pauses, her eyes filled with a
world of longing. She stands watching
him for a moment. He turns suddenly,
takes a few steps toward her, and then
holds out his arms to her. She runs into

them, and he folds her in a close embrace.
Then he leads her to the garden seat, and
stands kneeling on the bench, looking down
at her, with one hand on her shoulder. As
she looks up at him, he speaks

:

ROCHESTER: "Today is our wedding
day ! In a few moments, amid the gay
assemblage of our many friends, those
solemn words will be pronounced which
shall make you mine forever! Put before
that, I wanted to sec you here once again
in the garden, where our troth was plighted

—to carry with me forever the memory of
your dear face as it looks up at me now."
JANE: "Oh I your words make me so

happy that I am almost afraid! Even now
I seem to see the shadow of tragedy and
unhappiness hanging over us"— (she looks

back of her as though fearful, but the man
reassures her and she continues) : "If

only you will love me truly, then nothing

else that life has in store tor me will

matter
!"

At this the man bends nearer to her,

and commences softly to sing: "For I love

you truly, truly, dear." (See song of that

name.) The girl joins in the chorus, which

is repeated, and at the last line, as they

are singing very softly, the church bell is

heard ringing in the distance. They start,

she rises, he picks up hat, and as the

strains of the wedding march are heard

softly in the distance, he bows low over

her hand, she drops him a courtesy, he

offers her his arm, and together they walk
slowly off stage.

PROLOGUE II

SETTING: Plain drop. As the scene

proceeds, this curtain is rolled up, revealing

a schoolroom. Plain wooden benches, bare

walls, large table with few books. Absence
of any pictures, maps, or any of the mod-
ern school room accessories indicate that

this is a charity institution.

PRINCIPALS: Little girl, dressed in

old-fashioned way: long skirt, beneath
which are seen white pantalettes; white
stockings, black sandals. Hair combed
back from the face, and caught by an old

fashioned circular comb. Two or three

girls dressed in black, white stockings,

black shoes. Long white aprons, and white

bonnets. Old maid school teacher—hair

dragged back tight from head, severe dark
dress. Older man to represent school

master.

ACTION : Little girl runs in, as though
escaping from some one who is tormenting
her. She carries a hoop and stick in her
hand. As she runs in from wing, she
turns, and makes a face at the unseen per-

son back of her. She rolls her hoop for

a moment across stage, then drops to floor,

feet sticking out in front of her, swings
the hoop over her head and looks out
pouting from the frame of it.

GIRL: "Oh, dear! I hate this place!

I hate my aunt and I hate that boy ! Oh,
if only some fairy would carry me away
from this house, and take me to a lovely

school, where there would be other girls

and kind teachers and—

"

Before she completes her sentence, the

curtain rises suddenly and she tumbles
backward into a school room. As she un-
tangles herself from the hoop, and rises

to a sitting position on the floor, looking

around her in utter amazement, the school
teacher speaks

:

TEACHER (pointing to girl on floor) :

"There she is now ! The very child I was
telling you about ! Rolling a hoop about,

instead of attending to her lessons I"

Both the school teacher and master look

severely at the child, while the two girls

on the bench glance furtively at her and
then continue their studies. The teacher

walks across the room, grasps the child

roughly by the arm, pulls her to her feet,

and with a shake, says

:

TEACHER: "Take your seat at once!
What a way to behave, when your aunt
thinks so kindly of you as to send you to

tltis wonderful school!"

The child looks around her in bewilder-

ment, and with a certain fear, while the

teacher stands threateningly before her.

Curtain, and fade into the picture.

(N. B. This has been written in a most
elastic manner, to allow the showmen scope

to interpolate such incidents— (perhaps the

singing of "School Days," an old-fashioned

(Concluded on page jS)
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Exploitation Letters

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir

:

I am sending you herewith a photo of a

window display on "For Those We Love,"

which I arranged for with the Baker-
Hemphill Company. Also a kodak picture

of an inexpensive front we used for the

same picture.

This was an old front we painted over

for this attraction. On either side we
used a one-sheet and painted around it.

This front could be more artistic, but our
house is small and show business in this

town doesn't justify much expense, so we
have to do it the cheapest way.

I am also sending some cards used in

frames in the window. One may be seen

just to the right of the center of the win-
dow.

With best wishes.

R. P. WHITFIELD,
Palace theatre,

San Angelo, Tex.

DEAR MR. WHITFIELD:
Yours is the first contribution on "For

Those We Lore" and is especially valuable

as showing other exhibitors how the title

may be put to work for the tlicatre using
the attraction. Thanks for the opportunity

to pass along an important bit of business

information at a time when it is badly

needed by many.
I see you make good use of the fronts,

etc., that too many showmen discard, there-

by reducing actual cost to a minimum by

extending the period of value. That's an-
other idea of timely importance.
Since you don't say that business is poor

I take it that it is good, for showmen seldom
leave out that important statement if such
is the case. I hope it continues the same
through the holidays and gets better as
io22 goes its way.

W. R. IV.

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Sir:

Attached you wilT find an illustration of

the Wichita Theatre Rose Festival Pro-
logue, given the week of Sept. 26th, inclu-

sive. This was an added attraction and an
attempt to get something more than normal
business during the International Wheat
Show. In the past, the various theatres

had practically reconciled themselves to a
loss. Local people and many out of town
guests gave preference to one of the many
attractions under control of the Wheat
Show management.
This year, the Wichita theatre decided

to make up a stronger bill and back it

with a very active campaign. The picture

part of the program was made up with

Ina Claire in "Polly with a Past" (Metro),
a Snub Pollard Comedy and International

N'ews. Then, three times a day the Rose
Festival Prologue was given, under direc-

tion of Lucius Ades. The chorus was
made up of five of Wichita's best soloists,

backed up by a chorus of twenty-five

voices, including a double male quartet

and Wichita Theatre Boys Choir. The
ladies were dressed in old-fashioned cos-

tumes. The musical numbers were selected

from "Ziegfeld Follies of 1921."

The result was most satisfactory after

about the second day, the word of mouth
advertising, together with our other pub-
licity, beginning to show its effect ; and the

(.Concluded on page 54)

P. Whitfield, Palace theatre, San Angelo, Tex., is the first showman to report
application of the Goldwyn title, "For Those We Love," to exploitation purposes.
The letter on this page tells of his success.

A frontal display used for a preceding production was redecorated by Mr. Whitfield
for the run of the picture. This wholly commendable bit of exploitation economy
is also touched upon in his interesting communication.

An annual event commonly regarded as an unbeatable counter-attraction was admir-
ably capitalized by L. D. Balsly, of the Wichita theatre, Wichita, Kans., in his

presentation of "Polly With a Past." Read his letter for information that will be
valuable to you.
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Letter Reveals Showman's
Belief in Short Subjects

A belief in the box office power
of the short subject such as prob-
ably never previously recorded is

indicated in a letter written by H.
B. Brookwedel, managing director

of the Symphony theatre, Los An-
geles, to J. E. Storey, sales man-
ager of Associated Exhibitors,

subsequent to the run of the Harold
Lloyd comedy, "Never Weaken."
Mr. Brookwedel's letter follows:

"Since finishing the run of 'Never
Weaken' at this theatre we thought per-
haps you would like to know

—

" 'Never Weaken' ran for 44 days and
could have been held for at least another
week to excellent business had not other
bookings demanded a showing.

"That it received greater exploitation
than any other picture ever shown in this

city.

"That there were never less than 100
twenty-four sheets on billboards adver-
tising the picture and that at one time
there were 200.

"That approximately 2,500 inches of

newspaper space were used. That 'Never
Weaken' dominated the pages each day
of the 4 papers used by the Symphony for

44 days.

"That the Symphony spent approxi-
mately $17,500 in putting 'Never Weaken'
over.

"That the results justified the expense,

for every previous attendance record was
broken.

"That within 44 days the picture played

to approximately 120,000 people and that

the seating capacity of the Symphony is

645.

"That 'Never Weaken' was the longest

subject on the bill.

"That out of 120,000 people only 7 were
heard to say they did not like the show.
"And finally that the Symphony is go-

ing after 'The Sailor Made Man' just as

strong as it did after 'Never Weaken.' "

There is little need for comment
upon the communication. The

campaign described was compre-
hensive in the extreme and costly

beyond the means of any save the

metropolitan showman. But the

spirit of the Symphony enterprise

is worthy of everybody's considera-

tion.

It is stated that more money was
spent on this comedy than on any
previous production. It is added
that the money was well spent in

view of the fact that all previous

records were broken.

Have you ever spent an amount
in keeping upon a comedy feature?

Do you believe that you might
duplicate the Symphony accomplish-

ment, breaking all previous records,

by so doing? Do you believe that

the comedy production is of the

major importance to the box office

thus indicated?

These are questions which every
showman will ask himself after

reading Mr. Brookwedel's letter.

Local conditions, likes and dislikes,

must be considered. Answers will

vary.

This much is certain. The com-
edy was never so important as to-

day. It is every showman's duty
to himself to know just what his

public's attitude is in the matter.

A thorough test of its popularity

and exploitation value should be
made.
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McCormick's "Jazz Week"
Becomes Monthly Feature

"Jazz-a-Week," originally a prologue

for "The Foolish Age," the R-C Pictures

production, was found so profitable by

S. Barret McCormick, managing director

of the Allen theatre, Cleveland, O., that

it has been made a monthly feature. Be-

gin on this page and read to the end a

Cleveland newswriter's glowing story of

the event. Possibly a similar feature will

win equally warm comment for you.

With the world reeling in wretched-

ness born of suspicion and hate. S. Bar-

ret McCormick's novelty, "Jazz-a-Week."
sounds a harmonious note on bells jang-

ling out of tune.

"I always like to think of Dr. Chaun»
cey M. Depew's recipe for growing old

gracefully," said McCormick as a capac-

ity audience filed out of the Allen theatre
(Concluded on page 58)

Of all the showmen who have played "The Foolish Age" none have so effectively capitalized the title as S. Barret McCor-
mick, of the Allen, Cleveland, O., whose presentation is illustrated herewith. Examine the pictures and read the story beginning
on this page to grasp the full import of the word "showmanship."
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Thanksgiving Enterprise
Ideal Christmas Feature

In submitting to readers as received
the following story of a highly com-
mendable Thanksgiving enterprise which
should be an excellent Christmas feature
for any theatre, this department empha-
sizes the fact that the cooperative theatre
spirit made the subject of a sixteen-page
symposium in the Annual Holiday Issue
of the "Herald" is fact and not theory.

We suggest that you read it in its en-
tirety and approximate in so far as you
may Mr. Weisfeldt's accomplishment.

Staging a "Help Thy Neighbor"

party, Manager Ed. J. Weisfeldt, of

Saxe's Strand theatre, fed thou-

sands of Milwaukee poor Thanks-

giving day through a tie-up with the

Milwaukee Journal. Exhibitors

generally could duplicate the stunt

for Christmas or New Years.

Any school child was admitted to

to the Strand theatre Thanksgiving
morning to see Katherine MacDon-
ald in First National's "Her Social

Value"—the price of admission be-
ing one or more vegetables.

The estimate of the crowd was
between 8,000 and 10,000. From
this number there was obtained
thirty-one barrels, twenty-two bags,
twelve boxes and a huge pile of

vegetables. In addition there were
jars of jelly, preserves, canned fruits

and vegetables, bunches of celery,

several crates of apples and many
packages of coffee. Journal trucks

carried the gifts to the Salvation

Army settlement house for Thanks-
giving distribution among the poor.

The Strand theatre received first

page stories in The Journal for

weeks in advance of the party and
the children's party did not interfere

with the regular theatre business in

view of the fact that the kids' party
started at 8 :30 o'clock in the morn-
ing and was finished some time dur-
ing the early part of the afternoon,
the holiday crowds not surviving
from their turkey dinner until late

in the afternoon and evening.
A feature of the program ar-

ranged for the Thanksgiving week
was a real Thanksgiving prologue.

The scene—a kitchen—anybody's
kitchen.

The characters—Ed Lazarus as

the chef, and two dancing pupils of

Miss Ethel Koch, the latter dressed
as chickens. The two little dancers

were hidden in the inside of a huge
turkey. When this turkey was
taken out of the stove by Mr. Laza-
rus, the two little dancers bobbed
out and danced a feature dance. It

was a simple but effective prologue,

and the children were delighted

with it.

Any live newspaper would join in

such an enterprise—and the picture

that suggests itself as the ideal me-
dium in Thos. H. Ince's "Hail the

Woman," which has a Christmas

charity party as one of its key situa-

tions. "Molly O" or "One Arabian

Night" would be other good ones.

I Exploitation
Letters
(Concluded from page $l)

entire run of six days was most satisfac-

tory. Loss was turned into a profit, by

reinforcing our show and backing it up

with a line of advertising.

Yours very truly,

L. D. BALSLY,
Wichita Theatre,

Wichita, Kans.

DEAR MR. BALSLY:
If there is a better way of keeping busi-

ness at normal than through identifying

the theatre with civic events it has not been

reported to this department. And if this

has been demonstrated more brilliantly

than you have demonstrated it in your
handling of the Metro picture that, too,

has been done in secret.

I'm quite sure that a number of exhib-

itors who read your letter will find the

point that it brings out of utmost value to

them when a similar occasion presents

itself. Thanks for letting me pass the word
along. And let us know what you do for

Christmas and what success you experi-

ence.
Sincerely.

W. R. W.
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Specials Produce Stunts
And Stunts Get Business

The big .pictures of the season

have imparted to the stunt type of

exploitation the dignity it lacked.

It has won respect. It is being used.

It is getting business.

Exhibitors who look beyond the

horizon for a solution of their box

office problems will do well to ex-

amine the material at hand. Pos-

sibly within their figurative hand
they hold the instrument of victory.

* * *

In Baltimore, Md., through co-

operation with the U. S. Marine

Corps representatives, a modern
"Queen of Sheba" was made the cen-

ter of street interest when the Fox
special of that title was shown at

the New theatre.

At Altoona, Pa., when "Over the

Hill" was shown, the Capitol the-

atre revived the always dependable
street car stunt with considerable

success.

James Rourke, of the Empire the-

atre, Bridgeport, Conn., obtained
liberal newspaper co-operation by
persuading the mayor to proclaim
a Mark Twain week when he ex-
hibited "A Connecticut Yankee."

Mr. Rourke won further space and
prestige by donating a set of

Twain's works to the public library.

Armored motorcycle knights
worked the streets and permission
was obtained for transverse banners
over the principal thoroughfares.

* * *

It need not be set down that these
stunts brought business. Showmen
know their value.

The important point is that big
pictures warrant the use of big ex-
ploitation. Through it business is

created. That is the essential box
office consideration.

What has happened to the claim loudly and persistently ma
be exhibited in the standard motion picture theatre, particularly

partment consistently know that it has vanished with demonstra
pictorially represented above, camera evidence of motion picture

de a few months ago that the big pictures of 1921-22 could not
the theatre of the so-called small town? You who read this de-

tion on every hand of its fallacy. Three such demonstrations are

advancement.
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I
ISADOR GORE, MANAGER OF THE

Capitol, third-run theatre in Los Angeles, used

everything but the 24-sheet in the Goldwyn

accessory equipment for "The Old Nest," ac-

cording to report substantiated by photo-

graph. An elaborate lighting arrangement in-

volving many colors gave the display added

attraction power during evening hours. The

sign subtitle is the simplest that has been

used to effectively describe the picture.

THE CLEM M ER THEATRE, SEATTLE.
Wash., attained very nearly the zenith in

realism with its lobby tor Univcrsal's "The

Fox." In a machine gun nest over the box

office the sound "t tiring was produced with

a snare drum attached to a vacuum cleaner.

A flashlight in the muzzle was lighted at each

report. The general appearance of the cactus

country was reproduced in a false front espc-

ciallv constructed.
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EVERY EXHIBITOR EVERYWHERE IS IN-
terested in the lobby productions of Frank Lacev. Ma-
jestic theatre, Portland, Ore. Illustrations herewith
show phases of his exploitation for Universale "The
Fox" and United Artists' "The Iron Trail."

For the former Mr. Lacey constructed a setting
suggesting the Grand Canyon of Arizona. The uni-
formity of this was broken only by three-sheet stands,
one of which carried a character pose of the star and
the other a personal message signed by him. Ushers

were costumed in harmony with the attraction, as an
especially posed photograph shows. As a result, the

first Harry Carey picture to be played at the theatre
was enthusiastically received by large audience.

For "The Iron Trail" a railroad effect was deemed
advisable. A small locomotive held central promi-
nence. The lobby depicted mountainous country, with
an idealized railroad bridge carrying the title of the

picture. Blue lights were used for night effect, and
a Portland newspaper gave the display a special story.

•

' r
PICTURES THAT SHOW GOOD BUSINESS IS ACTUALLY BEING EXPERIENCED BY SOME

theatres serve a definite end at a time when trade gossip is to the contrary. Here are three from New York.
"The Mysterious Rider." W. W. Hodkinson feature, drew standout business at B. S. Moss' Broadway in a
recent engagement. A lobby display in some degree accountable is shown incompleted in one photograph.
"Heedless Moths," controlled by Elk Photo Plays. Inc.. drew similar business to its premiere at the Green-
wich Village theatre, as a consequence of which it is reported the picture is being sought by many showmen.
The three photographs, with others showing similar box office conditions, are of a type received in increasing
abundance. That is fair basis for optimism.

CLOTHES OF THE MID-VIC-
torian period were contrasted with

modern apparel in the window dis-

play obtained of a prominent
clothier by C. Floyd Hopkins. Colo-

nial theatre. Harrisburg, Pa., when
United Artists' "Disraeli" was
shown. The window is a sure-fire

advertisement for the store, which
argues that you can duplicate the

stunt. Its theatre value is apparent.

W INDOW CARDS WITH
space provided for merchants to let-

ter in price marks are the means
of obtaining many displays adver-
tising the Wid Gunning attraction.

"What Do Men Want?" One of
these windows obtained in New
York City is shown in an accom-
panying illustration. The card de-
sign, with the nature of the title,

make it an easy matter to interest

merchants in the proposition of co-
operation.

SEVEN UNEMPLOYED CITI-
zens of Buffalo. N. Y.. carried ban-

ners for "Why Girls Leave Home,"
Warner Brothers feature, when that

production was shown at the Mark-

Strand. Edward Thompson, of the

Warner exchange in Xew York,

used this as the final factor in a

publicity campaign that is reported

as winning front page stories and
similar invaluable press aid.
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Grauman
on

I

Christmas
[

Sid Grauman, owner of Grau-
man's and Grauman's Rialto thea-
tres, Los Angeles, has contributed
for readers of "The Theatre" the
following special article. Mr.
Grauman's suggestions, wholly in
accord with the theatre policy out-
lined in this department of the
"Herald" for December 24, are
worthy of your careful attention.

The request that I provide the Herald
with a Christmas prologue embarrasses
me.
The question of prologue is largely a

question of resources. Sometimes it may
happen that limited equipment will sug-
gest simplicities of presentation that will

make a deeper impression than the most
elaborate resources could provide. Out
of the embarrassment may grow an ad-
vantage, and the limitations of his equip-
ment may inspire the ingenious exhibitor
with an idea he might miss if he were
surrounded with the stage accessories of
the Metropolitan Grand Opera house.

So, I shall suggest rather than state,

and perhaps in these hints the exhibitor
may find a point to establish as a place of

departure or a hook upon which to hang
his better ideas.

* * *

Christmas, aside from every racial and
religious association, suggests a univer-

sal good-will and a brotherhood that

transcends the bounds of geographical
frontiers. Or it suggests, as in some
communities, those more direct and inti-

mate relations that concern its origin as

the anniversary of the birth of the

Founder of Christianity.

Personally, I believe that the showman
eager to please every type and class of

picture patrons does best when he ac-

cepts Christmas in its more embracing
significances and presents its traditional

sentiments with a minimum of religious

or dogmatic preachment.
A Christmas tree upon the stage, bril-

liantly lighted and surrounded by large

boxes, I see. From these boxes step, as

the music of Poldini's "Valsante, Dolls'

Dance" or Gruenwald's "Poupen March"
is played, dainty little girls who dance
as dolls with something of the angular-

ity of the doll in Offenbach's "Love Talcs

of Hoffmann" or the heroine in "The
Toymaker." Dressed in the costumery of

various nationalities and races, dances
of China (from Tschaikowsky's "Nut
Cracker Suite") could be given, or from
Arabia (the music for which is found in

the same suite), or from other countries

according to the availability of the musi-

cal scores and the musical resources of

the theatre.
* * *

For comedy effect, the fattest, biggest

man in town might be engaged to ap-

pear dressed in the dainty garments of

a French doll, and the children participat-

ing in the other dances might be trained

so that they would serve as foil to his

huge and grotesque appearance. To con-

clude the act, and to give it, if desired,

the authenticity of Christmas. Ad >lnh

Adam's "Cantique de Noel" or any of the

old English or Brittany carols could be

sung by all the children.

Such an act would cost little more than

the costumery, if preparations were be-
gun early enough, and would enlist the
interest of Sunday school, choir and so-
cial organizations in the town, eager to

present their juvenile "stars" in the fir-

mament of the holiday season.

"Jazz Week"
(Concluded from page 53)

after the first edition of "Jazz-a-Week,"
now a monthly feature at the playhouse.

"He has lived to be almost ninety

years old and is in perfect health because
he never crossed bridges; he never
fretted over troubles that never came.
What people are longing for today is a

bit of fun, the opportunity to be them-
selves and make merry with simplicity.

That is the object of 'Jazz-a-Week.'
"

"Jazz-a-Week" includes a film, special

music, dancing, stage decoration and or-

chestral effects dedicated to the proposi-

tion that everyone has an inalienable

right to happiness.
The first edition of "Jazz-a-Week"

included the R-C picture, "The Foolish

Age," starring Doris May, the McCor-
mick prelude being "The Funeral of Old
Man Classic."

First, Manager McCormick flashed a

letter to the audience reminding them of

their God-given privilege to laugh, to be
themselves, that we are all of us living

in a world of beauty and art if we will

open our eyes and ears to the wonderful
things all about us.

* * *

Then the orchestra played a "jazz sym-
phony" composed of popular numbers
arranged in symphonic form by Philip

Spitalny. The Allenette news weekly
was the only serious item on the pro-

gram, but this was followed immediately
by "The Allen-Nut of Misinformation"
containing burlesque of current events

and sundry bigwigs, slow motion car-

toons, etc.

"The Prelude," in two scenes, cos-

tumes and decorations by Frank J. Zim-
merer, opened with the funeral ceremony
of Old Man Classic, borne to the stage

by Syncopation in black, flowing robes.

Ten Jazz Widows appeared, one at a

time, each entrance being to identifying

music by the orchestra, each crossing

the stage and depositing a wreath upon
the bier. They were Lucia (Sextette),

Rigoletto (Quartet), Mine. Butterfly

("One Fine Day"), Thais (Meditation),

Elegie, Traumerie, Humoresque, Spring

Song (Mendelssohn), Miserere and Bar-

carolle. Their mourning vanished with

the coming of King Jazz and lured by
the music of his saxophone, they de-

parted with him to "The Temple of

Jazz."

"lane Eyre"
(Concluded from page 50)

minuet, etc.) as seem best adapted to his

particular type of audience.)

PROLOGUE III

The following is all in pantomime.
SKTTING: Center doorway, scrim ef-

fect, hack lighting, few chairs, a table,

etc.. in front.

PRINCIPALS: Girl dressed to repre-

sent Jane Pyre; man—frock coat, beaver

hat, etc. Woman dressed in black, white

collars and cuffs. Has long hunch of keys

hanging to her waist—evidently an attend-

ant or housekeeper.
ACTION : Girl, accompanied by man,

enters room; she is talking to him, smiling,

etc. As they enter, the woman in black
rushes over to them, whispers something
into the girl's ear. She rushes forward,
toward the doorway, and at that moment,
there is seen silhouetted against the door,
the figure of a man struggling with a
woman. The girl pauses, raises her hands
as if to ward off the sight, the woman in

black crouches against the wall, and, as
the girl gives a piercing scream, the cur-
tain falls and we fade into the opening
scene of "Jane Eyre."

Theatorial
(Concluded from page 49)

isfactorily execute the dances called

for.

Mr. Frothingham's plans may or

may not culminate in the bringing
of East Indian natives to this coun-
try for theatre use. But the an-

nouncement indicates a faith in the

prologue which should not be ig-

nored. His exacting demand for ac-

curacy is in line with the best

thought on this subject. It is this

zealous guarding against improper
use of incompetent and ill chosen
talent in presentation that will de-

feat decisively the efforts of vaude-
ville interests to gain a footing in

the picture theatre.

Chicago's leading motion picture

theatres are devoting their screens

this week to the advertising of New
Year's Eve performances beginning
at midnight for which reserved seats

are offered at prices ranging from
$1.65 downward. The theatre at

which the figure mentioned is to be
charged advertises on its screen

that it "dare not" give the names
of vaudeville and stage players who
will appear, suggesting that the

best talent in Chicago's downtown
theatres at the time will be present.

Emphasis is placed upon the state-

ment that no motion pictures will be
exhibited at this performance.
We do not believe that it is good

business to thus assume the position

of holding the motion picture in

light esteem as entertainment. We
believe it unwise to wax eloquent in

regard to the once-a-year offering

of entertainment which has no legit-

imate claim to the motion picture

exhibitor's praise. We do believe it

permissible to interpolate special

features of almost any nature, even
vaudeville, for an occasion of this

character. We are quite certain that

the theatre will sell out and make
much money, even if the receipts the

following day do fall below expecta-

tions. Rut the New Year's Eve
show is strictly an interpolated fea-

ture. It should be conducted in a

manner which will leave no possi-

bility of evil consequencis.



Approaching Fights

A story carried on page 47 states

that twelve legislatures will con-

vene in 1922. Adverse legislation

will be presented in each. To pre-

pare for these approaching fights,

exhibitors should not delay the

launching of their campaigns for a

free screen. Order your slides to-

day.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 35

Sunday "Blue Law" fanatics are

seeking a national law which will

render illegal every activity on the

Sabbath except that which they

themselves pronounced as befitting

and proper. With this done, the

vaunted liberty of the American

citizen becomes a mockery.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

N. Y. Censors on Spending Jag
Not Satisfied With $500,000 Annual
Waste—Executive Council of trie State

Federation of Labor Is Seeking trie

Repeal of the Miller Censorship Law
Legal censorship in New York State, at the present rate of expenditure,

is costing the industry and the public $500,000 annually. But the censors,

all of them political henchmen, are not contented with this waste and

have requested through their chairman, George H. Cobb, additional funds

with which to supply other political appointees with the job of inspector.

Chairman Cobb has announced that he will ask the legislature, which

meets in January, for additional funds on which to operate. Cobb says that

inspectors should be employed to spy on theatres and see that all regula-

tions are complied with.

The fact that censorship is operated in

other states without the services of in-

spectors would seem to indicate that legal

regulation in New York is not so much a

question of morality as it is of politics.

Chairman Cobb, however, will meet

strong opposition in his plan to get the

legislature to vote another appropriation.

All branches of the industry are merging

their forces to fight for a repeal of the

law which was carried through on a

steam roller by Governor Miller.

Coming to the assistance of the indus-

try during the past week was the State

Federation of Labor which adopted the

following resolution:

WHEREAS, Despite the pro-

tests of organized labor of this

state and liberty loving citizens

generally, the legislature of 1921

enacted a law creating a board of

state censors and empowering them

and their subordinates to approve

and disapprove motion picture films

and printed and other advertising

connected therewith, thus defying

the constitutional provisions guar-

anteeing freedom of press and pub-

lication of fact and opinion and

thereby menacing the liberties of

the people by establishing tyran-

nical control of the means of com-
munication, therefore be it

RESOLVED, by the executive

council of the New York State

Federation of Labor in annual

meeting Tuesday, December 13,

1921, at Albany, that a bill be intro-

duced and supported in the legisla-

ture of 1922 repealing the motion
picture censorship law of 1921.

This action of the State Federation of
Labor is a great step forward in the in-
dustry's fight for a free screen. The in-

dustry itself must not rest its case at this
juncture, however. In the final analysis,
public sentiment carries the balance of
power.

Active in New York State for the re-

peal of the censorship laws are the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica, the Xational Association of the Mo-
tion Picture Industry and the Freedom
of the Screen Committee of the Associ-
ated Motion Picture Advertisers.
The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE is

supplying gratis to exhibitors a series

of twelve slides. The messages carried

on these slides will serve to enlist public

support for the industry. They will prove
invaluable at the present time to the ex-

hibito r s of New York.

Exhibitor Heads
Endorse League

Additional evidence of the
value of the movement spon-
sored by the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE is found in the en-

dorsement of it during the past
week by two officials of exhibi-

tor organizations.

Sydney S. Cohen, president of

the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, in address-
ing Chicago exhibitors at a

luncheon held at the Hotel
Sherman on December 14, said

that he wished to commend
Martin J. Quigley, publisher
and editor of the HERALD, for

the service he is rendering the
industry in its fight for a free

screen through the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE.
Lawrence E. Goldman, coun-

sel and secretary of the Mis-
souri organization, endorses
this department in the follow-
ing statement received from
him

:

"The greatest service being
given by any trade journal to

the exhibitors of this country is

the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE department of the
'Exhibitors Herald.' In all my
experience relative to censor-
ship and Sabbatarian legisla-

tive attempts this service has
been of invaluable assistance
to me."

"The greatest service being
given by any trade journal"
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Test Ballot in N
Majonty Vote

Council at Rocky Ford in

Favor of Sunday Closing

Law Despite the Protests

Of Th eatregoers of City

Each clay further proof is offered

clearly defining the public's attitude

on censorship of motion pictures.

The National Board of Review of

Motion Pictures has just conducted

a referendum in New York, the re-

sults disclosing an overwhelming

vote against legal regulation.

The test ballot was taken at a presenta-

tion of two pictures at Town Hall. Some
1,500 guests of the National Board at-

tended the showing.

* * *

"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" and

"'Shattered," ranked by the board as ex-

ceptional photoplays, were on the pro-

gram. The purpose of the presentation,

says the board, was two fold. One was

to sound out an intelligent motion pic-

ture audience upon the vital question of

censorship.

It has been found that in some sections

of the country law makers are disregard-

ing the public's disapproval of oppressive

and regulatory measures.

A glowing example of this is found at

Rocky Ford, Colo. Despite a test vote

conducted by the Grand Opera House,

which resulted in a 7 to 1 majority for

Sunday opening, the city council, at the

request of local ministers and reformers,

is giving favorable consideration to a

proposed Sunday closing ordinance.

,* * *

This action of the Rocky Ford coun-

cil stresses the necessity of concerted

action on the part of the industry. The
reformers, in the minority, are making

a "big noise" and unless the industry can

encourage the public to speak louder,

oppressive laws of every description will

be imposed on the country.

Neither Rocky Ford nor Grand Rapids

ew York Shows
Against Censor
can win the fight single handed. Ex-
hibitors in every city and hamlet must
carry a share of the burden.

Passing the Censor
Exhibitor Reports Guide
To Pictures That Create
Sentiment for Industry

Members of the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE will find in "What the Picture

Did for Me" frequent mention of pic-

tures that will serve effectively in crystal-

lizing public sentiment in support of the

industry in its fight against the reform-

ers. In this week's issue is published the

following report:

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Drew well two
nights at 15 and 30 cents. Best sec-
ond night attendance I have had on
a Paramount special. A strong
church picture that raps the "Sun-
day-Only" kind of religion and
churches that do not cater to the
masses. Get out your preachers and
blue law advocates. It will give them
something to think about besides
closing theatres.—A. D. Brawner,
Jewel theatre. Hooker, Okla.—Small
town patronage.
In localities where the agitation for

censorship or Sunday closing is ex-
tremely prevalent exhibitors should give
especial notice to the reports contributed
by other theatre men to this valuable de-

partment of the Herald.

Sunday on Rampage
Evangelist Says He Will

Knock trie Tar Out of All

Violators of trie Sabbath
Here is a typical pronouncement of the

reformer.

Speaking at Tulsa, Okla., Billy Sunday,

the evangelist, said:

"I serve notice on the Sunday moving
picture gang in Tulsa, and all Sabbath
violators, that I'll fight them to a finish.

"I'll knock the tar out of them."
To counteract such frenzied statements

as this, exhibitors must appeal to their

public.

Texas Club Women
Want Censor

The State Federation of Wom-
an's Clubs, meeting at Fort Worth,
Tex., adopted the following resolu-
tion urging the enactment of cen-
sorship:

WHEREAS, The moving picture
and vaudeville shows which enter
Texas have a decided tendency to

overstep the bounds of propriety
and border on the immoral, and

WHEREAS, Our young people
are largely dependent upon these
shows for diversion and such in-

fluences tend to weaken their re-

spect for high ideals, and

WHEREAS, A state censor
would cover many communities not
now under consorship; therefore,

be it

RESOLVED, That the State
Federation of Woman's Clubs ur-

gently recommend to executive and
legislative bodies of our state that

a state censorship board be estab-

lished.

Turning trie Tables
Peeved Censor Quits in

Houston Because Council
Fails to Uphold Decision

The censor, dressed in the regal robes

of a king, is in perfect accord with life

as he sits upon his throne issuing ulti-

matums. But censure the censor and his

animosity is aroused. It accentuates his

intolerance.

And so W. P. Neblott, chairman of the

Houston, Tex., censor board has resigned.

He contends that the city commission

wouldn't uphold his dictates. "Your ac-

tion has muzzled the censor board," he

tells the commission. "The members of

your board are mere figureheads and

without power in their rulings."

Mind you the censor is blind to the

power he is usurping in muzzling the

screen.

The incident mentioned by Neblott

was the dismissal of charges against

W. S. Sachtleben of the Majestic the-

atre, who was arrested on a charge of

permitting the exhibition of an act in

which a woman wore a low neck dress.

Pledge

1 real ire the existence of a concerted movement on the part of

radical reformers to establish a dictatorship over the motion picture

industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.

Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the free-

dom of the screen, I pledge myself to the cause of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that I will use, when-
ever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and in this man-
ner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical

and oppressive legislation.

{.Sign and mail to

Exhibitors Hrrold,
417 South Dearborn
street, Chicago, if

you wish to become
a member of the

LEAGUE)

Name

Theatre

City

r
Order Your Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn street,

Chicago, 111.

Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the

Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion

picture.

I will run each slide at every performance for one week when con-

ditions permit of this arrangement.

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

rheatre

Street

Qty
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DIGESVPICTURESo/fAeWEER
MORE and more companies are giving greater atten-

tion to the subtitles used in pictures and with

good results, too. The short, punchy paragraph, one that

is easily read and comprehended, is supplanting the lengthy

and involved sentences that often slowed up the action and

practically killed many a good picture. They can be made

entertaining as well as explanatory.

Mack Sennett's title writer pointed the way several

years ago and his comedies' subtitles are gems of wit.

Will Rogers introduced his own peculiar style of humor

in many of his Goldwyn pictures, and in "The Duke of

Chimney Butte" (R-C 'Pictures), starring Fred Stone, the

titles lifted a mediocre Western story into the average class

of entertainment.

D. W. Griffith gives careful attention to the writing

of subtitles and many hours are spent in securing just

the proper word or expression. In all of his productions

the subtitles, whether humorous or serious, are classics,

catching the tone of eloquence, pathos and poetry he wishes

to convey, and in keeping always with the atmosphere of

the story.. Rex Ingram, Marshall Neilan, the De Milles,

Thomas Ince and Rupert Hughes are directors who take

extreme care with subtitles and always endeavor to pre-

serve the picture's moods as well as its atmosphere. In

comedies an effort is too often made to put over scenes with

humorous titles that are extremely lacking in wit. Some

title writers seem to think every subtitle must have a pun

in it, and the result is a very sad affair. If the plot of a

comedy isn't funny in itself, all the subtitles in the world

won't put it over, no matter how witty.—J. R. M.

"MY BOY" (First National) is Jackie Coogan's latest

starring vehicle, and while it offers pleasing entertainment

T. ROY BARNES explains the intricacies of golf to Wanda
Hawley, the Realart star, while the worn-out caddies sing

"Now I lay me down to sleep." Roy is strong for tee

you will notice.

it is weak in story construction. It is clean, and for those

who like sentimentality, it will fill the bill. A small but

adequate cast appears in the juvenile's support. It was

directed by Victor Heerman and Albert Austin. Five reels

in length.

"THE LITTLE MINISTER" (Paramount) presents

Betty Cojnpson as "Lady Babbie" in James M. Barrie's

unforgettable play. Director Penrhyn Stanlaws has given

it his best in the matter of direction and the sets, both

exteriors and interiors, are restrained and simple, and

form an excellent background to the story. A picture that

will appeal to the better class of picture goers.

"R. S. V. P." (First National), while not Charles

Ray's best play to date, has sufficient humorous and clever

situations to put it over. It is an adapted Rob Wagner
story and was directed by the star, assisted by Albert Ray.

It is the story of a struggling young artist in love with his

model, and much of the humor is written around a dress

coat worn alternately by two artists who share each other's

studios and sorrows.

" A POOR RELATION" (Goldwyn) is an adaptation

of an old stage play, and as a vehicle for Will Rogers is

adequate, though not up to his former screen successes,

written especially for him. It has unlimited appeal and

should prove satisfactory wherever Rogers is a favorite.

"MARRY THE POOR GIRL" (Pathe) is the latest

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven comedy-drama, an adapted

stage farce that serves this team very well. It is a story

of entangled love affairs, a mix-up in bedrooms and for

those seeking light amusement will answer very well. It is

well directed and carefully produced.

"PLAYING WITH FIRE" (Universal) presents

Gladys Walton in a pleasing little story of the city written

r-.round a song shop girl. A first-rate company appears in

Miss Walton's support and Director Fitzgerald has made

a swift moving comedy-drama of familiar material. It is

five reels in length.

"ALL FOR A WOMAN" (First National) is an im-

ported production, featuring Emil Jannings and Werner

Kraus, both known for their work in "Deception" and

'The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari." It is a story of the French

Revolution, and is done in typical continental style.

"FIFTY CANDLES" (Hodkinson), with Marjorie

Daw, is an intensely interesting murder mystery story,

directed by Irvin V. Willat, from Earl Derr Bigger's Satur-

day Evening Post story. The suspense is well sustained

through the story, and because it is well cast and well

photographed, should prove a good box office attraction.

"TRAILIN"' (Fox). The work of the star, Tom
Mix, supported by an able cast is the outstanding

feature of the play. There is plenty of the strong Mix
action in it, of such variety that in spite of an un-

convincing story the picture pleases and holds the in-

terest. Mix keeps things humming all the while.



BETTY COMPSON IN

THE LITTLE
MINISTER

(PARAMOUNT)
Splendid adaptation of popular

stage play. J. M. Barrie's never-

to-be-forgotten story given good
presentation with much clever

acting. Has fine audience appeal

and correct atmosphere. Directed

by Penrhyn Stanlaws. Six parts.

There can be nothing but the highest

praise for Penrhyn Stanlaw's production
of "The Little Minister," a play which
has pleased vast audiences for twenty
years and in which Maude Adams won
her greatest success. As a type of the

best in pictures this production is a good
example, and while those who have seen

the play will miss the dialogue and ten-

derness of Miss Adams' performance,
which are necessarily the screen's limita-

tions, it more than makes up for these in

beautiful sets, perfect photography and
unique handling of the plot.

The story is of the utmost interest and
is typical of Barrie. It is said Stanlaws,
who is a Scot, was born near the city of

Thrums, where the action takes place.

This may account for the perfect atmos-
phere of the screen play, but Mr. Stan-

laws is first and last an artist and his life-

time of training is expressed in every
scene.

Of the cast much could be written. The
acting on the whole is splendid. Betty
Compson makes a very pretty and capti-

vating Lady Babbie; George Hacka-
thorne is sufficiently reserved as the little

minister, Gavin; Edwin Stevens, a perfect

Lord Rintoul; Nigel Barrie, a fine, up-
right Capt.. Halliwell; Will Walling, ade-
quate as Dr. McQueen, and Mary Wilkin-
son, an appealing Nanny Webster.
When the weavers of Thurms, enraged

by a reduction in price of the "web," burn
a factory, Gavin, the "little minister," in-

tervenes with the constables in their be-

half. His intervention is resented and he

has a clash with Tammas, riot leader and
chief elder of the Kirk. The constables

are hooted out of town.
"Lady Babbie," a supposed gypsy girl,

is suspected of having notified the police

against the rioters, but when Gavin ques-
tions her, her beauty charms him and he
allows her to go. She is in fact Lady
Barbara, daughter of Lord Rintoul, a

magistrate, but he knows nothing about
her gypsy wanderings. She is engaged
to Captain Halliwell, commander of a

company of troops at the barracks, and
when she hears him order out the troops
against the rioters, she decides to warn
the weavers who are preparing for a re-

turn attack of the constables or soldiers.

Sentinels are posted and one of them or-

dered to blow a horn when the military

approaches.
Hearing of this, Babbie tries to blow

a horn, but fails. Gavin appears and she

induces him to blow the instrument. He
is enraged when he learns he has been
tricked. The two rejoin the weavers and
aid them to escape. Capt. Halliwell or-

ders Babbie's arrest. Disguised in a cloak

A scene from "The Little Minister"
(Paramount)

and hood, she prevails upon Gavin to
pass her off as* his wife. A reward is of-
fered for her arrest. Gavin pleads with
Lord Rintoul for her release and con-
fesses he warned the weavers. Babbie
has made her escape and returning home,
hears Gavin pleading with her father.
Lord Rintoul admires his bravery and
refuses to arrest Gavin as requested by
Halliwell. The latter declares that as
Gavin had announced the gypsy to be his

wife, she was his under the Scottish law.
Gavin is ordered by the elders of the
Kirk to resign or leave Thrums, but he
declines. Babbie enters and when she
uncovers her head, Lord Rintoul and
Halliwell recognize her. They are forced
to make the best of the situation and walk
away in a rage when Gavin, who loves
Babbie, takes her to his heart.

JACKIE COOGAN IN

MY BOY
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Good entertainment with heart in-

terest simply and unaffectedly

played and never carried to the

point of exaggeration. The plot

is a familiar one ; the picture is

clean and because of star's popu-
larity will please. Directed by
Victor Heerman and Albert Aus-
tin. Five reels.

Irving Lesser presents Jackie Coogan,
that wonder boy of "The Kid" and
"Peck's Bad Boy," in another pleasing
little comedy-drama written along rather
conventional lines. Two directors were
used in making the production. Two au-
thors should have been employed instead
for "My Boy" is weak in story construc-
tion. Most of the action centers around
the antics of Jackie and the plot is quite

obvious from the beginning.
As in his former vehicles, Coogan

scores heavily and it is a picture that will

tickle the youngsters mightily. He wears
the same disreputable sweater, baggy
pants and torn cap in which he appears
in "The Kid," which have become as
much a part of this juvenile as Charlie

Chaplin's cane and moustache and trick

derby, and presents a pathetic little figure

as a waif whose mother dies in the steer-

age en route to America from France.
Excellent support is given him by Claude

Gillingwater, who played the "Earl" so

delightfully in "Little Lord Fauntleroy."
Gillingwater is an old sea captain seeking
work along the water front in New York,
who in his poverty befriends the little

fellow when he follows him home after

slipping through the immigration officers.

Mathilda Brundage is adequate as the
rich grandmother. The first reel is a
trifle draggy, and the Ellis Island scenes
could have been shortened to advantage.
However, there are many angles which

can be played in exploiting the feature

—

the dressing of small boys in Jackie Coo-
gan outfits, the Settlement House party,

and the organ grinder incident. The
camera work is good throughout. The
picture is particularly suitable for audi-

ences composed of children and those
appreciating sentimentality.

Little Jackie lands in New York City
from France without a friend in the

world, his mother having died on the

way over. He slips through the immi-
gration bureau as one of a family of
eight, and follows an old seaman home
who has been trying to get work on the
dock. He makes himself handy around
the house and when morning comes and
the Captain decides to return him to the

Bureau, he begs to remain. Later, the

Captain is taken ill and Jackie gets money
to pay for medicine by dancing with a

hand organ grinder. Invited to a party
at a Settlement House, sponsored by a
wealthy lady, Jackie is accused of stealing

the lady's hand-bag. The bag is found,

however, and the lady proves to be
Jackie's wealthy grandmother, who has
been searching the city for bim.

WILL ROGERS IN

A POOR RELATION
(GOLDWYN)

Film version of old stage play

furnishes Goldwyn star with
unique vehicle. Rogers gives fine

character study in role made fa-

mous by Sol. Smith Russell. Has
appeal and is entertaining. Has
no unusual scenes or stunts. Di-

rected by Clarence Badger.

While not up to Will Rogers' former
Goldwyn successes, principally because
of the story's shortcomings, "A Poor Re-
lation" nevertheless offers excellent en-

tertainment. There are many heart-grip-

ping scenes in the play and considerable
subtle humor that sinks deep. Rogers
puts more feeling into a role such as this

than most actors and his "Noah Vale" is

a pathetic figure indeed. Others in the

cast who do good work are Molly Malone,
as "Scallops"; little Jeanette Trebaol as

"Patch"; Robert D«Vi1bliss as "Rip";
Sylvia Breamer as Julia Fay; Wallace
MacDonald, as Johnny Smith; Sydney
Ainsworth as Sterrett, and George Wil-
liams as Fay.
Noah Vale, shabby, lovable old inven-

tor, shares his attic room with two or-

phans he has befriended. His lifetime

ambition is centered in an invention he

has slaved to perfect. In the meantime
he tries to keep Rip and Patch and him-
self from starving by selling "The De-
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cline and Rise of Rome" from door to

door. He is dispossessed and Scallops,

a neighbor's child, gives them shelter.

Yale has a distant relative, a wealthy
manufacturer by the name of Fay, and
w hen he writes him for aid to put his in-

vention on the market, Fay's daughter
takes a deep interest in the case. Sterrett,

Fay's partner, tries to steal the model,
but returns it when he finds it is worth-
less. Johnny Smith, secretary to Fay,
is discharged, and securing work on a

newspaper, also secures a berth for Vale
as a column writer. Vale gives up invent-
ing and when Johnny marries Miss Fay,
they provide a comfortable home for Rip
and Patches.

GLADYS WALTON IN

PLAYING WITH FIRE
(UNIVERSAL)

An interesting and well staged little

comedy-drama that will please

Miss Walton's followers, though

not her strongest feature. Fine

cast in support. Story moves
along swiftly and smoothly. Di-

rected by Dallas Fitzgerald. Five

reels.

The principal point of appeal in "Play-
ing with Fire" is the vivacious and pretty
Miss Walton herself. The story is not
new, centering around a poor girl who
befriends another girl, down in spirits

and finances, which hardly permits of
much originality, but the atmosphere is

real and it has its pathetic moments,
thus diminishing its artificiality.

Miss Walton will delight her admirers
by her handling of the role of Enid
Gregory, a girl who plays popular airs

in a song shop and flirts with others
w hile "keeping company" with a plumber.
Fddic Gribbon is excellent as the
plumber, Bill Butler; Kathryn McGuire,
who has appeared frequently of late in

several features under other companies'
banners, is an appealing and graceful
Janet Fenwick. Others in the cast are
Hayward Mack, Harold Miller, Hallam
Cooley, Sydney Franklin, Lydia Knott,
Harriet Laurel, Elinor Hancock and
Danny Hoy.
Enid works in a melody shop. She is a

typical "jazz baby" and when she finds
Janet Fenwick, society girl, whose father
has committed suicide under a cloud of
disgrace, she gets her employer to hire

Janet to sing the ballads she plays. Busi-
ness picks up and Tilford, the proprietor
of the song shop, give* them a two days'
vacation. Enid and Janet go to a fash-
ionable hotel and while there they meet
some of Janet's former friends. Janet
becomes engaged to a former sweetheart
and Enid succumbs to the embraces of
Kent Lloyd, wealthy youth, and lets him
slip a diamond ring on her finger. There
is a fire scene in the final reel, just why
is not exactly clear, as it docs not add to

•the story's value, but was put in no doubt
to give the picture its needed "punch"
and footage. It does that.

BUSINESS IS BUSINESS
•• (FOX)

Don't pass up this comedy if you arc in

the market' for one of the funniest two reel-

ers that has been produced in some time.

"Business Is Business" concerns the ef-

forts of an interprising young man to

sell a cottage. The cottage is on wheels
and he moves it from place to place,

picking desirable locations, receives his

deposit money and then hooks on his

Ford and drives off. The finish is a knock-
out.

TOM MIX IN

TRAILIN'
(FOX)

Plenty of action for the followers
of Tom Mix in this picture, of a
variety that shows the star's great
versatility. The story is rather
complicated but this becomes a

matter of secondary considera-
tion to following the many inci-

dents that befall Mix who is well
in the foreground throughout the
play. Directed by Lynn F. Reyn-
olds.

Tom Mix in a scene from "Trailin'
"

(Fox)

hi "Trailin' " Tom Mix has the oppor-
tunity to use all his wares of western stuff

which he does in a manner that com-
mands attention. The trail he follows is

filled with obstacles which he surmounts
in a series of interesting events. While
the plot of the story is undoubtedly over-
drawn and the manner employed in ef-

fecting a reconciliation between father
and son not in keeping with the very best

of logic, these facts are compensated for

by the acting of Mix who is "in it" every
minute. The result, as a whole, makes
pleasing entertainment.
The main story is preceded by a pro-

logue in-w'hich a stage coach is held up
and William Drew and John Bard, pros-
pective ranchmen from Boston, are made
prisoners by a band of outlaws. Both
fall in love with Joan, daughter of the

leader and toss coins as to which one shall

marry her. Bard loses and returns east.

Some years later Tom Mix is pictured

as Anthony Woodbury, the son of

wealthy John Woodbury, who desires

that his son live a life of leisure with his

money. During a fox hunt Anthony
meets a stranger who asks him who his

mother was. He questions his father,

but fails to obtain any information. Later
he arrives in time to see the same stranger
leaving the premises after having killed

his father in a duel. He opens the secret

room to which his father had given him
the key, before stepping outside to meet
the stranger, and finds therein a picture

of the cabin at which William Drew and
John Bard were held prisoners by
bandits. His trail leads him in search of

the slayer of his father in that vicinity.

The stranger sends one of his men
out to bring Anthony to his ranch, tied

and unarmed. He fails in the attempt
and Anthony reaches the ranch after a

number of fights and bits of gun play

precipitated because he "looked like a

tenderfoot." He is aided by Sally For-
tune (Eva Novak), whom he has met in

a restaurant in the nearby town.
The ranch owner gets one of his hired

men to pose as John Drew when Anthony
arrives. When careful attempts arc made
to take him unaware and tie him he grows
suspicious and shoots up the place, killing

one of the men. A sheriff's posse starts

in pursuit and a spectacular chase fol-

lows. Learning the sheriff's deputies
have gone after Anthony and the girl,

who has promised to stick with him to

the finish, Drew starts out to rescue him.
After a series of fights with the posse in

which Anthony is disarmed and about to

be captured, he meets Drew at the grave
in front of the little cabin. Here he
learns that John Drew is his right father
and that the woman in the grave is his

mother. "When you were a baby," Drew
explains, "John Bard stole you from me
and I have acted as I did to keep you
from killing your own father."

CHARLES RAY IN

R .S. V. P.
(FIRST NATIONAL)

While this is by no means one of

Ray's best, it has a sufficient

number of laughable situations to

satisfy the Ray following. Pho-
tography is excellent and direc-

tion good. Story by Rob Wag-
ner, direction by Chas. Ray and
Albert Ray.
Charles Ray will soon have run the

entire gamut of characterizations in his

laudable efforts to lighten the cares of

film fans by providing clean comedy
provocative of many laughs. We have
had him portraying almost everything
from country yokel to society man with

prize fighter and football player thrown
in for good measure. In "R. S. V. P."

he is an artist, in the impecunious cir-

cumstances that are supposed to surround
such struggling young seekers aftet

fame.
As Richard Morgan, the near-to-hun-

ger artist, Ray shares a studio with
Benny Fielding, similarly fixed, most ac-

ceptably played by Harry Myers. Hav-
ing no money to hire a model Morgan
advertises for one, promising payment
and bonus when picture is sold. Jean
Calhoun, as Betty Plimpton, petted

daughter of the rich Augustus Jonathan
Plimpton, answers the advertisement and
poses for the picture which Morgan
paints.

The artists reach a point where a ham
sandwich looks like a Delmonico spread,

when an invitation to a reception and
dinner at the fashionable Plimpton home
arrives. When they are ready to start

they discover that in the combined outfit

there is but one dress coat in wearable
condition, so they agree to go 50-50 on
the coat.

Arriving at the Plimpton mansion they
are shown into a dressing room, where
after divesting themselves of their over-
coats, they agree to take turns in wear-
ing the dress coat and appearing among
the guests, with Morgan taking the first

turn. The complications which follow

give opportunity for many funny situa-

tions and, of course, none of these are

overlooked.
Reaching the ball room Morgan dis-

covers his model, with w hom he has fallen

in love and whom he does not know as

the young society girl. His interest in

her causes him to forget Benny, waiting
in the dressing room for his turn with
the coat. Benny finally gets the coat and
Morgan does the waiting. Then follows

a series of mix-ups, which finally end in

Morgan and Betty being pursued to the

Studio by the irate father, who is so de-

lighted with the picture of his daughter
that he becomes reconciled and every-
thing ends happily.

The plot is thinner than the usual Ray
plots, but plots are really not as neces-

sary adjuncts to Ray pictures as funny
situations, and there are enough of these

to satisfy even the most exacting Ray
lan It should prove a good box-office

attraction.
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MR. & MRS. CARTER DeHAVEX IX

MARRY THE
POOR GIRL

(PATHE)
Farce-comedy of familiar type that

serves the DeHavens well. Story
of entangled love alliances has
many novel twists and turns.

Should prove good entertainment
to those seeking lighter amuse-
ment. Directed by Lloyd Ingra-
ham. Five reels.

"Marry the Poor Girl" adapted from
the Oliver Morosco stage success of sev-
eral years ago, written by Owen Davis,
brings the DeHavens to the screen under
the Associated Exhibitors banner.

It is a typical stage bed room farce and
in adapting it to the screen many of the
best lines of the play have been retained
as well as the unique situations. At
times it borders on the risque especially
where the young husband is attempting
to furnish his wife with evidence for a
divorce and walks into the boudoir of a
chorus girl arrayed in negligee. The en-
tire scene is handled without giving of-
fense, however, and even the super-
critical will have difficulty in finding
objection to the play.

Both of the DeHavens acquit them-
selves with credit as Julia Pannington
and Jack Tanner, and the supporting
company is good. Some beautiful sets
were used and the photography is clear
both as to interiors and exteriors.

Jack Tanner, attending a week-end
party at the Pannington's Long Island
home, falls into a pool while following
his fiancee and to save him from an attack
of pneumonia his friend fills him with
whiskey from his private stock. Jack
wanders into the wrong room and goes
to bed in the bath tub. He is seen leav-
ing Julia Pannington's boudoir the fol-

lowing morning by her mother and at

once she decides they must get married
to prevent a scandal. Jack dispatches
his friend to bring another girl who is

to swear she is his wife and thus stop
the wedding, but he is too late and when
he does arrive with an old lady with two
children, to act as temporary "wife," he
finds a chorus girl also on hand. Com-
plications pile up when Julia's parents
then arrange with the chorus girl to
compromise Jack so that a divorce can
be secured, but Julia and Jack find they
really love one another and run away
from the house party for a wedding trip.

EMIL JAXXINGS IN

ALL FOR A WOMAN
(FIRST NATIONAL)

An impressive presentation with
hordes of people and many good
scenes. It is a story of the days
of the French Revolution, well
acted by characters who play
strong parts, through a likeable

plot. Directed by Dimitri Bucho-
wetzki.

While "All for a Woman" is a story of
the days of the French Revolution the
real theme of the picture is a fight

for supremacy with the people, ' be-
tween two great men. The facts
preceding the opening of the story
are only suggested—enough to make it

understood that both Emil Jannings, as
Danton, and Werner Kraus, as Robes-
pierre, have done great things to estab-
lish themselves as leaders of the people.
As Danton, Emil Jannings is a striking

character and the very force of his acting
compels interest. He portrays a reckless

frolicking idol of the people whom he has
delivered from a reign of oppression. He
deplores the practice of the guillotine and
other methods of torture being used and
is opposed in his views by Robespierre.
When Danton aids a woman, one of the
few aristocrats to the incident, is used by
Robespierre to turn the people against
him. He is arrested and brought to trial

at which thousands of the people are
present. They are won over by his
speech and start to kill Robespierre and
his henchmen of the court as they surge
forward. The crafty Robespierre an-
nounces that food is being distributed
throughout the city and the mob leaves.
Whereupon the formality of sentencing
Danton to death is quickly executed and
the great leader dies on the guillotine
which he had been striving to eradicate,
a victim of his efforts to stop bloodshed
and terror.

MARJORIE DAW IN

FIFTY CANDLES
(HODKIXSON)

This is an intensely interesting mur-
der mystery, with sufficient ex-

ploitation angles to make it a fine

box office attraction. The sus-

pense is well sustained through-
out and the denouement comes as

a big surprise. Fairly well cast

and well photographed.

Murder mystery pictures are few

enough nowadays to make Irvin V. Wil-

lat's production "Fifty Candles," for

Hodkinson distribution, rather a welcome

attraction. If full advantage is taken of

the many exploitation angles it can be

put over big.

The picture is based on Earl Derr Big-

gers' story of the same name which ap-

peared in the Saturday Evening Post.

Marjorie Daw, Bertram Grassby and
Dorothy Sibley are featured in the pro-

duction, and while there is nothing star-

tling about the work of either of the three,

it is acceptable for the mystery angle is

the dominant characteristic and very lit-

tle real histrionic ability is called for.

The one discordant feature in the

characterizations is that of the detective

who solves the mystery. It is safe to be-

lieve that Mr. Biggers, in writing the

story, never imagined such an unreal,

overdrawn and utterly impossible charac-

ter as Mr. Willat gives to his detective.

In these days when realism is striven for.

the suggestion is made that Mr. Willat

acquaint himself, even remotely, with

some of the methods of detectives in

real life or even in fiction. By doing so

he may refrain from again giving us a

detective who will almost spoil what
otherwise is a good picture.

The story opens in Honolulu, where
Henry Drew, "the most hated white man
on the Island," makes possible the escape
of a young Chinaman from deportation

which means his death owing to political

activities. In return the Chinaman. Hung
Chin Chung (Bertram Grassby) becomes
the slave of Drew for twenty years. The
unfolding of the story takes the party to

China and then to San Francisco.
There Drew gives a party in celebra-

tion of the release of the Chinaman from
his twenty years' bondage. As Hung
Chin Chung is fifty years of age Drew
has a huge cake made for the party and
decorates this with fifty candles.

At the party are a number of persons

each one of whom may have cause for

wishing the death of Drew. He is found
stabbed to death and the question "who
did it?" furnishes the mystery.

FRESH FROM
THE FARM

(EDUCATIONAL)
This Christie comedy, directed by Wil-

liam Beaudine, and starring Bobby Ver-
non, kept the crowds at the Rialto the-
atre, Chicago, in good humor for thirty
minutes. It is slap-stick around a farm,
and presents the usual triangle plot, the
city fellow, the country fellow and the
pretty country girl. Josephine Hill plays
"the girl" role acceptably and Vernon as
the country yokel kept the action at a
high pitch throughout. Well presented
and very entertaining.

"Century Week" Will
Be an Annual Affair

Laemmle Says That Sales on
These Comedies Have

Doubled
Christmas week each year is to be

"Century Comedy Week."
Instructions to this effect have been

issued by President Carl Laemmle of
Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
which distributes the short subjects. He
says:

Impressed by Growth
"I am so impressed with the growth in

popularity and in excellence of Century
comedies that I have directed Art
Schmidt, sales manager both for Uni-
versal and for Century to make Christ-
mas week 'Century Comedy Week' every
year.
"These comedies, which are released

through us, have during November
doubled their sales for the same period
of the preceding year. In addition, we
have a steadily growing demand from
foreign exhibitors for them.
"They have nothing abroad like the

Baby Peggy and Brownie series, which
combine cleverness with clean humor.

Comedies Are Clean

"It seems to me particularly fitting that
Century comedies shourd be shown dur-
ing Christmas week. It is the happiest
time of the year and one devoted to
family merrymaking. These pictures are
the sort a man likes to take his folks

to see. There is nothing which will of-

fend the most fastidious taste in them,
and there is a laugh for every member
of the family from the tiny tots to the
grandparents.

"I have personally congratulated Julius
Stern, president of Century, on the fact

that he makes not only bright comedies
but clean ones.
Mr. Stern has engaged Arvid Gillstrom,

who was with Fox, Sennett and Educa-
tional, to provide new ideas for Harry
Sweet, the young Century Comedian,
and Lee Moran. The latter is under a

three-year contract to write his own
comedies and have a hand in directing
them.

A scene from "Marry the Poor Girl"
(Pathe)

I
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Essay Contest Promoted to Boost
Product During R-C Pictures Week

Exhibitors Will be Supplied With Slides Announcing
Details of Observance Beginning February 5

and Ending February 11

Comprehensive advertising and ex-
ploitation plans have been launched for
the national observance of R-C Pictures
Week, February 5 to February 11.

Co-operating with Charles R. Rogers,
general manager of distribution, and his
staff, is the entire publicity and advertis-
ing department of the organization, which
will put forth its best efforts to obtain
nation-wide publicity that will be of di-

rect aid to the exhibitor.

$1,000 Offered

R-C Pictures announces that it will
purchase the fifty best stories or essays
of not more than 200 words each, dealing
with R-C Pictures, that are offered to the
organization. The amount to be paid for
these manuscripts, which will be available
for use in advertising and publicity text
issued by the organization, will be $1,000.
For the best manuscript submitted, $200
will be paid; for the second best, $150;
for the third best, $100; for the fourth
best, $50, for the fifth $35 will be paid,
the price to be paid for the sixth is $25,
and forty-four others ranking next in

merit will be purchased at $10 each.
Equal awards will be made in cases where
contestants tie.

Slides will be issued to the exhibitors
announcing the details for use long in

advance of R-C Pictures Week, in order
that the information may be widely dis-
seminated. Other slides will be supplied
to exhibitors, to be shown just ahead of
R-C Pictures, advising the public that the
picture to be shown is an R-C Picture,
and that it may be described in the manu-
scripts to be submitted for purchase.
These slides will be given to the exhibit-
ors free of charge.

Heralds Distributed Gratis

Heralds outlining the details of the
story purchase plea will be distributed
free in large quantities to the exhibitors
for general distribution to the public.
The slides and heralds now are available
to exhibitors.

One-sheets announcing the story pur-
chase plan also have been placed in the
exchange and will be supplied to ex-
hibitors with other advertising acces-
sories and side. Window cards carrying
the same message now are going forward.

Snipes are being distributed to all ex-
changes for use on all billboard dis-
plays for R-C Pictures, tying up with the
manuscript purchase plan.
A special edition, "Ye Towne Crier,"

the exploitation organ of R-C Pictures,
suggesting many novel and practical
means of putting the picture across dur-
ing R-C Week—and every other week

—

is being issued.

Plan Two-Page Spreads

In addition to the general advertising
which is carried in the various fan maga-
zines in their December issues, two-page
spread has been prepared to be run in the
February and March issues of a large
number of magazines. These will be on
the stands and in the hands of subscribers
in January and in the first week of Febru-
ary.

The mauazines that will carry this ad-
vertising are Photoplay Magazine. Shadow-
land. Motion Play Magazine. Motion Pic-
ture Classic, Movie Weekly, Motion Picture

Magazine, Moving Picture Stories, Picture
Play Magazine, Film Fun, Film Play Jour-
nal and Photo Drama.

Additional aids will be given free of
charge to exhibitors booking a solid week
of R-C Pictures, including all advertising
accessories. This will apply to all thea-
tres except first-run houses that run R-C
Pictures for a week. First-run houses
that run R-C Pictures for a solid week,
with a solid week either immediately pre-
ceding or immediately following R-C Pic-
tures Week also will be supplied with
such accessories free of charge.

New Universal Film Ready
The last scenes of "The Golden Gal-

lows," starring Miss Du Pont, have been
taken and the film is now in the process
of cutting at Universal City. In the cast
are Jack Mower, Edwin Stevens, Bar-
bara Tennant, George B. Williams,
Douglas Gerrard, Eve "Southern, Elinor
Hancock and Oliver Cross.

Brunet Presents

Film to Foch

Through the courtesy of Paul
Brunet, of Pathe, Marshal Foch,
of France, took with him when he
returned to France, a two-reel mo-
tion picture record of America's
reception to him on his 21,000-mile
tour of the United States and Can-
ada.

The presentation was made on
behalf of Mr. Brunet, by Emanuel
Cohen, editor of the Pathe News,
whose special representative ac-
companied the Foch party on its

entire trip, and made a celluloid

record of all its important events.
The marshal expressed his sin-

cere appreciation of Mr. Brunet's
courtesy and thoughtfulness, and
before sailing dispatched to the
Pathe president an autographed
photograph as a token of his es-

teem.
The two-reel picture is titled

throughout in French, and bears
the head title: "Tribute to Marshal
Foch by America," and a sub-cap-
tion, "Presented with compliments
of Paul Brunet, President of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., of New York."

Vitagraph's Production of Barrie's
"The Little Minister" Is Completed

David Smith Directs Picture Which Features Alice

Calhoun and James Morrison—Film Will Be
Presented In Six Reels

of the cast is equally excel-Yitagraph has completed its production,

"The Little Minister," adapted from the

story by James M. Barrie. Tht film was
produced in California under the direc-

tion of David Smith, and in the settings,

costuming, acting and in those little di-

rectorial touches which can hardly be

classified is reflected the quaint Scotch at-

mosphere of the piece.

Alice Calhoun, fulfilling all predic-
tions, it is said, has proved an ideal
Lady Babbie. IJnder the careful direc-
tion of David Smith, who was entranced

ith her personality and her adaptability
to the role, all the varying moods of the
whimsical character were brought out.

Whether appearing as Lady Babbie, or
masquerading as the Gypsy, Miss Cal-
houn is reported to display an art mel-
lowed beyond any comparison to her
youth.

Praise Work of Player

Those who have been privileged to see
the film in advance have declared that
Miss Calhoun's beauty, her youth and
charm, her acting ability, have made her
the real heroine of Barrie's story.

The title role is played by James Mor-
rison, one of the best known of the
younger leading men on the screen. He
has been identified with many big suc-
cesses, and nlayed leading roles in two
of the biggest successes ever put out by
the Vitagraph Company—"Over the Top"
and "Black Beauty."

Morrison's Best Role

As Gavin Dishart, the little minister
of Thrums, he is said to give one of
the best performances of his career. The

remainder
lent.

Among others in the cast are Henry
Hebert, as Lord Rintoul; Alberta Lee,

as Mrs. Dishart; William McCall, as

Rob Dow; Dorothea Wolbert, as Nanny
Webster; Maude Emery, as Jean; George
Stanley, as Captain Halliwell. In addi-

tion there are hundreds of minor charac-

ters—townspeople, gypsies, soldiers and
the like.

President Smith on Lot

Albert E. Smith, president of Vita-
graph, journeyed from Brooklyn to the

West Coast studios that he might be
present during the filming of many of

the special scenes of this production. In
a wire to John M. Quinn, general man-
ager, he expressed himself as more than
pleased with every phase of the produc-
tion, and stated that by her work in the

star role Alice Calhoun had more than
justified his selection of her for the part

of Little Babbie.
Big sets, including several sections of

the village of Thrums, were built espe-
cially for "The Little Minister."

Offered in Six Reels

"The Little Minister" will be presented
in sioc reels. The interest of the ex-
hibitors in this picture has been intense.

One exhibitor wired Vitagraph: "I have,

with but two exceptions, never booked a

picture sight unseen for my theatre. I

wish to do so in the case of 'The Little

Minister.' The reason is that yesterday
I saw your stills on this production. If

such scenes arc in your stills, they must
be in ••our film, and all my theatre staff

and myself have become enthusiastic over
these."
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Pathe Holds Short Pictures Offer
Solution to Problems of Theatre

Variety Necessary to Fulfill Demands of Patrons,
Says Company— Means Larger Attendance

Without Greater Expenditure

Special preparedness to meet the needs

of exhibitors during 1922 is announced

by Pathe. This organization declares it-

self abler than ever before to provide

theatre owners with the means of stimu-

lating increased attendance without in-

creased expenditure, with the result of a

quicker turnover and the consequent solu-

tion of problems most pressing at this

time.

Stresses Short Reel Value

In this connection Pathe places special

emphasis on the increasing value of the

program made up mainly of high-class

short subjects. In a statement published
more than a year ago Paul Brunet an-
nounced that this tendency was foreseen
and that Pathe Exchange was concen-
trating on short subjects and serials.

The present announcement declares

that energetic action under this policy

enables Pathe to face the new year with
confidence in keeping with the variety

and richness of the material on its lists,

and the timely value of which enterpris-

ing exhibitors already have attested.

The claim is made of having satisfac-

torily solved the "feature problem" so
vexing to a large class of exhibitors

—

meaning the picture of from five to eight

reels that is attractively exploited and
relied upon to fill the house.

Variety Is Necessary

The "problem" is that of the many ex-
hibitors who, in order to meet the ex-

pense of playing such a feature, feel it

necessary to omit from their program
standard short pictures, although aware
that these are established favorites with
their patrons. Even if the feature is a
sure fire hit it does not lessen the need

LUCILE DU BOIS, who has just fin-

ished "The Fightin' Fool," her first

leading role, a Prairie Production, dis-

tributed by Western" Pictures Exploita-
tion Company.

for a diversified program, but if it is lack-
ing in broad popular appeal, many in the
audience will regret their admission in-
vestment who would have gone away
quite satisfied after a hearty laugh over
a one-reel comedy following the feature,
or contained in a short subject program.
And they will be stimulated to come
back again sooner than had been their
intention.

Statement Is Issued

Referring to his conversations with ex-
hibitors in different sections, a Pathe exe-
cutive states the case in this way:-
"The tendency of the times is to give

more for a dollar. When a movie patron
goes to a candy store she finds that more
and better candy can be had for a dollar
than at any time in the past three years.
Naturally she expects a similar advantage
when paying her money at the box office.

An audience is a gathering of people
brought together by different motives.
A certain percentage come to see the fea-
ture, but there is also a large number
who attend through a desire to see Pathe
News, 'Aesop's Film Fables,' or a
Snub' Pollard comedy, or a Harold
Lloyd attraction. It takes all these dif-

ferent groups of people to make a paying
audience."

The next series of Kineto Reviews to

be distributed through the National Ex-
changes will be the fourth, each series

comorising thirteen subjects of one reel

each. The contents of the series follow:

"New York—America's Gateway"—

A

sight-seeing trip on the Island of Man-
hattan, the original city of New York.
The audience is taken into the city by
airplane, passing over the Statue of Lib-

ertv and landing at the Battery. Thence
northward to all the great buildings, the

parks, the mansions, the crowds of

Broadway and Fifth avenue.

Is Story of Moth
"Fortune Builders"—The life-story of

the silk moth, which weaves and spins

for mankind. A fascinating story of

how these insects create fortunes in

America and in the Orient. This is one
of the F. Percv Smith pictures.

"The Game of Golf"—This picture il-

lustrates the proper uses of the different

eolf clubs and in the illustration it be-

comes a lovely sport reel in the beauti-

ful setting of a golf links in Scotland.

"How the Swiss Boy Scout Spends His

Vacation"—Swiss Boy Scouts, even on

their vacation, work much more than they

play. An intensely interesting reel to

the Boy Scouts of America, and that

means about every family.

Brazil Is Pictured

"Rambles 'Round Rio"—A travel-pic-

ture with visits to Tijuca, Sylvester,

Nicheroy and Paquaft Island and other

beauty spots near Rio de Janeiro, the

cap'tal of Brazil.

"Liquid Air"—Here is a subject that

has been lectured upon for years; has
proved one of the most popular subjects

ROBERT G. VIGNOLA, who is direct-
ing special productions for Cosmopoli-
tan. His most recent production is

"Enchantment," a Paramount picture.

Enters Production Field
Victor Schertzinger, whose record Is

61 pictures directed in seven years in Los
Angeles, is said to have completed plans
for entering the producing field. He
will use the Flying A studios at Santa
Barbara.

o all the lyceum circuits. It is one of

the best of all scientific pictures.
"A Day's Fun at Blackpool"—Black-

pool is a great pleasure resort in Lan-
caster, forty miles north of Liverpool,
and has been called the "Coney Island of
England." This picture shows how the
English enjoy their day.

Shows Mexican Activities

"Rejuvenated Mexico"—Since the revo-
lution, Mexico has made great strides and
this oicture shows it. There is much of
personalitv Villa and his old band of
rebels vie with the scenes of progress for
attention.
"Childhood"—A picture of many kinds

of children, so sympathetic, so under-
standing that one might believe it was
written by children. Nothing but chil-

dren in the reel.

"Giants of Industry"—This is a study
of ants and flies and the title is not a
bit misleading, either.

Studying the Gypsies

"In Gypsyland"—A lovely travel-reel
that tells of the romantic nomads who are
famed in music and song and story. The
gypsies are chiefly of the Orient and of
the Balkans.
"Friends of Man"—The sagacity and

usefulness of animals and birds has long
been understood and appreciated, but
n ;ver so much as after it has been illus-

trated in pictures.
"Willing Captives"—Most wild animals

when properly cared for and fed are quite
content with their lot. This picture
shows many kinds of fierce beasts under
condition., of captivity that seem to make
them as haripy as they were in their
jungle homes.

Fourth Series of Kineto Reviews
Is Offered by National Exchanges
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Books Hodkinson for
Twelve Solid Weeks

Extensive Exploitation Drive
Planned by Company's

Frisco Office

One of the longest bookings ever noted
in the Industry is one which concerns an
arrangement whereby the Francesca the-
atre in San Francisco, under the manage-
ment of R. E. Sharbara, will show Hod-
kinson productions for a period of twelve
solid weeks. The contract provides for

an extensive exploitation campaign which
will be conducte.l by the Hodkinson
branch in San Francisco.

Here Is Schedule
Beginning with the week of December 10, with

"The Breaking Point," the productions included
in the engagement, and the dates, are as follows:
Week of December 17, "The Other Woman";
week of December 24, "A Certain Rich Man";
week of December 31, "Lavender and Old Lace";
week of January 7, "The Journey's End"; week
of January 14, "Rip Van Winkle"; week of Jan-
uary 21, "God's Crucible"; week of January 28,

""Fifty Candles"; week of February 4, "Cameron
of the Royal Mounted"; week of February 11,

"At the Sign of the Jack O' Lantern"; week of
February 18, "Heart's Haven," and week of
February 25, "The Grey Dawn."

Of this list four productions, "Cameron
of the Royal Mounted," "At the Sign of
the Jack O'Lantern," "Heart's Haven,"
and "The Grey Dawn" have not been
published. "Cameron" will be issued
late in December, "Jack O'Lantern" in

January, and "Heart's Haven" and "The
Grey Dawn" in February.

Theatre Changes Hands
The remaining productions on the

schedule have been in distribution since
April, with "Rip Van Winkle" and "Fifty
Candles" October and December publica-
tions respectively. The latter attraction,

an Irvin V. Willat production, was is-

sued on December 11.

The Francesca theatre recently has
changed hands and under new manage-
ment has been partly remodeled and re-

furnished to an extent that places it on a

plane with San Francisco's leading down-
town houses. Although not as large as

some of these theatres, the Francesca
caters to a high class patronage.

Latest of Anita Stewart
Productions Is Completed

Louis B. Mayer announces that Anita
Stewart's latest starring vehicle, "The
Woman He Married," from the play by
Herbert Bashford, will be ready soon for

shipment to New York. Fred Niblo di-

rected the picture and is now completing
the cutting and titling. Included in the

supporting cast are Darrel Foss, Donald
MacDonald, Shannon Day, William
Conklin, Charles Belcher and Charlotte
Pierce.

First Mae Murray Picture
For Metro Issue Jan. 23

Metro will publish its first Mae Mur-
ray nictu-e, "Peacock All<*y," a Tiffany
Production, on January 23.

"Peacock Allev" is presented on the
screen by Robert Z. Leonard, director

general of Tiffany Productions, Inc., and
director of the picture. It is based on a

story by Ouida Bergere.

Menjou Signed by Schenck
Adolphc J. Menjou, who played Louis

XIII in "The Three Musketeers," has
been signed by Joseph M. Schenck to

play in Norma almadgc's next picture.
Mr. Menjou is complctin ' the rol- of
Dudley King in the all-star cast of "Is
Matrimony a Failure?" for Paramount.

All Units Working
on Sennett Lot

Production activities at the Mack
Sennett studios in Hollywood are
at their maximum, with all com-
panies working at top speed, turn-
ing out comedies for Associated
First National.
Encouraged by the success of her

"Molly O," Mabel Normand has
6tarted on her next production, the
working title of which is "Suz-
anna."

Prints of "By Heck," featuring
Billy Bevan and Mildred June, have
been shipped to New York, and
work has started on "The Block-
head," featuring the same players.

The illness of Phyllis Haver has
delayed completion of her latest

picture, "Bright Eyes," but she has
recovered, and it is expected that

the prints will be ready for ship-

ment 1* shortly.

Press Lauds Sale as

Vaudeville Headliner
Billed at Two Theatres in

New York During the

Same Week
Charles (Chic) Sale, star of Exceptional

pictures, during his recent engagement the

same week on the bills at the Palace and

Riverside theatres in New York, received

highly favorable reviews in the metropolitan

dailies. Sale is now spending a few weeks

in vaudeville.

Sale Is an Artist

The Tribune said : "Sale really is an
artist and the audience yesterday was not
lacking in appreciation of his efforts." The
Evening Telegram reported : "Chic Sale

was inimitable in his latest version of the

country Sunday school benefit. With new
laughs and fresh business, Sale is a humor-
ous genius."

In the Morning Telegraph: "Charles
(Chic) Sale again has the audience over-
come by paroxysms of hysteria at the char-
acters he portrays at the rural Sunday
school entertainment."

Protean Art Is New
The comment in Variety: "Then 'Chic'

Sale made each minute avail for some gag
or new quip, a line or a quirk. His protean
art is quite new and apart from the usual
'heavy dramatic' work."
The Neiv York Clipper wrote : "Charles

(Chic) Sale knocked 'em cold as usual
with his impersonations of rural charac-
ters, and had to make a speech of thanks
to stop the applause."

Dorothy Woods Gets Part

In "Buffalo Bill" Serial
Dorothy Woods will play opposite Art

Accord in "The Days of Buffalo Bill,"

Universal announces. The historical
serial will have a strong cast of players.
Edward Laemmle, who is directing the
production, is dividing his first days on
the picture between actual filming and the
selection of the remaining players.

Robert Dillon has prepared the story
of Buffalo Bill for filming, following his-
tory and weaving tl»e whole plot around
the romantic adventures of a young
pioneer. The ranch owned by Edgar
Rice Burroughs, a few miles from Uni-
versal City, will be the scene of much
of the shooting of earlier episodes.

Early Publication of
"Conceit" Promised

Production is Second of Six

Specials to Be Offered

By Selznick

The presentation by Lewis J. Selznick

of his second special feature for this

season is bringing "Conceit" into early

prominence on Select's booking sheets,

according to information received from
Sam E. Morris, vice-president in charge
of distribution. "A Man's Home" has
made an_ auspicious start as the first of

six specials promised among the "Forty

from Selznick."

"A Man's Home" is the offering at

New York's Capitol theatre this week.

"Conceit" is ready for immediate pub-

lication.

Is of Different Type

"Conceit" is a different type of photo-
play than "A Man's Home," the second
Selznick special being more sensational
and picturesque, according to the reviews
and Selznick announcements, than the
domestic drama now so generally in serv-

ice on the screen. "Conceit" was photo-
graphed in th% Canadian Rockies, the
players making headquarters at Banff,

and into the action, that largely transpires

out-of-doors, is woven the wonderful
scenery for which that section is famous.
The cast of "Conceit" commends itself

to both exhibitor and public because Wil-
liam B. Davidson and Mrs. DeWolf
Hopper are names familiar to hosts of

theatregoers. Davidson has been leading

man in numerous screen productions and
in "Conceit" is featured, it is said, for the

first time. Hedda Hopper has won her

way to great popularity on both stage and
screen and as leading woman in "Con-
ceit" is declared to have the best oppor-

tunity the screen has ever given her to

develop her native gifts as an actress.

Costello in Cast

Maurice Costello, one of the veterans

of the screen, is another name that will

add to the public appeal of the Selznick

special. In the earlier days of pictures

Costello was a screen idol when Vita-

graph was booming him as a star and the

presence in the cast of Betty Hilbum,

Charles Gerard, Warren Cook and Pat-

rick Hartigan give further assurance of

good acting.
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Has
Struck
In

Ohio on

What Do Hlen Want
Cleveland
Toledo
Columbus
Akron
Canton

has felt the electrifying impulse of Lois
Weber's smashing dramatic sensation.

Cashiers—who for weeks have just "sold
tickets" were jolted into action
by the rush of patrons.

Doormen—who just "took tickets" felt the
effect of this high voltage drama
that brought a steady stream of
tickets to them.

Usher s—in the habit of saying "plenty of

seats" were busy controlling the

crowds.

Managers—felt again that feeling of a few
seasons past—complete satisfac-

tion—a big picture making big

money.

Get set for your shock. It'll do the old B. O. lots

of good and make you feel better around the B. R.

Executive Offices 1540 Broadway, New York

Atlanta . , 1*6 Marietta Si.

Boston 19 Piedmont Si.

Buffalo 257 Franklin Si.

Cleveland 607 Film Exchange Bldg.

CaiCACO 804 Soulh Wabash Av

Cincinnati .... Pioneer Si. and Broadway

Dallas 1812^ Commerce St

Denver 1714 Broadway

Detroit .... 143 East Flizaheih St. ^^HB

Film Bldg.. 17Ui and Main Sts Kansas City

838 South Olive St Los Angeles

16 North Fourth St Minneapolis

729 Seventh Avenue New York City

r
1235 Vine St Philadelphia

fdin \l7V 1201 1 1! " "> l,t PmsBUBCD

^jnk 284 TurkSl San Francisco
CUNNING 1l\ 2024 Third Ave Seattle

^^PBrbh«b1|^^ 1617 Washington Ave St. Louis

UJiUliiLMKL 525 Thirteenth St., N. W. . WaSHiNCTON
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LETTERS
From Readers
Communications on topics of

current interest Writers are re-

quested to confine themselves to

500 words. Unsigned letters will

not be considered.

Some Food for Thought

BELLE FOURCHE, S. D.—To the
Editor: The small town exhibitor has
kidded himself for months that business
was going to pick up, but it did not, not
even to normal (a few possible excep-
tions). During the past four years money
was cheap, admissions raised and ex-
penses kept ahead of even that. The
small town territory fell back on its re-
sources, and what were they? The farm-
ing and stock raising territory were
broke. There was no pay roll to put
some money in circulation. The result
was that all the people in the small towns
could not afford to go as in the past.
It then became necessary to cut all over-
head, and what film contracts possible,
but rentals are even now quoted at war
prices, and no reductions made to help
the small town exhibitor. During all the
good business period the small town ex-
hibitor did not make money, as expenses
increased with extra box office returns.
He kidded himself that he was doing
well, but at end of the month, after war
tax came out, and those so-called super-
knock-out specials were paid for, very
little was left.

The small town exhibitor has got to
come down to where he was in 1916, and
forget the years that followed. That
covers admission prices and general ex-
pense.
The producer is greatly to blame for

the falling off in patronage as he builds
his pictures for the Capitol and like thea-
tres, and the small town people do not
want that mushy, loving soul kiss, lounge
lizard stuff. There is too much rough
stuff and sex situations to make enter-
tainment for the small town family. It

takes months to win back certain patron-
age, because of seeing such trash. The
family wish to be entertained and amused
and not witness such trash as "Midsum-
mer Madness," "The Concert," and doz-
ens of like subjects. The small town pa-
tron does not know any more than the
exhibitor what scenes are in the picture.

Why is it necessary to show women
smoking and openly drinking, when it is

so unnecessary? If the screen can edu-
cate, then all this rough stuff is surely
showing its appeal to the younger folks.

Why such unreasonable, rotten posters?
They drive business away instead of

bringing it. We can use only about half

the posters furnished on pictures.

The small town family has grown tired

and disgusted with all such faults, and
are finding other forms of amusement. I

don't blame them, because I would do the

same thing. They want amusement and
entertainment, not insults and a slinking

feeling of shame for having brought their

family or friends.

Some may raise the question, Why play

these pictures? Here is the reason: the

small town exhibitor cannot review and
then buy his pictures. A friendly ( ?)

film salesman hooks us on a contract for

pictures before they are even released,

and the exchange says, play or pay, and
how can we afford to pay and then not

play. All exhibitors have done so in

some cases, where it was too raw, but

trie small town exhibitor is stuck and

MARY MILES MINTER in a scene
from her latest Realart picture, "South
of Suva."

has to make the best of it. When pic-
tures become entertaining, pleasant sur-
roundings furnished, and a popular ad-
mission charged; when decent advertising
is made; when exchanges treat an ex-
hibitor as a human being, then will the
small town theatre take the place it

should in a community. jThe small town
exhibitor pays big for his mistakes, be-
cause he must get his business every day
from the same people, and how easy it

is to slip and start the anvil chorus.
Small town exhibitor, quit kidding

yourself on the future; it is up to you to
open your eyes to facts and work them
out, which will take months, and if pos-
sible make the producer think of the

small town patronage and not always to

this city jazz life, which is tearing down
the younger generation, creating lack of

morals, disregard of law and teaching
everything but what it should.— Leo
Peterson, Iris theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.

Increased Interest Shown
In Bible Feature Picture

Vitagraph bookings for the six-part
motion picture, "From the Manger to the
Cross" indicate an increased interest in

the picture, which was made several years
ago in Palestine and Egypt. The book-
ings on the film usually multiply around
the Christmas and Easter seasons but
this year's bookings are reported to have
set a record. Considerable exploitation
matter on the production is being issued.

In the making of "From the Manger
to the Cross" the subject was handled
with the reverence and a consciousness of

responsibility, a factor which has won
for the film the commendation and praise

of the Church, and clergy it is said.

Will Distribute Films in

Intermountain Territory
J. H. Hurschman and C. L. Marcroft

announce the forming of a new corpora-
tion known as the H. & M. Film Ex-
change for the distribution of films in

the intermountain territory. Headquar-
ters of the new company are at 154 East
Second South street, Salt Lake City,

Utah.
Both men are experienced in the indus-

try. Mr. Hurschman was formerly con-
nected with Universal, Sclznick and
American in the territory which will be
covered. Mr. Marcroft was, for some
time, connected with Triangle.

Small boy—Take me to the pictures,

muvver? Mother—Now then, haven't yer
had yer hair cut? You're always a-crav-
ing after amusement.

—

Auckland Daily
News.

*

An intoxicated gentleman, holding a

huge bouquet, was discovered sitting at

the back entrance of a movie theatre.

When arrested he explained he was wait-
ing to take Mary Pickford home.

—

Snappy
Stories.

*

Artist (with musical accent)—Are you
interested in pictures? Movie fan (spon-
taneously)—Never miss a night!

—

Dor-
chester (Mass.) Beacon.

*

*

A man's financial standing is known by
his attendance at picture shows. The
poorer he is the more often he goes.

—

IVatertown Standard.
*

Director—At the psychological moment
when the villain enters the store, the
heroine should have registered fear. Fair
One—But the thief took the register with
him.

—

Weymouth (Mass.) Gazette.
*

Were Saint Paul alive today we think
he'd say: "Let your women keep silence
at the movies."

—

Wichita (Kans.) Eagle.

Interest in Distribution

Of Bible Film Evidenced
According to the offices of Artclass

Pictures Corporation, which organiza-
tion controls the film spectacle based on
the Old Testament, Weiss Brothers are
in receipt of many inquiries relative to
the ultimate disposition of this film for
the American market.

Louis Weiss, commenting upon the in-

terest displayed in the productions, said:
"Since the initial announcement that
Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures Cor-
poration controlled this film, we have re-
ceived inquiries and bona fide offers from
parties interested in purchasing the non-
theatrical, as well as the regular motion
picture theatre rights. While negotia-
tions are pending at the moment for the
disposition of this picture, I believe that
Artclass Pictures Corporation will un-
dertake the presentation and marketing
of this subject as a legitimate theatre
and picture house entertainment in the
belief that it ranks as one of the most in-

teresting films ever brought to this coun-
try from abroad. The handling of the
Bible film as a non-theatrical proposition
will be given serious thought before any
deal is closed."

Kirkpatrick Enthused by
Success of "His Nibs"

A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and
general manager of Exceptional Pictures
Corporation, whose production, Charles
(Chic) Sale in "His Nibs," is being re-

leased on the state rights market by L.
L. Hiller, president of "His Nibs" Syndi-
cate, Inc., states:

"The interest which is being displayed

in "His Nibs" during a period when
everyone has appeared too willing to cry
depression, is a revelation to me, and it

is surprising to note the keen competition
for the rights to the picture in the vari-

ous territories."
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1921

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

First National
Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.

—One of the season's good attracting
pictures. Will go big in any house, as
the goods are delivered.—J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
—This is indeed one of Ray's best. It

will please young and old. My patrons
enjoyed it well.—R. Navary, Liberty the-
atre, Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
—The best of this star's many good pic-

tures.—Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale the-

atre, Hinsdale, 111.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a spe-
cial cast.—There are very few pictures
as good as this one. It sure will please
any audience. My patrons said it was
one of the best pictures they had ever
seen.—McDonald & Burt, Majestic the-

atre, Barron, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER,
a Marshall Neilan production.

—

Put this on for the benefit of the
Custer Memorial Association and
did a great business. We are 14

miles from Custer Battlefield and
grew up on the stories of the Cus-
ter Massacre. If a picture of this

kind goes over here it will go over
anywhere.—Albert A. Hoerr, Har-
riet theatre, Hardin, Mont.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

—

This is a real comedy. Played two days
to good crowds. Second day did one-
third more business than the first day.
Book it, boys, and clean up. It pleased
everyone, grown-ups as well as kids.

—

R. A. Kirby, Star theatre, Monroe City,

Mo.—General patronage.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel
Barrymore.—Very good picture and
seemed to please every one. Many com-
pliments about it. Business fair.—M. D.
Whitman, Princess theatre, Buchanan,
Mich.—General patronage.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production.—Another very fine

picture. We had the pupils of the school
march to the theatre to a free matinee.
But as the picture was. rather gruesome
and too deep for the children, we had a

small house. The picture pleased all the
adults, both men and women. One man
said it was the best he had ever seen, in-

cluding The Birth of a Nation. Photog-
raphy and acting good. Barbara Bed-
ford's acting was excellent.—R. R.

Gribbe, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

The Passion Flower, with Norma Tal-
madge.—Good picture, but does not
please the Norma fans.—John W. Sie-

brand. New Grand theatre, Northwood,
N. Dak.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge.—One of Connie's best, a roar

from start to finish. One of the favorites

with our patronage. First National has
some real stars and some real pictures.

Give them a trial.—Albert A. Hoerr, Har-
riet theatre, Hardin, Mont.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge.—A finished production in

every way. Starts by beginning the story
at the beginning and works up to a fit-

ting climax which has a very suitable

ending. Norma Talmadge at her best

with excellent supporting cast. However,
with this excellent cast and leading star

we lost money on it. Business is at a

very low ebb.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

—

You Know
He Knows

Pictures
R. ROSS RILEY, Wigwam the-

atre, Oberlin, Kans., knows pic-

tures "inside

and out." Read-
ers who have
commented up-

^H^^P^HI^I on his intimate
knowledge o f

p r o duction
Hfe*flfci « 1 technique, as re-

jftjH vealed in re-

^^f^M ports over a

period of years,

will be inter-
'jZJT jf-n. e s t e d to learn

that he is a pro-
fessional pho-
tographer, d e-

i
^^^^^^^^^m

\ voting his time
away from the

theatre to his commercial studio.

This likeness, made from a post-

card, is indicative in its clarity of

detail and sharp focus of his skill

in his avocation.

Mr. Riley found the Contributors'

Beauty Contest of especial interest

in view of the fact that Goodland,
the home of E. E. Sprague, is ad-

jacent to Oberlin. It is Mr. Riley's

stated opinion that Gladys Walton
should have been appointed to the

board of judges. (Better watch
his reports on this young lady's

pictures.)

Mr. Riley is the 13th contributor

to have his picture run in this

space.
Next Week—Mrs. W. H. Heifer,

of the Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
Who do you want to see next?

A very pleasing picture that went over
100 per cent in satisfaction with the ex-
ception of the price. We had to raise
our admission double to come out on it

and the value is not in the picture to war-
rant such a raise.—J. W. Joerger, H. M.
Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Temperamental Wife, with Constance
Talmadge.—Old, but a corker. One con-
tinuous chuckle. Plenty of plot, interest
and laughable situations. Not a high-
brow comedy. This refutes the state-
ment that a farce cannot be satisfactorily
screened. A few scenes could be toned
down, but they really will not offend.
Advise booking.—Philip Rand, Rex the-
atre, Salmon, Idaho.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Old Dad, with Mildred Harris—Just a
fair picture. Will please the average au-
dience.—Geo. C. Starkey, McKeg's Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—General
patronage.

Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge.—Pleased at least 95 per cent.
I consider it good.—W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small
town patronage.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan produc-
tion.—Fellow exhibitors, here's one you
can boost. It went great here.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production.—This picture pleased a big
house. From the laughter heard from
out doors, people passing by thought
there was a riot inside. It's good. Play
it by all means.—Charles Holtz, Princess
theatre, Danforth, Me.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Wedding Bells, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Here is another Connie success.
Nothing like her previous ones. En-
joyed good business with it.—R. Navary,
Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

THE JACK-KNIFE MAN, a
King Vidor production.—A fine pic-

ture. Acting good. Gave 2 jack-
knives away and this packed 'em in.

—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor theatre,
Minocqua, Wis.

Jim the Penman, with Lionel Barry-
more.—A good picture, but failed at the
box office.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess
theatre, Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Unseen Forces, with a special cast.

—

Very* improbable picture, and one that
failed to please. Not much good. Very
poor business.—M. D. Whitman, Princess
theatre, Buchanan, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production.—Very well liked. Out of the
ordinary and quite refreshing. Nothing
startling, but will please the majority.

—

R. R. Gribble. Grand theatre, New Ham-
burg. Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

Dangerous Business, with Constance
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Ten Pictures Tnat
Made Money for Me

1. The Kid.

2. His Greatest Sacrifice.

3. The Miracle Man.
4. Curtain.

5. The Road Demon.
6. The Jack-Knife Man.
7. Nomads of the North.
8. What Women Love.
9. The Woman in His

House.
10. The Branded Woman.
These pictures made money for

me and were pleasing.

OSCAR TROYER,
Lyric theatre,

Rugby, N. D.

Talmadge.—Kenneth Harlan and George
Fawcett both seem to fit in with Con-
stance Talmadge's moods and the three
with other good support give us fine en-
tertainment in this picture. The plot is

different, as it is not the same old thing
we usually get. Business below average.
—Will H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
—One of the best productions I have
ever run. Poor business, but pleased
those that saw it.—John W. Siebrand,
New Grand theatre, Northwood, N. Dak.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan
production.—One of the best pictures I

ever played. Did not pack the house as

the name of the picture is no drawing
card. Also the night was stormy. But
all said it was one of the best pictures

ever played in Danforth.—Charles Holtz,

Princess theatre, Danforth, Me.—Small
town patronage.

Passion, with Pola Negri.—A wonder-
ful picture. Did not think it would go
over in a small town, but it went big

in this one.—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor
theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

The Woman in His House, with Mil-

dred Harris.—A wonderful picture. It

made them laugh, it made them cry and
it made them talk and tell everyone what
a good picture it was. This is the kind

of picture that helps business.—Frank
Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, 111.—Small
town patronage.

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge.—Rather spicy, but, like all

Connie's pictures, it went over big and
not a bad word for it. All seemed tickled

with it.—R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre,

New Hamburg, Ont., Can.—Small town
patronage.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.

—

Was good, what we saw of it.—G. H. Jen-
kinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

—

General patronage.

What Women Love, with Annette Kel-

lerman.—This is a showman's picture.

Draws them out and pleases them when
they get there. First Wednesday night

in two months I have made any money.

—

JOHN BARRYMORE in a typical scene

from "The Lotus Eater," Marshall

Neilan's latest First National attract-

ion.

Frank Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Stewart.—A splendid picture. Anita is

a great star and a favorite here. Swell
settings. It's a story that you have to
watch to the end to find out how it's

going to turn out. Many favorable com-
ments on this.—C. L. German, Royal the-
atre, Bonner Springs, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

Fox
The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.—This is a splendid picture and pleased

about all. The little boy was fine.
Farnum certainly does some splendid
work in this.—R. A. Shobe, Kentland the-
atre, Kentland, Ind.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Lady from Longacre, with Wil-
liam Russell.—A good picture with a
good star. Title not catchy. Titles go
big here.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre,
Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Over the Hill, with a special cast.—

I

played Over the Hill to the biggest busi-
ness since I opened here fifteen years
ago. I heartily endorse the picture as
being one of the greatest lessons ever
shown upon the screen.— C. O. Davies,
Wigwam theatre, Reno, Nev.—General
patronage.

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.—A clean Western feature. Interesting
frcjm start to finish. Gave satisfaction.
The little boy, Bobbie, also very good.

—

Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison, la.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.
—This picture went over well. I believe
it pleased at least 95 per cent of my au-
dience. Not the best of Mix's, but it was
good at that.—Boen Seinny, New &
Grand theatre, San Marcoa, Tex.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
—Mix pictures draw so well and give
such genera! satisfaction that one always
feels that his last one is the best. It

is probable that this will be the last one
I can report on as the exchange refuses
to sell Mix without the other Fox pro-
gram stars and I cannot use them.—W. J.

Powell, Lonct theatre, Wellington, O.

—

Small town patronage.

The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
—A very good picture. Some very dark
photography, but some beautiful scenery.
Pleased about 80 per cent.—E. D. Luna,
Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Straight from the Shoulder, with
Charles Jones.—Fine picture. Full of ac-
tion and thrills. Was well liked by every
one. Business was good.—M. D. Whit-
man, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.

—

General patronage.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.—Played
to big business. Best we have had in

months. Picture exceedingly good.

—

Jas. Le Richey, Arcade theatre, Camden,
New York.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.

—

Jones at his best. Always making good.
- -J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
Wist, Fla.- Neighborhood patronage.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.

—

This is good, what there is of it, but only
about four reels. Fox will have to do
better than this. Come on, Mr. Fox,
and give us something for our money
these days.—R. A. Shobe, Kentland the-

atre. Kentland, Ind.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Dynamite Allen, with George Walsh.
—A good picture. George Walsh is a

good drawing star for me.— L. B. Green-

haw, Strand theatre, Leslie, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.

—

One of Mix's best pictures. Kept my
audience laughing from start to finish.

—

R. Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Little Wanderer, with Shirley
Mason.—Very good picture to fair busi-
ness. Star well liked.— Princess theatre,
Buchanan, Mich.—General patronage.

Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix.—

A

dandy show. Full of pep and lots of ac-
tion.— E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
The Night Rose, with Lon Chaney.

—

Just the sort of pictures the Empress
patrons like. Business very good.—Wil-
liam Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.—General patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.
— If this picture had some of the Romeo
cut out of it, it would get by as a fair

Rogers offering. Rogers is getting to be
a favorite here, but another "Romeo" and
he will be a dead one.—R. A. Shobe,
Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

THE OLD NEST, with a special
cast.—Most satisfying production
ever shown in this theatre. Worked
in two vocal selections back stage,
"Little Mother of Mine" and "That
Wonderful Mother of Mine," at
appropriate places and believe this

added materially to success of pic-

ture. Many patrons consider it the
best picture they have ever seen.

—

W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Well-
ington, O.—Small town patronage.

A Poor Relation, with Will Rogers.

—

Will Rogers is popular here. The pic-

ture drew a good attendance for the

week.—Samuel Harding, Doric theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—Transient patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

A wonderful picture played two nights

to packed houses at advanced admission.
Hook it.— M. Davitts, Dixie theatre,

Winona, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

One of the most satisfying pictures ever
shown in our house. Good business.

—

Chas. B. Corcoran, American theatre,

Ventura, Calif.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.

—

One of the best pictures it has been my
good fortune to see. This was the opin-

ion of all who saw it. On account of
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Beauty Contest Ends
As Judges Deadlock

All bets are off.

E. E. Sprague can cancel that crow-grasshopper dinner order.

J. C. Jenkins can save that alibi about Ohio and presidents. F. S.

Meyer need not arrange to have the next chief executive elected from
Nebraska. And none may reproach Philip Rand for appointing a
doubly equipped contest judge.

The board of judges in the HERALD Contributors' Beauty Con-
test, unable to break a deadlock of a fortnight's duration, has been
dismissed.

The editor of this department hereby blushingly sets aside

precedent and for the first time in its history takes a hand in con-
tributors' affairs to declare the contest a draw.

J. E. Stocker's foundation for a loving cup fund has been returned.

To Mr. Stocker and the exhibitors whose suggestions have aided us

in conducting the contest thanks is extended herewith. To the up-

right judges whose disinterested and wholly impersonal deliberations

resulted in this decision thanks is extended also.

To the contestants, Messrs. Jenkins, Rand, Sprague and Meyer,
congratulations. We didn't see how all of you could win, but ap-

parently the judges did. And we'd have hated to see any of you lose.

"O, learned judges. O, upright judges."

We enjoyed the contest. And our mail tells us that everybody

else enjoyed it too. It is fitting that it should end with the last issue

of 1921.

What will we do in 1922?
—EDITOR.

|l __^=_=======^===^===

the stormy nights few saw it. A truly
wonderful picture and one that will touch
the heart of any man or woman. For
the first time in all my experience, I not
only heard them sobbing, but saw them
crying. I believe any man, however hard-
ened, will swallow when the court scene
is on. We are getting this picture back.
This is the first one we ever rebooked.
But it is in a class by itself.—R. R.
Gribble, Grand theatre, Xew Hamburg,
Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

The Penalty, with Lon Chaney.—This
picture pleased a big crowd. Lon Chaney
was wonderful as Blizzard. I am giving

the people of this town some real pic-

tures, and it's hard to play anything that

is not up to standard. The Penalty will

stand playing anywhere.—Charles Holtz,
Princess theatre, Danforth Me.—Small
town patronage

A Voice in the Dark, with a special

cast.—A picture that will hold the inter-

est and please the majority.—E. J Degen-
hardt, Princess theatre, Mendota 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.
—One of Rogers' best box office pictures.

A sure laugh getter. Ran this three

weeks at 50, 75 and a dollar. Everyone
satisfied.—Fred A. Miller, Miller's theatre,

Los Angeles, Cal.—Transient patronage.

The Penalty, with Lon Chaney.—Good
picture. Chaney does remarkable work.
Didn't draw. Lost money on it, but no
fault of picture.—A. E. Rogers. Temple
theatre, Dexter, N. V.—Neighborhood
patronage.

CUPID, THE COWPUNCHER,
with Will Rogers.— I am a great

admirer of Rogers. He is decidedly
different than the other stars. His
personality wins his admirers. If

a contest was started, "What This
Face Has Done for Me," I'm satis-

fied Rogers would lead the rest,

with Ben Turpin, "the handsomest
man on the screen," second. The
picture was well received and my
business is stimulated by the ap-
pearance of Rogers.—W. W. Stir-

len, Alhambra theatre, Delta, la.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Consider this the best picture I ever ran.

Many people came to see it that never
were in the house before. Some said

they liked it better than Over the Hill.

Tell everybody to bring a supply of

handkerchiefs.—R. A. Shobe, Kentland
theatre, Kentland, Ind.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.—This one
broke all house records on opening day
and did big business for three weeks.
This is something new and will appeal to

those seeking novelties.—Fred A. Miller,

Miller's theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

—

Transient patronage.

The Girl from Outside, with a special

cast.—Like most Rex Beach's. Very
good northern picture. Story and
photography good.— R. R. Gribble,

Grand theatre, Ont., Can.—Small town
patronage.

Snowblind, with a special cast.—Extra
good northern picture. Better than The
Branding Iron. Pleased a packed house.

—Charles Holtz, Princess theatre, Dan-
forth, Me.—Small town patronage.

Lord and Lady Algy, with Tom Moore.
—A picture of the kind that will please

all. You cannot go wrong. Every foot

of it is good. The settings are good and
it has no padding. Book it and boost it

hard, and you will please them.—R. R.

Gribble. Grand theatre New Hamburg,
Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

Officer 666, with Tom Moore.—A fine

picture. Moore pleases here. Want more

like these.—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor the-

atre, Minocqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special

cast.—Ran two weeks to capacity busi-

ness. A bright human story. Helene
Chadwick very appealing and will soon
be a big star. Always do a big business

on Rupert Hughes' stories.—Fred A.

Miller, Miller's theatre, Los Angeles,

Calif.—Transient patronage.

The Palister Case, with Pauline Fred-
erick.—Fair business. Everyone pleased.

100 per cent production.—Alfred Sawyer,
Webster theatre, Webster, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Girl from Outside, with a special

cast.—This is a very good picture, in

every way. Photography good. Beauti-

ful scenery. Our patrons like the North-
ern pictures.— C. L. German, Royal
theatre, Bonner Springs, Kan.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Flame of the Desert, with Geraldine
Farrar.—Very poor story, but scenery
was wonderful.—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor

theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

One of the best pictures we ever played.

Ran this three weeks. Seven shows a

day with a capacity of over 2,000 seats.

A wonderful box office attraction.—Fred
A. Miller. Miller's theatre. Los Angeles,

Cal.—Transient patronage.

Hodkinson
Riders of the Dawn, with a special cast.

—A good picture. Lots of action with
some wonderful harvesting scenes. Will
please vour patrons. Attendance good.

—

L. A. Pilliod, Prop., Photoplay theatre,

Grand Rapids, O.—General patronage.

The Joyous Liar, with J. Watren Ker-
rigan.—Fair picture.—R. R. Gribble,

Grand theatre, Ont., Can.—Small town
patronage.

The House of Whispers, with J. War-
ren Kerrigan.—A good clean picture with
plenty of action and mystery. Pleased
my patrons.—T. E. Loomis, Cozy the-
atre, Schenectady, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis.

—

This one drew well, as Saturday is al-

ways good. A typical Northwoods
drama full of action. A very good pic-

ture. Pleased 75 per cent. If your pa-

trons like Northern pictures, don't over-
look this.—R. A. Kirby, Star theatre,

Monroe City, Mo.—General patronage.

Love Madness, with a special cast.

—

Good picture. Went over good with our
comedy. Attendance good.—L. A. Pil-

loid, Photoplay theatre, Grand Rapids, O.
—General patronage.

The Blue Bonnet, with Billie Rhodes.
—Good. Salvation Army propaganda.

—

R. R. Gibble, Grand theatre, Ont., Can.
—Small town patronage.

Metro

The Misleading Lady, with Bert Lytell.

—Pleased our patrons. Lytell splendid in

the leading role. Equal to anything he
has done. Fair crowd account of small-

pox.—E. W. Werner, Warwick theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Cinderella's Twin, with Viola Dana.

—

Good. Book it.—R. R. Gribble, Grand
theatre. New Hamburg, Ont., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

Home Stuff, with Viola Dana.—-Made
a mistake when they named this one.

Should have been "Bum Stuff." Viola
is a favorite here, too.—C. L. German,
Royal theatre, Bonner Springs, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

Home Stuff, with Viola Dana.—Miss
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JEAN PAIGE (centre) and two scenes from the Vitagraph special production, "The Prodigal Judge.'
Brahan and Ernest Torrence are in the cast

Maclyn Arbuckle, Horace

Dana deserves better stories than this.

Just a fair program picture.—E. J. Degen-
hardt, Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN, with
a special cast.—A magnificent pro-
duction in every respect. Pro-
claimed by critics as the finest fea-
ture ever produced. Special direc-
tor and good orchestra helped put
this on par and above many spe-
cials. Book it—Albert A. Hoerr,
Harriet theatre, Hardin, Mont.

Fine Feathers, with a special cast.

—

An excellent program picture.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
—General patronage.

Ladyfingers, with Bert Lytell.—Lytell
at his best. A good all around picture.

—

J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Misleading Lady, with Bert Lytell.

—A mighty clever little picture which
will please any kind of an audience.—Geo.
C. Starkey, McKeg's Opera House, Mon-
tour Falls, N. Y.—General patronage.

Body and Soul, with Alice Lake.—

A

society drama and fashion show. Many
beautiful gowns shown. As our audience
was 90 per cent men, the picture was not
liked very well.—Princess theatre, Bu-
chanan, Mich.—General patronage.

Big Game, with May Allison.—Enter-
taining picture to poor box office receipts.

—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre,

Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Great Redeemer, with a special

cast.—A wonderful picture. Good moral
and a very pleasing story. Patrons well
pleased.— C. L. German, Royal theatre,

Bonner Springs, Kan.— Small town pat-

ronage.

The Sea Wolf, with a special cast.

—

Patrons very much divided on this one.
Personally, I thought it a very fine pic-

ture; but I am an admirer of Jack Lon-
don, and may be partial. The story was
excellent, acting splendid, and moral all

that could be desired.— R. R. Gribble,
Grand theatre, Ont., Can.—Small town
patronage.

Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
—A good comedy-drama. Athough the

star was new here, there were many fa-

vorable comments.—W. P. Perry, Rialto

theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small
town patronage.

The Servant in the House, with a spe-

cial cast.—A worth-while picture. In-

vited the teachers and preachers for the

first night and did a big business for the

second night. It is worth the price of
the film to see it yourself, if it don't
please every night crowd.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, S. Dak.—Small
town patronage.

The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special cast.—Very good picture. Poor
business. Advertising did not seem to
draw.—W. C. Allen, Casino theatre,
Antwerp, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Body and Soul, with Alice Lake.—Was
afraid of it, and played it for one day
only. Guessed wrong. Proved entirely

inoffensive. Pleased all and went over
surprisingly good.—Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.—General
patronage.

A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana.—Few suggestive spots. Other-
wise a very pleasing and entertaining pic-

ture.—Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

The Off Shore Pirate, with Viola Dana.
This one is a good clean program pic-

ture. Played for a benefit for a church
club. Everyone pleased.—T. E. Loomis,
Cozy theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.

—

Very much disappointed in this, as I had
expected something funny. Had told

several of the regulars how good it was
going to be. I sure felt like a big ham.
—C. L. German, Royal theatre, Bonner
Springs, Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Fatal Hour, with a special cast.

—

Picture pleased and took well.—William
Noble, New Folly theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.—General patronage.

A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana.—A fine picture. A good plot and
very amusing. Title will fool a lot of

patrons. Story is clean. Attendance
good.— L. A. Pilliod, Photoplay theatre,

Grand Rapids, O.—General patronage.

Are All Men Alike? with May Allison,

—Poor to very poor business. Star pic-

tures not as good as formerly. No plot

to speak of in this.—Princess theatre,

Buchanan, N. Y.—General patronage.

Burning Daylight, with a special cast.

—Poor picture. Cast miscast. Story
poor. Attendance fair.—L. A. Pilliod,

Photoplay theatre, Grand Rapids, O.

—

General patronage.

Madam Peacock, with Nazimova.

—

Very poor. This kind of pictures would
soon put a "To Let" sign on the door.

Enough said.—T. E. Loomis, Cozy the-

atre, Schenectady, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Paramount
Don't Tell Everything, with Gloria

Swanson and Wallace Reid.—Three days
to a very big business. Picture enjoyed
and pleased.—William Noble, Capitol
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Played this one two
nights. Got enough the first night to
pay for the film and enough the second
to pay for the advertising and express
both ways. Still owe the operator and
the music.—W. C. Allen, Casino theatre,
Antwerp, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Ladies Must Live, with Betty Campson.
—Plenty good scenes and plenty good
acting, but picture very poorly woven.
Too hard to understand.—J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—One of the best pic-

tures that has been on the market in a
long time. Cast that cannot help but
please. Scenes and costuming wonder-
ful and we think pleased at least 90 per
cent of our audience. Personally think it

great.—Britton & Lundgren, Melba the-

atre, Alexis, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

After the Show, with a special cast.

—

A very good picture. Failed to draw for

some reason or other, but pleased all who
saw it, and is a creditable asset to any-
one's program.—Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O.—General patron-

age.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Picture very good but
overestimated by distributors. We lost

money on it. In fact, we have lost money
on all the Famous Playcrs-Lasky specials

that we have played.— Lloyd Hollcnbeck,
Colonial theatre, Paul, Idaho.—Small
town patronage.

The Bonnie Briar Bush, with a special

cast.—Good picture but people do not

care for English subjects. They do not

make good.—J. Carbonell, Monroe the-

atre, Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Drawing card. Good
acting and wonderful settings. Very
poor plot, but the picture is a big draw-

ing card on account of the stars and di-
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rector. Good business.—Boen Swinny,
New & Grand theatres, San Marcoa, Tex.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Dorothy Dalton is no good
with us, and we have not played her for

several months, but this picture was rec-

ommended to us as being exceptionally

good, so we bought it. Believe us, it is

certainly there. If your patrons like

Northern stories with plenty of action
this will be a knockout.—J. H. Talbert.
Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Wonderful photog-
raphy. Should have a better story con-
sidering number of famous stars. Ad-
vanced our prices but picture failed to

draw for four-day run.—Chas. B. Cor-
coran, America theatre, Ventura, Calif.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.

—Pleased all. Anything Wally does is

good in my patrons' eyes. He has done
much better than this.—R. R. Gribble,

Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
—Small town patronage.

To Please One Woman, with Claire

Windsor.—Picture is fair. Elaborate
settings and well acted, but story is very-

slender. Needs a lot of exploiting to put
it over. Lois Weber means nothing in

this city.—Raymond Frankel, Lubin the-

atre, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Transient pat-
ronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—All well pleased. Good
attendance.—E. W. Werner, Warwick
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
—Some good picture for high-class
houses. Director, stars and scenario all

very good.—J. Carbonell. Monroe the-

atre, Key West F!a.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Prince Chap, with Thomas Mei-
ghan.—A picture you can show with
pleasure. Meighan very popular here.
This picture will stand lots of advertis-
ing and being a little old does not hurt it.

WESLEY BARRY becomes interested
in a patent clothes pin in "School
Days," the Warner Bros, state rights
production.

—Frank Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, 111.—Small town patronage.

One a Minute, with Douglas MacLean.—A good picture which took well and
pleased large audiences—William Noble
Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla!—General patronage.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish—The ghost scenes brought down
the house. Dorothy at her best in this.
Everyone present was not onlv pleased
but in raptures. I was out next'day, nine
miles away, and heard the picture all over
again. They are still talking about it.

This could be played as a special. Don't
be atraid of it—R. R. Gribble, Grand
theatre, New Hamburg, Ont, Can.—
Small town patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—This picture is no
good for small town patronage—Horton
& Lattin, Odessa theatre. Odessa, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.—A good picture. Played to nice busi-
ness. Star is well liked here. Advertise
big.—Raymond Frankel, Lubin theatre,
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Transient patronage.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.—This is the most satisfying
high class society special we have ever
run. Fine acting, tine plot, lavish pro-
duction. The name is misleading. Don't
be afraid of any sex situation, for there
isn't any which will give offense. All
who saw it were highly pleased.—Philip
Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

Small town patronage.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
For those of our patrons who came to
see Bill Hart in a typical Western role
this did not please so well as some of his
previous pictures, such as O'Malley of
the Mounted and The Toll Gate, but
others thought The Whistle was the best
Hart picture they had ever seen. Story
and acting good.—J. H. Talbert, Legion
theater, Norwich, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murrav.

—

An excellent picture which was of no
box office value for us.—Mrs. R. G. Jor-
dan. Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

At End of the World, with Betty
Campson.—We selected this picture as
the inaugural Paramount offering in our
theatre. The selection was a good one;
everybody well pleased. Fair business,
meaning good under present conditions
for three days.—Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O.—General patron-
age.

Deep Waters, with a special cast.

—

Story not very pleasing. Acting good
and will please fairly well.—R. R. Gribble,
Grand theatre. New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
—Small town patronage.

A Lady in Love, with Ethel Clayton.
—Title no good, but a dandy picture.

Didn't draw for me, but a fine picture
and pleased all who saw it.—E. D. Luna,
Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Fighting Chance, with a special cast
—A good super special feature, better
liked by the women folks than the men.
Pleased about 80 per cent. As far as I

am concerned I thought it was a fine

feature.—Joseph F. Spangler, Globe the-

atre, Beaver, Okla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.

—This picture pleased all my patrons
and they told me so. Star is a favorite

here.—P. J. Burford. Princess theatre,

Doniphan, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde, with John
Barrymore.—Although this one is a lit-

A scene from "The Wall Flower," writ-
ten and directed by Rupert Hughes, for
Goldwyn distribution.

tie old, any exhibitor should clean up
with it. They want to see it to satisfy
their curiosity. It will please about 50-
50. but they figure they get their money's
worth anyway and don't kick. Try it.

—

W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne.
Lolo.—Small town patronage.

23^ Hours' Leave, with Doris May
and Douglas MacLean.—Extra good.
Pleased all.—Princess theatre, Buchanan.
Mich.—General patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.—A production with a good
sermon. Will make people talk. Fine
Sunday night picture. Attendance fair.

—

L. A. Pilliod. Photoplay theatre, Grand
Rapids. O.—General patronage.

A Full House, with Bryant Washburn.—Very good. They will all like this,

especially the 5-10 men, and they will
come.—R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre.
New Hamburg, nt-. Can.—Small town
patronage.

All of a Sudden Peggy, with Margue-
rite Clark.—Another 100 per cent pure
picture. Not even a final clinch to shock
the modest. We have people who come
to see Miss Clark who never come to
other shows. Also a few who do not.

—

R. Ross Riley. Wig-.vam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.—General patronage.

The Fighting Chance, with a special

cast.—A well-produced picture and, con-
trary to some trade journal reports, I

found it pleasing to most of my patrons
who viewed it. Photography settings and
acting fine. Story above average.—H. J.

Longaker. Howard theatre, Alexandria,
Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.

—Best of Wallace Reid's pictures we have
ever shown. He always draws here.—R.
R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Ham-
burg, Ont, Can.—Small town patronage.

Mary's Ankle, with Doris May and
Douglas MacLean.—About as clever as

Hours' Leave, and a picture that will

please them all.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kan.—General patron-
age.

Away Goes Prudence, with Billie

Burke.—A fairly good picture. Story a
little weak. But Billie puts it over fine.

—E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre. Lincoln,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Mei-
ghan.—Good picture. Pleased everyone.
Attendance good.—L. A. Pilliod. Photo-
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play theatre. Grand Rapids, O.—General
patronage.

Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
— Follows the Mark Twain story in good
shape and is a fine picture for kids, but
no good for grown-ups.—Geo. C. Starkey,
McKeg's Opera House, Mountour Falls,

X. Y.—General patronage.

Why Change Your Wife? a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Satisfied a big busi-

ness.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bryant
Washburn.—A good comedy-drama. The
kind you cheer 'em up with.—W. P.

Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.—Small town patronage.

Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick.

—

Very fair picture, but was not as good
as told in the Hills and The Tree of

Knowledge.—B. L. Hubbard, Hub the-

atre, Bishop, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Pathe
A Broadway Cowboy, with William

Desmond.—A good Western comedy-
drama.— F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's
theatre, Vanccboro, Me.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Without Benefit of Clergy, with a spe-

cial cast.—This was sold to me as a

special. We ran three reels and the

house was empty.—M. Uavitts, Dixie the-

atre, Winona, Miss.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Money Changers, with a special

cast.—Good picture, well liked by all,

and will please in any town, though it be

strictly religious, as my town is. Patrons
said this was equal to Half a Chance.
Give us more like it.— R. H. Stephens,
Royal theatre, Sheridan, Ark.— Small
town patronage.

Forbidden Valley, with May McAvoy.
picture : 1 1 1 r 1 all were pleased. K.

R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Ham-
burg. Out.. Can.—Small town patronage.

The Killer, with a special cast. The
title is against this picture. Inclined to

CaUM the critics to hesitate, but the pic-

ture is a humdinger.—Auditorium theatre,

( arleton, Neb. Small town patronage.

Dice of Destiny, with II. li. Warner.

—Although this star is not very well
known to our fans he gave good satisfac-

tion and held them throughout. One of

the best crook stories for some time.

Only criticism was against the cuss
words in the titles. They don't help the
picture and only give room for the howl-
ers to get in a kick.—J. W. Joerger, H.
M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise,

Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Killer, with a special cast.—As
good a picture as we have run for a long
time. It has the action and some good
comedy situations. We lost money on it,

but no fault of the picture. The title is

misleading. The people looked for a

cheap rough Western.—M. D. Foster,

Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

The Killer, with a special cast.—This
is a good Western picture. Pleased
about all who saw it. Played this on a
stormy day and lost money. It was no
fault of the picture.—F. H. Gatcomb,
Armstrong's theatre, Vanceboro, Me.

—

Small town patronage.

Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
—Good picture. Pleased them all.—R.

R. Gribble, Grand theatre. New Ham-
burg, Out., Can.—Small town patronage.

R C Pictures
The Foolish Age, with Doris May.

—

Star well known and her pictures have
usually been successful here. This is no
exception and business done was very
satisfactory.—William Noble, Empress
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick.—Very good. Clean. Has a

new type of color photography which is

the most artistic thing I have seen in that

line and which I have never seen before.

Many good comments received from pa-

trons.- \V. I'". Loibl, Chimes theatre,

Cedarburg, Wis.—Neighborhood patron-

The Barricade, with a special cast.

—

A good picture but inflated. Did not

draw.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre,

Key West, Fla.— Neighborhood patron-

age.

Cold Steel, with .1. I'. McGowan.—Not

a bad Western and fits the name.—Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, S. Dak.—Small
town patronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.

—

Chalk up another time where our guess
was all wrong. We thought we had a big
picture, excruciatingly funny, etc., but if

we did, our extensive advertising and ex-
ploitation, including the giving away of

"Put and Take" cards as a sign of "The
Folish Age," was unable to sell the idea

to our patrons. One of the bitterest dis-

appointments to date.—Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.—General
patronage.

The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick.-One of Frederick's best pic-

tures, and you can tell your patrons that.

—Ben Apple. King theatre, Troy, N. Y.—

•

Neighborhood patronage.

Where Lights Are Low, with Sessue
Hayakawa.—This is a picture that ought
to please. It did for us.—Lloyd Hollen-
beck, Colonial theatre, Paul, Idaho.

—

Small town patronage.

The Mistress of Shenstone, with Paul-

ine Frederick.—Good program picture.

Did not follow book throughout, which
caused disappointment to readers of this

novel. Patrons who haven't read book
it will please.—W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra
theatre, Delta, la.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Seven Years' Bad Luck, with Max Lin-

der.—Some said this was better than The
Kid. Couldn't ask for a better box office

value.—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor theatre.

Minocqua, Wis.—General patronage.

The Golden Hope, with Edith Storey
—Very good but too slow for a Western
picture. Not enough action but got by
with it. Pleased 90 per cent. Didn't

draw as many as I expected.—A. E.

Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

See My Lawyer, with T. Roy Barnes.

— I was afraid of this, but didn't need to

be. It went over fine. No business, but

picture not to blame.—Frank Allen, Rose
theatre, Byron, 111.—Small town patron-

age.

The Mistress of Shenstone, with Paul-

ine Frederick.—Fairly well liked.—A. M.
Eisner, Strand theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Freedrick.—Very good picture, although
believe star too good for this kind of a

picture. Pleased our patrons.—Lloyd
Hollenbcck, Colonial theatre, Paul, Idaho.

—Small town patronage.

The Golden Hope, with Edith Storey.

—Good Western with not too much
shooting-up stuff to disgust a refined

audience. Photography not the best.

—

O. H. Southworth, Opera House, Adams,
N. Y.—General patronage.

Black Roses, with Sessue Hayakawa.

—

Immensely interesting. Patrons enjoyed
every bit of it. Picture absorbing and
admirably made. Star holds the atten-

tion at top pitch throughout.—W. W.
Stirlen. Alhambra theatre. Delta, la.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Realart

Dawn of the East, with Alice Brady.

—

The few who saw this liked it.—Mrs. R.

G. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale.

HI.—Neighborhood patronage.

Everything for Sale, with May Mc-
Avoy.— I was a little disappointed in this

one. Not as good as the usual Realart.

Some liked it but the general comment
was adverse. Too much on line of tin-

old cut-and-dried plot.—J. W. Joerger.

II. M. Maloney. (). K. theatre. Enter-

prise, Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

Room and Board, with Constance Bin-

ncy.— Indeed a line picture. Very well
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played and a very good story. Business
slow but no fault of the picture.—J. Car-
bonell. Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.

—Neighborhood patronage.

A Private Scandal, with May McAvoy.
—Star not well known. Drew fair.—A.
M. Eisner, Strand theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Such a Little Queen, with Constance
Binney.—While Constance is well liked,

this play was a frost. Audience consid-
ered time lost.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-
ronage.

The Little Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter.—Did not have one complaint.
But did .have many compliments. Every
picture we have shown with this star was
good. This is one of her best.—R. R.

Gribble, Grand theatre. Out., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter.—Played one night to good
business. This picture is good for two
or three nights.—M. Davitts, Dixie the-

atre, Winona. Miss.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, with Mary
Miles Minter.—Not as good as most of
other pictures and did not please as others
have done. Reels had been cut a good
deal and they were all small. Poor busi-

ness.—M. D. Whitman. Princess theatre.

Buchanan. Mich.—General patronage.

Room and Board, with Constance Bin-
ney.—Played with comedy. Hey Rube,
to good business and many compliments.
In feature horseman's tight brought
laughter each show.—Mrs. R. G. Jordan,
Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Don't Call Me Little Girl, with Mary
Miles Minter.—Good picture. Above the
average program picture and pleased
everybody. Give us more pictures like

this and we will soon have our big crowds
back.— R. H. Stephens, Royal theatre,

Sheridan, Ark.—Small town patronage.

Judy of Rogues' Harbor, with Mary
Miles Minter.—A good picture with a
good story and good acting by a good
star.—R. R. Gribble. Grand theatre, Ont.,
Can.—Small town patronage.

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, with Mary
Miles Minter.— Fair picture. Fair draw-
ing power.—A. M. Eisner, Strand theatre.
Kansas City. Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Selznick
The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.—

A

A picture that is there and will send your
audience out satisfied.—Ben Apple. King
theatre, Troy. N. V.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Road to Ambition, with Conway
Tearle.—A mighty fine offering. The pic-

ture deals with working class and so
called society snobs and surely goes over
in fine style. Direction lighting and cast
100 per cent. Production lavish with big
sets throughout. Average business two
days.—W. H. Brenner. Cozy theatre.

Winchester. Ind.— General patronage.

Bucking the Tiger, with Conwav
Tearle.—A dandy program picture. Had
a good plot that was well acted out.
Tearle is a wonder.—C. L. German.
Royal theatre. Bonner Spgs.. Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—This is a wonderful pxture.
It will please any audience anywhere.
This is the first time I have played this

star, and she certainly made a big hit.

Give us more like this one.— F. H. Gat-
comb. Armstrong's theatre. Yanceboro,
Me.—Small town patronage.

The Man Who Lost Himself, with Wil-
liam Faversham.—Many good compli-

ments on this picture. Patrons want more
like it. Played this picture to a full
house.—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre,
Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Didn't look this up in "What the Pic-
ture Did for Me" and got stung. The
actors act like amateurs, including Gene
himself. The horse runaway was poor.
The horse goes to sleep instantly after
being stopped. The fight was tame, and
the titles were indistinct. The scenery
and photography was good.—R. R. Grib-
ble, Grand theatre. New Hamburg, Ont.,
Can.—Small town patronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien-
Star is a good drawing card in this house
and this picture was well liked by all.

—

Ben Apple. King theatre, Troy, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Point of View, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—A fine picture. Good story
well acted. Elaine Hammerstein is a
coming favorite here. Some beautiful
settings in this picture. Only weak
thing about the picture was her father.

—

C. L. German, Royal theatre, Bonner
Springs. Kans.—Small town patronage.

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Tal-
madge.—This is a good reissue picture.
Star does some splendid acting. My
patrons did not like it. and I cannot un-
derstand why. Business poor.—F. H.
Gatcomb. Armstrong's theatre. Vance-
boro. Me.—Small town patronage.

April Folly, with Marion Davies.

—

Good program picture.—W. J. Powell.-
Lonet theatre. Wellington, O.—Small
town patronage.

A Divorce of Convenience, with Owen
Moore.—Good photography, but the
story is too shallow for drama and not
enough laughs per hundred feet for good
comedy.—O. H. Southworth. Opera
House. Adams. N. Y.—General patron-
age.

Sauce for the Goose, with Constance
Talmadge.— Don't be afraid because this

is old and a reissue. Grab it. It's a
dandy.—R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre.
Ont.. Can.—Small town patronage.

United Artists

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fair-

banks.—Only the fact that we are so near
Christmas prevented record business.

Town went wild over this picture, and 9
out of 10 will tell you that it's the best
Doug ever made. One of the very few-
pictures that pleased all, and box office
results were mighty gratifying for 4 days,
a record so close to the holidays. If you
haven't booked it. grab it quick, and go
the limit. It will stand up to anything
you may claim for it.—Fred S. Meyer.
Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.—General
patronage.

Dream Street, a D. W. Griffith produc-
tion.—The audience was split 50-50 in
their opinion. Those that like it boosted
it to the skies, and those that didn't were
afraid to say much for fear it would be
said they couldn't appreciate good work.
I went after this one pretty hard as some
reports were far from favorable. Used a
singer in ballet costume, singing "In the
Devil's Garden." Some hit. Business
good.—W. Ray Erne, Arcade theatre.
Charlotte. Mich.—Small town patronage.

Universal
The Fox, with Harry Care}-.—If your

oatrons like Westerns do not be afraid to
book this one. Pleased 100 per cent here.
Made money on it.—Lloyd Hollenbeck,
Colonial theatre, Paul, Idaho.—Small
town patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special cast.
Wonderful picture and well acted. You
won't go wrong on this one. Business
poor, account of weather.—Jos. V. Rickli.
Eagle theatre. Pana. 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Ccnflict, with Priscilla Dean.—This pic-
ture pleased patrons. Did a good week's
business.—Samuel Harding, Liberty the-
atre. Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.

—

Good. Best picture Carey has put out in

a long time.—E. L. Hunter, Art theatre,
Boswell, Okla.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Fighting Lover, with Frank Mayo.
Poorest picture in a long time. First
Mayo picture in my house and if that's a
fair sample sure do not want another.

—

J. J. Kudlacek. Swan theatre, Swanton.
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Action, with Hoot Gibson.—Run two
days. Business off on account of holi-

days. If your people like Hoot they will

fall for this one.—Win. Thacher, Roval

LILLIAN RICH and J. P. McGowan in a scene from "The Ruse of the Rattler," a
Playgoers Pictures, Inc., production, presented through Pathe.
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theatre, Salina, Kans.—General patron-
age.

Rich Girl Poor Girl, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—A good picture.—R. R. Gribble,
Grand theatre, Ont, Can.—Small town
patronage.

Action, with Hoot Gibson.—Clean, ex-
cellent acting. Supporting players and
the dog deserve credit. Oh! for more
like this. Boost it to the limit. Follow
press dope.—Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca
theatre, Alice, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

The Wallop, with Harry Carey.—This
one is up to Carey's standard. Good pic-

ture. No kicks, and many comments.

—

W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.—Small town patronage.

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.

—

Extra fine Carey picture. A northern pic-
ture, and we want more of this type.—G.
H. Jenkinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua,
Wis.—General patronage.

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.—
Very good. People liked this one.—C.
H. Smith, Electric theatre, Morning Sun,
Iowa.—Small town patronage.

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.

—

Good story and pleased our audience.
Very poor title for this picture.—W. C.

Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Colorado, with Frank Mayo.—Strong
realistic Western with thrills caused by
the flooding of a mine at various levels,

and the dangers encountered by leading
characters. Frank Mayo plays a pleasing
role. Good for mixed crowd, any night.

—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—Small town patronage.

The Devil's Passkey, an Eric Von Stro-
heim picture.—Old hash not browned
enough to make it palatable. No fault of

actors, but this stuff is old.—Mrs. W. H.
Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

Desperate Youth, with a special cast.

—

If this one does not please them, you
have a critical audience. It is a good,
clean, wholesome drama with a lot of

good comedy. The work of the old

negro lady in this picture is great. While
some did not rave over this picture, do
not believe we had a solitary kick on it.

Book it.—M. D. Foster, Gem theatre,

Williamsburg, Kans.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.—Good
picture and pleased all. Frank Mayo is a
coming star.—John W. Siebrand, New
Grand theatre, Northwood, N. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN,
with Dorothy Phillips.—This pic-

ture broke my house record for
Tuesday and Wednesday. Second
night larger by far than the first

Had a singer, violin and piano, and
believe me, boys, we had them cry-
ing at the home-coming. A very
fine, touching picture that will do
any house good that shows it.

There's more good in this picture
than in a barrel of sermons and,
best of all, everyone was pleased
except the town ice man. He said
it was the silliest thing he ever saw.
But he has never been pleased since
all the Indians were killed.—R. R.
Gribble, Grand theatre, New Ham-
burg, Ont, Can.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.—This
is a good western. Had a very good
house. Everyone pleased. Don't be
afraid of this one.—T. E. Loomis, Cozy
theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Go Straight, with Frank Mayo.—Good
program picture.—G. H. Jenkinson, Vic-
tor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—General
patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.

—

Book it. Advertise it like you would any
good picture and watch results. Picture
pleased 100 per cent.—J. W. Boatinght,
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Magnificent Brute, with Frank
Mayo.—Far better than many rated as
specials. Mayo's Apollo form and hand-
some countenance and superb acting
should rank him ace high. Snow scenes
great.—Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca thea-

tre, Alice, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—Fine
picture. Drew the best crowd I have had
in several months.—E. L. Hunter, Art
theatre, Boswell, Okla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Fire Cat, with Edith Roberts.—

JAY BELASCO and Dorothy Devore in an amusing scene from the Christie comedy
"One Stormy Knight," which is being distributed through Educational Exchanges.

Pleased the majority.—R. R. Gribble,

Grand theatre, Ont, Can.—Small town
patronage.

The Fire Cat, with Edith Roberts.—
Depicting cigarette smoking women and
questionable resorts spoiled this picture

for this locality.—Auditorium theatre,

Carelton, Neb.—Small town patronage.

The Magnificent Brute, with Frank
Mayo.—A good picture. Put Mayo in a

good story and we'll do the rest.—Kelly

& Roush, Rex theatre, Custer, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.—
Carey is coming back to where he should

have been kept. Westerns are the kind

he takes in, and this one is a dandy.—R.

Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,

Kans.—General patronage.

Once a Plumber, with a special cast

—

This one is a little light Not as good as

Fixed by George, but believe it is good
for one night, no more, with most any

audience.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small town
patronage.

Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton.

—Good southern picture. Played small

crowd. Walton's first night Star good.

—J. W. Boatinght, Radio theatre, Ozark,

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Reputation and Outside the Law, with

Priscilla Dean.—Run at 20 and 40 cents

and fell flat Good pictures, but don't be-

lieve a new Birth of a Nation would pull

here now.—J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid the-

atre, Miles, Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Fighting Lover, with Frank Mayo.
—Not much to it, for when they get to

the interesting part it is so dark you
cannot tell anything about it. They are

cheating the public.—E. L. Hunter, Art
theatre, Boswell, Okla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Magnificent Brute, with Frank
Mayo.—Here is the kind of a picture for

Mayo. He is a real man, and as such
does not fit dress suit stuff. One of his

best.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,

Oberlin, Kans.—General patronage.

Two Kinds of Love, with a special cast.

—Pleased all who saw it. An interesting

story, well directed.—W. P. Perry, Rialto

theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small
town patronage.

The Big Adventure, with Breezy
Eason.—Almost a child classic. Acting
of the boy remarkable. Pleased all.

Minister's wife sent the parson and chil-

dren on second night. A better dog
would have made a still better hit. -Get it

for the children.—Philip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Idaho.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.— In my opinion one of the best

pictures we have ever shown. Had a full

house for first time in several months.
Advertised heavy. Free admission to all

high school girls.—P. J. Burford, Prin-

cess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Big Adventure, with Breezy
Eason.— I did not sec this, but heard so

many good reports on it the following

day, that I'll say it's a 100 per cent pic-

ture. Everyone raved over it—R. R.

Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Ont, Can.—Small town patronage.
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Vitagraph
Steelheart, with William Duncan.—

A

very good picture, if your patrons like

one with thrills in it. The star's first ap-
pearance here and people said they liked

him and the picture. Even reeeived praise

in local paper.—E. J. Degenhardt, Prin-

cess theatre, Mendota, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

What's Your Reputation Worth? with
Corinne Griffith.—One of the best so-

ciety pictures we have ever run. Gave
better satisfaction than fifty per cent of

the specials we have shown. You can
boost this one.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

Princess Jones, with Alice Calhoun.

—

Fair program picture. Very unreason-
able. Pleased some. Did not care for it

myself.—T. E. Loomis, Cozy theatre,

Schenectady, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Son of Wallingford, with a special

cast.—It is only a common program pic-

ture. Vitagraph calls it a special.—Mc-
Donald & Burt, Majestic theatre, Barron,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Secret of the Hills, with Antonio
Moreno. — Excellent program picture.

Pleased 95 per cent. Moreno is great in

this one.—C. H. Simpson, Princess thea-
tre, Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Single Track, with Corinne Griffith.

—

Here is a dandy program picture. It

pleased everyone.—Peter Krauth Opera
House, Denison, la.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Single Track, with Corinne Griffith.—

A

very good picture, well acted. First Grif-
fith picture I ever ran, and it went over.

People liked picture very much.—Ray-
mond Frankel, Lubin theatre, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Transient patronage.

The Heart of Maryland, with Catherine
Calvert.—This picture pleased about 80
per cent. Many patrons thought it a
splendid picture, and others did not care
much for it. It is so different from the
ordinary run of pictures that I would
recommend it for small town.—W. J.
Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.

—

Small town patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.
The Girl from God's Country, with Nell

Shipman.—Best picture I've seen for
some time. You sure can raise admission
and boost.—Jos. V. Rickli, Eagle theatre,
Pana, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Girl from God's Country, with Nell
Shipman.—Starts out like a million dollar
production and ends like a cheap dime
novel. Where do these actors get the
idea that they are authors and directors
also. Scenery and animals great. Other-
wise very poor. Lay off of it.—Albert
A. Hoerr, Harriet theatre, Hardin. Mont.
—Neighborhood patronage.

State Rights
Lone Hand Wilson (W. P. E. C), with

Lester Cuneo.—This is my first one of
the best westerns I have run for some
time. Business fair first day. Second
day off. You can't go wrong on this

one. Good all the way through.—Wm.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

—

General patronage.

Isobel (Davis), with Jane Novak.

—

Very good. All were pleased.—R. R.
Gribble, Grand theatre, Ont., Can.—
Small town patronage.

Honeymoon Ranch (Lubin), with a
special cast.—Good. All men like good
Westerns here.—E. L. Hunter, Art thea-
tre, Boswell, Okla.—Small town patron-
age.

The Girl from Porcupine (Arrow), with

Faire Binney.—One of the best of the
Curwoods. Excellent business. Cur-
wood always gets them in.—R. C. Mc-
Kay, Unique theatre, Devils Lake, N. D.
—General patronage.

Go Get Him (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks.—Best Wednesday's business
for some time. Fairbanks good draw for
me.—James Le Richey, Arcade theatre,
Camden, New York.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Girls Don't Gamble (D. N. Schwab),
with David Butler.—This is a good one.
Will please 90 per cent. Pleased every-
body.—J. W. Boatinght, Radio theatre,
Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Kazan (Export & Import), with Jane
Novak.—A good picture with some real
thrills in it. Business poor on this one.

—

E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Men-
dota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

It Might Happen to You (S. & E.),
with Billy Mason.—Not a large attend-
ance, but most of them were pleased.

—

J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre, Miles,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

Wolves of the Street (Pioneer), with a
special cast.—This is a good one. Don't
be afraid of this one. Six reels of action.
Everyone pleased.—T. E. Loomis, Cozy
theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Love's Protege (Pioneer), with a spe-
cial cast.—Played this picture one day to
fair crowd. Should have booked it for
two days. This is one of the best pic-
tures I have shown in years. Mountain
scenery and acting first class. Pleased all—R. A. Kirby, Star theatre, Monroe City,
Mo.—General patronage.

Isobel (Davis), with Jane Novak.—

A

picture which pleased our patrons. Good
business. Some good snow scenes. First
National distributes it in the Chicago ter-
ritory.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess thea-
tre, Mendota, III.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

A Child for Sale (Graphic), with a spe-
cial cast.—A very good picture, but awful
dark in spots.—R. O. Baker, Baker's
Electric theatre, McCune, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

Eyes of Youth (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young.—A fine picture and one
that everybody should see. — E. L.
Hunter, Art theatre, Boswell, Okla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Out of the Darkness (Gaumont), with
Gertrude McCoy.—Pleased.—R. R. Grib-
ble, Grand theatre, Ontario, Can.—Small
town patronage.

A Western Adventurer (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks.—One of the best
western pictures of the season. Went
over extra big.—Ben Apple, King thea-
tre, Troy, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Gun Woman (Guinan Production),
with Texas Guinan.—This is a re-issue.
It is a good western picture and pleased
the majority.—M. D. Foster, Gem thea-
tre, Williamsburg, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

The Forbidden Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.—Good picture of
its kind, but not suitable for small town.—F. L. Hunter, Art theatre, Boswell,
Okla.—Small town patronage.

Hearts of the West (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks.—Clean western, but
a little far fetched. Hero licks five men
and knocks them all cold, and did rot
even breathe hard. With the exception
of overdoing in places, it is very good.
Pleased most patrons.—T. E. Loomis,
Cozy theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Honeymoon Ranch (Lubin), with a

THE SAN FRANCISCO CALL AN POST
^QNTIAY, DECEMBER 5. W2t

California nl

CARRIES BIG

WALLOP
Magazine readers who got a kick out

at the "Get Rich Quick Walingford"
stories written by Ge<Tge Randolph
Chester will get a whale of a wallop
out of the picture play at the Califor-

nia Theater this week. m
• The picture is "The Son of Walling-
ford,** a Vitagraph production made
under the personal direction of George
Randolph Chester himself, with the

able assistance of Mrs. Chester.

In time it carries the vic- er further
along in the years of the life of J. Ru-
fus Wallingford and "BIackie" Daw,
dealing, as it does, with the adven-
tures of Jimmie Wallingford, the son
of J. Rufus, and "Toad" Jessup, the

ward of the two schemers, when Jim-
mle, close to man's estate and driven

to desperation by his father's fear of

his "lobeless" ear and the potential

criminal tendencies it betokens, leaves

home and starts out on his own ac-

count
FAMILIAR CHARACTERS

AH the familiar characters are there,

with a few not in the original stories

but added for romantic and phot©dra-
matic interest J. Rufus, whse wild-

cat schemes, in spite of their nefarious

intent, had a habit of turning out all

to the good, is acted hy Wilfred
North, who looks as though he might
have stepped oat of the original illus-,

trations of the printed story. "Blackie"
Daw, his partner

(
in doing others

"good," always the optimist with the

unfailing smile and inevitable saxo-
phone, is brought to life by George
Webb, who gives the character a re-

markable portrayal
Fannie (Mrs., Wallingford) and Vio-

let Bonnie (Mrs. Blackie) are in the

capable hands of Florence Hart and
Lyla Leslie, respectively. The familiar

bald head of "Onion" Jones is found
on the shoulders of Bobby Mack.
Tom Gallery Is Jimmie Wallingford I

and Antrim Short is "Toad" Jessup.

Both players are particularly well
j

fitted for their parts and look just as I

one would imagine the two youngsters
would look as young men.

TYPICALLY WALLINGFORD '

The interpolated characters are Mary
Curtis, appeallngly played by Priscilla

Bonner, with whom Jimmie falls in

lovo when he sets out to seek his

fortune, while Andrew Arbuckle is her

father, on whose land Jimmie strikes

o1Tr\ and makes the whole town rich

and
,
happy, except, of course. Henry

•Begroode, the local magnate and tight-

wad (played by Van D 'ke Brooke),

and his son Bertram (Sydney D'Al-

hrook), who through their own greed

fell victim to the scheming of J. Rufus.

The story as screened is full of the

typical Wallingford comedy, plus- a de-

lightful romance between Jimmie and

Mary and the biggest kind of a thrill

with which it is climared when a

burning lake of oil threatens the life

of the three younger characters, while

the hands of a mob. frenzied by the

supposed loss of their money, are at

the throats of J. Rufus and "Blackie,"

with "Onion" Jones to the rescue. r

1M PER CENT PICTURE
The picture is billed as a 100 per

cent picture and it lives up to the bill-

ing. It has everything that a picture

should have to gain the enthusiastic

approval of the "90 per cent" as well
j

as those high brows who have a sav-

ing sense of humor and can rise to a
|

real thrilL A laligh, a sob clutching at

the throat, a pull at the heart string?,

a shudder, a thrill—what more could a i

film fan want in a picture? And they
j

can find all those in many fold at the
j

California this week.

On the music program Henri Le
Bonte, a splendid tenor, is singing "On
the Road to Mandalay" and "I Hear
You Calling Me." Herman Heller con-

ducts the California orchestra through
selections from "iJ&rmen" (Bizet) and
the popular Tox trot, "Bimim" Bay."
The usual news weekly and other

shoij reel. Subjects are also screened.
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald

Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-

born St., Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title ~.

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

special cast.—Stars good, and the action
was fast. Story not so much, but a Sat-
urday night crowd don't mind that if

there are a few shots fired.—R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
—General patronage.

Serials
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles

Hutchison.— I consider this the best serial

I ever ran, but it has absolutely no draw-
ing power for me. That much money in-

vested in good comedies would do me
much more good. ,

Will be glad when it's

over with.—J. J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre,

Swanton, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

HURRICANE HUTCH (Pathe)
with Charles Hutchison.—I opened
this serial on Monday. Gave a free

show to two full houses. We lost

half second night but we still have
a large attendance. Holding the
crowds well. Fine serial. Book it.

—R. A. Kirby, Star theatre, Mon-
roe City, Mo.
Winners of the West (Universal), with

Art Acord.—It's the greatest continued
play ever made. With each chapter busi-

ness increases 75 per cent. Last Sunday,
third chapter drew biggest business on
Sunday we have had in almost a year.

Never in my life have I received so many
comments of approval from patrons. It's

a production every exhibitor should book,
it he wants to increase his business.— I.

B. Olinger, American theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.—Transient patronage.

Breaking Through (Vitagraph), with
Carmel Myers.—This is a very fine serial.

Good, clean and sure to please.—T. E.

Loomis, Cozy theatre, Schenectady, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Velvet Fingers (Pathe), with George B.

Seitz.—Very poor serial. Nothing for a

small town.—E. L. Hunter, Art theatre,

Boswell, Okla.—Small town patronage.

King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo.—Good picture, but my pa-

trons have lost interest in it on account
of being closed six weeks. Diphtheria.
Eddie gets the kids.—J. W. Boatinght.
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
Perrin.—A dandy serial. On the 12th

episode. Holding up fine and everybody
likes it.—E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Lin-
coln, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hanson.—One of the most in-

teresting of serials. Am on the 12th epi-

sode now. Every episode has some
wild animal stuff in it that is worth the
price of admission; without the interesting

story it draws them back.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre. South Dakota.

—

Small town patronage.

King of the Circus (Universal) with
Eddie Polo.— Serial started off good but
toward the last it was too much of the

same thing and not enough circus. Uni-
versal serials are too long.—E. L. Hunter,
Art theatre, Boswell, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with a spe-

cial cast.—The best serial we ever ran.

Absolutely nothing questionable about
it, full of stunts and thrills. Get them
started on this one and it will take care

of the serial fans to the last episode.

—

Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb.

—

General patronage.

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of HiRh-Orane ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for

Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

Short Subjects
Toonerville Follies (F. N.), with a spe-

cial cast.—Best Toonerville yet. Full of
variety and action. All liked this one.
Suitable for any program anywhere.—

•

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
—Small town patronage.

Torchy's Big Lead (Educational), with
Johnny Hines.—Torchy comedies appear
to be way "over their heads." Even a
personal appearance of Johnny some
months ago failed to make this brand
anything but an ordinary "also a com-
edy."—Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O.—General patronage.

A Prohibition Monkey (Universal) with
a special cast.—Have seen best colnedies
on the market, but this has anything I

ever saw beat a city block. The pastor,
the elephant and the horse deserve
credit.—Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca thea-
tre, Alice, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Love and Gasoline (Paramount), with
a special cast.—A real comedy. One that
they just have to laugh at. Plenty of
action and laughs.—W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small
town patronage.

Fresh Air (Federated), with Monty
Banks.—Monty is there with the goods
and can always be depended upon to pro-
duce it. His comedies are the clean type
that you need not be afraid of should a
reformer happen to stray in.—C. L.. Ger-
man, Royal theatre, Bonner Springs,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

Cyclone Smith (Universal), with Eddie
Polo.—If you want a good two-reel
western that means big box office re-
ceipts, book Cyclone Smith. Seems they
get the money.—Ben Apple, King theatre,
Troy, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Brownie's Baby Doll (Universal), with
Brownie and Baby Peggy.—This com-
bination can hardly be beat. This is a
knockout. Book it.—R. Navary, Liberty
theatre, Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Verse and Worse (Fox), with a special
cast.—Many extremely funny situations,
but too many titles for the amount of
real comedy. Not up to Sunshine stand-
ard.—Fred S. Meyer, palace theatre,
Hamilton, O.—General patronage.

High and Dry (Federated), with
Jimmie Adams.—An extra good comedy.
Lots of laughs. That's what comedies
are for.— P. J. Burford, Princess theatre,
Doniphan, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Fight It Out (Universal), with Hoot
Gibson.—A two-reel Western with lots
of comedy.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre.
Cheyenne Wells. Colo.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink ( Edu-
cational), with a special cast.—Not so
good, and not so bad. Christie has made
them better, and also much worse. As
a tiller, the comedy is good.—Fred S.

Meyer. Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

—

General patronage.

Jungle Dances ( Yandenberg), with a

special cast.—The Vandenberg series may
be educational, to some extent, but they
have too much vulgarity in them to suit

people of this town. Unless your audi-
ence approves of vulgar pictures, better

lay off of these.—W. P. Perry, Rialto

theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small
town patronage.

Harold Lloyd Reissues ( Pathe), w ith

Harold Lloyd.—These are good come-
dies, and a joke is a joke until you hear
it twice, so find they go over in good
shape, although old pictures.—Chas. Lee
Hyde. Grand theatre. South Dakota.

—

Small town patronage.



THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Pro gfress
The little theatre, that is the

theatre within the theatre

where the exhibitor previews

his picture and the orchestra

leader fits his score to the film,

has become a fixed feature in

the latest style of motion pic-

ture theatre building.

It has many virtues and the

cost of installation is not ex-

cessive considering the bene-

fits to be obtained therefrom.

W hile it is not possible for

every theatre to house this in-

novation, the revenue possi-

bilities of the smaller houses

do«not permit, it is a feature of

fixed value, made so by its use-

fulness.

A disastrous fire in Con-

necticut recently has called at-

tention to exhibitors generally

the necessity of eternal vigi-

lance in overcoming fire haz-

ards. There is no denying that

a fire which directly or indi-

rectly causes loss of life has a

depressing effect, wide spread

in scope, upon theatre attend-

ance generally.

That the exhibitor owes it

to himself and to his patrons

to take every step to safeguard

his theatre, is not debatable.

Fire extinguishers, sprinkler

systems, all forms of fire pre-

ventives, passed by boards of

hre insurance underwriters,

are available.

This is larger than an indi-

vidual exhibitor problem, it is

the business of the whole in-

dustry.

Strand Theatre Marr & Colton

Organ Evokes Praise

Is of Modern Orchestral Type Played From Console—
Popular Rochester Organists Preside

CARRYING the distinction of being
the largest theatre organ in Roches-

ter, N. Y., the Marj & Colton organ, a fea-

ture of the new Strand theatre which
opened late in November, has won the
unqualified praise of newspapers and
music lovers of that city. It was installed

at a cost of more than $20,000 and is

presided over by two w: ell known and
capable organists, Tom Grierson and
Mrs. Nellie Hillhouse.

Introduction of the organ to the Strand
patrons was of an auspicious nature.

Attention was called to the instrument
on the first page of the souvenir program
and an entire page on the inside was de-
voted entirely to it. This description

which is complete in detail follows:

Modern Orchestral Type
"The Marr & Colton concert organ

in the Strand Theatre represents the

highest achievement of the art in modern
organ building for the correct interpreta-

tion of the motion picture. The organ
is of the modern orchestral type and is

played from a console, or keyboard,
which is placed to the left of the screen.

There are 65 stop controls, which are ar-

ranged in a semi-circle in their various

orchestral divisions placed above the

manuals. All the grandeur of the Sym-
phony orchestra is found in this remark-
able instrument, varying in delicacy of

tone from the plaintive call of the orches-
tral oboe to the crashing ensemble of the

entire orchestra.
"Among the tonal colors are families of

flutes, and diapasons, providing adequate
foundation tones, all the percussion in-

struments, too, are here: bass drums,
tympans and cymbals, operated through
the second touch of the pedal notes,

which permits them being used artis-

tically.

"The organ is in six different sections.

To the left of the screen are located all

the foundation and percussion instru-

ments. To the right are the strings of

special scaling and voicing, the wood
wind stops, vox humana and a bass sec-

tion. On the balcony, in a specially con-

structed chamber, are the chimes, oboes,

saxophones and French horns, and vari-

ous stops of delicate tone.

Unusual Features.

"An unusual feature of this instrument

is the Guatemalan miramba. xylophone
and harp.
"The relay, or brain of the instrument,

is under the stage. Through this relay,

containing thousands of electric contacts

and hundreds of miles of electric wire,

the entire organ is controlled in conjunc-

tion with the keyboard.
'The whole instrument is under ex-

pression including the large pedal pipes.
"With this wonderful instrument and

the exceptional acoustics of the Strand
Theatre, the patrons are assured at all

times of a splendid musical accompani-
ment to the pictures, and in line with the
policy of giving the highest quality of

photoplays for low admission prices.

"It. is of special interest to know that
the organists who will play this instru-
ment are well known in njusic loving
circles. Mr. Tom Grierson, the popular
Rochester organist, has occupied the or-
gan bench of some of the most famous
organs in Europe and America.
"Mrs. Nellie Hillhouse of the Ameri-

can Guild of Organists, was a pupil of
Mary Chappell Fishers of Rochester, and
is a very well known local organist.

Marr an Authority

"The designers and builders of the in-

strument are The Marr & Colton Com-
pany, Warsaw, N. Y. Mr. Marr is recog-
nized as one of the foremost authorities
on modern organ construction and has
designed and built a number of the finest

theatre instruments in the United States.

"Mr. Colton is responsible for the voic-
ing of the tonal qualities of the organ
and his work in this connection is con-
sidered by eminent musicians to be the
finest that has been produced.
"Both of these men have devoted their

entire life to the art of organ building,

and the Strand Theatre instrument is a
work of years of study and devotion to

the highest ideals in organ construction
and they are to be congratulated on the

remarkable instrument they have cre-

ated."

Edward C. Earl Returns
From African Filming

Word has been received in New York
of the early return to this country of

Edward C. Earl whose reputation as a

cameraman in the industry is well

known. He left Cape Town, Africa, on
December 2.

Mr. Earl's contract with the African
Film Company has been fulfilled, and he
returns to the United State with much
profitable experience gained in photo-
graphing exteriors in the tropical atmos-
phere.
During his stay in Africa he filmed and

edited Sir Rider Haggard's "Swallow"
and "Sam's Kid'

-

adapted from the well-

known novel of the same name.
Some of Mr. Earle's work in this coun-

try which won him his enviable reputa-

tion is Rex Beach's "The Barrier" and
Edgar Lewis' "The Bar Sinister."
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£W CHADLES (Chic)SALE
'HIS NIBS"

This twenty-four sheet prepared by Exceptional Pictures on "His Nibs" shows
Charles (Chic) Sale in each of the seven characters he portrays in the picture,

as well as a straight photograph of the star. Exceptional also is providing a
striking set of posters on the picture.

New Kewanee House Vies With Bigger
Theatres in Modernness and Beauty

Embracing virtually all of the features

of the larger metropolitan motion picture

houses, Kewanee's new $150,000 theatre,

the Peerless, stands out as striking evi-

dence of the high plane of grandeur and

dignity with which the cinema art is be-

ing surrounded in other than the largest

cities of the country. From an architec-

tural standpoint the new structure has
been built up to the high standard in de-

tail of construction which is marking the
erection of new houses in principal cities

throughout the country
The lobby is done in Italian caenstone

with an arched ceiling containing beau-
tiful paintings. In the spacious foyer are
comfortable davenports and large French
mirrors and windows with American
Beauty draperies.
A ladies' lounge is located in the south-

east corner of the theatre. It is equipped
in the Adam style with putte and rose
walls, paneled in satin damask and tile

floor to match in color. Furnishings con-
stitute a chaise longue, a hand decorated
dressing table and other pieces to match.

Play Room for Children

One of the outstanding features of the

house is a children's play room, com-
pletely equipped for the enjoyment and
amusement of the children. It is furnished
in grey wicker furniture and contains a

bed and crib for the little ones as well

as playthings with which they can amuse
themselves.
The Pompeiian idea is carried out on

the columned side walls, elliptical ceiling

and side wall brackets of the auditorium.
The floor of the auditorium as well as the
remainder of the main floor is of Mosaic
tile.

Artistic Stage Setting

The arrangement of the proscenium
has been made strikingly effective. Among

its features are beautiful mural paintings,
the work of famous artists, over the
stage. Drapes of blue velour and orange
satin with wide gold fringes adorn the
center of the stage. A caenstone barrier

surrounds the large orchestra pit. Below
the stage are twelve completely equipped
dressing rooms
A $15,000 Smith-Unit orchestral organ

is one of the distinctive accomplishments.
The mechanical equipment of the house is

complete throughout, from the two Sim-
plex machines, spotlights and dissolving
slide machines to the modern heating and
ventilation system.

Owned by Pierce

An elaborate program, which brought
more than capacity houses to each per-
formance, marked the opening of the the-

atre by W. T. and T. C. Pierce, managers
and owners, both of Kewanee. Mabel
Norman in "Molly O'' was the feature
picture.

Among those present at the opening,
who pronounced the new house one of

the most complete and up-to-date in the
state, were: C. W. Eckhardt, manager of
Fox Film Corporation, Chicago; W. N.
Matre, Jr., president Orpheum Picture
Company; Lee Woodyatt, sales manager
Select Pictures Corporation; H. Wash-
burn, First National; A. W. Freinall,

Metro Pictures Corporation; Lyman Bal-
lard, United Artists; D. Arnold Kohn of
Pioneer Film Corporation, and others.

Simplex Sales Head
In Chicago Territory

W. E. Green, sales manager of the
Precision Machine Company, New York
City, has been doing some field work in

Chicago during the past few days. Mr.
Green is well known in Chicago, having
been sales manager for a number of years
of the Kleine Optical Company.

Exhibitors Supply in
Chicago Installation

The contract for furnishing the Balaban

& Katz Chicago theatre, with projection

equipment, the Wonder Theatre of the

World, was awarded the Exhibitors Sup-
ply Company.
Seven type "S" Simplex projectors,

three Peerless Automatic Arc Controls,
Screen and Snaplite Lenses were among
the equipment furnished.
Three of the projectors are used in the

main projection room.
A room with a full-sized stage, over

the lobby, is provided with a complete
system of stage lighting and a model
projection room using two projection ma-
chines. This model theatre is used for
the preparation and presentation of elab-
orate prologues and other scenic effects.

Under the lobby, a room equipped with
two Simplex Projectors, is for the use of
the musical director. Here he can view
the pictures and arrange musical settings
for them before they are seen upon the
screen.

While the Exhibitors Supply Company,
Inc., has made many installations this

year, the Chicago theatre is the largest.

Neilan Plans Eight Reels

For "Penrod" Production
"Penrod," according to the plans of

Marshall Neilan who is now finishing a

picturization of the Booth Tarkington
story and play, will be published as an
eight-reel production. In screening
"Penrod," Mr. Neilan states he has fol-

lowed closely the story, with the excep-
tion of a few minor changes. The titles

for the picture are taken from the book
itself.

About forty well known players por-
tray the characters in Tarkingtpn's
story including Wesley Barry as "Pen-
rod," Marjorie Daw as "Penrod's" sister

and Tully Marshall and Claire McDowell
as his father and mother. •

Corinne Griffith Wins in

Star Popularity Contest
Corinne Griffith, Vitagraph star, was

declared the winner in a star popularity

contest conducted by the George J. Weh-
ner chain of theatres, in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Patrons of the ten Wehner theatres
voted. The star's production which won
her the greatest number of votes and the
honor of being the first on the list was
"What's Your Reputation Worth?" A
close second was her most recent pic-

ture, "Moral Fibre."

Corinne Griffith is now on location in

Florida, where exteriors are being filmed

on her forthcoming feature, "Island
Wives."

Dutton Visits El Paso
H. A. R. Dutton, president of the Ex-

hibitors Supply Company of Chicago, is

spending the Christmas holidays with his

family at El Paso, Texas.
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. Palaces AreGoing Up.

Only the Latest Equip-
ment Is Being Installed

New Projects

Kenosha, Wis.—Contracts have been
let for the erection of a new theatre on
Chicago street. The corporation has
been reorganized with A. Z. Greenbaum,
as first trustee.

*

Urbana, 111.—E. E. Alger, general man-
ager of the Alcru company, proprietors

of the Colonial theatre here, hag author-

ized Arthur Larson, local manager, to

look for a location for a new theatre site

in this city.
•

Lansing, Mich,—Contracts will be let

in the near future and ground broken for
the erection of a new theatre to be known
as the Blackstone at West Allegan street

and Capitol avenue. S. D. Butterworth is

the architect.
*

Spartanburg, S. C—Chester D. Ward,
chairman of the young men's bureau of

the Chamber of Commerce, is inspecting
sites for the proposed erection of an
eight-story office and theatre building.

Fort Wayne, Ind—Specifications are
being issued by Consolidated Realty and
Theatres Company for the building of a
new hotel and theatre.

*

Manitowoc, Wis.—Work on the new
Rivoli theatre will be started in spring
from plans prepared by Rudolph Hansen
Company.

*

San Jose, CaL—James I. Beatty an-
nounces that construction will be started
soon after the first of the new year on
the new American theatre on South First
street.

*

Paterson, N. J.—Bids have been re-
ceived for the erection of the Alexander
Hamilton theatre by Jacob Fabian, at
Ellison and Church streets.

Openings
Kelso, Wash.—Leroy R. Schooley has

opened his -new theatre, the Star.
*

Middletown, O.—The new motion pic-
ture house being erected for Gus Chifos
and Steve Chakiris is expected to be com-
pleted by February 1. The cost will be
approximately $100,000 for the 1,000
capacity house.

San Antonio, Tex.—The new Rialto
theatre, with a seating capacity of 1,100
has been opened. William Street, of
Philadelphia, has been engaged to play
the organ program.

*

Columbus, O.—The new $300,000 State
theatre, opposite the Ohio State Uni-
versity campus, has been opened by W.
J. and J. W. Dusenbury.

*

Bangor, Me.—A motion picture house

has been opened on lower Main street
by Harry Walker of East Belfast.

Ownership Changes
Corsicana, Tex.—The Grand theatre is

now under full control of Musselman
theatre interests. Walter Hayes will be
manager.

*

Norfolk, Va.—E. J. Reese has pur-
chased the Grand theatre which he has
improved and opened.

*

Spencer, la.—Earl Moore has acquired
an interest in the new Solon theatre from
Gene Solon.

*

Philadelphia, Pa.—Broad Street Casino,
at 3625 North Broad street, has been sold
by the Staley Company of America to

Paul Rinck, who will discontinue the

house.
*

Des Moines, la.—Ferdinand Roth has
acquired the local opera house in a deal

with M. J. Barthell.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

POSITION WANTED
OPERATOR—At liberty, union, 12 years ex-

perience, reliable, dependable, all-around theatre
man. references, electrician's license, married, not
afraid of work. Address Operator, Box 655, Man-
hattan. Montana.

AN OPPORTUNITY NOT TO BE OVERLOOKED!

$100.00 TICKET CHOPPER
FOR $50.00, and

$75.00 TICKET MACHINE
FOR $30.00

Shipped by American Railway Express
C. O. D. with the privilege of examina-
tion. Brand New and not Shop Worn

—

made of the highest grade materials, fin-

ished in Mahogany only—with porcelain
enameled top and legs.

Our ticket chopper and ticket machine
does not infringe on any patent rights, and
should not be confused with inferior prod-
ucts. All buyers fully protected.

Write for catalogue

Ticket Chopper. Size 42"xl2"xl2" Ticket Machine. Size 42"xl2"xl2"

CLIFTON R. ISAACS, INC.
158-160 West 45th St. New York City

Telephone: Bryant 6683 Cable Address : "Mopices New York"

GOOD FILM PRINTING

REQUIRES YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

American Film Company Laboratories enjoy a world-
wide reputation for quality film printing.

We have unsurpassed facilities and equipment—a time-
tried organization of highly skilled men—and a geo-
graphical location which means promptest delivery to
all parts of the country.

There are ten vital reasons why you should five Amer-
ican Film Company Laboratories a trial—not the least

of which is the right price.

Developing

Printing

Tinting

Toning

Editing

Titling

Let us know your needs and
priceswe will quote you

and service details.

Ordinary film reduced to
American Standard
Safety size.

(Absolutely fire-proof
film passed by all fire un-
derwriters.)

Laboratory Capacity One
Million Feel Per Week

American Film
Company

Inc.
Labc ratories

6231 Broadway. Chicago, 1(1.

aod

London, England
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.

American 10 Points

1 QUALITY. Prints known for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert staff
trained by years of experience, as-
sures highest quality prints obtainable.

2. REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years
of experience.

3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of
strong financial standing.

4. LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.

5. EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.

6. CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks
of Lake Michigan. Away from dirt

and dust.

7. SAFETY. Plant approved by both
city of Chicago ana Board of Fire
Underwriters.

8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
serve exacting requirements.

9. PRICES. Reasonable and com-
petitive.

10. GUARANTEES. Write for our
unique guarantee of quality work.
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T. H. Flower of Erie, Pa., has purchased
the Meridan theatre at Anderson, Ind., for
his three daughters. Charlie Coffin has
been appointed manager and booker for
this house. Great credit is due Charlie for
the unique manner in which he has lighted
his lobby frames and they seem a sure cure
against poor attendance. A Gold Fibre
screen was recently hung and now the pro-
jection is 100 per cent perfect.

* * *

Sergeant Leon Benefiel, who was with
the famous Hospital Unit One overseas, is

now running the Mars theatre at Pendle-
ton, Ind. A new Areola Hot Water heat-
ing system has just been installed and a

new orchestra pit. New machines it is

said will be installed next spring. This
house will continue to operate three nights

a week.

The Marz theatre at Tipton. Ind., is en-
joying excellent business under the able

direction of .Mrs. Jackson and friend hus-
band. It looks like Arthur will soon be
growing oranges down at DeFuniak
Springs, Fla., and gathering Spanish Moss.
Say, Arthur, when you get down that way,
look up Kxhibitor H. E. Murray, of the
Murray theatre. He will tell you where
the best hotel is.

* * *

It looks like the Grand at Elwood, Ind.,

is to be rebuilt this spring. Frank Mackey,
who also owns the Alhambra and Baby
Grand in this city, slipped us the above in-

formation. The plans call for a 1,200 seat

house which will book "combination."
Frank is known by all the old time
troupers, as every one knew the Murray
and Mackey stock company.

* * *

A pair of old timers, the Andrews Bros.,

Ray and F. E., are making the most of
hard times at Muncie, Ind. Their Lyric,

Star and Columbia theatres are getting

their share of this city's patronage, due to

the fact that they exploit pictures. One
of the best examples of billboard adver-
tising the writer has ever seen while driv-

ing around the city are the 16- and 14-sheet
dates which stare one in the face from
every alley and corner. Circus stuff ! Sure,

but it pays big returns.
* * *

R. S. YVenger seems to have gotten used
to saying : "Good morning. Judge" at

Union City, Ind. The Victory has been op-
erating Sundays and the usual tine of $1.00

is assessed with costs. It seems like the

local blue Sunday advocates are in the

minority as usual and the town council are

for the exhibitors. That's the stuff! The
industry needs " fighters like Exhibitor
Wenger and P. C. Chattin of the Union
Grand and Strand. Xew Simplex's have
been installed at the Union Grand and the

Strand is only operating one night a week.
* * *

"Daddy" Hines at Portland, Ind., had a

couple of braces of six shooters pulled

on him the other night at the entrance of a

dark alley. The same spirit that made
Exhibitor Hines go to jail for showing
Sundays put the hold-ups to flight, so he
saved the returns from the second show
Sunday night. A new stage and extensive

alterations have just been completed at the

Princess, also new Simplex machines in-

stalled. The charming Mrs. Hines ar-

ranges the bookings for this house.

Saturday matinees have just been in-

augurated at the Limberlost theatre at

Geneva, Ind. Walter C. Martin has taken
over this house and advises he will build

a new place next spring.
* * *

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Quimby have just

returned from New York City where they
purchased the furnishings for their new
$100,000 home recently completed at Fort
Wayne, Ind. Exhibitor Quimby, who owns
the Jefferson and Strand of this city, has
purchased the Dempsey-Carpentier fight

films for Ohio. M. Marcus is managing the

Jefferson and Strand.
* #, p

Here's a brand new one! Billy Ow-
ners, owner of the Luna Lite and Marion

R C PICTURES BOCTH at CI arlotte, N. C, during the recent Motion Picture
Expcs tirn. Tiiose in the booth are: (at left) Rufus A. Davis, branch manager,
ana Messrs. ingiam and Hoffman, salesmen.

at Marion, Ind., the Royal, Newcastle and
Rex at Swayzee, Ind., made a tie-up with
the local telephone girls' club in Marion,
splitting fifty-fifty on the net proceeds of
the engagement of "The Sheik." The
"hello" girls have already sold some 4,000
tickets and the success of this venture is

already assured.

Educational Films are going over so big
in Indiana that their exchange in Indian-
apolis had to be enlarged. Carl Lieber,
the manager, is busy superintending the
attractions and from the force of carpen-
ters on the job, this is going to be some
office when completed. Carl is mighty-
proud of the fact that he had a comedy
playing in every first run theatre in his
city with one exception, the other day.

The name of Teitel seeks further terri-

tories to conquer. Harry S. Teitel has
opened their new Indianapolis branch and
orders are coming in from every direc-
tion. First National at Louisville, Ky.,
have a number of jobs on the way it is

said, and enquiries are coming in from as
far south as Memphis, Tenn., and Little

Rock, Ark. This firm knows the film reno-
vating business from A to Z and this new
branch should fill a long felt want for this

and southern territories.

The Lyric at Red Key, Ind., is to be
remodeled and decorated shortly. Earle
Coble, the owner, is also editor of the
Times J ournal.

* * *

E. W. Hoover, formerly an exhibitor at

Attica and Lafayette, Ind., is now running
the Strand and Alhambra at Knightstown,
Ind. E. W. wanted to know how his old
friend M. P. Williamson was making out
at Albuquerque, N. Mex. The Alhambra
is only running two nights a week at

present.
* # *

"Let George do it" seems the popular
expression around Shirley, Ind., for the
last nine years. Exhibitor Hopkins is giv-

ing the natives some fine pictures at the
Idle Hour two nights a week. George says
business is a little off at present but he is

an optimist.
* * *

..James W. Greer, formerly of Glasgow,
Ky., has taken over the management of the
Starette at Newcastle, Ind. Extensive al-

terations are planned for this house next
spring.

* * *

Harry Gottshall is managing the Royal
at Newcastle, Ind. for the Marion Theatre
Corporation, Marion, Ind. Harry is a
member of the I. A. T. S. E. local 106 and
one of the old time troupers. Exhibitor
Gottshall wonders if Dave Seymour of
Saranac Lake, N. Y., ever found that forty-

dollars.
* * *

Stanley & Son, local hardware dealers
and owners of the Vaudette at Ilagerstown.
Ind.. will build an up-to-date house next
spring. Roi.in P. Stanley is operating and
booking this house.

* * *

The Grand at Cambridge City. Ind.. is

to bo enlarged and reseated next spring,

also the stage will lie enlarged. A. Chia-
ranza. the owner, gave us the above info

while T. H. Jeffries was selling some choice
attractions of First National for the Grand.

Extensive alterations are under way at

the Palace, Lynn, Ind. J. B. Boone, the
owner, plans to install new machines soon.

Exhibitor Boone has retired from the ac-

tive management of his large farming in-

terests and will devote all his time to the

theatre.



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Chicago After Next
National Convention

Exhibitors of State Will Vie
With Washington and
K. C. For Honors

Illinois exhibitors want the next annual

convention of the Motion Picture Thea-

tre Owners of America to be held in

Chicago next May.

As competition they have Washington,

D. C. and Kansas City, Mo. Both of

these cities made a play for the conven-

tion at the Minneapolis get-together.

Is Centrally Located

In requesting that the conclave be

held in Chicago. Illinois theatre men
point out that its central location would
encourage a large attendance, which
might be lacking should the national

capital be decided upon.
Basing their argument on these prem-

ises Kansas City has an edge on Chi-

cago. Exhibitors of Illinois, however,
have a number of convincing arguments
up their sleeve to put forward when the

time is ripe.

Has Hotel Facilities

Chicago housed the Patterson conven-
tion, which was a forerunner to . the

Cleveland meeting and organization of

the M. P. T. O. A. Whether or not this

fact will have, a bearing on the situation

is problematical.
Chicago has hotel and entertainment

facilities. It is a great railroad terminal
and is easily accessible from all parts oi

the country.

"Judgment" Will Have
Premiere at Ziegfeld

"Judgment." the rights for which are

held in the Chicago territory by Greiver
Productions, will have its premiere show-
ing at the Ziegfeld theatre at an early

date.

TRAILERS
ON ALL.

FEATURES
with tv without scenes
can be obtained from

IRVIHCHftCK CO
Quick tESBSJ Good
Service WE2miSm Work

"CHUB" FLORINE has a lot of quali-

ties in addition to "good looks" and a

genial disposition. He's an A-l sales-

man. "Chub" has just been awarded
an English Kit traveling bag for high
honors at the Vitagraph exchange.
How many does it hold, "Chub?"

Sells Rights for Tarzan
Serial in United Kingdom
Max Weiss, president of Adventures of

Tarzan Serial Sales Corporation, at pres-

ent in London, England, has cabled the

New York offices that he has sold "Ad-

ventures of Tarzan," starring Elmo Lin-

coln, for the United Kingdom. Sir Wil-

liam Jury, managing director of Jury Im-

perial Pictures, Ltd., has purchased the

serial for the territories embraced by the

United Kingdom. This organization is

exclusive distributor of Metro Pictures in

Eneland.

Playgoers Will Maintain
Same Schedule for 1922

In reviewing the progress made during

the past year. Playgoers Pictures declares

that exhibitors have justified the continu-

ance of its policy of publishing feature

productions on the basis of thirty-six a

year.

A statement issued by the company
says that it will proceed during 19:22 on

that publication basis and will offer an

array of program features which will

be of consistently good quality.

Aaron Jones Pioneer
Exhibitor in Chicago

His First Theatre Devoted
to Pictures Opened

in 1905

.The story of the motion picture .show
business in Chicago dates from Christmas
Eve, 1905. On that night there was one
such playhouse in Chicago, no larger
than the smallest now. Today there are
approximately 300.

The first motion picture house in Chi-
cago and in Illinois was opened that night
at 191 State street (old number), on the
site now occupied by Browning-King &
Co. Jones, Linick & Schaefer were the
builders. Today the Jones, Linick &
Schaefer theatres in Chicago's famous
loop number nine with a prospective
tenth looming in the offing.

Give Awakening Exhibition

The motion picture industry has grown
to fifth place among the nation's indus-
tries, but in 1895, when Aaron Jones was
dispensing popcorn and peanuts at the
Ferris Wheel Park on the North Side, a

newsboy friend who had a stand at the
Northwestern depot came to Jones with
a new invention. Most people termed it

a contraption of the devil or a thing-a-

ma-gig. Jones was impressed. He joined
hands with the newsboy, whose name
was George K. Spoor, afterward head of

the Essanay Film Company, and on Oc-
tober 19, in Waukegan, 111., the world
was given one of its first motion picture

exhibitions with a machine known as

Amet's Magniscope.

Spoor Is Operator

Incidentally, when Chicago's first mo-
tion picture house was opened, Aaron
Jones engaged George Spoor as his pic-

ture operator, and Norman E. Field as

his manager. This house was so success-

ful that the firm built the Orpheum the-

atre, across the street, the following

autumn, with 800 seats, which was con-

sidered at the time beyond all reason.

Mr. Jones, in May of 1905, transformed

a corn field at South Park avenue and
Sixtv-Third street into White City. The
Jones. Linick & Schaefer chain of the-

atres arc also the connecting link in the

vast Marcus Loew circuit, and at various

times this firm has owned and operated

legitimate houses in Chicago.

"Wandering Jew" Scores

Success at the Bandbox
"The Wandering Jew" closed a suc-

cessful week's run at the Bandbox thea-

tre. While it has a particular appeal to

the Hebrew race, it was well received by-

all attending.

To Direct Talmadge
Frank Lloyd, formerly director for

Goldwyn and Fox, has contracted to di-

rect Norma Talmadge in a forthcoming
production to be made on the West
Coast.
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By Mac*-

i CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
j

along the Row without note. Did any of
you lamp George Berg, a former w. k.,

dashing south in his "Detroit invention?"
Thanks to the traffic cop's whistle we had a
chance to glad hand him and ascertain he
was now slipping the public investment
securities, and business is FINE!

We can hardy overlook the offering of
our good pal, "Chick" Ryan, managing
director of the Garfield theatre, 2844 W.
Madison street. We refer to that dainty
book-mark that Charlie is sending to his

numberless patrons and many friends
along the Row. Incidentally, this juvenile
genius cinematic has arranged a week of
thrills, that easily overreaches the one hun-
dred per cent register. Modestly we'd
murmur, easily ten per cent over the cen-
tury mark.

* * *

That was a real take-off that United
Artist's Del Goodmax dragged back from
the foamy metropolis last Thursday. From
what we've been able to glean, the popular
Del slipped the Forgan institutions a cool
GRAND, to mind for him for a spell at

four per cent annum. Not bad atall, old
sharpshooter ! Most every Chi fight critic

agreed Pal Moore was elected, even Hock-
stadter of the Post.

* * *

Understand that our "News Ed" was a
busy boy at the exhibitors convention in

Peoria, the other day. Still we must allude
to Jimmie Gillick's effective chaperoning
of G. P. Smith, Chi manager of Associated
Exhibitors, during the session. Manager
Smith admits he was shown the "Main
street" and with the majority and agrees
Peoria has a "REEL" mayor.

* * *

Another desertion from the fillum ranks
has been called to our attenshun ! Yep,
"Hank" Peters, erstwhile Pioneer celeb-

rity, of local fame, is to trod the vaudeville
boards, making his debut in a one reel

sketch, "Substitute." Best o' luck, "Hank,"
let's hear from ye, now and once in awhile.

* * *

I. S. Fleisher has been added to the
Hoosier ranks of the Celebrated Players
exchange and will cover the Indiana field

from Indianapolis.

* * *

The debonair Lyman Ballard, traveling
sales representative out of Chi, was a
noticeable visitor to Fistiana last Thursday,
Milwaukee-U. S. island possessions. The
great light coat was easily evidenced upon
this popular "fashion plate." No the high
silk topper and the English walking suit

are all wrapped up, stored away for the
winter in Terminal warehouse 23, be the
river.

* * *

A. J. McCarthy, manager of the Loomis
theatre, is back again visiting the various

exchanges on the Row. We are glad to

see him well again, for the old trooper

had a severe two weeks of it.

* * *

A. Wunderlich, manager of the Minne-
apolis Federated .exchange, spent Dec. 16

visiting the local Celebrated offices and tells

us that for real California clime, give him
Chi all the time. Nice woids, old deah

!

And mostly truthful, too.

* * *

Bernie Russell, popular executive* of

the Russell Productions, is now on the

Pacific Coast, having slipped westward
without letting any of us in on it. Possibly
another big feature for the state rights

market?
* * *

R. J. Morfa, who is now covering the

Northside territory for the local Associated
Exhibitors, is making his film debut. Un-
derstand the handsome representative

comes highly recommended from the great
General Motors Company. Go to it,

"Morf," we for you—and the northsiders
are a game gang of buyers.

* * *

'Tis been said when Max Schwartz was
recently handed a Tom Palmer he traded
same for a package of Home Run cigar-

ettes. This has been confirmed by a couple
of sleuths who trailed the Unity repre-
sentative until the deal was put over. Can
you imagine such generosity, during such
an economical stress as is now going on?

* * *

I. Natkin, w. k. member of Celebrated
Player's City sales was focused the other
eve seated in the rear row of Bob North's
popular southside theatre, the Avenue, hav-
ing the time of his life. We saw you!
Rascal, that's what you are.

* * *

After the Pal Moore-Buff comedy was
exterminated, the lobby of the Wisconsin
hotel reminded one that perhaps another
convention of some sort had convened.
Still you got to admit those goils that

Eddie Cantor has with the show are kinda
cute. Ain't they?

* * *

Just a word further, Milwaukeeward.
List, buddy Shurman of the Goldwyn ex-
change? If you care to add to your bank
account, play with the Staleys. M. Delano
of the local office agrees with us.

* * *

Owing to most of the Row answering
"chow bugle" the other day, a thrill slipped

Gold Fibre Screens

Judging from our orders, the

number of progressive exhib-

itors is rapidly increasing.

Samples and literature upon request

World's Largest Producers^*/

J^otion Picture Screens.

Dependable

Reviews

Written In

Concise,

Readable

Style, A
HERALD
Feature

Every

Week

Max Heller, directing genius of the
Special Messinger service, tells us he has
undertaken an added accommodation. The
new service will be devoted to the ex-
hibitors about the City, whereby the Dis-
tributing Service Co. will distribute adver-
tising matter of all sorts for the exhibitor.

Theatrical work their specialty and a
phone call, Wabash 6539, will tell all.

* * *

With Charley Miller of Universal reg-
istering a natal celebration during the week
of Dec. 19, Yuletide and New Years in
close proximity, imagine manager I. Leser-
man will have his hands full discovering
stunts to keep this peppery seller busy, eh-
wot?

* * *

With the contest drawing to a close in the
local Vitagraph office for high sales totals,

looks like "Chub" Florine has it cinched
and will walk away with the costly Glad-
stone traveling bag. Still H. R. Smith,
another City sales expert, feels it looks like

his, not to say a word about C. W. Phelps,
who is due to romp in from the road about
11 :50 a. m. with plenty of time to file his.

LATER :—"Chub" won the bag! Phelps
came in second.

Aronson Joins "U"
N. W. Aronson, formerly with Metro,

Brunton and National studios, Los
Angeles, has been appointed assistant
casting director at Universal City.

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, Cartoons
Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1005-1006 Mailers Bid;. Telephone Central 2347 Chicago, III.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at cash
saving prices. Special c. rofesslonal

discounts on UNIVERSAL9.
lmmadlata deHv«rr od all madala. DaBria.
DaPracna. Km tli« and moor othara damoa-
atratad to oar ihowroorn Sand for our coal.

Plata catalog at ooea. fraa-an raqoaet.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H . 1 08 N. Da ar born St., CH'CHO. IK.

WILLEMSEN & CO.

ExportersofFilm
Spanish Title Work a Specialty

Office aod Laboratory, 416Cbartres Si, New Orleans

Cable Address: U illemfilm

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies

PLUSH -VELOUR - SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

We specialize in Moving
Picture Theatre work

The Fabric Studios.lnc.
177 No. State St. CHICAGO

"I f oi mske your presents tion irtistic"
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Any film will print a shadow and a high-

light—it's the tones in between that give the

positive its quality.

EASTMAN POSITIVE
FILM

Has the long scale of gradation—the repro-

ductive quality that registers all the delicate

halftones of the softest or the most brilliant

lightings. It carries quality through to the

screen,

Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base, is

identifiable throughout its entire length by the

words "Eastman" "Kodak" steneiled in the

Him margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. V.



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles

Minter.
The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen

Holmes.
Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.
Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-

ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.

Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.

Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.

The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.

Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire
Binney.

Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the taw, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pothe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-

rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).
The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.
June 12—The Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10—Women Who Wait, five reels.

Aug. 17—They Shall Pay, five reels.

Sept. 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept. 25—Discontented Wives, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Western Hearts, five reels, with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.
The Wolverine, five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North, six reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Sept. 4—The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid), fire

reels.

Sept. 4—The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson).
six reels.

Sept. 11—At the End of the World (Betty Comp-
son), six reels.

Sept. 18—Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British
f'rod.), «ix reels.

Sept. 18—The Golem (Special), six reels.

Sept. 26—The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille
Prod ), nine reels.

Oct. 2— Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Oct. 2—Cappy Ricks, 6 reels. (Thomas Meig-

ham).
C)rt. 9—The Great Impersonation, 7 reels, (George
Melford Prod.)

Oct. 16—Three Word Brand, seven reels. (Wil-
liam S. Hart.)

Oct. 23—Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmaurice
Prod.)

Oct. 80—After the Show, 6 reels (Wm. de Mille
Prod.)

Oct. 80—Beyond, six reels. Ethel Clayton.
Ladies Must Live, eight reel, Betty Compson.
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.

Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

White Oak, six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Ne'er-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
Man-Woman-Marriage, six reels, Holubar-Phillips.
Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Tal-

madge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and

Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Tal-
madge.

Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall
Neilan).

Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.
Playthings of " Destiny, six reels, with Anita

Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal-
madge.

Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me. (John M. Stahl

Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett

Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
Glaum.

A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirk-

wood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.
The Foolish Matrons, six reels.

MACK BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
Home Talent, five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.

Made in the Kitchen, two reels.

love's Outcast, two reels with Ben Turpin.
Molly O, eight reels, with Mabel Normand.

J. L. FROTH I KGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEI
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.

Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Besak
Love.

Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.
The Servant in the House, five reels, with all-

star cast.

Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star oast.

FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS ,

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eiglM

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8.200 feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.
Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.

The Scuttlers, six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six refl}

Know Your Man, six reel*.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.

Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TII CENTURY BRAND
Get Your Man (Charles Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Hickville to Broadway (Eileen Percy), five reels.
What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reels.
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels, Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Ship-

man.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,175 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog two reils.

Puppy Days, 969 feet.

Robinson Crusoe Hours, 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest eight reels

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)

Be My Wife, five reels. Max Lindcr.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZANE GREY PICTURES. INC.

The V P Trail, six reels.

The Mao of the Forest, six reels.
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, bv Winston Churchill.
The Spender* (Harry Leon Wilson).
The Westerners, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ, JH, PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DE1TRICH-DECK. INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyan.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
son Butt.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren

Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, fire reela, with J. War-

ren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.
Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reel*. Special Cast.

The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed-
ward Hears.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS
The Broken Gate, seven reels, with Bessie Barris-

eale.

The Breaking Point, six reels, with Bessie Barru-
cale.

The Other Woman, six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Love Without Question, seven reels.

A Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
The Stampede, five reels, with Texas Guinan.
I Am the Woman, five reels, with Texas Guinan.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reela, with Zena Keeie.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Aug. 1—Life's Darn Funny, six reels, with Viola
Dana.

Aug. It—Big Game, five reels, with May Allison.
Sept. 6—A Trip to Paradise, six reels, with Bert

Lytell.

Sept. 19—The Match Breaker, six reels, with
Viola Dana.

Oct. t—Garments of Truth, six reels, Gareth
Hughes.

Oct. IT—The Infamous Miss Revell, six reels,

with Alice Lake.
Oct. SI— Ladyfingers, six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Nov. 14—There Are No Villains, six reels, with

Viola Dana.
Nov. 21—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
Dec. 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
Lake.
Dec. 26—The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

-NAZI M OVA PRODUCTION S

Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.
JESSE D. HAMFTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-
ton.

Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES. INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.
The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.
A Man There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, 6 reela, William Fair-

banks.
Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
NEAL HART SERIES

Mar. 16—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar 1—Reckless Wives
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

When Dawn Came, six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man, seven reels.
Squire Phinn. five reels.
Welcome to Our City, five reels.
Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.
The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES

The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor pro-

duction.
8TAR PRODUCTIONS

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, five reels, with Mary
Miles Minter.

A Heart to Let, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
A Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
One Wild Week, five reels, Bebe Daniels.
Room and Board, five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
Everything for Sale, five reels. May McAvoy.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue
Hayakawa.

Shams of Society, six reels. (Walsh-Fielding
Prod.)

A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)

Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-
erick.

The Foolish Age, five reels, Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)
The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.
Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.
Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)
Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson
and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to Vou, five reels, with Billy

Mason.
Cowboy Jass. two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
I I.aim: hahhehstein star series
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six reels.

Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.
The Way of a Maid, five reels.

KU.KVK O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart, six reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.

The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
The Chicken in the Case.
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with William

Faversham.
Red Foam six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
Who Am I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit. (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W

Griffith production.
Dec. 4—The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.

Mar. 1»—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arlias.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss da Pont.
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast
Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy

Phillips.
Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott.

The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

The Prey, six reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.

Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLB WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.

It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.

It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five reels.

Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.

Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.

The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.

The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrn.

Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom

Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with father

ine Calvert.

The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.
Flower of the North, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CEUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.

SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES. Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reela

Nothing Like It.

Oh, Buddy.
In for Life
Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.

Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.

Torchy Takes a Chance.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.

The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reels.

VANITY LUMtUltS, one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
A Nick-of-Time Hero, two reels.

The Stork's Mistake, two reels.

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES CO.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES, two

reels.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES, two

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Shoulder Arms, two reels.

Sunnyside, two reels.

The Kid, six reels.

The Idle Class, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIEI. two

THE PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.

HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reek.

POX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels

The lockey.
The Sailor.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST JOHN SERIES, two reels.

Small Town Stuff.

The Hsppy Poet
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Singer Midget's Side Show.
One Moment Plesse.

A Perfect Villsin.

Love snd War.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.

Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About,
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reels. Buster

Keaton.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels. .

RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reds, with Max
Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.

MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reeks.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bakery.

The Fall Guy.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reels.

The Blizzard.

The Tourist-
The Riot.
The Applicant.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, one every
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-

monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES. INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHS
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mons Dark-

feather, one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

RED RIDER SERIES (Leonsrd Cbspman), two

reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two

reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beau-

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenics, one
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tw»
weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, one reeL

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictmres.
one reel (every week).
Seville in Fair Time.

At the Wailing Wall.

Rural Java.

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

REELCRAFT—Reelcraft Scenics, one reel

ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, on*
reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Adventure Scenics, ens
reel

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrud Scenis
Stories.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review, oae
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one red
COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-a

Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Sewnonettea
EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.

Annette Kellerman in high diving.

The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS PLAYERS—Paramount Magazine, oas
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots.

GOLDWYN—Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs.

GREIVER—Greiver Educational*
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reel.
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one reel.
KINKTO—Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fablea Cartoons, two-thirds reel
PIONEER—Luke McLuke's Film-Osopby.
RADIN—Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT—Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*
S. k E. ENTERPRISES—Cowboy Jazz, two reels

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES

—

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
ARROW—Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Home).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

FOX—Fantomas; Bride II.
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits and
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (Williax*

Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and

Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH—Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).

VITAGRAPH—Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige).

VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Antonle
Moreno)

WARNER—The Lost City.

Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thnrs

days) at Universal exchsnges.
SINOGRAMS (twice s week) at Educational ex-

changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) at

Pathe Exchange.
SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Select as

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).

THE liUMI'S (Celebrated Players).
MI'TT 4VP IFFF fFnx)
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home Rstm*.

Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.

The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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A Drama of Thrills and Keart Throbs

KING VID
presents

"LOVE
NEVER
DIES"

fyom'lne Cbttafe <f<Delufht

"

by'TVUlJtChCacberL.
directedand adapted hu

*Jeatu.Twt°£loud Oiuphes
and MSdge Sella rthj

^Distributed, by
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MOVING
PICTURE
WEEKLY
In the mails

S\ Dec.24^

* Watch
for it

f

The Greatest Money-Making Historical Chapter-

play ever produced. The Serial that has the en-

thusiastic backing of Censors, School-Boards and

Parents everywhere. Absolutely authentic in

historical detail, atmosphere and dress and abounding in clean thrills

which will entrance the old no less than the young. You can bet

your bottom dollar on this new Chapter-play and clean-up.

Get busy on this mighty important matter TODAY.

UN IVCR



SOMETHING absolutely unique! Exciting, amusing, clean as a whistle,

suited to any house of any kind anywhere in the world. A Series of

Twtlct Two-reelers with the settings of a Feature and the dramatic punch of

a Jewel proration. Inimitably directed so as to bring out all the chuckles

and thrills cf Witwer's deservedly popular stories.

Book this whole Series now and you'll have the short-subject hits of the year.

UNIVERSALJEWEL
rfn Iwehte SmashingKnockouts of Hwo Rounds Each
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T5he

BEGGAR
MAID

HODKINSON

Out of the outstanding artistic

successes of the current season,

to which success three vivid per-

sonalities largely contributed:—

Mary As tor, the star; Herbert
Blache, the director, and Lejaren

a'Hiller, the art director.

Miss Astor, Mr. Blache and Mr.

Hiller, as well as all the others

whose combined efforts created

"The Beggar Maid," extend the

season's greetings to the exhibi-

tors of the world.

PICTURES



ERNEST SHIPMAN
presents

^mmijERON of Tffe

WmfflMMOUNTE
RALPfilSoNNORS Stirring Story

iHi^kGikd by
HENRY MACRAE

GASTON GLASS
VIVIENNE OSBORNE
IRVING CUMM1NGS

HODKINSON
PICTURES

WM AA V O G E L
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR '>°

,

FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE LTD
V CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS J

HODKINSON PICTURES DISTRIBUTED
THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES

"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" will

establish Ralph Connor as one of the
greatest box office authors of today.

It is the fastest moving and most en-
grossing story of the Canadian North-
west that has been portrayed on the
screen in many years—and for the first

time in the history ofmoving pictures,

a squadron of Royal Mounted Police
actually participate in the making of

the picture.

Thrilling fights, hair-breadth escapes,
with all the beauty and wonder of the
CanadianNorthwest as a background,
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted' ' will

be voted by your patrons one of the
best pictures ever shown in your
theatre.
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From an original storyby

Anthony Paul Kelfy

Produced under the personal direction of

RayC.Smallwood

ALL STAR CAST

PTRAM1D PICTUDCS

Walter E.Greene
JyramidPicturesInc. Stu(fw

' Executive Offices 150West34 th
Street

President yyew yoyk City 36/ J63V/est 12S*St.



cJOHW
GILBERT

in

GLEAM
O DAWN
Qstirring tale ofromance

and adventure in

theJforth Woods
Directed by

JACIO DILLO-NT
from the story by

Arthur Goodrich

Scenario hj Jules Jurthman
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LUCKinOdd
Numbers

Play this one to win!

FoxAnniversary
Week

January 29
Jebruaru 4~

It marks the ninth birthday of Fox Film Corporation.

Nine years of progressive and healthy expansion that has

earned for Fox the reputation of being the world s largest

independent producers of highest quality motion pictures.

To every exhibitor in the country this is an invitation to

join in this monster Fox birthday party—share the prosperity

of these nine tireless years of striving for the best and achiev-

ing it! Pass the invitation on to your patrons and give them

seven days of solid joy and entertainment with Fox pictures.

FOX FOX FOX? 1

*
:<

FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX POX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
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pOX FOX FOX
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FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX

FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX

POX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX

ii rOX

FOX
FOX

FOX
FOX

FOX F

FOX r

BOOK FQX PICTURES

FOX FOX FOX
FOX FOX FOX

FOX FOX FOX

FOX FOX
FOX FOX 1007o SOLID

FOX FOX
FOX FOX



NEW YORK- LONDON -LOS ANGELES
ALL HAVE ACCLAIMED

MARK TWAIN'S
$ CONNECTICUT

YANKEE
IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT

A WILLIAM FOX
SUPER-PRODUCTION

Alan Dale in the New York
American :

Certainly a lively picture. Some-
thing doing every minute, and
something worth doing, too. I

never closed an eye—which is a
record for me. In fact acute in-
somnia seized me as I sat through
the long film, that didn't seem
a bit too long.

production of the mu
denedmov-V play >s stupendous-

H ^^ ,

The s^enesarejnarvels_

't has

and a Coup;e «,ve
j

ensernbIe
'
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WilliamFox presents

Pearl White



Adolph Zukor presents

Slsie Jerguson
^Wallace T{eid

•^Forever"
George Fitzmaurice

OpRODUCTION
"Based on the novel

«Peter Ibbetsona





Elsie

Ferguson

Adolph Zukor 'Presents

Slsie Jerguson
^Wallace T[eid

inNNForever 7/

George Fitzmaurice
OPRODUCTION

Uased on the novel

*Veter IWetson?
by George Ou Tflaurier

and the plaif bif John Tlathan Raphael
Photoplay bif Ouida Hergere

"J^OREVER" is a two-dollar show.

For eight weeks it played to ca-

pacity at the Criterion on Broadway,

with all seats reserved, at two-dollar top.

Its fame has already spread to every

corner of the United States. Every man
and woman in the country is looking

forward to the time when he can see

this production which marks the ultimate

in beauty and thrill and heart interest.

The critics have unanimously said that

it is Mr. Fitzmaurice's best production,

and the best work ever done by Miss

Ferguson and Mr. Reid.

The exhibitors who show it will not

only break records; they will build pres

tige and patronage.

(X CparamounlQidure
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"FOREVER" is one of those pictures which break records

for exhibitors, make audiences happy, and make the public in

general think better of the screen.

But, great as it is, it is only one of the many great Paramount
Pictures which, week after week, year after year, continue to

build business and create prestige.

Look at this list of pictures. No other company in the world

can deliver such a reliable, uniform supply of really great pro-

ductions.

These are just current releases—not once-in-a-while specials.

It isn't the occasional great picture that counts; it is the steady

supply.

And only Paramount can give you
that steady, dependable supply!

. . . . CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
"The Affairs of Anatol"

"THE SHEIK"
with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino. A George Melford
Production

. . . . WILLIAM DEMILLE'S
"Miss Lulu Bett" with Lois
Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore
Roberts and Helen Ferguson

. . . . GLORIA SWANSON
in "The Great Moment"

CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWAN-
SON and ELLIOTT DEXTER in

"Don't Tell Everything"

"Fool's Paradise'

. . . . "BOOMERANG BILL"
with Lionel Barrymore.
Created by Cosmopolitan Productions

"GET -RICH -QUICK WALLINGFORD" BETTY COMPSON
Created by Cosmopolitan Productions

ELSIE FERGUSON
in "Footlights"

BETTY COMPSON
in "The Little Minister"
a Penrhyn Stanlaws Production

. . . . CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
"Saturday Night"

. . . GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S
"Three Live Ghosts"

in "The Law and the Woman"

. . . . THOMAS MEIGHAN
in "If You Believe It, It's So!"

"BACK PAY"
by Fannie Hurst
Created by Cosmopolitan Productions

WILLIAM S. HART
in "White Oak"
A William S. Hart Production

"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY"
with Dorothy Dal ton
A George Melford Production

The exhibitor has only one choice—
a few good pictures a year— or

(paramount(pictures
jfl FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORMION ft

-- >



"CONCEIT

Made by Selznick for

Particular Exhibitors



1
ore punch,

greater beauty

faster action,

more sensational
• surprises than

any other picture

of the year.

CONCEIT
Directed by Burton Goorfte

Story by Michael Phillip*

Scenario by Edward J. Montagne

SECOND Or THE
SUPREME
SELZNICK

SIX ~
A MAN S
HOME"
WAS THE
FIRST
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mm of uo
The bandits knew their business.

"A MAN'S HOME" was playing the

Capitol at the time.

The $10,000 haul was made at the close of

the FIRST DAY of the run.

When YOU play this big money-getter,

put on a squad of armed guards.

It's the first of the

SUPREME SELZNICK SIX.

WATCH FOR THE OTHERS.





sessue.
HAYAKAWA

FOR five days of blissful honey-

moon with his beloved and

vast riches—the poor Chinese artist

offered his life.

His courtship and his escape from

the executioner's sword is told in

an exquisite story of love and ad-

venture.

Play this Picture for Prestige

and Profit
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A CELEBRATED ANNOUNCEMENT
EXHIBITORS HAVE LEARNED TO LOOK FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEY KNOW THEY MEAN SOMETHING

they know CELEBRATED distributes

"THE BEST IN FILMDOM"
TO OUR OTHER FAMOUS SUBJECTS, WE HAVE ADDED,

FOR EARLY RELEASE

JO-ROK COMEDIES (Single Reei)

SCATTERGOOD BAINES STORIES

BURR NOVELTY REVIEW

OUT OF THE INKWELL
(Max Fleischers Famous Cartoon Series)

FUNNY FACE COMEDIES
AND

MARCUS CARTOONS
SUNSET-BURRUD POLYCHROMES

(Scenics)

THE GREATEST AND MOST DIVERSIFIED LIST OF
SHORT REELS OF ANY EXCHANGE IN AMERICA

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE TOY BUILDING

CHICAGO MILWAUKEE
MEMBER



THELITTLE MINISTER
filmed by Vitagraph from the world-famous story of the same title,

breathes the very spirit of Barrie*

Barrie's book contains several spectacular scenes which have never been
visualized except in the minds of

the millions of readers of

"THE LITTLE MINISTER"

In the role of Lady Babbie, Alice Calhoun

has found real scope for that gift of naturalness

which has been remarked by every trade paper and fan

magazine reviewer. James Morrison proves an ideal

little minister.

A big picture made in a big way, yet with studied simplicity.

A screen classic Six Reels.

See This Picture and Judge for Yourself!

Adapted, from the story by

JAMES MJBARRIE
Directed by DAVID SMITH

Kb
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Wid Gunning has
made more money
for Exhibitors than
any other individual
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'LL stand back of that statement. And I

know it won't be challenged.

Back in the Eclair days when Wid Gun-
ning was making money for exhibitors by
showing them how to advertise and doing it

for them—at a time when most of us didn't

know we had anything to advertise in a

movie.

Back to the start of the review service

when "people" said, "You will never get ex-

hibitors to pay ten dollars a year for reviews."

And clear through the days when we made
the discovery that exhibitors would pay ten
dollars and more if necessary to get honest,
unprejudiced, competent, intelligent, appraisals

of motion pictures

—

Wid Qunning has been making money for exhibitors.

On through the recent years of his association with
George Loane Tucker, Lois Weber and other leading

producers; right up to the moment that finds the
four-square, clean-cut, square-shooting distributing

organization that bears his name

—

Wid Qunning has always made money for exhibitors.

Ten years ago— yesterday— and today

—

Wid Gunning's bread and butter, Wid Gunning's
milk and honey—have depended upon the exhibitor,

has rested upon making money for the exhibitor.

Wid Gunning has never "sent an exhibitor wrong"
in his life.

Wid Gunning has prospered because he has been
true to the exhibitor faith placed in him

And Wid Gunning's distributing organization is

prospering because it is created to make money for

exhibitors

—

By giving them pictures that make money
;
exploita-

tion that makes money; efficiency of operation that

makes money.
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Wid Gunning has

made more money
for Producers than

any other individual
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HERE isn't a man in a studio who won't agree with
that statement.

There isn't a man who ever burned his eyes under
the studio glare or labored thirty-six hours in a cut-

ting room for the glorification of some "Vice-President

and General Manager" who won't echo that statement.

We used to think Wid was crazy in the early days.

Pictures weren't made, we thought. They were
just thrown together and every once in a while you
accidentally got a good one.

Then Wid Gunning began to talk about—THE
DIRECTOR.

Some have talked of—THE PRODUCER. What
Wid has always meant was—THE CREATOR.

But whatever the title — Wid Gunning fought

for the man whose genius was responsible for the
creation of better motion pictures. Wid told us

there was no financial reward -that could overpay

the man big enough to create. Wid told us that

the industry's future depended upon its creators.

Wid told us that the day would come when the

"captains of industry" who bore our grandiloquent

titles would pursue the creator.

We laughed at Wid Gunning—in the days when
directors received one hundred and fifty dollars a week.

We laughed at Wid Gunning—in the days when
directors began to get three hundred a.id fifty dollars

a week.

We laughed at Wid Gunning—and then stopped

laughing, when we found that seven hundred and fifty

and a thousand dollars a week for a director was only

a salary, and that no salary could properly reward the

creator, whose genius, art, experience and enthusiasm
created the goods we have to sell— the motion picture.

And today

—

Exhibitors don't have to be told what it means to

them to see a distributing organization that fosters

and inspires the highest of creative ideals, the cleanest

and most efficient of business methods, the best of

exploitation brains.
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A ROMANCE

Golden Poppy
By

Elizabeth Vigoureux Imhaus

Produced by

Louis A. Imhaus and T. L. Griffith

from the novel

GOLDEN POPPY
(six editions)

Accepted Souvenir of World's

Exposition (P. P. I. E.) San
Francisco, California

In preparation

"Exiled by the World"—Play and book
"Luda the Occult Girl"— " " "

"Red Pocket Book"—Play
"Gypsy King"—
"Blackmailer"- "

All star cast— big punch—and box office attraction

Inquire

New York Office

Exhibitors Herald
1476 Broadway
New York

First release date March 1st, 1922

GOLDEN POPPY



Ruth Roland
i n

WhiteEaQle
produced by

Ruth Roland Serials/
Supervised By HalRoACH
Directed By WS.VanDyke

1

I M



Ruth Roland
White Eagle

One opinion, all sections

From the East

"I consider 'White Eagle'

even better than 'Hurricane

Hutch,' which is going some."

Frank Valli,

East End Theatre, N. Y.

" "White Eagle' should go

over big in all serial theatres.

Rutn Roland always draws

business my theatre.

Expect to do extia business

'White Eagle' because of

unique cliff dweller sets and

Western atmosphere.

Clean, filled with action, yet

censorproof."

Charles Rollins,

Star Theatre, Boston.

From the Middle West From the Far West
" 'White Eagle' even better

than 'Hands Up.'

"

A. K. Beusad,

Woild in Motion Theatre,

Kansas City.

" 'White Eagle,' a world

beater. Daring performance

of Ruth Roland unexcelled.

Photography 100 per cent.,

settings magnificent. Would

do credit to feature product.

Evei y exhibitor should book

it to fortify himself against a

long winter."

F. E. Wolcott,

Majestic Theatre,

Racine, Wis.

"Have used every Pathe
serial, and there have been
some mighty good ones, but

'White Eagle' looks like the

best in a long time. We al-

ways figuie on a knockout
when Ruth Roland is the

star."

W. E. Shipley,

Empire Theatre,

Salt Lake.

'"White Eagle,' Ruth Ro-
land's best serial. ' Contains
the things fans want, a good
story, Indians, cowboys and
plenty of outdoor action."

S. B. Steck,

Cozy, Lyceum and
Rex Theatres,

Ogden, Utah.

These are just a few,

boys. The mails are

jamm ea
1

with praise

of "White Eagle:"

hfheseriaL
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They Are I

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED!

We have proven so conclusively to

ourselves and to exhibitors that we
can release a consistently high-
grade product throughout an entire

year that—we are able to go boldly

before the great mass of the theatre-

going public and tell them to look
in your theatre entrance for our
trade-mark on posters and lobby
cards* And —

They ARE Looking!

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM'

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
E. W. HAMMONS, President



]
Rorhaclcer-A//er Laboratories, Inc.

I

*2 Hollywood, Cali/omia

it

mi

77ie Pessimist kicks because of the
thorns on roses, while the Optimist rejoicesroses,

because of the roses on thorns.

As the New Year is tolled in we renew our
pledge as Optimists.

We have profound and proper faith, in the
Motion Picture Industry.

We have the courage and vision to predict

bigger and better things from and for our Industry
during 1922.

By constant vigilance and diligence we will

protect our clients and extend our ability to serve.

The Rothacker Film Mfg. Co. of Chicago and
Rothacker-Aller Laboratories of California are

dedicated to the Art of making the screen

beautiful and will always continue to operate

conscientiously, efficiently and loyally.

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Watterson R. Rothacker,

President.



3n^4//anDwan
Production

Mayflower Photoplay Corporation

the SinofMartha Queed
ALLAN DWAN'S "The Sin of

* Martha Queed" is a picture

you will want to play. Patrons will

leave your theatre completely satis-

fied with their evening's entertain-

ment. Dwan's latest offering will

rank with his best. An excellent

cast and a gripping story correctly

handled.

Exhibitors should make
money with "The Sin of

Martha Queed". 'It. is a pic-

ture that your patrons will

advertise for you by" word of

mouth.

They will leave the the-

atre impressed with the story

and the sincerity of its inter-

pretation. ( From the EXHIB-
ITORS Herald j

DistributedbyAssociated6chibUorSjnc. through PatAe&cJia/lpefac

Foreign RepresentativeforAssociated £jckz&z£ors Sidney (^arrett
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NOW PLAYING FOR AN INDEFINITE RUN AT THE

BAND BOX THEATRE, CHICAGO!
ACE ATTRACTIONS, INC., PRESENT

THE OFFICIOAL
PICTURES OF THE TOLEDO CONTEST WHICH GAVE DEMPSEY THE CHAMPIONSHIP

DEMPSEY
WILLARD
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP

BOXING CONTEST
THE MOST WONDERFUL PHOTOGRAPHY OF ANY
SPORTING EVENT EVER FILMED. A FIVE REEL
FEATURE OF UNSURPASSED ENTERTAINMENT

AND

BOX OFFICE VALUE!
THEATRE OWNERS IN ILLINOIS CAN SECURE DATES NOW!

COMMUNICATE WITH

CLYDE E. ELLIOTT810 South A. ^™ ^™™™ a Telephone:

Wabash Avenue
W AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES W

Harrison 8157

CHICAGO
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Hailed as Her Masterpiece from Coast to Coast!

Here 'ssome more reviews it will

payyou to read if you are look-

ing for box office attractions

A MASTERPIECE

""Artistically beautiful, dramatically gripping—the most
interesting picture in which the popular Anita Stewart has
ever been seen. An excellent story. The audiences at

the Kinema applauded in rapturous exultation. Tensely
dramatic situations, manifold intensity and suspense.
Marvelous scenes—a masterpiece."

—

Los Angeles Herald
m

APPEALING IN BEAUTY
"Anita Stewart acts with her usual grace. Pictorially

the scenes [are appealing in their beauty."

—

Los Angeles
Express.

THRILLS APLENTY
"You're sure to get a thrill and you'll enjoy Miss

Stewart's luminous beauty. Her charm is of the first

order."

—

Los Angeles Times.

GREAT EMOTIONAL WORK
"Anita Stewart plumbs a new depth in emotional acting.

The play is staged with a lavish hand. Particularly good
is the hurricane scene."

—

Los Angeles Record.

STRONGEST DRAMA YET

"One of the strongest dramas in which Anita Stewart
has yet appeared— a most interesting story and replete

with excellent dramatic scenes. Miss Stewart is bewitching;

she mounts emotional heights and meets every phase of

the absorbing play with skill and finesse. Holds the audi-

ence's attention at top pitch throughout."

—

Los Angeles
Examiner.

Louis B. Mayer presents

ANITA STEWART
the inimitable star in

"Playthings of Destiny"
By Jane Murfin and Larry Trimble; Directed by Edwin Carewe;

Scenario by Anthony Paul Kelly.

A First National Attraction

Released on the Open Market
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Critics Unite in Prais

While Exhibitors Hold th
Popularity of Star and Play puts picture over

with a flying start-—Big crowds are enthusiastic

HOPE HAMPTOI
Ihere'II be a Franchise everywhere

•;, 1
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/ the Drama "Stardust

Picture for Extra Runs!
Here's every word of the newspaper reviews in cities

where the Drama opened with tremendous success

25

99

[i3TERFUL AND
LERB HANDLING

Louisville Evening Tost

Y, lilldred, I received your communication
g.ier with many others, all making a request
elcal with yours.

I >e Hampton is evidently a very popular young
d in Louisville, judging from the crowds that
K greeted her on every turn.

Lent to see "Star Dust," expecting to witness
ist enjoyable photoplay. One hour and forty
Ines later I left the Kentucky not the least

t isappointed, but on the contrary, glad I had
it for "Star Dust" is one of those human pic-

t which comes too rarely to our screens.
1 ly Becker," as played by Miss Hampton, is

ge clipped from life.

Ir struggle, which began when a mere slip

girl, continuing down through the various
is of life which brought her to the very brink,
iced superb and masterful handling throughout,
r i the very start. Miss Hampton completely
c her audience and the sympathy thus created
ilws her through the entire six reels and when
i final fade-out finds her achieving the long-
i- tit goal—that of an opera star—one feels as
i gh he should pattern after her "Daddy" and
ii right up and shout, just as he did when
a gal, my baby" scores her triumphant suc-
I as "Thais."

ere Is only one criticism, "Star Dust" is too
it, and, had the producers permitted "Lily"
r the other characters to live, say another reel
rwo. It would have been Just the more enjoy-
t A better recommendation could hardly be
- nicled. nevertheless, that's my opinion of
r Dust."

iss Hampton's effort outshines anything she
i ever attempted on the screen before, and I

i tion whether any actress in the silent drama
:d have given a better interpretation of the

In the dramatic moments, as well as In the
iter scenes, Miss Hampton showed a versatility
l.cting which was most marked, stamping her
in artist of genuine ability. Her "Lily Becker"
| go down as one of the screen treats of the

'ieing with Miss Hampton is a cast, headed by
;ies Rennie, which has been assembled with
Judgment. Every character Is ideally suited

lis or her part; the photography is splendid,
:p and clear: the settings massive in many in-
ices, particularly the opera scene, while the
ction given the picture by Hobart Henley Is

very best contribution to the silver sheet.

oUowing the conclusion of the picture Miss
Bipton steps out In real life, the Kentucky
aagement having secured the little star for a
ee-day appearance. She is a picture, with a
le that fairly radiates sunshine and happiness.

little talk Is delightfully refreshing after
ing listened to some of our other cinema stars,
le her vocal efforts are likewise highly enter-
ling and exceedingly well done.

Star Dust" and Miss Hampton are an irresist-
• combination. I understand you are leaving
lisvllle Sunday, Miss Hampton. Come again,
you have won everyone by your sweet and

cnanly manner, and we would like to see more
you In real life.

AMERICA'S MOST
ENTRANCING PICTURE

Louisville Herald

When Fannie Hurst wrote "Star Dust," she prob-
ably did not think that the characters of her pen
would some day live and spread joy, pathos and
merriment as Hope Hampton and an excellent cast
make them do in the screen version of her story,
which opened Louisville's newest theatre, the Ken-
tucky, last night.

Deviating little from the original story, the
screen version might be termed "America's most
entrancing picture." It proved unusually appeal-
ing to the Louisville audiences which viewed it

yesterday. It made its audiences laugh, then
sways them to tears, which are quickly swept
away with apealing, happy, joyous situations. At
no time throughout the performance does the play
drag.

Miss Hope Hampton, who appeared in person,
was most charming and gracious.
Nothing is left undone in the production of the

picture. The photography is excellent, the scenes
and settings show master workmanship. Each
detail of the picture has been carefully cared for.

In short, lovers of real photoplays shou'd not miss
"Star Dust."

Thousands of persons attempted to crowd into

the Kentucky to see "Star Dust," and also to see

and hear Miss Hampton, who not only appeared on
the screen, but stepped out in real life following
the showing of her cinema offering. With the
appearance of the charming Hope the huge crowd
made the welkin ring and it was several minutes
before she could proceed with her story of how
"she got In the movies."

The picture, without the personal appearance of

the winsome little star, would have been in itself

a rare treat, but added to this the appearance of

Miss Hampton in her entertaining monolog and
delightful songs, promised Louisville an evening it

found much to its relish. B. G. P.

STORY GIVEN REMARKABLE
INTERPRETATION

Charlotte, N. C.

A great, gripping human story transformed into

life itself by way of the screen

—

Briefly, that summarizes "Star Dust," the First

National Attraction, with beautiful Hope Hamp-
ton apearing in the featured role, which «>
o-iven its first public showing in the United States

yesterday at the Broadway theatre here. This spe-

cial pre-release was arranged by Manager Craver

in compliment to Miss Hampton, who arrived here

yesterday morning to attend the opening of the

Southern Motion Picture exposition tonight, the

opening day being known as Hope Hampton day.

Star Dust" will be presented again today at

the Broadway theatre, and today only, as Manager
Craver announced last night that Richard Barthel-

mess' new play. "Torable David" would be pre-

sented Wednesday and Thursday, while Mr. Bar-

thelmess is a visitor in this city.

Hope Hampton, scintillating star, rises to new
heights in this absorbing screen drama and wins

fresh laurels as an artiste of the silent drama.

Miss Hampton has the role of Lily Becker, a
native of a small town in the middle west, whose
longing to express herself in the world of music
meets only derision at home. She is made the vic-
tim of a loveless marriage, and soon after leaves
her brutal husband, bravely trying to carve out
a career for herself unaided. The apparent hope-
lessness of the battle, her despair and attempt at
suicide, which brings her in contact with a true
friend, the death of her husband in a train wreck,
her final success in the opera with a real love as
the crowning triumph—these are the experiences
of Lily Becker, and they provide Hope Hampton
with a great opportunity to exercise her histrionic
ability.

The story, adapted by Anthony Paul Kelley from
Fanny Hurst's immortal "Star Dust," is given a
remarkable interpretation on the screen. Abound-
ing with human interest, tinged with love, pathos,
tragedy and a crowning happiness, there is not a
single dull moment in this great motion picture
drama, which ranks with the best film produc-
tions of recent times.

MISS HAMPTON'S
WORK IS SUPERB

Louisville Times

The Kentucky, said to be the only theatre to
do honor to the name of the State, opened Thurs-
day night to all of Louisville which could con-
veniently crowd into the modern picture tabernacle
on Fourth Street, near Broadway. The theatre was
launched with the prestige of having one of the
youngest screen stars. Hope Hampton, present in
person. She fairly carried Kentucky audiences by
storm with her wit, beauty, voice and stunning
style. Fred Levy, president of the Big Feature
Rights Corporation and of the First National Pic-
tures, Incorporated, introduced her and paid tri-

bute to Mr. Switow, whose enterprise made the
theatre a reality. "Star Dust" was the screen
feature of the "debut party" and Miss Hampton
was again the star.

The work of Miss Hampton is superb, nothing
which she has ever given the silent drama com-
paring with her portrayal of "Lily Becker of
Paradise, Iowa." Surrounding Miss Hampton is

a most remarkable cast, headed by James Ren-
nie, whose marriage to Dorothy Gish recently was
heralded broadcast. The selection of each char-
acter in "Star Dust" leaves not one jarring note
in a cast of balance throughout. The photography
is excellent, while the direction, which incidently
was in the hands of Hobart Henley, a former
Louisville boy, shows that Mr. Henley is getting on.

Miss Hampton appeared in pe.son following each
presentation of "Star Dust" and, as was expected,
she was given a typical Southern welcome, the
enthusiasm which greeted her apearance affecting
the little star to no small degree, and it was sev-
eral seconds before she could "pull" herself to-

gether for her "patter and song" act. Miss Hamp-
ton proved a delightful monologist, reciting her
experiences of "how she got in the movies" in

regular big-time style.

The Kentucky is entirely different in style and
appearance from any theatre in Louisville, the
stained-glass skylight roofing the entire place and
masking the reverse lighting fixtures for an es-

pecially beautiful interior.

STARDUST
99 Suggested by \

FAtfNIE HURST'S
Famous Story

there'll be a Franchise evwywherg
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Give a Harem House-Warming
Give Your Patrons a Hilarious Treat

Alf owns the Harem but he doesn't want it

Alf owns it, but-he doesn't
want it.

He rubbed the magic but-
ton made from Aladdin's
lamp, because he wanted

A Hepworth

|C |

^Picture Play

with

LESLIE
HENSON
England's foremost

comedian

and

ALMA
TAYLOR

The'Screen Darling

of London Town

From the~novel by W. A.

Darlington.' Adopted by

Blanch Mac Intosh. Pro-

duced by] Cecil M. Hep-

worth.

A First National Attraction

The Funniest Comedy I

That You Ever Did See!
There'll be a Franchise everywhere
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"What Is the Holley Movement?"- II
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

The question recently asked by this publica-

tion as to the precise plan and scope of the Holley

movement resulted first in considerable commo-
tion and finally in a statement of significance from

Mr. Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America. Mr. Cohen

said

:

"The Public Service Department of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America never was, is not now and never

will be used as an advertising division

where financial considerations will be

involved."

With this statement as a matter of record

there is nothing further to be desired in the way

of fixing the exact status of the Holley movement

insofar as it is identified with the activities of the

organization. The movement must now be ac-

corded the respect and dignity- to which it is en-

titled as a non-profit, altruistic endeavor aimed

solely to afford a means of materializing the higher

aims of the screen for the benefit of the public and

the advancement of the industry's prestige.

For this precise identification of the Holley

movement, now for the first time made sufficiently

plain for all to understand, we are grateful. We
feel that this pronouncement, dispelling any pos-

sible doubt and questioning, will serve to advance

this important movement so materially that the

pride we shall take in our small part in bringing

this about shall prevent us from feeling any re-

sentment over the torrent of angry words that

have been addressed to us since our publication

of a request for an answer to certain questions that

were crying lustily for an answer, without any

prompting on our part.

* * *

So much for our present position on the Hol-

ley movement which shall also be our future posi-

tion, provided it continues on under the same

scrupulous custodianship that it now enjoys. . . .

We should, at this point, discontinue discus-

sion of the matter had not certain incidents and

statements intruded into the forum which we be-

lieve are entitled to comment.

Among these is a lengthy telegram, filed at

Xew York City and signed "Francis Holley."

We are loath to credit the authorship of this

message to the man who has been described to us

as an amiable and venerable philanthropist be-

cause it is so cheaply abusive, so volubly rash,

and, in addition, it affords nothing even remotely

resembling an answer to the questions raised. In

event, however, that the almost incredible thing is

so, that the Dr. Holley of philanthropy, social

service and human benefaction, is the author of

this message, then we submit the following com-

ment :

This message devotes several hundred words

to such questions as asking us if we presume to

criticize Dr. Holley because he is endeavoring "to

carry the light of knowledge to the shut in miners

living in the fastnesses of the Andes" and so care-

fully avoids every possible consideration of the

issue under discussion that in the absence of Mr.

Cohen's word we would be very strongly of the

belief that irrespective of the facts as known, the

writer of the message was striving industriously to

kick up a cloud of dust to cover some facts that

are not known.

The message reaches its irrational height with

the question, "Are you a soviet representative, a

bolshevist or just a plain mental defective?" In
answer to the last part of the question—as the

first two appellations are plain drivel—we would
say that while we make no broad claims of intel-

lectuality we do declare that our mental processes

are sufficiently clear to recognize the motive which

causes an attorney who is defending a felon who
has been caught red-handed to talk about every-

thing but the testimony and the evidence.

Another portion of this message reads as

follows:

"I am informed that your trade journal is

financially supported by certain producer adver-

tisers who have openly avowed their desire to

(Concluded on page 33)
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Mr. D. W. Griffith can afford to write

off the interest value of the title, "The

Two Orphans," with respect to his

forthcoming production and proceed,

without regret, to call it "Orphans of

the Storm." The world-wide publicity

the production already has received,

identifying it definitely as Griffith's

motion picture story of "The Two

Orphans," makes this possible.

* * *

Another factor in this connection is

that with what the name D. W. Griffith

stands for, with the public and with the

trade, Mr. Griffith could almost desig-

nate his forthcoming productions like

the music masters have done; as, for

instance: "Griffith's Seventeenth Opus"

and the box office result, in all proba-

bility, would be about the same.

Griffith—and very likely Griffith

alone—can do this. Hence his enforced

abandonment of the original title of his

story is to him a matter of small im-

portance. However, the principle in-

volved is the same as in the case of

lesser producers whose late and preten-

tious efforts are traded upon in a thor-

oughly unethical manner by persons

who seek only to ride into profit, upon

the effort and investment of another.

Just how this practice can be con-

trolled is not altogether plain at this

time, but for the advancement of the

ethical reputation of the industry some-

thing eventually must be done.

Exhibitors should not neglect proper

recognition of the advantages to them

in Universal's announced plan of mak-

ing "Foolish Wives" immediately avail-

able to picture theatres throughout the

country. If this production measures

up in any reasonable manner to what

is expected of it, it will afford exhibitors

the type of attraction that will be a

definite stimulus to business. The pres-

ent time is particularly opportune for

a reception of the kind of advantages

that such a production can bestow.

In the heart of Hollywood, Pat

Dowling voices an opinion which, put

briefly, is that the proper way to fool

the public is with comedies—Christie,

for instance—and not with talk of

fabulous salaries which, from time \o

time, are announced as compensation

for stars. Mr. Dowling is right; ridicu-

lous salaries which have been quoted to

the public have not—as certain feeble

minds seem to think—served to impress

the public but have, instead, directed

toward the industry much undesirable

criticism.
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May it bring you Prosperity,
Health and Happiness.
That's the wish of the
HERALD staff.

*

The Rumor Hound didn't even take
advantage of the two days' Christmas
vacation. He was busy all the time. He
had Metro consolidating with Famous
Players; Pathe going through Vita-
graph; Fox combining with somebody or
other, and United Artists and Universal
joining hands with other big firms.

SANTA CLAUS WAS GOOD
Gosh what a lot of presents for

the Horse! Every mail brought
them and if we
bedeck him with
all of them on
Horse Week
he'll look like

Woolworth's
front window.
However, the
little saw-horse,

the step-ladder, the extra bit from
Ralph Crocker, Elgin, the little

whip from Ark. and the nifty bridle

from way out West—Idaho—will

all come in handy, and we'll bundle
them all up and send 'em along,
when the big presentation cere-
mony takes place. Don't make any
engagements for HORSE WEEK.
Everybody's invited.

Beg Pardon

We owe R-C Pictures an apology for

printing pretty little Doris May's picture

in the Xmas issue, and calling her Mabel
Normand. We promise it won't happen
again.

How Do They Do It?

You just can't outguess these press
agents. Get this one:
"Neal Hart (America's Pal), the well

known Western motion picture star, was
the first to disarm in Cinimanation."

(The caps and the parenthesis are the

press agent's also that last word. Great
isn't it?)

*

Another Rumor at Rest

We can now safely announce that

Mary Garden and Bill Hart are not going
to be married.

*

Jolly Expression, Eh?
In England the exhibitor says "busi-

ness is on the thin" when he means it's

on the blink.

*

In China the women do not read sub-
titles aloud in theatres. But there's a
reason. The majority of Chinese women
cannot read.

*

These Dry Times

A man with a basket of grapes was
pinched last week in Chicago. A dry
agent said he was a potential wine maker.
By and by they'll arrest you for looking
at a hop or a yeast cake and contemplat-
ing its ultimate kick.
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Government Issues Official
Survey on Film Importation

Gives Complete Data
On Export and Import

Eleven Tables and Other Information Contained in

mrtment of Commerce Bulletin

Educational Field

Still Unexplored
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—John J.

Tigert, United States commissioner
of education, in his annual report,

a copy of which has been received

by the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, states

that the educational field in mo-
tion pictures has been practically

unexplored.
"The demand from educational

institutions," the report says, "may
never equal in bulk or in steady
continuity the commercial demand,
and yet its potential strength is

sufficient to attract attention if only

it can be organized and given ex-

pression."
He says that representatives of

large producers have declared their

willingness to produce the films if

they can be assisted in determining
what is needed for the schools.

Will Seek Prosecution
Of Music Tax Society

Under Anti- Trust Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN'S., Dec. 27.—

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Kansas are getting ready for a skirmish

with the music tax society, according to

M. Van Praag, president of the Kansas

organization. The Kansas exhibitors

have not and are not paying the tax,

which, according to Mr. Van Praag. has

resulted in letters of intimidation being

sent out by the music tax society.

A move is being considered by Mr.

Van Praag and Attorney General Richard

Hopkins of Kansas, counsel for the state

organization, whereby the music tax so-

ciety may be prosecuted under the anti-

trust laws of Kansas. This, it is believed,

would forever silence an element which

has been an annovance to the exhibitors.

Exhibitor Indicted on
Charge of Tax Fraud

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Dec. 27.— T. L.

Adams, former head of the theatre com-

pany bearing his name, has been indicted

by the federal grand jury on a charge of

defrauding the government out of $26,000

collected as war tax on admissions.

Adams is at liberty on bond.

Voters in Springfield

Close Sunday Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SPRINGFIELD, MO.. Dec. 27.—At the

special election today Sunday blue law ad-

vocates won by a vote of 6,032 to 3,166.

Dept.

Statistical and other information bearing on the develop-
ment of the motion picture industry abroad and the extent of

importations into the United States, gathered by the United
States government, was made public this week in a bulletin

issued by Secretary Hoover of the Department of Commerce.
The report was requested in a resolution adopted by the senate.

With protective tariffs on films proposed in United States and many
. foreign countries, the data is of importance to everyone in the film indus-

try. It is especially valuable to producers and distributors.

Complete Tables Accompany Announcement

A series of eleven tables, showing the export of films from United
States and the imports from various countries, are contained in the bulle-

tin. Practically all film imported into United States, it is shown, comes
from five European countries, France, Germany, Belgium, Italy and the

United Kingdom. The film situation in each of these countries is dis-

cussed. >,

The tables, illustrating the report, will be found on page 59, The
report complete is as follows

:

The imports of motion picture film into

the United States have increased enor-

mously in both quantity and value in the

last 10 years, says the Department of

Commerce. Imports have expanded from
11,725,000 feet, valued at SCS5.000, in 1911

to 150,000,000 feet, valued at more than

S4,000,000, in 1921. In the years 1911 to

1914 the expansion was rapid and in 1914

our import amounted to 64.774,000 linear

feet of film worth $2,302,000.

Two classes of film are imported:

(1) "Exposed" which includes:

(a) Positives, the finished film ready

for projection.

(b) Negatives, the exposed film from
which the projection positive is made.

(2) "Unexposed," which includes only

one class "sensitized, but not exposed

film" commonly called "raw film."

Exposed Film Important

As far as the motion picture industry is

concerned, the exposed film is the more
important. Raw film imports compete

with the domestic production of photo-

graphic goods, rather than with the pro-

duction of motion pictures. The value

of a foot of raw film is but a small frac-

tion of the value of a foot of exposed

film. Exposed film in quantity in recent

vears has been less than one-tenth of

our total import, except in 1919 when it

was approximately one-sixth, but in value

it has ranged from one-third to one-halt

of the total value. In 1919, for example,

imports of 13,747,000 feet of raw film

were valued at $2fiXQfiQ, T5uT2.920.000 feet

of exposed film were valued at 5500,000.

Total film imports have increased in

both quantitv and value to more than

twice the highest pre-war figure, but the

increase is due to the growth in the im-

port of raw film. In 1914 we imported

44,717,000 feet of "raw" film, and the 1921

September fieures indicate that the im-

port for the year will be in excess of 130,-

000.000 feet, or about three times the

1914 figure. Our imports of exposed film,

however, have shown a decrease, and for
they will apparently be about half

as large as in 1914. During the war im-
ports tell from 20,057,000 feet in 1914 to
the low mark of 2,267,975 feet in 1918.
Recovery since 1918 has been rapid, im-
ports increasing in 1920 to 6,233,000 feet,

and for 1921 will probably be approxi-
mately 10,000,000 feet. The total value
of this exposed film is likely to be about
the same as in 1914, the price of film, like

prices of other commodities, having
changed.

Significance of Imports

During the war, the development and
expansion of the American motion pic-

ture industry proceeded with great
rapidity. Imports of exposed film de-
clined and the effect of foreign competi-
tion in the domestic field became less

important. Exports of exposed film in-

creased from 32.192,000 feet in 1913 to

over 150.000.000 feet in 1919.

In 1920 our exports of exposed film

were 175,233.000 feet, which is more than
five times the highest pre-war figure. For
the present year the total export will

probably be somewhat less than in 1920.

As compared with our domestic ex-

ports of exposed film imports are

of relatively small importance. Even
for the current year, in which imports
have increased and exports decreased,

the import will probably be only 10.-

000.000 feet, while exports will be at least

140.000,000 feet. Since many of the pic-

tures sent to this country by foreign

producers are not saleable and are never

shown before American audiences, the

figures for the import of exposed film are

of slightlv less significance than they at

first appear. Further, in gaging the im-

ports, the rapid development and expan-

sion of the domestic industry must be

taken into account. An import of 1.000,-

000 feet of film into the United States to-

day means much less to the industry

than the importation of a similar amount
(Continued on page 58)
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FIRST NATIONAL GET-TOGETHER, Montreal, Can., at which the following
were guests of J. LaBrecque of the Passe Temps theatre. December 13: Left to
right—(top row) S. Brint, Montreal; I. Goldwater, Lachine; Nick Lazanas,
Montreal; I. Singerman, Sherbrooke. Second row: Frank Wanicker, Montreal;'
Jim Sperdakos, Montreal; A. Gorman, Montreal, J. LaBrecque, Montreal; Fred-
erick Guest, Hamilton; A. J. Robert, Hamilton; W. W. O'Fenety, Frederickton.
First row: D. Wolfe, Montreal; George Nicholas, Montreal; Harry Brouse,
Ottawa; J. Draker, St. John; Mrs. E. H. Davidson, Moncton, N. B.; W. J.
Drummond, Toronto.

Theatre Men in Missouri and

Canada Approve Policies

Votes of Confidence Given at Territorial Meetings of
Sub-Franchise Holders of First National

RESOLUTIONS of confidence in Associated First National Pictures,

Inc., were adopted at territorial get togethers held recently in Can-
ada and Missouri.

The meeting in the Dominion represented Eastern Canada, including

the provinces of Ontario, Quebec and Maritime. It was held at the Wind-
sor hotel in Montreal.

INSTEAD of the one advisory com-
mittee, three were elected, one for each

of the provinces represented at the con-

vention. These boards are comprised of

the following:
* * *

ONTARIO: Frederick Guest, Hamil-
ton, chairman; Jule Allen, Toronto; W.
D. Ferguson, Toronto; Hy Meehan,
Lindsay; H. Brouse, Ottawa.
QUEBEC: George Nicholas, Montreal,

chairman; Maurice West, St. John; J. E.

LaBrecque, Montreal; I. Singerman,
Sheerbrooke, Ottawa, Ont.
MARITIME: W. W. O., Fenety, Fred-

ericton, N. B., chairman; Mrs. E. H.
Davidson, Moncton, N. B.; John Connor,
Glace Bay, N. S. ; Colin Dansen, Spring-

hill, N. B.; Messrs. Brouse and Stapleton,

Ottawa, Ont.
* * *

All of the sessions, under the chair-

manship of William J. Drummond, were
marked by a spirit of harmony and co-

operation. The final business of the

meeting consisted of passing motions en-

dorsing all the policies which have guided

and arc guiding First National and voting

confidence in the officers and the execu-

tive committee.
George Rotsky of Montreal, represent-

ing the Allen theatres, paid a tribute to

the home office advertising department
and its manager, C. L. Yearsley. After

praising the benefit and assistance it has

been to the exhibitors, he said:

"In my opinion it is the best advertis-
ing and publicity department in the busi-

ness. All other companies could take
lessons from the First National publicity
department, and make it extremely
profitable for themselves."

* * *

The Missouri meeting was held in St.

Louis, at the Hotel Jefferson. On the
advisory committee are: John Karzin,
Casino, Olympia, Star, Marquette and
Majestic theatres, and Ferd Warner,
North Grand theatre, St. Louis; Jack
Truitt, Sedalia, Sedalia, and Charles T.
Sears, Grand, Brookficld.
Spyros Skouras, original franchise

holder for Missouri, is the fifth member
of the board. Joseph Desberger, St.

Louis manager for First National, will at-

tend meetings of the board, but will have
no vote in deciding points in dispute.
The resolution of confidence in the

national officers was adopted after

Skouras, Sears, Truitt and Joseph Mog-
ler of St. Louis, delegates to the Chicago
convention recently, reported the results

of that gathering.

Templin Made Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BELLEVILLE, ILL., Dec. 27.—For-
rest C. Templin, Indianapolis, well known
throughout Indiana theatrical circles, has
assumed the management of the new
Lincoln theatre here.
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Film Rental Tax Dies
But Argument Thrives
William A. Brady Writes New

Chapter in Controversy

Over Who Did It

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 28.—Three days
from now the 5 per cent film rental tax
will cease to be enforced, as the new
revenue law goes into effect.

Three years from now, however, the
argument as to who should have the
credit for the repeal of the tax will prob-
ably still be raging.

Smoot Praises Brady
The latest addition to the mass of docu-

mentary evidence causing the "I did,"

"You didn't," controversy comes from
William A. Brady, president of the N. A.
M. P. I. It is a letter from Senator Reed
Smoot, in which Mr. Smoot says Mr.
Brady, Mr. Saul Rogers and Mr. Jack
Connolly, representatives of the N. A.
M. P. I., gave him invaluable assistance

in obtaining the repeal of the tax.

Declares Formal Letter Misued
Mr. Reed also says: "It has just come

to my attention that one of several hun-
dred formal letters bearing my signature

and acknowledging communications
which thanked me for my work in bring-

ing about a repeal of the five per cent

film rental tax, is being given wide pub-
licity, apparently for personal advantage
or for the purpose of furthering factional

advantages, by one of the several hun-

dred individuals to whom the same letter

was sent."

Houses in South Bend
Resenting Union Rules

Eliminate Orchestras
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SOUTH BEND, IND., Dec. 27.—Be-
cause they are faced with what they des-

ignate as excessive demands on the part

of the musicians' union here, motion pic-

ture theatre owners have decided to do

away with orchestras after January 1.

The theatre men say they will not sub-

mit longer to a rule that requires a cer-

tain number of musicians for each thea-

tre, depending on the seating capacity.

The local orchestras run from seven to

seventeen men.
It is said the musicians are now willing

to compromise on a wage scale which
also is in dispute. The present average
salary for a musician is between $70 and
$80 a week.

Cohn Again Operates

Play Brokerage Firm
Alfred A. Cohn, play broker of Los

Angeles, who joined the forces of Palmer
Photoplay Corporation for the purpose ot
establishing a story service for that com-
pany, has completed this effort and, ac-

cording to announcement last week, he
has resigned from the Palmer company
and, commencing on January 1, he will

resume operating his own play brokerage
firm with headquarters in the Markham
building, Hollywood boulevard.

Theatre Firm Dissolves
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 27.—
Frankfort Theatre Company of Frank-
fort, Indiana, has filed a preliminary cer-

tificate of dissolution with the secretary

of state.
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Exhibitor Raps Plan to Get
[ |
Data on Theatre Operation

'

' Herald
'

' Advises Theatre Men to Ignore Letter
Requesting Itemized Statement and Other

Information Relative to Business

Exhibitors in various localities are reporting receipt of questionnaires
from unknown persons asking considerable intimate information.

Among these is L. L. Connor of the Victory theatre, Cambridge. New-
York, who writes as follows

:

"Herald" Is Leader of Them All

"I am a reader of the Herald and could not do without it; it is the

greatest publication the exhibitor has ever had offered to him and it sure

is the leader of them all.

France Leads U. S.

In Film Exports to

The United Kingdom
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Dec. 27—During the
first nine months of this year France took
the lead over the United States in film

exports to the United Kingdom, accord-
ing to statistics received by the National
Association of the Motion Picture In-
dustry from the United States depart-
ment of commerce.

In 1921. during the nine months pe-
riod, the United States supplied the Uni-
ted Kingdom with 26,929,857 feet of films

as against 41,915,758 feet for the same
period in 1920. France in 1921 supplied
the United Kingdom with 37.9S4.S49 feet

as against 10.816,723 feet during the first

nine months in 1920.

The total linear footage of films im-
ported by the United Kingdom in 1921
was 69,387,210 feet as against 58,034.581
feet in 1920. The value of the films im-
ported was 729,621 pounds in 1921 as
against 754,269 pounds in 1920. These
figures are for the first nine months of

each year.

Theatre Man Requests
Thieves Wounding Him

To Pay Doctor's Bills
fSfecial to Exhibitors Herald)

PANAMA, ILL., Dec. 27.—J. D. Wil-
liams, owner manager of the Grand thea-
tre here, who was wounded seriously by
four men who robbed the Panama bank of
$31,000, has inserted an advertisement in

a St. Louis newspaper requesting the
robbers to advance $200 toward his doc-
tor and hospital bills.

Williams drove his automobile from
the alley in the rear of his theatre as
the robbers were making their get away.
They thought he was attempting to pur-
sue them and opened fire. A bullet

struck Williams in the face, wounding
him seriously. He was taken to the hos-
pital at Hillsboro.

Later he received a letter purporting
to be from the robbers in which they
expressed regret for having shot him.

Three Second Run
Houses in St. Louis

To Play Fox Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 27.—The
Pershing, Arsenal and Royal theatres
have been contracted for by William Fox
as second-run houses for Fox specials.
"The Queen of Sheba" opened at the
Pershing and Arsenal on Christmas day.
The Fox specials will have week engage-
ments simultaneously at the three houses.
Following "The Queen of Sheba," "A

Connecticut Yankee" and "Over the Hill"
will go into the theatres.

Bar Clara Hamon Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DUNCAN, OKLA., Dec. 27.— City
commissioners, heeding a protest filed
with them against the showing of the
Clara Smith Hamon picture "Fate," have
barred the film here. The play was also
stopped at Comanche. Okla., last week
by county officers during the fourth reel
of its showing at a crowded theatre. Con-
siderable disappointment was evidenced
by the audience.

"Enclosed you will find a questionnaire
received last week. The man who sends
out this line of stuff must be a bright
fellow to think an exhibitor, unless a new-
comer in the game, would answer ques-

tions of this type. This makes the third

letter from different parts of the country
asking the same questions.

Should Stop Practice

"I think it is high time that this sort

of a thing should be stopped and the ex-
hibitor who might not be in the game
long enough or who might think that he
could gain something by answering these
questions should be put right on the
matter.

"I am asking your assistance in bring-
ing this matter before the exhibitors."

The questionnaire referred to by Mr.
Connor has printed at the top of the

sheet, "Queen Theatre, Greenville, Ky."
It is signed "Carl Duncan."

Many Questions Asked
The questionnaire appears to be-a com-

prehensive inquisition with reference to

the exhibitor's business. The following
are among the questions asked:

"Is your theatre for sale? Lowest
price? Terms? Capacity? Admission
price? How many times has theatre
changed management in past three years?
Weekly expenses and receipts? How
long have you had the theatre? Kind of

film service?"

Requests Itemized Statement

It is asked also that the exhibitor give

an itemized statement of his weekly ex-

penses. Other questions are aimed to

obtain detailed information with reference

GLADYS WALTON, star of "Playing
With Fire," a new Universal feature.

to the equipment of the house and the
construction, size and location of the
building.
Except for some specific, good reason,

exhibitors should ignore requests of this

character for information. Such a re-

quest cannot be considered as reasonable,
as the exhibitor in the protection of his
interests should not give out promiscu-
ously such information with reference to
his theatre.

Is Promotional Scheme?
Many such questionnaires that have

been sent out are simply a part of an
impractical promotional scheme and while
the exhibitor who answers may suffer
no real loss, at the same time he is wast-
ing effort in supplying the answers. In
other instances it has been known that
such questionnaires have been sent out
to a large number of theatres with the
idea in view of obtaining inside informa-
tion on certain individual theatres.
The Herald recommends that such ques-

tionnaires be referred either to this pub-
lication or to the headquarters of the
exhibitors' organization for investigation.

Keen Interest Shown
In

(<Clean Up Week"
In Eastern District

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—Exhibitors and
exchangemen of the New York State and
Northern New Jersey territory are
watching with interest the results of the
industry's first "Clean Up Week," which
will terminate on December 31.

"Clean Up Week" was designated so
that exhibitors and exchangemen might
have an opportunity to se'tle all pending
grievances so that the newly appointed
official joint grievance committee could
operate efficiently under the new stand-
ardized rules without any old adjust-
ments to handicap it.

President Charles L. O'Reilly of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
York State has completed arrangements
with the F.I.L.M. Clubs of Albany and
Buffalo for a joint grievance committee
in both zones to function on the same
basis as the one in New York City.

Motion Pictures Shown
At Children's Parties
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.. Dec. 27.—
A series of children's parties was held
during this week by the Indiana Indors-
ers of Photoplays. The entertainments
were scheduled for various institutions

and the motion pictures featured were
"Little Red Riding Hood" and "Cinder-
ella and Her Magic Slipper."
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Eastern Exhibitor Challenges

Criticism of Prologues
W. F. Jordan of Hoboken, N. J., Takes Issue With Presi-

dent of Motion Picture Directors Association

WF. JORDAN of the Liberty theatre, Hoboken, N. J., in a com-
munication to the "Herald," takes issue with William D. Taylor,

• president of the Motion Picture Directors Association, on the
question of extravagance in theatre presentation.

Mr. Taylor, in a letter printed in the December 17 issue of the
"Herald," protested against "extravagant and unnecessary phases of mo-
tion picture presentation" which he declared were overshadowing the
picture, forcing high admission prices, and discouraging theatre attendance.

Mr. Jordan. "Because of the undoubted
value of the articles and editorials, each
visit of the periodical is looked forward to

with much pleasure. However, it was
quite a shock to read in your issue the plea

of the Moton Picture Directors Associa-

tion. Why you gave valuable space to the

presentation of an article as preposterous

as it was absurd is a mystery.
* * *

"Mr. Taylor claims to be deeply con-

cerned for the future of the industry. He
feels it incumbent upon himself to develop

from a faulty premise an assumption which
has no foundation in fact : 'The prologue
must go,' he says but he offers what?—not
a single constructive thought.
"He discourses on the fact that prologues

are a nuisance; that the effectiveness of the

photoplay is destroyed ; the story obscured
and beclouded to the detriment of the in-

dustry as a whole.
"Does Mr. Taylor and the association he

represents believe the motion picture of

today even with its great superiority in

every respect over the product of ten or

fifteen years ago could have attained its

present popularity, alone, and unaided ?

That by the merits of the pictures them-
selves they would have reached their pres-

ent state of superlative entertainment?

"It is my opinion, and candid and un-
prejudiced judgment will agree, that pro-
logues and orchestras, far from retarding
the development of picture-making are the
very outgrowth of picture improvement dur-
ing the past decade.

* * *

"While I write I have in mind the care-
fully thoughtout prologues of the Rivoli,

Rialto and Capitol theatres in this city.

"The men at the head of these institu-

tions—Riesenfeld and Rothafel are master
showmen. Their talent and capacity to

gauge the public mind and purse, have
placed them in the front ranks of exhibi-
tors. Pioneers of the idea of prologuing
their sincere efforts were directed toward
meeting the insistent demand of the public
for something new, a departure from the

stereotyped method of presentation. Cor-
rectly interpreting the will of their audi-
ences, success from a box office standpoint
has been theirs in full measure.
"The combination of good pictures, ex-

cellent music and effective prologues marks
these theatres as standard bearers of
achievement; real community centers for

good ; a credit to both city and state. The
stamp of public approval has thus been

placed on the mode of entertainment which
Mr. Taylor decries.

"As to cost and admission prices, they

nowhere enter into this discussion. Ad-

mission prices are fixed from day to day,
prologue or no prologue. They are not
advanced to meet such cost any more than
they would be for an extensive advertising
campaign.

* * *

"There is no economic loss to the in-

dustry. Those who cannot pay the admis-
sion demanded in the higher class theatre
will go to the place that is within reach of
thtir pocketbook
"To condemn wholeheartedly and unre-

servedly the greatest advancement to mo-
tion picture enjoyment, is unjust and un-
fair.

"There is only one thing that the motion
picture directors have to fear, and that

is scarcity of good pictures. Possibly if

less attention was paid to the efforts of

exhibitors to bolster up the product of some
of these directors, so-called, more attention

could be paid to developing a type of prod-

uct that did not need the assistance of

exhibitors.

"If it is not possible to produce bigger

and better pictures than has been done in

the past, then the dire consequences pre-

dicted by Mr. Taylor will surely come to

pass. The blame, however, will be placed

where it belongs, for the most heroic efforts

of exhibitors to save themselves and the

picture, by timely prologues and good

music, will not prevail against mediocrity."

Hoy Reporting Service

Will Operate Nationally

In Settling Complaints
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—The Hoy Re-

porting Service, which has been operating

in New York, Boston and other eastern

exchange centers in handling complaints

and claims between exchanges and ex-

hibitors, will extend its activities to every

film center in the country.
Expansion of the service results from

a series of conferences between execu-

tives of most of the distributing com-
panies which have national systems of

exchanges. The country will be divided

into four zones under the new system.

Zone 1 includes New York City, Albany. Buffalo,

New Haven. Boston, Philadelphia and Washing-
ton; zone 2, Chicago. Milwaukee, Minneapolis,

Detroit, Omaha, Kansas City. St. Louis, Indianapo-

lis, Cleveland, Cincinnati and Des Moines; zone 8,

San Francisco, Los Angeles. Denver, Spokane,

Butte. Seattle and Salt Lake City; zone 4. Dallas,

Oklahoma, Atlanta, New Orleans, Charlotte and
Memphis. The service will not function in the

latter two zones before March 1.

Aids Local Paper in

Bringing Xmas Cheer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 27.—William
Goldman, manager of the Missouri the-

atre, Grand and Lucas avenues, con-

tributed the proceeds of all matinees at

his house for a week to the Post-Dispatch
Christmas Festival. The newspaper
annually gives a big Christmas Day cele-

bration at the Coliseum for the poor of

the city. This year there was more need

than ever for funds. Goldman's gener-

ous offering helped spread joy in many
families.

.

Ask $100,000 Damages
From Two Exhibitors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FARGO, N. D., Dec. 27.—S. L. Christy

of Des Moines, la., and J. R. Williams
of Gore, Ind., are asking $100,000 dam-
ages from William and John McCarthy,
theatre owners, for alleged injuries suf-

fered in an automobile accident. The
case will be tried in February.
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"What Is theHolley Movement?"- II

By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
{Concluded from page 27)

destroy the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America as an organization and that you are

merely responding to your master's voice."

I will assume, for the moment, Dr. Holley,

that you are the author of this message which, in-

cidentally, was sent out by someone convenient to

an organization with mimeographing machines

and a list of persons throughout the industry to

whom it was sent.

Dr. Holley, you are now called

upon to state who has been your inform-

ant with respect to this hbel and in the

absence of doing so you shall be consid-

ered akin to that conscienceless type who
utters insult and slander and then hides

behind venerable years to avoid a physi-

cal chastisement and behind financial ir-

responsibility to avoid satisfaction at

law.

While we are still on the subject of our ques-

tion with reference to the Holley movement and

its aftermath, it may be of interest to those who
have wondered why we were puzzled by the situa-

tion to review an extraordinary feature that at-

tended it.

When asked to comment on the Holley let-

ter, a facsimile of which was reproduced in our

article, Mr. Cohen said:

"A copy of that letter was sent to this office

about six weeks ago. We immediately got in

touch with Dr. Holley and told him that we not

only would not sanction but were most strongly

opposed to such action. Dr. Holley immediately

came to Xew York and informed us that the let-

ter was sent out without his knowledge or sanction

and that he repudiated it entirely.

"I want to make clear and positive right here

that we have no arrangement to take any film of

Dr. Holley's selection and in our Department of

Public Service we will use only the Official Urban
Movie Chats.

"It is evident to me that the letter was sent

out by someone unfriendly to our organization and

without the knowledge of Dr. Holley."

When interviewed with respect to the same

letter, Dr. Holley said:

"Thousands of letters similar to that sent to

H. Burgess Sons, of Xew York, are addressed to

firms throughout the country in an effort to secure

films for distribution not only in this country but

throughout the world. The concern addressed is

asked to pay for the making of the film which may
be produced through any source and in return for

the film the bureau carries the name of the concern

in the title. The firm does not pay the bureau for

using the film in its service, nor does it necessarily

have to be produced by the bureau."

Finally, with reference to the Xew York
headquarters of the organization, there is a point

in connection with this matter which appears to

need enlightenment.

Probably acting from quick impulse certain

officials have conveyed the impression that our
questioning of the Holley movement—which
none can say the Holley letter did not render sus-

ceptible of further explanation—was regarded by
them as an attack upon the organization, an im-

plication which doubtlessly was not meant because

if so it would seem that the press to be considered

loyal would have to be muzzled and spineless and
the organization has had quite enough to do with

spineless publications which are never to be found
with the organization when a real test is to be

faced.

This publication does not believe in censor-

ship of motion pictures nor in the same principle

when applied to trade papers. We cannot view an
attempt to represent us as hostile to the organiza-

tion because of an inquiry with reference to any

activity of the organization or with reference to

any official of the organization in any other light

than as an attempted censorship—and where cen-

sorship is involved we know where the exhibitors

of America stand.
* * *

Another means of attempting a censorship

that is occasionally employed—but fortunately

has not been in this matter—consists of an en-

deavor to impeach the independence and honesty

of purpose of a publication with insinuations that

the publication is a slave to advertising revenue or

some other form of revenue. An instance of this

appears in the message, referred to above, which

carried the signature of "Francis Holley."

The officials of the organization, as well as

the rank and file, know that this publication is in

fact precisely what it claims to be
—"The Inde-

pendent Film Trade Paper." They know that the

policies of this publication are formulated in the

editorial office and nowhere else, also that these

policies are subject to no outside modification.

Also they know that the open, frank and honest

standard of publication to which we have and shall

always continue to adhere creates an open door

which welcomes an investigation which will dispel

any doubt that a misunderstanding of the facts of

a situation might create.
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Foster Gilroy
TheWEEK inNEWYORK

ALL set for swearing-off time. Next
Sunday is the day for making the

annual good resolutions. Any day
after the following Tuesday is the day for

breaking them. If you can't dope any good
things to resolve to do why not resolve not

to do the things it wouldn't do you any good
to do. Just swear off.

If it interferes with your devotional exer-

cises to do any swearing on Sunday, put off

your swearing off until Monday. A bene-

ficent government in all states of the Union

except Massachusetts, New Hampshire,

Rhode Island, Oklahoma and Indian Terri-

tory, has set aside Monday as a legal holi-

day, so you can avoid breaking the Sabbath
by doing your swearing off on Monday.
Besides that it puts you one day nearing
the swearing-on time.

Most of the persons in the industry are

so angelically free from bad habits that

they couldn't find anything to swear off

even by using a microscope. Most of their

friends can see them with blinders on. It's

all in the viewpoint. Here are a few sug-

gested swear-offs that may not be on the

cards, but we're praying for some of them

:

Carl Laemmle; Von Stroheim and carte

blanche productions.

Erich Von Stroheim
;
cutting 365 reels

to 14.

Samuel Goldwyn ; New York state

censor board.

Fanny Hurst; Anthony Paul Kelly.

Anthony Paul Kelly; Fanny Hurst.

J. D. Williams
;
everybody investigating

First National.

William A. Brady; claiming 5 per cent

film tax repeal.

Sydney S. Cohen; ditto, also "Holley
movement."
Arthur James

;
equestrianism and Syd-

ney Cohen.
Harry Reichenbach ; his sur-tax.

D. W. Griffith ; "Two Orphans" glory

grabbers with cluck films.

John S. Woody; turning out Realart light

just before Christmas.
Monte Sohn; Trade Review.
Tom Wiley; alleged English humor.
Vivian Moses

;
personal appearances.

Jerry Beatty; being poor on golf arith-

metic.

Paul Gulick; playing better golf in his

office than on links.

Maud Robinson Toombs; showing her

book of press clippings.

Lillian Scheffer; being hampered by

truth in writing publicity.

Bob Greathouse; cheering at mention of

Volstead's name.
Senator Jimmy Walker; lecturing on

how the industry should be conducted.

E. S. Moffitt; attending unimportant
conferences.
Eddie Bonns ;

kicking on publicity space.

Others too numerous to mention ; ditto.

More others ; more ditto.

And so on ad finitum.
* * *

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld is great for the

kiddies. Every time he thinks of the little

ones who have to spend their Christmascs
in institutions, his voice gets sort of choky
like, and his eyes all goo up with tears. So
this vear it's different. He has arranged
a program far superior to what many more
fortunately situated kiddies will sec, and

the little inmates of the institutions are see-
ing a grand big show at the Rivoli all this

week as the guests of the genial doctor.
The program consists of "In a Doll Shop"

the big stage feature from the Criterion

;

"The Alabama Glide," an original marionette
show by Margaret Owen; Chaplin's "Easy
Street"; Chester's "Snooky's Fresh Heir";
"Chums" a Baby Peggy comedy, and
Miriam Battista, child stage and screen star,

gives an appropriate recitation.

Among the institutions whose children
have been invited are the United Hebrew
Charities, New York Foundling Hospital,

New York Catholic Prtoectory, Orphan
Asylum Society, and the Hebrew Orphan
Asylum.
The performance begins at 10:15 in the

morning and it's all free to the little ones.

Now isn't the doctor a regular Santa Claus?
* * *

According to word received at the Uni-
versal offices, Irving J. Thalberg, general
manager of Universal City, has a protege
for whom he predicts great things as a
writer of motion picture stories. The first

of these pictures was shown a few days
ago in the Universal projection room, with
"Story by I. R. Ving." It is said that Mr.
Thalberg has signed a long time contract

with I. R. Ving, with the privilege of

dropping out the periods at any time he

sees fit.

* * *

Someone asked Harry Reichenbach
where he intended spending the Christmas
holiday, and Harry replied

:

"It may be Christmas for you but it is

only December 25th for me. Foolish Wives
knows no holidays."

* * *

Mary gave Doug a big raccoon overcoat

for a Christmas present and Doug gave

Mary a pearl necklace. That's fine. Now
we won't worry about how they are both

withstanding the rigors of winter in Holly-

wood.
* * *

Charlie McCarthy says his milkman
over in New Jersey has named one of

his cows "United States" because it has

gone dry.
^

Raymond S. Harris, formerly sales man-
ager and later editor-in-chief of C. L. Ches-

ter Productions, Inc., has resigned to take

charge of the production and distribution

of Burr's Novelty Review.
* * *

Ray Smallwood says he doesn't mind in

the least making a quick jump from Ken-
tucky to Paris. He has almost completed

"My Old Kentucky Home" for Pyramid
Pictures, and will at once begin making
"The Queen of the Moulin Rouge."

•Eddie Bonns, who tells the world about

Warner Brothers pictures, has coined a new
phrase. "Advertise with Music" goes along

with "School Days," and Eddie says it is a

lot more effective than "Say It With
Flowers," and but slightly less so than

"Say It With Liquor" in a dry town.
* * *

Hqpp Hadley says he is a stickler for

everything being up to date and for that

reason got keen enjoyment out of Eve's

beautiful marcel wave in "Creation" the

sacred film shown last week at the Capitol.

John S. Spargo.

Advertising Manager o/l
W. W. Hodkinsoni

Corporation

INTRODUCING Mr. Foster Gilroy, who
was born in Philadelphia, carries a cane
and frequently wears a bow tie, but is a

regular fellow in spite of it all. As a

youngster he was wont to quit games of

hop-scotch, shinny and leap-frog to look at

the statue of Father William Penn and
wonder how he acquired the financial acu-

men to trade the Indians out of a whole
state, himself giving up only a barrel of

hootch or whatever it was he gave up.

Failing to get the secret from Father
Penn, after graduation from the public

schools, Gilroy entered Drexel Institute,

Philadelphia, where he studied banking and
finance. After being handed a nice en-

graved certificate, all dolled up with a gold

seal, blue ribbon and everything, Gilroy

decided he was ready to commence taking

it away from them, so he got himself on

the payroll of the Philadelphia Bulletin as

a reporter. And press history of the

Somnolent City records the fact that he

was a good one.

In 1908 Mr. Gilroy came to New York as

promotion manager of Frank Munsey's

magazines and newspapers, continuing until

Nathan Straus, Jr., took over Puck. When
Hearst purchased Puck Mr. Gilroy was
made editor-in-chief.

The Old Colony Club was promoted and

the Old Colony magazine founded by Mr.

Gilroy, after which he was sent to Europe

as special representative of a group of New
York banking interests. Upon his return

he became advertising manager of the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation, which position

he now holds.

When not planning things for the Hod-
kinson Corporation Mr. Gilroy takes his

recreation in quail hunting, reading Charles

Dickens and solving knotty problems of

high finance. There are those who are

ready to argue with him that the hero of his

youthful days made a mistake when he

traded a barrel of hootch for the state of

Pennsylvania, but Mr. Gilroy declines to be

drawn into any frivolous Volstead con-

troversies.
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R-C Statement Denies Plan
To Close Hollywood Studios

Preparations Being Made for Increased Activity
At Coast Plant—Two New Hayakawa Films

Are Nearing Completion
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—Reports of an impending closing of the R-C
Pictures studios at Hollywood are denied vigorously by officials at the
home offices. On the contrary preparations are being made for increased
activity shortly after the first of the year. The following official state-
ment was given out at R-C offices

:

"It has been decided not to start any new productions during the
Christmas holidays because of the thoroughly human penchant of actors
for seasonal enjoyments away from work at that time of the year. But
the R-C organization will be expected to make up for lost time in the first

few weeks of 1922.

Prepares Two Pictures for Publication
"Sessue Hayakawa has two productions which are now being prepared

for release. 'Five Days to Live,' which was made under the name, 'In the

Street of the Flying Dragon,' and in which the star is supported by his

wife, Tsuru Aoki, has received the final touches of the film editors and a
finished print is being awaited.

Shuberts Will Play
Fred Beauvais Film

T. 0. C. C. Against Exhibition
of Picture Passed by

Censor Board
(Special to Exhibitors HeraldJ

NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—The Fred
Beauvais picture, "The Lonely Trail," will

open on January 2 at Shubert's Forty-
fourth street theatre.

To Play Entire Chain

According to C. B. Price, Inc., the
five-reel feature will be sent over the
entire Shubert vaudeville circuit and will

be presented twice daily.

Rumors are current on Broadway that

there is a possibility of pictures supple-
menting vaudeville over the Shubert cir-

cuit.

Oppose Presentation

While no formal resolutions opposing
exhibition of the picture have been
adopted by the Theatre Owners Cham-
ber of Commerce, views expressed at a
recent meeting were that the picture

should not be presented, owing to the
fact that Beauvais figured prominently in

the Stillman divorce case.

The picture was passed by the New
York State censorship board on the
ground that "it is clean and is devoid of

all connection with the Stillman divorce
case." ,

Drastic Measures Off
as Smallpox Epidemic

Improves in Missouri
(Sfecial to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 27.—Motion
picture men of the state welcome the im-
provement in the smallpox situation as it

removes the danger of a general ban
against motion picture shows, theatricals
and other public gatherings.
The Missouri state board of health has

rescinded the order that was to have
taken effect on December 22, requiring
all passengers on trains in Missouri, out-
side of St. Louis, to show a certificate

of vaccination. At the time the order
was issued smallpox was epidemic in

Kansas City, Jackson County, Jefferson
City, Calloway County, Fulton and other
sections of the state. No cases were re-

ported in St. Louis, however.

Ban on Shows Is

Lifted at Fulton
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FULTON, MO., Dec. 27.—The ban,
which had been placed on the Fulton pic-

ture shows because of the smallpox epi-
demic, has been ordered lifted by Dr.
H. F. Owen, city health officer. 'The
order prohibited children under 16 years
of age attending the shows and was in

effect for several days.

Takes Over Territory
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 27.—Joe Des-
berger, St. Louis Associated First Na-
tional manager, has announced that on
January 1 the St. Louis office will take
over the Southern Illinois territory of
First National. This comprises the dis-

trict south of Springfield, formerly served
by Chicago.

Feld Joins Superior
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 27.—Joe Feld,
St. Louis auditor for Fox Films, has
gone to Kansas City to become secre-
tary and treasurer of Superior Pictures
Corporation.

"Final scenes in 'The Vermilion Pen-
cil,' in which Hayakawa is supported by
Bessie Love, will be completed within a

few days, and the star is expected to

start upon another picture about Janu-
ary 9.

Cut Frederick Picture

"Pauline Frederick is also supervising
the cutting of her latest production, 'Two
Kinds of Women,' adapted from Jackson
Gregory's novel, 'Judith of Blue Lake
Ranch.' Miss Frederick will begin work
January 9 on a film presentation of Wil-
liam J. Locke's novel, 'The Glory of

Clementina.' Two other big stories, both
written directly for the screen, have been
purchased for Miss Frederick.
"Doris May is nearing the close of her

third R-C starring vehicle, 'Boy Crazy.'

She will be started upon her next picture,

'Gay and Devilish,' about the same time
the Hayakawa and Frederick companies
begin work again.

R. C. COLE, president of Robertson-Cole
Pictures

Leaving for New York
"R. J. Tobin, vice-president and general

manager at the studios of the R-C Pic-
tures Corporation, is expecting to leave
for New York within the next few days
to remain until after the first of the year,
discussing future plans with officials at
the home office of the company. More
definite information as to the production
program at the R-C studios is expected
to be given out after this conference."

Vitagraph Is Erecting
New Building for Its

Omaha Headquarters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 27.—A new fire-

proof exchange, equipped with three
standard size vaults, is being erected here
for Vitagraph. C. W. Calkins is the
contractor.

This building project is a part of Vita-
graph's plan to expand its exchange
facilities. Since July of last year the
company has enlarged its branches in

twelve cities and has erected several new
exchange buildings.

Chinese Interested in

New St. Louis House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 27.—A mo-
tion picture theatre copied after the Ti-
voli, Chicago, will be erected at the

southeast corner of Grand avenue and
Morgan street by a syndicate headed by
Herman Henning, of the Gorg Con-
struction Company. The structure will

be a combination office and theatre
building. Construction will start about
January 15. Henning is en route to San
Francisco to confer with several wealthy
Chinese merchants who are interested in

the project.

Delay Griffith Opening
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 27—Opening of

D. W. Griffith's "Orphans of the Storm"
at the Apollo theatre has been post-

poned until January 3 owing to the ina-

bility to get the music as the producer
wishes it.
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New Cameo Theatre
Opens in New York

House. Seating 600 to Play-

Big Film Attractions

Exclusively
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—The new
Cameo theatre, the de luxe picture play-

house in the Bush building in Forty-

second street, opened last week with Mae
Murray's "Peacock Alley" as the chief

attraction. The Cameo is under the man-
agement of B. S. Moss, and while seating
but 600, is one of the most attractive en-
tertainment houses in the city.

Inaugurates Indefinite Runs
In handling the Cameo, Mr. Moss has

departed from the policy obtaining in

his other houses, and the Cameo will be
used for indefinite runs of big produc-
tions exclusively. As Mr. Moss expresses
it:

"We will put into the Cameo the best
pictures obtainable and keep them there
as long as they will stand up."

Offers Complete Program
In addition to the feature film, the

Cameo opening program contains a good
comedy, a news reel and an unusually
good musical prologue. The orchestra
is under the direction of Gerald Car-
bonare.

Transportation of Fight

Film Brings $300 Fine
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

GUTHRIE, OKLA., Dec. 20.—Charles
F. Mynton was fined $300 in the United
States court at Guthrie on a charge of

transporting motion pictures of the
Dempsey-Carpenter fight. One thousand
dollars was the maximum fine that could
have been imposed.

Adler Joins Art Brand
As Treasurer; Brandt
President of Company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—Bert Adler

has joined the newly organized Art Brand
Productions, Inc., as its treasurer. Joe
Brandt is president of the corporation.
Art Brand has expanded its activities

to include not only the handling of the
series of two-reel pictures starring
Charles Ray, but also other important
acquisitions for the independent market.
No definite announcement is made at

present regarding these pictures, but it

is said that several features that will

prove important box office pictures are
scheduled.

C. B. C. -Film Sales Corporation has
been selected as the distributing medium
for Art Brand Productions. Mr. Adler
and Mr. Brandt have worked out a com-
plete plan for state right distribution,

and under their supervision it is said to

be functioning in a manner that will

prove very successful.

Star Chosen As One
Of World's Beauties
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 27.—Katherine
MacDonald, Associated First National
star, has been selected by the directors
of the Annual Photo Exhibit of the Most
Beautiful Women of the World, to be
held at the Swarner galleries, Kansas
City, commencing on January 2, to rep-
resent the most beautiful woman in

America.
Miss MacDonald's photos will be hung

alongside of the noted beauties of the old
world cities. President B. P. Schulberg
of Preferred Pictures, which produces the
MacDonald features, has sent to the
Swarner galleries three large, artistic por-
traits of his star.

Wanted: New York's
Most Beautiful Girl

Will be Chosen at Dance of

Laboratory Men for

Warner Cast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—The prettiest
girl in New York is soon to have an of-
fer of a place in motion pictures. Just
who she is no one can state officially
just now, although there are many who
think they can. The momentous ques-
tion is due to be settled on New Year's
Eve at the Twelfth Regiment Armory,
where and when the first annual ball of
the Allied Film Laboratories will be held.

Seek Prettiest Girl

The prettiest girl—in fact manv pretty
girls—are being sought by the association
which is comprised of all the film labora-
tories in and about New York City. One
of the big features of the ball is planned
to be a beauty show, the prize for the
winner being a place in the cast of the
next production of Warner Brothers.

Representatives of Craftsmen Film.
Laboratory and Republic Laboratories,
Inc. are the program committee for the
ball, and they are already at work can-
vassing the American Legion Posts and
the social clubs of the city, and urging
that each send its particular queen of
beauty to the ball. A new screen beauty
is most certain to be discovered, as no
one who has ever appeared in a picture
will be considered by the judges.

Plan Biggest Affair

Among the members of the Allied Film
Laboratories who are interested in mak-
ing the forthcoming ball one of the big-
gest affairs ever given in the industry
are:

Biograph Company. Claremont Film Laboratory,
Inc., Craftsmen Film Laboratory, Cromlow Film
Laboratory, Inc., Dobbs Laboratory, Eclipse Film
Laboratory, Erbograph Company, Evans Film Man-
ufacturing Co.. Film Developing Corporation, Bur-
ton Holmes Lectures, Inc.. Nicholas Kessel Labora-
tory, Kineto Company of America. Inc., National
Film Laboratory. Nick's Laboratory, Palisade Lab-
oratory, Republic Laboratories, Inc.. Rex Labora-
tory, Inc.. Tremont Film Laboratories, Inc., Wil-
liam Horsley Laboratory and Lyman H. Howe Co.

Realty Firm to Erect
Play House and Hotel

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FT. WAYNE, IND., Dec. 27.—Con-
solidated Realty and Theatres corpora-
tion has taken over an old high school
building in Wayne street and will erect
in its place a $1,000,000 theatre, hotel and
cafeteria building.
The new structure will be six stories

high with a frontage of 190 feet in Wayne
street, and a depth of 150 feet. The build-
ing will be L-shaped with the hotel and
cafeteria entrance at the southwest cor-
ner in Wayne street. The theatre en-
trance will be in Calhoun street. The
theatre will seat 3,000.

Mantzke Joins Force
At Hodkinson Branch

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Dec. 27.—
Frank Mantzke has joined the sales force
at the W. W. Hodkinson exchange here.
He formerly was manager of R-C Pic-
tures here and also director of the pub-
licity department of General Film Com-
pany. During the many years Mantzke
has been associated with the industry he
has built up a reputation for fair dealing
and honest business methods.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Used Successfully by

Their Patronage
Which Have
Exhibitors to

Been
Build Up

By R. J. RELF
Manager, Star Theatre, Decorah,

Iowa

Here is how I ran "Way
Down East" five days in a

town of 4,000 people and had
a swell house for every show.

I advertised it. I used a

great supply of paper, from
cards to 24 sheets. I had 10,000

8-page herald program printed.

The small amount of advertis-

ing carried paid the cost, $100,

of these booklets. I had 1,000

tack cards printed here at a

cost of $2.50.

These programs and cards
were used in about twenty-five

towns—in fact every town
within forty miles of here. In
addition to this I carried ads
in nearly thirty out-of-town
papers. I had two rubes
dressed up with signs make a
big demonstration at Postville,

near here. I had another bunch
make a big blow-out at an-
other nearby town.
Then I put banners on the

local sprinkler wagon, stretch-

ed one across the street in front

of the theatre and had my bill

posters' car bannered and cards
on my windshield. I ran slides

in every nearby theatre that
would run them. I put per-

sonal letters in the papers from
those who had already seen
the picture. Then I co-oper-
ated with the local American
Legion in helping them put
over a Legion Day during the

run.

I hired the local Grand
Opera House ten piece orches-
tra and added to this the best
violinist I could get. We re-

served the main floor for all

five nights in advance. I had
the biggest week I've had in

years.
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Rex Beach, Himself, In Person
Chicago newspapers announce this week appearances

of Rex Beach at the Roosevelt theatre with "The Iron

Trail," of George Beban at the Chicago with "The Sign

of the Rose" and Charles Jones at the Rose and Alcazar

at alternate performances. This is the high point of a

season marked by frequent personal appearance announce-

ments, the theatres mentioned being situate in close juxta-

position.

Mr. Beach's appearance is particularly significant.

We believe that persons uninfluenced by picture or theatre

preference will go to the Roosevelt to see the first author
of rank to dignify the picturization of his story with his

presence at its premiere. We are quite certain that the

Roosevelt will house this week audiences including many
who are not regular picture patrons but may become
regular as a result of the visit.

That class of person who regards himself as of the

mythical upper strata and remains away from screen ex-

hibitions, repressing a normal impulse for the sake of

affectation, will welcome this perfectly acceptable "alibi."

In providing it Mr. Beach performs a

creditable service, facilitating extension

of the photoplay's appeal in a desirable

direction. The enlargement of its public

is quite the most important benefit that

the motion picture may experience at this

or any time.

bard said, 'It is a great man who, when
he finds he has come out at the small
end of the horn, simply appropriates the
horn and blows it.'

"Most people are successful because
they are persistent. Make the world be-
lieVe in you; but you can never convince
anyone else if you lack faith yourself.

"True success is slow, and must be
built upon a solid foundation if it is to
endure.

"Those who do good work only when
the boss is around cannot have much
confidence in themselves. They must
know that they are deceiving not only
others but themselves as well. These
never get very far. People seldom achieve
success until fate has cuffed them thor-
oughly. It is by experience that we
learn.

"Confidence must not be confused
with conceit. There is a great difference,
and most people do not know one from
the other."

You comment that this has lit-

tle or nothing to do with motion
pictures. You are right. But "Shea-
ology" is one of the most widely
read of the theatre's house organs,
and it is this type of material that

makes it so.

To study the writing of the theatre is to ob-

serve its changing and improving personnel. To
read one of the better house organs of today and

refer thence to the similar product of a decade

ago is to note unmistakable advancement.

The modern house organ is interesting for

many reasons aside from its supposedly primary

content, the literature of current and coming at-

tractions. The following is an example of the

new and better subject matter coming into gen-

eral use. It is written by Harold B. Franklin, of-

the Shea Amusement Company. Buffalo, N. Y., and appears in the

current issue of "Sheaology," the house organ of that organization.

The title is "Confidence."
"Every successful business organization is successful only because they

have vision. To have vision is to have the courage of your own convictions.
It is another word for confidence. No one can truthfully succeed in any-
thing without confidence. To know that you are right and 'carry on' along
a definite line overcoming every obstacle is indeed achievement. Elbert Hub-

Your Idea
Your idea of what a department

of this nature should contain is

our sole consideration in its prepa-

ration. You placed your stamp of

approval on "Exploitation Letters,"

a recently introduced feature, and

this week a change of page order

is made to permit its expansion.

You are invited to start the New
Year by availing yourself of this

service.

We want to know your idea. It

is our business to help you in every

possible manner and we want you

to help us to help you more.

The same
city is the home
of another thea-

tre writer of dif-

ferent but like-

w i s e enviable

talent. He pre-

pares the house
organ of the
Elmwood thea-

tre, which car-

ries the name of

Bruce Fowler as

manager. His is

the gift of catch-

line writing.
Consider the fol-

lowing examples.
Doris May,

versatile and sweet
. . . Ralph Ince,

of many talents . . . Bebe Daniels, the
fascinator . . . Douglas MacLean, on his

way to the topmost rung . . . Katherine
MacDonald, famed beauty . . . Barbara
Castleton, Lewis Stone, Richard Head-
rick, two big stars and a little one . . .

Norma Talmadge, ever piquant . . .

Alice Joyce, superbly supported . . .

(Concluded on page 44)
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The Alhambra theatre, Los Angeles, noted for

lavish lobby displays, has seldom presented a more
attractive appearance than during the run of "Lotus
Blossom," National Exchanges, Inc., production,

which is reported as having doubled business at that

playhouse.

W. L. Newberry, manager of the Alhambra, had
charge of the picture's world premiere and went
about the production of a fitting lobby setting in a

manner that leaves nothing to be desired. The state-

ment is made that three other pictures of Oriental

subject matter were showing in direct opposition to

"Lotus Blossom" at the time of its exhibition. It

follows that Mr. Newberry's decorations must have
exerted powerful influence over potential patrons,

who, like all patrons at this time, were shopping for

entertainment.

The present shopping tendency is a timely argu-

ment for enterprise in lobby work that should not

be overlooked by exhibitors. The old lobby-show-

window analogy was never more important than at

this time.



Three phases of the frontal representation used for Selznick*s "A Man's Home" at the Capitol, New York. The castle

door was made at the Selznick studios especially for the purpose. The additional decoration is of Capitol production. Pearl
Cortright, one of the cashiers held up by bandits in the recent robbery, is seen in the illustration.

A "resemblance test" in which prizes
were offered with the usual provision for
equal prizes in case of tie is the latest

stunt reported for Goldwyn's "Dangerous
Curve Ahead." It comes from the Ma-
jestic theatre, Wilmington, Del., where
the illustration was photographed. The
mirror device is attractive, and the stunt
may be applied to any production on the
market.

HKiConflict,

The Universal 24-sheet on "Conflict"
was mounted upon translucent back-
ground in the lobby of B. S. Moss'
Broadway, New York, and a stereopticon
in the rear projected thereupon a rippling
water effect which blended into the com-
position smoothly. The touch of realism
was effective in the extreme and plans are
being made for duplication of the stunt
in other U. B. O. theatres.

A campaign of precedential proportions
was conducted for R-C Pictures' "The
Lure of Jade" at the Modern theatre,

Lawrence, Mass., and a duplex -banner
heralded "Cold Steel," a forthcoming at-

traction.

The exploitation convict stunt was re-

vived for Producers Security Corpora-
tion's "The Right Way" at B. S. Moss'
Broadway New York, the illustration

showing theatre front and street repre-
sentation used.

Few window displays reported from
any source as used for any production
have shown the profitable attention to de-

tail seen in the photograph from the Al-

hambra, Milwaukee, Wis., showing a win-
dow used for Fox's "Over the Hill."

And this in a restaurant window, where
window displays are infrequently ob-

tained.

Another Alhambra theatre, this one in

Canton, O., applied a similar type of rep-

resentation to "Over the Hill" in its lobby
display. The lattice front, always attrac-

tive and always worth preserving for fu-

ture use, was installed. Plants mounted
on pedestals, with the usual lobby frames
between, completed the layout.
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At a time when the prologue is

being subjected to a severe test as to

practicability it is not unfitting that

attention be directed to the fact that

a comic prologue, exactly as the lighter

forms of stage productions, is espe-

cially worth while. It is logical to as-

sume that the public which prefers

farce and musical comedy to straight

drama is disposed to receive with

greater favor the prologue which has
something of humor in its content.

For the occasional feature which
offers no especially adaptable prologue
suggestion to the exhibitor who is

equipped to use prologues and makes it

a practice to do so the majority of

comedies supply solutions of the seem-
ing difficulty. To apply the prologue

to the comedy instead of to the fea-

ture attraction is not only acceptable

theatricals but makes possible a change
in program order which makes for

novelty, another important considera-

tion at this time.

Two stills presented herewith, from
"Peace and Quiet," Arrow (above),

and "Rolling Stones," Educational

(below), indicate the type of comedy
that may be presented successfully

with prologues. These will assume
the form, possibly, of the playlet often

seen in the vaudeville theatre, of little

merit in itself but permitting of devel-

opment in adaptation.

The novelty value of this occasional

change in program order must not be

underestimated. It is generally ac-

cepted that novelty plays important

part in box office showings during pe-

riods of comparative laxness in public

interest. It produces comment, in

itself valuable, and it stamps the the-

atre man to whom it is credited as a

progressive business man.

Edward L. Hyman, managing di-

rector of the Mark Strand thea-
tre, Brooklyn, N. Y., foresees a
year of intensive effort in 1922.

He believes the showman will be
forced to work in the coming
year as he has never worked be-
fore. In his well written special
article which follows he makes
statements of great interest and
importance to all theatremen.

Motion picture theatres are opening
everywhere—new houses, and often in

new localities.

That is the condition 1922 will find.

It's fine for the public, but doggoned
hard on the exhibitor.

Pack-'em-in houses, who had the big
"edge" during the war and a considerable
time afterward, are worrying some, for

with feature pictures and weeklies and
other shorts following after five acts of

vaudeville, the house that sticks to film

hasn't such a pleasant prospect, unless

—

the stimulus is given to presentation.
There is the 1922 solution, in my belief

—in presentation.

* * *

A perfect musical setting—miniature

versions of grand and light opera—at-

mospheric prologues—short subjects
carefully cut and scored—these are the

stimulants that will help many theatres

to stand the gaff in 1922.

We learned the lesson of these things

in 1921. The public has been educated

to them. And the ship that carries 'em

will be the ship that will swim.

Competition may be the life of trade

—

but it means work for the executive who
runs a house devoted to films. At least

it means work in 1922 if said theatre

man wants to keep up the standard of

prices.
* * *

Proper, elaborate presentation is the
key for the chief houses.
The others will have to put in their

best licks in selling their houses. Some
houses can do it with balyhoo. Others
more dignified will find the mailing list

the proper thing. But a stimulus to busi-

ness will be needed—and it will be found,
or the traveling will not be easy.
Some folks arc content to wait a week

or two until the big picture moves from
downtown to the neighborhood house
nearest them where the price is lower.
This is a grave reason for stimulus.

Nineteen twenty-two will reward
fighters.

And competition isn't a poor fighter.
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Exploitation Letters

4
THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing herewith photos on our

lobby and entrance for "The Sheik." Also

the sheik himself, who looks more like a

bandit than anything else. Instead of a

sign I had him hand out on the street

heralds of the picture.

His costume as well as the highly col-

ored canvas in the lobby looks better than

in the photos. We used the usual amount
of paper, with big spreads in the news-

papers. If you think the photos are O. K.

would be glad to have you use them.

Yours very truly,

W. GRIFFITH .MITCHELL,
Majestic Gardens.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

•

DEAR MR. MITCHELL :

Since the picture sheik was a bandit of a

sort and the production was essentially col-

orful, your street man and your lobby

register as just about JOO per cent ap-
propriate. Your campaign is easily the best

that has been reported to this department.

It has the appearance of a costly enterprise.

It also has the appearance of sure fire stuff.

A large number of the showmen who will

use the attraction should And your exam-
ple of great practical value in arranging
their exploitation. Thanks for enabling

me to pass along the good word. Let's hear

from you again. R w

What Leading Citizens Say Regarding

The Casino Theatre and "Over The Hill"

MR. J. S. PARKER
Mayor of Halifax

"I had the pleasure of

viewing "Over The Hill" at

the Casino Theatre Saturday

morning, and desire to express

my deep appreciation of this

masterpiece of Mother Love.

I can assure every man,

woman, or child, That. In this

picture they will receive a

two fold value ol.^matte

Interest, and human emotion

seldom equalled.

Congratulating you on the
(

good Judgment shown In your
selection.

• REV. OLCF TAVDBERG
Pastor Church of the Redeemer

I

"Permit rr.e to thank you for

the privilege of attend!.-^ the

performance ??" "Over The HU1"
thie momine? I expected a great

entertainment and was not dis-

appointed. It was. In truth, one
of tire roost heart gripping
Things I have witnessed in a.

pLay. house, and I have seen
much that Is good.

•Hay I also express my ap-
preciation of the fine qualities
of the Casino entertainments
On several occasions since my
arrival tn Halifax it has been
my privilege :o attend the mov-
ing pictures at the Casho. and
I have invariably 'found them
to be of the highest quality,
both ethically *:.J aestetically."

MR. GORDON ISN'OR

Leading North End Merchant

"Please "accept my thanks
for your kind invitation to

be present at the private
screening of "Over The Hill"
at your theatre on Saturday
morning. 1 had the pleasure
of seeing this "fine drama pre-

sented In Los Angeles. Calif.,

and believe It to be one of the
finest I witnessed, it is a pic-

ture with a strong moral les-

son, and should merit the sup-
port of every man in our city.

I would like to compliment
you. on the fine pictures you
have alwai6 chosen for your
theatre, and to congratulate
you on securing "Over The
Hill" for Halifax

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir : -

Many thanks for the encouraging criti-

cism in the Herald of December 17. I as-

sure you that it is more than appreciated

and will be an incentive for future work.

I am enclosing herewith part of the cam-
paign that I used for "Over the Hill."

Yours very truly,

THOMAS S. DALEY,
Casino theatre,

Halifax, N. S.

DEAR MR. DALEY:
Your "Over the Hill" stuff is great.

The full pages are not only splendid ex-

amples of composition but reflect in the

quotation of divers authorities more thor-

ough and detailed study of the attraction

than it is the custom of nwst exhibitors to

undertake. That always shows through in

advertising, and the public reacts to it

precisely as it should.

Believing your choice of local personages

for quotation of opinions especially good I

have reproduced that three column box. In

text and set-up it is worthy of every show-
man's attention. There should be more
advertising of this character in behalf of

the theatre. jy r> iy

*

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir

:

Enclosed you will find "special election"

card that we used to good and profitable

advantage on "Woman's Place." Made a

city distribution and with the usual news-

paper advertising the picture went over to

good business.

Thank you for the comment in the De-

cember 10* issue. Will try to get up some-

thing worth while and worth passing on.

I am still "purloining" from the department,

though.
Respectfully vours.

R. A. GILL,
Erie theatre,

Hugo, Okla.
*

DEAR MR. GILL :

Glad to hear you're "still purloining" from
this department. That is precisely what

this department is for, and the more you
purloin the more nearly satisfied is every-

one concerned.
It seems probable that a lot of showmen

will purloin, as you put it, your special

election card idea. The single advertise-

ment on the back tltat paid for it makes it

especially attractive at a time when ex-

ploitation expenses are being given serious

scrutiny everywhere.
W. R. IV.

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago. 111.

Dear Sir

:

I am enclosing copy of two advertise-

ments used at the Lubin theatre, Cincinnati,

SPECIAL ELECTION!

Vote

Constance
TALMADGE

For Mayor
She stands for taxes on Gloom
She stand* forJoy for Everybody

opens her campaign In

Womans Place
A

<"~
r>mic Comedy of Woman's Rights

and Woman's Frights!

ERIE THEATRE
Thursday and .Friday
DECEMBER 1st and 2nd

Vote Early! Vote Early!
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UUBIN THEATRE
WeitSi Si.

Ohio. Hope you will be able to print same
in your magazine.

Yours truly,

RAYMOND G. FRANKEL,
Manager.

DEAR MR. FRANKEL:
Your "Experience" advertisement is re-

produced herewith. It shows clearly that

you've had a lot of just ivlwt the picture

title names and have reaped a goodly profit

therefrom.

The advertising of second runs is a not

inconsiderable problem for a lot of show-

men. I think your statement of policy,

put up in just that manner, is exactly the

type of stuff a good many exhibitors can

use to excellent advantage at this period

of the theatre's development. Thanks for

sending in the samples. Let's have more.
W. R. IV.

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, III.

Dear Sir

:

Am enclosing copy of local paper issued

each week in this village and I think, con-

sidering the fact that I am in no way con-

nected with the sheet other than as an

advertiser, I have given some of the small

town boys something to shoot at in the way
of a free matter record.

A perusal will show that I am on the

front page six times, holding both feature

positions, and throughout the eight pages,

not counting my paid display matter, am in

exactly ten times.

Naturally I am a strong believer in news-

paper advertising, and I am also a strong

believer in making the paper get behind

you, on the basis that all motion picture

news interests at least ninety- percent of

the readers whether they are fans or not.

What do you think?
With all good wishes to the Herald.

Sincerely,

HOWARD WAUGH,
Crescent theatre,

Newark, N. Y.
*

DEAR MR. IVA UGH:
You're entirely right about the general

interest in neivs of motion pictures. And
you seem to have convinced one editor that

the policy you advocate is the proper one.

When more theatre men accomplish the

same end there'll be better times ahead for

the box office generally and pictures as an

institution.

You're right, furthermore, tluit your rec-

ord is something to shoot at. If anything

as good or better comes to hand you'll be

duly informed in this space. Meantime, the

record stands unless you better it. And
it's a real record.

IV. R. IV.

Salaiesmans hi
You'd buy a Ford for a ten dollar bill, whether you wanted it or

not. That would be a bargain. And it wouldn't require an expensive
advertising campaign and a silver-tongued salesman to sell it to you.

But a good enough advertising campaign and a good enough salesman
can sell you a Ford at a higher-than-list price, likewise whether you want
it or not, by Vhe simple device of making you believe you want it.

Good enough salesmanship will sell anything.
Good enough salesmanship will sell your show at practically any

figure you wish to ask for it. But it requires good salesmanship at this

time. Due to various causes, the public has ceased to regard its purchase
as a bargain.

Here are sales arguments recently used by showmen who are selling

their shows by salesmanship.

Edward L. Hyman, Brooklyn
Strand, whose forecast for 1922 is

presented in this issue, offers

books containing ten tickets good
for admission to his theatre. It is

argued that such a book is a suit-

able Christmas present and that

holders of them need not stand in

line awaiting admission to the the-

atre. If you were a casual patron
of the Strand you'd probably buy a
book, if only for your own conveni-
ence.

A. G. Talbot, American theatre,

Denver, influenced a newspaper to

sell his show for him during "Col-
lege Week," exhibition period of

Charles Ray's football picture, "Two
Minutes to Go." The newspaper
announced free tickets for college

football players who called for them,
fathering the idea and devoting
space and praise to the picture.

Three jockies on properly ac-

coutered mounts recently paraded
the streets of Albany, N. Y. Signs
they bore directed observers to the

Clinton Square theatre, where a

false front approximating the ex-

terior of a race track announced
"Thunderclap," on exhibition
within. The stunts that made
"Checkers" a box office prodigy two
years ago are working out effect-

ively for the later production.

Exhibitors whose names and the-

atres we have not space to list have
given special performances for

mothers while playing "Over the

Hill." The mothers sold the show
for them subsequently.

Exhibitors, likewise numerous,
have practicallv duplicated the

stunt with "The'Old Nest."

Swashbuckling baritone muske-
teers have sung the praises of "The
Three Musketeers" effectively in

half a dozen cities, selling the pic-

ture to their hearers.

the warning, "Dangerous Curve
Ahead," in every section of the

country. Newspaper advertising

identified them, and sold the pic-

ture.

At no place have four picturesque

if gruesome horsemen advertised

"The Four Horsemen" to pedes-

trians. But this will come.

These and other stunts are noth-

ing more nor less than sales argu-

ments. You read of many, yet

there are not enough. There must
be new stuff. There must be better

stuff. The selling epoch is here. To
survive it opulently exhibitors must
be salesmen of the first order.

Thev are.

hail™ OMAN

JEWELS

JEWELEI

[SB

CLOVES

CLOVE STORE

SUk Ho>ktt

THOMAS H INCt S

HAIL THE WOMAN

j^ j

YOUR THEATM ID

Lighten

HER
Burden*

ELECT* IC

EQUIPMENT,

Sbe

VICTROLA

VICTOR DEALER

SHOES

MILADY

Regulation traffic signs have
given way to stanchions bearing

THE cooperative newspaper adver-

tising advantages of Thomas H.

Ince's First National production,

"Hail the Woman," are set forth in

the sample display reproduced above.

Practically every type of general mer-

chant may be interested in the produc-

tion of one or more pages hinging

upon the title of the picture for sig-

nificance and mass weight. The sample

layout is of such character that it may
be used as a model by the exhibitor

approaching merchants with the propo-

sition. No doubt future issues of

American papers will carry many
spreads of this nature.
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"Molly O" Exploitation
Swells Theatre Receipts

"Molly O' " is making money for ex-

hibitors.
Showmen are capitalizing the oppor-

tunities outlined to them by Arthur M.
Brillant, director of exploitation for

Mack Sennett, before the picture was
published. The national business insti-

tutions are co-operating, as are local

distributors of various products, with

the result that exhibitions in cities

throughout the country are being at-

tended by big crowds.
The theatre needs attractions of this

type, and advance preparation such as

Mr. Brillant provides.

The record of "Molly O'," since pub-
lication by First National, is worthy of

every motion picture man's attention.

The Los Angeles opening of the

picture at the Mission theatre sent

it into circulation with a flying

start. A list of the picture notables

in attendance alone, too long to

print, contains 68 names of promi-

nence. The fan body's representa-

tion at the opening was of such

overwhelming proportions that not

all could be accommodated and it

was difficult to handle the overflow

in subsequent performances.
In Cleveland, O.. where the pic-

ture was shown at the Allen theatre,

it attained its exploitation high

point. Illustrations on this page
show various phases of the Cleve-

land campaign.
"Molly O' " hats were displayed in

the windows of the May company,
prominent ladies' wear dealers.

"Molly O' " biscuits were sold by
one of the largest fancy grocery es-

tablishments, two carloads of the

product being imported for the pur-

pose. The store's trucks carried

banners advertising the biscuits.

The Stone Shoe Company, one of

the largest in the country, special-

ized on "Molly O' " shoes.

The song named after the picture,

published by Watterson. Berlin &
Snyder, was featured in several

song shops, song boosters featuring

it for the period of the run.

These are outstanding points of

a campaign that embraced every

phase of advertising, from straight

newspaper copy to special car

cards designed by S. Barret McCor-
mick and an elaborate prologue

staged under the latter's direction.

In New York City, in Chicago,

and in cities in every section of the

country where the picture has been

shown, similar exploitation has been
employed. And everywhere the

public has given attention to the un-

usual demands for attention, follow-

ing through by attending the the-

atres showing the picture in some-
thing like the enthusiasm "Mickey"
brought forth.

The reason for all this is not dif-

ficult to ascertain.

The picture is made to order so

far as exploitation is concerned. If

a delegation of theatremen had
waited upon Mr. Sennett during the
production of the picture and asked
that it be fitted out with situations,

characters and settings which would
give them material to work with in

advertising it, it is doubtful if the

result would have been more satis-

factory.

It is not a question of what to

select for exploitation in the pic-

ture. It is rather a question of get-

ting around to give all the obvious
exploitation angles the attention

they deserve. It is a question of

facility rather than opportunity, and

the picture is such that there is

practically no limit to the number of

channels through which the public

may be approached in its behalf.

The national box office is very
much in need of this type of attrac-

tion at the present time. The pub-
lic, shopping for its entertainment
as it has never shopped previously,
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will listen to a real sales argument.
It has not been claimed by anyone
that the public does not want good
motion picture entertainment or will

not pay for what is good if it is ob-

tainable.

"Molly O' " provides the exhibi-

tor who regards it as good enter-

tainment and decides to exhibit it

every chance" to sell it to his public

as such.

He has not one but a dozen sales

talks. He need not make any single

blanket promise involving superla-

tives. He may speak of this, that

and the other thin'grsrbout the pic-

ture which makes it of' special in-

terest. And in building up this in-

terest he builds up business.

The presentation qualifications of
the production are no less attractive.

There are at least three distinct

phases of the picture which may be
made the basis of operations in plan-

ning for prologue or interlude. And
there is a splendid opportunity for

using both a prologue and an inter-

lude and connecting the two inti-

mately. This has not been done but
doubtless will be.

* * *

As it stands "Molly O' " is a pro-
duction which commands the atten-

tion of all who give proper consid-
eration to present day box office de-
mands. It has the stuff whereof
business-building exploitation is

made. It gives the" showman some-
thing tangible to work with. It has
back of it the co-operation of half

a score of national manufacturers
and scores of local merchants ready
to help exhibitors sell it.

From the box office standpoint
the production looms up against the
background of program product
available in bold relief. Its early

circulation record is the final proof
of its usefulness.

Rex Beach
In Person

{Concluded from page 37)

Harold Lloyd, funnier than ever . . .

Mary Miles Minter, loved by everybody

. . . Corinne Griffith, an ELmwood fa-

vorite.

These are inconspicuous in the

announcements of attractions for a

fortnight period. Casts, descriptive

phrases, titles, etc., follow these in-

troductory lines and are read be-

cause the terse phraseology of the

introduction indicates that they will

be pleasant reading.

A contributor to "What the Pic-

ture Did for Me" adds to a state-

ment that business in a certain en-

gagement was not as good as the

picture warranted the exhortation,

"Come on, cold ' weather." Cold

weather struck Chicago in the form
of a blizzard on the evening of De-

cember 17, and we didn't leave our

fireside to see "Ladies Must Live"

at a neighboring theatre, despite our

natural desire to see George Loane
Tucker's last production. It contin-

ued cold, though the wind had

ceased, the following day, and we
satisfied our picture appetite by

reading the amusement sections of

the Sunday newspapers.

We do not believe cold weather

will do an ailing box office a great

deal of good. We believe the pres-

ent difficulty is due entirely to an

economic condition which will pass

but imposes meanwhile upon show-

men the task of offsetting its influ-

ence by extra effort in advertising.

The fact that practically every re-

port of new box office records is ac-

companied by a report of unusual

exploitation seems to bear out that

belief. .

George Jean Nathan, co-editor of

The Smart Set, devotes considerable

space in the most recent issue of

that magazine to the business of

telling his readers that more people

would be observed in attendance at

motion picture exhibitions these

days if producers would supply

theatres with pictures of less merit

than those presently offered. The
gifted Mr. Nathan holds that the

picture audience is drawn from the

nethermost strata of the social

structure and infers that the better

pictures do not satisfy its demand
for entertainment.
About two years ago, Mr. Nathan

chronicled in his publication his first

visit to a "movie parlor," making
the exception that he previously had
seen "The Birth of a Nation," which
he liked. Since that visit he has
learned a number of producers'

names and a smattering of similar

knowledge. It is apparent that he,

a man of culture and learning, has
become deeply interested in motion
pictures. His own case refutes his

argument, doubtless conceived in an
idle moment and deemed of reader
interest.

The sole danger that lies in such
writing is that some thoughless exhib-

itor may atach to it undue weight and
attempt to bring his show down to

the stipulated level. Fortunately,
the publication is read chiefly by
persons who, like Mr. Nathan, ac-

claim one position and occupy an-
other—deride the motion picture

theatre and attend it.



Concerted Action Vital

Springfield, Mo., has voted for a

blue Sunday. A referendum on the

question of Sunday shows was held

following the visit to Springfield of

a frenzied evangelist. The Spring-

field case accentuates the necessity

of concerted action on the part of

the industry. The roving evan-

gelists are a detriment to the wel-

fare of the public and the industry.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 36

The next great war for America

will be the fight against intoler-

ance; against the fanatics who seek

to dictate what shall be the per-

sonal conduct of their neighbor.

Know the issues and be prepared

to do your bit.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Distorts Facts to Win Support
Craits Claims Motion Pictures Form
Foundation of All Evil— Public Should

Be Condemne d, Not the Producers and

Exhibitors, Declares Rabb i in Indiana
The one-tracked, bigoted mind of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent

of the International Reform Bureau, again is functioning.

In a frenzied interview given in Chicago he condemns the motion

picture theatre as the foundation of all evil. He states that the people

of this country are asleep while a great peril grows steadily in magnitude.

A happy contrast of Crafts' whole-

sale condemnation of the motion picture

industry, is the sermon delivered at

Evansville, Ind., by Rabbi Edward L.

Israel. He says:

"There is great condemnation of the

movies and it is all traced to the men in

charge of the industry, the producers and

the local managers. Never was greater

injustice done any group of men. It is

true that our average photoplay is ter-

rible, an insult not so much to one's

morals as to one's intelligence.

*y2 * *

"But the producers know that and so

do the local managers. Much rather

would they produce and present plays of

true quality but they have learned by
bitter experience that the public will not

patronize true art.

"The home, the school—here are the

places for blame if anything outside our-

selves can be blamed. When education

becomes sugar-coated and filial love be-

comes a sham, then we need not be sur-

prised at a generation of spineless habits

and jellyfish stability in morals."

The PUBLIC RIGHTS' LEAGUE
may not agree in whole with the beliefs

of Rabbi Israel but it does approve of his

statement that the public, and not the

industry, is responsible for the type of

pictures exhibited.

If Crafts, a professional reformer, who
devotes his time and efforts to personal

preferment, would seek to build up, as

does Rabbi Israel, rather than tear down
his aims would be achieved without the

destructive methods he has adopted.

In his latest tirade Crafts also de-

nounces the dance hall and the automo-

bile, referring to the latter as "a moving
bedroom."

Crafts' bally-ragging accentuates the

necessity of some concerted action by the

industry. So long as he is paid well for

his distortion of facts and destructive

propaganda the industry must use its

screens to give the public the truth.

The reform element is becoming more
active each day. Unless the industo' can

keep pace with them the time is not far

distant when their oppressive legislation

will be imposed on the public without

opposition.

The public laughs at Crafts' maniacal

ravings. Nevertheless, he is mobilizing

a powerful minority to enable him to

realize his aims. Exhibitors who are not

using the screen messages of the

LEAGUE should do so. A series of

twelve slides will be sent gratis to exhibit-

ors filling out the blank on the following

page.

May Carry Fight to
Supreme Court
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN.,
Dec. 27.—If necessary, the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners
of Kansas will carry their fight

against advocates of Sunday
closing, under the Kansas labor
law, to the United States su-

preme court, according to M.
Van Praag, president of the
Kansas exhibitors' organiza-
tion.

In several instances exhibi-

tors have been arrested for

showing on Sunday, but are

continuing to operate their

theatres on Sunday, pending a
hearing on their cases. All al-

leged violations of the labor
law will be consolidated in one
case, Mr. Van Praag believes.

"The labor law, passed in

1886 when there were no mo-
tion picture houses, does not
apply to the theatres today,"

said Mr. Van Praag. "It states

that no person shall work, or

cause any persons to work, ex-

cept in cases of necessity, on
Sunday. It is an antique law
and does not apply to the mod-
ern motion picture house. If

it does, the law would affect

street cars and other industries

which are necessary to operate
on Sunday."
No date for a hearing on the

case, which probably will be
before a jury, has yet been set,

but the Kansas exhibitors plan
to throw their entire strength
into the fight and feel confident
of victory.
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Sectional Differences Must Be
Forgotten, Says New Ohio Chief
"Sectional differences must be forgotten. There must be no

North, no South, no East, no West—our problems are state-wide."
That is the central thought of the official communication just

issued by Martin G. Smith, president of the newly organized Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio. His statement follows:

The exhibitors of Ohio answered the call
for an alt Ohio state organization. Every
exhibitor received two letters at intervals
descriptive of the object and purpose of the
convention. They were familiar with the
details of the business at hand.
Almost two-thirds of the theatres of Ohio

answered on two separate postcards giving
authority to proceed with plans as outlined.
One negative answer only was received. The
balance were "yes"—and most of them em-
phatically so. Many supplementary letters
were of the same trend.
Fourteen congressional districts of the

twenty-two in Ohio were represented in per-
son by exhibitors from as far away as the
northeastern border and down along the Ohio
river, 250 miles away from Toledo. It was
a representative gathering with no outside
entertainment attractions as are usuall>
staged at such gatherings. It was purely a
business proposition.
The exhibitors who responded by mail, or

in person, meant business and the officers

elected interpret this attitude as a mandate
to function without delay by deeds and not
with words.

I personally so interpret that mandate and
feel a corresponding responsibility as presi-
dent of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Ohio, honored as the unanimous choice of

the Toledo convention on December 12 and
13, 1921, when the merger of the two former
state bodies was accomplished without a

discordant note. This mandate I also inter-
pret means that past differences, both per-
sonal and sectional, must be forgotten. Tnere
must be no North, no South, no East, no
West—our problems are state-wide. Ohio
must be solidly organized from Cincinnati to
Conneaut—and from Bridgeport to Bryan, in-
cluding every intervening county and legis-
lative district, thus insuring Ohio's hearty
co-operation with National President Sydney
S. Cohen and the officers of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of America, and thus
assist materially in finishing the business in
hand at Washington. We take it that no
exhibitor can be so unappreciative of what
has been recently accomplished at Washing-
ton in the repeal of the 5 per cent film tax
and the 10 per cent tax on admission of 10
cents.

In conclusion, to the exhibitor who asks
"What are you going to do for me?" we
simply say first enroll your theatre as a
member and our slogan being "An injury
to one is the concern of all," we will try
to take care of you as one of the exhibitor
family. Conditions of membership will be
known to every exhibitor shortly and in the
meantime all inquiries will receive prompt at-

tention from this office. We are working
hard to clear up the mass of correspondence
and details incidental to the convention and
soon will be able to function 100 per cent
for every exhibitor.

Mr. Smith's headquarters are at 519 Main street, Toledo. A com-
prehensive program of activities from the coming year is being

mapped out and will be submitted at the next convention in January.

Scenarioist Blames Censor for

Decrease in Theatre Receipts
Legal Regulation Makes
It Impossible to Supply
Anything But Weak and
Silly Stories for Films

That the censors are largely respon-

sible for the falling off of attendance at

motion picture theatres throughout the

country was pointed out by Paul Bern,
scenario editor of Goldvvyn, before mem-
bers of the Western Motion Picture Ad-
vertisers at a recent meeting.
"The writer for the screen has become

so handicappd by the censors that he
cannot help himselt but is compelled to

give the motion picture public silly, weak
stories that do not begin to portray life

as it really is," said Mr, Bern.
"Sex is life itself. If it were not

neither the censors nor the motion pic-

ture industry would be in existence. Sex
is a vital element in the construction of

the drama. It is drama itself. Without
it there is little left for the drama. The
abuse of sex themes of course, has been
evident just as there is an abuse of

everything else in life on the part of the

minority.
* * *

"We cannot show on the screen, for

instance, such things as mob fights be-

cause as one censor said, this would in-

cite rioting on the part of the poorer
classes. The great ingredient in a climax
is therefore removed. In short, the punch
is taken out of a situation, an episode, a
picture. This happens so frequently that
nothing but the weak, ordinary, passive
remains.
"To show good we must show bad.

To show virtue triumphant we must
show what it triumphs over. Otherwise,
there is no drama. I predict that if cen-
sorship continues the time is not far dis-

tant when the public which is now turn-
ing away from the motion picture be-
cause of the insipid stories we are com-
pelled to create, will desert this form
of entertainment to such an extent that
our business will not be the fifth but the
twenty-fifth industry in this country."
This statement by Mr. Bern should em-

phasize the fact that censorship, whether
local or state, is a detriment to the en-
tire industry. It shows the danger of
permitting the reformers to continue
their activities unopposed.

* * *

Whether or not an exhibitor is threat-
ened with censorship it is his duty to in-

form the public of the evils of such op-
pressive legislation. No matter in what
town or city a campaign for a free screen
is conducted its effect is nation-wide.

Friend of Industry
St. Joseph Publisher Is

N ominate d Delegate to

Constitutional Convention
In the language of the unsophisti-

cated, things are "breaking good" for
Missouri exhibitors. What appeared to

be a black cloud of blue laws and radi-

calism a few months ago now looks
like a balmly day of sunshine. Charles
D. Morris, publisher of the St. Joseph,
Mo., Gazette, who is a champion of the
exhibitors, has been nominated as one
of the fifteen delegates-at-large to the
Missouri Constitutional convention, at

which a new state charter will be writ-
ten.

This fact in itself is insignificant
enough, but, with self-appointed re-

formers making a desperate effort to
obtain sufficient representation to "put
over" a state censorship, the importance
of Mr. Morris's presence at the conven-
tion cannot be over-estimated. It is the
delegates-at-large who will virtually con-
trol the convention. The other four-
teen, selected with Mr. Morris, are be-
lieved by exhibitors to be broad-minded
men, too interested in the welfare of
the state to be bothered with the whims
of an obscure few. An editorial pub-
lished by Mr. Morris on censorship re-

cently attracted state-wide attention in

exhibitor, as well as reformer, circles.

Pledge

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of

radical reformers to establish a dictatorship over the motion picture

industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.

Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the free-

dom of the screen, I pledge myself to the cause of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that I will use, when-
ever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and in this man-
ner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical

and oppressive legislation.

(Sign and mail to

Exhibitors Herald,
417 South Dearborn
rtreet, Chicago, if

you wish to become
a member of the

LEAGUE)

Name

Tneatrc

City

Order Your Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn street,

Chicago, ill.

Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the

Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion

picture.

1 will run each slide at every performance for one week when con-

ditions permit of this arrangement.

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

rheatre

Street

City
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AGAIN
The Holiday issue of

The HERALD
printed a larger volume
of paid advertising than

any other film trade pa-

per of corresponding
issue.

-and, in addition, this

issue of the HERALD
was the only Holiday

Number in the trade

which was distributed

to readers throughout
the country before
Christmas.

Two Feats of
Leadership

i
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DIGESVPICTURESoftAeWEEK
EXHIBITORS will watch with interest the recep-

tion accorded Pathe's re-issued melodramas, featur-

ing well known stars, which that company is preparing to

publish in three reel lengths. That there is greater

and greater demand for short subjects with real punch,

there is no denying, and a two or three reel melodrama
very often helps out a program containing a weak com-
edy-drama.

More attention is being paid to these short sub-

jects- by the producers, and many splendid little melo-

dramas are promised for the first of the year by
Educational and Universal that will well repay the exhibi-

tor for the extra effort and money expended in adver-

tising them.

Pathe will soon distribute "The Midnight Stage"

with Frank Keenan, a famous stage play of years ago,

and a half dozen others equally as strong; Universal's

series of "Leather Pushers" tales by H. C. Witwer are

especially interesting short stories, and Educational's

"The Ne'er to Return Road" is a classic in two reels.

These are but a few of the forthcoming short subjects

that should prove good business getters and business

builders. We unhesitatingly recommend them to dis-

criminating audiences.—J. R. M.

"THE LITTLE MINISTER" (Vitagraph) is a

screen version of J. M. Barrie's famous novel, capably

directed by David Smith and ably acted by a well

chosen cast of players, headed by Alice Calhoun. In

sets, dramatic incidents and atmosphere it is one of

the finest things Vitagraph has ever done and is a

picture that will please and hold the interest of the

most blaze picture devotee. It is six reels in length.

"BOOMERANG BILL" (Cosmopolitan-Para-
mount) stands out from the background of present day

BERT LYTELL, Metro star, showing his leading lady,

Virginia Valli, his latest acquisition in the line of pets

—

a young horse. Virginia appeared opposite Lytell in

"The Idle Rich."

pictures as a story of real merit related in terms of

real acting. Lionel Barrymore enacts actively a role

that would have failed to convince in the hands of

probably any other actor and makes it a forceful and

impressive characterization. Drama and business de-

mands are thoroughly satisfied in a production that

should build up an enviable box office record. Tom
Terriss directed wisely in giving the star the lion's

share of the footage.

"WHATEVER SHE WANTS" (Fox) is Eileen

Percy's latest starring vehicle. It is a farce-comedy

based upon the familiar plot of a lovers' misunderstand-

ing. The last reel is full of humorous situations, where

an old bookkeeper befriends a new stenographer and

gets into a peck of trouble with her. Five reels.

"RECEIVED PAYMENT" (Vitagraph) is an ap-

pealing story of a butler who sacrifices his daughter to

save the life of his master whose mind is threatened

over brooding for his lost granddaughter. The nar-

rative is interestingly carried out with doubt at times

as to whom the girl really belongs. A touching climax

and a good cast makes the picture one that satisfies.

"HER OWN MONEY" (Paramount) presents

Ethel Clayton in another young married woman role.

She gives it her accustomed accurate portrayal. The
story is one of money and marriage and is told logically

and convincingly for the most part. An abrupt happy

ending is the most unsatisfactory feature of a satisfac-

tory program attraction.

"EDEN AND RETURN" (R-C) is light amuse-

ment and for the most part will provoke mirth and

entertain as it goes along. Contains a good cast who
carry their particular parts in fine style. The action

runs along quickly and smoothly and although as a

whole not particularly impressive it proves amusing.

"THE FIRE EATER" (Universal) is a story of

the timber country and was originally called "The

Badge of Fighting Hearts." Hoot Gibson plays the

role of a ranger who attempts to save the timber from

destruction, and incidentally falls in love with a lum-

berman's daughter. An entertaining melodrama di-

rected by Reaves Eason.

"TANGLED TRAILS" (State Rights-Wm.

Stciner Productions) presents Neal Hart in stirring

melodrama of the northwest. It has several strong

situations but the story for the most part is weak.

Good photography abounds and the picture has some

unusual exploitation angles. Five reels.

"BURN 'EM UP BARNES" (State Rights-Masto-

don) is Johnny Hines first starring vehicle in feature

length pictures. He has set himself a fast pace and

if he can make others as good as this one his success

in his new field is assured. It is a well directed and

well acted comedy-drama and if properly exploited

should prove a box office winner. Six reels.



ALICE CALHOUN IN

THE LITTLE MINISTER
(VITAGRAPH)

This is a most delightful and inter-

est holding picturization of James

M. Barrie's famous story of the

same name, presented with splen-

did acting, beautiful photography,

and direction that will scarcely

permit of improvement. Great

audience picture. Directed by
David Smith.

Alice Calhoun and Richard Daniels m "The Little

Minister" (Vitagraph)

One of the best pictures yet produced
in Vitagraph studios is "The Little Min-
ister" with Alice Calhoun in the part of

"Lady Babbie," one of the most lovable

characters made known to us by the

facile pen of James M. Barrie. And if

the charming Miss Calhoun gives us

nothing more than her "Lady Babbie"
she has set a high mark for her older

and more experienced screen sisters to

aim at. It is undoubtedly the best work
yet done by this popular young screen

star, and augurs well for her future.

The entire picture is most pleasing.

Barrie's famous story has been most
closely adhered to in the writing of the

script, and to David Smith should go
great credit for his able direction. The
story is woven for the most part about
the humble life of the poor weavers in

the little Scottish village of Thrums.
The atmosphere of the little hamlet has

been maintained throughout. The quaint

houses with their thatched rooves, the cos-

tuming of the characters, the Scotch
mannerisms and customs portrayed on
the screen promise to make this pictur-

ization one that will meet with nothing
but approval from all those who enjoy
clean, wholesome drama, free from tht
taint of the eternal triangle.

In spite of the simplicity of the Barrie
story the picture has several big and
tense scenes. The terrific rain storm at

the gypsy camp, the wedding of "Lady
Babbie" and Gavin Dishart in that same
rain storm, and the river scene where the
little minister rescues Lord Rintoul and
Rob Dow loses his life, furnish some
thrilling situations in which no oppor-
tunity for realism is lost.

The story is well cast with James Mor-

rison as the little minister, Henry Hebert
as Lord Rintoul, William McCall as Rob
Dow, and Richard Daniels as his son,
Micah Dow.
And in the latter Vitagraph has dis-

covered, or rather uncovered, a youthful
prodigy who will well bear watching.
The youngster has more freckles to the
square inch than Wesley Barry ever
thought of wearing, and he is a real

actor. He is in several of the big scenes
and portrays his important part with a
stage presence rare in a child. He appar-
ently doesn't know that there is a cam-
era within a thousand miles. His work
is all business and he is a real actor—so
real in fact, that we can stand a lot more
of little Richard Daniels.

All in all, "The Little Minister" is one
of the most enjoyable screen entertain-
ments of the season, and should prove to

be a great audience picture.

LIONEL BARRYMORE IN

BOOMERANG BILL
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)

A man's size production with a

bizarre central character made
convincingly real by the gifted

Lionel Barrymore. An unusual

story of unusual people, yet an

impressive chronicle that meas-

ures up fully to dramatic and

business standards. A picture

that may make a surprising

amount of money and assuredly
deserves treatment in accordance
with great potentialities.

There's real drama in "Boomerang
Bill." There is also real acting by Lionel
Barrymore and a number of others, the
work of the star standing out from the
background of everyday screen effort in

bold relief. The picture is essentially

worth while in a period during which the

exceptional photoplay is in great public

and box office demand.
Lionel Barrymore is seen as a gun-

man of the type you do not see, but will

believe exists. He is a Chicago crook
sojourning in New York as the story

opens, and you believe that without a

pictured crime to convince you. But he's

a human crook.

His first adventure is a man-to-man
fight at a Bowery ball. Here he meets

his first and last girl, who reforms him

and is responsible for his last "trick."

which results in capture and imprison-

ment.
The jail stuff that follows is brief and

ranks high above the mass of such that

has been observed. Here the star accom-

plishes some of his best work in a picture

that is rich in good acting. His release,

return, and the subsequent finding of

solace in the life of a peddler hold you
steadily.

You believe the picture, and you are

silent as it is told. It stands an excellent

chance of being listed, unheralded as it

comes, among the surprise successes of

the season.

EILEEN PERCY IN

WHATEVER
SHE WANTS
(FOX)

Pleasing little comedy-drama based

upon the familiar situation of a

lovers' quarrel and its ultimate

settlement. Fox star with capable

company puts life into old plot.

Directed by C. R. Wallace.
After a draggy introduction, "What-

ever She Wants" moves along swiftly

from one comedy situation to another in

pleasing manner. The comedy derives

its name from a remark made by John
Barr, owner of a manufacturing estab-

lishment, who instructs the superinten-

dent of his plant to "give Miss North, at

any time, and under any circumstances,

anything she wants." The role of Enid
North is excellently played by Eileen

Percy. Richard Wayne is satisfactory as

John Barr. Otto Hoffman plays an im-

portant role as Amos Lott, an old book-

keeper, and Herbert Fortier rounds out

the cast as Henry North, Enid's father.

Several beautiful sets depicting interiors

of a wealthy home are shown, and the

direction is adequate, save for the han-

dling of the youngsters in the last reel,

which is very bad.

Enid North determines to acquire a

business education and show her affi-

anced husband that she can take care of

herself if need be. He has previously in-

structed his superintendents to give her

whatever she wants, and when she ap-

plies for a position as stenographer, he

hires her. Other young men in the of-

fice are attracted to her, and Lott, the

head bookkeeper, is ordered to discharge

them. She disrupts the whole organiza-

tion. Lott arranges to take her to a noto-

rious cafe that night, where she hopes to

find a girl she thinks is too friendly with

John Barr, her sweetheart. Lott is mis-

taken for "Denver Dan," a crook, and
they escape with difficulty from the cafe

and hide in Lott's home. Enid arrives

home safely, and when Lott's wife ar-

rives and accuses her of being a "home
breaker" she confesses the whole thing

and is forgiven by her sweetheart.

PENNY ANTE
(UNIVERSAL)

This Star Comedy will fit in nicely with

any feature and prove a diverting twelve

minutes. It stars Harry Mann, who is

the impecunious husband of a very poor

poker player. She loses all his money
while he helps a "vamp" play her hand,

and the ways of the "vamp" are as mys-
terious as the well-known "heathen

chinee."
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CORINNE GRIFFITH IN

RECEIVED PAYMENT
(VTTAGRAPH)

An interesting story, well presented
with an effective climax. It holds
the attention and will please the
majority of picture goers. The
story runs somewhat away from
the usual which adds to its value.

Directed by Charles Maigne.

Corinne Griffith in "Received Payment"
(Vitagraph)

From the title of this Vitagraph pro-
duction you can well speculate as to the
nature of the story. It might be a plot

with revenge as the keynote as well as

a story of Wall street with big moneyed
interests, stock deals, and the like. How-
ever, it is neither. The title is a mis-
nomer and doesn't do justice to a pleas-

ing picture, with a human interest plot.

Corinne Griffith is ably supported by
Kenneth Harlan, David Torrance, Wil-
liam David and others. Charles Ham-
mond as Andrew Ferris, a butler, is

especially commendable.
The story opens in the palatial home

of Daniel Milton, where Andrew Ferris,

as the butler, assists his master who is

subject to the preyings of a guilty con-
science for ill treatment he accorded his

daughter when she married against his

will. He believes his daughter's child

still lives and accuses the butler of know-
ing its whereabouts.
Fearing that his master may lose his

mind unless he can atone to his grand-
child for the injustice he has done his

daughter, Ferris brings his own daughter,
a chorus girl, to Milton as the lost grand
daughter whom he has managed to lo-

cate. In doing so, Ferris tells the girl,

portrayed by Corinne Griffith, that she
is not his daughter as she has supposed,
but the rightful heir to the Milton for-

tune and pleads with her to assume her
rightful position as head of the Milton
household. Under the cheerful care of
his grand daughter old Milton recovers
his failing health. All goes well until the
girl discovers the butler in the act of
burning a number of old letters. Her
suspicions aroused, she obtains one of the
letters and learns that she is not Milton's
grand child but the real daughter of the
butler as she had originally supposed.
Fearing that the truth will prove too
much for Milton's pride she returns to
the stage where she wins success.

Milton, still ignorant of the deception,
attends the opening performance and re-

joices in the success of his daughter's
child. During the performance Roger
Dayne, Milton's discharged secretary, at-

tempts to shoot the girl who has jilted

him occupying the same box. Ferris
comes between the two and is killed.

Before he dies he confesses the duplicity
to Milton and explains that it was done
to save his master's life. Milton takes

his hand and says "I understand, old
friend, I love her as though she were
my own daughter."

HOOT GIBSON IN

THE FIRE EATER
(UNIVERSAL)

Entertaining melodrama staged in

the great out-of-doors of the

Northwest U. S. A., adapted from
a story written by Ralph Cum-
mins, and directed by Reaves
Eason. A forest fire and several

fights are its outstanding points

of interest. Five reels.

Action is Hoot Gibson's middle name,
and, with the co-operation of Director
Eason and a capable cast, he manages to
hold the attention throughout the 4,341
feet of film comprising this feature, by
keeping eternally on the move.

It tells the story of "Smilin' Bob" Co-
rey and his partner, Jim O'Neil, rangers
in the employ of the Forestry Preserve
Bureau, who are delegated to make a
"peaceful penetration" into Paradise Val-
ley and save the timber from the depre-
dations of Jacob Lemar, a notorious lum-
ber thief, and the uneducated settlers who
are robbing the mountains and valleys
of the best tall trees. They find them-
selves objects of hatred in the camp.
Corey falls in love with the daughter of a
woodsman, but is distrusted by her and
her father, although they receive Jim into
their home. Several fights follow be-
tween Corey and Lemar, and a spectac-
ular forest tire sweeps the mountain side.
Lemar has kidnapped Martha McCarthy,
the woodman's daughter, and hidden her
in a bear trap. Corey rescues her, and
they escape the flames by hiding in a
water hole. Lemar is caught and pun-
ished for his part in the kidnapping of
Martha and peace reigns when the
woodsmen accept Corey and Jim for
what they are, good fellows, on an earn-
est mission.

Louise Larraine plays Martha; Tom
Lingham is a convincing Lemar, and
Walter Perry a splendid Jim O'Neil.

NED OF THE NEWS
(UNIVERSAL)

Here is a series of two-reel dramas
written around the exploits of a newspa-
per reporter that should prove enter-
taining and good business builders. There
is a certain fascination about stories of
newspaper life, and "The Leather Push-
ers" tales, by H. C. Witwer, breathe the
very atmosphere of a Journalist's busy
existence. This series of twelve stories
is being made by the Knickerbocker Pho-
toplay Corp., headed by H. L. Messmore,
and Harry Pollard is directing them un-
der the supervision of the author. Those
who play the principal roles are Sam J.

Ryan, Hayden Stevenson, Charles Ascott.
Danny Hayes, Frankie Ryan and Bob
Armstrong.
Ned is assigned to get a big story con-

cerning a political deal being engineered
by the boss politician and his henchmen.
The information he desires is included in

an agreement which the politician has
locked up in his safe. How he secures
the papers, substitutes a blank sheet of

paper for the agreement and brings the
politician to time makes up this interest-

ing two-reeler.

ETHEL CLAYTON IN

HER OWN MONEY
(PARAMOUNT)

Another story of young married
Americans with Ethel Clayton in
her well wrought wifely charac-
terization. A narrative told with
precision that at times defeats its

own ends. Warner Baxter a sat-
isfying opposite with a slight ten-
dency to overact. A good pro-
gram picture directed by Joseph
Henabery.
Ethel Clayton's series of wifely imper-

sonations is continued in "Her Own
Money," a story admirably suited to her
attainments. Warner Baxter is a well
chosen male lead and lesser members of
the cast satisfy. Save for a happy ending
somewhat too abruptly brought about,
the picture qualifies as good entertain-
ment.

In his zealousness to promote perfect
understandability, Joseph Henabery, the
director, accomplished almost mathe-
matical sequence. In spots the lucidity
of the story renders prematurely obvious
its developments, a certain degree of plot
freshness serving valuably to offset this.

With the abrupt ending, this completes
the list of the picture's inferiorities, and
there are virtues counteracting them in

sufficient degree to make the production
entirely acceptable program entertain-
ment.
The star is cast as a working girl who

saves her money, married a struggling
business man, makes sacrifices to pro-
mote business efforts, and in a crisis oc-
curring after five years of married life

loans him her savings through a third

party. He discovers the fraud and leaves
her. She goes back to work and in a

picture miracle he recuperates his losses,

asks forgiveness, and happiness is estab-

lished.

ETHEL CLAYTON and Warner Bax-
ter, who appear together in the Para-
mount picture, "Her Own Money."
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NEAL HART, Violet Palmer and Jules Cowles, in a dramatic scene from "Tangled
Trails," a William Steiner production.

NEAL HART IN

TANGLED TRAILS
(STEIXER—STATE RIGHTS)

A thrilling melodrama of the Cana-
dian Northwest with Neal Hart
in the role of a Mounted Police-

man. Several strong situations

but story is weak. Well photo-
graphed but jerkily directed. Has
some strong exploitation angles.

Motion picture fans who love melo-
drama for the thrills alone will find quite

a little in "Tangled Trails" to commend
itself to them. There are several big
scenes with Neal Hart in the role of a

mounted policeman, whose motto is "get
vour man," and, of course, Hart always
gets him, even though quite a little of the

getting is so drawn out and unconvincing
that it requires a great stretch of the
imagination to make it permissible even
on the screen.

The picture opens and closes in the

Canadian northwest, where Hart, as Jack
Borden, is assigned to arrest Phil Law-
son, a crooked mine promoter, who has

added murder to his other offenses. Dis-

carding his uniform, Borden follows the

promotor to New York City and there

overtakes him just in time to rescue a

stenographer from Lawson's clutches.

Lawson escapes, and, with Borden on

his trail, goes to an underworld retreat,

where he is again overtaken and more
battling takes place, with Borden victo-

rious in the scrap, but with the promoter
again escaping. Still on the trail, Borden
follows his man back to Canada, where,

after several more hand-to-hand fights,

the culprit is finally captured and sent

to pay the price for his crimes.

The heart interest will stir but a slight

pulsation for those who look to romance
for their interest, but as no Canadian

"mounted picture would be complete with-

out a pretty girl, one has been supplied.

Another character is a mysterious silent

man—the father of the girl. This is

played effectively by Jules Cowles, and

his scene where he meets the wife, from

whom he has long been separated, is one

of the best bits in the picture.

JOHNNY HINES IN

"BURN 'EM
UP BARNES"

(MASTODON-STATE RIGHTS)

Comedy-drama of the best type.

Well directed and well acted story

of wealthy youth who gives up a

life of ease and comfort to go in

search of romance and adventure.

Good entertainment here. Di-

rected by Johnny Hines and

George A. Beranger.

"Burn 'Em Up Barnes" ought to

"clean up" wherever shown. If prop-

erly exploited it should make a splendid

showing at the box office. It has every-

thing the showman wants in the way of

thrills, drama, sentiment and humor. If

you have played any of the "Torchy"
series of two-reel comedies you know
that Hines is sure-fire in comedy roles

and in this six-part feature he is just

three times as good.

It is a refreshing, clean story with

subtitles very much to the point and
the star's performance an outstanding
feature. The story is spirited and the

directors worked it up to a fine climax
at the finish.

J. Barney Sherry, Edmund Breese,

Dorothy Leeds. Betty Carpenter, Mat-
thew Betts and Julia Swayne Gordon
contribute to the picture's success also

by their excellent interpretations. Some
color photography is effectively used in

a tramps' card game, and the automo-
bile race at the finish is very well staged.
The story was written by Raymond
Schrock. It is a Charles C. Burr pro-
duction and is being sold on the state

rights basis.

"Burn 'Em Up" Barnes, the son of an
automobile manufacturer, is robbed of his

clothes and thrown into a boxcar where
he meets a half dozen other tramps. In
a small Pennsylvania town they save a

child from death on a railroad but are
accused of being kidnapers, and are

locked up. The child is the son of the

local bank teller, who is being black-
mailed by an ex-convict. Road races are

being held on the day the bank is robbed
and Whitney Barnes arrives to get his

son out of jail the same day. He takes
his father's machine, overtakes the bank
robbers, wins the race and also the hand
of Betty Scott, the village belle.

DORIS MAY IX

EDEN AND RETURN
(R-C PICTURES)

A comedy-drama which proves fair

entertainment. The vivaciousness

of the star is the outstanding fea-

ture. The story is a rather piece-

meal affair, with incidents woven
around a "wishing rug." Well
photographed, with Doris May
supported by an excellent cast.

Directed by William A. Seiter.

DoTis May never stops long enough to

take a deep breath in keeping things

moving in "Eden and Return." The lit-

tle star is action personified and does

more to inject pep into the going than

any other single factor. The story is

of the light and breezy variety and en-

tertains as it goes along, although in

the end it has failed to prove particu-

larly impressive.

The acting of the supporting cast and

the work of Doris May is commendable.

Margaret Campbell as the dignified and
old-fashioned Aunt Sarah, portrays the
type to perfection. Gerald Pring, Frank
Kingsley and Buddy Post, three suitors

for Betty Baylock's hand, each play
their parts of the "impossible" sort of

a husband a girl wants in a charming
manner.

Doris May as Betty Baylock buys a
"wishing rug" which, it is claimed, pos-
sesses the powers of an Alladin's lamp.
She gains faith in its possibilities for

making wishes come true in a series of
incidents that transpire. When her father
says she may take her choice in mar-
riage—of any one of three suitors—she
uses the rug to wish for a dark-haired,
blue-eyed regular He man. The next
afternoon she discovers Jack Grey,
played by Earl Metcalfe, hiding in her
car, where he sought refuge from an
army of bill collectors. Grey has squan-
dered a fortune in New York and she
agrees to engage him—as her fiance.

She introduces him to papa, who reads
the riot act and orders him to produce
the hundred thousand dollars he has
tossed away before considering him as
a son-in-law. They are married—in

name only and Grey proceeds to make
good by taking in washing. He has dis-

covered that her father's habit of writ-

ing on the cuffs of his shirt is a source
of valuable information of stock deals
and by taking over the washing he is

able to gain control of the stock in

which her father is interested from notes
on the cuffs. Father gives up when he
discovers he is beaten and says any man
who can make a fortune out of old shirts

is good enough for him.

AS OLD AS
THE HILLS

(EDUCATIONAL)
This Bruce Scenic, in one reel, takes

you through Wales, Switzerland and
various parts of England, and shows the
rums of ancient forts, abbeys and castles

as they stand today. The film is beau-
tifully tinted and some remarkable pho-
tography is employed to bring out the
picturesqueness of these ancient ruins. A
very entertaining short subject.
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Scenes from three Pathe re-issues: Left—Irene Castle and Eric Von Stroheim in "Sylvia of Secret Service;" Florence Reed in

"At Bay" (center), and right—Frank Keenan in "The Midnight Stage."

Pathe Announces Re-
Features in

Pathe Exchange, Inc., announces that

many of its most successful features are •

to be edited down to three reels and re-

issued.

It was in response to the insistent de-

mand of exhibitors for pictures that will

enable them to get a quicker turnover of

audiences without sacrificing feature

quality that led Pathe to consider the

re-editing and shortening of its many
great features, the company states.

Lists Publications

Under the present arrangements, the

initial publications will be as follows:

January 29.
—"The Midnight Stage,"

starring Frank Keenan, adapted from the

stage success, "The Lyon's Mail." The
cast includes Joseph Dowling, Mignon
Anderson, Maude George, Thomas Guise,

Wadsworth Harris, and Charles Gunn.
It was directed by Ernest Warde.
February 5.

—"Convict 993," starring

Irene Castle. In the supporting cast is

Warner Oland, Helene Chadwick, J. H.
Gilmour, Paul Everton, and Harry Ben-
ham. It was directed by William Parke.
February 12.

—"Via Wireless," from tht

stage play of the same name by Win-
chell Smith and Paul Armstrong, starring

Gail Kane. George Fitzmaurice directed

this, and in the cast supporting Miss
Kane are Bruce McRae and Paul McAl-
lister.

Directed by Fitzmaurice

February 19.
—"The Hunting of 'The

Hawk,' " co-starring Marguerite Snow
and William Courtney. This is a melo-
dramatic crook play directed by George
Fitzmaurice.
February 26.

—"At Bay," from the

Broadway stage success by George Scar-
borough. Florence Reed had the starring

role in this production, which was the

work of George Fitzmaurice. The cast

includes Frank Sheridan, recently seen in

"The Rider of the King Log," Lystei
Chambers and De Witt Jennings.
March 5.

—
"Sylvia of the Secret Serv-

ice." This is another George Fitzmaurice
production starring Irene Castle. Miss
Castle is supported by Elliott Dexter,
Eric Von Stroheim, J. H. Gilmour, Su-
zanne Willa and T. Wigney Percival.

Stars Baby Marie Osborne

March 12.—Baby Marie Osborne fea-

ture (title to be announced later).

March 19.
—"Loaded Dice," starring

Frank Keenan in a story from the book
by Ellery Clarke.
March 26.—"The Closing Net," adapted

from the book by Henry V. Rowland.
Madeline Traverse is a featured player in

this offering, which was directed by Ed-
ward Jose.

April 2.
—"The Mark of Caine," star-

Issue of Its

Three Reel Lengths
ring Irene Castle. Adapted from the

book by Carolyn Wells, and directed by
George Fitzmaurice.

April 9.—Baby. Marie Osborne feature

(title to be announced later).

April 16.
—"More Trouble," starring

Frank Keenan and directed by Ernest
Warde.

April 23.—Feature to be announced
later.

April 30.—Baby Marie Osborne feature

(title to be announced later).

Antonio Moreno in Lead

May 7.
—"Vengeance Is Mine," starring

Irene Castle in the story adapted from
John Morosco's novel. This was also

directed by George Fitzmaurice. Miss
Castle's leading man is Antonio Moreno.

"Pathe Playlets" will be three reels of

compact action. There will be no excess

footage, for in the cutting process it was
absolutely necessary to eliminate all pad-

ding—wherever it was found—in order

that the story could be related as com-
pletely as the limited space of three reels

would allow.

Exploitation Magazine Is

Started by "U" Exchange
A new weekly magazine published by

the Big "U" Exchange, to create exhibi-

tor interest in the exploitation of Uni-
versal productions in the New York
territory, has been started.

The new publication is called "The Big
U Exploitation Weekly," and it is written

and edited by Marco Lachman, exploita-

tion representative of the exchange. It

contains exploitation suggestions, stories

on what exhibitors are doing with Uni-

versal productions, notes, and illustra-

tions showing the exploitation possibili-

ties of Universal products.

Sets in "Torchy" Comedy
Fill Entire Studio Space

Sets representing street scenes on the

lower East Side of New York, which take

up the entire space of the Mastodon
Films studios on West Fifty-fourth

street, are used in the making of the latest

Torchy comedy of the Sewell Ford
stories.

The name of the new comedy will be

"Battling Torchy," featuring Johnny
Hines. The film is being made for distri-

bution by Educational.

Export & Import Film Company Will

State Right " The Jungle Goddess
Export & Import Film Company, Inc.,

which controls the world rights on the

new fifteen episode animal-jungle serial,

"The Jungle Goddess," announces that

this Selig chapter play will be sold on the

independent market.
This decision was made following a

careful survey of the state right field and
only after a sufficient number of episodes

had arrived in New York and passed the

inspection of Ben Blumenthal, president,

and L. Auerbach, vice-president, of the

Export & Import Company.

In Production Four Months

"The Jungle Goddess" has been in

production for the last four months at

Col. William N. Selig's studios and now
is nearing completion. The concluding
episode of the serial is scheduled to be in

New York February 1.

Export & Import Film Company re-

cently contracted for Colonel Selig's en-
tire output for the next three years. "The
JiitiRle Goddess" is the first production
under this new contract.

When starting "The Jungle Goddess,"
Colonel Selig was given carte blanche
to go to any means to excel anything
which has ever been done in wild animal
serials, it is said.

Zoo One of Largest
In making the picture Colonel Selig

had the advantage of being able to draw

upon the Selig zoo. one of the largest in

the world, for the jungle beasts.

James Conway, who is directing the

serial, is making use of the many wild

animals which Selig had loaned to vari-

ous circuses and which were recalled for

use in the episode drama. He has at his

call a collection of over 470 animals, in-

cluding tigers, lions, leopards, chim-

panzees, giraffes, monkeys, crocodiles,

sacred cows and other jungle beasts.

Elinor Field is co-starred with Tru-

man Van Dyke in "The Jungle God-

dess." The story for the serial was writ-

ten for the screen by Agnes Johnston

and Frank Dazey.
Official Issues Statement

"In placing 'The Jungle Goddess' on

the independent market," states an offi-

cial of the Export & Import Film Com-
pany, "we believe we are offering the

greatest wild animal jungle serial ever

made. Every exhibitor knows Colonel

Selig. Every exhibitor has faith in him

and regards him as the peer of wild ani-

mal serial sekers. They know him from

his past successes and will book this

serial on his name alone. Given unlim-

ited resources to work wjth, Colonel

Selig has promised that 'The Jungle

Goddess' will be his chapter-picture mas-

terpiece."
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Diversified Program
Offered by Hodkinson in 1922

A list of early productions and a sum-
mary of probable publications for

the balance of the year are in-

cluded in a statement just issued an-

nouncing the approximate plans of W.
\V. Hodkinson Corporation for 1922.

Two important items on the Hodkin-
son list are the "Official Urban Movie-

Chats of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America." which will be pub-
lished one a week beginning on January
15, and the one-reel Great Authors se-

ries made by Charles Urban of Kineto
Company of America. The- latter are

published one a month.
The two-reel Triart productions based

on the masterpieces of famous artists

will continue to be issued one a month.
Two already are in circulation. The bal-

ance of the company's program includes

a number of Hugo Ballin pictures, Ed-
win L. Hollywood productions and sev-

eral new pictures not yet ready for an-

nouncement. ,
r * * .* .

January Schedule
"French Heels" Irene Castle

"The Young Painter" Triart

"At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern"
Special Cast

"French Heels" is the first of the se-

ries of Edwin L. Hollywood productions

starring Mrs. Irene Castle. It was writ-

ten by Clarence Buddington Kelland, and
the cast includes Ward Crane and Charles

Gerard.
"At the Sign of the Jack o'Lantern"

is the second Renco Film Company's
production for Hodkinson, the first hav-

ing been "Lavender and Old Lace," by
Myrtle Reid. "At the Sign of the Jack
o'Lantern" is also a Myrtle Reid story.

The cast includes Betty Ross Clark, Vic-

tor Potel, Earl Schenck, Wade Boteler,

Clara Clark Ward and others.

"The Young Painter" is the third of

the Triart productions which are being

made under the supervision of an advis-

ory board of eminent art patrons, con-

CHARLES URBAN, whose "Movie
Chats," "The Four Seasons" and other
pictures will go through Hodkinson.

EDWIN L. HOLLYWOOD, producing
Irene Castle pictures for W. W. Hod-
kinson.

sisting of Robert W. DeForest, president

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;
Francis C. Jones, treasurer of the Na-
tional Academy of Designs : Edwin H.
Blashfield. president of the National
Academy of Design; Charles Dana Gib-
son, president of the Society of Illus-

trators and editor of Life; Robert Aiken,
president of the Sculptors Society of

America; Louis C. Tiffany, founder of

the Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation, and
Daniel Chester French, one of the world's

most noted sculptors.
* * *

February Schedule
"Heart's Haven" Benjamin B. Hampton
"Hope" Triart
"The Grey Dawn" Hampton

"Heart's Haven" features Claire Ad-
ams, Carl Gantvoort, Claire McDowell
and Robert McKim. The fourth Tri-

art production, "Hope," is based upon
the immortal masterpiece of the same
name by Watts. "The Grey Dawn" will

be published either in February or early

in March.
Another Triart Great Masterpiece pro-

duction which is scheduled for early in

1922 is "Mona Lisa," based on the fa-

mous painting of the same name by Leo-
nardo de Vinci. Extraordinary care and
unusual treatment will be accorded this

picture and the advisory board will su-

pervise personally the work of produc-

tion.

These productions, with subsequent

Edwin L. Hollywood and Hugo Baliin

products, augmented by the Urban prod-

ucts, including a special four-reel feature

entitled "The Four Seasons," an Urban
Popular Classic recorded by Raymond L.

Ditmars, curator of the Bronx Zoo, pro-

vide the nucleus of a 1922 program
which will be greatly enlarged and ex-

panded. Already negotiations are pend-

ing for the acquisition by Hodkinson of
several pretentious special productions,
as well as such other special feature pro-
ductions and star program attractions

that may be acquired from time to time.
* * *

Negotiations for distribution of "The
Four Seasons" have just been closed
with Harry J. Shepard of the Kineto
company. This is an Urban Popular
Classic recorded by Raymond L. Dit-
mars, curator of the Bronx Zoo, with
the cooperation of Charles Urban, pres-
ident of Kineto.
Arrangements also have been made

with Mr. Shepard for the distribution of

a series of one-reel Great Authors pro-
ductions being made by Mr. Urban.
This series of twelve features the lives

of such celebrated Americans as James
Whitcomb Riley, Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, Walt Whitman, James Fen-
imore Cooper. James Russell Lowell. Ed-
gar Allen Poe, Washington Irving, John
Greenleaf Whittier, Nathaniel Haw-
thorne, William Cullen Bryant, Oliver
Wendell Holmes and Mark Twain.
"The Four Seasons" is described as a

feature novelty of rare beauty and one
that is exceptionally fascinating in its

visualization of nature's handiwork. The
picture was planned by Dr. Raymond
L. Ditmars, one of America's most prom-
inent scientists, who has for many years
been in charge of scientific research for

the New7 York Zoological Society.

It is a story in four episodes depicting
animal and plant life in spring, summer,
autumn and winter. The scenes were pho-
tographer in the Bronx Zoological Gar-
dens. Dr. Ditmars and Mr. Urban have
woven a beautiful story of the beasts of
plain and forest and plant life that are
peculiarly affected by the changes of the
seasons.

A pre-release showing of "The Four
Seasons" was given in the Rialto theatre
some weeks ago. Exhibitor, trade pa-
per and newspaper comments on this

picture have been highly complimentary.

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON, who is

also producing for Hodkinson distribu-

tion.
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Competition and Appreciation of
Industry Are Vital Needs Today

This Opinion Is Advanced by Harry M. Warner of

Warner Brothers and William Nigh, Director
of ' 'Why Girls Leave Home '

'

Education of the exhibitor and keen

competition are among the vital needs of

the industry today, according to Harry

M. Warner of Warner Brothers and

Willia S. Nigh, author and director of

"Why Girls Leave Home," "School Days"

and other pictures.

Mr. Warner says: "The very life of

the industry is competition, because only

through competition can the art of the

motion picture reach its highest pinnacle.

Without competition the industry would

become stagnant.

"Now while the conscientious producer

whose aim is to bring forth only the best

productions for the entertainment of the

masses fulfills to the best of his ability

every reauirement to materialize his

cherished "ideals, he finds the theatre

owner a stumbling block to his prog-

ress.

"Let me stress right here the fact that

there are exhibitors throughout this

country who control many of the small

and big towns. Their attitude is that of

the magnate who has cornered, let us

say, the wheat market.

Producer Is Jeopardized

"And in having this control, this

monopoly of showing whatever they

think fit for their respective communi-
ties, they jeopardize the producer. For

the producer cannot get his product into

that town unless he comes down and
meets the order of the exhibitor. In

other words, the producer is up against

a tough proposition in order to realize a

fair profit on his product.

"In the final analysis it simply means
that the market will be cluttered with

inferior productions.

"The sum and substance of the entire

matter is this: If there is more than one

theatre in a town—that is to say, if they

HARRY M. WARNER, of Warner
Brothers, distributing "School Days."

compete with each other for the best
product available—then and only then
will this industry progress to its natural
growth, because the producer can feel

assured that his productions will receive
their due reward."

Nigh Presents Opinion

In his statement Mr. Nigh holds that
before the screen play can reach its

highest estate the exhibitor must be edu-
cated to a point of appreciation of the
artistic value of a given production.
"By the education of the exhibitor is

meant that he must be big enough to

realize the true worth of a production as

entertainment for his patrons," continued
Mr. Nigh. "I do not mean to imply that

the commercial side of the exhibitor's en-

terprise should be ignored. To the con-
trary, that factor must be taken into

consideration, but we must not get away
from the fact that in order to bring the

art of the motion picture to a higher
estate we must be able to discern good
screen values.

Must Not Ignore Art

"If we ignore the screen play as an
art and merelv take it nurely from a com-
mercial standpoint, then this industry
will peter into oblivion. For no cre-

ative work can long survive if its primary
purpose is monetary reward. Now the
exhibitor has got to be as big if not
bigger than the director of motion pic-

tures. It lies in his power to mould the
minds of the public, to entertain and
make them feel that this old world is a

good place to live in. To perform this

great function properly, the exhibitor

must educate himself to an artistic ap-
preciation of the motion picture. The
financial side of his venture will take care
of itself."

Welcome Otis Skinner's
Return to Screen Work

Announcement from the offices of Ex-
ceptional Pictures Corporation that Otis
Skinner will appear again before the mo-
tion picture camera has brought consid-
erable comment from the exhibitors and
the press. Mr. Skinner's first picture has
proved that the star of the stage is also

a great pantomimist, and that his art of

characterization has been heightened by
his work before the camera, s\ccording to

Exceptional.
"Mister Antonio," the Booth Tarking-

ton story which has been used by Mr.
Skinner for three successive seasons on
the stage, will serve as his second mo-
tion picture story for Exceptional Pic-

tures Corporation.

Harlam Back in Pictures
For "Beyond the Rainbow'
In the all-star cast of "Beyond the

Rainbow," the new R-C production,
Macey Harlam is carrying the part of the
impostir, Count Ricardo Terrion, erst-

while barber. Mr. Harlam returns to pic-

tures after a season on the road with
Olga Petrova in "The White Peacock,"
which is scheduled to open in New York
in the near future. . .

WILLIAM NIGH, director of "Why
Girls Leave Home" and "School Days,"

Warner Bros, productions.

"Ten Nights" Making
Records, Says Arrow

Picture Presented at Keith's

Victory Theatre in

Providence
"Ten Nights in a Barroom," the Blazed

Trail production starring John Lowell

and Baby Ivy Ward, is making records,

according to Arrow- Film Corporation,

the distributor.

Keith Showing Successful

The recent presentation of the feature
at B. F. Keith's Victory theatre, in Prov-
idence, R. I., proved a great success both
financially and numerically, says the com-
pany. J. Charles Davis, 2d, handled the

exploitation.

Never before, it is said, had so many
people been attracted to a Providence
theatre, and never before in a single week
had so much money been paid into one
of the city's playhouses. So successful
was the presentation that the feature was
booked for a second week.

Report Many Bookings

Many bookings on the picture are re-

ported from Massachusetts, Connecticut.
Rhode Island, Pennsylvania and other
states.

The screen version of "Ten Nights"
was written by L. Case Russell. It is

founded upon the stage success by W.
W. Pratt and the novel by T. S. Arthur.

Announces First of Series
Second National Pictures Corporation

announces the early publication of the

first of a series of new pictures, "David
and Jonathan." The picture was adapted
from the novel by E. Temple Thurston
and featured Madge Titheradge. Other
pictures scheduled for early distribution

pre "The Kdge o' Beiyond," "The Night

Riders" and "Mr. Pirn Passes By."
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Lupino Lane Signed by Fox Film to
Star in Two-Reel Special Comedies

Comedian Has Gone to California to Begin Work on
His First Production—Made American Debut

in "Afgar" in September, 1920

Paramount Publishes
Two Pictures Jan. 1

Wallace Reid in "Rent Free"

and "Miss Lulu Bett"
Open New Year

Paramount ushers in the new year with
William de Mille's production, "Miss
Lulu Bett," starring Lois Wilson and
Wallace Reid in "Rent Free," published

on January 1. The former picture is

adapted from the novel by Zona Gale and
Miss Gale's own plav which won the
Pulitzer prize for the best stage play of

the 1920-21 season.

Is Story of Drudge
"Miss Lulu Bett" is a story of a house-

hold drudge who longs for freedom and
thinks she has found it when she con-
tracts an informal civil marriage with a
man who already has a wife. Learning
the truth she returns to her monotonous
house duties and is finally liberated by
the man she loves. Milton Sills plays the
leading male character. In the cast are
Theodore Roberts, Helen Ferguson,
Ethel Wales, Mabel Van Buren, Clar-
ence Burton and May Giracci.

Reid Seen as Artist

The production featuring Wallace Reid
is a story of a young artist who prefers to
shuffle for himself rather than study law
in his father's office. A great deal of the
action takes place on the roof of two
New York rooming houses. The story
was written by Mann Page and Izola
Forrester Page which Howard Higgins
directed. The cast includes Lila Lee, in

in the stellar role, and Henry Barrows,
Gertrude Short, Lillian Leighton, Clar-
ence Geldart, Claire McDowell and L'u-

cien Littlefield.

Stahl Plans Additions to

Cast of Play Under Way
Although now in his third week of

making "One Clear Call," at the Louis
B. Mayer Studio, director John M. Stahl
has not finished the casting of the pic-

ture. Owing to the expense already
undergone to ma1<e this production, and
the fact that nearly every member of the
cast is a recognized star, Mr. Stahl will

not engage the players who appear only
in the last part of the picture until the
time comes for filming their scenes.
The cast for "One Clear Call" to date

includes Henry B. Walthall, Claire Wind-
sor, Milton Sills, Irene Rich, Joseph
Dowling, Annette De Foe. Nick Cogley
and Fred Kelsey. At least two more
stars of fame are to join this assemblage
in the near future. This will be Mr.
Stahl's third independent unit production
for Louis B. Mayer.

"The Four Seasons" Wins
Praise in Board Bulletin

For the first time in the history of the

publication of Exceptional Photoplays
the critical bulletin of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures, a film pro-

duction lacking the dramatic elements of

personal conflict, has been reviewed.
The film to attain this distinction, is

"The Four Seasons," by Raymond Dit-

mars, produced under the -direction of

Charles Urban, and published by Kineto.

and as is suggested in the title, deals with

the various aspects of nature through the

cycle of the year. Although the picture

lacks plot and character elements which
are typical of the American photoplay, it

is nevertheless, according to the review,

a real thrilling drama.

Lupino Lane, English comedian, has
been signed by William Fox to star in

Lupino Lane special comedies. He has
gone to the Coast, where he will begin
work immediately on his first production.
Lane is a comparatively new comer to

American audiences. He made his debut
in this country in the English stage pro-
duction, "Afgar," in September, 1920.

Received Favorably by Public

In announcing acquisition of this

player the Fox offices have made the fol-

lowing announcement:
"In September, 1920, at a Broadway

theatre in New York, he made his Ameri-
can debut, when the famous English pro-
duction of 'Afgar' opened there. With his

original and screamingly funny prank?
and acrobatic work he broke through the

toughened shell of the blase first nighters
and made them hold their sides in

laughter.
"After this opening night performance

the 'big town' buzzed with his fame, and
he just naturally eclipsed the much her-

alded female star of the show—Alice

Delysia. After the New York run he
went on tour with 'Afgar,' remaining with

it until he recently received word to

begin work for Fox as the star of a new
series of Lupino Lane comedies.

Played in Popular Pieces

"Before making his successful and sen-

sational debut in the American presenta-

tion of 'Afgar,' Lane had appeared for

eight months in this production at the

London Pavilion. Previous to that he

played the principal comedy roles in the

London presentations of 'Little Johnny
Jones,' 'The League of Notions,' and in

such well known revues as 'Watch Your
Step,' "Follow the Crowd' and 'We're All

In It.'

"He is an all-around athlete, as his gen-

eral and daring acrobatic comedy work
reveals.

"Lupino Lane was not a sudden find or

LUPINO LANE, English comedian, who
will appear in a series of Fox come-

dies, to be made at the West Coast

studios.

a comedy genius discovered overnight.

He was dedicated to his career as a fun-

maker at 3 years of age. In keeping with
English and Continental tradition, he is

descended from a long aristocracy oi

stage folk.

Member of Lupino Family

"He is a member of the famous family
of Lupino whose name was famous at old
Covent Garden, where it long held a

principal place on the play bills. On his

mother's side he is a nephew of Mrs.
Sarah Lane, celebrated actress and con-
ductor of an equally celebrated theatre

—

the Britannia in London, well known for

its great pantomimes, and at which most
of the leading English stars appeared
from 1850 to 1900. His father, grand-
father, great-grandfather, uncles and
others for generations back were famous
as comedians and pantomime artists."

Mundstock Handles
Davis-Brandt Film

Porducers Tour Key Cities

to Confer With State
Right Buyers

Immediately following the announce-
ment of the opening of the sales cam-
paign on "Life's Greatest Question," the
second of the George H. Davis-Joe
Brandt features. Dave Mundstock, presi-
dent of Strand Features of Detroit, made
a special trip to New York for the pur-
pose of viewing the picture and obtain-
ing rights on it for his territory. Imme-
diately following a special screening, he
purchased it for the Michigan territory.

Boosts First Production

His interest in the feature was oc-
casioned by the fact that he holds terri-

torial rights in Michigan to "The Heart
of the North," the first of the Davis-
Brandt features, and reports that it is.

one of the biggest box office attractions
there.

Mr. Mundstock, after seeing "Life's

Greatest Question," pronounced it an
even greater picture than "The Heart of
the North."

Tour Key Centers

Both Mr. Brandt and Mr. Davis are
on an extended tour of the principal key
cities for the purpose of seeing important
states right ' buyers who have written
them asking for the first view of "Life's
Greatest Question."
The press book has been completed

and is an attractive and effective one,
with two-color cover. It contains pub-
licity stories, advertising suggestions, ex-
ploitation, presentation suggestions and
lobby displays. Paper and all acces-
sories for exoloiting the picture have
been prepared.

Barthelmess in New Play'
Frances Marion has written the sce-

nario for "Sonny," George Hobart's play
in which Richard Barthelmess will be
starred by Inspiration Pictures. This
will be the third picture in which Mr.
Barthelmess appears as a star. The film-

ing of the story will start in about ten

days.
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ROY STEWART, Louise Lovely, Dorothy Valegra, Harry vonMeter in "Life's Greatest Question," the new Geo'rge H.

Davis-Joe Brandt feature, directed by Harry Revier.

Majority of Australian Exhibitors
Are Affiliated With First National

Company Signs Up 85 Per Cent of Theatre Men in

Twenty-six Weeks— Musgrove is Governing
Director in Antipodes

Within twenty-six weeks after the

launching of First National Exhibitors of

Australia, 85 per cent of the exhibitors of

the Antipodes had signed for the com-

pany's pictures. The membership of the

organization there includes two of the

largest circuits on that continent.

The following table indicates the prog-

ress made in signing up the Australian

theatre men:

Cite Progress of Company
First week, 3 per cent of the exhibitors had

purchased franchises; 2nd week, 10 per cent; 3rd

week 18 per cent; 4th week, 22 per cent; 5th

week :S0 per cent; 6th week, 34 per cent; 7th

week 37 per cent; 8th week, 42 per cent; 9th

week 48 per cent; 10th week, 53 per cent; Uth

week, 54 per cent; 12th week, 56 per cent; 13th

week, 58 per cent.

Fourteenth week, 62 per cent; 15th week. 64

per cent; Kith week, 65 per cent; l.th week, 66

per cent; 18th week. 67 per cent; 19th week, 68

per cent; 20th week, 69 per cent; 21st week, 71

per cent; 22nd week, 72 per cent; 23rd week, 75

per cent; 24th week, 77 per cent; 25th week, 82

per cent; 26th week, 85 per cent.

At the head of the company accredited

with this achievement is Harry G. Mus-

grove, one of the pioneers in the him

business in Australia. He is governing

director of First National Exhibitors of

Australia.

Musgrove Issues Statement

In discussing the success of his organi-

zation, Mr. Musgrove said-:

"First National has given Australia

'Bigger Pictures in a Better Way, not

occasionally, but all the time. Twenty-

six weeks did not mean merely twenty-

six weeks' pictures; but twenty-six

pictures that, taken in their entirety,

have easily outdistanced any twenty-six

released by any other exchange, and by

their cleanliness, quality, unusuahty and

versatility, built up the business of many
exhibitors and strongly fortified the

others. . ". ,.

"The history of motion pictures tells

of no greater nor more meteoric success

than First Nations's conquest of Aus-

tralia. When it first entered the field

it was met with the usual prediction,

'can't iast' and 'a flash in the pan.' Soon,

however, the exhibitors began to realize

that quality and consistency count.

Motion picture patrons began to ask the

local theatre proprietors when they were

going to screen First National produc-
tions.

Response Is Enthusiastic

"After a triumphant entry into the

best motion picture theatres in the sub-
urbs, First National entered the country
districts of New South Wales and met
with the same enthusiasm that was
evinced in the cities.

"During September we experienced
our greatest success in selling franchises
to Haymarket Theatres, Ltd., and Union
Theatres, Ltd., thus gaining entrance to
the Haymarket, Strand, King's Cross
and Majestic theatres in Sydney, and the
Union Theatres houses in Melbourne."

Lubitsch in America
To Study Production

Director Is Here Under the

Auspices of Hamilton

Corporation

Ernest Lubitsch, director of "Passion,"
"Deception," and "One Arabian Night,"
has arrived in America with his most
ambitious film, "Pharaoh's Wife," in

which 120,000 persons are said to appear.

Paul Davidson in Party

With Mr. Lubitsch is Paul Davidson,
pioneer film man of Europe, whose the-

atres and pictures extend through Ger-
many, Italy, France and Holland, and
Mrs. Davidson.

It was Mr. Davidson, who, after Max
Reinhardt had discovered and developed
on the stage the talents of Lubitsch, gave
him his chance in motion pictures and let

him try his hand as director of Pola
Negri in "Gypsy Blood." It was the

combination of Miss Negri as star and
Mr. Lubitsch as director, it is said, that

led to the success of "Passion" and "One
Arabian Night."

Will Spend Month Here

P.oth Mr. Lubitsch and Mr. Davidson
are in America under the auspices of

Hamilton Theatrical Corporation to

spend a month in studying American
methods of film production.

Exceptional Reviews
Year's Achievements

Executives State Big Things

Are Under Consideration ^
for 1922

In summing up activities of its organ-
ization since its inception less than six

months ago officials of Exceptional Pic-
tures Corporation believe they have set

a pace for achievements in that short
time which will be surpassed by bigger
things under consideration in its plans
for next year.

Point to Record

• "We are proud of the record of our
young organization," says a statement
from Alexander Beyfus, president, and A.
S. Fitzpatrick, vice-president. "Since
Exceptional Pictures started in business
on September 1, it has taken over and ex-
ploited two big pictures which have
proved their popularity. The first of

these was the film made in British Borneo
by Martin Johnson, entitled 'Jungle
Adventures,' which was enthusiastically

received at its pre-issue showing at the
Capitol theatre. New York. The second
was 'His Nibs,' starring Charles (Chic)
Sale.

Plan for Future

"In addition Exceptional Pictures has
contracted with Otis Skinner for a film

version of Booth Tarkington's 'Mister

Antonio.' Contracts have also been
signed for another picture with Charles
Sale and screen rights for the 'Grumpy'
comedy-drama have been obtained.

Prosperity and Business

Revival Is Predicted for

Industry During Year
According to Antonio Moreno, Vita-

graph star, the forthcoming year will see

a complete readjustment in the film

world and a return to prosperity.

"Fewer pictures, cheaper pictures ami
better pictures will be produced," says
Mr. Moreno. "The readjustment is just

beginning with the slash in salaries, cut-

ting of personnel in the technical depart-

ments and the natural decline in cost of

material required for sets.

"The business end of the industry is

also going through a complete overhaul-

ing. Enormous expenditures for foolish

non-essentials will cease. There has been

a lack of business organization, and pro-

ducers are checking up on each item of

expense. This should and will bring the

pictures down to the size of the public's

pocketbook."
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New Farnum Picture
Heads 1922 Program

Tom Mix is Represented on
January Schedule bv

"Sky High"
From Fox Film Corporation comes the

announcement that "Man's Weakness,"

the first production starring William Far-

num since his return from Europe, will

head the list of January publications for

that organization.

Adapted from the novel by Alexandre
Dumas, the story deals with a romantic
chapter in the life of Edmund Kean, the

English actor of the early nineteenth

century.
Mix in "Sky High"

Tom Mix's January publication will be
"Sky High," in which the virile star is

supported by Eva Novak in a story of

the Southwest. Mix. is seen as a young
immigration inspector serving on the

Mexican border. As the picture pro-

gresses he becomes the dashing hero of a

series of thrilling scenes taken in the

Grand Canyon of Arizona. The photo-
drama was directed by Lynn F. Rey-
nolds.

"Any Wife" is the title of the Pearl
White production in the January list.

It is a picturization of the dire conse-
quences of a wife's unwarranted discon-

tent. Herbert Holmes is seen in the part

of the villain.

Shirley Mason's publication, "Little

Miss Smiles," gives the demure Fox
actress the part of a little-big sister of

the New York Ghetto. The story was
written by Myra Kelly and the picture

was directed by Jack Ford.

John Gilbert Stars

From the widely read novel, "Gleam
o'Dawn," by Arthur Goodrich, was
adapted the story for the first starring
vehicle of John Gilbert, recently raised to
stellar distinction by William Fox. It is

a stirring tale of love, hate and adven-
ture in the Canadian Northwoods. Jack
Dillon directed.

"Winning with Wits," starring Bar-
bara Bedford, is the second Fox picture
in which she appeared as a star. "Win-
ning with Wits" has for its theme the
cleverness of a courageous daughter in

exonerating her father from an unjust
charge and freeing him from prison.
There are three Sunshine comedies on

the January list. They are "Try and Get
It," "False Alarm," and "Hold the Line."
An exceptional group of Mutt and Jeff
Animated cartoons completes the sched-
ule. Included are "A Ghostly Wallop,"
"Beside Her Cider," "Long Live the
King," "The Last Laugh," and "The
Holy Cheese."

Opening of N. Y. Branch
Included Among Projects

Proposed by Herman Jans
Herman F. Jans, president of Jans

Productions, Inc. and Jans Film Service,

Inc., announces that a New York branch
will be added to the Jans Film Service in

the near future. Included in his program
of activities for the new year, he says,

are several projects destined to open new
outlets for exhibitors which have hereto-
fore not been supplied.
The announcement states that Mr.

Jans also expects to be an active con-
testant for the best productions distrib-
uted by the independent field, both for
Greater New York and New Jersey.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven in a scene
from "Marry the Poor Girl"—a new
Pathe feature.

Review Progress of
First Year Together

Selig and Rork Pleased With
Achievements — Publish

New Film Jan.'16

Col. William N. Selig and Sam E. Rork
have expressed themselves as well pleased

with the accomplishments of Selig-Rork

Productions during the past year. Dur-
ing the new year, which marks the end
of the first year of association of Col.

Selig and Mr. Rork, the company has
produced several big pictures and a num-
ber of two-reel dramas.

Issue "Rosary" Jan 1G

An outstanding feature of Selig-Rork
Productions for the past year is "The
Rosary." which will be published on
January 16 by Associated First National
Pictures.
At a pre-issue showing in New York,

"The Rosary" was favorably received by
the reviewers. The cast comprises such
persons as Lewis Stone. Jane Novak,
Wallace Beery, Robert Gordon, Eugenie
Besserer, Dore Davidson, Pomeroy Can-
non, Mildred June, Bert Woodruff, Har-
old Goodwin, Ann May, James Conway
and Walt Whitman.

Produce Comedies

During the year Selig-Rork Produc-
tions have been instrumental in reviving
the popularity of the two-reel drama. In
this they have followed a policy of ob-
taining the stories of well-known au-
thors and using all star casts. Among
the pictures are: "The Northern Trail."

"The Policeman and the Baby," "The
Ne'er to Return Road" and James Oliver
Curwood's "The White Mouse."
"The Jungle Goddess," Selig's animal

serial, now in the making, is one of the

big undertakings of the year.

On its program for 1922 the company
announces that it will produce "Debon-
airre," by William F. Payson, and
"Sleeping Acres," featuring Snowy Baker,
the Australian athlete.

"Beyond the Rocks" Cast

At Work on Lasky Ranch
Gloria Swanson and company have re-

turned from Catalina Island, where they

have been making scenes for "Beyond

the Rocks," the latest Paramount picture

by Elinor Glyn, in which Miss Swanson
stars, and for which Rudolph Valentino

has been engaged for the male lead.

The company is now on location at

the Laskv ranch. Sam Wood is direct-

ing. Elinor Glyn is working in con-

junction with the director.

Big Six on Goldwyn
Schedule for 1922

Pictures Comprise the Third

Group of Fifth Year
Product

Six big pictures with featured players

are scheduled by Goldwyn for publica-

tion earlj' in the new year. These pro-

ductions will comprise the third group of

the company's fifth year product.

Heading the list is "The Sin Flood,"

declared by the entire Goldwyn organ-

ization to be bigger than anything the

company has produced heretofore.

Helene Chadwick, Richard Dix, James
Kirkwood, Ralph Lewis and other well-

known actors are in the cast of this pic-

ture directed by Frank Lloyd.

Adapt Terhune Drama
Next is the screen version of Albert

Payson Terhune's drama of modern mar-
riage and some of the modern ills that
afflict it, "Grand Larceny." Elliott Dex-
ter, Claire Windsor, Tom Gallery and
others are in the cast. Wallace Worsley
directed.

"Doubling for Romeo" is a comedy
with a punch. It is a take-off on Western
photoplays, on directors and actors with
a mirthful flashback to the Verona that
Shakespeare -drew in his "Romeo and
Juliet." Will Rogers is said to kave the
comedy role of his screen career as the
Arizona cowpuncher.

Hatton Is Featured

"His Back Against the Wall" is said
to be a new sort of Western eomedy in

which Raymond Hatton, the featured
player, gives an unusual serten comedy
characterization. It was fonnded upon,

a magazine story by John Frederick awl
was directed by Rowland V. Lee.
"The Wall Flower," Rupert Hughes'

new photoplay, directed by bimseli, in

which Colleen Moore is featured, is in

the list of six new Goldwyn pictures. It

is another Hughes portrayal •( every-

day American home lift.

Mary Roberts Rinehart. om of Amer-
ica's most popular novelists aBd play-

rights, turned original scenario writer for

the occasion, is represented by "The
Glorious Fool." Helene Chadwick ami
Richard Dix are featured E. Mason
Hopper directed.

Exhibitor from Orient to

Show Natives Studio Film
Richard Bell, motion pietnre theatre

circuit man. whose office is at Shanghai,

China, was a recent visitor at the Christie

studios, where a special film has been

made to- show Chinese audiences the in-

side of a typical motion picture studio,

plant.

Mr. Bell operates theatres, both for

English speaking and native audiences,

all through China, and books pictures all

over the Orient from leading producers.

Start Work on New Film
On Return from Vacation

Following an extended vacation, Allen

Holubar and his wife, Dorothj Phillips,

have started making pictures again. The

couple have taken space at the United

Studios, where they are producing "The

Soul Seeker." Miss Phillips will star

in the production.
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U. S. Figures on

Film Importation
(Continued from page 29)

meant in 1914. The domestic market has
so developed that 20,000,000 feet (the im-
port of 1914), would be more easily ab-
sorbed today than a much smaller amount
in 1914. Exctpt for four German and one
Italian film, pictures of foreign make, im-
ported since the war, have not been espe-
cially successful.

Sources of Imports

More than four-fifths of the .raw film

and two-thirds of the exposed film im-
ported into the United States come from
five European countries: Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, and the United
Kingdom.

In the normal year, the United States

imports between one and two million feet

of film from countries other than the five

selected. These imports come from all

parts of the world in smalf amounts, a

few thousand feet from each country

made up of travel pictures, news service,

pictures taken abroad by American com-
panies and an occasional photoplay made
by a foreign company.

BELGIUM
Belgium, the first of these countries is

important only as an exporter of raw
film, as Table 4 shows.

Before the war the raw film industry

had gained a foothold in Belgium and in

1914 several million feet of raw film were

exported. But by the end of 1915 the

war had put an end to its production for

export, and in the four years, 1915-1919,

we imported no raw film from that coun-

try. In 1920, however, .50,833,000 feet,

nearly one-third of our total unexposed

film import came from Belgium, and in

the current year probably 40,000,000 feet,

or about the same proportion of our total

import, will come from the same source.

Belgium is not an important exporter

of exposed film. The motion picture in-

dustry, that is, the producing of plays,

has not developed. Our imports of ex-

posed film from that country in the last

ten' years have been negligible in both

quantity and value, less than 15,000 feet

have been imported, and 90 per cent of it

has come in during the last two years.

Belgium is an excellent market for the

disposal of finished pictures. Competi-

tion is strong, as French, Italian, German

and American producers are in the field.

The fact that American film exports to

Belgium have substantially increased dur-

ing the last two years indicates that

American films are holding their own in

the face of this severe competition from

European producers.

FRANCE
The United States imports more mo-

tion picture film from France than from

any other country. About half of our raw

film and nearly one-third of our exposed

film imports have conic' from that coun-

try. (Table 5.) '
;

Before the war our imports of raw

film from France were growing in im-

portance, and by 1015 were in excess of

',0 per cent of total raw film imports.

Daring the war imports of French raw

film did not begin to decline until alter

1'iir. From that time the fall was rapid

until in 1919 we imported only 13,3 19,000

feet or less than one-fourth of the 1916

amount. In 1920 imports of French raw

film more than quadrupled, jumping from

13 400.000 in 1919 to slightly more than

(•,2500 000 feet. The returns for the first

nine months of this year indicate that the

total for the year will not be far from

75,000,000 feet. Imports of exposed film
from France greatly decreased during the
war. In 1917 they had fallen to about
one-third, and in 1918 to approximately
one-ninth of the 1913 figure.

In 1919 our imports of French exposed
film increased slightly to 869,000 feet, and
in 1920 they were 2,162,000 linear feet, or
more than double the 1919 figure. The
imports for the first nine months of this
year indicate that the total for the year
will be about 2,200,000 feet, or a slight in-
crease over 1920. This is about one-third
of the quantity imported in 1913.

* * *

Prior to the war the French, motion
picture industry' itself had a steady
growth and development. Production was
well organized and foreign markets were
established, particularly in Austria, Ger-
man}- and Russia.
The war put a stop to the progress of

the French motion picture industry,
crippling it in two ways:

(1) It took personnel of producers or-
ganization and seriously interfered with
the exhibition of films.

(2) It prevented exportation of films to
former markets: Austria, Germany and
Belgium.
When peace came the industry was not

on stable foundation. Handicapped by a
lack of modern machinery and equipment
and a scarcity of working capital, recov-
er}- was slow. There is in France no
organization of companies and produc-
tion on the scale with which we are fami-
liar in this country. The industry is un-
able to produce the elaborate feature pic-

tures which require special and expensive
equipment.

* * *

Foreign competition is particularly
severe in France from Italy and the
United States. American pictures have
been popular and in great demand from
their introduction. The French "Asso-
ciation National d'Expansion Econom-
ique" estimated in 1918 that more than
half of the film exhibited was of foreign

make. The French industry has thus
been dependent on the development of

markets in other countries to a great
extent.

Tt is certain that a large proportion of

the exports are unexposed film, but exact
figures are not available. Table 6 shows
clearly that the French export trade

suffered a severe setback during the war.
Germany, Austria and Belgium, imported
no French film after the outbreak of the

war, while in 1913 they took over 25 per

cent of the total French export. With
the loss of these markets, France turned
to South America, and by 1915 exports to

Brazil and Argentina were important.

Exports to nearly all countries in 1918

showed a great decline over the 1913 level.

GERMANY
In the present year imports of German

film have been given great publicity.

Table 7 gives our import of German films

during the last ten years.

In the pre-war period imports of film

from that country were growing rapidly,

but it was not until 1913 that they became
important.

In the following year about one-sixth

of our total import of raw film came from
Germany. The war at first slowed down
and finally stopped German export of

raw film until after the Armistice. In the

two years 1^19-1920 we imported no raw
film from Germany. In the first nine
months of this year, however, over 29,-

000,000 feet, or over 20 per cent of the

total of unexposed film entering this

country, came from Germany. It is clear

that the German raw film industry, little,

d'Sturbed by the war, is in a strong
position.

Before the war, imports of German ex-
posed film were relatively unimportant
prior to 1913. The growth of our im-
port was rapid from 1911 on, until the
high mark of 2,159,231 feet was reached
in 1914. During the war imports of ex-
posed film from Germany declined and
finally ceased in 1917.

In 1919 the import was negligible. In
1920 slightly more than a half million feet
of exposed film were imported. But in

the present year, imports from Germany
will probably be more than 2,000,000 feet,

and in excess of those from any other
country. German film makes up at pres-
ent about 26 per cent of our total exposed
film import in feet. In value, however, it

is only 16 per cent of the total, or less

than the somewhat smaller imports from
France and the United Kingdom.

In the first nine months of this year
nearly two million feet of exposed film

have come from Germany. It is estimated
that over 150 complete pictures have been
imported. Four of these pictures

—"Pas-
s-'on," "Deception," "Caligari," and "The
Golem," have met with startling success.
The fact that these four were successful
has led the general public to believe that
all the films we import are as successful
as these four. This is evidently not the
case. Trade magazines say that less than
four per cent of the German films im-
ported are ever exhibited.

The cost of producing these four suc-
cessful pictures was large, even when
converted into dollars at the depreciated
exchange rate. Reliable figures as to the

German cost can not be obtained. How-
ever, since the salaries paid the personnel
are much lower than those paid here, and
since wages are a very large item in pro-

ducing cost, it is probable that the cost of

production in Germany was less than it

would have been in the United States.

Exact and reliable figures concerning
the German industry are not to be had.

It is certain that during the three years
since the Armistice the German industry
has received a great stimulus. Observers
of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce in Germany say that German
public opinion has been strongly opposed
to the presentation of French and Italian

films which were formerly so popular.

This attitude has been a not unimportant
factor in recent development.
According to the "Economist Fran-

caise" of September 3, 1921. the four

leading: companies are the Ufa, Decla
May-film, and Efa (European Film Alli-

ance). The first three are strictly Ger-
man, the fourth was created by the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation of

America.

ITALY
In Italy the motion picture industry is

one of the ranking industries. The great-

est development in the industry outside

of the United States has taken place in

that countrv. Table 8 gives the imports

of Italian film into the United States in

the last ten years:

The production of raw film in Italy

has been slight and imports into the

United States from that country have
been negligible. In the production of

exposed film, however, it has gone far

ahead of other European countries for

two major reasons:

1, It has been peculiarly favored by
physical conditions—climate and scenery.

2. The Italian Government favoring the

industry as a means of attracting tourists

aided in the more effective organization

of the industry.

Before the war, about one-s ;xth of the

total cxnosed film import came from
Italv. The amount of Italian film im-

ported fluctuated slightly, but no general

trend was apparent. Imports from Italy

(Concluded on fage 6o)
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Official U. S. Data on American Export
And Import of Film Since 1911

Following are the official tables dealing with United States film

imports and exports. Tables 6, 9 and 11, showing the exports of

France, Italy and the United Kingdom to all countries, will be given
next week.

Table 1

Imports of Motion Picture Film Into the United States,

1911-1921. Fiscal Years Ending June 30

-Exposed-
Year Linear Feet
1911 11.725.0OJ

1912 14.275,000

1913 15.674.0U0

191« 20357 .000

1915 10.789,000

1916 7,507.000

1917 5.835.000

1918 4,088,000

(2) 1918 2.268.000

(2) 1919 2.920.000

(2) 1920 6333.000
(3) 1921 7,375.000

Value
S H5J0O0
1.004,000

1331,000
1.41Z000
671,000

02, •••

675.000
343.000
293.000

9R .
•••

933.000
: r.

.

. Unexposed ..

Linear Feet Value

61,402,000

5i.-*:.':M)

52.34.
47.463.000

25 1 9JBX
13J47.000
99329,000
122,975,000

5 ' . ' >

968,000
750.000
802,000
739,000
420,000

283.000
1.698.000

2,337,000

(2) Calendar year.
(3) Nine months ending September 30.

Table 2

United States Exports of Motion Picture Film, 1913-1921.

Fiscal Years Ending June 30. (Linear Feet)

Year Exposed Unexposed Total

1913 32.192.000 80.035,000 112.227.000

1914 32,690.000 155,360.000 192,050,000

1915 35.987.000 115.067.000 150,054,000

1916 158.752,000 72.299.000 231.051,000

1917 128.550.000 49.486,000 178.036,000

1918 842547.000 57.995.000 142,542.000

(1) 1918 79.888 000 712549.000 151.437,000

(1) 1919 153.237.000 120,042.000 273.279.000

(1) 1920 175333.000 62315.000 238.148.000

(2) 1921 111.585.000 31,015,000 142.600,000

(1) Calendar year.
(2) Nine months ending September 30.

Table 3

Comparative Imports of Motion Picture Film Into the

United States From All Countries and From Five

European (England, France, Italy, Germany and the

United Kingdom) 1911-1921. Fiscal Years Ending
June 30. (Linear Feet)

-Unexposed-
AH

Year countries
1911

1912
1913
1914 44.717.0rO

1915 61.402,000

1916 58,491,000

1917 52394.000
1918 47.463.OW

(2) 1918 25309.000
(2) 1919 13347.000

(2) 1920 99.829.000

(3) 1921 122375.000

Selected
countries

-Exposed

44343.000
61.401,000

SMB. •
•

52392.000
47J68.000
25.614.000

13302300
99.716.000

120.551.000

All
countries
11.725,000

14375.000
15.674.000

20.057.000
10.789.000

Tfi '• •• >

5.835,000

4jmfl o
2368.000
2.920.000 .

6333.000
7.375.000

Selected
countries
10.422.000

12.710,000

I3A000
'A'.' 6/"
9,150,000

6.520.0»
133830
3.191.000

1.670,000

2.002,000

4.385,000

(2) Calendar years.
(3) Nine months ending September 30.

Table 4

Imports of Motion Picture Film Into the United States

From Belgium. Fiscal Years 1911-1921

Year
1911

1912
1913
1914
19'

5

1916
1917

1918

(3) 1918

(3) 1919

(3) 1920

(41 1921

. Exposed ,

Linear Feet Value
, Unexposed ,

Linear Feet Value
600
6>:

24
30

(2) 1353

3.194

7374
173

82363

8,666.620

818.550

30.829370
.242.515

$ 208.357

20,197

667 .847

652.997

(2) Amount not given.
(3) Calendar year.
(4) Nine months ending September 30.

Table 5

Imports of Motion Picture Film Into the United States

From France. Fiscal Years 1911-1921

Year
-Exposed-

Linear Feet Value
6,834.000 S 4.c$

. 6.857,000 524.000
62888.000 695,000
6318.000 429,000

2.901.000 129,000
. 3312,000 143.000
2334,000 170,000
786,000 48,000
723.000 61.000

869,000 149,000
2.162 000 205 000
1348,000 185.000

* Unexposed
Linear Feet Value

25.168.000

45,138,000
58317,000
52324,000
45 rs. «...

23.724,000

13,349.000

65.525,000
59354,000

S 453.yij

618,000
743,000
s- •••

680.000
368.000

255,000
8S1.000

1.034,MO

(1) No figures available prior to 1914.

<2) Calendar year.
\1) Nine months ending September 30.

Table 7

Imports of Motion Picture Film Into the United States

From Germany. Fiscal Years 1911-1921

Year
1911

1912 662.000
1913 1,515,000
1914 2,159.000

1915 582,000
1916 72.000
1917 25,000
1918

(2) 1918
(2) 1919 1,000

(2) 1920 539.000

(3) 1921 1311,000

i
Exposed

Linear Feet Value
56300 2.000

48.000

128.000

184.090

42,000
37,000

3,000

261

37.000

mjooo

, Unexposed(l) >

Linear Feet Value

7.932.000

8371,000

29.354,000

$ 157,000

162,000

(1) No figures available prior to 1914.

(2) Calendar year.
(3) Nine months ending September 30.

Table 8

Imports of Motion Picture Film Into the United States

From Italy. Fiscal Years 1911-1921

, Expos
Year Linear Feet
1911 2.525.000

1912 2343.009
1913 2,596.090

1914 3,043.000

1915 1390.000
1916 623.000

1917 477,000

191 S 508.000

(2) 1918 498.0015

(2) 1919 108,000

(2) 1920 237.000

(3) 1921 485.000

, Unexposed(l) s

Linear Feet Value

25.0J0 1,000

(1) No figures available prior to 1914.

(2) Calendar year.

(3) Nine months ending September 30.

Table 10

Imports of Motion Picture Film Into the United States

From United Kingdom. Fiscal Years 1911-1921

Year
-Exposed- -Unexposed(l)-

Linear Feet Value Linear Feet Value
1,006.000 $ 51,000
?t47,000 164.000

2.881.000 189.000

6.386.000 396,000 2,467.000 $ 58.000
4377.000 247.000 7,173 000 168.O00

1.913.000 187,000 270.000 7,000

1,003.000 178,000 68.000 2.000

1,897.000 130,000 2391.000 55.000

479.000 95.000 1,889.000 46.000

1.023.000 163.000 164.000 14,000

1,444.000 •" 6,350,000 141,000

1350,000

(1) No figures available prior to 1914.

(2) Calendar years.
(3) Nine months ending September 30.
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U. S. Figures on
Film Importation

(Continued from page 58)

seemed to be at a standstill. In 1914,
3,043,000 feet of film were imported. Dur-
ing the war, however, the import was
greatly reduced and fluctuated irregu-
larly. In 1919, imports of Italian film
feH to the low mark of 108,490 feet.
Since then the import has increased

somewhat, but the figures for the first
nine months of 1921 indicate that the
total for the year will not be in excess of
600,000 feet, which is far below the im-
port level of 1914.

It is doubtful if the import of exposed
film from Italy will regain its pre-war
importance. American producers have
become firmly established and can pro-
duce film enough to satisfy the American
demand. The gap which Italian film
filled in pre-war days no longer seems
to exist.

Italian trade statistics show that total
film imports exceed total exports. In
those statistics no distinction is made
between exposed and unexposed film, and
in view of the fact that nearly all of the
raw film used is imported, it is safe to
say that exposed film exports are far in
excess of the unexposed film imports.
(Table 9.)

During the war the Italian industry was
seriously interfered with. There was a
lack of raw materials, which previous to
that time had been purchased in Ger-
many, the markets in Austria, Germany
and Russia were cut off, and exports to
Great Britain and South American coun-
tries were greatly curtailed. In the three
years since the Armistice there has been
a slight increase in exports, but the pre-
war level has not yet been reached.
Partly because Italian producers were
compelled to withdraw from South
American markets, exports from the

United States to South America greatly
increased. In 1913 the United States ex-
ported to South America less than one
million feet and in 1918 over twelve mil-
lion feet. In the current vear competition
from the Italians and Germans in South
America has been severe. The cheap-
ness of European films seem to be a
determining factor, and they are used
in increasing amounts, although inferior
in quality.

In 1920 there were 82 producing com-
panies in Italy capitalized at 100,000,000
lire and employing 300,000,000 working
capital. The total annual production of
new film in Italy was estimated by a rep-
resentative of the. Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce in 1920 to be in ex-
cess of 1,600,000 meters (5,250,000 feet).
(Commerce Reports, July 23, 1920). As
as a rule, Italian films have not been suc-
cessful in this country. Reports indicate,
however, that the picture "Theodora" of
Italian make, which has recently been
released in New York by Goldwyn, is

likely to be quite as successful as any of
the four German films.

UNITED KINGDOM
The United Kingdom, though handi-

capped by climatic conditions, is an im-
portant producer of films, and the United
States imports large quantities of British
film. Table 10 gives the amounts and
values for the last ten years.
Imports of British unexposed film into

the United States have been relatively un-
important, except in the year 1915 when
seven million feet of unexposed film were
imported. This amount was approxi-
mately 12 per cent of the total import. In
subsequent years the import of unexposed
film from the United Kingdom has been
only a small percentage of the total im-
port, although in 1920, in quantity it was
nearly as large as in 1915. For the first

nine months of this year, according to
preliminary figures none has been im-

ported. The raw film industry in Eng-
land is dominated by the Kodak Com-
pany, which has its factory at Harrow.
Before the war we imported over 25

per cent of our exposed film from the
United Kingdom. During the war im-
ports fell off, and in 1918, though amount-
ing to less than one-tenth of the 1914
figure, they were approximately one-
sixth of the total import.

Since 1918 the increase has been slow,
and for the present year imports will
probably not exceed 2,000,000 feet, which
is less than one-third of the 1914' figure.
Foreign competition in the- United

Kingdom is keen, especially from France
and the United States. Imports of film
from other sources are negligible. It is
estimated that more than 50 per cent of
the pictures exhibited are of American
make. Strenuous efforts have been made
in_the last year or so to put the British
industry on a sounder basis. New com-
panies have been formed and amalgama-
tion and consolidation has proceeded.
There is no doubt that the efforts made
have met with some success, and that
more British pictures are now being ex-
hibited at home than ever before. Pro-
ducers recently have been making an at-

tempt to have tariff legislation passed,
which will shut out mediocre films of
foreign make. Reliable figures on the
capitalization and production of the
British industry are not available. Prob-
ably not more than £10,000,000 are in-

vested in the industry. No figures on
British exports are available prior to

1917, but as in the case of other European
countries, the British export trade suf-

fered a setback during the war. In 1919,

however, British exports were three and
a half times those of 1918.

Table 11 indicates the destination of

British exports. In 1919 exports were
more than three times the 1918 figure.
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Come to Miami
PRODUCERS!

Let Us Serve You
ArtistS Directors Cameramen Make us your Florida representa-

tive; it costs you nothing—absolutely no registration fees of any kind. Just send in

your photos, description and particulars.

There will be plenty of work in Miami, the new motion picture producing center,

where pictures can be made all year round—no rainy season—no fogs.

Make Our ffice Your Miami IIeadquarlers

H. W. ROSENTHAL AND SON
Motion Picture Service Bureau
119 N. E. Fourth Street Miami, Florida
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The Studio of

THE CHAS. GRAMLICH FEATURE PLAYS, Inc.

—Miami, Florida, is equipped and ready

—

Why wait when we can accommodate you now?

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

Chas. Gramlich, Pres.

THE CHAS. GRAMLICH FEATURE PLAYS, Inc.

13th Street, South—Miami Avenue

MIAMI, FLORIDA
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LETTERS
From Readers
Communications on topics of

current interest. Writers are re-

quested to confine themselves to

500 words. Unsigned letters will

not be considered.

How to* Face 1922

MONROE CITY, MO.—To the Edi-
tor: I have served seventeen long- years
at the motion picture game. T have with-
stood oppression by exorbitant film

rentals, government tax, censorship, etc.,

and now I am taking my medicine in the
decline of admission prices and high
rentals and taxes. It's a fight always. I

am with the united exhibitors, as united

we stand and divided we fall.— R. A.
Kirby, manager, Star theatre, Monroe
City, Mo.

A Serious Situation

BERLIN, WIS.—To the Editor: In

reading over the Herald of December 17,

I found an item on page 30 with
which I want to agree. The schools
and churches should keep out of the pic-

ture business. I have had experience here
with the school running pictures and I

wish to say that it kills the business in

a small town.
This town has a population of 4,600

and can't support two theatres. The
school here started out running a picture

once a week. Now, they are running
Tuesday and Thursday at 5 cents in the
afternoon and 10 cents in the evening.

Now then, how can an exhibitor buck up
against a proposition of that kind? They
have no expense except the film and ex-

press charges. If an exhibitor only had
that much expense, it would not hurt us

much.
The children here have been told they

must attend the high grade educational

pictures and no excuse goes, which is

just as much as saying that the only

educational pictures are shown in the

schools. Some time ago, I ran "The
Birth of a Nation" on a Sunday and the

exchange wrote the principal and asked
him to announce it to the children. The
result was, he sent the letter back and
stated that the school was not advertising

Sunday movies. He would announce
"The Birth of a Nation," which every-

one claims is the greatest educational

picture made. What difference did it

make, Sunday or no Sunday?
Here is another instance. One film

agent came to me with four pictures. I

had to refuse them. So he went up to

my competitor and he also refused them.

He then came back to me and I told him
the next time he came I would buv them.

He sold them to the church before he

left. A week before the first was to

be shown, the minister asked me to buy
the pictures. T asked him why, saying

they were good pictures. He said. "I

did not stop to figure it out when T

bought them. Now T find they will cost

me $100 apiece to show them. Why, T

will have to charge 35 cents to see them!"

Well, the result was he got poor busi-

ness. This was over a month ago and

T haven't seen number 2 advertised yet.

1 believe something ought to be done.

Why not have the so-called educational

pictures shown in a theatre where they

belong? There is not a manager in the

country but what would set aside a day

for the school children. But no. The
churches and schools must have their

own and the first thing we know they will

MARGARET LOOMIS, who plays

"Jessie Strong" in the Metro produc-

tion, "Turn to the Right," being di-

rected by Rex Ingram.

all be in the movie game.
This town is a sample. First, they run

one night; now, two and before the win-
ter is up, it will probably be six nights
a week with a special matinee on Sun-
days for the janitors. It's no joke,
brother exhibitors. We should not let

it go so far.

—

Sam Nelson, manager, Strand
theatre, Berlin, Wis.

"The Affairs of Anatol"

DETROIT, MICH.—To the Editor:
I have read more conflicting reports in ,

"What the Picture Did for Me" on the
merits of this picture than ever came to

my notice. I saw the picture before
booking it, and I thought it was a

knockout.
- Having made good on a three-day show-
ing of "The Old Nest," I decided that

"Anatol" was good for a three-day show-
ing. I played this picture December 12,

13 and 14. The results were quite satis-

factory. While not as big as "The Old
Nest," the first two days brought as

much as Mary Pickford in "Through the

Back Door." The third day I was ahead
of the game, as my rental arrangement
permitted me to play it two or three days.

Using it a third day without additional

charges made my net receipts about $10

better than the average Wednesday.
If the motion picture patron cannot

find good entertainment in "Anatol," then

we exhibitors are indeed in a bad way,

but luckily such is not the case, for I

made it my business to ask mv patrons,

and all whom I asked praised it highly.

I did not raise my price. On the big

specials, increased attendance usually

more than makes up for increased rentals.

If you can buy "Anatol" at a reasonable

rental, go to it. Advertise it big. It will

stand a slight increase in admission price,

but go slow on the raise in admission.

Whether you personally like the picture

or not, make no mistake about it. t'otir

patrons will enjoy it.— T. E. Stocker,

manager. Mvrtlc theatre. Detroit, Mich.

McKenna With United
Jack Neville, formerly exploiter for

Dorothy Phillips, has become Harry-

Carey's representative.

As I sit here pounding wheezes,

I can feel the winter breezes,

And they seem to say 'tween sneezes,

"Better wear thick beeveedeezez."—Vaudeville News.

"Have you heard my last joke?" asked

the Pest, as he stopped the Grouch on the

street.

"I hope so," replied the Grouch, as he
kept on traveling.:

—

Milwaukee Sentinel.

• *

A guy who steals a fellow's jokes
And doesn't give him credit,

Should be hung up until he chokes;
And after that, behead it.—Varsity Breeze.

*

"Do you know, there's only one practical

joker mentioned in the Bible?"

"And who, pray tell, was he?"
"Why it was Samson. His last joke

brought down the house."

—

"Topics of the

Day" Films.

The jokesmith has to earn his salt,

With this you'll all agree,

And surely it is not his fault-
There are no new jokes you see.—Portland (Me.) Express.

Humorist—Have you ever seen that joke
before?

Editor—Neither before nor yet.

—

Water-
bury (Conn.) Republican.

*

That's what they work at every day,
These pencil-slinging hams,
Who dash off in their own small way
These things called epigrams.—San Francisco Bulletin.

"I wonder what the jokesmiths will do
if the girls ever wear long skirts again?"
"Yes, I wonder."

—

Pictureplay News.

Motorist—You should be more careful
handling gasoline. Only yesterday an ex-
plosion blew up ten employees.
Garage Owner— That couldn't happen

here—we only have three employees.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.

Selznick Schedules Seven
Talmadge Films for 1922

Seven revivals of pictures featuring
Norma and Constance Talmadge will be
published in 1022 by Selznick Enterprises.
This completes the schedule of Talmadge
revivals which embraces six plays of each
star. Three of the Constance Talmadge
revivals and two featuring Norma Tal-
madge already have been published.
Norma will, during 1922, be seen in

"By Right of Purchase," "The Safety
Curtain," "Her Only Way," and "The
Secret of the Storm Country." and the

Constance releases will include "The
Lesson," "Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots," and
"A Lady's Name."

Finishes Interior Scenes
Hugo Ballin has completed final studio

closcups in "Luxury Tax," the comcdy-
melodrama bj Ethel Donoher, which is

the director's latest production for Hod-
kinson distribution. Next week the com-
pany will make exteriors.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1921

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The

Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

American
High Gear Jeffery, with William Rus-

sell.—Pleased 100 per cent. Some of the

re-issues which are coming out go over

better than the new pictures. Did good
on this one. Use it. Very entertaining.

—

J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre. Buffalo,

X. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Sunset Jones, with William Russell.

—

Just an average picture. The acting of

"Sunset" was very tame.—J. E. Higgins,
Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Payment Guaranteed, with Margarita
Fisher.—All remarks were favorable for

this picture and for my part I liked it

better than any I have seen of this star

since Motherhood.—S. V. Wallace, Idle

Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Penn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Associated Exhibitors

The Rider of The King Log, with a

special cast.—Good picture; good draw-
ing card; and pleased at least 95 per

- cent.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,

Cheyenne Wells, Colo —Small town pat-

ronage.

The Butterfly Girl, with Marjorie Daw.
—Fairly good picture, but poor business

on account of local conditions.—Charles

Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.

—

General patronage.

The Rider of The King Log, with a

special cast.—Fine picture. Good story

and some wonderful mountain scenes.

More than pleased our patrons.—Audi-

torium theatre, Carelton, Nebr.—Small
town patronage.

First National

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan produc-
tion.—Too much can not be said. Direc-

tor and actors deserve praise for such
wonderful work. It's simply a great one.

Make more as good as this one.—J. Car-
bonell, Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan produc-
tion.—Liked by the majority. Did fair

business all week but was increasing
daily. Put out 5.000 postcards in addi-

tion to regular advertising.—Frank L.

Browne. Liberty theatre. Long Beach,
Calif.—Transient patronage.

The Cup of Life, a Thomas H. Ince
pioduction.—Went over big.—J. J. Mc-
Henny, Allen-Charette, Inc., New Bed-
ford. Mass.

The Sign or. the Door, with Norma
Talmadge.—An excellent picture.—Mrs.
R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.
Wife Against Wife, with a special cast.

—Pleased but few. Some walked out.

—

Gem theatre, Waterville, Minn.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
—A good Ray oicture, but drew poor

business. Star losing out here. Many
people remarked that they were "tired"

of Ray.—A. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,

Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a spe-

cial cast.—A 100 per cent production.

Good business.—J. M. Young, Apollo
theatre. Los Angeles, Calif.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

—

The people are still talking about this

one. A great box office attraction. It

will please and it will draw. I played to

over 600 adults and never received one
complaint.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre.

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.

—

Pleased about "5 per cent. One scene

should be cut out in this production.

Too suggestive.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal

theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-

ronage.

Not Guilty, with a special cast.—Farm-

She Exploits

Pictures and

Gets Results
MRS. W. H. HELFER, Itasca

theatre, Alice, Texas, selects her

programs with care, reads this

department for
guidance in

making her
choice, and then
actively exploits

each attraction

for its full value.

She completes
the handling of

each picture by
contributing a

report of its

success or fail-

ure and giving

reasons for the same, occasionally

adding details describing her ex-

ploitation.

There are few masculine contrib-

utors to this department whose
showmanship will bear comparison
with that of Mrs. Heifer. You who
read her reports each week know
the measure of her ability and are

guided by her findings.

Mrs. Heifer's photograph is the

14th in this series.

A. L. Picker has promised to

contribute a likeness which may ar-

rive in time to be made No. 15.

Who do you want to see next?

M0:

ing community. A good picture and
pleased a small house.—G. F. Rediske,
Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—Small town
patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production.—Excellent. Too
much praise cannot be said for this pic-

ture, which pleased large audiences, and
proved a strong Empress drawing card.

Short subjects: Educational comedy,
Let Me Explain, Pathe News, Interna-
tional News.—William Noble, Empress
theatre, Oklamhoma City, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Man-Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holu-
bar production.—A mighty fine, elab-

orate spectacle. Sequence of story is

remarkable. Star, photography and di-

rection make it one of the few really big
productions we have seen this year.

—

L. R. Moore, Roma theatre, Columbus
Grove, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
production.—Allan Dwan has a way of

pleasing your patrons with any kind of

a story and this one needed a master
hand to make anything out of it. Even
it went over all right.—S. V. Wallace,
Idle Hour theatre. Cambridge Springs,
Pa.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Constance got them agoin'. She
always makes them take notice. Picture

was surely one of Constance's good ones.

—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Gypsy Blood, with Pola Negri.

—

Played one week. Proved a box office

winner, although title was against it.

Everyone agreed that story was good.

—

Frank L. Browne, Liberty theatre, Long
Beach, Calif.—Transient patronage.

Pilgrims of the Night, with a special

cast.—Generally liked. Business depres-

sion, due to holiday season.—J. J. Mc-
Henny, Allen-Charette, Inc., New Bed-
ford, Mass.

What Women Love, with Annette
Kellerman.—Good entertainment. No
kicks.—D. A. Kooker. Happy Hour the-

atre, Ewen, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Love's Penalty, with Hope Hampton.

—

A good picture to poor business.—E. J.

Degenhardt. Princess theatre, Mendota.
111.—Neighborhood natronage.

Mother O' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince

production.—A good melodrama but not

a "mother" picture as title would indicate.

Did not do the business we expected, as

several other houses reported big busi-

ness.—A. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,

Ohoma, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage

Courage, with a special cast.—Nothing
to rave over. It's a good program pic-

ture.—Chas. Blaine, Morgan theatre.

Henryetta, Okla.—General patronage.

Serenade, an R. A. Walsh production.

—A truly poor picture. All my patrons

kicked. One of the poorest pictures ever
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A recent portrait of Marion Davies, star of Cosmopolitan Productions, distributed

through Paramount. "Enchantment" is her latest and greatest achievement.

made.—Donald Knapp, Strand theatre,

San Bernardino, Calif.

Greater Than Love, with Louise Glaum.
—Went over big.—J. J. McHenny, Allen-

Charette, Inc., New Bedford, Mass.

The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
production.— I was a little afraid of this

one on account of adverse reports but
can say it pleased better than the average
picture.—H. J. Longaker, Howard the-

atre, Alexandria, Minn.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.

—

Well received.—J. J. McHenny, Allen-

Charette Inc., New Bedford, Mass.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a

special cast.—An unusually fine picture.

Big business.—J. Leslie Swope, Holly-
wood theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Nobody, with Jewel Carmen.—Lost me
money.—Gem theatre, Watterville, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel Bar-
rymore.— First National might have pic-

ture, but such as this picture ought to be
in the reissue class. Everybody dissatis-

fied and kicked on this one.—Chas.

Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henryetta, Okla.

—General patronage.

Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadgc.—We think this the best pic-

ture of Constance to date. Very clever

story and it is really funny. Kenneth
Harlan helped to put the picture over.

Business poor.—A. H. Creal, Suburban

theatre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—Good dramatic picture and one that

will get the business if properly handled.
I used advance teaser cards, splash lobby,

as well as a prologue. Business satis-

factory and majority of patrons pleased.

—W. Ray Erne, Arcade theatre, Char-
lotte, Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a

special cast.—An excellent picture. Busi-

ness good.—Frank A. Grant, Wilshire
theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—A dandy rural drama. Many
fine comments from patrons. The only
sore spot is I seem unable to get a crowd
no matter what is shown or how adver-
tised. Times are away off.—H. J. Long-
aker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
Queen of Sheba, with a special cast.

—

A wonderful picture from every stand-
point. Had the biggest opening, Sunday,
in six months. Billed town like a circus.

Also special windows and special ads in

napcrs. Now playing to big business.

—

Frank L. Browne, Liberty theatre, Long
Beach, Calif.—Transient patronage.

Ever Since Eve, with Shirley Mason.

—

Just an ordinary Mason picture and will

satisfv where Mason is popular, and that

should be everywhere, but why put such

a clever little star in such weak produc-
tions? Queenie is a slight improvement.
—Geo. B. Howard, Rex theatre, Albion,
Nebr.—General patronage.

Ever Since Eve, with Shirley Mason.

—

No use. Shirley makes the bad ones
good and the good ones better. She is

wonderful and her pictures are always
good.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Beyond Price, with Pearl White.—Not
the kind of a picture for Pearl White.
Patrons did not like it and advertising
did not appeal to White fans.—Ben L.
Morris, Temple theatre, Bellairc, O.

—

General patronage.

The Thief, with Pearl White.—Beauti-
fully costumed and staged. A splendid
supporting cast, but fails for want of
star and story.—A. L. Middleton, Grand
theatre, Dequeen, Ark.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE NIGHT HORSEMEN,
with Tom Mix—An ordinary Mix
picture. Did pretty well on it con-
sidering business conditions. One
lady told me she couldn't help
counting the buttons on Tom Mix's
shirt. Now she has got me doing
the same. I counted seven in sight
down the front. I hope the other
exhibitors don't get the habit.

—

W. H. Creal, Sr., Suburban theatre,
Omaha, Nebr.

Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
—Shirley Mason good in this, as usual.

Her pictures are good, clean, wholesome
stories.—Dodge & Baker, Unique theatre,

Myrtle Point, Ore.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.—

A

good western of this type. Drew only fair

business considering the times.—C. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Rose of the West, with a special

cast.—A dandy picture though a little

old, but a good one. Pleased a good
audience.—E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre,

Lincoln, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Last of the Duanes, with William
Farnum.—Very good picture.—A. J. Steg-
gall, Opera House, Fayette, la.—College
town patronage.

Riders of the Purple Sage, with William
Farnum.—Ran this reissue for the second
time and cleaned up more the second
than the first. Book this one and cash in.

—Mr. Boone, Palace theatre, Lynn, Ind.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Devil Within, with Dustin Far-
num.—This picture shows more stuff

than half a dozen ordinary program pic-

tures. The hackneyed phrase, "better

than most specials," applies to this if to

any picture. Plot will sustain and cast

excellent, although the beginning is

rough. One forgets that long before the

finish. For a small town audience you
can't beat it.—Geo. B. Howard, Rex the-

atre, Albion, Neb.—General patronage.

The Rainbow Trail, with William Far-
num.—Farnum reissue. Played here a
little over two years ago. Played this

one on Saturday night. Advertised it as

repeater and had biggest Saturday night

of the year.—Henry Imming, Star the-

atre, Newton, III.—Small town patronage.

Checkers, with a special cast.—This is

the best box office attraction I have
played this year. Patrons well pleased.—
E. L. Moe, Burke theatre, Burke, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.
— 1 considered this an exceptionally

strong Jones picture and so did my audi-

ence. A more than ordinary western.

Jones is not coming, he's here.—Geo. B.

Howard, Rex theatre, Albion, Nebr.

—

General patronage.
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Goldwyn
Dangerous Curve Ahead, a Rupert

Hughes production.—Pleased immensely.

—J. J. McHenny, Allen-Charette, Inc.,

New Bedford, Mass.

For Those We Love, with Betty Comp-
son.—Failed to please the few who saw
it.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre,

Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bunty Pulls the Strings, with a special

cast.—What's the use? You don't get

them in with this kind of stuff in a small

town. Picture may be all right but busi-

ness was rotten. No pulling power what-
soever.—W. Ray Erne, Arcade theatre,

Tharlotte, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Beating the Game, with Tom Moore.

—

Picture fairly well liked. Business only
fair.—D. L. Hill, Pickwick theatre, San
Diego, Calif.—Transient patronage.

Beating the Game, with Tom Moore.

—

A very good program picture and
pleased. Drew fairly well.—A. H. Creal,

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Great Lover, with a special cast.

—

No good. Nothing but kicks on it. Not
a small town picture.—Howard Varing.
Royal theatre. Spirit Lake, la.—General
patronage.

The Old Nest and Dangerous Curve
Ahead, Rupert Hughes productions.—

I

contracted for both pictures at the same
time and at the same price for a two-day
showing of each. Later I asked for an
extra day on The Old Nest, this being
the first time in my ten years of experi-

ence that I have shown a picture for three
days. The Old Nest held up splendidly
for the entire three days. Dangerous
Curve Ahead, while a fine picture, was
not a success financially. Part of my
profit on The Old Nest went to pay the

losses on Dangerous Curve Ahead.

—

J. E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit,

Mich.

Wet Gold, with Ralph Ince.—News-
paper "roasted" this. Business big.

—

J. J. McHenny, Allen-Charette, Inc.,

New Bedford, Mass.

Flame of the Desert, with Geraldinc
Farrar.—Not very pleasing. Have had
better of her.—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor
theatre, Minocqua, Wis.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,

with Jack Pickford.—This is an excellent
picture. They were all pleased and that
is what counts.—Edw. Lindsey, Lindsey
theatre, Industry, 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

A Tale of Two Worlds, with a special
cast.—Business excellent. Picture re-
ceived many favorable comments.—D. L.
Hill, Pickwick theatre, San Diego, Calif.—Transient patronage.

His Own Law, with Hobart Bosworth.
—Good. Should make more like it.

—

G. Strasser, Emblem theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.—
The best Goldwyn picture ever shown

Some time ago I promised to
wash my neck and send in my
photo. It's coming. I hate to
hand Jenkins, Sprague, Rand and
Meyer a body-blow, but it looks as
though they will be out when my
handsome physiog appears.
Ask Jenkins if he remembers the

guy who rode the same train with
him from Cleveland.

A. L. PICKER,
Rex Theatre,

Ironwood, Mich.

PLAY SQUARE (Fox), with
Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker
—A fair program picture. We got
by pretty fair with it on a serial

night. Nothing particular to crit-

icize in it.

I hope my readers will pardon
me for wandering a little from the
subject, but there is something that
occurs to me that I must speak a
word about. From time to time I

have noticed that some exhibitors
say such and such producer's pic-

tures "are all good." Frankly, we
don't believe it.

Dear Mr. Exhibitor, please don't
say it again, or, well, we will not
think of you as foolish, but we will

not think of you at all. It will be
difficult to forget you, but it shall

be done.
I wish to apologize to the HER;

ALD for this apparent criticism of

this department, as this part of the

magazine alone is worth the price

of admission. I will also say that

we, meaning my son and I, intend

to subscribe for the HERALD
"forever, yes, forever and a day;
'till the walls shall crumble to ruin

and moulder in dust away."—W. H.
CREAL, Sr., Suburban Theatre,

Omaha, Nebr.

here. Good story, fine settings, flawless

acting. Receipts just fair during holiday

shopping season.—Howard Varing, Royal
theatre. Spirit Lake, la.—General pat-

ronage.

The Highest Bidder, with Madge Ken-
nedy.—A good picture which pleased.

Bad blizzard kept people away the first

night. Second night did pretty fair busi-

ness.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre,

Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Earthbound, with a special cast.—

A

mighty fine production. Where are there

some more like it?—Horton & Lattin,

Odessa theatre, Odessa, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Little Fool, with a special cast.

—

Good program offering.—Howard Var-
ing, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.

—

General patronage.

Hodkinson
The Man of the Forest, a Zane Grey

production.—Another Zane Grey winner.

Fine business two days. Everybody well

pleased. Animals show up in good style.

I consider this distributor the leader

when it comes to co-operation.—Joe

Dantz, Imperial theatre, Seattle, Wash.

—

Downtown patronage.

Rip Van Winkle, with Thomas Jeffer-

son.—Had co-operation of schools.

Pulled fair with children, but did not

take with the older people. Passed us

by. Production good.—Silverman- Bros.,

Strand theatre, Altoona. Pa.—General

patronage.

The Spenders, with a special cast.

—

Good picture. Will fit any audience.

—

L. A. Pilliod, Photo Play theatre, Grand
Rapids, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man of the Forest, a Zane Grey
production.—Fine and everybody enjoyed

it thoroughly. A good box office attrac-

tion.—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald the-

atre, Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining Town
patronage.

Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln.

—

Positive knockout. Played three days

and stood them up outside during three

days of continuous rain. T. Hayes

Hunter sure directed a wonderful picture.

Advertising accessories extra good.—Joe

Dantz, Imperial theatre, Seattle, Wash.

—

Downtown patronage.

East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin production.
—Very good. Should be more pictures

of this type. It will please. Mabel Ballin

is an actress.—L. L. Gonnor, Victory the-

atre, Cambridge, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Bandbox, with Doris Kenyon.

—

The poorest one we ever showed.—R. R.
Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Out.. Can.—Small town patronage.

Metro
The Four Horsemen, with a special

cast.—While we are at peace with all

nations and living in the period of re-

construction, this is not the picture to
help the good work along. It revives
the old hatred and animosity of the war
scenes. Had we known what the picture
was we would not have shown it. The
theme of the picture is not what the
people are looking for. At least it proved
to be so in our community.—Ruby the-
atre, Jamestown, N. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Man Who, with Bert Lytell.

—

Here is a dandy comedy-drama that
should almost please everybody.—E. J.
Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Mendota,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lure of Youth, with Gareth
Hughes.—Business poor. Picture only
passable. No kicks, but no favorable
comments.—D. L. Hill, Pickwick theatre,

San Diego, Calif.—Transient patronage.

The Great Redeemer, with a special
cast.—Gave better satisfaction than spe-
cials costing twice as much and talked
about for days after showing.—Gem the-
atre, Waterville, Minn.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert
Lytell.—Fair picture. Drew well for me.
Good entertainment.— L. A. Pilliod,

Photo Play theatre, Grand Rapids, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Madame Peacock, with Nazimova.—

A

picture not worth looking at, and if you
tried to sleep you would sure have a
nightmare. Should be junked. You are
stung if you book it.—Dodge & Baker,
Unique theatre, Myrtle Point, Ore.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Without Limit, with a special cast.

—

Business fair. Picture well liked.—D. L.
Hill, Pickwick theatre, San Diego, Calif.

—Transient patronage.

Without Limit, with a special cast.

—

Went over big to over 90 per cent of
good sized house.—Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

There Are No Villains, with Viola
Dana.—There can not be any "villains"

if Viola is there. She makes 'em good.
Picture good and star superb.—J. Car-
bonell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Polly With a Past, with Ina Claire.—
A picture with a big "rep" but awfully

Each issue of the HERALD is.

eagerly looked forward to by the
writer. Needless to say, the first

section I turn to is the department
headed, "What the Picture Did for

Me." Instinct, I suppose, causes
me to do this.

Note that another trade journal

thought so well of your idea that

they have copied it.

My! Ain't it nice to be original?

HARRY M. PALMER,
Liberty Theatre,
Washington, Ind.
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JOHN GILBERT in a scene from the Fox production, "Gleam O' Dawn," which was
directed by Jack Dillon.

slow warming up. A minister's daughter
keeping a bachelor apartment looks
queer. The finish is good and it pleased.
—Ben L. Morris, Elk Grand theatre, Bel-
laire, O.—General patronage.

The Great Redeemer, with a special

cast.—An interesting feature above the
ordinary.—Gem theatre, Waterville, Minn.
—Small town patronage.

Paramount
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, a Cosmo-

politan production.—Excellent. Another
success for Doris Kenyon, who drew
well.-—William Noble, Capitol theatre,

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-
age.

Enchantment, a Cosmopolitan produc-
tion.—Picture very well named. En-
chantment is really enchanting. Marion
Davies is worthy of much praise in this

work. She also was charming and con-
vincing in her role.—J. Carbonell, Mon-
roe theatre, Key West. Fla.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sheik, with Agnes Ayres and Ru-
dolph Valentino.—Very good picture but
a little disappointing to some patrons who
wished it to follow the book more closely.

Personally, it had a very unsatisfying
ending. Business fair but publicity took
all the profits.—S. S. Stevenson, Princess
theatre, Henderson, N. C.—Small town
patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.— I ran this the second
week of release in this territory and just

broke even. Nothing can be said against
the cast or the beauty of the production
and if your people are "star fans" you
may get by. If you advance admissions
both you and your audience will be dis-

appointed. Story! There is none. The
only thing you will remember five min-
utes after the show is over, is of seeing
Wallie Reid break up a lot of very good
furniture.—Geo. B. Howard, Rex theatre,

Albion, Nebr.—General patronage.

Three Word Brand, with William' S.

Hart.—A good picture but not as good
as the most of William S. Hart's. A
little weaker than others.—J. Carbonell,

Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—An excellent picture, but
many complained that it was a bit too
strenuous.—Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale
theatre, Hinsdale, 111.—-Neighborhood
patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De-
Mille production.—This will make money
and please them.—C. G. Scott, Crystal
theatre. South Superior, Wyo.—General
patronage.

The Call of the North, with. Jack Holt.
—Good in every respect. Holt is a clever
actor and makes good in every subject he
plays. Picture was well liked.—J. Car-
bonell. Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Three Word Brand, with William S.

Hart.—Excellent. Big business. Crowded
houses.—William Noble, Capitol theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

The Great Impersonation, with James
Kirkwood.—Good picture and excellent

cast throughout. Will play good to any
average class and insure favorable re-

marks. Business fair due to Christmas
shopping.—H. B. Barr, Rialto theatre,

Enid, Okla.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
Went over big, this being a mill town.

—

J. J. Mcllenny, Allen-Charette, Inc., New
Bedford, Mass.

Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid.—Noth-
ing to get excited over. Fair program
picture.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour the-

atre. Ewcn, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart.—This will make money for you,
and is sure to please.—C. G. Scott,

Crystal theatre, South Superior, Wyo.

—

General patronage.

The Lost Romance, a William DeMille
production.— Finely produced but did not

draw.—J. T. Mcllenny. Allen-Charette,
Inc., New Bedford, Mass.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De-
Mille production.—This is certainly com-
posed of a great galaxy of stars. Story
too weak for stars. Business poor, on

account of denression and home talent

show for ooposition.—L. R. Moore, Roma
theatre, Columbus Grove, O.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Something to Think About, a Cecil B.

DeMille production.—A 100 per cent pro-

duction that pleased the 250 that saw it

but I lost money. I played it too near
Xmas. People were busy shopping and
passed this one by. You can't go wrong
on this picture. It's wonderful.—W. E.

Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Jailbird, with Douglas MacLean.
—Fair comedy-drama. Not as good as

the usual MacLeans. Attendance poor.

—

L. A. Pilloid, Photoplay theatre, Grand
Rapids, O.—General patronage.

White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Meighan.-—Generally liked.—J. J. Mc-
Henny, Allen-Charette, Inc., New Bed-

ford, Mass.

After the Show, a William DeMille
production.—Great picture. Good stars.

Well played. Good photography. Will

satisfy 90 per cent of any patronage for

exhibitors showing this type of picture.

Fair business due to general depression.

—H. B. Barr, Rialto theatre, Enid, Okla.

Homer Comes Home, with Charles

Ray.—Very amusing comedy-drama.
Patrons liked this one.—D. A. Kooker,

Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Sins of Rozanne, with Ethel Clay-

ton.—A splendid production but failed to

get the money. As a rule Miss Clayton

draws well, but this one they didn't come
to see. No fault of the picture.—W. E.

Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Crooked Streets, with Ethel Clayton.

—Nothing to this one. There was action

but nothing to the story. Lost money.—
Edw. Lindsey, Lindsey theatre, Industry,

111.—Small town patronage.

Heliotrope, with a special cast.—

A

good, strong story with a good cast. One
you can't go wrong on.—L. A. Pilliod,

Photoplay theatre, Grand Rapids, O.

—

General patronage.

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.

—

Knocked 'em stiff. Grownups will like

this one. They all went out with a smile.

—F. Noah, Liberty theatre, Frankford.

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Heliotrope, with a special cast.—Those

who saw it thought it was fine. No
drawing power, due to poor title.—How-
ard Varing, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake,

la.—General patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, with a special

cast.—Ran it on Sunday. People told me
that such pictures will empty churches
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I and fill the theatre on Sunday. One of

I the best pictures of the year.—Chas.

i Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henryetta, Okla.

I —General patronage.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
i son.—Classy production. Well received.
I —J. -J. McHenny, Allen-Charette, Inc.,

[ New Bedford, Mass.

What's Your Hurry? with Wallace
' Reid.—Just fair. Reid will not draw tor

I me.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
• deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett.

—

Good program picture.—D. A. Kooker,

Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Princess of New York, with a spe-

cial cast.—Too bad these foreign produc-

tions are mixed in with so many good
American pictures. Such film dissatisfies

every patron. Gets them "leery" about

coming pictures.—H. B. Barr, Rialto the-

atre, Enid, Okla.

Let's Be Fashionable, with Doris May
and Douelas MacLean.—Silly to the ex-

treme. Don't book it.—Dodge & Baker,

Unique theatre, Myrtle Point, Ore.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Jailbird, with Douglas MacLean.

—

A good picture. Took well. Business

fair.—Chas. H. Bills, Opera House, Le-

nora, Kans.—Small town patronage.

Deep Waters, a Maurice Tourneur pro-

duction.—Just fair. Some liked it. Others
didn't. Beautiful scenery, but people like

a story along with it.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Hairpins, with Enid Bennett.—A very-

good program picture. Not as good as

some of her other pictures.—E. D. Luna,

Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Deception, with a special cast.—This

will make money for you and is sure to

please.—C. G. Scott, Crystal theatre.

South Superior, Wyo.—General pat-

ronage.

Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.

—One of the best pictures I have had.

The story is there and the work of Dal-

ton is immense. Patrons' comments on
this were many and profuse. I'd say

book it if you haven't done so.—W. F.

Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The World and His Wife, with Alma
Rubens.—Ladies liked this one very

much. Did not please the men. Too
tragic. Wrong kind to show during hard
times.—F. E. Sabin. Majestic theatre.

Eureka, Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.

—Good Reid picture. Perhaps a little

better than the average. Attendance
• eood.—L. A. Pillod. Photoplay theatre.

Grand Rapids, O.—General patronage.

Sand, with William S. Hart.—Played
this at special prices and pleased all. It's

the kind they expect to see when they
turn out to see Hart. One of his best.

—

W. P. Perry. Rialto theatre. Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.—Small town patronage.

The Market of Souls, with Dorothy
Dalton.—For some reason the star does
not draw well here. The picture was a

good one and well acted, but crowd was
mostly the "Wood" family.—R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
—General patronage.

Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meigh-
an.—A dandy. It's all you could ask for;

as good as you could wish for. Isn't

that enough'—R. R. Gribble. Grand the-

atre. New Hamburg, Ont.. Can.—Small
town patronage.

Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid.—A very
good entertainment, but I don't see any-
thing to rave about. No comments from
patrons either way.—P. J. Burford, Prin-

cess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Idols of Clay, with Mae Murray.

—

This will make money tor you, and is

sure to please.—C. G. Scott, Crystal the-
atre, South Superior, Wyo.—General pat-
ronage.

In Mizzoura, with Robert Warwick.

—

The bunk. Pictures like this will never
go over for me. Nothing to it. The
poorest picture I ever had from Para-
mount.—W. F. Haycock, Star theatre,
Callaway, Nebr.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Bait, with Hope Hampton.—Good
picture. Will please.—R. R. Gribble,
Grand theatre. New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
—Small town patronage.

The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart.—Hart always brings out a
crowd. Attendance good.—L. A. Pilloid,

Photoplay theatre, Grand Rapids, O.

—

General patronage.

My Lady's Garter, with a special cast.

—Just a fair picture. They failed to get
the story in this one, and it will hardly
please those who have read the book.

—

W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenri;
Wells, Colo.—Small town patronage.

Burglar Proof, with Bryant Washburn.
—Fair picture. The Rookie's Return,
with Douglas MacLean, is another good
picture, but he has made better ones.

—

R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre. New Ham-
burg, Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

Let's Be Fashionable, with Doris May
and Douglas MacLean.—A good comedy-
drama. Full of action.—E. D. Luna, C0Z3-
theatre, Lincoln, Ark.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Pathe
The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis pro-

duction.—A good picture. Interesting
from start to finish. Tell them what you
got. You can't disappoint your patrons
on this. Went over big.—J. L. Rappe-
port, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
—I'm maybe a poor judge of shows, but
I put Half a Chance over as a special

and have heard only praise for the photo-
play. It's got a kick in every foot, and
is worth running in every house.—F. W.
Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philips-

burg. Mont.—Mining town patronage.

Sherry, with a special cast.—Drew good

My Lucky Seven
for 1921

1. The Mark of Zorro.

2. The Great Redeemer.
3. Yes or No.
4. Don't Ever Marry.
5. Outside The Law.
6. Reputation.
7. Dinty.

W. A. PETERSON,
Scenic Theatre,
Mt. Vernon, S. D.

business, but I don't know why. Not
much to it. When an agent tries to sell

you this one, put up the sign: "Public
School, drive slow."—J. C. Jenkins, Audi-
torium theatre, Neligh, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
—Good enough for any house.—D. A.
Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen.
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Man and His Woman, with a special

cast.—Good, deep picture and should give
satisfaction everywhere. Business poor
owing to work conditions.—F. H. Gat-
comb, Armstrong theatre, Yanceboro,
Maine.—Small town patronage.

The Killer, with a special cast.—All
that the name implies. This picture went
over very good. Will please.—J. L.
Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Killer, with a special cast.—Title
is against this attraction, but the picture
is O. K.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.

—

A Western that is a real Western. I

wouldn't put it in the special class, but
then at that it's better than some that a
few of them are putting out and calling

specials.—W. F. Haycock, Star theatre,

Callaway. Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Sherry, with a special cast.—This is an
extra good picture. I think it pleased

CLYDE COOK in "The Chauffeur" objects to the tar and the feathers his playful

captors have prepared for him. It's a new Fox comedy.
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CHARLES RAY, the First National star, meets Mayor Andrew J. Peters, of Boston,
Mass., during the star's visit to that city, through Nathan H. Gordon, well known
New England exhibitor.

everyone. My patrons would like to see
some more of Pat O'Malley's acting.

—

F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong theatre,

Vanceboro. Maine.—Small town pat-
ronage.

R-C Pictures
Salvage, with Pauline Frederick.—

A

very fine picture. Story very unusual
and highly entertaining. Star is not
popular here and business was way below
average.—A. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,

Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

ONE MAN IN A MILLION,
with George Beban.—An absolutely
high grade picture and one that

any exhibitor may be proud to

show. We did not get exceedingly
rich by showing it but if Mr. Beban
will make more of this class, we
will run them anyway, and make
the people like them.

P. S.—Regardless of what the
judges may decide in the famous
beauty contest I vote in advance
for my old friend, John C. Jenkins,
as I believe him to be the hand-
somest man in the world, on or off

the screen. Now, I'll tell you what
I'd like to see, and that is Mr.
Jenkins in a slapstick comedy.

—

W. H. Creal, Sr., Suburban theatre,

Omaha, Nebr.

The Lure of Jade, with Pauline Fred-
erick.—The great exponent of emotional
acting at her best. An all around good
picture. Made better by the famous
dramatic beauty. Book it, it's good.

—

J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

If Women Only Knew, with a special

cast.—A mighty good picture that held

the audience. Everybody liked it. Regu-
lar admission, 11 and 25 cents.—Howard
Varing. Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.

—

General patronage.

See My Lawyer, with T. Roy Barnes.
-Didn't create any riot. Parting one's

name in the middle doesn't make a come-
dian.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.

Tombstone. Ariz.—General patronage.

The Butterfly Man, witli Lew Cody.

—

Picture failed to draw. Poorly titled to

bring any one in.—W. C. Allen, Casino

theatre. Antwerp, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Cold Steel, with J. P. McGowan.—
Good western. People seemed to like it

and it drew fair business, although adver-
tising material furnished on this picture

is very ordinary.—A. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max
Linder.—This sure made all of them
laugh. It is a dandy to chase the blues.

I wish we had more of this type to show.
—H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alex-
andria, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Where Lights Are Low, with Sessue
Hayakawa.—We were agreeably sur-

prised when this picture pleased very
highly. A good attendance. If you have
any "hard to please" book this one.

—

C. G. Scott, Crystal theatre. South Su-
perior, Wyo.—General patronage.

Beckoning Roads, with Bessie Barri-

scale.—Very dull and uninteresting.

—

C. W. Brayman, Emprize theatre, Cedar
Springs, Mich.—Transient patronage.

The Broken Butterfly, with Lew Cody.
—One of those heart-touching stories that

will hold the people in their seats until

the end. Good picture and drew well.

—

J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

If Women Only Knew, with a special

cast.—A clever picture with a very sensi-

ble theme. Pleased all that came in,

which was very few on account of heavy
snowstorm.—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald
theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining town
patronage.

Where Lights Are Low, with Sessue
Hayakawa.—As usual, he goes big.—J. J.

McHenny. Allen-Charette, Inc., New
Bedford, Mass.

The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Rambcau.—Many good comments and a

real good picture. Shown at regular
admission, but will stand a raise.—How-
ard Varing, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake,
la.—General patronage.

The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick.—This style of picture for

Frederick puts her over strong in this

town where she has lost her hold.

—

C. G. Scott, Crystal theatre, South Su-
perior, Wyo.—General patronage.

Realart
The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—

Very fine picture. Pleased all Bebe's
fans. Bebe Daniels is the only star of
Realart that is a drawing card for me.

—

Chas. Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henryetta,
Okla.—General patronage.

The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.—
Gave 100 per cent satisfaction. Lots of
good hearty laughs.—Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal Theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—
Was disappointed in this picture and in
Bebe Daniels. About the poorest picture
she made. All her others have been extra
good.—Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre,
Canton, 111.—General patronage.

Two Weeks With Pay, with Bebe
Daniels.—Pleased 100 per cent.—F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda Haw-
ley.—A good, clean little picture that will
most assuredly please.—W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Little Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter.—A good picture for the kids, and
the old kids, too.—Howard Varing, Royal'
theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—General pat-
ronage.

The Furnace, with a special cast.

—

Wonderful picture. Must hand it to
Realart for a square deal, and consist-
ently good, clean pictures. Women espe-
cially rave about this picture.—A. L.
Middleton, Grand theatre. Dequeen, Ark.—Small town patronage.

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.—Good picture. Comedy.—Howard Var-
insr, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake. Ia.—
General patronage.

Her Face Value, with Wanda Hawley.—Everyone liked this picture.—Mrs.
R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Call Me Little Girl, with Mary
Miles Minter.—Plenty of laughs here.
Let's have more like it.—Howard Varing,
Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, Ia.—General
patronage.

Selznick
A Man's Home, with a special cast.

—

A great picture with a strong cast. Busi-
ness ordinary. Probably on account of
Christmas.—Silverman Bros., Strand the-
atre, Altoona, Pa.—General patronage.

Remorseless Love, with Elaine Hara-
merstein.—A fine picture. Both star and
lead, Niles Welch, were very good. Pa-
trons highlv pleased.—Charles Kuchan,
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.—General
patronage.

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—Star and pictures were as good
as you want them. Did nice business in

holiday week.—Ben L. Morris, Olympic
theatre, Bellaire. O.—General patronage.

The Sin That Was His, with William
Faversham.—They didn't care for this

one. Just fair. Good acting but not the
kind of story they like.—W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
—This is the best picture we have shown
this year. Everyone greatly pleased.
This picture will go big anywhere.—P. S.

Neilan, Rex theatre. La Moure, N. D.

—

Small town patronage.

Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Star has a following but picture was only
fair. Patrons seemed to think it merely
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a filler.—Silverman Bros., Strand theatre,

Altoona, Pa.—General patronage.

Poppy, with Norma Talmadge.—Good
reissue. Played to a good box office

without any extra advertising or exploita-

tion. Short subjects: Harold Lloyd in

Number Pleas*, SeLrnick News and the
serial. Hurricane Hutch.—William Noble.
New Polly theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.
—General patronage.

The Common Law, with Clara Kimball
Young.—This seven-reel reissue is for a

city audience. It is high class. Wonder-
ful acting. Went over big. Everyone
liked it.—George Eberwine, Auditorium
theatre, Marblehead. O.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Veiled Adventure, with Constance
Talmadge.—A pea^h of a picture. Pulled
good business against a home talent play
Where a picture does that it must be
good. Give us more.—T. N. Magruder.
Elite theatre, Iola. Kans.—Neighborhood
patronage.

His Bridal Night, with Alice Brady.

—

This one pleased better than any of her
other pictures we have shown. Give it an
extra boost in your advertising, but do
not increase your admissions.—H. G.
Stettmund. Jr.. Odeon theatre. Chandler.
Okla.—General patronage.

United Artists
Little Lord Fauntleroy, with Mary

Pickford.—Full week to big business, in-

creasing every day. A great picture for

women and children. Ran special matinee
Thanksgiving Day for newsboys and poor
children. Received six front page stories.

298 inches of free publicity.—Frank L.

Browne, Liberty theatre. Long Beach.
Calif.—Transient patronage.

His Majesty, the American, with Doug-
las Fairbanks.—Good picture.—D. A.

Kooker. Happy Hour theatre. Ewen.
,Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Universal
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Bigger

than Way Down East for thrills.—J. J.

McHenny. Allen-Charette, Inc., New
Bedford,' Mass.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—Mayo
gives another good one. although it has

been some time since he scored. Dr. Jim
was the big day ot the week here.—S. V.

EARL RODNEY, popular comedian, as

he appears in "Kiss and Make Up," a

new Christie comedy distributed by
Educational.

Wallace, Idle Hour theatre. Cambridge
Springs. Pa.-—Neighborhood patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—A pic-
ture that is everything claimed tor it by
the producers. With good exploitation
and an extended run, the business will be
bigger on the closing day than the first.

We packed them in.—C. G. Scott, Crystal
theatre, South Superior, Wyo.—General
patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special cast.—This is a very high class production,
but too much hard luck. A steady flow
of it all through the picture. Lost money.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka.
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.

—

Excellent puller. Well liked by patrons.
This star a comer.—D. L. Hill. Pickwick
theatre, San Diego, Calif.—Transient pat-
ronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Our serial patronage thought this

was great and enjoyed every minute of
it. It is just an average picture, how-
ever. But if it pleases the people, what's
the "diff"?—A. H. Creal. Suburban thea-
tre, Omaha. Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Action, with Hoot Gibson.—Action i?

the only name for this one. The best
Western we have played in a year.—L.
L. Gonnor. Victory theatre, Cambridge.
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Wallop, with Harry Carey.—Very
good program picture.—E. Noah, Liberty
theatre, Frankford, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—In
this Miss Dean does some remarkable
work. Audience divided as to entertain-
ment value. Dark photography in spots.

Personally I rate it 80 per cent. Play it

but keep prices within reason.—J. C.
Jenkins. Auditorium theatre. Neligh. Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

False Kisses, with Miss Dupont.— Busi-
ness poor. Picture poor. No favorable
comments.—D. L. Hill. Pickwick theatre.

San Diego. Calif.—Transient patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Every-
thing that could be expected of a big
western. Proved a record breaker for

box office.—C. G. Scott, Crystal theatre.

South Superior, Wyo.—General patron-
age.

The Secret Gift, with Gladys Walton.
—Put this on for a church benefit and
proved very satisfactory.—D. A. Kooker.
Happy Hour theatre. Ewen. Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Smart Sex, with Eva Novak.

—

Ordinary program picture. Will go over.

—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka.
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

Stolen Kisses, with Miss DuPont.

—

Nothing to rave about. Story interesting

in spots. Star better in this than in The
Rage of Paris.— S. V. Wallace. Idle Hour
theatre. Cambridge Springs, Pa.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Patrons

do not like Westerns, but "Breezy" Eason
helped to put this over.—J. J. McHenny,
Allen-Charette, Inc., New Bedford. Mass.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.—Excellent. Another case where
advertising the name of the leading man
did the trick as far as the catching is

concerned. The picture was very pleas-

ing and pleased a large business.—Wil
liam Noble, Rialto theatre. Oklahoma
City. Okla.—General patronage.

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.—

A

great little program picture. Plot well

worked and keeps the audience guessing

to the end.—Geo. B. Howard. Rex thea-

tre, Albion. Neb.—General patronage.

The Rage of Paris, with Miss DuPont.
—Excellent business, but picture not vjell

liked. Pulled because sensational.—D.

Mr. and Mrs. William S. Hart, as they
appeared in the Paramount picture,

"John Petticoats." Mrs. Hart, you
know, is Winifred Westover.

L. Hill.. Pickwick theatre, San Diego,
Calif.—Transient patronage.

Action, Sure Fire and Red Courage,
with Hoot Gibson.—After playing the
two-reel Gibson Westerns these five-reel

features, with ordinary advertising on
off days, have drawn us more money than
super-specials that cost us three times
the rental. Every picture drew a bigger
house than the preceding one.—C. G.
Scott. Crystal theatre, South Superior.
Wyo.—General patronage.

Action, with Hoot Gibson.—If this is

a sample of L'niversal's new stuff, I am
glad my contract is in. Action is one of

the cleanest, rapid moving Westerns I

have run in many a day. Went over big.

A-n waiting for a date on the next one.

—J. L. Rappeport, Loveloy theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—Here
are a few of the remarks passed: "Fine."
"Wonderful." "Great." "Best picture

you have ever shown." Nut" sed. Book it.

boys. It is there from every angle.—F.

W. Horrigan. McDonald theatre. Philips-

burg, Mont.—Mining town patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
—This is positively the biggest melo-
drama that we have ever shown. Plot of

story practically contains two climaxes,
each of which has been well taken care

of. Wheeler Oakman and Lon Chaney
really take off the honors.—L. R-. Moore.
Roma theatre, Columbus Grove, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.—This
is a dandy Western. It passes Action,
and that is saying a lot. Wish they made
trailers on these.—G. H. Jenkinson, Vic-
tor theatre. Minocqua. Wis.

Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton.
—This is a good little program picture

and seemed to please my patrons. Per-
sonally. I do not think this one was as

good as her former pictures. I would
advise brother exhibitors to book Gladys
Walton's pictures.—F. H. Gatcomb. Arm-
strong theatre. Vanceboro, Maine.—Small
town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—An ex-
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traordinary Western feature. Star made
a hit. Business good on this picture.

—

Silverman Bros., Strand theatre, Altoona,
Pa.—General patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—Good
acting, etc., but failed to draw much.
Seemed to please those who saw it.^-
Howard Varing, Royal theatre, Spirit
Lake, la.—General patronage.

False Kisses, with Miss DuPont.—Not
a great picture but a pleasing one, and all
who saw it liked it. Story was convinc-
ing and star did the part fine.—Ben L.
Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—
General patronage.

The Man Trackers, with George Lar-
kin.—This is a good picture and will
please. Owing to the fact that there is

lots of action. The story is weak.— F. H.
Gatcomb, Armstrong theatre, Vanceboro,
Maine.—Small town patronage.

Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton.—When this good clean comedy drama,
full of human interest, does not please
them, they are a hard bunch to please.

—

M. D. Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Magnificent Brute, with Frank
Mayo.— I consider this a fair picture,
poorly titled; could not see anything
magnificent nor brutal about it, and be-
lieve such titles do more harm than good
among the present day fans.—W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.—Small town patronage.

The Big Adventure, with "Breezy"
Eason.— Pictures of this calibre helped to
put over my Sunday shows this fall.

—

Howard Varing, Royal theatre, Spirit
Lake, la.—General patronage.

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.

—

This is a dandy clean story and pleased
the majority. First part makes one
think of Humoresque.—M. D. Foster,
Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

Fixed By George, with a special cast.

—

Another comedy-drama that pleased 100
per cent.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small town
patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.

—

A knockout. Broke all house records for

a two-day run. Pleased everybody at

20 and 40 cents last May.—Howard Var-

ing, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—
General patronage.

Vitagraph
The Son of Wallingford, with a special

cast.—Much better than I expected. Few
pictures have pleased my audience more.
They like a picture for its entertaining
value, and this one sure has it. Cast ex-
ceptionally good, and I can only lay the
blame for rather light business to the
hard times or my failure in advertising.

It will please, and should draw any-
where.—Geo. B. Howard, Rex theatre,

Albion, Neb.—General patronage.

The Secret of the Hills, with Antonio
Moreno.—An A-l program picture. Star

very good. Plenty of action. Business
picked up on this picture. It pleased

both the men and women.—E. J. Degen-
hardt, Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Bring Him In, with Earle Williams.—
Fairly good. This red-blooded stuff is

what my Saturday crowd wants. I ran

a Tom Santschi two-reeler and a Lloyd

reissue with this at 10 and 20 cents to fair

business.—W. Ray Erne, Arcade theatre,

Charlotte, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Steelheart, with William Duncan.—

A

well-played picture which was well re-

ceived. Miss Edith Johnson, .co-star,

helped to put the picture over, and in a

very pleasing way.—William Noble, Em-
press theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

The Son of Wallingford, with a spe-

cial cast.—The picture, as a whole, fair.

It was padded to make eight reels. Ought
to have been five. Business poor during

entire run. It was far from a special.—
Donald W. Knapp, Strand theatre, San
Bernardino, Calif.

Trumpet Island, with a special cast.

—

Good production that carries thrills, in-

terest and action. Moves fast and makes
you wish for more.— I. O. O. F. Hall,

Grand Gorge, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Trumpet Island, with a special cast.

—

One of the best pictures of 1920. Has
everything.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Single Track, with Corinne Grif-

fith.—Picture well liked. Business very
good. Fine advertising possibilities here.—D. L. Hill, Pickwick theatre, San Di-
ego, Calif.—Transient patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—Best
to draw of anything I have had.—Edw.
Lindsey, Lindsey theatre, Industry, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

Her Lord and Master, with Alice Joyce.—This gave better satisfaction than any
program picture we have shown in

months. Would have been good for two
days.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon thea-
tre, Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

The Secret of the Hills, with Antonio
Moreno.—A very good and interesting
program picture, and pleased.—Peter
Krauth, Opera House, Denison, la.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—
Mighty big production. Pleased about
90 per cent.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Bring Him In, with Earle Williams.

—

Patrons said they liked it. Our opinion
is, it's a good program picture. Star is

good.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess thea-
tre, Mendota, 111.—Neighbrhood patron-
age.

The Heart of Maryland, with Cather-
ine Calvert.—A true to life story of the

Civil War. Some patrons said it was the,

best picture they ever saw. Gave gen-
eral satisfaction.-—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

State Rights
Heart of the North, (Davis), with Roy

Stewart.—Fine outdoor production. Pa-
trons well pleased with it.—L. D. Fair-

field, Legion theatre, Wakonda, S. Dak.
—Small town patronage.

A Child for Sale (Graphic), with a spe-

cial cast.—This one got the people out
and on opening drew more business than
The Affairs of Anatol the previous week,
with less advertising. The kind of a

picture the regular picture crowds like.

A child singer helps it along.—Ben L.

Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

General patronage.

The Servant in the House, (F. B. O.),
with a special cast.—Something differ-

ent. A good Sunday drama. Many favor-
able comments.—Gem theatre, Water-
ville, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Penny O' Top Hill Trail, (Federated),
with Bessie Love.—Her first picture was
poor, second one extra good. The best

picture she ever made. Many compli-
ments, but poor attendance one day.

—

Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Can-
ton, 111.—General patronage.

A Woman's Business, (Jans), with a

special cast.—Absolutely worthless. No
story, poor photography and worse act-

ing. Dodge this one.—Howard Varing,

Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—General

patronage.

The Soul of Rafael, (Equity), with

Clara Kimball Young.—Very poor indeed.

Matinee killed the night show. It is a

Catholic story and just the kind my
patrons don't like.—W. E. Elkin. Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Straight From Paris, (Equity), with

Clara Kimball Young.—Good picture.

Every one pleased, and better than her

usual run. Just fair business on account

of weather.—W. C. Allen, Casino theatre,

Antwerp, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Barbarian, (Pioneer), with Monroe
Salisbury.—Patrons well pleased. Fine
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scenery. Not a whole lot of action.

—

Gem theatre, Waterville, Minn.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Western Adventurer, (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks.—An exaggerated
Western, but patrons just ate it up. They
all want to see him in his next one.
Plenty of good paper on this. Use it.

—

M. Oppenheimer, Empire theatre. New
Orleans, La.

When Dawn Came, (Producers Secur-
ity,), with a special cast.—A splendid
picture. Don't remember when a picture
pleased so much. Many compliments.
Should run it as a special.—Charles
Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.

—

General patronage.

The Shepherd of the Hills, (H. B. W.),
a Harold Bell Wright production.—Stay
away from this boys. Can't follow with
music, and simply no head or tail to
story. Lost half of my house after third
reel. Patrons very much disappointed.

—

I. A. Iverson, Electric theatre, Cut Bank.
Mont.

The Fighting Stranger, (Canyon), with
Franklyn Farnum.—Star well liked in my
house, but the picture could have been
better. Did a fair business.—J. L. Rappe-
port, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Kazan, (Export and Import), with Jane
Novak.—Story a little jerky in parts.

However, the dog's acting and the beauti-
ful snow scenes offset any of play's bad
features. Curwood's stories seem to film

well.—L. R, Moore, Roma theatre, Co-
lumbus Grove, O.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Fighting Stranger, (Canyon), with
Franklyn Farnum.—Average western.

—

Howard Varing, Royal theatre, Spirit

Lake, la.—General patronage.

Serials
Winners of the West, (Universal), with

Art Acord.— I got the teachers busy on
this. First episode was up to my high-

est expectations. This is new. If it is all

as promising as first one it will prove the

best on the market.—Mrs. W. H. Heifer,

Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

The White Horsemen, (Universal), with

Art Acord.—Ran the last episode last

Saturday. Pleased 50 per cent. Had
people all through the 13 episodes trying

to see the white horse, but went home
disappointed after the last episode.

—

Chas. Blaine, Yale theatre, Henryetta,
Okla.—General patronage.

Fighting Fate, (Vitagraph), with Wil-
liam Duncan and Edith Johnson.—Very
fair serial.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle, (Federated),

with a special cast.—Looks like the best

bet of this class. Ran Son of Tarzan,

Lost City and similar ones.' This one
started good and business is better on

fourth week than first. Only one ever

to do this.—Ben L. Morris. Elk Grand
theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

Hurricane Hutch, (Pathe), with Charles

Hutchinson.—Good stunts and no killing

yet. On 11th episode. Something doing

all the time.—Howard Varing, Royal

theatre. Spirit Lake, la.—General patron-

age.

The Adventures of Tarzan, (A. T. S. S.

C), with Elmo Lincoln.—Started very

big, but losing heavily on every episode.

Nothing wrong with the serial, only peo-

ple are tired of this come-again-next-week

stuff.—Chas. Blaine, Morgan theatre, Hen-
ryetta, Okla.—General patronage.

The Blue Fox, (Arrow), with Ann
Little—Good serial. On the 14th episode.

Business dropped off when I started an-

other serial.—Howard Varing, Royal the-
atre, Spirit Lake, la.—General patronage.

Short Subjects
Kineto Review, (National Exchanges).

—Peculiar Pets, and Was Darwin Right?
are good enough to be played at any
theatre, anywhere.—Chas. Blaine, Yale
theatre, Henryetta, Okla.—General patron-
age.

The Fall Guy, ( Vitagraph), with Larrv
Semon.—Not quite as good as The Bak-
ery, but got a lot of laughs. Larry is the
best slapstick bet.—W. Rav Erne, Arcade
theatre, Charlotte, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

The One Best Pet, (Educational), with
a special cast.—One of the best comedies
ever made. A scream from start to
finish.—A. L. Middleton, Grand theatre.
Dequeen, Ark.—Small town patronage.
Among Those Present (Asso. Ex.).

with Harold Lloyd.—A full week. A riot.

—J. J. McHenny, Allen-Charette, Inc.,
New Bedford, Mass.

The Bell Hop, (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—Boys, here is a comedian that
draws and pleases. His comedies are the
best rough and tumble I have ever seen.
They are 100 per cent pure. The Bell
Hop is extremely funny.—W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Joy Riders, (Pathe) with Snub Pol-
lard.—Just a one-reeler, but Oh boy, it's

there! Harold Lloyd never made any
that got more laughs than this little auto
skit did. It is a real riot, a feature com-
edy.—Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theatre,
Bellaire, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

Snooky's Wild Oats, (Educational),
with a special cast.—Poorest Snooky
comedy of the lot. Most of them are
very clever.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Three Good Pals, (Fox), with a special
cast.—A very clever comedy for kids.
Some of the Fox Sunshine comedies are
good as any in the market.— Chas.
Blaine, Yale theatre, Henryetta, Okla.—
General patronage.

A Week Off, (Universal), with Charles
Dorety.—This comedy starts out with a
bunch of boys in swimming. They have
no further part in the comedy, the scene
is shocking and not funny. Otherwise
very good comedy. Why put such stuff

in to ruin an otherwise good picture?

—

A. L. Middleton, Grand theatre, Dequeen,
Ark.—Small town patronage.

Now Or Never, (Asso. Ex.), with Har-
old Lloyd.—The best comedy we have
run so far. It kept them laughing all

the time. Lloyd is a wonderful come-
dian.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Move On, (Pathe). with Harold Lloyd.
—The one-reel re-issues of Lloyd are
proving to be well worth the money.

—

W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.—Small town patronage.

Kiss Me Caroline, ( Educational), with
Bobbie Vernon.—One of the most laugh-

able two-reel comedies we ever ran.—D.

A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Haunted House, (Metro), with

Buster Keaton.—The best Keaton com-
edy we ever ran. It kept them in an up-
roar. Keaton's expression is a knock-
out. He always goes good.—W. E. Elkin.

Temple theatre. Aberdeen. Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Baby Peggy Comedies, (Universal),

with Baby Peggy.—All very good.—Ed.
L. Wegener, Lyric theatre. Valley Junc-
tion, la.—Neighborhood patronage.
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THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
On this same page is a news

story of the beginning of a cam-

paign on the part of the Na-

tional Association of the Motion

Picture Industry to reduce loss

by fire. It is a move of greatest

importance as it strikes directly

at the heart of a condition which

is responsible for losses of thou-

sands of dollars to the industry

annually. While the bulletin is

directed to managers of ex-

changes primarily, theatre own-

ers generally would do well to

memorize and put into effect in

their theatres the ten rules laid

down for the safe conduct of a

film exchange. The bulletin itself

is a part of a campaign of co-

operation between the industry

and the fire departments of the

cities throughout the country. It

should have the support of every

person in the business. Fire is

preventable. There is no doubt

of this. The major portion of

fires in the United States can be

traced directly to someone's care-

lessness, individually, or in lax-

ness in supervising the proper

care of combustibles.

* * *

The Newman Manufacturing

Company, pioneer equipment

manufacturers, are moving into

a new liome which will permit of

double the output of the com-

pany s product. The company,

run on sound business principles,

is reaping the reward of in-

dustry.

National Association Circulates

Ten Rules for Fire Prevention
Managers of Exchanges Receive Important Data Tend-

ing to Reduce to Minimum Possibilities of Loss-
Is Step to Cooperate with Fire Departments

The Fire Prevention Committee of the

National Association of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry has forwarded to exchange

managers associations throughout the

country a bulletin containing ten funda-

mental rules for preventing exchange

fires. Managers have been requested to

read the rules to all employees and to

post them conspicuously as a constant re-

minder that good exchange housekeeping

is the only kind of insurance that really

insures against destruction by fire.

The bulletin service is in line with the
National Association's endeavor to co-
operate with fire departments of all ex-
change cities in minimizing the risk in

exchanges.

Abolish Fire Risk

"Have nothing for fire to feed upon,"
says the bulletin, "and no fire can even
get under way. Good housekeeping
wherever film is used is your best insur-
ance."
A model inspection room is pictured

with approved automatic sprinkler sys-
tem, radiators and electric lights properly
guarded, no wires wrapped on pipes, no
scrap of loose film on the floors, small
quantity of film on the tables, all-metal

waste cans, all film in cans except that

actually in work, metal furniture through-
out, hand hose and fire extinguisher in

proper places, and order and cleanliness

predominant.
The ten rules for fire prevention con-

tained in the bulletin are:

Keep plenty of water handy, (a) In

automatic sprinkler system suitable to

your conditions; (b) In convenient
buckets; (c) In faucets with an inch and
a quarter hose and nozzle attached; (d)

Have fire extinguishers, which everybody
is shown how to use; (e) Keep sand pails

handy. Sand will stop a small film fire

quickly and will not damage the stock.

Keep Film Covered

Keep film in containers when not ac-

tually in use. The time loss in replacing

it is nothing. Naked film is the one con-

dition that guarantees that a little fire

will get beyond control in a few seconds.

Throw film scraps into self-closing

metal cans, never into open waste baskets.

Keep the cutting rooms, etc., well

swept The tiny pieces of film that fly

about make the dust as dangerous as so

much gunpowder.
Have a professional electrician do all

your wiring, in accordance with every

City ordinance, no matter how "un-

reasonable" it seems. Have the light

globes caged—a broken globe may make
only one spark, but that can ignite

$1,000 worth of film. Handle no film by
any artificial light but electricity.

Box your radiators and steam pipes.

The film that touches a hot pipe and
crinkles up might just as easily have burst

into flame.

Permit No Smoking

Enforce the "no smoking" rule. Give
the boys a smoking room if they need it,

and make the boss and his guests who are
looking over the place leave their cigars,

cigarettes and pipes outside, as they
would if they stepped into a theatre for a

glimpse of the picture.

Banish the "strike anywhere" match.
Furnish boxes of safety matches free, if

necessary. But don't have anything that

will light except when it is intended to.

Keep only enough cement, gasoline and
collodion on hand for the day's work.
They are all highly inflammable, and
should be stored where they can do no
harm.

Appoint one man or woman as fire

monitor, and let him know it is all his

job is worth to fail to call down the boss,

the cutter, or the office boy for any
carelessness.

Rothacker Explains Value
Of Plant Standardization

The value of standardization in plant

equipment to obtain prints of even tone

is pointed out by Watterson R. Roth-

acker, of Rothacker Film Manufacturing

Company. "In making prints of 'The

Rosary,' the Sclig-Rork production for

First National, the Rothacker-Allcr lab-

oratories and the Chicago Rothacker

plant had the opportunity to demonstrate

the value of standardized release print-

ing," says Mr. Rothacker.

"Twenty-five prints for the Western

territory were made in Los Angeles

under the supervision of Joe Aller. The

negative was rushed to Chicago where

the remaining prints were made. Prints

of identical screen brilliance and tone

values were obtained through standard-

ization and harmonious operation of both

plants in printing machines, plant tem-

perature, developing formulas and other

standard accessories."
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Call it latitude —call it long scale or call it

gradation—

EASTMAN POSITIVE
FILM

Has that pliable, reproductive sen-

sitiveness that responds to the qual-

ity of the negative—that registers

brilliancy in every detail of high-

light, halftone or shadow. It carries

quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and tinted base, is

identifiable throughout its entire length by the

words "Eastman'''' "Kodak'''' stenciled in the

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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FAREWELL DINNER TO GEORGE KANN—Given by Universal employes, Dec.

12, at the Cafe Boulevard, New York City. At the speakers table (Left to right)

Art Schmidt, J. V. Bryson, P. D. Cochrane, Tom Cochrane, S. F. Hartman, Harry
Reichenbach, George Kann, Carl Laemmle, R. H. Cochrane, H. M. Berman, V.
R. Carrick and E. W. Bates.

Features of New Los Angeles House
Appeal to Home Spirit of Community

Each succeeding year sees the motion
picture theatre becoming more and more
a home-like institution. New theatres

being constructed in various parts of the

country are catering to the family spirit

in point of construction and details.

Houses are being built and conducted in

keeping with the dignity and refinement
of the community with the result that

the neighborhood theatre is tieing up
closer than ever with the family and the

home.

Carry Out Family Idea

In an announcement of the opening of

their new house, the Vermont, at Vernon
and Vermont streets, Los Angeles, Har-
per, Lundblade and Nystrom have taken
cognizance of this fact. The artistic cir-

cular mailed to homes in the vicinity

points out that it has been the desire of

the management to place the new house
on a basis to suit the refinement of the

people of the community and provide a

place of high grade entertainment for the

family amid restful and harmonious sur-

roundings.

To this end the new theatre has been
equipped with every convenience for the

comfort of its patrons. Spacious loung-

ing rooms with comfortable seats, con-
veniently placed drinking fountains,

check rooms and the like, carry out the

idea.

Nursery for Children

Probably the most unique features of

the house are a children's nursery and a

space provided for the parking of auto-

mobiles for its patrons. The nursery is

equipped with deep seated divans and
chairs and located upstairs. Here a

mother may bring her tired baby and
enjoy the show behind glass windows

seated in a comfortable rocking chair.

The parking space for automobiles will

accommodate two hundred machines and
a theatre attache is in attendance at all

times. No charges are made for this

service.

Use Egyptian Plans

The Egyptian idea has been carried

out in the architecture and interior deco-
rations. Two immense tapestry panels,

one depicting Pharaoh and His Queen and
Fan Bearer and the other The Presenta-
tion, adorn the foyer walls. The color
scheme is mostly black and gray in con-
trast to highly colored and elaborately
decorated walls.

Striking Stage Effects

The hanging of the proscenium arch
is of black velvet, embellished with gold
bulrushes in the way of ornament. Above
this are hangings of a brighter coloring
forming a frame for the main curtain.

Separated by Egyptian columns on either

side of the stage are two large vases in

Egyptian decoration, overflowing with
metallized cat-tails illuminated by con-
cealed lights.

A Robert Morton Orchestral Unit Pipe
Organ will furnish the music. Latest
screen and projection equipment and a
thorough ventilating system are other
features of the new Vermont.

Glenn Harper, secretary of the South-
ern California division of the M. S. T. O.
A., Charles Lundblake and H. Nystrom
operate the theatre.

Rothacker Chart to
Be Projection Asset

Better Screen Results Are
Possible, Laboratory

Official Holds
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of

Rothacker Enterprises, in a statement on
his plans for 192',' declares that in his

opinion the new year will bring a closer

coordination of efforts and ambitions of

producers, cameramen, laboratories and
projection machine operators toward bet-

ter screen values, which, he believes, will

be reflected in the box office receipts.

With a view of assisting the projection-
ists in the smaller theatres to obtain the

same results as in the larger houses, the
Rothacker laboratory organization is pre-

paring to issue a special projection chart.

Urges Standardization

Mr. Rothacker stresses the value of
standardization in prints and projection.
He points out that through the develop-
ment of laboratory standardization in

his plants it is possible to make part of

the prints in Los Angeles and the re-

mainder in Chicago.
"While the coming year may not be

the biggest with respect to gross receipts,

1 believe it will be the most healthful
year yet," says Mr. Rothacker. "We
have arrived at normalcy perhaps for

the first time in our short career. Ex-
hibitors may now build their future busi-

ness on a substantial and dependable
foundation."

Makes One Resolution

Mr. Rothacker has resolved that on
every one of the 365 days of 1922 he
will give some one person a better under-
standing of the motion picture industry.
This daily person, he says, may be a
street car conductor, an ex-bartender, a
preacher or a banker. It will be his aim,
he declares, to give this one-a-day indi-

vidual a true comprehension of the true
facts in the case. He will tell this person
that all stars and directors do not make
a million a year and squander it, etc.

Beaumont, Tex.— The Palace theatre

has been opened here. Manager John I.

Pittman announces that both pictures and
vaudeville will be the policy.

Work on Selig's Animal
Serial Keeps Pace With
Schedule Arrangements

With the first four episodes of "The
Jungle Goddess" already in New York,
and the fifth and sixth practically com-
pleted, work on the animal-jungle serial

which Col. William N. Selig is making
for Export & Import Film Company,
Inc. is now practically caught up to

schedule.
Colonel Selig is taking extra precau-

tions to pack the serial with as many
stunt scenes as possible and at the same
time keep the story realistic and logical.

To this end, according to a statement
from the Export & Import Film Com-
pany, he has engaged a staff of three tech-

nical experts, who are concentrating on
devising original thrillers for the produc-
tion.
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. PalacesAreGoing Up.

Only the Latest Equip-
ment Is Being Installed

being erected by Stegemeier Brothers at
17-19 North Illinois street. The house
will seat 1,200.

*

Groesback, Tex.—Al L. Thompson is

erecting a new motion picture theatre
here.

New Projects
East Orange, N. J.—Plans have been

tiled tor the erection of a $250,000 motion
picture theatre at Grove and Main streets

by the Orange Amusement Company.

Passaic, N. J.—It is reported that
ground will soon be broken for a new
motion picture house at 13 Main street

by V. Gangialosi.

Detroit, Mich.—Contract has been
awarded for the erection of a new theatre

by Max and Martha Manteuffel to have
a seating capacity of 1,169 persons.

*

Watertown, N. Y.—Frank A. Empsall
and H. C. Sesonske plan to build a the-

atre with a seating capacity of 2,500 on
the Taggart site here.

*

Belfast, Me.—A new motion picture

theatre will be opened here shortly in

the Lancaster Building on Main street.
*

Indianapolis, Ind.—Work has been

started on the $175,000 Terrace theatre

Ownership Changes
New Philadelphia, O.—A. V. Abel has

leased the Lone Star theatre here.
*

Monroe, Wis.—Alvin W. Marti has
purchased the new Monroe motion pic-

ture house of Mrs. Bertha Goetz.
*

Clay Center, Nebr.—E. M. Fetterman,
of Hebron, has purchased the Dixie the-

atre and has changed the name of the

house to the Lyric.
*

Clinton, Ind.—J. B. Stine has purchased
and taken charge of the Wonderland the-

atre of this city, adding to his chain of

picture houses in Clinton, Paris, Terre
Haute and Jacksonville.

Fairmount, Ind.—E. Barrent, owner of

the Royal theatre, has sold his house to

J. E. Swain, of North Manchester, Ind.
*

Wetumpka, Okla.—The Majestic the-

atre, owned by Curtis L. Hughey, has

been purchased by Lawrence Wagoner,
of Tulsa.

*

Garland, Tex.—G. W. Williams is now
proprietor of the Lyric theatre here.

Snyder, Tex.—The Cozy theatre here

has been purchased by E. K. Smith. Roy
Brown will be manager.

Appropriate Music

For Every Picture

VARIATIONS in your musical

U/ program—variations from pipe

organ solos to full orchestra selec-

tions place your house in a class by

itself.

The versatile, sweet toned Cremona

Orchestra-Organ brings you this unquestioned

attraction. Your city need not be large or

your house elaborate to possess a Cremona.

There is a size and style for every house.

Moreover, there is economy in musical

outlay. A double roll system permits play-

ing by solo roll or any standard player roll

with instantaneous changes which are so

essential for accompanying your films.

As a manually played organ and for

orchestra selections it recognizes no superior.

It represents the highest point of efficiency

yet reached in the construction of an organ.

Where can these features be duplicated ? aj

Write for full details and our atlractice plan of sale.

H Will pay you.

The Marquette Piano Co.
Chicago, U. S. A.

Clke,

Cxicmoua
Qlieatre, OrckedrarOr^an
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Openings
Newark, N. J.—Marcus Loew has

opened the State theatre at Broad and
New streets. The new house has a
seating capacity of 3,000.

Bentonville, Ark.—M. J. Kilbourn has
opened the Royal theatre.

Ballance Holds Sales
Conventions in West

Reports Business Improving
in Rocky Mountain

Territory
H. G. Ballance, general sales manager

of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,

has returned to New York from a trip of

four weeks, during which he held sales

conventions at the Paramount exchanges
in Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Min-
neapolis. These conventions were sup-
plementary to the recent district and
branch managers' convention held in New
York.

Business Is Improving

Mr. Ballance says that he noted a pro-
nounced turn for the better in the pic-

ture business, especially in the Rocky
Mountain and Pacific Coast territories.

A more safe and sane policy seems to

have been adopted, with exhibitors exer-
cising more care than ever before in the
selection of their pictures. As a conse-
quence, the big, worthwhile productions
are doing tremendous business, he says

Closes with Gore & Lesser

While in Los Angeles Mr. Ballance
closed with Gore & Lesser one of the
biggest contracts of the year, selling the
full Paramount output for the entire Gore
& Lesser circuit of some fifty theatres.
He also closed contracts with Finkelstein
& Ruben for their chain of houses in

Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Mr. Ballance was accompanied East

'

by M. H. Lewis, special representative
at the Lasky studio for the distribution
department.

Al Christie and Company
In Mexico Making Comedy
Al Christie and one of his producing

companies have left Los Angeles for Tia

Juana, San Diego, and otlier points of

interest along the Mexican border and in

Mexico to film scenes for a comedy in

which Bobby Vernon will be featured. In
addition to Vernon, the company in-

cludes Alice Maison, Ward Caulfield, Lu-
cille King, Vic Rodman and a staff of

two cameramen and their assistants and
two assistant directors.

It is aimed to make this a spectacular
comedy, which, it is said, will be fea-

tured by a real Mexican bull fight.

Stephens Film Company
In Larger Headquarters

Stephens Film Distributing Company
of New Orleans, to care for increasing
business, announces its removal to larger
headquarters at 732 Girod street. The
move, it is stated by President S. T.
Stephens, will enable the company to

render a greater service to exhibitors of

the territory.

The company has contracted for four
special European productions for 1922,

which will be distributed in conjunction
with its other issues. v
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DOLLS donated by First National stars and others which were sold to swell a
Christmas fund for the poor of New York: (Left to Right) John Emerson,
Anita Loos, Richard Barthelmess, Constance Talmadge, Madge Bellamy, Mar-
guerite de la Motte, Mabel Normand, Hope Hampton, Jackie Coogan, Katherine
MacDonald, Anita Stewart and Norma Talmadge.

Dolls Donated by Stars Make
Xmas Merry for Poor

Sale of Toys Nets $4,000 to Provide Happy Yuletide for

Children of New York's East Side

POOR children of New York's East Side were made happier on Christ-

mas day through the sale of twelve dolls donated by Associated First

National stars.

The $4,000 which the sale of the dolls netted was contributed toward
a fund which provided baskets of food and toys for the unfortunate young-
sters in the poorer sections of the metropolis.

THE sale of the dolls was one of the

features of a benefit held at the New
York Hippodrome just prior to Christ-

mas under the direction of grand opera

and musical comedy stars.

* * *

First National stars and others who
donated the dolls were Norma and Con-

stance Talmadge, Jackie Coogan, Madge
Bellamy, Marguerite de la Motte, Anita

Stewart, Katherine MacDonald, Richard

Barthelmess, Mabel Normand, Hope
Hampton, Anita Loos and John Emer-
son. An additional interest was lent to

these dolls by the fact that they were

Kindness
Repaid
Herman Stern, district manager

of Universal, Chicago, believes sin-

cerely that bread cast upon the

water will return with interest.

Tuesday of this week he obtained

two $5 gold pieces for Christmas
purposes. Later he stopped at a

cigar store, made a small purchase
and upon reaching his home that

night discovered the gold pieces

were gone. He had no recollecti</h

of having spent the money.
Wednesday, while going up Wa-

bash avenue, a poor chap appealed

to him for food. Mr. Stern took
him to a nearby restaurant and
ordered some food for him. He
then left, stopping at a cigar store

for cigars. He was recognized by
the proprietor as the man who, the

day previous, had given him two
five dollar gold pieces instead of

silver change. The gold was re-

turned to him.

dressed to represent the donors in various
roles.

Norma Talmadge sent one in a quaint
hooped skirt, garlanded with tiny wreaths
of roses, such as she wears in "Smilin'
Through," while Constance was repre-
sented by a smartly dressed doll in sport
togs. Jackie Coogan's replica wore the
pathetic rags in which he has mounted
to fame and Richard Barthelmess donated
a small statue of himself in his role

of "Tol'able David."
* * *

Marguerite de la Motte's doll was in

evening clothes, with a handsome blue
velvet opera cloak, and Anita Stewart
presented one in pink velvet trimmed with
ermine. Katherine MacDonald gave an
appropriately frocked doll in American
Beauty batiste. Hope Hampton's doll

was beautifully gowned in blue georgette
crepe over pink satin and was almost
life size.

Hope Hampton and Richard Barthel-
mess, making personal appearances, were
introduced to the audience as "First Na-
tional's youngest stars" and drew the
winning numbers from a beribboned
basket, and enthusiastic applause con-
gratulated the lucky holders of these.

Five Juvenile Stars Are
Cast in Paramount Film

Five children take part in one sequence
of "Is Matrimony a Failure?" the Para-
mount special comedy featuring T. Roy
Barnes now being filmed under James
Cruze's direction. They arc John Fox,
Jr., Phillippec de Laccy, Newton Hall,
Mary Jane Irving and Karl Brown, Jr.

The last named is the son of Karl
Brown, the cameraman who is photo-
graphing the production, and according
to Director Cruze he is a real trooper
despite the fact that he is only a few
months of age.

"Kentucky Home" to
Have Premiere Soon

Pyramid Production is Being

Completed by Ray C.

Smallwood
Ray C. Smallwood and his technical

staff and players have arrived in New
York after spending seven weeks in the

South, making the exteriors for Pyramid
Pictures, Inc., first drama, "My Old Ken-
tucky Home." In the cast are Monte
Blue, Sigrid Holmquist, Lucy Fox, Julia
Swayne Gordon, Frank Currier, Matthew
Betz and Billy Quirk.

Race Is Feature of Film
Five weeks were spent in Savannah

and Thomasville, Ga., by the company,
while the last two weeks were employed
in and about the race track at New
Orleans.
One of the features of "My Old Ken-

tucky Home" is the staging of a horse
race. Southern hospitality was never
better exemplified than by the manner in

which society turned out at the time
when the scenes and settings were made
for this part of Pyramid's first publica-
tion.

To Be Shown Shortly

With Mr. Smallwood in New York,
nothing will be left undone to have "My
Old Kentucky Home" ready for pre-
release showing before January 15. Mr.
Smallwood will personally supervise the
editing, titling and assembling of this
picture. As soon as it is complete he
will commence casting for Pyramid's sec-
ond production, "The Queen of the
Moulin Rouge."
Monte Blue has been signed by Pyra-

mid Pictures as the first of the all-star
cast to be featured in "The Queen of the
Moulin Rouge."

New Organization in West
To Distribute "His Nibs"

As Initial Film Offering
Liberty Theatres Corporation, oper-

ating in Kansas and Western Missouri,
with a home office in Denver, Colo., an-
nounces that its first big feature for dis-
tribulation will be "His Nibs," the Ex-
ceptional Pictures production in which
Charles (Chic) Sale is the star. Rights
to the picture were obtained by the re-
cently organized company from "His
Nibs" Syndicate, Inc., L. L. Hiller, presi-
dent.

Liberty Theatres Corporation is headed
by George A. Levy, president and man-
ager. Mr. Levy formerly was industrial
commissioner of the city and county of
Denver, efficiency chief for Pittsburgh,
Pa., and has a reputation for city plan-
ning and industrial development. In ad-
dition to heading the Liberty Theatres
Corporation, he is central manager of the
Supreme Photoplays Company, with of-

fices in Denver, Salt Lake City and
Seattle.

Work on Latest Hughes
Play for Metro Started

Preparations for the filming of Gareth
Hughes' next Metro picture, an adaptation

of Rlanche Brace's Saturday Evening
Post story, "The Adventure of a Ready
letter Writer," have been started at the

Metro studios in Hollywood.
George I). Baker, who has directed Mr.

Hughes in his four previous productions to

be filmed by S-L Pictures for Metro, will

produce the star's new story.



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Elliott Buys Rights
on Fight Production

Will Handle Dempsey-Willard
Picture Personally in

Illinois

Clyde E. Elliott Amusement Enter-
prises has obtained the rights on the
Dempsey-Willard fight pictures for Illi-

nois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
Mr. Elliott will handle the distribution

of the pictures in Illinois. The other ter-

ritory he controls will be state-righted.

This is the second attraction to be ob-
tained by Elliott since the organization of

his own company recently. The other
picture he is handling in conjunction with
the personal appearance of Al Jennings
is "The Lady of the Dugout."

In commenting on the Tex Rickard
official Dempsey-Willard Pictures, Mr.
Elliott cites the fact that this match was
the one in which Dcmpsey won his world
title. He states that he considers the

photography in this five-reel production
superior to that of any sporting event

ever filmed.

Chicago Circuit Theatres

Book New "Tarzan" Serial

Carl Harthill, manager of Reelcraft,

believes that his office holds the record

for quick booking on a serial. It is only

a few weeks since Reelcraft started to

book "The Adventures of Tarzan," the

wild animal serial starring Elmo Lincoln,

and already it has booked the majority
of Chicago's first-run theatres.

With the signing of Ascher's circuit of
theatres, Reelcraft has contracts from vir-

tually every circuit of theatres in Chi-
cago to play this serial, including the ma-
jority of the first-run theatres that play
serials. Reports from the Milwaukee
and Indianapolis Reelcraft offices, which
are under supervision of the Chicago
office, state that they have had no trouble
in booking this serial and that exhibitors
are all looking forward to the publication
and all are confident that this will prove
one of the biggest money making serials
of 1922.

Charles (Buck) Jones on
Program at Rose Theatre

Charles (Buck) Jones, the Fox star, ap-
peared personally on the bill at the Rose
theatre on Monday and Tuesday. Jones,
Linick & Schaefer announce that Jones
pictures have been extremely popular on
Madison street. His personal appearances
drew many additional patrons into the
house.

Joslyn With First National
H. P. Joslyn, formerly connected with

one of Chicago's advertising agencies,
has joined the local First National ex-
change staff as publicity and exploitation
director.

RALPH SIMMONS, new manager of
the local Hodkinson exchange, who was
transferred to Chicago from Kansas
City.

Paramount Pep Club Is

Guest at Naval Station
The Chicago Paramount Pep Club, 100

strong, composed of executives and em-
ployes in the Paramount exchange, was
the guest of Commandant Wurtzbaugh
and his associates at the Great Lakes Na-
val Station wast week. The party left at

5 o'clock on a special train over the
North Shore Electric and was greeted
with a wonderful turkey dinner, with all

the trimmings.
After the feed, dancing was on the pro-

gram. The party was then entertained
with a number of boxing bouts between
the stars of the navy. Ed Smith, the
genial sporting editor of the Chicago
Evening American, refereed the bouts.

The success of the party was largely due
to the efforts of Jack Wolfberg and Her-
man Bush of the Paramount office and
Chief Mate Manion of the Great Lakes.

Julius Stern in Chicago
Julius Stern, vice-president in charge at

Universal City, was a Chicago visitor last

week. He was en route to New York for

a conference with President Carl

Laemmle of Universal Film Manufactur-
ing Company. Mr. Stern was a guest of

I. Leserman, manager of the local ex-

change, while in the city.

Jones to Visit Europe
Aaron Jones of Jones, Linick & Schae-

fer leaves with Mrs. Jones on January 4

for a tour of Europe. They will visit

Rome, Athens, the Holy Land, Cairo,

Egypt, Vienna, Berlin and Paris. They
will return to Chicago in the spring.

Cameraman's Whole
Family on the Job

Wife Admits She's a News
Hound—Son Official

Inspector
Harry Birch, Fox cameraman in Chi-

cago, has paraphrased the old song,
"Everybody Works but Father," to read:
"Everybody Works with Father."

Mrs. Birch admits she is a real news
hound. She keeps constantly in touch
with all activities in and around Chicago.
Moreover, she is an expert camera-
woman, and on one occasion made a
choice bit of film for Fox News.

Father-in-Law Assists

Mrs. Birch's father is a Chicago news-
paperman, and assists materially in keep-
ing his son-in-law posted on expected
and unexpected events of news interest.
Her mother watches exchanges of neigh-
boring newspapers and clips and files all
items that may be of use to Birch.

Last, but by no means least important
is Birch's 7-year-old son, who feels keenly
his duties as his father's official "film in-
spector." He is able to pick up "hilation

"
fuzz, over-development and under-de-
velopment with the best of them.

Wins News Reel Prize

Two years ago Birch won a prize of
$100 offered by Wiliam Fox for the best
piece of News work submitted during
the year. He engaged several hundred
boys and had them maneuver themselves
to form the letters in the words, "Fox
News."

Eckhardt Takes Chicago
Reviewers to New York

Clyde Eckhardt, manager of the local
Fox exchange, and party have returned
from New York, where "a good time was
had by all." The party in the case was
comprised of motion picture reviewers
from three Chicago and two Milwaukee
newspapers.
Only reports of the pilgrimage have

been received, and, like the proverbial P.
A. would say, "they painted New York
red." Accompanying Manager Eckhardt
from Chicago were Virginia Dale of the
Journal, Genevieve Harris of the Post
and Fred McQuig of the American. They
were Mr. Eckhardt's guests during the
trip.

Interstate Will Handle
Only Short Reel Films

Lee Herz, general manager of Inter-
state Film Service, announces that during
1922 the company will distribute only
short subjects—comedies, serials, two
reel Westerns, cartoons, etc.

In eliminating feature length pictures
from his program, Mr. Herz states that

the company's policy will be to handle
only productions with a punch.
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I CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
j

l By Mac- J

Frank Hammond of the Hammond En-
terprises arrived home the other day after
an extended visit to Havana, Cuba, looking
like a real two-year-old. Judging from the
aromatic odor of brother John's breath,
we'll say Havana's "fountain" is all they
advertise it to be—and a wee bit more

!

* * *

B'gosh they hev J. Obediah Campbell of
the local Wid Gunning exchange doing his
bit for a two weeks' stay on the jury,
b'cracky ! ! As yet, we can't figger what's
all about, but "Obie" promises to save any
samples thet Fate may toss his way. Here's
hoping?

* * *

H. E. Boswell, popular roadman through
Illinois for the local Realart branch, is now
covering the same route for manager Al
Gallas of the local R-C exchange.

* * *

Gus Shade, manager of the Majestic
theatre, Bloomington, 111., we learn is suf-
fering a temporary breakdown. We trust

this popular exhibitor will soon regain his

former good health, for the boys miss you,

Gus, ol' top!
* * _ * •

Corrington & Son, owners of the new
Qintonia theatre, Clinton, 111., announce
this modern temple devoted to the cinema
will open Jan. 1.

* * *

Just to show you WE CAN'T KEEP
THEM AWAY FROM IT. Here's our
old pal, O. L. Hall buying the Plaza
theatre, Gary, Ind., back again. Seem-
ingly just killing time the past six months.
Atta boy Hall, we are glad you admit it!

* * *

Dale Hanshaw, general manager of the

National Exchanges, dropped off for a con-

ference with Fred Aiken and Harry Weiss
of the local branch several days back on
his way through from New York City.

* * *

E. A. Burhorn, manager of the New
Era and Blackstone Pictures exchanges,

who lost his quarters recently through the

big fire on East Seventh street, will for the

future be located at S04 South Wabash ave-

t The Only Way
My process of conservation
of new films and effective
renovating assures the
exhibitor a film in ptifttt

condition to his patronage.
Increased earnings to

exhibitor and producer.

A. TEITEL
804 So.Wabash Are., CHICAGO

TRAILERS
On all

FEATURES
with or without scenes
can be obtained from

IRVIMCMBCK CO
Quick feSffiSSS Good
Service maiS^jk Woqk

nue, having engaged office quarters with the

local Reelcraft exchange.

* * * .

I. Maynard Schwartz, manager Edu-
cational exchange, has returned from his

New York trip and would tell us nothing!
Hope this k. w. bachelor has no serious
intent toward the fair ones of old Knick-
erbocker town. Better give Boul. Mich,
another look Maynie.

Those two ultra waistcoast creations that

have been noted during the past few days
about the Scown building are sure thrill-

ers. If we can get Ed Bricketto and that

other handsome Beau Brummel, Gradwell
Sears, of the First National sales organi-

zation, to divulge the artiste's whereabouts
imagine quife a bit of waistcoat business

could be worked up along the Row.

Murmuring about what Santa Claus left

you should see that millionaire time piece

the boys of the local Fox branch had him
leave for Clyde Eckhardt. Clyde was so

fussed the best we could separate from
him was showers of tears in appreciation.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

SPECIAL FEATURE FILM
THEATRE MANAGERS—''Round the World"
—a feature for special occasions. Write for in-

formation. WORLD, 857 South State Street,

Chicago, 111.

SALESMAN WANTED
WANTED—Salesman acquainted with buyers

and who can obtain orders for sales check books,
can make favorable commission arrangements
with leading Chicago concern in this line. CHI-
CAGO SALES BOOK CO., 337 W. Madison St.,

Chicago.

USED EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE. Two Motiograph motor driven

machines complete like new, $165 each; 1 5-K.W.
Martin Rotary Converter, $350; 1 5-K.W. Mar-
tin Rotary Converter, $450; 260 Oak 20-inch
Theatre Chairs, $1.75 each. J. Bunce, 4725

Park Avenue, Chicago, 111.

J.E.WILLIS
HTMCRAFT
TRAILERS
ONLY -ORICINAL-FILM-TRAILERS

DON'T BE FOOIED BY CHEAP IMITATORS..

QUICK SERVICE - OUR MOTTO
—WE MAKE 'EM WHILE YOU WAIT-
ON EVERY PICTURE RELEASED.

WRITE -WIRE -OR PHONE.

TELEPHONE HARRISON 1278

34 EAST EIGHTH ST.

CHICAGO

/

ROBERT R. LEVY, one of the pio-

neer Chicago exhibitors who has been
appointed United States marshal for
this district. Mr. Levy operates the
Revelry theatre, 47th street and Calu-
met avenue and has, for a number of

years, been interested in looking after

the political end for exhibitors in the
district. He is also chief deputy clerk

of the criminal court.

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, Cartoons
Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1005-1006 Mailers Bldg. Telephone Central 2347 Chicago, DL

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving prices. Special professional

discounts on UNIVERSALS.
Immediate delivery on mil models. DeBrlo,
DeFrerjoe. Pothe end tnmnj others demon-
strated Id oar showroom . Send for oar coss-

plete catalog; st once, free on request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 1 09 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

WILLEMSEN & CO.

ExportersofFilm
Spanish Title Work a Specialty

Office and Laboratory, 416 Chartres Si, New Orleans

Cable Address: Willemfilm

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies

PLUSH -VELOUR -SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

We specialize in Moving
Picture Theatre work

The Fabric Studios,inc.
177 No. State St. CHICAGO

"Let at make your presentation artistic"
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Celebrated Players Ready to Open
New Year With Strong Offerings

Good Features and Good Short Subjects Is Need of
Theatres to Bring Business Up to 1920

Mark, Declares Friedman
Joseph L. Friedman, president of the Celebrated Players Film Cor-

poration, will open 1922 with what he considers to be the strongest array
of short subjects he has ever offered the exhibitors in the Chicago territory.

"School Days" Heads List of Features

Simultaneously, he is to offer exhibitors a long list of carefully selected
features, the headliner of which is "School Days," the Warner Brothers
feature which was favorably received at a trade showing held by the dis-
tributors in Chicago within the last few weeks.

"Business is steadily picking up for the
theatres, and I intend to give them a
quality of product which will hold the
attendance," declared Mr. Friedman,
"Good pictures are what is needed. I

might say, good programs, for the short
subjects are now as important as the fea-
tures."

Has Three New Series

Celebrated Players has just closed ne-
gotiations for three new series of short
subjects. They are:

Twenty-six Joe Rock comedies, single
reels, every other week.
Funny Face comedies and Marcus car-

toons, full reels, one a month.

"Out of the Inkwell" comedies, one a
month. This is the series which played
simultaneously in three Broadway thea-
tres.

Best He Has Seen

Speaking of the Rock comedies, Mr.
Friedman declared that he considered
them the best he has ever seen.

"I'll stake my reputation of being a
judge of short subjects on this series," he
declared.

Bridgeport, Conn.—Dawe's theatre at

State and Broad streets has been opened.
The new house seats 2,000.

One G u ess

HERE are two bright, aspiring youngsters—that is, they were when these tin-
types were taken. Today they "have arrived" and to prove it they are wearing
diamonds n'everything. We might make this a regular contest and award

a few India rubber toothpicks to the exhibitors and film men who could identify
the pictures. On second thought, we had better give you the secret now to relieve
suspense. That young man on the left with the new fur "lid" is none
other than Ben Beadell. On the right the young man who has removed his hat
in deference of the lady present is "Bill" Aschmann. Today these two veterans
of the motion picture business are promoting the official Tex Rickard motion pictures
of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight, which is now in its eleventh week at Barbee's Loop
theatre. It is possible the two will obtain additional territory in which to distribute
the film.

THE NEW YEAR
IS GOING TO BE
A PROFITABLE
ONE FOR THE
MANY EXHIBIT.
O R S TH A T
HAVE BOOKED

ADVENTURES
OF

TARZAN
STARRING THE
ORIGINAL TARZAN

ELMO
LINCOLN

15 Electrifying Episodes
Crammed full of Thrills,

Adventure, Romance
and Wild Animals

REELCRAFT
DISTRIBUTING CORP.

804 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.

MILWAUKEE . . Toy Building
INDIANAPOLIS, 109 W. Maryland



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Slate Rights Productions

From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles

Minter.
The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen

Holmes-
Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.
Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-

ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.

Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.

The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.

Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-

rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).
The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.
June 12—The Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10—Women Who Wait, five reels.

Aug. 17—They Shall Pay. five reels.

Sept. 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept. 26—Discontented Wives, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Western Hearts, five reels, with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.
The Wolverine, five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North, six reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charlei (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Sept. 4—The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid), five

reels.

Sept. 4—The Great Moment (Gloria Swansea).
six reels.

Sept 11—At the End of the World (Betty Corap-
son), six reels.

Sept. 18—Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British
Prod.), *ix reels.

Sept. 18—The Golem (Special), six reels.

Sept. 26—The AfTsirs of Aaatol (Cecil B. DeMille
Prod.), nine reels.

Oct. 2—Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Oct. 2—Cappy Ricks, 8 reels. (Thomas Meig-

ham).
Oct. 9—The Great Impersonation, 7 reels, (George

Melford Prod.)

Oct. 16—Three Word Brand, seven reels. (Wil-
liam S. Hart.)

Oct. 23—Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmaurice
Prod.)

Oct. 80—After the Show, 8 reels (Wm. de Mille
Prod.)

Oct. SO—Beyond, six reels. Ethel Clayton.
Ladies Must Live, eight reel, Betty Compson.
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp

Prod.)
The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.
Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
White Oak, six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Ne>r-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
Man-Woman-Marriage, six reels, Holubar-Phillips.
Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Tal-

madge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and

Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Tal-
madge.

Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall
Neilan).

Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with Anita

Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal-
madge.

Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me. (John M. Stahl

Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett

Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

THOMAS H. 1\CK PRODUCTIONS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and
Florence Vidor.

Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
Glaum.

A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-
worth.

Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidd»n Thing, six reels, with James Kirk-

wood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

MAURICE TOCRNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.
The Foolish Matrons, six reels.

MACK BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
Home Talent, five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.

Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
T^ive's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.
Molly O, eight reels, with Mabel Normand.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
The Midlanders. five reels, with Ressie Love
Penny oi Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessb
Love

Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.
The Servant in the House, five reels, with all-

star cast.

Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star cast

FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8.200 feet
Perjury, 7,400 feet.
Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.
The Scuttlers, six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six re«t
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Ridin' Romeo, five reels. 1

Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL. SERIES
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.

Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reds.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Get Your Man (Charles Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Hickville to Broadway (Eileen Percy), five reels.
What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reel*
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reels.
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels. Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Ship-

man.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,175 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.

Puppy Days. 969 feet
Robinson Crusoe Hours. 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
KANE ORBY PICTURES, INC

The U. P. Trail, six reel*.

The Maa of the Forest, six recta.
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BE>JiMI> B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, br Winston Churchill.
The Speadera (Harry Leon Wilson).
The Westerners, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ. JR, PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
ton Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren

Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-

ren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.
Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IR VI\ V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an AH Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed-
ward Heara.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS
The Broken Gate, seven reels, with Beasie Barris-

eale.

The Breaking Point, six reels, with Bessie Birn«
eale.

The Other Woman, six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLI.N PRODUCTIONS
Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast,
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES. INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Love Without Question, seven reels.

A Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana AUea.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
The Stampede, five reels, with Texas Guinan.
I Am the Woman, five reels, with Texas Guinan.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Aug. 1—Life's Darn Funny, six reels, with Viola
Dana.

Aug. It—Big Game, five reels, with May Allison.
Sept I—A Trip to Paradise, six reels, with Bert

Lytell.
Sept. 19—The Match Breaker, six reels, with

Viola Dana.
Oct. t—Garments of Truth, six reels, Gareth

Hughes.
Oct 17—The Infamous Miss Revell, six reels,

with Alice Lake.
Oct. SI— Ladyfingers, six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Nov. 14—There Are No Villains, six reels, with

Viola Dana.
Nov. tl—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.
Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
Dec. 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels. Alice
Lake.
Dec. 26—The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madam e Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Caraille, six reels, with Nazimova.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys BrockweH.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolliag Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Forbidden VaUey, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-
ton.

Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.

« „We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES. INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seits
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.
The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.
A Man There was, six reels, Victor Seastrora.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew,
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fair-

banks.
Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
NEAL HART SERIES

Mar. 16—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Ms- 1—Reckless Wives.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man, seven reels.
Squire Phinn. five reels.
Welcome to Our City, five reels.
Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.
The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.
Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES

The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor pro-

duction.
STAR PRODUCTIONS

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, five reels, with Mary
Miles Minter.

A Heart to Let. five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
A Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
One Wild Week, five reels, Bebe Daniels.
Room and Board, five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
Everything for Sale, five reels. May McAvoy.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Seatne
Hayakawa.

Shams of Society, six reels. (Walsh-Fielding
Prod.)

A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)

Sting of the- Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-
erick.

The Foolish Age, five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)
The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.
Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.
Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)
Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson
and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Mason.

Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIEb
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six reel*.

Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.
The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart, six reel*.

Gilded Lies, five reel*.

The Last Door, five reels.

I* Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
The Chicken in the Case.
A Divorce of Convenience, five reel*.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, *ix reel*.
Bucking the Tiger, five reel*.
The Fighter, five reel*.
After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, *ix reel*, with Conway

Tearle.
The Sin That Was Hi*, six reels, with William

Faversham.
Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
Who Am If (All Star Cast.)
Conceit. (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.

Griffith production.
Dec 4—The Mark of Zorro, eight reel*, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.

Mar. II—The Nut, »ix reels, with Douglas Fair-
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, (even reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reel*. Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliat.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickftrd.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson,
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Peat.
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean-
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott.
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Prey, six reel*.

Cousin Kate, five reels.

Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.

It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.

It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five reel*.

Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.

Peggy Put* It Over, five reels.

The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.

ANTONIO HORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.

The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terri**

Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tons

Terri* Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.

The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-
ine Calvert

The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.

Flower of the North, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, AUene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, AUene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Alleae Kay.
Lady Luck, five reel*. AUene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
BALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reel*

Nothing Like It.

Oh, Buddy.
In for Life
Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.

fORCHY COMEDIES, two reel..

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reel.

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.
The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reels.

VANITY <_OMELULi). one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
A Nick-of-Time Hero, two reel..

The Stork's Mistake, two reels.

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel

FAMOUS PLAYER8-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES, twu

reels.

PARAMOUNT DE HAVEN COMEDIES two
reel.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reel*.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES
A Dog*. Life, three reel..

A Day'. Pleasure, two reel.

Shoulder Arm., two reel.
Sunnyside, two reel*.

The Kid, «ix reel*.

The Idle Class, two reel*.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
•well

THE PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reel.

BALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reel.

The Jockey.
The Sailor.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two reel..

Small Town Stuff.

The Happy Poet.
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reel..

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Singer Midget*. Side Show.
One Moment Please.
A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reels, Buater

Keaton.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reeL
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reel..

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reel..
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reds, with Max

Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reel.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel

VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reel..

The Bakery.

The Fall Guy.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reel.

The Blizzard.

The Tourist
The Riot.
The Applicant.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, on* .very
other week, two reels.

ARROWNORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-
monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHS
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS. featuring Mons Hark

festber. one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reel..

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Serie.. two reel..

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman). rw<.

reel.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two

reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenic* Bean.

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenic*, oat
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tw.

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reeL

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, ens reel

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictarea,
one reel (every week).
Seville in Fair Time.

At the Wailing Wall.

Rural Java.

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

REELCRAFT—Reelcraft Scenic*, one reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, on.
reeL

ROBERTSON-COLE—Adventure Scenic*, on.
reeL

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrud Sceni*
Stories.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review, one
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one reeL

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth'. Original Vod-a-
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth'. Sermenettes.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.

Annette Kellerman in high diving.

The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS PLAYERS—Paramount Magazine, oat
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots.

GOLDWYN—Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs.

GREIVER—Greiver Educational..
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reeL
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one reeL
KINETO—Urban Popular Classics.

PATHE—Topic, of the Day.
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-third* reeL
PIONEER—Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.
RADIN—Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT—Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
S. & E. ENTERPRISES—Cowboy Jazi, two reel.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW—Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

FOX—Fantomas; Bride 1».
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seit* aad
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winner* of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (William
Duncan).

VITAGRAPH—The Purple Rider. (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Fair).

VITAGRAPH—Fighting Fate (William Duncaa
and Edith Johnson).

VITAGRAPH—Hidden Danger. (Jo* Ryan and
Jean Paige).

VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Antoal*
Moreno^

WARNER—The Lost City.

Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mond»ys and Thurs-

days) at Universal exchanges.
SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational ex-

changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesday, and Saturdays) at

Pathe Exchange.
SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Select ax-

change..

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MT'TT AVn TF.FF (FnT^
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchograf*, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home Ran*.

Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
I hr Kart "I the Aer (Man o' War).
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an old mam
advice

£tart
THE
NEW
YEAR.
WITH
PROFIT MISS* DUPONT

"SCATTERED DREAMS'
BY MAUD ANNEJLEV1

DIRECTED BY PAULSCARDON

^J)resentecL by

Carl Laemmle

SVL
SPECIAL
attractions

GLADYS1 WALTON
THE GUTTERSNIPE
BY PERC1VAL WILDE
DIRECTED BY CALL AS FITZGERALD

marie prevost
'don't get* personal'
BY IRVING THALBERG
DIRECT EDBY CLARENCE BADGER
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Exhibitors agree
that this is a fine, whole-

some feature with laughs,

heart throbs and a race

course climax which has

their audiences breathless

with suspense. Its won-

derful entertainment

value is the biggest point

in its favor.

Now Booking

I

1

Foreign Representative
For Playgoers Pictures

Sidney Garrett

Playgoers Pictures Inc. presents

Father Tom
Tom Wise

Directedby John B. O'Brien.
Distributed through Pathe Exchange Inc.
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Associated Exhibitors
presents

/nc.

The Unfoldment
Jk GEORGE KERN PRODUCT/ON

A fine audience feature of genuine

entertainment value. "The Unfold-

ment' is one of the out-standing

pictures of the year for the biggest

and smallest theatres.

Good acting, little touches of wil-

fulness and flashes of fine humor in-

tensify* the emotional appeal of its

dramatic storv. wherein a beautiful

girl makes this old world a better

place in w-hich to live.

"The Unfoldment" is superb in its

inspirational climax and has that

quality which creates its own ad-

vertising by w-ord of mouth.

Your second day will be even

bigger than the first. A truly big

picture in every respect.

I\
7ow Ready

produced by

Producers Pictures Corporation"
Distributedby Pathe''Exchange iric

Foreiq* Representative ForAssociated Exhibitors
Sidney Garreik
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R-C PICTURES
presents

DORIS MAY
k in

m,EDEN&RETURN
J1 Hunt Stromberg Production

Directed by William A. Seiter

In "Eden and Return" the

screen comedienne Doris May i

ing the smashing hit she made
Foolish Age." The latest R-C
comedy success is a screen adap
Ralph Renaud's popular stage

the same name.

A Hit on the Stage—Watch
the Screen.

popular

s repeat-

in "The
Pictures

tation of

farce of
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The Screen Beauty Whom All Adore

There is no surer way to run up your profits than

to play the screen beauties, who are riding on the

top wave of public popularity.

Doris May is the darling of young and old alike.

They spend their money when you bill her.

In "Eden and Return" she has a corking comedy

role.

Her supporting cast has extra box-office value.

Emmett King, Margaret Livingston, Earl Metcalfe,

Margaret Campbell, Gerald Pring, Frank Kingsley

and Buddy Post.

PLAY THIS PICTURE-
IT WILL GET THE MONEY

R-C PICTURES



State Rights

Wc most rrtaYuelloiiS ujUd-animal

Jungle serial euer piroduLded!

episodes oP astounding
LuildrariirrtaL tKrills ana
jungle aduentures

LUorlcL fZLgfots Controlled by

EXPORT O IMPORT FILM CO..Inc.
12Q Seuentk Ave., New Toirlc Cable Address - Exvm.Pi,lm, I\).V?



LARRY SEMON
THE SAWMILL

This new Larry Semon Comedy is like other Larry Semon Comedies in just

two particulars:

1. It was written and directed by Larry Semon.

2. It has hilarious comedy, thrills and production
class.

In all other respects it is different.

It was filmed in the inaccessible Lake Hume region
of California. Larry has a new leading woman. He
introduces a new type of comedy role—he appears as a
lumberjack. The lumberjack has been seen on stage

and screen in dramatic action.

But never before in a comedy.

Audiences are waiting for this

comedy, for they have read about
it in the newspapers. Thousands
of front pages announced, several

weeks ago, that Larry Semon and
his company stopped work on
their new comedy, "The Sawmill"
to assist in fighting the biggest

forest fire in California for twenty
years.

Xow Helping to Lengthen the
Lin? Before the Box-Office:

LARRY SEMOX in "THE
BELL HOP"



TRUART piLM CORPORATION
£>&£SEAfrs

r

if

MARVELOUS
AND UNIQUE TRAVEL
MASTERPIECES FROM
THE SNOW-CAPPED ALPS
ACROSS THE SEVEN SEAS

TO THE HUTS OF THE
HEADHUNTERS

BURLINCHAM ADVENTURES

New York t NoorwcRN N.J. Ill, Ind and So. Wis
Commonwealth Film Corp. Favorite Players Film Corp

New York City Chicago, Ills

New England Cal, Arizona d Ncvaoa

Pioneer Film Corp of new England Cooperative Film Exchange
Boston, Mass San Francisco = Los Angeles

Truart Film Corporation
1540 Bwav, N.Y.C.





"THERE is no name in the
1 world today with a greater

box-office value than Pola
Negri.

Her beauty, her dynamic
personality, the strange allure
that makes her unique on
the screen -these have given
life to even the costume play.

Think what she will do in a
modern drama!

A tale of Bohemian nights
in Paris, of a woman who
made human hearts her play-
things. A tale of life—lived

to the full. Staged amid start-

ling sets, with thousands of
players.

Think what that means
to your box-office. And
then make your thoughts

—

realities!
UFA PRODUCTION

THE LAST
PAYMENT
Ct (paramount

(picture
;
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Why I Show Paramount Pictures

By CLAUDE CADY
Manager Gladmer Theatre, Lansing

Pres. Mich. Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass'n

WHEN I started in the theatre business some
years ago I discovered, and discovered it

quickly, that if I didn't give the public what
it wanted that I might just as well step out and
get myself a job doing something in which I might
be useful. I had my lesson early in the game and
believe 1 have profited by it to a considerable ex-
tent.

The public today wants 100 per cent enter-

tainment in its motion pictures. It wants a good
story, a strong cast, finished direction, and a whole
lot of attention to detail. That is why the public

wants Paramount pictures. Paramount pictures

have all of these qualities and then some. An ex-

hibitor doesn't have to see a Paramount picture to

know that. He can judge by the crowds that come
into his doors, and the happy, smiling faces that go
out. It doesn't make one bit of difference what you
or I like in our entertainment, it is what Mr. and
Mrs. Public and the little Publics want that counts

at the box office.

MY PATRONS know when they come into my
theatre to see a Paramount production that

their full money's worth waits for them. It

may be the star that attracts some, it may be the

director or the title that attracts others, but all of

them know that the familiar sign, "It's a Paramount
Picture," is a guarantee, with a red seal on it, that

they're going to be pleased with what they see.

First the product, then the national advertising

system. Those are the two big reasons why I am
showing Paramount pictures, and I believe that

every other exhibitor who studies it from that

angle will appreciate the path that lies open to

him, too. The pictures released by Paramount are

made from the standpoint of mass appeal, and the

appeal in each of them is gauged by experts. I

get the benefit when I show Paramount and do not
have to worry over the class of my pictures, simply
because they are made for the majority, and the
majority in every instance rules.

IF
I FEEL that I need assistance in putting over
a certain production, I know that I can obtain
the full co-operation of an exploitation depart-

ment and an exchange full of men with good will

toward my theatre and me. With all of these fac-

tors in mind, is it any wonder that I am showing
Paramount pictures, and, further, that I am mighty
well satisfied about it?

CLAUDE CADY

Here Are Some Current

Paramount Pictures
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "The Affairs of Anatol"

GLORIA SWANSON in "The Great Moment"
"THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph

Valentino, a GEORGE MELFORD Production

"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD," a Cos-
mopolitan Production

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "Ladies Must Live"

WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWANSON and EL-
LIOTT DEXTER in "Don't Tell Everything"

ELSIE FERGUSON in "Footlights"

WILLIAM deMILLE'S "Miss Lulu Bett" with Lois
Wilson, Milton Sills, Helen Ferguson and Theo-
dore Roberts

WILLIAM S. HART in "Travelin" On"
A William S. Hart Production

BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and the Woman"
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Fool's Paradise"

JACK HOLT in "The Call of the North"

THOMAS MEIGHAN in "A Prince There Was"

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Saturday Night"

ELSIE FERGUSON and WALLACE REID in
"Forever," a GEORGE FITZMAURICE Pro-
duction

BETTY COMPSON in "The Little Minister"

POLA NEGRI in "The Last Payment"

"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY," with Dorothy
Dalton. A GEORGE MELFORD Production

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S "Three Live Ghosts"

t FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION
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CHARLES F. McGOVERN

OFFERS

SHORTY
HAMILTON

The only "Honest to God ' cow puncher in pictures

IN A BRAND NEW SERIES

of

TWENTY-SIX
Two-Reel Photoplays

to

THE INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES

THE FIRST SIX PICTURES ARE NOW READY
"THE RUNT" -PEP" "LET-'ER-GO GALLAGHER"
"PONY BOY" "GRIT" "RIDE- EM COWBOY"

Directed by

W. A. S. DOUGLAS

Distributed by

McGOVERN * EGLER
130 West 46th Street

Telephone Bryant 1335

New York City



Aii/slen/Melodrama
kerning with suspense

' 'i'LJ

Avm tlie Saturdau Evening lost Storn

% EARL DERR BIGGERS

FIFTYCANDLES
^eatunngf Marjorie Daw; Bertram Graesly and Dorothy SiUey
^ Produced Ly Wilkt Productions Inc. CA.Willat.Ae*.

HODKINSON
P I C T U R F. S

v CUtASXAS ISS7M10U7X7KS J

HODKINSON PICTURES DISTRIBUTED THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES
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WAVE you ever lost money with a High Class Feature and
a High Priced Star?

Of course you and every Exhibitor from one end of the

country to the other has had this sad experience.

Why not try something different?

Break the Everlasting Monotony of Features, the same old

Love Stories, the same old Threadbare Plot.

Give your patrons Something New.

Introduce a

Celebrated Novelty Program
Try out a Short Program Nite

It will be a Refreshing Change

Make up a Program consisting of

A Northwest Mounted Police Story . . 2 Reels
(Featuring Irving Cummings)

A Monty Banks or Hallroom Boys Comedy, 2 Reels

A Federated Screen Snapshots .... 1 Reel

A Prizma ^2 Reel

A Tony Sarg's Almanac 1 Reel

A Sunset Burrud Polychrome Scenic . . 1 Reel

Try It Out! Watch Your Receipts!

Listen to the Appreciation of Your Patrons!

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE TOY BUILDING

CHICAGO MILWAUKEE
MEMBER

I

ll



Goldwyn's
sensation

Sardou's
immortal romance

ie greatest motion picture

e world has ever known /

Produced by
Unione Cinemabojrafica Italiana
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Now Booking—Percentage Only

JEFFRIES -JOHNSON FIGHT PICTURES
IS Rounds of Real Fighting

Shows Knock-Out in Slow Motion and Close-ups Throughout

PLAYED TEN WEEKS CHICAGO LOOP
ILLINOIS ONLY—WIRE FOR DATES

OPENS SOON AT BARBEE'S LOOP
HEART OF THE NORTH
With ROY STEWART and LOUISE LOVELY

A HARRY REVIER PRODUCTION

COMING TO Z1EGFELD THEATRE, Michigan -ave

JUDGMENT
VICTOR HUGO'S MASTERPIECE
Acclaimed by all the Big Picture of 1922

COMING TO THE BAND BOX, CHICAGO
THE LONELY TRAIL

With FRED K. BEAUVAIS
THIS PICTURE HAS NO CONNECTION WITH THE STILLMAN CASE

NOW BOOKING ILLINOIS AND INDIANA

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
83 1 So. Wabash'Avenue ^KSfe^ Telephones
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IN WISCONSIN
The Mid-West Distributing Company of Milwaukee

and

IN MICHIGAN
(Except the Peninsula)

The All Star Feature Company of Detroit

ARE NOW BOOKING TO EXHIBITORS THE
FRANKLYN FARNUM
"SHORTY" HAMILTON
AL HART
FRANCIS FORD
VIRGINIA LEE
GENEVIEVE BERTE

Series of Nine Western Dramas

Exhibitors in other territories can secure these features from the following exchanges:

Merit Film Co., New York, N. Y. Exhibitors Direct Service Ex., St. Louis,

Mo.
Merit Film Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Merit Film Co., Syracuse, N. Y
Specialty Film Co., Little Rock, Ark.

Oklahoma Specialty Film Co.,

Arrow Photo Plays, Denver, Col. Oklahoma City, Okla.

Arrow Photo Plays, Seattle, Wash. Greater Features, Des Moines, la.

Arrow Photo Plays, Salt Lake City, Columbia Film Service, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Utah Specialty Film Co., Dallas, Tex.

First of the Series Now Ready

"SO THIS IS ARIZONA"
From the Argosy Magazine Story which concluded in the September Number

"Enough thrills for an entire series. "—Exhibitors Herald, November 3, 1921

W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Tulsa, Oklahoma

^HiiiiiiiumuimuiiiiitiiuHniiiiiiiiitiiiuiiuiiiimtiiiitiiiiiJiiu.iiMiMiuiiiiiiiii mi m Mill miiiiiiiiiii inmiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniii iniiuiinr miiiiiiiiiiiii unmuit iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiii inMMWmm iiuiiiiuini mmmmm
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Rothacker-Aller Laboratories, Inc.
Hollywood, California

Charles H. Duell, President

Of Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,

Presents "The Cave Girl," a

Screen version of the play by
Guy Bolton and George Middleton

Prepared by William Parker.

Direction by Jos. J.
r Franz,

Titles by Kathrine Hilliker,

With unusual photography

Which beautifies the screen

—

Victor Milner did it; and
Rothacker Prints show it.

Charles H. Duell

There are reasons-
Come and see them. Founded 1910

by
Wattcrnon K. Rothuckcr





is the power within?

It is the secret force which
enables a man to dominate
d control conditions; to be

master of his own fate an
captain of his own soul.

"The Power" Withki^X
picture that thrills and nv

as the force

i'w^r/tMt/a pici

ook or play must have

IVE.

. see it is to book it; ha

it screened for you at

nearest Pathe Exchange.
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DAVID andJONATHAN
Stirring' Story of a remarkable Friendship between
two men and their love for the same girl , filmed on

authentic locations in two hemispheres.
Picturized rrom the sensationally

popular modern novel by

E.TEMPLE THURSTON
^Author of* The Wanderingffew

featuring

MADGE
TITHERIDGE

One oFtne most
CharmingA^vacious Actresses

on the silver screen

* ill

ill

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES CORPORATION
140 W. 42 N

.
D ST. NEW YORK CITY

Distributing Points Everywhere

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

II
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7/Ce KINETO I

"Peculiar Pots

Tell what

Kineto Reviews stamp the showm
i

The entertainment value of a feate

is compressed into one reel in a Kin o

Review.

Such [showmen as S. L. Rothal,

Joseph^Plunkett and Hugo Riesenf d

have booked them early and oft i.

Sid Grauman has jst

signed for eighten

weeks of Kineto I;-

views at his millin

dollar theatre in lis

Angeles.

Babyhood'

XATIONA
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REVIEWS
sind or a
you
ese men are real showmen. They

iow that Kineto Reviews perfect

;ir entertainment.

le public can tell a showman by

t line at the box office. Your public

(serves Kineto Reviews.

• a showman.

Book a

ineto Review
series now

from

Babies

'Morocco Xhe Mysterious

XCHANGES
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EXHIBITORS !

the spice of YOUR pnQam

A SINGLE REEL COMEDY
THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT IN PEN-
AND-INK PRODUCTION FOR THE SCREEN

ONE EVERY
MONTH

HUMOROUS
FASCINATING

FOR.

STATE RIGHTS
ADDRESS

OUT OF THE INKWELL COMEDIES

220 WEST 42hd.ST.
NEW YORK.NY.

FOR.

BOOKI IMGS
CALIFORNIA, NEVADA & ARIZONA

ADDRESS
S .L.WARNEP-

SUNSET BLVD, LOS ANGELES , CAL

FOR
BOOKI NG-S

NEW YOPK^NEW JERSEY
ADDRESS

WAR.NERS EXCHANGE,
1600 BROADWAV, N.Y.

FOR.

BOOKING'S
I Is)

WISCONSIN, ILLINOIS & INDIANA
ADDRESS

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.

810 So.WAftASH aye.chicago
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EDDIE POLO

begs to announce the formation

of his own producing company

Eddie Polo Serial Corporation

Six super special productions

to be distributed in the inde-

pendent market by the fore-

most exchanges in the world

Watch for further announce-

ments by the franchise holders

in your territory

Yours for increased business

EDDIE POLO
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L. CASi
SCREEr^

TEN NIGHTS W
In Eight

>t

Is the Greatest Road Shed

Business Hi

th

ALL RECORDS
BROKEN AT

Now Available for Bookings in First lu

WRITE

ARROW FILM
W. E. SHALLENBERGER, President
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[USSELL'S
Ik

i BAR-ROOM"
dous Reels

::raction the Motion Picture

?r Seen

DOF

Providence, R. I., B. F. Keith's Victory

Woonsocket, R. I., B. F. Keith's Bijou

Pawtucket, R. L, B. F. Keith's Bijou

eatres Everywhere in the United States

WIRE

ORPORATION
220 West 42d St., New York, N. Y.
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A Picture With Sure Fire Audience Appeal

Read what the trade experts say of it

:

IT S A MONEY MAKER
"Countless numbers have read the story and will be anxious to

see the film. Wisely cast and remarkably well produced. Color-

ful, gorgeous, John Barrymore has rarely if ever exceeded his

screen artistry in this picture. A remarkably fine study, artistic

conception and wonderful delineation. It will make money."—

-

Exhibitor's Trade Review.

COLORFUL PRODUCTION
"A colorful production. John Barrymore's name with an at-

tractive title, with the added name of Marshall Neilan, is likely

to prove a combination with drawing power."

—

Wirt's.

EXCEPTIONAL—FASCINATING
"Entertaining and cleverly directed. Barrymore demonstrates

exceptional ability as a screen actor. Fascinating."

—

Moving
Picture World.

OUT OF THE ORDINARY
"The personality of Jack Barrymore, a story that is certainly

well out of the ordinary in dramatic ingredients and direction

that never misses an opportunity, all contribute in making this

one of the most unusual and entertaining pictures of the season.

It has all the sure fire audience qualifications: thrills, comedy,

suspense, love interest, beautiful scenic locations, plot and

character. Barrymore is an ideal selection for the lead. Acting

is perfection. A clever and most pleasing picture; a perfect

vehicle for the star and a triumph for Marshall Neilan."

—

Motion

Picture News.

JOHN BARRYMORE

'The Lotus Eater
From Albert Payson Terhunes

Story in the Cosmopolitan

Personally Directed by

Marshall Neilan

A John Barrymore Production

and a First National Attraction

ttere'II be a Franchise everywhere
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"Come on in! The Water's Fine"

A Yeah! The bathing beauties are waving to you

to show your patrons the NEW Mack Sennett

Series of 2-reel comedies now being released

through First National. Every one is a corker.

MACK SENNETT
presents

"BY HECK"

"BE REASONABLE"
With Billy Bevan
and Mildred June

Directed by Roy Del Ruth

And don't forget the NEW series of

Sennett Turpin Comedies. The first

two 2-reelers for First National with

the criss cross eyed gent

BEN TURPIN

"Bright Eyes

9 f"Love and Doughnuts

Distributed by Associated

rirst National Pictures, Inc.

Released on the Open Market—Available to All Exhibitors
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They Cheered and

That's what the blase audiences did at the

big Broadway Strand in New York. Tre-

mendous crowds packed the House all last

week, and Manager Joseph Plunkett says they

were as delighted as a child with its new
Chistmas toys.

Speaking of

JACKIE
COOGAN

in

"MY BOY"
Presented by Sol Lesser

Directed by Victor Hcerman and Albert Austin

A First National Attraction

Oh Boy! What a Boi
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..aughed and Cried!
Read what the reviewers say.

EE AND LAUGHTER
,e spectator in the Strand

;dind laughed. Jackie is

iu class by himself in the

vcd. The simple realism

ice's art is everything.

c( summate facility with

i tis child submerged him-

hi fidelity to life and the

is lg naturalness of him.

rttry is at its height in this

e —Joseph Mulvaney in
:
e York American.

E SO DAZZLING
ce is a pleasing per-

u Jackie has never seemed
izag."—New York World.

BST PICTURE
ice proves himself the

puine child star, going

,g the important game
1 ting with the earnestness

bror. He plays with un-

;c laturalness and a variety

icis. 'My Boy' has far

e pretensions than his pre-

g ehicle and actually gets

vere."

—

Nezv York Her-

KE IS REMARKABLE
uie Coogan is a remark-
ed actor."

—

New York

ERY BEST
i' ie Coogan holds forth at

Sand this week in a big

Ie returns the same lova-

t chap because he has not
l<med any acting tricks,

his more entertaining than
e ast, because he has a bet-

hice.

1, picture, 'My Boy,' has
)! sentimental appeal than
li Dther pictures, for in it he
i( only the mischievous
kh youngster acting with
mg naturalness, but, as

a ng goes, 'He loves and is

1.

ti?ed, the picture is a tri-

not only for the 'leading

'mt as well for the ones
eated the story and the

vo directed the efforts of
iiisistible little genius.

"Jackie himself is truly at the

Strand—there except for the

power to speak. He lives his

part and in it finds expression for

his personality. Jackie is gifted

of the gods physically and intel-

lectually.'"

—

New York Globe.

BIGGEST PLAY IN CITY
The Strand has the outstand-

ing film feature of the week in

'My Boy,' Jackie Coogan's sec-

ond starring vehicle."— New
York Evening Post.

A JOYOUS PHOTODRAMA
"Christmas week at the Strand

is a joyous affair, because little

Jackie Coogan appears on the

screen. Jackie is a touching little

figure as the little immigrant who
lands in New York an orphan.

Homeless and hungry Jackie

follows a crusty old sea captain.

By his lovable personality and
his willingness to help in the

household duties he wins his way
into the stony old heart of the

old salt. Adventures aplenty

make Jackie's life one of excite-

ment and devoid of monotony.
The old sea captain is admirably

Jackie says: "Gee! Ain't I

glad the soles ain't wore out!"

played by Claude Gillingwater.

—New York Evening Telegram.

VERY PLEASING
" 'My Boy' is a pleasing, sen-

timental comedy. It is worth

seeing, because anything that

Jackie Coogan does on the screen

is worth seeing, and because the

boy has more to do personally

here than in previous films. The
boy possesses enough individu-

ality and art to stand by him-

self."

—

New York Evening Jour-

nal.

ffice Attraction!
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WRECKER - RECORDS!
Ask The Fellow Who Ran 1

It When It Was New!

This Revival of a Great Historical Pageant played
recently to tremendous success at the New York
and Brooklyn Strand Theatres.

Harry R. Raver presents

All New
Advertising

Material

NEW PRINTS
NEW PAPER
A splendid new edition of Gabriele

D'Annunzio's stupendous production.

Millions have never seen it!

Those who did will be eager to see

it again!

The kind of drama that never grows

old!

Maciste captured at
last by enemies of

Cabiria

THE WONDER DRAMA

THAT MADE HISTORY

American Rights

Controlled by

Torino Films, Inc

Exclusively released by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
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What's In a Title?
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

THERE appears to be none in the industry

who is not properly impressed with the im-

portance of the subject of titles of pictures, yet

there are many who get unduly excited about the

matter.

A picture should not be given a repellent,

flat, meaningless or misleading title. So much
for what should not be done—which is all obvious

and beyond the pale of argument.

When attention is turned to a consideration

of what principles should govern the selection of

a title, it is then that a wide divergence of view-

points are to be found within the industry. The

case seems to be one wherein the negative side is

commonly agreed upon, but what should be done

remains a matter of unending doubt and discus-

sion.

* * *

We entertain an opinion to the effect that

once it is understood that there are certain types

of names of pictures which cannot be used with

good judgment it then becomes a matter of small

moment as to what the picture is called. If a

title does not offend or misrepresent, if it is not

a stupid one, it makes little difference what word

or group of words is used, because if the picture is

a good one the name of it simply becomes in the

public mind a means of identifying the produc-

tion.

This conclusion, we believe, does not repre-

sent simply a theory but is a fact which is sup-

ported by the experience of the industry.

An outstanding success in recent film history

was "Humoresque," a title which certainly

appeared as nothing but an abstract name to the

vast majority of the public. This production

might have been called anyone of an innumerable

list of titles or might merely have been given a

number and the public response and the box office

result would have been the same.

Many examples could be cited of neatly

phrased titles that have been affixed to pictures

of mediocre quality, but the record does not show
that such titles, in the long run, had any material

effect in forestalling the inevitable half-success

or outright failure which the merits of the pic-

tures entitled them to.

When "The Mark of Zorro" was announced
various persons in the trade, who presumed to be

experts on the matter, declared this name would

be fatal to a Fairbanks subject; that it suggested

a lurid, serial-type picture and that it was bound
to be a serious hindrance to the deserved success

of the picture. Again, the record does not show
that tills title served any particular purpose for

or against the picture, except to identify it.

The original titles of famous stories and

plays which in advance of the presentation of

the pictures that are based upon these stories and

plays already mean something to the public are,

of course, apart from this discussion. Likewise,

we are not concerned with the suggestive title.

It appears to us that the frenzied effort,

time and expense that are frequently bestowed

upon the selection of a title might better be

directed toward the improvement of some detail

of the production because in the final test before

the public the title has no influence in rendering

satisfaction.

It will be argued that for advertising pur-

poses and for the object of first attracting the

attention of the public toward a production the

title is all-important. Certainly, a long, involved

title, renders effective publicity difficult, but such

a title obviously comes under the heading of what

should not be done. When it comes to deciding

just what kind of a title best lends itself to effec-

tive advertising exploitation there is no answer

other than a repetition of the rules that should

not be violated.
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The condition of the industry, com-

mercially, and no other reason affords

a proper basis for the argument that

prologues and other methods of elab-

orate presentation should be curtailed.

Exhibitors who have resented the argu-

ment in the belief that it is an attack

upon the effectiveness and the enter-

tainment value of these presentation

efforts are entitled to a complaint.

There*is no doubt that the showman-

ship efforts that have been lavished

upon a vast number of mediocre pic-

tures have contributed so importantly

to increasing the appeal and conse-

quent satisfaction of these pictures that

they bave been saved from the disaster

that they were destined to on account

of their limited merit.

# # *

But the argument against pretentious

presentation methods introduced at this

time touches a new and different phase

of the matter. No exhibitor who is in

touch with the tide of affairs needs to

be reminded that his revenue -has be-

come lessened and in consequence he has

less money to spend upon his show.

The crux of this matter is involved in

the question as to how this smaller

amount of money to meet the cost of

his show can be best invested.

# * *

An axiomatic fact applying to the

situation is that the motion picture part

of the entertainment must in every

manner and at all times receive first

and fullest consideration. It must be

remembered that the motion picture is

the one indispensable Yeature for every

film theatre whether it be the 5,000-

seat Chicago or the 5,000-seat Capitol,

New York. Pictures make it possible

for these theatres to exist; pictures get

the people in and after they are in the

pictures become the dominating factor

in deciding whether or not satisfaction

is rendered. The embellishments of

presentation may soften the disappoint-

ment of the public if the film entertain-

ment is not good but the pictures alone

are accountable for the real success of

the show.
# » *

When business conditions enforce a

curtailment of expense, when it be-

comes necessary to cut the cost of the

show, it is then that the exhibitor should

give very close attention to presenta-

tion methods, but he should always stop

short of cheapening his motion pictures

except in the face of absolute neces-

sity. If he curtails on film costs and

continues expensive presentation meth-

ods he will soon find himself in the

position of offering a piece of glass in

an elaborate setting.

Re-Takes
J. R. M.
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Looks as though 1922 would witness
more and more bigger and better pic-

tures.

"Foolish Wives" and "Orphans of the
Storm" are two good added starters, and
Famous-Players is coming along with a

thirty-reel production, "The Mistress of
the World," in March. The reviewers
will have to brush off the old dictionary
and dig up some new superlatives.

More Rumors!
And as the New Year's bells were

pealing and the whistles blowing, omni-
ous rumblings were heard around the in-

dustry anent "new combinations," "affil-

iations," "consolidations," and a score of
"conferences" being held behind locked,
bolted and barred doors.

Rarin' to Go!

Word from the paddock down in
Kentucky discloses the fact that
our Horse is anxious to be on his
Way. Last week they tried to get
a still picture of him to show our
readers, but he wouldn't stand for
it—kicked three cameras to pieces
and sent the photographers to the
hospital. We've wired for a wild
animal cameraman on the Coast
and hope to have a good photo
soon.
Pat Dowling, Christie's p. a.,

Wants to know how the horse is
coming. That's how, Pat. He's all
set and ready to go. Looks like a
big week in N. Y.—HORSE
WEEK. Make your reservations
early

!

Pat's Joke
Pat Dowling also sends this one to

start the w.k. New Year. The Garrick
theatre, Los Angeles, is playing Chris-
tie's comedy "Pure and Simple" as a
companion to "Why Girls Leave Home."

*

A Caller

Jack O'Brien, en route to California,
where he's to work in serials for Uni-
versal for the next three years, dropped
in to say "hello" and hand us his picture.
Nice boy, Jack, and a regular fellow.
Watch for his handsome mug next week.

*

Panning the picture critics is getting
to be a great indoor sport.

*

Landis vs. the Babe
Judge Landis wants to put Babe Ruth

on the bench for two months and now a
Congressman wants to knock the bench
out from under Landis.

*

Competition
Chicago traction magnates are study-

ing that Toronto turtle's record. He
made a mile in three years and eleven
months flat. They're going to try to
construct a trolley car that will beat it.

*

Announcement Extraordinary!
Watch for our new scries of "Famous

Bandits of History." To start soon.
*

Whatcha Know About That?
Voliva, the iconoclast of Zion City, who

recently declared the earth is flat, is in

again. Now he says "There ain't no
Santa Clans."
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Riesenfeld Presents All Film
Program at Rialto This Week

Step is Interpreted as Test of Public's Demand for
Special Music and Prologue — Grauman

Declares People Insist on "Extras"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 4.—Hugo Riesenfeld has opened the New Year at

the Rialto theatre with an all film program. There is music, of course, but

there is not a minute of the entire two hours devoted to each performance

that does not have motion pictures.

In view of the present controversy over the use of special musical
numbers and prologues in the theatre, the Rialto program has attracted

unusual attention from the industry. It is generally interpreted as a prac-

tical test of the public's demand for "extras."

No Affect on Attendance Is Apparent
No announcement of attendance figures had been made up to today

but to the casual observer, it appeared that the absence of special numbers
had had no ill affect on the box office receipts. Champions and opponents
of the prologue and other "extras" agree, however, that one week at one
theatre cannot be regarded as a valid test.

Board Bars Reference

To Stillman Divorce in

Beauvais Feature Ads
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 4.—The New York
state censorship board has ordered all

reference to the Stillman divorce case
eliminated from advertising on the Fred
Beauvais picture, "The Lonely Trail

"

which is playing Shubert's Forty-fourth
street theatre this week.
The New York Times, in its issue of

December 30, refused, it is said, to pub-
lish any reference .to the eBauvais picture

in its Shubert ad. The American of the

same date, however, used the Shubert
ad, referring to Beauvais as "Co-res-
pondent in Stillman suit."

Chairman George H. Cobb of the cen-

sor board, in commenting upon the
board's reason for licensing the Beauvais
picture, said: "The commission has no
authority to inquire into the character if

actors or actresses who appear in motion
pictures."

Van Praag Advises

Exhibitors Not to

Pay Tax on Music
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., Jan. 4.—The
fight between Kansas exhibitors and the

music tax society might be likened to a

game of c'leckers. The exhibitors, wait-

ing patiently for the music tax interests

to make the first move, confidently believe

they have a two-ply move under the
Kansas anti-trust law.

M. Van Praag, president of the Kansas
exhibitors' organization, has advised the-

atre owners not to pay tax on music and
await action from the opposition.

"It is nothing short of a holdup." said

Mr. Van Praag, "and if Newell and
Wallace of Topeka, the music tax attor-

neys, realized conditions and what the

tax was, I doubt if they would associate

themselves with such robbery."

High Admissions May
Close Sunday Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, NEB., Jan. 4.—Colum-
bus is threatened with the Sunday closing

of theatres but not because of any re-

form agitation. Mayor C. J. Carrig de-

clares that because one company has a

monopoly in the motion picture business
here, it is charging higher admission
prices than are charged in neighboring
towns. Unless these prices are reduced,
he declares he will close the house on
the Sabbath.

Pioneer Exhibitor of

Salt Lake City Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Jan. 4.—
Harry Ambrose Sims, pioneer theatre
man, died at his home here of paralysis.

He was one of the first men in the West
to operate a motion picture house.

Vote Sunday Opening
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

GOLDENDALE, WASH., Jan. 4.—
Sunday opening of theatres won at the
municipal election by a majority of 26
votes.

The Rialto program has three impor-
tant numbers: "Just Around the Cor-
ner," a Cosmopolitan production for

Paramount: "Carmen," with Geraldine
Farrar and Wallace Reid and the music
from Bizet's opera matched into its

scenes, and a Mack Sennett comedy, "By
Heck."

Public Insists on Extras

Says Grauman
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.—Sid Grau-
man, who regularly stages elaborate pro-

logues and features expensive musical
numbers at his theatres, declares he
would like to see all "extras" on motion
picture theatre programs curtailed, but
adds: "No alert exhibitor can afford to

ignore the voice of the people."

Needs Color and Personality

Grauman says the state of picture per-

fection is not yet here and that music
adds the missing quality of tone and pro-
logues give the missing quality of color

and living personalities to programs.
"According to the screen, the world is

silent and colorless," he continues, "ac-
cording to the testimony of our senses

Speaking of

Exploitation
G. W. Yeaton, manager of the

Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H., writes:

It is a common saying that "it pays
to advertise" and I always believed it,

but from the following story, it would
seem that there are exceptions.

I booked "The Affairs of Anatol" for

two days and decided I would spread
myself and make the natives take notice.

Among a number of other things, I dec-
orated an electric street car, used the
local band and did things up 100 per
cent better than it had ever been done
before, and consequently had a big house
the first day and felt satisfied that my
advertising had done it. But it seems
that there are still wise men in the
world.
My wife was passing along the street

the next day and she heard one man
say to another: "Did you get stung on
that picture last night ?" He replircU
"I guess not. When a picture is so bad
they have to advertise it like that to
get people in, they don't catch me!"

the social world is full of sound and color
and the exhibitor that fortifies his pic-

ture, no matter how great it is, with the
elements that are lacking in his featured
offering is merely accommodating him-
self to a demand that is not less eloquent
because it is not expressed."

Taylor Explains His Views
William D. Taylor, who opened the en-

tire discussion by making public the pro-
nunciamento of the Motion Picture Di-
rectors' Association against elaborate and
expensive "ballyhoos" in connection with
picture presentation, has issued the fol-

lowing statement on his position:
"We directors do not denounce pro-

logues. We denounce over-elaborate pro-
logues—that detract from the entertain-
ment of the program, sap the exhibitor's
money chest and compel him to raise ad-
mission prices.

"Vaudeville has, of course, no excuse
in motion picture theatres.

"But, as for music, that should never
be neglected in picture presentation. We
feel, however, that music should not in-

trude on, or distract attention from the
pictures and that there is no need for a
symphony orchestra in a motion picture
house.
"There is a place in many big cities

for one theatre devoted to variety picture
entertainment, but too many exhibitors
are playing 'follow the leader.' Millions
of people prefer their pictures unadorned
by unnecessary prologues, inopportune
vaudeville acts and thundering orches-
tras."

Fox Going Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 3.—William Fox,
president of Fox Film Corporation,
will leave at an early date for Europe.
He will remain abroad several weeks.

Fire Damages Machines
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CHILTON, WIS., Jan. 4.—Two pro-
jection machines were damaged and 1,000
feet of film were destroyed by fire in the
booth at the Princess theatre.

Goldman Resigns
Sidney J. Goldman has resigned as

Chicago manager for Wid Gunning, Inc.,

effective January 7.
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The result of A. L. Middleton's specially exploited short subject program de-
scribed in his contribution to "Money-Making Ideas" on page 42

Short Subject Program Wins
Back Old Time Crowds

Arkansas Exhibitor Calls Demand for Big Pictures "Bunk"
and Tells How He Is Packing Them In

AL. MIDDLETON, manager of the Grand theatre, DeQueen, Ark.,
after reading a great deal of advice to exhibitors from producers, has

* written a letter to the Herald containing his advice to the producers.
Middleton has put his theatre back on a paying basis by putting on

short subjects four nights a week. He predicts that the producer who can
provide the small town exhibitor with a good program of short subjects will

be "sitting Jake" at the end of the year while "the fellow with a lot of

'specials' and stars that appear in them at presidential salaries will be able
to find time for a nice long vacation."

R. MIDDLETON'S letter is as fol-

lows :

I have been so successful with working
out an idea that I feel like handing it

down the line for whatever it is worth to
your subscribers and my fellow exhibi-
tors who are lahoring under such trying
conditions at this particular time.

I conceived the idea more than a year
ago that history would eventually repeat
itself in this business as in everything
else. About six months ago I thoroughly
made up my mind that we would eventu-
ally have to curtail expenses, get plenty
of variety short subjects in our pro-
grams and play again to the masses in-

stead of the classes.

* * *

The classes are hard to please. They
are only occasional visitors, but they are
very critical. They want you to have a

program especially arranged for them
when they choose to come to your show.
True, they don't care so much for the
price of admission, but the program must
be just so, and J. C. himself cannot please

them.
The masses are not so critical. They

accept anything that has the right amount
of kick in it, so long as the price is within

their reach. -They want to attend daily

and are sore if the price gets too high so

they cannot afford to do so.

So, there you are. Henry has built up
the most powerful and successful organi-

zation in the world by sticking to the

flivver and selling it at a price so every

body can own one. He has catered to the

masses instead of the classes.

* * *

To reduce expenses and yet keep
variety in my programs without which
any theatre will die a natural death, I am

compelled to use short subject pro-
grams, so I have arranged for four six-
reel short subject programs a week and
will run at a dime admission.
The reduction from thirty cents to a

dime has caught on like a house on fire

and I am getting the old crowds back.
They seem satisfied and I have four

to five hundred satisfied boosters going
out of my show, feeling that they got
their money's worth every night instead
of one hundred to two hundred and half

of them feeling that they were stung.
I have cut expenses by $50 a week on

film rental, $5 a week on expressage, $5
on accessories, and $25 a week on adver-
tising; by having the people I want to

reach with my advertising, in my theatre
every night, I can reach them much more
cheaply and effectively, than otherwise.
And at the same time have increased
receipts by several dollars.

I am tired of trying to force runs on
the so-called special and super special.

I had this idea, as I say some time ago,
but on account of existing contracts am
just now getting it into working order,

and am succeeding beyond my expecta-
tions.

* * *

Now, another advantage in this is that

when the time comes, and it surely will,

that we need votes and more votes at the

polls to kill censorship bills and other

adverse legislation, we will have a least

two or three times as many people in

DeQueen on our side, as no person who
sees motion pictures daily will vote for

any of this adverse legislation, while the

same people arc easily influenced by the

reformer if he is prohibited from attend-

ing his favorite form of recreation by
(Concluded on page 61)

Actors Associations

Of English Speaking
Nations to Affiliate

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 4—A movement is

on to create an international organization
of English speaking actors through the

affiliation of all players' organizations
now functioning in the various countries,

according to Frank Gillmore, executive
secretary of the Actors' Equity Asso-
ciation.

The Actors' Equity already has affili-

ated with the Actors' Association ot

Great Britain and the Actors' Federation
of Australasia. It is probable that in

time this international confederation will

include in its membership actors speak-
ing all tongues.
Under this affiliation each organization

will function as an individual unit. Visit-

ing actors automatically will come under
the jurisdiction of the association in the

country in which they are playing. This
precludes the possibility of the importa-
tion of strike-breaking actors.

Women Oppose Sunday
Theatre as a Check to

Influence of Church
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CENTERVILLE, IA., Jan. 4.—Cen-
terville women do not "desire to raise

one accusing murmur against the mo-
tion picture show, or any one who attends
such show," but they are determined that

there shall be no Sunday shows here.

Women members of the Methodist
Sunday school have issued a statement
declaring that "we are willing to. give

the show six days a week, but we ask the

other day for the church, and if the

church is not granted this request much
of its influence will eventually be lost and
through this calamity the community will

receive the greatest shock."

Urges Enactment of

Drastic Censor Bill

By Maine Assembly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ME., Jan. 4.—The life

of an exhibitor is becoming just one
censorship light after another. Although
Maine theatre men defeated a measure
at the last legislature, the Rev. Robert P.

Doremus of Kcnnebunk is advocating
the presentation of a more drastic meas-
ure at the coining session of the assembly.

Rev. Doremus says national censorship
is the ultimate goal of reformers. He
said: "A national censorship law will

greatly simplify the situation just as na-
tional prohibition has greatly simplified

the handling of the liquor question."

Holiday Crowds Pack
Kansas City Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO, Jan. 4—Kan-
sas. City exhibitors enjoyed a prosperous
Christmas. An array of big attractions

brought out the crowds. "Those We
Love," at the Liberty; "Rip Van Winkle,"
at the Doric; "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
at the Newman; "Gct-Rich-Quick Wall-
ingford," at the Royal and "The Iron
Trail," at the Twelfth Street, all played
to well-filled houses, despite a week of

cold weather.
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Shuberts May Adopt Split

Program Over Entire Chain
First Break Noted at Company 's New York House

;

Six Hodkinson Features Booked for Another
Variety Stronghold at Newark

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 4.—Shubert vaudeville houses throughout the
country are soon to be Shubert motion picture and vaudeville houses, ac-
cording to present indications. Apparently the open letter to Lee Shubert
from Exhibitors Herald, printed in this publication of December 17, has
borne fruit.

The first break was made in the case of the Forty-fourth street theatre,
supposed to be the Shubert stronghold of vaudeville in New York, where a
film called "The Lonely Trail." starring Fred K. Beauvais, whose onlv
claim to histrionic honors is his connection with a salacious divorce case,
is the feature booked for the full week's run.

Will Play Over Entire Shubert Chain
Following its showing there the Beauvais film will be sent over the

entire Shubert circuit, according to an announcement bv the distributors
of the picture.

Hays Will Announce
Decision on Jan. 14

Report Says He Will Accept
Presidency of New

Organization
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. 4.—Admitting that

he is considering a proposition to be-

come head of a new association of motion
picture producers and distributors, Post-
master General Will S. Hays announces
that he will make known his decision on
January 14.

Think He Will Accept

The proffer made to Mr. Hays is said

to be a contract for three years at an
annual salary of $150,000. It is generally
believed here that he will accept.

"It is true that I have received the
offer from the motion picture industry."

says Mr. Hays. "These gentlemen who
pioneered in this great business have far-

reaching plans for its betterment. Just
now I cannot give the matter the thought
and consideration that it of course de-
serves. My immediate desire is to get
back to my job at Washington and to
work again.

Will Discuss Proposition

"I have, therefore, suggested that I

would be glad to meet them about the
middle of January and after a frank dis-

cussion give them my answer. To this

they assented and accordingly I will see
them probably on Saturday, January

Re-elected Operator
[Chief Wants Harmony

With N. Y. Exhibitors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW ?ORK, Jan. 4.—Samuel Kaplan
was re-elected president at the annual
election of the I. A. T. S. E. and Moving
Picture Operators' local 306.

Following his re-election, Mr. Kaplan
said: "It 19 conceded on every side that
an equal condition of harmony between
exhibitors and operators of Greater New
York has never before existed, and it is

my earnest intention to foster and im-
prove on the advances we have made."
Other officers elected are: Vice presi-

dent, Richard Weiss; recording secretary,
Abraham Horowitz; financial secretary,
Harry I. Sherman; treasurer. M. Lewis:
business agents, Samuel Goldfarb in New
York district and Simon Terr in Brook-
lyn district.

Kleig Lights Partially

Blind Linder,Comedian
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Jan. 4.—Max Linder
has become partially blind, through the
effect of the Kleigs during the making of
his current comedy. He has laid off his

company temporarily, and is under the
care of a nurse.

Report Loew to Run
Two F.P.-L. Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 4.—Rumors
have been persistent here that Marcus
Loew will take over the Missouri and
Delmonte theatres. All reports, how-
ever, have been denied by Famous Play-
ers-Missouri Corporation.

The Rialto. in Newark, another Shubert
vaudeville stronghold, gets into the mo-
tion picture fold next Monday, when "A
Certain Rich Man," distributed by Hod-
kinson, will open for a week's engage-
ment as the feature, to the subordination
of vaudeville. Five other Hodkinson fea-
tures have been booked for the Shubert's
Newark house, each for a week's run.

Policy Not Announced

While the Shubert's say they will not
be ready to make an announcement of
their new policy for several weeks, it is

known that bookings are being arranged
for other pictures to follow the Beauvais
picture at the Forty-fourth Street theatre,
and then follow it over the Shubert circle.

In taking on the Beauvais pic-

ture, the Shuberts have in all likelihood,
saved that picture from oblivion insofar
as greater New York is concerned at

least, ami probably the entire country.
At a recent meeting of the Theatre Own-
ers Chamber of Commerce it was decided
unofficially not to show the Beauvais film

at any of the TOO theatres controlled by
the membership of that organization.

Picture Is Harmless

This practically barred the picture from
Metropolitan view until the Shuberts
came to the rescue, or until the picture.

with its divorce case exploitation possi-
bilities came to the rescue of the Shu-
berts.

The picture itself, according to a num-
ber of members of the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce who have seen it,

is in itself harmless—in fact so harmless
as to be almost inane. The injection
was made on the grounds that the theatre
owners objected to use a picture whose
only value was the doubtful one of wide
publicity given in the newspapers to the
unsavory details of a divorce case.

Censor Board Acts

Until the censors ordered all reference
to the Stillman case eliminated in adver-
tising this exploitation angle was not be-
ing overlooked by the bookers of the
picture. The newspaper advertising and
the lobby display at the Forty-fourth
Street theatre displayed prominently
"The Famous Indian Society Guide, Fred
K. Beauvais, Co-respondent in Stillman
Suit." The name of the picture, "The
Lonely Trail," was subordinated in both
advertising and lobby display.

The other five Hodkinson productions
booked by the Shuberts for their New-
ark theatre, are "The Face of the World,"
"The Mysterious Rider," "Fi.'ty Candles,"
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted," and
"Jane Eyre."

Laemmle Offers to Cut Prices for

Exhibitors Proving Operating Loss
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 4.—Carl Laemmle, president of Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, believes every exhibitor should have
a fighting chance and therefore makes this proposition: "Prove to

me that you are actually operating at a loss and I will authorize
Universal's nearest representative to cut film rentals enough to enable

you to at least break even."

President Laemmle says there are no strings tied to the offer and
the only exception is "Foolish Wives" because "I'm going to get

every dollar I can for that production because I've got to. You need
no diagram to show you why."

"This offer does not apply to any exhibitor who is breaking even
or making a profit," says President Laemmle. "It is intended only

to prevent theatre failures."
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Urge Bookings on Independent

Films Week of Feb. 1 8
Report 3,500 Exhibitors Endorse Screen Guild's Campaign

To Establish Direct Relations With Theatre

THEATRE owners of America are urged by the Independent Screen
Artists Guild to set aside the week of February 18 for the simultane-
ous presentation of the latest productions of independent stars and

producers.

The Guild was organized recently by prominent independent stars,

producers and directors, its members comprising only those who have their

own studios or studio organizations.

IN organizing the Guild, which is headed
by Charlie Chaplin and Norma Tal-

madge, the independent producers, stars

and directors, according to the aims and
purposes expressed, hope to establish di-

rect relations between the Los Angeles
studios and the theatres to the exclusion

of middlemen costs. This movement,
Guild members state, will enable pro-

ducers to put more money into better pic-

tures and thus benefit the public at the

box office.

At the organization meeting in Guild

hall at the Ambassador hotel in Los
Angeles, the following were present:

Producers: Joseph M. Schenck, Thomas H.
Ince, Mack Sennett, J. L. Frothingham, Allen

Holubar. J. Parker Read Jr.. Maurice Toumeur,
Jack Coogan Sr., Marshall Neilan. R. A. Walsh.
Louis B. Mayer, John M. Stahl, Col. William N.

Selig, Sol Lesser, Al and Charles Christie, Sam
Rork. Richard Walton Tully. King Vidor, B. P.

Schulberg. H. O. Davis and Gus Ingliss. Stars:

Norma and Constance Talmadge. Charles Chaplin,

Katlierine MacDonald, Anita Stewart, Dorothy
Phillips, Jackie Coogan, Buster Kcaton. Miriam
Cooper. Florence Vidor, Carter De Haven. Flora

Parker De Haven, Colleen Moore, Mabel Normand,
Marcia Manon and Phyllis Haver. Directors:

James Young, Sidney Franklin and Hobart Henley.

Some of the other prominent invited guests

were Al Lichtman. Mrs. Margaret Talmadge,
Natalie Talmadge Keaton, Rudolph Cameron. Jack
Morrcll. M. C. Levee. John McCormick, E. V.
Richards, Julian Saenger, Lou Anger, Motley H.
Flint, vice-president of the Los Angeles Trust and
Savings Bank, and J. D. Williams.

Thirty-five hundred exhibitors asso-

ciated with Associated First National,

have endorsed the Guild, it is said.
* * *

By establishing direct contact with the
theatre, the Guild believes that the threat-
ening cheapening of the quality of photo-
plays through the forced lowering of

production costs can be obviated, while
at the same time the public will benefit

by better entertainment at reasonable ad-
mission prices.

A proclamation adopted by the Guild
says

:

"Let all be apprised that it shall be the

sincere endeavor of the Independent
Screen Artists Guild to make bigger and
better photoplays during the coming
twelve months and to aspire in all we
do to surpass that which we already have
done to the end that our public shall bene-

fit thereby.
"As evidence of the desire of the In-

dependent Screen Artists Guild to give of

its best the members therefore do pro-

pose to the independent theatres an

American national co-operative exhibition

of the Guild's finest motion pictures."

Transferred to Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.—Maurice
O'Hare has been transferred from New
York to the Coast to become comptroller

of Universal City. At the home office

of Universal he was one of the heads of

the accounting department.

Circle Cashier Foils

Short Change Artist

Puts Detective on Trail and

Man Returns $10 Bill as

He Flees Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 4.—Miss
Pearl Hamilton, cashier of the Circle
theatre, checkmated a short change artist

who attempted to cheat her out of $10.

As a result of her work the theatre is

ahead $2.

A man handed her a $20 bill for a
ticket. Miss Hamilton gave the man a
$10 bill and the remainder of his money
in small bills and change. By some
trick, she relates, the man produced a $2
bill in place of the $10 bill and told her
she had short changed him. Miss Hamil-
ton gave him another $10 bill in ex-
change for the $2 and told the theatre
detective to watch the man.
The stranger entered the theatre and

then started immediately to leave. The
detective gave chase and as the fleeing

man passed the cashier's window he
threw the $10 at Miss Hamilton thus
leaving the theatre treasury $2 to the

good.

Orpheum Cashier Is

Robbed of $2,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FT. WAYNE, IND., Jan. 4.—Mrs.
Julia Bauer, cashier of the Orpheum thea-

tre here, was robbed of $2,000 by two

bandits who seized the money from a

desk in the theatre office. While the rob-
bers were putting the money into a grip,

Dominique Ferlini, a musician, entered
the room. When he refused to put up his

hands he was knocked unconscious. The
robbers escaped.

Blank Theatre Damaged
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DAVENPORT, IA., Jan. 4.—The
Casino theatre at 213 West Third street,

an A. H. Blank house, was damaged to

the extent of $10,000 by an early morn-
ins fire.

INDEPENDENT SCREEN ARTISTS GUILD is formed at a meeting and banquet held at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles, December 15. The screen celebrities who participated (left) are: (Standing) Marcia Manon, Florence Vidor,

Mrs. Carter DeHaven. Miriam Cooper, Colleen Moore; (seated at table) Anita Stewart, Norma Talmadge, Katherine

MacDonald and Dorothy Phillips. Seated, at the table in the picture at right, are Col. Wm. N. Selig, Buster Keaton,

Thomas H. Ince, Jackie Coogan, Charles Chaplin, Allen Holubar, Sol Lesser and Maurice Tourneur. Standing (left to

right), Lou Anger, J. Parker Reed, Jr., James Young, Jack Coogan, Richard Walton Tully, Carter DeHaven, King Vidor,

(back of De Haven) H. O. Davis. J. D. Williams, J. L. Frothingham, Rudolph Cameron, (rear) Joseph M. Schenck, Louis

B. Mayer, Marshall Neilan, Ben Schulberg, R. A. Walsh and Hobart Henley.
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)rive on to Prevent
Censorship of Stage

dramatists, Authors, Actors

to Urge Producers to

Join Move
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. 4.—Dramatists, au-
hors and actors are determined that the
itage shall not be like the motion picture,

i plaything of the reformers.
The Actors' Equity Association, the

\uthors' League of America and the
\inerican Dramatists have launched a
novement which they believe will pre-
lude any attempts to impose legal cen-
sorship upon the stage.

Ask Producers' Aid

The Producing Managers' Association
and civic and religious organizations will
be urged to participate in the movement.

It is the plan of these organizations to
formulate measures which will obviate
the necessity of legal regulation which
they hold is "destructive and inimical to
the finest and most sincere in drama and
literature."

Plan Not Complete

Although a complete scheme of oper-
ation has not been worked out, it is

planned to create a system whereby
immediate action can be taken regarding
the production of plays which provoke
public protest.

S.R.O. Sign Shows
Return to Normalcy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 4.—The fact that
S. R. O. signs at the theatres of the
country are becoming more the rule than
the exception is a fair indication that the
closing months of 1921 witnessed a steady
increase in attendance, according to As-
sociated First National, which has made
a survey of business conditions.
The company points out, however, that

good pictures must be presented to obtain
these results, as the public is shopping
for its screen entertainment.

Nathan Plans Theatre
For Previews in West

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.—Al Nathan
,

is seeking the co-operation of the studios
here iii a project to erect a Preview the-
atre where the productions of the fore-
most studios and directors will be ex-
hibited prior to the final cutting. He
would set aside certain nights for the
various studios when their pictures could
be tested out on unbiased audiences.

It is possible that final negotiations for
the theatre will be consummated shortly.

Wedding Bells Sound
For Nuptial on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4—Wedding
bells are tinkling overtime in the film
colony. Jack Mulhall has married Evelyn
Winans and now Lottie Pickford's en-
gagement to Allan Forrest is announced.

Ince Is Convalescing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.—Thomas H.
Ince is recovering from an attack of
ptomaine poisoning.

Mr. Johnston Accepts— But . . .

Mr. Johnston:

—

We submit the following as our current contribution to ye editors'

merry little circulation argument

:

We thank you for your published acceptance of our suggestion to in-

vite officials of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers to pronounce

on our several claims relative to New York state circulation which at first

glance we interpreted, with a modicum of surprise, to be a definite and un-

compromising acceptance of something; yet, alas, we eventually encoun-

tered in the statement one of your familiar "buts" . . .

"But why talk only of New York State or any one state or cityV', you

ask ingeniously, seeking to get away from under the load of the argument

which you started in a letter addressed to the trade under date of Decem-

ber 12, 1921 in which you declared to be incorrect certain figures referring

to New York state previously published by us.

We will, Mr. Johnston, if it shall be pleasing to you, take up Alaska,

the Malay Peninsula or Siam at any future time you may designate but

inasmuch as the controversy raised by you was over certain figures re-

ferring to New York state it might be a good idea to get this matter dis-

posed of before wandering through a field of generalities where the

question asked first, instead of being answered first in a logical manner,

might be forgotten about.

Your reference to the fact that A. M. P. A. members are interested

in national circulation is an exceedingly obvious one which hardly needs

reiteration by either of us. Yet, I doubt not that some small interest at

least is manifested in advertising circles in this industry in the fact that]

the HERALD, published in Illinois,—and long referred to by you as "a

regional," until the reference became absurd even to yourself—has a

larger "buyers' circulation" in New York state than the News, published

in New York.

Your tribute to the Audit Bureau of Circulations is admirable and we

congratulate you upon it because of our admiration for this and every

other means of verifying circulation claims and as our position—which is

well understood by our advertisers—is that they may at any time have any

type of circulation verification they may elect there is no basis for argu-

ment on this point.

Pursuant to your acceptance of our suggestion relative to the facts

of the New York state matter we shall present to the president of the

A. M. P. A. data which we believe shall provide the basis for substanti-

ating each and every claim we have made. According to the terms of our

suggestion you will be expected to supply this executive with a list of your

exhibitor-subscribers in New York state, outside of Greater New York,

together with addresses and dates of subscriptions.

Very truly yours,

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY,

Publisher.
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No More Rental or

10c Ticket Taxes

These taxes passed out of ex-

istence with the advent of the new
year:
Five per cent rental tax.

Ten per cent tax on admissions
of 10 cents or less.

Tax on theatre passes.
Under th<» new revenue law, no

tax should be levied on any ad-
mission price of 10 cents or less,

whether applied to children's tick-

ets, matinee tickets or the minimum
admission for adults.

If tickets sell for a price exceed-
ing 10 cents, a tax must be levied

on the entire amount.

Presents Spectacle
In Weekly Chapters

Four Weeks Required to Show
Public 30 Reels of

Feature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. 4—Famous Play-
ers-Lasky Corporation within the next
month will experiment in the presenta-
tion of a thirty-reel spectacle in four chap-
ters, each chapter to play at the Rialto
theatre for one week.

Selected for the experiment is "The
Mistress of the World," declared by
Paramount to be the most stupendous
film creation ever offered to the American
public. It is said to have cost $1,200,000
before it left Europe in forty-five reels.

Five months have been required to re-

duce it to thirty reels.

25,000 Actors in Film

The experiment will be watched with
interest by President Carl Laemmle of
Universal and Erich von Stroheim, di-

rector of "Foolish Wives." Von Stro-
heim superintended the cutting of the
production until it- was down to thirty

reels and then, it is said, insisted that

it be shown at that length. Mr. Laemmle,
however, ordered it cut to twelve or
fourteen reels.

More than 25,000 actors were em-
ployed in making "The Mistress of the
World." This number included Caucas-
ians, Chinese and Negroes. Upward of
300.000 feet of film was exposed.

Directed by Joseph May
The spectacle, which is modern al-

though based upon Biblical history, is

a UFA production, directed by Joseph
May. It feaures his wife. Mia May.
General distribution will begin on March
5. Eighteen months were consumed in

photographing and more than a year was
required in historical and architectural
research.

Paramount points out that although the
picture will be presented in four chapters
over a period of four weeks it is by no
means a serial.

(Illustrated on page 3S)

United Plan Protects
Loans to Producers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. -Jan. 4 —A plan for
the safeguarding of loans made by banks
here to independent producers, whereby
United Studios, Inc.. will take charge of
and carry to completion any production
that might be jeopardized through illness
or accident to the producer, has just been
announced by the studio organization,
M. C. Levee, president.

Tactics Used at Springfield
Indicate Menace of Reform

Sunday Opening Fight May Be Carried to Supreme
Court of State—11,000 Voters Stay Away

from Polls -Theatres Are Closed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SPRINGFIELD, MO., Jan. 4.—The defeat of the exhibitors in the
blue law referendum recently stresses the growing menace of the reform
movement against the theatres.

Methods so successfully used by the Anti-Saloon League were revived
and resulted in the imposition of a "sour" Sunday upon Springfield, the
fourth largest city in Missouri.

Evangelist Creates Blue Law Sentiment
Agitation for Sunday closing dates from the union revival meetings

held in October by Bob Jones, an evangelist imported from Montgomery,
Ala. He was brought here by the Ministerial Alliance. During his stay
the Protestant Christian Council was formed and a movement against
Sunday shows was launched immediately.

On the day of the referendum scores of
woman voters, drilled for their roles
weeks in advance, were at the polls. The
mouth-to-mouth campaign conducted by
the reformers and their alleged pugnac-
ious tactics won for them.

11,000 Not Voting

The vote was 6,082 to 3,166. Eleven
thousand voters remained away from the
polls. The Springfield Republican at-
tributed the victory of the reformers to
a "well oiled machine" and a lack of in-

terest on the part of the voters who ordi-
narily would have opposed Sunday clos-
ing.

The reform victory was a blow to the
state exhibitors' organization, which had
been successful at Kirksville and at Chilli-

cothe. It is feared that the Springfield
vote will be an incentive for similar drives
elsewhere in this state.

May Go to High Court

Local exhibitors, among them S. E.
Wilhoit, vice-president, and A. F. Baker,
executive committeeman of the state or-
ganization, have announced that the ver-
dict of the people was final. There is a
possibility, however, that the case will

go to the supreme court.
Prior to the referendum a campaign of

education was conducted through the
newspapers by the state organization
under the leadership of Lawrence E.

Goldman, secretary and counsel.
The activities of the agitators here indi-

cate that the reform movement is na-
tional in scope. Tactics adopted here
are those of the International Reform
Bureau and the Lord's Day Alliance.
This, coupled with the fact that Spring-
field is the state's fourth city, accentuates
the threatening proportions of the move-
ment.

Taxes on Admissions
Continue to Show an
Increase in Patronage

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan 4.—Al-
though increased slightly over October,
theatre admissions in November still

were $1,000,000 below those of the cor-
responding month of last year, accord-
ing to a report just issued by the com-
missioner of internal revenue.
Admission tax collections in Novem-

ber totaled $6,995,338, as compared with
$7,982,248 in November of last year; ccl-

lections for October amounted to
$6,413,426.

Film rental tax collections totaled
$567,055 in November, against $388,616 in

October. The seating tax returned $49,-

933 in November and $77,178 in October.

"Herald" Editorial Elicits Praise

From Oklahoma Exhibitor Official

The following telegram has been received from A. B. Momand,
secretary of the Theatre Owners and Managers Association of Okla-
homa :

SHAWNEE. OKLA.
MARTIN J. QUIGLEY,

EXHIBITORS HERALD. CHICAGO. ILL.

CONGRATULATIONS UPON BEAUTIFUL AND HELPFUL HOLIDAY NUM-
BER. ALSO DESIRE EXPRESS APPRECIATION YOUR REMARKS, PAGE THIRTY,
ISSUE DECEMBER SEVENTEENTH UPHOLDING EXHIBITORS' CONTENTION
SCHOOLS CHURCHES UNFAIR COMPETITION TO THEATRES. WHEN THEY
RENT THEM FILMS DISTRIBUTORS ARE PLAYING INTO HANDS OF ENEMIES
WHO SEEK INDUSTRY'S DESTRUCTION. ALL EXHIBITORS SHOULD CO-
OPERATE WITH SCHOOLS, BUT CHILDREN SHOULD BE SENT TO THEATRES
TO SEE PICTURES.

A. B. MOMAND. SECRETARY THEATRE OWNERS AND MANAGERS ASSO-
CIATION OF OKLAHOMA.

The organization Mr. Momand represents is an affiliated unit of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
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The WEEK inNEW YORK

SOME may argue that two stars in the
same picture dims the luminosity of

each. This may be true in some in-

stances but it did not obtain in a picture
put on by Samuel Goldwyn at Keene's
Chop House, on 36th street, one noon-
time last week.
The two stars are Rupert Hughes,

called Major now, if you please, and Ir-

vin Cobb, who says it really doesn't mat-
ter what you call him, just so you do
when it is ready. The picture was in the
form of a luncheon, arranged that the
writers of the trade and daily press might
meet Mr. Hughes. Irvin Cobb was what
would have been toastmaster if there had
been any toasts.

As it was, he decided that he was "Mu-
tual Distrust" in as much as he was
seated between a director and a producer.
Cobb scintillated like the brightest in the
firmament in introducing the guest of

honor and then, after apologizing for

Cobb's waywardness, Major Hughes did
a lot of scintillating on his own.
Mr. Hughes made a brief but construc-

tive talk for the benefit of the critics of
pictures who were present and for a lot

more who were not present. He told. of
having been a critic himself before his

reformation, and his views on other crit-

ics was of a tendency to cause other
critics to think of Martin Luther's mo-
tive. Mr. Hughes pointed out that a pic-

ture must not necessarily be artistic to
fulfill its mission. He asserted that the
chief requisite was that the picture please
the people who paid admission to see it.

During the course of his talk he re-

ferred to the "great writers now sitting

at this table," and Irving Cobb and Roy
McCardell arose, bowed to each other,
gravely shook hands and sat down.
A good time was had by all.

* * *

And speaking of luncheons, Ernst
Lubitsch told us some interesting stuff

over at the Ambassador food contest. In
Germany all motion picture actors are
given an hour off for lunch at noon time.

When the whistle blows, or the bell rings,

or whatever happens to announce lunch
time, all the actors make a dash to buy a
newspaper. Someone guessed they wanted
to read the press notices, but Mr. Lu-
bitsch put him right. The rush for the
papers is to learn the value of the Ameri-
can dollar in marks so they will know
what to charge for their services for the
afternoon.

* * *

George Ari.iss is getting the habit now.
He's making personal appearances. Not
that he hasn't been doing so on the stage,

but now he has gone and done it with one
of his pictures. The Aldine theatre, Phil-

adelphia, gave a special midnight show
of "Disraeli" Sunday night, so after fin-

ishing his performance of "The Green
Goddess" at the Booth theatre, Mr. Arliss

hustled over to Philadelphia and appeared
in person with his picture. At least his

press agent says he did and we have al-

ways found that P. A. to he fairlv truth-

ful.
* •

Taking the tax off of free passes was
hailed with joy by a lot of those who use
thorn. Tim Leahy says now he can see
prosperity in the offing. This first move
saves him money every night.

Carl Neilson, of Famous '• Players-
Lasky's foreign department, says the old
towii looks good even if dry. He is just

back from a two months' business trip to

Copenhagen and Stockholm.
* * *

Dick Barthelmess was a long time
with D. W. Griffith and it is rather hard
to forget the master's voice. D. W.
changed the "Two Orphans" to "Or-
phans of the Storm" and now Dick comes
along with the announcement that he has
changed "All at Sea" to "The Seventh
Day." "All at Sea" was written and
named by Porter Emerson Browne.

* * *

Many of the motion picture publicity

hounds have just learned that they have
lost a friend on one Boston paper and
gained one on another. F. H. Cushman,
for twenty-five years dramatic editor, and
since the pictures came in, photoplay
editor of the Boston Record, has severed
his connection with that paper to take
over a similar position on the Boston
Telegram.

* * *

Edga# Selwyn will take a bunch of
motion picture actors and actresses to

India early next month to film a lot of

scenes. The party will be gone about six

months and will make a long trip into

the interior of India, where that trouble-
some guy Gandhi is stirring things up.

After reading about some of Gandhi's
ructions Selwyn decided it would be nice

to wear a flock of British troops, so his

P. A. has arranged it.

* * *

The lost has been found. Erich Von
Stroeheim has emerged from his seclu-

sion long enough to wire New Years
greetings to Maud Robinson Toombs,
the demon press agent. VonStroheim
addressed his wire to "Mrs. Graves, pub-
licity department, Universal film," and it

came all the way from Hempstead, Long
Island, and reached her just like that,

and Maud Robinson doesn't like it a lit-

tle bit.
* * *

Strange things are happening. Chic
Sale has been sued as the result of an
automobile accident, and not a paper in

New York referred to him as a "motion
picture actor." They all spoke of him as

a "vaudeville artist." Probably the first

time on record when anyone who has ap-
peared in pictures gets into trouble of

any kind without it being blamed on the
"movies." And Chic Sale is some picture

actor, too. Wonder whether this is a

sign of reform or whether the copy read-
ers muffed one.

* * *

Harry Carey, the Universal star with
the suicidal Japanese name, arrives in

New York this week on a visit to his

mother. Rumor has it that he will go to

the Central theatre to see Harry Carey
in "The Fox" while here and probably
will take his mother to the movies.

* * *

Harold LlOVD, who is a regular guy, ac-

cording to Louella Parsons, arrived in

New York last week and registered at the

Biltmore. The clerk refused to give him
a room until he had put on the rubber-
tired glasses. And, by the way, wonder
just what Louella meant by that "regular
guy" stuff?

John S. Spargo.

EDDIE BONNS

A S the result of a discovery recently
made they are preparing a niche in

the Hall of Fame for Eddie Bonns, di-

rector of advertising and publicity for

Warner Brothers. After long and tedious
search through archives and other things,

and despite the well-known retiring rose
attitude of Mr. Bonns, it is now made
known to a waiting world that he is the
inventor of the hole in the doughnut.

Mr. Bonns was born on the East Side
of New York, but soon after weaning
time entered the show business, becoming
a tacker-up of show cards for Ringling
Brothers, using in his work a three-
jointed tack hammer.
Doughnuts at that time were made in

the form of hockey pucks, and to carry
out the illusion frequently tasted like

them. Finding it rather inconvenient to

hold an edible hockey puck in one hand,
a hammer in the other, Mr. Bonns con-
ceived the idea of gouging holes in the
doughnuts and stringing them on the long
handle of his tack hammer, thus leaving
his other hand free for holding the card,

and also giving his ivories a chance at

the doughnut. The fashion spread and
soon the doughnut with the hole became
the range in tacker-up and fistic circles.

As a recognition of his genius Bonns
was taken in tow by Eddie Grainger and
soon became Western representative of

the Edison talking machine. Later Bonns
handled the road shows of "Quo Vadis,"
"Cabiria," "Civilization," and "The Gar-
den of Allah," all under the direct super-
vision of Jimmy Grainger. He then took

hold of "My Four Years in Germany,"
and "Pershing's Crusaders," and made
them look like forty years and a couple

of armies. His exploitation stunts at-

tracted the attention of Warner Broth-

ers, and they engaged him to put "The
Lost City" on the map where people

could find it, which he did.

With the exception of a short time

during which he was sales manager for

C. L. Chester Productions. Bonns has

been with Warner Brothers ever since.
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Producers Say No, Actors
Yes, on Tariff Proposition

Players Would Levy a 60 Per Cent Duty on Films
From Foreign Countries—Manufacturers State

Industry Now in Stagnant Condition
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 4.—Both sides of the film tariff question
were presented at a hearing before the senate finance committee when rep-
resentatives of the large producers urged low rates of duty on raw films,

while film manufacturers and members of the Actors' Equity Association
asked for rates which would keep foreign film out of the market.

The producers were represented by Saul E. Rogers of the N. A. M.
P. I., who submitted a brief to the committee setting forth the need for

a low tariff. That the producers fear retaliation by foreign nations in event
of a high tariff was declared by Mr. Rogers to be one pertinent reason for

keeping the rate down.
Producers Do Not Fear An Invasion

New Zealand, it was pointed out, already has doubled its import duties

on films, in order to stimulate the home industry. On the other hand,
foreign films are not greatly feared by the domestic producers, since most
of them are not suited for exhibition to American audiences.

New Haven Fire Is

Blamed to Neglect
Building Inspector, Owner

and Manager Censured

by Coroner's Jury
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW HAVEN, CONN., Jan. 3.—
City Building Inspector Joseph E. Aus-
tin, Lawrence E. Carroll, manager of the

theatre, and Alfred S. Black, president of

the Connecticut Theatres Corporation,
which controlled the theatre, are held
criminally responsible for the deaths of

nine persons in the Rialto theatre fire of

Nov. 27 in a finding by Coroner Eli Mix.
The coroner's inquest was based on

the death of Everett T. Case, which was
taken as typical of all deaths as an out-

come of the fire.

Prologue Caused Fire

The coroner, after finding Carroll and
Black criminally responsible, criticises

the other persons who were connected
with the operation of the theatre and
the presentation of a prologue to a motion
picture film, which prologue, he holds,

was the direct cause of the fire, and finds

them negligent but not criminally re-

sponsible. Burning incense, to give "at-

mosphere" to the prologue, ignited flimsy

stage draperies.

Finds Many Violations

The coroner finds that violations of

the law in the theatre included absence
of an asbestos curtain, lack of a water
curtain, an automatic sprinkler, casks of

water on the stage, hose connections,
lack of fireproof scenery and woodwork.
The only hose on the stage was a garden
one.

Claims Free American
Institutions Menaced
By Screen Propaganda

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BALTIMORE, MD., Jan. 4.—Reform-
ers who want censorship, which is in

contradiction to the fundamentals of

American government, have forwarded
a letter to the senate judiciary committee
urging federal regulation of motion pic-

tures because of their "political activities"

and because propaganda spread by means
of the screen is menacing the free Ameri-
can institutions.

The letter is being sent by the Citizens
League of Maryland for Better Motion
Pictures. Mrs. Howard D. Bennett, presi-

dent.

She charees that the motion picture in-

dustry "has openly boasted of defeating
twenty-one candidates who favored movie
regulation."

O'Brien Stars in New
"U" Historical Serial

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 4.—Jack O'Brien
has been selected by Julius Stern, sec-
ond vice president of Universal, to star
in the third of the series of educational-
historical serials. "The Adventures of
Robinson Crusoe."
Production had been held up for some

time. It was the intention when Eddie
Polo was with the company to star him
and work on the serial was scheduled
to begin on December 15. Events so
shaped themselves that this schedule
could not be followed out.

Mr. Rogers' brief, in addition to re-

taliation, offered the following reasons
for the producers' opposition to the pro-
posed 30 per cent duty:

Would Mean Higher Prices

If this tariff was levied American manufac-
turers would be compelled to go abroad and
produce on a large scale in order to be afforded
entry into the European market on a basis
equal to that of European manufacturers and
competitors.
The American consumer would ultimately be

compelled to pay a higher price if the present
standard of production is to be maintained.
A large number of American actors, directors,

workmen, artisans and laborers would be
thrown out of employment.
The tariff is unnecesary either from the stand-

point of necessity for protection of the American
industry or from the standpoint of yielding any
appreciable revenue. The industry requires nc
protection because it dominates the home mar-
ket and controls practically 80 per cent of the
foreign market. Foreign productions have not
made any material inroads in the American mar-
ket and have not as yet become a real com-
petitor in the home market, and the compara-
tively small number of productions that have
been imported and will be imported in the near
future yield an insignificantly small revenue.

Says Industry Is Stagnant

"The motion picture industry at pres-
ent is in a stagnant condition," Mr.
Rogers told the committee. "A number
of large companies have closed their

studios. Others have suspended busi-
ness, and some companies have gone into

the hands of receivers. Production has
been cut down to between 35 and 40
per cent of normal and the industry re-

quires assistance and acceleration and
a world market in order to return to

normal. A tariff at this time would be
nothing short of a calamity, because it

would absolutely destroy our foreign
market."

Representatives of the Actors' Equity
Association favor not a 30 per cent duty
but a rate of 60 per cent, they said, to

be based on American valuation, and
charged the producers with desiring a

low rate of duty in order that they
might take advantage of cheap labor and
materials to --oduce films abroad for

use in this country. It was declared that

a number of companies already are pro-
ducing abroad, while of the foreign films

which have been imported from time to

time, a large number have been big
money makers.

Make Changes on Eastman

More details of the alleeed monopolistic
activities of Eastman Kodak Company

were given by witnesses, who urged that

raw stock be placed on the free list. A
20 per cent duty, it was stated, would
strengthen the Eastman company's hold
on the industry, make the entire industry
practically totallv dependent on the one
concern, and increase the cost of pictures

to the public. Eastman Kodak Company
is acquiring interests in laboratories, it

was asserted, and is apparently making
plans for complete domination of the

industry.

Brunton Studios Now
United Studios, Inc.

Formal Transfer of Large
Producing Plant Made

On Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.—A transfer

of the property valued at approximately
$2,000,000 took place Tuesday when the

Robert Brunton studios, one of the larg-

est motion picture producing plants in

America, located at 5341 Melrose avenue,
formally became United Studios, Inc.

The new owners include M. C. Levee,
who has been vice-president and general

manager of Brunton's since it was
founded, Joseph M. Schenck, Franklin
Hutton, wealthy broker, and Lewis' J.

Selznick.
Schenck now has his production units

there, the companies headed by Con-
stance and Norma Talmadge and present
plans provide that Mr. Selznick will bring
four units from the East early in Febru-
ary. They will include Elaine Hammer-
jtein. Eugene O'Brien and. Owen Moore
and a special unit for all-star pictures.

Rivoli Prospers in

1921 Despite Slump
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOLEDO, O., Jan. 4.—The treasurer's

report read at the annual meeting of di-

rectors and stockholders of the Rivoli
theatre shows that despite the financial

conditions in Toledo during 1921 the the-

atre made a slight profit for the season.

The officers re-elected are: President,

Edward G. Sourbier, Indianapolis; vice-

president, C. Howard Crane, Detroit;

secretary, Gus Sun, Springfield, O.
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America Is Dream of European

Artists, Says Lubitsch
Director Guest of Honor at Luncheon Tendered by Ben

Blumenthal to Press Representatives

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 4.
—"My reception has been truly wonderful, and

my earnest hope is that when American artists come to Europe we
may be able, in a measure at least, to reciprocate."

This was the greeting of Ernest Lubitsch, who has just arrived in this

country, to members of the industry in America, expressed at a luncheon
tendered by Hamilton Theatrical Corporation at the Hotel Ambassador,
Representatives of the trade press, daily newspapers and fan magazines
attended

INTRODUCED by Ben Blumenthal,
president of the Hamilton Theatrical

Corporation, the director of "Passion,"
"Deception" and other European pictures,

said:

* * *

"To come to America is the dream of

every European artist. I have long real-

ized that America represents the very
pulse of modern life. And as every ar-

tist dreams and paints his dream in his

fancy, I had hoped and expected to real-

ize it. But how different it all is—how
amazing! Here I have found not only
the big things but the little things ex-
ceeding all my expectations. My recep-
tion has been truly wonderful, and my
earnest hope is that when American
artists come to Europe we may be able,

in a measure at least, to reciprocate."

His remarks were interpreted for the

guests by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld.

Paul Davidson, known as the actual
pioneer of the motion picture industry in

Germany and founder of the "Union," be-
fore the war one of the greatest produc-
ing concerns in Europe, was then intro-

duced as the discoverer of Lubitsch. Mr.
Davidson said that he first came to this

country early in 1914 to study American
production methods. America's film
progress since then, he said, has been
truly wonderful. This progress, he said,

is thoroughly appreciated in Europe and
today no fewer than 150 American fea-

tures are being shown in Germany.
Charlie Chaplin, he said, is a great fa-

vorite and one of the most popular of all

the films being exhibited, either German
or foreign-made, is "Broken Blossoms."
He expressed the hope that there would
be an interchange of artistic ideas be-
tween America and Europe and a belief

that such interchange would result in

pronounced benefit to the entire industry.

HERMAN ROBBINS, who re-

signed recently as general sales
manager of Fox Film Corpora-
tion, has joined National Screen
Service as general manager of
domestic sales. Mr. Robbins will

organize sales forces in the prin-
cipal exchange centers to effect

personal contact with the ex-
hibitors. National Service sup-
plies exhibitors with attractive
animated announcements on forth-
coming attractions.

Preceding the luncheon, Mr. Lubitsch

was escorted by a detail of motorcycle

police to the City Hall, where he was
formally received by Mayor Hylan and

welcomed to the city.

Those present at the luncheon included

the following:
Ben Blumenthal. Paul Davidson, Alfred Rach-

mann. Ralph A. Kohn. Hugo Riesenfeld, L. Auer-
back. Albert Boni. William A. Johnston, Motion
Picture News; Arthur James and Fritz Tidden.
Moving Picture World; L. W. Boynton and
Oscar Cooper, Exhibitor's Trade Review; John
Spargo, Exhibitors Herald; Jos. Dannenberg,
Wid's; R. \V. Baremore, Morning Telegraph; Har-
riette Underhill. New York Tribune; Frank Vree-
land, New York Herald; Mortimer J. Kroll. Nets
York Times; James W. Dean. Newspaper Enter-
prise Association; Robert E. Sherwood, Life;
Charles Gatchell. Picture Play; Delight Evans
Photoflay; Susan Elizabeth Brady, Motion Picture
Classic; Ethel Rosemon, Moving Picture Stories;
George Mitchel, Film Fun; Dorothea B. Herzog,
Movie Weekly; Victor H. Omsted, Pantomime;
Jerome Beatty. George G. Shor, Charles A. Abra-
hams, C. E. McCarthy, Russell Holman, Glendon
Allvine. Herbert Flint and S. D. Palmer.

Long Run Shows to be
Stillman House Policy

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND, O., Dec. 27.—A policy

of long run showings of bigger pictures

has been adopted for the Stillman theatre

here. Because of its ideal location, it has

been decided to put on three and four-

week showings of productions at prices of

36 and 50 cents for matinees and 50 and

75 cents at night.

The policy, which was inaugurated

with the showing of "Man-Woman-Mar-
riagc," a First National Production star-

ring Dorothy Phillips, was supplemented
by an extensive local exploitation cam-
paign during the showing.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully by

Exhibitors to Build Up Their Patronage
By A. L. MIDDLETON
(Manager, Grand theatre,

De Queen, Ark.)

Here is one so good that I

must pass it along.

You will notice that the in-

closed pennant is printed on
common sign cloth. I bought
six yards and. had it cut up
into these pennants and the

printing done by the local

printer.

I announced that every
school kid who would come to

the Grand theatre on a certain

Monday would be given a lit-

tle badge, which if worn un-
til Thursday would be good
for a pass into the show on
that day, either matinee or
night.

They came at the noon hour
and almost smothered my op-
erator and myself a* we
pinned them on until our
lingers hurt from pushing the
pins in the coat lapels and
dresses, lecturing all the while
on the merits of the program

to be presented. It's the great-
est stunt I ever pulled to start

a serial off and the cost is

practically nothing.

I'M GO'N'A SEE

Bob and Bill and

Aesops Fables,

also Pathe News,

Harold Lloyd and

Ruth Roland at

GRAND THEATRE

Thursday
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The Exhibitor-Director Tangle
Opinions expressed by men of im-

portance following publication in the Her-
ald for December 17 of statements
concerning picture presentation issued by the

Motion Picture Directors Association de-

mand exhibitors' consideration. It is possi-

ble that exhibitorial judgment and the the-

atre future are involved. Developments to

date are here summarized.
The statement of the directors' organ-

ization is summed up in the words: "The
Motion Picture Directors Association feels

that it would be to the

our
advantage of the industry if

certain extravagant and un-
necessary phases of motion
picture presentation were
curtailed. We mean specif-

ically: Atmospheric pro-

logues, vaudeville numbers
and expensive orchestras."

Overspeeding of the projec-

tor, excessive increase in ex-
hibition costs and indirect

retardation of production
progress are consequences
attributed to the factors

named.
Replying to this state-

ment. W. F. Jordan, Liberty theatre, Ho-
boken, N. J., writes as follows in the January
7 issue of this paper: "It is my opinion. . . .

that prologues and orchestras, far from re-

tarding the development of picture making,
are the very outgrowth of picture improve-
ment during the past decade. As to cost and
admission prices, they nowhere enter into

this discussion. Admission prices are fixed

from day to day, prologue .or no prologue.
They are not advanced to meet such cost any
more than they would be for an extensive
advertising campaign."

Sid Grauman, pioneer Los Angeles
showman, is quoted as replying: "Accord-

Opinion
The question of the prologue's

importance to the theatre and to

motion pictures has been raised by
the Motion Picture Directors' As-
sociation and various arguments
have been presented. A discussion
of the aspects the subject presents
is given herewith.

The point obviously is one upon
which the exhibitor, originator of
the prologue and solely responsible
for its remarkable development,
should be heard.

This department will hold it a

valuable privilege to print com-
munications from theatre men giv-

ing their views in the matter.

ing to the screen the world is silent and
colorless. According to the testimony of our
senses the social world is full of sound and
color and the exhibitor who fortifies his pic-

ture, no matter how great it is, with the ele-

ments that are lacking in his featured offer-

ing is merely accommodating himself to a
demand that is not less eloquent because it

is not expressed."

Hugo Riesenfeld, managing the Rivoli,

Rialto and Criterion theatres in Xew York,
does not comment upon the matter but an-

nounces that all stage fea-

tures, the concert overture,
and all but the most purely
incidental music will be elim-

inated from the Rialto pro-
gram for a week, doubtlessly
as a test.

Edward L. Hyman,
managing director of the
Brooklyn Strand, stated in a
special article for this de-
partment in the January 7

issue his belief that 1922 will

be a difficult year for exhibi-

tors and that presentation is

the logical solution of the
year's problems.

It is apparent that difference of view-
point is largely responsible for failure of
the parties concerned to agree entirely as

to what should be the presentation policy

of the present. Unfortunately, it is a sub-
ject which may be made occasion for much
loose and ineffectual writing.

It is probable that showmen who have
built up organizations capable of sustaining
audience interest in the occasionally inevi-

table mediocre motion picture will resent
what may appear to them to be unwarranted
attempt at interference and loudly proclaim
this resentment.

It is quite as probable that directors

whose pictures have (Concluded on page 50)
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The mere fact of doubtful origin detracts in no way from the value of the photograph reproduced

herewith showing the artistic frontal display produced by an unknown showman for Maurice Tour-

neur's First National attraction, "The Foolish Matrons." It is only lamentable that through failure

to properly identify the photograph this exhibitor makes it impossible to give credit due for a worthy

achievement. That his composition is entirely that the photograph attests. The cutouts appended

over the entrance are effective in the extreme and reflect painstaking enterprise. The lobby set at the

right of the theatre front and in the foreground of the photograph is unique and compelling, its mag-

nitude and realism combining for powerful appeal. In the original colors, against the white background

of the front, the display undoubtedly exerted powerful influence.

Charles F. McManus, manager of the Colonial theatre, Tacoma, Wash., produced a float qualified

to attract attention and interest anywhere when he advertised the program including "The Idle Class"

and "Wedding Bells," two First National productions. The program was maintained for a week and

during that time the float covered the drawing radius of the theatre completely. Nothing that com-

pares with Mr. McManus' production for workmanship and conception has been reported in the ex-

ploitation news of the Chaplin comedy. It is a device which many showmen may duplicate profitably

when exhibiting the attraction.
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Frank Hull, staff artist of the Strand

at Lansing, Mich., constructed for Roy
Tillson, manager, one of the best lobby

pieces reported to date for First Na-

tional's "The Golden Snare." It is eco-

nomically advisable to stretch a point

as concerns expenses in exploitation of

this type of production. There is al-

ways another attraction in prospect for

which portions of the material may be

used. And patrons who like this class

of entertainment should respond

promptly to such obviously coherent

notification of its exhibition.

Fifteen window cards advertising

"Over the Hill" and products sold by

certain merchants were ordered painted

by S. Cornish, Sun theatre, Fairibault,

M inn., and submitted to store men with

the suggestion that windows suitably

decorated be installed. Photographs

reproduced at left, right and above show
four of the windows thus made adver-

tisements for the run of the Fox pro-

duction. The same thorough methods

were followed in the use of 24 sheets

and smaller paper and a convincing

newspaper campaign followed. It is

reported that as a result of this ex-

ploitation the picture broke "all pre-

vious house records for receipts."

The photograph reproduced below

shows the success of the "Grand-

mother's Day" observed by the State

theatre at Scranton Pa., during the run

of the same production. This stunt, if

it may be called that, has been demon-

strated one of the most effective used
in behalf of the picture. It is espe-

cially valuable because founded in the

best theatre principles and serves more
than momentarily as a force for popu-
larizing the motion picture playhouse.

In the exploitation of "Over the Hill"

exhibitors have demonstrated showman-
ship ability of the highest order, the

unusual length and great appeal of the

picture having stimulative effect. The
timely value of such a production is

clearly evident to thinking theatre men.

Gowns of the period in which the story

of United Artists' "Disraeli" is laid have

been displayed profitably in store win-

dows in every section of the country.

The illustration shows such a window
obtained in Harrisburg, Pa., when the

picture was exhibited at the Colonial

theatre. Due to the nature of the ob-

viously proper display for the picture

many newspapers consider the windows

of general reader interest and accord

it space in their columns. Highly suc-

cessful business was experienced during

the Colonial engagement.
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Suggestions in the Stills

Normal reaction from a pro-

tracted period of excessive

emotional activity precipitated

by this nation's entry into the

world war has brought the

drama based upon simple do-

mesticity into bold prominence
as a box office attraction.

"Over The Hill" and "The Old
Nest" are productions provid-

ing conclusive proof tbat the

national picture public is well

disposed to stories of family

life at this period.

It follows that wise show-
men are taking this condition

into consideration in their

booking plans. Diligent search

of the market is being made to

locate pictures of this type.

Corresponding importance at-

taches to each photoplay of

domestic affairs that is made
available.

Stills that indicate two re-

cently announced .attractions

Stills from the Fox

production "Any Wife"

indicate that the story

is of the domestic type

in great demand at this

time. In the stills of

newly announced pro-

ductions exhibitors may

find guidance at this

or any time to box

office bookings of time-

ly advantage.

possess this quality are pre-

sented herewith. Fox's "Any
Wife" is represented above.

Hodkinson's "The Rise of Ros-
coe Paine" is represented in the

stills below. Both would seem
to qualify as "home pictures,"

and are selected for this page
as a consequence thereof.

As a class these attractions

permit of certain established

forms of exploitation. Lobby
displays representing home in-

teriors, stage settings of the

same character, newspaper
copy directed to the parent and
incidentally to family mem-
bers, all these are well estab-

lished devices that may be used

almost as well for one such pic-

ture as another.

Each offers, of course, indi-

vidual phases which merit spe-

cial emphasis. And variation

of style is as important in ex-

That the forthcom-

ing Hodkinson attrac-

tion, "The Rise of Ros-

coe Paine," contains

the family element cur-

rently popular is indi-

cated in the stills pre-

sented herewith. It

follows that the picture

may be exploited along

lines well established

as profitable in recent

months.

ploitation as in any other the-

atre work or in picture produc-
tion. A view of any such

picture offered will disclose its

especially promising angles.

The existence of a popular
demand for pictures of this

type at this time is the im-

portant fact, although second
in importance only to the fact

that producers are not unmind-
ful of the situation and are

active in seeking to provide the

proper material.

Just as too many quails

wreck digestive apparatus, so

will too many productions of

this character defeat the pur-

pose of the class. But it is not

yet time to become concerned
with that possibility. The im-

mediate satisfaction of a de-

mand that means money to the

box office is the essential con-

cern of the moment.
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Exploitation Letters

Ensemble photograph of the cast in S. Barret McCormick's
December edition of "Jazz-a-Week," described in his
letter presented on this page.

"A Saturday Night of the Fauns," a bit of ridiculous satire
figuring prominently in McCormick's presentation of
Goldwyn's "Doubling for Romeo."

'The Trial of Mr. Jazz," opening incident in the second
monthly "Jazz-a-Week" at the Allen theatre, Cleve-
land, O., a syncopated symphony.

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Chicago. 111.

Dear Sir:

The annual holiday edition of Exhibitors Herald was indeed
an interesting one. and your section of the paper particularly so,
and I am indeed very glad that the pictures of our presentation
features proved of interest and I must congratulate you upon the
excellent treatment of this subject matter.

I also note that you are using a story with pictures on the
"Foolish Age" stuff which was the first of our monthly Jazz-A-Week
features, which have become a real institution at the Allen and,
from a box office standpoint, the biggest thing I think ever put
into a picture theatre.

We put on the Jazz-A-Week the first week in each month.
Everything serious is taken off the program. The orchestral feature
is a jazz symphony. The short subjects are made up of cartoons,
novelties and stuff that we make ourselves. The big act has forty
or fifty people in it. six or seven changes of scenery, beautiful cos-
tumes and a lot of fun. It is broad satire with beauty.

I have mailed you this week photographs of our December
edition. The new one goes on the week starting January 1st, and
I wish that you could have the opportunity of coming down during
that week. I think it would be interesting.

Thank you for your interest in the stuff I sent you. and with
compliments of the season. I am

Sincerelv yours,

S. BARRET McCORMICK,
Allen theatre.

Cleveland. O.

DEAR MR. McCORMICK:
The pictures of your December edition of Jass-A-Week are

reproduced herewith in order that other exhibitors may appreciate
the full significance of a stunt that is rather too big and consequential
to fit that term. If your weekly feature has assured the Allen of
oire big week in each month there is no apparent reason why adapta-
tions of it commensurate with theatre limitations may not accomplish
the same at this time highly desirable result for other showmen.

The logic of the enterprise is eminently sound. Light enter-
tainment was never in greater demand than now. Your experience
is the ii)tal proof of that contention frequently stated in this depart-
ment. And your splendid capitalization of the opportunity this public
preference presents establishes an inspiring and dependable precedent
for theatre men everywhere.

The selection of Goldwyn's "Doubling For Romeo" was the
crowning touch. It is easily the pick of the jazz pictures, in fact
the first of the purely satirical school. It's not strange that it went
over so well with Jazz-A-Week.

The double New Years imposes a short week precluding the
possibility of being present for the January edition, but thanks for
the invitation. It certainly would be interesting. Thanks, also, for
the present photographs and letter, as well as previous contributions.
And don't forget to report the success of the January Jazz-A-Week

W. R. W.
THE THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago. 111.

Dear Sir

:

Let me take this opportunity of thanking you for giving me such
a splendid endorsement on the Thanksgiving stage setting used at this
theatre, the photo of which I forwarded to you. I deeply appreciate
such an endorsement coming as it does from you.

Herewith you will find another special stage setting used in con-
nection with "The Sheik." which we played here on its national
release date and for an entire week.

The scene, "Arabian Beggars." was so arranged that we could
play a color mixture of six distinct combinations both in front of
and at the rear of the set, operated as it was by three four-lever
control dimmers. While these color changes were being effected I

had a quartette dressed in fitting Arabian regalia sing several selected
and appropriate numbers. It was very well received and commented
upon.

"The Sheik" played here to a week of very fine business.
Wishing you the compliments of the season, I am

Cordiallv vours,
D. H. FINKE,

Bellevue Theatre, Corp.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

DEAR MR. FIXKE:
When" Harry E. Xichols, the Herald's chief field representative,

was at the home office a few weeks ago he spoke of visiting your
theatre, your Thanksgiving photograph bringing up the subject.

With your letter and his description of your house and performance
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policy it is easy to believe that "The Shiek"

enjoyed the sort of patronage yoti mention

for a week.
Thanks for both contributions. If the

endorsement of this department is. as you

indicate, regarded by you as of conse-

quence, accept a second one tendered here-

with of your latest work.
What is your opinion on the question

now being agitated as to the value of pre-

sentation?
IV. R. W.

December 4, 1921.

MARK AN X AT THE MEAD OF THE COLUMN

IF YOU WISH TO ELECT THE ENTIRE TICKET

Lon Chaney

John Bowcfs

Wesley Barry

Teddy Sampson

Noah Beery.

Harriet Hammond.
Dorothy Mackail...

Anna May Wong.
Edythe Chapman

Jas. Bradbury. Jr.

Frederick Burton ...

Rockliffe Fellows..

James Neil

Tammany Young

Every one of these Star Playert are in

Marshall Neilan s

Photodramatic Innovation

BITS OF LIFE
AT THE

LIBERTY
Starting Sunday, December 4.

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

"Bits of Life" was liked by the majority

of our patrons. It did fair business ail

week but was increasing daily. We put

out five thousand post cards in addition to

our regular advertising. See sample en-

closed.

FRANK L. BROWNE,
Liberty theatre,

Long Beach, Calif.

DEAR MR. BROWNE:
A great number of exhibitors who have

looked over the cast of "Bits of Life" and
sought a way to get full exploitation value

out of that imposing list of names doubt-

less will be glad to see ybur special election

card, even in the reduced reproduction

made herewith. That way of getting the

cast before the public is immensely su-

perior to any that has been suggested to

dale and ought to be adopted by many
showmen.

Possibly you noted another special elec-

tion card in the previous utsuc. which you
tnust have by this time? The idea is good

and its economic aspect is especially im-
portant at this time. Have you any others

of the same class?

W. R. W.

BEACON

foe the Grcaleit

SALE

SPECIAL ELECTION «5»

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

Here is a batch of stuff you might be
interested in giving the once over.

STANLEY CHAMBERS,
Palace theatre,

Wichita, Kans.

DEAR MR. CHAMBERS:
Why observe your ad copy rule, brevity

is the soul of etc., in your communications?
Is it habit? It's a very bad one from the

viewpoint of readers zoho folloiv this de-
partment for advertising and exploitation

news and suggestions. However—
You're right about the once over, except

that it was a twice or thrice over. And out

of the whole "batch" your co-op page on
"Over The Hill" stood out in bold relief.

It is the first that has come to hand and
should prove of extreme interest to show-
men who contemplate use of the picture.

That "Enchantment" upright with the

hair line illustration was the distinctive

artistic bit of the lot, and the "Two Minutes
To Go" layouts had the most snap, but the

"Over The Hill" page looks more like real

money than am. Ilozv did the picture go?
W. R. W.

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

I am inclosing one of my latest circular
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letters that I got out in trying to put over
"Half a Chance." If you think it worth
while you may pass it along to help some
other exhibitor.

Business conditions are such in my com-
munity that it pushes me to have full

houses, and I fell upon this plan in order
that I might make good with the picture.

Instead of sending this through the mails
here locally I had boys deliver each letter

addressed to each party, saving the chance
of them being thrown into the waste basket.

This brought people into my house that
had not been in the house for six months,
and I feel that it will do to use same again
as several said to tell them again when I

will have another good picture like this.

Yours truly,

R. H. STEPHENS,
Royal theatre,

Sheridan, Ark.

DEAR MR. STEPHENS:
When all is said that may be said for

this or that type of exploitation, the con-

clusion is reached by any who have tried

it that the personal communication is the

most reliable means of advertising a picture

which the management of a theatre really

believes in. "Half A Chance" is that kind

of a picture, according to scores of reports

in "What the Picture Did for Me" and
it's not queer that good business was ex-

perienced and that patrons requested future

information of the same sort.

Why not make it a house rule to use

personal letters describing the best pictures?

There probably is no better treatment for

the kind of business you mention.

W. R. W.

THE THEATRE EDITOR,

Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir

:

Inclosed you will find samples of adver-
tising used by the writer on the current
attraction.

Very truly yours,

HAROLD F. WENDT,
Rivoli theatre,

Toledo, O.

DEAR MR. WENDT:
Of all the combination house advertising

that has come to this desk none shows
more properly consistent playing down of
the vaudeville element of the program titan

your own. If vaudeville must be used that

is obviously the treatment it should be

given, as the picture public is generally

known to be infinitely greater than the

vaudeville fvtrouage. W. R. W.
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Mechanical Thriller Stops
Chicago Holiday Shoppers

The pre-holiday box;
office slump, which
touches the metropolitan

drop-in houses as it does

every theatre, was coun-

teracted to a considerable

degree for the Orpheum,
Chicago, this year, when
a mechanical thriller of

extraordinary effective-

ness was installed to call

attention of the passing

thousands to "Conflict."

Illustrations on this page

show the box stage in

close-up, a close view of

the lobby showing its po-

sition, and a more dis-

tant view of the front

taken during the moment
it was possible to divert

the pedestrian stream.

The construction of

the miniature reproduc-

tion of the big scene in

the picture is exception-

ally interesting. It was
done by H. E. Crawford,

a Chicagoan who special-

izes in this work, and

shows the situation at

the head of the falls in

sharp detail. The logs

are rolling and tossing.

The hero is in imminent
danger of being precipi-

tated over the falls at

each rise and fall of the

water. The heroine is

making her way across

the logs toward him in

swift strokes.

But the crowd in the

photograph is the best

description of the device

from a practical stand-

point. Busy shoppers,

and Christmas shoppers

are the busiest of these,

stopped and examined the

display. It was only an

arm's length to the ticket

wicket and the invitation

was urgent.

At this writing no re-

port has been obtained as

to the business of the

week. Nor is such a

statement necessary to

emphasize the efficacy of

the stunt. Exploitation

men will deem the illus-

trations presented here-

with sufficient evidence

of its merit.

The big scene from "Conflict," reproduced mechanically and
mounted in a box stage, was centered in the lobby of the Or-

pheum theatre, Chicago, during the picture's run.

Christmas shoppers, passing the Orpheum in such numbers

that no statistician has attempted to calculate the daily total,

paid homage to an exploitation stunt of the first water.

CONFLICT Wmm d Ms* I • 1

The stunt as a whole
is typical of the work
done by showmen every-
where this year to coun-
teract the unfavorable
box office effect of the
pre-holiday season. In
practically every city ex-
tra effort has been put
forth to make the theatre
popular despite the ad-
mittedly greater appeal
of the season.

If the influence of the
shopping period has not
been wholly counterbal-
anced, it is none the less

true that some improve-
ment has been effected.
Devices that served ef-

fectively this year should
be remembered in 1922.

This policy should be
followed every year and
at every season thereof.
To argue that a scrap-
book is an important bit
of office equipment is to
lapse into dogmatic repe-
tition, Hut there are
things that bear it. Per-
haps a carefully kept ex-
ploitation record which
may be given over to the
care of an employee is a
more modern and practi-
cal device.

Holiday shopping sea-

son is but one of the
year's problems. Each
period of intense effort or
prolonged inactivity,

such as the vacation sea-
son, presents its own dif-

ficulties which must be
met by methods that will

prevent serious interfer-

ence with box office \rt-

take. A record of stunts
that has accomplished
this end in the past is of

perpetual value to the

showman.

It is more than prob-
able that the Orpheum
management will use
something similar to the

"Conflict" mechanism for

whatever picture is in ex-

hibition at that house at

a corresponding date next
year. Wise showmen will

adopt the Orpheum expe-
rience and do likewise.
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Profitable Economy

Economy that is not only com-
patible with exploitation but profit-

able in the genuine sense of that

term is disclosed in the accompany-
ing photographs showing the front

of the Star theatre, Portland, Ore.,

as decorated for two James Oliver
Curwood First National produc-
tions in the James Oliver Curwood
Week recently promoted by Milton
Crostien, manager of the star. Any
exhibitor should be able to dupli-

cate Mr. Crostien's accomplishment.
"Nomads of the North" and "The

Golden Snare" were- selected as the

attractions for the special week, an-

nounced by the Star management
as an event of special importance.

The original lobby expense was ap-

proximately $10, much stock stuff

being combined with special ma-
terial in such manner as to keep
cost down but promote exceptional

attraction power. Practically no

expense was involved in the revis-

ing of this display to suit the sec-

ond attraction.

Mr. Crostien was so well satis-

fied with the results of the week
that he has signified his intention of

repeating the stunt with several

stars whose productions he has ex-

hibited, returning the pictures to

exhibition in connection with a new
attraction during the week.
Here is real economy in exploi-

tation and real profit at the box
office as a result of it.

It is this type of showmanship
that dissipates slump gossip and the

fears of the timorous as regards box
office futures.

The Exhibitor-
Director Tangle

(Concluded from page 43)

been arbitrarily subordinated

to vaudeville and other extra-

neous entertainment will add
individual comments to the of-

ficial statement of their organ-

ization.

In our belief the exact but at

this time obscured opinion's of

both exhibitors and directors

on the whole subject of presen-

tation are summed up in the fol-

lowing-

,
reprinted from the page

introducing this department in

the August 21, 1920, issue of

the Herald:
"The sole purpose of presen-

tation is and should be to

deepen and strengthen public

interest in the screen by em-
phasizing as impressively as

possible the merits of the indi-

vidual attraction. Constructive

presentation must have a dis-

tinct bearing upon the picture it

presents. Mere added attrac-

tions are no more profitable

than the souvenirs of olden

days and much more costly."

* * *

Daily correspondence with

exhibitors in every section of

the nation convinces us that no
exhibitor esteems any enter-

tainment above the motion pic-

ture. Certainly directors do
not. It follows that much good
for all can result from a dis-

passionate and unselfish inter-

change of views and informa-
tion.



A Rap at Reformers

Dr. E. H. Pratt, Chicago physi-

cian, speaking before the Interna-

tional Purity Conference, said:

"Condemnation is no cure for the

evils of today. Instead of con-

demning so much you ought to

help more. You ought to be good

fellows. Let your faces shine with

the desire to help.'"

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 37

Ministers as well as theatremen

seek to earn a livelihood by their

work on Sunday but neither com-

mercializes the Sabbath because the

first consideration in both instances

is serving the public.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

A Logical Program of Reform
Editorial Published in Ch 1 c a go Daily
Should Be Reprinted in House Organs

and Programs by Motion Picture Men
of Country—Is Blow at Intolerance
The "Chicago Tribune," under the caption "A Logical Program of

Reform," comments editorially upon an interview given by Dr. Wilbur
F. Crafts, superintendent of the International Reform Bureau, when in

Chicago recently.

The "Tribune" article has a direct bearing upon the menacing situa-

tion now faced by the industry, and in view of this fact exhibitors should

consider it a duty to reprint the editorial in their programs or house

organs. The editorial in full follows:

Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent

of the International Reform Bureau, with

headquarters in Washington, the salaried

lobbyist of the best organized reform in-

terests, starts a visit in Chicago with a

violent attack upon moving picture thc-

.atres as the foundation upon which most

present day evils are built up. From that

he goes on to the dance hall and then to

the automobile, which he describes sug-

gestively as a "moving bedroom."

* * *

Dr. Crafts has had some experience in

the war of righteousness, as denned by
himself, against the forces of evil, as

also defined by himself. There was a

time when he believed the liquor saloon

was the breeding place of vice, crime,

and misery. He was a leader in the fight

against it. The liquor saloon is gone.

The breeding place of vice and crime
has been destroyed. Yet, strange to re-

late, vice, crime and misery persist. What
can a conscientious reformer with a sal-

ary to earn do except to seek out the

other sources of evil, tear them up, root
and branch, and destroy them? Nothing.
So Dr. Crafts advances to the attack.

He finds evil in the movie houses, more
evil in the dance hall, and a climax of
utter depravity in the automobile. His

course is clear. Attack them. Destroy
them. Legislate against them. Leave not
one stone upon another, not one saxo-
phone upon an orchestra platform, not
one coupe top upon a chassis. Cast them
all into outer darkness. Destroy evil by
destroying all sources and all contribut-

ing factors to evil. Make the world good
by law. Leave not one stumbling block
in the way of a weaker brother or sister.

Straighten and broaden and safeguard
the way to heaven so that a blind im-
becile can travel it without fear of going
astray.

It will take some time, much effort by
Dr. Crafts and his associates, years of

lobbying, and years of salary collecting,

but it can be done. Witness the almost
total elimination of evil since the closing

of the liquor saloon.
* * *

After Dr. Crafts has eliminated the
movie, the dance hall, and the "moving
bedroom" he can extend his campaign to

other things. First we would suggest
elimination of parks. Benches and se-

cluded nooks afford rare opportunity for

the tempter in the ways of original sin.

There should be no parks where a man
and a maid may sit apart from their fel-

lows and start with a handclasp, and then
with a kiss, upon the road to perdition.

And the moon, that purveyor of summer
madness, must go. Many a girl has been
lighted to ruin by its beams. Bathing
beaches must follow. The influence which
they exert is nothing short of scandalous.
Away with them. Destroy the golf links.

(Concluded on following page)

A Tip From
the Reports

Over the Hill, with a special cast.

—I played Over the Hill to the

biggest business since I opened
here fifteen years ago. I heartily

endorse the picture as being one

of the greatest lessons ever shown
upon the screen.— C. O. Davies,

Wigwam theatre, Reno, Nev.

—

General patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special

cast.—Consider this the best pic-

ture I ever ran. Many people came
to see it that never were in the

house before. Some said they liked

it better than Over the Hill. Tell

everybody to, bring a supply of

handkerchiefs.—R. A. Shobe, Kent-
land theatre, Kentland, Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Off Shore Pirate, with Viola

Dana.—This one is a good, clean
program picture. Played for a
benefit for a church club. Every-
one pleased.—T. E. Loomis, Cozy
theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmo-
politan production.—A production
with a good sermon. Will make
people talk. Fine Sunday night
picture. Attendance fair.—L. A.
Pilliod, Photoplay theatre, Grand
Rapids, O.—General patronage.

Contributions to "What the Picture

Did for Me" suggest pictures which
will win the good will of your pa-
trons and in turn silence the reform-
ers in your community. Exhibitors
zvho desire to aid the industry in

fighting censorship and blue laws will

benefit by reading the comments of
other theatre men and booking their

pictures accordingly.
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Ad vertismgf for a Free Screen

Moving Pictures Needed

on Sunday as Well

as Other Days

The foolnt now i

blue law that vll prohibit Sunday i

its is onr of the most dangerous that can
he imagined.

It strikes at the very root of public

welfare and does this in the most dead
ly way— that is by appealing to con-

scientious, well-meaning and unselfish

people.

There is no need to impugn the mo-
tive of the Sunday closers. It may be

ronrtpoualy granted that Ibey are sin

rere and eveu heroic in following their

conscience.

That ia precisely why their success

would be bo fatal.

Here are tbe plain facts

:

(1) The majority of the people in Tie

V oiled States are in the habit of quit-

ting work and attending church, or di-

verting themselves on Sunday. Hence,

a law protecting them agauist disturb-

ance on that day is just. The movies

<lo not disturb the peace or interfere in

any way with the enjoyment of those

who do not attend them.

(2) The government is expressly for-

bidden to medlle in religion. The people,

in their own way and by their own vol-

untary organirations, attend to ibis

themselves. The state can support n»

church. If churches cannot get alonp

by themselves, the state ia not permitted
to help them.

The movies are not to blame if people

do not go to church any more than the

country. Hip parks or the seashore are

to hi amo, if people enjoy them

The religious instinct is one of the

oldest in the race, and is today one of

the most powerful. Not all the picture

shows in Christendom could keep people

from warshipping God. cultivating their

moral nature and teaching their children

to be good. *
Those who believe this have no fear

of Sunday
doubt it that ar
lights the fagot

those who sr

ligion is God's t

It

ifraid. "The half-faith

always •

erely believe tbeir re-

th amile indulgently %\

any proposed substitute What has
lived thousands of years and stUt is

strong, each as tbe religious feeling, has

no fear of something that was discov

cred yesterday.

t$) Somebody said that most reforms
seem directed toward depriving the poor

•<f their pleasures

The movie is the poor roan's amuse

-

merit. There be can get diversion ami
no little instruction at a price he can af-

ford. To deprive him of th>« joy be

cause some think it may injure his mor
.alt, is impudent interference and intol

erable

(4) One cannot go to church all diy,

and what better than an interesting pic

tare play has ever been prepared for the

hours of relaxation on Sunday tfternoon

and evening!

. (5) If there were no ftundav movies

it would he wise to invent them. They
are needed What people need is enter

tainment. There is no hostility between
true religion nnd amusement

(6) If the

a* the people

pie w.-uld not

are decent,

know it

enjov them the neo

ia them The people

the movie producers

(7) All there ia to i

anvwav, Is that it is a

noving picture,

is a new wav of com
In some places the

shrewder church n*or>te see this and are

using movie* i" the church Ronday eve-

ninrs. Whv Mil
Is ail idea immoral because we «»e it

ntl a screen a* a picture snd do not hear

it from the lip* of s spesker*

(8) The whole trouble ia that there ia

a considerable Willi of people who

hWV that m«r«l« stand or fall with eon

ventloei and tradition.

This is not Iraki Morals are imbedded

in human nature They «re the product

>>f sn inextinguishable instinct They

operate in front of screen just as truly

4% heforr s person

Why not tni«l human nature*

Why forever he stretching out the

haod to take something away from

ptssjlii

A rrsj solicitude for public moral*

wmdd organire for better movies, not to

oh. bit thei

Iks

the nrrrrtE hhowh oi

H.'RINOMr'.l I)

Waterloo Exhibitors Defeat

Reformers by Conducting a

Conservative Ad Campaign in

tbe Columns of Daily Press

Advertising as a medium of sales promotion
stands supreme.

Appreciation of this fact is evidenced by
the millions of dollars appropriated annually
by merchants of this and other countries to

advertise their product and readily effect a
turnover in stock.

Theatre owners and managers who have
been successful in building up a large clien-

tele know that advertising has been a prime
factor in popularizing their houses and ele-

vating them to the level of all other civic

institutions.

Advertising affords the merchant a medium
of direct appeal to his customers. Whether
directing the attention to a specific commodity
or whether editorializing on a certain class

of merchandise, advertisements are followed
eagerly by a public educated to shop through
the advertising columns of the newspaper and
the magazine.

The public's interest in advertisements
should be capitalized more frequently by ex-

hibitors in silencing the reform agitation.

Advertising space devoted wholly to exploit-

ing pictures brings an immediate gain but it

does not always encourage the good will of

the public which is so necessary to the defeat

of the reformer.

Reproduced on this page are two excellent

editorial advertisements inserted in the daily

papers at Waterloo, Ia., and Springfield, Mo.,
prior to referendums on the Sunday closing

question.

The effectiveness of this form of advertising

is apparent in the results of the special elec-

tions. Waterloo residents voted overwhelm-
ingly for Sunday opening despite the presence
in the city of imported reformers. Although
the Springfield exhibitors lost in their fight

for Sunday opening, their defeat was not so

decisive as it might have been had not their

conservative advertising campaign been con-
ducted.

Frequent insertion as advertisements of

brief editorials bearing upon subjects akin to

the motion picture and the theatre will pro-

tect the exhibitor from promiscuous attacks

by persons who seek only personal gain but
whose activities arc dangerous if permitted to

continue.

The merchant who advertises is the one who
stands highest in the mind of the consumer.
Advertising means influence and without in-

fluence the industry's fight must necessarily

be a weak one.

Advertisements of a general nature such as

are reproduced on this page will prove of in-

estimable value in supplementing the PUHLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE slide campaign. Exhib-
itor^ can not do too much of this advertising.

NO!
The queakwn to b* voted on by the voters of

Waterloo, on December 6th. ia a* follows

"Shall the Gty of Waterioo, tows,-prohjcat the

conducting within said dry of motion ptrtwe

houses and theatres on Sundays?"

if the moving pic-

ture theatres are so

immoral that they

should be closed on

Sunday, then they

should be dosed the

other six days as well'

We believe the people of Waterloo are

vwr of a continuation of dean Sunday s

CLEAN AMUSEMENT COMMITTEE

The picture above is a reproduction

of an ad used by Waterloo, Ia.,

exhibitors in appealing to the pub-

lic to vote for a liberal Sunday.

In col. 1 is a reproduction of one

of a series of ads inserted in the

Springfield, Mo., newspapers. More

frequent use of advertising of this

nature would benefit the individual

and the industry.

Logical Program
of Reform

{Concluded from preceding page)

A mixed foursome may be divide'

in search for a lost ball and up wil

jump the devil. Legislate away th

hammock. It virtually forces

closeness of association which i

ruinous.

Bar vest pockets by law. Ou

young men are using them to carr

a pair of dice with which they teac

our daughters to shoot the allurin

craps between the entree and th

roast. Tear down the verand;

what sins are committed behind th

screen of its vines! Remove th

davenport from before the ope-

fire. It embraces potentialities (

the most terrible evil. Remove a

darkness. It has been a screen f<

vice and crime since the beginnin

of time, the loved environment I

evil. Away with it. Let the sv

shine twenty-four hours a day.

It isn't much of a program, bt|

Dr. Crafts and his associates pro

ably will be willing to undertal

it, at a salary, when they have su

cecded in running all the autom

biles in the country out of gas.
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Act NOW on the HERALD'S
Offer of Propaganda Slides Free

The initial allotment of PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE slides, con-

sisting of twelve pointed and forceful messages upholding the

freedom of the screen, is being rapidly exhausted.

If you have not already obtained your slides—which are delivered

absolutely free to your theatre—send in your order at once.

These slide messages are now being exhibited in hundreds of the-

atres throughout the nation and are strengthening the for-

midable force of public opinion which will eventually safeguard

the industry from the assaults of fanatical reformers.

Do not delay. The slides are free. It is your duty to your own
business and to the industry at large to run them.

Fill in the order blank, published herewith, and Mail to EXHIBITORS
HERALD, 417 South Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Pledge

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of

radical reformers to establish a dictatorship over the motion picture

industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.

Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the free-

dom of the screen, I pledge myself to the cause of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that I will use, when-
ever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and in this man-
ner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical
and oppressive legislation.

(.Sign and mail tt

Exhibitors Herald,
417 South Dearborn
ttrett, Chicago, if
you wish to become
a member of the

LEAGUE)

Name

TTieatre

City

_] L

Order Your Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn street,

Chicago, III.

Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the

Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion
picture.

1 will run each slide at every performance for one week when con-
ditions permit of this arrangement.

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

Theatre

Street

City
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DIGEST/PICTURESoftAeWEEK
Homer Lea story, by Eve Unsell and Garret Elsden

Fort, and makes a fitting vehicle for the talented Jap-

anese actor.

"SKY HIGH" (Fox) is a first-rate Western with

the added attraction of having been photographed in

the Grand Canyon of Arizona. Tom Mix has the stel-

lar role and as usual puts life into the various thrilling sit-

uations and it is a picture that will keep Mix followers

on the edges of their seats. Lynn F. Reynolds directed

this five part feature.

"LOVE'S REDEMPTION" (First National) is

Norma Talmadge's latest production. It presents a

story of Jamaica and England, with Harrison Ford in

the role of a wealthy plantation owner who is saved

from himself by Ginger, an Island drudge, the part

played by Miss Talmadge. Not as strong a vehicle as

some of her former plays. Directed by Albert Parker.

"THE GRIM COMEDIAN" (Goldwyn) is made

acceptable through effective direction and a splendid

performance by Jack Holt. The story was written

for Goldwyn by Rita Weiman, and contains much fa-

miliar material. It relates the story of an actress

who gives up her life of ease and luxury with a

wealthy roue, to save her daughter from contamina-

tion. It is in six reels and Holt's work is the out-

standing feature.

"THE LAW AND THE WOMAN" (Paramount)

is an adaptation of Clyde Fitch's stage success "The

Woman in the Case." Penryhn Stanlaws directed it

and it is an excellent melodrama from every angle. It

has punch, suspense, and considerable good acting.

"THE POWER WITHIN" (Pathe) is an inter-

esting story by Robert Norwood pointing a lesson that

grips and holds the attention. It is based on a great

truth presented in an impressive manner. Clergymen

and others who are not in the habit of attending mo-

tion picture shows will, without a doubt, endorse it.

RUPERT HUGHES, at a luncheon given in New
York last Friday, discussed at some length the

practice of present day critics who take particular de-

light in "roasting" motion pictures.

Mr. Hughes said "the motion pictures should not

be frightened or humiliated or bulled by these critics

who say that the motion pictures are not an art. One
critic recently wrote a ferocious attack in which he

Solemnly stated that the motion picture is an in-

dustry and not an art. Even if he had known the dif-

ference or had been qualified to decide, what difference

does it make whether you call motion pictures an art,

an industry, an amusement or a merchandise? The

main thing is that they should be attractive as motion

pictures."

And the majority of people, whether producers, ex-

hibitors or picture devotees, will agree with Mr.

Hughes. Fortunately there are not many of the old

style critics left, those who considered Chaplin a

mountebank and not worthy of serious consideration,

and the industry is better off for their passing.—J. R. M.

"THE SIN FLOOD" (Goldwyn) presented with

a special cast is one of the most unusual pictures of

the season. The story is remarkable in many respects

and is full of tense, dramatic situations that drives

home a message that touches the heart. It is in six

parts and was directed by Frank Lloyd.

"SHATTERED DREAMS" (Universal) stars
Miss Du Pont and Herbert Heyes. Both are excellent

in their respective roles as far as the story permits of

any stellar acting by either. The picture has some

interesting features in showing the two extremes, the

world of the Apache and the sphere of the wealthy

class, but is otherwise an ordinary production.

"FIVE DAYS TO LIVE" (R-C Pictures) is Ses-

sue Hayakawa's latest picture, presented a story of the

Orient that is dramatic and very picturesque. It was

adapted from "The Street of the Flying Dragon," a

Two scenes from "Rent Free," Paramount's latest starring vehicle for Wallace Reid. It was directed by Howard Higgin.



SPECIAL CAST IN

THE SIN FLOOD
(GOLDWYN)

This is a most unusual picture and
will likely create a sensation. The
story is remarkable, full of tense

dramatic situations and puts over

a message that hits home to the

heart. It should prove a big
money maker. It is in six parts

and was directed by Frank Lloyd.

The Cast

Billy Bear Richard Dix
Poppy Helene Chadwick
O'Neill James Kirkwood
Swift John Steppling
Frazer Ralph Lewis
Sharpe Howard Davies
Stratton WU1 Walling
Nordling William Orlamond
Charlie Darwin Karr
Higgins Otto Hoffman
Drunk L. H. King

Pictures with a message may or may
not be acceptable to the average run or
theatre goers, but the big one conveyed in

"The Sin Flood" is done with such dra-
matic skill and in such an intensely inter-

esting way, as to make the picture one
of the best entertainment features of the
year. "The Sin Flood" will take rank as
one of the really big pictures.
The message is one that will make

many sit down and do some quiet think-
ing. In moments of great peril, face to
face with the great beyond, the average
human is prone to forgiveness of all

enemies, sees his own frailties in a new
light, and seeks only peace with which
to face the great question. Removal of
the peril causes a reversion to type, for-

' sworn hates and vices again prevail and
the human is human again. In "The Sin
Flood" all these are shown in a startling
way, love being the only element which
withstands the test.

Billy Bear, a cotton broker's clerk in the
Mississippi river town of Cottonia, is in

love with Poppy, a chorus girl. He
learns that his crabbed employer, Frazer,
is secretly trying to corner the market
and uses this knowledge to enter into
partnership with Frazer's enemy, Swift.
They grow rich and Billy becomes en-
gaged to Swift's daughter.
On the day of the wedding, however,

Billy, Poppy, Frazer, Swift, a street
preacher, with a taste for alcohol, a plain
drunk, a stranded Swedish engineer, an
out-at-elbows actor, a corporation lawyer,
a saloonkeeper, and his bartender, are
imprisoned in Stratton's cafe by a sudden
flood. Stratton has had water-tight doors
and shutters put on his cafe to avoid a
repetition of damage to his cafe by floods
and these doors and shutters are closed.
The ticker, the telephone and the elec-
tric lights are soon cut off. Nordling,
the Swede, figures that they have twenty
hours before the oxygen in the air will
become exhausted, bringing them a lin-

gering death. Candles are lighted and
as the oxygen grows less and the pris-

oners find it more difficult to breathe,
O'Neill, the street preacher, tells them
the last day has come and exhorts them
to repentance. They join hands in a
circle. Frazer forgives Billy and Swift
for their efforts to ruin him financially.

O'Neill discovers in the corporation
lawyer, the man who stole his wife and
drove him from his pulpit into the street,

but in the presence of death he forgives
him. Sharpe, the attorney, confesses that
he had bribed the contractor building the
levee which has burst and flooded the
lower city, to use faulty material. Billy

Bear find« his love for Poppy reviving
and they agree to meet death in each
other's arms.
The bartender confesses that he took

money from the till, and his employer

Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix in "The Sin
Flood" (Goldwyn)

forgives him and admits that he had
underpaid him. Stratton brings out his

choicest wine and invites his enforced
guests to partake of it.

As the candle's flame becomes feebler

and feebler and the prisoners find in-

creased difficulty in breathing, they de-
termine to open the flood-proof doors and
let in the water, meeting death suddenly
instead of lingeringly. The door is

opened and sunshine bursts into the
room. It is found that the freak flood

has subsided and that Cottonia is resum-
ing its normal business life. The ticker

starts up. Frazer sees that Swift and
Billy are still hammering him on the ex-
change and his bitter enmity returns.

Stratton forces them to pay for their

share of wine he had served them and
tells his bartender that he will hold out
on his salary until his petty thefts have
been made ud. The bartender throws out
the drunk, the stranded Swede, and the

broken-down actor. O'Neill, the street

preacher, again surrenders to his appe-
tite for liquor. Billy Bear forgets Poppy
in his interest in the ticker's quotations

but when he sees her accosted on the

street by a man, and on the point of
accepting his invitation to have a drink,
he rushes to her and takes her at once
to the license bureau. The flood has
taught him to value Poppy's love and to

see the big mistake he was about to
make in marrying his partner's daughter.
Love only survives the test.

WILLIAM H. TOOKER IN

THE POWER WITHIN
(PATHE)

An interesting production with a
strong appeal to the emotions.
Replete with dramatic incidents
interpreted by an excellent cast.

The theme points a great lesson
which will appeal to the most fas-

tidious of audiences, and the pic-

ture will satisfy from whatever
angle it is exploited. Directed and
adapted by Lem F. Kennedy. In
six reels.

If there are persons in your neighbor-
hood who are in any way opposed to mo-
lion pictures you can invite them to see
"The Power Within" with the sate as-
surance that it will accomplish much
good in converting their opinions of the
cinema art. The picture tells a great
story in a forceful, interesting manner.
It abounds in fine photography and care-
ful attention has been given to details
in direction and presentation.
The picture is based on the belief of a

man in his own ability to conquer the
material and mental forces of life. The
biblical story of Job is interspersed in

the events that transpire which show that
man is not great in his own strength but
in the strength of a Greater Power to
which he must bend.
William H. Tooker, as Job Armstrong,

admirably portrays the role. The able
cast in support, which includes Nellie
Parker Spaulding, Robert Kenyon, Rob-
ert Bentley, and Pauline Garon indicates
that it has been picked with a view to

emphasizing the strong features of the
story.

Job Armstrong, from a humble start,

has been highly successful. He glories

in his own power and strength to which
he attributes his rise. Then follows a
series of events in which he learns that

there is a Greater Power and strength

A scene from "The Sin Flood." (Goldwyn.)
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than that of Job Armstrong. His daugh-
ter, who is engaged to an unscrupulous
count who has been sent to wreck the
organization of the Armstrong ship
yards, dies suddenly. One of his freight-

ers is rammed and sunk in mid-ocean. He
receives word that his son, who had
charge of a wheat ship which he was
sending to a hunger-ridden country, has
been killed. Following on top of this

are unpleasant labor troubles at the ship
yard, and hi 3 own ebbing vitality. His
large holdings are placed in the hands of

receivers and his palatial home is burned
to the ground. He finds solace in Paul-
ine, the little French wife of his dead
son, and their children, who have come
to America. Reduced to the poverty in

which he originally started, he still re-

tains his belief in his own strength until

his grandchild, who had been playing
on the wharves surrounding the shack
now his home, is believed to have
drowned. The last blow is too much and
he bows to the strength of a Greater
Power. With a new understanding he
is able to win back his former health

and happiness.

*BETTY COMPSON IN

THE LAW AND
THE WOMAN

(PARAMOUNT-)

This is an excellent photodrama,

very skilfully produced. There is

punch in every scene, wonderful

suspense and Penrhyn Stanlaw's

direction places him in the front

rank of present day producers.

Beautifully mounted, beautifully

photographed, it will attract and
hold the attention of every class

of picture-goer. Seven reels.

Again does Penrhyn Stanlaws, director

of "The Little Minister" and "At the End
of the World" command the attention of

every lover of better photoplays. We
unhesitatingly rate "The Law and the

Woman" among the season's best pic-

tures from a romantic as well as an ar-

tistic standpoint.
We have repeatedly been told that the

day of the vampire in pictures is past.

This adaptation of Clyde Fitch's most
successful stage play ("The Woman in

the Case") proves the fallacv of this rea-

soning when the direction is in the hands
of an imaginative and intelligent direc-

tor.

Mr. Stanlaws is an artist to his linger

tips and the direction throughout is

wholly admirable. The seven reels are

knit into a swiftly moving, tense drama,
that will strike a responsive chord in

every breast. He has apoarcntly made
a close study of the screen's needs and
he carefully avoids the tedious trial

scene, the obvious situations and usual

sordidness of tales of this kind, in put-

ting the story on the screen.

A word for the cast, too, for seldom

does one see such excellent acting as that

contributed by Miss Compson, William

Carlton, Clco Ridgely and Casson Fer-

guson. Miss Ridgely was particularly

effective in the role of Clara Poster, the

vampire. Miss Compson lent unusual

charm to the role of Margaret Rolfe, the

wife who saves her husband from the

electric chair, and the performances of

Mr. Carlton as the husband and Casson
Ferguson, as the impetuous soldier boy,

were both excellent. Henry BarrOWS
played Judge Thompson with fine un-

derstanding and Helen Dunbar was good
as Aunt Lucy. J. S. Stcmbridgc was a

Betty Compson and Cleo Ridgely an "The Law
and the Woman" (Paramount)

detective and Clarence Burton played
Bates.
The story tells of the return of Phil

Long from Paris, having become engaged
to a notorious vampire, Clara Foster, who
had formerly ensnared Julian Rolfe, now
happily married. Phil is Julian's ward
and because he is wealthy Clara deter-

mines to marry him. Phil and Julian
quarrel over the matter in Clara's apart-

ment, and later when Phil is found dead
in the rooms, Julian is convicted of the
murder and sentenced to death. By as-

suming the character of a woman of

Clara Foster's type, the young wife se-

cures a confession from Clara, who
proves to be the real criminal. This oc-

curs a few moments before Julian is be-
ing led to the chair and the final scenes
are highly dramatic.
By all means you want to see "The

Law and the Woman."

JACK HOLT IN

THE GRIM COMEDIAN
(GOLDWYN)

Effective direction and a fine per-

formance by Mr. Holt make this

an acceptable offering. Story by
Rita Weiman, said to be her first

original screen play, is the famil-

iar plot concerning an actress

who tries to shield her convent-
bred daughter from a wealthy
roue. The feature is in six parts.

The story of "The Grim Comedian" is

told in a narrative form by the principal
character to a venerable old man in a
chair car, while speeding across country.
He relates the story of a minor actress,

Marie Lamontc, who gives up luxury,
a beautiful automobile, a cozy apartment,
all furnished by "Million-Dollar" Martin,
that her child, reared in a convent, might
not be contaminated by the presence of

the roue. Martin meets the girl, how-
ever, and a genuine affection springs up
for her. On the day they are to elope

Marie goes to Martin's apartment, finds

her daughter Dorothy in an adjoining

room, and in desperation, shoots Martin,

wounding him in the hand. "I did not

think you would do it," he says, "You've
won," and forthwith tells Dorothy he
never intended to marry her. Life—the

grim comedian—had turned the tables on
the millionaire when happiness was
within his grasp.

Holt gives a splendid performance, as

Martin, the wealthy man-about-town and
in the hands of a less accomplished actor

the play would have fallen flat. Phoebe
Hunt plays the actress-mother; Gloria

Hope, the daughter, Dorothy, and John
Harron is Geoffrey Hutchins, a young
artist in love with Dorothy. Bert Wood-
ruff, Laura Lavernie, Joseph Dowling
and Claude Payton play minor roles. The
piece is nicely mounted and well directed.

NORMA TALMADGE IN

LOVE'S REDEMPTION
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Story of a young Englishman's re-

demption at the hands of an

island drudge. Will satisfy Norma
Talmadge followers and will be

found interesting if not wholly

convincing by others. Directed

by Albert Parker.

Norma Talmadge's latest vehicle pre-

sents her in the role of a poor, hard-

working girl of the Jamaica isles, left

alone by her benefactor, who looks after

the welfare and succeeds in reforming a

young Englishman on the road to ruin
through drink. Most of the scenes are
laid in the West Indies, and while the
story has been well directed and care-

fully staged it contains nothing new in

the way of plot or climax. It does not
compare in dramatic strength or humor
to "The Wonderful Thing," Miss Tal-
madge's last production. It lacks orig-
inality and the appeal so necessary to a

picture of this type.
Harrison Ford appears opposite Miss

Talmadge in the role of Clifford Stand-
ish, a young Englishman, addicted to

drink, who falls in love with his house-
keeper and marries her. A small, but
adequate, cast appears in support. The
island scenes are interesting and give
atmosphere to the story.

Ginger, a Jamaica girl, secures a posi-
tion as housekeeper for Cliff Standish,
wealthy plantation owner, when Capt.
Bill Henderson, with whom she has lived
for years, sails for England. She saves
Standish from being robbed by a couple
of natives and also induces him to give
up drink and take an interest in his plan-
tation. Love enters the little cottage and
on the day that Cliff's brother arrives
from England, they are married. Cliff

has inherited a vast estate and they re>

turn to England, where his mother and
a former sweetheart meet Ginger with
carefully rehearsed hauteur. At a card
game Ginger discovers an Englishman
cheating with marked cards. He is ex-
posed and Cliff and his bride return to

their Island home to get away from the
pretense and hypocritical society into
which she was thrust.

THE NE'ER TO
RETURN ROAD
(EDUCATIONAL)

Here's a two reel feature that compares
in strength and interest to many features

of five or six reels. It is worthy of extra
exploitation and the publicity given it will

redound to the credit of the exhibitor play-

ing it. "The Ne'er to Return Road" was
written by Mrs. Otis Skinner and was the

Lambs' Gambol prize play several years

ago. Bertram Bracken adapted and di-

rected it and such fine players as Wallace
Beery, Walt Whitman, Jack Mulhall, Mar-
garet McWade and Margaret Landis enact

the various roles. It is the product of the

Selip-Rork studios on the West Coast.

The story relates the experience of an

escaped convict who is fed and "treated

white" by a pathetic old lady at a lonely

farm bouse. Touched by her kindness he

tells his story and the man he killed in

self defense in a saloon brawl proves to

be her own son, for whose return she is

patiently waiting, and on account of whom
he has been serving a long term in prison.

The subtitles are lengthy but well written,

and the climax is startling.
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TOM MIX IN

SKY HIGH
(FOX)

A good Western which has the ex-

traordinary added attraction of

having been photographed in the

Grand Canyon of Arizona. This
locale provides a superlative

background for a swift-moving
Mix melodrama that is inter-

spersed with a variety of thrills

that will keep a Mix audience on
the edge of their seats.

Exhibitors who have this subject com-

ing to them on contract should immedi-

ately do two things: First, congratulate

themselves on their good fortune, and

secondly, determine immediately that,

despite the fact that it will reach them

as a program subject, it is a picture to be

exploited as a special.

A great many special productions that

have proved satisfactory attractions have

far less in the way of extraordinary fea-

tures than this picture. "Sky High," pro-

duced under ordinary circumstances,

would have been a thoroughly acceptable

subject; with, however, the Grand Can-

yon as a background revealing many

striking shots of this scenic wonder and

providing a perilous terrain for Mix to

perform upon, it is a picture that merits

special consideration.

A great opportunity will be missed if

exhibitors do not capitalize the exclusive

views of the Canyon that are worked

into this picture; people everywhere, of

all classes, will be interested in them, and

regardless of how high may be your

recommendations there will be none who

will not feel after seeing this picture that

they have witnessed an unusually inter-

esting picture.

In "Sky High" Mix is even a little

more daring than usual. He presents a

series of stunts that set a fast pace for

this class of work. The picture was

directed by Lynn F. Reynolds and is in

five reels.

The story is adequate to carry the

action and is concerned with the adven-

tures of Mix as a federal agent, seeking

to prevent smuggling across the Mexi-

can border. The supporting cast, headed

by Eva Novak, and including J. Farrell

McDonald and William Buckley is satis-

factory.

MISS DU PONT IN

SHATTERED DREAMS
(UNIVERSAL)

A story of a Parisian sculptress of

the upper set who falls in love

with an Apache. Some interest-

ing scenes and fights in an un-

derworld resort are its outstand-

ing features. Adapted from a

novel by Maud Annesley. Di-

rected by Paul Scardon. Five

reels.

With the possibilities embraced in the

subject at hand, that of a young society

sculptress longing for romance of, the

cavemen style, and with Herbert Heycs

in the cast to excellently portray that
type, it appears that a more interesting
production should have resulted for Miss
Du Pont. The fact that the hero is an
Apache and continues to remain as such
until very near the end seems to have
confined the possibilities of the story.

Incidents, revealing the finer character
of the hero and his task of winning the
love of the star, which would have per-
mitted of greater and more e.ffective act-
ing by both and at the same time height-
ened the interest of the story, are con-
spicuously missing.

Louis D.u Bois and his pal are caught
in the act of robbing the home of Marie
Moselle, a sculptress. She calls the police

but decides to save Du Bois to pose for
her work. As the work progresses she
becomes interested in Du Bois, much to

the chagrin of Theophile Grusant, a pol-

ished society suitor for her hand. She
sees in the model, the caveman for whom
she has yearned, but stoutly denies that
she could love him. Love of adventure
prompts her to ask Grusant to take her
to the notorious Apache cafe, where the
model rescues her from the attentions of
one of the crowd. One day he visits her
again, determined to carry her away.
She shoots him. Then she becomes re-

morseful, and finally seeks his house,
where she nurses him back to health, and
learns that she loves him. The police

commissioner, after a search for Du Bois,

finds the two together in the house, and
informs her that Du Bois is not a real

Apache but a nobleman who sought the
underworld after escaping from an insti-

tution where he was convalescing from
shell shock sustained during the war.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA IN

FIVE DAYS TO LIVE
(R-C PICTURES)

The adaptors have made a delight-

fully entertaining screen play of

the love story of a poor Chinese
artist for a pretty little Chinese
girl, betrothed to an ugly old

mandarin. It has a dramatic and
satisfying finish and is gorgeously
mounted. Directed by Norman
Dawn. Six reels.

Adapted from the story "The Street of

the Flying Dragon" by Homer Lea, Miss
Eve Unsell and Garret Ford have built

up a particularly pleasing and interesting
Chinese love tale which serves Sessue
Hayakawa well as a vehicle. The entire

cast is composed of Orientals and the
action takes place in a Chinese city. The
many unique sets showing beautiful gar-

dens and crowded streets are very pictur-

esque and form a fitting background for

the sweet love tale the picture unfolds.
Sessue Hayakawa has the role of Tai

Leung, a poor artist who paints vases;
Tsuru Aoki (Mrs. Hayakawa) appears

Miss duPont in a scene from "Shattered Dreams"
(Universal.)

opposite him as Ko Ai a Chinese girl

betrothed to a wealthy money lender, by
her guardian, because of money he has
borrowed from him. George Kuawa and
Goro Kino, splendid types, appear in the
latter roles.

Tai Leung befriends Ko Ai when she
is knocked down by a passing vehicle and
he returns a pig which she has lost in the
melee. Her guardian orders him from
the place but his love for the pretty little

Chinese girl grows stronger each day and
he makes love to her by stealth through
the barred window of her room. To sat-

isfy a debt Ko Ai is betrothed to a wicked
old money lender. Tai becomes desper-
ate on the day set for Ko's wedding and
learning that a notorious thief "The Can-
ton Wolf," who is to be executed, will

turn over his ill-gotten wealth to anyone
who will take his place on the day of

execution, Tai goes to him and agrees to

become his substitute in five days in re-

turn for his gold. He thereupon showers
Ko Ai with jewels and money and wins
her guardian's consent to marry. The
five happy days of their honeymoon slip

by rapidly and on the last day he tells

her of his sacrifice. She agrees to die

also. Tai goes to the prison to fulfill his

promise but is saved from the execution-
er's axe by the death of "The Wolf" from
cholera. He rushes back to his cottage
just in time to save his bride from death
from inhaling a poisonous incense.

WILLARD-DEMPSEY
FIGHT PICTURE
(HALL-ELLIOTT)

If there are any details regarding the

Jess Willard-Jack Dempsey champion-

ship fight on July 4, 1919, about which

you are in doubt Tex Rickard's official

film of the big battle will help set you
right. The picture now being presented

at the Bandbox theatre, Chicago, com-
prises a complete story of the contest in

which Dempsey became the world's

heavyweight boxing champion, from the
time the two fighters set up their training
camps until the victorious Dempsey is

carried out on the shoulders of his ad-
mirers.

Without doubt the most important fea-

ture in a film of this nature is the photog-
raphy. Clearness of the film and gen-
eral handling of the photography are the

factors that reveal the real points of in-

terest. The average fight fan who did

not attend the fray at Toledo undoubt-
edly has in mind such questions as: Was
Willard in shape for the battle? or, was
it a left hook to the jaw followed by a

r'ght to the heart that sent Willard to

the mat in the first round? Were Wil-
lard's seconds justified in throwing in the

sponge after the third round? To these

questions he will be able to form a well

defined opinion after viewing the screen
story of the bout, and Frank G. Hall, who
filmed it.

It is apparent that Tex Rickard gave
due consideration to the value of a well-

^ crooned version of the scrap. During the

three rounds of fighting, with one or two
minor flashes excepted, it is possible to

see exactly what happened in each round,

blow for blow. The two men are well in

the foreground and before the focus of

the camera at all times. The film is clear

and distinct. It is doubtful if any but

the holders of the very best scats at the

big arena obtained as good and detailed a

view of the fight as the camera offers.

The film is beinp distributed in the

East by Frank G. Hall and throughout

the Central West and all states west of

the Mississippi by Clyde Flliott Enter-

prises, Chicago.
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Fox Film Corporation to Produce
Educational and Industrial Films

New Departments to Operate Entirely Independent
of Company's Other Enterprises—Plan

Production on Large Scale

Film Corporation states that it will pre-
sent every industrial picture with a guar-
antee of satisfaction.

While this is the first public announce-
ment of the inauguration of the industrial
division, the company has been quietly
pushing the enterprise for weeks. One
result of this is that many orders for

industrial pictures have been received,
and within the past month three produc-
tions for manufacturing concerns have
been completed.

William Fox, president of Fox Film
Corporation, announces the organization
of educational and industrial divisions

which will operate independent of the
company's other amusement enterprises.

Production of these subjects will be on
a broad scale, according to the initial

announcement.

The two divisions are under one head
—Herbert E. Hancock, formerly director

of Fox News. Supervisory direction will

be exercised by Mr. Fox and Winfield R.

Sheehan, vice president and general man-
ager of Fox Film Corporation.

Have Films Prepared

The educational division possesses an
immense advantage in its access to the

library of Fox News, containing more
than 1,000,000 feet of negative film from
which may be assembled hundreds of

educational subjects. Experts already
have selected an assortment of subjects

of inestimable value as the basis of visual

instruction for the first months of this

Fox enterprise.

The industrial division, the company
believes, has an appeal which must prove
irresistible, inasmuch as it presents the

latest method of advertising and one the

tremendous pulling power of which is

universally conceded. The progressive
manufacturer realizes the extraordinary
value of the screen as a means of reach-

ing the public directly.

Organization Is Perfected

Operates in Europe

The Fox plan fixes the price charged
for such films at the lowest figure that is

possible, and also offers to the manu-
facturer a system of circulation to meet
every need. The guaranteed circulation

is either local, national, or international,

according to requirements. The United
•States is divided into service zones; but
the industrial division is also inviting

orders from business firms in foreign

countries. Its activities cross both the

Atlantic and the Pacific oceans.
The Fox exchanges and branch offices

abroad are cooperating energetically with

both the educational and industrial di-

visions. Three hundred cameramen in

all parts of the world will serve these new
divisions. The main offices of the new
divisions are in the Fox studio building,

in West 55th street, New York.

Bert Lubin Tours South
Director Hancock, having perfected his

organization, announces that he is pre-

pared, at a moment's notice, to undertake
an industrial production of any size or

scope.
The making of an industrial picture is

very similar to the making of an amuse-
ment film. Its success depends upon
similar care and quality of output. Fox

MAX GRAF, producer of Hobart Bos-
worth-Associated Producers' pictures,
now being distributed by First Na-
tional. "White Hands" is his latest

production made for Wid Gunning, Inc.

Bert Lubin, producer of the new series

of six society-adventure dramas, starring

Allene Ray, is touring the Southern ex-

changes. He has with him a print of

"Partners of the Sunset," the first feature

of the series and will screen for interested

exchangemen.

Selznick Enterprises has issued an an-

nouncement scheduling the star series

pictures featuring Elaine Hammerstein,
Eugene O'Brien and Conway Tearle for

publication during 1922.

Conway Tearle's pictures are all

screened and in the Selznick laboratories

where plenty of time will be allowed for

adequately preparing the exhibition prints

lor circulation. "Shadows of the Sea,"

published on January 10, will be third in

this season's list of Tearle issues that

have included "After Midnight" and "The
Man of Stone."

Doris Kenyon in Lead

"Shadows of the Sea" has Doris Ken-
yon in the role opposite Tearle. The
story was furnished by Frank Dazey,
associate editor of the Selznick scenario

department. The picture to follow

"Shadows of the Sea" will be selected

from "A Wide-Open Town" and "Love's
Masquerade." The latter is from Ed-
ward J. Montagne's story and scenario

and was directed by William P. S. Earle.

"A Wide-Open Town" will have Faire

HERBERT E. HANCOCK, director of
Educational and Industrial divisions of
Fox Film Corporation.

"The Prodigal Judge" Is

Completed by Vitagraph
Vitagraph has completed "The Prodi-

gal Judge," adapted from the novel by
Vaughan Kester. Jean Paige, who is

featured in the production, and several
of the principals have returned from Sa-
vannah where the final exteriors were
filmed. Since then Director Edward Jose
has made the few remaining interiors at
the Brooklyn studios. The final editing
and titling has been done and the tech-
nical force is now preparing prints for
publication.

The cast, headed by Jean Paige, in-

cludes Maclyn Arbuckle as Judge Price,

Ernest Torrence, Earl Fox, Arthur
Carew, Horace Braham, Charles Kent,
Charles Eaton, Robert Millasch, George
Bancroft, Peggy Shanor, Lillian Van Arl-
dale, Mrs. Mary Curren and the six
Curren children, and others.

Binney as leading woman, her presence
in the cast being of particular advertising
interest because of the personal success
she is making as ingenue of "A Man's
Home," the Selznick Special. Earle
Mitchell provided this story and Ralph
Ince made the production.

Lists Hammerstein Films

For Elaine Hammerstein, "Bachelor's
Blush," a Saturday Evening Post story by
George Weston; "Yesterday's Wife,"
written by Evelyn Campbell, and "Bor-
rowed Wings," contributed by Leonard
Praskins and Thomas Marstens have
been obtained.

When Ralph Ince is finished with his
present assignment as Eugene O'Brien's
director he will begin one of the stories
starring Miss Hammerstein. Eugene
O'Brien features are provided for in

"Prophet's Paradise," to be published
on February 10; "Channing of the
Northwest," now being screened by
Ralph Ince, and "The Law Bringers," to
be produced from C. B. Lancaster's
story.

Selznick Schedules Its Star Series
Features for Publication in 1922
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SCENE FROM OWEN MOORE'S latest Selznick production, which is said
by the company to be the biggest picture it has ever made. No permanent title

has been selected. Henry Lehrman joined the Selznick organization especially
to direct this picture, the story for which he wrote. Pauline Garon is the star's

leading woman. The Moore pictures are being sold individually by the company.

Centralized Control Produces

Finer Films, Says Hobart
Producer of George Arliss Pictures Declares Single-Unit

Production Is Most Efficient

CENTRALIZED control and single unit production are productive of

the finest photoplays in the opinion of Henry Morgan Hobart, presi-

dent of Distinctive Productions, Inc., which is making a new series

of George Arliss pictures for distribution through United Artists.

In explaining more fully that his plan in no way interferes with the

work of the director, scenario writer, art director and other technicists in

the production of a picture he continued

:

uTWO heads are always better than
A one, and conferences between the

producer and his heads of departments
are of the greatest value, but there must
be one central authority and positively

no division of responsibility.

"The exhibitor knows a well made pic-

ture when lie sees one. One man, if

given full authority, will make a good
picture. The practice of scattering pro-

duction authority about among half a

dozen or more men results in a slip-shod

production, and nobody can be deceived

as to how that pictures was made.

* * *

"In the first place the selection of a

story is the basis of operations. I am
reading stories constantly, but it is not

an easy matter to select a story for Mr.
Arliss. When a story is selected, I work
with the scenario writer until I get just

the script I want, and then we go into

consultation with our director. The art

director is called in, and studio details

arranged. The cameraman must be 'in

tune/ and conferences smooth out the

little details.

"From the time the camera starts to

grind, I keep in personal touch with

every phase of production, and catcli the

'rusher every evening. When the cut-

ting begin*, I remain in touch with the

director and his assistant, and am at

their elbow when the final cutting is

being prepared.
"Single-unit production, especially in

the matter of photoplays, has a decided
advantage over the multiple-unit produc-
tion. In the case of the personally super-
vised picture there is a smoothness, a

finish, that is absent in the other product.
* * *

"A picture should be so made that a
slight cutting will not ruin it, but how
often is this true of the great mass of
pictures you see? The picture story that
passes through eight or ten hands (never
returning to the source of inspiration

that ordered the making of it), has no
chance when pitted against the photoplay
upon which one person has lavished every
possible consideration. In a nut-shell,

that is my position."
Mr. Hobart is now producing a story

by Earl Dcrr Biggers, based on his short
story, "Idle Hands," which appeared in

The Saturday Evening l'ost. Arliss is

star of the picture.

Building Is Remodeled
ALVA, OKLA.—The McReynolds

building is being converted into a motion
picture theatre by A. C. Hill of Okla-
homa City.

Forecasts Successful

Year for Independent
Buyers and Exhibtors

The year 1922 holds prosperity for the
independent exhibitor and his friend,

the state right distributor. That is the
belief of L. L. Hiller, president of "His
Nibs" Syndicate, Inc., the company
formed to handle the distribution of
Charles (Chic) Sale's first motion picture,

which was produced by Exceptional Pic-

tures Corporation.
"I don't feel that anyone will contradict

the fact that the state righting of good
pictures is growing in favor," Mr. Hiller

says. "The past year has seen a big
period of advancement for the independ-
ent field.

"Good, clean pictures, productions that

are intelligently made, pictures that do
not flaunt a star who cannot act, pictures

that have comedy value or are tensely

emotional and dramatic—these are what
the public is demanding today, and un-
less the public is satisfied—they stay at

home. 1 sincerely believe that the inde-

pendents are the first to realize how
vitally important it is that they should
get the type of motion pictures they are

demanding.

Two Former Stars Play

In Latest Realart Film
Two former stars, Florence Roberts

and Cleo Ridgely, will play in support
of Constance Binney in the Realart pic-

ture, "The Sleep-Walker," to be pub-
lished by Famous Players-Lasky.

Cleo Ridgely co-starred with Wallace
Reid in "The Golden Chance" and other

plays before her marriage four years ago
to James Horn, director. She recently

returned to the screen with Betty Comp-
son in "The Law and the Woman," and
will now appear with Miss Binney in

"The Sleep-Walker," by Aubrey Stauf-

fer, which Edward Le Saint is directing.

Others in the cast are Edythe Chapman,
Jack Mulhall and Bertram Grassby.

HENRY M. HOBART, president of Dis-

tinctive Productions, Inc., which is

making a new series of George Arliss

pictures for distribution through United
Artists.
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First scenes from Marshall Neilan's screen version of Booth
Tarkington's famous story "Penrod." Wesley Barry appears in
the titular role, while "Herman" and "Verman" are played by
Sammy Morrison and his sister Florence. It is to be distributed
by Associated First National.

Short Subjects
Winning Crowd

• (.Concluded from page 34)

prohibitive prices and feels that the ex-
hibitors, stars and producers are over-
paid.

Such fellows as Lloyd and Chaplin are
going to have to get that idea that the
public will pay any price to see them out
of their heads or pretty soon they will be
able to retire, which I presume they are
able to do, however.

I believe that a year from today the
fellow who has a week's program of good
short subjects produced at the right cost,

so he can rent it to the small town ex-
hibitors at such a price and under such
conditions that said small towner can
give his patrons a good short subject
show of about six reels for a dime, will

be settin' JAKE for a cleanup, and that
the fellow with a lot of "specials" and
the stars that appear in them at presi-

dential salaries will be able to find time
for a nice long vacation.

I know this is in the face of a lot of
bunk about the public's demand for big
pictures, and I may be wrong.

I seldom burst into such a lengthy dis-

cussion of my views and convictions but
content myself to read everything ob-

K m *it I% l ' mm

tainable and study my business from
every angle, and being satisfied to work
out my own salvation and let the other
fellow do the same.

But I believe this is a time and it is

growing in importance that we should
increase our patronage and get folks into
the theatres where we can reach them
with anti-censorship arguments for while
there has been almost no censorship
propaganda spread in Arkansas yet, it is

bound to come and is already a great
menace in some states.

I am taking time by the forelock and
starting in this week's paper (we have
only a weekly) a series of discussions on
censorship, and I believe every exhibitor
in the state should start the same thing,
and thereby get the run on the reformer,
for he is sure to start his work here
sooner or later.

In the meantime get the masses back
to the theatres.

Oh, yes. the ticket tax returns show
an increase in patronage all the times,

DOES IT? Wonder if any one ever
stopped to figure out that this increase

comes from increased admission prices

and that patronage is actually decreasing
steadily, in numbers of paid admissions.

* * *

Remember Mr. Laemmle's "Shoulder

to Shoulder Talks" in his house organ
about five or seven years ago, about
"Short Subjects vs. the Features"?

Well, that is good argument now, and if

Mr. Laemmle will get back in his old

harness and shoot the snappy short sub-

jects to us in sufficient volume, of the

same quality he is now putting out, and
save some of that insurance money now
paid for premiums on super-special mil-

lion dollar productions, which only mil-

lionaires will be able to pay the admission

prices to see, he will find himself settin'

Jake a year from today.

Well, this is my day off, or I would
not be writing at such length. I got up
a little earlier than usual this a. m., and
everything is set for my show today.

So if you are getting tired throw it in,

but I would really like to see this letter

printed as I would like to know how
many exhibitors think I am crazy.

Well, I may be, but so long as I can

change my policy with a result of treb-
bling the number of paid admissions, a
reduction of $85 a week in expenses and a
hundred dollars a week in profits, I

should worry. I don't mean that I am
making that much money, but I was
losing and now I am making, so that
means that my profit as a result of mak-
ing the late changes are profitable in

that amount. I have been invited to
write to your publication so here it is

and I guess you won't bother to invite

me again.
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ERNEST TRUEX, in his football togs, as he appears in "Little, But Oh My," his

current Pathe comedy.

State Right Announcement on Serial
Brings Inquiries to Export Company

Export & Import Film Company, Inc.,

following its announcement that the Col.

Selig serial, "The Jungle Goddess," would
be state righted has received many in-

quiries from independent buyers and ex-

hibitors throughout the country.

These letters, according to the distrib-

uting company, indicate that Col. Selig's

reputation has created such a tremendous
exhibitor demand for his product that

many of the biggest exchangemen are

making arrangements to come to New
York to view the serial.

New Ideas Incorporated

Col. Selig's previous serials, "Miracles

of the Jungle" and "The Lost City," are

said to have set a high mark in animal
chapter-pictures.

Building on the experience gained with

these pictures Col. Selig, in co-operation

with Export & Import Film Company,
last July began planning a new serial in

which the new ideas which came to him
after the other two animal-jungle serials

had been completed were to be incor-

porated.
"The Jungle Goddess," as a result of

this forethought, is said to be practically

censor-proof. Added to this is said to be

the logic of its plot and the elimination

of the ludicrous and impossible stunts

which are often great drawbacks to

serials.

Many Exhibitors Interested

An indication of the value of trade

paper advertising and the eager interest

which the public has in animal-jungle

serials made by Col. Selig, is apparent

in the large number of exhibitors who
have written in and wired for information

regarding the booking of the serial, ac-

cording to the company.
"In 'The Jungle Goddess,' " states Col.

Selig, "I am packing in action to the

Nth degree. I am mixing in 'hokum' and

comedy relief which the public cats up.

I am using three times as many animals

as I utilized in my previous serials.

'Miracles of the Jungle' and 'The Lost
City' aroused the praise of the public

everywhere. 'The Jungle Goddess' will

not only do the same, but will create a

sensation wherever it is shown. I have
given it everything that my brain could
evolve. I have made it my masterpiece
serial!"

Hearst Paper Would
Preserve Big Films

Leader of Movement Asks
For Cooperation of

Rothacker

The Chicago American a Hearst news-
paper, has launched a movement to pre-

serve big motion pictures for posterity.

To make this movement a success Wat-
terson R. Rothacker has been asked to

cooperate.
The American's plans became known

through a letter addressed to Mr. Roth-
acker by Fred McQuig, amusement di-

rector of the Chicago paper.
An annual voting contest will be held

to select the best photoplay of the year.

This film, properly preserved, will be
presented to some governmental agency
which will act in the capacity of librarian.

In his letter to Mr. Rothacker, Mr. Mc-
Quig says: "Through you, Mr. Roth-
acker, we are asking the technicians of

the picture industry to help solve two
problems. The first is regarding the life

of film. Will the celluloid base and the

photographic figures be in existence after

1,000 or 5,000 or 10,000 years? Cannot a

way be found to insure a photodrama of
a life of, say, 15,000 years?
"The second problem is that of print

copies of the photoplays which are
handed down to the future. Five thou-
sand years from now school pupils will

want to study early celluloid literature

iust as high school pupils of today study
Homer and Virgil."

500 Theatres Book
Playgoers Program

Policy of Issuing Thirty-six
Productions Annually to

Be Continued
In announcing the continuation of its

policy to publish features on the basis
of thirty-six a year, Playgoers Pictures
has issued a statement calling attention
to progress made during 1921, which
shows that more than 500 theatres have
contracted for its product on that basis.

Inaugurated Last September

The thirty-six-a-year policy was in-

augurated last September and has shown
consistent progress, says the company,
which indicates the general satisfaction
which the product has afforded, and
proves the wisdom of the plan and shows
that, at this period of unsettled condi-
tions, theatre owners are eager to avail

themselves of the opportunity to obtain
and maintain, on such a basis, features
of audience appeal.
The Playgoers statement says that up

to the present time its program has been
marked by a high percentage of excellent
features, and in proof of this assertion,

it directs the attention of exhibitors to

the following offerings:

List of Productions

The J. P. McGowan features, "Dis-
contented Wives," "The Ruse of the
Rattler," and "Reckless Chances," the
latter being scheduled for January 15;

also "Tropical Love," the production
made in Porto Rico by Ralph Ince, with
Reginald Denny, Ruth Clifford and Fred
Turner; "Anne of Little Smoky," . the
Wistaria production with Winifred West-
over, (now Mrs. William S. Hart), Joe
King, Dolores Casinelli and Frank Sheri-

dan.

Marion Davies in Role
Of Santa Claus Brings

Xmas Joy to Children
Marion Davies, star of Cosmopolitan

Productions, again played Santa Claus
to hundreds of children in the neighbor-
hood of the company's studios this year.

Toys were distributed to a small army
of Harlem children who gather at the

studio each night beginning on Christmas
eve. Long tables were loaded down with

gifts and double lines a block long
swamped the studio to receive presents.

In addition to this, the star also gave
a dinner to more than 500 soldiers, sailors

and marines on Christmas day. Vaude-
ville entertainment and music supple-

mented the dinner.
Miss Davies also visited St. Joseph's

hospital, where she distributed numerous
dolls and toys to juvenile patients.

Hiller Cooperating in
Exploiting "His Nibs"

L. L. Hiller, president of "His Nibs"
Syndicate, Inc.. the organization formed
to distribute "His Nibs," the Exceptional
Pictures Corporation production in which
Charles (Chic) Sale is making his first

appearance as a motion picture star, has
gone West to aid with the special ex-

ploitation programs that will mark the

first run of "His Nibs" in the key cities of

the Middle West.
Mr. Hillcr's first stop will be at Cleve-

land, where he will confer with Phil

Selznick, who controls the distribution of

"His Nibs" for Ohio. Mr. Selznick has

booked "His Nibs" in a number of im-

portant key theatres throughout the state.
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Carl Laemmle Asks TheatreJVlen_
^ L
To Bid on MillioniDollar Picture

New Distribution Plan for Booking
"
Foolish Wives"

Inaugurated by Universal— Country
Divided Into Eight Territories

Two Episodes Ready
In Serial by Warner

1,500 Animals in Big Jungle
Picture Being Rushed

at Coast Studios

The first two episodes of Warner

Brothers' serial production, "Shadows of

the Jungle." being produced at the West
Coast studios of the Warner organization

under the direction of Sam and Jack
Warner, have been completed and are

ready for the state rights market.

Use 1,500 Animals

"Shadows of the Jungle," costarring

Grace Darmond and Phil McCullough, is

said to be one of the biggest serial pro-
ductions ever attempted. The locale of

the production is laid in the wilds of

Africa.

Over 1,500 animals belonging to Al G.
Barnes, circus man, are being used in the
serial, in addition to hundreds of extras

and the trainers and assistants of the

Barnes circus. The Warner studios have
been converted into a veritable jungle
and day and night shifts are being used
as rapidly as the numerous sets are ready
to be filmed.

Keep Two Companies Busy

Two complete companies are working
under the direction of Frank Grandin and
his assistant, L. W. Chaudet. The cast
includes Jack Richardson, Derelys Per-
due, Robert Agnew, Mabel Stark and
Captain J. R. Riccarde. The continuity
for the serial was written by Frances
Guihan.

Fred Stone in R-C Play

To Be Published Jan. 29

R-C Pictures announces that it will

publish "Billy Jim," a play featuring Fred
Stone, on January 29. The film is a
Western story written by Jackson Greg-
ory, about events that befall a love-sick
cowboy.

Assisting Stone in the cast are Millicct
Fisher. George Hernandex, William
Bletcher, Marian Skinner and Frank
Thorne. It is an Andrew J. Callaghan
production directed bv Frank Borzage.

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal

Film Manufacturing Company, has aber-

rated from the usual plan of booking and

has requested exhibitors of the country

to bid on the company's "million dollar"

production, "Foolish Wives."

To expedite distribution of the picture

and to place exhibitors playing the pro-

duction in direct contact with the com-
pany's officials, a sales force operating
directly from the home office at 1600

Broadway, New York, has been created.

Eight Men Direct Sales

Eight men have been assigned the

work of selling "Foolish Wives," which
was made by Erich von Stroheim, and
each will be in charge of a territory or

zone. They will work under the super-

vision of H. M. Berman, director of ex-

changes.
In requesting theatre men to bid on

this feature, President Laemmle, in a

message to exhibitors, says that "Uni-
versal's million dollar picture is so totally

beyond the class of any production ever

before attempted that it must be handled

in a revolutionary manner.

Will Sell at Loss

"Universal can never get its money
back on this stupendous super-produc-

tion," he continues. "It has already cost

so much that by the time we have ex-

ploited it and have made the prints we
will have to take in two and one-half

million to break even.

"I could take in more money than this

by road-showing 'Foolish Wives.' But
there are two powerful arguments against

such a method. First, road-showing is a

slow process. Second, I consider it un-

fair to you exhibitors. I want moving
picture theatres to have first crack at

the biggest achievement in the history of

the industry. I say I want this. But

I can't afford to sacrifice a million dollar

picture to accomplish it.

Urges Cooperation

"Therefore, I can't go through with
it unless you meet me more than half

way.
"Will you smash all precedent and tell

me the very limit you can stand in order
to have the honor of being the first to
present the first million dollar produc-
tion in your city? Will you demonstrate
that my policy of giving moving picture
theatres first chance is the right policy?"

Universal is in receipt of communica-
tions from exhibitors expressing a desire

to show "Foolish Wives" at "any cost."

Famous Novel and Play
To Be Adapted for Next

Marion Davies Feature
"When Knighthood Was in Flower"

will be the name of the next picture star-

ring Marion Davies for Cosmopolitan

Productions. The screen version will be

adapted from the historic novel and play

of the same name. Work on the pro-

duction will begin shortly at the Jackson

avenue studios.

Joseph Urban has completed sketches

and "Mans for the sets which will dupli-

cate the courts of England and France

during the period with which the story
deals. Robert G. Vignola will direct.

"The Bride's Play," another Cosmo-
politan creation being distributed by
Paramount, will have its initial New
York showing at the Rialto theatre on
January 8. In this picture Miss Davies
is supported by Wyndham Standing,
Carlton Miller, Jack O'Brien. Frank
Shannon, Eleanor Middleton and others.

Exports of Foreign Nations
Following are three tables on exports of mo-
tion pictures from France, Italy and the United
Kingdom which were eliminated from the offi-

cial government report published last week
because of space limitations.

Table 6

French Exports of Motion Picture Films. (1). Unit:
Metric Quintal (100 Kilos)

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918
Great Britain 737 1,052 315 400 245 301
Switzerland 185 274 206 63 69 32
Spain

135

166 121 143 67 70
Italy

277

228 167 267 121 66
United States 495 1,281 342 553 2,337 833
Brazil 61 84 ... 14

Argentine 66 99 84 10
Germany

736

474
Belgium

168

72
Austria 60 66
Fr. Colonies 14 36 82 12 1

Other Countries 631 261 364 123 156 (2)65

Total 3,480 3,888 1,668 1,837 3,091 1,392

(1) Includes both exposed and unexposed.
(2) Includes 4.300 kilos shipped to Sweden.

Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

Table 9

Italian Exports of Motion Picture Film, in Kilos

Importing Country 1914 1919

Austria-Hungary 12,400

France 16,400 17,200

Germany 6,200

Russia 2,200

United Kingdom 27,400 1,700

Brazil 12,100 1,400

Argentina

8,300

2,500

United States

3,300

500
Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

Table 11

United Kingdom: Domestic Exports of Motion Picture
Film. (Linear Feet)

1917 1918 1919 1920

Netherlands 185,000 41,000 1,772,000

France

1,012,000

4,451,000 19,451,000

Italy 7,000 2,838,000

United States

3,017,000

2,509,000 1,081,000

Brazil 363,000 65,000 208,000
Argentina 377,000 243,000 416,000
Other Foreign 903,000 362,000 3,927,000

British Possessions 608.000 538,000 1,083,000 ,

Total 6,474,000 8,209,000 30,776,000 *24,812,000

Total only available for 1920.

Source: Trade of the United Kingdom.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Watch the Pennies

CHEYENNE WELLS, COLO.—To
the Editor: Brothers, did you ever think

of the petty expenses we are put to by the

exchanges we patronize? I consider them
the most trying of expenses we have.

They are not big enough to recollect and

not small enough to overlook.

What I'm going to remind you of is

the little package you have been receiv-

ing by express that cost you 42 cents

and which could have been sent by parcel

post for a dime. The two boxes of films

you have received, at the same time—the
exchange shipped them at the same time

but instead of making a LOT shipment

of them, they were shipped on separate

express bills and cost you from 60 cents

to a dollar more than they should.

And another time, we will receive a

package of advertising, all of it invoiced

to us at the regular price of NEW adver-

tising and when we open it we find that

we have secondhand advertising which

the exchange owning first-run houses in

the city have used and returned to the

stock room to be shipped to some good-

fellow exhibitor and invoiced to him at

the regular price that is charged for new.

I believe most all of us can realize quite

a bit, say in a year's time, by having

everything possible in the way of films,

advertising, supplies, etc., shipped by
parcel post. This is just so much, ac-

cording to weight, and does not cut

prices on lot shipments as far as I know.
If the express companies lost most of our

trade, they might decide to give us a

better deal. If we could ship express at

about the same cost as parcel post, I

would say use the express, but the way
the rates are now, I can ship via parcel

post at just a little more than half what
it costs via express.
Another thing that is very expensive

to the exhibitor is that the exchange
does all the dictating and Mr. Exhibitor
none. We pay the bills both ways, re-

gardless of whose fault it is, and say very
little on tjje subject either way. Why
not, in some way, get the exchanges im-
pressed that they need us just as badly
as we need them? We will all agree that

it should be done, but I, for one, believe

that it could be done. Wishing all broth-
ers and friends a happy and prosperous
1922, I am—W. P. Perry, manager, Ri-

alto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
* * *

An Appeal to Distributors

WINCHESTER, IND.—To the Ed-
itor: I have just finished reading Mr.
Leo Peterson's letter from out in Belle
Fourch, S. D., and what I glean from his

letter is that the conditions existing in

his town are very much the same as we
are encountering here.

We have now arrived at the place
where it is absolutely necessary to give
something for the admission price paid
by the customer at the box office. Ad-
missions must be comparatively low and
pictures must be of the very best.

If it is possible to keep business goiu«
at all, the distributor of films must sell

at below even the prices of normal times

Kane to Stop Off for

Vacation on Way East
Arthur S. Kane will spend a brief vaca-

tion at Pinehurst, N. C, before returning
to New York City from the Southern trip
which he is making with Charles Ray and
party. Mr. Kane's young sons, Arthur
S. Kane, Jr., and Lawrence Kane, are
already established at the southern re-
sort awaiting the arrival of their father,
who promises to put in an intensive week
playing golf.

Mr. Kane left Charles Ray and his
party at New Orleans on the final lap of
their journey back to Los Angeles.

topics or the day*
The Jjterdr/ Digest

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Roy Stewart, Louise Lovely, Dorothy
Valegra and Harry von Meter in a
scene from "Life's Greatest Question,"
a new George H. Davis-Joe Brandt
state right feature.

of a few years ago, but these prices as
paid today are 50 per cent more than that
charged three years ago. The producer
will say the pictures are a great deal bet-
ter product than that served to the ex-
hibitor at that time, and I am willing to
admit this is so, and am mighty glad that

it is, but I am not convinced that the pic-

tures as distributed now serve as any
better entertainment now than the poorer
product did in its time. However, we
will grant that the producer has made
wonderful strides and we sometimes won-
der if there is a chance for improvement.
As to the future of the business, there

is no doubt of it, as it is my firm belief

that the motion picture has become Amer-
ica's greatest amusement, and it will

supercede all others. Picture theatres are
competing very successfully with all lines

of amusements.
The day of circusing a picture that is

rotten and getting away with it is passed
and the theatre manager of the small
town type that settles down'to a straight
business-like policy will make good pro-
viding he can get an equitable price
quoted for the productions he desires to
exhibit and these quotations must be at

least the same as paid a few years ago.
Therefore, we must have moderate ad-

mission prices, lower rentals, lower prices
on paper and photos, and these high tariff

express charges must be smashed. In
conclusion, let me say there is only one
thing you may depend on: The motion
picture theatre will be continued as a
business and as a wonderful business.

—

Will H. Brenner, manager, Cozy the-
atre, Winchester, Ind.

Mother— Whoever taught you those
dreadful words?
Tommy—Santa Claus, when he fell over

a chair in my room on Christmas Eve.—
"Topics of the Day."

*

Bobby—Nuts grow on trees, don't they?
Mother—Yes, my child.
Bobby—Well, what tree gives doughnuts 5

Mother—Why-er-the pantry. — WestMi
(N. J.) Leader.

*

Wife—What do you think of my dough-
nuts, Herbert?
Husband—Wonderful, darling. Scientists

have tr,ed for years to produce artificial
rubber, and here you have done it at the
nrst attempt.—Portland (Me.) Express.

*

May—What is a cruller?

,,^'.^'1 a doughnut with the cramps

-

Topics of the Day."
'

*

Young Wife—Are my doughnuts like
those your mother used to make 5

Ditto Hubby— (sampling them)—Well-er-

*

Wise First-Class Scout (on sentry duty)
—Halt, who goes there?

Second-Class Scout—A scout with bag of
doughnuts.

F
b
C

,

S;~Pass sc°ut- Halt, dough-
nuts !—Boys' Life Magazine.

*

Customer (to floor-walker in department
store)—What have you in the shape of au-
tomobile tires?

Floor-walkep— Doughnuts— "Topics of
the Day." '

*

Young housewife to baker—You should
discount something for the holes in the
doughnuts.

Clever baker—Very well, Madam, I'll al-
low you one cent for each hole you return
—Nezv York Daily News.

*

Florence—A cooking school graduate I
know has just sold six bushels of doughnuts
to a New York furniture firm.
Dorothy—What can they sell them for?
Morence—Curtain rings.— Erie (Pa)

Dispatch.

Systematic Distribution
of Posters Inaugurated

for Serial Exploitation
In an endeavor to give exchange men

and exhibitors effective co-operation, Mc-
Goyern and Egler, distributors of the
series of twenty-six two-reel Western
pictures featuring Shorty Hamilton, has
inaugurated an extensive exploitation
campaign to keep a continued interest
aroused throughout the series.
A one sheet and a three sheet will be

distributed with each issue, besides a
stock one and a stock six sheet to run
throughout the series. When these are
exhausted a new style one and a new
style six sheet will be made and used as
stock paper, with other styles to follow.
This system, it is pointed out, will give

every exhibitor two style of one sheets,
one style of three sheets and one style of
six sheets with each issue.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

First National

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a

special cast.—Exceptionally good. Highly
entertaining. The child actor, Richard
Headrick, is wonderful, and the balance
of the cast are good.—E. W. Werner,
Warwick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs.
Carter DeHaven.—Excellent picture. Ex-
ceptional business, with no particular ad-
vertising, except usual newspaper adver-
tising and lobby display of pictures and
posters.—William Noble. Capitol theatre,

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-
age.

A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.—
Opinions divided on this one. Person-
ally I liked it.—Mack Jackson, Strand
theatre, Alexander City, Ala. — Small
town patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Business fair. Patrons liked

this one very much.—F. D. Adams, Or-
pheum theatre, Waycross, Ga.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Girl in the Taxi, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.—Those express-
ing opinions on this were disappointed
in that it was not up to standard of

Twin Beds.— E. L. Franck, Oasis thea-
tre, Ajo, Arz.—Neighborhood patronage.

Mamma's Affair, with Constance Tal-
madge.—As J. C. Jenkins says, I've
played lots better and lots a darn sight

worse, but one thing sure this is not up
to Connie's standard. As one patron
said, "Most anyone could have played
that part."— Mrs. Sudie I. Haney, Lib-
erty theatre, Des Moines, N. M.

Her Social Value, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—Started out fine, but flivvered.
This star is passing out. Have lost
money on three last pictures.—Mrs. R.
G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan produc-
tion.— I do not see what First National
has in mind when they allow their sales-
men to sell this kind of stuff to a small
town exhibitor. The most cruelty dis-
played that we have ever shown.—J. W.
Joerger & H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre,
Enterprise, Ore.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Pilgrims of the Night, with a special
cast.—This one did a good week's busi-
ness, the names of the stars being played
up in newspaper advertising.—Samuel
Harding, Liberty theatre, Kansas City,
Mo.
The Golden Snare, with a special cast.

—Curwood's best film story. The snow
scenes and the characters really live in
this picture. Curwood's stories do not
spell cash at my box-office, however.—T.
Miller Davidge, The Queen theatre,
Durant, Okla.—General patronage.

Lessons in Love, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Good entertainment. Not a kick

on this one.—E. L. Franck. Oasis thea-
tre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

HAIL THE WOMAN, a
Thomas H. Ince production.

—

After they see it all they will, with-
out exception, declare it a 100 per
cent knockout. Some of those with
more "refined tastes" moved around
in their seats a little uneasily dur-
ing the first two or three reels, but
they forgot all about this start after

the eighth reel was over and all

praised it as they passed out.

Florence Vidor, Theodore Roberts,
Lloyd Hughes and all the cast, in

fact, never did better work. Light-
ings, titles, etc., the equal of any
Thomas Ince ever turned out. We
played this Christmas and it con-
tained many Christmas scenes, but
the picture will go any time of the

year because it's there from every
angle.—R. J. Relf, Star theatre,

Decorah, la.—Family patronage.

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production.—Played this picture on
Christmas Eve at advanced prices. Best
business since last May. If you have not
played this picture book it. It is a 100

per cent picture and a good drawing card.

—F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's theatre,

Vanceboro, Me.—Small town patronage.

The Girl in The Taxi, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.—They don't

make comedy features that please my pa-
trons better than this. A real comedy
feature. If you have a high or middle
class neighborhood it is bound to please.

PiICS
A. L. Picker didn't get that pho-

tograph in the mail in time for

this issue. Neither did Dwight
Baker send along that long prom-
ised likeness of himself.

Who will show them up?
We believe you read with greater

interest than formerly the reports

of contributors whose pictures have
been presented in this space. J. Earl
Kennedy, of the Empire theatre,

Aledo, 111., convinced us we were
right when he said, "I think that

when exhibitors see what each
other look like it gives them even
more confidence in each other's re-

ports, and that makes the best de-

partment even better."

Since it is you who have made
this department best, and our only

wish is to help you make it better,

we invite you and each of you who
contribute to send in a picture with

your next contribution. This space,

and more if you want it, is yours

for the taking.

Let's all get better acquainted.

—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter,
N. H.—General patronage.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—Truly all of what has been said
of it. Poor business, due to stormy
weather.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind.—Small town patronage.

Wedding Bells, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Not up to her standard but it

will fairly please because Connie's in the
picture. Connie's following is decreas-
ing on account of her last few weak pic-
tures.—T. Miller Davidge, The Queen
theatre, Durant, Okla.^-General patron-
age.

The Girl in the Taxi, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.—It's funny, it's

clean, and the DeHavens are real actors.
Book it if you want nice clean comedy.
It will make you smile a smile yards
long and then some. It's good. All
First Nationals are good.—McClure &
Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamesport,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel
Barrymore.—Very good. Some said he
was too silly looking for this.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—
Small town patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.—We

broke no records on The Kid. This fea-
ture was like all other features we get
from First National. It was cut. We
run a slide to let our patrons know what
was coming.—Sam DuBois, Dos Palos
theatre, Dos Palos, Cal.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Married Life, a Mack Sennett produc-
tion.—Why is a five reel comedy? If
you have never attempted putting across
a five reel Mack Sennett comedy wait
another year. There is plenty of comedy
in this and some of it is screamingly
funny, but the question is, can you make
it pay? The kids and men were there,
but the women refused to come out,
though I told them Ben Turpin was my
old college chum and the matinee idol
of 1920. This would have made two
dandy two reelers. Lost heavilv—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

The Turning Point, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Patrons left house ex-
claiming "cracker jack," "good show,"
and like exclamations.—Unique theatre,
Bricelyn, Minn.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production.—Jenkins was right about the
photography ruining The Jack-knife Man,
but it's a good thing he didn't say any-
thing against the picture. I wish there
was a place for more pictures like it.—

.

Mrs. Sudie I. Haney, Libertv theatre, Des
Moines, N. M.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.—

A

good picture and pleased 90 per cent.
Drew fair in extremly bad weather.
Chas. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
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IT'S A PARAMOUNT CROWD:—Left to right—O. V. Traggardh, branch man-
ager Paramount, Los Angeles; M. E. Lewis, special representative, Department
of Distribution; Lila Lee, Paramount leading lady; Harry Ballance, general
sales manager; Herman Wobber, district manager, San Francisco, Cal.

Tourneur production.—This was very
good. Especially the school children

came out to see this. I'd advise playing
it.—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre, Un-
ion, Ore.—Small town patronage.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince pro-

duction.—Not a good drawing card in

spite of producers and stars.—E. L.

Franck, Oasis, theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—

•

Neighborhood patronage.

Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
—Very cold. Made no money, but not
fault of feature. A very pleasing show
and you will make no mistake in booking
it. judging from laughter there's a lot

of clean comedy in it.—Unique theatre,

Bricelyn, Minn.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production.—Well received. No kicks.

Not as good as other Marshall Neilan
productions. Mr. Neilan does not strive

toward an epoch of screen art and miss,

but sticks to mighty good entertainment,
and after all that is what we want, isn't

it?—Mrs. Sudie L. Haney, Liberty thea-

tre. Des Moines, N. M.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan pro-

duction.—100 per cent entertainment.—D.
A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.—Did
not get my money back on this. No
fault of picture, which is a very fine pro-
duction.—L. R. Creason, Palace theatre,

Eufaula, Okla.—Small town patronage.

Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—Very, very simple oft told

story. Good of its kind, but fails to draw
them in.—Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale
theatre, Hinsdale, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion. Excellent in every way. It is so
seldom that a picture of this calibre is

produced that it makes one want to rave
at the way business is and the light pat-

ronage the best pictures will draw. But
the people that did see it made it a

point to tell me about it. Very tew pic-

tures will equal this one.—H. J. Long-
aker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Foolish Matrons, a Maurice Tour-
neur production.—Very good picture in

every respect, but it did not draw for us.

E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Human Desire, with Anita Stew-

art.—This story pleased a fair Sunday
night house. Anita Stewart's pictures
can be relied on. That is, all I have
used have proven their value.—Mrs.
James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.
—Small town patronage.

A Broken Doll, an Allan Dwan pro-
duction.—Another dandy rural drama in

which Monte Blue shows he can deliver

the goods. It is not a big picture, but
considerable better than the average.—H.

J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexan-
dria, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
A Connecticut Yankee, with a special

cast.—An especially good comedy. Book
it. Your patrons will like it.—William
Haight, Orpheum theatre, Livingston,
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

QUEENIE, with Shirley Mason.
—We selected this very delightful

picture for our Christmas Eve
attraction—a mighty hard night to
get 'em in. But they came, and
they came in droves. Best Christ-
mas Eve attendance we have ever
had. Shirley is a great drawing
power with us and QUEENIE
registered strong with the audience.
—Harry M. Palmer, Liberty the-

atre, Washington, Ind.—General
patronage.

Trailin' with Tom Mix.—Excellent
picture. Well received and made excel-

lent showing in receipts.—William No-
ble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City,

Okla.—General patronage.

Whatever She Wants, with Eileen Per-
cy.—Dandy good picture. Good enter-

tainment. Pleased 100%. Poor attend-
ance on account of conditions and week
before Christmas. Not fault of picture.

We never worry about Fox program.

—

Norwinc Amusement Co., Odeon theatre,

Bonne Terrc, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Hickville to Broadway, with Eileen
Fercy.—Fairly light, but a fair picture
with a little real life story.—Olcn Reyn-
olds, Pearl theatre, Hymcra, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Buck Jones.—

A

good Western drama. Plenty of action
and clean. No dance hall stuff in this

one.— P. Krauth, Opera House, Dcnison,
la.—Neighborhood patronage.

Thunderclap, with a special cast.—

A

special feature, but nothing to rave about.
Did no business for me. Lots of action
in it. Good horse race.—William Haight,
Orpheum theatre, Livingston, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

When a Man Sees Red, with William
Farnum.—A good reissue and pleased.

—

E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark.—Small town patronage.

Riders of the Purple Sage, with Wil-
liam Farnum.—Yon can't beat this sub-
ject. They are reissues, but they will

get you the money. The Rainbow Trail
will pack them in.—George C. Starkey,
Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Rainbow Trail, with William Far-
num.—Ran this one after I played
Riders of The Purple Sage, and it went
over great. You won't go wrong if you
play these two pictures.—Frank Vergare,
Wonderland theatre, Herman, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Whatever She Wants, with Eileen
Percy.—A good little comedy feature for

every day use. We put it on Sunday,
our best day, and absolutely fell down
on the receipts.—William Haight, Or-
pheum theatre, Livingston, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Oliver Twist, Jr., with Harold Good-
win.—Absolutely the poorest picture I

ever saw. Can't see why they make this

kind. No story. No acting.—L. R.
Creason, Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—
Small town patronage.

Bucking the Line, with Maurice Flynn.
Here is a picture full of action. It is

like a chapter from a serial.—P. Krauth,
Opera House, Denison, la.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

If I Were King, with William Far-
num.—Not much to this kind of a pic-

ture. Too long. Would get by if cut
to five reels. Everybody left before it

was over.—E. D. Luna, Cosy theatre,
Lincoln, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.

—

This is one that you need not be afraid
of, as it will please 99% of your audience.
—Lyman B. Steenblock, Odell Opera
House, Odell, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Queenie, with Shirley Mason.—Such a
title for a picture would never draw. A
good picture, but there were no people
to see it.—William Haight, Orpheum
theatre, Livingston, Mont.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.—
This is a wonderful stunt picture. Best
Mix I ever used. Mix is in a class by
himself.—L. R. Creason, Palace theatre,
Eufaula, Okla.—General patronage.

The Lamp Lighter, with Shirley Ma-
son.—A very good picture. Pleased our
people very much.—Preston Bros., Em-
press theatre, Rockwell City, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Goldwyn
A Poor Relation, with Will Rogers.—

Excellent. If all directors were like

Clarence Badger we exhibitors could
swap our flivvers for Rolls-Royces and
pay the difference in real money. But
unfortunately they are not, 'so it's fliv-

vers for us. If Rogers is the star and
Badger the director don't hesitate, go
get it. They are the best in t he business.
Universal approval. Business bad on ac-

count of blizzard and 16 below.—J. C.

Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh,
Nebr.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
—Good comedy-drama. Bill is not a very
handsome creature, but is a splendid ac-

tor. Pleased 100%. Don't be afraid of
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t.—John Wesely, Peoples theatre, Scio,

Dre.—Small town patronage.

THE OLD NEST, with a special

cast.—Did not establish house rec-

ord for attendance but did for uni-
versal satisfaction. In its simplicity
of story lies its wonderful appeal.
Nothing elaborate in settings, just

a story of home life of a typical
American home worked out in a
masterful way that reaches down
and tu^s at the heart strings. THE
OLD NEST should be played in

every theatre in the land. Goldwyn
should be congratulated. Get it

and play it.

Note: When I was putting out
the lobby display on THE OLD
NEST an old guy from Kansas,
down cl ~e to Goodland, came
along, and after looking it over,
said: "Say, mister, is this goin'
to be a playin' show or a movin'
show?". "Neither," I replied, "this

is the advance billing for a special
meeting of the Ladies' Aid So-
ciety." "Oh," he gasped, "I didn't
know but it mout be one of them
'ere pichers I've hearn tell about."
Aren't those Kansas people funny
folks? Now if he had come from
Ohio or Idaho .—J. C. Jen-
kins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh,
Neb.

The Invisible Power, with a special
cast.—Good picture, but did not draw.
Pleased those who came. Xot in a class
with Dangerous Curve Ahead.—Norwine
Amusement Co., Odeon theatre, Bonne
Terre, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Roads of Destiny, with Pauline Fred-
erick.—Just a fair picture. If you have
it booked do not advertise big. It is a
dream picture and my patrons don't like

those kind. I will say Pauline Frederick
is a good drawing card for me.—F. H.
Gatcomb, Armstrong's theatre, Vance-
boro. Me.—Small town patronage.

The Penalty, with Lon Chaney.—Real
acting, good photography. Will please
adults but keep the kids out if you can.
Hardboiled story.— Howard Varing,
Royal theatre Spirit Lake, la.—General
patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Kindly accept this letter as an
apology for not sending in reports
for a long time, which is due to
carelessness. I feel that it is a
duty, as we use this department
to look up our pictures, thereby get-
ting as near a 100'; program as
possible. I am enclosing a bunch
of reports, which you may use any
time you see fit.

You will notice that nearly all

tny reports are favorable, as we
book only pictures that have few or
no bad reports. We do not book a
bunch of pictures we do net want,
which may be bad, to get a good
one. Therefore, we only send in a
bad report when a picture is booked
without referring to "What the Pic-
ture Did for Me."
We feel that this department is

the best of your whole magazine,
and well worth the subscription
price alone. We wish it every suc-
cess.

What is wrong with all the other
Canadian Exhibitors? Very few
others seem to report on their pic-
tures. Let's hear from some.

R. R. GRIBBLE,
Grand Theatre,
New Hamburg,

Ont., Canada.

A real box office attraction that will
please 100%. If you are a one-day town
book it for three days. It will make
good.—Xorwine Amusement Co., Odeon
theatre, Bonne Terre, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Best ever. Broke our records for at-
tendance and satisfaction. Xo exhibitor
will make any mistake on this.—V. F.
Saxton, Fort Plain theatre, Fort Plain,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sea Wolf, with Noah Beery.—
Went over great to big business. Beery
was a hit.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal thea-
tre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

The Branding Iron, with a special cast.—Interesting, but not a picture for the
whole family. Some scenes are horrible.
—P. Krauth, Opera House, Dcnison, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bunty Pulls the Strings, with a special
cast.—This is one of the good ones.
There would be no censorship if all pic-
tures were as fine as this.—Mrs. James
Webb, Cozy theatre. Union, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, ^vith a spe-
cial cast.—Fine picture. Will please 100%.
Good for two days in any one-day
house. Give us more like it.—Xorwine
Amusement Co.. Odeon theatre. Bonne
Terre, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Made in Heaven, with Tom Moore.

—

This one took better than Tom's pre-
vious ones, and was a much better pic-

ture. Pleased a fair sized audience, but
really think we would have done better
had it not been for some of his recent
flivvers.—W. C. Allen, Casino theatre,
Antwerp, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Fine picture. Ran after the other house
ran Over the Hill two weeks and I did
very poor business on mine.—R. C.
Stueve, Orpheum theatre, Canton, O.

—

Transient patronage.

For Those We Love, with Betty
Compson.—The picture did a good busi-
ness for a week's run and pleased pa-
trons.—Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.

THE OLD NEST, with a spe-
cial cast.—If I could get one a

week like this I would run one
week each month and fish the other
three. Wonderful is the word.

—

Mack Jackson, Strand theatre,

Alexander City, Ala.—Small town
patronage.

Earthbound, with a special cast.

—

Showed this on Thanksgiving to good
crowd. Production and acting good, but
pleased about 50%. Howard Varing,
Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—General
patronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.—
One of the best Frederick pictures we
ever ran, but didn't draw, very rainy
night, but pleased.—A. E. Rogers, Tem-
ple theatre, Dexter, X. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

A Poor Relation, with Will Rogers.

—

Dandy good picture. Pleased 100%.
Light attendance on account of bad
weather. Will please any kind of aud-
ience.—Norwine Amusement Co., Odeon
theatre, Bonne Terre, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Godless Men, with a special cast.—

A

very fine sea picture. Book it by all

means.—Mrs. James Webb. Cozy thea-

tre, Union, Ore.—Small town patronage.

The Song Of The Soul, with Vivian
Martin.—First four reels good, but the

Ten Pictures That
Made Money for Me

1. The Old Nest.
2. Reputation.
3. Lying Lips.

4. Mother O' Mine.
5. Why Girls Leave Home.
6. The City of Silent Men.
7. No Woman Knows.
8. A Man's Home.
9. Camille.

10. His Greatest Sacrifice.

J. J. McHENRY,
Allen-Charette, Inc.,

New Bedford, Mass.

last, Oh boy! Such stuff. Plenty of
kicks.—Howard Varing, Royal theatre,
Spirit Lake, la.—General patronage.

Hodkinson
Rip Van Winkle, with Thomas Jeffer-

son.—An excellent box office attraction.

Did a lively business for the first week.

—

Samuel Harding, Doric theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.

RIDERS OF THE DAWN, with
Roy Stewart.—Good night! How
they do fall for Zane Grey. People
came from the mountain peaks to
see this one, and trapper, society
leader and kiddies all laughed side

by side and gripped their chairs in

unison and delight. Zane Grey
seems to confer the honorary de-
gree of S. R. O. upon every ex-
hibitor who plays his pictures.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin produc-
tion.—This is an excellent picture. Will
stand an advance in prices. A bad storm
of sleet and snow kept crowd away.

—

J. E. Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man of The Forest, a Zane Grey
production.—Very good picture and one
that will please. Go after it. You can
get . them in if it is advertised. It is

100% entertaining.—L. L. Connor, Vic-
tory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J.

Dowling.—Pleasing picture. Good for
family audiences.— F. Hejtmanek, Opera
House, Clarkson, Xeb.—Small town pat-
ronage.

A Certain Rich Man, a B. B. Hampton
production.—Really has something to
say, something to offer the spectator
beyond the charm of technical skill. Pa-
trons all liked it, as it has a message.
Only one fault, the action is a little slow.

—E. W. Werner, Warwick theatre, Kan-
sas City, Mo.

The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.

—

Good picture. Drew well. Lots of ac-

tion connected with good story. Will
bring good attendance and also satisfy.

—

L. A. Pilloid, Photo Play theatre, Grand
Rapids, O.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Down Home, an Irvin Willat produc-
tion.—One of the best pictures I've run
this fall. The story was good and pleased
my patrons.—J. E. Higgins, Majestic
theatre, Cullom, 111.

Lavender and Old Lace, with a special

cast.—It will please the ladies very
much, but all men will not care for it.

It is a picture for the ladies but as the
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well liked here.—Sam Du Bois, Dos Pa-
los theatre, Dos Palos, Cal.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Infamous Miss Revell, with Alice
Lake.—Went good here before a critical

audience.—G. W. Yeaton, loka theatre,
Exeter, N. H.—General patronage.

The Man Who, with Bert Lytell.—

A

mighty good picture and onfe where my
patrons were loud with their praise. My
opinion is that Lytell ranks among the
few real artists of the screen. This is

a human little story well told and one
that takes a whack at lots of things.

—

Mrs. Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre,
Des Moines, N. M.

A Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.

—

No business. Patrons did not like this

one.—F. D. Adams, Orpheum theatre,

Waycross, Ga.—Neighborhood patronage.

Billions, with Nazimova.—Very little

entertainment value in this mediocre
feature. Not up to the standard of her
previous ones.—F. W. Horigan, McDon-
ald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining
Camp patronage.

A Message From Mars, with Bert Ly-
tell.—Old picture, but good. Don't know
why they l^iock this one. Good for any
day in the week, and especially good for

Sunday picture.—Norwine Amusement
Co., Odeon theatre, Bonne Terre, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

There Are No Villains, with Viola
Dana.—A very weak picture for Viola.

Much ado about nothing and it's the
same at the box-office.—T. Miller Da-
vidge, The Queen theatre, Durant, Okla.
—General patronage.

Garments of Truth, with Gareth
Hughes.—The poorest Metro I have had
this season. Don't think this star is go-
ing to go with my people.—G. W. Yea-
ton, loka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Life's Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.

—

Why pick on this clever little actress
and give her such a string of poor pro-
ductions? It's unfair.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Someone in the House and Hearts Are

VIRGINIA LEE, in "The Road to Arcady" with Harry Benham and Roger Lytton.
It is a J. W. Film Corp. production and is being sold on state rights basis. Bur-
ton King directed the production.

greater part of the trade now are men,
they didn't care for it.—T. Miller Da-
vidge, The Queen theatre, Durant, Okla.
—General patronage.

Down Home, an Irvin Willat produc-
tion.—I can not agree with most of the
reports about this picture. As I see it

it's just a very ordinary Hodkinson mix-
ture of everything. The fight is very
brutal and does not help to elevate the
show business.—F. Hejtmanek, Opera
House, Clarkson, Neb.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Breaking Point, with Bessie Bar-
riscale.—Did not see this one, but criti-

cism was very favorable.—E. L. Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Cynthia of The Minuite, with a special
cast.—Very poor. No acting. Just a
cheap picture. No drawing power. Poor
story. Wireless setting o. k. for small
children.—L. L. Connor, Victory theatre,
Cambridge, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Metro
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.

with a special cast.—Excellent produc-
tion and drew best attendance we have
had for a year.—E. L. Franck, Oasis
theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Four Horsemen of The Apocalypse,
with a special cast.—A very wonderful
picture which would have gone over
good if they had allowed us to set our
prices. At 50 and 75 cents we would
have cleaned up, but they insisted upon
some $1 and $1.50 seats and the attend-
ance was only fair.—Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs, Nebr.—Small
town patronage.

Garments of Truth, with Gareth
Hughes.—Gareth Hughes is nix as a star.

Put another star in this same story and
it would go. He cannot please my pa-
trons.—T. Miller Davidge, The Queen
theatre, Durant, Okla.—General patron-
age.

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.
—Fine program picture. Viola Dana

Trump, with special casts.—Both good
pictures, but only fair drawing cards.
Partly due to approaching holiday sea-
son and lots still out of work.—R. C.
Stueve, Orpheum theatre, Canton, 0.—
Transient patronage.

The Walk-Offs, with May Allison.—

A

very good picture. Pleased our patrons.—Sam DuBois, Dos Palos theatre, Dos
Palos, Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Greater Claim, with Alice Lake.—
A very good and fully entertaining pic-

ture with all the requirements of a good
picture. Its title does not seem to claim
any of our town patrons and conse-
quently it did not take.—T. Miller Da-
vidge, The Queen theatre, Durant, Okla.—General patronage.

Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.—
Picture too long for amount of action.

Will please as the situations are funny.
Attendance average.—L. A. Pilliod, Pho-
to Play theatre, Grand Rapids, 0.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Paramount
Miss Lulu Bett, with Lois Wilson-

Business very favorable on this attrac-

tion, due in a great measure to the man-
ner in which the advertising was han-
dled.—William Noble, Capitol theatre

;

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-

age.

The Golem, with a special cast.—An
excellent box office attraction. Did a big

business the first week and was held

over for a second week's run. Still go-

ing good.—Samuel Harding, Doric thea-

tre, Kansas City, Mo.
The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De

Mille production.—A dandy picture and
drew well for three days. If your pa-

trons kick on this one laugh at them and
they soon quit. See.—Sam DuBois, Dos
Palos theatre, Dos Palos, Cal.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son. — Remarkable production. Good
story. Beautiful photography. Pleased
all that saw it. Poor business. Not the

fault of the picture, but local conditions.

—John Wesley, Peoples theatre, Scio.

Ore.—Small town patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Good drawing card. A
one-day picture. With special advertis-

ing stunts did good business one day.

Nothing the second.—G. W. Yeaton,
loka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—General pat-

ronage.

Conrad in Quest of His Youth, with •

Thomas Meighan.—Well liked by my pa-

trons.—E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,

Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Good advertisement
for stars. No story. Good for transient and
city patrons, but a failure for small

towns. Satisfied 50%, with poor busi-

ness.—John Wesely, Peoples theatre,

Scio, Ore.— Small town patronage.

The Call of The North, with Jack-

Holt.—Excellent picture. Star's name
was a big drawing card. Drew well for

entire run.—William Noble, Capitol thea-

tre, Oklahoma City.—General patronage.

Something to Think About, a Cecil

B. DeMille production.—Oh! What a

wonderful tie-up we made with the mer-
chants of this city with this picture'

Talk about your all-star cast in The
Affairs of Anatol! Here are four stars

in this picture that got us the money
The Swanson-Robcrts-Bluc-Dexter com-
bination is hard to beat. We know th<

picture pleased for it was the talk of th(

town the next day.—Harry M. Palmer
Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.—Gen
cral patronage.

The Gilded Lily, with Mac Murray.
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iy iar the most beautiful play that I

ave ever run. Mae Murray is wonder-
ul in her dancing and acting. In this

h'rector Leonard has surpassed all in

rtistry. The costumes of the star are

lagniticent. The plot is interesting; has

n unusual twist at the end and pleases.

%'ot a single unharmonious sex note
truck. We advertised this weeks ahead
s the theatrical event of the winter. Used
n unusual amount of paper, which by
he way, is very fine. We had excellent

>iano and violin music which put over
vliss Murray's cabaret dancing in splen-

lid style. If you play high class spe-
:ials book this and boost it.—Philip

?and. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Wealth, with Ethel Clayton.—The best
iked of all Ethel Clayton pictures we
nave run. Star and support do excep-
:ionalIy good work. Absolutely no bus-
iness with us for two months. People
ire sure saving their money.—J. H. Tal-
bert. Legion theatre. Norwich, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

Humoresque, with Vera Gordon.

—

Good acting but the story is much to do
about nothing. I took in $27.15 and run
it Saturday night, Xmas Eve. Admis-
sion 10 and 25c. Advertised for a month.
—Edward Lindsey, Lindsey theatre, In-
'lustry, HI-—Small town patronage.

The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart.—I consider this one of Hart's
best pictures.—P. J. Burford. Princess
theatre, Doniphan. Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Conrad in Quest of His Youth, with
Thomas Meighan.—Just fair. You would
not hear much comment either way. Tom
makes lots better ones.—O. H. South-
-vorth. Opera House, Adams, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton.—Played
to very satisfactory business. —William
Noble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla.—General patronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—Very interesting and clean.

Star at his best. Don't be afraid of this

one. Last turn of the last reel will tell

the story.—John Wesely, Peoples thea-
tre, Scio, Ore.—Small town patronage.

Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meigh-
an.—Second run. Picture O. K. Busi-
ness fair. Cannot run Paramount first

run.—R. C. Stueve. Orpheum theatre.
Canton. O.—Transient patronage.

To Please One Woman, with a spe-
cial cast.—There was a difference of
opinion on this one. Wouldn't say it

was a hit with my patrons.—E. L.
Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Inside of The Cup, with a special
cast—One of the best I have had
for a long time.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre. Exeter. N. H.—General patron-
age.

Life, ,a William A. Brady production.
—Crook stories do not meet with favor
with the majority of our patrons, al-

though this one pleased about 50 per
cent. Very good attendance. The ac-
tion is rather slow.— E. W. Werner, War-
wick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meigh-
an.—Good production. Pleased 9ofc.
Kept everyone interested. Star well
liked here.—John Wesely, Peoples thea-
tre, Scio, Ore.—Small town patronage.

The Love Special with Wallace Reid.
—Second run. Good picture. Only fair
business. R. C. Stueve. Orpheum theatre.
Canton, O.—Transient patronage.

The Testing Block, with William S.
Hart—Hart is still able to get them in

BOBBY VERNON, Christie star, meets a Chinese exhibitor and a Scotch producer
in a Mexican street on a California studio lot. Pat Dowling says "the burro
is neutral."

but the weather was bad so did not do
so well. He is our best drawing card
yet.—Horn and Morgan, Star theatre,

Hay Springs, Nebr.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.

—

A regular Reid picture. One you can-
not go wrong with.—Benjamin Apple.
King theatre, Troy, N. Y.—Transient
patronage.

Crooked Streets, with Ethel Clayton.

—

Just a fair picture. Not her best by a
great deal.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre.

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.

—

A picture that was thoroughly enjoyed
by everyone. Theodore Roberts the best

I ever saw him in this picture.—J. H.
Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans.
—Small town patronage.

The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart.—A very good picture which is

different from Hart's usual type of pic-

ture. Oh boy, watch for the fight. It's

real. Never have I seen as good a fight.

—R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Ont., Can.—Small town pat-

ronage. «

Easy To Get, with Marguerite Clark.

—Appealed to 95 per cent of those pres-

ent. A clean and interesting picture.

—

Gem theatre. Waterville, Minn.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Forbidden Fruit, A Cecil B. DeMille
production. Very good picture. Ranks
very well with other DeMille produc-
tions. You can back this picture up.

—

L. A. Pilliod. Photo Play theatre. Grand
Rapids, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Right To Love, with Mae Mur-
ray.—A wonderful picture, but tailed to

draw. No fault of the picture. It pleased
all that saw it.—W. Elkin, Temple thea-

tre. Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Great Day, with a special cast.

—Only four reels. Nothing to it and no
drawing power. Stay off.—R. C. Stueve.

Orpheum theatre, Canton, O.—Transient
patronage.

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Good clean story with good
acting and good scenery. Star well liked

here.—John Wesely. Peoples theatre,

Scio, Ore.—Small town patronage.

Silk Hosiery, with Enid Bennet.—

A

good picture, but dream pictures are not
liked here. The people evidently don't
like paying two-bits per dream.—R. R.
Gribble. Grand theatre. New Hamburg,
Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

The World And His Wife, with Alma
Rubens.—Several of my patrons said this

was the best picture thev had ever seen.
I liked it all right.—P. j'. Burford, Prin-
cess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Miracle Man, with a special cast.

—An extra good one, with some good
lessons. A Sunday program that pleased.
—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.—Small town patronage.

Everywoman, with a special cast.

—

Many favorable comments on this one.

—

Dodge & Baker, Unique theatre, Myrtle
Point, Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

Pathe
Half A Chance, with Mahlon Ham-

ilton.— Very interesting production.
Pleased 100 r 'r. Good photography and a

good moral lesson.—John Wesely, Peo-
ples theatre, Scio, Ore.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The House of The Tolling Bell, with
May McAvoy.—A J. Stuart Blackton
production and a good picture. Business
poor, but no fault of the picture.—F. H.
Gatcomb. Armstrong's theatre, Vance-
boro, Me.—Small town patronage.

The Lure of Egypt, with a special cast.

—They seemed to like this fine, as it

was something different and was a good
second night drawing card. Good acting
and photography.—W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small
town patronage.

Man and His Woman, with May Mc-
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MARION DAVIES and supporting players in a scene from "Enchantment," her
latest Cosmopolitan production, being distributed as a Paramount picture. It

was directed by Robt., G. Vignola.

Avoy.—This is a mighty good picture,

and was worth the money. Pathe for

fair dealing and treating the exhibitor

right all the time. "They have a heart."

This is the kind of picture that uplifts

the industry.—McClure & Faulkner,
Comique theatre, Jamesport, Mo.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Beggar in Purple, with a special

cast.— Very good. Holds interest

throughout. Many favorable comments,
which are encouraging. Pathe's rentals

are such that a small exhibitor can make
something on them.—J. W. Joerger &
H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enter-
prise, Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

Rio Grande, with a special cast.—This
is a mighty good Western picture. My
patrons liked it and some of them told

me so. Business poor.—F. H. Gatcomb,
Armstrong's theatre, Vanceboro, Me.

—

Small town patronage.

R-C Pictures

The Swamp, with Sessue Hayakawa.

—

Good picture with lots of heart interest.

Frankie Lee at his best.—Benjamin Ap-
ple, American theatre, Troy, N. Y.

—

Transient patronage.

If Women Only Knew, with Robert
Gordon.—This is an extra good feature.

Pleased 100%. Poor business, but no
fault of picture. Don't be afraid to book
this one. Good title.—O. U. Peterson,
Star theatre, Galva, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Sting of The Lash, with Pauline
Frederick.—Excellent picture. Advance
publicity and favorable press comment
aided in attracting a Rood attendance for

first half of the week.—William Noble,
Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—
General patronage.

See My Lawyer, with a special cast.

—

This comedy did not take with the peo-
ple at all. Opinion in general poor. Not
up to So Long, Letty, or Seven Years
Bad Luck.—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
theatre, Union, Ore.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Live and Let Live, with a special cast.

—Fine, as censor proof as they make
'em and a story that should appeal to

all. Every father and mother should
see this play and give it considerable
thought. Business off: 20 below when
I opened up and played to $10 house,
BUT the feature IS there.— F. W. Hor-
rigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg,
Mont.—Mining Camp patronage.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Lin-
der.—Very good five reel comedy. Sent
them all away smiling. No complaints
at all. Everybody pleased.—A. E. Rog-
ers, Temple theatre, Dexter, N Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Barricade, with a special cast.—

A

Jewish story that is not very entertain-

ing. Has no value at the box office.—T.
Miller Davidge, The Queen theatre, Du-
rant, Okla.—General patronage.

Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.

—

This is a good picture that will please
most patrons. Acting and photography
is fine.—J. E. Higgins, Ma : estic theatre.

Cullom, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Beach of Dreams, with Edith
Storey.—This picture only fair. Edith
Storey is not liked by patrons. She has
no beauty. Also The Greater Profit

failed miserably owing to the unpopu-
larity of the star. I am done with Edith.

—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre. Un-
ion, Ore.—Small town patronage.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Lin-
der.—Lots of good comedy. Use it if

you want to make your patrons happy.
Photography fair.—O. H. Southworth,
Opera House. Adams, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

813, with a special cast.—If your pa-

trons like detective stories, then get this

one. The mystery starts in first reel and
holds attention to finish.—J. E. Higgins,
Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Salvage, with Pauline Frederick.—This
is very good. Some claimed it her best

since Madame X. A picture of mother
love.—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre,

Union, Ore.—Small town patronage.

Realart
The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—

A real classy picture. Just as peppy and
zippy as you please, but censor proof
all the time. The kind of stuff that goes
with the younger sets. Good clever story
and splendid cast, but picture drags a
bit when Bebe is off the screen. Average
business two days.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—
A very entertaining, clean picture. Good
for any theatre.—William Haight, Or-
pheum theatre, Livingston, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.—
Dandy good clean comedy.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—General patronage.

The Case of Becky, with Constance
Binney.—Star does good work, but my
patrons don't like such stories.—Mrs. R.

G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.—
A delightful comedy. Miss Daniels at

her best.— P. Krauth, Opera House, Den-
ison, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dawn of The East, with Alice Brady.

—Very good. Broke house record for

Sunday night.—Benjamin Apple, King
theatre, Troy, N. Y.—Transient patron-

age.

Room and Board, with Constance Bin-

ney.—A good Irish comedy well acted.

These are the kind that people like. Real-

art a good bet.—William Haight, Living-

ston, Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

Room And Board, with Constance Bin-

ney.—A happy combination of fun and
romance. Pleased 100 per cent. Good
attendance.—E. W. Werner, Warwick
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Her Winning Way, with Mary Miles

Minter.—An extra good comedy-drama
and pleased what few I had in the thea-

tre. Nothing draws now.—William
Haight, Orpheum theatre, Livingston,

Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dawn of the East, with Alice Brady.

—

A picture that deserves a great deal of

praise. It pleased my patrons and Alice

Brady did the part assigned to her in a

most excellent way. Business average

two days.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,

Winchester, Ind.

Oh! Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels.

—A dandy little picture. Everybody
went out smiling.—F. Hejtmanek, Op-
era House, Clarkson, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

Her Face Value, with Wanda Haw-
ley.—Good picture. Pleased 100%. At
tendance light on account of conditions.

Realart stars a very satisfactory bet for

good clean wholesome entertainment.—
Norwine Amusement Co., Odeon theatre,

Bonne Terre, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Hush Money, with Alice Brady.—Star

is a hasbeen with our patrons. Few come
and none care for her.—Mrs. R. G. Jor-

dan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Sheltered Daughters, with Justine

Johnstone.—Better pay for it and shelve

it. The poorest thing ever shown from
this company.—Howard Varing. Royal
theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—General patron-

age.

Selznick
The Way of a Maid, with Elaine Ham-

merstcin.—The kind of a picture any
audience will be pleased with, especially

if you have a Hammcrstein following.

—

Benjamin Apple. American theatre, Troy,

N. Y.—Transient patronage.

Society Snobs, with Conway Tearle.

—
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N'ot up to his standard, although Con-
way Tearle is a favorite at the Warwick.
Very good attendance.—E. W. Werner,
Warwick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

The Girl From Nowhere, with Elaine

Hammerstein.—Good program picture

ind all that saw it were satisfied.—L. G.

^lby, Strand theatre, Waterford. Wise.
Neighborhood patronage.

Remorseless Love, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—This star is sure good. They
are clean, and run as good as they make
them.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,

Mymera, Ind.—Small town patronage.

The Road of Ambition, with Conway
Tearle.—Good average picture. My pa-

trons haven't learned to appreciate Tearle

as yet. He is really a good star.—O. H.
Southworth, Opera House, Adams, N.

Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Palace of Darkened Windows,
with a special cast.—Stay off of this so-

called Select special. Not as good and
don't please as good as program pic-

ture.—T. M. Savage, The Queen, Du-
rant, Okla.—General patronage.

The Rack, with Alice Brady.—Poor
advertising paper and a poor name.
Didn't draw.—Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Heart of Wetona, with Norma
Talmadge.—Patrons liked this one very
well. Drew to capacity.—L. B. Elinor,

Jr., Monarch theatre, Havana, Fla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Seeds of Vengeance, with Bernard
Durning.—A rather interesting melo-
drama of the feud country. Did not
draw. None of the cast known to our
people.—C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111.—Small town patronage.

The Broadway Saint, with Montagu
Love.—Another program picture that is

better than some of the comedy-drama
specials.—Harold Daspit, Atherton thea-
tre, Kentwood, La.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

United Artists

The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith

production.—Very fine. A pleasing pic-

ture that is sure to cause favorable com-
ments. Play it.—V. F. Saxton, Fort
Plain theatre. Fort Plain, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.

—

This one took quite well but not as good

A scene from the forthcoming Metro
comedy-drama, "Turn to the Right," a
Rex Ingram production.

as The Mark of Zorro. Don't believe
Doug is the drawing card that he used
to be.—Horn and Morgan, Star theatre,
Hay Springs, Nebr.—Small town patron-
age.

Universal
No Woman Knows, with a special

cast.—In this Mabel Julliene Scott por-
trays one of the most lovable characters
we have had the pleasure of seeing for
some time, and it is a revelation to see
a star as capable as she. The story and
production far better than the average.
For the most part cast is extraordinary.
Average business two days.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.

—

Good as usual.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre, Exeter, N. H.—General patron-
age.

The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.—

A

good program picture. Although the pic-
ture is kind of an old story, the star
does good acting.—O. Lamon, Audito-
rium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson.—A clever
little Western with plenty of humor.
Only comments passed were as to his
horsemanship, and he looks to be as good
as any in this respect.—F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

—

Mining camp patronage.

Rich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Might have been a good picture,
but so many scenes were cut out, and a
lot of the titles were in the wrong place.—R. O. Baker, Bakers' Electric theatre,
McCune, Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Magnificent Brute, with Frank
Mayo.—The Mayo pictures are all good,
outdoor, active and interesting, and the
above is no exception. Winter here and
times dull. Business fair.—Mrs. James
Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special cast.—Good. You don't need to worry the
day you use a Jewel.—G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—General
patronage.

A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Picture good. Weather killed bus-
iness. Did not make expenses.—Lewis
S. Briscoe, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—Transient patronage.

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers,

—

Very good picture with a good moral.
First part compares with Humoresque.
Pleased here.—M. D. Foster, Gem thea-
tre, Williamsburg, Kans.—Neighborhood
patronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.

—

Just fair picture. No action. Audience
could go to sleep.—L. L. Connor, Vic-
tory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Big Adventure, with Breezy Ea-
son.—Picture good. Can't go wrong on
this one. Book it. Boost it among
school children. Will please young and
old alike. Book it, boost it and then tell

some one else the news. Just the kind
to drive away the blues.—J. W. Boat-
wright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
Fair program picture.—Auditorium thea-

tre, Charleton, Nebr.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva No-
vak.—Best program picture that Univer-
sal has published in a long time. Snow
scenes beautiful. Story good. Many said

that it was better than The Rainbow
Trail, a special. We ran this with Kiss

Me, Caroline, with another "Turkey

on the ceiling of California Hospital
ward, Los Angeles, for benefit of bed-
ridden patients. A DeVry Projector,
supplied by A. L. Parker, of Rothacker
Film Mfg. Co., was used.

Night," to a mighty satisfied house.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—

A

great picture from standpoint of most
excellent acting, as the entire cast does
the thing up to expectations and Pris-
cilla Dean reaches the top-most heights
of a real portrayer of character. Busi-
ness a little better than present average.
—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winches-
ter, Ind.

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson.—And
still Universal gives us the goods at

about the price we have to pay for ex-
press charges on the others.—G. W. Yea-
ton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lin-
coln.—A pool-hall lizzard picture, and
further deponent sayeth not.—J. C. Jen-
kins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Nebr.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Good production. Pleased
100%. Will not stand a raise in admis-
sion. Population 300.—John Wesely,
Peoples theatre, Scio, Ore.—Small town
patronage.

The Dangerous Moment, with Carmel
Myers.—Good picture, but my patrons
don't like that Bol— stuff. Myers is

good.—J. W. Boatwright, Radio theatre,

Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Raw-
linson.—Very good, or what I would call

an ordinary program picture. Action not
much only in the 5th reel. Business off.

—Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,

Kans.—General patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—Boys,
she is sure a "wildcat." We like Out-
side the Law the best. Too dark a pic-

ture and titles. Get off of this, please.

—

Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson.—Good
picture. Star is a comer. Business fair

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.

413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
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LILA LEE, feminine lead in Paramount Pictures.

only, but the picture pleased.—Lewis S.

Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.

—

Transient patronage.

Vitagraph
The Single Track, with Corinne Grif-

fith.—Fine picture. Pleased 100 per cent.

This is the kind of stories the public

wants.—L. R. Creason, Palace theatre,

Eufaula, Okla.—General patronage.

The Juggernaut, with a special cast.

—

Sure a good picture. A good puller.

The train wreck hard to beat. Got lots

of compliments on this.—J. F. Tweedy,
Auditorium theatre, Carthage, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

The Old Oaken Bucket, with a special

cast.—Ran this on Christmas and pleased
everyone. Some patrons actually came
back four times and many stayed two
showings. Was afraid of this one when
I booked it, but it's really a great achieve-
ment, simple but true to life and bound
to please all young folks and those that

ever were young. Expect to play a re-

turn date. They called for more like it.

—

Jos. Mazetis, Liberty theatre, Bcntlcy-
ville, Pa.

What Do Men Want? with a special

cast.—Not Lois Weber's greatest pic-

ture by any means but it will fairly

please. If you like something clean, en-
tertaining and genuinely good, you'll not
lie disappointed with this one.—T. Mil-
ler Davidge, The Queen theatre, l)u-

rant, Okla.—General patronage.

State Rights
Charge It, (Equity) with Clara Kim-

ball Young.—Very entertaining Young
picture. Very much superior to Straight
From Paris. I've tried to raise prices

on the Young pictures but the people do
not fancy this.—T. Miller Davidge, The
Queen theatre, Durant, Okla.—General
patronage.

A Child For Sale, (Graphic) with a

special cast. Picture good. Advertised it

strongly and just broke even at 20 and
40 cents admission.—L. J. Alby, Strand
theatre, Watcrford, Wis.—Neighborhood
patronage.

KAZAN (Export and Import),
with Jane Novak.—One of this

kind once in a while will give them
something to talk about and ask
when you're going to have another.
Several canines were renamed
"Kazan" after seeing this picture.

It pulls, and satisfies.—Chas. W.
Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand
Gorge, N. Y.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

Isobel, (Davis) with a special cast.

—

One of the finest Northern pictures ever
filmed, Patrons all pleased. You are
missing a great treat if you fail to play
it. Will stand heavy advertising. Mrs.
James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.

—

Small town patronage.

A Broadway Buckeroo, (Pioneer) with
William Fairbanks.— Fair picture. Busi-
ness good. My people like a picture with

action in it.—R. C. Stueve, Orpheum
theatre, Canton, O.—-Transient patronage.

Straight From Paris, (Equity) with
Clara Kimball Young.—Young does not
seem to hold her followers any more.
This is her worst picture. It did not
even please the high-brows.—T. M. Da-
vidge, The Queen theatre, Durant, Okla.—-General patronage.

The Sport of Kings, (B. M. P. Q
with Matt Moore.—Not a punch or

laugh. Photography punk. Can't read
titles. Small attendance. Glad of it.

Stay off this one.—Norwine Amusement
Co., Odeon theatre, Bonne Terre, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Montana Bill, (Pioneer) with William
Fairbanks.—For one night this month,
except Saturdays, we made expenses,
with this one. Good picture and well

liked by our audience.—W. C. Allen,

Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Hush, (Equity) with Clara Kimball
Young.—Just a fair average program pic-

ture but somewhat better than her for-

mer ones.—T. M. Davidge, Queen thea-

tre, Durant, Okla.—General patronage.

GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE
LAW (Arrow), with a special

cast.—While we have played
stronger Curwood subjects than
this one, we must confess that a
Christmas night audience thor-
oughly enjoyed it. Well knowing
that James Oliver's name in con-
nection with any subject is a valu-

able advertising asset, we have pre-

pared for the near future by
booking not only the group of four
Arrow productions but Vitagraph's
FLOWER OF THE NORTH as

well.—Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind.—General
patronage.

Kazan, (Export and Import) with a

special cast.—A 100% picture. This will

please any audience and the animal stuff

is the best ever. Scenery and photography
very good.—J. W. Joerger & H. M. Ma-
loney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Spoilers, (Selig) with William
Farnum.—Although old, this reissue is

in good condition. Very good business

although eleven times in town before.

—

R. C. Stueve, Orpheum theatre, Canton.

O.—Transient patronage.

The Birth of a Nation, (D. W. G.) a

D. W. Griffith production.—No business

on account of shops closing and prices

too high.— F. D. Adams, Orpheum thea-
i

tre, Waycross, Ga.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Serials

Winners of the West, (Universal) with

Art Acord.—A very good serial and do-

ing as well as could be expected in tin's

community at present.—Mrs. Sudie I.

Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines,

N. M.
Miracles of The Jungle, (Federated)

with a special cast.—Still going good on

the 6th episode. Pleasing 100 per cent.

Business only fair, from no fault of pic-

ture.—Chas. H. Bills, Opera House, Le-

nora, Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Avenging Arrow, (Pathe) with

Ruth Roland. Good clean serial. Ruth
does good work and pleased up to the.

end.—Lewis S. Brisco, Princess theatre.

Elwood, Ind.—Transient patronage.

The Diamond Queen, (Universal) with

a special cast.—Finished this serial some
time ago but forgot to report on it. One
of the best I ever ran. Some story and
sense to it.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre.

Exeter, N. H.—General patronage.

Winners of the West, (Universal) with

|

L
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rt Acord.—Have played the first two
)isodes and they went over very good,

rought out as many additional grown-
ds as kids. Here's hoping it holds up
; well for the next sixteen chapters.

—

W. Joerger & H. M. Maloney, O. K.

leatre, Enterprise, Ore.—Neighborhood
atronage.

Do or Die, (Universal) with Eddie

olo.—Poorest serial ever made by Uni-

ersal. Too much repeating.—Lewis S.

risco. Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.

—

ransient patronage.

The Avenging Arrow, (Pathe) with

iuth Roland.—Not drawing. My pa-

rons don't like the "furrin" names.

—

lack Johnson, Strand theatre, Alexander
ity, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Winners of the West, (Universal) with

\.rt Acord.—While we are only on the

ourth chapter, we believe that this se-

ial is destined to go over strong for

he entire eighteen chapters. A close

tudy of the Saturday crowds that at-

end this serial shows that they are very

nuch absorbed in the picture from the

-tart of each episode until the "continued

lext week" trailer comes on the screen.

\pplause always great each chapter.

That spells appreciation to us.—Harry M.
Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington,
Ind.—General patronage.

Winners of the West, (Universal)

with Art Acord.—Started off fine, but on
the seventh episode business is off 60

per cent. Can't see much to it.—L. R.

treason, Palace theatre, Eufaula. Okla.

—

General patronage.

Hurricane Hutch, ( Pathe) with Charles
Hutchinson.—Doing big business, on the

7th episode. Serial good. Everyone
pleased. Lots of thrills and action in

this serial.—Wm. Thacher. Royal thea-

tre, Salina, Kans.—General patronage.

Short Subjects

The Bell Hop, (Vitagraph) with Larry
Semon.—Larry is a genuine "big league"
comedy star with our audiences. We
have played every Larry Semon comedy
that Vitagraph has ever released. In
fact, we used the first, second and third

groups twice. This one contains one of

the most thrilling stunts of any previous
Semon comedy, and it fairly took the ca-

pacity audience right up out of their

seats. Fact is, Larry's comedies get bet-

ter with every one he makes.—Harry M.
Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington,
Ind.—General patronage.

Aesop's Fables (Pathe).—These are the
best short subjects I have ever used.

Better than 90% of the two reel comedies.
Book them before your competitor gets
a chance at them.—L. R. Crcason, Palace
theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Torchy A La Carte, (Educational) with
Johnnie Hines.—A very enjoyable com-
edy. Plenty of stunts. It kept them
laughing from beginning to end.—H. J.

A scene from "The Last Trail." (Fox.)

Longaker. Howard theatre, Alexandria,
Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Robinson Crusoe Ltd., (Educational)
with Lloyd Hamilton.—One of the best
comedies I have used for a long time.
Mermaids seem to be the best brand
Educational has.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre, Exeter, N. H.—General patron-
age.

The Hayseed, (Fox) with Al St. John.
—One of the best comedies I have had.

—

Edward Lindsey, Lindsey theatre, Indus-
try, 111.—Small town patronage.

Moonshine, (Educational) with Lloyd
Hamilton.—This is a very funny comedy
and will please most of them.—F. Hejt-
manek, Opera House, Clarkson, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

Made in the Kitchen, (F. N.) a Mack
Sennett production.—Absolutely poor. No
laughs.—F. D. Adams, Orpheum theatre,
Waycross, Ga.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Muddy Bride (Universal), with
Baby Peggy.— I'll tell you that Baby
Peggy is not a comer—she's here! We
are only too glad to add her delightful
Century comedies to our program for
she never fails to please both young
and old.—Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

Holy Smoke (Educational), with a
special cast.—An extra good comedy.
Will please any audience.—P. J. Burford,
Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Love's Outcast (F. N.), with Ben Tur-
pin.— Funnier than the funniest Ben
Turpin. If you want something really
funny and clean, book this. If your
patrons like Sennetts they'll like this.

—

T. Miller Davidge, The Queen theatre,
Durant, Okla.—General patronage.

Say It With Flowers (Fox), with a
special cast.—This is good. We are
playing Sunshine comedies only when
we read reports on them in Exhibitors
Herald as being good. This is our
first one, Okay.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Mack Sennett Comedies.—We have
shown Mack Sennett comedies every
week for three months. They sure make
the house roar and are helping to keep
up business.—Chas. H. Bliss, Opera
House, Lenora, Kans.—Small town pat-

ronage.

KISS ME CAROLINE (Edu-
cational), with a special cast.

—

Best comedy I ever saw. A real

farce on the "Charley's Aunt"
order boiled down to two excru-
ciatingly funny reels. Everybody
liked it. No slapstick in it. Good
for any occasion in any theatre.

Book it and boost it. If all come-
dies were as good as this we would
have to build a new theatre.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

Back From the Front (Educational),

with Bobbie Vernon.—Splendid. Full of

funny situations.—D. W. Kooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Toonerville Trolley Comedies (F. N.)

—Go far better than the average come-
dies with my patrons.—G. W. Yeaton,

Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—General
patronage.

Toonerville Trolley Comedies (F. N.),

with a special cast.— I run these like a

serial, one each week. Had a better

business than any serial in the past year.

Best two reelers made.—L. R. Creason,

Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—General
patronage.
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THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
Publicity has been pro-

nounced by many as the life of

any project. Of course this is

more true in some cases than

in others but it is true in all

cases to a certain extent.

Exhibitors have been criti-

cized at times for failing to

avail themselves of new and

modern equipment when as a

matter of fact their first knowl-

edge that such an article ex-

isted was incorporated in the

criticism.

The Exhibitor is not to

blame. He is progressive. He
needs no defense along this

line. The United States is

too big to put trust in the

word-of-mouth idea. There

must be a more concrete plan

than this. There are two ave-

nues open to the manufac-

turer or distributor of equip-

ment—publicity and advertis-

ing.

The word "publicity," like

many another good word, has

come into disrepute through

the tendency of many to use

this perfectly respectable word
as a cloak for bunkum. By
publicity we mean the dissemi-

nation to the exhibitor through

the medium of the trade press

honest-to-God important de-

velopments in the equipment

field both as it affects product

and personnel of -the execu-

tives.

It is a service to the exhibi-

tor that no manufacturer can

afford to ignore.

Newman Manufacturing Company
In New Building January First

New Quarters Consist of Three Buildings Connected
to Form One Unit—Purchased at Cost

of Approximately $125,000

Celebrating the New Year with a new
building doubling the present output is

the plan of the Newman Manufacturing

Company of Cincinnati, pioneer manu-
facturers of brass rails and lobby equip-

ment. The move was made in prepara-

tion for a general resumption of business
and to take care of orders expected.
The purchase price of the new prop-

erty is said to exceed $12j,000. The
building is that formerly occupied by
the Gibson Art Company at 416 and 418
Elm Street, the sale being made through
William Reehl, real estate broker.

To Double Staff

"We expect with the advent of 1922 to

increase our production facilities 100 per
cent," said an official of the company in

discussing Newman's new home. "At the
present time our staff consists of 78 oper-
atives. This number is to be increased
to 160 as soon as the plant's equipment
is installed."

The property acquired contains 56,000
feet of floor space. It was in this build-

ing that the Gibson Art Company estab-
lished an international business which re-

sulted in the company being required to

construct its present home at the south-
east corner of Fourth and Plum streets,

where it has invested nearly $800,000 in

land and improvements.

Three Building Unit

The property acquired by the Newman
Manufacturing Company is on Elm
Street at the northeast corner of Pleasant
Court. It consists of three buildings, one

of seven stories, another of five, and the

third of four, all connected and forming

a unit.

The arrangement of the plant and ship-

ping facilities, it is said, was a large fac-

tor in the determination of the Newman
Company to purchase the property in its

entirety. In addition to being well known
in the motion picture field because of

the equipment it has furnished to theatres

throughout the country, the Newman
Manufacturing Company has built up an

enviable reputation through its business

dealings with restaurants, hotels, banks
and public buildings. It maintains 47

branch offices in the United States.

Dodge Theatre Destroyed
BIRCH RUN, MICH.—A defective

chimney caused a fire which completely

destroyed the motion picture theatre

owned by E. M. Dodge of Flint.

New home of the Newman Manufacturing Company in Cincinnati, in which it is

announced the firm will double its output. The property was purchased at a

cost of approximately $125,000.
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Chicago Firm Stages Unique Concert
Of Mechanically Controlled Violins

A recital demonstration of the Mills

Group Control of Stringed Instruments
was held at Kimball Hall, Chicago, re-

cently. The concert, comprising a wide
range of music, was attended by music
reviewers of various Chicago newspapers
and publications of the musical field. The
occasion was said to mark a revolution-

ary innovation in the field of music, fur-

ther developments of which, it was
predicted by those in attendance, will be
watched with interest.

Played by One Man
The Mill Group Control of Stringed

Instruments, by means of electrical de-
vices, enables one musician sitting at a

keyboard to play any number of violins

with complete command over all their

resources. The keyboard, at which the
player sits, resembles a small organ. It

contains two rows of keys. At the base
are three foot-pedals and the player,

through electrical control is capable of
operating any number of violins, either

singly or collectively.

Each violin is a complete unit. It is

mounted by itself and is connected with
the keyboard by an electric cable con-
trolled by a switch. At the concert at

Kimball Hall eight such violins were
thus connected, and played.

Produces Even Tones

It is pointed out that ordinarily the
tones of the violin are obtained by
energizing its strings with a bow. The

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00
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Mills instrument substitutes for the un-
even back and forth movement of the
ordinary bow, a continuous even rotary
motion by means of a small celluloid disc
attached to a revolving shaft, one for
each string of the violin. All four of
them may be played simultaneously, a
thing which cannot be done on an ordi-
nary violin.

The musician may play as rapidly as
he can make his fingers fly over the key-
board. He may make runs, skips or leaps
whether playing one violin or a dozen,
with all the command of the best violinist.

Suited for Theatres

That there is a wide field for the use
of this system of group controlled violins

is pointed out by the musical expert of
a Chicago newspaper. According to his

views the system would simplify certain
orchestral problems and could be advan-
tageously adapted for theatres and mo-
tion picture houses where large orchestras
are required.

Made Sales Manager
Of Smith Unit Organ

W. P. Tanney Transferred from

Pittsburgh to Important

Chicago Post
W. P. Tanney has been appointed sales

manager of the Smith Unit Organ Com-
pany, with headquarters in Chicago. Mr.
Tanney assumed his new duties the first

of December.
The new sales manager has been asso-

ciated with the Smith company for more
than five years, coming to Chicago from
the Pittsburgh territory, where he acted
as special representative.
Mr. Tanney is now engaged with the

other officials of the company in plan-
ning the 1922 sales campaign, which, it

is said, is to be more comprehensive in

scope than any attempted by the con-
cern. He is succeeded in the Pittsburgh
territory by Roy Abels.

New Orpheum Theatre
Opened at Flora, Illinois

The Orpheum theatre at Flora, 111., has
been opened by the Cosmopolitan Adver-
tising and Amusement Corporation. The
building housing the new theatre has been
completely remodeled and the house
which formerly occupied the site has been
converted into a modern playhouse in

every respect. The seating capacity has
been increased to 550.

A ladies' rest room has been installed.

The stage has been enlarged and new and
pretentious setting acquired, with effec-

tive lighting apparatus. Two new pro-

jection machines have been purchased
for the operator and a modern ventilat-

ing and heating system inaugurated.
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RobbinsiOpens Third
House in Watertown

Olympic Is Added to String

of Theatres in > Syracuse

and Utica

Nathan Robbins has added three new
houses at Watertown, N. Y., to his string

of theatres in Syracuse and Utica. The
most recent addition is the Olympic, at

Watertown, which was opened a short

time ago with impressive ceremonies.

Mayor Makes Speech

City officials, including Mayor Robert
E. Cahill, were guests of Mr. Robbins on
the opening night. Mayor Cahill was
introduced to the audience by Dr. J.
Victor Wilson, presentation director for

the Robbins houses, and in a speech wel-
comed the new house as an attractive
addition to the city's amusement enter-
prises. Flower pieces were presented to

Mr. Robbins and telegrams from stars

and producers were read from the stage.

To Run Latest Films

The Olympic theatre will pursue a
policy of presenting the latest pictures in

conjunction with a program of music
rendered by the Olympic Concert Orches-
tra, under the direction of Patrick Con-
way. "The Little Minister," starring
Betty Compson, Harold Lloyd comedy,
scenic and educational studies, and Pathe
News comprised the program for the
initial show.

Open Peerless House
With Smith Unit Organ

The Peerless theatre, a 1,000 seat house,
which is owned and operated by W. T.
Pierce, opened to capacity business on
Thursday, December 1. The special fea-

ture was the Smith Unit Organ of sixty-

four speaking stops. The following was
what the Kewanee Star Courier had to

say:
"One of the outstanding features of

the new Peerless theatre is the beautiful
Smith Unit Orchestral Organ. This
instrument has sixty-four speaking stops
or different combinations and is especially

built for the latest in motion picture
music. The wonderful accoustics of the

auditorium were especially noted in the

music produced by this splendid instru-

ment. Certainly the Smith Organ will

be a delightful addition to the musical
life of Kewanee and community. John
Behan is the organist."

Will Build $1,000,000

Theatre on Astor Block
NEW YORK.—A $1,000,000 theatre is

to be erected on the William Waldorf
Astor block on the west side of Avenue A,
Third to Fourth streets. Morris J. Stang
has purchased the property as a repre-

sentative of a building syndicate.
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. PalacesAreGoing Up.
Only the Latest Equip-
ment Is Being Installed

New Projects

New York, N. Y.—A two-story motion
picture theatre and stores will be erected
at the northwest corner of Ninth avenue
and Fifty-fifth street.

Brewer, Me.— It is reported that
Bangor persons are negotiating for the
purchase of a lot in Brewer on which to
erect a motion picture theatre.

Dayton, O.—Plans are being prepared
for the erection of a $500,000 theatre near
the National Cash Register factory here.

*

Wortham, Tex.—H. J. Smith and asso-
ciates of Dallas will build a $50,000 the-
atre here, excavation work for which has
already been started.

Fremont, O.—Nerl Follet has pur-
chased the brick block on Madison street,

which he plans to rebuild for a modern
motion picture house.

*

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Russell Theatre
Company, Sigmund Solomon, president,
has purchased the corner at Driggs and

Greenpoint avenues, on which to erect a
$100,000 theatre and office building.

San Pedro, Cal.—A 1,600 seating ca-
pacity theatre will be erected here, ac-
cording to announcement by Mrs. Rude-
cinda DeDodson.

Evansville, Ind.—Colored residents of
this city will have their own theatre, a
house seating 850. The project is being
promoted by a board of directors of
negro residents, headed by Ernest G.
Tidrington.

*

Marengo, 111.—Several locations are
under consideration here as sites for a
new $50,000 motion picture theatre to be
under the management of Smith and
Brothers of Fonda, la.

*

Philadelphia, Pa.— Plans have been
filed by William Fox Entertainment Cor-
poration of New York for the erection of

a sixteen-story theatre and office build-

ing at the southwest corner of Sixteenth
and Market streets.

Openings
Galatia, 111.—The Lyric, a new $20,000

motion picture theatre, has been opened
here. Robert Karnes is manager.

*

Carlisle, Ind.—J. A. Rooksberry has
opened the Lyric theatre here. The new
house seats 355.

Rochester, N. Y.—Daniel Howard has
opened a motion picture theatre here in

Franklin Hall.

Iron River, Mich.—The new $75,000

Delft theatre has been opened here by
Delft Theatres, Inc.

Ownership Changes
Frankfort, O.—Phillips and Roseboom

have purchased from Everett Flesher the
Lyric theatre and assumed control of
same.

Superior, Wis.—A syndicate of local
theatrical men have leased the Palace
theatre from Finkelstein and Ruben.
L. G. Ross will handle the business of
the theatre in the future.

New York, N. Y.—J. H. Michaels has
purchased the Valentine theatre and
business building at the southeast corner
of Fordham Road and Valentine avenue.

WILLEMSEN & CO.

ExportersofFilm
Spanish Title Work a Specialty

Office and Laboratory, 4 16 Char Ires Si, New Orleans

Cable Address: \\ illcmfilm

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies

PLUSH -VELOUR -SILK -SATIN - SATEEN

We »pecialize in Moving
Picture Theatre work

The Fabric Studios,inc.
177 No. State St. CHICAGO

"Let us make your presentation artistic"

AMERICAN FILM PRINTING

Gets More Out of Your Negatives

That's where experience counts— in getting the best

possible prints from improperly developed negatives.

American film laboratories are known throughout
the trade for the highest quality film printing. In

addition they offer the promptest service, at prices

that are always right.

Try "American" on the very next order. You'll find

it pays.

Developing

Printing

Tinting

Toning

Editing

Titling

Let us know your needs and
we will quote you prices

and service details.

Ordinary film reduced to

American Standard
Safety Size.

(Absolutely fire-proof
film, passed by all fire

underwriters.)

Laboratory Capacity One
Million Feet Per Week

American Film
Company

Inc.
Laboratories

6227 Brua»ay, Chuf. III.

mi
London, England

Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.

American 10 Points

1 QUALITY. Prints known for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert staff

trained by years of experience, as-

sures highest quality prints obtainable.

2. REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years
of experience.

3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of
strong financial standing.

4. LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.

5. EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.

6. CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks
of Lake Michigan. Away from dirt

and dust.

7. SAFETY. Plant approved by both
city of Chicago ana Board of Fire

Underwriters.

8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
serve exacting requirements.

9. PRICES. Reasonable and com-
petitive.

10. GUARANTEES. Write for our
unique guarantee of quality work.

Gold Fibre Screens

Judging from our orders, the

number of progressive exhib-

itors is rapidly increasing.

Samples and literature upon request

<
Vorld's Largest Producers^

J^otion Picture Screens.

EXHIBITORS
HERALD—

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM
ADVERTISING

RESULTS
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CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Boosting Admissions
Puts License Higher

Chicago Theatre Men Forced

to Pay City Collector

Additional Fee

If Chicago theatremen boost their

prices of admission on special produc-

tions they also must pay the city a higher

license fee for each day that the increased

prices are effective.

Many of the exhibitors of the city were

not aware of this provision of the license

ordinance and as a result they have been

paid a visit by the city collector.

3 Per Cent Is Charged

Chicago theatre licenses are based on
admission fees and seating capacity. If,

during the presentation of a feature the
admission price is boosted, the city is

empowered to collect for each day of the
showing 3 per cent of the difference be-
tween the annual license regularly paid
by the theatre and the license that would
be paid if the higher admission prices
were in effect the year around.

. As an example, if the price of admis-
sion at any theatre is 25 cents and a 50
cent admission is charged for a one day
presentation, the exhibitor would have to

pay the city 3 per cent of the difference

on a 25 cent license and a 50 cent license.

Contracts Stipulate Higher Price

It is very necessary that exhibitors of'

Chicago know this provision of the
license ordinance because of the fact that

several big productions are being booked
now, the contracts stipulating that a cer-

tain admission price be charged.
Unless this additional fee is paid ex-

hibitors will not be permitted to renew
their licenses.

Greiver Will Distribute

Johnson-Jeffries Films
Greiver Productions, 831 South Wa-

bash avenue, has signed for the distribu-

tion in Illinois of the Johnson-Jeffries
fight pictures.

• The picture, which has played for ten

weeks in the Chicago loop, will be booked
on percentage only. Eight companies,
according to Griever Productions, have
been organized to handle the many
applications for dates which have been
received.

Hopp to Erect House at

Ogden and North Avenues
A $300,000 motion picture house will

be erected at the intersection of North
avenue and Larrabee street by Joseph
Hopp. pioneer motion picture man. The
house will have a seating capacity of

1,650. Plans for the structure have been
drawn by William T. Braun. and it is

expected the new theatre will be com-
pleted in October.

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 4.—The week
in which February 8 falls has been

designated Kent-Selznick week by the
local Select Pictures Corporation branch
in honor of Manager J. O. Kent, who
has been in charge of the office four
years. Kent has been with the Selznick
organization seven years. The special

sales drive, it is said, was the idea of

some of Kent's exhibitor friends.

Barbee Books Seven
Hodkinson Features

Will Play Loop Theatre at

Rate of Two Each
Month

W. F. Seymour, district manager, and
Ralph Simmons, local manager, have just

closed with Barbee's Loop theatre for

the presentation of seven W. W. Hod-
kinson Corporation productions.

The pictures will be played at the rate

of two a month, each feature to be given

a minimum showing of one week. The
pictures booked by Barbee's are:

"The Mysterious Rider," which goes

into the house early this month; "Rip

Van Winkle," "Jane Eyre," Cameron of

the Royal Mounted," "Fifty Candles,"

"French Heels" and "The Light in the

Clearing."
Approximately $7,000 has been appro-

priated by the theatre and the distributor

for advertising and exploitation purposes.
An average of $800 will be expended on
each production, it is said.

Paramount Salesmen
Convene at Chicago

Discuss Matters Pertaining
to Handling of Realart

Productions

A convention of Paramount salesmen
was called by H. W. Given, Chicago
manager of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration exchange, on December 27 and
28, at whi.:h twentv-two of the city and
Milwaukee salesmen and representatives
were present. Matters nertaining to the
handling of Realart pictures in conjunc-
tion with the regular Paramount output
were discussed.

Chicago's Force Present

Those who attended from the Chicago
office were: H. W. Given, manager; Otto
Bolle, sales manager; Xeal Agnew, assist-
ant sales manager; Dan Roche, exploita-
tion representative; William Hamm,
booker, and the following salesmen:
Jack Wolfberg. Joe Wolff, E. L. Gold-
berg, H. A. O'Brien, V. C. Jacobs, W. G.
Carmichael, W. D. Washburn, Theo.
Stover, J. Rockabrand. Harry Zink, S. D.
Chapman, L. C. O'Connor.

Realart Men Attend

The following attended from Milwau-
kee: Al Bernstein, manager Milwaukee
exchange; Milton Hirsch, sales manager;
R. Of Gary, exploitation representative;
and salesmen, Bert Reisman, Joe Roder-
ick, George Oldfield, and Horace Con-
way. Messrs. Petaria and Rowley of the
Realart exchange, Chicago, also attended.
Those attending the convention were

entertained on Tuesday evening at the
111 inois theatre and a luncheon was served
on Wednesday at the Stratford hotel.

Two Stars and Author
at Chicago's Theatres

Last week there was a regular suc-
cession of personal appearances in Chi-
cago's downtown motion picture theatres.
George Beban and the principals who
took part in the production, "The Sign
of the Rose," appeared in a twenty-five
minute sketch depicting the flower shop,
at the Chicago; Rex Beach, author of
"The Iron Trail," which played at the
Roosevelt all week, spoke briefly at every
performance and made a very pleasing
impression on his audiences, while over
on Madison street Charles (Buck) Jones,
the Fox star, appeared before the screens
at the Rose and Alcazar theatres under
the Jones, Linick & Schaefer manage-
ment.

O. J, Freulich Goes to

Hot Springs, Arkansas
O. J. Freulich of the Bonita theatre has

gone to Hot Springs, Ark., where he will

be treated for rheumatism. He is living

at the Arlington hotel while there.
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DEMPSEY-CARPENTIER

PICTURES

5 SENSATIONAL REELS

——
NOW AVAILABLE ON

FLAT RENTAL BOOKINGS

After Jan. 1st.

we will give the Exhibitor

the benefit of the cost of

handling percentage en-

gagements by offering Flat

Rental Contracts at a price

consistent with your town.

NOTE!
Applications will be con-

sidered in the order re-

ceived—small towns as well

as the big ones.

State seating capacity, ad-

mission prices, and submit

second choice dates.

OFFICIAL DEMPSEY-CARPENTIER PICTURES
W. A. ASCHMANN B. W. BEADELL

738 SO. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO PHONE HARRISON 7864
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The Nebraska franchise holders of Associated First National Pictures attend a

dinner at the Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha, following their recent "get-together"
meeting.

i CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
j

By Mac — — — —

Raving about Yuletide gifts, that was no
mean contract that exhib Salo Auerbach
slipped young R. V". Nolaxd of Pathe the
other day. The boy will carries that smile
that can't come off.

» * *

Looks like F. L. Drcmm, office manager
for the Hodkinson-Chicago office, has made
np his mind to forget New Yawk. Didya
note the huge flock of black alfalfa strug-
gling to live in the space betwixt his upper
lip and the nostrils ? The disguise is a
wonder. Broadway would never know him
now

!

* » »

Jesse A. Levinson passed through the
city the other day from the East with his
big state rights offering "The Polish
Dancer," starring the great beauty, Pola
Negri.

» » *

Ralph Simmons, manager of the local

Hodkinson exchange, was host to his sales-

men at a luncheon given at the Auditorium
hotel. Dec. 24. Concluding the luncheon, a
real heart-to-heart fire-away sales confer-
ence was held, after which the boys were
given a special screening of their big Ralph
Connor's feature. "Cameron of the Royal
Mounted."

» « *

James Salter, associated with the local

Hodkinson sales organization, resigned
December 24 to accept his recent appoint-
ment as managing-director of the cczy Vil-
lage theatre. Wilmette. 111. This popular
former Vitagrapher has the well wishes of
us all, and Jim should be able to give this

aristocratic locale the best filmdom offers.

* * *

We have been told that the Pathe "Good-
fellows." Osc Florixe, Chick Keppler.
Perce Hayill and Ray Morfa were kept
en the go until the wee hours of Christmas

mom distributing baskets of goodies to

Chi's poor and deserving ones. That's the

spirit lads—put it there! !

* * *

Apropos chatting about good things.

That "Behold the Man" film must have been

a K. O., with manager H. 0. Martix and
assistant manager Ted Meyers, sitting be-

hind barred doors the other day, enjoying

it all bv themselves.
* * *

S. J. Gregory arrived home in Hammond,
Ind., last week completing his vacation

spent at Hot Springs. So the Parthenon

theatre is again running on all sixes.

* « *

Charlie Szold of the Apex theatre,

Peoria. 111., was spied hopping about the

Row the other day giving all the serials a

careful survey. As yet we have been un-

able to ascertain who the lucky exchanges

are.
* * »

The two celluloid fight magnates. Bill

Aschmaxx and Bex Beadell have for-

saken their executive quarters for flying

trips (by rail of course). Bill going to

New York and Ben hitting the key centers

for the Dempsey-Carpentier pictures in

their territory'-
* * *

Let we forget, "Jock" Altlaxd^ erst-
-

while Pathe representative, is now affiliated

with the Beadell-Aschmann organization

traveling the country towns. And we have

another surprise

—

"Howie" Holah is now
inhaling the ozone of fillum row. He just

blew in from a long trip with the Dempsey-
Carpentier films. Imagine that cunning

mustachio is what focled most of us.

Welcome home "Howie."
* * *

"SLkx Levey is now associated with the

Favorite Players exchange and should, with

his large following, show manager Van
Roxkel some real records for set-ins.

* * *

Harry Weiss of the Superior Screen
Service has already given us his 1922 re-

solve. More and greater business and to

show he means business, he is hitting the

rails bright and earl}
-

Jan. 3 for a three

weeks' session.
* • *

The phenomenal records hung up by the

city sales for the big nine specials of Fox
film has Manager C E. Eckhardt all

beaming with smiles. For fear we might
underestimate the actual records, see

Erxie Grohe and Billy- Cook. With young
Harold Loeb back again for the past few
weeks, keep your ears open for some
startling records here,

* » »

Imagine Sam Maurice, who has just been

appointed publicity purveyor for the local

Fox branch, will have heaps of gcod things

to brag about, and with Sam's considerable

experience, managing Shubert's big Mil-

waukee theatre, the local exhibits are sure

due for some live showmanship tips.
* * *

Another gift dropped by ol' St. Nick was
unearthed along the Row. That is SOME
motor car robe the boys of the Progress

and Unity tendered to their chief, Fraxk
Zambrexo. Frank had better get in touch

with Louis Noto, the insurance magnate.
Terrible temptation for any motor enthusi-

ast.
* * *

Sayeth Perce Havill of the local Pathe

office. The charming damsel, Mrs. Bentley,

has opened the Ideal theatre on West 69th

Street, close by Ashland avenue. "Poisey"
alwavs will be the "knowing one."

* * *

Extra! W. H. Brexxer, owner of the

Cozy at Winchester, Ind.. wants to be en-

tered in the "Beauty Contest." Select's "A
Man's Home" had its local premier show-
ing Christmas week. Exhibitor Brenner
advises that his plans are well under way
for a new 750-seat house, ground to be
broken early next spring.

Walter Butz May Build

on Elmwood Park Site
Walter Butz has asked the residents of

Mont Clare and Elmwood Park to vote
on whether they want a motion picture

theatre at Seventy-second court and
Grand avenue.

"Theodora" at Roosevelt
"Theodora." the big film spectacle

based on Sardou's drama, is being given
its first presentation at popular prices this

week at the Roosevelt theatre. The
Goldwyn production is being given in its

entirety and enhanced by a timely and
elaborate prologue arranged by the
Ascher Brothers management. The pic-

ture was well received.

TRAILERS
On all

FEATURES
with or without scenes
can be obtained from

IRVING MUCK CO
Quick fefffj|Sa|| Good
Sfxv/cf fMmlSiiism Work



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles

Minter.
The Man from Medicine Hat, 6ve reels, Helen
Holmes.

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.

Silly Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-
ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, fire reels, with William Russell.

Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.

Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.

The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.

Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far
rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).
The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.
Tune 13—The Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10—Women Who Wait, five reels.

Aug. 17—They Shall Pay. five reels.

Sept. 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept 26—Discontented Wives, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Western Hearts, five reels, with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.
The Wolverine, five reels, with Helen Gibson.

Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North, six reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Sept. 4—The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid), five

reels.

Sept. 4—The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson).
six reels. .

Sept. 11—At the End of the World (Betty Comp-
son), six reels.

Sept. 18—Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British

Prod.), six reels.

Sept. 18—The Golem (Special), six reels.

Sept. 26—The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille
Prod.), nine reels.

Oct. 2— Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.

Oct. 2—Cappy Ricks, « reels. (Thomas Meig-
ham).

Oct. 9—The Great Impersonation, 7 reels, (George
Melford Prod.)

Oct. 16—Three Word Brand, seven reels. (Wil-
liam S. Hart.)

Oct. 28—Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmaurice
Prod.)

Oct. 80—After the Show, 6 reels (Wm. de Mille
Prod.)

Oct. 80—Beyond, six reels. Ethel Clayton.
Ladies Must Live, eight reel, Betty Compson.
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.

Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

White Oak, six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Nerer-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
Man-Woman-Marriage, six reels, Holubar-Phillips.

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Tal-

madge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.

Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and

Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.

Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Tal-

madge.
Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall

Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.

Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.

Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal-

madge.
Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Ceogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonsld.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.

Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me. (John M. Stahl

Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).

Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)

One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.

B.ts of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

THOMAS H. IM H: PRODUCTIONS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother <>' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise

Glaum.
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-

wortb.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirk-

wood and Helen Jerome Eddy
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

' MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.
The Foolish Matrons, six reels.

MACK BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.

Home Talent, five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.

Made in the Kitchen, two reels.

Love's Outcast, two reels with Ben Turpin.
Molly O, eight reels, with Mabel Normand.

J. L. PROTHIIVr.HAH
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEl
The Midlanders. five reels, with Bessie Love
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with BessU
Love.

Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.

The Servant in the House, five reels, with aft.

star cast.

Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-Mar cast

FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.
Thunderclap, seven reels.

Shame, 8,200 feet
Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Footfalls, eight reels.

The Last Trail.

Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.

The Scuttlers, six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.

The Thief, six reels.

The Mountain Woman, six reat
Know Your Man, six reels.

Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.

After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.

Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.

Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.

Queenie, five reels.

Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Get Your Man (Charles Jones), five reels.

Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Hickville to Broadway (Eileen Percy), five reels.

What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reels.

Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reels.

Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels. Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Ship-
man.

Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,175 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.

Puppy Days, 969 feet <

Robinson Crusoe Hours, 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)

Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)

Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZANE GREY PICTURES,

The U P. Trail, six reels

The Man of the Forest, six reels.

INC.
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JENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"he Dwelling Place of Light, bv Winston Churchill.

The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

The Westerners, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ, JH, PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

[x>ve Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK. INC.

rhe Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

son Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren

Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.

The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-
ren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRV1N V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.

Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

Toe Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed-

ward Heam.
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

The Broken Gate, seven reels, with Beasie Barris-

cale.

The Breaking Point, six reels, with Bessie Bams-
cale.

The Other Woman, six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Cast Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Love Without Question, seven reels.

A Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels.

Mao and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
The Stampede, five reels, with Texas Guinan.

I Asa the Woman, five reels, with Texas Guinan.

Handicap, six reel horse race feature.

When Love la Young, five reels, with Zens Keeie.

Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Aug. 1—Life's Darn Funny, six reels, with Viola

Dana.
Aag. II—Big Game, rive reels, with May Allison.

Sept. f—A Trip to Paradise, six reels, with Bert
Lytell.

Sept 1»—The Match Breaker, six reels, with
Viola Dana.

Oct. 1—Garments of Truth, six reels, Gareth
Hughes.

Oct. IT—The Infamous Misa Revell, six reels.

with Alice Lake.
Oct SI— Ladyfingers, six reels, with Bert Lytell.

Nov. 14—There Are No Villains, six reels, with
Viola Dana.

Nov. 81—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
Dec. 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
Lake.
Dec. 28—The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camilla, six reels, with Nazimova.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

Lahoma, seven reels.

A Beggar in Purple, six reels.

The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Brace
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-
ton.

Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES. INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seita
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast
The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.
A Man There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fair-

banks.
Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
NEAL HART SERIES

Mar. 16—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
liar 1—Reckless Wivea.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.

Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.

The Right Way, eight reels.

The Soul of Man. seven reels.

Squire Phinn. five reels.

Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES

The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.

The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor pro-

duction.
STAR PRODUCTIONS

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, five reels, with Mary
Miles Minter.

A Heart to Let, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
A Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.

Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.

One Wild Week, five reels. Bebe Daniels.
_

Room and Board, five reels, Constance Binney.

Her Winning Way, five reels. Mary Milea Minter.

Everything for Sale, five reels. May McAvoy.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.

Live and Let Live, aix reels (Cabanne Production).

Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.

Where Lights Are Low, aix reels, with Searae

Hayakawa.
Shams of Society, six reels. (Walsh-Fielding

Prod.)
A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier

Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

erick.

The Foolish Age, five reels, Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.

Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)

Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.

Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)

At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)

Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl'a Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson

and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reela, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy

Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMER STEIN STAR SERIES
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.

Miracle of Manhattan, five reela.

The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart, six reela
Gilded Lies, five reels.

The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.

Clay Dollars
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
The Chicken in the Case.

A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with William

Faversham.
Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
Who Am I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit. (All Star Cast)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast)

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.

Griffith production.
Dec. 4—The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.

Mar. It—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arlisa.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickfard.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Provost
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pant
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION*:
The Prey, six reel*.

Cousin Kate, five reek.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reela.

The Inner Chamber, sis reel*.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Silver Car, six reela.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.

It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, 6ve reels.

Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reela
Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.

Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.

The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.

The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrls*

Production), All Star Cast
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tosa

Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

ine Calvert.

The Son of Wallinrford, eight reels.
Flower of the North, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Bay.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Kay.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM CORP.
IOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reel.

Nothing Like It.

Oh, Buddy.
In for Life
Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reel*.

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reel.

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.
The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reels.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
A Nick-of-Time Hero, two reeli.

The Stork's Mistake, two reels.

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel

JOLLY COMEDIES, onr reel

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel

FAMOUS PLAYER8-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-AR BUCKLE COMEDIES. >w.

reels.

PARAMOUNT DE HAVEN COMEDIES, two
reels

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIKS
A Dog's Life, three reeli

A Day's Pleasure, two reel*

Shoulder Arms, two reels

Sunnyside, two reels
The Kid. six reels.

The Idle Class, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COUEDIKl tw.

THE ' PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
stONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels

BALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES two reel.

The jockey.
The Sailor.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two reels
Small Town Stuff.

The Happy Poet.
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Singer Midget's Side Show.
One Moment Please.

A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reels. Buster

Keaton.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reds.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS. INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Mas

Roberts

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.

MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels

The Bakery.

The Fall Guy.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two rrei.

The Blizzard.

The Tourist
The Riot.
The Applicant.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, oo. .very
other week, two reels.

A R ROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-
monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES. INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB. one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS. featuring Mons Dark

festher. one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J FLYNN Detective Series, two rrrl.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman}, rsjm

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS <w
reels

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenic* Bess

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenic*, on.
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tws
weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—SketchogTafs, one reel

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, one reel

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictmres
one reel (every week).
Seville in Fair Time.
At the Wailing Wall.

Rural Java.

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

REELCRAFT—Keelcraft Scenics, one reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, on.
reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Adventure Scenics. on.
reeL

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Borrnd Scenw

NATIONAL EXCHANGES-Kineto Review, one
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one reel.

COMMON WEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-s
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Sermonette.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.

Annette Kellerman in high diving.

The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS PLAYERS—Paramount Magazine, oa.
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots.

GOLDWYN—Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs

GREIVER—Greiver Educationals.
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reel.

KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one reel
tUNETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds reeL
PIONEER—Luke McLuke's Film-Osopby.
RADIN—Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT—Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
S. * E. ENTERPRISES—Cowboy Jazs. two reels

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW—Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

FOX—Fantomas; Bride 1».
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits sad
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (William
Duncan).

VITAGRAPH—The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan ano
Elinor Fair).

VITAGRAPH—Fighting Fate (William Duoca*
and Edith Johnson).

VITAGRAPH—Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan an*
Jean Paige).

VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery ( Anton!.
Morenn>

WARNER—The Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondsys and Thur»
days) at Universal exchanges.

SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational as

changes.
PATH E NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) si

Pathe Exchange.
SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Select •»

changes

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players)
MI'TT AND IF.FF (Fnxl
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATION AL FILM CORP

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home Rnna.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellers, an
n. X*.. i the Age (Man o' WaVI.
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"ME? I'm the live trade-

mark and you bet I stand

for pictures that are full

of life ! I've got another

BIG one for you—made

for the box-office. Love

— pathos— thrills— fine

cast—fine production !

Watch it at first runs !

Th ROSARY
Presented by Selig-Rork; original story by Bernard

McCcnville; Inspired by the theme of the play by

Edward E. Rose; Directed by Jerome Storm.

A First National Attraction
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Carl Laemmle presente

I
WANT to tell you that Harry Carey in "The Fox

is, without a doubt, the biggest, cleanest,

thrilling Western picture ever pjoduced. It was the

talk of my patrons—every one was pleased, and ex-

pressed themselves in the most complimentary manner.

IT IS A WESTERN SUPER SPECIAL IN A CLASS
ALL BY ITSELF. The exhibitor that bocks it and

doesn't make good is suffering from sleeping sickness and

should consult a specialist or get out of the exhibitor game.

Wm. C. Mclntire, Mgr.

Crystal Theatre, Burlington, N. C.

Directed ly Robert Thornby

I AM glad to tell you that I could not have picked

a greater attraction than "No Woman Knows" to

open my new theatre with. It created motion

picture history in this city. THE FIRST TWO DAYS
OF THE WEEK'S ENGAGEMENT RESULTED IN
TOTAL RECEIPTS EXCEEDING BY SEYERAL
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS WHAT I EVER DID
WITH A WEEK'S RUN ON ANY OTHER PICTURE.
That's going some, you'll agree. Congratulations to

Universal for producing such a virile, inspiring picture.

(us Kerosates, Mgr.

New Strand Theatre, Springfield, Ills.

Featuring Mabel Julienne Scott with Stuart Holmes

Made by Tod Browning

from Edna Ferber'.s

Novel "Fanny Herself"

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
PRODUCTIONS DE LUXE
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A MAZIMOVA
jjWRCOtfCTT'i^WNI

Directed by
Charier l3ryanf

Scenario by
Peter A,. (JJinters-

Photography by
Charles' (Jan Cncfei

ozimouas- first United

Ortistsproduction — a supreme

picture, by far the dreatest in

her career— a masterpiece from

a masterpiece -apicture every

woman u/iil be sure to see

IMS!

IPICIT£I> Ai«TI# *#
MAO/'PICKTORD • CWAriUE CUADLIN • DOUGLAJ* FAIR.DANKLT D. GRIFFITH

HIRAM ADQAMJ" • DfiCTIDEINT
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FOX ANN I VI

January 29^1
WILLIAM
FARNUM

SHIRLEY
MA50N

A WEEK which marks the

Eighteenth Milestone in the

progressive march of Fox Film

business and the Ninth Birthday

of Fox Film Corporation.

Eighteen years of sound and

progressive Expansion and Pol-

icies that has made Fox Film

Corporation FIRST

—

—In quality of production

—In financial resources

—In perfected organization

— In foreign markets ex-

pansion

—In confidence of the trade

—In studio efficiency

—In exhibitor good-will

— In showmanship

— In public favor
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RSARY WEEK

On Your Mark!

The last call for Fox Anniversary Week.

Here is the big opportunity to set your

prosperity pace for 1922.

Book Fox pictures 1 00 percent^solid for

that week and pile up a patron preference

for the rest of the year with a box-office

record to shoot at for the other eleven

months to come.

Your selection of profit pro-

ductions is almost unlimited.

Fox reputation and showman-

ship are behind each one

together with a galaxy of

favorite stars with proven box-

office power.

PEARL
WHITE
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WinifredWestover
(Mrs.William S.Hart,)

jPlaygroers Pictures presents

nne ofLittle Smokj
^^Wzstarza J^octuctzon

A feature which is proving its excep-

tional audience appeal by creating busi-

ness and affording satisfaction wherever
it is shown. It is an out-door drama,
full of action and adventure. It is as

exciting as the stormy romance of Anne,
the impetuous mountain lass, and as

human as life itself. It is entertain-

ingly told, beautifully photographed and

realistically enacted by
Winifred Westover Dolores Cassinell

Joe King Frank Sheridan

and manv others

ike Best TheatresArePlaying

i

j)
UbeKing
Dolores Cassinelli

Frank Sheridan

Distributed by Playgoers Pictures thru Pathe'Exchange,/™.
Foreign Pepresentative for Playgoers Pictures Sidney Qzrrett
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Wilderness fear, the fear that

grips and holds—that sees

monsters in mere shadows, and

fiends in moonbeams—

THEN
The awakening, with a savage rush,

of the primitive fighting spirit

that exists in every man.

CONCEIT
Hie Magnificent AMERICAN Production

Directed by Burton George

Story by Michael Phillips

Scenario by Edward Montagne

SECOND OF THE SUPREME SELZNICK SIX
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Detroit, Mich., Dec. 21. 1921

Mr. Hal Hodes, Sales Manager,
Cosmopolitan Productions,
New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:-

I arc only too glad to congratulate the Cosmopolitan Company on
its late releases. This year's product shows a wonderful improve-
ment over the former productions, which is quite a remarkable
statement when you take into consideration the fact that Cosmopolitan
has produced probably some of the most wonderful pictures that have
ever been portrayed on the silver screen.

I greatly appreciated ENCHANTMENT. The delicate symbolism of the
play is most pleasing. The modern system of lighting and the artistic
beauty embodied in the settings were really enchanting. The theme

of the play, with its careful delineation of characters shows what
can be done when real literary tactics are applied with sense and
consideration to the plays for the silver screen.

In JUST AROUND THE CORNER you have given Ms a character story so

true to life that the realism gets under the skin and makes one cry

and laugh at the same time. It reminds of EUMORESQUE, but is better.

It reminds us of OVER THE HILL, but it avoids the sensational. Yet
it is really "meaty" with those delicious morsels which move our
finer emotions.

Again I must congratulate your Corporation for choosing plays of
such a nature that the censors need not worry. In the long run you
will find that you are making no error by following this line, for
hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of valuable scenes are scrapped
by the censors scissors yearly, which is a financial fact to be consider-
ed and appreciated.

Hoping that you will continue to follow your line of produoing more

of these wonderful character plays, I remain,

Most sincerely yours,

Detective Lieut. Detroit Police Department
Censorship of Amusements.
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Studio Space to Rent!

PRODUCERS
If you are coming to Miami, Florida, to make a picture, use

THE CHAS. GRAMLICH STUDIOS AND LABORATORIES, Inc.,

14th Street South, Miami Avenue, Miami, Florida

ARE AT YOUR SERVICE
WHY WAIT FOR\0THERS WHEN WE CAN SERVE YOU NOW?

The studios are located right in the heart of the city—three minutes ride from the post office

—the hotels—the restaurants—and the big stores.

Our studio is a brick tile building— 150 feet long by 60 feet wide—height from stage to girders,

for flats 24 feet—twelve dressing rooms with running water and shower baths—two large offices

—

three dark rooms—large property room—experimental room—plenty of 12 and 14 foot flats—stairs
—platforms—fireplaces—props, etc.

OUR LABORATORIES are in a separate building in the rear of the studio, consisting of cut

ting room—drying room with two thousand foot drum-—developing room—wash room—printing

room with two modern step printers—projecting room seating fifty—fireproof booth and Simplex

machines—carpenter shop 20x40.

We have a large list of extras on our books and will help you to get locations and cooperate

with you in every way.
Plenty of room for outdoor sets on our studio grounds.

Joe Gibson, recentlv with the Clarmont Studios, New York City, has charge of the stage.

RENT RKASONA BLK.
WIRE WRITE PHONE

THE CHAS. GRAMLICH STUDIOS, Inc.
14th Street South Miami Avenue

Telephone: 689, Miami, Florida
MIAMI, FLORIDA



:ecil B,DeMilles ^%
Horn ofPlenty
forExhibitors

.0 WIVEj

A CANT mv

oN'
TCHAH.

/tod now comes Cecil B.DeMille'S



CECIL B. DEMILLE'S productions are unique in motion picture his-

tory, in that every one of them has broken the records set by the preceding

one. This producer has to his credit an unbroken list of tremendous box-

office successes.

But great as they are, they are only a few of the many great Paramount
Pictures which, week after week, year after year, continue to build busi-

ness and create prestige.

Look at this list of pictures. No other company in the world can deliver

such a reliable, uniform supply of really great productions:

CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
"The Affairs of Anatol"

"THE SHEIK"
with Agnes Ayres and
Rudolph Valentino. A
George Melford Produc-
tion.

WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWAN-
SON and ELLIOTT DEXTER

in "Don't Tell Everything"

"GET - RICH - QUICK
WALLINGFORD"

Created by Cosmopolitan Productions

ELSIE FERGUSON
in "Footlights"

BETTY COMPSON
in "The Little Minister." A
Penrhyn Stanlaws produc-
tion.

CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
"Fool's Paradise"

ELSIE FERGUSON and
WALLACE REID

in "Forever," a George Fitz-
maurice Production.

WILLIAM deMILLE'S
"Miss Lulu Bett"

with Lois Wilson, Milton
Sills, Theodore Roberts and
Helen Ferguson.

GLORIA SWANSON
in "The Great Moment"

"BOOMERANG BILL"
with Lionel Barrymore. Created by
Cosmopolitan Productions

BETTY COMPSON
in "The Law and the Woman"

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in "If You Believe It, It's So!"

"BACK PAY" by Fannie Hurst
Created by Cosmopolitan Productions

WILLIAM S. HART
in "White Oak"
A William S. Hart Production

"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY"
with Dorothy Dalton, a
George Melford Production

POLA NEGRI
in "The Last Payment"

"ONE GLORIOUS DAY"
with Will Rogers and Lila Lee

AGNES AYRES
in "The Lane That Had No Turning"

JACK HOLT
in "The Call of the North"

GLORIA SWANSON
in "The Husband's Trademark"

WALLACE REID
in "Across the Continent"

The exhibitor who wants success all the year round MUST show

(paramountpictures



What a
Day for

Your
House!

A Sizzling Novelty Knockout!
Here's something new in comedies, something

that the whole country will be talking about.

The most original story and the funniest situa-

tions that have ever been put into five reels.

It isn't slapstick and it isn't burlesque; it's a

kind of comedy there isn't any name for, because

it's an absolute novelty.

Every day you show it will be a glorious day

for your box-office!

r2V

V
t

\

7 <X (paramountQ>ictuK



.AN IRVIN V. WILL/IT
Production )

HAS EVERYTHING A
SHOWMAN REQUIRES

PLAY THIS AND YOU WILL PACK THEM IN-

High tension in Irvin V. Willat's mystery
drama is one of its many excellent char-
acteristics. The box-office results should
be splendid.

—MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

Mystery melodrama teeming with sus-
pense. If they like substantial melo-
drama, enjoy being mystified, let "Fifty
Candles" light your theatre entrance in
incandescents ; it is bound to ignite
favorable comment.

—MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

Class A. ''Fifty Candles" is an excep-

tionally interesting mystery story. The
story itself, quite out of the ordinary, is

full of interesting incidents and well

knit. This is an excellent program feat-

ure for any theatre.

—SCREEN OPINIONS.

Absorbing mystery from widely read

story. The final solution of the mysteryl

is wholly unexpected but very logical.

—WEEKLY FILM REVIEW.



THROUGH HODKINSOM EXCHANGES



^his Advertisement appears in the
circulation exceeding 8,000.000 Readers



Fan Magazines
Advertising R-

Art and refinement

meetinR-CPictm-es
'Dl-tAM Ttu. UE A SIDtr "

CcOtUflCJ O/ JurKrr

Todly
. th. , M

* C P1Cnirel «* »Ic W(J im6i[ M «.

- -**m, „clurc ph^;-- - „

tol,« Campbell. '
W m cl,""rCMbuuK

^P^fooZX"^^ ^ Km

for February, with a
C Week, FekSthh 12tk

Extra profits for the Exhibitor are a certainty during
R-C week.

They are assured by

—

Double pages in two issues of the 11 leading fan maga-
zines, followed by full pages, advertising R-C Week and
R-C Pictures.

$1000 in Cash Prizes for the best letters from fans about
R-C Pictures—ideas, not literary value, to count.

Free Accessories, Posters, Heralds and Slides.

Get Details from any R-C Exchange this week.

Get the money during R-C Week.

R-C PICTURES
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SAY IT

e have not organized the firm of

"CRAPE HANGER & LUGUBRIOUS BLUE"

But we firmly believe Exhibitors must change their

methods, OR

1922 will be a year of funerals.

We are not aiming arrows only at those foolish sisters

who paid for a gold-brick franchise, by virtue of which

they sometimes get one good feature out of a bunch of

nine or ten inferior ones.

We are not talking only to those Exhibitors who buy
loosely and indiscriminately any cheap comedy, any
worthless film, on the theory that all singles and two-

reelers are merely "fillers".

We say all Exhibitors must reform their ways or the

graveyard will be the only crowded place in 1922.

Unless Exhibitors expect to tack up "For Sale" signs in

the place of the S. R. 0. signs of a year ago, they must

buy with judgment and discrimination.
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[H COFFINS
They must buy features on their merits, irrespective of

producers' promises, franchise foolers, etc. etc.

They must buy comedies that are really funny. Cheap
substitutes never replace. Oleomargarine never will be

butter.

They must buy Novelty Reels that are genuinely meri-

torious. The day is past when an Exhibitor can run any
old thing and get away with it.

"Fillers" only exist for easy marks.

CELEBRATED offers the way for the discerning and
the discriminating with the greatest and most diversified

product in America.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO
TOY BUILDING

MILWAUKEE
MEMBER
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Exhibitors in New York State, outside of

Greater New York, subscribe exclusively 1
to the HERALD.

Each one of these one hundred and forty-

one exhibitors represents an actual buyer

of films and theatre equipment. 1

In the survey, completed November 15, 1

1921, these one hundred and forty-one c

exhibitors reported that they subscribed I

to and received the HERALD and no other
|

national trade paper. I

Advertisers who may desire to verify this

statement by a personal check will be per-

mitted to examine a list of these one hun-

dred and forty-one exclusive subscribers

to the HERALD in New York state.



Pathe Playlet
Presenting some of

the most celebrated

titles and outstanding

successes of recent

times in productions

of superlative value.

The careful attention

of exhibitors is invited

to the remarkable at-

tractions listed in the

three pages following.

®Pafhe
Vi^y Distributors



Florence reed

An Amazing' List Of
Superfine Attractions

IN THREE PARTS
Three Frank Keenans

Comprising

"The Midnight Stage," one of the

greatest dramas ever made.

"More Trouble," a comedy drama that

had a sensational run at New York's

Rialto Theatre.

"Loaded Dice," one of the mightiest

dramas of retribution ever filmed.

Four Baby Marie Osbornes

Presenting the most celebrated child star

the screen has ever seen, in her greatest

successes, pictures that will bring smiles

and tears from every audience.

Four Irene Castles

Comprising

"Convict 993," a tense and thrilling

melodrama.

"The Mark of Cain," the exciting tale

of circumstantial evidence that almost

convicted.

"Sylvia of the Secret Service," a

melodrama that has action galore.

"Vengeance is Mine," a picture that

packs a punch.



One Florence Reed
"At Bay," the famous stage success by
George Scarboro, highly dramatic,

perbly produced.

One William Courtenay-
Marguerite Snow

"The Hunting of the Hawk," a crook
melodrama that moves a mile a minute.

One Gail Kane
"Via Wireless," the sensational stage

success by Winchell Smith and Paul
Armstrong.

One Madeline Traverse
"The Closing Net," from the novel of

crook melodrama, by Henry C. Rowland.

Directors

Nearly one half of the pictures listed

herewith were directed by George Fitz-

maurice, one of the most celebrated di-

rectors of the day. These pictures are

among those which brought him to his

fame. Other directors on the list are

Edward Jose, Ernest Warde, etc., men at

the top of their profession.

This Series of Fifteen Three-part

Pictures is Truly Extraordinary

in its Exhibition Value. The

Quality matches up to the

best of the day.

«$)Rathe;

(£Distributors

J i i



Common Sense Plus
Uncommon Pictures

The length of a picture has nothing to do with its

exhibition value. If the stars are there, the cast is there,

the play is there and the direction and production are

there, you have a box-office picture whether it is in three

reels or six. The chances are that if it was good in five

it is better in three

!

Analyze the pictures listed on the two previous pages.

You'll find stage stars like Frank Keenan, William Court-

enay, Bruce McRae, Lumsden Hare, T. Wigney Percival,

Paul McAllister and Florence Reed; celebrities like Irene

Castle and Fania Marinoff; screen luminaries like Baby

Marie Osborne, Marguerite Snow, Helene Chadwick,

Gail Kane, Antonio Moreno and Warner Oland ; big

stage successes like "Via Wireless'' and "At Bay"; fa-

mous books like "The Closing Net"; authors like George

Scarboro, Paul Armstrong, Winchell Smith and Henry C.

Rowland; directors like George Fitzmaurice. What a

splendid list of the best talent in the land!

These three reel pictures are honest-to-goodness first

class attractions judged from every standpoint. They

are certain to get you both business and friends. If you'll

look at a few of them you can't fail to be enthusiastic.

It's just plain common sense that says "Here's a real

chance to make real money!"
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What a Weary Public is Looking for!

The Trade Experts have got me beat a mile.

So I'll let them tell you what a Big Box
Office Attraction this is. We've only space

to give you excerpts. If you want to know
just HOW big this picture is, get the papers
and read all of the reviews, and don't over-

look the review in the Exhibitors Herald of
the issue of December 24th.

BEST BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
"A picture of great emotional appeal, and without question one

of the best box office attractions being offered to the exhibitor. The
theme is sure to hit home, there is an admirable cast and the acting is

remarkable. Such a picture can not fail to "go" if well done and

'Hail the Woman' is better than well done; it is a powerful human
document. Theodore Roberts offers a screen portrait that is startling

in its reality. What the screen needs more than all else at this time is

productions that will score at the box office because of their merit. 'Hail

the Woman' easily comes within that description. It is one of the few-

pictures about which we are willing to make the statement that its appeal

is universal with all types of audiences."

—

Exhibitors Trade Recieic.

PICTURE IS INSPIRED

"One of the really outstanding pictures of the year. The story

has human touches, dramatic sequences and situations that progress with

compact unity vital with life. Words can not express the tense scenes.

There will not be many dry eyes after viewing this eloquent feature,

which soars and vibrates with such human moments. It is an inspired

picture from ever}' angle. Hail Messrs. Ince, Wray and Sullivan—and

Theodore Roberts."

—

Motion Picture News.

VITAL HUMAN DOCUMENT
"A theme that reaches in and grips both mind and heart, and

therefore the continuous attention. An audience picture of sure-fire pro-

portions. There is the added box office advantage of the Thomas H.

Ince trademark and a magnetic cast. A vital human document. The
cast does brilliant work guaranteeing tremendous effectiveness. Theo-

dore Roberts' inspired performance is acting art of the highest possible

type. Universal appeal."

—

Moving Picture World.

C. Gardner Sullivan

Directed by John Griffith Wray
Photographed by Henry Sharp

Supervision of

Thomas H. Ince

Distributed by Associated

First National Pictures, Inc.

Thomas H. Ince
presents his American drama of today

HAIL tj- WOMAN!
Released on the open market/ Available to all exhibitors/
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It More Than Made Gooc

Let Guy L. Wonders, manager of the Rivoli Theatre,

Baltimore, Ma1

., tell you. Here is what he writes:

" 'Tol'able David' went over like a house on fire and I can't recall at

any time during my years in the business, that I have heard more

favorable comments and the word 'Great' from my patrons as they left

the theatre."

And the Big New York Strand was crowded with vast throngs all last

week.—They sat in breathless suspense, literally gripping the nana

rails, held by the force of the powerful, smashing scenes. And few

eyes were dry.

Speaking of the presentation by

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., of

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
"ToPable David"

Adapted by Edmund Goulding and Henry King from the Saturday Evening Post story by

Joseph Hergesheimer ; directed by Henry King and Photographed by Henry Cronjager.

Advertise "Tol'able David" and Build "Did
A First National Attraction
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;'s a Shouting Success!
Qic the critics say:

u>Y k Telegraph

9 stngth and pathos faurly tear your

rt i:two. Barthelmess does the best

k of is career."

wYk World

his ithe almost perfect picture. It

kes e spectator hang on the hand-

Is."

w Y k Times

:» sciM get you ! It has vitality. It

et. 1". Barthelmess does the best work

tus s:en life."

w Y k American

/hat like better than anything in the

:lm cSlm.

w Y k Globe

idmi ole and exceptional— of superior

.rth:

m Y k Post

he b t that has been seen on the screen,

a 1 g time—remarkable. You grip

ur clir and hold your breath."

'W \ 'k Evening Telegram

lartrmess' interpretation surpasses
vthi he has ever done."

IP }rk Mail

he (the rarely fine pictures in which a

ce i life is faithfully presented with

per-i:ellent character drawing
"

ttroiFree Press

titer ly interesting and gripping and
e th touches the heart in a -way that

Iw pits have done."

•fro Journal

"old 'ith pathos and strength that is

ovinand convincing."

iltir>re Sun
terfelion can be applied to this picture

th f . justification
"

Wfir^re American
l sm

(
hing story—a fine picture."

dia potis Times
^ re lar dramatic volcano and 'Dick'
now star of the first water."

dia tpolis Star

iart lmess' best picture."

idiaipolit News
\ drfia of gripping interest."

tlan Georgian

ntei;ly pleasing!"

tlart Journal
Jne the best pictures of the year."

efrc News
^icl^rashes into public favor with the
>eed : a lightning express."

'ic/i an Film Review
w'he the big features of the year are
iron ed Tol'able David' will be at the
>P o he list."

"You can't go,

Davie ! You're
all I have left"

>e;ause You Have a Barthelmess Series Coming!

merelibe a Franchise everywhere
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Keep Your Eye on Buster Keaton!

He is putting out a new series of high class comedies, the

funniest you ever did see! The first three are knockouts!

"THE BOAT"—"THE PALEFACE"
"THE PLAYHOUSE"

Written and Directed by

Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

THE first three of Buster Keaton's new series of comedies

are conceded by critics to be the funniest he has ever

made. Exhibitors can contract for the three or each sepa-

rately. But if you are looking for something absolutely

novel throw your hat in the. ring quick.

A First National

Attraction

Released on the Open Market!
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What's Wrong With the Business?
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

There is a widespread impression through-

out the industry that there is something wrong
with the business; whereas the true explana-

tion of the situation is that there is something

wrong with the men and the methods—not the

business.

Strangely enough, there are still many per-

sons going about the industry who are supremely

oblivious of the fact that a new order of things

is in existence; that the days of floodtide at-

tendance, regardless of attraction and exploita-

tion, are gone and will not return, and that there

is no longer an easy way to success in the film

business.

Very generally throughout this industry

persons sat back and calmly watched one in-

dustry after another come in for the inevitable

readjustment that every business is heir to un-

der the processes of returning to normal con-

ditions and thought that for some mysterious

reason the film business would escape the opera-

tion of readjustment. But when the readjust-

ment processes finally touched this industry al-

most every reason, except the correct ones, has

been pounced upon to explain the existing situ-

ation.

And the reasons most generally adopted

were those which indicated that the proper at-

titude to assume was one of watchful waiting

and dumb hoping that things of their own ac-

cord would get better—which happens to be just

the reverse of what should be done.

The condition at various times during the

past six months and particularly at the present

time appears almost to be a complete surrender

of initiative, enterprise and determination.

The fountain-head of the evil has been

found at the source of the industry's product

—

the producer who, generally speaking, may be

said to have shown less initiative and enterprise

during the last half of 1921 than was commonly
found in the business when a two-reeler was
considered a long subject.

The atmosphere of defeat that has sur-

rounded the producer has been communicated
to the distributor and, in turn, it has reached the

exhibitor who now finds himself the victim of

the producer's and distributor's lost enterprise

and in addition he is burdened down with the

problems peculiar to his own branch of the in-

dustry which have increased and crowded about

him because of the absence of both defense and
attack.

There is nothing hidden or mysterious

about the situation facing this business. It

amounts simply to a shrinkage of the public

purse and a tightening of the strings around the

amount that remains—which presents a prob-

lem that is peculiar not merely to the film busi-

ness but is the same today for practically every

other type of business.

The consequences of over-expansion must
be met and all reasonable economies must be

effected. These are the obvious things which

should be and—we assume—are apparent to

every businessman. But these things alone do
not promise a happy solution. There must, in ad-

dition, be widespread manifestations of initia-

tive and enterprise expressed in terms of better

pictures, better theatre service and—most im-

portant—better and wider uses of publicity

which always has been and remains the greatest

stimulator of business.

We only look for the turning-point for this

industry to come when there commences to ema-
nate from the producer, and thence across the
entire industry, a return of that old spirit of
confidence backed by that enterprise and ag-
gressiveness which was responsible for the swift
development of this business into the industry

of its present proportions.
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Akin to the meteoric rise and huge

expansion of the industry itself is the

career of .Mr. William Fox, head of the

Fox film and theatrical interests, who

will soon celebrate the eighteenth anni-

versary of his connection with the mo-

tion picture business.

* * *

Mr. Fox's career is not without much

of the dramatic significance of the prod-

uct with which he has been concerned;

it would, in fact, supply a ready-made

Horatio Alger type of script.

* * #

The head of the Fox Film corpora-

tion became identified with the business

at a time when little or nothing was re-

quired for admission. The business was

either an object of derision or pity.

Amusement potentates of the day re-

garded it as an ephemeral gee-gaw that

was below their notice. That portion

of the public which was then attracted

offered no hope of a future for pictures

except to a person of considerable men-
tal courage and vision.

* * *

Although the requirements to getting

into the business at that time were

negligible, the requirements necessary

to stay in the business were great and

many; witness, for example, the long

list of persons whose names appear in

the early activities of the business but

whose owners eventually lapsed out of

sight because the industry soon struck

a pace that was beyond their reach.

* * *

The pace not only did not became too

fast for William Fox but at various

stages of the game he has stood out as

the pace-maker. As the medium with

which he was concerned had great pos-

sibilities, so also, it is now apparent,

William Fox as an executive, as a pro-

ducer and as an interpreter of public

taste had great possibilities which have

proven to be the cornerstone of the

huge commercial and artistic institution

which bears his name.
* * *

An outstanding feature of Mr. Fox's

career has been his aggressive inde-

pendence. When as an independent

operator he found his way blocked by

the Motion Picture Patents Company,

he put a herculean effort behind the

task of wiping that combine out of ex-

istence and opening the road for a free

and independent development of the in-

dustry under conditions where merit

would not be hindered by mechanical

patents and trade combines.

* * *

As a producer Mr. Fox has been sim-

ilarly aggressive and independent.

Knowing public taste—and knowing

that he knew it—he has ignored prece-

dent and practice and has developed a

product which was guided only by his

own choice. And this product, when

viewed by the public, has represented

to them some of the most popular sub-

jects of the screen.

Re-Takes
J. R. M.

How many times didja write it "1921"

instead of 1922?
*

Now that bread is down to 5 cents a

loaf, somebody ought to tell the restau«
rants about it.

*

Getting at the Facts
Joe Weil wants to nail a lie that's go-

ing the rounds of the trade anent the
number of wild animals in "The Jungle
Goddess," the serial he's exploiting, and
thr so-called wild animals in another
American-made picture. Joe says Direc-
tor Conway used 470—all the Selig Zoo
contained—while the opposition claims
they used 1,500. "All I have to say," sez
Joe, " is that there are not 1,489 circus
fleas in Selig's collection. His figure of
470 must, therefore, stand undefended."

Probably Overworked
The spirit of Christmas is still hover-

ing around but he looks a little weak.
*

Doin' a Lot o' Knockin'
Santa must have brought at least one

Editor down East a couplea hammers
'er something.

*

I'll Have the Same
These cold, dry, winter days arc get-

ting the Chicago councilmen's goats.
They held a special session the other day
and voted for light wines and beer.

Personally we prefer dark beer, but
we won't crab if Congress orders "light."

In the old days one didn't vote for it

—

you just told the waiter what you wanted
and lie brought it

*

It Can't Be Did
A Western newspaper asks: If Char-

lie Chaplin wants to do something seri-

ous why doesn't he try playing Simon
Legrcc without a mustache.

*

An optimist—a Chicagoan who saves

his trolley transfers thinking some day
he'll get three cents apiece for them.

Mi'Mm. /.h was the first one to kick at

a poor subtitle. "Rotten" he declared as

lie glanced at the handwriting on the

wall.
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Griffith may have the greatest
picture of the season but we've got

the greatest
horse fund. So
popular has the

James Horse
Fund become
with the trade
that we are daily
showered with
requests to

"keep the good work up," "Smoke
him out" and "Go to it." From
Joplin, Mo., to Portland, Me., and
from Tampa, Fla., to Walla Walla,
Wash., the contributions and good
wishes flow. Yes, it looks like a
big week—HORSE WEEK—in
New York. We'll see you there.
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Organization Formed
to Produce Pictures

on Cooperative Plan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, Jan. 10.—Coopera-

tive Producers, Inc., has been organized

to produce pictures on the cooperative

plan. F. H. Broghan, prominent Coast

capitalist, is president of the company,

while players associated with it are

Lewis S. Stone, Lon Chaney Noah
Beery, Henry Otto, David Hartford,

lack Donovan and others.

The company is capitalized at $250,000.

Space has been rented at Universal City

and work will commence shortly. Busi-

ness offices are at 3274 West Sixth street.

David M. Hartford is vice president,

Edward Alexander, secretary, and E. F.

Kelton, treasurer.

Rumors Have Sponsor

Of Censorship Slated

For Political Oblivion
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Rumors per-

sist in political circles that Senator Clay-

ton R. Lusk, father of the New York
State censorship measure, is to be de-

throned by Governor Nathan L. Miller.

The senator has been marked for political

oblivion because of his delay in obtaining

enactment of the censorship bill, accord-

ing to the rumors.
It is said that when the delay contin-

ued the governor grew irksome, called

Lusk into conference and demanded in

rather sharp terms that the bill be re-

vived and passed.

Fox Exchange Manager
Victim of Pneumonia

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 10.—Louis
Green, manager of the Fox Film ex-

change of this city, died at his home here

after a short illness of pneumonia.
Mr. Green came to Albany October 1

from New Haven. Conn., where he was
manager of the Select exchange. Be-

fore that time he was connected with the

same company in Boston. A wife and

two children survive him.
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Present German Version of

"Two Orphans" to Griffith
Action Takes Foreign Picture Off Market—Gift Is

Intended as Tribute to Producer's Efforts,

Declare New York Brokers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Every once in a while a ray of sunshine
breaks through the clouds which usually furnish a barrage for the scramble
for dollars in the business of the film industry, but it is seldom that pre-

cedent gets such jolt as was given it one day last week.
And this is the jolt which has precedent hanging on the ropes and

gasping for breath: Immediately after the first presentation of "Orphans
of the Storm" at the Apollo theatre, D. W. Griffith was handed a gift of

a seven-reel German made version of "Two Orphans." The gift consisted

of the negative and positive films, and the copyright in all countries sig-

natory to the Berne convention, with the exception of Germany.
Proffer Made by Nathan & Semarad

The donor of the picture is Nathan & Semarad, brokers at 81 Fulton
street, and the offer was made through Donald Campbell, head of the film

department of the concern. The reason for the unusual gift was that the

donor believed that in view of the great expense and labor which Mr.
Griffith had gone to in making "Orphans of the Storm," no other film based
on the "Two Orphans" story should be marketed.

Chemical Routs Fans;
Theatre Offers Award

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WATERLOO, IA., Jan. 10.—An award

of $25 has been offered by the Columbia
theatre for the arrest of the person who
placed a bottle of vile smelling fluid in

the house. The patrons were completely

routed by the chemical.

The letter proffering the gift to Mr.
Griffith follows:

Dear Sir: We herewith have the honor of

confirming the offer by our business representa-

tive, Mr. Donald Campbell, to your Mr. McCar-
thy, of the negative and the positive prints of

the German version of "The Two Orphans," to-

gether with such copyrights as go with the film

in the countries signatory to the Berne Conven-
tion, for which film we own the world rights

outside of Germany. This offer is made abso-

lutely without condition and without reservation,

and without any expectation of compensation,

either directly or indirectly, and we await your
instructions in the matter.

Receive German Print

The circumstances which prompt us to make
this offer are as follows: Early in the summer
of this year we received a parcel of films from
German sent to us by our agent, and upon ex-

amination found the film of "The Two Orphans"
among them. Knowing that you were in the pro-

cess of producing a film with the same title and
subject matter, on a colossal scale, and that you
had laid out large sums of money in doing so, we
felt that it would be unethical on our part to ex-

t'loit the same.
Nevertheless, various advertisements have ap-

peared in the trade papers without our knowledge
or authority and we have reason to believe that

the inserters of these advertisements, having

learned that we were in possession of such a film,

believed that they could obtain our negative by

means of an attractive offer. We fear that these

various advertisments have been instrumental in

causing you to change the title of your films from

"The Two Orphans" to "The Orphans of the

Storm."
To allay any misapprehension on your part re-

garding the possibility of publication of another

film with a story similar to yours, which might be

exploited, at your expense, we believe that the

only honorable thing to do in the matter is to

turn over the negative and all the positives that

we own. In order that our motives should not be

misunderstood we make this offer with the strict-

est understanding that there be no compensation
to us directly or indirectly, and that you are abso-
lutely free to do with this film whatever you wish,
and even to destroy it if you think it advisable.
We also want to assure you that neither the nega-
tive nor any positive print whatever has passed
out of our possession.

Tribute to Efforts
We have every reason to believe that our negative

is the only foreign made film of this name in this

country and we ask you to accept the assurance
that our action is prompted only by our desire
to disavow any connection with any advertisements
of this film for sale, but is intended as a small
measure of tribute to your wonderful and suc-
cessful efforts to raise the moving picture industry
to the high level which it occupies today.

Relinquishes Rights on
Serial to Theatre Men

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 10.—Barney Fe-
gan, general manager of Independent
Film Exchange, announces he has waived
his rights on the "Blue Fcx" serial to

permit Exhibitors Direct Service Ex-
change to obtain the Arrow picture.

Incendiary Fire Burns
Edwardsport Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EDWARDSPORT, IND., Jan. 10.—The
Edwardsport opera house was destroyed
by fire, believed to be the work of an
incendiary. The building, a brick struc-

ture, was owned by Mis brothers of this

city.

Mississippi Governor
Wants Censor Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BATON ROUGE, MISS., Jan. 10.—
The governor, in his message to the leg-

islature which has just convened, recom-
mends the enactment of a law establish-

ing a board of censors.

Will Attend Premiere
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—Maude
George has gone to New York to attend

„-„~:—„ „£ «t?„_i:„i. in whichthe premiere of "Foolish Wives
she has a prominent part

You Are Missing

One of the Good
Things of Life

if you are not reading "The

Week in New York," a page

conducted by John S. Spargo.

It is one of the many exclusive

features which makes the Her-

ald different and has earned for

it the title of "The Trade Pa-

per That is Read."

Wins Legion Contest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—Violet Shel-

don, a former Cincinnati girl, sponsored
by Madge Bellamy, Ince star, won the

motion picture contest staged by the

American Legion here to decide upon a

lead for a story H. C. Witwer, well-

known author, has written for Legionnaires.

Spier Joins Mission
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—Richard
Spier is now publicity director at the

Mission having left West Coast Theatres.

Jack Retlaw succeeds Spier.
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Nineteen Exceptional Pictures

Selected in 1 92

1

Nineteen Other Films Containing Points of Merit Also Are
Listed by National Board of Review

WHAT were the best photoplays published in 1921?

That question has been answered scores of times by as many
reviewers of motion pictures throughout the country. In a ma-

jority of cases such a list represents only the personal opinion of the

person making the selection.

THE latest to issue such a list is the

critique committee of the National

Board of Review. The pictures compris-

ing the list are those that were reviewed

as "exceptional" in the twelve issues of

Exceptional Photoplays, which is pub-

lished under the auspices of the critique

committee.
* * *

Nineteen pictures comprise the list.

They are:

AU for a Woman
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
The City of Silent Men
The Conquering Power
Deception
The First Bom
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
The Golem
The Great Adventure
The Kid
The Lovelight
One Arabian Night
Over the Hill

The Passion Flower
A Small Town Idol

Theodora
The Three Musketeers
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
Way Down East

To -attain the rank of "exceptional"

these pictures first were seen by review

committees who then submitted them for

final judgment to the critique committee,

whose membership is composed of per-

sons from many professions and walks of

life, including technicians and picture

critics.
* * *

In addition to listing the "exceptional"

pictures, the National Board also pub-
lishes those productions which "contain

points of exceptional merit, such as set-

tings, camera work, fidelity to detail, etc."

In this list, which supplements the other,

are the following productions:
Cappy Ricks
Disraeli
Doubling for Rome
Enchantment
Footlights
The Foolish Matrons
Forever
The Four Seasons
Jane Eyre
J'Accuse
The Journey's End
Little Lord Fauntleroy
R. S. V. P.
Rip Van Winkle
Scrap Iron
The Sting of the Lash
Tony Sarg's Almanac
Without Benefit of Clergy
The Woman God Changed

James Shelley Hamilton, a writer on
films and a member of the critique com-
mittee, in making his choice of the five

best pictures of 1921 selected the follow-

ing: "All for a Woman," "The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari," "The Golem," "The
Kid," "A Small Town Idol."

Tearle Leading Man
For Norma Talmadge

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Joseph M.
Schenck has contracted with Conway
Tearle to play opposite Norma Tal-
madge in her forthcoming First National
publication, "La Duchesse de Langeais."
Tearle, who has been starring in Selz-

nick pictures, will leave for the Coast
immediately where the picture is being
produced at the United Studios.

Big City Is No Criterion

Arthur Kane Says It Is Folly to Make Nezv York Standard

for Regulating Programs of Country

Neither New York nor any other large city is the criterion by which
to measure the wortli of a motion picture. This is the opinion advanced

by a New Yorker who lias practical knowledge of the films from the angle

of Kansas (where he once resided) to that of Manhattan whence he keeps

a close touch on the pulse of the playgoing public.

Arthur S. Kane, who sponsors the

Charles Ray productions, says:

"There have been several notable ar-

tistic achievements among special pro-

ductions released during the last two

years. On Broadway they were hailed

for the glorious accomplishments they

were, and thev made money for their ex-

hibitors in the metropolis. Outside of

New York they failed miserably.

"This may seem inexplicable until we
realize that the population of New York

City in large decree is the most pro-

vincial population in the country. Many
of its residents have never been away

from the greater city. Thousands more
have come from other lands and have
never been west of their landing place.

"By environment and psychology, New
York is apart from the rest of the coun-
try. It does not understand the cus-
toms, the habits, the temperament of the
rrsi of th- states. Moreover, the theatre-
going; population of New York represents
a vastly more sophisticated audience than
any other section of the country.
"For these reasons it is folly to make

New York the standard whereby the mo-
tion picture program of the entire coun-
try is to be regulated."

BETTY COMPSON takes a lesson in

toe dancing from Theodore Kosloff.

now appearing in Paramount pictures,

and a famous Russian dancer. "Not
so good," says Theodore.

Reeve May Succeed
Leek as Chief of

Coast Advertisers
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—W. A.

Reeve, associate publicity director at the

Famous Players-Lasky studio, is slated

to succeed Ray Leek of Metro as presi-

dent of the Western Motion Picture Ad-
vertisers, according to the list of candi-

dates for 1922 filed by the nominating
committee.

Pete Smith, Marshall Neilan's press

representative, is booked for vice-presi-

dent; Harry Hammond Beall for secre-

tary; Malcolm Stuart Boylan, publicity

chief at Universal City, for treasurer.

The election will be held within thirty

days, the new officers to take office im-

mediately thereafter. So far no insurgent
ticket is in the field.

Play "Spirit of '76"
Again in Court Case
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—The picture.

"The Spirit of '76," is figuring in a suit

in the first municipal court, Manhattan,
in the case of W. B. Northrop versus

The All American Photoplays. Inc. The
complaint is that James S. Keiley, man-
ager of the picture associated with All

American Brokers, had given the plaintiff

alleged spurious notes which he had no

authority to issue in payment for cutting

and editing of the film.

The film obtained considerable notori-

ety when Robert Goldstein, its author

and director, was sentenced by the United

States government to twelve years in a

federal prison under the Espionage act.

Linder Recovers Sight
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—Max Lin-

der is back at work again, having re-

covered from the blindness he suffered

recently.

Fire Causes Alarm
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Jan. 10.—A fire in

Antonio Moreno's dressing room caused

a stir at Vitagraph last week. Little dam-
age resulted however.
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Maine Organizes
M. P. T. O. Unit;

Stern President
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BANGOR, ME., Jan. 10.—Disbanding

the Allied Theatres Organization. Maine
exhibitors have organized an official unit

of the M. P. T. O. A. and adopted reso-

lutions endorsing the work of the na-

tional organization. The following offi-

cers were chosen:
President

—

Charles Stkrn', Bangor.
Vice Pres.

—

Wendell Hoxe, Presque
Isle.

Secretary—A. S. Goldman, Bangor.
Treasurer

—

William McPhee, Old-
town.

Executive Committee

—

William Stit-
ham. Pittsfield, chairman; Wii.blr Shea,
Lnbec; Charles Rush, Millinocket:
Charles Uson, Old Orchard; Richard
Flora, Caribou; J. Harriman. Portland;
C. Hanson, Camden, and Robert King.
Ellsworth.

All present signed a contract for the
Official Urban Movie Chats and endorsed
the official screen organ.

Drastic Sunday Lid
Proposed for D. C.

Bill Introduced in House to
Close Theatres and All

Other Activities
' (Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON. D. C—The closing

of all theatres and other places of amuse-
ment in the District of Columbia on Sun-
days and the shutting down of all opera-
tions in the District except those of ne-
cessity and charity, is provided for in a
bill which has been introduced in the
house by Congressman Rov Fitzgerald
of Ohio.

Covers Big Field

The bill is widespread in its scope and
leaves no exemption for any performance
or amusement of any kind, unless, pos-
sibly, for charitable purposes, in which
event there is a provision that employes
engaged in that work on Sunday shall be
given a day off during the following
week. -

Under the terms of the measure it

would be unlawful in the District of Co-
lumbia "to keep open or use for secular
purposes any dancing saloon, theatre,
bowling alley, place of public assembly
or amusement for secular purposes, or to
engage in unlawful sports on the Lord's
Day, commonly called Sunday."

Penalties Proposed

Penalty for violations of the law would
be fines of from $5 to $50 for the first

violation and of $25 to $500 or imprison-
ment for from one to six months, or
both.

Denies Loew to Take
Over F. P.-Af. House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 10.—William
Goldman, manager of Famous Players-
Missouri Corporation has denied that
Marcus Loew will take over the Mis-
souri and Delmonte theatres here.

Plan to Launch School for
Producing Moral Reformers

Program of International Bureau Comprehensive

—

Organization Now Has Regulatory Measure
Before the U. S. Senate

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C. Jan. 10.—The International Reform Bureau
is planning on a healthy crop of reformers for the future. The organization

is taking no chances in having a dearth of professional lobbyists and other

workers for prohibitory and regulatory legislation.

On the program of the Bureau is the institution of a school for initi-

ating students into the intricacies of moral reforming. Just where this

training school will be located is not announced.

Program of Bureau is Comprehensive

Among the other aims of the organization are the federal control of

interstate transmission of gambling bets, tips and devices ; federal regula-

tion and investigation of motion pictures ; maintenance of state Sunday
rest laws and adoption of such laws in California and the District of

Columbia; and uniform marriage and divorce amendment.
The anti-lottery bill, now before the

Senate, has been adopted in the house.

One amendment to the bill, which was
offered by Representative Walsh of

Massachusetts, is regarded as drastic

interference with the freedom of the

press. There is believed to be little

opportunity for passage of this amend-
ment by the Senate.

Hits Freedom of Press

The amendment would bar from the

mails newspapers, postcards, letters, cir-

culars or other written or printed matter

"containing •information or statements,
by way of advice or suggestion, purport-
ing to give odds at which bets or wagers
are being laid or waged upon the out-
come or result of any horse race, prize
fight, or other contest of speed, strength
or skill, or setting forth the bets or
wagers made or offered to be made, or
the sums of money won or lost upon the
outcome or result of said contests by
reason of such bets or wagers, or which
sets forth suggestions as to the odds at

$3,000,000 Appropriation Is Made
To Collect Back Taxes on Theatres

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 10.—The expense of collecting the
admission, film and other taxes carried in the revenue law will be
greater during the fiscal year than ever before, according to appro-
priations asked of congress, although the amount which will be col-

lected, due to the repeal of a number of consumption taxes, will be
materially reduced.

More than $60,000,000 are provided for the use of the bureau of

internal revenue in the treasury department appropriation bill, passed
by the house. Of this sum, $34,409,690 will be required for assessing

and collecting the taxes, an increase of $3,000,000 over the present ap-

propriation for this purpose. This increase is to be devoted partly to

the wcrk of auditing back accounts in an effort to collect back taxes.

At present the bureau is collecting approximately $357,000,000 in back
taxes annually, but it is hoped to be able to swell this sum to $557,-

000,000 next year.

While the cost of collecting the revenues is increased nearly

$5,000,000 over the current year, the amount which will be collected

will be $600,000,000 less, the estimated collections for next year being

placed at $2,611,100,000.

which bets or wagers should or may be
made or laid."

The International Reform Bureau,
which is seeking a dictatorship over the
motion picture industry, has on its board
of directors the following members of
congress: Senators Capper of Kansas,
Jones of Washington, Myers of Montana.
Sheppard of Texas, and Sterling of

South Dakota; and Representatives Bark-
ley, Blanton, Hersey, A. T. Smith and
I'pshaw.

Marcus Loew Is

Metro President
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. 10.—Marcus Loew
is now president of M etro Pictures Cor-
poration, succeeding Richard A. Row-
land, whose resignation became effective

on January 1. W. E. Atkinson was re-

elected vice president.
These actions were taken at a meeting

of the executive committee .last Friday
but were not made public until this week.
Mr. Rowland, it is believed, will soon
head his own producing coi lpany.
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DELEGATION OF ENGLISH EXHIBITORS, at Hollywood, Cal, looking over
over the Brunton studios, where R. A. Walsh is producing "Kindred of the Dust"
and Joseph M. Schenck the Talmadge and Buster Keaton pictures for First Na-
tional. Left to right: R. A. Walsh, Stanley Ball, F. E. Adams, manager of
Provincial Cinematograph theatres, Ltd. Hugh Turtle, Joseph M. Schenck and
R. Atkinson.

Test Shows Costly Prologues Not

Vital, Says Riesenfeld

Exhibitor Qualifies Assertion by Adding That Attractive

All-Film Programs Not Always Obtainable

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld's second experiment of

an all-film, program, which was tried out at the Rialto theatre last

week, has proved to the manager's satisfaction, that special numbers
and elaborate prologues are not necessary to a successful week's business.

Dr. Riesenfeld qualifies this by asserting that the class of pictures needful

to make an all-film program sufficiently attractive are not always obtain-

able.

"pjR. RIESENFELD docs not antici-

pate using programs similar to last

week's bill at the Rialto as a regular fea-

ture at any of his New York houses, nor

does he recommend it to others, except

for the purpose of providing a change

from the regular order of things. He
states that the receipts of the Rialto,

where the experiment was made, held up

better for the week than did those of

cither of his other two houses, the Rivoli

and the Criterion.

The all-film bill consisted of three fea-

tures: "Just Around the Corner," a Cos-
mopolitan production, a re-issue of "Car-
men," cut down and attuned to the music
by Dr. Riesenfeld and his staff, and a

Mack Sennctt comedy, "By Heck."
The first trial of the experiment was

made at the same theatre during the week
beginning November 20. At that time the

program consisted of "Fightin' Mad,"
with William Desmond, a two-reel ver-

sion of "La Tosca," and "The Rattle of

Jutland." The bill seemed such a pleas-

ing one to the patrons, and the box office

receipts were sufficiently generous as to
cause Dr. Riesenfeld to repeat last week,
of course, with a different bill.

In commenting on the experiment, Dr.
Riesenfeld said he wanted to make it

clear that while the all-film program on

the two separate occasions, appeared to

fill all requirements, the music at his the-

atre was a big factor. He points out that

on each of these bills he used as one of

the features a picturization of a grand
opera, arranged in such a way as to be
almost as much musical as picture fea-

tures. And, of course, the usual Rialto

orchestral attractions were utilized.

* * *

What it did prove to the doctor's satis-

faction is that elaborate prologues are not
necessary to the successful presentation

of pictures in a photoplay house, and this,

he says, has been his belief ever since

such elaboration of photoplay programs
came into vogue. He contends that the

creation of atmosphere is advisable, but
this should not be done to the extent of

putting the picture in the background.
In connection with the experiment at

the Rialto, and the satisfactory box
office receipts, it should be pointed out
that the attractions in competitive houses
were unusually strong. "Theodora" was
doing almost a record-breaking Business
at the Capitol, so much so in fact that
it is being kept there for a second week.
"Tol'ablc David," generally credited with
being one of the best pictures ever seen
on Broadway, was playing to standing
room at the Strand, and on Wednesday
D. W. Griffith's "Orphans of the Storm"
opened at the Apollo.

Bronx Theatre Owners
Contribute Film Rent
Tax to M. P. T. O. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—At the annual
meeting of the Bronx Motion Picture
Theatre Owners Association, John J.

Wittman, was re-elected president for

the tenth consecutive term. Vice presi-

dent John C. Bolte was re-elected for

the third term and executive secretary
for the ninth consecutive year. Other
officers elected are: Treasurer, Henry
Suchman; trustees, Edward Falter, Mor-
ris Sussman and Isadore Rothman;
sergeant at arms, William Wilson.
The following resolution was adopted

by the association and every Bronx
theatre owner is responding heartily:

"In recognition of the splendid service

rendered by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America in having the 5 per

cent film rental tax repealed effective

January 1, 1922, every exhibitor of

Bronx county will contribute the equiva-

lent of the tax saved under the new law
for the week of Jan 1 tq 7 inclusive, to

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America."

Exchanges Warned on
Distribution of Films

to Churches, Schools
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 10.—At
a meeting of the newly created Kansas
City advisory board of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of Missouri, of

which Frank L. Newman is chairman, a

final warning against the practices of

certain Kansas City exchanges was
sounded, namely that of renting films

to churches and non-theatrical institu-

tions.

At the last two state exhibitor conven-

tions, resolutions were adopted, con-

demning this practice. Despite this fact,

it is said, there are churches and schools

in Kansas City which have been staging

semi-weekly, and, in some cases, almost

nightly performances.
The members of the board decided to

call upon the exhibitors to pledge them-

selves not to use the product of any ex-

change which continued to furnish fiilms

to non-theatrical institutions.

Florida May Be Scene
Of Next Hampton Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—Hope
Hampton, it is reported, has called off

her trip to California and may make her

next picture in Florida.

Crowds Break Chains
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—Harold
Lloyd may be assessed $87 for new chains

for the lobby of the Symphony theatre.

Crowds trying to see "The Sailor-Made

Man" broke them in their efforts to enter

t he house.

Patrons Select Name
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTSMOUTH, VA., Jan. 10.—Pa-
trons of the new theatre opened by

Pcrithaion Development Corporation on

the old Central House site, have been

requested to suggest a name for the

playhouse. The house seats 1,200.
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ettlement in Wage
Controversy Pendi
greement with Operators in

Chicago Is Expected at

Jan. 16 Meeting
Final settlement of the wage con-

oversy between motion picture theatre

vners of Chicago and operators is ex-

ited at a meeting to be held Monday
ternoon, January 16. The meeting is

e third to be held, during which a

>mmittee representing theatre owners
ive reported to exhibitors the progress

;ing made on the matter.

15 Per Cent Increase Asked

Union agents are seeking a 15 per cent

crease in salary for operators and have,

itil recently been standing pat on this

;mand. Some modifications, however,
-e now being considered.

That exhibitors are firm in their stand

ot to submit to an increase in wages
as demonstrated at one of the meetings
•hen the suggestions that houses be
losed rather than pay the increase
hrew the meeting into an uproar of

pproval.

Union Officials Confer

Chicago union officials will confer with
ieir international headquarters, after

.hich they will again meet the repre-

entatives of the exhibitors, at which
|ime it is expected an agreement will be
rrived at to be presented at the Monday
aeeting.

IBITORS HERALD

Directors Association
Holds Annual Election

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—The annual
election of officers of the Motion Pic-
ture Directors Association for the com-
ing year resulted as follows: Director,
sidney Olcott; assistant director. Robert
Vignola: technical director, Kenneth
\Yebb; scenarist, William Haddock; inner
guard. C. Jay Williams; outer guard,
John Joseph Harvey; trustees, Oscar A.
A. Lund and Ashley Miller. The trus-
tees were elected for three years.
During the absence of Mr. Olcott in

Europe, J. Searle Dawley will continue
to act as director, having finished the last
term for the previous presiding officer,
.Charles Miller.

Theatres Alternate in

Plan to Effect Savin
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

.

COLUMBUS, MO., Jan. 10.—A work-
ing agreement which will be in effect
until business conditions have reverted
to normal here has been perfected be-
tween the owners of the Hall and
Columbia theatres. The plan will reduce
expenses materially.
The plan is to operate the Hall every-

day for a time and the Columbia only
on Saturday and Sunday. Later, this
plan will be reversed, the Columbia
operating everyday and the Hall on
Saturday and Sunday.

Usher Missing After
Trouble with Patron
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 10.—Adolph
ismith, usher at the New Shenandoah
theatre, has been missing since his fight
£st week with Jone Jones, brother of
Uamel Jones, whom Smith had ejected

4£
m

T
h0Use on the Prev 'ous night,

ine Jones brothers were arrested.
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New Distributing Company
Formed by Warren, Greene

Operation of Company Will Commence Late This
Month—Productions for Early Publication

Are Being Prepared in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 4.—A new national distributing system to be
known as American Releasing Corporation has been launched by Walter
E. Greene and F. B. Warren. The company, whose operations will be
extended throughout the world, will handle the pictures of independent
producers.

The company, according to its organizers, is exclusively a mercantile
sales organization which will not enter production or ownership of pic-

tures.

Greene President, Warren Vice-President
Mr. Greene is president of the company and Mr. Warren is vice-presi-

dent. There will be no general stock issue, the company being owned
by the two principals. An announcement from the officials states that they
will lay the groundwork for taking over later the sales and physical dis-

tribution of other distributing companies.

Headquarters of the organization are

at 15 West 44th street. A number of

productions are being edited or printed

in Eastern laboratories for early publi-

cation by the company.

To Have Weekly Publication

American Releasing Corporation ex-

pects to issue one picture a week from

late this month to June and in its first

calendar year will have a total output

of twenty-six productions. More than

half of this number either are completed

or in the making.

Announcement of the initial product to

be offered through the new company will

be made within the next few days.

Prominent in Industry

This alliance brings into association

and ownership of the new company Mr.
Greene, who was prominently identified

with the founding of Paramount and Art-
craft, and also president of Artcraft,

which controlled the productions of

Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, D.

W. Griffith and others. Later, he was
vice president in charge of distribution

of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
and Mr. Warren, formerly vice president
in charge of distribution of Goldwyn and

later organizer and general manager of
Associated Producers.

Two Music Tax Suits

Are Pending in Kansas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., Jan. 10.—In
the federal court at Kansas City there
are two suits pending, which were filed

))y the Jerome Remick Company of New
York against John G. Hiatt, owner of
the Gladstone theatre. A hearing will

be held shortly. Mr. Hiatt is charged
with infringmcnt on the copyright of the
music tax concern. Both suits involve
$500.

Exhibitors from both Kansas and
Missouri are watching the result of the
suit closely. Attorney General Richard
Hopkins, counsel of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Kansas, will be pres-

ent at the hearing.

Pola Negri Going West
After Arrival in U. S.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—Pola Negri,
it is said, will come 4o Hollywood soon
after her arrival in this country.

}

iat Sxkibitovs

aresaying^ouy^X

"It certainly is a pleasure to an exhibitor to read and receive the HERALD.
You certainly have built up a paper that is valuable to the exhibitor and I

trust you are receiving the subscriptions and support your paper deserves."

—

L. A. PlLLIOD, manager, Photo Play theatre, Grand Rapids, Ohio.

"What are you trying to do, close my house? I haven't received a

HERALD for several days."

—

Mack JACKSON, manager, Strand theatre, Alex-

ander City, Ala.

"I certainly enjoy the HERALD very much and want to extend my
heartiest congratulations to the entire staff."—Roy A. GRAHAM, Motion Pic-

ture theatre, Haysville, Ontario, Canada.
* * *

"I would not be without the HERALD."—F. R. MEIERBACHTOL, Elysian

theatre, Elysian, Minn.
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Orphans of the Storm Griffith 's

Greatest

T N "Orphans of the Storm" D. W. Griffith has given the

* world the greatest photoplay of his career. And this means
that this is the greatest picture ever made in the United States.

Many authorities on film matters do not hesitate to assert that

"Orphans of the Storm" is the greatest picture yet given to

the screen.

It has been generally considered that in making costume

plays European directors had reached the apex of art and had

little to learn from the playmakers of America. Re-considera-

tion of many of the big screen costume plays which have been

brought to this country from Europe discloses no one of them
which, in the matter of beauty, historical accuracy and detail,

is the peer of the Griffith production.

In magnitude and beauty of setting the picture is remark-

able, one beautiful scene following another in such rapid se-

quence as to cause a bewildered wondering as to what won-
derful thing is to come next. Interspersed through all this

beauty are scenes of sordid squalor of the lives led by the poor

of Paris—all shown so vividly that one wonders why the

French Revolution did not take place at an earlier date. It

would be hard to imagine a greater object lesson than Griffith

has drawn in his pictured story of the great gulf between the

masses and the nobles during the stirring times that produced

a Danton and a Robespierre, and a Reign of Terror.

The photoplay abounds in thrills and the rapid unfolding

of the story keeps the audience on the alert to miss none of

the many anticipatory sensations. The big thrill of all comes
with the wild ride of a regiment of cavalry, led by the heroic

Danton, to save one of the orphans from the guillotine. This

is reminiscent of the famous ride of the \

Ku Klux Klan, which was one of the

strong features of Griffith's "Birth of a

Nation." The master director, however,

has so improved on his own work that

the former scene by comparison is but a

tame affair after all.

"Orphans of the Storm" is a classic in

many ways, and not the least of these is

in the adroit manner in which suspense

is maintained in many of the critical sit-

uations. In the big chase scene, with

Danton and his mounted guards racing

to the rescue of Henriette, the latter por-

trayed by Lillian Gish, is shown strapped

Lillian and Dorothy Gish as the two orphans in Griffith's

"Orphans of the Storm."

1

•v
Frank Losec
scene from

and Leslie King in a

'Orphans of the Storm."

to the guillotine, the executioner's hand
on the trigger which springs the fatal

knife, and the signal partly given for the
ending of the tragedy. From this the
picture shifts to the line of rushing horse-
men, overcoming obstacle after obstacle
in their wild ride; and then back again
to the guillotine, with such facility that
even the most blase begins to forget that
it is only a picture and gaspingly won-
ders if Danton will be in time. The main-
tained suspense is breath taking.

Again Griffith proves his mastery of the
art of maintaining suspense when Dor-
othy Gish, as the blind orphan, is heard
singing in the street by her sister, who
is prevented from reaching her side by
the cold-hearted Count de Linierres and
his guards. In this scene Lillian Gish
does some wonderful acting.

In casting the "Orphans of the Storm"
Mr. Griffith again used the discernment
which has helped to bring him fame. Lil-
lian and Dorothy Gish are the two
orphans and wonderful is but a mild word
to use in describing the work of these
little artists. Thoroughly established and
loved by millions of theatre-goers they
add much in the way of new luster by
their brilliant work in this production.
Dorothy Gish, as the blind orphan, por-
trays a difficult part with true artistry,

The surprise in the cast is Monte Blue.
Accustomed as we are to see him play
bucolic parts, the excellence of his work
as Danton is astonishing. While his con-
ception—or rather Mr. Griffith's—is not
the Danton we have pictured, no fault can
be found. If Monte Blue gives a new
Danton, he gives us a good one.
Joseph Schildkraut takes the part of

1 hevalier dc Vaudrcy, the young aristo-
crat who falls in love with one of the
orphans, and he proves himself a film ac-
tor of great possibilities. Leslie King, as
Jacques Forget-Not, gives a splendid

version of a member of the downtrodden
masses, and is equally good later when
elevated to the high position of head of

the citizen's committee which deals life

and death—usually the latter—to aristo-

crats or others who have offended the

despicable Robespierre.
Frank Losee, as the Count de Linieres,

again proves his worth as a character ac-

tor by carrying off this difficult and

unsympathetic role in a manner more
than acceptable. Others in the cast are

Catherine Emmett, Lucille La Verne,

Kate Bruce, Morgan Walla-ce, Sheldon

Lewis, Frank Puglia, Creighton Hale,

Sidney Herbert, Leo Kolmeri and Adolphe
I.estina.

THE CAST
Henriette Girard Lillian Gish
Louise Dorothy Gish
Chevalier De Vaudrey Joseph Schildkraut
Countess de Linieres ...Catherine Emmett
Count de Linieres Frank Losee
Marquis de Presle Morgan Wallace
Mother Frochard Lucile La Verne
Jacques Frochard Sheldon Lewis
Pierre Frochard Frank Puglia

Picard Creighton Hale
Jacqucs-Forget-Not Leslie King
Danton Monte Blue
Robespierre Sidney Herbert
King Louis XVI Leo Kolmeri

The Doctor Adolphe Lestina

Sister Genevieve Kate Bruce

To say that the "Orphans of the'

Storm" is a great picture—or even :i great

Griffith picture— is giving but mild praise

to this wonderful photoplay. It is a liv-

ing, moving, almost breathing triumph ot

pictorial perfection, and gives to poster-

ity a new historical viewpoint from which

to study one of the most turbulent and

trying times in the world's history -the

French Reign of Terror. As a photoplay

it is a masterpiece; as a box-office attrac-

tion it has few limitations.

—John S. Sparco.
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Woman's Club Would
Investigate Industry

Want Congressional Probe of

"Political Activities" of

Business

A resolution urging Congress to in-

vestigate the "'political activities" of the

motion picture industry . was acted upon

at the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, held in Chicago.
Action on the resolution was taken

simultaneously with the report that Post-

master General Hays had accepted the

offer to head the National Association

of the Motion Picture Industry at a sal-

ary of $150,000 annually.

It was stated by a club member urg-
ing adoption of the resolution that the

industry's participation in politics "might
involve violation of anti-trust and other

laws or improper relations with state

boards of censorship."

Charges Bribery
In Censor Fight

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—The New
York Civil League, headed by the Rev.
O. R. Miller, charges that Senator Lusk,
Republican floor leader, could have sold

out to the motion picture men for $100,-

000 by defeating the censorship meas-
ure. An inquiry of the charge may be
made.

Hays Announces His
Decision Saturday on

Proffer of Producers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Postmaster

General Hays on Saturday will an-

nounce whether or not he will accept

the post of director general of the Na-
tional Association of the Motion Pic-
ture Industry. It is said that he has
been offered an annual salary ot

$150,000.

Mr. Hays signature has already been
penned to the contract offered him, ac-
cording to current statements. It is

said that nothing which may develop at

the conference with his prospective
clients will change his attitude.

Writer in Personal
Appearance at Play
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHOENIX. Ariz., Jan. 10.—H. H.
Van Loan, photo-dramatist, appeared in

person at the Strand theatre here in

connection with the Western premiere of

one of his latest pictures, "Fightin* Mad,"
in which William Desmond stars. In
conjunction with the appearance of the
author the Arizona Republican conducted
a photoplay contest, of which Van Loan
judged the winners.

First prize was a scholarship in the
Palmer Photoplay Corporation; other
prizes aggregated $150 in gold.

Fire Ruins Solax
Studio and Films

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FORT LEE, N. J., Jan. 10.—The So-
lax Studio. La Moyne avenue, was com-
pletely destroyed by fire. Loss on build-
ing and completed films which were
stored in it are estimated at between
$30,000 and $75,000.

Cecil Hepworth Will Invade
U. S. with English Pictures

Negotiations Under Way for Distribution of Film
Here— Production Facilities Being Enlarged— Features Promised in Six Months

(Special to Exhibitors hLcrald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Cecil M. Hepworth, prominent English
producer who has just completed a four month's survey of motion picture

conditions in this country, announces that negotiations are being conducted
for the regular distribution of Hepworth productions in America.

To meet what he believes will be the requirements of the American
market, Mr. Hepworth is enlarging his studios so as to quardruple the

present facilities.

Producer Considering Two Propositions

There will be a continuous supply of Hepworth pictures for the

American market within the next six months. The producer is consider-

ing distribution arrangements with two companies, one a national organi-

zation and the other a state right firm. He states that both propositions

are attractive but will reserve his decision until after his return to England.

made, in that its chief characters are
cockney, a distinctly local development
in English life. Its fundamental idea,
however, is as much American as it is

English, and its humor is universal, as
far as the two countries are concerned.

Pictures "On Trial"

"I realize, naturally, that the English
pictures for the time being will be on
trial in this country, and for that reason
I have refused to enter into some ar-
rangements that promised a rather un-
expectedly large financial return, but
which would bind me to deliver in this
country every picture that we make. I
want to be in a position where I can
withhold any picture that I do not think
will give 100 per cent audience satisfac-
tion and make money for any exhibitor
who books it.

"Two propositions that have been made
would give me the right to withhold any
production that I did not deem appro-
priate to the American market, with the
proviso that I would not release any
production, so withheld, at all in the
United States. Either one of the two that
I have on consideration, or a similar
one. is the arrangement tha. I will ulti-

mately make, but it is very doubtful if

I will take any definite action until after
I have returned to England and have had
the opportunity of consulting with my
associates there.

Believes There Is Demand
"In entering the American field there

i-i no desire on my part, or no expecta-
tion, that our productions are going to
replace any American productions. When
it is taken into consideration that English
producers are only supplying about 15
per cent of the pictures shown in Eng-
lish theatres, it can be readily seen what
a small percentage we would expect to
do in America, even if we had the idea
of displacing any American productions
in their home markets. We simply feel
that there is room for English produc-
tions here, and that there is a demand
for them because they are different."

Star to Give Dinner
To Theatre Attaches
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—Mabel Nor-
mand will give a complimentary dinner
to attaches of the Mission theatre on
Tuesday in appreciation of the success
of a six weeks' first run of "Molly O."

One factor which Mr. Hepworth says

has impressed him with the possibilities

of success in America for English pic-

tures is the enthusiasm with which

"Alf's Button" has been received. First

National is handling this feature.

Hepworth Issues Statement

Concerning the American market Mr.

Hepworth has this to say:

"French, Italian and German pictures

never will acquire a permanent place in

the American exhibiting field because of

the racial differences that exist in the

story elements. The big spectacles from
these countries, that have been success-

ful here, are not typical of the general

supply that they are making, and are

not a reflection of the countries them-
selves.

"Between England and America, how-
ever, there is no racial difference. The
product of English writers is as vividly

gripping to the American reader as is

the American novel to the Englishman.
'Alf's Button' is even more English than
nearly any production we have ever

A scene from "The Lane That Had No
Turning," a Paramount picture with

Agnes Ayres and Theodore Kosloff.
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DW. GRIFFITH has a dark secret.

He knows something he won't
• tell. Or maybe it is Jack Lloyd's

dark secret. At any rate the opening of

"Orphans of the Storm" was the occa-

sion of slipping something along that has
started a whole lot of news sleuths

sleuthing.
The story of "The Two Orphans" is

printed on the program handed to cash

customers at the Apollo. After telling ot

the establishment of the Reign of Terror,

of the guillotine, and of Robespierre us-

ing the committee of safety for eliminat-

ing all' who do not think as he does,

comes the following cryptic utterance:

"A similar condition exists in Russia today.

Some might see in this a lesson for our own
people. There are those who seem to find that

recently right here in our own United States

small, but quite efficiently, aggressive minorities

have been able to secure the passage of most
any kind of law they desired. Perhaps there

are those who think we will do well to keep

our eyes" open, and feel that it is not altogether

impossible for us to lose our democratic form

of government as did the people of France at

the time of our story. There are some who
fear we might come under the tyranny of

small, but aggressive, parties who could hold

and sway all government to suit themselves,

while the majority of the people were unsus-

pecting of what they are seeking and until the

great damage is done."

There are many guesses as to what it

all means. Some construe it as a wallop

at the evils of censorship. Mr. Griffith

not being available for information, Jack

Lloyd was asked to elucidate, but de-

clined.

"That's our secret," said he.

* * *

And speaking of Mr. Griffith and his

works, A. Swivel Chair, special rumor
correspondent of this column for Broad-
way and vicinity, reports the following

conversation, which did not take place.

After the first showing of "Orphans of

the Storm" Mr. Griffith and Mr. Lubitsch
met in the lobby of the theatre.

"You have made a wonderful picture,

Mr. Griffith," said Mr. Lubitsch. "I con-

sider you the Lubitsch of America."
"I have seen 'Passion,' Mr. Lubitsch,"

responded Mr. Griffith, "and I consider

you the Griffith of Germany."
* * *

Even the Volstead law enforcement
officials now recognize the value of being
in right with the motion picture indus-

try. Not to the extent of passing any one
by when we have anything on the hip or

under the table, however. But here's how
Jack's famous old cafe at Sixth avenue
and 43rd street was raided last week and
several truck loads of hootch was carted

away. Before making the raid all the

news reel men were called up and tipped
off to be on the job. They all got pic-

tures of plenty of hootch. Pictures only.
* * *

After pointing out many of the pros
and cons of making Will Hays the Judge
Landis of the films, H. I. Phillips, the
Globe Trotter, springs this as a bulletin
possibility some time in the future:

New York — Solomon Goldfiddlc,
president of Super-Sex Film Company,
was fined $5,000 and ordered not to
report for spring training for two years
by Filmmastcr General Hays today.
( loldiiddlc violated the commissioner's
orders by going barnstorming with
"The Sweet Sister."

Harry Reichenbach's press agent sends
us the following with the request that

we print it, so here it is, Harry:
Harry Reichenbach, who has been han-

dling the special exploitation and adver-
tising for Universal's "Foolish Wives,"
has resigned to take effect immediately
after the opening of that picture at the
Central theatre and will immediately join

Famous Players-Lasky for special work
on big pictures for that concern.

Reichenbach has been in charge of all

the "Foolish Wives" display advertising
and news matter since his return from
Europe last September and was respon-
sible for the special train that carried a
cutting car from Los Angeles to New
York. He has syndicated pages through-
out the country and succeeded in getting
more than five hundred newspapers to
carry his series of "Foolish Wives of

History." It is remarkable that he
dressed his news matter sufficiently that
he did not resort to paid display adver-
tising until ten days before the opening
at the Central theatre. The four-page
layout in the Sunday World, January 8,

the first ever inserted in a daily paper in

the history of amusements, is also of his
origin and design, as also are the unusual
has relief effects and practical designs in

the lobby of the theatre.

Reichenbach's efforts at Paramount
will be in behalf of "The World's Mis-
tress."

Jack Lloyd was quite disturbed on
reading in the Evening Mail a headline
referring to Griffith's "Orphans of the
Sea." "Gosh," quoth Lloyd. "Has D. W.
changed the name again?"

* * *

J. Charles Davis. 2nd, back from ex-
ploiting "Ten Nights in a Bar Room" in

New England for Arrow, said: "Tear
bombs wouldn't have kept the crowds
away. And while seeing the picture the
audience acted as if they had been used."

* * *

Paul Perez, reading some fashion
notes, learned that "For trimming, gray
slinks and gray squirrel are with monkey
the favorites." He doesn't know what it

means but it listens good and he's trying
to find some way to use it in connection
with one of Universal's stars. Any help
will be appreciated by Paul.

* * *

A. J. Moeli.er, general manager of the
M. P. T. O. A., is back on the job after
a ten days' visit to his home in Detroit,
and also Chicago, Milwaukee and Toledo,
all pepped up to organize all the other
states of the union which are not in the
M. P. T. O. A.

FRED Baer, of Kineto, decided to make
especially festive and memorable the glad
Yuletidc, so he hied himself off to Chicago
to get married. The young lady who is

causing all Bear's friends to tell him how
lucky he is, is Miss Helen Roth, of Chicago.

* * *

Herman F. Jans gave a party Monday
night in New Brunswick, N. J., to cele-
brate his assumption 'of the direction of
the Rivoli theatre in that city. Many
New Yorkers Mondaycd in New Bruns-
wick and a good time was had by all.—John S. Spargo.

J. Chas. Davis 2nd.

Director of Advertising

and Publicity for Arrow
Film Corporation.

LL the calendars hanging in the homes

f\ and business houses of Oyster Bay,
have October 27 marked off as a

holiday, for on that date in 1858, was
born the man who beat out J. Charles
Davis, 2nd, from putting that particular
Long Island village indelibly on the map.
At the annual celebration last October

of the birthday of the immortal Roose-
velt, one old settler remarked to another:
"Teddy Roosevelt, the greatest man

that ever lived, was born in Oyster Bay."

"J. Charles Davis, 2nd, was also born
here," replied the other.

"He's not as great as Teddy," asserted
the T. R. booster.
"Be that as it may," replied the other

O. S. "But remember Charley Davis is

a young man yet."

And also be this as it may, if there is

a movement on foot to add another holi-

day to Oyster Bay's roster, it is being
kept under cover.
To delvers in Long Island history, J.

Charles is as coy as a maiden lady of

uncertain age when asked the date of the

second rate Oyster Bay event, but he ad-
mits that he was born there.

Leaving Oyster Bay to shift along with
only Roosevelt's aid, Davis came to New
York and mingled with the alphabetar-
ians of a private school long enough to

fit himself for the advertising business.
After several years in special premium
work, he busted into the picture business.
In moments of forgctfulness he admits
acting in one of his own pictures, but
usually tries to live it down. For a num-
ber of years he was advertising and ac-

cessory manager for Famous Players,
later doing exploitation work for the

same company. He is now and for some
time past has been director of advertising
and publicity for Arrow Film Corpora-
tion.

If backed into a corner Mr. Davis
blushingly admits that "Ten Nights in

a Bar Room" is a great picture.
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Arbitration Agreement May
Be Model for Other States

Grievance Compact Ends Protracted Negotiations
Between Theatre Men in New York

And F.I.L.M. Club
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Adoption by other states of the arbitration

board agreement ratified by the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
and the F. I. L. M. Club of the city of New York is considered not at all

improbable by those in motion picture circles here who are versed on con-

ditions existing through the various territories.

The compact, which creates a joint arbitration board to determine
disputes between exchanges and theatre men, concludes a protracted con-

troversy between the New York factions.

Country Will Watch Board's Operation

Undoubtedly the functioning of the New York board will be keenly

observed by exhibitors and film men throughout the country, as the griev-

ance question in many instances has been a source of dissension between
the two factors.

National Standard Is

Adopted for Exchange
Manager Organizations

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Final plans

tor standardizing film exchange man-

agers organizations throughout the

country and nationalizing the Hoy Re-

porting Service were agreed upon at

a conference of distribution company

executives at the New York head-

quarters of the National Association of

the Motion Picture Industry.

Saul E. Rogers, chairman of the

special committee in charge of this

work, presented for ratification the

forms of agreements and rules and regu-

lations for the exchange associations

which will be organized in the various

distribution centers.

P. L. Waters, chairman of the dis-

tributors division and executive commit-

tee of the National Association, presided

at the meeting. The companies repre-

sented at the conference were: Fox
Film Corporation, Goldwyn Distributing

Corporation, Universal Film Manufac-
turing Company, Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

R-C Pictures Corporation, Educational

Film Corporation, Metro Pictures Cor-
poration, Select Pictures Corporation.

Yitagraph, Inc., Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, and Triangle Film Cor-

poration.

St. Louis Film Board
Names Committee on

Grievances for 1922
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 10.—The 1922

grievance committee of the St. Louis F.

I. L. M. Club will be composed of E. H.
Brient, Robertson-Cole, chairman; Bar-
ney Rosenthal, Universal; George M.
McKean, Fox; John Karzin, owner of

the Casino, Majestic, Lincoln, Marquette,
Olympia and Star theatres, St. Louis, and
Dr. J. L. Price, proprietor of the Liberty,

Star and Grand theatres, East St. Louis.

This committee will meet every Thurs-
day afternoon in the F. I. L. M. Club
headquarters, Empress Theatre building,

to pass on disputes between exchanges
and exhibitors.

Three new members were admitted at

the last meeting of the F. I. L. M. Club,

Joseph Desberger, First National; Sam-
uel Werner, United Film Service, and
Jack Weil of Goldwyn.

Griffith Picture Wins
Praise of Lubitsch at

Premiere in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

i NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Ernst
Lubitsch, one of the foremost motion
picture directors of Germany, was an
interested spectator at the premier
showing of D. W. Griffith's "Orphans of

the Storm" here last week. Asked his

opinion of the photo play, Mr. Lubitsch
said:

"With the greatest interest I witnessed
last night the first showing of Mr.
Griffith's masterpiece 'Orphans of the

Storm.' Mr. Griffith's artistic direction

of 'Broken Blossoms' had previously
made a deep impression on me, and his

new film has immensely strengthened
my profound admiration. I not only
congratulate Mr. Griffith and his actors,

but the whole American industry, upon
this success."

While in a number of states the ex-

hibitors and exchange men are working

in harmony in the amicable settlement of

grievance cases, the issue is one which
officials believe still warrants sincere

consideration. These executives hold that

there is a possibility that the New York
compact will solve the difficulty.

Here Is Agreement

The amended text of the agreement
follows in brief:

1. Agreement will affect exhibito.-s in Greater
New York, Long Island, Northern New Jersey,
Western Connecticut and that part of New York
State served by New York exchanges.

2. Joint arbitration board shall be comprised
of three members and chairman appointed by
F. I. L. If, Club and three members appointed
by T. O. C. C. Chairman will vote only in case
of a tie, after which case may be submitted to

an appeal board.
i. The following rules and principles govern

the board:
a. The right of the home office of the

exchange to reject application for contract
within fourteen days shall not be abridged
or denied.

b. Terms of written contract shall be
binding as to protection and price. Oral
evidence will be considered by board to

explain terms but not to change price or
protection except in case of fraud or
duress and except in a case relating to

the erection of a new theatre.

Doesn't Constitute Breach

4. Involuntary breach of contract with re-

spect to one picture in contract for several pic-

tures does not constitute a breach of entire

contract.
5. Failure of exchange to deliver picture in

event exhibitor has not complied with demand
of exchange made pursuant to terms of con-

tract and to rule of F. I. L. M. Club for security

not exceeding $250 for safe return of film shall

not be deemed a breach of contract. Enforce-
ment of this provision shall follow a hearing of

both parlies or a default of one of the parties.

6. T. O. C. C. and F. I. L. M. Club, on behalf

of their members, guarantee that decisions of

board will be carried out. An appeal will act

as a stay in any case determined.
7. Existing contracts and unpaid accounts con-

sidered binding on new owners, assignees of

lease or purchasers of stock in new corporation

unless such sale, assignment of lease or transfer

>f stock is not made by former owner of theatre.

Exhibitor Gets Application

8. Exchange shall leave exact copy of applica-

tion with exhibitor at time of signing.

9. If application for film service is rejected

in part exhibitor may accept or reject the balance

on such individual application.
_ _

10. Application for service authorizing ex-

change to separate individual portions of ap-

plication into as many applications as there are

pictures shall be deemed not to be a single ap-

plication. This reservation made because of

clause contained in Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration's contract.
_

11 Appeal board shall comprise three members
representing F. I. L. M. Club and three repre-

senting T. O. C. C. In case of a tie vote the

appeal board may nominate a disinterested um-

pire. The principles of this agreement are bind-
ing on the appeal board.

This amended agreement will be bind-
ing upon the exchanges and the exhibi-
tors for six months and is subject to re-

newal from time to time. It may be
amended if after a hearing the changes
suggested are ratified by the two organi-
zations.

The agreement was signed by I. E.
Chadwick, president of the exchange or-
ganization, and William Brandt, head of
the exhibitors league.

"His Nibs" Is Booked
for Premier Showing
At New York Capitol
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—"His Nibs,"
the Exceptional Pictures Corporation's
feature starring Charles (Chic.) Sale, has
been booked for its premier showing at
the Capitol theatre here. It will be pre-
sented under the direction of S. L. Roth-
afel.

Negotiations for the presentation
were conducted by Alexander Beyfuss,
president of Exceptional, and L. L.
Hiller, president of "His Nibs" Syndi-
cate, Inc., which is state righting the pic-
ture.

Saxe Enterprises Adds
To Chain of Theatres

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. 10.—Saxe
Amusement Enterprises, operated by
Thomas and J. E. Saxe, has taken over
the Majestic, Orpheum and Grand thea-
tres of Oshkosh, Wis., owned by Roy
Cummings.
The addition places twenty theatres

under control of Saxe Enterprises.

Rules City Must Act
To Close Sunday Shows

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Jan. 10.

—Representatives of churches and Sun-
day schools in Cleveland county want to
close picture shows on Sunday. The as-
sistant attorney general has ruled that
the question is one to be handled by
city ordinances.
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New York Is City of Smiles,

Says Harold Lloyd
Popular Comedian, Visiting in East, Gives "Herald" His

Impressions of the Metropolis

By HAROLD LLOYD
THE City of Smiles—that's what I always call New York. Why? Be-

cause every time I've been here, I've been particularly impressed by
the thousands of cheery countenances I see when walking up Broad-

way, up Fifth Avenue, or up any of the thoroughfares—prominent, or
otherwise.

And that's why I always look forward to a vacation in the City of

Smiles. I feel like a new recruit of the smilers in Bagdad on the Subway,
as O. Henry so aptly dubbed New York City. I think that the Tired
Movie Actor needs as much stimulating pleasure as the Tired Business
Man. He needs recreation, he wants to visit the theatres, and where can
one get all this sort of thing except in New York?

IT'S been about a year and a half

since I was in the Big Town, and
yet, there are just as many thrills for

me as before. Wall Street, with its hus-

tle and bustle, Broadway with its hurly

burly and Riverside Drive and Central

Park, with their natural beauties, all pre-

sent a certain newness, no matter how
many times they are visited.

* * *

There's one thing I never miss every

time I come to the City of Smiles. Don't
laugh— it's going on top of the Wool-
worth Building. From that dizzy height

one can see the greatest panorama in the

world—the busy industry of a nation is

represented, no matter which way you
look. Ships with flags of every nation

at their trucks enter the harbor and
leave, while this towering beehive of of-

fices stands majestic for their visual ap-
proval. To my mind it furnishes the
greatest view in the world. And yet,

I was told that only a small majority of

New Yorkers have gazed downwards
from that dizzy height.

I wonder if these same New Yorkers
really appreciate the work of the man
that laid out Riverside Drive. It is a
really remarkable bit of landscape work.
To motor from Seventy-Second Street

up the Drive to One Hundred and Sixty-
Something Street one finds huge chunks
of beauty and interest all the way.

But let's get back to Times Square,
for Broadway and Forty-Second Street
is the most interesting spot in the world
for me. And" quite naturally, for that's

Theatredom, Amusementland, and the
Kingdom of the Hearty Laugh. If you
have a real sense of humor you can get
as many chuckles along Broadway as
you can on the inside of a theatre.

* * *

The theatres are a delight to me. I'll

never forget the first time I saw a reg-
ular, full-fledged Broadway revue. I

came out of the theatre with "Beany"
Walker and Hal Roach, and said to
them, "Those comedians were a scream,
weren't they?" "They sure were," agreed
"Beany." "I wonder how I ever get by
in the comedy business," I thought to
myself as we pushed our way along the
White Way, and I was almost relieved
when we left New York, as I thought
Hal Roach might suddenly come to the
conclusion that, as a comedian, I was a
good pitcher of ice water, and take one
of the laugh provokers of the City of
Smiles back to the Coast with him in my
place.

During the visit I guess I saw about

MONEY MA
Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build

By C. H. SIMPSON
(Princess Theatre, Millen, Ga.)

The first suggestion I would
make for the benefit of any
exhibitor is : Subscribe to the
Herald, if he has not already

done so. Then, make regular
reports on "What the Picture

Did for Me." Watch all other
reports in the Herald. This

alone is worth more than any-

thing else any exhibitor can do
for the benefit of his theatre.

By doing this, we will get rid

of all the pictures that are not

fit for the screen. Put the good
pictures before the public and
they will sure go to see them.

I know, because 1 use good
pictures and I have good busi-

ness. Towns all around me

'. I N G IDEAS
sed Successfully by
Up Th eir Patronage
twice as big as Millen are
showing three nights a week.
1 show six nights a week.

By L. A. PILLIOD
(Photoplay Theatre, Grand Rapids.

Ohio)
One of the best assets I find

I have is running all slides for

advertising free. In fact, I go
to the merchants and solicit

their advertising and run it

free.

This makes the merchant a

booster and also gives me the
use of his windows for any
publicity I want. I also turn
my press sheets over to the
newspaper editor and let him
pick out anything he cares to
print. I only run the advertis-
ing on my weak night.

JULIUS STERN, second vice-president

of Universal, who is now in New York.

everyone of the best shows in town, and
I laughed until I cried. It so happened
that my latest comedy, "A Sailor-Made
Man," was being shown at the Capitol

theatre, and I was actually afraid to go
and see it and see how the New York
audience would take it with so much
other entertainment at its threshold. But
they laughed! They laughed! And that

made everything all right. I came out

of the theatre with a grin on my face

of such wide proportions that I guess 1

would have no trouble at all gaining citi-

zenship in the City of Smiles. New York,
you're a great old town, and I'm for

you!

Schulberg Goes East

On Important Mission
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.— B. P.

Schulberg, president of Preferred Pic-

tures, producer of Katherine MacDon-
ald's First National features, has left for

New York to consummate two important
transactions. The new projects, it is said,

will he of significance in Mr. Schulhcrg's
motion picture activities. Definite an-

nouncement of his plans will be made
later.

Rex Ingram to Produce
Hugo Story for Metro
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10— It became
known this week that Rex Ingram will

make the film version of Victor Hiiro's
"Toilers of the Sea" for Metro. It is

not known whether it will be produced
here or abroad. Before launching it he
again will produce "Black Orchids," a
version of which he made for Universal.

Lesser on Trip East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—Irving Les-
ser of Western Pictures Exploitation
Company leaves for the East this week.
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Money

9f" PRACTICE

g Showmen Onl
This page is for money-making- exhibitors only.

If you want to read about censorship, new pictures,

new theatres, etc.. stop here. If you want to make money
read on.

Certain showmen are making real money right now.
Gossip and personal experience may have led you to be-

lieve otherwise, but it is true.

Your Herald file proves it.

Back copies are full of "Money-Making Ideas" that are not
placed under that heading for any other reason than because they
are just what that heading indicate-.

Take the last twelve copies of the paper and turn to the pages
here designated. Use one of these ideas each week for twelve
weeks and make money every week. That will tide. you over a
considerable period. And then there will be twelve more for your
use.

* * *

Turn to page 52 of the October 29 issue and read C. C. Young's story of
how he built up feminine patronage at the Regent theatre, Geneva. X. Y., by
giving away coupons of the "trading stamp" variety redeemable at the theatre.

No house is too big or too small to use the idea. Read the details and add
materially to your present volume of patronage.

Read, on page 52 of the November 5 issue. W. Ray Erne's account of how-

he played ''The Affairs of Anatol" at the Arcade. Charlotte. Mich., immediately
following its heavily exploited run in larger cities nearby and "packed houses
for three days in a one-day town" at an increase of fifteen cents in admission.
He asked his people to wait a few days for him to get it ; then bombarded
the populace with advertising. That's successful competition with a kick in it.

C. E. Morrow, M. & M. theatre, Decatur. 111., tells on page 40 of the

November 12 issue why "My business is considerably better than it was a year
ago. So-called hard times have not hurt me." He says he never forgets to

say "Thank you" to patrons, because "they come easiest and fastest to the

house where they know it is appreciated." The billion odd words that have
been written editorially upon the subject of courtesy to patrons cover the

proposition less thoroughly. Note the box office effect of Mr. Morrow's policy

* * *

More about policy, in fact, a thumb-nail treatise on the subject, is written
by John YY. Schatt. Gowanda Opera House, Gowanda. N. Y.. on page 4> of the

November 19 number. He starts with a question. "How do I make my pictures

pay dividends?" and lists a number of ways that will do the same for any ex-
hibitor in the land. Boiled down, his article states. "I make good because I

give my whole attention to pleasing the public." That is about the whole sum
and substance of showmanship. There ought to be more of it.

Page 38, November 26, carries the_statement of Horn & Morgan. Star the-

atre. Hay Springs, Neb., to the effect that they changed to a two-day policy in

the face of advice to the contrary and have found it so successful that they are

contemplating some three-day stands. Possibly the novelty of the change is

responsible for the result. Possibly not. Possibly a change of some sort would
do your theatre good.

In the December 3 Herald, page 40. R. F. Dewhirst, Beverly theatre. Beverly.

Kans.. tells how he "selected" his audience for "Broken Blossoms," a picture

he did not think would score heavily with the regular attendance, by warning
them to stay away on the night it was shown because the picture was sad.

Business was 40 per cent above normal and satisfaction was general. You can
adapt that stunt to almost any picture and be sure of an extra profit on it.

And possibly you can repeat it at intervals with variations.

* * *

W. Ray Erne, who told in the November 5 issue how he put over "The
Affairs." is even more enthusiastic in his story of a high school benefit which
made him much money, many friends, and comment in Detroit and Lansing,
Mich., newspapers. Read his brief but pointed observations on page 44 of the

December 10 issue. Here is another year-

round idea any showman can and every

showman should use.

"It will give you a good week and make
many friends for your theatre," says W. J.

Powell, Wellington. O.. of the Baby Show-

Week which brought big patronage to his

Lonet theatre. He gives details of the

enterprise which are worthy of adaptation

by every exhibitor really interested in

selling his theatre to his public. It is

doubtful if a better stunt ever were des-

cribed in as few words or as effectively.

When A. M. Leitch introduced "Winners
of the West" to the patrons of the Royal
theatre at Milford. Ia, he simply informed
school authorities of the historical origin
of the serial and made the exhibition of
the opening episode a benefit performance
for the high school. It was shown two
nights to S. R. O., and most of those who
saw it are follow ing it. There's a fifteen-
week idea of exceptional merit and appar-
ently sure fire.

* * *

Revival of the classic Amateur Night
worked out so successfully for Fred S.
Meyer, Palace. Hamilton. O., that it has
been made a weekly feature. Friday is the
night set aside for the performance. Read
the account of it. in Mr. Meyer's inimitable
phraseology, in the December 31 number,
page 43. Another idea good for a num-
ber of weeks.

"I had the biggest week I've had in

years." writes R. J. Relf, Star theatre,

Decorah, la., describing his experience with
"Way Down East." exhibited for that pe-
riod in a town of 4,000 population. His
campaign included advertisements in 30
out-of-town newspapers and was con-
ducted on that scale throughout. Read the
details on page 36, issue of January How
long since you've had a "biggest week in

years" ? And how long since you've ad-
vertised as thoroughly?
A short subject program that made much

money for A. L. Middleton. Grand theatre,

DeQueen. Ark., is described by him on page
42 of the January 14 Herald. You'll un-

doubtedly hear more from this contribu-

tion, as it is certain many exhibitors will

try out the stunt he so glowingly describes

and staunchly advocates. And if you are

really desirous of making some money you
will trv it also.

* * *

L'se these ideas and make money for

twelve or more weeks.
In using them you will have less time

to listen to gossip of depression, readjust-

ment, etc.. and time to cultivate a healthy

habit of making money by working for it
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THE MEMORY OF A HEARTY LAUGH
or a thrill that has its origin in surprise

lingers for a long time with any individual.

Recent exploitation stunts used for Fox's "A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court"

have left such memories in the minds of many,
'eading them to know and speak of the pic-

.ure's exhibition and, more often than not, to

attend that theatre represented.

In LaCrosse, Wis., when the picture was
shown at the Majestic theatre, the ridiculous

conveyances shown above imparted such sen-

sations to beholders. In Toledo, O., a score

of motorcyclists were employed for the same

purpose when the picture was shown at the

Alhambra.

A picture that permits of this effective ex-

ploitation is of especial value to the trade at

any time. It is particularly important at a

period when box office stimulus is earnestly

sought by all showmen.
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THE "EARTHBOUND" GLOBE FAMILIAR track in full view of the crowd at every opportunity.

:o exploitation readers was mounted on the likewise Cooperation reduced the expense of the stunt, which

amiliar Mack truck and sent to the Allentown (Pa.) undoubtedly proved highly effective in bringing patrons

Fair when the Goldwyn attraction was exhibited at to the Strand theatre. Cooperation will perform a sim-

jtlie Strand theatre. The float was sent about the race ilar office for all exhibitors advertising all productions.

"MOLLY O," FIRST NATIONAL'S READY-TO-SERVE EXPLOITATION PICTURE WAS EXHIBITED
at the Gifts theatre, Cincinnati, O., after a campaign of a month's duration. All the prepared-in-advance tie-ups were

used. Pictures here reproduced show some of the results. A girl who paraded streets in "Molly O" make-up and led the

curious to stores selling the song, the silk, the hat, etc., figured importantly in the campaign. Song pluggers

sang the number in other theatres. Newspapers boosted the picture and products offered in its name. The

Chamber of Commerce chef devised a "Molly O" salad for its public dining room. And business during the

exhibition just prior to Christmas escaped much of the slump ordinarily regarded as inevitable at that period.

The front of the theatre, a unique rubber heel tie-up and two of the silk windows obtained are shown in

accompanying illustrations.
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Suggestions in the Stills

"My Lady Friends"
The stills reproduced above, from the First National

attraction featuring Mr. and Airs. Carter DeHaven, were

accompanied by following

:

The prologue suggested here would be a quartette,

composed of three women, representing the hero's lady

friends, and a man, preferably singing the song which

the late Clifton Crawford wrote and used in the stage

production. The song, which explains his motive in

becoming thus entangled with the fair damsels, is

"I Want To Spread a Little Sunshine." The music is

easily obtainable and is sufficiently catchy to be taken

up by the audience on its own merit. The same song

could be put over equally well with a duo, as illustrated

in the second still.

"Shattered Dreams"
"Shattered Dreams," Universal production featur-

ing Miss DuPont, contains the Apache cafe scenes

shown in the stills above.

In the productions offered during the past year or

two, settings similar to this have figured frequently,

many exhibitors who use presentation approximating

them for prologue purposes. No doubt it will be a

simple matter for many of these to reconstruct from

the stock room settings formerly used, making required

alterations economically. The costumes of the players,

happilly, are most important in conveying the proper

atmosphere. Many of the cast may be non-professional,

two dancers to carry the action being given chief

prominence. A suitable presentation for the feature

should be produced at little expense.
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Exploitation Letters

One unit in the "Through The Back Door"

lobby display produced by Manager Joseph A.

Bradt of the People's theatre, Portland. Ore. The

picture ran at S. R. O. for a week.

New costumes for the Peoples ushers were in-

troduced during the exploitation of "What's Your

'Reputation Worth?" The coutout in the back-

ground gives the connecting link of the tieup.

A scene in "Behind Masks" was used as a model

for the construction of the lobby display used

during the six-day run of that feature. The pho-

tograph shows its effectiveness.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago. 111.

Dear Sir:

The first picture
shows one side of the

lobby display for

"Through the Back
Door." Although it

had been shown in this

city for two weeks at a

vaudeville house, we
ran it a week at S. R.

O. Many people com-
mented on the display,

which we believe
helped make the run a

success. The capacity

of the Peoples theatre

is 1,000.

The second picture

shows the lobby of the

Peoples with the ush-

ers in their new sum-

mer costumes in the

foreground. In the

back is a set advertis-

ing Corinne Griffith in

What's Your Reputa-

tion Worth?", which

we ran a week. Good
business was enjoyed

iluring the showing.

The lobby set for

'"Behind Masks" was

taken from one of the

scenes in the picture.

The picture ran six

days.

Real coffee was boil-

ing constantly in the

fireplace of the lobby

set used to put over

"The Girl From No-

where," a Select pic-

ture, for one week.

A prize of $25 was

siven for the most

realistic bunch of black

roses • received during

the run of a Robert-

son-C o 1 e picture,
"Black Roses." The
lobby set used aided

in promoting the pic-

ture.

The last photograph

shows part of the lob-

by and the long line-up

at the end of a two

weeks' run on "The

Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse," which
broke all records of

the Peoples theatre, a

Tensen-Y o n Herberg

Real coffee really boiled in the lobby set for

"'The Girl From Nowhere," exhibited for a period

of one week at the Peoples. You might call that

"arcmatic exploitation." It is new.

A prize was given for the most realistic bunch

of "Black Roses" contributed by pattons during

the run of that production. The photograph

shows the colorful front produced.

' The Four Horseman of the Apocalypse" were

reproduced in effigy for the front. The photo-

graph was taken at the end of the second week.

The picture broke all previous records.
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house.

J. A. BRADT,
Peoples theatre,

Portland, Ore.

DEAR MR. BRADT:
Your lobby photographs, indicating show-

manship of a high order, are of excep-
tional interest at a time when this unqucs-
ionally profitable form, of advertising is

being relied upon by many exhibitors who
have felt it necessary to eliminate certain
exploitation features as not financially com-
mensurate with present conditions. Thanks
for the privilege of passing along some ex-
cellent examples.
The pictures represented are attractions

now being advertised by exhibitors every-
where. Unless precedent is less dependable
than experience indicates many of your de-
vices for advertising these will be approxi-
mated by showmen in various sections of
the country.

By the time this reaches you, you un-
doubtedly will have given other pictures ex-
ploitation of similar nature. Will you send
along a letter or photographs showing "what
you have done with them, for the benefit of
this department and its readers?

IV. R. W.

ypur Hfc- J)"" 1 ^l0m/ "~3'wr WM^'"'''-"

df Ikr i) m'^M Kivc Wen or at tyuy ar«

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

We are sending you under separate-

cover a copy of the newspaper and two
photographs showing the manner in which
John YV. Anderson, Jr., of the American
theatre, Roundup, Mont., put on a cam-
paign in connection with the showing of
"The Old Nest," tying up with his local

newspaper and merchants and also putting
on an elaborate display in his lobby.

This, of course, is not unusual in a town
of some size, but in a town of 2,000 people
we think the manner in which this picture

was exploited is worthy of mention and we
sincerely hope that you can find room in

your valuable periodical for showing same.
It is needless to say that the exploitation

served its purpose and "The Old Nest"
played to capacity business during its run
at this theatre, people coining from dis-

tances as far as 40 miles by automobile.

Wishing you the season's greetings and
continued prosperity throughout the New
Year for your extremely valuable publica-

tion, beg to remain

Yours very truly,

J. D. SOLOMON,
Goldwyn Pictures Corp.,

Salt l.nke City. Utah.

"The Old Nest'
A Story of "Mother Love" Divine, Opens Tuesday at the American

Artistic Cleaners

Presented Twice Dftily

9ukk Action Sale

NEWTON HARDWARE CO.

Mark D.

Dearborn

W]ONDER STORE
25*

Reduction

on .11

Doli

WONDER STORE

BLAIR'S

TOY
STORE

The

Grill

Marshall's I

Share Clothing Co

DEAR MR. SOLOMON:
Your letter, together with the reproduc-

tions presented herewith, depict Mr. An-
derson's truly noteworthy accomplishment
so completely that little remains to be said

save by way of thanking you for the con-
tribution and the appended good "wishes.

Glad you think so well of the HERALD.
W. R. W.

THE THEATRE EDITOR,

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

Under separate cover I am sending you
a copy of my advertising on "The Old
Nest." You may not be interested in an ad
that is set up in such a small town, but
the point I want to bring to your attention
is the invited guest idea. This was a win-
ner for me and I think that if some of the
other fellows would use this it would help
business. I know it did for me.
Every picture I play I have one guest to,

but in the case of "The Old Nest" I invited

the mothers of large families. Did they
go out the next day and tell anyone that

it was the best picture they had ever seen?
Well, I'll say they did.

And right here is where I want to boost
for "The Old Nest." In my estimation it

fills a place of great prominence in "Pic-

tures Worth Playing." It pleased more
people in my theatre than any show I have
had in a great many moons. I played it

at 50 cents and they were glad to pay it.

The low price of corn kept a good many
away, but there were several there who
hadn't been in the place for a long, long

time. I have a certain patronage that will

not go unless the price is advanced. And
I don't know how to overcome it. But
when I can charge .

r
>0 cents for a picture

and have them all satisfied, then most any-
one can take the picture and clean up on it.

Am using half page ads on my big pic-

tures and quarter pages on my program
pictures and it pays ! I note that people

are greatly interested in "who goes to the

Star this week free" and I want to thank
the fellow who put that idea into my
bead through the medium of the Herald.

In fact I get many good and useful ideas

mil of the columns of your good magazine
and will continue to grab it out of the mail

box and see "what's new."
With all best wishes I remain

Yours very trulv,

W. F. HAYCOCK,
Star theatre.

Callaway. Nebr.

DEAR MR. HAYCOCK:
I'lease pardon the delay in replying to

your letter. It was hoped that the paper

you say you sent under separate cover

would arrive, but to date it has not done so.

Your letter is, however, sufficient unto
itself. A great many readers will be in-

tensely interested in your comment relative

to increased admission prices, nothing like

zvhich has been received in many months.
You arc indeed fortunate to find conditions

as you report them at this time.

Don't believe that advertising from a

small town is not interesting. It is from
the lesser cities that the great bulk of new
and practical ideas emanate, metropolitan

exhibitors adhering for the most part to

standardized methods. Possibly you've

noted that circumstance.

Let's hear from you again.

W. R. W.

Box Office Appeal
In Gasnier Picture

Rogers Says Feature Made
With That Factor

In Mind
Exhibitors who have been clamoring

for unusual productions with plenty of

action and at least one big thrill that

lends itself to exploitation will find R-C

Pictures latest Gasnier special, "The Call

of Home," up to specifications in every

important detail, according to Charles R.

Rogers, general manager of distribution.

Flood Scene Spectacular

"The Call of Home," a picturized ver-

sion of George Agnew Chamberlain's

novel "Home," has been produced with

one thing uppermost, says Mr. Rogers,

and that is its box office appeal. Besides

unfolding a story of poignant dramatic

interest that carries the beholder from

the drowsy hills of New England, where

the tale begins, to the distant wastelands

of South America, "The Call of Home"
depicts one of the most spectacular flood

scenes ever converted to the screen, he

says. The scenes were filmed in the Colo-

rado river region.
" 'The Call of Home' is unlike anything

Mr. Gasnier has done for us in recent

months," declares Mr. Rogers. "Hereto-

fore he has specialized in dramatic sub-

jects. This time he has laid great stress

on his big, spectacular scenes, although

not omitting a fine treatment of the dra-

matic elements in the love story which
forms the basis of the production."

Irene Rich in Cast

Of further interest in connection with

"The Call of Home" is the fact that it

is based upon a notable story, "Home,"
which was written by George Agnew
Chamberlain and published in the Cen-
tury Magazine before its publication as

a novel.
Mr. Gasnicr's cast includes Irene Rich,

Leon Bary, Ramsey Wallace, Johyna
Ralston, Carl Stockdale, Sidney Frank-
lin, Margaret Mann, Wadsworth Harris,

Genevieve Blinn, James C. Barrows,
Harry Lonsdale, Norma Nichols and
Emmet King.

Rudolph Cameron to Play

Opposite Wife in Picture
Rudolph Cameron. Anita Stewart's

husband and manager, will be the star's

leading man in "Rose o' the Sea," an
adaptation of the Countess Barcynska
novel which Fred Niblo will direct.

This will be Mr. Cameron's first ap-

pearance on the screen since the Vita-

graph days of five or six years ago when
he was Miss Stewart's leading man.
"Rose o' the Sea" will be presented by
Louis B. Mayer through Kirst National.
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See "Face of the World"
Through Lobby Telescope

A huge telescope was erected in the lobby of Clune's Broadway theatre, Los Angeles, during the run of

Irvin Willat's Hodkinson production, and through it potential patrons peered at a revolving globe upon which
were inscribed the words "If You Had The Chance Would You Change The Face of the World?" A steady
line of people waited their turns to look through the eye-piece of the instrument.

There is real merit in the stunt that produces a
line of people awaiting opportunity to peer through
a tiny aperture at a revolving globe which unfolds a

question answerable only through purchase of an ad-

mission ticket. That kind of a stunt is shown in the

accompanying photograph of Clune's Broadway theat-

tre, Los Angeles.

Those who looked through the eye-piece of the
instrument saw a miniature world in motion and had
their attention brought sharply to the title of the pic-

ture then in exhibition, "The Face of the World." It

goes without saying that many of those who looked
subsequently purchased tickets to the exhibition.

When vou exhibit this attraction it will be a sim-

ple matter to duplicate the stunt. You can elaborate
it by installing other telescopes at points of advantage
in your radius. It is obviously a money-making idea.

With the market as well supplied as it is with
pictures having "world" titles it is evident that the
stunt may be adopted for the exploitation of other
productions. Where emphasis is to be placed upon the
stellar cast of a production it also will apply.

Telescopes have been used previously in exploita-
tion. But none who have tried the stunt have used
more effective or striking means of applying it. The
Broadway management thought well enough of the en-
terprise to devote considerable money to its production.
It is a stunt with real box office value and as such is

worth real monev to anv showman.

Money
Making
Ideas

When all the surface considerations are disposed of, the outstanding need of the present day
showman is for ideas that actually will make money through bringing people to the theatre. .A
genuine "Money-Making Idea" is illustrated and described on this page. It is not possible to
over-emphasize the importance of such a story.

If every exhibitor can b; informed of every profitable enterprise conducted by every other
exhibitor it is obvious that every box office may be made to thrive as a result of this complete
cooperation. It is the purpose of this department to facilitate such cooperation. Use it for
this work.
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Concentrates on Arliss

To Advertise "Disraeli"

A resourceful exhibi-

tor and an artist with pro-

found admiration for
'George Arliss combined

forces to excellent advan-

tage and produced what is

described as "big busi-

ness" for the run of Uni-

ted Artists' "Disraeli" at

Poli's Palace th e a t r e,

Springfield, Mass. Accom-
panying illustrations show
the appearance of the

theatre front during the

engagement.

Gordon Wrighter, bet-

ter known to intimates as

"Doc" Wrighter, is the

exhibitor who did not be-

lieve that because "Dis-

raeli" is not a story of

automobile racing, vol-

canic eruptions or cata-

clysmic disasters it could

not be exploited actively.

He found in Springfield

an artist who coincided

with his belief and proved

himself especially valu-

able in addition because of

his admiration for the

acting of George Arliss.

The two collaborated

and produced the lobby
display shown, featuring

twelve silhouette draw-
ings of the star. The
method of procedure was
demonstrated effective at

the box office.

Not every showman
has regarded the United

Artists' production in a

similar light. Many have

expressed themselves as

confident that its enter-

tainment qualities w ere 9
great, adding doubt as to IS
their own ability to inter-

est a majority of their patrons

tion. "Highbrow" is the term
-ikIi comment.

The plain fact to every showman who realy knows
the theatre is that the term is not and should never be

considered a badge of tin suitability. It is as reasonable
i«i argue that checkered suits are more readily sold than
plain designs as it is to maintain that a blatantly color-

ful motion picture is more desirable for the program
than a liner work of equal entertainment qualifications.

Where an attempt has been made to sell a motion
picture of the latter class by simply and forcefully rep-

Two views of the dignified representation main-
tained in the entrance to Poli's Palace theatre, Spring-
field, Mass., when "Disraeli" was in engagement. Gor-
don Wrighter, manager, concentrated upon the 'star,

George Arliss, in every phase of his exploitation for the

feature.

in it through cxploita-

that has been used in

resenting it as such it has

been brought out that thc-

box office receipts are on

a par with the best ex-

perienced with more sen-

sational attractions. To
any who go into the mat-

ter deeply it is apparent

that the single acceptable

advertising policy is one

which operates selectively

in briging to the theatre

the persons who want to

see particularly the typr-

of production in exhibi-

tion.

There are more than

surface advantages to this

policy. In drawing from

different classes, as indi-

cated by picture prefer-

ence, the theatre man in-

creases the bulk of his

public. Each individual in

that public may visit the

theatre less often than is

commensurate with a

straightway flash policy

without diminishing tin-

total receipts of the thea-

tre. And when a picture

is played which appeals to

every class a box office

mark high above that ob-

tainable in any other way

is automatically recorded.

Mr. Wrighter rep re-'

sented "Disraeli" as a fine

piece of acting by a star

of established rank. His

public came to see the pic-

ture he represented and

no other. The report ot

business indicates that
they were not inactive

among their a c qua in

tances thereafter.

There should be con

siderable study devoted to

this style of exploitation. It may be designated as "se-

lective" for want of a more closely fitting term. In its

cultivation lies promise of attainment to a position

which will render powerless to influence theatre re-

ceipts any industrial developments which the future

may hold.

The theatre is unique among business institution

in that it is not compelled by a standard product tf

limit its advertising appeal to any single class. Today
it may appeal to the highbrow ; tomorrow to the so-

called middle class; next day to the whole of humanity
Selective exploitation is thus revealed as an instrument
of incalculable value.
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Fcr "The Lotus Eater" Edward
Hyman used a prologue which ne-

cessitated expenditures for salaries

and little else. The costume of the

man is of stock stuff. Those of the

women doubtless were purchased by
the yard. The drop probably came
from the stock room, where it was
stored after the run of "The Idol

Dancer" or a similar production
previously exhibited.

"Place De La Revolution" was
the title given the prologue pro-

duced by Joseph Plunkett at the
Mark Strand theatre, New York, for

"All For A Woman." The presen-
tation was similar in many respects
to prologues used by exhibitors in

almost every city in America for

"Passion" when that picture was
new.

It is suggested that the pro-

logue, at least the "'expen-

sive" prologue, be discontinued.

"Junked" was the word used
when a similar suggestion was
made in regard to battleships.

The views of this department
were set forth in the January
14 issue, with the suggestion
that exhibitors write their opin-

ions and bring out of the discus-

sion general good through sin-

cere exchange of ideas and
establishment of a basis for

profitable cooperation.

Prologues of representative

types used by various exhibi-

tors for First National attrac-

tions are presented on this page.

Do you consider that this de-

velopment of the theatre should
be ""junked" save temporarily
where economic pressure is

severest ?

This is a strictly theatre

question.

What is your opinion ?

L'Indienne, solo danseuse of the

Chicago Opera Company, was
featured in the prologue for "One
Arabian Night" staged at the
Kinema theatre, Los Angeles. The
report characterizes the presenta-
tion as "prologuing carried to its

greatest height." The photograph
conveys an impression of its mag-
nitude and general quality.

The prologue staged by Loew's
Palace at Cleveland, O., for "A Mid-
night Bell" was of the more expen-
sive variety, if the photograph re-

ceived may be accepted at face value.

Here special requirements doubt-
less necessitated the making of a
special drop. But the cast was small,

cutting down salary expense, and the

props were all of a nature that could
be obtained at minor if any expense.

The prologue used by Edward L.

Hyman at the Brooklyn Strand for

Norma Talmadge's picture, "The
Wonderful Thing," was of essen-
tially inexpensive character. Aside
from the salaries of the players the
cost of the prologue was not great,
setting, costumes, etc., being of

standard type.

1

"The Dance of the Butterfly," ade-

quately described by that title, was
staged at the Los Angeles Kinema
for "Wife Against Wife," a wholly
modern story. The prologue in this

case was of purely allegorical appli-

cation to the feature. Where cur-

tailment of expense is deemed nec-

essary this type of presentation

should be given special considera-

tion.

At Loew's Park and State thea-

tres, also in Cleveland, "Passion"
was presented identically. Two per-

sons were employed for the work.
A stock drop, or a drop that should
be kept in stock, was all the scenery
required. The costumes doubtless
were obtained from a costumer for

a slisrht fee.
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"Doris May Trail" Leads
Seattle to "Foolish Age"

Gas filling' stations and street corners were fitted

out with "Doris May Trail" signs which led to the Blue

Mouse theatre during the week before Christinas. At

that playhouse R-C Pictures' "The Foolish Age" did

good business in that very bad period. Other interest-

ing stunts used by Jimmie Carrier, directing the cam-

paign, aided in bringing about that end.

School children were given blanks which they pre-

sented to ten adults, informing them of the picture's

showing and getting their names and addresses. These

were redeemed at the theatre with an admission ticket.

A list of 60,000 signatures was obtained.

Keys were "lost" and finders informed that Doris

May would give a reward for their return to 1421 Fifth

Avenue, the theatre address. Of 150 keys lost 130 were

returned. Check showed that their finders brought many
friends to the theatre.

Another stunt, less advisable than effective, led to

active sale of tickets by clubs and other organizations

on percentage. The latter part of that idea is good

and worthy of adaptation.

Illustrations herewith show two phases of the cam-

paign, one of the most thorough reported for the pro-

duction and one of the most successful. Both are of

such a nature as to render adoption by other showmen

using the picture a matter of little difficulty.
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Paul E. Noble Runner-up
In Exploitation Contest

CALL

First

FOUR photographs reproduced

herewith describe pictorially the

exploitation used by Paul E.

Noble of the Liberty theatre, Port-

land. Ore., for -The Silent Call."

H. O. Davis' First National attrac-

tion, for the best exploitation of

which a prize is offered by the

parent company.

Below: The street front. Above:

A foyer strip. Left: A close-up of

a made kennel. Right: Night street

view of the Liberty.

Mr. Xoble's contribution, first

reported in the contest, sets a fast

pace for competing showmen.
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Pen a Pass for "Penrod"

Wesley Barry appears as in the photograph re-

produced herewith in the title role of "Penrod,"

Marshall Neilan's forthcoming First National attrac-

tion. The photograph is, incidentally, an excellent ad-

vertisement for the picture.

A splendid opportunity is presented for the ad-

vance exploitation of the picture by exhibitors who will

screen it. As "many copies as are considered necessary

may be obtained from First National well in advance

of exhibition date and distributed to school children

with the announcement that pen drawings made of the

likeness will be accepted as complimentary tickets to

the theatre during the run or at a special performance.

A contest angle might be introduced but doubtless

would detract in some degree from the value of the

stunt.

With children in every home attempting to "pen
a pass for 'Penrod' " and parents normally interested

in the operation it is apparent that vast oral publicitv

may be obtained for the picture at little expense. The
line which appears above ripples nicely and should be

easily popularized. We contribute it to the exploita-

tion of what should prove to be a widely exploited pro-

duction.

Goldwyn Offers Novelty

L.H.KINC f

The SINFLOOD
DiiKttd by Frank Lloyd

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has prepared for

exhibitors using "The Sin Flood" a novel and un-

doubtedly valuable lobby screen in five panels painted

by J. Henry Bracker and showing character poses of

the five principals in the picture.

The individual panels measure 27 by 45 inches

and may be used individually if desired, although the

screen is supplied with the five hinged together.

The announcement of elaborate exploitation acces-

sories at a time when theatre advertisement of pictures

is at the height of its importance reflects a clear insight

into general conditions and a worthy determination to

cooperate with theatre advertisers by providing the

best exploitation material obtainable.
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Read Page 27

"Plan to Launch School for Pro-

ducing Moral Reformers" is the

caption of a story published on

page 27 of this issue. The headline

itself discloses the menacing possi-

bilities of the reform activities.

Reading of the story will acquaint

exhibitors with the program of one

of the leading reform organizations.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 38

The first principle upon which
the founding of this nation was
based is FREEDOM OF WOR-
SHIP and this means that the indi-

vidual may select any form of wor-
ship or reject all of them. Hence,
those who would seek to dictate

how the Sabbath should be ob-
served are enemies to the Spirit of

America.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Stuffing MoralsDown Our Necks
Judge Ben Lind-

sey of Denver, as

good a friend as

the women and

children of a city

ever had, took a

good brain to the

bench and contin-

ued using it after

he got there. In

New York yesterday he described the

prevailing idiotic mania for censorship

well.

"Censorship will weaken moral character, pre-

venting its development, by taking from youth

the responsibility of choosing the right path,

and from parents the directing of children."

Judge Lindsey comes in contact with hundreds

of girls and hears their sad stories. He knows

that the real troubles of youth are not reached

by superficial censorship.

* * *

The duty of police and courts to punish in-

decency, flagrant immorality and incentives to

either is plain. And it should remain the duty

of police and courts.

Enlightening and amusing is some
work of highly intellectual censors that

read and change moving pictures. For

instance, in Philadelphia, the censors

saw a picture, "All for a Woman," deal-

An editorial by Arthur Brisbane of the Hearst papers so aptly
expresses the opinions of the motion picture industry that it has been
published herewith in full.

Propaganda of this nature is valuable to the industry in its fight

against legal regulation, and exhibitors should not fail to make proper
use of it in their programs and press advertising.

ing with the French revolution. Danton
makes a fool of himself and a subtitle

reads, "He who neglects his duty to the

state to revel with wantons is an enemy
of the people."

The order of the censor reads, "Elim-

inate the word 'wantons' from the sub-

title."

Isn't that deliciously "pure"? How
fortunate for Timothy, Isaiah and the

plain-spoken James that they died be-

fore the censors arrived! Timothy
wrote :

"But younger widows refuse; for when they

have waxed wanton against Christ, they desire

to marry."

James wrote :

"Ye have lived in pleasure on the earth, and

been wanton."

Magnificent old

Isaiah tells you

that the Lord has

used the word that

pure Philadelphia

censors forbid.

Read the sixteenth

verse, thirty-third

chapter— and, by
the way, read all

Isaiah, if only to improve your English,

before the censors get it

:

"Moreover, the Lord said: Because the daugh-
ters of Zion are haughty and walk with stretched
forth necks and wanton eyes, walking and
mincing as they go, and making a tinkling with
their feet."

What would the pure censors do to

that beautiful verse?

The whole censorship nonsense will

prove whether or not Americans are

mental vertebrates or jellyfish.

In Paris they feed chickens, and in

Strassburg geese, by stuffing food down
their necks. Are we to take our morality

in that fashion?

Pledge

1 realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of

radical reformers to establish a dictatorship over the motion picture

industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.

Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the free-

dom of the screen, I pledge myself to the cause of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that I will use, when-
ever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and in this man-
ner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical
and oppressive legislation.

(Sign and mail tt

Exhibitors Herald,
417 South Dearborn
street, Chicago, if
yon wish to become
a member of the

LEAGUE)

Name

Theatre

City

r
Order Your Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn street,

Chicago, 111.

Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the

Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion

picture.

I will run each slide at every performance for one week when con-

ditions permit of this arrangement.

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

rheatre

Street

City
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Censorshi
WILL THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

STAND FOR CENSORSHIP.?

DO YOU KNOW WHAT CENSORSHIP IS?—WATCH THIS COLUMW
—IF YOU FEEL ANY PRIDE IN BEING A CITIZEN OF A
NATION WHICH. BY ITS CONSTITUTION, GUARANTEES
TO ITS SUBJECTS PERSONAL LIBERTY AND RELIGIOUE

FREEDOM—YOU WILL BE INTERESTED^—FOLLOW
THIS COLUMN CLOSELY AND PILE FOR FUTURE
REFERENCE.

2u,0W,fXlu people see motion pictures dally. Bos office receipt*

cf the l«,0Crrj motion picture theatres, in the United States are approxi-

mately $4,000,000 daily. Yet some folks say there is nothing 1o motion

pictures. They have grown in popularity and developed into the fourth

Urge* l industry in lh« world In less than fifteen year?, solely on theit

merit and their power, through the eye to convert every' knocker, who

will see them. Into a booster, but there are some who will not see them.

They are TOO BUND TO SEE.

If, every time you hear a person speak ill of motion pictures, you

will a-k that person how often they go to see pictures, you will prob-

ably be surprised (hat some people can talk so fluently aboul something

they actually knot, so little about; as nine times oat of ten they will

answer, "Oh, I never go. I don't believe in them." Or that they go only

once in a great while when something sensational is advertised.

No. They never will believe in them either, because they wonft

aee them, or if ihey do venture in and see one occasionally, they go into

ihc theatre with an abiding conviction that they .ire doing an evil thine

rot going to see an evil thing. Their minds are fixed, and because of the

raorhiH tondilion of the mind, they can only see the morbid side of the

story as picturized. They have no power to look for the moral—the

wholesome side because morbidness has control of the mind.

Ant story, picturized—wrlieen or oratorical—would fall fiat un-

less it contrasts evil against good, and weighs the two human emotions

in the balance. You will find the good always triumphant in a discus-

sion of any subject through the motion picture route.

Various and sundry organizations have fought the pictures fl'ne*

their beginning until they have about lost heart, seeing picture* con-

tinue to grow by their own power. Losing geut»d in this- way, cerU**n

/tform elements have sprung at the business in a new and novel way rr

the la>t year or two. They have studied the situation dowry and have

decided there is no use fighting pictures in the open so are now agitat-

ing for censorship aod are trying to get political power to cut every-

thing that iv interesting out of pictures and thereby kill public interest

in them. Will the American public stand for this underhand and urt-

democralic movement? 1l remain* to be seen. Do you believe that the

po»er should be delegated to an> onr man or three or five men or wo-

men m the United Stales to say what the other hundred million shout!

aee or not see on the screen or what books and magizir.es. newspaper**

etc., should be read or not be read in your home?

Well they have ju?t such a political power now in some state*

and mark ihea* »ords: Sooner or later, some little (wo by four politi-

cian mill undertake to ride into publie office in the state of Arkansas

nn the •hobby'" ..f motion picture censorship. Watch for him. He's

coming, and the picture theatres will have another tai burden laid on

Ihem to pay fat salaries to a censor board; your entertainment will

suffer; the prlee to the pictures will be raised to take care of tha In-

creased expense- and lemoning of putronage due to lack of entertain-

ment value in the picture* and eventually the picture i heat res will ba

closed and the men who MAKE PICTURES and SHOW PICTURES
RUINED; is the hope of (be reformer

Political ren^i-shlp UNDEMOCRATIC, UN AMERICAN 4%*
1 Hi OWITITIONAL

CRANI) THEATRE, I> Qu«n, Ark..

olTer« enter la inraent and enlightens* I via the ere route, the greatest

ike ft* e through annw-eovsred mountain* and arid plains, pro.

darihe tallev* and ilanl forests, with side trips through the whirl of

aaelely of oar our larger eltlaa, showing roaditlana thai really eiltt

though M>atvllraea alasost unbelievable, and Introduces you to every

thrill of land and sea aa well « high op In the air, with plenty of

fnollshnesB to keep )Ou from gelling too serious with yourself.

In ««* (trend Tbratrt procraata regularly la lo gam knowledge

'' the forma snd rualama nf people In every country on Ihe globe and

In werv • li of life, and the ihstufht* and Isaa**!nations of the master

mind* of ihe ranh are gn»n«nd I here And we maintain lhal any sub-

Jen suitaM* to be lectured on. preached an or published (n the paper*

err nJ nih)nH to ha *>*aalaurd and dUrtsased on the screen We believe,

kwwr-trr that auase subverts should r*ol be dlactsseed psihlkly. and pub-

lw nrsim •• ih> n»f Therefore marten pi' lore* ••old some sub|»«ta

No. 1

p Talks to
nrkansas eatre

Man Runs Article

In Weekly Paper
Perhaps you are one of the for-

tunate exhibitors who have not been
tormented and harrassed by censor-
ship agitators.

Though you feel secure in your
immediate position are you prepar-

ing for the reform fight which is in-

evitable?

A policy of preparedness is more
to be desired than one of "watch-
ful waiting" if the reformer is to

be placed on the defensive.

Despite the fact that there has

been little or no reform propaganda
in Arkansas, A. L. Middleton of the

Grand theatre, De Queen, has

launched a constructive movement
through the columns of the local

newspaper to encourage the support

of his townspeople in any fight

which he may encounter with the

reform element.
Mr. Middleton is publishing in the

local newspapers a series of "censorship

talks," two of which are reproduced on
this page. These editorials are two col-

lumns wide and page length, the type be-

ing of sufficient size to elicit attention.

In commenting upon his campaign of

education. Mr. Middleton writes:
* * *

"I am taking time by the fore-

lock and starting in this week's
paper a series of discussions on
censorship and I believe every ex-
hibitor in the state should start

the same thing and thereby get the
run on the reformer for he is sure

to start his work here sooner or

later."

Mr. Middleton also believes that in-

creased attendance is vital as a protec-

tive measure. In a comprehensive letter

published in last week's issue of the Her-
ald he told of his plan for accomplish-
ing this. First, he has curtailed expenses
by booking short subjects exclusively.

This has resulted in a reduction in ad-
missions from ISO cents to 10 cents. This
drop in price, he says, has increased his

attendance twofold. In expressing his

belief that the theatre must "play again

to the masses instead of the classes," Mr.
Middleton writes:
"The reduction from 30 cents to a dime

has caught on like a house afire and I am.
getting the old crowds back. They seem
satisfied and I have 4Q0 or 500 satisfied

boosters going out of my show feeling

that they got their money's worth every
night instead of 100 lo 200 and half of
them feeling that they were stung.
"When the time comes, and it surely

will, that we need votes and more votes
at the poles to kill censorship and other
adverse legislation we will have at least

two or three times as many people in

Dc Queen on our side, as no person who
sees motion pictures daily will vote for

any of this adverse legislation, while the
same people are easily influenced by the
reformer if !hey arc prohibited from at-

tending their favorite form of amusement
In prohibitive prices.

the Public

THE NONSENSE

OF CENSORSHIP

The cit) ,ti Dallas, T*\., h. a board uf censor* of motion pic-

tures who are required to view all pictures screened in Dallas and pro-

leet the morals of that great city by cutting oot every scene or subtitle

that in their opinion the public should not see.

Houston has a similar board of censors and S.m Antonio ha* her

i-emsorship board A picture rs •Jiown in Dallas and pronounced O. K.

hy the Dolli* censors—guc* down lo Houston jnd b> adjudged uniit f^r

Houston'* populatin by Houston's tensors; id cut again to their -iti-

faction .wd ~oes over lo San Antonio.. Another paid board of rCtlsUra

take a look .ind say it can"t b* screened at all for ihc patrons of iht-

San Antonio theatres The manttcer says: "But, ladie* and gentlemen

this film was shown in Dallas and Houston *ndjl can't see an> Ihlng

wrong with it and I can't have a show today if you don't lei tnu

run thJ9 picture 1 can't possibly gel another picture from Dallas in

time." "Can't help that," «ays thf censors. Tnu can't run it" '*,»!•

that ends it.

The manager mutt close up shop with all his overhead expense,

»Dch as house rent, help and everything and charge higher admission

prices neit day to malic up Cor lotuses sustained. This is, of course, an

"rtrtoc caat, but only gotrs lo show that the difference in the vie* a of

the various censorship boards arc only natural and only goes lo prove

that what one person objects to, another often sees no wrong In.

Why can't we big-hearted, broad-minded Christian Americans

ciee every citizen the constitutional right to see what he wishes, and

read what he wishes and hear what he wishes?

If you hear a sermon or lecture or see a picture you do not like,

rfrcfc—rtay through till it is finished—then you have a God-given riehi

to offer your praise or condemnation.

BE YOUR OWN CENSOR

Don t delegate iht po»er 10 some one eLsc to censor yuiy ioius*--.

went for you. VoU arc competent to sny what is good enough in bd

-«een by yourself and your family

If you sec u picture jou don't like—that you think hi unneces-

sarily sensational—register your disapproval with the manager, tell

Him you don't like it and why He will thank you- He needs your

patronage. He w ants to show pId ares that you like. But remember
to be careful in y*ar criticism?. Be sane, b« reasonable. Don't expect

any picture to be perfect They are man-made and cannot be perfect.

BUT DO YOUR OWN CENSORING

end DON'T censor something you don't aee. If you don't aee picture*

you have no right to open your mouth either for or against them

SEE-
Douglas MrLean

IN

"The Home Stretch"

i tunA> . dec. »

SEE-
WiLliamS. Ih.rt

IN

"The Whistle"

SATURDAY, DEC 31

AT

GRAND THEATRE
OE QUEEN, ARK.

No. 2
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"THE LITTLE MINISTER! mjcecm^ousw
<vm> Wheuttle^minister

wthoMi»gpi«ur«a«nofJ

m.

did acting,.beautu scarcely

and dir«ca«*^ Great

Excellent Production Made From Barrie's Classir\
AMES M BARRIE'S celebrated itory (not the play) has beei This »

The Little Minister

made into a feature production by Vitagraph, and it behoovrf
every exhibitor to book it because of its excellent qualiti
Some of those who have been showmen over a score of ye

rill doubtless remember the three-reeler which Vitagraph mat
roan the tame story. With the advance in technical equipment—
nth an advance in the art of translating a story for the screen. th<

•roducers have dooc extremely well by this charming docamen
Hach es entitled to classical honors. The lovable figure of Lady
3abbie, the quaint character of Gavin Dishart, the little minister, and
he picturesque natives of Thrums—these are all given life and color/
•ere. \
Not even the stickler for truths will be able to find any flaw in thisi

foducaon. From a technical viewpoint, the offering is nchly deco-.
Tted. The thatched cottages, the simple interiors, the charming

'

lackgrounds—these are all caught You become an actual partici- 1
jam in this fragrant story of old-world sentiment and romance You 7
oHow the adventure of Gavin w th the deepest interest, even though

N

rom have been made familiar with the plot through the story or play.

It carries the deepest sort of heart interest. There is sympathy for '

-ar.y every character. And when the soldiers surround the little

nQage in order to compel the simple weavers to obey the laws of
he country, you are stimulated with desire to be with them and help
±tm in some way. The minister tells the natives to find a way to i

aeace But they rebel because of the insistent demands of the
gypsy girl." Babbie, who eventually proves to be the ward of a
neighborly baron.
There is rich incident offered when Gavin uporaias the wicxea

Rob Dow during church services. And you almost catch the spirit- >

ual inspiration as the young preacher finds a champion in his tor-
mentor. The story revolves around this little circular town of
Thrums. The walls are penetrated and you see a simple folk, deeply
religions and eager to live their lives m their own way. It is a
charming moment when Lady Babbie runs to the home of Nannie to
discover whether her beloved is dead. She is betrothed to her
guardian, but she willingly elopes with thr minister, and they are

Kdience
picture

David Smith.

Directed

Vitagraph Production. From the Story by James
M. Barrie. Scenario by C Graham Baker.

Directed by David Smith. Cameraman,
Steven Smith. Lensth. Approximately 3800
Feet.

THE CAST

lad/ Babble .

•jano Disbar*
I-ortJ Riotool

: .

Bob Dow
Nice- Webster . .

iJeaa
Dt UcQueem
JMVib Dow

apesio h * ...»

-

SYNOPSIS

Tillage of Thrum? con*« tbe

. Alice Calbown
James MorrUou
Heorr Hebert
Alberta Lm
William UrCall
Dorothy Wolbert
Uaod Emery
<>oraje Stanley

rty ordaiaed nloivt

- ^being a eypsy camp *

i*-amatic note, as Gavin
disappointed baron. 1

^ gure of Rob Gow i

* rainstorm is elo- I
I

y»licity and charm
|

1 xnt with naivete
^picture James

|

\

married according to gypsv
nearby. The subw-" jy--**"

jumps inw^—— ' _

Ahit <

Jsraei MsrnK?
Hebert

Alberts Lee
'J MiCall
J -ro-ac Wa'ben
\ Ersery

I

> Oeorr. Smicy I

t'.lichsra Dseiels 1

He»'» ure X

Geo'** v
„,»lc>»

w B»'- \\ oil

. v«>v

1 11 1 el ScorTS \ nee"'" ... to" "*1 .« cio1"*

ta -n>* IS* >

-Lady B»bb.t. -too«» " A„d «

nothing h:„n mif* ,ot
.uters to I

she has M>*>^ scr«c w\e

work \

~B&***~& Scotch,
bo««T SV characters. on

I ) . : - -

th the
whith

r- tl~«

tuffliog .ot
d
- customs po.-, .

mannerisms to make \h|5
o0 ,nind

eho enjoy1 SSw^Ss.rSS:
II I tho.

'-r^Thah' \" Oh»"
AhU Lfct Eft 1 \ ,.»<>•.0«" p

vu>r

j. » d - \
vt,I.W' -

1 DOt iPP
holesc.me

drama.

/ fthe^^^l -

Babbie" andl
G> ^

( ram storm, and „

th /

-'^^Smnl'ln
1^ —

> thrillmf is lost.
: _u Times Mc

TW

1 "5* * as-.-*-

jib"; > ^.
t»tl I

11 ?J t,,,,, VW 8°, «tl« I

\M^h?o« Utt«V^^ l

I And m the a
uncovered, »

? , J

» \ I

i square mch ft^ 4 he />

S enUy do»nt ^ousand.mJes. a<real acto
|

hoA gT»A

To the Utile Scotch ...

liano Dlabhrt- Utile Bhbbie. the cjp«t prl. tuhkes fan »f his. bot when tbe

•oM.er* htutl tbe town ihe is proteeled or him To ehleU bet from the •°U>«
he pretend* the Is bis wife. This ronttUutos msrrure In their country. Bst*.e

1« In reality Lsoy Bsbble. betrothed of Lord Rlntonl. Tbe lstter sets the dsle

for their me rriser, bot Bsbble runs swsy. In s t»rn»r rain .101™ Lord FLntoai

breaks a lesj sod is betm carried nwty by the rerins; rirer. Tbe LttUe Minister
,

swims oct to him and rescwes bin. He sod Bsbbie taaelrjsj me .r

rsarrted in the cborch.

Practically every essential of

good photodrama is in The LittU
AlmiBter. Vitagraph has selected

A splendid cast, from the charm-
ing Alice Calhoun to tiny Richard
Daniels.

All of the quaintness and
peculiar charm of the little Scotch
town of Thrums pervade the pic-

ture, and not only is this manifest
in the settings and costuming,
but even to the extras, there is

evidence of careful picking of
types.

Sir James M. Barrie's famuas
story has been screened with un-
wavering faith to the original
theme and all the good fortunes
that may befall an author's work
picturized, hare attended it It

stands out as unique in that its

interest begins in the first two
hundred feet and in this respect
good direction and splendid edit-

ing are combined to make a mo-
tion picture that should have wide
popularity.

There are thrills and there is

heart interest. The love motive
is delightful but never "gushy,"
and its climax is swift and pleas-
ant.

The flight of "Lady Babbie"
to her sweetheart, when the re-

port comes to her that he has been
killed is the beginning of a se-

quence in which one of the wet-
est rainstorms in motion picture
history has been screened. There
is nothing puny about this storm.
The players are drenched in it,

and throughout this deluge the
strongest dramatic action of the
story is revealed.'

Miss Calhoun quite delightfully
pGiirays the hoydenish gypsy and
her "Lady Eabbie" is as charming as Barrie wrote it

Each new picture in which she is cast sees her in a new light 1

of stellar achievement.

James Morrison is the "Little Xtinister." Few could so well

characterize the very young dominie of the small Scotch hamlet
as has Morrison. Not merely is he d=gjt»ntjwc

l but he registers

the minister's gentle kindliness and rT. . "^^filHessness in-

comparably well.

William McCall contributes a fin

in his part as "Rob Dow," and of
said he owns a better understand:
screen player than many grown at

sciousness whatever. And whatet
he possesses already.

It is a mighty good picture.

•A SSi i* *««tj <"""
,•i ft**" • . .,„,» w
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^^abU^ldpr0v
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DIGESVPICTURES/theWEEK
AGAIN has D. \Y. Griffith hit the bull's eye. "Or-

phans of the Storm" has been declared the

greatest picture this master of direction and

photoplay technique has yet produced and one that

will likely stand for a long time to come as a criterion

for picture makers of the world.

In costuming, sets, acting, photography, and direc-

tion it far surpasses anything Griffith has heretofore

attempted, having all the drama of "The Birth of a

Nation."' the tragedy of "Broken Blossoms" and the

appeal of " 'Way Down East." A full review of the

picture is printed on page 30.

Many no doubt will wonder why Mr. Griffith

changed the title from "The Two Orphans" to "Or-

phans of the Storm." The director has explained that,

although he purchased the title and screen rights to

the old stage play from Kate Claxton and widely ad-

vertised his plan to make the picture under the original

title, he was confronted by at least two European pro-

ductions made some time ago bearing that title. The

present title he hopes will identify it as his own work.

In commenting upon this matter, Mr. Griffith said:

"The motion picture industry has never made an

effort to protect itself against such practices."

—J. R. M.

"NO DEFENSE" (Vitagraph) is a swift-moving,

convincing drama of the northwest and San Francisco,

well acted and carefully directed. William Duncan and

Edith Johnson are the featured players and a capable

cast appears in their support. A very good feature.

"ACROSS THE DEAD-LINE" (Universal) pre-

sents Frank Mayo in an interesting story of the West

in which two brothers, one religious, the other a vicious

saloonkeeper, are pitted against one another. A love

romance runs through the tale.

"WINNING WITH WITS" (Fox) starring Bar-

bara Bedford also has in the cast Harry S. Northrup,

William Scott, Edwin B. Tilton and Wilson Hummel.
It is a story of a girl's fight to save her father from

prison. Well acted and photographed, providing a fair

entertainment.

"
I RAVELIN' ON" (Paramount) is William S.

Hart's latest opus, a story of an itinerant Westerner,

who saves a minister's wife from the embraces of the

town bully as well as her husband from the hangman's

noose and then rides away into the desert. An average

Western melodrama with a conventional ending. Di-

rected by Lambert Hillycr.

"TOO MUCH WIFE" (Realart) is a splendid com-

edy-drama full of bright dialog and clever situations.

There isn't a dull moment in the five reels and we
heartily recommend it. Wanda Hawley is the star and

it is, without doubt, her best vehicle. Thomas Heffron

directed it.

"RIP VAN WINKLE" (Hodkinson) is different

from the usual run of pictures and will prove pleasing

entertainment because of the lasting fascination the

story holds. It recalls childhood days to the mind of

the observer. An excellent version of Washington Irv-

ing's story with quaint scenes and characters.

"CHIVALROUS CHARLEY" (Selznick) is an ac-

ceptable vehicle for Eugene O'Brien, though not his

best by any means. It recites the adventures of a big

hearted youth who insists on helping every fair maiden

in distress that he meets. Five reels. Directed by

Robert Ellis.

"JACK O' LANTERN." (Hodkinson) A pleasing

little comedy-drama adapted from Myrtle Reed's story,

in which a special cast headed by Betty Ross Clark

and Earl Schenck. There is an element of mystery

about it and it holds the attention to the end. Lloyd

Ingraham directed this five reel feature.

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (Paramount) adapted

from the stage success by Ouida Bergere, and directed

by George Fitzmaurice, is six reels of excellent enter-

tainment. It tells an interesting post-war story with

many humorous situations involving the return of three

soldiers, supposed to be dead, from a German prison.

"RENT FREE" (Paramount) is Wallace Reid's

latest comedy, the scenes of which are laid in New
York and in whose support appears the charming Lila

Lee. While not the strongest of Mr. Reid's late ve-

hicles it should prove a good attraction, especially

where this star is a favorite. It was directed by How-

ard Higgin.

"THE SIGN OF THE ROSE" (Garson) is George

Beban's latest opus, presented for the first time at the

Chicago Theatre, week of Dec. 25. It is Mr. Beban's

old vaudeville sketch revamped into a five part feature

and with which he introduces his famous flower shop

scene with the original players of the screen play. It

is entertaining and done in Beban's best style. Made
for heart throbs.

"THE ROOF TREE" (Fox) is a slow moving

story of the Virginia mountains, with William Russell

ami Sylvia Breamer in the principal roles. It relates

the story of a brother who assumes the blame for a

crime committed by his sister and most of the scenes

take place beneath an immense tree, known as tlie roof,

tree. Five reels.



GEORGE BEBAN IN

THE SIGN OF
THE ROSE

(GARSON)
Famous vaudeville sketch again

comes to the screen in a five part

photoplay, full of heart interest

and pathos. Presents a pleasing

offering with all of the quaint
charm of the original. Skilful

handling of players and big dra-

matic scenes lends conviction to

simple story. Directed by Harry
Garson.

George Beban first wrote "The Sign of

the Rose" from a recitation in verse
called "Rosa," which he told in dialect

one night at a beefsteak dinner in Chi-
cago. It was an instantaneous success
and he starred in it in vaudeville for six

years all over the United States and in

Canada and London. He next prepared
it for the screen, and under the title of
"The Alien" Paramount distributed it

with marked success six years ago. As
a four-act play, it was also a success.
Now the inimitable Italian-character

actor has again made it into a very pleas-
ing little drama, and at the Chicago
theatre, where it played Christmas week,
and which was its first presentation any-
where, it was well received. In connec-
tion with the picture, Beban and his com-
pany introduced the famous flower shop
scene at the moment this dramatic point
is reached in the picture and following
the incident, the picture continues to its

happy ending.
A very capable company appears in

support of the star, including Dorothy
Giraci, who plays Rosa; Charles Edler,
as William Griswold; Helen Sullivan, as
Mrs. Griswold; Gene Cameron, as Phil
Griswold; Jeanne Carpenter, a petite
Dorothy, and Louisa Callamenti as An-
netta Balletti, the lost wife of Pietro,
the role played by Beban. All in all, a
very pleasing little screen play, with a
touch of the Christmas season which
makes it very timely indeed.

Pietro Balletti and his little Rosa live

in a garret, Rosa preparing the meals
while Pietro picks up odd jobs around the
neighborhood. As Christmas eve ap-
proaches, Pietro plans a surprise for
Rosa, and through a generous tip for
delivering a Christmas tree to the Gris-
wold home, he is able to purchase an
armful of toys. He returns home only
to find his little Rosa dead, having been
struck by an automobile belonging to
Griswold. He goes out on Christmas
day to buy a flower for her grave, and
entering a florist's shop is confronted by
a detective and the mother of a child
that has been kidnaped. Pietro is ac-
cused of the abduction and is about to
be hustled off to prison, when the child
is found and Pietro absolved of all blame.
Little Dorothy goes to Pietro's flat with
her mother and father and presents him
with a gift that will enable him to live
in comfort back in Italy, but the pleasant
surprise is when his wife appears—she
whom he thought lost at sea during a
fire on the vessel—and they are happily
reunited.

FRANK MAYO IN

ACROSS THE
DEADLINE

(UNIVERSAL)

A story of action, drama, love, with

a particularly strong cast in

star's support. A melodramatic
tale that will appeal to lovers of

this type of story, invested with
some beautifully photographed
backgrounds. Directed by Jack
Conway. Five reels.

For those who like virile tales of the

wild West, where strong-minded, relig-

ious citizens are pitted against lawless,

vengeful men, no better production could

be recommended than ' Across the Dead-
line." It is a story replete with tense

dramatic incidents, some mystery and
several strong climaxes. It was filmed

for the most part amid beautiful pines

and the W:estern atmosphere is further

carried out by the sets representing a

rough mining village.

The role of John Kidder gives Frank
Mayo plenty of opportunity to display
his prowess with his fists and Molly Ma-
lone is a pleasing and pretty heroine.

Russell Simpson has a particularly strong
role as the father, Enoch Kidder, and
Wilfred Lucas makes a capable villain,

as Aaron Kidder. Joseph Sickard, Wil-
liam Marion, Frank Thorwold and Lydia
Knott appear in the cast.

Enoch Kidder threatens to kill his

brother Aaron if he ever steps across a

line he lays down in the centre of the

street between their two homes, when he
discovers his boy John in Aaron's saloon.

John finds a girl, dressed in her wedding
gown, in the woods and, because she

cannot tell her name or how she came to

be lost, John befriends her, against his

father's wishes. Aaron wishes to dis-

credit John's honesty and attempts to

blackmail him and kidnap the girl. He
is given a warrant to arrest the girl by a
man posing as her husband. John has
been warned of Aaron's plan and takes
Ruth to a lodge high in the mountains.
Abel, an old man who has a grievance
against Aaron, follows him. John's
father also determines to find his boy. A
fight between John and Aaron follows
when the latter tries to arrest him.
Aaron is killed and the mystery of who
shot him is cleared up when Abel con-
fesses. Ruth's memory is restored and
there is a happy ending when her bogus
husband is exposed.

STOLEN GLORY
(EDUCATIONAL)

Another pleasing two-reel comedy di-

rected by Frank C. Griffin, with dogs,
cats, monkeys and small children play-
ing the principal roles. It is a picture
within a picture, showing a boastful
youngster claiming credit for stopping a
runaway cart and saving a pretty little

miss, when in reality the rescue was
made by his four-footed companions, a
monkey and a bull dog. The monkey
does a number of clever tricks and the
picture on the whole is delightful. It

will particularly please the children.

? 4

li
GEORGE BEBAN, in a scene from his famous vaudeville sketch, "The Sign

of the Rose," which has been made into a picture and in connection with its

showing in Chicago this week the famous Italian-character actor is appearing

in person.
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EUGENE O'BRIEN IN

CHIVALROUS
CHARLEY

(SELZNICK)
Rather unconvincing, weak plot

with star playing hero to half a

dozen maidens in distress.
O'Brien doesn't fit the "simple-

ton" role assigned him. Story by
May Tully is just a repetition of

scenes. Direction by Robert El-

lis. Five reels.

Director Ellis attempted to make a

brisk, amusing comedy-drama of this

May Tully story, but it was necessary to

pad it out to make the required footage

and this almost spoiled the whole idea.

There is a long and ridiculous chase

scene near the end in which O'Brien uses

every vehicle made, except an airplane, in

attempting to get away from a lot of

comedy cops. There are several amus-

ing complications, a fight or two, and

many clever subtitles.

O'Brien, however, is not suited to the

"simp" role; George Fawcett made a

capital grouchy old uncle; Nancy Deaver
was pretty and limp, as Alice Sanderson,

the girl he finally "rescues" and marries;

while D. J. Flanagan, as her father, and
Huntley Gordon as Geoffrey Small, had
minor parts.

Charles Riley, who is known in the

West as "Two-fisted" Riley, is nick-

named "Chivalrous Charley" in New
York, because he is always coming to the

rescue of ladies in distress. His uncle

is thoroughly disgusted with him and is

constantly annoyed at having to come to

Charley's rescue and bail—he is usually

in jail—after being imposed upon by
some woman. One attractive lady lifts

his watch and wallet while he is "pro-
tecting" her, and another young lady he
keeps in his apartment over night he is

forced to marry by her irate father.

A long chase follows his rescue of his

"bride" from a crook's den and at the
finish—fn his uncle's house—he finds that
hi- uncle "framed" the whole thing in

order to cure him of his chivalrous
habits.

WILLIAM DUNCAN IN

NO DEFENSE
(VITAGRAPH)

A diverting and well acted story of

society and political intrigue, re-

plete with dramatic situations.

Another angle of the Enoch Ar-
den theme, with a happy and sat-

isfactory ending. Directed by
William Duncan. Five reels.

Adapted from J. Raleigh Davies' novel,
"Pardoned," this story of the Northwest
and San Francisco gives William Duncan
and Edith Johnson a swift-moving and
thoroughly satisfying screen vehicle.

There is action from the first foot of
film, and one big scene is followed closely
with another throughout the four reels.

Beautiful scenic backgrounds add to the
picture's attractiveness und appeal. A
small hut well balanced cast appears in

support of Duncan. Jack Richardson
having the role of the district attorney,
Frederick Apthropc, Henry Hebert is

llulst, the heavy, uathtlde I! mintage is a
scheming mother, and Charles Dudley,
one of the mining partners. Mar Roberts.
Duncan haa the role of John Manning, a

EUGENE O'BRIEN who is Two-
fisted Riley in "Chivalrous Charley,"
his latest Selznick picture.

•

civil engineer, and Miss Johnson appears
as Ethel Austin, a debutante, secretly

married to Manning.
Manning, an engineer, is not looked

upon as a desirable suitor for the hand
of Ethel Austin by her mother. He goes
to Northern Canada to seek his fortune
and while there is accused of murdering
his partner, by another partner, Hulst.

The real murderer is Hulst. Believing
that he has been lost on a boat that is

burned. Ethel marries an attorney, An-
thrope, who long has sought her hand.
Hulst returns home and threatens to ex-
pose Ethel's marriage to Manning. Man-
ning appears upon the scene, there is a
fight between Hulst and the engineer,
and Ethel accidentally kicks a revolver
away from Hulst which explodes and

.kills him. Manning assumes the blame
for the murder and is sentenced to die.

Ethel's husband, who has been elected
governor, refuses to interfere when
Ethel tells him the truth, but when she
threatens to kill herself and leave a con-
fession, the pardon is granted. A sepa-
ration is agreed to. and Manning and
Ethel are happily reunited.

BARBARA BEDFORD IN

WINNING WITH WITS
(FOX)

A fairly entertaining feature. The
story is inclined to run too
smoothly to permit of tense inci-

dents as might be expected in a
play of this nature. Miss Bed-
ford's acting in her dual role is

ecod as is the support rendered
by the remainder of the cast.
Directed by Howard M. Mitchell.

It is evident that Miss Bedford is

capable of doing more effective work
than is offered her in "Winning With
Whs." While the story is undoubtedly
a battle of w'ts, it is more of a chronic-
l
!ng of events. The picture, as a whole,
mil entertain and hold attention although
more aggressiveness could undoubtedly
have been injected that would have added
to its value.

Mary Sudan, while traveling with a
mad show, learns that her father has
been sent t<> prison for theft by the com-

pany for which he worked. She visits
him in jail, learns his story, and deter-
mines to prove his innocence. In the
guise of a widow, with money to invest
she calls on the president of the mining
company which sent her father to prison.
She buys an interest in the firm and as a
partner is invited to the home of the
president, where he tries to make love to
her. The junior member of the firm to
whom she has taken a liking, arrives on
the scene. The two men quarrel. She
continues her campaign to prove her
father's innocence by overlooking the
outbreak of the president and continues
to gain his confidence. All the while she
has been preying on his conscience
through a series of cards reading, "Re-
member Sudan." The president visits a

seeress to relieve his conscience where
he, unknowingly, betrays his guilt to the

girl. How to pet his confession in writ-

ing is her next problem, and when he
proposes to take her to South America
with him, she agrees. The elopement is

to take place at midnight, and knowing
there is a large sum of money in the com-
pany's safe, she takes a stand on the fire

escape, outside the window. The presi-

dent arrive* and proceeds to ransack the

safe. The junior partner also comes to

the office to check some books, and the

president, wdio has hidden in an adjoin-

ing room, steps out and accuses him of

stealing the money. Then Mary comes in

through the window^ and at the point of

a revolver the president signs a con-

fession exonerating her father. She also

learns that the younger member of the

firm, with whom she had fallen in love,

was innocent of any complicity in sending

her father to jail.

BUSTER KEATON

THE BOAT
(FIRST NATIONAL)

"The Boat,," while not as funny as

"The Playhouse," still maintains Ken-

ton's record as one of our foremost co-

medians. It is good clean comedy all

the way through and as usual has a

snappy finish.

Buster builds a steam launch in the

basement of his house but wreck- the

house trying to get it out. When it is

launched it promptly goes to the bottom.

However, the family—father, mother and

two kids—finally set sail on the broad

Pacific, are caught in a severe storm,',

in which the boat turns completely over,

and the family pushes off in a bath tub

and abandons the boat. The youngest

child pulls the stopper out of the tub,

and it sinks as they kiss one another

good-bye, in two feet of water and thc.v

walk to dry land. Don't miss this one

ROLLIN' STONES
(EDUCATIONAL)

F.very time Lloyd Hamilton ran th<

steam roller over a new hat there wa:

a scream of laughter at the Chicago then

tre, where "Rollin' Stones," the Mer
maid comedy, occupied the bill witl

"The Sign of the Rose." Hamilton ha
d

some new business in this one, and witl

the assistance of an exceptionally ap,

small hoy. follows up one laugh with an

other. It is sure fire stuff and one of th

best he has ever made. The scenes in th

cafeteria, where the youngster, who :

hiding under Lloyd's raincoat, reache
out and grabs a whole meal off the coun
ter while the elder man is buying a CU
of coffee, are well limed and very fumn
By all means book this one for ,a goo
laugh.
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WAXDA HAWLEY IN

TOO MUCH WIFE
(REALART-PARAMOUNT)

This is an excellent comedy-drama,
full of humorous situations and
very skilfully produced. • One of

the best Wanda Hawley films

ever made. Directed by Thomas
N. Heffron. Five parts.

A scene from "Too Much Wife"
(Realart- Paramount)

There is considerable real, genuine
humor in "Too Much Wife," which re-

lates the tale of a young couple very
much in love with one another, who are

blessed with an indulgent mother-in-law

—

and the exhibitor looking for something
bright and "zippy," something with
plenty of action and brimful of amusing
situations, should book this. There isn't

a dull moment in the five reels. Miss
Hawley never looked more vivacious nor
appealing than she does as "Myra," and
T. Roy Barnes was never more comical
than as "Jack Morgan," her husband.
There are other characters as well, who
deliver with telling punches the scenes
they enact, namely: Leigh Wyant as the
stenographer, John Fox as the office boy,
Arthur Hoyt, a henpecked husband, and
Lillian Langdon. The subtitles are brief

and to the point, with a good laugh in

each. Lorna Moon wrote the story. Let
us have more of them.
Myra marries Jack Morgan, a dealer

in hides. He has a love-sick stenog-
rapher, who is fond of holding hands.
Myra overhears her sobbing as she talks

to her husband, and forthwith discharge-*

her. She becomes Jack's assistant and
companion in everything, at business as
well as at golf until he becomes bored.
He sends himself a fake telegram, to get
away on a camping trip, and while fishing

his boat is capsized and he is reported
lost. He swims to an island, however,
where he meets his former stenographer.
She uses "cave-man" methods on him,
and calls him a "jellyfish." His wife and
partv arrive off shore to strew flowers on
his watery grave, and discover him on
the island. A reconciliation follows,
when Myra and Jack escape in the motor
boat and leave mother behind.

JIMMY AUBREY IN

THE MESSENGER
(VITAGRAPH)

A two-reel Vitagraph comedy filled

with the stereotyped slap-stick stuff of
falls down a precipice, bomb throwing
pursuits and the like. The incidents are
based around the desire of a mysterious
band which desires to get possession of
a secret formula. The picture is full of
this variety of action and if this appeals
to your audience, "The Messenger" will
more than please.

THOMAS JEFFERSON IN

RIP VAN WINKLE
(HODKINSON)

A delightful picturization of Wash-
ington Irving's story which rolls

back the years and brings remi-
niscences of childhood days. It

is interestingly told and you will

enjoy living again with the famous
characters cf the story. Excel-
lently photographed amid pictur-

esque surroundings along the

Hudson. Scenario and direction

by Ward Lascelle.

Unless the average audience has be-

come oblivious of the tales that fascinated

the imagination of its youth it will wel-

come "Rip Van Winkle" as a refreshing

diversion from the usual run of pictures.

The famous childhood story has been

pleasingly presented in a version that

br ngs out more vividly than ever the

likable characters in Irving's story. The
romance of Little Meenie and little

Heindrick Ycddcr and the scheming of

Derrick Van Beekman form an in-

teresting plot for the picture.

If Thomas Jefferson doesn't represent
the mental picture you have of Rip Van
\\ inkle you wr ill soon become convinced
that your own impression of the charac-
ter was wrong.
Photography and surroundings are co-

ordinated until it seems really possible

that Rip Van W inkle, or anyone else,

might be well contented to sleep in the

reposeful atmosphere of the mountains
for twenty years. Rip is accompanied
by his faithful dog, "Schneider," and
the ever handy flagon on these excursions
into the hills to get away from the never-
ceasing tongue-lashing of his wife,

Gretchen. The part of Mrs. Rip Van
Winkle is ably portrayed by Milla Daven-
port.

After swearing off drinking time and
again and familiarly discounting the next
drink after each resolution. Rip is finally

driven from the house by his frau. On
his journey into the hills this time he
meets the little man of the mountains
carrying the keg, and his subsequent
slumber for twenty years follows. When
he returns to the village, everything and
everybody has changed. His wife has
married the unscrupulous Van Beekman,
who has designs on Winkle's property,

and he arrives in time to prevent a forced

marriage of his daughter, Meenie. to

Beekman's nephew, and to reclaim his

land. Mr. and Mrs. Van Winkle are re-

united and she promises him he may
become tipsy as often as he pleases in

the future. Little Meenie marries her
childhood sweetheart, who has returned

after he is believed to have been lost at

sea.

THE HAPPY PEST
(FOX)

Al St. John is the star, and in fact the

whole thing in this Fox comedy, directed

by Ferris Hartman. About all of the

stunts used in recent comedies and melo-

dramas are employed to keep the plot

moving, the director even going so far

as to reproduce the ice scene from "Way
Down East." There is also the much
abused high and dizzy antics around the

iron beams of a building in the course

of construction. Scenes from a ten,

twent' and thirt' melodrama, with a

laughable snow storm, serve to pad out

the two reels.

WALLACE REID IN

RENT FREE
(PARAMOUNT)

This is by no means one of Wallace
Reid's best but it is good enough
to prove a good attraction to fol-

lowers of the popular star. It is

well directed, well cast and full

of laughable situations of the
Reid Order. Five parts.

A scene from "Rent Free"
(Paramount)

Wallace Reid, as an impecunious artist

in his latest picture, "Rent Free," almost

gets through the entire story without

driving an automobile. As the story un-

folds it appears that the automobile is to

be made conspicuous by its absence, but

it isn't. There is an automobile, and Reid

drives it. So after all, it's all right.

"Rent Free" is full of laughable situ-

ations, many of them new and unique

even for screen purposes. Lila Lee plays

the leading feminine role in her usual

Sprightly manner, her youthful beauty

lending not a little to the picture. The
cast also includes Henry Barrows, Lil-

lian Leighton, Gertrude Short, Claire

McDowell and Lucian Littlefield.

Reid plays the part of a young New
York artist cast off by a wealthy father

who had planned a legal career for him.
Facing poverty and dispossessed by an
irate landlady, he moves his belongings,
including his dog, up to the roof of a

'iSth street apartment house, and becomes
a squatter in a mansion, of which the

door to the roof has been left open. On
a nearby roof he sees a pretty girl—in

fact, two of them for good measure—who
have been similarly dispossessed. A
storm collapses the tent in which the

two g\r]s arc living and the artist rescues

them and takes them to his mansion,
where they also become squatters. It

develops that the mansion had been the

property of the girl's father. The step-

mother has married a foreign count and
returns home to discover the squatters

and the usual conglomeration of funny
situations follow, during which no op-
portunities for laughs are overlooked.

The troubles are finally settled by the

finding of a letter and a new will which
takes care of the daughter in a proper
financial manner and everything comes
to a happy ending for all concerned, even
to the disdainful stepmother.
"Rent Free" is the first picture directed

by Howard Higgin. who was for many
years production manager for Cecil B.

De Mille, and with his maiden effort as

a criterion it is safe to say that Wallace
Reid has made no mistake in securing

his services. "Rent Free" is good, clean

comedy, and should prove a good at-

traction.
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SPECIAL CAST IN

JACK O'LANTERN
(HODKINSON)

Pleasing little comedy-drama adapt-

ed from Myrtle Reed's story "At
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern."
Made by Renco Film Company,
and directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
Five reels in length.

A scene from "Jack O'Lantern"
(Hodkinson)

There are many amusing moments in

"Jack O' Lantern"—the story of a newly
married couple who are harassed by a
group of unwelcomed guests in their

newly acquired home—and though slight

of plot, it makes an acceptable hour's
entertainment. It is well directed and the
interest is never allowed to lag from the

novel introduction, disclosing a cottage
looking like an immense jack-o' lantern
outlined in the storm, until the final scene
where the happy couple gets rid of their

"sponging" boarders.
Earl Schenck has the principal role,

that of a would-be writer, and Betty Ross
Clark as the wife; Victor Totel, Wade
Boteler, Clara Ward and others lend
valuable assistance. Good subtitling and
excellent photography are a strong point
of the feature, although it is regrettable

that the letters flashed upon the screen,

of which there are quite a few, were not
made more legible.

Harlan Carr and his bride take up their

home in a cottage left to them by Mr.
Carr's uncle, Ebeneezer. Carr is engaged
in the task of writing "the great Ameri-
can novel." The arrival of relatives and
former friends of Uncle Ebeneezer's and
his wife, hamper the work considerably
and almost bankrupt the young couple.

The family lawyer, as each guest arrives,

delivers a letter of instruction to young
Carr, and he is led to treat his unwelcome
guests with deference until the worm
turns and he orders them all out of the

house. It is then he learns he has in-

herited an estate of $10,000 because he
has done what his old Uncle never had
the nerve to do.

WILLIAM S. HART IN

TRAVELIN' ON
(PARAMOUNT)

Just an average Western melo-
drama. Interesting at times but
the action drags and the climax
is most conventional. Director

Lambert Hillyer made the most
of a weak story. It is a seven
part feature.

There appears something a little un-
natural in the forced situations in

"Travelin* On," William S. Hart's latest

opus, in which he plays the role of an
itinerant Western cowboy who covets the

wife of a traveling parson. The story

(Til written by Mr. Hart, and while it

has been given an artistic production,
there is little or no appeal and the dra-
matic climaxes are long drawn out and
do not come until the last reel. This is

especially true of the storm scenes, where
Hart, or "J. B.," as he is known, goes
in search of Jocko, a monkey, who has
strayed from the barn.
There are the usual number of close-

ups of Hart in the half light, with eyes
partly closed, peering quizically into

the darkness or facing the town bully
and telling him it is their "fourth and last

meetin'." The Westerner is practically

the whole picture, quick on the trigger

and who finally rides into a saloon and
cuts down the minister with his trusty
six-shooter as he is about to be lynched.
Ethel Grey Terry appears opposite him,
together with a small but competent cast.

"J. B." rides into Tumble Bluff and at

once gets into an altercation with Dan
Allen McGee, the proprietor of the Palace
dance hall and saloon. McGee is deter-

mined to drive the new minister, who
is erecting a church, out of town, and
attempts to force his attentions on the
minister's wife. She is saved by J. B.

—

not alone for social reasons but because
he wants her for himself. He becomes
friendly with the minister's child, and
learns to spell from her primer. The
minister's wife sells him a Bible and
asks him to read it. The stage coach is

held up and robbed and the criminal
escapes on a "painted" pony belonging to

J. B. The minister is accused of the

crime by McGee, and is about to be hung,
when J. B. rides in, cuts the minister
down, and after "confessing" he held up
the stage rides off into the desert, read-

ing his Bible. Previously he had deter-

mined to abduct the minister's wife, but
became conscience-stricken when he dis-

covered McGee in her house on the same
errand.

WILLIAM RUSSELL IN

THE ROOF TREE
(FOX)

Slow moving story of Kentucky
and Virginia mountain country
in which a brother assumes the

blame for his sister's crime. There
is a pleasing love story inter-

woven with the beautiful Sylvia

Breamer in the role of Russell's

sweetheart. Directed by Jack
Dillon. Five reels.

There was a woeful lack of story ma-
terial here to build up an interesting five-

reel feature and although William Rus-
sell, Sylvia Breamer, Florence Deshon,
Robert Daly, Arthur Morrison and Al
Freemont attempt to put life into the

tale it drags lamentably.
The story concerns a murder committed

in Kentucky. A brute of a husband at-

tacks his wife with a club and she shoots
him. Her brother, Ken Thornton, the

A Scene from "The Roof Tree" (Fox)

part played by Russell, assumes the blame
and flees to Virginia, where he takes

another name. He falls in love with
Dorothy Harper, who lives with her old

grandfather in a cabin beneath the roof

tree planted by Ken Thornton's grand-
parent, years before. A mountaineer in

love with* Dorothy attempts to kill Ken,
and. failing in this, tips off the authorities

in Kentucky, who come and arrest him.

Ken is freed from jail when his sister

confesses that she shot in self-defense.

He returns home and under the "roof

tree" administers a good thrashing to

Bass Rowlett, the mountaineer.
Most of the action takes place be-

neath a prop tree about six feet thick.

The storm scenes with the forked light-

ning effects were poorly done, and there

was considerable footage devoted to

minor bits.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THREE LIVE GHOSTS
(PARAMOUNT)

"Three Live Ghosts," the first

Paramount picture made abroad

by George Fitzmaurice, provides

six reels of good entertainment.

It tells an interesting post-war

story in a humorous way. Pho-

tography is exceptional.

Frederic S. Isham's big Broadway stage

success, "Three Live Ghosts," shows im-

provement as an entertainment feature

by its transformation into a photoplay by

George Fitzmaurice. The adaptation was

made by Ouida Bergere, and the clever

manner in which she has injected new
melodrama and motion picture lore, for

the original dialogue, has added much to

the picture.

The locale of the story is in London
and its environs and deals with the return

of three "missing" soldiers who have es-

caped from a German prison, arriving as

stowaways in London on Armistice

night.

Of the three returned soldiers one is

an English nobleman, one a Cockney and

the third an American. The English no-

bleman is suffering from loss of memory
as the result of shell shock; the Cockney,
who has been listed among the fatalities,

must remain "dead" owing to the fact

that his mother had collected his insur-

ance money; and the American decides to

remain "dead" because of trouble with

the girl he loves. Hence the three live

"ghosts."
The unusual conditions are prolific of

many interesting and humorous entangle-

ments, and none of the possibilities have
been overlooked by the director. The
nobleman, suffering from shell shock, is

given to fits of kleptomania, and during

one of these, enters a mansion, attires

himself in fine raiment and jewelry, and
then carries off a baby in a perambula-
tor. With this and a lamb he has gath-

ered in while crossing Hyde Park, the

nobleman returns to the Whitechapel
home of the Cockney, where the three

soldiers arc stopping. There more com-
plications ensue, involving the American
and the Cockney, and the unscrambling
of the entanglement brings about a happy
ending for all. The Englishman learns

that he has robbed his own home and
stolen his own baby, the American and
his sweetheart are reconciled and he is

freed of a charge made unjustly against
him, and the Cockney and his insurance
matters are squared up.
The picture is happily cast with Nor-

man Kerry, Edmund Goulding and Cyril

Chadwick as the returned soldiers.

Others in the cast are Anna Q. Nilsson,

Clare Greet, Annette Benson, Dorothy
Fane, John Miltern and Windham Guise.
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Hodkinson Plans Extensive Sales
Drive on "Light in the Clearing"

Changes Are Announced in Personnel of Company's
Home Office and Branch Forces— Kilgour

Sales Manager in New York

Frank Keenan Stars

In Tourneur Picture

"Lorna Doone" Scheduled As
Producer's Initial First

National Feature

"Lorna Doone," one of the most popu-

lar and enduring novels of English litera-

ture, will be Maurice Tourneur's initial

production for Associated First National.

For the past ten months, preparations

have been under way for the screening

of R. D. Blackmore's classic. Many of

the most spectacular scenes of the story

have been filmed, several thousand feet

for the prologue having been made early

this summer. Arrangements for the film-

ing of the remainder of the drama are

so far perfected that Mr. Tourneur ex-

pects to complete the entire picture within

the next two months.

Keenan Again in Pictures

Frank Keenan, noted dramatic star of

both silent and spoken drama, will re-

turn to the studio stage after an ab-

sence of many months as "Sir Ensor
Doone," the picturesque chief of "those

Doones of Bagworthy Forest."

Madge Bellamy has been selected for

the title role of "Lorna Doone." For
the role of "John Ridd," the 6talwart

hero of the novel, Mr. Tourneur has

chosen John Bowers, popular leading

man.

Tourneur Is Directing

Mr. Tourneur is actively directing

every scene of the story. Scott R. Beal,

president of the Assistant Director's As-
sociation, is acting as the director's as-

sistant.

The production will be published by
Associated First National, probably in

the late spring, as a special.

Main Headquarters of

Sunburst Pictures Are

Opened at Springfield
Sunburst Pictures Corporation recently

organized in Massachusetts has opened

main offices in Springfield at 360 Worth-

ington street. Albert W. Plummer, di-

rector of productions and president of

the company, is acting as manager.
Clarence A. Phinney, formerly with Uni-
versal on the Coast, is assistant director.

Maurice B. Townsend is treasurer.

The first picture to be produced will

be "Sands of Humanity," on which work
will be started soon. The script, written
by J. Herbert Dodge of the Boston Her-
ald, is based on the argument of the new
woman's demand for freedom in choosing
her mate.
The company plans to build a studio in

Springfield. For the present scenes will

be taken on location.

Arrow Publicity Book to

Aid Picture Exploitation
Arrow Film Corporation announces

that a publicity campaign book on "Ten
Nights in a Barroom" is ready and will
reach exchanges, exhibitors and others
interested soon.
The book contains some of the ex-

ploitation experience gained at Provi-
dence, R. I., where the picture was sub-
jected to what is generally regarded
as a try-out. The picture is to be pre-
sented at Reading, Pa., on January 9.

and thereafter at Chester, Pa., and many
other cities in the territory.

Andrew W. Smith, Jr., sales manager

of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, an-

nounces that plans have been perfected

for an extensive sales drive for the week

of Lincoln's birthday on "The Light in

the Clearing," a Dial Film Company pro-

duction.

This Irving Bacheller opus is consid-

ered by many as a typical story of Lin-

coln's ideals and achievements, personi-

fied by the character of Joe Wright.

Managers Forecast Success

Branch managers have indicated to the

home office that every available print

would be called into action during the
special week.
Early bookings received on the picture

are: Orpheum theatre, Flint, Mich., for

entire week beginning February 12; Ri-
viera, La Crosse, Wis., four days begin-
ning on February 12; Lyric, Lima, O.,
four days beginning on February 12, and
New theatre, Troy, N. Y., February 13,

14 and 15.

Kilgour Is Promoted

Addition to the home office and branch
forces of the company also are rumored.
One of the first important promotions

from the ranks for several months is the
assignment of Fred A. Kilgour, former
salesman in the Brooklyn and Long
Island territory, to the position of branch
sales manager of the New York ex-
change.

Mr. Kilgour has been identified with

the motion picture industry since he first

started his business career. He was em-
ployed by the old General Film company
a number of years ago as manager of tht

stock and supply department, but later

left the distributing end to engage in the

exhibiting field on Long Island where he
operated his own theatre for more than
four years. After that he returned to

General Film in the Long Island terri-

tory. Later he was with Universal in the
Brooklyn territory and Yitagraph in the
same district.

Engage Realart Man
Announcement is made of the appoint-

ment of L. W. Kniskern, formerly man-
ager of the contract department of Real-
art Pictures Corporation, to become
manager of the contract bureau in the
Hodkinson home office.

Mr. Kniskern has been identified with
the motion picture industry for the past
seven or eight years. He was a member
of the Paramount office in Pittsburgh
when Paramount was in the state rights
field. In 1918 Mr. Kniskern left the ex-
change business and purchased a theatre,
which he operated until the time Realart
was formed, when he sold his theatre and
came to New York to organize the con-
tract department for Realart.

Select Arliss Film Title
"The Ruling Passion" has been selected

by Distinctive Productions, Inc., and its

star, George Arliss, for the new Arliss
production which will be distributed by
I'nited Artists.

MARION DAVIES and the Christmas doll, which the Cosmopolitan star auctioned
off in New York, on which she raised $1,400 for poor children. Wing Carver,
son of H. P. Carver, general manager of Cosmopolitan Productions is holding
the doll. Others in the group are (left to right) : James Sayles, advertising
manager; Luther Reed, scenario writer; H. P. Carver, general manager; William
LeBaron, editor scenario department.
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At William }nx'% hump. I r-f t to right : Jul in* Str grr, dirrctor grnrr.il of productions,
Mr. Fox, Harry Bach, Eastern studio manager, Harry Millnrdr, dirrctor, Paul H.
Sloane, scranrio writer.

Dramatic lot of Fox Western studios, Los Angeles, Cal.,

where most of the Fox stars work from time to time.
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Eighteen Years of
Motion Picture Progress

Eighteen years of motion picture progress.

To celebrate his eighteen years in the motion picture industry. W illiam

rox has set aside the seven days from January 29 to February 4 inclusive

is "Fox Anniversary Week." for which hundreds of exhibitors through-

jut the country have booked Fox pictures solid.

The following dates tell the story of Mr. Fox in the picture business:

1904 to 1913—Greater New York Film Rental Company.
1913 to 1915—Box Office Attraction Company.
1915 to 1922—Fox Film Corporation.

"Fox Anniversary Week" will be in a great measure a tribute to a

man who is a pioneer of the silent drama and who has fought for its prog-

ress—who has helped immeasurably to make it the best entertainment

for the peoples throughout the world.

I William Fox has gone rung by rung

bp the ladder of progress and develop-

ment in the motion picture industry until

today Fox Film Corporation is one of the

fereatest motion picture organizations in

the world.
Mr. Fox got his ideas of what the peo-

ple wanted from his early experience as

a theatre patron and subsequently as the

owner of several playhouses in New York
City. He saw the possibilities in the mo-
Ition picture industry. He proceeded to

achieve his goal; to obtain a fair return"

on his investments; and to entertain and
enlighten the people.
w * * *

That is the Fox personal triumph.

Along with it has been the extraordinary

success of the entire Fox Film Corpora-
tion, encircling, as it does, the globe. The
whole world is the stage of the Fox pro-

ductions.

In keeping with the progress of the

Fox enterprises, a score of aeroplanes
attached to the Fox News service make
distance of little concern. Today's par-

ade in New York will be seen in Chicago
tomorrow and the same speed and enter-

prise mark the service to all points at

home and abroad.
Always on and on to great endeavor!

That has been Mr. Fox's slogan from the

beginning eighteen years ago. With this

determination in mind he defied the com-
bines which controlled the motion picture

industry in the old days. He questioned
their claim to the ownership of patents

and rights that compelle-1 submission to

their rule. In 1911 Mr. Fox began a de-

termined fight against the trust that had
been built up under the names of Motion
Picture Patents Company, General Film
Company and allied concerns.
Within a few months he had assisted

in turning up so much evidence that the

department of justice at Washington took
steps which resulted in the trust methods
being wiped out. That meant freedom
for the renter of the motion pictures and
freedom as well tor the exhibitor. He
then determined to go into the motion
picture industry on a greater scale than
ever before.

* * *

He organized Box Office Attraction
Company. He sent Winfield R. Sheehan,
general manager, to organize exchanges
throughout the country'- He dispatched
T. Gordon Edwards, his stage manager at

the Academy of Music, to Europe tc
learn how pictures were made there.When everything was in readiness, a
studio was rented in Fort Lee, N. J., and
there the first Fox picture. "Life's Shop-
window." was made. Picture followed
picture, and in a short time Mr. Fox was
issuing fifty-two pictures a year, or one

a week. Those first pictures called forth

all the energy, all the resourcefulness, all

the daring that Mr. Fox and his small

corp of assistants possessed.
It was only a short time after he began

picture making that he signed a contract

with Annette Kellerman. the Australian

swimmer, to star in a picture called "A
Daughter of the Gods." The money spent
in its making, it is said, was five times
the amount spent on some of the big pic-

tures of today. And when this was pub-
lished Mr. Fox had another big picture
ready—"The Honor System."
"A Fool There W:as." "Carmen." "Re-

generation" were a few of the other pic-

tures of those early days that stand out
in the memory of producers and exhibi-
tors.

* * *

The growth of the Fox company was
so rapid that additional floors were taken
over in the building at 130 West 46th

The bungalow dressing rooms of the Fox
stars at the Coast studio.

street. British branch offices, with head-

quarters in London, were opened. Ex-
changes were organized in Canada.
Australia. New Zealand. South America
and France. In addition. Fox represen-

tatives were traveling throughout the Far
East arranging with agents to handle the

Fox product.
Mr. Fox had William Farnum star in

"A Tale of Two Cities." which, after four

years, is still being called for by exhibi-

tors for special runs. It was acclaimed

by the critics and the public in England
and France.
Among the other Fox pictures that

have received world-wide praise from
both exhibitor and public were "Cleo-
patra." "Les Miserables." "Salome." "If

I Were King." "The Spy." "Jack and the

Beanstalk." "Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp." "Du Barry." "Checkers," "Evan-
geline." "Ali Baba." etc.

Earlv in 1919. when Fox Film Cor-

The "comedy lot," where the Fox Sun-
shine comedies are made and where
the big sets for specials are built and
photographed.

poration had grown so big that more
rigid efficiency methods were necessary
to keep supplying the world with Fox
Film. William Fox began the building of
his present headquarters at Tenth ave-
nue and Fifty-fifth street. In the 55th
street. Xew York, studio he turns out a
completed picture, from negotiation with
the author, the engagement of star and
cast, and the taking of the scenes on the
third floor, to the final printing of the
positive film in one of the most modern
laboratories in the world, on the ground
floor. The studios in California have
been maintained to diversify the scenery
and because Western pictures should be
made in the West.

* * *

The latest venture of Fox Film Cor-
poration was to open studios in Rome!
where J. Gordon Edwards began the
making of pictures that would show great
events and great figures of world history-

It is possible that other studios will be
opened in the Eastern hemisphere—in
England, in France, in Russia.
Mr. Fox made "Cleopatra." "Salome."

and now he has brought fortl "Queen of
Sheba," pronounced more lavish and
more beautiful than its predecessors.

But the triumph to date of all the
achievments of Fox Film Corporation is
the realization of the great aim of Mr.
Fox to get into the very heart of the
home. He has accomplished this in his
powerful human-interest storv. "Over
the Hill." He believes it is "a picture
with a soul."

"I attribute its extraordinarv success."
he says, "to the fact that it possesses, to
an extraordinary degree, some indescrib-
able element that no other motion picture
has ever possessed: for. despite the beau-
tnul story and the manner of its presen-
tation, no one can see 'Over the Hill'
without thinking—why. this is me and
you and all of us. Here we are with all
our meanness, our pettiness, our coward-
ice; and here. too. we are with all our
fineness, our generosity and our nobilitv.
And. I am sure, if vou see the picture
you will think, as I did when I beheld it

i*]

151
.*

oId Proverb that runs. 'God
couldn t be everv place at once so He
made Mothers.'

"

* * *

'Over the Hill" has an uninterruoted
run of an entire year on Broadwav. Xew
\ ork. Its intense human appeal was re-
sponsible for capacitv audiences at everv
performance. It had a record in =ix of
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the Broadway theatres, and is now being
presented throughout the world.

Other special pictures that Mr. Fox
has are "A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court," "A Virgin Paradise,"
"Shame," "Perjury," "Footfalls," "Thun-
derclap," "The Last Trail." Gratified by
the world-wide commendation his efforts
have met with, Mr. Fox plans produc-
tions that will surpass even his successes
of the present day.
The Fox Sunshine comedies are known

throughout the world, and are said to
share the prestige enjoyed by the Mutt
and Jeff animated cartoons and the Fox
News service.

Premiere"at Mission
For "Hail the Woman"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 10.—"Hail the

Woman," the Thomas H. Ince special,

will be given its premiere at the Mission
theatre following a run of "Disraeli"
which succeeds "Molly O" on Wednes-
day.

Exhibitors of East
See "School Days"

At Boston Showing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., Jan. 10.—A special
trade showing of Warner Brothers' pro-
duction, "School Days," was given at the
Copley Plaza' hotel here to a number of
prominent New England exhibitors. The
showing, which was arranged by Sam
Grand of Federated Film Exchange, was
followed by a dinner.
Bookers, salesmen and stenographers

in Mr. Grand's employ presented a
"School Days" revue in conjunction with
the picture.
Among those present at the showing

were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Warner and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rapf. Alexander's
orchestra played Gus Edwards melodies
during the prologue and showing of the
picture.

Artcolor Extends Lease
Artcolor Pictures Company, Inc., an-

nounces a three-year extension on its

lease on the eleventh floor of the Leavitt
building, 130 West Forty-sixth street,

New York, the company's headquarters.
C. Lang Cobb is general sales manager
of the company.

New R-C Play Is Ready
"Why Men Forget," an R-C Pictures

feature, adapted from the novel "Demos,"
by George Gissing, English writer, is

scheduled for publication in February.
Milton Rosmer is in the leading role.

Lincoln to Tour Houses
With His Latest Serial

Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece Film
Attractions, Philadelphia, distributing

"Adventures of Tarzan" in Eastern Penn-
sylvania and Southern New Jersey, has
arranged for Elmo Lincoln to begin his

personal appearance tour in Philadelphia

on Monday, January 16.

Elaborate preparations have been made
by Amsterdam's exploitation department
to herald Lincoln's appearance. Follow-
ing this two weeks' tour, Lincoln will

open in Pittsburgh, Pa., under the aus-
pices of A. A. Weiland, Standard Film
Exchange, Pittsburgh, the week begin-
ning February 6. On Lincoln's arrival in

New York he will be tendered a dinner
by Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales
Corporation.

Fisher Will Handle
Fox Film in Orient

Japan Only Country in Which
Company Will Not Issue

Productions
A contract has been entered into be-

tween Fox Film Corporation and Jo-
seph Fisher whereby Middle East Films,

Ltd., will distribute Fox productions

throughout the entire Orient with the ex-

ception of Japan.

Farnum and Mix Popular

According to Fisher, William Farnum
and Tom Mix are among the most pop-

ular screen artists with the inhabitants of

China, the Malay Peninsula, Manchuria
and other countries of the Orient.

The Middle East official believes that

the development of distribution in the
Orient will result in the erection of many
high class theatres. It will be slow
work, he says, but in time the territory

will be a most valuable one and worthy
of the finest attractions.

Has Only Two Houses

In Canton, a city of two and a half mil-

lion population, there are only two the-

atres, each seating 300. Both houses are

run as an added attraction by department
stores.

Pekin, with its million and a half pop-
ulation, has one good theatre which seats

about 300. Hongkong has two theatres,

one seating 300 and the other about 700.

But in Singapore it is different. Here
the Alhambra is a modern up-to-date the-

atre with a seating capacity of 1,400 and
boasts an orchestra of ten pieces. The
Alhambra is owned and operated by a

Chinaman.
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Come to Miami
PRODUCERS!

Let Us Serve You
ArtistS Directors Cameramen Make us your Florida representa-

tive; it costs you nothing—absolutely no registration fees of any kind. Just send in

your photos, description and particulars.

There will be plenty of work in Miami, the new motion picture producing center,

where pictures can be made all year round—no rainy season—no fogs.

Make Our Office Your Miami Headquarters

H. W. ROSENTHAL AND SON
Motion Picture Service Bureau
119 N. E. Fourth Street Miami, Florida
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Novelties Publicize
"School Days" Play

Many Accessories Devised
. [for Exploitation of

Warner Feature
A varied array of exploitation novelties

have been devised for Warner Brothers'

latest production, Gus Edwards' "School
Days," featuring Wesley Barry. These
range from a sticker suitable for use on
all mailing matter to what is said to be
the most unique cut-out ever used in

conjunction with the exploitation of a

motion picture.

Stores Use Cut-Outs

The Wesley Barry cut-out is in five

colors, measures 13 lA by 21 feet and con-

tains in the center a black space 5 l/2 by 8

feet on which can be written in chalk

pertinent data relative to the store in

which it is displayed. Across the bottom
is a space for the theatre name and play

date. Every commercial enterprise in

anv locality can be tied up prior and
during the presentation of the picture

through use of the cut-out.

Other novel exploitation aids include

a series of four cartoon strips suitable

for free newspaper reproduction. Eight

comic slides, two to a set, have been

made for exhibitors.

Issue Various Novelties

In addition to these aids there has also

been provided a Wesley Barry badge, a

Wesley Barry lollypop, a strip of a Barry

photo, a rubber tack novelty and a blotter

that can be distributed to school teachers

and business houses. A six-sheet, drawn
for "School Days." which is a replica of

a Sunday comic section, is another

feature.

Inaugurate New System

To Speed Up Deliveries

Of Selznick News System
In order to expedite deliveries of Selz-

nick News prints a new mailing schedule

has been worked out which will result in

the films reaching the chief cities from
12 to 24 hours earlier than heretofore.

All shipments will be made systemati-

cally from the New York City central

postoffice on publication days in line

•with a prepared chart that is designed to

do away with delays.
s

The prints will be mailed special deliv-

€ry and the cooperation of the postoffice

department has been promised in seeing
that they are moved forward as speedily
as possible.

*'Across the Border" in

Aywon Series Completed
The fourth production of the Big Boy

Williams series, presented by Aywon
Film Corporation, is now ready for pub-
lication. The title is "Across the Bor-
der." Big Boy Williams, whose real
name is Guinn Williams, is the star.

"Across the Border" is an absorbing
western story, the scene of action being
laid at the point where Utah, Colorado,
Arizona and New Mexico meet.

New Selznick Film Ready
Ralph Ince, Selznick director, has com-

pleted his latest picture for distribution
by Select Pictures Corporation, "Chan-
ning of the Northwest," which stars Eu-
gene O'Brien. This is the fourth O'Brien
production he has directed for Selznick.

Alice Calhoun as "Lady Babbie" in a dramatic scene from "The Little Minister"
Vitagraph's production of Sir James M. Barrie's successful stage play and novel.

Flattering Offers Being Made by
State Right Men for "Ten Nights"

Picture to Be Handled in New England Territory

By H. S. Bunce of Lightning Photoplay
Corporation—High Price Paid

Arrow Film Corporation announces
that it is in receipt of a large number of

flattering cash offers for territorial rights

on "Ten Nights in a Barroom," the pic-

ture made by Blazed Trail Productions

from a scenario by L. Case Russell.

Thus far the sale of only one territory

has been made public by the distributor.

In New England, the feature, considered

by President W. E. Shallenberger of Ar-

row as one of the greatest pictures of

the year, will be distributed by S. H.
Bunce through Lightning Photoplay Cor-
poration.

to the picture for New England he has
closed a record number of bookings.

Contracts have been made for extended
runs in many of the larger cities, he says,
adding that he considers the feature the
best box office attraction he has seen.

Pays High for Rights

It is said that the rights to only one
picture have sold at a higher figure than
paid by Mr. Bunce for "Ten Nights."

That one exception, it is said, was "The
Birth of a Nation."

"Ten Nights," according to Arrow, has
been meeting with unprecedented suc-

cess through New England and Pennsyl-
vania. The picture was given its initial

presentation at three Keith houses—Vic-
tory in Providence. R. I.; Bijou in Woon-
socket, R. I., and Bijou in Pawtucket,
R. I.

These presentations, Arrow says,

proved without a doubt the value of "Ten
Nights" as a money maker. The title

alone, because of its international popu-
larity, will pack the theatres.

Keith Houses Packed

Despite the fact that the initial presen-
tations were made under adverse circum-
stances the Keith houses could not
accommodate the crowds, according to
Arrow.
Mr. Bunce has advised Arrow that in

the short time since obtaining the rights

Selects Cast for Next
Mabel Normand Picture

Mack Sennett has selected the cast to

support Mabel Normand in her next pro-

duction, "Suzanna." It will be directed

by F. Richard Jones, also director of

"Mickey" and "Molly O."

In the cast are Winifred Bryson, Carl

Stockdale, Eric Mayne, George Nichols,

Evelyn Sherman, Walter McGrail,

George Cooper, Leon Barry and Minnie

Ha Ha. "Suzanna" is a story portray-

ing the romantic lives of the historical

Dons during the early days in California.

Announce Title Changes
On Paramount Pictures

The following changes in titles have

been announced by Paramount for forth-

coming pictures:

"The Noose," starring Betty Compson,
and produced by William D. Taylor, be-

comes "The Green Temptation"; "The
Husband's Trademark," starring Gloria

Swanson and directed by Sam Wood,
will be called "Her Husband's Trade-

mark"; "The Champion," a Wallace Reid
picture directed by Philip E. Rosen, will

be called "The World's Champion."
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MARSHALL NEILAN instructs his producing staff, consisting of Davey Kessor,
cameraman; Lucy Squier, scenarioist; Danny Grey, film editor; Leedsey Baxter,
business manager, arid Pete Smith, press agent, and others, in the fine art of
picture making. Note the unique trade marks on the blackboard. Wes Barry
is deeply interested in the lesson, which was staged between scenes of "Penrod."

Spectacular Wild Animal Stunts
Furnish Thrills in Selig Serial

Col. William N. Selig has evolved a

series of spectacular wild-animal stunts

in "The Jungle Goddess," his latest serial

which is being state righted by Export

and Import Film Company, Inc. Five

completed episodes are in New York and

production has reached the tenth episode

on the Coast.

Jungle God in Scene

"One" of the outstanding feats in 'The

Jungle Goddess'," states an official of Ex-
port & Import Film Company, "takes

place on an immense jungle god set which
took two months to construct. The giant

stone god is the housing place for a flock

of lions- which the high priest in the film

liberates at will.

"The daughter of an English lord is

kidnapped and thrown into the basket of

a balloon. Freed, the big gas bag drifts

for days until it is shot down over the

jungle by Thunderman, a chieftain, who
fires a flaming arrow at it.

Elephant Kills Lion

"The rescued girl is raised as 'The
Jungle Goddess.' By trickery the high
priest has her placed in the lap of the
god and then frees the lions. Selig used
twenty of the biggest lions in his zoo for

this scene. The lions leap at the girl and
are thrown back time after time. Finally
one reaches the lap of the god but the
massive arms move and the fingers grasp
the jungle beast, holding it while it claws
at the girl.

"The other lions are scattered and an-
other unusual animal stunt scene takes
place. An elephant swings his trunk
about the trapped lion and throws him
to the ground, stamping out its life un-
der h i s foot.

Receive Many Inquiries

"These arc only a few of the great

number of animal thrill scenes with
which the serial abounds. Inquiries from
theatres which played 'Miracles of the

Jungle' and 'The Lost City' continue to
come into the Export & Import offices

on 'The Jungle Goddess.' It is very evi-

dent that Selig's latest production is go-
ing to shatter previous serial booking
records."

Cast Is Completed for
Second United Artists
Film From Beach Story

Announcement is made of the comple-

tion of the cast for the second Rex Reach

film production for United Artists.

Betty Blythe has been selected for the

leading feminine role, that of a Sicilian

countess.

Thurston Hall, who was the heavy in

Mr. Beach's preceding picture, "The
Iron Trail," again is cast as the foil for

the hero. Arthur Lucy, known on the

speaking stage as well as on the screen,

has been cast for a quaint comedy role.

Robert Elliott will play the straight
lead opposite Betty Blythe, while Gladys
Hulette has been given the ingenue role.

< Min is in the cast are Florence Auer.
Nfacoy Harlem, Effingham Pinto, Henry
Leone and Walter James. Kenneth
Webb will direct.

Walthall in Film Again
Henry B. Walthall has been selected

to head the all-star cast in Louis B.

Mayer's 'One Clear Call," a John M.
Stahl special now in the making. The
picture will be issued through first \'a-

tional.

Jose at Hollywood
To Direct Williams

Vitagraph States New Type
of Story Selected

For Star
Edward Jose has arrived in Hollywood

to direct Earle Williams in "The Man
from Downing Street," which, according

to President Albert E. Smith of Vita-

graph, is a new type of story for the star.

Before going West Mr. Jose completed
"The Prodigal Judge," which Vitagraph
officials believe will be one of the com-
pany's most successful pictures. It stars
Jean Paige.

Smith Directs Calhoun

Alice Calhoun is to start immediately
upon a picture entitled "Angclface."
David Smith will direct her.

President Smith announces that he has
purchased the rights to "The Magnificent
Ambersons," by Booth Tarkington. It
will be one of the early Vitagraph spe-
cials of 1922. Star and director have not
been selected.

Complete Duncan Film

William Duncan and his co-star, Edith
Johnson, have just commenced camera
work on "Man Hunters," a story of the
Alaskan Northwest. During 1922 Dun-
can is scheduled to produce eight pic-
tures of a dramatic nature.
Larry Semon is in the midst of his lat-

est comedy which is being hinged upon
events that originate in a theatre;
Jimmy Aubrey is just putting the fin-

ishing touches on his latest two-reel
comedy.

Selznick Announces Four
Plays for January Issue

Two of the Talmadge revivals and new
offerings by Conway Tearle and Elaine
Hammerstein are announced by Selznick
tor distribution through Select exchanges
during January. Although "De Luxe
Annie" will be issued on December .10 it

is practically a January issue and is in-
cluded with "Shadows of the Sea," "Good
Aight, Paul" and "Why Announce Your
Marriage.'"' as the Selznick Quartette that
begins the new year.
Norma Talmadge stars in "De Luxe

Annie" with Eugene O'Brien as leading
man. Conway Tearle, in "Shadows of
the Sea." will have Doris Kenvon as his
leading lady. It will be published on'
Januarv in. Constance Talmadge's re-
vival of "Good Night, Paul" is scheduled
for Januarv 20, and Elaine Hammer-
stem's newest offering, "Whv Announce
Your Marriage?" is set for publication
on January .!() with Xiles Welch as lead-
ing man.

Has Exclusive Rights for
Bible Pictures in Canada

Arthur Cohen, president of Regal
Films, Ltd., of Toronto, with offices in

important cities in the Dominion, has con-
tracted for the exclusive distribution in

Canada of the first year's output of
Sacred Films, Inc., of Burbank, Cal. Mr.
Ci hens' organization holds the franchise
for Paramount, Metro and Robertson-
Cole in the Dominion and controls more
than twenty-nine of Canada's first-run

theatres.

Coincident with the closing of the
Canadian contract. Sacred Films, Inc.,

announces the completion of negotia-
tions for distribution of the film in the

Japanese Empire.
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/Wid Gunning Month \
Off to Flying Start\

Reports Indicate January is

To Be Record Breaker
For Company

\\ id Gunning Month has gotten off to

Ma flying start that bids fair to make it a

/record breaker, according to sales reports

I from all the- Wid Gunning, Inc., ex-

Ijchangcs which have reached the home of-

. rices.

L sing as their motto: "Start the New
I Year Right—Wid Gunning Month—Jan-

luary- 1922." t^je members of the sales

• force have exceeded their own best pre-
i vious efforts in the drive, it is said.

Prizes Being Awarded

As an additional incentive to the mem-
bers of the force to smash all standing

figures. Wid Gunning has inaugurated a

series of awards to the various exchanges.
. with substantial money prizes to the four

branches which turn in the greatest

amount of film rental collections during
January, in proportion to its office per-

centage. In case of a tie equal awards
will be made.
There will be $2,000 in prizes. To the

office which stands at the head of the

honor role at the end of the month, a

prize of .* 1.000 will be awarded. The
runner-up will get $500: third prize will

I be $300, and fourth. $200.

Theatres Book Series

Many of the important theatres are
booking the whole series of Wid Gunning
pictures, and are showing them at short
intervals, it is said. Circuits like the
Southern Enterprises, with scores of
theatres spread over a large territory,
are testifying to the. mass appeal of the
Gunning pictures by booking them over
their entire string of theatres.
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oldberg Is Appointed
Manager of Important

Western R-C Exchange
Charles R. Rogers, general manager of

distribution ior R-C Pictures, announces
the transfer of Harry Goldberg, former
ranch manager at Pittsburgh, to Los
Angeles, where he will have charge of the
exchange which serves southern Cali-
fornia. Los Angeles is regarded as one
of the most important exchanges in the
organization.

J. S. Hommell succeeds Mr. Goldberg
in charge of the ranch at Pittsburgh.
James B. Rielly has been made branch
manager at Cleveland and S. T. O'Brien
branch manager at Minneapolis.
Samuel Sax, sales manager for R-C.

announces that Manager Hommell has
signed the Dome theatre at New Castle.
Pa., for all of the R-C output for the
coming year.

Three Territories Sold

On Feature Travel Film
Harold H. Horton reports the follow-

ing sales of "Bali the Unknown." the

feature travel story in Prizma color:

Standard Film Service Company of

Cleveland and Cincinnati for Ohio and
Kentucky; Federated Film Exchange
Company of Pittsburgh for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia, and
Standard Film Service Company of De-
troit for Michigan.

Lloyd's "A Sailor-Made Man" Said
To be His Greatest Box Office Film

Associated Exhibitor Announces Several Pictures
For Early Publication, Including "Handle

With Care" on January 22
Harold Lloyd's "A Saiior-Made Man"

is proving to be his greatest box office

comedy, according to Associated Ex-
hibitors, which bases its statement on re-

ports received by John E. Storey, sales

manager, from exhibitors.

John Hamrick. Blue Mouse theatre.

Portland. Ore., stated that he considered

"A Sailor-Made Man" the best audience

picture he had ever seen. He said that it

was his intention to hold the picture,

which is establishing a new box office

record for Portland, for an indefinite run.

Booked Throughout Country

The Pantages theatre, Salt Lake City,

and the Ogden theatre at Ogden. Utah,

also reported record business on the pro-

duction. The following list of theatres

indicates the wide circulation given the

comedy:
Capitol. New York: Strand. Brooklyn:

entire Loew Circuit: Merrick. Jamaica;

Elsemere. Bronx: Colonial. Allentown;

Wells. Norfolk and Richmond: Keith's

Rivoli and Central, day and date. Jersey

City: Regent. Rochester: Allen and Circle,

day and date. Cleveland; Orpheum. Ft.

Wayne: Liberty. Voungstown: Orpheum.
Akron; Royal. Sioux City. Rialto, Lin-

coln: the entire Lynch Circuit. Atlanta:

Strand. Charleston, W. Va. : Capitol.

Little Rock: Symphony. Los Angeles:

California. San Francisco; Regent, Bill-

ings; Blue Mouse, Portland, and Rialto.

Missoula."

Announces Rockett Film

The AI. and Ray Rockett production.

'Handle with Care." is announced for

publication by Associated Exhibitors on
Januarv 22. The picture is a version of
"The Men Who Would Die for Her,"
by Charles Belmont Davis, brother of
Richard Harding Davis. It relates the
experiences of a young wife who relies
upon the ardor of her former suitors to
serve her in finding the happiness which
she seeks, by attempting to leave her
husband.
The feature was directed by Philip

Rosen, and in its cast are Grace Dar-
'nond. Patsy Ruth Miller. Harry Meyers,
Jimmy Morrison, William Courtleigh.
Will.am Austin and Landers Stevens.

Scheduled for Jan. 15

The next Playgoers Picture publica-
tion is J. P. McGowan in "Reckless
Chances." which is scheduled for Janu-
ary lo. This is a Herald production,
directed by Mr. McGowan. and included
in the cast are Dorothy Wood, Andrew
W'aldrori and Robert Walker.
"Reckless Chances" depicts a train rob-

bery, many hand-to-hand fights and an
excitint? chase by engine over the moun-
tains.

Leah Baird has completed her first

feature for Associated Exhibitors. An-
nouncement concerning its publication
will be forthcoming shortly. The produc-
tion is entitled. "Don't Doubt Your Wife."
and the cast, in addition to Miss Baird.
includes Emery Johnson. Edward Peil.

Mrs. Mathilde Brundage and Catherine
Lewis.

MARIE PREVOST, former bathing
beauty, shows she knows how to act in

"A Parisian Scandal," her latest Uni-
versal feature.

Miami Growing as

Production Center
Gramlich Studio President

Sees Big Future for

Southern City

Charles Gramlich. president of the

Gramlich Studios and Laboratories, Inc..

predicts a great future for Miami. Fla..

as a picture-making center. Several pro-

ducing companies from Xew York have

recently signed up with Gramlich studios

for space during the months of February

and March, and negotiations are on with

a number of others.

Advertise Possibilities

Mr. Gramlich is highly gratified over
the successful debut and growth of Miami
as a producing center during the past
year. He has made many impro\"ements
in his company's studios and laboratories,

and has launched an extensive advertising
campaign in the trade papers, to acquaint
producers with the many advantages of

the Florida city.

Mr. Gramlich. through his many busi-

ness connections and extensive acquaint-
ance in Miami has entree to the most ex-
clusive locations. This asset and the
fullest cooperation of Mr. Gramlich and
his capable staff are being placed at the
disposal of the producers.

Has Produced Plays

Besides being the pioneer studio con-
structor and operator of Miami, Mr.
Gramlich has produced several serials

and short reel comedies kt Miami.
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Scrapping a Navy

BETTY COMPSON, the Paramount star, gathered up all the warships around the
Lasky studio at Hollywood the other day and held a little disarmament ses-
sion all by herself. They say she swings a nasty sledgehammer.

England Needs Technical Experts,
British Film Man Tells R-C Stars

America, with its censorship problem,

by no means has a corner on difficulties

in the production of motion pictures, ac-

cording to Walter Tennyson d'Encourt,

representative of International Artists

Film Co., Ltd., of London, who was a

visitor recently at the R-C Studios in

Hollywood.

British producers face handicaps fully

as irksome, or even more so, than do the

producers in the United States, according

to the visitor. There is a lamentable

dearth of technical experts in England

and on the continent, he said, and this is

a handicap that only time can overcome.
It is the handicap that is most keenly felt,

he added.

Spends Day on Lot

Mr. d'Encourt visited many studios in

Southern California, but he spent an en-

tire day on the R-C lot. He was par-

ticularly interested in meeting Pauline
Frederick and Sessuc Hayakawa, he said,

because they are two of the favorites in

England, and he was anxious to discuss

with them their future plans and to hear

their views on picture production.

Both Miss Frederick and Mr. Haya-
kawa are "the actors' actors" in England,
according to Mr. d'Encourt. That is,

their histrionic technique, their ability to

"put over" things to an audience in subtle

way, arc studied by those anxious to im-

prove their own work upon the screen.

These two R-C stars are also great box
office attractions with the masses, the

visitor said.

Government Not Co-operating

Mr. d'Encourt gave one illustration of

what producers have to contend with in

England. His organization recently sent
a company to Spain to get some scenes
for a picture. They took with them from
England their raw film and other sup-
plies but on returning they had to pay
the regular customs charges on this film,

whether it had been exposed or not. It

is in matters of this kind that British pro-
ducers are still seeking co-operation from
their government.
Those actually trained by experience

in the technical side of motion picture

production in America would be wel-

comed in England, he said.

It will not be long, Mr. d'Encourt
thinks, before British producers are fur-

nishing British exhibitors with a large

number of their pictures.

Spanish Residents Give
Film Folks Cooperation

John S. Robertson, who is filming the

greater part of "Spanish Jade," his next

Paramount picture, in Spain, declares

that he has rarely met with such en-

thusiastic cooperation in his work as

that given him by the authorities and
residents of Carmona, a little township
twenty-five miles from Seville.

The members of the Robertson com-
pany were received in Carmona like

royal guests and made to feel they were
conferring a tremendous honor on the

village by making their picture there.

A fiesta in the market square for one of

the scenes was organized for them and
authorities in an official proclamation
requested the people to cooperate in

every manner that the affair might be

presented in true Spanish style.

Production Keeping
Coast Studios Busy

Hal Roach on Eastern Visit

Reports Much Activity

On Pacific Coast
Reports of picture production activity

on the Pacific Coast are brought back by

Hal Roach, who is on a visit in the East

with Paul Brunet. The producer is

accompanied by Mrs. Roach, Harold

Lloyd and Mildred Davis and her

mother. The visit, it is said, will be a

brief one owing to the amount of work
involved in keeping pace ^vith the Pathe
program.

Enlarged Studios Taxed

"Lloyd and Hal Roach comedies and
the new Ruth Roland serial are taxing
the resources of the studio," said Mr.
Roach. "This in spite of the fact that

we have expanded considerably during
the past years and added much new
equipment.
"While in some instances there are

remaining signs of over production noth-

ing of the kind has affected us. We are
being kept on the jump in order not to

be caught lagging on our schedule."

Praises New Serial

Mr. Roach is enthusiastic over the

possibilities of the serial, "The Timber
Queen," in which Ruth Roland is star-

ring. The first three episodes have al-

ready been completed and viewed by
Pathe officials. The stars preceding
picture, "White Eagle," is expected to

give an added impetus to interest in the

forthcoming production.
At the time the Roach party left the

studios it is reported that the 104th

comedy featuring Harry "Snub" Pol-

lard was in production.

"The Robin's Nest" Is

Third of Turpin Series

Work has been started by Director Bill

Watson on the third of the Ben Turpin
series which Mack Sennett is producing
for distribution through First National.

The picture's title is "The Robin's Nest."

The second of the series is "Bright Eyes."

"The Blockhead," featuring Billy Be-

van and Mildred June, is nearing com-
pletion. It is the third of the Sennett-

Bevan series which First National will dis-

tribute.

Elaine Hammerstein Has
Popular Cast in Support

The cast supporting Elaine Hammer-
stein in "Why Announce Your Mar-
riage?", to be published by Select Pic-

tures Corporation on January 20, will

comprise an assemblage of old favor-

ites. Niles Welch, Florence Billings,

Frank Currier and Arthur Houseman
are in the cast.

"Why Announce Your Marriage?" will

be the third picture in which Niles Welch
has appeared as Miss Hammcrstcin's

leading man.

General Presentation
for "Hail the Woman"

"Hail the Woman," the Thomas H.

Incc special which will be published the

week of January 14 by Associated First

National, will go direct to exhibitors of

the country instead of playing dramatic

theatres in key cities, it is announced.
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DAVID BARNHOLTZ, manager of

Wid Gunning, Inc., Denver office.

Issues Four Chapter
Serial Story as Aid

Selznick Casts Installments

in Mat Form for Use
by Exhibitors

The story of "A Man's Home" has
been prepared in serial form, the four
installations being cast in mat form for

use by exhibitors in exploiting this Selz-
nick special.

Exchanges Have Mats

The serial story, written by Anna
Steese Richardson, co-author of the play,
first was offered to 300 newspapers of
the country. Since then the mats have
been distributed to the exchanges where
theatre men may obtain them as an aid
in exploiting the picture.
The fact that the run of the story in

the daily papers may be completed in

four installments adds to its value as an
exploitation aid.

Papers Are Listed

As evidence of the wide distribution
given the serial the Selznick company
lists the following newspapers v. hich have
published it:

Sapulpa (Okla.) American. Leavenworth (Kan.)
Post. Richmond (Cal.) Independent, Waukegan
(111.) Sun, Pottsville (Pa.) Chronicle, Roseburg
(Ore.) News-Review. New Bedford (Mass.) Times.
Allentown (Pa.) Leader. Idaho Falls (Idaho) Post.
Troy (N. Y.) Timts. Olympia (Wash.) Standard.
Passaic (N. J.) News, Hastings (Neb.) Tribune.
Norwalk (Conn.) Hour, Lynn (Mass.) Telegram,
Waterbury (Conn.) Republican, Greensboro (N.
C.) News, Columbia (S. C.) Record. Moline (111.)
Dispatch. Pawhuska (Okla.) Capital, and papers
in Medicine Hat. Calgary and Winnipeg, Canada.

Barrymore in Detective

Film Xearing Completion
Conan Doyle's detective story, "Sher-

lock Holmes," an Albert Parker Produc-
tion starring John Barrymore, is nearing
completion at Amsterdam studio. Mr.
Parker, who is directing the film, took
part in William Gillete's stage play of the
story'.

In the cast supporting Barrymore in
the picture are Carol Dempster, Hedda
Hopper, Gustave Von Sevffertiz, Roland
Young, Reginald Dennv, Robert Schable.
Anders Randolph and others.

Famous and Realart Distribution
Merged for Economy, Says Zukor

Consolidation Effects Expense Reduction and Will
Result in Benefits to Exhibitors, Declares
Woody—Firm Doing Profitable Business

The consolidation of the distribution
systems of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration and Realart Pictures Corpora-
tion was made in the interest of economy,
the expense reduction effected assuring
the greatest and quickest benefits to the
industry.

This is the explanation of the merger
given by officials of the two organiza-
tions

Zukor Notifies Kohn

In a letter to Morris Kohn, president
of Realart, Adolph Zukor, president of
Famous Players, indicates that Realart
was on a sound financial basis, which con-
troverts rumors that the merger was
made to eliminate losses sustained by
Realart during the summer and fall.

President Zukor writes:

"Because of the general unsatisfactory
conditions existing in the motion picture
industry at the present time, and in the
interests of every possible economy, we
have decided to combine the distribution

of Realart and Paramount pictures for

the future, effective at once.

Expresses Personal Gratitude

"In closing the Realart organization. I

want to express to yourself, Mr. Woody,
your loyal aids and the entire personnel
of the Realart institution my deep per-

sonal gratitude for the splendid work you
have done and for the loyalty and effort

you have put behind the successful up-
building of the Realart organization.

"It is a matter of keen regret to myself
and my associates that this step was
necessary, and the abandonment of the
Realart organization is in no sense a

reflection on those who have loyally

striven to make of it the splendid institu-

tion it developed into, from a managerial
as well as a financial standpoint.
"Would you be kind enough to trans-

mit my personal thanks to each member
of vour organization for his loyal support
in the past?"

Woody Makes Statement

The following comment on the con-
solidation was made by John S. Woody,
general manager of Realart:
"We are quitting a healthy, successful

business, but it is quite clear to all of

us that the large volume represented by
this business can be increased by econo-
mies which eliminate a whole dis-

tributing organization. The saving will

be large and cannot fail to result to the

general benefit of exhibitors.

"The consolidation of Realart with
Famous Players effects expense reduc-

tion, and thus assures the greatest and
quickest benefits to the industry.

Question of Economy

"It was not a question at all of Real-
art's profits. It was a matter solely of
how much could be saved by consolida-
tion. The revenue we have insured will

continue to come in, but the expense we
have been incurring will cease. In other
words, our rentals will be transformed
from gross income into net profits.

"Service will continue under even bet-
ter conditions than have prevailed in the

past because the Famous organization is

larger than ours, has more branch of-

fices, more employes and better distribu-

tion facilities than we have been able to

provide.
"I know the elimination of Realart is

not going to delay long the resumption
of personal and business friendships
which existed between exhibitors and our
boys in the field. Most of the latter will
again come into touch' with their old
customers as the representatives of other
concerns."

Rumor New Association

Rumor has connected Mr. Woody's
name with several prospective deals. Mr
the report most commonly credited is

that he will form a motion picture brok-
erage partnership with Fred C. Quimby.
One story is to the effect that this part-
nership already is functioning and that
offices have been rented.

Dario L. Faralla. assistant treasurer,
will not make any arrangement respect-
ing the future until he has turned over
the books of the corporation. Jay A.
Gove, assistant general manager, expects
to continue his identification with sales
supervision work in the industry. L. W.
Kniskern. supervisor of contracts, has
accepted a similar position with Hodkin-
son. Most of the Realart managers have
made new connections.

Former Hearst Official
Joins Gunning Company

W id Gunning, Inc., announces that

Troy M. Rodlun, formerly assistant circu-

lation advertising manager for the Hearst
magazines, has joined the Gunning or-

ganization to handle direct mail exploita-

tion.

James Englander, a newspaper man of

wide experience in New York City, is a

member of the publicity department, as

are Irvin C. Davis and M. R. Edwards.

ROBERT C. BRUCE, maker of the

Robert C. Bruce Scenics beautiful for

Educational. (Photo copyrighted by
Berger, Portland.)
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LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Fighting the Music Tax
WESTON, VT.—To the Editor: Just

a word regarding my activities against
taxation, which is, to my mind, obnoxious
in all its forms. My energy has been di-

rected toward the repeal of the seating
and music tax, especially, because they
are particularly prohibitive to the small
town man and by the small town, I do
not mean a town with 2,500 or 3,000, but
towns of 400 up to 2,000.

Note what I say here that they are
prohibitive in towns of this size, not but
what they are too many of the larger
playhouses.
My method has been to visit several

towns in the West River Valley, getting
in touch with several of those who were
interested in entertainments and urge
them to write to our Congressman, Por-
ter H. Dale, urging repeal of these most
unjust taxes, believing that this would
eventually have its effect. Exhibitors
should at once get busy on the repeal of

the music tax. This is really the most
un-American thing that 1 have known
of being put over as class legislation.

W hen we buy a piece of music, it is read-
ily seen that we pay the copyright fee.

Then they can continue to collect their

pay for this same music for a period of
28 years—some graft. We do not wonder
that they can support 26 offices and at-

torneys.
Their Boston attorney, Paul Amund-

sen, through his society, extends us a
very broad challenge in a letter recently
addressed to myself. My letter stated
that my pianist had been using indepen-
dent music which was fact. He says:
"However, a statement of this kind is seldom

to be taken seriously inasmuch as the propri-
etor of a motion picture theatre, as a general
rule, knows little or nothing about music' and
seldom is aware of just what is being played
in his theatre irrespective of any instructions
which he may issue to his musicians.
"The law in this matter is perfectly settled,

even though it docs not happen to accord with
your own personal notion.
"Regarding your suggestion that this proposi-

tion will increase the business of independent
music publishers and authors, please do not
become unduly worried about the matter. This
society has been doing business since 1914 and
is adding new publishers and composers to its
list every year.
"Relative to what you have noted in the trade

papers, it might be well to suggest that you do
not lose any sleep over most of the propaganda
of various kinds which appear in the different
papers. We shall be very glad to have you
carry out your suggestion of continuing to take
this matter up with the trade papers or in any
other way you may sec fit.

"\Vc have been all through this proposition
with the largest exhibitors in the country, prac-
tically all of whom now have our license. Under
the circumstances, the small and independent
exhibitor in the country districts, when he now
takes out the license, can consider himself for-
tunate that he has not had to seriously concern
himself with the proposition until recently, etc."

Please note what a philanthropic mind
this man has; note that like the seating
tax, except that it is a little more reason-
able in that you do not have to pay ex-
cept on the actual number of seats, that it

is payable yearly in advance. Note the
unjust application of this where as in my
own case, we can only operate five or six
months during the summer and fall.

Note the injustice of both taxes as
above. Then the seating tax especially
when the hall seats only 1 2.1. we are pay-
ing on 125 seats which we do not have

A scene from "The Season's Romance"
produced by the Charles Gramlich

Feature Plays, Miami, Florida.

and which are hardly ever all filled. This
last clause applies to both. The fact is,

we pay on an average about 50 per cent
more than is right under conditions or
application of these taxes.

I have not quoted Mr. Amundson's
letter in full; simply those paragraphs
and sentences which have a pertinent' bear-
ing on the case from their general appli-

cation. Several of his statements show
how little a man situated in a nice com-
fortable office in Boston really knows
about the subject he is discussing 150
miles away.

—

Leon S. Bolster, Opera
House, Weston, Yt.

Always Ready to Help

CONROE, TEX., To the Editor: In

the issue of December 24. most of you
who read the Herald noticed my article

under the head of "Money Making Ideas"
in regards to the electric Kewpie Doll
stunt that 1 pulled. I have had numer-
ous inquiries from exhibitors as to where
I got the dolls and I have written the

firm selling them to put an advertisement
where the whole field will sec it—in the
1 Ierald, of course.

If my Texas ideas help you boys out.

don't fail to write me and address me
" Tubby"—that is what everybody that

knows me, calls me—and I will be happy,
because I do not feel any reader of the
Herald should be a stranger.—ELBERT I.

CoNROE, manager, Conroe's Play House,
Conroe, Texas.

Inspiration Pictures to

Present Story by Browne
" The Seventh Day" is the title of a new

story written by Porter Emerson Brown,
which is being adapted for the screen by
Inspiration Pictures." Inc. Mr. Browne is

author of "The Bad Man" in which Hol-
brook Blinn stars, as well as "A Fool
'There Was."

It has been the aim of the author in

this story to furnish material for a pro-
duction that will stand out as something
strikingly different.

ELY FILMS'

TOPICS OF THE DAY
The literary Digest

Officer-in-charge of Rifle Range

—

Don't you know any better than to point
an empty gun at me? Raw Rookie—But
it ain't empty, sir; it's loaded.

—

Newport
Recruit.

*

Clerk (at an employment bureau)

—

Someone has sent for a yardman, sir.

Manager—We haven't any yardmen at
present. Clerk—Then shall I send up
three footmen, sir?

—

Syracuse (N. Y.)
Herald.

*

"Gladys, I loves yo'! I cain't live wid-
out yo'! I-—" "Well, uh-good Lawd,
man!" interrupted Miss Gladys Guggles,
"Doesn't yo' neber aim to do no work
a-tall?"

—

Kansas City (Mo.) Star.
*

Speedo—What do you consider the
best five years of a woman's life? Peppo—Oh, I should say the first five years
she's 18.—"Topics of the Dav" Films.

*

Jakey— I took Rachel by de te-ater last
night and ve almost had a taxicle ride
home. Ikey—Yy? Yat happened?
Jakey—Veil. I matched de drifer first

veder ve should pay him double fare or
nodding. He von; so ve had to valk.

*

Tommy (to aviator)—What is the
most deadly poison known ? Aviator

—

Aviation poison. Tommy—How much
does it take to kill a person? Aviator-
One drop.

—

Northwestern Druggist.
*

Father—Why is it that you are always
at the bottom of the class? Johnny— It
doesn't make any difference, father. They
teach the same things at both ends.—
Harper's Magazine.

*

Married Woman—Never ask your hus-
band for money. Proud Bride— I never
have to, Charlie's such a darling he sleeps
like a baby all night long.—Washington
(D. C.) Times.

Story by Tumulty Shows
Wilson Ardent Film Fan

Joseph Tumulty, former private secre-
tary to President W ilson during his two
terms in the White House, in his syndi-
cated newspaper article, "The White
House Looking Glass," writes of the
great fondness the former president had
for motion pictures during the "stormy"
da\ s of the world war.
The president had a specially arranged

projection room in the White House,
where he and Mrs. Wilson and a few in-

vited guests witnessed the latest pro-
ductions of various producing organiza-

|

tions. In his article, Mr. Tumulty
writes: "The president's favorite motion
picture star was Katherine MacDonald.
The former president sent Miss MacDon-
ald a personally autographed photo of

himself."

Buys Warner Film Rights
Charles Stephenson, of Stephenson

Attractions, Ltd., Toronto, Out., has pur-
chased the rights to Warner Brothers
latest production, Gus Edwards' "School
Days." featuring Wesley Barry, for the

entile Dominion of Canada and New-
[i iiindland.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

First National
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—The unanimous approval of this

picture by the local press helped greatly

in increasing the box office receipts.

—

William Xoble. Empress theatre, Okla-
homa City. Okla.—General patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Xo need of comment.
Norma never fails to please. She makes
poor subjects good and good ones bet-

ter. She is wonderful.—J. Carbonell.
Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla.—General
patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Very good. 100 per cent.

Biggest crowd for four weeks.—Strand
theatre, Minot, N. Dak.—General patron-
age.

Molly O, with Mabel Xormand.—From
,a business standpoint, a disappointment.
It's a picture above the ordinary feature,

but not in the class it should be. The
photography only fair. And why doesn't
Sennett use some art titles on a picture

of this class?—Raymond Gear, May-
flower theatre. Florence. Kans.—General
patronage.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-
madge.—A dandy show, but couldn't

compete with holiday parties.—Mrs. R.

G. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale.
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

—

Jackie may not be a big star yet, but
judging from the expressions on the faces

of our patrons they thought their money
well spent, in which case the exhibitor

has no cause for worry. You can bank
on this one in more ways than one.

—

Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall.

Grand Gorge. N. V.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge.—Very good dramatic picture
with a good cast and a story that will

hold one's attention. I received nothing
but favorable comments on it and ran
it two days. This picture opened the new
Chicago theatre.—Chas. H. Ryan, Gar-
field theatre. 2*44 Madison street. Chi-
cago, 111.— General patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
—Despite unfavorable reviews, this

pleased a big percent of my people, and
did a good business. I haven't found one
of Ray's pictures a bad bet.—Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
—General patronage.

Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.—-Very good picture.—E. J. Frana.
Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.—General
patronage.

Not Guilty, with a special cast.—Held
interest to the very end. Settings, out-
door scenery, and especially scenes of
the Far East are very good. Only ob-
jection was that the print was very dark
in many places. Give it a little more
light and it will improve much.—J. W.
Joerger and H. M. Maloney, O. K. the-

atre. Enterprise, Ore.—Neighborhood
patronage.

A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production.— i'll have to take back all the

mean things I've said about Sennett's
feature length comedies, if he makes
them all like this one. It's so good that

the town's "closest" man saw it four

times, at 30 cents per.—W. Ray Erne.
Rialto theatre, Charlotte, Mich.

Salvation Nell, with Pauline Starke.—
Comment from those who saw it indi-

cates that it pleased a majority.—Ray-
mond Gear. Mayflower theatre. Florence,

Kans.—General patronage.

Stranger Than Fiction, with Katherinc
MacDonald.— Excellent picture, which
played to big business. Star very popu-
lar, whose name was a big drawing card,

and which helped greatly to swell the

box office receipts.— William Xoble.

Empress theatre. Oklahoma City. Okla.

—General patronage.

Pilgrims of the Night, with a special

cast.—A mighty good picture. Will

draw crowd if well exploited. Has a

good theme. Well acted and directed.

A good picture worth while showing.—J.

Carbonell. Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Mamma's Affair, with Constance Tal-

madge.—Very good and ought to draw
for others as it did for me. Connie is

Pic s

W. Ray Erne, Rialto theatre,

Charlotte, Mich., writes in his let-

ter upon a succeeding page:

"I have been greatly interested

in the photos of the live-wire ex-

hibitors, and I am going to wax my
mustache in the near future and
show them what a Wolverine 'pic-

ture show man' looks like."

You who have read Mr. Erne's

reports and his valuable contribu-

tions to "Money-Making Ideas"
we are sure will warmly second a

motion to the effect that he hasten
the day, dispensing with the wax-
ing process in the interests of early

publication.

There are lots of other interest-

ing things in Mr. Erne's letter

which you will enjoy reading and
will make you even more anxious
to see him. He is 100 per cent for

cooperation, and it is always easier

to cooperate with a man you've
seen than a pen acquaintance.

You'll know him better for see-

ing his picture.

Why not let him know you bet-

ter by sending in one of yourself?
Let's all get better acquainted.

O. K.—Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Serenade, with Miriam Cooper and
George Walsh.—Very poor and pleased
but few. Business accordingly.—Ray-
mond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence,
Kans.—General patronage.

The Splendid Hazard, an Allan Dwan
production.— Did not take; did not draw.
Lost money.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon. Idaho.—Small town patronage.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production.—The night we
showed this we warned the night watch-
man not to be alarmed if he saw blood
running out under the back door. Cer-
tainly plenty of action and it pleased the
majority of the audience.—E. L. Franck.
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Constance has opportunity to
display her charms in this and she
doesn't overlook the chance. Ran this

Dec. 26th and sent them away in a cheer-
ful mood.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre, Florence. Kans.—General patron-
age.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan produc-
tion.—A picture that will put a crimp in

censorship agitators. Ran this Christmas
Eve. Lost money, as a fire would not
get them out on this night.—John W.
Siebrand, Xew Grand theatre, Xorth-
wood, X. Dak.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

Harriet and The Piper, with Anita
Stewart.—Those who had read the story
came and were well pleased. Xot a
man's picture.—Gem theatre, Waterville,
Minn.— X eighborhood patronage.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan produc-
tion.—Has plenty of action with a good
story. Well portrayed by the cast. You
won't go wrong on this one. Pleased
all.—William B. Stubbs, Liberty theatre,

i'-rick, Okla.—Small town patronage.

The Truth About Husbands, with a

special cast.—We were afraid of this one,

but many of our patrons told us it was
a good picture and that they liked it.

Attracted about average business for two
days.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess the-

atre, Mendota. 111.—Xeighborhood pat-

ronage. .

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—An excellent picture. Pleased
100 per cent.—W. H. Goodroad, Strand
theatre. Warren, Minn.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Polly of the Storm Country, with Mild-

red Harris.
—

'Tis refreshing, once in

a while to get a picture that is not
filled with blood and thunder, but has

some substance that sets the brain work-
ing. This picture, though old, is good.

—

Chas. W. Lewis. I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand
Gorge, X. Y.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.—

A

very good picture and pleased 100 per

cent the few that .saw^ it. Xo money in the
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country. No business. The expressage
from Seattle and return amounted to more
than the gate receipts.—G. F. Rediske,
Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—Not the best Ray by far.—Gem
theatre, Waterville, Minn.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Ten Dollar Raise, with a special

cast.—My people liked this one. Clean
and entertaining.—Raymond Gear, May-
flower theatre, Florence, Kans.—General
patronage.

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan pro-
duction.— Ran two days to good business.

The kind everybody likes. A good many
that saw it the first night came again the

second night. No kicks from any one.

—

Fred M. Rich, Strand theatre, Perry, Mo.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel Bar-
rymore.—Poor attempt at a comedy. This
star is better liked in heavier parts.

—

Heal & Davison, Sterling theatre, Supe-
rior, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Fox
A Connecticut Yankee, with a special

cast.—An excellent picture and one of the

best and most interesting pictures ever
shown in Oklahoma City, which enjoyed
pleased capacity business and would be
welcomed for a return date any old time.

No doubt one of the greatest screen pro-
ductions of the year, with side splitting

comedy, unrivalled satire, marvelous,
massive spectacle and lightning action.

Advertised extensively in daily press, also
billboards and fine lobby display of pic-

tures, posters and cards.—William Noble,
Rialto theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

Whatever She Wants, with Eileen
Percy.—Fair business. Best Percy pic-

ture in a long time. Crowd probably
small due to getting stung on previous
pictures given star.—Strand theatre.

Knightstown, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

Why Trust Your Husband? with
Eileen Percy.—A good comedy drama.
More like this one and business will be

back where it was.—O. L. Dowell, Elec-
tric theatre, Eldon, Mo. —Neighborhood
patronage.

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.
—One of Mix's good ones, although a
sequel has a tendency to make the pub-
lic think they have seen it .before.—J.

Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dynamite Allen, with George Walsh.
—An old picture, but much better than
some of his new ones. This one will

please any audience that likes a mining
camp scene.—C. A. Foster, Texas theatre,

Carthage, Tex.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Beyond Price, with Pearl White.—

A

very good picture. Better than her first

pictures. Star does not draw here.—A.
M. Barton, Carillon theatre, Ticonderoga,
N. Y.—-Neighborhood patronage.

Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.
—A good picture. I would call this a
comedy-drama. William Russell well
liked by my patrons.—P. G. Held, Ster-
ling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Bucking the Line, with Maurice Flynn.
—This pleased my patrons and would call

it above the average program picture.—

J. C. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar,

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Beyond Price, with Pearl White.—

A

very good comedy with a very amusing
ending. Pearl is good in this kind of

stuff.—William Haight, Orpheum theatre,

Livingston, Mont.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.—Very
good.— E. J. Frana, Olympic theatre,

Calmar, la.—General patronage.

The Devil Within, with Dustin Far-
num.—Good. Very Good. But not as

good as The Primal Law, although I ad-
mit pictures like The Primal Law are
far between.—J. Carbonell, Monroe
theatre, Key West, Fla.—General pat-
ronage.

The Lamplighter, with Shirley Mason.
—An excellent program picture. It carries

a fine moral. Just enough religion in it

to please the good class. As near a 100
per cent picture as the majority.—P. G.

Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.—

I

can always depend on Mix to get me
business. The Road Demon did more
business than any picture recently, not
excepting specials, and pleased as well.

—J. C. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar,

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Jackie, with Shirley Mason.—Pretty
fair picture of the usual "waif" stuff this

star appears in. My audience is com-
plaining about sameness of Mason pic-

tures. B. O. receipts light.—Strand
theatre, Knightstown, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

Straight From the Shoulder, with
Charles Jones.—-The best Jones picture to

date. Good comedy running through the

entire picture, and plenty of action to

satisfy all. Fair box office attraction.

—

F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,

Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp pat-

ronage.

The Texan, with Tom Mix.—One of

Mix's best. Best run in week. Ran all

the Mix pictures and they are all good.

Give us more.—Lyric theatre, Earlville,

111.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.—

A

dandy picture. When people stop at the

door and tell you they liked it, then you
know it's good. They did on this one.

—

Preston Bros., Empress theatre, Rock-
well City, la.—General patronage.

Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix.—Lots
of snap to this one. Pleased all.—F. E.

Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
The Ace of Hearts, with Lon Chaney.

—They seemed to like this one. Has a

plot that holds them in their seat. Too
strong competition to do good business.

—Strand theatre, Knightstown, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

A Poor Relation, with Will Rogers —
Rogers is a good drawing card with me,

and his picture pleased consistently,

though this did not seem to be appre-

ciated as much as some others made by
him.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre,

Florence, Kans.—General patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.—
Played this on Christmas day. It pleased

them all. I personally believe that this

picture should be shown by every ex-

hibitor. It will absolutely please your
patrons A play that everyone should see

because we all have or had a mother
once.—Joe Blatchke, Wapato theatre.

Wapato, Wash.

Officer 66G, Tom Moore.—A good pic-

ture, but not a special.—Howard Varing,

Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—General

patronage.

The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
—Zowie! Furnish your patrons with gas

masks and fumigate your house after the

show. May suit the poor Kentucky sap

who says Tom Moore's clean pictures are

not worth a dime, but we claim to be

partly civilized here. Supposed that old,

ruined girl crop was a thing of the dim
and distant past. Subtitles by "Helen
Dam" helped to round out picture.

—

Fahrney and Elson, Electric theatre, Cur-

tis, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Wet Gold, with a special cast.—Is an

excellent picture. Ralph Ince docs some
wonderful acting. His pictures are al-

ways good, anyway. Ince brothers are

hard to beat on the screen.—A. E.

Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Jubilo, with Will Rogers.—This wouldA scene from the latest Hodkinson picture, "The Rise of Roscoe Paine."
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Dear Friends:
First of all, a very happy and prosperous New Year to you and all my

friends and helpers of your department, "the most helpful and important de-

partment of the best film trade journal." I have never written you before,

for I am rather a new contributor, although having been a reader for some
time. I wish to express my appreciation of the help and assistance rendered
to us small town fellows through your department. I have often been amused
at reports on some pictures, but more often I have been helped in a very sub-
stantial way.

As you can note from this letterhead, this theatre is a unit in one of

Michigan's chains, where the booking is often done by one person for all the
theatres. However, it is up to us managers to get the money out of the pictures,

and it is often some job in a small town where you almost have to please
all of them all the time. "What The Pictures Did For Me" allows me, through
reports of fellows who have been "through the mill," to know to a great extent
just which ones to put the work on in order to get the best out.

I have been greatly interested in the photos of the live-wire exhibitors
and I am going to wax my moustache in the near future and show them what
a Wolverine "picture show man" looks like. Very glad to hear that Meyer of

Ohio is starting Paramount pictures. Perhaps we'll get some new angles of

Paramount stuff. (By the way, I'd hate to be a competitor of that fellow's.)

You will find me masquerading under a new title from now on as I have,
with the help of a contest among my patrons, selected a new name for the
Arcade, calling it the Rialto, "A Charlotte Institution," not a picture show.

Perhaps I had better ring off now before you get unduly tired of reading.
Again, good luck and best wishes.

W. RAY ERNE,
Rialto Theatre,

Charlotte, Mich.

je almost a special if the rental charge

vere higher. We had more favorable

:omment on this than we have on two
iverage specials. The kind that really

rntertains.—Schmock & Crouse Co.,

deal theatre, Bloomer, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Made in Heaven, with Tom Moore.

—

3ood from every angle. Tom always
)leases my audience.—W. H. Goodroad,
Strand theatre. Warren, Minn.—Neigh-
jorhood patronage.

The Concert, with a special cast.

—

\verage program picture.—Howard Var-
ng, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.

—

General patronage.

The Ace of Hearts, with Lon Chaney.
—Not very satisfactory. Goldwyn's prod-

jot this year is falling down with me,
and it seems that other exhibitors find

them the same. With the exception of

The Old Nest, and the Rogers subjects,

they are bloomers for us.—Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
—General patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Good picture. Few, however, went wild

over it. Business very disappointing.

Spent too much money on advertising.

—

Strand theatre, Knightstown, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

His Own Law, with Hobart Bosworth.
—Hobart Bosworth is an excellent actor

and has a wonderfully pleasing personality,

but in this picture the morbid-minded
director had to inject that nauseating
subject of a "child without marriage"
which was uncalled for. Are they try-

ing to justify illegitimacy? Why don't

exhibitors wake up and protest against

this kind of subjects?—J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

An Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.
—Pleased my patrons immensely. Busi-
ness 100 per cent better second night than
first. The subtitles are great and Rogers
has become a favorite with our patrons.
Nuf said.— E. J. Dcgenhardt, Princess
theatre, Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.

—

A good one. Sends them out boosting.

—

R. E. Pullen, Best theatre, Foreman,
Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel
Normand.—Very disappointing. Pa-
trons expected to see a good picture.

—

. Howard Varing, Royal theatre, Spirit

Lake, la.—General patronage.

All's Fair in Love, with a special cast.

Nothing to it. Not even a fair program
picture.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre. Florence, Kans.—General pat-

ronage.

Just Out of College, with Jack Pick-

ford,—A truly entertaining picture. Full

of pep. Will make any audience feel

good.—Wm. B. Stubbs, Liberty theatre,

Erick, Okla.—Small town patronage.

Hodkinson
The Man of The Forest, a Zane Grey

production.— -Excellent western that

pleased 100 per cent.—E. L. Franck.

Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood
patronage.

A Certain Rich Man, with a special cast.

—Though located close to the home of

William Allen White, this failed to get

the business and it pleased only about 00

per cent. Was disappointed in it.—Ray-
mond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence
Kans.—General patronage.

The Journey's End, a Hugo Ballin pro-

duction.—Some like it. Others knocked
it. Lost money.—Meyers and Ford, Ar-
cade theatre, La Grande, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

Down Home, an Irvin Willat produc-
tion.—Especially good for rural districts.

Did well for us.—Lyric theatre, Earl-

ville, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.

—Very fine picture. All Hodkinson pic-

tures I have used have been good. If

your patrons like westerns, give them this

one.—L. R. Creason, Palace theatre, Eu-
faula, Okla.—Small town patronage.

The Man of The Forest, a Zane Grey
production.—A good Western, but not up
to the standard of some other of the Zane
Grey pictures.—Raymond Gear, May-
flower theatre, Florence, Kans.—General
patronage.

A Certain Rich Man, with a special

cast.—Good pictures. 100 percent.

—

Strand theatre, Minot, N. Dak.—General
patronage.

The Sagebrusher, with Roy Stewart.

—

Another good picture. Gave satisfaction.

—F. Hejtmanek, Opera House, Clarkson,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

Metro
The Four Horsemen, with a special

cast.—A wonderful picture to big busi-

ness.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

The Idle Rich, with Bert Lytell.—

Lytell is making some very pleasing pic-
tures lately. This is one.—Reymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
General patronage.

The Hunch, with a special cast.— Extra,
very good. I will call it an all star cast
as everyone in it was extra good.—J.

Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Over the Wire, with Alice Lake.

—

This picture is a good one, but it failed

to draw. Business only fair.—E. J.
Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Mendota,
III.—Neighborhood patronage.

Blackmail, with Viola Dana.—A very
good picture, Everyone pleased. Would
like more like this one.—T. E. Loomis,
Cozy theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Infamous Miss Revell, with Alice
Lake.— Production up to Metro standard,
and Alice Lake does very satisfactory

work throughout. She is sure a star who
will advance if given something to do
worth while.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.

—

Have been using Buster Keaton comedies
and thought this would be as good, but
it's just a seven reel flivver. If you want
to give your patrons a good nap, play it,

for it will sure put them to sleep if they
stay.—J. J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre,

Swanton, Nebr.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Little Fool, with a special cast.

—

This pleased 00 percent. Metro has been
a good bet for us. Business fair.—Wm.
B. Stubbs, Liberty theatre, Erick, Okla.

—Small town patronage.

The Little Fool, with Milton Sills.

—

Good lesson for the women.—G. Strasser,

Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.

—Went over with a "whoop." Bert Ly-
tell goes big here.—Giacoma Bros.. Crys-

tal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General

patronage.

Hearts Are Trump, with a special cast.

—Good picture. Metro pictures are making
a little money for me.—P. G. Held. Ster-

ling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a

Ten Pictures That

Made Money for Me
1. The Affairs of Anatol.

2. The Oath.
3. Outside The Law.
4. Humoresque.
5. Nomads of the North.
6. The Scoffer.

7. The Inside of the Cup.
8. Black Beauty.
9. The Right To Love.

10. Mother o' Mine.

L. R. CREASON,
Palace theatre,

Eufaula, Okla.
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GEORGE ARLISS. Doris Kenyon and Edward J. Burns, in two scenes from "The Ruling Passion," adapted from Earl Derr

Biggers' "Saturday Evening Post" story, directed by Harry A. Fischbeck. United Artists will distribute.

special cast.—Fair comedy-drama. A lit-

tle slow. No laughs until last reel.

Attendance fair.— L. A. Pilliod, Photo-

play theatre, Grand Rapids, O.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Cinderella's Twin, with Viola Dana.

—

A nice little fairy story. Picture will

please majority.— P. ' G. Held, Sterling

theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—Neighborhood

patronage.

Fair and Wanner, with a special cast.

—One of the best comedy dramas I ever

ran. Will satisfy almost any audience.

Attendance good.—L. A. Pilliod, Photo-

play theatre, Grand Rapids, O.—General

patronage.

The Infamous Miss Revell, with Alice

Lake.—Went over fine as a regular pro-

gram picture.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal

theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-

ronage.

Paramount
The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino

and Agnes Ayrcs.—When I saw this pic-

ture screened I considered it fair only.

In a way I compared it to Kismet, and

for that reason was afraid of it. Then I

read the book and I felt even more skep-

tical about the adaptation of this spicy

novel. But lo! and behold, the picture is

standing up for 7 consecutive days to a

very satisfactory business and sending
'em all out talking. Only two pictures in

the entire history of Hamilton played this

town for " consecutive days—The Birth
of a Nation and The Old Nest. By tic-

ing such a record for a run. The Sheik
stands out as one of the most phenomenal
box-office attractions of the year. Used
''Princess of India" as the overture and
elaborate musical settings, which greatly

helped the atmosphere. By all means
grab The Sheik <|iiick.— Fred S. Meyer.
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.—High class

Family patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayrcs.—Pardon the vernacu-
lar, but it's "keen." Played to larger

houses than any other picture I ever ran.

One solid week at good houses. Never
fear to step on this one.— H. B. Barr,
Kiallo theatre, Enid, ( )kla.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino

and Agnes Ayres.—One of the best pic-

tures 1 have shown this year. You can't

go wrong on this one. Play it up to the
li nit. Patrons 100 percent pleased.—A.

M. Barton, Carillon theatre, Ticonderoga,
X. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Exit the Vamp, with Ethel Clayton.

—

A delightful picture well handled and well
pcied Ethel Clayton pulls good in Key
West.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre,

Key \\ est, Fla.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—One 'of the best we have run in a

long time. Patrons stayed in to see it

the second time, something unusual. The
picture is every bit what Paramount im-
plies. A good box office attraction if they
know Miss Swanson.— F. II. Horrigan,
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

—

Mining camp patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—Very good star and good picture.

Business off account of running The Sheik
one week ahead of it.—H. B. Barr, Rialto

theatre, Enid, Okla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmcss.

—Very high class attraction that pleased
everybody an-1 under exist'ng business

condit'ons stood up nicely for four days.

Not a big pic'ure but a mighty good one.
— Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamil-
ton, O.—High class family patronage.

Passing Through, with Douglas Mac-
Lean.—Made good Xn:as day entertain-

ment for the whole family.— Mrs. R. G.

Jordan, H-'nsi'ale theatre, H'nsdalc, 111.

— Neighborhood patronage.

Passing Through, with Douglas Mac-
Lean.—One of the best that Douglas has
made. Like Ray and Reid, as well as

some others, his pictures are always satis-

factory.— Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kans.—General pat-

ronage.

Sham, with Ethel Clayton.—Good
program picture. Should please most
any kind of audience. li. O. receipts

normal,— Strand theatre. Knightstown,
I nd.— Small town patronage.

K' n B. Queen, Joker, with Syd Chaplin.
—Did not give satisfaction to our pa-
trons. Many went out of their way to

tell us it was the silliest they had ever

Been, Nothing to it. in my estimation.

—

I W. Joerger, and II. M. Maloney, O. K
Theatre, Enterprise, Ore.— Neighborhood
patronage,

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton.—Pcrson-

nally I can't see this picture at all. But
our audiences rather seemed to like it and
that is what counts. Played two days
before Chr stmas; therefore the box office

end of it doesn't enter into it.—Fred S.

.Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.—
High class family patronage.

Just Around the Corner, a Cosmopoli-
tan production. — Excellent picture.

Pleased a big business. Public declared
picture one of the best of season.—Wil-
liam Noble. Capitol theatre, Oklahoma
L ly, Okla.—General patronage.

Beh'nd Masks, with Dorothy Dalton.

—All said the same thing, "I can't get in-

terested in Dorothy Dalton."— Mrs. R. G.

Jordan, H nsdale theatre, Hinsdale. 111.

—

Neighborhod patronage.

Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bryant
Washburn.—Star good here. A very
clever picture. No business. Showed
this week before Xmas.—O. L. Dowell.
Electric theatre, Eldon, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Bonnie Brier Bush, with a special

cast.—Pictures like this are all right of

t'ie r kind, and personally I rather like

them for a change. But our audience
absolutely refuses to be entertained
.Jong Scottish or costume lines with the

result that an entirely new record was
hung up for low attendance. By far the

worst in the history of the house.—Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hanrlton, O.

—

High class family patronage.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.— Initial performance at the Broad-
wav theatre enjoyed pleased capacity

business.—William Noble, Broadway
theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Conquest cf Canaan, with Thomas
Meighan.—About the average Mcighan..
Nothing except'onal. but good entertain-

ment. Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre. Florence, Kans.— General pat-

ronage.

Sentimental Tcmmy, with a special,

cast.—Too much footage. Too much tin

same all through. Too little action. Toe
evervth'ng. Can't agree with reviewer.'

at all. No drawing power, no pleasing

power, except to a very few of the liter

ary elite that don't come.— A. I.. Middle
ton, Grand theatre, DcQuecn, Ark.-
Small town patronage.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Doroth]
Gish. This picture brought the housi

down. The best Gish picture yet. If yoi

want a sure fire conicdv book this one

It's there.—A. M. Barton, Carilloi
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leatre. Ticonderoga. X. V.—Xeighbor-
bod patronage.

lEverywoman, with a special cast.—

A

Iry high class production that will more
Ian please an intelligent audience. Min-
llers and church people find no fault

Jith this one. Fred M. Rich. Strand
leatre. Perry, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
pnage.

I

The Woman God Changed, a Cosmo-
jlitan production. — Unusually good

rial feature that reaches dramatic
jhts seldom attained. Cosmopolitan

ecials have all proven to be specials at
theatre.—J. H. Talbert. Legion
Norwich. Kans.—Small town pat-

Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
good picture and satisfied Ray is a

" card here.—John YV. Siebrand. New
id theatre. Xorthwood. X. Dak.

—

jhborhood patronage.

ays Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
["his is the best Reid picture I ever

led, and I've shown most all his
x -"ictures. All good enough for my audi-

nces. as Wallie is well liked here.—W.
\ Perry. Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells.

I Colo.—Small town patronage.
' The Mask, with Jack Holt.—Went
•>ver well here, but of course used it a
lay when I knew I would have an audi-
,-nce that likes this style of picture.—G.
«V. Veaton. Ioka theatre. X. H.—General
>atronage.

1 It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
• Washburn. — Very entertaining. —
Schmock & Crouse Co.. Ideal theatre.
Bloomer. Wis.—Xeighborhood patronage.
• The Restless Sex, with Marion Davies.
An excelent picture, but rather long.
Pleased 100 per cent. Drew well. Will

I stand big exploitation. Don't be afraid to
go the limit —Chas. H. Bills. Opera
House. I.enora. Kans.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Remodeling Her Husband, with Dor-
(Othy Gish.—Can't exactly boost this one.
nor knock it. A comedy-drama that will
.probably go good with you for one night.
Not near as good as Miss Gish's Turn-
ing the Tables. This cne was well liked.—W. P. Perry. Rialto theatre. Cheyenne
'Wells. Colo.— Small town patronage.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with Wil-
liam S. Hart.—True to the Hart type.
Pleased a good audience. Give us more
Jike this one.—Wm. B. Stubbs. Liberty

j

theatre. Erick. Okla.—bmall town pat-
ronage.

The Whistle, with W illiam S. Hart.——My patrons did not care for this pic-
ture and took great pains to let me know
it—E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo.
Ariz.—Xeighborhood patronage.

One A Minute, with Douglas MacLean.
' —Pleasing comedy that was liked by
most everybody.—J. H. Talbert, Legion
theatre. Norwich, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

The Bronze Bell, with a special cast.

—

' A dandy picture. One any audience will
enjoy. Very fine direction and excellent
photography.—Thompson Bros., Kozv
heatre. Healdton, Okla.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dal-
ton.—The story was a little different and
the picture seemed to please. I consider
it good, among Dalton fans.—W. P. Per-
ry. Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells. Colo.
—Small town patronage.

Beau Revel, with a special cast.—Ab-
solutely unsuited to the tastes of my pa-
trons, though this is no criticism of the
work of the players.—E. L. Franck.
Oasis theatre. Ajo. Ariz.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.

LARRY SEMON, Vitagraph comedian,
supervising an interview between his

leading lady, Lucille Carlisle, and Ed-
ward Schallert of the Los Angeles
"'Times." Lucille isn't hard to look at.

Everyone liked this. Ray's pictures are
nearly always good and star draws well
here—O. Lamon, Auditorium theatre.

Elmwood. Wis.—Small town patronage.

Sand, w'th William S. Hart.—Hart al-

ways takes, and this picture is no excep-
tion.—J. C. Bollis. Pictureland theatre,

Xaples, X. V.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Crocked Streets, with Ethel Clayton.

—

Did not draw much of a story.—Edward
L'ndsey. Lindsey theatre. Industry. HI-

—Small town patronage.

What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas McLean and Doris May.—Very
good comedy-drama. Quite laughable.

—

D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,

Ewen, Mich.—Xeighborhood patronage,
age.

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray.—Truly one of Charles Ray's be>t

pictures. A prize fight that keeps- them
interested.—Olen Reynolds. Pearl theatre,

HymeFa. Ind.—Small town patronage.

Two Wise Wives, with a special cast.

—A dandy little picture with a real moral.
Audience Enjoyed this.—Thompson
Eros.. Kozy theatre. Healdton. Okla.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Pathe
Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.—A real blue ribbon feature of the west

in the making. Went over like a land-
slide. Pathe has a number of winners
like this one.—John W. Siebrand. New-
Grand theatre. Northwood. N. Dak.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Felix O'Day, with H. B. Warner.—
This picture, together with a "Bill and
Bob" reel, drew the enormous total of
$11.30. including tax. on a 2 day run.

—

Fahrney & Elson. Electric theatre, Cur-
tis. Nebr.—Small town patronage.

My Husband's Other Wife, with n
special cast.—A picture that will appeal
to any audience.—R. E. Pullen, Best
theatre. Foreman. Ark.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Killer, with a special cast.—A very
pleasing picture which went over excep-
tionally well. Brought many favorable
comments.—John W. Siebrand. New
Grand theatre. Xorthwood, X. Dak.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

R-C Pictures

The Duke of Chimney Butte, with
Fred Stone.—-A good western. Plenty of
act ;on. Fred Stone well liked and pic-
ture did a nice Christmas business.

—

Raymond G. Frankie, Lubin theatre.
Cincinnati. O.—Transient patronage.

Be My Wife, with Max Linder.—You
won't go amiss on this if you are looking
for laughter.—Mrs. R. G. Jordan. Hins-
dale theatre. Hinsdale. 111.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Barricade, with a special cast.

—

Very good. 100 percent.—Strand theatre.
Minot. X. Dak.—General patronage.

Shams of Society, with Barbara Castle-
ton.—One of the best pictures I have
shown in a long time. Barbara Castle-
ton is sure a most pleasing star, and does
excellent work, also gracefully wears
many beautiful gowns. Montagu Love
too old and unbending for her leading
man. Very little thought taken in select-
ing Jewish family: all but young man
very poor and not the true Jewish type.
Background of cabaret extraordinary.

—

W. H. Brenner. Cozy theatre. Win-
chester. Ind.—Xeighborhood patronage.'

So Long Letty, with a special cast.

—

A splendid comedy-dama. If you haven't'
played it do so.—Mrs. James Webb,
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Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.—Small town
patronage.

Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.

—

Nothing wrong with this feature as I can
see. All seemed to enjoy it very much.
—F. H. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,

Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining Camp pat-

ronage.

The Barricade, with a special cast.

—

Can't give much on this. The picture

is there but void of all box office draw-
ing power.—Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O.—High class family
patronage.

Good Women, with a special cast—
A very good picture.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Cold Steel, with J. P. McGowan.

—

Good picture. Star makes a better West-
erner than lots of cowboys do. Drew
well. Pleased 90 percent and think the

next time McGowan would draw the
crowd.—A. E. Rogers, Temple theatre,

Dexter, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Kismet, with Otis Skinner.—Too deep
and long to please our class of patronage.
—C. G. Scott, Crystal theatre, So.

Superior, Wyo.—Small town patronage.

Realart

The Cast of Becky, with Constance
Binney.—Just fair, but satisfying. Why,
Oh, why, do they discontinue Realart?
It's the best consistent money-making
bunch of films we small town fellows
have. Let's hope it will be only a partial

change.—W. Ray Erne, Rialto theatre,

Charlotte, Mich.

Room and Board, with Constance Bin-
ney.—Received several favorable com-
ments on this picture.—Meyers and Ford,
Arcade theatre, LaGrande, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

A Private Scandal, with May McAvoy.
—Star made big hit with my patrons.

Most all thought her acting outdid the

story. Business little above average.

—

Strand theatre, Knightstown, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Pleased 100 per cent. Realart program
pictures are just heavy enough to please
consistently.—C. G. Scott, Crystal
theatre, So. Superior, Wyo.—Small town
patronage.

Two Weeks With Pay,, with Bebe
Daniels.—Very good.—L. J. Frana,
Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.—General
patronage.

A Kiss in Time, with Wanda Hawley.
—Made good clean comedy for regular
program. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.-—General pat-

ronage.

Dawn of the East, with Alice Brady.

—

A very good program picture of the

oriental type. It gets away from the

usual questionable scenes. Settings are

very good throughout. Pleased about 90

percent.—J. W. Joerger and H. M. Ma-
loney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Room and Board, with Constance Bin-
ney.—Good picture and excellent star.

People buying Xmas presents; not turn-
ing out to shows.—H. B. Barr, Rialto

theatre, Enid, Okla.-—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Food for Scandal, with Wanda Haw-
ley.— This is a good clean picture. Liked
by my patrons. Star well liked here.—
T. E. Loomis, Cozy theatre, Schenectady,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Her First Elopment, with Wanda
Hawley.—Good program picture.—F.

Hejtmanek, Opera House, Clarkson, Neb.
— Small town patronage.

The Outside Woman, with Wanda
Hawley.—Food for censors. Hawley
wore nothing but light apparel through
entire picture.—Howard Varing, Royal
theatre, Spirit Lake, la.-—General pat-

ronage.

Don't Call Me Little Girl, with Mary
Miles Minter.—Passed as a program pic-

ture.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, with
Mary Miles Minter.—Gave good satis-

faction and is what I would call a good

clean high class picture.—J. W. Joerger
and H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, En-
terprise, Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter.—Not as good as some of her
pictures, but will get by.—Howard
V aring, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.

General patronage.

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.
—Bebe Daniels well liked here. All of

her pictures are full of pep. This one
is fine.—P. J. Burford, Princess theatre,

Doniphan, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Selznick

A Man's Home, with a special cast.

—

This one is rated as a super-special but

does not measure up to the standard of

a special. However, it is a little better

than the average. Grace Valentine is

liked for her performance, as well as

the rest of the cast. Drawing power at

box office is no better than a program
picture. Business average first day to

way below average second day.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—General patronage.

The Miracle of Manhattan, with
Elaine Hammerstcin.—Poorest Hammer-
stein I ever used. Nothing to it, but

pleased her admirers.— C. A. Foster,

Texas theatre, Carthage, Texas.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Pleased the O'Brien fans. Average pro-

gram picture.—Meyers and Ford, Ar-
cade theatre, La Grande, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

Bucking the Tiger, with Conway
Tearle.—Went over good with satisfac-

tory B. O. receipts. Rather novel story

with some clever comedy and plenty of

dramatic element.—Strand theatre,

Knightstown, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

Up the Road With Sally, with Con-
stance Talmadge.—Once upon a time,

and it isn't so long ago, it was possible

to get by with re-issues, so we tried this

one with a new Lloyd. Never again!

A high class house can't, and others bet-

ter think twice before they attempt these

re-issues.—Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,

Hamilton, O.—High class family pat-

ronage.

Children of Destiny, with Edith Hallor.

—Not a good picture for children as

the theme is for the old people only.

However, it is well directed, acted and
convincing.-— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111.—Small town patronage.

The Shuttle, with Constance Talmadge.
—Excellent drama showing this star can

shine in serious roles as well as in

comedy.—Harold Daspit, Atherton
theatre. Kentwood, La.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Who Cares? with Constance Talmadge,
—A-l little picture. In fact Constance
is hard to heat. She always pulls the

crowds regardless of competition. Book
this.—T. U. Magrudcr, Elite theatre,

Iola, Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

United Artists

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas I
1

banks.—Good picture. Played one day to

capacity business. You can't go wrong
mi this one.— C. H. Simpson, Princess

theatre, Millcn, Ga.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fair-

banks.— Pleased slim crowd two nights.

—Leslie llahlcs, Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Calif.— Small town patronage.
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SHORTY HAMILTON in a scene from one of his new two-reel Westerns, being
distributed independently by McGovern and Egler.

Universal
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.— Pris-

cilla at her best. Held picture for four

days. Three days longest any picture

we ever ran here except Over the Hill.

Book it and boost it.—Meyer and Ford,
Star theatre, La Grande, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Very
good. Log scene best punch and worth
the price. Book and get behind.—Strand
theatre. Minot, X. Dak.— General pat-

ronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Very
good climax, but it does not warm them
up soon enough. Had I not advertised
in such a way as to promise them too
much, patrons would have been satis-

fied. Raised admission prices and lost

money on a two day run. Am never go-
ing to promise my patrons anything
after this unless I see the picture first.

Believe press agents never see the pic-

tures they exploit. Am still trying to

figure out where are the five thrills that
have never been screened before.— J.

J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special cast.

—Best of acting, but did not appeal to

my trade.—R. E. Pullen, Best theatre,

Foreman, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Nothing to this feature, and the
folks were not bashful in telling me so.

—W. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,
Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining Camp pat-
ronage.

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
—This is a good clean picture. Played
to a poor house, but no fault of picture.
Played Dec. 24.—T. E. Loomis, Cozy
theatre, Schenectady, N. V.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Honor Bound, with Frank Mayo.

—

Good program picture. Believe Laemmle
is giving the people better pictures, ac-
cording to his promise.—Thompson
Bros., Kozy theatre, Healdton, Okla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

West Is West, with Harry Carey.

—

Better lay off of this one. There is no
story to begin with. The poorest Carey
picture I ever played. I stayed in the
clear as they went out.— C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—This is

a spendid Western picture and pleased
the larger portion of my audience, yet it

hardly seemed so much more attractive
than the regular program pictures.—J.

C. McKee. Electric theatre. Bolivar, Mo.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Wonder-
ful production. Record breaking audi-
ence. Over capacity business at three
performances.— M. M. Allen, Red Jacket
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—Did
not do well on this, but it was no fault
of the picture that I could see. Ran it

two days, but second night business was
very poor. The acting was superb. Good
photography, but it did not draw as other
pictures of this same star.—Mrs. W. H.
Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—A good
western but did not draw. Used advance
trailer, which was very good.—Meyers
and Ford, Arcade theatre, La Grande.
Ore.—Small town patronage.

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts
—A very good picture with plenty of

action and much beautiful scenery.—M.
D. Foster. Gem theatre, Williamsburg.
Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton.
A very pleasing picture and should go
over anywhere.—John W. Siebrand, New
Grand theatre, Northwood, N. Dak.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.

—

My patrons kicked on this one. Cannot
recommend.— F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Blazing Trail, with Frank Mayo.
Picture good. Drew enough money to

pay expenses. Something unusual.
Pleased all. Mayo's first night here.

—

J. W. Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.

—

Mighty poor picture. Probably would
go over O. K. in Jewish community.
Story weak. Business fair, owing to

serial night.—Alhambra theatre. Knights-
town, Ind.— Small town patronage.

The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.
—A picture that is different and pleased
here. Circus scenes especially please the
children. Miss Walton is good.—M. D.
Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kans.
—Neighborhood patronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.

—

This is a good one. A fine story is car-

ried all the way through this picture.—
O. Lamon, Auditorium theatre. Elm-
wood. Wis.—Small town patronage.

False Kisses, with Miss Du Pont.

—

Nothing to it. Can't blame Miss DuPont
for not wanting her name known if this

is the kind of stuff she is going to appear
in.—Meyers and Ford. Arcade theatre.

La Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Good, as have been all of Gibson's so far.

—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, N. H.

—

General patronage.

The Big Adventure, with Breezy
Eason.—Good. Can't go wrong. Book
it and then boost it. Will please any
audience. I can't say enough for this

one. Book it and tell some one else. "A

100 percent picture all around.—J. W.
Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Have run Action and Red Courage. Red
Courage is the best of the two. Busi-
ness fair. Everyone likes Hoot.—Wm.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

—

General patronage.

The Secret Gift, with a special cast.

—

The best picture for some time. Better
than some of the specials.—R. E. Pullin,

Best theatre, Foreman, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
A very good program picture. Gladys
Walton has been pleasing my patrons.

—

J. C. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar,

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Vitagraph
The Single Track, with Corinne Grif-

fith.—Very good program picture.

Pleased 90 per cent. Business good.

—

O. L. Dowell, Electric theatre, Eldon,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

What's Your Reputation Worth? with
Corinne Griffith.— Pleased 95 percent.

Good story. Well acted by all the

players.—C. H. Simpson, Princess the-

atre, Millen, Ga.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Heart of Maryland, with Cather-
ine Calvert.—Personally thought this to

be a class B picture, but patrons ex-

pressed marked appreciation of this fa-

mous old stage melodrama. The play-

ing of old Southern airs and use of drum
for marches and war scenes helped ma-
terially in putting this over. Though we
advertised a month in advance, local con-
ditions mainly caused a heavy loss.

—

The Greatest Achievement
m Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for

Theatre and Home.

413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
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JOHN GILBERT in a dramatic scene from "Gleam O' Dawn," a new Fox produc-
tion directed by Jack Dillon.

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho
— Small town patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—Very
good. Received very favorable comments
from newspaper critics. Business slow
at beg lining of week but receipts in-

creased every day. Ch'ldren were noti-

fied through letters to school principals.

—Raymond G. Frankie. Lybin theatre,

Cincinnati. O.—Transient patronage.

Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a

special cast.—A good picture if it wasn't
for so many killing scenes in it. I can't

understand why w.e must have so many
murder scenes in pictures. I think it is

about time the producers were breaking
away from these scenes in pictures.—P.

G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont.
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sea Rider, with Harry Morey.

—

A very ordinary program picture. Ran
a two-reel O. Henry entitled The Dream
with it and had many favorable com-
ments on the short subject but not a

word on the feature.— J. W. Joerger and
H. M. Maloncy, O. K. theatre. Enter-
prise, Ore.—Neighborhood patronage.

What's Your Reputation Worth? with
Corinne Griffith.—Jusj fair. — L. J.

Frana, Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.

—

General patronage.

The Secret cf the Hills, with Antonio
Moreno.—This is a spend id program pic-

ture. Will please any audience.—C. H.
Simpson. Princess theatre. Milieu, Ga.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Steelheart, with William Duncan.

—

Talk about action and thrills. Boy! If

you arc searching for a picture of this

type book it. Not a minute but some-
thing doing of a startling and good
thrilling nature — W. W. Stirlen, Alham-
bra theatre, Delta, la. Neighborhood
patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

The Old Oaken Bucket, with a special

cv. ist - With no star, and little plot, it

is a picture that people liked, because it

took them back to childhood days, and
everyone has fond remembrances of

those days.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kans.—General pat-

ronage.

The Girl From God's Country, with
Nell Shipman.—Picture was fair. Not a

good story. Nell Shipman's acting good
but there should have been more scenes
of the animals. Poor business. —Ray-
mond G. Frankc. Lubin theatre. Cine n-
nati. O.—Transient patronage.

State Rights
God's Country and The Law, (Arrow),

with a special cast.—Good clean out of

doors picture everyone will enjoy.

—

W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre. War-
ren, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lone Hand Wilscn, (R-G-R), with
Lester Cuneo.— I want to state right

here that the company who - handles
Cuneo's pictures cannot hurt my feelings

by dishing out such pictures as this one.

Where have they hid a real actor like

Cuneo all this time anyway? He is all

there and, best of all, had the looks to

carry him over. Patrons loud in their

praise of him and want him back again.

—Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre,

Alice, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Sitting on The World, (D. N. Schwab),
with David Butler.— Best comedy we
have had since Heck was a pup. and we
wonder why we cannot find it listed and
have seen no reviews or comments.

—

Fahrney and Elson. Electric theatre.

Curtis, Nebr.— Small town patronage.

Cyclcne Bliss, < Arrow) with Jack
Hoxie.— Nothing to it but one man fight-

ing about ii(IO men and having a snap at

that —John W. Siebrand, New Grand
theatre. Northwood, N. Dak.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Barbarian, (Pioneer), with Mon
roe Sal sbury.—A very goo-d production
Did not do the business expected, pos-
sibly due to holiday season. No fault of

the picture.—Meyers and Ford, Arcade
theatre, La Grande, Ore.— Small town
patronage. •

Squandered Lives, (Stoll), with a spe-
cial cast -This is the first Stoll release

and same proved to be a good one. I was
afraid of them at first, but now I use
them.—Max Kantad, Lincoln theatre,
Milwaukee, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Montana Bill, (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. — Fair Western picture.

Spoiled by a fight in the last 50 feet of
film. Puts o men to sleep single handed
and wins girl. T. E. Loomis, Cozy
theatre. Schenectady, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Go Get Him, (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks.— Poorly acted picture. Poor
business.—Raymond G. Frankie, Lubin
theatre, Cincinnati, O.—Transient pat-
ronage.

The Deceiver, (Arrow), with a special

cast.— Fair program picture.— P. G. Held,
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.

—

Ne ghborhood patronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes, (Affiliated Dist.),

with Johnny Hines.— Brothers, here is

a K. O. Full of action and laughs; if

you're not laughing, you're getting ready
to through the entire six reels. Acting,

direction, photography, and scenery ex-

cellent. Most of my patrons seem to

th nk it is the best I ever screened in

the way of comedy-drama.—W. P. Perry,

R alto theatre, Cheyenne Wells.— Small
town patronage.

Mr. Wu, (Stoll), with a special cast

—Here is a spec'al in every sense of the

word. Big in theme and drawing power.
Plenty of action. Received more com-
ments on th's picture than any for a

long time.—George E. Loebel, Com-
mim'ty theatre, West Allis, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Desert Man, (Triangle), with Wil-

liam S. Hart.—This and Doug. Fair-

banks in Flirting With Fate cured me of

buying re-issues.— F. F. Sabin, Majestc
theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Neighborhood
patronage. .

Western Pep, (Canyon), with Frank-
I'n Farnum.—No good. This stuff does

not get over with our audience.—Thomp-
son Bros., Kozy theatre, Healdton,
Okla.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Lure of Crooning Waters, (Stoll).

with a special cast.—Here is a regular

p'cture. One that will please any type

of audience and send them away satis-

fied. Acting of Miss Duke and Guy
Newall very gold.—Max Kantad, Lin-

WANDA HAWLEY and T. Roy
Barnes in a scene from "Too Much
Wife," a Realart picture distributed by
Famous Players-Lasky.
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coin theatre. Milwaukee, Wis.—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Struggle, (Canyon), with Frank-

lin Farnum.—A western so tame you
think that it was written by a Blue Sun-

day agitator. The big right in here must
have been taken by slow motion camera.

—John \V. Sibrand, New Grand theatre,

Xorthwood, X. Dak.—Xeighborhood pat-

ronage.

Black Sheep, (Pinnacle), with Xeal

Hart—Very good Western. Xeal Hart

is liked much better than William S.

Hart by my patrons.— P. G. Held, Ster-

ling theatre. Fairmont. Xebr.—Xeighbor-

hood patronage.

Whispering Devils, (Equity), with a

special cast.—Have never seen much
comment on this one, so I was a little

uneasv over it. Well, brother exhibitor,

if all were as good as this one we
would never need to worry over poor

business. Excellent moral. Fine acting.

Beautiful scenery. I charged 15 and 35

cents and could not accommodate all

my guests the first show. Run a Chap-

lin re-issue and it made a top notch

show.— Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca

theatre, Alice, Tex.—Small town patron-

age.

The Dempsey-Carpentier Fight, ( Rick-

ard).—Small town, let it alone, as it is

not for you.—Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.

' —Neighborhood patronage.

The Hundredth Chance, (Stoll). with

a special cast.—This picture is far better

than the book. I gave my patrons a

treat with this one.—George E. Loebel.

Community theatre. West Allis, Wis.—
Xeighborhood patronage.

Kingfisher's Roost, (Pinnacle), with

Neal Hart.—One of the best Westerns
I ever ran. You can't go wrong on this

one. It is a sure winner.—C. A. Foster.

Texas theatre. Carthage, Texas.—Xeigh-

borhood patronage.

The County Fair, (Tourneur). with a

special cast.—Good comedy, but do not

kid your crowd into believing it is a

big special. We lost $22.00. but then

what can we expect with 600.000 idle

freight cars in the country?—Fahrney &
Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Xebr.

—

Small town patronage.

Serials

Miracles of the Jungle, ( Federated),

|
with a special cast.—Pulled off my usual

stunt of a free show on the first episode.

Put it on the worst night I had and now
from a losing night, through its pulling

power, I have one that pays. There is a

world of "Go Get 'Em" stuff in this one.

and that is what takes with the people

here. Animals in this arc great.—Mrs.
W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre. Alice, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

Hurricane Hutch. (Pathe), with

Charles Hutchison.—Used four episodes

and it looks like a winner. Pathe Re-
view. Hal Roach comedies and Sanchti

and B. Hoi man Day Westerns make my
six reel program all good and drawing
good.—A. L. Middleton. Grand theatre,

DeQueen, Ark.—Small town patronage.

..The Sky Ranger, (Pathe). with George
B. Seitz.—A good serial. I am on the

14th episode and holding up all the way,
I run Pollard and Harold Lloyd comedies
with it.— C. A. Foster, Texas theatre.

Carthage. Tex.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

The Avenging Arrow, (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland.—Started out with a kick.

Adventures of Bill and Bob and Aesop's
Fables draw the kids like honey draws
bees. Pathe News and Lloyd re-issues
good six reels for a dime and going good.

—A. L. Middleton. Grand theatre. De-
Queen. Ark.—Small town patronage.

Short Subjects
The Idle Class, ( F. X ). with Charles

Chaplin.—A comedy that is class from
start to finish and surely goes over in

fine style. Chaplin proves again that he
is head and shoulders above them all

and is sure in a class "All by Himself."
Business a little above average two
days.--W. H. Brenner. Cozy theatre.
Winchester, End.—Xeighborhood pat-
ronage.

Frcm Hand to Mouth, (Pathe). with
Harold Lloyd.—A comedy that will make
a Blue Sunday audience laugh.—AY. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells.
Colo.—Small town patronage.

I Do, (Asso. Ex.). with Harold Lloyd.
— Funniest two reel comedy ever pro-
duced. Lloyd sure has his work cut out
for himself to equal each succeeding
comedy.—Meyers and Ford, Star theatre.
La Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

Gee Whiz, (Sennett-Paramount), with
a special cast.—Xothing to it. Schmock
& Crouse Co.. Ideal theatre. Bloomer.
Wis.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Skipper Gets Rich Quick, (F.X. I.

with Dan Mason.—Only have one more
of Toonerville series. Have used eleven
and they are wonderful. Why can't we
get more like this and Booth Tarkington
Edgar comedies? They are the stuff.

—

A. L. Middleton. Grand theatre, De-
Queen, Ark.— Small town patronage.

A Day's Pleasure, (F. X.), with Charlie
Chaplin.—Good, if your patrons like

Charlie. He does not draw for me.—W.
P. Perry. Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells.
Colo.— Small town patronage.

The Bell Hop, (Yitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—When wc have a rather flat

program we always wish we had a Semon
booked with it. These are getting better
with each release. How they roared
and laughed and then asked when the
next one would be here.—J. W. Joerger
and H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre. En-
terprise, Ore.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Neighbors, (Metro). with Buster
Keaton.—Ran with home talent vaude-
ville comedy. Was a whirlwind of laughs
and created more favorable comment
than any we have run in months. Book-
it.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon.
Idaho.—Small town patronage.

Meets All Trains, I F. X. >. with a special

cast.—The acting isn't so funny, but my
patrons all seem to enjoy Toonervilles.
The sub-titles are real good and I con-
sider these two reelers well worth the
money.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre.

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Among Those Present, (Asso. Ex.),
with Harold Lloyd.—Went over nicely.

Xot Lloyd's best by any means, but
pleased. Very ordinary business three

days.—Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre.

Hamilton, O.—High class family patron-
age.

Among Those Present, ( Asso. Ex.),
with Harold Lloyd.—One of the best
comedies the house has ever presented.
Went over in great shape.—Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre. Florence. Kans.
—General patronage.

Let 'er Go, (F. X.). a Mack Sennett
production.—This is the only Mack Sen-
nett I've ever run that was good, and I've

been "boob"' enough to run several of

them. They are just comedies, minus
the comedy, which leaves you nothing
with the most of them.—W. P. Perry.

Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

—

Small town patronage.
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Don't Undersell Big Pictures at

Box Office, Says Kent
Dramatic Theatre Presentation is Not Necessary if Full

Benefit is Derived, He Holds

By SIDNEY R. KENT
(General Manager of Distribution, Famous Players—Lasky Corporation)

NEVER before in the history of this industry has the American public been

shopping for good pictures to the extent it is now. The day of "Let's

go to a movie" has gone. "Let's go and see 'The Affairs of Anatol,'

or 'The Sheik,' or 'Fool's Paradise' " is taking its place.

The public of today is a wiser public than it was a few years ago or a

year ago. It has learned, through experience, that some pictures are great,

some are good, some fair and some bad. And it has learned also to separate

the wheat 1 i om the chaff.

SOME people unthinkingly declare that

this is due entirely to the fact that

money is tight. This is not altogether

correct, for last year—in a "period of de-

pression"—more box office records were

established than ever before. These box

office records were made by big pictures,

and the only conclusion to draw is that

the public would rather see one big pic-

ture—and will pay more money to see

it—than it would to see three weak pic-

tures. It is a question of how much they

can get for their money; if they get their

money's worth they will pay for their

entertainment gladly and in great num-
bers.

* * *

But there is another reason for this

"show me" disposition. That is, people
have learned that, whereas a short, time
ago the really big pictures were as rare

as wild flowers in December, today they
are actually numerous.

This shopping for pictures has passed
on as a habit to the exhibitors. They
have found that little pictures will no
longer attract big audiences. So they,

too, are shopping.
Thus the problem of the exhibitor has

become at the same time both simplified

and complicated. It has become simpler,
because in the picture market he is being
offered an ever-increasing supply of big
pictures. It has become more compli-
cated for the reason that the big picture

costs more money to produce than the

little one, and consequently it necessarily
costs the exhibitor more money in rentals.

Now and then an exhibitor has written
in that he failed to make money with one
or another of these big productions.
Granting that he had good weather and
other local conditions were favorable

—

did he advertise properly? Did he apply
sufficient sound exploitation? Did he
raise his admission prices to a figure that

the public would gladly have paid, even
expected to be asked to pay? Did he
create the proper public respect for his

big picture?
* • *

If he can answer those questions hon-
estly in the affirmative there is something
wrong with that exhibitor's management.
And I think I know what his chief trou-

ble is. He is carrying too much over-
head. He is giving his people too much
stuff that they don't care about, and as

a result he is not Riving them enough of

what they really want. Kxccpt in the
big downtown houses in the larger cities

where audiences arc transient, it is a

waste of money for an exhibitor to try to

run a glorified vaudeville show.
I venture to say that in 95 per cent of

the cases where exhibitors are not getting
a proper return on their investments it is

on account of the conditions I have cited
above. As to the other 5 per cent, I bow
to their knowledge of local conditions
which I do not possess.
With the public demanding big pic-

tures, and with a truly remarkable sup-
ply of big pictures ready to satisfy this

demand, the question naturally arises as

to what the exhibitor plans to do for the
distributor who does not want to put his

big productions into legitimate houses.
It is obvious to all that the backbone

of the picture industry is the motion pic-

ture theatre, and unless the picture the-

atre is prosperous the rest of the industry
must suffer. But in the coming year the
prosperity of the theatre will depend on
the manner in which it handles the big
pictures.

* * *

Is the exhibitor doing the right thing

MILDRED JUNE, appearing in support
of Billy Bcvan in a series of two-reel
comedies fcr the Mack Sennett Com-
pany. She is an accomplished athlete
and golf enthusiast.

by himself, the producer and his public
if he handles a picture like "Fool's Para-
dise" on the same basis that he shows a
small picture? He is not. In the first

place, the public doesn't expect him to.

If the exhibitor respects his big pictures
and shows that respect through increased
prices, increased advertising and a longer
run his public will reflect that respect by
increased attendance.

Underselling one's product to the pub-
lic is just as fatal as overselling it. And
underselling not only effects a distinct

loss at the box office, but it also means
loss of prestige to the picture before it

has a chance to establish its worth in the

public mind.
If the motion picture exhibitor is to

get the maximum of benefit from the big

pictures offered him this coming year he
must have a pliable policy both as to ad-

mission prices and as to length of run.

If exhibitors have a policy which will en-

able them to get the full benefit from big

pictures, they need have no fear of dis-

tributors putting the big attractions into

legitimate houses, for then the picture

theatre will be able to absorb the biggest
picture ever made.

Fairbanks' Ready
For New Pictures

Conference Being Arranged
To Decide on Next

Play for Doug.

Douglas Fairbanks is ready to start

work on another picture for United

Artists. In fact, it is said that he is

anxious to get under way, and the only

drawback is the indecision as to what

his next play will be.

Confer with McCulley

Johnston McCulley, who wrote "The
Mark of Zorro," is enroute from Colorado
Springs to confer with Fairbanks and
others regarding material for the star's

next picture. When he arrives, the ques-

tion will be thrashed out in a conference
at which Allan Dwan, who has been
engaged to direct the production; Lotta
Woods, scenarist, and Kenneth Daven-
nort and Fairbanks himself will be pres-

ent. It is rumored that Mr. McCulley
plans a sequel to "The Mark of Zorro."

In the meantime, Mary Pickford is

making preparations to begin rcfilming

"Tcss of the Storm Country." This work,
however, will be delayed pending final

decision on the C. C. Wilkenning suit

against her.

Supervises Brother's Production

In addition to refilming "Tcss of the

Storm Country," Miss Pickford will keep
busy supervising "The Tailor-Made
Man," in which her brother, Jack Pick-

ford, will star. Production on this will

be started at once.

Paramount Will Publish
"Back Pay" in January

"Back Pay," the story of a girl with

a "crepe de chine soul," created by Cos-
mopolitan Productions from the story by
Fannie Hurst, will be published by Par-

amount in January.
Fannie Hurst, authoress, Frank Bor-

zage, director, and Frances Marion,
scenarioist, the trio whose combined ef-

forts evolved "Humorcsque," again have
collaborated in the case of "Rack Pay."
The production is the third directed by

Frank Borzagc for Cosmopolitan and
follows soon after his "Get-Rich-Quick
Wallingford."



THEATRE EQTJIPME

Equipment

Progress
Much has been said and still

much remains to be said as to

what a projection room should

be and what it should not be.

If a projection room is equipped

with up-to-date projection ma-

chines and accessories kept in

working order then it might be

said that things are as they

should be.

Many of the larger theatres in

the country have added to their

projection rooms many things

for the convenience and comfort

of the operator, such as shower

baths, etc. This is a good thing.

Anything which tends to

heighten the morale of the em-

ploye is praiseworthy.

While many exhibitors will

contend that it is a far cry from

shower baths to projection, no

such argument can be advanced

against equipping the booth with

the latest improved devices to aid

the operator in his work. Suc-

cess of a performance depends

upon the perfect working order

of the projection room.

Its location is also a matter

to be given serious thought.

Many near fatal mistakes have

been made in this respect. Projec-

tion engineers should be called

into consultation when a new
theatre is being built to pass upon

the proper location for the pro-

jection room. If he rules that it

should be on the main floor, put

it there. Better to sacrifice a few

rows of seats at the beginning

than more later on through dis-

satisfied patrons.

Crowds From Nearby Towns
Present at Theatre Opening

Modern Ideas in Art and Construction Distinguish
New Palace Theatre—Comfort of

Patrons is Big Factor
Citizens of Aurora, Ind., as well as

persons from virtually every other sec-

tion of the country, turned out enmasse

to welcome the new Palace theatre on

its opening night. The opening date of

the newest and most beautiful theatre in

Dearborn county has been anxiously

awaited for some time by persons who
have watched the impressive structure

nearing completion day by day. Its

many outstanding features have made it

a matter of personal pride with residents

of Aurora. That its success is assured

is a foregone conclusion of the manage-

ment, who have had in mind, all

through the course of construction, the

comfort as well as the pleasure the new
play house would afford its patrons.

The new theatre, owned by the Dear-

born Theatre Company, is located on up-

per Second street next to the public li-

brary. It stands out conspicuously and
is easily the first mark that strikes the

eye of the itinerant.

Electric Sign Attracts

A huge electric sign, casting illuminat-

ing rays for almost an entire block,

stands out above the theatre building.

The exterior of the playhouse is formed
of wire-cut red brick finished in trim-
mings of light buff brick and imitation

stone work. The effect is one of dignified

and substantial progressiveness.
The interior of the new house measures

up, in every way, to its name in beauty
and appointment. Entering the lobby the
fireproofed walls and beautifully finished

mahogany frame-work arrest immediate
attention.

In the auditorium a restful and sooth-
ing color scheme has been worked out.

The walls and ceilings are of a mellow
buff tint with markings and mouldings
of ivory shade. The scenery and decora-
tions have been artistically wrought in

a subdued tone. As in the lobby the in-

terior woodwork is of a rich mahogany
finish.

Has U. S. Radiator System

In providing for the pleasure of its

patrons in constructing a theatre in keep-
ing with the artistic attainments of the
community and the industry as a whole
Dearborn Theatre Company has not
overlooked the all-important question of

comfort and modern equipment. Spacious
and comfortable seats have been pro-
vided. The building is heated by a vac-
uum steam plant of the U. S. Radiator

perfected low pressure steam system
which has been installed.

Three big Lee ball-bearing ventilators

automatically ventilate the building and
insure sanitation and comfort.

Special attention has been paid to the

lighting arrangement with a view to

making it restful to the eye at all times.

The frame around the screen is in grey
in keeping with this idea. The effect dur-
ing the showing of a picture is an ame-
thyst-like tint reflected from the buff hue
of the walls.

A large roomy stage, separated from
the auditorium by a thick brick wall, has
been provided to care for any spoken
plays which may come. A loft allows
scenery to be drawn up without rolling.

Organ Furnishes Music

Music is furnished by an American
Photo-Player operated by Misses
Helen Shobert and Mildred Snyder. In
the projection the most modern equip-
ment is being used in keeping with the
aim of the management to furnish better

pictures, more correct presentation and
safety and comfort for the audience. Rest
rooms for men and women have been
provided, as well as a free check room.

Gloria Swanson in Elinor Glyn's story,

"The Great Moment," was the initial at-

traction at the opening show.

Attractive front of the new Granada The-
atre, Hollywood, which opened re-

cently, showing prominence given a

Christie short subject in the lighted

sign.
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Interior view of the new State Theatre, Brooklyn, showing grilles through which
Typhoon Ventilating System operates.

Smith Markets His
First Western Film

Pictures to Be Distributed in

All Territories by
January 15

"So This Is Arizona," the first of the
series of nine Western features from the

W. M. Smith studios will he distributed

in virtually every territory by Januarv
1), it is announced. State right ex-
changes will handle the film.

Adapted From Magazine Story

The picture is adapted from the story

of the same name which appeared in the

Argosy Magazine. The final installment

was concluded in September. The dis-

tribution of the film at this time, it
:

s

believed, comes when the story is still

fresh in the minds of those who read it.

Franklyn Farnum, Shorty Hamilton,
and Al Hart arc members of the cast.

Virginia Lee in Next Film

"The White Masks" from a story in

People's Magazine will be the next pro-

duction to follow "So This Is Arizona."

1 he picture will have the same cast as
• the first one with the exception of the

addition of Virg'nia Lee, who will play

the lcad'ng feminine role.

New House Is Opened
CAPE GIRARDEAU. MO.—S. E.

Brady has opened his new house, the New
Broadway, here which has a seating ca-

pacity of 1,200.

New Granada Theatre
Opens in Hollywood

The new Granada theatre, operated by
Hollywood Theatres in conjunction with
West Coast Theatres, Inc., opened last

week with a special show which was fea-

tured by a pre-release of Charles Ray's
"Two Minutes to Go," and a Christie

Comedy, "Fresh From the Farm."
Bobby Vernon, featured in the comedy,

made a personal appearance at the grand
opening night, while motion pictures
were taken of the crowds by a Christie
cameraman.
The new theatre seats 900 and is said

to be the finest theatre in the Hollywood
district. It is at 7425 Sunset Blvd., in the
Gardner Junction neighborhood.

Remodel Casion Theatre
HARR1SBURG. ILL.—Extensive im-

provements on the Casino theatre owned
by Colonial Amusement Company have
been completed. The house has been
thoroughly remodeled.

House to Have Rest Room
NEW ORLEANS. LA.—The Louis-

iana theatre has opened here under new
management. A rest room for mothers
with babies will be a new feature of the
house.

Elyria Opens New House
ELY R I A. O.—The Grand theatre, a

new $125,000 motion picture house, has
been opened lure by Georgople Theatre
Company.

Install Typhoons in

New Brooklyn Theatre
One of the latest additions to an al-

ready large list of motion picture thea-

tres in Brooklyn is the new State theatre

at De Kalb and Franklin avenues, built

by Bleendes & Strausberg.
There are fifteen hundred seats and

each seat has an unobstructed view of the

screen. The matter of cooling and ven-
tilation received close attention, the con-
tract for this part of the equipment being
placed with the Typhoon Fau Company
of New York.
On each side of the screen special com-

partments were constructed and the large

Typhoons installed, the air being forced
out into the auditorium through grilles

just over the screen. During the warm
weather this Typhoon System, it is

claimed, will change the air in the State
once every minute, or sixty times an
hour. For ventilating during the winter
the System is reversed in its operation
and the foul air withdrawn.

Installs New Pipe Organ
E. LIVERPOOL, O.—A new Wurlit-

zer Hopewell pipe organ costing $S,500
has been installed in the Columbia thea-
tre here.

United "Tenants"

Confer Weekly

As a demonstration of the sin-

cere desire of the United Studios to

fully cooperate with its producer-
tenants, M. C. Levee, president, has
inaugurated a series of weekly con-
ferences which are being attended
by Mr. Levee, his department man-
agers and representatives of the or-

ganizations which make their pro-

ductions under the new United plan
of cooperative production control.

Under this plan a flat fee per pic-

ture is charged, this policy super-
seding the former cost-plus method.
The first of these meetings was

attended by representatives of

Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
Joseph M. Schenck, who controls

the Norma Talmadge and Con-
stance Talmadge units; Mme. Na-
zimova, Jackie Coogan Productions,
Allen Holubar, Richard Walton
Tully, Chester Bennett Productions,
Benjamin B. Hampton, Lewis J.

S e 1 z n i c k
, J. L. Frothingham,

Emory Johnson Productions and
'Hamilton-White Comedies.
Of Mr. Levee's staff there were

present R. W. Allison, assistant to

the president; C. A. Worthington,
assistant treasurer; J. C. Okey, art

and technical director; Thomas
Little, superintendent of properties;

Walter Strohm, electrical superin-

tendent; A. T. Pelton, purchasing
agent and Al Reithe, location man-
ager and superintendent of grounds.
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. Palaces AreGoing Up.

Only the Latest Equip-

ment I.c Being Installed

New Projects
Omaha, Neb.—A site for a new theatre

in Omaha is being considered by the Or-
pheum Companv, representatives of

which were recently here investigating

locations.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Plans have been
filed in the Bureau of Building Inspec-
tion for a sixteen-story theatre, store and
office building for Fox Film Company.

*

Wheeling, W. Va.—Rumors that a new
theatre is to be erected on the site of the
building at Fifteenth and Market streets

are current here.
*

Xenia, O.—Plans are being consid-
ered by Standard Amusement company
to convert the Opera house here into

a motion picture theatre. N'egotiations
for the purchase of equipment arc being
made. *

Winsted, Conn.—A motion picture
.house with a seating capacity of 1,400
will be erected by Steve. T. Mulcahy,
who has purchased a site for the theatre
on "Main street. *

Dallas, Tex.—Harry Simon will erect

a new theatre at Akard and Pacific
streets.

Openings
Champaign, 111.—The new Virginia

theatre, with a seating capacity of 1,900.

has been opened here.

Des Moines, la.— Frankle and Blank
have opened the Rialto theatre here.

*

Columbus, O.—The new State theatre,

opposite the State university on High
street, has been opened here, by J. W.
and \V. J. Dusenbury.

*

, Hartford, Conn.—Completely remod-
eled and with new equipment installed

the Princess theatre has been opened un-
der the management of Henry Needles.

New York, N. Y.—The Cameo motion
picture house on 42nd strett has been
opened by B. S. Moss.

* .

Cleveland, O. — The Fulton- Lorain,
Cleveland's newest photoplay house at

Fulton road and Lorain avenue, has
opened its doors. The house seats 1,600

and is in the building owned by Mrs.
Bertha L'rbansky.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—The Broadway
theatre, with a seating capacity of 400,

has been opened here. Music is fur-

nished by an electric orchestra.
*

Waukcmis, Okla.—Harold Barlow has
opened a motion picture show in the
Opera house here.

,

*

Centralia, 111.—The new Illinois thea-
tre, seating 1,000. will be opened January
10 by C. W. Hall.

On Main Street

Or On Broadway

TITHE appeal of high-class music i;

not confined to the cities. In the

homes of filmed drama in the remote
corners of the world, appreciation of

appropriate musical accompaniments is

shown.

To meet this popular demand the Cremona-
Orchesta—Organ is built in sizes that enable it to

feature practically any house, from Broadway to

Main Street.

But exclusive Cremona features and Cremona
quality are built into every size.

As a manually-played organ and for orchestra

selections it has no superior. In addition, a double

roll system permits playing by solo roll or any
standard player roll with instant changes so vital

to successfully put over your pictures.

Send for more details and the

stories of other exhibitors

The Marquette Piano Co.

^-lKCr Chicago, U. S. A.

Cremona
Qtheatre, OrchestrarOrcjai
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Ownership Changes
New York, N. Y.—The new motion

picture theatre at Third avenue and 112th
stieet has been sold by Nibilotti and
Ricci to the B. L. and R. Realty Com-
pany.

*

Baltimcre, Md.—Meyer Davitz and
Henry Lindenbaum have acquired the
new Gem theatre from Nathan Gross of
Harrisburg, Pa.

Charlotte, Mich.— R. L. Sowers has
sold his motion picture theatre on Law-
rence avenue to C. H. Snobble of De-
troit and James B. Hunter of Grand
Ledge.

*

Chicopee, Mass.—The motion picture
theatre here owned by Elmire Glutncy
has been sold to Samuel ^'asserman and
Barnet Radner of Holyoke.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge.

$1.00

SPECIAL FEATURE FILM
THEATRE MANAGERS—"Round the World"—a feature for special occasions. Write for in-

formation. WORLD, 857 South State Street.
Chicago, 111.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOB SALE—Moving Picture Theatre in thriv-

ing Central California town. P. O. Box 163,
Dos Palos, Calif.

POSITION WANTED
AT LIBERTY— First class theatre manager,

capable and reliable. Best of references. Address
S. U. Nelson, Box 121. Berlin. Wis.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at catti

tuving pricei Special rofrflslona!

discounts on UNIVERSALIS-
ImmedUU delivery on all model*. DeBrU.
DeFrmone. Patbe »nd many others demon-
strated Id oar showroom . Send for oar com-
pl«t« catalog at once, fre« on request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago, III.

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles. Cartoons
Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1005-1006 Mailers Bid;. Telephone Central 2347 Chicago, 111.

WILLEMSEN & CO.

Exporters ofFilm
Spanish Title Work a Specialty

Office and Laboratory, 416 Chartres St., New Orleans

Cable Address: U illemfilm

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies

PLUSH-VELOUR -SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

We specialize in Moving
Picture Theatre work

The Fabric Studios,inc.

177 No. State St. CHICAGO
"Lef ui make your presentation artistic"



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Willard Manager of
Local Gunning Office

Former Realart Chief Here
Succeeds Goldman,

Resigned
Harry W. Willard has been selected as

local manager for Wid Gunning, Inc.

Mr. Willard, who was in charge of the

Realart branch until that concern ceased

to operate as an individual unit of Fa-

mous Players-Lasky Corporation, suc-

ceeds Sidney J. Goldman, resigned.

Started With Mutual

Though born in New York, Mr. Wil-
lard can look to Chicago as the city

which gave him his opportunity in the

motion picture industry.
Eleven or twelve years ago he became

associated with Mutual in the Chicago
exchange as bookkeeper. He advanced
rapidly to assistant manager and then
district auditor.

Joins Theatre Circuit

Then followed his associations with
Triangle as assistant manager in Chi-
cago; with Lubliner & Trinz as general
manager; with Fox as special representa-
tive at the Boston and Syracuse offices
and manager of the Chicago branch;
with Metro as manager for Screen Class-
ics and finally with Realart.
Mr. Willard was manager of the local

Realart exchange from its inception.

Greiver Picture Goes
Into Barbee's Theatre

"The Heart of the North," a picture
of the Northwest starring Roy Stewart
and distributed in this territory by
Greiver Productions, follows the Demp-
sey-Carpentier fight films at Barbee's
Loop theatre.

Two other Greiver pictures are
booked for downtown presentations.
"The Lonely Trail" is playing at the
Bandbox and "Judgment" is scheduled for
an early showing at the Ziegfeld. Wil-
liam Wenshenker, formerly with Gold-
wyn, has joined the Greiver sales force.

TRAILERS
ON ALL

FEATURES
with or without scenes
can be obtained from

HARRY W. WILLARD, new Chicago
manager for Wid Gunning, Inc.

Balaban-Katz Issue
Data on Attendance

,294,638 Persons Present at

Performances at Four
Houses in Week

A precedent has been set by Balaban

& Katz in announcing during the past

week, the weekly attendance at their

four theatres—the Chicago, Tivoli, Rivi-

era, and Central Park.

In a fourth-page advertisement pub-
lished in the Tribune the theatre com-
pany makes this announcement:

294,638
People Vis-ited

BALABAN & KATZ
Wonder Theatres

Last Week.
They Saw Really
Remarkable Shows.

ASK THEM.
Although it has been a custom among theatre

men to announce their attendance figures on
large productions. Balaban & Katz have re-

frained religiously from publicizing these sta-
tistics.

The figures published include the attendance
at the midnight New Year's Eve performances
at the company's houses.

An added attraction at the Chicago has been
the two daily concerts by Benson's orchestra.
These concerts have been advertised for 12:30

Bnd 5:30, to encourage attendance during these
two dull periods of the day.

Fight Picture Now Booking
W. A. Aschmann and Hen Bcadell,

who arc handling the Dempsey-Carpen-
ticr official fight pictures announce that

they now are ready to accept bookings
from Chicago theatres. The feature has
just concluded a long run at Barbee's

Loop.

Celebrated Schedules
Sunset-Burrud Films

Musical Accompaniment Is

Suggested by Illinois

Exhibitor
Celebrated Players Film Corporation

has been advised by Sunset-Burrud Pic-

torial Company that the scenic program
which Celebrated is handling in this

territory will comprise a series of hand
colored Polychromes.
The pictures in their order of dis-

tribution are: "The Weaver of Dreams,"
"The Wilderness" and "The Ranger."

Suggest Musical Stunt

An Illinois exhibitor has suggested a
musical feature for use in presenting
Warner Brothers "Why Girls Leave
Home," which also is distributed by
Celebrated. The theatre man writes:

"In the final scenes of the picture
where the butler is motioning to the
daughter to come into the room, a girl

with a splendid voice, who has been
seated in the audience, starts to rise

from her seat and sings 'Home Sweet
Home,' with the orchestra's accompani-
ment, walks slowly down the aisle, sing-

ing all the while, until she reaches the

door, at which time the picture has
ended."

Publicizes Sarg Name

J. L. Friedman, president of Cele-

brated, has been advised by Tony Sarg
Company, producer of Tony Sarg's
Almanac, that the cartoonist is under
contract to do a page a month for The-
atre Magazine. This is considered an-
other important link in the company's
publicity campaign.

Clyde Elliott Appoints
Four Representatives
To Handle Fight Films

H. W. Peters, D. A. Kohn, H. J. Cor-
bett and A. T. Normal have been as-

signed by Clyde E. Elliott Amusement
Enterprises to cover the various sections

of Illinois in promoting the Dempsey-
Willard championship fight pictures,

which were taken at Toledo, O.
Peters will sell this five-reel picture

in Cook county, Kohn in northern Illi-

nois, Corbctt in central Illinois and
Normal in southern Illinois.

The attraction opened on Christinas

dav at the Band Box theatre in Chicago

E. J. Smith in Chicago
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,

has assigned E. J. Smith, former district

manager in the Philadelphia territory, to

the Chicago district to handle the big

Universal special production, "Foolish

Wives." Mr. Smith is in complete
charge of this production in the Central

West and expects soon to announce its

downtown run in Chicago, following

which it will play the key cities of the

country.
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I CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
|

By Mac-

Talkin' about knocking 'em for a row of
goals ! Here comes Osc Florine of the

Pathe Exchange for a loop set-in on a
serial. Yep, "White Eagle" takes the

screen of Barbee's Loop theatre, making
the second time that a chapter play has
ever visited the neighborhood. 'Sbeen so

long ago we've forgotten who put the first

one over.
* * *

With the R-C Pictures all ready to go
for their big Anniversary' week, Feb. 5-12,

booker Jack Mallace claims to be the

busiest chap on the Roy,- and take it from
us. Jack makes no claims he can't back
up.

» * *

Harking back a spell to the awarding of

foist place during the recent sales drive

of the local Vitagraph branch office, when
"Chub" Florin copped the traveling bag.

We overlooked the runner-up, H. R. Smith,
who slipped into second place by a hair's

breadth, receiving a very beautiful set of

militarv brushes.
* * *

With the local Pathe office opening their

new department, the non-theatrical, we
wish to present Manager Abbey, hailing

from Kansas City, who looks like the

goods to us and comes to this center with

-all sorts of enviable tributes.

* * t

Clarence Phillips, formerly associated

with the Favorite Players exchange, is now
traveling from manager Ralph Simmons'
Hodkinson branch, covering the north side

of the city.
* * *

Just heard our ol' pal E. C. Davies
passed away suddenly, Jan. 1. Most of the

boys will remember this genial chap, who
opened the local exchange for the erst-

while Special Pictures Corp. when they

started distributing.
* * *

J. E. Maple, associated with the North-
western Motion Picture corporation of

Wyoming, was a Chicago visitor during the

holidays.
* * *

Morris Hellman dashed by us the other

day in that snappy coupe of his and tossed

us a whisper that he was about to open
an independent exchange of his own. Just

as soon as we can catch up with him, we'll

give you full details of the event.

* * *

William Weinshenker recently resigned

J.E.WILLIS
TL~MCRAFT
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TRAILERS
ONLY - ORIGINAL-F1LM-JRAILERS

DONT BE FOOLED BY CHEAP IMITATORS.

QUICK SERVICE - OUR MOTTO
-"WE MAKE IM WHILE YOU WAIT-
ON EVERY PICTURE RELEASED.

WRITE -WIRE -OR PHONE.
TELEPHONE HARRISON 2278

34 EAST EIGHTH ST.

CH ICAGO

from the local Goldwyn exchange to affiliate

with the Griever Productions, so hence-

forth the lad who always looks like a "cool

million" will park at the Scown building,

just across the road.

* * *

Have you all seen those snappy advertis-

ing pluggers that Joe Friedman, of the

Celebrated Players is permeating the mid-
West with on his big feature offering,

"Why Girls Leave Home." Drop up and
get a couple, "put and take" and "vest

pocket roulette." Thanks. Joe. for letting

us in on the reason why the frail ones

leave.
* * *

Confirmation from the Superior Screen

Service informs us through W. E. Sawyer.
president of the Juanita Films. Inc., of

Tampa, Fla., they have closed a deal for

the first six comedies of this company, re-

leasing weekly beginning Jan. 15.

With Charley Beadford purveying the

Dempsey-Carpentier fight films, we hate to

slip this one over. Understand that one of

Chi's road artillerymen concluded a profit-

able interview with Charles, leaving him
much banged up. not to say a word about

the "new benny" just purchased. Cheer
up, old chap, you'll have to get accustomed
to our metropolitan ways, that sail

!

Hvnter Bennett, general manager of

the National Exchanges, postcards a Happy
Xew Year to his many Chicago friends

through his local franchise holder, Superior

Screen Service, and announces negotia-

tions have been effected for a series of six

big productions, featuring Lon Chaney,
directed by J. Searle Dawley, to be pro-

duced at Miami, Florida. Apropos, it looks

like the big Golden State is meeting with a

bit of competition from the Everglades,

other than citrous product

Harold Baich has joined the sales force

of the Superior Screen Service and will

represent them on the north side of Chi-

cago. With the handsome Harold still a

bachelor, the north side cashiers better

watch out— for the boy is a regular Romeo

!

Walter Hyland. Universal's efficient

booker, believes in giving 100 per cent serv-

ice to exhibs. playing Universal pictures,

and when a West-side manager called up
one day last week and said he hadn't re-

ceived his Xews Weekly, Walter started

on a still hunt for it. After an all-day

search of every exchange in town, he finally

located it in another exchange, where an
expressman had thrown it. He had it in-

spected at once and by jumping into his

"fliv" got it to the picture house twenty
minutes before show time. Some service,

eh?
* * *

About the busiest place in town these

days is the top floor of S31 South Wabash
avenue, where Henry Igel and Edgar
Hopp operate the two projection rooms,
known as First National and Universal.

Here most of the big productions are

shown to exchange managers, salesmen
and exhibitors and frequently as high as

seventy-five reels are displayed in a day.

The boys always give good projection and
efficient service and it's a pleasure to view
pictures there.

Jack O'Brien has been signed by Uni-
versal to appear in a new serial that com-
pany is preparing to film on the West
Coast. Mr. O'Brien was rehearsing in a
Frohman stage production in New York,
when he received the tempting offer to
re-join the Universal players. This is his
third time with "Big U." Besides a long
stage career with "The Arabian Night."
"The Equittal" and "Triumph," he has
appeared in "Thunder Island" and
"Daughter of the Law" (Universal pic-

tures) "Love's Penalty," with Hope
Hampton, (First National) "Anna bell

Lee," (Equity) "The Stealers," (R-C
Pictures) and Fox's serial "Bride 13."

He paid the HERALD office a brief visit

en route to California and said he was
glad to get back to picture work. He has a

three years' contract with Universal.

Rights for ''School Days"
Sold by Warner Brothers

Five big state right buyers have pur-
chased the latest Warner Brothers pro-
duction, Gus Edwards' "School Days,"
featuring Wesley Barry.

Louis Berman of Independent Film
Corporation, Philadelphia, has taken over
eastern Pennsylvania. Delaware. District
of Columbia, southern New Jersey and
Virginia. The first National Exchange,
Pittsburgh, has purchased the rights to
western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Skirboll Brothers, Cleveland, have ac-
quired the state of Ohio. J. L. Friedman
of Celebrated Film Players. Chicago, has
purchased the rights to northern Illinois

and Indiana, and E. G. Tunstall of Min-
neapolis has bought the rights to Wis-
consin, Minnesota and North and South
Dakota.

Wid Gunning Appoints
Coast Representatives

Wid Gunning announces the appoint-
ment of George Slater and Frank Hoy-
fron as special representatives, in charge
of the Los Angeles branch. Both men
have been with Realart and Paramount
on the Coast.

Finish Interiors on Film
William Christy Cabanne who is mak-

ing "Beyond the Rainbow." an R-C pic-

ture for distribution early in March, has
completed the work on the interiors, at

the Sixty-First street studio. New York
citv.



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

From the West, 6ve reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
M inter.

The Man from Medicine Hat, fire reels, Helen
Holmes.

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.

Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-
ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.

Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Way Women Love, hve reels, with Rubye De
Remer.

Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast,

("he Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.

Before tbe White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 5 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous l'aths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through hathe hJtchanyei

the Kulrlle Woman, six reels, with Gcraldine rar

rar
I he Devil, six reels, with George Arliss

What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).

The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.
June 12—The Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10—Women Who Wait, five reels.

Aug. 17—They Shall Pay. five reels.

Sept. 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept. 25— Discontented Wives, five reels

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Western Hearts, five reels, with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.
The Wolverine, five reels, with Helen Gibson.

Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.

Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

CREATION FILMS, INC.
for the Freedom of Ireland, five reels

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North, six reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush hve reel*, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Sept. «—The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid), five

reels.

Sept. 4—The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson).
six reels.

Sept. II— At the End of the World (Betty Comp-
son), six reels.

Sept. 18— Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British

Prod ), six reels.

Sept. 18—The Golem (Special), six reels.

Sept. 25—The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille
Prod.), nine reels.

Oct. 2— Footlights. 7 reels, with Y.\iie Ferguson.
Oct. 2— Cappy Ricks, 8 reels. (Thomas Meig-
ham).

Oct. 8—The Great Impersonation, 7 reels, fGeorge
Melford Prod.)

Oct. 16—Three Word Brand, seven reels. (Wil-
liam S. Hart.)

Oct. 23—Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmaurice
Prod.)

Oct. 80—After the Show, 6 reels (Wm. de Mille
Prod.)

Oct. 80—Beyond, six reels. Ethel Clayton.
Ladies Must Live, eight reel, Betty Compson.
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.
Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
White Oak, six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO
The Married Virgin, six reels
Frivolous Wives, six reels

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.

Thr Nr'er-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
Man- Woman-Marriage, six reels. Holubar- Phillips.

Sciap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Tal-
madge

The Oath eight reels. R A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The (iirl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and

Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance TaL
madge

Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall
Neilan

)

r,vpsv Rlood. six reels with Pola Negri.
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with Anita
Stewart

Touraee. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Til
madge

Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me. (John M. Stahl

Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett

Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels. Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

THOMAS H. IM i; PBOUDCTIO.NS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and
Florence Vidor.

Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER HEAD, JR.. PRODUCTIONS
The Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
Glaum.

A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos
worth.

Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirk
wood and Helen Jerome Eddv

A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacoueline Logan

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

MAURICE I in i, M l it PRODUCTION*
The Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barhart

Bedford.
The Foolish Matrons, six reels.

MACK MBNNBTT PRODUCTION*
* Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben 1 urpio
Home Talent, five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.

Made in the Kitchen, two reels,
l ove's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.
Molly O, eight reels, with Mabel Normand.

.1. L. PROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEl
The Midlanders, five reels, with Ke«nir ' •

•

Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessl.

Love

Hearts and Masks, five reels with ill star eaai
(jood Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cut.
Tbe Servant in the House, five reels, with

star cast

Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star cast

FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
POX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.

A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eigkl

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8.200 feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Footfalls, eight reels.

The Last Trail.

Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SKRIKR
Drag Harlan, six reels.

The Scuttlers, six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.

The Thief, six reels.

The Mountain Woman, six ree*

Know Your Man. six reels.

Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SEHIEn
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.

Big Town Round-up, five reels.

After Your Own Heart, five reels.

The Night Horseman, five reels.

Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL NERIKS
Singing River, five reels.

The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.

Lovetime. five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.

Queenie, five reels.

Jackie.

DUSTIN FA 11M M SERIES
The Primal Law, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.

Riding with Death.

20TI! CENTURY BRAND
Get Your Man (Charles Jones), five reels.

Play Square ( Walker-Morphy), five reels.
Hickville to Broadway (Eileen Percy), five reeU
What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reels

Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reels

Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels. Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels, Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels. Nell Ship-

man.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.

Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,175 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.

Puppy Days, 969 feet
Robinson Crusoe Hours. 906 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
All's Fair in Love, five reels

Beating the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Wciman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)

Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)

A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Lcrny Scott.)

Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
7.4NR GREY PICTURES, INC.

V P Trail six reels

The Man of the Forest, six reels.
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, bv Winston Churchill.

The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).
The Westerners, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ, JH, PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum

DEI I RICH-DECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyoa.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
ton Butt.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame, 6ve reels, with J. Warren

Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J Karren Kerrigan
The Coast of Opportunity, five reela. with J. War-
ren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

Dowlrng.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
Hit Temporary Wife, tlx reels, with Special Catt

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.

Partners of the Tide, seven reelt. Special Cast

Tie Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed-
ward Hearn.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS
Tic Broken Gate, teven reels, with Beaaie Barris-

cale.

The Breaking Point, tix reels, with Bessie Harris-

cale.

The Other Woman, tix reels, with All Star Cait.

ROCKETT .FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Catt.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Eatt Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Catt.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Love Without Question, seven reels.

A Woman's Business, five reels.

Wingt of Pride, five reels.

Mas and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
The Stampede, five reels, 'With Texas Guinan.
I Am the Woman, five reels, with Texas Guinan.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.

When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Aug. 1— Life's Darn Funny, six reels, with Viola
Dana.

Aug. 16—Big Game, nve reels, with May Allison.
Sept. 6-—A Trip to Paradise, six reels, with Bert

Lytell.

Sept. 19—The Match Breaker, six reels, with
Viola Dana.

Oct. 3—Garments of Truth, six reels, Gareth
Hughes.

Oct 17—The Infamous Miss Revell, six reela.

with Alice Lake.
Oct. 31— Ladyfingers, six reels, with Bert Lytell.

Nov. 14—There Are No Villains, six reels, with
Viola Dana.

Nov. 21—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.
Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
Dec. 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
Lake.
Dec. 26—The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Rillinns, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

Laboma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION

N

House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, teven reels, with Mahlon Harm!
ton.

Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.

Si",
We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The Devil to Pay. six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES, INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Roguet and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seitt
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast
The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.
A Man There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fair-

banks.
Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
VKAL HART SERIES

Mar 16—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
War 1—Reckless Wives
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

When Dawn Came, six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.

The Right Way, eight reels.

The Soul of Man, seven reels.
Squire Phinn five reels.

Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES

The Soul of Youth, tix reels, a Taylor production
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor pro

duction.
STAR PRODUCTIONS

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, five reels, with Mary
Miles Minter.

A Heart to Let, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
A Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
One Wild Week, five reels, Bebe Daniels.
Room and Board, five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
Everything for Sale, five reels, May McAvoy.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reel*, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue
Hayakawa.

Shams of Society, six reels. (Walsh-Fielding
Prod.)

A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)

Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-
erick.

The Foolish Age. five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)
The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.
Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.

Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)
Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson
and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, nve reels, with Billy

Mason.
Towhov Ta«9. two reel* stunt novelty

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
KI.AINK HAMMEHSTEIN STAR SERIE*
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby six reelt

Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

The Way of a Maid, five reels.

RUGKNIG O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart, six reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.

The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWR1N MOORE STAR SER1KS
The Chicken in the Case.
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter, five reels.
After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, tix reels, with Conway

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, tix reels, with William

Faversham.
Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
Who Am I? (All Star Cast)
Conceit (All Star Cast)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, ttate right feature.
Girl9 Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 6—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.

Griffith production.
Dec. 4—The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.

Mar. It—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevoat.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Past Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reelt, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott.
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

The Prey, six reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.

Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reel9

It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Silver Car. six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PROIU'CTION*
The Whisper Market, five reels.

It Isn't BeinR Done This Season
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five reela
Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.

Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.

The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.

ANTONIO HORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Seven9. five r^els.

The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom TerriK

Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (To»

Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast
The H^art of Maryland, seven reels, with father

'tip alvert

The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.

Flower of the North, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Bay.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Say.
Lady Luck, five reels, Allene .lay.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. O. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES. '

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reel.

Nothing Like It.

Oh, Buddy.
In for Life
Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reel..

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.

Torchy Takes a Chance.

MERMAID COMEDIES), two reel.

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.
The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reels.

VANITY LUMEDlEt). one reel

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
A Nick-of-Trme Hero, two reela.

The Stork's Mistake, two reels.

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES GO.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, ooe reel

FAMOUS PLAYER8-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLfc COMEDIES. two

reels.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES two
reel.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reel..

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES
A Dog'. Life, three reel..

A Day's Pleasure, two reel..

Shoulder Arms, two reels.

Sunnyside. two reel..

The Kid. .ix reels.

The Idle Class, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES, two

THE " PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reel.

HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reel.

The Tockey.
The Sailor.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST JOHN SERIES, two reels.

Small Town Stuff.

The Happy Poet.
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Singer Midget'. Side Show.
One Moment Please.

A Perfect Villain.

Love and War.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.

Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels, Buster F.eaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reels, Buster

Keaton.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REF.LERS. two reels.

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Max
Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.

MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reel.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reel.

The Bakery.

The Fall Guy.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reel.

The Blizzard.

The Tourist.
The Riot.
The Applicant.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, on* .very
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reel.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-

monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES. INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mona Dark-

feather, one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

SELZNICK PICTUHK8
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reel..

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two

reel.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two

reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenics Ben

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Cheater Outing Scenics, on.
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tw%

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, one reel

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictnres
one reel (every week).
Seville in Fair Time.
At the Wailing Wall.

Rural Java.

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

REELCRAFT—Keelcraft Scenics, one reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, oas
reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Adventure Scenics, oas
reel.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrud Sceait
Storie.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review, one
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one reeL

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-s
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Sermonettes.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.

Annette Kellerman in high diving.

The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS PLAYERS—Paramount Magazine, on.
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots.

GOLDWYN—Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs.

GREIVER—Greiver Educationals.
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reel.
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one reel.

KINETO— Urban Popular Classic
PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds reel
PIONEER—Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.
RADIN—Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT—Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
S. & E. ENTERPRISES—Cowboy Jazx, two reds

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
AR KOW-Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Uoxte).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

FOX—Fantomas; Bride IS.
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits sad
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (EUeea
Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord).
V1TAUKAPH—The Silent Avenger (Willia»
Duncan).

VITAGRAPH—The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Fair).

VITAGRAPH—Fighting Fate (William Duneu
and Edith Johnson).

VITAGRAPH—Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan sal
Jean Paige).

VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Antoai*
Mnrrnn>

WARNER—The Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Monday, and Thurs-

days) at Universal exchanges.
SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational aa

changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) •>

Pathe Exchange.
SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Select «

change..

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MITTT AND IFFF fPo»>
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM < our

Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Rnns.

Art of Diving, with Annette Kellers, an.

Thr Race t-f the Age (Man o' Wa*>.



a/s Accepts rroaucer-uistributor Utter

TollyoftheTollies
John Emerson-AnitaLoos

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

CIV N« «: MARTIN J. QU1GLEY, PUBLISHER -
* fc4 » f HO. 5 Entered at second-class matter, August X. 1917, at the Pott OtHce at Chicago,^ III., under the Act of March 3, it79- Jail. CO, 19 LL

Published weekly at 417 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription, tj.oo a year.



KT THEM NOW

MS

PR1SCILLA

DEAN
In her greatest triumph

—

absolutely the biggest
thriller ever screened.
From Clarence B. Kel-
land's novel. Directed by
Stuart Paton.

HARRY

CAREY
In the first super-western
production ever made

—

nothing like it ever seen
in pictures before. Direct-
ed by Robert Thornby.

PRESENTED BY

CARL LAEMMLE

SCOTT
WITH STUART HOLMES
In l he biggest heart pic-

ture of the year— made
from the amazing story of

"Fanny Herself" by Edna
Ferher. Directed by Tod
Browning.
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The Biggest Pic£m*el:haTever hit your town

A speciaLTom Mix thriller

Advertise^KY HIGH like a three-ring circi

5

Here is a chance forTom Mix exhibitors

clean up abankroll. SKY HIGH was
built for profits and to please ^^^^^^
your patrons

Lynn F. Reynolds GO



N,*r- A thrilling romance of

the Grand Canyon of
Arizona

AFTER IT LIKE A CIRCUS!
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TRIART PRODUCTIONS
presents

SHFUL
) PIERRE GENDRON

and MARY BRANDON
DramaticDirector .

HERERT BLACHE
Art Director

^ LEJAREN AHILLER

(Pi

9

"The Bashful Suitor," the
second picture of the Great Mas-
terpieces Series, has more than
fulfilled the magnificent promise
of "The Beggar Maid." At its

pre-release showings at the Rivoli

and Rialto theatres, it startled

New York's most critical audi-
ences with its originality.

In a quaint Dutch setting is

told the love story back of Josef
Israels' immortal painting. The

CURRENT TRIART RELEASES:

men who made " The Beggar
Maid," the two reel sensation of

the past year, have imparted the
same intensity of interest, the
same perfection of photography
to this new picture.

These pictures are being shown
in the leading theatres of the
country, and have never failed in

overshadowing in interest any
five or six reel feature shown on
the same bill.

"THE BEG'GAR MAID"
"THE BASHFUL SUITOR." COMING, "THE YOUNG PAINTER"

HODKINSON
PICTURES

^01

HODKINSON PICTURES DISTRIBUTED THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES



V
ERNEST SHIPMAN presents

CJ1MERON of the
ROYALMOUNTED

RALPH CONNORS Stirring Story

directed by
HENRY MACRAE

featuring GASTON GLASS
\ VTVIENNE OSBORNE IRVING CUMMINGS

if

Ralph Connor's books are popu-
lar because hewrites stories that
when once started are so thrill-

ing they cannot be dropped.

A Ralph Connor picture is a
great box office attraction for

thesamereason. IthasACTION
from the beginning to the end.

"Cameron of the Royal Mount-
ed "—the story of a young man
who left Scotland for the Can-
adian Northwest, to escape ar-

rest for something he did not
do— his joining the Mounted
Police—his dismissal because of

the Scotland crime and his

thrilling capture of the real

culprit, embraces a series of ex-

citing adventures thatwill bring
any audience to their feet.

HODKINSON PICTURES DISTRIBUTED
THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES
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Why I Show Paramount Pictures

By EDGAR F. KIRCHNER
Manager, Family Theatre,

Detroit, Mich.

Here Are Some Current

(paramount Cpictures

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "The Affairs of Anatol"

GLORIA SWANSON in ELINOR GLYN'S "The
Great Moment"

"THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino, a GEORGE MELFORD Production

"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD," a Cos-
mopolitan Production

GEORGE LOANE TUCKERS "Ladies Must
Live"

WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWANSON and
ELLIOTT DEXTER in "Don't Tell Every-
thing"

ELSIE FERGUSON in "Footlights"

WILLIAM de MILLE'S "Miss Lulu Bett" with
Lois Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore Roberts
and Helen Ferguson

WILLIAM S. HART in "Travelin On"
A WILLIAM S. HART Production

BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and the Woman"
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Fool's Paradise"

JACK HOLT in "The Call of the North"

THOMAS MEIGHAN in "A Prince There Was"

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Saturday Night"

ELSIE FERGUSON and WALLACE REID in

"Forever," a GEORGE FITZMAURICE Pro-

duction

BETTY COMPSON in "The Little Minister"

POLA NEGRI in "The Last Payment"

"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY," with Doro-

thy Dalton. A GEORGE MELFORD Produc-

tion

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S "Three Live Ghosts"

SOME people have said to me that the Family The-

atre, with its remarkable location, could have

played to capacity business during those good old

days with nothing but a music box as an attraction.

Maybe they are right. The Family is situated right un-

der the front windows of Detroit's city hall; it is the

center of a fork of seven ef the busiest streets in the nation

and thousands of people are called past its door daily.

The Family Theatre during those good old times

played just ordinary moving pictures. The people came

and as long as they did, I didn't stop to analyze the pic-

ture market closely. It mattered little to me what brand

of pictures we were showing, so long as the attendance

figures held up—so we went merrily on our way, until

—

—the business depression and hot weather slump hopped

on us at the same time. Even our choice location was
affected. People were hanging onto their money and

bargaining closely for every purchase they made. It was
then that I stopped to figure how to beat the hard times.

I studied my booking sheets and talked with various

exhibitors who were meeting with the same problem.

WAS there anything in the world that I could show

that would stand an even chance of fighting the

hard times? Someone asked: "Have you tried

Paramount pictures?" and in reviewing the career of the

Family Theatre I discovered that the house hadn't played

a Paramount picture. I began to think the matter over.

I realized that Paramount pictures were nationally ad-

vertised, that the people were familiar with them, and

that they had a reputation for quality that certainly

should bring an exhibitor a return on his investment if

anything could.

I played my hunch and booked some Paramount pic-

tures, and I firmly believe that it was one of the very best

moves of my career. It was very noticeable in my re-

ceipts on the days I played Paramount, and I know for

a fact that I have created a patronage at the Family

that is a standing one through their use. My matinees are

building up nicely and I have noticed a far different

aspect in the class of people who come in.

Paramount pictures helped me beat the hard times

bugaboo, and now that I have learned what they can do,

I do not want to be caught without them again.

'
, FAMOUE PLAYERS LXSKY CORPORATION

jj
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Cecil
Some of the Thrills!

TOM'S rescue of Iris b

hanging over the trest

as the roaring train goes b

The Hallowe'en bathin
party.

The tenement house fit

and the thrilling rescues.

The most gorgeous gowr

of any DeMille picture.
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presents

>.DeMille's
PRODUCTION

Saturdaif

ANOTHER record-breaker in Cecil B. DeMille's
long line of record-breakers.

Like his biggest successes, a study of marriage.
Like them also, lavishly gowned andsuperbly staged.

With a story throbbing with heart-interest, with
a title that's worth a m.llion, and a huge cast of

popular favorites.

You will do Saturday Night business every
day in the week when you show it!

By Jeanie Macpherson
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Playgoers Pictures
presents

lit
EXCHANGE INC.

"Reckless Chances" has everything which the name implies. It's a speedy railroad story

of daring adventure and nervy action. It opens with a train robbery, an automobile

crash, an astonishing rescue and a desperate hand-to-hand fight. It has a wonderful vein

of comedy, in addition to its excitement, and a romance which laughs at danger.

If there was ever a feature which has the very essence of audience appeal, its title is

"Reckless Chances."

NOW READY
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A freight train running riot on the Main Line. A screeching, plunging locomotive in per-

suit. An upgrade ahead. Gradually the engine creeps up on the heavier train. A last

desperate, reckless chance. Oil on the rails. It works. The engine falls back and the

happiness of an eloping couple is saved from an angry father and a disappointed suitor.

One of the many exciting moments in "Reckless Chances," the J. P. McGowan thrill

feature of adventure and romance.

BOOK IT NOW
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Playgoers Pictures presents

Ruth Clifford
iw

Tropical Love
DISTRIBUTED BY PLAYGOERS PICTURES Fl rn i-s^ri-n Du H A r nr r fk tnr FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE FOR PLAYGOERS PKTUHES

THRU PATHE' EXCHANGE INC. UIKEC JtU UI KALFH INit SIDNEY GARRETT '

Love is born in a glance under the

spell of the tropics, and Adventure

walks hand in hand with romance.

Guy W. McConnell never wrote a

more amazing story.

Ralph Ince never directed a more ex-

hilarating feature.

Porto Rico never afforded more gor-

geous locations.

An all-star cast never appeared to bet-

ter advantage: Ruth Clifford, Reg-

inald Denny, Huntley Gordon, Fred

Turner, Ernest Hilliard, Paul Doucet,

Margaret Fitzroy, Catherine Spencer,

Margaret Seddon and Carl Axzell.

You have never shown a more

satisfying audience feature.



The Big
Picture

for

1922

ASK
GOLDWYN
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NewYork ,

Chillicothe, Ohio,

LosAngeles

the exhibitor's

dollar.

LET'S analyze the picture industry in terms of geography.

Chillicothe, Ohio, represents the public that pays its quarters

to fifteen thousand exhibitors who, in turn, pay their dollars

for motion picture productions.

Los Angeles typifies the studio where is to be found the creative

brains that is solely responsible for the entertainment that is

placed upon the Chillicothe screens.

New York—well, New York means a certain quantity of hard-

working, capable sales and exploitation brains helping both Los
Angeles and Chillicothe, AND—a host of highways and byways,

cow-paths and lanes leading to middlemen, incompetents, relatives,

wasters, and hangers-on of all sorts.

Now how about the "exhibitor's dollar"?

How is it split—geographically speaking—after it leaves Chilli-

cothe, Ohio, or the box-office of Fred Quimby, in Fort Wayne,
"Doc" Horator, in Toledo, Gene Pearce, in New Orleans, or your
box-office?

Remember, that dollar has been paid for motion picture entertain-

ment; for motion picture entertainment delivered and to encour-

age and promote better, more artistic, more profitable future

motion picture entertainment.

How is it split?

Well, in the past, Los Angeles—meaning the actual creative brains

back of the motion picture—has received about fifteen cents of

that dollar; the real sales and exploitation brains in New York
have had a few paltry pennies dropped in their hats; and prac-

tically all of that dollar has gone arolling down

—

"the highways and byways, cowpaths and lanes leading to middle-

men, incompetents, relatives, wasters, and hangers-on of all sort."

Isn't it a crime?
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Wd
Gunning

Way
Usual

Way

But

There is Wid Gunning

—

who has always been*thinking years ahead; who has made moremoney for exhibitors than any other individual; who has made moremoney for creative production brains than any other individual.

Wid Gunning is showing a new "split of the exhibitor's dollar."

Go back again and recollect that the dollar left Chillicothe, Ohio, as payment
for motion picture production and to foster better production.

Wid Gunning sees to it that seventy centsoi that dollar goes to the creative brains
responsible for all the progress that motion picture production has seen.

By building an organization in which every member is destined to partnership;
to share in just proportion as he contributes to its success—Wid Gunning gives
the balance of that dollar to workers—
And

There's nothing left for "the middlemen, incompetents, relatives, wasters and
hangers-on of all sorts."

What does this mean when the dollar completes its cycle?

It means efficient sales, distribution and advertising of motion pictures, and it
means better and more profitable motion pictures going back to Chil-
licothe, Ohio, as payment for that dollar.

Isn't it about time we had this condition?

The swivel chairs of New York never brought about one step of progress
in the motion picture industry.

The Lion's share has been going to the coyotes

!

Wid Gunning says

:

"The Lion's share to the Lions."

Any wonder that the foremost production—creative—brains of the industry are
conferring with him on their future plans? Any wonder that the fastest step-
ping, hardest working sales and exploitation workers in the industry are being
allied with Wid Gunning, Inc.?

A new film geography is being written, with LOS ANGELES and CHILLI-
COTHE in capital letters, and New York, well—new york.

ma
•

I I



World's rigtibs controlled, by

Export £ Import Film Co., LJ
720, SeverLtlxAve., NTewTJork. City Cable Address: Eximfilm.ll



K P1CTTOES

Lewis J. SeLznick presents

ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN

In a light-hearted affair.

"WHY ANNOUNCE
YOUR MARRIAGE?"

By Lewis cAllen Browne and c>41an Crosland

"The star without a fail-

ure," in the biggest comedy
special since "Twenty-three

and a Half Hours Leave."

And it's one of the Elaine

Hammerstein star series, the

best buy in pictures.

An Alan Crosland Production



TWO WEEKS WITHOUT
A WORRY

Directed by Ralph Ince from the play by
Anna Steese Richardson and Edmund Breese

The Picture That Is

Making History And

TWO OF THE SUPREME SELZNICK SIX
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"ifWhat DoMen Want?
is aforerunner ofyour
1922 releases,put us

f

downfor all ofthem
"

19

IBS*9

*0>

Fil» Bk%. IM a-d Uui Su. l.'iso On
Othe St. U»

16 Nonk Foulk Sl

Nr. V«i Or
OK Visaa
1301 LActtj An.
281 Till St. . Sm FbaMCBCO

2024 Tkird Are. Slum
3617 t^cua A.*. . . Sr.

S25 Thirteenth Sl- V V. . Visnwrtm

TEST COAST PRODUCTION HEADQUARTERS. 6*11 HOLLYWOOD BOLLEVARD. LOS ANGELES

Want?
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Pauline
Frederic

Pauline Frederick's new release, "Two Kinds of V]

meets every requirement of the exhibitor and the
i

going public.

The appeal of the story has been proved. Approximately
and a quarter people read it when it ran as "Judith of I

Ranch" in Everybody's Magazine. To-day it ranks as a bt

among the novels. Jack

ml

lei

se

son Gregory, who wrote

it, has a world-wide
popularity.

"Two Kinds of Wom-
en" is a scenically
delightful production

with a leading role that

requires the soul-stir-

ring genius plus the

supreme beauty and
magnetism possessed by
just one star of all who
shine in pictures

—

Pauline Frederick.

Produced by

R-C PICTURES
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TwoKinds
if Women"
\ e Novel, "Judith of Blue Lake Ranch," by Jackson Gregory

[v> Kinds of Women" contains two story [themes that,

n skilfully treated, always result in a "natural hit"

ui—love and adventure.

th love story were absent from the plot this picture would go over

js t straight adventure play. If the adventure element were
eliminated it would remain a

great romantic drama.

—But blending, as it does,

an entrancing love theme
with a thrilling series of un-

usual adventures, it is un-
questionably a picture that

will set the pace for the screen

hits of 1922.

PLAY THIS
SURE WINNER

Lirecbed by COLIN CAMPBELL

E-C PICTURES





MARCUS LOIW
154O BBOADWAY

BCW YORK

Dec. 23, 1921.

Mr. E. W. Hanimons, President
Educational Film Exchanges Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

My dear Mr. Hanimons:

I have recent-
ly contracted for the entire output
of the Educational Films Incorporated
for the season of 1921-1922.' This
contract covers seventy-one two reel
comedies

.

my opinion that the Educational Films
Incorporated has distributed and will
continue to distribute a consistently
high-grade comedy product.

This bears out

ML/HH
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THEATII
YOU Q|!

DIRECT FROM THE ARRCVI

L. CAHS
SCREEI V

TEN NIGHTS II

Direct'

FIVE HOME RUNS TU1

B. F. KEITH'S VICTORY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

B. F. KE1
3
A\*

CARR and SCHADD'S ARCADIA
READING, PENN.

EVERY RECORD BROKIN I

WILL YOUR THEJF

ARROW FILM
W. E. SHAU

220 WiS
NEW YJRI
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iWNERS!
iV BOOK

LM CORPORATION
LSSELL'S

I BARROOM"
ii Apfel

ECORD TO DATE
B. F. KEITH'S BIJOU

WOONSOCKET, R. I.

5 BIJOU

THE MODERN THEATRE
LAWRENCE, MASS.

EIY4THEATRE IT HAS PLAYED
HE NEXT?

CORPORATION
j.R, President

id STREET
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otHetvcck

CHARI
This series consists f

modernized versions f

20 CHARLES
SUCCESSES
Produced under the

supervision of Thomas

H. Ince with real stars

in the supporting casts.

BOOK NOW FROI

NEAREST EXCHANil

31 EXCHANGES
inPRINCIPAL CITIESMTIONAf
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firc I Starting the first

RAY
41

?he First Four Are:

\FRICAN LOVE"
h.ouise Glaum and Herschell Mayall

Direction of Charles Swickard

&VED FROM THE
DEPTHS"

it Estelle Allen and Joseph Dowling
Direction of Scott Sidney

JTER THE STORM"
it Clara Williams and Frank Borzage

Direction of Scott Sidney

"HE MYSTERY OF
THE MISSION"

With Enid Markey
CharlesRav an* Louise Glaum
inAFRICAN LOVE"

XCHANGES
398 FIFTH AVE

NEW YORK N.Y



Great Stage Classic

bTeTWO ORPHANS
The EDISON - FILM- Torino-Attraction

THE TWO ORPHANS has more success ele-

ments than any picture ever shown. The
greatest emotional achievement of the
stage ^ the most Famous play in the world.

CT«f^MILLION DOLLARS WORTH (/PUBLICITY
3
iif

d

GET YOUR SHARE! Choice Territory Now
Ready-Wire, Write Phone or Call.

SOLD- New York State
and Greater New York to
First National Exchanges Inc.

California to Turner f^Dahnken.



;
ILM CORPORATION

presents The

•IIIER STATE
ITS SPECIAL

JiSCHA
production—
idmed in the

RIENT

The Reigning Beauty of the Screen

thieve srAve
A tremendous drama of passion by Georges

Ohnet, famous author of "The Iron Master."

A beautiful Arabian slave girl—madly in love with the

handsome young Parisian who rescued her from a beast.

A flower of the East transplanted to Paris—the

ages-old clash of East and West— a mad, jealous

passion that would destroy one once beloved—then

i prison walls that close in on another form ofslavery.

A thrilling escape from a living death—freedom

and peace—the re-kindling of dead fires— and a

climax so powerful—so satisfying—that it brings

a profound sigh of relief.

Actually filmed in the Orient— as a

production "THE LOVE SLAVE" is

greater than "The Sheik"— with all

the lure of the East popularized by

I* "One Arabian Night."

The great dramatic theme—EAST
against WEST— meets the country-

wide demand created by "The Sheik."

SOLD
NewYorkStateand GreaterNewYork to

First National Exchange, Inc., California to

Turner 6C Dahnken. Wire, write, phone or call.

Released by

Syndicate. 9nc.

Ij40 Broadway, New York.
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KATHERINE
MacDONALD

The Favorite Photoplay Star

Of the most intellectual man that ever lived, and the most discriminating

motion picture fan in the world

—

WOODROW WILSON

"His {President Wilson s) favorite screen star

was KATHERINE MacDONALD, a stately and

statuesque beauty."

From JOSEPH TUMULTY'S (former Private Secretary to President Wilson) "THE
WHITE HOUSE LOOKING GLASS," in The New York Times, December 27, 1921, and

syndicated in important newspapers throughout the country.

THE FAVORITE AT THE WHITE HOUSE

Make YOUR theater the White House of your city or Neighborhood by show-

ing Katherine MacDonald's latest First National Attractions—"THE
BEAUTIFUL LIAR," "THE INFIDEL," 'DOMESTIC RELATIONS."

Produced by

PREFERRED PICTURES, INC.,

B. P. Schulberg, President

mi I IMMMIHMIHIIM Illlliililinuillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Illlllinilllllllllllllllllllllll Illilllllllilll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN



EXHIBITORS HERALD

Why?
Have 9 (nine) of the most

prominent Independent

Exchanges taken fran-

chises from Second
National Pictures Corp.

whose first production

DAVIDandJONATHAN
is now being released?

Why?

Second National Pictures Corp.
140 West 42nd Street New York
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Exhibitors Herald
announces

the forthcoming publication of

THE

BOX OFFICE
RECORD

THEIBOX OFFICE RECORD
will be an infallible guide to the
business pictures in the 1921-1922
market, consisting of compilations
from our department, "What The
Picture Did For Me."

THE BOX OFFICE RECORD
will offer not mere statistical data

but will supply actual facts on the
box office performance of more than
600 subjects, presenting to exhibi-

tors, briefly and concretely, the most
valuable booking guide that has
ever been prepared for them.

THE BOX OFFICE RECORD
will summarize thousands of exhibi-

tors' reports, presenting this authori-

tative verdict on the box office

value of pictures in a handy form
for ready reference.

-WATCH FOR PUBLICATION DATE-
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Exceptional Pictures

33

announces

CHARLES (CHIC) SALE
America's foremost delin-

eator of rural characters

in

"HIS NIBS"
quaintest and most delight-

ful comedy of the season

booked by the

CAPITOL, NEW YORK
World's largest theatre

an

S. L. ROTHAFEL
presentation

Premier of the nation-wide first run
showings that are destined to create

a new standard of entertainment.

Distributed on State Right Market by

HIS NIBS" SYNDICATE, INC.
L. L. Hiller, President

Longacre Building

42nd Street and Broadway
New York City
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FLORENCE REED I

That's What Mae Tie(

Chicago Tribune, Says Abu

"THE BLAO
Florence Reed in Three

Roles Makes You Sit Lo

"THE BLACK PANTHER'S CUB"
Produced by Celebrated. Directed by Emile Chautard.

Presented at the Ziegfeld.

By Mae Tinee
One lime Swinburne wrote a poem called "Faustine," about a beautifi ind

cruel empress of olden days. Ethel Donoher read it and conceived the plo a

story which she called "The Black Panther's Cub." Philip Bartholomae a< led

it for screen purposes. And now we have what we have at the Ziegfeld—a po-(ul

film drama, with Florence Reed in three roles, doing marvelous work.

She is seen first as a notorious and beautiful woman of Paris, who cc ids

a gaming palace. She is known as the "Black Panther."

"But no, you are Faustine," Sir Marling Grayham tells her quietly on< ghl

after she has with a shrug of her shoulders sent a penniless and desperate yc lo

probable suicide.

"Who is Faustine?" the "Black Panther" wants to know. He tells oi

the empress who lusted for blood and was revivified by the sight of it, and Acs

from Swinburne. The Black Panther's eyes gleam.

"Hereafter I shall be known as Faustine!" she declares. She is, and ad out

particularly hideous scandal, is commanded by the police to close her hou: and

leave Paris.

She calls to her a man who has loved her, Clive, Earl of Maudsle and

tells him of her plight.

"The Black Panther has a cub," she says simply. "I want you to adop :r.

She turns over to him her tiny daughter. "There was a ring, a husband, a vir :l«d

cottage—boredom
—

" she says wearily. The child goes to the earl, and for oog

time you lose sight of Faustine.

Then you meet Mary.
Miss Reed is also Maiy, the cub. She is a young Mary, a joyous Nv. «

Mary of hot loves and hates, a Mary with an uncontrollable temper. But lhal

a clean Mary, who seems a living denial of Marling's theory that "bad ood

always leaves a rotten spot." Marling does not know who Mary is, but k <<

her from babyhood on, as she lives in the home of his friend, the earl, he cc s lo

love her and finally accepts her leap year proposal that he marry her.

Right there the picture makes a strongly dramatic turn. The daugl ol

Faustine finds herself in strange circumstances, that finally lead her to Paris. h«r

she poses as the real Faustine, and where, in the course of time, she me h"

mother.

Miss Reed's Faustine of twenty years later is a great bit of character Iwf

and makeup. It is hard to believe that the hard faced landlady of a hotel low

repute, gazing out brazenly from under her feathered hat, knocking discn •

doors to deliver her tray of liquors, is the beautiful creature you have met tW

beginning of the picture, ll is infinitely harder to believe she has just been M .

The story of "The Black Panther's Cub" is well told. It is excellently Vft

and beautifully costumed. The acting is all good, and the director has »e< lo I

that your eye is delighted from time to time with glimpses of magnificent scene

And you leave the theatre with a pleasant afterglow. For, it seems, all "»»

to the contrary, that there are instances when cubs of even the blackest an moil

treacherous of panthers turn out lo be white.

Celebrated Playeis
810 So. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
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ICES YOU SIT UP!'
olon Picture Critic of The

ounce Reed in

PANTHER'S CUB"
C;rl Sandburg in the Chicago

Dily News
The Black Panther's Cub'' is a production one would be inclined

lo i itify as of French origin and inspiration, even if the information

wenot vouchsafed by the Ziegfeld theatre management that it is from

the rectorial hand of Emile Chautard. The producer is celebrated,

and e story goes back to a poem by Algernon Charles Swinburne, that

aub 1 haired English poet who in his writings was always more kin to

Par and the French provinces than to the people of Galsworthy and

Ha.'.

lorence Reed carries three roles, that of "The Black Panther," who
run: high class gambling joint in Paris; the Empress Faustine, who was
vict of a lust eased only by the sight of blood, and little Faustine, the

dai ter of "The Black Panther," who is offered as evidence that a kitten

borfrom a bad black cat may be a nice white kitten.

\s acting goes Miss Reed delivers good characterizations. Her
pece live. She has a sense of direction, knows what she's trying to do,

ha nought it out in a way exceptional among film players.

Ligh Metcalfe in Chicago
Jurnal of Commerce

"Here is a motion picture in which one actress plays four roles.

Tl is entitled to supersede the heretofore magic achievement of a 'double

ro The name of this picture is 'The Black Panther's Cub,' and the

ac ss who agilely shifts her roles is Florence Reed, of some fame, who
ha he habit of disappearing from the screen every so often and then

pc ing up again for a single picture. Doubtless she is determined never
to irmit us lo become fed up' on her acting. The picture is powerfully
ha.led, and stands up among the city's offerings. It will grip you, and
thgh you may not like some of its terrific moments, you will go away
fr the theatre charmed."

lob Reel in the Chicago
Ivening American
"We behold in Florence Reed a superb example of histrionic ability

a execution. She is perfect as the Roman Empress; she is delightful

a he gently bred English girl ; and she is pathetically wonderful—and
a ittle startling—as the Faustine who has wasted her life in the
r'isian underworld. I hope you don't miss it.

Virginia Dale in The Chicago
Journal

"Miss Reed plays three distinct parts, the daughter, mother and a

flash or two of Swinburne's Faustine, introduced briefly for the purpose
of allegory. The interesting thing about Miss Reed's portrayals is not

the difference in the characters, but the change that comes with the years

to the same ones. There are bits that are highly artistic delineations.

Chautard, baptized Emile, who directed the photoplay, displays, as always,

a sense of the theatre and theatricals—that infinite aroma of conceit and
awareness that follows through all his productions. In less alert hands
than his 'The Black Panther's Cub' would have been cheap melodrama.
As it is, it is excellent drama, sketched fine' and with sureness."

Genevieve Harris in

The Chicago Evening Post

"Parisian gambling palaces, Apache dens, English mansions, hunting

fields, these are among the settings in which this story is told. Lords and
adventurers, ladies and courtesans, these are some of its characters. It is

a highly colored tale, lurid at times, sensational and improbable, but enter-

taining, somehow, perhaps because it is so fantastic. She plays three

separate characters, two of whom are shown at contrasting periods in their

careers. She is seen as 'The Black Panther,' a noted adventuress, first at

the zenith of her career and later at its miserable close. She is Faustine,

Roman Empress, in a vision episode in the play. And she is Mary, the

Black Panther's Cub,' first as an innocent English-bred girl, later as an
imitator of her notorious mother. The production is lavish. The action

is rapid and the story carries one's interest along.

Observer in the Chicago

Herald and Examiner

"A picture far out of the ordinary in tone, plot and presentment is

The Black Panther's Cub' at the Ziegfeld. The actress meets the

demands of all these versatile parts with wonderful histrionic skill. The
ordinary 'dual role' is but a pigmy beside these conglomerate efforts, and

it is doubtful if the screen has ever seen their equal in the hands of one

player. The picture has an undertone of awe-inspiring tragedy and

reality. Yet through it all there runs a throbbing tale of love. It is a

palpitating story with its varied scenes colorful to an unusual degree. The
scenes and sets boast more than ordinary elegance. The screen version

is an adaptation of Ethel Donoher's story suggested by Swinburne's poem,

'Faustine,' and it is the initial offering of W. K. Ziegfeld as a film

producer—an auspicious one, we will say, and a premiere that it will be

hard to live up to.
"

Film Corporation
Toy Building
MILWAUKEE
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Most Popular Star in Best Role!

Joseph M. Schenck

presents

NORMA TALMADGE

-New York Telegram.

HER BEST ROLE

"One of the most popular screen stars returns

to delight her many admirers anew. Never has

she had a role that equals this one. Entertain-

ment blended with delightful character delinea-

tion."

—

New York Evening Telegram.

STAR SHOWS GREAT ABILITY

"Wonderful scenes added to personal charms
and ability of star."

—

Nciv York Journal.

FILLS IT WITH LIFE

"Norma Talmadge infuses such life into the

film that one's attention does not wander to the

lovely scenic views, distracing as they are."—Nezv York Sun.

FIRE AND ABILITY

"Miss Talmadge brings to the play her un-

quenchable charm, fire and ability."

—New York Globe.

LIKEABLE PICTURE

"We liked this picture because it was so sanely

told by actors who do not over act. They act

like real people. The role seems to have been

written for Norma Talmadge. Her naturalness

is her greatest charm. The supporting cast is

excellent."

—

New York Tribune.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURE
" 'Love's Redemption' is an exception that is

rousingly welcomed. Miss Talmadge is unusu-

ally charming, and the story gives her an ideal

role, calling for the quick-changing lights and

shadows of emotion at which she is so adept."'—New York livening Mail.

ENTIRE CAST EXCELLENT

"Smooth in continuity, an excellent cast and

well photographed scenes."—New York Times.

"Love s Redemption

Adapted from Andrew Soutar's novel "On Principle," by

Anthony Paul Kelly; Directed by Albert Parker; Photo-

graphed by I. Roy Hunt; Settings by Willard M. Reineck.

STAR IS LOVELY

"Miss Talmadge is

lovely."

—Ncu' York
livening World.

A First

National

Attraction

IherelLbe.a Franchise everywhere
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CHARLIE CHAPLIN
in four big

Money-Making
REVIVALS

8 UJ>

New Prints-New Paper
Plenty of New Advertising

Available to Exhibitors

Here they are, the cream

of his Comedies

A Dog's Life
(February release)

Sunnyside
(March release)

Shoulder Arms
(April release)

A Day's Pleasure
(May release)

The whole country is eagerly awaiting

Chaplin Comedies. The people

will grab at a chance to see these

First National Attractions

You'll Clean up at the

Box Office!
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Strong Heart
Interest

The Motion Picture News says:

"King Vidor has long been recognized as a

director who is ever striving to make his pictures

genuine. He is ever searching for the human
note and audiences are certain to find enough
to satisfy them. The exhibitor who books
'Love Never Dies' will present his patrons with

a good heart interest drama. There are also

melodramatic touches—a thrilling scene of a

train plunging off a high trestle and picturesque

rescue scene."

King Vidor

presents

LOVE NEVER DIES
From the book, "The
Cottage of Delight,"

By Will N. Harben

Directed and Adapted
By King Vidor

Featuring

Lloyd Hughes

and

Madge Bellamy

Distributed By Associated

First National Pictures, Inc.

Picture is

Unique

The New York Telegraph says:

"Hobart Bosworth pictures occupy the place

on the screen that the stories of Conrad or

Masefield poems do in literature. They have a

splash and tang of salt about them which make
them unique. Bosworth draws the character

with strong, clean lines.

"The scenes aboard the whaler are alive with

flying spray and struggling, fighting men. It is

fine and realistic work.

"There are two whales sighted and no end
of strenuous action. It is a picture that men
will like."

Hobart Bosworth Productions,
Inc.,

presents

HOBART BOSWORTH
in

THE SEA LION

By Emilie Johnson; scenario by

Joseph Franklin Poland; di-

rected by Roland V. Lee; photo-

graphed by J. O. Taylor.

Distributed by Associated

First National Pictures, Inc.

Released on the Open Market—Available to all Exhibitors!
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The Exhibitors say:

Pleased 100 per cent. A dandy picture. Wonder-
ful scenery.

—

W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren,
Minn.

Equaled biggest box-office record. Anita Stewart
a prime favorite.

—

Herbert H. Johnson, Luna theatre,

Lafayette, Ind.

Audiences captivated. Storm scenes gripped them.—Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre, Wichita, Kan.

Speaking of

Louis B. Mayer's

presentation of

the inimitable star

ANITA
STEWART

i n

"Playthings of Destiny"

By Jane Murfin and Larry Trimble;

Scenario by Anthony Paul Kelly;

Directed by Edwin Carewe

The Critics say:

"A picture that's different. An excellent produc-
tion, attractively staged and more than usually well

acted."

—

Atlanta Georgian.

"So unique it stands out among the season's offer-

ings. Miss Stewart's acting is capable. There is a

glittering sheen of gorgeous clothes, beautiful fea-

tures and a graceful carriage. The support is un-
usually capable."

—

Atlanta Constitution.

Speaking of

Louis B. Mayer's

presentation of

the inimitable star

ANITA
STEWART

i n

"Her Mad Bargain"

Released on

the Open
Market

Scenario by Josephine Quirk

Directed by Edwin Carewe

A Picture That

Will Startle

Your Patrons

.ou, s *

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS

tjhere'll be a Franchise everywhere
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Wait for

Marshall Neilan's

PENROD
with

Freckles Barry
The greatest picture of
Boy Life ever screened

St

We ve seen it!

Wait 'til you see it!

Adapted from Booth Tarkingtons
celebrated book and play.

Co-directed by Marshall Neilan
and Frank O'Connor.

Photographed by David Kesson

Scenario by Lucita Squier

A First National Attraction
"// / go to the Cotillion wif you, pwomisc

not to scwatch when you itch."

^There'll he a Franchise everywhere
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Will H. Hays—and His Job
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

THE acceptance by Will H. Hays of an invi-

tation to head an association of motion pic-

ture interests carried into realization a plan

that was first launched several years ago and has

been steadily gaining in favor since.

The plan, essentially, from the very start, was

identified with the idea of obtaining the services of

a man of eminent standing with a record of

achievement outside the industry with a view to

placing at the head of certain activities necessary

to the business an individual who could be de-

pended upon for real executive ability and who

could, under no circumstances, he charged with

favoritism toward any group, taction or firm

within the industry.

Mr. Hays leaves the exalted office in the

President's cabinet to associate himself with a

work which, although not carrying with it the

honor and preferment of the postmaster general-

ship, actually opens up for an executive of tact,

vision and aggressiveness a far wider opportunity.

# * *

"pYEX a casual observer of the problems and

possibilities of the motion picture industry

must realize that once this business is organized

into a smooth-working machine, developing to its

fullest the marvelous possibilities of the medium
with which it is concerned and then directing this

medium toward the accomplishment of its higher

aims there will have been accomplished a work

which will add a lasting glamor to the name of the

man responsible for it.

Such is the opportunity confronting Mr.

Hays. Even in the face of the demonstrated abil-

ity of Mr. Hays it must not be expected that this

herculean task is going to be accomplished in any

short time but only that a long period and the full-

est cooperation of every factor of the industry will

enable material progress to be made.

Unfortunately. Mr. Havs enters his new

work at a moment when the work that is to be

done is enshrouded with misunderstanding and

suspicion. Due to much rash talk that has been

uttered about the industry going into politics it is

only natural that Mr. Hays, a big factor in the

Republican party, should have attributed to him

some political motive in his new undertaking—an

implication which is at once untrue and absurd,

I 'cc ause Mr. Hays has been active politically there

will be some who will assume, and others—who are

nurturing malice—will charge, that the motion

picture interests which have retained Mr. Hays
are chasing some political fancy—which is likewise

i ntrue and absurd.

* * *

X/TK. Hays' activities will be concerned ex-

pressly with those matters which would
naturally come under the supervision of the execu-

tive head of the producers' and distributors' asso-

ciation—and nothing more.

This industry wants nothing in politics but

wants to keep as far away from politics of every

description as it will be permitted to do so by the

radical reformer and the covetous politician. This

is the only sound business code; it is the one being

followed by every successful industry and it,

doubtlessly, is the one which Mr. Hays will be

very strict in enforcing.

If Mr. Hays pursues the line of activity

which he is expected to pursue—and doubtlessly

will, he should from the start be regarded as an

ally of the exhibitors' organization and of every

exhibitor individually. A solution of those prob-

lems which will fall within his province is calcu-

lated to serve the best interests of the industry

generally and, consequently, the best interests of

every group in the industry.

We congratulate the industry upon its good

fortune in obtaining the services of Mr. Hays and

we congratulate Mr. Hays upon the opportunity

for a great constructive work that lies before him.
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Depending pretty much upon your

temperament and feeling at the. mo-

ment, the recent shrill outcry of Her-

bert Brenon against the proposed

appointment of Will H. Hays will give

you either a pain or a laugh. Mr.

Brenon—who is a good director, and

that tells the whole story—protests

that the appointment of Mr. Hays
would further commercialize an already

too commercialized art. Mr. Brenon

evidently is apprehensive of the ap-

proach of better business methods, of a

sane and constructive council of pro-

ducers and of this industry taking its

rightful place among the great indus-

tries of the world. Mr. Brenon's ob-

servations will be given due credit

alongside of the record he established

as a producer on his own account.
* # #

The action of a firm of New York
brokers in presenting to D._ \V. CJrif -•

i>i SPE» l \ l . INTEREST

Revlen of "Foolish Hiirs" 50

baportant snnoaneenienta i>> Pnm-
OUS Players 77

\ i ;\\ s or THE W ESEK

llnyx \eerpls Offer to Head I'ro-

ducer-Dlatributor llllance 13

Industry Now TakJaaj New and Per-
manent lorin Siij« II mlk IUOl . 41!

1 rue Rcpcajl of V V, Lawi Erlseo
Officials Ran Censor 47

1923 win Mark Screen Defeat of
Two hiiikv Notables IS

itic Demand for Hotel IceomaBOda-
Hom for \. v. Coaventlou is

Hi P, T. <»• Completes Plans to Hold
Oouelave at < lapltal 40

fith the negative and prints of a for-

eign production of "The Two Orph-
ans," thereby declaring in unequivocal

terms their intention not to trade on
the name and advertising of the Grif-

fith production, is an incident that

should not pass without notice by the

trade generally. This firm—Nathan
& Semerad—has pursued a finely eth-

ical course. Although the example set

by them is not likely to become popu-
lar it at least establishes a praise-

worthy precedent and earns for them
the recognition of an industry in which

many leading exponents of it have suf-

fered much from the practice they have

expressly avoided.

* * *

Despite the explanation that should

be obvious to all, many persons in the

trade go right on wondering why it is

that the verdict of the nation at large

does not always coincide with the ver-

dict of New York City. The explana-

tion is again emphasized by Mr. Arthur

S. Kane whose experience in the mo-
tion picture business has been suffi-

ciently broad to give him a national

and not merely a New York City view-

point. "By environment and psychol-

ogy New York City is apart from the

rest of the country," says Mr. Kane.

Mr. Kane might also add that one of

the most serious problems the exhibit-

ors across the country have to contend

with is the New York idea.

* # *

The District of Columbia has been

the victim of considerable unpopular

legislation because Congress, making
the laws for the District, is always at-

tentive to the appeals of strongly or-

ganized reform groups who are able to

put into action the machinery of bom-
barding members of Congress witli let-

ters from their districts. A drastic

Sunday closing bill is now before Con-

gress and the usual means of jamming
this type of legislation through may be

expected. The result in the Capitol

city will have considerable effect else-

where. Hence, it is highly desirable

that Washington's problem becomes a

matter of concern to the film business

generally.

Emerson's Tariff Advocacy Ruffles
\. M. P. \. Members 51

Reduce Rental! or Houses Hu»I
Clone, Warns llrandt .13

800 Miles of Prisma Pictures Show-
ing Here and Abroad 51

DBF \ RTMENTS

The Week in Wevi fork 52
Hone] Making Ideas m
Phe Theatre 55
Public Rights League tl.'l

Reviews «7
Letters from Readers so
Toplea of tin- Day SO
What iiie Picture Did lor He... si

Theatre BQulpment
< hlcago Trade Bventa 04
Guide to Current Pictures on

Re-Takes
J. R. M.

Just so you fellows will know how to

reach J. B., our N. Y. manager, and the

rest of the gang, let me tip you off to the
new telephone number. It's Bryant 1368.

Used to be Bryant 5111. The office is

right where it always was—corner 42d
street and Broadway.

*

Worm Turns

A. Toxen Worm, the theatrical press

representative who died in Paris last

week, remembered New York and Chi-

cago in his will. He said: "I express
the earnest hope that New York's pros-
perity may be uninterrupted, and that

God may take care of Chicago in the

future so as to enable it to live down its

miserable past and wretched present."

Bert Lytell, who played Chicago last

week, said he was making a zigzag course

across the United States, yet he wouldn't

touch a drop of the old black bottle a

friend tendered him.
*

Hurrah for Joe Weil!

Just as we had about given up hope oi

ever being happy again, having spent a

week in a nice dentist's chair, along comes

the Bellyache and now the sun is shining

and the joy is back in life.

*

The American Releasing Corp.—Fred

Warren and Walter Greene. Just can't

keep a squirrel on the ground, can you:

*

It's a good thing somebody in the trad<

has a sense of humor or the genera

public might believe that someone offeree

a $100,000 bribe to defeat that Lusk bill

IN THIS ISSUE

PLAN A PARADE
My, how popular the James Horse

Fund is becoming. Week before
last it burst into the news columns
of another trade paper, and last week
they printed a cartoon of the nag.

It has been suggested that we
put on a parade when we present

the horse,

star ting

at Wash-
in g t o n
Square,

— which, as

you know,
- is the low-

. er end of

Fifth ave.,and
thenceTHE HORSE
move

north to the presentation platform
and judges' stand. One reader states

he is leader of an All-American
Silver Cornet Band and will gladly
donate his services and that of the

band. Now if we can get a couple
of Silecian bloodhounds, a couple of

clowns and some picture stars, we'll

have a regular humdinger of a time.

However, HORSE WEEK is not
far off, and these are mere details.

We herewith present a sketch of the

horse, made by our own artist.

Watch for James Horse Week!
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Will H. Hays

Hays Accepts Offer to Head
Producer-Distributor Alliance

Postmaster General May
Form New Organization

President Harding States Cabinet Member Is Given

Opportunity to Do Great Public Service

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 17.—Emphasizing the great

opportunities which exist for advancing the motion picture

industry and declaring that he felt he should not refuse the

opportunity for carrying out a helpful public service, Postmaster
General Will H. Hays on January 14 announced that he would
accept the offer to head the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, or a similar organization which might be
formed to supplant it.

President and Hays Hold Long Conference

The decision to accept this position, although generally expected by
the industry, was announced only after a conference between President

Harding and the postmaster general lasting for more than an hour and a

half, during which the matter was thoroughly discussed. Xo date has

been set for the postmaster general to leave the cabinet and. in fact, it was
said after the conference that the details of the new position were yet to

be agreed upon, and that everything depended upon the contract which

was offered by the organization.

"With the president's consent I have decided to undertake the work
suggested by the motion picture producers and distributors." declared the

postmaster general before leaving the White House. "Xo contract has

been executed as yet. I am assuming, of course, that a satisfactory

contract will be possible and one which will make certain the carrying

out of the high purposes contemplated for this great industry."

POSTMASTER GENERAL accepts
offer to head the National Associa-
tion of the Motion Picture Industry.

Who Is Will Hays

:

(As told in "Who's Who in America")

Born Sullivan, Ind„ Nov. 5, 1879. B. A.

»t Wabash College, Ind., 1900. Admitted
to Indiana bar 1900. City attorney, Sul-

livan, 1910-1913. Director, People's State

Bank, Sullivan.

Politics: Elected Republican precinct

committeeman before age of 21.

Chairman Republican County Commit-
tee, Sullivan County, and member Re-

publican State Advisory Committee,
Ind., 1904-1908.

Chairman Speaker's Bureau, Repub-
lican State Committee, campaigns of

1906 and 1908.

Chairman Republican State Commit-
tee, Second District, 1910-1914. Chair-

man Republican State Central Commit-
tee since 1914.

Chairman Indiana State Council of

Defense, 1917-1918.

Chairman Republican National Com-
mittee since Feb., 1918.

Appointed Postmaster General by
President Harding, March, 1921.

Member Indiana Bar Association.

Mason (32' K. T. Shriner), K. P., Elk.

Clubs: University, Columbia, Marion,

Indianapolis Country, Indianapolis;

Terre Haute Country; Illinois Athletic

and Chicago Athletic, Chicago; Metro-
politan, Washington; Union League,
New York.

The purposes referred to, it was ex-

plained, include the elimination of evils

of which the industry and the public have

complained and the united effort on the

part of various branches of the industry to

further Americanization work, education,

etc. There is no combination contemplated

involving production and distribution

which would tend to confine competition,

but only matters of mutual interest will

be given co-operative action. An effort

will also be made to raise the general

standard of films.

Following the conference, President Hard-
ing also made a statement, in which he
faid: "The postmaster general and I have
been discussing at considerable length the

proposal which has been made to him to

become the head of a national association

of motion picture producers and distrib-

utors. If the arrangement proves to be.

when the details are worked out, what it

seems to be, I cannot well interpose any
objection to Mr. Hays retiring from the

cabinet to take up a work so important.

It is too great sn opportunity for a help-

ful public service for him to refuse. I

shall be more than sorry to have him re-

tire from the Cabinet where he has already

made so fine a record, but we have agreed

Hays Movement
Favored in West

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 17—A poll

of leaders of the film industry

here shows strong approval of

Will Hays becoming head of the

National Association of the Mo-
tion Picture Industry.

to look upon the situation from the broad-
est viewpoint and seek the highest public
good."

The offer of the motion picture men.
it is said, carries with it a salary of $150.-

000 annually. It is understood from vari-

ous sources that the contract to be
submitted will extend for a period of
three years. The nature of the agree-
ment, as stated previously, will be de-
cided upon at a conference between Mr.
Hays and the producers and distributors.

Is Great Organizer

In his Political activities. Postmaster
General Hays has gained an enviable
record as an organizer. It was this

attribute which first brought him into
national prominence in 1916 when his

work enabled the Republicans to carry
Ind'ana in the presidential election.

His work so attracted the attention of
Theodore Roosevelt and Senator Boise
Penrose that these two leaders sponsored
Mr. Hays for chairman of the Republican
national committee. Following his selec-
tion for the post in 1918. he entered upon
his new duties with a vigor that had not
been seen in Republican ranks since the
days of x fark Hanna.

Favors Freedom of Press

Postmaster General Hays frequently
has voiced his advocacy of the freedom
rf the press and the freedom of speech.
Only recently he announced opposition
to the Walsh amendment to the Ram-
seyer anti-gambling bill which would in-
terfere with the freedom of the press.
Mr. Hays wrote at that time:
"The whole bill had better be defeated,

in my opinion, than to add this additional
curtailment of the freedom of the press.
There has been a very strong tendency
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Another pose of Will H. Hays who will head the producers and distributors
organization. (Photo by International.)

of late in that direction and I am sure
it is essential that such tendency be
checked."

Exhibitors Make Statement

The exhibitors' attitude toward the

offer made to Mr. Hays was made known
in a statement issued by the board of

directors of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America at a meeting here

last week. The statement said:

"Our purpose in presenting this state-

ment is to correct the erroneous im-

pression that the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America is in any sense a

party to any arrangement now under way
affecting Mr. Hays. This we state that

it may serve to clear up any misunder-

standing which may exist and make it

perfectly plain to every official and indi-

vidual in the country that the owners of

the motion picture theatres are separate

and distinct in their relation, have no

affiliation with the manufacturers or pro-

ducers of pictures and therefore have in

no sense been parties to the move under
discussion."

Opposition Is Expressed

Some opposition to Mr. Hays' accept-
ance of the industry's proffer has been
voiced. Senator Harrison, Democrat,
Mississippi, declared that if the industry
"gets the biggest politician in the Repub-
lican party to head that industry, we
must look upon it with suspicion."
"Why is Mr. Hays selected by the

motion picture industry to acept a fabu-
lous salary?" asked the senator. "What
is the purpose of making this tender? Is

it because he is close to the powers that

be? Is it because he controls four or
five thousand postofficcs throughout the

country and the mails? Is it because he
has the ear of the president of the United

States and sits in the circles of the ad-
ministration? Is it because he helped to

elect the house of representatives whose
duty it is to frame tax laws and tariff

measures? Is it because he played such
a large part in the election of senators
who control the policy of the adminis-
tration in this body?

Significance to Offer

"They have chosen him because they
think he can do the work. There is more
significance to the offer being made to

the postmaster general than to any other
cabinet officer. He came into promi-
nence because he was a great organizer
and politician."

It is said that the group of sixty-rive

producing and distributing companies he
will head has a combined capital of

more than $250,000,000.

Expected to Form
New Organization

By JOHN S. SPARGO
(NetU York Editor, Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 17.—Now that Will
II. Hays has accepted the much talked
of position as director general of the film

industry, it is expected that the forma-
tion of the new national association of
producers and distributors, which ap-
peared to have been temporarily lost in

tin- shuffle, will soon be resumed. Like-
wise, th • fate of the present N. A. M. P. I.

will soon be known.
Is Great Organizer

As an organizer, Will Hays has a repu-
tation second to none, and one of his
first duties is expected to bring about
harmony between the various factions of

the industry. As a start in this direction.
Mr. Hays will be asked to outline his
plans for a strong national association,
either taking over the present organiza-
tion, or discarding it entirely and form-
ing an entirely new association, com-
posed, of course, of the producers and dis-
tributors now making up the membershiu
of the N. A. M. P. I.

The first move towards forming a new
association was made last November. At
a meeting of producers and distributors
a committee consisting of Gabriel Hess,
Saul Rogers, John Quinn, Lewis Inera-
rity and Ralph Kohn was appointed to
work out the details. After several meet-
ings and much discussion, the preliminary
plans were worked out and then appar-
ently things came to a halt.

Plans Leak Out

Much guessing was done as to what
was happening, but nothing could be
learned until it leaked out that an offer
had been made to Mr. Hays to head the
new organization, at a salary said to be
$150,000 per year, with a contract to run
for three years.
Lewis J. Selznick is said to be the pro-

ducer who first suggested Mr. Hays for

the position, and it is said this met with
the immediate approval of William Fox.
Adolph Zukor, Carl Laemmle and several
other of the heads of the large companies.
Mr. Selznick and Saul E. Rogers, the
latter representing Mr. Fox, were dele-

gated to negotiate with Mr. Hays. The
latter took the matter under considera-
tion and while he was doing this, all ac-

tion looking to the forming of a new
association was held up, it being the
wish of the producers to have the as-

sistance of Mr. Hays in the making of the

new organization.

Hays Calls Selznick

After Mr. Hays made the announce-
ment Saturday in Washington that he
would accept the position, he called Mr.
Selznick on the long distance telephone,
informed him of his decision and asked
that a meeting be arranged for some
day this week to .talk over the details

of the work and work out the terms of

a contract that will be agreeable to all

concerned.
Until Mr. Hays states his views on the

matter, the fate of the N. A. M. P. I.

will remain unknown, but it is generally
believed that a large part of the machin-
ery of organization which the N. A. M.
P. I. has built up during the past six

years will be utilized by the association
headed by Mr. Hays.

Term Expires in June

William A. Brady's term of office as

head of the N. A. M. P. I. docs not ex-

pire until next June, and what action he

will take in view of present develop-

ments and those yet to come will be

watched with great interest by the entire

industry.
One of the things producers and dis-

tributors are said to be most anxious to

overcome is the lack of harmony between
their organization and the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America, the

exhibitor organization of which Sydney
S. Cohen is the head. It has been well

known that there has been no great love

lost between the N. A. M. P. I. and the

M. I'. T. O. A. and it was felt by some
of the producers that the best interests

of the industry were not being advanced

by the leading organizations of these two
most important branches of the film busi-

ness being at loggerheads.
Another important change in the per-

sonnel of the association is to have its

membership composed entirely of pro-

ducers and distributors, eliminating all

of the other divisions which arc now rep-

resented in the N. A. M. P. I.
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William A. Brady
Resigns as Head
OfN. A. M. P. /.

(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. IT.—William A.

Brady, president of the Xational Asso-
.iation of the Motion Picture Industry,

his morning said:

"At a meeting of the Xational Associa-

tion about December 15 I tendered my
resignation as president. I was asked to

withdraw it at least until another meet-

ing which was to have been held yester-

day. This meeting was not held. I sup-

pose in view of Mr. Hays' acceptance my
resignation will automatically become ef-

fective.

"For more than a year past I have
advocated that some man of national

prominence be secured and it is well
known among the producers that my res-

ignation was ready any time they would
accept it."

Arthur Brisbane

Lauds Selection

Of Will H. Hays
Arthur Brisbane. commenting edi-

torially in the Cliicar/o Herald-Examiner
on the selection of Postmaster General
Will H. Hays to head a producer-dis-
tributor organization, says:
"The biggest moving picture men have

succeeded in getting Will H. Hays, post-
master general, to leave the cabinet and
to become manager and adviser for them
in all things in which moving pictures
affect the public.

"They are said to have insured Hays'
life for two millions. Combination activ-

ity and judgment such as he possesses
are worth ten times that. Mr. Hays will

get from the moving picture industry at
least twice as much in salary as President
Harding gets from the United States, and
he will earn it.

"The biggest educating force in the
world today is the moving picture, for
it carries its lesson directly into the brain,
without difficulty or obstruction."

Chicago Theatre Men
And Operators Reach
Agreement on Wages

An operators strike in Chicago was
averted when an agreement was reachod
at a meeting held on Monday, January 16.

Few changes were made in the present
wage scale, although the operators had
made a demand for a 15 per cent increase.
Under the new agreement the operators

will receive $1.50 an hour as in the past
in all houses excepting those in the loop
and the larger neighborhood theatres.

In downtown houses the operators will
receive a minimum of $80 a week. In
the larger houses outside the loop the
minimum will be $75.

Warren- Greene Handle
"Jungle Adventures"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. 17.—Walter Greene
and F. B. Warren of American Releasing
Corporation announce that they have
contracted with Exceptional Pictures for
the distribution of Martin Johnson's
"Jungle Adventures."

"We KnowWe Have the Right

Man," Say Producers of Hays
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 17.—Will H. Hays, postmaster general, arrived here

from Washington early yesterday morning and at once went into conference

with producers. The sessions were held during the day after which the

following statement was issued:

"The undersigned producers and distributors of motion picture films make

the following announcement with deep gratification:

"Mr. Will H. Hays, postmaster general, has definitely decided to associate

himself with the nation's moving picture industry on a basis suggested by

the undersigned.

"In order to raise to the highest point the educational and moral value of

our great industry we desired to secure the cooperation of the man best

adapted to inspire public confidence and interest as a guiding and directing

mind in all questions affecting simultaneously the public welfare and the

interests and duties of our industry.

"We know that we have secured the right man and the best man in

Mr. Hays, the man selected by President Harding for the place of greatest

moral and business responsibility in his cabinet.

"As director and supervisor of the mails, as promoter of the national

service that touches daily every citizen, Mr. Hays has shown himself a

master in management and good judgment.

"We represent an industry that deals directly with the entire nation, an

industry destined more and more to form and influence national taste and

interest, and to promote national education.

"We consider ourselves and our industry most fortunate in securing

one whom President Harding chose for his cabinet, as of such high ability

and integrity, as to be entrusted with the nation's most important service,

its universal service to the citizens.

"The president, in releasing Mr. Hays that he might undertake his new,

nation-wide task, has expressed his appreciation of that task's importance,

and the responsibilities attached to it.

"We, the undersigned, are also mindful of the responsibility that weighs

upon us, and we welcome, gratefully, in our work, the cooperation, advice

and association of Mr. Hays. His knowledge, ability and judgment will be

devoted to making of the moving picture, carrying its message direct

through the eye to the brain, the complete force in spiritual, educational and

moral development that it was predestined to be.

"HIRAM ABRAMS, Pres. for United Artists.

"RUFUS S. COLE, Pres. for R-C Pictures Corp.

"WILLIAM FOX, Pres. for Fox Film Corp.

"SAMUEL GOLDWYN, Pres. for Goldwyn Pictures Corp.

"CARL LAEMMLE, Pres. for Universal Film Mfg. Co.

"MARCUS LOEW, Pres. for Metro Pictures Corp.

"LEWIS J. SELZNICK, Pres. for Selznick Pictures Corp.

"PERCY L. WATERS, Pres. for Triangle Distributing Corp.

"ADOLPH ZUKOR, Pres. for Famous Players-Lasky Corp"

The organization which will be perfected with Mr. Hays' assistance will

be an entirely new one and will not be a reorganization of the N. A. M. P. I.

Heads of the producing and distributing companies which are forming

a new National Association will attend a dinner at Delmonico's tomorrow

evening in honor of Mr. Hays at which time he will meet formally the

leading figures of the industry. In the afternoon the producers and Mr. Hays

will assemble at the Fox studio where all news reel companies will shoot him.
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Industry Now Taking New and

Permanent Form
Says W. W. HODKINSON

Recent Developments Indicate Establishment of Neutral

Distributing Agencies, He Believes

THE motion picture industry today is taking a new and permanent
form. Economic conditions are responsible directly for this readjust-

ment.
This is the profound belief of W. W. Hodkinson, president of W. W.

Hodkinson Corporation, who is now on the West Coast conferring with
producers on forthcoming pictures for his distribution organization.

PEOPLE regard the motion picture

industry as a business, but Mr. Hod-
kinson advances another opinion.

"It will not be a business," he says
frankly, "until this realignment, which
will eliminate waste and place operation

on an economic basis, has been realized."
* * *

Three developments of more or less

recent origin are cited by Mr. Hodkinson
as manifestations of the remolding of the
industry into a new form. Significant in

this respect, Mr. Hodkinson contends,
are the following:

Organization of the Independent Screen
Artists Guild.
The growing strength of exhibitor or-

ganization.
The Hays movement.

"All of these developments," says the
distributor, "show a growing tendency
for more direct dealings between the pro-
ducer and the exhibitor.

* * *

"The time is coming, I believe, when
distribution will be accomplished through
a neutral agency."

Mr. Hodkinson was asked if "neutral
agency" implied a "centralized distribu-
tion system."

"No," was his immediate answer. He
continued: "There may be a number of

neutral agencies. Through these agencies
producers will sell their pictures on
merit."

This realignment in the industry should
solve the rental problem in Mr. Hodkin-
son's opinion. Under present operating
conditions, he says, exhibitors are paying
too high prices for some pictures and
too little for others. This condition can
not be avoided, he says, until the read-
justment has taken place and until the

waste in distribution has been eliminated.
* * *

Mr. Hodkinson made little comment on
the reduction of admission prices. Grant-
ing that theatres are lowering their

prices, he would make no statement as to
whether or not he considered this good
policy.

Chicago was Mr. Hodkinson's only
stop between New York and the Coast.
He said that possibly on his return trip

he would visit several of his other
branches. While in Chicago he spent the
day with W. F. Seymour, his district

manager, and Ralph Simmons, local man-
ager. He made calls on a number of
exhibitors.

CHARLES RAY looking over the new
Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.,

with Willard C. Patterson, manager
of the Criterion and Metropolitan

Theatres, upon the star's recent visit

to the South.

New Producing Firm
Enters Coast Field

Roy H. Klumb Productions
Company Is Backed by

Chicago Capital

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 17.—Roy H.

Klumb Productions Company is a new

producing organization to enter the Los

Angeles field. It is launched by Roy H.

Klumb and Edward T. Schloetzer, Chi-

cago business man. The company is be-

ing financed on a large scale by a group

of Chicago men who have not heretofore

been identified with the film business in

any way.

Plan Two Productions

Executives' offices have been estab-

lished at 5107 Hollywood boulevard.

Plans have been completed for two pro-

ductions. One will be in seven reels, en-

titled "The Desert of the Damned," from

a novel by Bert D. Essex, with an all-

star cast, including four of the biggest

names on the screen. The other will be

a two-reel comedy drama featuring Mr.

and Mrs. Harry Todd, stars of the Snake-

villc series of comedies made by Essanay

several years ago. Harry MacQuarrie
will direct the productions.

Stories by Prominent Author

The new concern claims to have the

entire output of a prominent author, in-

cluding three published novels and two

stage plays.

High Grades in School
Admit Child to House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EVANSVILLE, IND., Jan. 17.—Free

picture shows for school children to be

conducted on the "merit system" have

been started by Bryon Brentlinger, man-
ager of the Victory theatre. The first

such show was given particularly for

poor children to whom tickets had been

issued by the Chamber of Commerce.
It is planned hereafter to entertain free

of charge the children who are recom-
mended by their teachers for having re-

ceived high credits in school work.

Offers Film to Supplant Prologue

Screen Versions of Celebrated Musical Compositions Are Being
Produced by Macgoivan and Murphy

A novelty reel which its producers believe will obviate the necessity
for elaborate presentations is announced by Visual Symphony Productions,
Inc. Dudley Murphy is president of the company offering this unique
attraction and Claude Macgowan is general manager.

This series of twelve one-reel subjects
will be known as "Visual Symphonies."
Each subject will be an interpretation of
a celebrated musical composition by
people from the operatic world.
A synchronized musical score for an

orchestra, player piano or piano accom-
panies each subject.

Production of the "Symphonies" is

under the supervision of Mr. Murphy.
The first publication will be Saint-Sacns
"Dans Macabre," which will go to the
theatres under the title, "The Dance of
Death."

* *

Interpreting this dance will be Adolf
Bolm, distinguished dancer and panto-
mimist, who is ballet master of the
Metropolitan Opera company, Ruth Page,
prima ballerina of the Metropolitan, and
Olin Howland,

Mr. MacRowan's description of these
subjects follows:

" The idea is to take well known com-
posers and their compositions such as

Beethoven and his 'Moonlight Sonata,'
Saint-Saens and his 'Dans Macabre,' and
show in an atmospheric and beautiful
way the composer as he dreams and cre-
ates his compositions.
"He will be in his studio, or at his

piano, and as he starts to play, as his
hands move on the keyboard, the music
will start and the scene will dissolve into
his vision, which is the interpretation of
the composition, the action synchronizing
with the tempo of the music. In the
same manner the story of the composi-
tion is told."

* * *

Mr. Murphy, who conceived the idea
for these productions, has completed three
of the series. They will be handled
through a national distributing agency.

Mr. Macgowan expresses the opinion
that use of these subjects as "curtain
raisers" so-to-spcak, will save exhibitors
thousands of dollars" because they are "a
satisfactory and economical substitute for
special presentations."
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Urges Repeal of N.Y. Law;
Frisco Officials Rap Censor

First Lecture Attacking Regulation Delivered by
Author and Playwright at High School in

Brooklyn—Board Wants More Money
Opponents of legal regulation of the screen have been active during,

the past week or two in two important centers of the United States.

Probably the action considered most vital to the industry is that
seeking the repeal of the censorship law placed on the staute books of

Xew York State by the legislature last year. A bill has been offered in

the assembly, which has just convened.

Springfield Has
Gloomy Sunday

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SPRINGFIELD. MO., Jan. 17.—

This is the Leader's description of

Springfield's first "Sour" Sunday,
the result of the referendum held

recently

:

'"The streets were comparatively
deserted all day yesterday. Pedes-

trians were few and far between
and automobiles, except imme-
diately prior to and after church
services, were conspicuous by their

absence. The few who were on
the streets paused rather mourn-
fully in front of the theatres and
gazed at the signs proclaiming in

various fashions the fact that the

shows would not be open until

Monday. One theatre placed a
crepe on the door as a mute ex-
pression of the opinion the man-
agement held of Sunday closing.

"Hotel clerks intimated that

some patrons, who usually stop off

here on Sunday, remained in the
smaller towns on their routes. Re-
freshment parlor proprietors said

that their business fell off percep-
tibly from the lack of after-theatre
crowds.''

Exhibitors Lose Fight

To Hold Benefit Show
For Cripple on Sunday

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FRANKFORT, IND., Jan. 17.—Op-
ponents of Sunday picture shows in this

city have won their first fight with thea-

tre managers. The theatre managers had

advertised they would open Sunday, tak-

ing a tree-will offering at the doors. After

the expense of showing the pictures was
deducted, they said, the proceeds would
be turned over to Charles Russell, a crip-

ple who recently started a course in an

industrial school in Illinois.

Saturday night Mr. Russell announced
'that he would not accept the charity and
consequently Sunday shows scheduled
for the Princess and Strand theatres
were not given.

Sunday Morning
Openings Barred

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 17.—
Chief oi Police Rikhoff has instructed
Fred B. Leonard, president of Lenwood
Amusement Company, which operates the
Rialto, Broadway and Lenwood theatres,
that the houses will not be permitted to
open on Sundays until 1:30 p. m. Mr.
Rikhof said that he understood Mr.
Leonard had been opening his theatres at
10:30 a. m. on Sundays.

Admission Charge Cut
At Three More Houses

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 17.—
Following the lead of the Apollo theatre,
three other motion picture houses in
Kansas City have reduced their admis-
sion prices to 15 cents for adults and
10 cents for children, war tax included.
The theatres are: the Linwood, Gillham.
ar.d Ellsworth.

Bill Would Repeal
New York Law

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 17.—A bill has

been introduced in the assembly by As-
semblyman Louis A. Cuvillier of New
York to abolish the censorship law.

The declaration is made by Assembly-
man Cuvillier that the law is unconstitu-

tional and was created for the purpose
oi creating jobs for members of the Re-
publican party.

Requests More Funds

Whether or not the Cuvillier bill is to

be supported by the industry is not indi-

cated. It either will be this measure or
another similar bill for it is known that

the industry will make every effort to

abolish the law.
Chairman George H. Cobb of the cen-

sorship board has filed a tentative budget
with the legislature. He requests suffi-

cient funds to pay twelve inspectors and
reviewers a salary of $2,500 annually.

Officials on Coast
Rap Censorship

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 17.—
At a testimonial luncheon tendered

Thomas H. Ince in the Italian room oi

the St. Francis hotel, city officials, in-

cluding the president of the board ot su-

pervisors and Senator Edward I. Wolf,
voiced their opposition to legal censor-

ship of motion pictures.
'1 he officials held that the regulatory

powers invested in the police are suf-

ficient to handle the situation.

Arranged by Officials

The luncheon was arranged by city

officials to honor Mr. Ince for his con-

tribution to the city of a fire prevention

picture and to urge upon him to do a

part of his producing here. Because oi

business Mr. Ince was unable to attend

but was represented by J. Parker Read,

Jr.. and Clark Thomas, general manager.
Five years ago San Francisco had cen-

sorship. A measure abolishing the ordi-

nance was introduced by Supervisor Mul-
vehill, who spoke at the luncheon. Re-
peal of the ordinance placed censorship

in the hands of the people and the pro-

ducer. Speaking at the luncheon Mr.
Mulvehill said:

"I can honestly tell you. gentlemen,
that I don't believe there has been three

occasions in almost six years where the

chief of police has been called upon to

prohibit the exhibiting of a motion pic-

ture in San Francisco."

Playwright Attacks
Censorship

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 17.—The first oi

the lectures attacking censorship, which

are being delivered in the high schools

of Greater New York, was given last

week at the Bay Ridge high school in

Brooklyn by Elmer L. Rice, author and

playwright.

Rob People of Liberty

These lectures are part of a program'
arranged between the board of education
and the National Association oi the Mo-
tion Picture Industry. Mr. Rice said in

part:

"One by one our liberties are being'
taken away by a small minority who be-
lieve themselves so wise that they can
regulate our morals and our lives.

Cites An Example
"The censorship board officially debars-

pictures that they deem 'obscene, inde-
scent, immoral, inhuman or tending to-

corrupt morals or to incite to crime.'
If a starving man came into this hall and
saw upon the screen a woman expen-
sively gowned and decked with pearls
and diamonds, it might incite him to go-
out and commit some crime. But a
starving man is not normal. Must such
a picture be condemned and barred be-
cause at some time a starving man might
see it and be influenced to commit a
crime?"

Indict Alleged Thieves;

Charged With Assault
HILLSBORO. ILL.. Jan. 17.—Sher-

iff John W. Wilson, Constable Ben F
Battleson and eight others have been
indicted in the §24.600 robbery of the
Bank of Panama. 111., on December 12.

Wilson, Battleson, Paul Durling and
Johnston Mayfield also face an indict-
ment of assault with intent to kill Jack
Williams, owner oi the Panama Opera
House.
Williams was shot by the bandits when

he drove his automobile out of an alley
in back of his theatre as the hold-up men
were driving away from the bank. They
suspected him of attempting pursuit and
opened fire. A bullet struck him in the
face.

Storm Signed by Fox
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Jan. 17.—Jerome
Storm, formerly with Charles Ray and
Katherine MacDonald. has been signed
by Fox to direct specials.
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GUY BATES POST and wife, at the Los Angeles station. Mr. Post will star in a
film version of "The Masquerader," a Richard Walton Tully production, to be
distributed by First National.

1 922 Marks Screen Debut of

Two Stage Notables
Production On "The Masquerader" Started by Guy Bates

Post and Richard Walton Tully

LAUNCHING of production on "The Masquerader" at the United
Studios on the Coast marks the entrance into the motion picture

industry of two notables of the stage—Richard Walton Tully, author
of the play and producer, and Guy Bates Post, star.

DURING the past few years these two
men have been responsible for a

number of big box office and dramatic

successes in the theatrical field.

* * *

Mr. Tully is considered one of the fore-

most playwrights and producers in the

country. His productions, which have

met with unusual success from coast to

coast, are:

"The Rose of the Rancho," written by

him and staged in collaboration with Da-
vid Belasco; "The Bird of Paradise."

"Omar the Tentmaker," "The Flame."

"The Masquerader," "Keep Her Smil-

ing," and "The Right to Strike."

Mr. Post is widely known for his per-

formances in "The Masquerader." in

which he played the leading role for more
than seven years; "Omar the Tent-
maker," "The Bird of Paradise," "The
Nigger" and "The Challenge."

* * *

Production of "The Masquerader" is

under the direction of James Young.
Wilfred Buckland is art director and
George Benoit is chief cameraman.

In the star's supporting cast arc Ed-
ward M. Kimball, Herbert Stalling, Law-
son Butt, Kenneth Gibson. Ruth Sin-

clair, Marcia Manon and Barbara Ten-
nant.

The picture will be distributed by As-
sociated First National.

During Mr. Tully's career in the dra-

matic field he has had under his manage-
ment such artists as the following: Mr.
Bates, Laurettc Taylor, Lcnorc Ulric,

Itessic Barriscale. Peggy O'Neill, Marion

Coakley, Violet Heming, Lewis Stone,
Theodore Roberts and other popular
players.

New Canadian Premier
Is Friend of Industry,

States Ernest Shipman
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. IT—Ernest Ship-

man, who has been closely associated

with production activities in Canada,

states that the recent election of the

Honorable W. L. Mackenzie King,

places at the head of the Canadian gov-
ernment a man who is a friend of the
motion picture industry.
"The new premier is a public-spirited,

progressive man who is strong for
closer trade relations between all coun-
tries and favorable to all forms of
wholesome recreation," says Mr. Ship-
man. "His influential connection with
the activities of the Rockefeller Foun-
dation work some years ago are a

matter of record. Any national move-
ment for the advancement of Canadian
art and industries is assured his staunch
support."

K. C. Showman Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 17.—
William I). Scovillc, owner and manager
of the Idle Hour theatre and a well
known sportsman, died here last Sunday
following an illness of several months

Big Demand for Hotel
Reservations Indicates
Record N. Y. Conclave

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY. N. Y„ Jan. 17.—With all

arrangements virtually completed for tht

annual convention of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of New York state in

this city on February 14, 15 and 16

there is every indication that it will be

the biggest gathering of its kind in the

history of the organization.

There has been an unusually heavy de-

mand for hotel reservations, while sales

men working out of the Albany ex-

changes report that exhibitors in their

territory are without exception planning
to attend the convention. Samuel Suckno,
of the Albany theatre, is handling all re-

quests for hotel reservations. ' Conven-
tion headquarters will be at the Hotel

Ten Eyck.
On the night of February 15, the'

"Movie Ball" "will be held at the State

Armory. Many stars, it is said, will at-

tend and the ball promises to rival in

brilliancy similar affairs held at other

conventions. The Chamber of Com-
merce, together with a special committee
of business men. is co-operating with the

Albany Theatrical Managers' Associa-

tion, in arranging the convention pro-

gram.

Tennessee Calls

Jan. 23 Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MEMPHIS, TENN., Jan., 17.— C. J.

McElravey of this city and S. H. Bor-

isky of Chattanooga have issued a call

for a state convention of exhibitors to

be held at Nashville on January 23.

Whether or not the call was issued at

the request of President Sydney S.

Cohen of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America is not known. Mr
McElravey is associated with Southern

Enterprises.

Kansas Exhibitors to

Discuss Sunday Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Mo., Jan. 17—Sun-

day openings were initiated at Florence.

Kansas, last week without a protest. At

Palmyra. Mo., a Sunday closing ordi-

nance was put into effect.

Sunday closing agitation will be one

of the principal topics of discussion at

the semi-annual convention of Kansas
exhibitors February 25 at Salina, Kan.,

at which National President Sydney S.

Cohen and Senator Walker will be pres-

ent.

Prop Dealers Organize
For Protection from

Losses in Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 17.—Motion Pic-

ture Dealers' Credit Association has been

organ ized by Charles H. Lewis, 710 Third

avenue, to. protect material supply com-

panies against losses incurred through

dealings with unreliable producers.

Losses during the past year totaled

nearly half a million dollars, it is said.

Attorney Marcus E. Joffe, 111 Broad-

way, will look after the interests of mem-
bers of the organization. It is said that

practically all of the big dealers in New
York have joined the association.

J
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WILLIAM LE BARON who has been
appointed director general of Cosmo-
politan Productions. In this reorgan-
ization of the production department
Verne H. Porter becomes scenario
editor and Howard Irving Young,
film editor.

Women Want Industry
To Aid in Suppressing

Jokes on Prohibition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. IT.— Miss Adella
Potter, chairman of the committee on
patriotism and law enforcement of the
N'ew York City Federation of Women'-
Clubs, has forwarded a resolution
adopted by the committee to the N. A.
M. P. I. requesting the industry to as-
sist in suppressing jokes ridiculing pro-
hibition. The resolution reads:
RESOLVKD: That every theatrical manager,

movie manager anil editor, whether of a daily,
weekly or monthly publication, be requested to
-«ee that all jokes ridiculing prohibition and its
enforcement are eliminated from any production,
rilm or article coming under his jurisdiction,
and that the matter be treated with the serious-
ness that the subject merits: and that this
resolution be thrown on the screen ami printed
in the different papers and magazines throughout
*.ut the country.

Goldwyn Organization

Gets Cut in Salaries
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 17— Reductions
of from 10 to 20 per cent in salaries of
its 3.000 employes are announced by
Goldwyn Film Corporation. The reduc-
tion is said to be wide in its scope, ex-
tending from the president down to the
lowest paid employe.

Pictures for Empress
(Special Jo Exhibitors Herald/

KANSAS CITY, MO.. Jan. IT—The
Empress theatre, which formerly housed
~& stock company, is now a combination
house. The seating capacity has been
increased to 1.500. This makes the fifth

combination first run house in the down-
town district.

Rob Theatre of $600
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FARGO. X. D.. Jan. 17.—The Orph-
eum theatre was robbed of $600 when
burglars gained entrance and broke open
the safe.

M. P. T. O. Completes Plans
To Hold Conclave at Capital

Board of Directors Expect Thousands of Theatre
Men to Attend Annual Get-Together at

Washington, D. C. in May
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C. Jan. 17.—Arrangements have been completed
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America to hold its next annual
convention here in May. Action of the board of directors here last week
in completing plans for the get-together apparently disposes of the pos-
sibility of the convention going to some city in the Middle West.

The question of the 1922 convention city was left open at the Min-
neapolis meeting. At that time both Washington and Kansas City made
a play for it. Since then the Illinois exhibitors, through the adoption of

a resolution, have made known their desire to have the convention held

in Chicago.
Sixteen Executives Attend Board Meeting

The meeting of the board of directors last week was held at the

Hotel Washington. Attending were: Sydney S. Cohen, national presi-

dent; W. D. Burford. Aurora. 111.: W. A. True. Hartford. Conn.: E. M.
Fay. Providence. R. I.: Charles L. O'Reilly. New York: John T. Collins.

Rutherford. X. J.: John Manheimer. Xew York; W. A. Steffes. Minne-
apolis; D. A. Harris. Pittsburgh. Pa.: H. H. Lustig. Cleveland: Edward
T. Peter. Dallas; A. R. Pramer. Omaha: H. B. Yarner. Lexington. X. C.

;

M. I. O'Toole. Scranton : C. E. Whitehurst. Baltimore, and G. G. Schmidt.
Indianapolis.

Members of the board expressed the

belief that the convention would bring

thousands of exhibitors to the capital.

In addition to the convention, an-

nouncement the board issued a statement

relative to the appointment of Will H.

Hays, postmaster general, to head the

National Association of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry. The pronouncement was

prompted by a speech made by Senator

Harrison of Mississippi, who suggested

the oossibility of the screen being used

for the dissemination of political propa-

ganda.

Good Will Means Success

The exhibitors' statement said in part:

"The motion picture theatre owner
realizes that the success of our business

enterprise and the progress of our indus-

try is dependent upon the good will and
support of all the people, comprising

those of every shade of political opinion,

and we desire to assure the motion pic-

"I Thought I

Was Hooked"
Writes C. P. MacDonald, man-

ager of the Strand theatre, Norton,

Virginia, in describing his experi-

ence with a salesman last June.

He bought a service intended for

theatre owners. After six months,

he wants to meet the salesman

again; apologize, and thank him

for the good turn.

Instead of being "hooked," Mac-

Donald found that for a trifling

sum he had made the "biggest buy

in the film business." His complete

letter appears in column one on

page 80.

ture-going public that our theatres will

never be used for the advancement of
partisan politics.

"Xo political propaganda of any kind
will be permitted on our screens, except
where the welfare of the theatregoing
public and the progress of our industry
is threatened.

Wish to Correct Impression

"If the advent of Mr. Hays or any
other capable man into the manufacturers"
division will correct some of the unsatis-

factory business relations now prevailing,

it will meet with the approval of every
theatre owner and real friend of the in-

dustry.
"Our only purpose in presenting this

statement now is to correct the erroneous
impression that the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners of America is in ;.ny sense a

party to any arrangement now under way
affecting Mr. Hays.

"This we state that it may serve to

clear up any misunderstanding which
may exist and make it perfectly plain to

every official and individual in this coun-
try that the owners of the motion picture

theatres are separate and distinct in their

relation, have no affiliation with the manu-
facturer or producer of pictures and
therefore have in no sense been parties

to the move under discussion."

Consider Films Only
After Unsuccessful
Combination Program

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EVAXSVILLE. IXD.. Jan. 17.—Man-
ager Otto Meyer of the Xew Grand the-

atre has received instructions that the

theatre will close its vaudeville season
owing to lack of patronage. It is ex-

pected the house will be kept running
with motion pictures.

It is said the theatre was from $25,000

to $30,000 behind on the season up to last

Xovember when it was decided to try a

change of policy. This change was the

cutting off of one act from the six-act

vaudeville program and the substituting

of a feature motion picture.
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"Foolish Wives" Lavish Picture

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Andrew J. Hughes (U. S. Special-Envoy to Monaco) Rudolph Christians
Helen, his wife Miss Dupont
Her Highness, Princess Olgo Petschnikoff Maude George
Her Cousin, Princess Vera Petschnikoff Mae Busch
Their Cousin, Count Sergius Karamzin

(Capt. 3rd Hussars, Imper. Russian Army) Erich von Stroheim
Maruschka, a Maid Dale Fuller
Pavel Pavlich, a butler Al Edmundsen
Caesare Ventucci, a Counterfeiter Caesare Gravina
Marietta, his half-witted daughter Mai vine Polo
Dr. Judd I „_ , , I Louis K. Webb
His Wife I

The couple from home
, Mrs Kent

Albert I., Prince of Monaco C. J. Allen
Secretary of State of Monaco Edw. Reinach

WHATEVER else is said about "Foolish W ives,"

the Universal-Jewel production reported to have

•cost over a million dollars, the general verdict will be

that it sets a new mark in lavishness of sets and careful

attention to details. The photography, too, is little less

than marvelous.

The chief criticism aimed at the von Stroheim pro-

duction is its length and too much von Stroheim. We
understand the picture is to be cut from fourteen reels

to ten or eleven which will speed up the action and

make a much stronger feature of it.

The picture was a year and six months in the mak-

ing and besides the regular players appearing in the

cast, hundreds of others were hired for "atmosphere,"

thousands of feet of film were "shot" and much money

spent on sets. These salient facts can all be used to ad-

vantage in advertising the picture and its exploitation

angles are equally as numerous. It probably will set many

new box-office records for attendance because of the pub-

licity already given it.'

The story is from the pen of Erich von Stroheim, who
also directed it and acts the leading role. It is plainly evident

in making "'Foolish Wives" for Universal, Mr. von Stroheim

sought to advertise himself as well. No opportunity is lost

to show himself in close-up or long shot. There are many

Premiere of "Foolish Wives" Is

Gala Event in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 17.—The long-looked for premiere
of Universal's million dollar "Foolish Wives" was the
gala event of last week in Broadway entertainment.
Despite the worst storm New York has experienced in

a year, the Central theatre was crowded with the elite

of society and motion picture circles, all anxious to see

the production on which Carl Laemmle allowed Erich
Von Stroheim to spend nearly two years and a fortune.

It was a typical metropolitan first-night audience—

a

combination of society, the drama, and the screen, with

a liberal admixture of bank officials and politicians. The
length of the production—fourteen reels—precluded any
attempt at creating atmospheric effects via a prologue.
Incidental music had been especially composed by Sig-

mund Romberg, composer of many big Broadway suc-

cesses.

After all the stories of discord between Von Stroheim
and Mr. Laemmle over the cutting of the picture it was
interesting to note that all this appeared to have passed
away when Laemmle and Von Stroheim enthusiastically

congratulated Arthur D. Ripley, who did the final cutting

of the production.

other actors and actresses—and good ones, too—in the picture,

but wherever it is possible to do so without ruining the pro-

duction entirely, von Stroheim occupies the spotlight.

* * *

Von Stroheim's role is that of a heartless and mercenary
Lothario. As a beast without one redeeming feature von

Stroheim excels in beastliness any despicable villain yet seen

on screen or stage. To many who saw- the picture the adver-

tised line "the man you will love to hate" is wrong. One can

despise without taking the trpuhle to hate. Von Stroheim's

conception of a jolly young titled rake whose leering advances

are irresistable to women of all walks in life, leaves only a

feeling of disgust.

As a director von Stroheim is a distinct improvement over

von Stroheim as an actor, although there are several points in

his direction which will be provocative of no small amount of

adverse criticism. This will be aimed most at his handling oi

the character of the special envoy of the United States to. the

(Continued on page 68)

Two dramatic scenes from "Foolish Wives," the Universal-Jewel production, directed by Erich Von Stroheim, who also plays

the principal role.
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Emerson's List

of Imported Films

John Emerson, independent pro-

ducer, in a talk before the A. M.
P. A. took exception to a state-

ment made by Saul Rogers of Fox
that less than twelve foreign pic-

tures have been found worthy of

distribution in this country. He
listed the following forty-five for-

eign films which he said either had
been presented or were advertised

for exhibition:

PARAMOUNT: Deception. The Call of

Youth, The Red Peacock, The Last Pay-
ment, The Bonnie Briar Bush, Indian
Tomb. Mistress of the World, His Wife,
King, Queen and Joker, Dangerous Lives,

The Golem, Mystery Road and Three
Live Ghosts
FIRST NATIONAL: One Arabian Night,

Passion, All for a Woman, Alfs Button,
Sultanas of Love, Vendetta, Intrigue and
Gypsy Blood.
GOLDWYN: Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.

Theodora, The Ship and John Forest
Finds Himself.
NORDISCHE: Our Mutual Friend.

UNITED ARTISTS: I Accuse and Car-
nival.
ASLA NE1LSON: Hamlet.
SWEDISH BIOGRAPH: Sir Ames

Treasure.
FOX : Nero.
PATHE: The Road to London. Lady

Gcdiva, Blanchette and The Orderly.
R-C: Possession and Bigamist.
WID GUNNING: Quo Vadis.
REJANE: Miarka.
STOLL: Sherlock Holmes (.3* reels*.

WORLD: Judgment.
METRO: L'Atlantide.
The Polish Dancer, Power of the Borgios

and Fabiola.

U. S. Will Aid Foreign

Trade by Distribution

Of Commercial Films
(Jf'ajfcixff/oit Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Tan. IT.—

A

new field for producers of commercial

films is to be opened up as a result of the

decision of the department oi commerce
to try out motion pictures as a means of

promoting foreign trade. Arrangements
have been made between the departments
of the interior and of commerce, whereby
the motion picture export of the bureau
of mines of the former department is to

assist the bureau of foreign and domestic
commerce in inspecting and approving
films made for foreign distribution.

The cost of producing the films will be
borne by manufacturers desiring their

product advertised. The films will be
circulated throughout the United States
and in foreign countries. Credit will be
given the cooperating company in the
title. A main title will show that it was
produced under the direction of the bu-
reau oi foreign and domestic commerce
or of the bureau of mines.

Plan Review to Raise
Money for Clubhouse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. IT—Western
Motion Picture Advertisers are planning
a big spring review in which scores of
stars will participate to raise funds for
a clubhouse. The review will be pre-
sented at Philharmonic auditorium.

Emerson Tariff Advocacy
Ruffles A.M.P.A. Members

Three Attending Meeting of Advertisers Challenge
Statements Made by Producer and Head of

Actors Equity Association

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 17.—John Emerson, president of Actors Equity,
and himself a producer of motion pictures, spoke on tariff matters before
the members of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc. at their

last week's meeting.

Mr. Emerson recently attended the hearings on the film tariff at Wash-
ington, where he appeared as an advocate of an increased tariff and in

opposition to the representatives of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, who are seeking a removal of the 30 per cent duty in

force.

Members Challenge Statements by Emerson

Incidentally, Mr. Emerson stirred up quite a hornet's nest at the

A. M. P. A. session when some of his statements were challenged by
Charles Barrell. head of the film department of Western Electric, Howard
Dietz, of Goldwyn, and Harry Reichenbach.

Prior to Mr. Emerson's talk an ad- half ago sixty-one companies were work-

dress made by Saul Rogers of Fox, at

Washington was read. In this Mr.

Roger's statement that of all the foreign

films brought to this country, less than

twelve were found worthy of offering

to the American market. Mr. Emerson

took exception to this, and when the

statement was also made by Harry

Reichenbach, he read a list of forty-five

foreign films which are either showing

or advertised to show here.

Want 60% Tariff

The independent producers who have

no financial interest in the importation

of motion pictures and the 250,000 people

normally employed in making pictures

are the ones who want a tariff of 60 per

cent, or at least 50. on the American
valuation of films, said Mr. Emerson.
Of the 250,000 normally engaged in

production, 64 per cent now are out of

employment, he stated. The Equity
president compared the production fig-

ures of a year and a half ago and today

to qualify his statement that a high tariff

is necessary to "protect from destruc-

tion this great industry in America."

Production Work Decreases

He said: "In New York a year and a

"I'll Never be

Without It"

To Star in Own Right
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Jan. IT—Viora Dan-
iels is to star in her own Christie come-
dies hereafter.

Is the way C. P. MacDonald, Vir-

ginia exhibitor, feels toward a

service he purchased for his thea-

tre last Spring.

At the time, he wanted to kick

himself because he thought he was

letting a glib salesman talk him

into buying something he didr.'t

need and didn't want.

Now he thinks differently and

he wants every exhibitor in the

United Spates to share his secret.

He tells all about it in his own
words in column one on page 80.

ing. Today but eighteen companies are
at work.

"In Los Angeles a year and a half ago
14T companies were working, while to-
day but fifty-six companies are working.
The total number of companies working
a year and a half ago in New York and
Los Angeles was 208, while today they
number 74.

"This result has come about in one
year and a half since the importation of
foreign films began. In other words, 64
per cent of the industry in this countrj-
has been wiped out in one year and a
half.

Cites Reason for Demand
"Now we will allow that perhaps 30

per cent of this reduction is due to the
hard times and other causes. How do
you account for the other 34 per cent?
Simply by the flood of foreign pictures
and the well-grounded fear on the part
of the producers of a continuation of
this flood. The demand for pictures has
not decreased 64 per cent by a long shot."

He stated that he believed an ade-
quate tariff would have two results:

First, it would raise funds for the
government, and secondly, it would pre-
serve to America at least a part of our
industry instead of letting it be trans-
ferred bodily to Europe, a process which,
he declared, is taking place at the pres-
ent time. In support of his last state-

ment he cited the foreign activities of
Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation and
Fox Film Corporation.

Hurts Little Fellows

The high priced stars and directors, he
said, would not be effected by this trans-

fer of production activities. The little

fellow, he said, was the one who would
suffer.

Mr. Emerson stated that he considered
the talk of retaliation if a tariff measure
is passed as "bunk." He said that other
countries already have put a tariff on
films, the purpose being to raise

money and not to prohibit the importa-
tion of American pictures.

He sa>d that in his opinion the big

producers did not favor a tariff because
they apparently "have made up their

minds to shift the industry to the place

where they can produce at the lowest
possible cost and then bring their prod-
ucts back here where they can sell at

the highest possible price."
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TheWEEK inNEWYORK
HERE'S a little sherlockholmes we've

been tipped off to that may solve
a couple of mysteries for a lot of people
both inside and outside of the picture in-

dustry. Of the thousands of persons who
already have seen that much talked of
"Foolish Wives," but a few less have
done some wondering about the title

of the book, the American envoy's foolish

wife is so busily reading when she isn't

being befooled by the blandishments of
Count Sergius.
As shown several times in close-ups,

the caption on the book is "Foolish
Wives, by Erich von Stroheim." Much
of the wondering in regard to this has
been done by persons without the indus-
try, and even some of the critics thought
they had discovered in the much boosted
book only an excuse for the title of the
picture. This is borne out by the fact

that there is but one foolish wife in the
story.

Many within the industry thought the
boosting of the book due to the well-
known modesty of von Stroheim and
was an effort to let the world know that

he doesn't like himself a little bit. That
much for one of the mysteries.
The other mystery is the mysterious

disappearance of von Stroheim. Soon
after his arrival in New York, he went
into seclusion and has emerged but once,
so far as known.
Now, here's the answer to both. Ac-

cording to information believed to be of

the best. Erich von Stroheim has been
and is hiding himself away in the Garden
City Hotel, Garden City. Long Island,

writing a book with which he is prepar-
ing to startle the world. The title of the
book is "Foolish Wives, by Erich von
Stroheim."

* * *

And speaking of "Foolish Wives" and
critics—which we were not—the Uni-
versal production helped out Jim Spear-
ing, excellent reviewer of the Times, in

finding something everyone thought lu-

had lost or mislaid. His old friend "cine-
matographic" has been conspicuous by its

absence from Times reviews for more
than a week. The whole town is talking.

* * *

Ed Wynn, the celebrated laughmakcr
of Broadway and East Orange, is said to

be seriously considering organizing his

own company and appearing on the
screen. He is now appearing in "The
Perfect Fool" but we are not mean
enough to make any remarks about any-
thing being apropos.

* * *

Lloyd Willis. P. A. of the NAM PI.

says there is a smile that goes with this

one. The National Association has been
requested by the Committee on Patriot-
ism and Law Enforcement of the New
York Federation of Woman's Clubs to

urge the picture producers to cease
springing alleged jokes on prohibition.
Prohibition has long since ceased to be
a joke to a lot of us, but if Willis will

make ours Scotch we take the smile.
* * *

William Christy Cabanne, pulchritudi-
nous director of pictures, is laid up with
lour busted slats. While making the
final -huts of " Beyond the Rainbow," at

Lake Placid, N. Y., Mr. Cabanne was
helping a cameraman move a heavy
tripod, when he slipped on the ice and

the tripod fell on him, breaking four ribs.

And that's one of the things directors get
for helping cameramen.

* * *

Rumor has it that Paul Gulick is plan-
ning to take an unfair advantage of Jerry
Beatty when the golf season again opens.
According to report, Gulick is busy train-
in" a golf ball which he expects to use
only on the greens. Admirers of Beat-
ty's prowess with the putter assert that
Gulick's use of an educated ball will only
make all even.

* * *

Another canard is hereby nailed. "Lady
Godiva," Tennyson's fair damsel who
first made birthday raiment and horse-
back riding an interesting combination
in England, is soon to be shown on the
screen. It will be distributed by Asso-
ciated Producers and J. Irving Greene
says she has not had her hair bobbed.

* * *

The Dramatic Mirror, for years a
weekly, has decided to adopt a new plan
of publication and after February 1 will

be a monthly magazine instead of a trade
newspaper. Feature articles will take
the place of news. No change has been
made in the management.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor celebrated
their silver wedding last week with a

dinner in a private ball room of the Am-
bassador Hotel. About forty guests, all

relatives, were present.
* * *

While no official announcement has
been made, it is reported along Broadway
that Famous Players will re-open its

Long Island studio about the middle of
March.

* * *

Harry Rapf. producer, and Warner
Brothers, distributors of "School Days,"
are planning a big special showing of the
popular kid film for the teachers of the
New York public schools. The date has
not yet been set, but the showing will

take place before the picture opens at

the Strand on Jan. 29.

* * *

Albert Lowe, for many years identified

with Paragon and later with the G. M.
and the San Jac Laboratories, has re-

signed from these organizations.
* * *

Arthur Kane, who is spending a vaca-
tion in South Carolina, made glad the
hearts and gustatory glands of a lot of
the boys by sending them wild ducks.
Judging by the number received, Mr.
Kane is a mighty hunter or he is spend-
ing a lot of money for ducks. He says
the shooting is fine at Currituck Sound
near the town of Water Lily, wherever
they may be.

* * *

Paul Perez says he really thinks the
current A. M. P. A. Bulletin is the best

issue of that publication yet gotten out.

Some of the jokes he thinks are espe-
cially funny. They were written by
Managing Editor Paul Perez and he de-
sires to give credit.

* * *

Maud Robinson Toombs, the_ demon
press agent, has presented herself with
a brand new shiny desk set as a reward
of merit for having broken into every
ratogravure section in New York with
Baby Peggy. —John S. Spargo.

C. S. Clarke

R-C Pictures Corp.
Director of Advertising

And Publicity

A DIRECTOR of publicity whose
slogan is "Don't send anything out

unless you have something to send out,"

is such a rar avis that his picture is

worth printing. Peep above and see
what he looks like. There are many
other reasons for printing a picture of

Mr. C. S. Clarke, director of Advertising
and Publicity of R-C Pictures Corp., but
that one will suffice. Now we'll talk

about him.
Like a lot of other good men in the

film industry Mr. Clarke got his early

newspaper training on the .Wit' York
Herald. (Randy Lewis, Jack Meador,
et al, please notice). Later he published
papers of his own at Hornell, N. Y.,

Ann Arbor, Mich., and Fort Smith, Ark.,

but that is not held against him now
in view of his later exploits.
When the war broke out, or whatever

it did, Mr. Clarke was selected as execu-
tive secretary of the bureau of special

campaigns of the American Red Cross,
and was located in W ashington in charge
of publicity and advertising in the cam-
paign for money and membership. He
is responsible for the Red Cross posters

and advertising which attracted such
widespread attention. Later he w-as sent

to Switzerland to organize the publicity

department of the League of Red Cross
Societies, representing 32 different na-

tions.

For a long time he was located in Cin-
cinnati and was at one time identified

with nearly every business, social and
civic club in that city. He was presi-

dent of three clubs, including the Adver-
tising Club of Cincinnati, and was chair-

man of the publicity Committee which
raised the first $75,000 publicity fund to

advertise the city. He has been active

in the vigilance work and truthful adver-
tising campaigns of the Associated Ad-
vertising Clubs of the World.
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States Endorsement
Boosts Rental Price

Indiana Board Tells Exhibitor

Some Action Will Be
Taken Later

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 17.— hi

^oine instances exchanges have charged

exorbitant prices for pictures approved

by the Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays,

according to Charles R. Metzger, an ex-

hibitor who spoke recently before this

organization.

Will Take Action

Mrs. David Ross, chairman of the

board of indorsers, said that while the

matter requires consideration undoubt-

edly some action would be taken later.

Continuing Mr. Metzger said:

"The producers are playing 'mother'

pictures and 'Northern' pictures because

they are safe bets. The word has gone

out that these two types of pictures will

get over, but the chances are that follow-

ing the success of 'The Sheik' there will

be a flood of Oriental pictures."

Endorses Twenty-Three

The picture committee of the board
reported that out of thirty-six new pic-

tures seen in December, twenty-three
were endorsed. They included seven
adult, eleven family pictures and five

comedies. Pictures mentioned as being
especially worth v were: "The Sheik,"

"The White Oak?' "The Serenade," "The
Way of a Maid," "My Boy," "The Boat,"
and "Get Rich Quick Wallingford."

Kane Says Closing of
F. P.-L. London Plant

Is Not Retrenchment
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 17.—When Rob-
ert Kane, production manager of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, was shown
the report that the company's London
studio was being closed, he stated that

. "this is in no way a retrenchment."
"We merely want to get all our peopje

under one tent," Mr. Kane said. "We
are working full blast in Hollywood now
without any sign of a let-down."
He denied that work was being sus-

pended at the London studio because the
pictures made there were unsuccessful.
He said that it was impracticable to have
the companies so far away from the home
office.

Boom San Diego As
Production Center

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN DIEGO, CAL., Jan. 17.—San
Diego plans to bid heavily for film pro-
duction. A syndicate of San Diego bank-
ers are reported to be raising funds to
build studios.

Grauman to Observe

Theatre Anniversary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 17.—Sid Grau-
man will observe the fourth anniversary
of the founding of his theatre with
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky col-
laborating.

Reduce Rentals or Houses
Must Close, Warns Brandt

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce in New
York Launches Campaign to Obtain

Lower Prices on Service

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 17.—The Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
has started a campaign to obtain a reduction in the rentals of pictures.

Statistics are being compiled showing how non-employment and the

recent business depression has cut into the box office receipts to such an
extent as to make a reduction in cost of programs necessary to the keep-
ing of the houses open. These figures are to be presented to the producers
and distributors as soon as compiled.

President William Brandt Issues Statement

The Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce has a membership of

about 250 and these control theatres to the number of more than 600 in

and about New York City. The following statement has been issued by
William Brandt, president of the organization

:

prices for the best attractions they could
obtain, hoping thereby, to stimulate and
improve business, and while in some in-

stances business was stimulating, yet the
general run was far below the average
house expense. The New York territory
in its various component parts, represents
practically every territory of the country.
"We have our manufacturing district,

where the manufacturers have been
closed by the score. We have in Brook-
lyn, the navy yards who have laid off

14,000 men. The sugar refineries have
dispensed with the services of 4,000 men
within the last two weeks. The ship re-
pair yards of South Brooklyn have laid

off 24,000 men. The cloak and suit indus-
try is in the throes of a general strike
with 50.000 or more people out of em-
ployment.

Reflect True Condition

"These are only items at random, which
reflect the true economic condition in this
territory.

"I am serving notice upon the whole
industry, that a change must come at
once. We are skating on thin ice and if

we don't want to fall through, we must
readjust our conditions just *he same as
every other industry has been obliged to
do."

To Return Admissions
Should Price Be Cut
At Succeeding Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN., Jan. 17.—
J. F. Lee, American representative for
Swedish Biograph Company, announces
that he has insured patrons who attend
performances of "Sir Arnes Treasure"
at the Metropolitan theatre against a re-

duction in admission price should the pic-
ture be presented here at a later date.

If at any future time the picture plays
here, patrons may present their ticket

stubs and the admission price will be re-

funded, according to Lee.
The unique insurance policy was writ-

ten by Behrendt Levy Company of Los
Angeles, the premium being $400.

Order Theatre Closed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EVANSVILLE, IND., Jan. 17.—The
Ohio theatre, 19 Main street, has been
ordered closed by fire officials until re-

pairs are made to make the house con-
form with state fire laws.

"I am not an alarmist, but unless

something radical is done and done real

soon in reducing film prices to exhibitors.

I predict before the first day of summer
arrives, that over 75 per cent of the thea-

tres in this territory will be obliged to

close.

Losses Can't Continue

"The difference in the present exhibi-

tion values which the exhibitors are
obliged to pay in their respective terri-

tories and the receipts at the box office

are so far apart and their losses so heavy,
that unless some change is made real

soon, he will not be able to continue to

lose the huge amount of money which he
is obliged to do at present.

"The tremendous depression in this

business started when the exhibitors of

this territory had the poorest summer of
their existence. The season opened in

September with very slight gains over the
summer business, but the film rentals, in-

stead of decreasing in accordance with
the decrease at the box office, in practic-

ally every instance, was increased.

Is Representative Territory

"Many exhibitors paid exorbitant

JACKIE COOGAN learns from John
Philip Sousa, famous band leader, how
to play a horn and now Jackie wants
to become a musician and wear gold
braid, instead of being a poor, down-
trodden film star.
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300 Miles of Prizma Pictures

Showing Here and Abroad
Company Makes Great Progress During the Past Year in

Field of Color Motion Photography

AS evidence of the great progress being made in the field of color
motion photography, Prizma, Inc., in a letter to Martin J. Quigley,
publisher and editor of "Exhibitors Herald," states that "more than

300 miles of Prizma color positive are now running regularly in theatres
in this country and in England."

THE letter, written by H. G. Stokes,
vice president of the company, states

that in 1921 the organization produced a

series of twenty-six short story subjects,

"comprising the only regular short sub-

ject release in the world and made by
color photography."

* * *

Continuing, the letter reads:

"We released the first two-reel pho-
toplay ever made on color positive stock,

'Heidi,' starring Madge Evans, and di-

rected by Frederick Thomson.
"We released the first five-reel feature

travel story ever made of the South Sea
Islands in color, Harold H. Horton's
'Bali the Unknown.'
"We successfully competed with the

news weeklies on Armistic Day by pho-
tographing the burial of America's un-
known soldier and releasing it on Broad-
way with the current news weeklies.

"We arranged a non-theatrical release

comprising thirty-six specially selected
Prizma subjects and thereby made edu-
cational color pictures available for use
by colleges, schools, lodges, communi-
ties and other non-theatrical exhibitors."

* * *

Mr. Stokes also points out that the
company has just completed in England,
where Prizma was introduced last April,

the photographing in color of J. Stuart
Blackston's ten-reel production, "The
Glorious Adventure." He states that this

is the first full feature length photoplay
to be made by color photography and
using color-in-the-film positives.

The Prizma process also has been
available for other producers, the color
effect having been used in "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," "The
Gilded Lily," "Passion," "Kismet," and
a long list of other productions.

William V. D. Kelley, inventor of the
Prizma processes and technical advisor,
reports that in many respects more prog-
ress in the development of the art of
color motion photography has been made
by Prizma during the past year than
during the past twenty years.

Indict Theatre Man
'On Charge of Arson
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PIPESTONE, MINN., Jan. 17.—The
Pipestone grand jury has indicted Jerry
Hines, theatre owner here, on a charge
of arson.
The charge against Hines contends that

on the night of November 14 he at-

tempted to destroy his $100,000 theatre

by fire.

All Star Program Is

Given by McCormick
At Wampas Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 17.—An all-star

program was offered by John McCor-
mick, West Coast representative of First

National, at the last meeting of the West-
ern Motion Picture Advertisers. Speak-
ers during the evening were Laurence A.
Lambert, -^resident of National Motion
Picture Finance Corporation; Charle-
Ray and Richard Willis of Willis & Ing-
lis and manager of the Ray studio.
Lambert urged the advertisers to elimi-

nate from their copy all reference to
lavish expenditures and salaries; Ray
told of his experiences during his recent
trip and Willis spoke on publicity in the
old days.

Harry Hammond Beall, West Coast represents,
tive of Exhibitors Herald, and chairman of the
nominating committee, offered the following slate
for this year: President, Arch Reeve; vice-presi-
dent. Pete Smith; treasurer. Michael Boylan; sec-
retary. Brail. The following were suggested to
comprise the board of directors: Barrett Kiesling.
Harry D. Wilson. Pat Dowling, J. A. Jackson,
Harry Brand. Roy Miller, John Rankin." Robert
Doman, Ted LeBerthon and Scoop Conlon. The
election will be held on February 7.

Report Keith Circuit

Considering Purchase

Of Two Ohio Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOLEDO, O., Jan. 17.—According to

J. J. Murdock, general manager of the

Keith circuit, negotiations are pending

with the stockholders of the Rivoli Com-
pany for the purchase of the Empire-
Rivoli block here, which includes both
the Rivoli and Toledo theatres. The
deal, if consummated, will be the largest

one in the history of the local theatrical

circles.

Murdock states that if the Keith inter-

ests succeeded in purchasing the new
property the Keith vaudeville will be

changed from the present Keith house
to the Rivoli and that the big road at-

tractions of the K. & E. circuit and the

Schuberts will be played at the old Keith

house. The Toledo theatre would re-

main a stock house.
The Rivoli management here claims it

knows nothing of the proposed deal and
if it is consummated it will be closed in

New York.

Big Motion Picture

Theatre and Hotel

For Columbus, Ohio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, O., Jan. 17.—A 12-story,

1.000 room hotel and a huge motion pic-

ture theatre, both to be the finest and

most elaborate type, will be erected on

the site of the Neil House here, accord-

ing to announcement by Goodman-Hague
Company, real estate brokers. Negotia-
tions involving the property have been
carried on for the past three months.

In the deal just closed control of the

property and title have been obtained by

a syndicate of Cincinnati, Columbus nnd
Cleveland capitalists, headed by Archibald
S. White of Cincinnati.
The announcement is significant be-

cause it will mean the establishment in

Columbus of not only a new and fine

hotel but a beautiful and modern motion
picture theatre, which will rate as one «f

the finest in the country, as well.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build

By WILLIAM McNAMAR
(Rex Theatre, Virden, 111.)

Here are a few lessons I

have learned in a small town

:

Don't sign non-cancellable

contracts.

Don't overbuy. There is al-

ways another day.

Always go into solitude an

hour or a day before signing

any contract. Think it over.

Go slow on "Specials." Half

of them are not specials and

the other half are good only in

big* towns.

Be very conservative in ad-

vertising. Fifty per cent of

our advertising drives people

away from our theatre.

The backbone of our busi-

ness is regular patrons and the

"program" picture.

Used Successfully by

Up Their Patronage
By CHARLES LEE HYDE
(Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D.)

This is an old stunt but it

works once a month with me.

I slip the telephone girls season

comps and then once in a while

I ask them to connect me up

with the town and spend a

few hours telling someone at

the end of the line what a good

show 1 have at the theatre that

night.

I also have given the rural

mail men season comps and

they are inclined to think I

have good shows and when
they pass the time of day are

able to talk about what shows
I have coming through, having

seen the advertising slides run-

ning in the theatre each night.
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THE THEATRE
5f PRACTICMi

Selective Exploitation
Some showmen are making money.

Reason and foresight equipped certain ex-

hibitors to develop during a period of almost

inconsistent prosperity a system of selective

exploitation which renders them immune from
the current retrenchment movement manifested

in more or less dismaying degree at the unpre-

pared box office. To fully understand with

view to applying this method resort may be had
to arithmetical illustration.

For the sake of round numbers, consider a

theatre in a city of 100,000 picture patrons.

Grant that there are five types of motion pic-

ture, viz : drama, melodrama, comedy, spec-

tacle, novelty. Let it be supposed that the pat-

rons are evenly divided as regards picture

tastes, 20,000 liking drama best, a similar num-
ber preferring melodrama, and so* on. Loca-
tion, capacity and theatre popularity need not

be considered in this discussion.
* * *

Selective exploitation leads its adherent to

book pictures of the various types in such se-

quence as to enable him to present in successive

engagements features of especial appeal to

successive groups of patrons.

One-fifth of his total patron-

age is made the subject of con-

centrated exploitation for, say,

three days. If all pictures are

exhibited for three-day periods

he does not ask that portion of

his public to attend the theatre

again for twelve days, during

which time he has concentrated

similarly upon the four re-

maining groups. The length

of the individual run, of

course, determines the length

of the period in which he can

permit each division of his

public to develop a new desire

for motion picture entertain-

ment.

This is selective exploitation

in a paragraph. Of course

The Real
Luxury
Tax

The real luxury tax of the theatre

is being collected in terms of non-
attendance.
Where patrons have been taught

that entertainment is to the mind what
food and rest are to the body there

is little talk of distress.

Showmen who were satisfied to idly

dispense what seemed a luxury when
luxuries were in demand are paying
the natural price of their indolent

leisure.

The spectacle of the undisturbed

box office whose owner trained his

public in time of plenty to consider

the periodical theatre visit a simple
necessity of normal existence should
inspire every showman to a however
tardy commencement of an educa-
tional campaign embracing every phase
of the theatre representation.

Begin Now.

there is no city exactly like that used for illus-

tration, and the considerations ignored, loca-

tion, capacity and theatre popularity, must be

carefully calculated and fully taken into ac-

count by the individual showman who attempts

to adopt this policy. This hypothetical illustra-

tion merely brings out in mathematical relief

the basic principle of the system.
* * *

The rotation of pictures by type is the domi-
nantly important factor in the plan. In his

booking the selective showman accomplishes a
large part of his exploitation, assuring success

to his advertising campaign in advance.
It is apparent that effort to separate as

widely as possible productions of like character

contributes to the success of the method. The
outstanding illustration is the case of "Over
the Hill" and "The Old Nest." No exhih"*-"

has attempted exhibition of these on adjoining

programs. Yet in cases of less obvious simi-

larity of subject matter booking judgment quite

as faulty is common, the first picture com-
pletely nullifying the box office value of adver-
tising for the second.

Selective exploitation merits

the close study of every show-
man, regardless of his present

business. If he is prosperous

without it, it may make him
more so. If his box office is

in-distress, it may go far to-

ward correcting that condition.

Rotation of pictures by type

necesitates a thorough knowl-

edge of available productions,

information at all times avail-

a b 1 e to Herald readers.

Equipped with this knowledge
and thoroughly familiar with

his patrons' likes and dislikes,

any exhibitor will find it a sim-

ple matter to install a system
of selective exploitation.

It is worthy of a thorough
test.

this
*- ;

<?e
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THE FIRST EXPLOITATION REPORT OF "MY BOY," FIRST NATIONAL
attraction starring Jackie Coogan, comes from Jack Retlaw, managing director of the Bell-

videre and American theatres, Pomona, Cal., who personally drew the frontal display repro-

duced herewith. The ushers were dressed in imitation of the boy star in the attire by which
he is known to the public. A prologue was staged in which a boy and an aged sea captain

figured. The simple devices used may be adopted, with the possible exception of the pro-

logue, by all exhibitors using the picture. They are inexpensive and should be effective be-

cause of their novelty. And novel and effective exploitation is quite the most desirable type

that may be offered showmen at this period. The Retlaw original permits of elaboration at

the will of adaptors. The same primary stunts may be followed out in the details of a cam-
paign which will include newspaper advertisingof like character, special billboard matter and

placement of window and other representation in locations not ordinarily devoted to theatre

advertising. If "Peck's Bad Boy" was previously shown at theatres using "My Boy" much
useful history is available for reference purposes.

T 1 1 F FIRST ELECTRIC SIGN
erected on the marquee of the Columbia thea-

tre, Portland, Ore., was used to advertise

"Molly O," a production given extraordinary

exploitation by every showman reporting its

exhibition to date. The normal attention

drawing power of the new sign added to the

efficacy of the campaign conducted for the

picture, sharp emphasis being placed upon the

title. The photograph gives a mid-evening
view of the Columbia front, showing the wait-

ing line held at the sidewalk edge in double

column. When patrons are willing to undergo
that ordeal to see a picture it is patent that

their curiosity has been stimulated to a marked
decree.

EIGHT WINDOW DISPLAYS SIMI-

lar to that shown in the illustration were ob-

tained by the Rialto theatre, San Francisco,

Cal., when "Queen of Sheba," Fox production,

was shown. A magnavox was placed on a

downtown building, with a triple amplifier, and

through this announcements of the engage-

ment were made prior to and during the run.

Fifty 24-sheets were distributed throughout

the city, smaller paper being used in propor-

tion, and 50,000 circus heralds were left on

residential doorsteps. Big space was taken

in newspapers. The Rialto lobby was spe-

cially decorated. A new theatre was opened

in competition and weather added to this

counter force, but business was reported "bet-

ter than ever before."
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HELD OYER FOR A SECOND WEEK
) accommodate overflow business. "Little

.ord Fauntleroy" duplicated its first week's

ecord at the Goodwin theatre. Xewark, X. [.

leal exploitation made the extra booking
ecessary. F. C. Cross, manager, told the

uperintendent of schools about the United

irtists production and perfected an arrange-

lent for notifying every school child of the

ngagement. Principals distributed tickets,

v Christmas party was held for prize winners

n a newspaper question and answer contest

>ased on the picture. The children's page
jarried the campaign and the story of the

!>arty. When the second week was decided

upon a New Year's Eve performance was an-

nounced. A big newspaper campaign covering
i radius of 20 miles also was used.

A CHRISTIE
:omedy distributed

jy Educational was
idled on a par with

the Realart feature

used by the Royal

theatre, one of the

first run houses in

Kansas City, during a

recent engagement.

The illustration shows
a close-up view of the

lobby. An electric

sign mounted a hun-
dred feet above the

sidewalk likewise car-

ried the dual an-

•
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BEBE 'DANIELS AND nov*i
CHRISTIE COMEDY- KWTAL i
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nouncement. The
method employed is

of especial interest as

indicative of the
growing tendency to

exploit short subjects,

particularly of humor-
ous nature. Showmen
reporting to this pa-

per state that the

public both needs and
demands humorous
entertainment at this

time. To advertise

such strongly is ob-

viouslv advisable.

ratlin*

INSIDE ADVANCE EXPLOITA-
tion for "A Sailor-Made Man,'' Associated

Exhibitors' Harold Lloyd comedy, was
staged at the Brooklyn Strand in the form

of a brief stage version of Gilbert and Sul-

livan's old favorite, "H. M. S. Pinafore,"

the week preceding the showing. The
better known musical numbers from the

light opera were used in the stage feature,

at the immediate conclusion of which the

title and nature of the Lloyd comedy was
announced upon the screen. E. L. Hy-
man, managing director, who believes pres-

entation will solve many 1922 problems,

used the ship setting shown in the illus-

tration, thus converting presentation into

exploitation.
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Suggestions in the Stills

it
*

"White Hands"
(Contributed by Wid Gunning, Inc.)

These stills are of "White Hands," a Max Graf

production, published by Wid Gunning, Inc., written

by C. Gardner Sullivan and directed by Lambert

Hillyer.

The scenes shown, here are laid in a dance hall in

a North-African seacoast town, and the picturesque

costumes and barbarous atmosphere are easily copied

from the stills, and should prove mighty effective.

A solo dance prologue, to music with Oriental

color, like Rimsky-Korsakoff's "Sheherezade Suite,"

would be attractive and prepare the scene for the pic-

ture to follow. If a more elaborate prologue were

wanted, several of the other characters, besides the

native dancer, could be ranged about the stage, which

should be dimmed, with the spot-light on the dancer.

Most of the stills demonstrate what dramatic use

can be made of a darkened stage, with a spot of light

in only one place. An imitation of the large Oriental

lamp shown in the still can be made, and by its feeble

light can be shown the players, one after the other

—

the two men and the girl they both want—one man

can be shown working himself into a fury with drink

—

the other craftily fingering his dagger—the girl dancing

—the insult, and the fight between the two men. Then

the stage should be entirely darkened, and the picture

started.
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Exploitation Letters

Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:

One hundred window displays, adver-
tising both the "Molly O Biscuit" and
the motion picture;

A co-operative advertising campaign
with the Columbia graphophone com-
pany;

A window display in every one of the
circuit of Hook's drug stores, adver-
tising the '"Molly O Sundae";

A tie-up with a wholesale dealer of
perfumes and toilet waters;

A cooperative newspaper advertise-
ment, covering the greater part of a
page;

A Xew Year's tableau, presented un-
der the direction of W. Hurley Ashby.
art director of the Circle;

A contest among all the grocery stores
in the citv for the best window displav
on -Molly O";
An advance campaign in the news-

papers; on the screen at the theatre:
through one sheets and tack cards, pro-
gramf and other printed matter;

Ten thousand post cards mailed from
another city, addressed personally, and
merely mentioning "Molly O";

Five thousand letters, written in a
personal vein, to a selected clientele

—

That covers the greater part of the
campaign put over for "Molly O." Mack
Sennett's special starring Mabel Xor-
mand. at the Circle theatre.
As "Molly O" was a picture easily

adapted to exceptional exploitation, and
was sure to please. Ralph Lieber. man-
ager of the Circle, decided to go the
limit on exploiting it and the results
proved its value.
• -Among the national tie-ups the co-
operative campaign with the Loose-
Wiles Biscuit Co.. for the "Molly O."
biscuit, appeared from the start to be
the most valuable, owing to the great

GROCERIES R.W.Greer MEATS

HAR SMITH

ERY

number of stores handling the product
in Indianapolis.

In order to get the greatest possible
benefit from this tie-up the Circle sent
out a letter to every grocery in the city,

offering a first prize of $75.00 and a
second prize of $25.00. for the best win-
dow display—and more than a hundred
replies were received.
The Circle furnished each store with

a cut-out of Mabel Xormand, eating
a Mollv O Biscuit, on which the follow-

ing lettering was placed: "Try a Molly
() B scuit and then see Mabel Xormand
in Mack Sennett's Molly O at the Circle
"I heatre."

In addition to this each store was
given a card on which were mounted lob-
by photos from the production, with
"Molly O" written across the card. The
Circle art department made all the cut-
outs and all the cards, which proved
considerable of an undertaking, but

mm

which also proved very much worth while.
About twenty of the windows were in

the downtown district and the others
were scattered in all parts of the city.
The Loose-Wiles Baking Co., also co-
operated with some newspaper adver-
tising, as did a number of other concerns.
The local agents for the Columbia

records co-operated with window dis-
plays and newspaper advertising, as did
the wholesale company handling per-
fumes and toilet waters.
Hook's drug stores are located on the

business corners in Indianapolis and their
window space is considered more valu-
able than any other places in the city,

yet they gladly co-operated with window
displays on the "Molly O" sundae.
One of the most effective mailing

stunts in the history of the theatre was
carried out when 10.000 post cards were
mailed out from Cleveland, with the
following reading: "Having a wonder-
ful time. Just saw 'Molly O.' Don't
fail to see it when it comes to Indian-
apolis."

They were signed M. X.. and they
aroused a great deal of conversation,
which ultimately was recorded at the
box office.

The Xew Year's presentation was
more of a comedy sketch than a
tableau, thereby being more in keeping
with the spirit of the rest of the program.
It opened, showing a small house on the
center of the stage, with a young man
pacing frantically up and down before
the door, above which hung a sign,
1921. Shortly thereafter an aged doc-
tor ambled across the stage and entered
the house, followed a short time later
by a massive stork, carrying its prover-
b :al bundle. After the stork had left

the stage a nurse appeared at the door,
handed the infant to the proud father,
who still was pacing the floor, while
the doctor turned the sign, 1921, over,
making it read 1922.

Although there was nothing spectacu-
lar to the presentation, it was well liked
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and was roundly applauded at every
performance.
The Circle opened to the biggest

matinee business in the history of the
theatre and the box office reports
throughout the week were exceptionally
good. When one considers the busi-

ness done by "The Kid," and other sen-

sational successes, at times when busi-

ness conditions were at their peak, and
compares business conditions at the

present time, it is saying a good deal

when a picture breaks all matinee
records.
And besides, the "Molly O" campaign

followed right on the heels of a rather

heavy campaign on Jackie Coogan in

"My Boy," which played at the Circle

Christmas week.
DONN McELWAINE,

Exploitation Mgr.,
Circle theatre,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Ascher
Letter
Scores

The text of "An Open Letter to Wil-
liam Wrigley. Jr.," carried as a two-
column advertisement by Ascher's Roose-
velt theatre, Chicago, follows:

DEAR MR. WRIGLEY: We've chewed
your gum and we've read your adver-
tising and we have admired your business
genius. Every evening as we journey home-
ward your great building hands us its

cheerful message of success, of achieve-
ment, of usefulness.

They say that building cost you seven
million dollars. We're pretty sure that you
know the worth of every cent of every
dollar that went into that building. And
we want to translate to you in terms of

your Wrigley building, in terms of its

cost to you, the value of a strip of celluloid

that we have in our Roosevelt theatre on
State Street near Washington.

Just a thin strip of Z-inch wide celluloid,

Mr. Wngley. Yet the cost of producing
that little strip of celluloid in Italy, where
it was made, was fifteen million lire. Fig-
ure in our own coin that amounts, as you
know, to a little over three million dollars

—

nearly half the cost of your magnificent
building. Two years were consumed in

the making of that bit of film. The num-
ber of people employed before the forty

cameras was 25,000. Twenty gigantic sets,

reproducing forums, amphitheatres, palaces,

pavilions and gardens, built of stone and
marble, were constructed under the super-
vision of the architect of the Vatican. One
of the largest factories in Italy was wholly
occupied for over six months in making
the arms and accoutrements, chariots,

trappings and furnishings. And the fin-

ished output is—a strip of celluloid.

Worth the outlay? Well, sir, come to our
Roosevelt theatre, relax comfortably in an
easy, cushioned seat, and let Goldwyn's
"Theodora" possess you. Then you tell

us if it is worth the outlay. Cordially,

ASCHER'S ROOSEVELT THEATRE.

It might be pertinent to ask here: Did
the advertisement justify the outlay? And
the answer from any familiar with Chi-
cago theatre advertising must be wholly
affirmative. It stood out from the page
like the Wrigley building it speaks of
stands out from the skyline. And it is

a foregone conclusion that it scored a
real success from the box office view-
point.

The lobby display for Univer-
sal's "Conflict" at the Clemmer
theatre, Seattle, is credited by Wil-
liam Cutts, manager, with produc-
ing record business during the

worst weather of the season. The
display is shown in illustrations

herewith and explained by Mr.
Cutts as follows:

"I construed 'Conflict' as a two
part picture—first 'spooky' mystery
and then out-door action. The lob-

by was in two parts under that

conception, the reason for the first

part of the picture at the right of

the lobby being that our left lob-

by has the most attention value
and the log jam is of course the

principal feature.

"This was another electric front

wherein the photos do not convey
the entire idea. I designed a

lightning effect which operates for

10 seconds every half-minute, to

the accompaniment of a howling
wind. The log transparency over
the box office is also illuminated
during the storm showing Miss
Dean with the startled expression
of the one sheet. At other times,

the log is illuminated with a red
glow from below and the face is in-

visible.

"Two central trees were made
from porch posts sawed in two and
painted. I have never had any luck
in mixing real trees and real logs

with painted signs and painted
landscapes, so this lobby was all

paint.

"The effect of waterfalls in mo-
tion with logs rolling over the
edge was produced by a stcreop-
ticon arrangement' of my own
design. The river was also illumin-
ated as was the moon and house
windows.
"Colors on the left were natural

woods colors. On the right blue
and yellows. The left outside col-

umn copy was worked around Red
Rook magazines containing the

story, which I secured from Chica-
go. Tn the right hand column
were carried excerpts from the

New York papers with the actual
headlines of each paper dividing
the comments.

"All effects were automatic—no
expense for operation and none
for installation (except our own
time) as I laid out this lobby inside

the building line with a view to

"hooking up" most any kind of a
display. The original cost was
much less than the usual rosette

and fixture installation, and the up-
keep was about 50 percent of the
former's cost. In other words, if

lobby ballyhoos are to be used, the

lobby should be arranged for that

purpose, particularly as to electric

wiring."
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Los Angeles Responds to

Kinema "Garment Matinee"

The Kinema theatre

in Los Angeles, the huh
house of the West Coast
Theatres, Inc., chain,
played Jackie Coogan in

his First National produc-
tion, "My Boy." to capac-

ity houses for two weeks.
An incessant rain storm
a week prior to the open-
ing of "My Boy" and
lasting throughout the

major portion of the en-

gagement had little if any
effect on the patrons who
jammed the front en-

trances and waited pa-
tiently in line throughout
the downpour until such
time as they could be
seated within.

A stunt was arranged for the middle of the first

week's engagement and proved of great value as a

space getter besides helping out some 3,000 poor orphan
and crippled kiddies. In brief, a "Garment Matinee"
was staged under the auspices of the Assistance League
of Southern California. The matinee was held in the

morning and did not conflict in any manner with the

usual show routine. The admission price was one wear-
able garment or bundle of clothing to fit a poor child,

boy or girl.

The Los Angeles newspapers played the stunt up
big. They praised it as being a most worthy cause.
Any exhibitor in any city can use this stunt to advan-
tage. There is little if any work attached to it. The
distribution of the garments can be made through the
league with which you tie up. The league does not
have to do a thing but handle the clothing after it is

brought by the patrons to the theatre. The check room
of the Kinema theatre was used as the store house and'
two ushers were stationed at the side entrance to handle

the bundles and issue the,

tickets to those bringing
them.

Have your photog-
rapher visit the local or-

phanage and obtain sev-

eral pictures of some of

the children who will re-

ceive clothing via the spe-

c i a I garment matinee.

Also some crippled kid-

dies. Inject a few photos
of social leaders of your
city who are interested

in the child welfare and
also get a flash of some
of the ushers sorting the

clothing. These pictures

will have little if any dif-

ficulty passing the O. K.
of the city editors. Get

them to send special writers to one of the orphanages
or crippled children's institutions and obtain a story

for the evening paper.

At this "Garment Matinee" the regular De Luxe
Kinema theatre show was given including special pro-

logue, etc., with the attendants and artists giving their

time gratis to the cause.

The Kinema management also made arrangements
with the Los Angeles Evening Express whereby the

theatre and Jackie Coogan were hosts to over 1,000

newspaper boys. This stunt is bound to get results

with Coogan's "My Boy." particularly, as it is a typical

picture for the younger set and will appeal to every
newsboy in the world.

Three days' advance publicity on this gave the
Kinema and the Coogan production a great send-off

in the news column of the paper with special art every
day.

A parade with the boys started things off, permits
from the police being granted for a line of march down
the main streets of the citv.
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Big Pictures' Influence

Increases Screen Public

Fox's "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court" was exploited by extremely novel and effective

stunts at the Majestic theatre, LaCrosse, Wis.

The big pictures of the current season have served
invaluably in extending the appeal of the screen beyond
limits previously regarded by many as unchangeable.
The influence thus wielded will be more generally con-
ceded when time has demonstrated in terms of new
business for the theatre its far-reaching character.

To any individual sincerely interested in the future
of the art-industry no accomplishment can appear as

of greater importance than this. No progressive should
permit himself to ignore the obvious lesson brought out.

The big pictures of the current season were prob-
lems for showmen. They were regarded by them first

as unwieldy, second as expensive, third as meritorious.
For the sake of the latter consideration, after some
delay, it was generally decided to chance the possible
loss involved and the possible establishment of awk-
ward program precedent. The pictures were booked.

It then became necessary to apply exploitation on
a scale that had not been attempted previously. Bigger

advertising space was used. All types of promotion
were employed. Exhibitors entered upon publicity

programs of a magnitude exceeding any in theatre

history.

The direct result may or may not have been in

every case gratifying, though it was in the majority of

cases. Newspapers treated the advent of bigger pro-

ductions as genuine news and gave cooperation of vital

importance.
The indirect result has been the bringing of the

motion picture to the attention of classes previously

accustomed to hold it lightly in such manner as to make
converts of many. If it were possible to check definitely

upon the number or percentage of potential picture

patrons actually made "fans" through the big pictures'

influence an astounding figure would be disclosed.

Two views of the Alhambra theatre, Toledo, O., as

bannered for "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's

Court" are shown in illustrations herewith.
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How Do They Stand?

City officials in San Francisco

have voiced opposition to legal reg-

ulation of motion pictures, declar-

ing that police control serves no

purpose. Do you know how the

officials of your city stand on this

question? Win the support of your

patrons and your city officials will

be compelled to acknowledge the

freedom of the screen.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 39

It is the right of any citizen to

seek any "reforms" he may desire

but his object should be accom-

plished by persuading the public

and not by clubbing it into line by

legislation it does not approve of.

PUGLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Reaching Public Through Schools
Evidence that

the question
bf censorship is

[arousing universal

interest and is at-

tracting the atten-

tion of educators

is found in the

recent announce-

ment that this sub-

ject will be discussed pro and con in the

[lecture halls of the high schools in New
I York City.

These lectures are scheduled for Janu-

ary and February, when prominent advo-

[cates and opponents of legalized screen

[control will discuss the issue.

Through an arrangement hetween the
board of education and the National As-
sociation of the Motion Picture Industry,
•William A. Brady, president of the latter,

D. W. Griffith, distinguished producer,
and Paul Cromlin, film exporter, will

speak against censorship in a number of
high schools in Brooklyn, Manhattan
and the Bronx.

* * *

At each of these lectures a model mo-
tion picture program contributed by

The status of the reform situation demands that exhibitors be
versed in censorship and blue laws so that they may intelligently

discuss these subjects before commercial clubs and other civic or-

ganizations.

Be prepared to impress upon the leaders in your community
the fairness of the industry's attitude toward prohibitory and op-

pressive legislative measures.

Museum of Na-
tural Historv.

producer members of the N. A. M. P. I.

for this purpose will be presented.
These speakers will offer arguments

on the ineffectiveness of legal censorship
and its menace to the industry. They
also will touch upon the fundamental
rights of the public.

Among the champions of censorship
who will seek to justify legalized regu-
lation of the screen will be Mrs. Clarence
Waterman, Canon William S. Chase,
Frederick Boyd Stevenson and Joseph
Levenson. one member of the New York
State censorship board. These persons
were active in the fight for enactment
of the present law.

These lectures will not take the form
of debates.

Decision of the board to sponsor these
lectures followed an anti-censorship talk

given by Mr. Brady in the American

The fact that

the industry is be-

ing called upon
daily to defend its-

attitude toward
legalized censor-

ship as well as
other coactive legislation, serves to em-
phasize the value to exhibitors of a

thorough knowledge of these problems.
When theatre men are requested to

discuss motion pictures before their local

societies the}- should have at their finger

tips the data and arguments necessary
to advance convincing reasons why legal-

ized censorship is a detriment to the
progress of the industry.

The program sponsored by the board
of education in New York offers the in-

dustry an excellent opportunity to put

its case before the public, where the right

of censorship alone rests.

On page 47 of this issue is a report

of the first lecture given in one of New
York's schools as a part of this program.
The attack on censorship was made by
Elmer Rice, author of "For the Defense"
and "On Trial."

Pledge

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of

radical reformers to establish a dictatorship over the motion picture

industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American Laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the f i eg -

dom of the screen, I pledge myself to the cause of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that I will use, when-
ever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and in this man-
ner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical
and oppressive legislation.

(Sign and mail tt
Exhibitor, Herald,
4T7 South Dearborn
rtreet, Chicago, if
you wish to become
a member of the

LEAGUE)

Name

Theatre

City

r
Order Your Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn street,

Chicago, III.

Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the

Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion

picture.

I will run each slide at every performance for one week when con-

ditions permit of this arrangement.

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

rheatre

Street

City
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BLUE SUNDAY
Unjust Persecution by the L. D. A.

It is a singular fact that the L. D, A. wherever
it has attempted tobring back the "Blue Sun-
day" lias selected motion picture theatres as
the 'first object of attack. The effort to close

them by initiative or referendum elections has
always failed, save in the smaller towns in agri-
cultural communities, where there existed no
appreciable demand for them by the people. In
Spripgfield there are upwards of 8,000 people
whose environments prevent their attendance on
week days. The largest crowds attend on Sun-
day for that reason.. Our theatres are operated
on Sunday for the benefit of that class, not be-
cause we wish to, but because we have to, in order
to get this class of business, otherwise we would
not get it at all. What business would go to the
trouble and expense of operating seven days if

it could supply the demand in six? It is aeon-
dition, not a theory that confronts us.

Up to this time we have dealt only with prin-
ciples that should be your guide in voting next
Tuesday. The effects of a blue Sunday on the
hotels, street cars, jitneys, and other industries
are too manifest to dwell on. Springfield is now
a city, and sought by travelers as a place afford-
ing a variety of ways of passing Sunday. The
plan of the L. D A., if carried out, would drive
a host of people elsewhere Such a result is

worth considering.

Whatever the disaster to picture shows the
proposed law will cause, it not a matter to be
urged as an argument. It has no bearing on the
principles involved. Whatever they prove to be
we must overcome them either by increasing the

price, or cutting the standard of our shows. In
either case the public would bear it. No one can
expect us to continue as we are, at a loss This
is, as we say, no argument. But in selecting our
industry as a target the L. D. A. has done an un-
wise and an unjust thing, how unjust the people
little realize. The ministers opposing \».have
given it no thought. We will be pardoned, we
feel, for trying to make it clear

In making picture shows the object of attack
the L. D. A. selected an industry having probab-
ly the greatest power for good that exists today,

and one of the greatest aids to the ultimate aims
of the church itself. " It has been of inestimable
benefit to the United States in the war. As an
agency of publicity requirements it had no
equal. Did it falter in its duty 1

Its screens were
ever open and its stages ever free. They are to-

day. Why then should picture shows whose loy-

alty has never faltered, be subjected to slander,

insult and oppression,—singled out, as they are.

from every other form of Sunday diversion?

When we entered the war, in an appeal to pic-

ture shows, President Wilson, on June 28, 1917
said —

"It is in my mind loot only to bring the
motion picture industry into fullest and
most effective contact with the Natwn's
needs, but to give some measure of official

recognition to an increasingly important
factor in the development of our national
life The film has come to rank as a lery
Itiyh medium for the dissemination of pub-
lic intelligence, and since it speaks a uni-

versal language it lends itself importantly
to the. presentation of America'/ plans and
purposes.'

The people of the United States know the
ready response of picture shows to every appeal
during the war. Is that to be forgotten* No, for
on December 17. 1919. while the L. D. A was
busy denouncing picture show? as a "trust,"
with evil designs, Vice-President Marshall said
to ur :

—

"No tivgU \ndustry in America did so

much to arouse the zeal, th( fen or and the
patriotism of the country as d)d the motion
picture industry of America. Your loyalty
and devotion and your sacrifice* to youi
Government enabled it to come out of the
'•or victorious in lis purposes. It came out

finding itself and you finding yourselves
faced with the problem that is

;
to my mind,

fully as important as the winning of the

war—that is, the winning of America foA
Americans."

Voters of Springfield, that problem is before

all of us, and the picture shows are loyally doing
their part toward the accomplishment of it. Do
we then deserve the opprobrium so mercilessly

cast upon us? Will you, by your vote, single us

out, as the proposed law intends, as the sole vic-

tims of the L. D. A. idea? Are you to rebuke
whom your Government commends in such a

fashion?

Every person knows that every theatre ticket

carries a war tax, but most of you do not realize

that in Springfield, on Sunday business alone,

the theatres pay upwards of $13,000 annually.

Hence the Government, if the proposed law is

passed, must lose, or look elsewhere for that aid

to its tremendous expense. Apply that law to

every picture show in the country, as is the pur-

pose of the L. D. A., and the Government would
have a deficit of many million dollars in its

budget.

The L. D. A. in this, as in many other things,

gives little heed to such practical considerations,

yet, in this period of recovery from the financial

exhaustions of the war, it is an important
matter To promulgate a movement that not

only defies the constitution, but depletes the rev-

enues of the United States seems to be the L. D.

A. idea of patriotism.

The election is near at hand. We had no hand
jn bringing it about.. Its troubles, inconven-

iences and expense are not due to us. The fight

has not really been ours to make, for while level-

led at us its real designs were oh a constitutional

right of the people. We have defended that

right in a dignified and consistent "way. Up to

this time (Friday night) our opponents have not

appeared in print. If they do so now, it will be

an eleventh hour effort which we will be unable

to answer

We have invoked the doctrines of free govern-

ment, and our opponents have invoked the old

Jewish law to keep the Sabbath holy, and in the

same breath denounced the Jews who devised it.

Interpretations of Scripture have given birth to

an hundred creeds, but our constitution gives

birth to but one, and that is the creed of Libert}'

It is our creed and it conflicts not at all with the

Christian religion, nor the conception of it by

our forefathers

Our task has been a serious one, and seriously

have we striven to meet it. From the shelter of

twenty-odd pulpits our opponents had a tremen-

dous advantage, and often used terms of unde-

served severity,—but of such is the Kingdom of

Politics Despite assertions to the contrary we
have no organization,—no financial aid. We
circulated no subscription list All labor and
expense is our own. We have made honorable

appeal to the better judgment, the conscience

and patriotism of the men and women who -will

vote If these fail, we have lost

One word to our ministers and we are done
We persist in saying that you have been led, and
have led others into a movement fraught with
grave consequences, but you have meant it for

good. If your election fails to pass your law, the

victory is not ours, but that or the people whose
liberties you unwittingly threatened If you
succeed, you wilWiear no murmur from us. We
bear you no malice. Regardless of the results of

the election you will ever have our aid in any
movement to further charity or the uplifting of

men Our screens will still-be open and our
stages ever free We are not your enemies nor
the enemies of the church, nor shall your mis-
takes make us so. Our beliefs are now, and will

ever be, that men's individual ideas of Sunday
observance are their own, to practice and to

preach, but not to fasten by law upon their

neighbors. If that may be done we are no longer
a free people

League Slides

Are Excellent
Following are two letters re-

ceived from members of the PUB-
LIC RIGHTS' LEAGUE acknowl-
edging receipt of the series of
twelve slides:

Baraboo, Wis.
Exhibitors' Herald,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Just a line to ac-
knowledge receipt of the twelve
PUBLIC RIGHTS' LEAGUE
slides. This appeals to us as being
excellent propaganda and we are
pleased to have this set to run.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) C. L. Roser,
Al Ringhng Theatre.

*

Stratford, S. D.

Exhibitors' Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Received the PUB-
LIC "RIGHTS' LEAGUE slides,

and will say they are fine. Thanks.
Yours truly,

(Signed) A. B. Anderson.

Would Tax Censors
Exhibitor Suggests That
All Members of Board

Pass a Morality Test

A discussion of censorship by Louis

B. Mayer, published recently in this de-

partment, has created no little comment
among members of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE.

After reading Mr. Mayer's article,

Bertha Clouse of the Star theatre, Fre-
mont, Ind., writes:

"I have just finished reading your
article on page 35 of Exhibitors Herald,
November 26, about censorship of mov-
ing picture film. Will say it would be a

good idea to have all persons wishing to

censor the films to be obliged to pass

an examination to see that they are per-

fectly moral in every respect and then

grant them a license udoii payment of

.$300.

"I think the exhibitors and producers
of the film ought to send a petition to

Washington to have a federal law passed
to that effect."

—MOVING PICTURE THEATRES OF SPRINGFIELD.

Reproduction of a two-column spread published in the Springfield, Mo., news-
papers by exhibitors prior to a referendum on Sunday closing. Other
theatre men who are using institutional advertising are urged to send
copies of their ads to this department.

Opposes Bl u e Laws
Pastor Declares He Is

Opposed to Oppressive

Legisla tion of Any K i nd

Burris A. Jenkins of the Linwood

Boulevard Christian church of Kansas

City, Mo., in a letter to Lawrence E.

Goldman, secretary and counsel of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Mis-

souri, denounces "all kinds of extreme
sumptuary legislation, including Sunday
blue laws." His letter reads:

"I believe in the observance of Sun-
day, as I think one day of rest in seven

is necessary for everybody, but I think

people ought to be allowed to decide for

themselves how they can rest to best ad-

vantage without interfering with the

rights of other people. In other words,

this is a country of liberty and ought

to be maintained as such."

•
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"A Doll's House"

Three scenes from the

United / rtists produc-

tion just completed

Nazimova, the talented Russian actress, and sup-

port, in scenes from Ibsen's famous novel, "A

Doll's House" which will be distributed in Jan-

uary.
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DIGESTo/"PICTURESofMEEK
fcfc"COOLISH WIVES," the big special production

-T which Universal presented for the first time last

week, in a Broadway theatre, represents this company's

supreme achievement to date. The motion picture pub-

lic lias awaited this picture with considerable curiosity,

^or no production of recent date has received the pub-

licity that "Foolish Wives'' has. This of course will

.aid exhibitors materially in putting the picture over.

In fact there are many talking points attached to the

feature that will make good copy for the local news-

papers, the lavish expenditure of money to reproduce

-the European sets, the thousands of feet of film used

in photographing it and the hundreds of people em-

ployed for a year and a half in making the picture. A
lull review of "Foolish Wives" is printed on page 50.

—

J. R. M.

"THE SONG OF LIFE" (First National) is a

""mother" picture but of an entirely different sort than

-the many that have been produced lately. It has an

appealing, forceful story back of it and is devoid of the

exaggerated sentimentality injected in stories of this

"kind. John M. Stahl directed it and made a very satis-

factory feature of it. Seven reels.

"WHITE HANDS" (Wid Gunning) is Hobart

Bosworth's latest starring vehicle and he gives his

usual forceful, interest compelling performance. An,

.excellent cast appears in his support and although the

theme is unpleasant, it will doubtless satisfy lovers of

good acting. Lambert Hillyer directed. It is in six

parts.

"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING"
(Paramount) Sir Gilbert Parker's story has been

adapted in a masterful manner for Agnes Ayres tri-

umphant debut as a Paramount star in her own right.

The interesting story casts her in a role that shows she

has real dramatic ability and personality. Good en-

tertainment with an excellent cast in support. Directed

hy Victor Fleming.

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS" (Export & Import)

-is a thriller of thrillers written by Agnes Johnston and

Frank Dazey and besides featuring Elinor Field and

Truman Van Dyke has the whole Selig wild animal

zoo in it. These animals are utilized in providing hair-

breadth escapes for the hero and heroine to good ad-

vantage.

"CAMERON "OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED"
(Hodkinson) with a special cast is another splendid

story of the Northwest country. It was made by Ernest

Shipman for Hodkinson distribution, from Ralph Con-

nor's stirring story. Well directed and well photo-

graphed.

"Til F. FOURTEENTH LOVER" (Metro) pre-

sents Viola Dana in a six reel concoction written by

Mice I >. Miller, and directed bv Ham Beaumont. It

tells 'of a wealthy girl who grows tired of her wealthy

suitors and falls in love with her gardner. Jack Mul-

hall is the gardner. Light but pleasing entertainment.

"DON'T GET PERSONAL" (Universal) is a

clever little comedy-drama, or farce comedy, with the

vivacious Marie Prevost in the stellar role. The story

is by I. R. Ving and was made under the capable direction

of Clarence Badger. It should prove a good drawing card

in any house.

"THE BRIDE'S PLAY" (Cosmopolitan Para-

mount) presents a modern version of an Irish legend,

which because of its artistic accomplishments, stellar

acting of the cast, and quaint appeal, stands out as a'

pleasing and high-class entertainment. The fact that it

is somewhat slow of action is not a handicap as its

many fine aspects together with the well wrought cli-

max compensate for this. Seven reels.

"SHADOWS OF THE SEA" (Selznick) is a tale

of the sea with plenty of action. Proves pleasing en-

tertainment and is suspenseful for the most part.

Tearle is excellent in the role of a grim sea captain

and the picture contains much fine photography. Five

reels.

"STRENGTH OF THE PINES" (Fox) stars

William Russell with Irene Rich as the feminine lead.

It does not measure up to standard of some of star's

previous productions. Story is complicated and unreal.

Beautiful forest scenes and work of star outstanding

features. Picture is well directed.

"THE WISE KID" (Universal) is Gladys Wal-

ton's latest vehicle and no more refreshing and highly

satisfactory little comedy-drama has been produced in

several moons. The production was directed by Tod

Browning and he has surrounded Miss Walton with a

cast of well known and capable players. Five reels.

"ACE OF HEARTS" (Goldwyn) presents Lon

Chancy, John Bowers and Leatrice Joy in a play of

kings and queens and plotters. A melodramatic talc

adapted from Gouverneur Morris's story and directed

by Wallace Worsley. Six reels.

"WHY MEN FORGET" (R-C Pictures) is a

story of and for the laboring man. It contains many

>tock situations and the trite story will interest but

few we fear. Director and producer remain unheralded

and the cast is composed of players little heard of. Five

reels.

"THE LEATHER PUSHERS" (Universal)

"Round One" and "Round Two" of this new series of

twelve stories which Universal is publishing arc the

real goods in screen entertainment. For the exhibitor

seeking the best in short subjects we recommend this

series. They certainly should prove popular with the

men folks. Two reels each.



SPECIAL CAST IN

THE SONG OF LIFE
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Another "mother" picture but of a

different sort. An appealing,
forceful story of life's drab reali-

ties, and, although dealing with

a feminine problem, is yet a film

that will have a deep appeal for

men as well as women. A cast

cf unusual excellence portrays

the various roles and John M.
Stahl directed the picture with

unerring skill. Seven reels.

John M. Stahl's latest contribution to

the Associated First National program is

unusual in many respects. It was made
from a theme suggested by Mr. Stahl and

is an entirely different version of the.

,at present, popular mother pictures. He
has avoided the exaggerated, wishy-

washy mother-love angle and drawn
with broad strokes of his directorial

brush a vivid, graphic picture of the hum-
drum, routine existence of hundreds of

thousands of mothers who long for the

more attractive things of life. It is a

story of the dull existence of a track

laborer's wife and of New York's East-

side life. Of hot, windy deserts, and still

hotter and more stuffy Manhattan flats.

The cast is excellent throughout, the

principal roles being played by Georgia
Woodthorpe, as Mary Tilden; Gaston
Glass as David Tilden, her son, and Grace
Darmond as Aline Tilden, David's wife.

Little Richard Headrick appears briefly

as a neighbor's child, and Wedgwood
Nowell has the role of villain. Claude
Payton, Fred Kelsey, Edward J. Peil and
Arthur S. Hall complete the cast.

The atmosphere of the crowded dis-

trict of Manhattan is well depicted and

the story works up to a fine dramatic cli-

max in the final reel.

Mary Tilden found life as the wife of a

railroad track foreman merely a treadmill
of dirty dishes. Even her little baby
brought no peace. One day, unable to

stand it any longer, she boarded an east-

bound train that had stopped for water,
and ran away. The same train killed her
husband on a trestle a short distance
away.

Twenty-five years later, Mary, worn
and tired by the fruitless struggle for the
"pretty things" always just beyond her
grasp, is still washing dishes. Chance
brought her neighbor, a young writer, to

her door in the nick of time, and she
found her niche in living in his home and
doing the housework for him and his

young wife, Aline, like herself so long
ago, wild for the pretty things and loath-
ing the round of housework. In her new
freedom, Aline persuaded her husband to
let her go back to work in a music shop.
An attractive young publisher gave her a
lift in his automobile one rainy night.
Finding his wife's picture on the pub-
lisher's desk, when he went to discuss
selling his story, David Tilden's jealousy
was aroused and he started out with a
pistol when his wife left him for a week-
end. Meantime Mary discovers that Da-
vid is her son, through his reading his
story to her—really the story of his life.

But she was terrified by the violence of
his hatred for the mother who had de-
serted him and did not dare reveal what
she knew. Mary goes to Henderson's
apartment and pleads with him to send
Aline home. David comes in and fires at
Henderson, felling him. Mary assumed
the blame in spite of all that David could
do. The story brings out the fact that
she is his mother and the authorities
merely think he is trying to shield her.
Then it develops that the publisher is

only wounded and will not prosecute, and
reunion between husband, wife and
mother is established.

HOBART BOSWORTH IN

WHITE HANDS
(WID GUNNING, INC.)

This photodrama depends upon the

star's performance and personal-

ity for its success. He carries the

weight of the story and is given
able assistance by a capable com-
pany of players, whose work will

afford a certain amount of pleas-

ure to lovers of good acting, even
though the theme of the story
does not appeal to them. Di-
rected by Lambert Hillyer.

Two scenes from John M. Stahl's production, "The Song of Life" (First National.)

Hobart Bosworth in a Scene from "White Hands"

' White Hands" is technically an ex-
cellent picture. In detail the work of
Producer Max Graf, Director Hillyer and
star, Hobart Bosworth, is good. The
lack of a stronger story is the feature's
principal drawback.
Most of the action takes place in a law-

less, dirty hostelry on the edge of the
Sahara desert. Here several terrific

fistic encounters occur between Bos-
worth, Robert McKim and a lawless
gang, and the untimely end of the villain

in a shark infested bay adds a sensational
thrill to the story. The scenario was
written by C. Gardner Sullivan.
The production, both from the stand-

point of action and scenic effects, is in-

genious and artistic.

It tells the story of a ruthless sea
captain, "Hurricane Hardy," who jour-
neys into the Great Sahara in search of
treasure. He comes upon Helen Mait-
land, helpless and alone with her fever-
stricken father, miles from civilization.

Hardy realizes her plight and determines
to have her for his own. He takes her to
a seaport hotel, where she meets Ralph
Alden, a young man sunken deep in
despair. She also befriends a baby,
three years of age, whom Roche, the
proprietor, is rearing amid the filth and
dirt of his hotel.

Bent upon victimizing the girl, Hardy
is deterred by the touch of the baby's
white hands, which awaken in him shame
and remorse. Under the regenerated
Hardy's protection, the baby finds com-
fort and Helen discovers her true love
in young Alden and they find happiness
together.
Mr. Bosworth is supported by an able

cast, which includes Robert McKim.
Elinor Fair, Baby Muriel, Frances Dana
and Freeman Wood.
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"FOOLISH WIVES"
(Continued from fvge 50)

court at Monaco. The envoy, according
to the story, is a prominent attorney and
a man of wealth and culture according to

American standards. The von Stroheim
conception of a man sufficiently big to

be America's ambassador is that of a lout

wearing his first evening clothes, scrap-

ing and bowing to nobility, and finally

when in the august presence of the Prince

of Monaco, making a search through all

his pockets for his credentials, at last un-

buttoning his vest and finding the papers
in an inside pocket of that garment. This,

and several other incidents will likely be
construed as an uncalled for belittling

of things American. This may be ad-

visable in order to secure the proper Con-
tinental flavor, and again it may be only

the viewpoint of an Austrian director,

but the picture would be greatly improved
from an American viewpoint to have en T

dowed an American ambassador with at

least ordinary dignity. .

The scene of the story is laid in Monte
Carlo and the action transpires in five

days. Count Sergius Karamzin and two
pseudo Russian princesses by devious

methods make the acquaintance of the

American envoy and his young wife, and
use 'them to further their swindling
schemes. The Count makes love indis-

criminately to almost every woman in

sight, ranging from the imbecile grand-
daughter of a counterfeiting conferedate

and an ignorant scullery maid, to the

wife of the envoy. His five days wooing
of the American woman winds up in a

gorgeous fire scene, with the count de-

serting and firemen rescuing the woman.
There are too many threads in the devi-

ous and somewhat impossible plot to nar-

rate it in detail but the denouement
brings the death of the Count with blood-
curdling nicety, and the awakening of

the American woman to the fact that an
American husband is a pretty good man
after all.

Some of the best acting of the picture

is done by Dale Fuller as the maid, and
Caesare Gravina as the old counterfeiter,

grandfather of the imbecile girl. Miss Du-
pont is pretty and pleasing as the foolish

wife of the envoy, and Maude George
and Mae Busch give good impersonations
of the general conception of bogus Rus-
sian princesses.

In spite of too much von Stroheim, too
much footage and an unnecessary belit-

tling of Americans and American ideals,

"Foolish Wives" will rank as a great pic-

ture and will undoubtedly prove a money
maker for exhibitors, regardless of

whether or not Mr. Laemmle gets back
his million dollars.—JOHN S. SPARGO.

SPECIAL CAST IN

ACE OF HEARTS
(GOLDWYN)

A melodramatic story of a band of

fanatical foreigners who plan the

destruction of a man of wealth

and one of their own numbers.

Written by Gouverneur Morris.

Directed by Wallace Worsley.

Six reels.

A scene from "Ace of Hearts" (Goldwyn)

With Lon Chaney, John Bowers and
Leatrice Joy in the leading roles, "Ace
of Hearts" promises much in the way of
an interesting photoplay, but Gouverneur
Morris' story is only a recital of the
movements of a gang of plotters. The
big scene at the end is well enough done
and compels a certain amount of admira-
tion for the producer. Director Wors-
ley's direction is good all through and
there is real imagination in details of pro-
duction.

Leatrice Joy, as the Queen, Lilith, is

pretty and natural and never overacts;
John Bowers gives a splendid interpreta-
tion of the hero role, Forrest, and Lon
Chaney shows much subtle cleverness, as
Farralone, in love with Lilith. Others
in the cast are Hardee Kirkland, Edwin
Wallack. Raymond Hatton and Roy
Laidlaw.

Forrest and Farralone, members of the
cabinet of a dethroned queen, are in love
with her. She is surrounded, however, by
a band of fanatical social reformers, who
plan the death of a wealthy man. For-
rest is selected as the man to kill him.
and also to sacrifice his life for the
cause. Lilith asks him if it will give him
more courage if she marries him. They
are married that night and love teaches
them that hatred and destruction are
wrong. Lilith beseeches Forrest to flee

with her but he knows he cannot escape
the vengeance of the band. He goes to
the restaurant, where he is employed as
waiter, to carry out his plan and the sight
of two young lovers at the table near
the victim causes him to lose his nerve.
The band draws cards to see who shall

execute the death sentence against For-
rest and Lilith, and Farralone gets the
ace of hearts, the fatal card. He has
promised Lilith to protect Forrest and
sets the time fuse on the bomb and a
few seconds later an explosion wrecks
the room where the drawing took place
and kills the entire band. Lilith and For-
rest flee to another country and find

peace and happiness together.

Thr Montr Carlo ut used for "Fooliih Wivrn"
(Universal)

THE LEATHER
PUSHERS

(UNIVERSAL)
In acquiring "The Leather Pushers,"

;i scries of twelve two-reel subjects writ-
irn by If. C. Witwer, and which orig-

inally appeared in Collier's Weekly, Uni-
versal displayed keen showmanship.
The first two episodes of the series,

each a complete story, were shown priv-
ately at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago,
last week, to trade and newspaper repre-
sentatives, sports writers and critics and
all were unanimous in their praise of the
pictures. They are the real goods in

screen entertainment.
The Witwer stories are being put into

picture form by the Knickerbocker Photo-
play company, headed by H. L. Mess-
more. Harry Pollard directed them un-
der the supervision of Mr. Witwer. the
author.

Reginald Denny is featured in the
series, in the role of a young college man
and football star. He is good looking
enoueh to hold the screen without be-

ing a strong man, and although a splen-

did athlete, he does not swagger. Helen
Toombs plays opposite the star and
others in the cast are Sam J. Ryan. Hay-
den Stevenson and Charles Ascott. As-
cott plays the role of "Tin Ear Fagan,"
a training quarter hanger-on, and fur-

nishes much of the comedy. Sam
McVey is a trainer and many other well-

known figures in sporting circles partici-

pate in the ring battles.

The first story concerns a young col-

lege man engaged to a society girl who
is compelled to enter the prize ring when
his father's finances are swept away in

Wall Street. The first episodes are

called "Round One" and "Round Two."
There are two realistic and well staged

bouts with as much suspense and ex-

citement attached to them as in the re-

cently pictured championship battles. It

is no effort to get interested in the pic-

tures. They furnish fine entertainment
and should prove popular with any class

audience.

SPECIAL CAST IN

WHY MEN FORGET
(R-C PICURES)

Stock situations and mediocre story

here. Narrative of the rise and

fall of a laboring man given to

making impassioned speeches.

Five reels.

"Why Men Forget" may interest those

who are concerned with the laboring

man and his problems. Some may find

a lesson in it. We doubt, however, if it

will be found entertaining to any others.

The trite story, the indifferent perform-
ance of t,he unknown players and the lack

of new and interesting situations are an

almost unsurmountable handicap. There is

nothing, as a matter of fact, in the pic-

ture which is the exception to any rule.

Complications follow one another in or-

derly manner and finally everything is

smoothed out and ends right where it

started.

The story concerns Richard Mutinicr,

who is discharged for taking up the time

of the men in a factory while listening to

his socialistic utterances. He hires a hall

and denounces wealth in no uncertain

terms. He becomes suddenly wealthy
and the possessor of a beautiful home
through the death of an uncle. Then he

proceeds to forget his old sweetheart,

Emma Vine, and marries a society girl,

Adela Waltham, who has formerly been

engaged to Hubert Eldcn, a lounge liz-

ard. The uncle's will is found and the

estate, it is disclosed, belongs to other

heirs. Richard returns to his Fast Side

home, where his former friends mob him,

and at last he finds comfort in the arms
of Emma Vine.

Milton Romer plays Richard, Eveline

Brent is Emma and Bettina Campbell is

cast as Adclia Waltham. No director or

producer is given.
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MARIE PREVOST IN

DON'T GET
PERSONAL

(UNIVERSAL)
A clever little comedy with Miss
Prevost its particularly bright and
scintillating star. Many laughs
tucked away in the well-written
subtitles. A picture that will
please and build business for any
house. Five reels

Marie Prevost in "Don't Get Personal"
(Universal)

Universal has started the new year off
with a new writer, I. R. Ving, who has
furnished an amusing, though light
comedy for the trim Miss Prevost, and
Clarence Badger has given it his best
in the way of direction. And there is

the added attraction of T. Roy Barnes
in her support, who in turn is supported
by George Nichols, Daisv Robinson, Rov
Atwell, Ralph McCullough, Del Lorlee,
Sadie Gordon, and Mack Sennett's fa-
mouse dog, "Teddy." In fact "Teddy"
romps off with part of the honors and
his screen work will tickle the kiddies.
It is well photographed and the sets are
sumptuous and well arranged.

| The story concerns Patricia Parker, a
Broadway chorus girl, who is sent to a
small town to visit the Wainwrights.
Here she finds an old-fashioned daughter,
Emily, and John Wainwright, a studious
son. She amuses herself with her ukulele
and flirts with the daughter's beau,
Horace Kane. Finally young Wainwright
falls in love with Patricia but does not

• disclose his feelings toward her until he
suspects she is in love with young Jim-

1 mie Barton, a chap whose sister is trying
to interest Kane. Patricia saves Kane

. from Barton's sister by breaking up a
wedding and brings him back to Miss
Wainwright. She also wins John for
herself.

The title, "Don't Get Personal," doesn't
mean much as far as the story is con-
cerned. "Patricia Patches It Up" or
"Keep Them Guessing" would have fit as
well. But it's a corking good little

comedy nevertheless. Don't miss. it.

WILLIAM RUSSELL IN

STRENGTH OF PINES
(FOX)

Story of the lawless days of the

West in which the plot proves
complicated and somewhat uncon-
vincing. Several fights in which
Russell demonstrates his ambi-
dexterity and the forest back-
grounds are its best features.

Directed by Edgar Lewis. Five
reels.

An abundance of explanatory sub-
titles are used in "Strength of the Pines,"
but in spite of this the Edison Marshall

story proves difficult to comprehend for
a great part. Russell is good in the two
parts in which he is cast, although the
picture does not offer him an opportunity
to display his best efforts. Irene Rich
has the leading feminine role. Others
in the cast are Lester Bates, Lulu War-
rington, R. Lee Hough, and Arthur
Morrison.
The story opens in an orphan asylum,

where a boy is adopted by a wealthy
man, separating him from his sister.

Years later he receives a message from
the west that his sister is in distress.
He goes to her and learns that she is

being harrassed by the Turners, an un-
scrupulous family with whom her father
had previously had trouble. He hears
her story and learns that she is not his
sister as he had supposed. It develops
that when both were young her father
had entrusted to his father a deed to
his property before going out to fight
the Turners. He had been killed in the
struggle. Later the boy's father was
also a victim of the lawless Turners and
the two children were placed in an
orphan asylum.
He sets about to discover the where-

abouts of the deed to the property, which
no one has been able to locate. The
Turners thwart him in his plan and use
every means to drive him out of the
country. Finally, on a stormy night, the
Turner clan goes in force to the cabin,
where he and the girl are staying, de-
termined to kill him. During the shoot-
ing, lightning strikes a tree, in the midst
of the Turner tribe, in which the miss-
ing deed is found and the two start out
for the sheriff's aid to rid the country
of the Turners as well as to employ his
services for their marriage.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE JUNGLE
GODDESS

(EXPORT & IMPORT)
This is a thriller of thrillers in the
way of a wild animal jungle ser-

ial. Col. Wm. N. Selig's trained
animals are utilized in providing
hair-raising escapes of a pretty
heroine and a capable hero. Should
be a big winner where serials are

liked.

Probably few of even the wildest flights

of fancy by writers of thrillers ever con-
ceived as many or more intricate near-
death situations as did Agnes Johnston
and Frank Dazey in preparing the script

from which Colonel Selig made "The
Jungle Goddess."

Impossible situations, from which the
heroine is always rescued in the nick of
time, by the bravery and resourcefulness
of the dashing hero, is meat and drink
to the lovers of serials. In "The Jungle
Goddess" they have many a full meal,
with several kinds of dessert thrown in

for good measure.
The story is of the heiress of a wealthy

English nobleman, kidnaped throgh the
connivance of an avaricious uncle, thrown
into the basket of a stolen army balloon,
drifting for days and finally landing in

the heart of the African jungle.

There she is found by the friendly chief

of a tribe of savages and grows up to the

"The Jungle Goddess," causing the sav-

ages to substitute kindliness for the

wicked and idolatrous worship taught by
the native witch doctors. This, of course,

gains her the enmity of the witch doctors.

Her boyhood sweetheart, now grown to

manhood, sets out in search of her, and
finds her with the jungle tribe. After a

series of thrilling adventures he rescues
her and they escape through the jungles
of Africa, during which they have encoun-
ters with wild animals and savage tribes,

the witch doctors being responsible for
much of the trouble.

Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke
have the leading parts and acquit them-
selves more than favorably. Probably
as interesting as the work of the human
actors is that of many of Colonel Selig's

remarkably trained animals. Judging
from the three episodes shown "The
Jungle Goddess" should prove a highly
lucrative booking attraction for exhibi-

tors whose patrons are keen for the
thrills of the serial.

MARION DAVIES IN

THE BRIDE'S PLAY
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
A highly artistic production of Irish

life and people woven around an
ancient legend. Appears to drag
in parts but quaint mannerisms,
striking costumes and scenery,

with an effective climax make it

a thoroughly pleasing and worth
while entertainment. Directed by
Gecrge Terwilliger.

"The Bride's Play" was adapted from
a story by Donne Byrne. Its theme is

an ancient Irish legend in which the bride

on her wedding day asks the guests pres-

ent the question "are you the man I

love?" The answer is negative in each
case, until the question is put before the
groom who answers in the affirmative.

The Cosmopolitan production of the
legend embraces the case of a modern
Irish girl at whose marriage to a noble-
man the ancient custom is revived—but
under new and novel circumstances.

Considerable footage has been used for

incidents which are not especially dra-

matic to work up to the climax of the
occasion, but this has been offset by the
artistic embellishments of the production
and the refreshing Irish character por-
trayed by Marion Davies. The produc-
tion has enjoyed unusual care in direction
and detail, and its quaint appeal, conti-
nuity and atmosphere lend it unusual
charms as an entertainment of distinct
merit.
Marion Davies portrays two roles in

the picture, that of the present girl in
The Bride's Play as well as the one in

the more ancient affair which has a sig-
nificant bearing on the modern one as
told in the story.

Aileen Barrett and Sir Fergus Cassidy
have been neighbors for" years. He loves
her but Aileen has become enamored of
a poet. When she learns that he regards
her love as but a passing whim she real-
izes that it is Sir Cassidy she really cares
for and their wedding is arranged. The
Bride's Play, which has been a custom
with the Cassidy family for years, it is an-
nounced, will be revived at the wedding.
The former lover learns that several
hundred years ago during the progress
of the play at the wedding of a mem-
ber of the family of Sir Cassidy the bride
was carried away by an old lover who
arrived on the scene during its enactment.
He attempts to do the same thing but
the modern girl, confronted with the cri-

sis when he maliciously answers her
question in the affirmative in the presence
of the many wedding guests, strikes him
heavily across the face with her wedding
slipper.

Wyndham Standing plays the part of
Sir Fergus Cassidy and Carlton Miller
the role of the poet. Others in the cast
are Frank Shannon, Jack O'Brien, Rich-
ard Cummings and Eleanor Middleton.
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AGNES AYRES IN

THE LANE THAT
HAD NO TURNING

(PARAMOUNT)

An excellent picturization of a thril-

ling story by Sir Gilbert Parker,

marking the starring debut of the

beautiful young actress who had
the leading role in "The Sheik."

Continuity, settings and photog-

raphy more than ordinarily good.

Directed by Victor Fleming. Five

reels.

"The Lane That Had No Turning,"
the Paramount picture from the story by
Sir Gilbert Parker, has two points of

special interest— first, it is the premier
starring vehicle of Agnes Ayres, who
gained fame by her portrayal of the lead-

ing feminine role in "The Sheik," and
second, that it presents Theodore Kosloff

in his first leading role, one which gives

the young Russian pantomimist and
screen actor an opportunity for almost
unsuspected dramatic powers.
The story is laid mostly in the Cana-

dian village of Pontiac where Madelinette,

played by Miss Ayres, married Louis
Racine. As the wedding announcement
is made that the Seigneur of Pontiac died

intestate and, inasmuch as no will was
found, the bride is to receive $10,000 so

that she may continue her operatic

studies. Tardiff, a former servant of the

Seigneur, mocks Louis' new title and
hints that a will is hidden somewhere
and is certain to be found. Tardiff's

interruption of the festivities results in a

fight in which Racine is flung against a

tree and injured.

Racine's injury brings on a family

heritage and he gradually becomes hunch-
back, which creates fear in his heart that

his young and beautiful wife will turn

from him when she returns from her

operatic successes in Europe. When
Madelinette does return she is horrified

by the hump on the unhappy man's back,

but decides to give up her career and
remain with him to make him happy.

She finally discovers the lost will and
while hiding it again she is seen by
Tardiff. who steals it and carries it to

the real heir to the estate. On her plea

the real heir, a young Englishman, de-

stroys the document. Tardiff hastens to

Racine and whispers malicious statements

regarding the Englishman and Madelin-
ette. A double tragedy follows, Racine
killing Tardiff and then taking bis own
life, to escape pursuers. A romance
springs up later between the Englishman
and Madelinette and they are married.

The part of the hunchback, played by
Kosloff, is one of the outstanding fea-

tures of the picture. His brillant acting,

coupled with the touch of sympathy for

the man's misfortune, draws attention

away from the fine work with which Miss
Ayres invests her role. Mahlon Hamil-
ton and Frank Campeau, respectively, are

good as the dignified Englishman and the

hunchback.
Victor Fleming, the director, and

Eugene Mullin, scenarist, have given the

story a sympathetic handling, and in

lighting, settings, photography and conti-

nuity, the production is good throughout.

TRY AND GET IT
(FOX)

Every company now has made at least

one comedy in which the comedian ca-

vorts around on the iron trestle work of

a new building. "Try and Get It" is the

latest and it is quite as funny as the rest
of them, although there is too much
sameness to all of them. The tossing of

hot bolts, riding up and down elevators,
spilling mortar, and falling from high
places furnishes the thrills and the laughs
in this Fox Sunshine comedy.

CONWAY TEARLE* IN

SHADOWS OF
THE SEA

(SELZNICK)

The lure of the sea and the exploits

of a gentlemanly adventurer who
metes out punishment in his own
unique way are embraced in this

Tearle picture. It abounds in

action, a great part of which takes

place on board a ship. The story,

although inclined to be weak in

parts, is entertaining and the sur-

roundings in which it is set adds
to its attractiveness. Directed by
Alan Crosland. Five reels.

Conway Tearle in "Shadows of the Sea" (Selznick)

Conway Tearle is seen in another of

his sterling roles. As Captain of a rov-
ing ship he is a gentlemanly adventurer
always in danger of capture because of

his activities in aiding various countries.

He is grim an,d determined and the story
has an atmosphere of suspense. This,

however, is not emphasized enough at

times. There are shootings, fights and
chases along the sea coast that make the

production a swiftly moving affair. The
photography is excellent and the scenes
of the sea and aboard ship form natural

attractions.

Doris Kenyon has the feminine lead

opposite Tearle. Arthur Hosman, Crau-
furd Kent and Jack Drumier also carry
important parts.

Activities open in a resort in the Far
East, where Tearle, as Captain Carson, is

discovered by authorities and forced to

flee. He takes with him a derelict whom
he has befriended and who later be-
comes one of his staunch supporters.
.Arriving on the California coast with his

crew, coast guards are waiting and a
light follows in which Tearle and his men
are separated. In endeavoring to escape
he comes to the home of Dr. Jordan,
where he sees a beautiful girl in a young
man's arms. He is wounded attempting to

get back to his ship and the next day de-
fies capture to have his wounds attended
by a physician. He meets the beautiful

girl and learns that she is the doctor's
wife. The young man is introduced as
the physician's assistant. The significance
of the scene he witnessed the preceding
day dawns on him. To repay the doctor
for his favor he tells the assistant to

leave the house at once. The assistant
lures the girl to the boat landing, where
he pleads with her to run away with him.
The doctor and Carson arrive on the

scene and a struggle follows in which
the doctor is killed by his assistant.

Carson takes the girl and the young
man on board his boat fearing the guilt
for the murder may be attached to his

crew. As punishment he places them in

the same cabin with virtually no freedom.
The girl fights the yong man when he
attempts to make advances and Carson
becomes convinced of her innocence. He
determines to return to California but
finds that the crew has been incited to
mutiny by the first mate who proposes
to take the woman. A fight follows and
Carson and his men win. He tells the
girl of his plan to take her back to Cali-

fornia but she refuses and confides that

she prefers to sail the seas with him.

SPECIAL CAST IN

CAMERON OF THE
ROYAL MOUNTED

(HODKINSON)
This is another good story of the

Northwest Mounted Police type

and with better exhibition values

than most of those which have

gone before. Has good heart in-

terest and plenty of thrills, is well

directed and well photographed.
Pictures based on Northwest Mounted

Police seem to have the vogue just now
with a lot of theatregoers, and "Cameron
of the Royal Mounted" is a notable addi-

tion to the list. Made in six reels by
Ernest Shipman for Hodkinson distribu-

tion, this thrilling picturization of Ralph
Connor's stirring story promises to be
an attraction of no small merit.
With most of the mounted police

stories good riding and hard fighting

appear to be the chief requisites, with the

love interest played as a side issue—there

chiefly because every picture must have
ramance and to have romance a pretty

heroine is important if not absolutely

necessary. In "Cameron of the Royal
Mounted" the love interest is a big factor

in the story and exceptionally well done.

The story opens in the dormitory of a

college in Scotland, where Cameron, care-

less son of a strict Scotch father, is

gambling and drinking. In payment of a

gambling debt Cameron gives Potts a

check for fifty pounds, which is later

raised to five hundred pounds. Cameron
is confronted with the raised check and
owing to his drunken condition is unable

to say that he is not guilty of the crime.

Cast off by his father, he goes to the

Canadian Northwest, where he meets

Mandy Haley, played acceptably by
Vivienne Osborne, and the two fall in

love. After a series of adventures

Cameron feels that the crime with which

he is charged prevents him from marry-
ing the girl, and he goes further into the

wilds, and finally joins the mounted.
Mandy also finds her way there as a

nurse in a hospital and then follows a

series of thrilling deeds of heroism, in

which Cameron is sometimes uppermost
and sometimes not, but which finally ends

with all the villains foiled and bravery,

virtue and love triumphant.
f

Gaston Glass is well cast as "Cameron'
and his excellent work as the hero is

helped out by his good looks. As
"Raven." a gentleman by birth but a

bootlegger and gambler by choice, Irving

Cummings carries off the part with much
of the good acting which has made him

liked in other pictures and in several

Broadway productions. The casting of

the entire picture is to he commended, as

is also the direction and photography,
j

"Cameron of the Royal Mounted
should prove an alluring box office

attraction.
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VIOLA DAXA IN"

THE FOURTEENTH
LOVER

(METRO)

ix reels of close-ups of Viola Dana,

with Jack Mulhall, Kate Lester,

Theodore von Eltz, Albert Lee
and Frederick Vroom appearing

at intervals between said close-

ups. Directed by Harry Beau-
mont from a story by Alice D. G.

Miller.

There was hardly sufficient material in

•liss Miller's story to make an interest-

ng five reel screen comedy-drama, but

vith the aid of a good cameraman, some

>retty backgrounds and unlimited cellu-

otd, Metro has turned out a six reeler

tarring Viola Dana. As stated above,

t is mostly Miss Dana in many fetching

white gowns, doing her usual cute tricks,

nessing around the kitchen, and mussing
ip a good looking boy's hair.

1 Jack Mulhall is cast as a handsome
3Ut exceedingly stupid gardener, who
supports an aged mother by trimming
wealthy people's bushes. Miss Dana is

v'i Marchmont, daughter of the wealthy
Mr. Marchmont, played by Fred Vroom,
md Mulhall is Richard Hardy, the gar-

lener. Alberta Lee is Mrs. Hardy, his

-nother, Kate Lester is Aunt Letitia, and
Theodore von Eltz is Clyde Van Ness, a

iuitor for Vi's hand.
Vi, having grown weary of her thirteen

some-picked suitors, turns to Dick Hardy,
he gardener, but he has no use for so-

ciety, ladies who cannot cook or sew.
She throws herself at his feet, then learns

:o cook to please him, but he is unim-
pressed. Her society friends lie about
Hardy and she goes to his home and
compels him to keep her there all night

;o that he will be forced to marry her.

It all ends happily when Hardy "con-
sents." Some of the titles are amusing.

GLADYS WALTON IX

THE WISE KID
(UNIVERSAL)

A refreshing little comedy drama
that will give entire satisfaction.

Detail work of both producer and
players is excellent. Universal
sets a new mark in comedy pro-

duction with this one. Directed
by Tod Browning. Five reels.

We predict a big measure of success

for "The Wise Kid." It is one of those

whimsical, deftly made and highly amus-
ing comedy-dramas that the majority of

picture-goers like. It gives Miss Walton
'additional opportunities to display her

talents and in selecting the cast Tod
Browning, or whoever is responsible for
this part of the picture, knew his busi-
ness. David Butler plays Jimmy Smith,
a bakery boy with fine understanding;
Hallam Cooley is Harry Thome, alias

Jefferson Southwick, a bogus wealthy
youth, and Henry R. Barrow and C. Nor-
man Hameron are in the cast. Gladys
Walton plays the role of Rosie Cooper,
cashier in a restaurant, in an appealing
light-spirited manner that certainly gets
the effect she aims for.

Rosie Cooper is in love with Jimmy
Smith, but when she helps out a cus-
tomer, Jefferson Southwick. who has
forgotten his pocketbook, Jimmy be-
comes jealous. Southwick poses as the

DAVID BUTLER, in a scene from
"The Milky Way," a Louis Burston
production, being distributed by West-
ern Pictures Exploitation Co.

son of a wealthy merchant, but when
they discover his accounts short, he bor-
rows a hundred dollars from Rosie, and
attempts to run away. She is too smart
for him. however, and he lands in jail,

Rosie gets her money back and is con-
tent to accept the attentions of Jimmy,
who is honest even if he is poor.
An entertaining little yarn, well staged

and photographed and containing some
well written subtitles.

AN IDLE ROOMER
(UNIVERSAL)

This Century Comedy, starring Harry
Sweet, is as full of laughs as an alley dog
is of fleas. It is one of those boarding
house mixups that keeps you on the qui

vive to see what happens next. Sweet
is cast as a bachelor who cooks his meals
on a trick gas stove in his room. It looks

like a talking machine but isn't. A rival

mixes dynamite in his pancake dough and
the batter finally explodes and blows him
up. The business of the bubbles floating

around and exploding is extremely funny
and well managed. A good comedy for

any house.

Service Record to Aid

Universal Employes in

Attaining Advancement
Julius Stern, second vice-president of

Universal, has appointed Zion Myers, his

secretary, personnel adjutant of Univer-

sal City, commissioning him to compile

an accurate service record of every em-
ploye.
The information will be used for the

advancement of workers at Universal

City and for reassigning men. who, by
reason of experience and aptitude, are

fitted for positions of more importance.

Myers will handle the matter much as

it was practiced in the United States

army. Preliminary forms have been pre-

pared which will give a brief outline of

the individual's experience and educa-

tion.

Joins" Gunning Home Office

Harry McDonald, for the past several

years associated with the Fox Circuit of

theatres, has joined the Wid Gunning or-

ganization in New York City.

Showing of Film at

Naval College Urged
Admiral Sims Gets Report

on Showing of Picture

at Annapolis
Following the special showing of the

three-reel picture, "The Battle of Jut-

land," at the United States Naval Acad-

emy at Annapolis and at the Marine

Barracks in Washington, Rear Admiral

William S. Sims, hero of the World War
and now president of the Naval War Col-

lege at Newport, R. I., has requested a

showing of this historical subject at the
War College.
Admiral Sims requested a report from

the officers at Annapolis following the
presentation of the film before the offi-

cers and students there, and after receiv-
ing the report, wrote requesting a show-
ing before the War College class.

Rush Work on Prints

"I have received reports from officers
who have seen the film showing that it

would be highly desirable to arrange for
an exhibition of it before the present
class," said the Admiral. "We would be
delighted to have the privilege of viewing
this most interesting subject."
Work on the prints of the picture is

being rushed to completion at the labora-
tories of Coronet Films Corporation at
Providence, R. I. Much tedious work had
to be done on the prints, such as the
painting by hand of every frame in 200
feet of the picture, requiring an unusu-
ally long time and a great amount of
labor by a large force to prepare the pic-
ture for distribution.

Will Be Available Soon

All prints are expected to be shipped
to the exchanges within a few days, how-
ever, so that one of the two English
prints from which much of the work was
done, will be a%ailable. One of these will
be sent to the Naval War College.
"The Battle of Jutland" is the first spe-

cial subject to be published by Educa-
tional Film Exchanges in 1922.

Three Territories Buy
Carnival Comedy Series

Carnival comedies is the name that
has been given to the new series of two
reel comedies obtained by C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation for state right dis-

tribution. They feature Polly Moran
and "Smiling" Bill Jones.

Since the announcement of the series

recently, the comedies have been con-
tracted for by Masterpiece Film Attrac-
tions, Philadelphia; Federated Film
Exchange of Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, and M3"riad Pictures Corporation
for the New York territory- "Nell's

Busted Romance," featuring Polly
Moran, will be the initial publication.

Newspaperman Appointed
Theatre Publicity Head

Norman E. Beck, for the past two
years dramatic editor of the Salt Lake
Telegram, has been appointed director of

publicity and exploitation for the Swan-
son Theatre Circuit, operating the Amer-
ican and Gem theatres in Salt Lake City

and the Elk theatre at Rexburg. Idaho.

Mr. Beck came to Salt Lake City two
years ago from the Northwest where he
had been previously active in publicity

and theatrical circles.
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Smith Returns East
After Western Trip

Vitagraph Chief to Announce
Plans Following Visit

to Studios

President Albert E. Smith of Vitagraph
is en route to New York, after a visit of

several weeks at the California studios.

Upon his return to New York Mr. Smith
will announce new production plans
mapped out during his West Coast trip.

It is known that Vitagraph intends to

begin production in the near future on
"The Magnificent Ambersons," the film

rights of the Booth Tarkington novel
having been bought by Mr. Smith.

Activity at Studios

Four companies are now working at

Yitagraph's California studios, and fur-

ther production is being planned by W.
S. Smith, studio manager. Alice Cal-
houn will continue to produce on the
Coast under the direction of David
Smith. She is working on a production
at the present time.

Director Edward Jose has Earle Wil-
liams' picture, "The Man from Downing
Street," well under way. This is said to
be a radical departure from any previous
Earle Williams productions.

Carlisle With Semon
Larry Semon is nearing completion of

his latest comedy in which Lucille Car-
lisle, Semon's former leading woman, is

back in the picture with him.
William Duncan is working on "Man

Hunters," a picture in which he takes
two parts. Edith Johnson plays opposite
him in the starring feminine role.

Aubrey in New Comedy

Jimmy Aubrey, who recently completed
"A Charmed Life," is starting work on a
new comedy. It is understood that John
Smith will be his new director. With
productions under way and others pend-
ing, W. S. Smith, studio manager, was
compelled to cut short a visit to his ranch
near Colton, Cal., last week because of
the activities.

Smith Sells Farnum
Series in Mid West

Reelcraft Pictures Handling

Features in Illinois

Territory

H. W. Smith of W. M. Smith Produc-
tions, Tulsa, Okla., was in Chicago last

week and announced the disposition of
the Franklyn Farnum series of features
to Reelcraft Pictures Corporation for the
Chicago territory.

Additional Sales Made

Rights on the productions also have
been purchased within the past few days
by State Film Corporation of Indian-
apolis and Standard Film Corporation of

Kansas Citv.
Mr. Smith stated that he was finding a

ready market on the Farnum scries and
expected shortly to announce the closing
of the entire country. In addition to the
foregoing companies, the following ex-
rhanges arc handling these pictures, the

first of which is "So This Is Arizona:"

Exchanges Booking Film

Mid-West Distributing Company, of
Milwaukee; All Star Feature Company,
of Detroit; Merit Film Company, of New

One of the humorous scenes from
"Shoulder Arms," the Chaplin com-
edy to be revived by First National.

York, Buffalo and Syracuse; Arrow
Photo Plays, of Denver, Seattle and Salt

Lake City; Exhibitors Direct Service
Exchai ge, of St. Louis; Specialty Film
Company, of Little Rock; Oklahoma Spe-
cialty Film Company, of Oklahoma City;

Greater Features, Des Moines; Columbia
Film Service, of Pittsburgh, and Specialty

Film Company, of Dallas.

Feature Child in Big
Scene in Selig Film

Little '.Von da Phelps Makes
Balloon Flight and Is

Attacked by Lions

Col. Wm. N. Selig has made "The Jun-
gle Goddess," his new fifteen episode,

wild-animal serial, a succession of

"thrillers" which dominate the action and
at the same time offer clean, censorproof
entertainment, according to Export and
Import Film Company, Inc., world dis-

tributors of the chapter-picture.

Child Makes Fight

"Sacrificed to the Lions" is the title of

the first episode, in which a balloon flight

is the basis for the opening of the story.

Little Vonda Phelps is the heroine of the

flight and later is adopted by a jungle
tribe and grows up to become "The Jun-
gle Goddess." Elinor Field later assumes
the role of the grown-up goddess.
A scene where little Vonda Phelps,

crouching in the lap of a giant stone god,
is attacked by a score of lions is one of

the big spectacles.

Episode two of "The Jungle Goddess"
is titled "The City of Blind Waters."

Has "Fish Men"

In this episode Selig has by ingenious
method painted men with scales, calling
them "Fish Men." They are supposed to
live under water.
The big thrill in this episode takes

place when Elinor Field, who has been
set adrift in a frail canoe, is whirled into
the rapids of the stream and drawn to-
ward a hundred-foot waterfall. "Mike,"
the chimpanzee, makes a perilous rescue
of the girl as the boat goes over the falls.

National to Handle
Reissued Ray Films

Twenty of Star's Pictures
to Be Published Every

Other Week
A contract has been signed with Art

Brand Production, Inc., whereby National
Exchanges, Inc., acquires full ownership
of twenty reissues of Charles Ray pro-
ductions. These will be published in two
reel lengths by National Exchanges
beginning the first week of February.

Stars in Casts

The pictures, which were originally

issued as features under the supervision

of Thomas H. Ince, include in the cast

with Ray, a number of stars and direc-

tors. Among them are Louise Glaum,
Clara Williams, J. Barney Sherry, Frank
Borzage, Enid Markey, Jack Nelson, Jo-
seph Dowling, Ray Laidlow, Herschell
Alayall and others.
The first four pictures to be published

are "African Love," a reissue of "The
Renegade," directed by Charles Swickard,
with Louise Glaum and Herschell Mayall
in the supporting cast; "Saved from the
Depths," a reissue of "Shoal Light," star-
ring Estelle Allen and Joseph Dowling;
"After the Storm," a reissue of "Desert
Gold," with Clara Williams and Frank
Borzage, and "Mystery of the Mission,"
with Enid Markey playing opposite Ray.

Publish Every Other Week
The publication schedule will be at the

rate of one every other week for forty
weeks.
"Charles Ray has done some of his

best work in these pictures, and we
believe that they will be welcomed by
his followers," says R. C. Cropper of
National Exchanges. "A full line of
advertising and exploitation material will
be furnished with the series."

Lucy Doraine to Make
Personal Appearances

At American Theatres
A report received from abroad by Wid

Gunning, Inc., brings word that Lucy
Doraine, who appeared in the Gunning
publication, "Good and Evil," is anxious
to come to America, to make personal
appearances in connection with the show-
ing of that production. Miss Doraine,
according to the report, is working on a

production, and as soon as that is com-
pleted, she will make arrangements to

visit this country.
Reports to the Gunning offices from the

exchanges of the organization through-
out the country indicate that the young
actress has obtained a considerable fol-

lowing in this country in the short time

since her appearance in "Good and Evil."

First National Changes
Names of Two Pictures

Announcement of changes in the titles

of two of its current publications is made
by Associated First National Pictures,

Inc. "Polly of the Follies" is the new
name of the Constance Talmadgc pro-

duction formerly known as "Good for

Nothing."
"A Bride of the Gods," produced by

J. L. Frothingham has been renamed
"Shattered Idols."
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J. P. McGOWAN, Dorothy Wood and Andrew Waldron in two scenes from the Playgoers Pictures, Inc., production "Reck-
less Chances" to be distributed by Pathe.

First of "Pathe Playlets"

Scheduled for Publication

As Reissue January 29
The first of the series of fifteen "Pathe

Playlets" reissues will be published on

January 29. It is entitled "The Midnight

Stage" and stars Frank Keenan. Accord-
ing to announcement by Pathe offices the

condensed features are arousing consid-

erable interest among exhibitors.

"The Angel Factory," starring Helene

Chadwick, it is stated, has been substi-

tuted for "The Closing Xest" to be pub-

lished on March 26. "The Mysterious
Client," featuring Irene Castle, will be

published on April 23 instead of "The
First Law" as originally intended.

Among the stars which will be featured

in the reissues are Frank Keenan, Irene

Castle, Baby Marie Osborn, Florence
Reed, Marguerite Snow, Gail Kane and
Helene Chadwick.

. Hillsboro, Tex.—Ed Rowley of R. and
R. Enterprises, has purchased the Best
theatre from Southern Enterprises, which
Roy Fuller will manage.

"The Boot-Leggers"

Arouses Interest

Since the publication of "The
Boot-Leggers," Producers Security
Corporation announces that it has
received numerous demands for
territorial rights to the picture.
The fact that newspapers through-
out the country are carrying almost
daily stories on the pursuit of boot-
leggers by revenue officers is pro-
viding a publicity tieup which dis-
tributors and exhibitors believe has
aroused considerable interest in the
subject.

The story of the picture embraces
the adventures of a gang of boot-
leggers and their capture, after
kidnaping two orphan girls. Spe-
cial timely publicity is being pre-
pared for the production by Se-
curity Corporation.

Associated Exhibitors Treasurer
Predicts Long Period of Success

Tells Theatre Men to Have No Fear of Repetition
of Bad Slump of Past Year—Company 's Comedy-

Features Are Breaking House Records

The motion picture industry is al-

ready on the forward trend ?nd theatre

men have no fear of a repetition of the

bad business of the past year for many
years to come, in the opinion of Roy
Crawford, treasurer of Associated Ex-
hibitors.

In addition to being a prominent the-

atre owner in Kansas, Mr. Crawford is

interested in a number of banks, invest-

ment and insurance companies. He
bases his forecast of business prosperity

on reports of present conditions which

he has collected.

Business on Upward Trend

Although the theatrical business may
not return to normalcy before fall he

believes that the business is on an up-

ward trend and sees the inevitable though

gradual return to healthful prosperity.

Another statement issued from the

offices of Associated Exhibitors credits

J. E. Storey, sales manager, with the

announcement that Harold Lloyd's fea-

ture comedy, "A Self-Made Man," is the

best box office comedy of the day.

Exhibitors Praise Comedy

Associated Exhibitors is in receipt of

many communications from exhibitors

stating that the picture has broken box-

office records.
Among the company's January pub-

lications is the A-l and Ray Rockett pro-

duction, "Handle With Care," which goes

to the exhibitors on January 22. Plans

have been made for a comprehensive
advertising and exploitation campaign
on this picture.

Schedule Baird Picture

One of the suggestions for advertis-

ing the picture is to have throw-aways
printed in the form of tags to be placed

on packages and everything else to which
the title applies. Have the title of the
feature printed on the tag.

In February, Associated Exhibitors
will publish "Don't Doubt Your Wife,"
a Leah Baird production. Supporting
the star are Edward Peil, Emery John-
son, Mathilde Brundage and Catherine
Lewis. James W. Home directed under
the supervision of Arthur F. Back.

For March the company has scheduled
Lord Alfred Tennyson's "Lady Godiva,"
a Wistaria production.

First Episode Published
In "The Leather Pushers"
The first two-reel subject of the Uni-

versal series, "The Leather Pushers,"

was published on January 16. The pro-

duction has been adapted from H. C.

Witwer's stories which appeared in

Collier's.

The idea of the stories themselves and

the way in which they have been car-

ried out has prompted President

Laemmle to place them on the exclusive

Jewel basis and they will be issued to

exhibitors as the Universal-Jewel-Col-

liers series.

Mexican Firm Contracts

For Paramount Pictures
E. E. Shauer, director of the foreign

department of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, announces the signing of a

contract for the exhibition and distribu-

tion of 104 Paramount pictures through
Circuito Olimpia, S. A., of Mexico City.

The Teatro Olimpia, a million-dollar

motion picture palace in Mexico City,

will be the first run house for Paramount
pictures. R. P. Jennings, an American,
is president and owner of Circuito

Olimpia.
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R-C to Reward
Letter Writers

R-C Pictures Corporation an-
nounces that it will pay an aggre-
gate of $1,000 to the fifty persons
writing the best letters describing
the company's product, equal
awards to be made in case of ties.

All letters are to be limited to
200 words and "any patron of any
theatre may write as many letters

about as many R-C pictures as he
may wish."

First prize will be $200; second,
$150; third, $100; fourth, $50; fifth,

$35; sixth, $25. The authors of the
next forty-four letters will receive
$10 each.

Many exhibitors are effecting a
tieup between the contest and R-C
Pictures Week, February 5 to 12.

95 Per Cent of Fox Exhibitors Have
Booked Solid for Anniversary Week

Exhibitors Commend
Laemmle for Offer

Producer Receives Letters
of Approval on Plan

to Cut Rental
President Carl Laemmle has been in-

tensely interested in the reaction to his

public announcement that Universal
would cut film rentals to exhibitors who
could prove they were operating at a

loss. Details of his offer, which was pub-
lished in a recent issue of the Herald have
resulted in numerous letters and tele-

grams to Mr. Laemmle from exhibitors
and others expressing their views.

Congratulates Laemmle

One of the first received was from
William A. Brandt, president of the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Com-
merce who congratulated Mr. Laemmle
on his offer to help the exhibitor who is

doing poor business. "Lower film ren-
tals will be appreciated by every ex-
hibitor," was his comment.
Ralph W. Crocker, manager of the

Star theatre, Elgin, 111., pronounced the
offer "most timely" and said, "As one
hundred percent Universal exhibitor 1

send my heart3' support of your wallop
straight from the shoulder."

Shows Proper Spirit

"I think it shows the proper spirit and
should be appreciated by every ex-
hibitor," is the opinion of P. L. Dysard,
manager of Temple-Masonic theatre.

W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,

Omaha, Nebr. believes that "Nothing
could be fairer than this proposition,"
and expresses the hope that other pro-
ducers will follow the example.

Reiterates Offer

"Some exhibitors think there is a

catch in it somewhere," says Mr.
Laemmle. 'Well, I repeat my offer. If

other producers won't follow, this offer is

good for their customers, anyhow."

Claims State Right Field

Enjoying Better Business
J. S. Jossey, special representative of

Arrow Film Corporation who has been
making an extended trip through the

middle west and south reports conditions

greatly improved in the state right field.

Mr. Jossey will leave New York short-

ly on another tour.

Exhibitors throughout the United
States and Canada have responded whole-
heartedly to the suggestions'for the cele-

heartedly of Fox Anniversary Week,
January 29, to February 4, inclusive,

according to an announcement from Fox
Film Corporation.
The week named will mark the eight-

eenth milestone in the progress of one
of the oldest motion picture producers
and distributors in the industry, and has
been the incentive to thousands of ex-

hibitors and friends in more than twelve
countries to write letters of congratula-
tion to William Fox.

Exceeds All Records

More than 95 per cent of the Fox ex-

hibitors in the United States have
booked Fox features, comedies, animated
cartoons and specials for the anniversary
week, according to statistics offered by
the Fox contract department. The re-

markable bookings which have been con-
tracted for have exceeded all previous
records connected with special occasions
of the company. Indications are for an
entirely new mark in day-and-date en-

gagements in all large and small cities

where Fox productions are exhibited
regularly.

Among the productions most in de-
mand are the series of specials recently
published, including "Over the Hill,"

"Queen of Sheba," "A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court,"
"Shame." "Perjury," "A Virgin Paradise,"
"Thunderclap," "Footfalls," and "The
Last Trail." Arrangements have been
made for distribution of these specials in

England, France, Portugal, Germany,
Russia. Japan and other Oriental coun-
tries.

Launch New Branches

The new year sees for Fox Film Cor-
poration the institution of educational and
industrial divisions, headed by Herbert
H. Hancock with the title of director of
the educational and industrial divisions.

This department will operate independent
of the company's other enterprises and
production of specified subjects will be
on an extensive scale. For the educa-
tional division there has been selected an
assortment of subjects said to be of in-

estimable value as the basis of visual

instruction for the first months of this

Fox enterprise.

Extension of the resources of Fox
News is to be an accomplished fact dur-
ing the present year. Don Hancock, di-

rector-in-chief of Fox News, recently de-
parted for Europe, where he will institute

a more complete service and correspond-
ence in all the European countries.
Among the special productions sched-

uled for publication in 1922 are "Nero,"
the J. Gordon Edwards picture made at

the Rome, Italy, studios of Fox; "Monte
Cristo," starring John Gilbert under the
direction of Emmett J. Flynn and pro-
duced on the West Coast; a picture made
in New York and starring William Far-
num; and another Harry Millarde fea-

ture said to be on a par with "Over the
Hill," his great success.

Prepare Century Studio
for Increased Activity

Abe Stern, brother of Julius Stern,

president of Century Film Corporation,

is in active charge of the Century comedy
studio during the absence of Julius Stern

in the East. Inaugurating plans for

greater production for the coming year

Abe Stern is taking inventory of the

studio's tangible assets and considering

the possibilities of increased activities.

A new unit has been formed with the

engagement of Thomas Buckingham to

direct Harry Sweet in a series of come-
dies. The other units working are those

starring Baby Peggy, directed by Arvid
Gillstrom, Brownie, directed by Fred
Hibbard, and Lee Moran, directed by
Alt" Colliding.

HARRY SWEET and a few of his company in a scene from his newest comedy,
"Horse Sense," just completed by Century Comedies. Alberta Vaughn is his

new leading lady.
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"The Kid" Shown
at Royal Command

Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coo-
gan in "The Kid" was screened
before crowned heads of Europe by
royal command. The event is said

to be the first time in history that

a "command performance" of an
American picture has been given.

The unusual show took place at

the royal residence at Sandringham.
England. In addition to King
Edward, Queen Mary and Queen
Mother Alexandria there was
present the King and Queen of

Norway and more than 500 titled

personages?

The production was given hearty
applause and reverberating laughter
was heard through the chamber
during its showing.

Further evidence of the popu-
larity of "The Kid" is found in

First National's estimate that it has
drawn 80.000.000 paid admissions in

the United States.

Wid Gunning Forces
Work on Percentage

Selling Department Relieved

of Routine Work at

Branches
.. Wid Gunning. Inc.. announces the in-

stallation of a selling system which gives

to managers and salesmen a straight per-

centage on sales. The salesmen will con-

tinue, however, to receive their salaries

and expenses as a drawing account

against their percentage.

Segregates Departments

A part of the new plan is to segregate

the productive and non-productive de-

partments, thereby relieving managers

and salesmen of the burden of office rou-

tine, such as branch office accounting and

shipping.

The Gunning announcement says that

this system gives salesmen an opportunity

to earn two and three times as much as
any film company has ever paid its field

forces. This plan, the announcement
says, practically gives the men their share
of the profits immediately. The announce-
ment continues:

Names Three Managers

"Mr. Gunning has arranged a sliding
scale of percentage paid direct to tht
sales workers without any deduction of
branch or home office overhead charges
of from 8 to 15 per cent. Anyone who
knows anything of the workings of film
sales will quickly realize that this is a very
large percentage for selling."
Three new branch managers have been

appointed by Mr. Gunning. Harry Wil-
lard. formerly with Realart, is in charge
at the Chicago office; Ben Simpson, an-
other former Realart official, is manager
at San Francisco, and George Slater di-
rects the Los Angeles office.

R-Cjlssues Sales Manual
An attractive portfolio, containing de-

tails of the organization's policy of pub-
licity and advertising and other activities
is being distributed to its sales organiza-
tion by R-C Pictures.

Wesley Barry to Tour Country
With "Penrod," Xeilan's Latest

H. C. Witwer Writes Act for Juvenile Star—Film
Will Be Given Its Premiere at Chicago Theatre

—

Smith Preparing Exploitation Campaign
Wesley "Freckles" Barry, star of

"Penrod." Marshall Xeilan's latest pro-
duction which was adapted from the
popular Booth Tarkington story and play,

is to tour the country with the picture.

H. C. Witwer. author of "The Leather
Pusher" and other stories, has been
assigned by Mr. Neilan to write a special

act for the juvenile star.

Somborn Booking Film

A national exploitation campaign for

the picture in conjunction with the per-
sonal appearance tour is being completed
by Pete Smith of the Xeilan organization.
Herbert K. Somborn well known film

man. has been retained by the producer
and is now visiting exhibitors throughout
the country" arranging for the presenta-
tion of the picture and the appearance of
the star.

The national premiere of the picture
will be held at the Chicago theatre, the
new Balaban & Katz house, in Chicago.
The star will open his personal appear-
ance tour simultaneously with the initial

presentation.

Plays B. & K. Houses

Following the run of the picture at the
Chicago. "Penrod" will play the other
B. & K. houses for extended runs.
Figuring prominently in the exploita-

tion campaign arranged by Smith is a
co-operative plan in which the U. S.

Junior Naval Reserve, a national organi-
zation of boys with posts in all the large

cities devoted to the cause of Americani-
zation of youths, will take active part.

"Freckles" is a cadet in the Reserves and
will be given big receptions by the local

posts in the cities he visits.

Publishes Special Edition

Grossett & Dunlap has published a
'"Freckles" Barry edition of the Tarking-

ton story" and is preparing a national
advertising campaign in which the Xeilan
production will be given prominent
display.

A "Penrod" song, published by Frank
Egan of the Little theatre. Los Angeles,
will 4>e handled in a similar manner as
will Barry hats, dolls and other articles
of merchandise.

"The Four Seasons" Being
Prepared for Publication

"The Four Seasons" is being made
ready for national publication. Adver-
tising accessories, press books and
complete exhibitors aids are being pre-

pared by various departments of Kineto
Company of America and W. W. Hod-
kinson Corporation, the latter being the

distributing company.
"The Four Seasons" has had a pre-

issue engagement at the Rialto theatre

where it was favorablv received.

Build Separate Studio
For Semon Productions

A separate and complete studio for
Larry Semon and his company is under
course of construction at Yitagraph's
Hollywood lot.

The work was started before Albert
E. Smith, Vitagraph's president, left

for the East this week. Mr. Smith de-
cided that this innovation would be de-
sirable from a production point and the
new move means that the Larry Semon
company practically will possess its own
studio, with all requirements for com-
plete production.

EVELYN GREELEY and Jane Jennings in a scene from "The Paste Board Crown,"
a Travers Vale production, being distributed by Nathan & Semerad.
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Associated First National Handles
Satirical Production by Emerson

John Emerson, prominent director and
photoplay vvright, has become a producer.

His f'.rst picture, "Red Hot Romance,"
is now being distributed by Associated

First National Pictures, Inc. It was
written by Mr. Emerson and his wife,

Anita Loos, and their combined talents

are responsible for what First National

declares to be one of the most entertain-
ing pictures of recent years.

Is Novel Type of Film

"Red Hot Romance" is described as a
novel type of motion picture. It is a
take-off on the type of novel made famous
by such writers as Anthony Hope, Rich-
ard Harding Davis and George Barr Mc-
( ulrhcon.

In writing the script Mr. and Mrs.
Emerson satirized the stories which de-
pict the adventures of an American youth
who travels to a mythical monarchy
"somewhere in Europe," foils the band
of conspirators and wins the hand of the
princess.
The scenes arc laid in the kingdom of

Bunkonia, the capital of which is Santo

Grafto. and the port of which is Porto
Bunko.

Story Is Described

King Carr.mba the Thirteenth is the
ruler of Bunkonia, and he has surrounded
himself with a court of kindred souls;
that is, kindred to the extent that they
are extremely partial to the contents of
the kingly cellars. Whenever a plenary
session of state is called the first step is

to moisten the parched throats of the
king and courtiers; and this is repeated
so often that by the time the business of
the session is taken up the council is not
sober enough to consider matters of state.

Whereupon, the courtiers arc shooed out
of the palace and the king is dumped un-
ceremoniously into his bed by the royal
attendants.

Basil Sydney plays the part of the
American hero, while May Collins is cast
as the daughter of the American consul,
portrayed by Edward Connelly. Others
in the cast arc Henry Warwick, Carl
Stockdale, Olive Valeric, Ray Atwell,
Tom Wilson and Lillian Lcighton. Victor
Fleming directed the production, under
the supervision of Mr. Emerson.

"The Road to Arcady" Is

Booked by Loew and Fox
Marcus Loew and the Fox circuit of

theatres are the latest to book "The Road
to Arcadv," the society drama series now
being distributed by independent ex-

changes. Virginia Lee is the star of the

series, which comprises four produc-
tions.

The first of the scries was recently pre-

sented in New York. According to E. S.

Manheimer of J. W. Film Corporation,
which is handling the series, reports from
exchanges handling the film indicate that

there is a strong demand for the society

drama series and that bookings in the

New York territory will rival those of

any other production.

Foreign Rights Sold on
Two Exceptional Pictures

Alexander Beyfuss, president of Ex-
ceptional Pictures Corporation, has com-
pleted negotiations with Bobby North,
general manager, whereby Apollo Trad-
ing Corporation has acquired the entire

foreign rights to the first two Exceptional
pictures: Charles (Chic) Sale in "His
Nibs." and Martin Johnson's "Jungle

Adventures."
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Valentino to Star for Paramount

JESSE L. LASKY

JESSE L. LASKY STATES

That Rudolph Valentino has signed a
three-year contract to star in Para-
mount pictures.

That the rights to "Blood and Sand"
by Vicente Blasco Ibanez have been
purchased. Valentino, Bebe Daniels
and May McAvoy will have the lead-

ing roles. June Mathis is writing the
scenario.

That John S. Robertson will produce
"If Winter Comes" by A. S. Hutchin-
son in Europe with James Kirkwood
in the leading role.

That Penrhyn Stanlaws will produce Sir

Gilbert Parker's "She of the Triple

Chevron," with Betty Compson and
Tom Moore heading the cast.

That William DeMille's next production
will be "Nice People" by Rachel
Crothers.

That Agnes Ayres will star in "The
Ordeal" by Somerset Maughan.

That George Fitzmaurice will go to

Egypt for exteriors for his next pro-

duction.

That Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels will

be co-starred in a story of Alaska by
Monte M. Ketterjohn.

That Gloria Swanson will appear in a
screen version of "The Love Dream."

To Observe Tenth
Birthday

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion, beginning on Sunday, March
5, and thereafter for two weeks,
will observe its tenth anniversary.

The general plan of booking for
annual Paramount week has been
adopted by S. R. Kent, general
manager of distribution, for the
anniversary period. Double-truck
advertising will be carried in na-
tional magazines. Advertising
space will be used in 600 daily
newspapers for two weeks.

Pictures for publication on March 4
are: Cecil B. DeMille's "Fool's Paradise";
Gloria Swanson in "Her Husband's Trade-
mark"; Wallace Reid in "The World's
Champion," and "The Dragon's Claw";
the first of the UFA series, "The Mis-
tress of the World." George Fitsmaurice's
"Forever" also will be available. Scores
of extra prints are being prepared.

Adolph Zukor, president of Famous
Players-Lasky, organized Famous Play-
ers Film Company ten years ago, the
first picture to be published being "Queen
Elizabeth," starring Sarah Bernhardt.

In 1916, Famous and Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company merged, and in
1917, Paramount Pictures Corporation was
taken ever by Famous, Bosworth, Inc.,
and Pallas Pictures have been acquired
previously. Later Artcraft Pictures Cor-
poration was amalgamated with Famous,
and more recently Realart Pictures Cor-
poration.

Before leaving New York for the Coast, Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president, in charge of production, of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, issued the following statement on the company's plans for this year:

I have stated repeatedly since last sum-

mer that the only salvation for this in-

dustry during the present widespread in-

dustrial condition lay in the production

of pictures bigger than any pictures ever

made before.

I still hold to this belief, and our pro-

duction department has mapped out a

program for a type of pictures which I

believe will give the greatest support to

exhibitors at this time when widespread

industrial apathy is making itself felt at

the box office. I appreciate thoroughly

that one of the things most needed at

the present time is the strictest, most un-

remitting economy, and we are prepared

to push our economics to the limit.

In the production of our pictures the

same sharp campaign against extrava-

gance and inflated costs which has been

in force in our studios will be continued
in an even more intensified manner, and
in announcing this program of produc-
tion, big though it is, we shall not allow

•even the slightest excess of cost to in-

crease the expense of our pictures. At
the same time I want to make it plain

that, so long as I personally have any-
thing to do with the production of mo-
tion pictures, quality never shall be sac-

rificed.
* * *

To show that we had the courage of

our convictions we made for release this

season a series of productions which have
been the pride of the entire Paramount
organization. Exhibitors who had been
worrying; about the slump in business

found that we were justified in producing
and they were justified in showing such
pictures as Cecil B. DeMille's "Fool's
Paradise," George Fitzmaurice's "For-
ever," the picture of "Peter Ibbetson"
with Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid
in the leading roles; Penrhyn Stanlaws'
"The Little Minister," starring Betty

Compson; Wallace Reid in "The World's
Champion," Gloria Swanson in "Her
Husband's Trademark," Cecil B. De
Mille's "Saturday Night," Penrhyn Stan-

laws' picture, "The Law and the Woman,"
starring Betty Compson; Thomas Mei-
ghen's greatest picture, "If You Believe

It, It's So;" Elinor Glyn's story, "Be-
yond the Rocks." starring Gloria Swan-
son with Rudolph Valentino supporting
her; George Melford's "The Sheik," with
Rudolph Valentino and Agnes Ayres;
Cecil B. DeMille's "The Affairs of Ana-
tol" and other great pictures which have
stood out in a season of big pictures.

These pictures I have listed are among
the biggest successes of the season. But
we are not content to rest on this record.

For instance, the signing of Rudolph
Valentino as a Paramount star for three
years insures to exhibitors the drawing
power of one of the strongest box office

personalities in the profession today.

Leaping into extraordinary popularity by
his work in "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," Mr. Valentino strengthened
his hold on the public's esteem by his

equally fine performance in "The Sheik."

Today he is undoubtedly one of the

screen's greatest figures.

* * *

Mr. Valentino's first appearance under

his new contract will be as the toreador
in Blasco Ibanez's stirring novel and
play, "Blood and Sand." Many critics

have said that in writing "Blood and
Sand" Ibanez surpassed his work in "The
Four Horsemen." The novel was drama-
tized and presented this season at the
Empire theatre, in New York, with Otis
Skinner in the leading role.

To insure the proper translation to the
screen of Ibanez's atmosphere, we have
engaged June Mathis, whose adaptation
of "The Four Horsemen" was one of the
finest pieces of screen writing I have ever
seen.

* * *

In the production of "Blood and Sand"
we plan to give Mr. Valentino one of the
greatest supporting casts ever assembled.
Bebe Daniels, who I believe is ideally
suited for the role, will probably be seen
as the Spanish vamp, and May McAvoy
will be seen as the wife.
George Melford, who produced "The

Sheik," has just returned to California to
produce "The Cat That Walked Alone,"
a story of strong heart appeal, in which
Dorothy Dalton and Milton Sills will
have the leading roles.

Another big picture which will be put
into production immediately is an adap-
tation of "If Winter Comes," A. S. M.
Hutchinson's popular book. Dr. Frank
Crane in commenting on this book, says:
"Mark Sabre (the hero) is going to be as
real to me as long as I live as any man
I have known in the flesh. My hat is off
to writer Hutchinson."

It will be produced by John S. Rob-
ertson. The picture will be produced in
England in the actual locale used by
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Hutchinson. James Kirkwood will play
the leading role and will be supported by
a cast of well known American players.
The policy of using several stars in one

picture will be continued. This policy
has been extremely successful in several
productions. Penrhyn Stanlaws' next
production will have a cast of stars,
headed by Betty Compson and Tom
Moore. The picture is "Over the Bor-
der," an adaptation of Sir Gilbert Par-
ker's novel, "She of the Triple Chevron."
Another picture with a group of stars

in the cast will be "A Stampede Ma-
donna," with Jack Holt and Bebe Dan-
iels heading the cast. "A Stampede
Madonna" is an original story of the
Klondike, written by Monte Katterjohn.
William DeMille's new policy of mak-

ing pictures from plays and stories of
established box office value is now being
put into effect in "Bought and Paid For,"
which is nearing completion with Agnes
Ayres and Jack Holt in the leading roles.
On the completion of this picture Mr. De
Mille will do "Nice People," Rachel
Crothers' well known comedy-drama in
which Francine Larrimore has been ap-
pearing with such great success.

* * *

On the completion of "Bought and
Paid For," Agnes Ayres will again be
starred. Her next picture will be "The
Ordeal," an original story by W. Somer-
set Maugham. Miss Ayres will be di-
rected by William D. Taylor.
On his return from Europe Cecil B.

DeMille will produce "Manslaughter,"
the sensationally successful novel by
Alice Duer Miller. This picture is now
being scenarized by Jeanie Macpherson
and the cast calls for a group of well
known stars.

George Fitzmaurice, who has just fin-
ished producing "The Man From Home,"

Sessue Hayakawa and players in a scene

from "Five Days to Live," a new R-C
Pictures production.

in Italy, with a cast including James
Kirkwood, Anna Q. Nilsson and Norman
Kerry, will go to Egypt for the exterior

scenes of his next picture, which is an
original story by Ouida Bergere.

Gloria Swanson is nearing the comple-
tion of "Beyond the Rocks," the story

which Elinor Glyn wrote for her. Ru-
dolph Valentino plays the role of the pas-

sionate lover, and, as Mrs. Glyn has been
working in the studio in close coopera-
tion with the director, Sam Wood, and
Miss Swanson, it is expected that "Be-
yond the Rocks" will prove as highly

successful as "The Great Moment." Fol-
lowing "Beyond the Rocks" Miss Swan-
son will be starred in "The Gilded Cage."
As soon as I arrive in Los Angeles I

expect to be able to announce several un-
usually big stories as vehicles for Wal-
lace Reid and Thomas Meighan.

Seven Branch Offices
Established to Issue
Second National Films

Seven branch offices have been estab-
lished by Second National Pictures Cor-
poration, 140 West 42d street, New York
City. Arrangements are also being
made for the distribution of Second Na-
tional publications in South America by
Sidney Garret Productions, Inc.

The new branch offices are: Philadel-

phia, Second National Pictures Corpora-
tion, 1220 Vine street, A. J. Sherman,
manager; Milwaukee, Kay Bee Produc-
tions, 412 Troy building; Chicago,
Greiver Productions, 831 South Wabash
avenue; Pittsburgh, 414 Ferry street,

E. M. Forsythe, manager; Cincinnati

and Cleveland, Imperial Film Service;

Detroit, Strand Feature, Inc., 201 Film
building.

The acquisition of twelve pictures, the

distribution of which will be under way
soon is announced. The first will be

"David and Jonathan," followed by "Edge
O' Beyond," "Her Story," and others.

Famous Story and Play

For Next Vignola Film
Robert G. Vignola's supreme effort as

a director will be "When Knighthood

Was in Flower," according to present

indications. Announcement is made
that Mr. Vignola will begin work short-

ly on the production of the famous story

and stage play with Marion Davies in

the role of Mary Tudor. It will be a

Cosmopolitan Production.

Come to

Miami

Producers — if you are

coming to Florida this winter

get in touch with us.

We are prepared to furnish you with actors,

extra people in any quantity, locations with the

privilege of using them, props, furniture and

costumes.

We will be glad to arrange accommodations for you

and your company at special rates in hotels, apart-

ments or rooms.

We charge you nothing for our services.

We are prepared and willing to give you any

particulars and information—accurate and unbiased

—

concerning Miami and Florida.

Let Us Serve You. Our Office is at Your Disposal

Rosenthal

Motion Picture Service Bureau
Room 200, Central Arcade Building

Miami, Florida
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ACKIE COOGAN in a scene from

"My Boy," an appealing little story of

a motherless youngster. It is a First

National attraction.

Cummings and Stewart

/ Star in Two Specials

For Western Picture
Irving Cumniings and Roy Stewart

.ill appear as stars in two big produc-
10ns for Western Pictures for the state

ight field. Announcement is made by
rving M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg
nat Cummings will start work at once on
The Man from Hell's- River" an adap-
ation from James Oliver Curwood's
tory "The Coyote."
The Irving Cummings picture from

he Curwood story is the second of the
pecials.

The first one is now in the making.
ioy Stewart stars in the picture adapted
rom a story written by H. H. Van Loan.
The supporting cast includes Marjorie
3aw, George Nichols and Wallace
ieery. Robert Thomby is directing.

lobbins Will Establish
Local Agencies on Tour

Herman Robbins, general manager of

National Screen Service, Inc., has started
>n a tour of important exchange cities

jetween New York City and Chicago for

he purpose of establishing local agencies
or the company. Mr. Robbins will visit

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, De-
roit, Indianapolis and other cities.

During his trip he will put into effect

nany of the plans of expansion com-
peted by the company to increase the
efficiency of its service to exhibitors.

Rights for Selig Animal
Serial are Sold Abroad

Export & Import Film Company, Inc.,

owning the world rights to "The Jungle
Goddess." the fifteen-episode animal-
iungle serial which Colonel Wm. N.
Selig is making, has sold the rights for
the film to Australasia Film Company for
Australia. New Zealand, Philippines,
India, Ceylon, Burmah, Japan, China.
Dutch East Indies, Straits "Settlements
and Siam.

Special Attractions and Advertising
Stir Interest in R-C Pictures Week

General Manager Charles R. Rogers States Record
Making Number of Bookings Reported for

Period from February 5 to 12

A record making number of bookings

are reported by Charles R. Rogers, gen-

eral manager of distribution, for R-C
Picture Week, which will be observed

from February 5 to 12.

Special attractions backed by a com-
prehensive national advertising campaign,

including a letter writing contest, have

combined to stir widespread interest

among exhibitors and the public, says

Mr. Rogers. He continued:

Rogers Explains Purpose

"Arranged primarily for the purpose of

giving exhibitors an unusual opportunity

to pack their theatres, make extra profits

and to build good will among their pa-

trons, R-C Week also will serve to

acquaint exhibitors with the high calibre

of the productions now being produced

and distributed by R-C Pictures.

"Among the special attractions an-

nounced as available to exhibitors during

R-C Week is Pauline Frederick in 'Two
Kinds of Women,' founded on the thrill-

ing Western novel 'Judith of Blue Lake

Ranch,' from the pen of Jackson Gregory.

It is a picture rich in exciting incident

and the wholesome outdoor atmosphere

of the West with Miss Frederick at her

best.

Offer Hayakawa Picture

"Sessue Hayakawa's picture to be given

to exhibitors during R-C Week is 'Five

Davs to Live,' which brings new hon-

ors to Mr. Hayakawa, who, according to

many critics, stands in a class by himself

as a dramatic actor. Mrs. Hayakawa.
known to film fans as Tsuru Aoki, ap-

pears in support of the noted star, to-

gether with a cast of superb players, in-

cluding some of the best-known actors

who ever came out of the Orient.

"Doris Mav's two R-C attractions, 'The

Foolish Age' and 'Eden and Return,' are

among the attractions available during

R-C Week. They are both light, fast

moving vehicles in which the star em-

ploys her inimitable talents at farce to

best advantage.
"William Christy Cabanne has rung the

bell again, so to speak, with his sensa-

WHAT DOES
IT ALLo
MEAN I

tional production, 'At the Stage Door,'
a picture rich in the alluring atmosphere
of the stage and of life behind the scenes.

Schedules French Film

"L. J. Gasnier is represented by 'Silent

Years,' a dramatic production founded on
the novel 'Mam'selle Jo' by Harriet Corn-
stock. It tells a powerful story of life

amid a little group of simple folk who
live in that picturesque country on the
shore of the St. Lawrence river. Among
those in the cast are Rose Dione, eminent
French actress; Pauline Starke, Tully
Marshall, George Seigmann, George
McDaniel, and others.
"Another notable production available

during the week is 'Possession,' Louis
Mercanton's sensational French produc-
tion based on Sir Anthony Hope's novel,

'Phroso,' and depicting a gripping tale of

romance and adventure on a mythical
island in the Aegean Sea."

Warners to Produce
Two Barry Pictures

Arrange With Neilan for

Star's Services in Two
New Plays

Harry M. Warner of Warner Brothers,
has made arrangements with Marshall
Xeilan for Wesley Barry's services in two
new productions to be produced by
Harry Rapf and directed by William
Xigh who produced and directed the lat-

est Barry-Warner feature, "School Days."

Use Former Stage Plays

The two productions to be made by the

Warner organization are "From Rags to

Riches," the melodrama in which Joe
Santley starred for A. H. Woods, and
"Little Heroes of the Street," written by
Lem Parker. Both of these have been
stage plays and it is predicted that their

value as screen productions will surpass
the vogue they attained before the foot-

lights.

Production on the first story will be
started by Rapf and Nigh on or about
May 1. The popularity of the freckled-

faced star, and the opportunities he will

be offered in the two forthcoming fea-

tures are expected to surpass the approval
that has been accorded his latest starring
vehicle, Gus Edwards' "School Days."

Book "School Days"
The Gus Edwards classic has been

booked by scores of first-run theatres,
among them being the Allen theatre,
Cleveland; Metropolitan theatre, Wash-
ington, D. C; the Beacon, Park and Mod-
ern theatres, Boston; Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo; and Balaban & Katz's Chicago.

Kathlyn Williams Home
After Tour of House

Kathlyn Williams, Paramount actress

who has been making personal appear-

ances through the East for the past two
months, has returned to her Hollywood
home. Miss Williams is the wife of

Charles Eyton, general manager of Para-

mount's West Coast studios.
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LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity

adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned letters will not be

printed.

"I Thought I Was Hooked "

NORTON, VA.—To the Editor: Just a

word from one of the many who receive

your splendid publication, also from one

who will never be without it as long as he

is in the movie game.
Your department, "What the Picture Did

for Me," is worth the price alone of the

Herald and with all the remainder of your

Herald thrown in, it is worth—well, to be

perfectly frank about the matter, I am
afraid to tell you what I think it is worth to

an exhibitor like myself for fear you might

raise your price to somewhere near its true

worth" and that would be mighty high.

When in Washington last June, booking

some picture, a man approached me in

one of the exchanges and asked me to

subscribe to a certain motion picture publi-

cation. I thought, "Well, he is catching

suckers," but I bit and subscribed. I would

just like to see that man long enough to

sincerely offer an apology for having such

a thought.
The man in question was your represen-

tative. The publication I bought was the

Exhibitors Herald.
An honest confession is good for the

soul. Hence, the above. It is useless to

wish vou success for the quality of the

Herald merits the same and you cannot

keep a good thing down—C. P. MacDon-
ai.d, manager, Strand theatre, Norton, Va.

Some Advice on Booking

CHALMERS, IND.—To the Editor: In

reading the Herald from time to time I

occasionally notice where some exhibitor is

lamenting because he has to buy so many
pictures he doesn't want in order to get

a few he does want. This is especially

true of the small town exhibitor who can-

not show but one or two nights per week.

If he has a particular star that is a real

drawing card, they compel him to buy other

pictures that are starred by people who
are not drawing cards. The result is that

what business you build up by showing pop-

ular stars is torn down by showing pic-

tures that are starred by the ones who
are not liked.

The small town exhibitor has his hands

tied by not being able to buy pictures that

his patrons want to see, but is forced by

some well paid cuss in the exchange of-

fice to buy what he can't sell.

What the exhibitor in the small towns

should do is to refuse to buy pictures he

don't want and if they won't sell them

what they want, just tell the film com-

pany to take their service and go to the

devil with it and refuse to sign any more
contracts for service they don't want. If

I was to say all that I think about this

matter, I am afraid it wouldn't look well

in print.

1 just wonder what some of the other

"little fellows" think about it. I always

<?njoy reading the Herald and one of the

best departments is "What the Picture

I >i<l for Me." \\ iih best wishes. M \rion

Wilson, manager, Happy Hour, theatre,

Chalmers, Ind.

More on Useless Expense

EUFAULA, OKLA,—To the Kditor: I

have just read the article by Mr. W. P.

NORMA TALMADGE in a scene from
"Love's Redemption," her latest First

National picture.

Perry of Cheyenne Wells, Colo., in which
he mentions the numerous mistakes of the
distributors in sending out small articles

by express instead of by parcel post.

He does not go far enough as he does
not mention the C. O. D. usually put on
by the distributor in spite of the fact that

all of the exchanges are holding from one
to several hundred dollars of exhibitors'

money. They are afraid to trust the ex-
hibitor for so much as a one-sheet.

I will mention one case that happened
to me. I ordered paper from an exchange
that was holding over $100 deposit money
of mine and they were short the two one-
sheets. They had them shipped from their

Dallas office, C. O. D. 30 cents ; the ex-

press was GO cents and return charges 25

cents, totaling $1.25 for two one-sheets.

The only way I can figure it out is that

90 per cent of the exchange men are
crooked and think everybody else is

crooked also.

I would like to meet one man who has
ever gotten a square deal out of an ex-
change. I always pay cash for my serials

and have the first one to finish yet that

there was not a C. O. D. on the last

episode, in spite of the fact that all ad-
vertising had come to me C. O. D.—L. R.

Creasox, Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.

Hunter Finishes Picture

In Which He Is Starring
Glenn Hunter has completed work on

"Apron Strings," the first of the Tuttle-
Wallcr Productions in which he is starred.

The picture is being cut and titled in the
Glendale studios. Frank Tuttle, author
of "Apron Strings," which he directed, is

writing a new story for Mr. Hunter
which is to be known as "Stage Door
Johnnie."

Joins Famous Players
Mrs. Marie Ginoris lias recently been

added to the technical staff of Para-
mount's London studio in the capacity of
head film cutter. Mrs. Ginoris is a vet-
eran in the American film industry, hav-
ing started with Pathe's New York
branch in l()0(i.

'TOPICS OF THE DAY"
The Literary Digest

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Manager— I like your voice, Miss Gar-
gle, but I can't understand the business
with your eyes and shoulders. I can see
no excuse in the song for that.

Miss Gargle— It is in the music. Right
here, after the, introduction, it says
"vamp till ready."

—

New York Daih
News.

*

Acca—You have a good voice. Why
don't you cultivate it?

Demic—Well, you see, this is a dry
climate, and I can't get anything to irri-

gate it with.

—

Rice Thresher.
*

Arthur—How those old songs do haunt
me!

Gertrude—They should. You've often
murdered them.

—

Paterson (N. J.) Press
Guardian.

*

Speedo—Can your wife sing?
Peppo—No; but she does.

—

"Topics of
the Day" Films.

*

Howard—What good are you at a
party?
Coward— I can talk to the people who

can't sing, and want to sing, and prevent
'em from doing it.

—

Judge.
*

News Item: Old Si Lazarus has been
sorta puny this week with lumbago and
had to be excused from singing at Coon
Holler church last Sunday, being too
weak to carry a tune, or lift his voice.—
Arkansas Thomas Cat.

*

Roberta—Don't you think her voice
ought to be cultivated?
Robert—No, I think it should be har-

vested.—Milford (Del.) Chronicle.
*

A wonderful singer was Mamie McGee
She never was known to get off the key
She never was known to get off—aw

gwan!
How could she get off when she nevei

got on ?—Vaudeville News.

Exhibitors Are Guests at

Play to See Otis Skinnei
Exceptional Pictures Corporation anc

Otis Skinner acted as hosts at a series
of theatre parties in honor of a numbei
of Pennsylvania and New Jersey ex-

hibitors during the week of Jan. 9

These parties were arranged so that ex
hibitors of Lancaster, Easton and Allen
town, Pa., and Atlantic City, N. J.
where Mr. Skinner played during th(

week, might have the opportunity o

witnessing his performance in "Blooc
and Sand," the stage play in which hi

is at present touring the country prioi

to starting work on his second motioi
picture, "Mister Antonio," which will b(

produced under the direction of Excep
tional Pictures Corporation.

Danny Gray Here
Danny Gray, Marshall Ncilan's filn

editor, brought the negative of "Penrod'
to the Rothacker Chicago laboratory fo

release printing. He expects to pa>

New York a short visit before returning

to the Coast.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The

Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Cbicago.

Associated Exhibitors

Women Who Wait, with a special

ast.—A fine picture. Had many com-
lents on this and all were pleased.—O.
jmon, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood,
Vis.—Small town patronage.

[ What Women Will Do, with a special

ast.—This entertained a Sunday audi-

nce, pleasing and receiving favorable

omments.—\V. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,

"heyenne Wells, Colo.—Small town pat-

onage.

Home Keeping Hearts, with a special

ast.—Very good picture, but did not

nake any money on it. Conditions the

k-orst they have been.—L. J. Alby, Strand
heatre. Waterford, Wis.—Neighborhood
>atronage.

First National

Molly 'O, a Mack Sennett production.

—Mabel Xormand in Molly 'O packed
hem in a 2.000 seat house for three days.

\udience went wild over Mabel in this.

—C. R. Sullivan, The Fair Theatre,
\marilIo, Tex.—General patronage

Stranger Than Fiction, with Ka*ther-

ne MacDonald.—A fine picture. Thrills

:-nough to it. Patrons like it. Some got

so excited they lost their hats.—A. C.

Betts. Powers theatre, Red Creek, X. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Xeilan produc-
tion.—Something different. Splendid act-

ng and direction. Xot as good as

Xeilan's other pictures as a whole.—R.

J. Ball, Star theatre. Finley, X. D.—
Small town patronage.

Marry The Poor Girl, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter De Haven.—Above the or-

dinary run of comedies. Good in every
respect. My audience finds relief in this

kind of features. They are different than
the average run.—Albert A. Hoerr. Har-
riet theatre, Hardin, Mont.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Lotus Eater, with John Barry-
more.—A first class picture which played
to first class business.—William Xoble,
Empress theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.
—General patronage.

The Notorious Miss Lisle, with Kath-
< rine MacDonald.—We opened up Christ-
mas week with this picture and got them
all week. Picture was very much liked.

—D. Lee Short, Opera House, Bridg-
ville, Del.—General patronage.

The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
—A good picture which patrons liked.

—

Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,

Hinsdale. 111.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
special cast.—This is a 100 percent pic-

ture. Go after this picture strong. It

will stand any amount of advertising.
—R. Navary. Pleasant Hour theatre.
Verona, Pa.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Devotion, with a special cast.—Fine
picture. Book it if you can show it with-

out raising admission.—D. E. Fitton.

Lyric theatie, Harrison, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a

special cast.—One of the best produc-
tions I ever saw. My patrons raved
over this. Did good business. Boj-

s

grab this one. If you have no franchise

get one quick.—R. A. Kirby, Star theatre.

Monroe, Mo.—Small town patronage.

Good References, with Constance Tal-
madge.—A good picture.—Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Silent Call, with a special cast.

—

An excellent picture which did a good
week's business and pleased patrons.

—

Samuel Harding, Doric theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.
The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-

tion.—This is an excellent picture. We
had more favorable comments on this

than on any program used for a long
time.—Frank Ober, Boynton theatre,

Boynton, Okla.—General patronage.

The Cup of Life, a Thomas T. Ince

production.—This was an excellent pic-

ture and I did the best Sunday business

I have had in a long time.—Eugene Saun-
ders, Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111.

—

General patronage.

Man, Woman, Marriage, an Allen

Holubar production.—This picture I put

over for my big picture Christmas week
and feel that I did the right thing in do-

ing so. People well pleased and I had
good business on it.—D. Lee Short.

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed find a few reports on
"What the Picture Did for Me,"
which you can use or scrap, as you
see fit.

This department makes the busi-

ness a pleasure and I never book
one picture without consulting these

columns. The result is I rarely

play a poor picture.

It makes booking easy and makes
business great. Why take a chance

on any picture when you can make
sure of it? For the Lord's sake,

don't ever drop this department
from your magazine.

Why don't Moucton, Frederick-

ton, St. John, Woodstock, St. Ste-

phen and other towns in New
Brunswick contribute? Let's get

busy in N. B. and help a good
thing along.

E. J. O'NEIL,
Broadway Theatre,

St. George,
New Brunswick, Can.

Opera House, Bridgeville, Del.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

Mamma's Affair, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Drew well and pleased everyone.
—E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
—Xeighborhood patronage.

BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER,
a Marshall Neilan production,

—

Neilan! Neilan! You art a won-
der! You certainly produced a
wonderfully realistic historical
photodrama. It drew like a sixty
mule team. Even a fifty-cent ad-
mission never daunted them.. This
opened up the new year with good
cheer and placed a light in a flicker-
ing lantern.

. Give us more "Bob
Hamptons" and the little old
"movie" will be the recreation
ground of America.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho.

The Sign on The Door, with Norma
Talmadge.—Excellent. Xorma is much
better in this than in The Passion
Flower.—Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Xeighborhood patronage.

A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production.—Too long, but it went over
big. Film scene is the only funny part.—Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Sign on The Door, with Xorma
Talmadge.—Best Xorma Talmadge pic-
ture that she has made for some time.
Pleased well.—R. Xavary, Pleasant
Hour theatre, Verona, Pa.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Ten Dollar Raise, with a special
cast—An extra good program picture.

Holds interest throughout. Xot one that
you can raise your admission on.—D. E.
Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—Fair. Too much scenery* used in

making footage. It's only an ordinary
program picture.—Tracy Bros., Arcade
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—Transient
patronage.

The Master Mind, with Lionel Barry-
more.—Good picture. Fine story. Good
sets. Drew fairly well. Lost money.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
—A right good one. Thought it was
in 7 reels, but it is only in 5 reels. ' Did
not raise our price. Lost plenty of

money on it.—McClure and Faulkner,
Comique theatre, Jamesport, Mo.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Not Guilty, a Sidney A. Franklin pro-

duction.—Pleased as much as some
specials.—G. H. Jenkinson. Victor
theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—Boys, it's a dinger. One of the

best shows we ever had in our house, and
that's no lie. either. Book it quick and
play it up like a circus. It's got every-

thing. Better than any sermon. We in-
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vited all the preachers in town to see it

and they all said, "Amen."—McClure
and Faulkner, Comique theatre, James-
port, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Married Life, a Mack Sennett pro-
duction.—Used this one for Saturday
night, Christmas week, and it went over
big. We all laughed the old year out
and the new one in on this picture.

—

D. Lee Short, Opera House, Rridgeville,

Del.—Neighborhood patronage.

45 Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray.—Our patrons liked this,

but we do not intend booking any more
of Ray's. All right for those that ljke

the star.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre,

Red Creek, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
—This picture easily could have been
made in five or six reels instead of nine.

It is too much drawn out, and it is not
a special attraction. A good picture to

disappoint your people with.—Tracy
Bros., Arcade theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Harriett and The Piper, with Anita
Stewart.—Personally I did not care much
for picture. However, believe that it

registered good with the women patrons
who had read the story in the Pictorial

Review. Star has appeared in better pic-

tures.—L. R. Moore, Roma theatre, Col-
umbus Grove, O.—Small town patronage.

Old Dad, with Mildred Harris.—Just
a fair program picture. No adverse
criticisms and no compliments.—R. J.

Ball, Star theatre, Finley, N. D.—Small
town patronage.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel
Barrymore.-—Keep clear of this one. A
clean picture, but no life to it, although
some of my patrons thought it good.
Poor business.—A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Neighborhood
pat ronajie

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—This type of picture always
pleases here, but the acting of Ray in

this picture was great, and I was told

so.—Eugene Saunders, Saunders theatre,

Harvard. 111.— General patronage.

The Girl in the Taxi, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter Dc Haven.—This proved to

be a better comedy than Twin Beds,
which we ran two weeks previous. Both
were very good comedies.—Frank Obcr,
Boynton theatre, Boynton, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan

—

A very nice picture. Entertaining. This
company seems to have the habit of over-
selling their product so I pass the word
along.—Tracy Bros., Arcade theatre,

Winchester, Ind.—Transient patronage.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—A real good picture. Many favor-

able comments.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production.—Very good. Wesley
Barry sure brings them in. Can be
shown at advanced admission. 100 per
cent satisfaction.—R. J. Ball, Star the-

atre, Finley, N. D.—Small town patron-
age.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
—Very good. Pleased 100 per cent.

Book it and boost it and get the cash.

Played to capacity business two days.

—

O. L. Dowell, Electric theatre, Eldon,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Courage, with a special cast.— Better
than many specials. Quite a few told

us it was very good. Naomi Childers
and Sam DeGrasse do some great act-

ing. Good business.— E. J. Degenhardt.
Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Love Expert, with Constance
Talmadge.—Best enjoyed picture of any
yet shown of "Connie." Not much to

story, but good support given star and
excellent photography makes it a sure
lire hit.—L. R. Moore, Roma theatre,

Columbus Grove, O.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan produc-
tion.—The picture took well and pleased
a big business.—William Noble, Empress
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.— General
patronage.

The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.

—

Miriam Cooper, plus Conway Tearlc,

plus Anna Nilsson, plus direction of R.
A. Walsh, equal very fine production.
Pleased a Christmas audience. Play it.

—Albert A. Hoerr, Harriet theatre,

Hardin, Mont.

Love, Honor and Behave, a Mack Sen-
nett production.—No good. Don't want
any more of Mack Sennett's five reel

comedies. Not as good as Married
Life. Olcn Reynolds, Pearl theatre,

Hymera, Ind.—General patronage.

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance

Talmadge.—Rather spicy but patrons
liked it. Gives them a change.—A. C
Betts. Powers theatre, Red Creek, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
Over The Hill, with a special cast.— W

Wonderful production. Pleased every-
one. Broke all records.—J. M. Farring-
ton, Carroll theatre, Waterbury, Conn —
Neighborhood patronage.

Thunderclap, with a special cast.—An
excellent picture that pleased excellent
business.—William Noble, Rialto theatre.
Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-
age.

Riding With Death, with Charles
Jones.—Jones will become the greatest
expert of Western subjects within a few
years. He has never failed to please—
J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Ever Since Eve, with Shirley Mason.—
A good picture.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Ever Since Eve, with Shirley Mason.—
I cannot imagine anyone not enjoying
this wonderful picture. Funny and en-

tertaining, every inch of it. Will suit all

classes. Book it.—J. G. Varnell, Princess
theatre, Piedmont, Ala.—Small town pat- n,

ronage.

The Lady From Longacre, with Wil-
liam Russell.—Fair program picture.—
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison.
Ark.—Small town patronage.

Queenie, with Shirley Mason.—This is

a good one. Went over very good.

Played on Sunday with a one reel Pathe *

comedy.—Spalding Bros., Gem theatre,

Taylorville, 111.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.

— I consider this Mix's best rough shoot-

'em-up kind. Interesting and exciting

every foot of it. Will please the ma-
jority.—J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre.

Piedmont, Ala.—Small town patronage.

To A Finish, with Charles Jones—

A

very good picture full of action. This

is the kind my people like.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. V.

—Small town patronage.

The Scuttlers, with William Farnuni.—
Only fair. Did not please the ladies.

Rather rough.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic

theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Neighborhood
patronage.

After Your Own Heart, witli Tom
Mix.— If you want to please them* all

book this one. It's a winner. Best

Mix picture I ever ran.—C. H. Simp-

son, Princess theatre, Milieu, Ga—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Mother Heart, with Shirley Ma-

son.— Best real heart interest picture of

hers to date. Five reels of 100 per cent

entertainment.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl

theatre, Hymera, Ind.—General patron-

age.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.

Excellent. Mix is a good drawing card

for me, but frankly his pictures are ex-

traordinarily good.—J. Carbonell, Mon-
roe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Lady From Longacre, with Wil-

liam Russell.—Interesting program pic-

ture. Not above the average but good

enough to get by with.—Arthur Richard-

son, Strand theatre, Schroon Lake, N
Y.—General patronage.

Queenie, with Shirley Mason.—Good

light program offering.—D. E. Fitton,

Eyrie theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small

town patronage.

Queenie, with Shirley Mason.— Shirley
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Ten Pictures That

Made Money For Me
1. Back to God's Country.
2. Riders of the Purple Sage.
3. On With the Dance.
4. Tarzan of the Apes.
5. The River's End.
6. A Chorus Girl's Romance.
7. Down on the Farm.
8. Rebecca o f Sunnybrook

Farm.
9. Why Change Your Wife.

10. Go and Get It.

PHILIP RAND.
Rex theatre.

Salmon, Idaho.

\lason's latest pictures are all as good
is anyone could ask for. This is espe-
ially good and will suit all classes.

Starts out poor. Ends up rich.—J. G.
k'arntll. Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.

—Small town patronage.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom
Mix.—This is one of the best Mix pic-

ures I have ever shown. Xot a knock
rom entire audience. Can always get

i crowd for Mix, but they force you
o buy two pictures you don't want in

;rder to get one that will get the busi-

ness. A pretty darn rotten deal.—Marion
Wilson. Happy Hour theatre, Chalmers.
Ind.—Small town patronage.

His Greatest Sacrifice, with William
Farnum.—A splendid picture. Patrons as

they passed out told me that it was
^reat. Everyone pleased. Book this.—
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville. X. Y.—Small town patronage.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.

—

Here's a Mix that will send them out
.mighty well pleased. Lots of action.

—

D. E. Fitton. Lyric theatre. Harrison,
Ark.—Small town patronage.

Two Moons, with Buck Jones.—Pic-

ture fair.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy the-

atre. King City. Calif.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Texan, with Tom Mix.— It your
audience likes something with action,

igive them this. It has more action per
• loot than any other I ever ran. Pleased
all.—W. P. Perry. Rialto theatre. Chey-
enne Wells. Colo.—Small town patron-
age.

Colorado Pluck, with William Rus-
sell.— First two reels are good. Comedy
drags a little in last two reels. Pleased
about TO per cent.—C. H. Simpson.
Princess theatre. Millen, Ga.—General
patronage.

Bucking The Line, with Maurice
Flynn.—Good program feature.—D. E.

Fitton. Lyric theatre! Harrison. Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

Two Moons, with Charles Jones.—This
pleased fine here, and is a good picture.

—Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre. Gran-
ville. X. Y.—Small town patronage.

The One Man Trail, with Charles
Jones.—This picture was substituted for

a Mix. but pleased majority of patrons.

Jones is not well known here, but pulls

some good stuff.—Marion Wilson, Happy

KATHLEEN O'CONNOR, who ap-
pears in the Goldwyn picture, "Sent
For Out."

Hour theatre, Chalmers, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.

—

Crowd raved over this one. Xo kicks.
All boosts.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre, King City, Calif.—Small town
patronage.

From Now On, with George Walsh.

—

Have seen adverse comments on this
one, but my patrons enjoyed it thor-
oughly. It's an interesting crook story.

—

F. E. Sabin. Majestic theatre. Eureka.
Mont.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.

—

Good western.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric the-
atre, Harrison. Ark.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Straight From the Shoulder, with
Charles Jones.—One of the best western
pictures ever made. Everybody liked
it. This picture gave Jones a great boost
here and should help the ones I have yet
to play.—Arthur Richardson, Strand
theatre, Schroon Lake, X. Y.—General
patronage.

The Texan, with Tom Mix.—Mix al-

ways good. Draws • pretty good and
well liked. Pictures always full of pep.

—

Louis B. Goulden. Royal theatre, Frank-
fort, Ind.—General patronage.

The One Man TraiL with Charles
Jones.—A first class western heart-ap-
pealing drama. Consists of everything
needed to make up an extra good show.
—Joseph Spangler, Globe theatre.
Beaver, Okla.

The Thief, with Pearl White.—Xothing
to rave over.—Leslie Hables. Reel Joy
theatre. King City. Calif.—Small town
patronage.

When A Man Sees Red, with William
Farnum.—This reissue took good here.
Plenty of action. A good picture. Seven
reels—Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre.
Granville, X. Y.—Small town patronage.

Blind Wives, with a special cast.—

A

very poor picture. Patrons did not
hesitate to tell us. too.—Preston Bros.,
Empress theatre. Rockwell City, la.

—

General patronage.

Goldwyn
Doubling fcr Romeo, with Will Rog-

ers.—Couldn't be better. Different and
refreshing. Full of laughs.—Mrs. R. G.
Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Beating the Game, with Tom Moore.

—

Good six reel production. Tom is a
favorite with us. Weather conditions
caused poor business. I find Goldwyn
pictures are most always beyond re-
proach.—O. H. Southworth. Opera
House. Adams. X. Y.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Beys Will Be Boys, with Will Rog-
ers.—Not as good as some others for

grown-ups. Exceptionally good for
children. Good entertainment.—D. E.
Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

Wet Gold, with a special cast.—They
thought it was wonderful. Undersea
scenes very fascinating. B. O. B. X.
F. O. P. (business off. but no fault of

picture), which might be said of nearly
everything we run.—Fahrney & Elson.
Electric theatre, Curtis, Xebr.—Small
town patronage.

Roads of Destiny, with Pauline Fred-
erick.—This went about 50-50. Person-
ally. I thought this an excellent picture.

—Victor theatre. Minocqua. Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Madam X, with Pauline Frederick.

—

Good business. Excellent. Satisfaction.

Picture easy to advertise. Can be shown
at advanced admission.—R. J. Ball, Star
theatre, Finley, X. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Branding Iron, with a special

cast.—This is a very good picture from
the story of Rex Beach. My people
seemed to enjoy it very much. WT

as not
full of that love stuff with those lon.^

drawn-out kisses wrhich disgust every-
body. One thing I will say about Gold-
wyn is that I have been in the show
game a long while and this company is

the fairest to deal with of any.—George
C. Starkey, McKeg's Opera House, Mon-
tour Falls, X. Y.—Xeighborhood pat-
ronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a spe-
cial cast.—Very good. Some liked it bet-

ter than "The Old Nest." Sleet, cold
weather and Christmas week kept attend-
ance down, but saved us from big loss.

Helcne Chadwick and Richard Doc are
great.—E J. Degenhardt, Princess the-

atre. Mendota, 111.—Xeighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

More satisfied patrons on this than any
picture I have ever run. Book it. You
owe it to your patrons.—D. E. Fitton.

Lyric theatre. Harrison, .rirk.—Small
town patronage.

Just Out of College, with Jack Pick-
ford.—A little old but it pleased the ma-
jority on Christmas day. It kept them
in good humor.—E. J. Degenhardt.
Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

Godless Men,, with a special cast.

—

This is just a fair picture. Xothing to

rave about. Rather rough with lots of

fights, if that is what your people want.

—George C. Starkey, McKeg's Opera
House. Montour Falls, X. Y.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

From the Ground Up, with Tom
Moore.—Many compliments on this one.

A dandy picture.—Mrs. R. G. Jordan.
Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
—A dandy picture that will please any
audience.—Horton & Lattin. Odessa
Opera House, Odessa, X. Y.— Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special

cast.—A good picture. Some said it was
extra good. Others said they did not
like it. Opinions very much divided.

There would be no complaint if run at

regular admission.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric
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theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Hodkinson
A Certain Rich Man, with a special

cast.—A bit slow, but it will please. As
a rule we find Hodkinson the most con-
sistent of any program we use. They
get a fairly good amount of business.—
Francis M. Kadow, Mikadow theatre,

Manitowoc, Wis.—General patronage.

The Journey's End, a Hugo Ballin

production.—Never heard a favorable
comment. On the other hand several

said it was the poorest picture they had
ever seen in the Lyric.—D. E. Fitton,

Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart-
Picture pleased.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre. King City, Calif.—Small town
patronage.

The Journey's End, a Hugo Ballin pro-
duction.—The praise accorded this pic-

ture by the reviews lead me to believe

that it would be well received. On the

contrary, it was not at all liked by men,
and while the women found novelty in

the lack of titles, they complained that

it dragged.—E. L. Franck, Oasis the-

atre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis.

—

Good picture. Affords real entertain-

ment. Mitchell Lewis does not go well

here as a leading man.—L. A. Pilliod,

Photoplay theatre. Grand Rapids, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Westerners, with Roy Stewart.

—

One of the best western pictures on the

market. Full of pep and clean. Very
good acting.— F. Hejtmanek, Opera
House, Clarkson, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

The Dream Cheater, with J. Warren
Kerrigan.-—Crowd said it was poor.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Cal.

Metro
The Four Horsemen, with a special

cast.—Ran this two days. First time

I ever ran a picture two days. Busi-

ness better the first day. Price, $1.10

top, too high for present conditions.

Played on percentage business. Poor.

Everybody said it was one of the best

pictures they ever saw. Some said

they would not have missed it for $5.00.

—D. E. Fittoh, Lyric theatre, Harrison,
Ark.—Small town patronage.

A Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.

—

Lytell is a universal favorite here and
this one was no exception. Personally,

I rated it below the Lytell standard, as

I prefer to see him in heavier roles.

Inasmuch as it pleased here, as it seemed
to, I would advise its exhibition in any
of the small theatres at regular prices.

Note—Yes, I remember meeting A. L.

Picker, of the Rex theatre, Ironwood,
Mich., on the Pullman coming home
from the Cleveland convention. That
guy can hold his breath longer than
any Wolverine I ever saw. Come on
with that photograph, Pic, and let the

boys see what Nature sometimes does.

—

J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Ne-
ligh. Neb.

Home Stuff, with Viola Dana.—A good
light picture. The reviewers and ex-
hibitors who knock this picture cannot
be familiar with rural life. Patrons en-
joyed it. Brought out good crowd con-
sidering the storm we had.— C. B. Clark,

Iris theatre, Pacific Grove, Calif.— Gen-
eral patronage.

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.
—A very good little picture. Good for

old and young, but you cannot put any-
thing over very big just now.—Spalding
Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Polly With a Past, with Ina Claire.

—

Played one night with Buster Keaton
comedy. The Haunted House, and it

was the best show we have had in some

time. Ina Claire very good in this one.
Sent them home smiling. Plenty of good
comments.—J. Koopman, Amenia the-

atre, Amenia, N. Y.—General patronage.

The Silver Lining, with Jewel Car-
men.—Interesting crook story portrayed
by a very competent cast. The picture

and its unusual ending was enjoyed by
my patrons.—E. L. Franck, Oasis the-

atre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
—Fair comedy-drama. Too long for

amount of action.— L. A. Pilliod, Photo-
play theatre, Grand Rapids, O.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Walk-Offs, with May Allison.—
Fair. This was Miss Allison's first pic-

ture here, and the Saturday night audi-

ence that saw it did not kick, but they

didn't think May put things over quite

cleverly enough. Neither did I.—W. P.

Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,

Colo.—Small town patronage.

CAMILLE, with Nazimova.—
Contracted this picture before it

was reviewed by the "Exhibitors
Herald" and got just what we de-

served, stung! Lost heavily.

Valentino trys to save the day but

his efforts are fruitless.—Albert A.

Hoerr, Harriet theatre, Hardin,
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Best of Luck, with a special cast.

—Very good picture. Took well with

fair-sized audience. Some good stuff in

it.—W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Ant-

werp, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Right Of Way, with Bert Lytell.

—Please hold us while we faint. A lo^

of junk piled up together. Lytell not

good here. Let it alone or you'll be

sorry.—McClure & Faulkner, Comique
theatre, Jamesport, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Silver Lining, with Jewel Car-

men.—Never saw a better program pic-

ture. You can't go wrong on this one.

A man leaving the theatre offered me
5 cents extra. They have got to be

good pictures when a patron will do

this.—Albert A. Hoerr, Harriet theatre,

Hardin, Mont.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.

—

Crowd liked this one. Pleased about

80 per cent.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre, King City, Calif.—Small town
patronage.

The Walk-Offs, with May Allison.—

Just did get by. Pleased about 50 per

cent.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre,

King City, Calif.—Small town patron-

age.

Paramount
Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—Audience liked it very much. One of

Mcighan's best offerings. Good attend-

ance and no complaints.— F. W. Werner,
Warwick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Ladies Must Live, with Betty Comp-
son.—Flopped terribly second night.

No one attended. No good for small

town.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre,

King City, Calif.—Small town patron-

age.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and

Agnes Ayrcs.—A great picture. One
that pleases 100 per cent. It costs more
to show it, but it is worth it. Increase

your admission. No one will complain.

It's a real special.—Tracy Bros., Arcade
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—Transient

patronage.

Sentimental Tommy, with a special

cast.—Very interesting and well pro-

JACK WARNER. Monty Banks and Sam L. Warner, on the lot in California, where
the Warner Brothers are producing the fifteen episode animal serial "Shadows
of the Jungle."
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LEWIS STONE, as Father Brian Kelly in a scene from "The Rcsary," a Selig-Rork
production just completed and soon to be distributed through First National.

duced picture. Doubly interesting it

you have read the book.—D. E. Fitton.

Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres.—Some of my patrons
came two nights. Did not hear only
praise for this picture. May book it

again.—J. C. Bollis. Pictureland theatre,

Naples, X. Y.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De-
Mille production.— I was a little afraid

to tackle this one after reading some of

the reports on it. I showed this the
25th and 26rh of December and every
one was very enthusiastic. I charged
20 and 40 cents and a great many people
claimed it was worth more.— L. D. Fair-
field. Legion theatre. Wakonda, S. Dak.
—Small town patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres.—A big picture, but
patrons thought Agnes Ayres weak.
Scenery excellent.—G. H. Jenkinson,
Victor theatre. Minocqua, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De-
Mille production.—Played this two days
at 20 and 40 cents admission at night.
Ten and 25 cents for matinee. It gave
fair satisfaction and we broke a little

better than even.—Spalding Bros., Gem
theatre, Taylorville, 111.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres.—Go after it, fellows,
it's a knockout. Advertise big and clean
up. That's what I did. Pleased 100
per cent.— L. D. Fairfieid, Legion the-
atre, Wakonda, S. Dak.—Small town
patronage.

JUST AROUND THE COR-
NER, a Cosmopolitan production.
—Indeed THE OLD NEST is a
great picture, one of the greatest
of the year, but Oh! boy! JUST
AROUND THE CORNER is a
work of art of which the producers
and actors and directors should
feel prcud. Pictures like this one
will elevate and set a moral stand-
ard on the screen that no faction
will ever venture to discriminate
against the silent entertainments.
More like this one should be pro-
duced. The actors were great. I

will call this cast an all star cast.

—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre.
Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid.—Very
good picture and will please any audi-
ence. Lila Lee could have been better,
or some other star opposite Wallace
Reid would be better.—H. B. Barr.
Rialto theatre, Enid. Okla.—Xeighbor-
hood patronage.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart—
A great picture. Six reels and not a
foot that is unnecessary. Xot a western,
but ?. capital and labor subject, and
Hart is superb in his role. Entire cast
good. A pleasure to boost it.—A. L.
Middleton, Grand theatre, DeQueen.
Ark.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.—Words fail. This is a 100
per cent production for any house.—F.
E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka.
Mont.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Enchantment, with Marion Davies.

—

The picture was well advertised and
with such a capacity box office title and
the fame of the star the public splendidly
responded to the call.—William Xoble.
Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special

cast.—The offering is neither satisfac-

tory nor unsatisfactory. Personally, we
rather liked it and prior to engagement
thought sure that we would establish a
new box office record. Financially the
engagement was one of the biggest dis-

appointments that we ever had. possibly
because we expected too much. While
the picture pleased, the public did not
know that Don't Tell Everything was a
conglomeration of what was left over
from Anatol. The idea to put three big

stars in one picture is a most praise-

worthy one, but for a town such as ours
more story is required. A most ex-
tensive exploitation campaign failed to

bring the box office reports to which we
felt we were entitled.—Fred S. Meyer.
Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
Pleased 90 per cent of our patrons and
drew good crowds.—E. W. Werner.
Warwick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid.—The
picture was well recommended by the

newspaper critics and enjoyed splendid
pleased business.—William Xoble, Capi-

tol theatre. Oklahoma City. Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Lost Romance, with a special

cast.—Just a fair program picture.—D.
E. Fitton. Lyric theatre, Harrison. Ark.

—Small town patronage.

Passing Through, with Douglas Mac-
Lean.—A good comedy-drama. Did not
draw. Xo comments from patrons.

—

Silverman Bros.. Strand theatre, Al-

toona. Pa.—General patronage.

What Every Woman Knows, with

Lois Wilson.— Entirely deserving of

Barrie's classic. Pleased all.—Mrs. R.

G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale.
111.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Footlights, with Elsie Ferguson.

—

Undoubtedly one of the best in which
this star has appeared. Under present

business conditions did a very satisfac-

tory business for three days. A picture

that pleased everybody and created many
favorable comments.—Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.

The Home Stretch, with Douglas Mac-

Lean.—A pleasure to boost a clean
comedy-drama of this nature. Story is

light but sure to be the kind they like

these days. Lots of action and a dandy
youthful romance. Everybody liked it.

—

A. L. Middleton. Grand theatre, De-
Queen, Ark.

The Mask, with Jack Holt.—A very
clever picture, showing Jack in a good
dual role. Get it and advertise it well,

but it is by no means a "super" picture.

L. R. Moore, Roma theatre, Columbus
Grove. O.—Small town patronage.

The Six Best Cellars, with Bryant
Washburn.—This was a fair program
picture which will please the average,

picture fan. Xot much to rave about
but had a few good laughs.—George C.
Starkey. McKeg's Opera House. Mon-
tour Falls. X. Y.—Xeighborhood pat-
ronage.

STEPPING OUT. with Enid
Bennett.—One of the good ones
we picked out from "What The
Picture Did for Me." Little old,

but a good picture for newly mar-
ried couples. — Olen Reynolds
Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Wanted, a Husband, with Billie Burke.
—Another good one of Paramount's
older pictures. Five reels.—Olen Rey-
nolds, Pearl theatre, Gymera, Ind.

—

General patronage.

A Wise FooL, with James Kirkwood.

—

Fair picture. Nothing extra. People
don't seem to like the star.—Thompson
Bros.. Kozy theatre, Healdton, Okla.—
Xeighborhood patronage.

The Faith Healer, with a special cast.

—Only fair. My patrons are complain-
ing about Paramount pictures being not

as good as advertised to be.—D. E. Fit-

ton. Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—

-

Small town patronage.

The Ghost in the Garrett, with Dor-
othy Gish.—Excellent comedy. They
just roared at times. Photography
rather dark on account of lots of night

stuff.—O. H. Southworth. Opera House.
Adams. X. Y.—General patronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
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KATHARINE MacDONALD in a

scene from the First National feature,

"The Beautiful Liar."

Meighan.—Good picture. People here

like this star. The acting of Meighan
was very fine.—Thompson Bros., Kozy
theatre, Healdton, Okla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Princess of New York, with David
E*owell.— I agree with a recent report on
this picture. Why do they do it? No
one wants such pictures. I have re-

fused to book any more of them.

—

Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Flor-

ence, Kans.—General patronage.

Sham, with Ethel Clayton.—Fair pic-

ture. Poor business.—Joseph Faring-

ton, Carroll theatre, Waterbury, Conn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Price of Possession, with Ethel

Clayton.—Not her best, but it's a good
one-day picture. No kicks. Should go
fine with Clayton fans.—W. P. Perry,

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Valley of Giants, with Wallace
Reid.—A rough lumber camp story that

will suit everybody, for there is enough
romance and pretty scenery to go with

it to make an extra fine picture.—J. G.

Yarnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.

—Small town patronage.

One A Minute, with Douglas McLean.
—Light comedy. The kind that makes
an audience feel like they have been
entertained.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre,

Harrison, Ark.—Small town patronage.

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton.— Excellent picture and business.

—William Noble, Broadway theatre,

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-

age.

The Fighting Chance, with a special

cast.—Those who like Robert W.
Chambers' stuff liked this. That's all —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tomb-
stone, Ariz.—General patronage.

The World and His Wife, with Alma
Rubens.—A-3 picture. One that should

be shown in every town, large or small.—

W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.— Small town patronage.

A Girl Named Mary, with Marguerite

Clark.—This is a sweet little story of

mother love. Nothing wonderful but a

picture that will please most everybody.

A great many leaving the theatre spoke

to me, saying, "A nice little picture."

—

George C. Starkey, McKeg's Opera

House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Dangerous Lies, with David Powell.

—

Deliver me from any more British pro-
ductions. Why waste all that good film?

Especially when your patrons walk out
on you.—H. B. Barr, Rialto theatre,

Enid, Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good crook picture for regu-
lar program.—T. A. Shea, Palace the-

atre, McGehee, Ark.—Small town pat-
i onage.

Pathe
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.

— Believe this is the best picture on the
Pathe list. One of the 100 per cent
pictures.—R. J. Ball, Star theatre, Finley,

N. D.—Small town patronage.

The Brat, with Nazimova.—This is an
old picture, but a real one. Packed my
house. I seat 400. Could have run two
days. Everyone enjoyed this. The star

is very popular here.—R. A. Kirby, Star
theatre, Monroe, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Rio Grande, with a special cast.—An
old picture that in no way shows its age
except in the first fifty feet where it

says "copyrighted 1920." And my audi-
ence never saw that part of it. Really a

fine picture.— Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town
patronage.

Rio Grande, with a special cast.—

A

real 100 per cent production. Sure to

please any audience. A good picture and
an extra good story. A great struggle
between the Mexicans and the Texas
Rangers. Exhibitors will make no mis-
take in booking this feature.—Joseph
Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.

Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production.—An old one but it pleased
the crowd and is a very interesting

story.—Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. D.—Small town patronage.

R-C Pictures
The Foolish Age, with Doris May.

—

Picture pleased our patrons. A better
title would have meant bigger business,

as those who were in were satisfied.

—

Silverman Bros., Strand theatre, Al-
toona, Pa.—General patronage.

The Barricade, with a special cast.

—

Very true to life picture that more than
pleased my patronage. What more could
be asked? Business very poor, but no
fault of the picture.—Albert A. Hoerr,
Harriett theatre, Hardin, Mont.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Black Roses, with Sessue Hayakawa.

—

A good mystery.—Victor theatre, Mi-
nocqua, Wis.—General patronage.

The Little 'Fraid Lady, with Mae
Marsh.—Fairly good picture, but did not

seem to draw, although the star is gen-
erally well liked. Guess our folks had
too much Christmas.—W. C. Allen,

Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Rambeau.—A right good picture, but not

the big special that they sell it for.—J.

J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton,
Nebr.— Neighborhood patronage.

One Man in a Million, with George
Beban,—All excellent picture. Several
good comments heard in lobby. George
i- there with the character stuff.—O. H.
Southworth, Opera House, Adams, N.
Y.—General patronage.

The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie

Rambeau.— I did not see this, but patrons
said it was very good. Rather sad, but
on the whole well liked.—Mrs. James
Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.— Small
town patronage.

A Slave of Vanity, with Pauline Fred-
erick.—Nowhere near her best work, but
pleased all who came.—F. W. Horrigan.
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg. Mont.

—

Mining Camp patronage.

The Little 'Fraid Lady, with Mac
Marsh.—Not a very pleasing picture, but
will pass.—Victor theatre, Minocqua.
Wis.—General patronage.

Realart
Morals, with May McAvoy.—Truh

a wonderful picture. Story superb.

McAvoy a real star. Kathleen Wil-
liams, as ever, does good acting. She is

ahvays welcome in pictures.—J. Car-
bonell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

First Love, with Constance Bin,
Star only attractive feature. Just an
ordinary program picture. Don't step

on this one too heavy.—H. B. Barr,
Rialto theatre, Enid, Okla.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

First Love, with Constance Binney.—
Good, light entertainment.—D. E. Fitton.

Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels —
A fine laugh getter. No picture for a

grouch. Our patrons sure like Bebe
Daniels. Good house considering that

the night was stormy. Can't go wrong
on Realart.— C. B. Clark, Iris theatre.

Pacific Grove, Calif.—General patronage.

Her Face Value, with Wanda Hawley.
—A decidedly clever offering. While
there is nothing new in it, the splendid
acting of Wanda Hawley and T. Roy
Barnes puts it over in fine style. Aver-
age business two days.—W. H. Brenner.
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

The March Hare, with Bebe Daniel- .—

Good picture. High class. Dressed up
all the way through. However, it is

entertaining enough to please all classes

I believe.—J. G. Varnell, Princess the-

atre, Piedmont, Ala.—Small town patron-

age.

The Law of the Yukon, with a special

THEODORE KOSLOFF, who appears

in support of Betty Compson in "The

Noose," a Paramount picture.
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s t. Gave excellent satisfaction, but

ould not advise advance in admission.

—

J. Ball. Star theatre. Finley. N. D.

—

nail town patronage.

Out of the Chorus, with Alice Brady.

Almost as good as some of her old

ctures.—Howard Varing, Royal the-

re. Spirit Lake, la.—General patronage.

Something Different, with Constance

nnev .—A fine picture. High class

itertainment, and a beautiful girl,

ilendid plot and interesting throughout,

xciting. which makes it all the better.

—

G. Varncll, Princess theatre. Pied-

ont, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Her Face Value, with Wanda Hawley.
Good light comedy that will please.

—

E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,

rk.—Small town patronage.

The Land of Hope, with Alice Brady.

-Average Brady picture. No drawing
jwer. Receipts poor on Brady pictures.

-Howard Varing. Royal theatre. Spirit

ake. Ia.—General patronage.

Selznick

Chivalrous Charley, with Eugene
I'Brien.—Consider this O'Brien's best,

he last two reels are crammed with
;tion and suspense. Give us more like

Business picked up on this one.
• oost it.— E. J. Degenhardt, Princess
leatre, Mendota, III.—Neighborhood
atronage.

Is Life Worth Living? with Eugene
VBrien.—Picture well directed and
cted. Continuity good. Very little fault

d find with it. Patrons enjoyed it.

\ hat more can be asked than satisfied

atrons?— C. B. Clark, Iris theatre, Pa-
ific Grove, Calif.—General patronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

iest picture he has turned out lately. A
ood rube play that goes for small town
atronage.—Olen Reynolds. Pearl the-
tre, Hymera, Ind.—General patronage.

The Last Door, with Eugene O'Brien.
-A good picture but ended badly or at

east not as my patrons would like,

"hey want happy endings here.—Adolph
\ohn. Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
-Small town patronage.

The Broken Melody, with Eugene
)'Brien.—This is a very good program
jicture. O'Brien is quite popular with
mr fans.—Frank Ober, Boynton theatre,
ioynton. Okla.—General patronage.

Red Foam, with a special cast.— The
itle looks bad, but it is a knockout of a

picture.—Francis M. Kadow. Mikado
heatre. Manitowoc, Wis.—General pat-
onage.

Is Life Worth Living? with Eugene
1 Brien.—A good program picture.

—

\dolph Kohn. Pastime theatre. Gran-
j.'ille, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Out of the Snows, with a special cast,

j—Pretty fair Xorth woods picture. Don't
raise admission. It will go over.— F. E.
Babin, Majestic theatre. Eureka. Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Picked it for a holiday picture and it

iid not disappoint me or my people.

—

I'.ugene Saunders, Saunders theatre. Har-
vard, 111.—General patronage.

Dangerous Paradise, with Louise Huff.
This is a good picture. Pleased !)0 per
cent—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre.
Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

Is Life Worth Living? with Eugene
O'Brien.—A much better production
than the name implies. You can't go
wrong on it. Photographv a little dull
in places, but not bad —0. H. South -

worth. Opera House, Adams, X. Y.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Handcuffs or Kisses, with Elaine
Hammerstein.—Like all her pictures.

They never fail to please all.—Eugene
Saunders. Saunders theatre, Harvard.
111.—General patronage.

The Road of Ambition, with Conway
Tearle.—A very good picture.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, X. Y.

—Small town patronage.

United Artists

Through the Back Door, with Mary
Pickford.—A good Pickford vehicle

which gave excellent satisfaction. How-
ever, banked too heavily on star's draw-
ing power.—W. J. Powell. Lonet theatre.

Wellington, O.—Small town patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO, with
Douglas Fairbanks.—At immediate
opening of the first reel a gentle

chuckle from an old prospector
presently merged into a ripple of

laughter, soon taking on propor-

tions of a roar, thence a gale, and
by the end of the second night this

great hot air wave passed up above
town to the snowy peaks of the

Rockies, causing a terrific atmos-
pheric upheaval which resulted in

the big storms that recently swept
the United States. If your elec-

tric sign blew down send in your
bill to the Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.. We'll charge it up to Doug.
Some storm, I'll say. A wonder
ful six piece orchestra was also to

blame.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.

Pollyana, with Mary Pickford.

—

Pleased the few that came out to see

it. Marv does not mean anything to

me!—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.

King City, Calif.—Small town patronage.

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.

—

Fairbanks does some very good stunts

and pulls some new comedy. Pleased

audience. Good business—Louis B.

Goulden, Princess theatre, Frankfort.

Ind.—General patronage.

Broken Blossoms, a D. W. Griffith

production.—Wonderful directing and

great work, but I had mostly kicks, as

my patrons do not want pictures of this

kind.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre.

Granville, X. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.

—

Pleased about two out of three patrons.
Had more favorable comment on my
two-reel Harold Lloyd comedy than on
the six reel picture. From a personal
viewpoint, I liked the picture.—W. J.

Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.—

-

Small town patronage.

Universal
No Woman Knows, with a special

cast.— Good production. Business good.

—J. M. Farrington, Carroll theatre.

Waterbury, Conn.—Xeighborhood patron-
age.

No Woman Knows, with a special

cast.—When it comes to emotional act-

ing, Mabel Julienne Scott is in a class

with Norma Talmadge. She is beautiful,

a wonderful actress and makes a big hit

in this picture. A very true story of
life.— L. R. Moore, Roma theatre,

Columbus Grove, O.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—A fine picture. If some other
company had this picture they would sell

it as a special. Universal sells it as

a program picture.—Victor theatre, Mi-
nocqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.

—

When we got notice of this we thought
it .would be another poor one with a

new star, but it proved to be one of the

best Universal program pictures.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Moonlight Follies, with Marie Prevost.

—Good program feature.—Ray Xavary.
Pleasant Hour theatre, Verona, Pa.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—This
picture cost more than any I have run
and made me a bigger net profit and
pleased everyone who saw it.—Charles

Lee Hvde. Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.

—Small town patronage.

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.

—

Most pleasing picture for mv crowd that

I ran this month.—Leslie Hables, Reel

Joy theatre. King City, Calif.—Small

town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—The ad-
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DOROTHY DALTON, featured player in the Paramount picture, "Moran of the
Lady Letty," with George Melford, producer, and Rudolph Valentino, who ap-
pears opposite her in the picture.

vertising line: "The first super-western
ever made," does not overrate this ex-
cellent production, as it surely is a great
picture and production and story are
worked up in a most satisfactory man-
ner. This is actually the first Western
picture shown in this theatre in over a
year and the same showed to better than
average business two days.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—General patronage.

Playing With Fire, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Here is an excellent picture liked

by everyone. Good business on this

one.— C. H. Smith, Electric theatre,
Morning Sun, la.—Small town patron-
age.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Excel-
lent Western. Best Carey has ever done.
Drew well. Good advertising (especially
herald) matter furnished on this pic-

ture.—Arthur Richardson, Strand the-
atre, Schroon Lake, N. Y.—General
patronage.

The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.

—

This is the first poor Walton picture I

have had. Cannot recommend.— F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Rich Girl Poor Girl, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Pleased, as the star always does
with me.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy the-

atre, King City, Cal.

Desperate Youth, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—A good program picture.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson.—Good
program picture. Hoot doesn't go here.

—Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Moonlight Follies, with Marie Prevost.
—A very pleasing picture. The person-
ality of the star got over in fine shape.
Several of my regular patrons along
about 18 to 22 practically "raved" over
the acting and possibilities of Miss Pre-
vost. Always make money on Universal
pictures.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre.

Wellington, 0.—Small town patronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
Pleased small crowd, but some said it

lacked a plot.— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre, King City, Calif.—Small town
patronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
—A beautiful picture. Had several men-
tion its outdoor beauty and the second
night did a bigger business than the
first.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

The Fire Cat, with Edith Roberts.—
My patrons liked this picture. It's differ-

ent. Good drawing title.— F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.—
This is a dandy picture. Patrons well
pleased.—R. O. Baker, Mgr., Bakers'
Electric theatre, McCune, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Good
picture. Fight scenes are wonderful.
Carey's best. Supporting cast good.

—

G. H. Jenkinson, Victor theatre, Mi-
nocqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Colorado, with Frank Mayo.—Good.
Very seldom get one from 'Universal
that does not please my crowd.— Leslie
Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City,
Calif.—Small town patronage.

Moonlight Follies, with Marie Pre-
vost.—A good program picture to a

small but pleased audience.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.

—

This is a fine picture. Best one of her
1921 pictures.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind.—General patron-
age.

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
This is a nice picture and the star is

clever.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.

—

My patrons liked this one.— Leslie Hab-
les. Keel Joy theatre, King City, Calif.

—Small town patronage.

The Golden Trail, with lane Novak.—
Average program picture which should
please.—L. D. Fairfield, Legion theatre,

Wakonda. S. Dak.—General patronage.

The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.

—A good picture and will please.—
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.—
Good picture.— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre, King City, Calif.—Small town
patronage.

Vitagraph
Steel Heart, with William Duncan.—

Fine picture. Pleased all. Everyone
satisfied, as they told me so. Second
run on this one to a fair business.—Wm.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.—
Small town patronage.

The Son of Wallingford, with a special
cast.— I bought it as a special, but it is

no such a thing. However, there is

good entertainment value in it, and it will

likely satisfy the less critical fan. This
particular Wallingford story had no box
office attraction here.— F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald. Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining
camp patronage.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan.—A good Saturday night picture.

Star well liked here. Business fair here.—
O. L. Dowell, Electric theatre, Eldon, Mo.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Sporting Duchess, with Alice

Joyce.—Old, but a good picture.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

—Small town patronage.

The Heart of Maryland, with Cather-
ine Calvert.—Splendid picture of Civil

War times. Many favorable comments.
Old soldiers marvelled at accuracy of

types. Y. C. G. W. O. T. (Short for you
can't go wrong on this).-—Fahrney & El-

son, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

Peggy Puts It Over, with Alice Cal-

houn.—A very tame offering. Story

most weak. Cast very ordinary. Alice

Calhoun cannot be rated as a star. She

would make a capable leading woman,
but has not the drag for star realms.

Business average two days.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—General patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—

A

very nice picture and one that pleases.

Enough plot has been added to it to

keep up the interest, which the horse

story itself could not carry through.—
Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

What Do Men Want? a Lois Weber
production.—Advance advertising helped

this one to draw a good week's attend-

ance.—Samuel Harding, Doric theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.

What Do Men Want? a Lois Weber
production.—Picture went over big and

was one that patrons talked about.

Mouth to mouth advertising caused the

attendance to grow to capacity houses.

—

Silverman Bros., Strand theatre, Altoona,

Pa.— General patronage.

The Blot, a Lois Weber production.—
This was a little disappointing to me. It

didn't bring forth any comment. Had
expected 'to sec something above the

ordinary, but the audience didn't seem to

consider it that way.—Raymond Gear,

Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.

—

General patronage.

State Rights
Heart of the North (Brandt-Davis),

with Roy Stewart.—Pleased those who
like mounted police stories. Average
program feature.— F. E. Sabin, Majestic
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:eatre. Eureka. Mont.—Neighborhood
-tronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes, (Affil. Dist.,),

th Johnny Hines.—This is really a

jod comedy-drama. Johnny Hines does
.•me good acting in this one. Let us

ve more like it.—Ray Navary, Pleasant

our theatre, Verona, Pa.—Neighbor-
ed patronage.

The Last Chance, (Canyont, with
-anklyn i-arnum.—Here is as good a

estern for regular program as you can
\t—D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harri-

n, Ark.—SmaU town patronage.

Hell's Oasis, (Pinnacle), with Neal
art.—With a good director back of the

ory it should have been made a knock-
it. Neal Hart does as good as can be
:pected. The photography is awful.

—

. B. Clark. Iris theatre. Pacific Grove,
alif.—General patronage.

The Woman Untamed, (McGovern),
ith Doraldina.—Very good picture,

omething different, and pleased audi-

ice. Advertised like a circus and did

'ery good business.—Louis B. Goulden.
oyal theatre, Frankfort, Ind.—General
atronage.

The Last Chance (Canyon), with
ranklyn Farnum.—A pretty good West-
rn. Nothing extra, but there's killing

nd shooting galore, and we like that
ind about twice a week for a small
D\vn.—J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre,

'iedmont, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Dead or Alive, (Arrow), with Jack
loxie.—A good Western. One that will

^et you good comments and a fair busi-
iess if your people like Westerns.

—

rpalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville,
11.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fighting Bill. (Canyon), with Frank-
yn Farnum.—This feature pleased about
iO per cent of our patrons. Some very
;ood stunts. Would have pleased every-
body had it not been for one dark reel,

i'ou could hardly see ft.—Joseph Spang-
er, Globe theatre. Beaver, Okla.

The Fighting Stranger, (Canyon"), with
Franklyn Farnum.—Apparently a West-
3rn serial, condensed to five reels, which
seemed to please the crowd.—Fahrney &
Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis. Nebr.

—

Small town patronage.
Mid-Channel, (Equity), with Clara

Kimball Young.—Good picture.—Victor
theatre, Minocqua. Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

The Man From Nowhere. (Arrow
-

),

with Jack Hoxie.—This is simply awful.
No story to it whatsoever. I ran it one
night and pulled it off the program.— L.
D. Fairfield. Legion theatre. Wakonda.
S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

Hush, (Equity), with Clara Kimball
^ oung.—This picture suited the women
better than the men. From the criti-

cisms would say that it was just about
average.—E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre,
Ajo. Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

Isobel, ( Davis), with a special cast.

—This production is away below the
standard of Curwood photoplays.
Keaton in One Week put the show over
in good shape.— F. W. Horrigan. Mc-
Donald theatre. Philipsburg, Mont.

—

Mining Camp patronage.

The Birth of a Nation, (D. W. G.) a
D. W. Griffith production.—Came back
for one big week. Patrons saw it two
and three times.— B. I. Vandyke. Royal
theatre, Des Moines. Ia.—Downtown
patronage.

The Fall of Babylon, (D. W. G.). with
Constance Talmadge.—If properly ad-
vertised will draw them in. but will not
give best of satisfaction.—R. J. Ball. Star

theatre, Finley, N. D.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Branded Souls, (Stoll), with a special
cast.—Undoubtedly a great picture, and
of the few program pictures that will
always be remembered. Attendance very
good.—George E. Loebel, Community
theatre, West Allis. Wis.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Serials

Hurricane Hutch ( PatheL with
Charles Hutchison.—This is one of the
best serials I ever used and my atten-
dance picks up at every installment. I

am on the 9th episode. I'll be sorry
when its out. Children, grownup
ladies, all enjoy this. Its clean. No
killing.—R. A. Kirby, Star theatre, Mon-
roe, Mo.—Small town patronage.

Breaking Through, (Vita.), with Car-
mel Myers.—This serial is good and
should please most serial fans.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre. Granville, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Winners of The West, (Universal),
with Art Acord.—Ran second episode.
Went big. Lots of Indians and Indian
fights in second episode. Would ad-
vise anyone booking this serial to run
the first and second episodes together,
as it will go big and you can boost it

strong. Looks as if it was going to be
a dandy serial. Wm. Thatcher. Royal
theatre, Salina, Kans.—General patron-
age.

The Lost City, (Warner Bros.), with
a special cast.—This is a good serial and
will hold up. Don't try to run two reel

westerns and two reel comedies with
this. I experimented and found it didn't

work, so put in five reel Fairbanks West-
ern for the last five episodes and built

up.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

Fighting Fate, (Vita.), with William
Duncan.—Have just finished this serial

and it gave better satisfaction from a
production standpoint than any serial

I have ever run. Business far below
the average. Ran it on Saturdays with
Realart features.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric

theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The White Horseman, (Universal.),
with Art Acord.—This is proving the
best serial we have run during the year.

We use a two reel western and Century
comedy. It gets them out. hot or cold.

—

Frank Ober, Boynton theatre, Boynton,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Son of Tarzan, (National), with
a special cast.— It starts to get the people
interested at about the Tth episode. Pre-
vious to that it fell flat. Regular patrons
quit coming to see it. Photography
poor.— C. B. Clark, Iris theatre. Pacific

Grove, Cal.—General patronage.

Short Subjects
Call a Cop, f F. N.), a Mack Sennet

production.—Good two reeler with plenty
of laughs that pleased. Well worthy of
a place on any program.—Fred S. Meyer.
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

The Sawmill, (Vita.), with Larry
Semon.—A candy comedy. Something
doing all the time. This is one of his

best. They eat this one up. Business
off for a Semon picture.—Wm. Thacher.
Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

Don't Blame The Stork, (Educa-
tional), with a special cast.—My patrons
l

: ked this one and enjoyed a good laugh.

—E. J. Degenhardt. Princess theatre.

Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bliss, (Pathe), with Harold Lloyd.

—

Good comedy, and what I said before
about these re-issues goes on this. Book
'em.—W*. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Ant-
werp, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Country Mouse and City Mouse,
(Pathe), an Aesop Fable.—Very good
novelty reel. Well liked by all classes.

Good comedy and with a moral ending.

—

Louis B. Goulden, Princess theatre,

Frankfort, Ind.—General patronage.

The Goat, (Metro.
-

), with Buster Kea-
ton.—Our last Metro-Keaton. for which
we are sorry The Goat, together with
Shadows of Suspicion, an old thrilling

war picture, made a fine program.

MIRIAM COOPER in a scene from "Kindred of the Dust," an R. A. Walsh
production distributed by First National.
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald

Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitor!

Fill in this blank now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-

born St., Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor ...

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

Greatest air raid we ever saw.—Fahrney
& Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Nebr.
—Small town patronage.

A Rural Cinderella, (Educational) with
a special cast.—A new Punch comedy
that is nothing extra for a new brand
Educational is putting out.—Olen Rey-
nolds. Pear! theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

General patronage.

The Little Match Girl, (Prizma), with
Madge Evans.—This one reel Prizma sub-
ject added tone to our program. Was
well received.—Silverman Bros., Strand
theatre, Altoona, Pa.—General patron-

age.

Tin Cans, (Universal). Brownie.

—

This is a dandy two reel comedy. The
Brownie dog is fine. Went big. Ran
this with Winners of The West, and one
two-reel Western. Good variety. Good
show.—William Thacher, Royal theatre.

Salina, Kans.—General patronage.

Let Me Explain, (Educational), with
Viola Daniel.—This comedy pleased a

dandy crowd.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre. King City, Calif.—Small town
patronage.

The $1,000,000 Kiss, (Pathe), with a

special cast.—This is a fine detective

drama. Find all Nick Carters good.
They have 15 in this Series. Each one
complete and have found all good so

far. They talk about them. They are

O. K.—Wm. Thacher. Royal theatre.

Salina. Kans.—General patronage.

Fast and Furious, (Fox), with Al St.

Tohn.— Fairly good comedy, but not as

good as Small Town Stuff.—Olen Rey-
nolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Rainbow Island, (Pathe). with Harold
Lloyd.— If Pathe wants to kill the popu-
larity of Lloyd just let them keep on re-

issuing junk like this and they will not
have to wait very long. Originally the

idea was to re-issue just a few of his

best. And when exhibitors booked them
some brill "ant genius in Pathe's home
office conceived the idea to re-issue them
all at the rate of one a week. The sticks

may fall but better theatres undoubtedly
will use much discretion. Moral: "The
goose that laid the golden egg."—Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

Aesops Fables (Pathe).—One of the

best short reel subjects ever played in

my theatre. Will please 100 percent.
Hope they don't run out.—H. B. Barr,
R'alto theatre. Enid, Okla.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

High and Dry, (Educational), with
Jimmie Adams.—The second reel of this

comedy is sure a knockout. If you want
a good one, book Mermaid comedies,
especially ones with "Ham".—Olen Rey-
nolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

General patronage.

Spcrt Pictorials, (Gold). — These
single reels are splendid. A credit to

any program. Every one I have had has
been very good. Photography fine.

—

Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Who's Who, (Fox), with a special

cast.—Very poor to be called a comedy.
Nothing to it.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind.—General patron-
age.

Toonerville Trolley Comedies (F. N.).

—These comedies have proven a great
success with us. We have run almost
all of them and wish there were more.
Everyone who will not laugh at The
Skinper or Katrinka needs a doctor
badly.— Frank Ober, Boynton theatre,

Boynton, Okla.— General patronage.

Friday the 13th. (C, B. C.).—A comedy
full i>f laugh-. It seems that the Ilall-

rooni Boys comedies are 100 per cent,

a- we never bad a bad one. Pleases audi-

ence.—Louis B. Goulden, Princess
theatre, Frankfort, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

Harold Lloyd Re-issues, (Pathe).—
Good slap-stick comedies. The kind my
patrons like.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

SPECIAL FEATURE FILM
THEATRE MANAGERS—"Round the World"—a feature for special occasions. Write for in-

formation. WORLD, 857 South State Street.

Chicago, 111.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Moving Picture Theatre in thriv-

ing Central California town. P. 0. Box 163.

Dos Palos, Calif.

WANTED TO LEASE
WANTED TO LEASE—Theatre, 4.000 to 6,000

population Northern Illinois or Indiana. No oppo-

sition. Must bear inspection. Address F. care

Exhibitors Herald.

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies

PLUSH -VELOUR -SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

We specialize in Moving
Picture Theatre work

The Fabric Studios,lnc.
177 No. State St. CHICAGO

"Let u* make your presentation artistic"

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cnmcrai at caah

saving prices. Special v rofeasloo.il

discounts on UNIVERSALE
Immediate d*11v«rr on all model*. DeBrW.
DeKranne. Paths and many others demon-
strated Id oar showroom. Send for ear com-
plete catalotf at ooce. free on regoest.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept . H, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chile if J, It).

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, Cartoons

Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1005-1006 Mailers Bids- Telephone Central 2347 Chicago. Ill

WILLEMSEN & CO.

ExportersofFilm
Spanish Title Work a Specialty

Office and Laboratory, 416 Char I res Si, New Orleans

Cable Addreaa: \\ illemfilm

The Greatest Achievement
itt Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of HiRh-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORCANS for

Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.



THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
A new era of progressive

construction is marking thea-

tre building throughout the

country. This has been evi-

dent for some time in the con-

struction of playhouses in

larger cities. The movement
has extended to smaller com-
munities. Every report indi-

cates that the new small town
theatre is a radical departure

from the old ideas that for-

merly governed theatre con-

struction and equipment.
New theatres in smaller

cities are being held up in

comparison with the largest

and most beautiful theatres in

important cities of the country.

The reason is obvious. They
embody, in constructional de-

tail, comfort and conveniences
provided, equipment installed

and in many other respects all

the distinctive features of the

larger theatre on a smaller

scale.

This fact is of particular sig-

nificance. It means that the

theatre equipment field is be-

coming a stronger, wider
market, embracing greater pos-

sibilities than ever before.

The new playhouse of a

small town is taking a place as

its most distinguished build-

ing. In providing for the com-
fort and pleasure of its patrons
it is complete to the smallest
detail. Nothing but the latest

and best in every department
is the prevailing thought that
is being carried out in theatre
construction in smaller com-
munities all over the country.
The big factor—the demand

in this direction has already
been established. The field is

a large one.

Invites Public to Feel Sense
Of Ownership in New Theatre

Gulfport, Miss. Exhibitor Defines Aims and Policies

In Launching New House—Is Among
Finest in State

"It is genuinely hoped that the public

may grow into a feeling of ownership of

this theatre. Constructive criticism that

will enable the theatre to better serve

the community will be welcomed. A
modern motion picture theatre out of

the very nature of the public service it

renders becomes a town institution which,

like other educational institutions con-

tributes to the social and intellectual

pleasure? of the people. It will be the

policy of this theatre to show only the

best and most elevating pictures at all

times."

This, in brief, is the substance of a

full page advertisement inserted in the

local paper by V'assar A. Anderson, Gulf-

port, Miss., in launching the opening of

his new theatre, The Anderson.

Building Furthers Ideas

The message is significant, because,

embracing as it does, a comprehensive

understanding of the present day play-

house, and its place in the community,
Mr. Anderson has carried out to the last

letter his ideas of what the modern
motion picture house should represent in

point of constructional details and the

service to be rendered. In this respect

he is following the progressive standard

of playhouse construction in vogue
throughout the country where new
theatres, in smaller cities as well as the

larger ones are being built on a new high

plane of artistic embellishment, com-
fort and convenience.
The new Anderson theatre is hailed as

one of the finest in the state. From the

lobby through the auditorium and to the

stage the color schemes and art decora-

tions employed have evoked the approval

of not only Gulfport residents but those

of neighboring towns as well.

Latest Equipment Used

Recognizing that beauty and art in

construction alone are the principal fac-

tors conducive of the best picture presen-

tation Mr. Anderson has a special study

of equipment for the theatre. Scats of

varied sizes have been provided so that

the largest patron may see the show in

perfect comfort. The floor is elevated by
degrees and the seats arranged in semi-

circle form giving an unobstructed view
from any angle of the house.

For ventilating the theatre the Typhoon
system of ventilation has been installed.

Fresh air is constantly being circulated

throughout the building. An up to date

steam heating unit is another feature.

Two Simplex projection machines are
used in the operator's booth.

Crowds at Opening

The program on the opening day fea-

tured Mat Moore in "A Man's Home."
a Larry Semon comedy and an Interna-
tional News chapter. Standing room
only was available from the time the
theatre opened at ten thirty in the morn-
ing until the last performance. The at-

tendance comprised not only residents

of Gulfport but hundreds from neigh-
boring towns also.

New and Modern House
Opened at Easton, Md.
By General Amusements

General Amusements Company has

opened its new playhouse at Dover and

Harrison streets, Easton Maryland to be
known as the New theatre. The house is

new in fact as well as in name having
recently been completed.

Latest equipment and progressive de-

tails of construction are its distinguish-

ing features. A modern lighting, heating

and ventilating system has been installed,

upholstered chairs are used, rest rooms
and check rooms have been provided.

The fireproof projection room is

thoroughly equipped, and the entire

structure has been made fireproof so

far as possible. Music is furnished by
a two-manual pipe organ. E. Ashton
Plummer has been made manager of the

house.

Adopt New Containers

For Columbia Carbons
Columbia projector carbons will be is-

sued in the future in new and more at-

tractive packages. Lest the change may
cause confusion National Carbon Com-
pany announces that there has been no

change in the carbons themselves, the

only transformation being in the pack-

ages. The new design of the package

has been made to further distinguish

the product and the company at a quick

glance.

The colors of the new packages are

red and blue. On the end of each is

a circular style label designating its

quantity and contents. Samples of the

new packages are illustrated on next page.

It is stated that the old style packages

on the market will be used up before the

product is packed in the new containers.
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NEW STYLE PACKAGE for Columbia carbons, adopted by the National Carbon Company.
quantity and contents of package.

The end label designates

Herman F. Jans Leases New Rivoli
And Eliminates Vaudeville Program

Herman F. Jans, owner of the Good-
win theatre, Newark, N. J., as well as

numerous other motion picture houses,
has added another playhouse to his chain.

Mr. Jans has leased the new Rivoli the-

atre at New Brunswick, N. J., from Aaron
Shusterman. The Rivoli, which was re-

cently completed, is one of the finest and
newest theatres in New Brunswick.

Open Only Short Time

Mr. Shusterman, former owner of the

Rivoli, who also controls the Strand and

Difficulties in

Theatre Building

One of the many difficulties of

erecting a large theatre in Chi-

cago's Loop district is being ex-

perienced by Jones, Linick &
Schaefer in Madison street, where
they are going down more than
500 feet to obtain proper founda-
tion for their new theatre, to

occupy the site of McVicker's.

A series of caissons are being
sunk, each four feet square—just

large enough to accommodate one
man. Fresh air is pumped down
to each man, who works two
hours and then comes up for five

minutes rest.

These caissons are to be- 500
feet deep and a central or fresh

air well is also being dug which
will be 1,800 feet deep. The work
is progressing rapidly, each well,

which will eventually be filled with
concrete, being down 250 feet.

Empire theatres in New Brunswick, op-
erated the Rivoli for a short time after

its completion. The fact that the busi-

ness of his other theatres demanded
much of his attention and energy, as

well as the fact that he is compelled

to take a much needed rest, prompted him
to lease the new theatre. Under the able

direction of Mr. Jans he is confident that it

will prosper and its entertainment' prove a

credit to the community and the industry.

The new Rivoli embraces all the fea-

tures that mark the modern play house.
In point of construction and art decor-
ation it is the latest word in building en-
terprise. Finest equipment has been in-
stalled in each of its departments and
every provision made that will assure
the audience a pleasing entertainment
with every comfort. The seating capac-
ity is 2,000.

Will Eliminate Vaudeville

In taking over the Rivoli Mr. Jans
announces that he will change the pro-
gram policy that has been in effect. His
first step will be to eliminate vaudeville.
Mr. Jans believes that the prevailing de-
mand in the community is for the latest
and best features at popular prices. A
program of this nature will be inaugur-
ated. It is Mr. Jans' belief that because
of the advantageous location of the house
and the popular admission charges to be
made such a program of bigger pictures
will prove highly successful.
"The Four Horsemen of the Apoca-

lypse" will be the initial attraction at the
Rivoli under the new manager and will
be shown during the week of January 9.

Start Work on Big Set

at Pacific Studios for

Alaskan Scenes in Films
Work has been started on an immense

Alaskan street scene erected at the Pa-

cific Studios by West Coast Films Cor-

poration for their first production, "The
Great Alone," which Jacques Jaccard is

directing with Monroe Salisbury as the

star.

The set, claimed to be one of the larg-

est ever built for a picture, is composed
of eighteen log houses covering a distance

the length of three city blocks. Approxi-

mately 100 people are to be used in the

scene. The houses are all built so that

there is an appearance of a three-foot

depth of snow.

Distribution arrangements of the pic-

ture will be handled by Producers Se-

curity Corporation.

Scenic Backgrounds are
Combined With Tales of

Northwest in New Film
Robert C. Bruce, producer of scenic

pictures, whose 100th picture was pub-
lished recently by Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., and whose European series

is now almost complete, has returned to

New York from the northwest with a

group of pictures that are said to mark a

new departure in scenic motion pictures.

The new subjects will be called "Wil-
derness Tales." Each will present a short

story about men in the great out-doors,

all the acting being done with scenic

backgrounds to combine the attractive-

ness of the pure scenic with the appeal

of stories laid in the mountains, valleys

and waterways of Washington, Oregon
and California, and along the northern
Pacific coast.

The first of the series will be published
by Educational in January. Others to

follow will be: "The Split Outfit," "The
One-Man Reunion," "Prickly Consci-

ence," "Nights of Many Shadows," "The
Natural Born Liar" and "Missing Men."

Territorial Rights Sold
For Rialto Productions

Lou Rogers, president of Rialto Pro-
ductions, Inc., reports a number of terri-

torial sales on the Funny Face comedies
and Marcus cartoons.
Harry Charnas, Standard Film Service

Company, has closed for the distribution

of these pictures from his four offices at

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and

Detroit. J. L. Friedamn of Celebrated
Players Film Corporation closed for Chi-

cago and Milwaukee offices and Marion
Kohn of Federated Film Distributors,

Inc., for San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Full Provision Made for

O'Brien Series of Films
Seiznick announces that full provision

has been made for the six pictures fea-

turing Eugene O'Brien, which were an-

nounced as that star's share of the

"Forty from Seiznick" promised for the

current season. Some of this half-dozen

have already been issued, but the bulk of

O'Brien's offerings are still to be dis-

tributed by Select exchanges.
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. Palaces AreGoing Up.

Only the Latest Equip-

ment Is Being Installed

New Projects

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Louis Marinos and

his partner, Thomas Alexander, owners

of the Alphi theatre and other business

property, announce that they will build

a new motion picture and vaudeville

house here.

*

Eagle Rock, Calif.—Contract to build

a new motion picture house has been

given to Rommel Construction Company.

The theatre, which will have offices on

the second floor, will seat 600.

*

Dallas, Tex.—Probability that the Capi-

tol theatre, formerly known as the Dallas

Opera House, which was recently de-

stroyed by fire, will be razed and re-

placed by a new theatre, was expressed

by E. H. Hulsey of Southern Enterprises.
«

Pawtucket, R. I.—Work on the new
Leroy theatre is going forward. Com-
pletion of the building is expected about
the first of July.

*

Wallingford, Conn.—Harry Goldman
lias announced that he will start con-
struction soon on a new motion picture

theatre here.

*

New Rochelle, N. Y.—George Weiman
will construct a new 1200 capacity motion
picture house on Xorth and Horton ave-
nues.

Mounds, 111.—A theatre and office

building will be erected by J. J. Blum,
merchant of this city.

Ennis, Tex.—J. M. Calhoun has let the
contract for the erection of a new mo-
tion picture theatre to be operated by
Frank Moncka.

Ownership Changes
Conway, Ark.—C. R. Guin of Little

Rock has purchased the Ideal theatre
here from \V. A. Gibbon. Mr. Guin will

personally manage the house.
*

New York, N. Y.—The Eighth Theatre
Corporation has purchased from Four
Ks. Inc., the three-story theatre at 13 to

17 Second avenue.
*

David City, Neb.—The motion picture
theatre here has been purchased by Ed
Xewlon, who has taken possession and
will make his home in this city.

*

New York, N. Y.—The Gaiety and Ful-
ton theatres, Broadway and Forty-sixth
street, are to be taken over by the newly
formed Clebehanna Realty Corporation.

Sebring, O.—Lee Mack has purchased
the Strand theatre and building.

Openings
Schenectady, N. Y.—The new Casino

theatre on Crane street, built by Martin

Cascio has been opened to the public.

Easton, Md.—General Amusement
Company has opened the New theatre

here under the management of Ashton
Plummer.

Gulfport, Miss.—Y. A. Anderson has
opened his theatre, the Anderson, here.

Crescent Handles Backer
Pictures in Four States

Al Kahn has obtained for Crescent

Film Corporation of Kansas City, Mo.,

the franchise for Amalgamated Produc-

tions, the set of twelve special pictures

featuring Broadway stage and screen

stars, according to Franklyn E. Backer

of East Coast Productions, Inc., the dis-

tributors of the Gilbert M. Anderson
product.
Four states are covered by the con-

tract: Iowa. Nebraska, Kansas, and
Western Missouri. The first picture,

starring William Courtleigh, Myrtle
Steadman and three others of like promi-
nence, is being published under the title

"Ashes." The second production is "Any
Night," starring Robert Edeson. Tully
Marshall. Lysle Leslee and William
Courtleigh.

Twelve Units Busy
On Paramount Lot

Heavy Rains Interfere With
Production Work on

Exteriors
With twelve companies working simul-

taneously Paramount's West Coast

studios are enjoying one of the busiest

periods in the history of the company.
Continuous heavy rains have interfered

considerably with exterior work, but
this has been compensated by increased

facilities for interior production.

De Mille Busy on Film

Among those working on the lot is

William DeMille, who is making rapid

progress on "Bought and Paid For,"

featuring Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt.

The Paramount picture, "The Green
Temptation" is being completed by
William D. Taylor, with Betty Comp-
ton as star.

James Cruse and his company have
virtually finished "Is Matrimony a Fail-
ure," in which T. Roy Barnes plays the
leading role supported by Louis Wilson,
Lila Lee, Walter Hiers, Lillian Leighton,
Tu!ly Marshall and others.

Representative Groups on Lot

Among the companies, directors and
stars who are busily at work on their
respective productions are Gloria Swan-
son in "Beyond the Rocks"; Philip
Rosen, who is directing Wallace Reid
in "Across the Continent"; Thomas
Meighan in "The Proxy Daddy"; Dor-
othy Dalton. in "Tharon of Lost Val-
ley"; Wanda Hawley in the Realart pro-
duction "The Truthful Liar," and May
MacAvoy in another Realart film,

"Through a Glass Window."

Hodkinson to Distribute
Second Renco Photoplay

"At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern,"

a Renco Film Production directed by
Lloyd Ingraham, is the next feature pro-

duction scheduled for distrioution by W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation. This is the

second Renco production to be published

by Hodkinson.
The exploitation possibilities of "At the

Sign of the Jack O'Lantern" has
prompted the Hodkinso;. advertising de-
partment to issue a comprehensive plan
book, which is now in the course of com-
pletion and will be ready at the time the
production is published.
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Gold Fibre Screens

Judging from our orders, the

number of progressive exhib-

itors is rapidly increasing.

Samples and literature upon request

"Vorld's Largest Producers^/

J^otion Picture Screens.



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Given Making Survey
Of Theatre Business

Plans Non-Partisan Meeting

to Be Held Here at

Later Date
A comprehensive survey of business

conditions in Illinois, Wisconsin, Michi-
gan and parts of Indiana and Iowa is

being undertaken by H. W. Given, dis-

trict manager of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.

Will Call Conference

Following return of the questionnaires
to the local Paramount office, Mr. Given
contemplates holding a business confer-
ence when general conditions will be
discussed by prominent bankers, busi-

ness men and exhibitors. In the letter

accompanying the questionnaire, which
has been mailed to 3,000 or more theatre
men, Mr. Given says:

"All of us have talked co-operation

—

exhibitors, producers, distributors. Here
is our real test to show how much we
believe in the word co-operation.

Covers All Problems

"The big problems of the new year are
covered in the attached questionnaire,
which we believe concern every exhibi-

tor today. This is a local idea, and if

the information we gather from your
reports proves to be of national signifi-

cance we will upon your advice advance
the many valuable suggestions to all

the exhibitors in the country."
Admission prices, operating costs,

presentation, big productions, advertis-
ing and other subjects are touched upon
in the questionnaire.

Salesman's Talk Boosts

Attendance at Theatre
Operated by Hoermann

A new method of increasing attend-
ance, according to Eugene Hoermann,
who operates a theatre at Manhattan,
111., is to have A. C. Fox of the local

First National exchange deliver an
address on the theatre as a civic insti-

tution.

In a letter to E. J. Eichenlaub, coun-
try sales manager for First National,
Mr. Hoermann states that "the theatre
was packed on both nights, notwith-
standing a United States grain growers'
meeting in another hall on the first

night, in all I should say about 200
people."

Mr. Hoermann said that "I believe
^hort talks along these lines throughout
the small towns will help stimulate busi-
ness for the small town exhibitors."

Another Dew 'ales representative has been
added to the local Wid fltinm'ng exchange.
\\V refer to our of pal, W. A. ROWLKY,
who will rail upon the local trade, having
iual resigned from the local Famous
flayers exchange.

MAX LEVY, who has purchased Inter-

state Film Service from Lee Herz.

"Leather Pusher" Is

Screened for Press

Chicago Sporting Editors at

Special Showing Given

by Universal

A special showing of the new series

of Universal-Jewel productions, "The
Leather Pushers," which appeared orig-

inally in Collier's Weekly, was given in

•the English room of the Blackstone
hotel on Thursday, January 12.

Preceding the projection of the short

subjects a luncheon was served to the

invited guests, representatives of the
trade publications and newspapers
Those present were:

Press Is Represented

Arthur Lang, Moving Picture World;
Miss l'eggy Kemp, Moving Picture World;
Virginia Dale, Journal; Genevieve Harris,

Post; Howard Mann, sporting editor of

the Post; Ed Smith, sporting editor of the

American ; M. F. Baldwin editor of Moving
Picture Age

;
Dudley Grant Hays, director

of visual education; J. A. Power, Collier's

Weekly; W. F. Ford, Collier's Weekly;
Alderman O. H. Olson, chairman of Chi-

cago athletic commission ; David Rotoff,

sporting editor of the News; L W. Alex-
ander, manager of short product depart-

ment of Universal; W. L. Hill, exploitation

director of Universal; J. J. Simpson, Uni-
versal; Martin J. Quigley, publisher and
editor of Exhikitoks Herald, and J. Ray
Murray. Kxiiiiiitoks Herald.

Show Two of Series

The pictures which immortalize the

popular prize ring characters of H. C.

Witwer's stories were greatly enjoyed
by those present. Two of the scries,

"Round One" and "Round Two," were
shown.

Lee Herz Exchange
Purchased by Levey

Company Will Be Operated
as Interstate Film

Service
Max Levey, whose motion picture his-

tory dates back to 1909, when he erected
the first neighborhood theatre in Toledo,
O., has just announced his purchase of

Interstate Film Service from Lee Herz.
The exchange will be operated under

the same name.

Negotiates for Product

Several New York distributors are

negotiating with Mr. Levey for distribu-

tion, of their product in this territory

through Interstate.

During his thirteen years in the mo-
tion picture business, Mr. Levey has
devoted most of his time to exchange
work in Chicago.

Buys "Resurrection"

At the time "Resurrection," starring

Blanche Walsh, was produced, he pur-

chased the Ohio rights for $1,700. He
spent some time in exploiting this four

reel picture prior to coming to Chicago
as a salesman for World. The company
later transferred him to Kansas City as

manager.
Since that time Mr. Levey has been

associated in Chicago with Triangle,

Pathe, Metro. Exhibitors Mutual, Rob-
ertson-Cole and Klimax, the latter his

own exchange.

Diamond Studded Star

Presented "Bob" Levy
By Chicago Exhibitors

A number of motion picture theatre

managers of Chicago recently gave a
testimonial luncheon to Robert Levy at

the Illinois Athletic Club. Mr. Levy, or
"Hob," as he is familiarly known, has

just been appointed by President Hard-
ing as United States marshal of the

northern district, with headquarters in

Chicago.
The luncheon was arranged by Peter

J. Schaefer. who acted as toastmaster,
and who introduced in turn Nathan
Ascher, Henry Schoenstadt, Morris
Choynski, Jack Miller and Joseph L.

Friedman, who made brief addresses
apropos the occasion. Then Mr. Schaefer,
in behalf of the gentlemen present, pre-

sented Mr. Levy with a solid gold star,

in the center of which rests a four carat

diamond.
Among the managers present were,

in addition to those already mentioned,
Max and Harry Ascher, Adolph Linick,

\ndrew Karzas, Arthur Schoenstadt,
Lubliner & Trinz, Frank and Fred
Schaefer, Sid Selig, Charles Bugg, I.

Berkson, Marks & Goodman, Ludwig
Schindler, Sig Faller, Bedell & Ashman.
Norman E. Field, Ralph T. Kettering,

(ieorgc Moore, Jack Burch, Emil Mayer,
Louis J. Jones, Sam Abrahams, A»;

Newell and Teter & Foster.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES 1

l

By Mac-
In the recent announcement among the

ig realty deals of the Windy City we find

lessrs. Kittredge and Glndlixg have ac-
uired the leasehold of the Garrick Theatre
uilding. We are sure sorry' that H. A.
lundling has forsaken the exhibitorial ros-
_t but our Congrats are extended him in

is new venture.

* * *

At a recent motion picture exhibition
nen by "Dr." Arthur Lowy at Orches-
ra hall for the medical fraternity of Chi-
ago, the world's greatest fillum purveyor,
Chub" Florixe. was called upon by the
Dr." to give a lecture on the various sub-
ects screened. With eighty per cent of the
•acteria medica terms on the subject call-

ng for a Latin expression, you can well
magine that "Chub" was a riot with that
ang of prescription scribblers.

* * *

Irv Mack, our local publicist of fame,
tils us he has just completed the titles and
railers for the Ess Ell Film Corp'n's big
tate right offering, "A Mother's Heart,"
onfirming previous statements to the el-

ect that one need not leave our local Row
:> get results.

* * *

Clyde Elliott, of the Elliott Productions,
hrilling with enthusiasm, announces his

iig fight pictures of the Dempsey-Willard
nill for the world's championship after
including a two weeks' stay at the Band-
ox, moved across the street to the Star
heatne for an indefinite run, beginning
an. 7. And lest we forget, on this very day
mother copy is holding a two weeks' set-in

at the Haymarket theatre. Madison street's

big West Side house .

* * *

W. F. Seymour, district supervisor of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corp., arrived at the
Chicago branch from Xew York. Jan 11.

after an extended absence. Can't be pos-
sible this genial executive has come home
to get the oT golf clubs in form for '22.

Recollect, only the "duffers" play the game
during the reign of the temporary greens.
Will Tom "Weasel" Greenwood please note.

* * *

That is sure some cigarette case that
Edwin Silverman, manager of the Select
Pictures, is disporting these days. Very
beautiful gold lined silver affair, tendered
him by his associates.

* * *

You should see the smiles of joy emitting
from the visages of Beadell and Asch-
mann of the Official Dempsey-Carpentier
Fight Pictures as they fondly gaze upon
and caress the tons of publicity lying be-
fore them which the world's newspapers
have so generously donated in announcing
the recent knock-out given Cook by Car-
pentier in the four-round mill staged in

London several days ago. Nice papers,

"ain't they," Ben?
* * *

Charles Phillips of the publicity and
exploitation department of the R-C Pic-

tures is with us for a brief spell, just ar-

riving from Omaha, Xeb. He is on a na-
tional tour of the exchanges and had just

about stepped off his train when he tells us

that next Mondav, Jan. 16, at the installa-

tion of officers of the Press Club, when
Lou Housman takes the presidential reins
for a term. Judge Landis will be official

inductor, and concluding the banquet, the
guests will be entertained by a screening of
Doris May in "The Foolish Age." Fast
worker, that Charlie is!

* * *

M. Feldstein left on the Century. Jan.
16, for an extended stay in the world's me-
tropolis (X. Y.). A bit reticent about his
mission East, but it looks like the Row
will have a real heave thrown when he
returns.

* * *

Al Xormal is now calling on the local

exhibitors in behalf of the Elliott Produc-
tions and tells us the boys are keeping him
busy scrambling for dates on the Dempsey-
Willard pictures.

* * *

Most of you know George West ! ! Xo ?

Well, drop up to the local Reelcraft ex-
change and get acquainted.

I TRAILERS
ON ALL

MZATURES
with or without scenes
can be obtained from

IRVIHCMUCK CO
Quick feSBSJ 6°OD
Service Qh^hII Wo&k

The Biggest Consistent

BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION

OFFICIAL DEMPSEY-CARPENTIER
5 Reels PICTURES 5 Reels

"\T7TT Because interest in both Dempsey and
11 J- • Carpentier is ever increasing since

CARPENTIER *SW* COOK
In 4 Rounds

Even- red-blooded American wants to see how Carpentier measured up
to the mighty Dempsey in that famous ring battle July 2nd. 1921

Flat Rentals Prices Right
Address

OFFICIAL DEMPSEY-CARPENTIER
PICTURES

738 South Wabash Ave. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS Phone: Harrison 7864
W. A. ASCHMANN B. W. BEADELL



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen
Holmes.

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.
Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-

ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.

The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.

Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Fairs

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous Paths, S reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-
rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.

Nilsson.
The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).
The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.

June 12—The Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10—Women Who Wait, five reels.

Aug. 17—They Shall Pay, five reels.

Sept. 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept 26—Discontented Wives, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

Western Hearts, five reels, with Art Staunton and
Josie Sedgwick.

The Wolverine, five reels, with -Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North, six reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp

Prod.)
The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.
Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
White Oak. six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Rent Free, five reels. Wallace Reid.
Miss Lulu Bett, six reels, (Wm. De Mille Prod.).
Too Much Wife, five reels, Wanda Hawley (Real-

art).

Back Pay, seven reels (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Lane That Had No Turning, five reels, Agnes
Ayres.

A Prince There Was, six reels, Thomas Meighan.
The Bride's Play, seven reels, Marion Davies.
Nancy from Nowhere, five reels, Bebe Daniels
(Realart).

Three Live Ghosts, six reels (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.).

Tillie, Mary Miles Minter (Realart).

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.
The NeVr-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)
Woman's Place, with Constance Talmadge.
The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald.
All for a Woman (Special).
My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma Talmadge.
Alf's Button (Special).
Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod.).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

Pro.).
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-
worth.

Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.

Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.

The Servant in the House, five reels, with all

star cast.

Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star oast.

Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, ei

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8,200 feet.
Perjury, 7,400 feet.
Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.
The Scuttlers, six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six rest
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reds.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.
Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin", five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY RRAND
Get Your Man (Charles Jones), fire reels.
Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Hickvilfe to Broadway (Eileen Percy), five reel
What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five m
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five ret
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels. Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Sb

man.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,175 feet.
Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.
Puppy Days. 959 feet.
Robinson Crusoe Hours, 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
All's Fair in Love, five reels.
Beating the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.
The Old Nest eight reels.
Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

The IT. P. Trail, six reels.
The Man of the Forest, six reels.
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3NJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

e Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill. .

e Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

le Westerners, six reels. All Star.

. PARKER READ. JR., PRODCCTIOSI

e Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

Te Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
e Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law
i Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
e Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
:e Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVER1SG PRODUCTIONS
• Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRYIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
irtners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

.< Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed
ward Hearn.

BOCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
le Truant Husband, fire reels, with All Star Cast,

wping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO B AL/LI.V PRODUCTIONS
st Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast,

le Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
adonnas and Men, six reels,

jve Without Question, seven reels.

Woman's Business, five reels,

'ings of Pride, five reels,

an and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen,

be Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen-

KINETO COMPANY
he Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
andieap, six reel horse race feature,

."hen Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
iading Trail, fire reels, with Buck Manning.

!ETRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

ov. tl—The Conquering Power, six reels, special,

tov. 88—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes,
tec U—The Hole in the Wall, six reels. Alice
ake.
>ec 2«—The Idle Rich, six reels. Bert Lytell.

an. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special,
an. 9—Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana,
an. 23—Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Hughes.
eb. 6—The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake,
eb. 20-The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

LytelL
far. 6—Glass Houses, six reels, Viola Dana,
lar. 13—Prisoner of Zenda, Rex Ingram Special,
far. 20—Stay Home, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

NAZIMOTA PRODUCTIONS
tadame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
iilhons, six reels, with Varimova.
am31e, six reels, with Nazimova.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH
)ays of the Buffalo, six reels,
'erils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
•Vdcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
-anoma, seven reels.
I Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen. five reels, with Gladys Brock-well.

J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling BeU, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Forbidden Valley, six reela, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.

JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-

ton.

Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay. six reels, with Fritri Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

FERRET PICTURES. INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reela

GEORGE H. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seits
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLATS, INC.

The Killer, six reels.

The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.

The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORB.
Indiscretion, six reels. Florence Reed.

A Man There was, six reels. Victor Seastrom.

Beyond the Crossroads, six reels. Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, S reels, William Fair-

banks.

Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.

A Millionaire for a Day- Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.

Wise Husbands, six reeU Gail Kane.

The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
NEAL HART SERIES

Mar. 16—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1—Reckless Wives.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man. seven reels.
Squire Phinn. five reels.
Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, rive reels.
The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sesame
Hayakawa.

Shams of Society, six reels. (Walsh-Fielding
Prod.)

A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L J. Gasnier
Prod.)

Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-
erick.

The Foolish Age. five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)
The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.
Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.
Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)
Eden and Return, six reels. Deris May.
Five Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Why Men Forget, five reels, Special Cast.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson
and Ed Cox en.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reela, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy

Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.
The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conva>

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with WTUiarr

Faversham.

Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.

Who Am I? (All Star Cast)
Conceit, (All Star Cast)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast)

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails, five reels, Neal Hart.

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featnre.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Love Flower, seven reels. D. W.

Griffith production.
Dec. 4—The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with

Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary

Pickford.
Mar. II—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-

banks.
Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Tang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arlias.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont.
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost
Sure Fire, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost
The Fire Eaters, five reels- Hoot Gibson.
Cheated Hearts, five reels. Herbert Rawlinson.
Shattered Dreams, five reels. Miss DuPont.
Playing with Fire, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Guttersnipe, five reels, Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast
Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy

Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott,
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION*

The Prey, six reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.

Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.

It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTION*
The Whisper Market, five reels.

It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five reels.

Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.

Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.

The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.

The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Tenia*

Production), All Star Cast
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tost

Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

ine Calvert
The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.

Flower of the North, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels. Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna G»„

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry
CRUELLYWED. Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.NOW OR NEVER with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATION A L FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reels

Nothing Like It.

Oh, Buddy.
In for Life
Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reel*.

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reeli.

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.
The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reels.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
A Nick-of-Time Hero, two reeli.

The Stork's Mistake, two reels.

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES, two

reels.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES, two
reeli

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Shoulder Arms, two reeli.

Sunnyside. two reels.

The Kid. six reels.

The Idle Class, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
reels.

THE PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels
HALLR^M wnvc (-riMFniER. two reels

C. L. CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.

The Jockey.
The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two reels.
Small Town Stuff.

The Happy Poet
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Singer Midget's Side Show.
One Moment Please.
A Perfect Villain.
Love snd War.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reels, Buster

Keaton.*

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REFI.F.RS. two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Mas

Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bakery.

The Fall Guy.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reels.

The Blizzard.

The Tourist.
The Riot.
The Applicant.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, on* •err
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-
monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mods Dark

feather, one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

Hi:i,/,M( K PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels

I NIVER9AL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), twc

reels

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS r»«

COLLIER SERIES; "The Leather Pushers," two
reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenies Beat

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenic*, oat
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tws

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one' red

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, on* rsel.

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Fictmrta,
one reel (every week).
Seville in Fair Time.
At the Wailing Wall.
Rural Java.

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

REELCRAFT—Keelcraft Scenic*, one reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, oas
reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Adventure Scenic*, ea*
reel.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrud Sceals
Stories.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review, oae
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one reel,

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod*
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Serraenettes.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.
Annette Kellerman in high diving.

The Manly Art of Self Defense.
FAMOUS PLAYERS—Paramount Magazine. «•*

reel 'week'v)
FEDERATED—Screen snapshots, one reel each.

GOLDWYN—Goldwyn-braj ficlograpui
OR FIVER—Greiver Educational*.
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reel.

KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chat*, one red.

KINETO—Urban Popular Classics.

PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds reel

PIONEER—Luke Mcluke's Film-Gsophj.
P*nm P, rind's WnnnVr. of Mature
SELECT—Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*

S. ft E. ENTERPRISES—Cowboy Jazi. two reek.

STOREY PICTURES—Sliadowland Screen Review,
one reel every two weeks.

STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays, t

reels.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL S
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW —Thiinderhnlt JarW (lack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

FOX—Fantomas: Bride II.
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seit*

June Caprice).
PATHE:—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinsoa).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward,
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileea

Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
ITNTVFRSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West ( Art Acord).

UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).

VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (Willi**.

Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and

Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH—Fighting Fate (William Duneaa
and Edith Johnson).

VITAGRAPH—Hidden Danger* (Joe Ryan sal

Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (AntoaJ*

WARNER—The Lost City.

Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox ezchsnse*
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays »nd Thar*
days) at Universal exchanges.

SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational **•

changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and S»turd»y*) **

Pathe Exchange.
SELZNICK NEWS (twice * week) »t Select •»

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
VflTTT AND TFFF 'Fox)
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home Ran*.

Art of Diving, with Annette Kellertban.

The Race of the Age (Man o' W«v).
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PFUSCILLA HARRY
DEANGNREY
"There is no business de-

pression when you can get

pictures like this one.

Forced to give extra show

to accommodate crowd that

was waiting to get in at ten

o'clock."

—Butterfly Theatre,

Milwaukee, Wis.

"A record-breaker for me.

I did more business and had

the best satisfied crowd

ever gathered under a roof.

It drew a larger crowd than

'The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse.' I am ar-

ranging for a return date."

—Orpheum Theatre,

Waycross, Ga.

MABEL JULIEN*

sconWm STUART HOLME

"One of the most success-

ful engagements I ever had

with any film. From a box-

office standpoint I could

not have done better. Tak-

ing the picture from every

angle, it can't be beat. Pro-

ductions like this one are

few and far between." '

—Hancock Opera House,

Austin, Tex.

Story by

Clarence B.Kel land

Directed by Stuart Paton

Directed by

Robert Thornby

Story by

EdnaFerber
Directed byTod Browning



encan
RELEASING CORPORATION

WALTER E GREENE, fresuimi F. B. WARREN, KKetfttmlal

This new national distributing organization

brings into association two men who have

for manv years in this industry maintained

honorable, fair and clean relations with

motion picture exhibitors.

WALTER E. GREENE was one of the

founders of Paramount, organizer and pre-

sident of Artcraft and vice-president in

charge of distribution of the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation.

F. B. WARREN was one of the initial

members and vice-president in charge of

distribution of the Goldwyn organization

and also built the Associated Producers'

distribution, of which he was general

American Releasing Corporation is now
opening its branch offices in 19 exchange

cities, in charge of men of standing and

ability. We will begin releasing nationally

in late January, with pre-release engage-

ments of productions of power and popu-

larity. The first of these productions will

be announced next week.

Screenings are now being held in many of

the larger key cities of the United States.

Without prior announcement, our first re-

leases are now being taken directly to con-

veniently nearby cities and shown to you

for booking. This is a policy of direct action

instead of "talk."'

Home Offices

15 West 44th Street, New York City

Telephones: Vanderbilt 7078-7079



nx-nffiQ
SHOULD BE PARTICULARLY WELL LIKED BY

ADMIRERS OF NORTHWEST STORIES

There are a good many picture patrons who admire

stories of the Northwest and the Mounted Police. For

them, "Cameron of the Royal Mounted" will offer a fine

entertainment with the usual action and plenty of it. You
can promise a few thrilling fights, one taking place in

a river, with the snow-covered mountains in sight all

around. It's going to make them shiver to watch the

hero battle with the villian under these circumstances.

The title itself is sufficient to let them know about what

the story is like, and you can back it up by saying that

"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" contains some of the

prettiest backgrounds that have been seen in a picture of

this kind. Some worthwhile suggestions for advertising

and exploitation can be found in the Hodkinson press book.

—Film Daily.

PACKED FULL OF DIVERSIFIED AND
THRILLING ACTION

"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" is a genuine North-

west drama, packed full of diversified and thrilling action.

It unfolds a typical rugged story that we feel will be en-

tertaining to patrons of average picture houses. It abounds

in exciting situations, wild rides and several combats

which are realistic even to the hurting point. It is an

absorbing tale faithful in detail against a background of

scenes of the wonderful and beautiful Canadian Northwest.

7

V

Points of Appeal—The author, Ralph Con-

nor, is known all over the world for his ab-

sorbing and thrilling tales. Hundreds of

thousands of readers are numbered in his fol-

lowing. These will welcome this latest

photoplay and revel in the unraveling of the

plausible though exciting story it tells.

—Exhibitors Trade Review.

HODKINSON
PICTURE S
HODKINSON PICTURES DISTRIBUTED
THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES

ERNEST SHIPMAN presents

"CAMERON of 7
RALPH CONNORS Stirring Story

Directed by HENRY MACRAE



in a
VIVID, THRILLING DRAMATIZATION-

INTERESTING DEPARTURE

One of the things that has not been overdone in pic-

ture making is realism. The screen verision of Ralph

Connor's famous book, "Corporal Cameron," deviates in

this respect. It is realistic in the extreme. No "sets"

nor exteriors similar to the locale depicted could be sub-

stituted for the wonderful mountainous country of

Northwest Canada. Therefore, the actual scenes de-

scribed in the original story, the long winding trails,

dangerous declines, steep water falls, etc., have been used

with splendid results. Here is a picture that will gratify

the men. It is a man's picture, the important parts all

being well played by men who look them, especially

Irving Cummings, a splendid type of ability necessary to

characterize his prominent role. A word about the scenic

value is due, some of the shots the most beautiful of their

kind ever shown clear and intense, marvelous in length.

The entire production, with the exception of a few neces-

sary interiors, has been made in the mountains, with real

snow, real Canadian woods and a platoon of real Canadian

Royal Mounted Police, to great pictorial advantage.

—Motion Picture News.

THIS PICTURE IS JUST ONE KNOCK DOWN
AND DRAG IN AFTER ANOTHER

The picture is just one knock down and drag in after

another with enough perilous situations to make a fifteen-

episode serial. Well acted and the Canadian scenery is

beautiful. It is a good picture for those who like the 1

thriller type of thing. Gaston Glass is quite a model hero

of this kind and Vivienne Osborne Is the heroine neces-

sary for kidnapping purposes and for the final close-up.

—Morning Telegraph.

RALPH CONNOR'S STORY IS SPIRITEDLY
PICTURED BY HODKINSON WITH A GOOD CAST

A strong cast, headed by Gaston Glass and Irving

Cummings, is responsible for a performance that is sincere

ind unusually energetic.

—Moving Picture World.

HODKINSON
PICTURE S
HODKINSON PICTURES DISTRIBUTED
THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES

.1

6
L 4

HOYRLMOUNTED
\aturing GASTON Gl/ASS

VIVIENNE OSBORNE IRVING CUMMINGS

Produced ^Winnipeg Productions Incorp.
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'Distinctive
Production^
incorporated

presents

Geori

<^7rom (5ari Z)qi t

/3/d(gG/s 'story in u7?<p

Jafurday CvQnindftost

Jcenario by Ctorresf

J^ia/sey. iD//Qcf<?d by
JVarmon %Oeidbf.

c
~ZObaf is fbe ru/ind

pass/on r

jColtq? Poorer P Ubo
incompa/abie Or/iss

dicjQs fbo ansccrer/ha
o
nocu comedy drama.

UNITED Aim/TT CORPORATION
Mary picktord • cwaplie: cwaplin • douglat taiqdankj-- D.vGPirnTU

IMII3AM ADfiAM-T • PPEvTIDENT
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Why I Show Paramount Pictures

t

1. The most consistently good program of mo-
tion pictures on the market.

2. Business methods that can be compared only

to those utilized by the biggest and most successful

business concerns in the mercantile field.

3. An association with them since their business

inception that has been a series of pleasant and profit-

able relations.

Those three reasons are the biggest ones I can

think of when anyone puts the question to me about

why I show Paramount pictures. There can be a whole

lot said about each one of these reasons, too, but

boiled down it amounts to just that.

BY "MOST consistently good program," I mean

that day in and day out Paramount pictures are

leaders in the field, and further, the exhibitors

aren't the only ones who know it. Through some

reason or other, that all of us know is nothing more

or less than a wonderful advertising campaign on a

nation-wide basis, the people of the United States are

just as familiar with the word Paramount as they are

with a certain brand of nationally advertised soap and

a well-known chewing gum.

Paramount has offered the product to back these

big campaigns, and consequently they are reaping the

benefit, together with the exhibitors, today.

When I book a picture or have any transactions

with a film exchange, I like to have it on a strictly

business-like basis. I find the same kind of business

methods in vogue in the Paramount office as I did in

the biggest mercantile concerns when I was doing

business in that field. There is no bartering, no hag-

gling and everything seems to run off like clock-work

insofar as service is concerned.

My relations with the Paramount exchange, as I

look back over it, has been nothing but a series of

pleasant relations. I have been doing business with

them as long as anybody—ever since their inception,

and am in a might}- good position to know whereof I

speak.

Consistency of product, sound business methods

and courtesy and fair dealing will come pretty close

to winning in any field. Paramount has all of these

attributes, and— they're winners!

PAUL SCHLOSSMAN
Muskegon, Mich.

Regent, Majestic, Rialto, Elite and

Strand Theatres

Here Are Some Current

(paramountQ>ictur$$
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Saturday Night"

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S "Three Live Ghosts"

BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and the Woman"
AGNES AYRES in "The Lane That Had No

Turning"

POLA NEGRI in "The Last Payment," UFA Pro-
duction

BEBE DANIELS IN "Nancy From Nowhere,"
Realart

GLORIA SWANSON in "Her Husband's Trade-
mark"

WILLIAM deMILLE'S "Miss Lulu Bett"

WANDA HAWLEY in "Too Much Wife," Realart

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Fool's Paradise"

WILLIAM S. HART in "Travelin' On," Wm. S.

Hart Production

BETTY COMPSON in "The Little Minister"

ELSIE FERGUSON and WALLACE REID in

"Forever," GEORGE FITZMAURICE Pro-

duction

"GET RICH QUICK WALLINGFORD," Cosmo-
politan Production

MAY McAVOY in "Through a Glass Window,"
Realart

lAMOHMM.WI KS \ \Sk> ( OKI'OKAIION
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shameless girl

her pranks 'wi'
J

inister".

ADOLPH ZUKOR. PRESENTS

BETTY

OMPSON-I
is J. M.BARRIE S PLAY

THE LITTLE MINISTER!'!

ABBIE is on the

screen at last!

The famous heroine of

M. Barrie's great novel

and play is brought to life

by Betty Compson.
You remember Miss

Compson in "The Miracle
Man." And in "At the

End of the World."
Only Paramount could

secure the author's per-

mission to film his great
story. Because only Para-
mount could produce it

as it deserves.

And the Paramount
Picture "The Little

Minister" is worthy of

the author, worthy of
Paramount.

A great director, Pen-
rhyn Stanlaws, made it.

No expense was spared to

make it a perfect enter-
tainment.

Your patrons will want
to see this Paramount
Picture. Don't make a
mistake. They won't for-

give you!

Scenario by Edfrid Bingham

A Penrhyn Stanlazi-s Production

Copyright 1921 by Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corp.

Reputation
THE reputation of the

brightest stars, of the

greatest, directors of

the most skillful

dramatists and of the larg-

est motion picture organ-
ization, is vested in and
richly expressed by Para-
mount Pictures.

That name has naturally come
to mean the cream of motion pic-
ture entertainment.

Don't take chances with your
evening's pleasure. Be sure it's

Paramount.
Note current releases below.

Ask your theatre manager when
he will show them.

Paramount Pictures
A William de Mille Production

"Miss Lulu Bert"
with Lois Wilson. Milton Sills. Theodore

Roberts and Helen Ferguson
From the novel and play by

Zona Gale.

Wanda Ha* ley in

"Too Much Wife"
by Lorn a Moon.

A Realart Production.

"Back Pay." by Fannie Hurst.
Directed by Frank Borzage.
A Cosmopolitan Production.

Marion Oavies in

"The Bride's Play." by Donn B>rne
Supervised by Cosmopolitan

Productions.

Bebe Daniels in
• Nancy From Novihere"

By Grace Drew and Katherine Pinkerton.
A Realart Production.

A George Fitzmaurice Production.
"Three Live Ghosts" with

Anna Q. Nilsson and N orman Kerry.

Mary Miles Minter in

"Tillie"
From the novel by Helen R. Martin.

A Real art Prod uction.

Cecil B. De Mille's Production
"Saturday Night"

By Jeanie MacP herson.

Betty Compson in

"The Law and the Woman"
Adapted from the Clyde Frtch play

"The Woman in the Case."
A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production.

"One Glorious Day" with
Will Rogers and Lila Lee

B> Walter Woods and 0. B. Barringer.

George Mellord's Production
"Moran of the Lady Letty"

with Dorothy Dalton.
From the story by Frank N orris.

May McAvoy in

"A Homespun Vamp"
by Hector Turn bull
A Realart Prod uction.

"Boomerang Bill"
with Lionel Barry more.

By Jack Boyle
A Cosmopolitan Production.

Ethel Clayton m "Her Own Money"
Adapted from the play by Mark Swan.

John S. Robertson's Production
"Love's Boomerang" with Ann Forrest

From the novel "Perpetual" by
Dion Clayton Calthrop.

Constance Bmney in

"Midnight"
By Harvey Thew

A Real art Produ ction.

Pola Negri in "The Red Peacock."

Bebe Daniels in

"A Game Chicken."
By Nina Wilcox Putnam.
A Realart Production.

. famocsrum - urnuhbh a

If it's Paramount Picture it's the best show in town
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64 CONCEIT"
—in New York

—WHERE
IT IS

RUMORED
THAT

PROHIBI-
TION
HAS

BECOME
A LAW

—

M. SLOTKIN
has a chance to make as much
money as a bootlegger, by

booking

CONCEIT"
for his Buffalo house, for it is

second of the Supreme Selz-

nick Six and sure fire.

—and in Texas

—WHERE
A

FULL
HOUSE
SOME-
TIMES
CAUSES
TROUBLE

L. G. BISSINGER
needn't be afraid of getting

into a scrape over the kind of

full houses he will have when
he plays

"CONCEIT"
because everyone will be glad
except his opposition. Watch
the Supreme Selznick Six.

—and in Massachusetts

—THE
HOME
OF THE
BEAN
AND
THE

SACRED
COD-
FISH—

the big hauls
are made by
e x h i b i tors

like

JACOB LOURIE
with pictures like the great

unique creation,

"CONCEIT"
Second of the Supreme Selz-

nick Six.

—and in Oregon

WHERI
THE

INDIAN!

INVENT!

THE
APPLI

CLAUD JENSEN

knows a Skookum show wl

he sees it and all the Supre

Selznick Six are Skooki

like

"CONCEIT"
A unique creation.

and in California -and in Delaware —and in Ohi10 —and in Indiana

—where the sun is always
shining on the orange
groves

—

FRED. A. MILLER
can fill his business with sun-
shine and his bank with ma-
zuma by playing

"CONCEIT"
the Selznick production that

has more surprises than a Los
Angeles winter.

WHERE
A LOT OF
PEOPLE
CON-

STANTLY
FOLLOW
GEORGE
WASHING-
TON'S EX-
AMPLE—

GENE FELT
keeps them on his side of the
river at Wilmington by giv-

ing them good shows, and so
he will not overlook

"CONCEIT"
the unique creation which fol-

lows "A Man's Home" as

second of the Supreme Selz-

nick Six.

where every man is a states-

man and orators are as com-

mon as flowers in Spring

—

I. LIBSON
the Cincinnati live wire, is

not the sort of exhibitor to let

a picture like

"CONCEIT"
get away from him. It's the

second of the Supreme Selz-

nick Six.

where the hoosier schoolm;

ters turn out highbrows

the thousands,

BINGHAM & COHE

are too wise to let the char

go by of getting a show li

"CONCEIT"
Second of the Selznick S

preme Six.

SECOND of the SUPREME
SELZNICK SIX





The BATTLE of JUTLAND No Longe

Shrouded in Myster
WHO won the Battle of Jutland? This was a

question of international dispute even among
naval experts until this motion picture was finished.

Now audiences everywhere can form their own judg-

ment as to who won.

The immense task of comparing all the logs kept
by the gunnery officers of both the British and Ger-
man fleets throughout every stage of the conflict,

and then of re-enacting with models every move of

every battleship, cruiser, destroyer and torpedo boat
engaged, was done by Major General Sir George
Aston, K.C.B., for thirty-eight years a British

naval officer.

It took three years' preparation and over 3,000,000

moves of the model ships to reproduce faithfully ev
course steered, every sinking, torpedo attack

broadside, and every other recorded incident. Ea
model could be moved but a sixteenth of an inch a

time. It is this fidelity to facts which makes T
Battle of Jutland the greatest historical drama e\

screened.

Audiences realize they are seeing unbiased histor

that every ship they watch sink beneath the surfa

of the North Sea represents an actual incident

this world's greatest sea battle. The reactions

unlike any aroused by imaginative screen drarr

They prove that truth is more thrilling than fictic

even on the screen.

At the RIALTO THEATRE
NewYorkCity,WeekofNov. 20thAMERICAN PREMIERE

AROUSED INTENSE INTEREST
What Unbiased NewYork Newspapers SaidI

r

NEW YORK MAIL:
" 'The Battle of Jutland,' a picturiza-

tion of the famous sea fight of the World
War—the only clash between the grand
fleets of Great Britain and Germany, is

a film of unusual interest. It gives a

most vivid picture of the epoch-making
battle."

NEWYORK HERALD:
" 'The Battle of Jutland,' produced

under the supervision of Major General
Sir George Aston, K.C.B., from official

records, shows in a clear-cut and en-

grossing way the whole progress of the
fight, though it glosses over the finish

and leaves unexplained why Jellicoe

didn't smear the Germans more."

NEW YORK TELEGRAM:
" 'The Battle of Jutland' . . .

marvelous reproduction of the battle

between the British and German fleets

in the North Sea ... So realistic-

ally has it been done, so dramatically has
the fight been laid out . . . that

the spectator believes he is upon some
high vantage point overlooking the
historic conflict. Torpedoes worm their

fatal white line toward enemy ships,

fire flashes from the ships' sides, there

are great flashes, whirling of waters and
ships disappear below the surface."

NEWYORK EVENING JOURNAL

:

" 'The Battle of Jutland' is a fascinat-

ing moving picture compiled under the

direction of Major General Sir George

Aston, following careful preparation,

tells of the great naval maneuvers
tween the English and German fleets

. . . the affair that many consit

the turning point of the war
intensely interesting."

NEW YORK WORLD:
"A reproduction . . that s

before us the actual maneuvering of 1

various opposing craft of the Battle

Jutland, wherein Admiral Beatty o

thought and out-fought the Germans
the World War's great sea engageme

The minutest detail of the attacks

shown—submarines launching torpedo

battleships sinking, gun-fire from

giant warships, and all. An invalua

animated chapter of the Great War.'

THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND (Ri
Is a Super Special Short-Reel Subject, and Will Carry Off Feature Honors on Any Program—Anywher

Build a Short-Subject Program Around This Sped
ITS ONE OF EDUCATIONAL'S NATIONALLY ADVERTISED SHORT SUBJECTS

See Your

Nearest Branch

Immediately

See Your

Nearest Branch

Immediately

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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WILLIAM
FOX

presents

SHIRLEY
MASON
LITTLE
MISS

SMILES
Oi stirring tale oF
romance and
adventure in the

North Woods
from the Noy/el Joy

Arthur Goodrich
Directed, by JACK DILLON

1

^Jhe romance ofa
homespun heroine*

story by

Myra Kelly
Directed by

. JACK FORD

Till
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A Colossal New;

F O 3

Is There a Real Japanese Peri?

Does war threaten between United States and Japan?

Nearly everybody says: "Yes—someday." How righnre

they?

Nobody can give facts. Because Japan has always be i a

country of mystery—of closed doors.

FOX NEWS, in this amazing series of pictures, supjies

these facts for the first time—throws open the doors of mysm.

lifts the curtain of secrecy, revealing the secrets of Japan's A n

and Navy for the first time!

William Fox felt that the true condition of Japan shdld

be revealed. On the 6000-mile journey he sent Al Brick, ht

FOX NEWS cameraman, who braved death, prison and oi<

perils to secure this colossal news beat—to present this rbst

amazing series of informative motion pictures in history.

THIS AMAZING FEATURE Mrfc Ann"
SERIES IS SUPPLIED AT r,v-/ MUU '
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Beat Scored By

F)x News Only Has These Pictures!

The result is a series of marvelous and informative picture
stcies about Japan never before presented—available no place
el:-. They tell you all about Japan, her civilization, her pre-

ptedness for war, her industries the real Japan revealed for
th first time!

This feature series will be a part of every second issue of

F« News beginning with the issue of February 4th. Each one
of he series, "Face to Face with Japan," is an individual story.
T.; entire series will run for twelve weeks in Fox News, and only
thre, and is supplied to subscribers of Fox News without
-citional cost.

\ our audiences will tremendously appreciate the presen-
taon of these informative pictures in your theatre. "Face to
F;;e with Japan" is accompanied by the other subjects issued
b] Fox News each week. It has the pulling power of a big fea-
rae. Play it up in your advertisements and your announce-
rrnts, and reap the benefit.

BIG AS A FEATURE! IT IS A FEATURE!

tUAi rr\cT to fox news
JMAL SUBSCRIBER
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m

1

0^
PICTURES

Come On! Cut

Loose from Domi-

nation! Run Your

Own Business.

Show Independent

Pictures.

Every Arrow Picture

Is an Independent

Picture and Every

Arrow Picture Is a

Box-Office Success.

Independent Ex-

changes and Exhib

itors Can't Go
Wrong on

Arrow Pictures.

Ditlnlulori for I 'mlrj Kingdom:

INTER OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd

162 Wardour Slrrrl, I Inn

Tom Brannon, Head of Eltabran Film Company, Atlanta, Tele-

graphs: "Eddie Lyons
Comedies Ring the Bell.

Go to it. They're the

Real Stuff." Tom's a S f ^Or^^ 1̂̂ ^^/^
Keen Judge of Pictures. /j

'

EDDIE
LYONS

in the greatest
VHeel Comedies

ever made

^BIG lQ
one a morith

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
220 W. 42nd Street, New York City
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Harry Lande, Quality Film Service, Cleveland and Cincinnati,

Writes: "Arrow Com-
edy Franchise Is Head
and Shoulders Above ,—

.

Tnem All." How's that * ' sOr Âa££*AA^*ffv/
;

for an Endorsement? ^^a^^ (J

III
;:::iij.':;L^"*\.:: :::::::::$::::::Sif :::::::::

JiSitllfiit:
one a week

SPEED COMEDIES
BROADWAYCOMEDIES
CRUELY-WED COMEDIES
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
220 W. 42nd Street, New York City

PICTURES

These

Money-Makers

Are Already in the

Band Wagon:

Arrow Exchanges, Inc.,

New York, N. Y.

De Luxe Film Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Quality Film Corp.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Palmore 6k Homand,
Baltimore, Md.

Eltabran Film Company,
Charlotte, N. C.

Eltabran Film Company,
Atlanta, Ga.

Lande Film Dist. Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio
Lande Film Dist. Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio
Progress Pictures Co.,

Chicago, III.

Progress Pictures Co.,

Indianapolis Ind.

Exhibitors Direct Servict. Ex.,

St. Louis, Mo.
Reelcraft Film Corp.,

Davenport, Iowa

First National Exhibitors Circuit,

Dallas, Texas

Peerless Film Service,

San Franc'sco, Calif.

Peerless Film Service,

Los. Angeles, Calif.

Don't Let This

Opportunity

Slip.

Act Now.'

Distributors for United Kingdom:

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd.

162 Wardour Street, London
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The Cast
Grace Darmond
Patsy Ruth Miller

Harry Myers

Landers Stevens

James W. Morrison

William Austin

William Courtleigh

The Story
She was a spirited, spoiled girl,

e married and was soon dissat-

led because she missed the atten-

>ns of a crowd of suitors. She

ked for a divorce. Hubby sat

;ht and said, "Sure, if you can get

ie of your old sweethearts to run

'ay with you." She tried, and the

n began. But when Hubby took

hand she changed her mind and
ack. Why? Because Hubby knew
at the only way to treat women
to "Handle With Care."

The Production
A powerful theme treated as a

ht drama; directed with con-

immate skill and produced with

vish settings. A wonderful box
See title and a perfect audience
cture.

Distributed by

SSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Through

PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.

)R£iCN R£PR£S£A/TAT/V£ FOR
SSSOC/A T£D £XJ-f/8/fORS $/DU£r GARRETT
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The First Book Ever

Written by Exhibitors

The BOX OFFICE RECORD
More than a thousand of the leading showmen of the country

are the authors of this book. And it is in their own language.

The HERALD simply compiled it:—did the "cutting" and
"titling" but the book itself is by and for the exhibitors.

It is an accurate box office appraisal of

More than 600 Pictures

of the 1921-1922 Season

Conveniently arranged—alphabetically by titles.

Attractive typographically easy to read.

A book which every exhibitor will read from cover to cover

not once but many times, and which will be referred to

every day during the next twelve months.

It is going to make and break scores of pictures.

It is going to bring back the "S. R. O." sign to hundreds of

theatres because it is the one book which will make it

possible for the exhibitor to pick the "good" ones and
avoid the "bad" ones.



fa Harold Lloyd Special

Hal Roach
PR ESENTS

* Associated Exhibitors

Harold
lloyd

IN

Sailor-Mad

Man
it

PATHE DISTRIBUTORS

foreign representative
for associated exhibitors

Sidney Garrett



Harold Lloyd
A Sailor-Made Man121

"By far the best audience picture 1 have yet seen and

I predict it will establish a new box office record for

this town. Each day tops preceding day. Portland

is buzzing with enthusiastic comment It is my plan

to hold 'A Sailor-Made Man' at Blue Mouse Theatre

for an indefinite run.''

John Hamrick, Blue Mouse Theatre,

Portland, Ore.

"In my estimation this is one of the best, if not t

best, comedy I have ever looked at. Taken from

angles, star, direction, story, photography, cast, it

just about as near perfect as any comedy to date. \

played A Sailor-Made Man' against keen compt

tion and 1 am pleased to state that we did a wonder

Dusiness.

Merle Davis, Ansonia Amusement C

^ Butte, Mont.

f%4



Hayflover Pictures Corppresents

"LIVING
the

SaturdayEvening Po5t story

A SCRAPoi^PAPEU by
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A GREAT ARTIST HAS DIPPED
His pen—pointed with the artistry of genius

—

into the inkwell

and has brought
OUT OF THE INKWELL

a series of fascinating artistic creations

DIVERTING DISTINCTIVE

ONE EVERY
MONTH

HUMOROUS
FASCINATING

PEN PICTURES OF SINGLE REEL LENGTH

ENTIRELY DIFFERENT

A CREATION — NOT A CARTOON

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
Toy Building

MILWAUKEE
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YOU HAVE WAITED 20 YEARS
FOR THIS!

X

ST*
30 17

And this Radiogram from
WalterWanger,Lessee& Manager

Royal Opera House, Covent Garden,
London, England, January 18th, 1922

M. L. Malevinsky, Fitzgerald Bldg., N. Y.

Commodore Blackton's Masterpiece, "The Glorious Adventure," in Prizma
color, received the most unanimous and wonderful press reviews ever accorded
to any film or stage play in London (stop) Its success is assured.

Walter Wanger.

J. Stuart Blackton—Lady Diana Manners

—

A Notable Cast—A Remarkable Story and
Entirely in Prizma Color
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The Barton Console in the

PALACE THEATRE,WAPACO, WIS.

This wonderful Barton is the

most versatile instrument and
the most practical for theatre

use made.

It has the famous Bar-
ton Divided Manual,
that gives it innumer-
able combinations of

instruments never be-

fore obtained.

Box OfficeMusic!
Box office music can only be produced by something that really

appeals to your audiences, something that soothes or delights

them and makes them happy.

A Barton Orchestral Organ with its endless variety of pure

harmony brings to every exhibitor who installs it the gladsome
sound of increased profits, because every one of his patrons

goes away with the memory of music that is worth coming back
again to hear.

The Barton gives more for the money and gets more for you.

It is sold direct from the factory at a lower cost than any other

fine organ of any type. It has exclusive advantages that can

not be obtained in any other including the famous Barton

Divided Manual.

Ask Mr. A. M. Penny, owner of the Barton Equipped Palace

Theatre at Wapaca, Wisconsin. He hears box office music

everyday.

Right now is an advantageous time to buy

—

prices much lower than you expect and
terms that leave no excuse for your staying
out of the bigger profits the Barton will

bring you. Write for details.

terms that leave no excuse for your s

out of the bigger profits the Barto
bring you. Write for details.

JVOTUOTV on
%r %t BARTOI A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO. ( G

©1CHESTML
MEM

5 South Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO
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First National

WEEK,

77ie feig Firs* National Week is

nearing! Have you got your
FREE advertising accessoriesyet?

Write your exchange at once !

Two Reel Fun Makers
of Feature Value!

When you play the Mack Sennett comedies,

advertise them—feature them ! They're

worth it to your Box Office, for when the

people know there's a Mack Sennett playing

they know there's a good show on and

they'll come.

MACK SENNETT
Comedies now playing at

first run houses

"Be Reasonable" "By Heck"
with Billy Bevan and Mildred June

Directed by Roy Del Ruth

Coming! "The Blockhead"

Watch for his new series distributed through Associated First National

Pictures, Inc. We've seen them ! They've got the goods!

Released on the Open Market!—Available to All Exhibitors!
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"One of Best Audien<
that's

Mr. Kunsky Says:

Reports from first run houses from the Atlantic

the Pacific prove the tremendous Box Office succe

of Thomas H. Ince*s "Hail the Woman.** Exhibitcs

and critics alike call it one of the greatest pictures evl

produced.

Mr. Picquit Says:

:

Detroit, Michigan,
January 5, 1922

Mr. Thomas H. Ince,
Ince Studios,
Culver City, Calif.

My dear Mr. Ince:

I am very pleased to say that
after viewing your production

' 'Hail the Women' ' I con-
tracted for its exhibition for
an extended run at my Adams
Theatre here and feel that it
is one of the best pictures I

have ever had the pleasure of
looking at. It is not only a
good audience picture but it
has an advertising value which
I believe will make it very
profitable for me to play it.

I congratulate you on having
produced one of the big pic-
tures of the year and am eag-
erly awaiting the announcement
of your next production.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) John H. Kunsky

ADAMS THEATRE

Pinehurst, N
January 3, .

Asst. 1st. Nat. Pictures, ]

6 W. 48 St . , New York, N. 1

Gentlemen

:

I have just screened a prodi
tion that I will remember lc

after all the others are foi

gotten: My vocabulary is
entirely inadequate to expre
my sentiments about it, but
it's a wonderful picture.

There's a real story. Mr. Inc
has assembled a perfect cast,
all of whom seem born to the
role they are playing. He hat
blended the story, the cast,
the backgrounds and settings
perfectly. It is a great big
message prensented in a great
big way which will impress
itself upon the memory of
every man, woman and child.

(Signed) Charles W. Picquit

COLONIAL THEATRE

Thomas H. Ince

HAIL
Released on the Open Market!

presents

the
Available to All Exhibit
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ictures I Ever Saw!"
John H. Kunsky—Adams Theatre, Detroit

lei what the Film Daily

Says:

Cll It Better Than
" he Miracle Man"
f'2ie picture woke up the
>wi Everyone enthusiastic."
J'eph Neiser, Majestic
he re, London, Ohio.

"loclaimed by many as be-

g < bigger picture than 'The
inle Man,' and 'Way Down
ist Scores came to see it two
id iree times."— Ralph Blank,
arm Theatre, Davenport, la.

DAILV Sunday, January 8, 1922

A Fitting Start for the New Year Is Ince's "Hail the Woman"
Thomas H. Ince presents

"HAIL THE WOMAN"
Associated First Nat'l Pictures

DIRECTOR John Griffith Wray
AUTHOR C. Gardner Sullivan

CAMERAMAN Henry Sharp

SCENARIO BY C. Gardner Sullivan

AS A WHOLE Ince starts the new year appro-

priately with an excellent picture—the best he

has made in years

STORY Mainly a familiar situation, but one

made new by superb acting and skilful handling

DIRECTION Noteworthy for the most part;

remarkably fine detail ; smooth and consistent

PHOTOGRAPHY Excellent

LIGHTINGS .Fine; some unusual effects

PLAYERS Theodore Roberts' performance a

triumph ; Florence Vidor does the best work of

her career; Madge Bellamy a second Lillian

Gish ; fine .cast throughout

EXTERIORS Good; winter scenes studio sets

INTERIORS Those in New Hampshire home-

stead realistic; generally suitable

DETAIL Splendid

CHARACTER OF STORY Religious fanatic

forgives son's wrong but drives daughter from

his home. Years later he realizes his mistake

and all is forgiven

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION 7,460 feet

Without a doubt, Thomas H. Ince is offering in his

new production, "Hail the Woman," a picture that not

only starts off the new year right for Ince, but also

gives to exhibitors a feature that promises to appease

nil the desires of hungry box offices everywhere. For

"Hail the Woman" is that kind of a picture. It is

without doubt the best thing that Ince has done in

years and will probably rank among the best of the

coming year.

C. Gardner Sullivan has written a story that does

not deal with a theme that is new, but it is his treat-

ment, skilful composition and exceptional fine detail

that freshens it and overcomes any tendency that it

might have to becoming hackneyed. The biased and

unflinching New Englander of the old school is the

central figure or pivot about which the remainder of

the characters revolve. This religious fanatic is play-

ed by Theodore Roberts, who, minus his customary

cigar, gives to the screen one of the most interesting

and convincing portrayals that it has ever seen. His

part carries the picture, really. His make-up is par-

ticularly effective and his acting a genuine triumph.

The next highest honors go to Florence Vidor, as his

daughter. Her work is sincere and very well done.

Madge Bellamy has a pathetic and a typically Lillian

Gish role. Lloyd Hughes a* Roberts' son, and Ger-

trude Claire as his wife, are the two characters who
are likely to cause folks to lose patience with them

for. what their respective roles require of them. The
cast throughout is an unusually fitting one.

John Griffith Wray, who has directed the produc-

tion under Ince's supervision, has taken a big step

toward the directorial hall of fame for what he has

done here. His direction is skilful and the manner in

which he establishes a premise lends an intelligible

and appreciated foundation, a quality that is so fre_-

quently lacking in film productions. He acquaints you

with the characters and facts and proceeds to unfold

the story smoothly and interestingly. There are one

or two instances where too much stress is laid upon

facts, scenes held too long and the effort to secure

pathos slightly forced, but those are minor defects.

The story has to do with a type of man, a sort of

remnant of the old Puritan school, when they punished

folks for flirting on Sunday. Oliver Beresford, of

Flint Hill, New Hampshire, was one of these. When
his son David was accused and admitted that he wa'j

the father of Nan Higgens' unborn child, the cider

Beresford bought the boy's freedom, -while Nan went
to the city to fight it out alone. But Beresford refused

to judge his daughter likewise, and sent her from his

home, stubborn and refusing to believe in her inno-

cence. Years later the truth in both cases comes to

Beresford, he realizes the fallacy of his creed and, re-

pentant, takes his daughter back into the home.

Real Box Office Possibilities in Sullivan's Forceful Drama
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The above synopsis is a most meagre outline of the

slory of "Hail the Woman." There is much- more to

it than the slight outline given here. It is the sort

of picture that will appeal to thousands of people all

over the country, everywhere. It is a problem drama,

a problem that is more or less familiar, and particu-

larly will it strike "home" in the outlying districts,

places not yet grown to city size. The story has ap-

peal, but regardless of that, the acting of an excep-

tionally capable and splendid company, headed by
Theodore Roberts, is well worth while seeing. It isn't

often that so many uniformly fine portrayals are con-

tained in one production.

"Hail the Woman" will certainly win the favor of

women everywhere. It is essentially a woman's pic-

ture. Exhibitors will do well to put forth their best

efforts as showmen to put over Ince's latest.

American Drama of Today by C. Gardner Sullivan—Directed by John Griffith

Wray -Photographed by Henry Sharp—Supervision Thomas H. Ince

Distributed by Associated First M***



Big Revival Make
You Can Get in on this

Box Office Wonder
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have to sayabou tit!
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Whoop it up for First National Week!
Not to please us, but because it means
money for you !

Book

it

NOW!

Plays S. R. O. Business

At First Run Houses!

Telegraphic dispatches from
Pittsburgh and Baltimore state

that "Stardust" is playing to tre-

mendous crowds in first run the-

atres. S. R.O. signs appeared
frequently. Press and public

enthusiastic over star and picture.

Speaking of

HOPE
HAMPTON

Presented by Hope Hampton
Productions, Inc., in

"STARDUST"
Suggested by

Fannie Hursts
Famous Story

' A L ATTRACTION
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Film Rentals
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

AN encouraging indication is the fact that ex-

hibitors generally are becoming more in-

terested in abstract economic questions pertaining

to the motion picture business. It is natural that

they should be interested in these questions and the

fact that they are interested portends much pro-

gress for the immediate future along certain lines

where there has been little progress.

Film costs, representing the largest single item

of outlay made by the exhibitor, is a subject of pre-

eminent interest for the theatreman. The ques-

tion of what is an equitable price for a certain pic-

ture for a particular theatre opens up generally an

almost illimitable discussion because there are so

many factors involved and because the nature of

the matter leaves a great deal to personal view-

point.

There are, however, a number of basic con-

siderations affecting rentals prices that, unfortu-

nately, are too frequently lost sight of and in their

place are seen only superficial phases of the matter

which are subject to constant change.

* * *

THE theatreman should keep this fact promi-

nently in mind : The prices asked by a distribu-

tor and the prices he must receive to be able to stay

in business are intimately dependent upon just

how broad a distribution he is able to achieve.

Hence, the distributor with a limited distribution

of his product faces the alternative of obtaining a

higher level of booking prices or going out of busi-

ness. Similarly, the broader the distribution, the

lower the individual booking charge, because with

broad distribution the necessary volume of revenue

to meet production costs and expenses of operation

is assured.

Viewing the subject in this light the fallacy of

the curbstone opinion that the cost of trade paper

advertising is simply added to rental prices is ap-

parent. Consistent and forceful trade paper

advertising is unquestionably one of the very few

big factors responsible for obtaining and maintain-

ing wide distribution. This is not a principle that

is unique in this industry; the same applies gener-

ally to other lines of business.

With respect to general advertising of products

consumed by the public, the principle is also the

same although in this instance it is more apparent

because even a sheer novice in such matters knows
that the huge sum expended annually in advertis-

ing Spearmint gum, for example, is not merely

added to the essential cost of the product, thereby

increasing its price so much to the consumer but

that, on the other hand, this advertising expendi-

ture, creating a big volume of sales and wide dis-

tribution, alone enables the manufacturer to con-

tinue to sell his product at almost a nominal figure.

'THE exhibitor who questions rather than en-
A courages advertising of pictures within the

trade is pursuing a course that actually defeats the

object he has in mind. Regardless of what pres-

sure may be exerted upon a producer and regard-

less of how willing he may be, if he is the victim

of limited distribution the rental prices he is com-

pelled to ask are necessarily proportionately

higher than in the case of a producer with a wide

distribution.

We will put the matter thus concretely: If a

producer must receive $200,000 on a particular

picture to break even, it is apparent that the larger

the number of theatres that play this attraction,

the smaller will be the necessary charge to each

individual theatre. If only one thousand theatres,

for example, would book this picture, the dis-

tributor would have to collect $200 from each thea-

tre. If, however, ten thousand theatres played the

picture the charge per theatre would have to be

only $20.

Therefore, it is plainly to the exhibitor's best

interest to encourage the widest advertising of

pictures, thereby insuring the widest distribution

and the lowest rentals.
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In Nebraska exhibitors and produc-

ers line up for what appears to be a

long and expensive legal contest over

an anti-deposit bill. Viewed from any

angle, the situation is a deplorable one.

The subject of advance deposits, being

distinctly a trade matter, should be

discussed and disposed of in the trade

and not outside. A right solution of

the matter can be made as well within

the trade as anywhere else— and at

much less effort, time and expense.

* * *

The recent report of the New York

Censorship Commission was not notable

as far as those portions of it which are

devoted to asking for more power and

more money ; such requests we have long

been accustomed to find in reports of

censorship boards. One point regis-

tered in the report which is notable is

the admission of the censors that pic-

tures are improving with reference to

their moral aspect and also that pro-

ducers are keeping their word that they

shall bend every effort to maintain the

wholesomeness of motion picture enter-

tainment.
* * *

As a trade publication, we would see

no point in disclaiming responsibility

for the appointment of Mr. Will H.

Hays, inasmuch as we naturally would

have nothing to do with any such ap-

pointment, Mr. Hays having been se-

lected to head an association of pro-

ducers and distributors. The same, we

believe, should hold true as far as other

branches of the industry outside the

ranks of producers and distributors are

concerned. In addition, such a point-

less disclaimer naturally takes on the

color of an attack.

Mr. John Emerson, in urging a pro-

tective tariff on motion picture impor-

tations—which would be a severe finan-

cial blow to producers—does not make

plain just how he figures the actor,

working for a producer who is losing

money, could hope to be more favorably-

situated than an actor whose salary is

fixed by a successful producer. Under

no scheme and by no means of rational

thinking can it be declared that the

American actor either profits or suffers

except in direct relation to the condi-

tion of the American producer. And as

valuable as is the thought of many act-

ors we believe that the producer can

best interpret his requirements with

reference to the tariff matters. And his

decision is well-known: No tariff on

motion picture importations.
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'Taint Changed

Last week we said the phone in

our New York office had been
changed, but J. B. tells me now
'taint so, that "Bryant 5111" is

O. K. and if you have any ad
copy or news matter you want to

shoot in the Herald, just call

Bryant 5111, or Bryant 1368.

"Perhaps citizens ought to be thank-
ful that tne movie industry is content to

grab a cabinet official now and then and
does not attempt to take over the entire

national administration."—Chicago News.

There seems to be quite a bit of argu-
ment as to whether the bird on the new
dollar is a dove or an eagle, but most
people won't care if they can only get

their clutches on enough of 'em.

Questionnaire ? ? ?

Do you read this col.?

Do you know what the James
Horse Fund is?

Are you more interested in the

Horse Fund than in the news?
What trade paper gives you a

pain ?

What name would you suggest
for the Horse?

Shall we call it Bill, or Jake?. . .

.

Or something else?

Are you going to be in N. Y. on
HORSE WEEK?
By answering the above ques-

tionnaire frankly and honestly, you
will waste a perfectly good 2 cent

stamp and win our undying grati-

tude. Sign anywhere.

The jokesters are now pounding out

the annual crop of income tax puns, to

garner enough coin to pay it with.

Joe Weil says his foreign circulation

to Movie Bellyache is one. Don't know
whether this is A. B. C. or B. V. D.

audit.
* * *

Escape at Last!

They're showing comedies in the death

house at Sing Sing, N. Y., and it is said

some of the criminals go to the chair with

a smile on their faces.

* * *

New Yorkers complain daily about the

congestion at the subway entrances. Chi-

cagoans would be glad to have a subway

to block.
* «

Sig Schlager was in last Friday to "wish,

us a Merry Christmas." Sig's one of

these "shop early" bugs, I guess.

* * *

It takes a lot of pluck to start a film

producing company nowadays. First,

you have to get a lot of people to pluck,

then you have to pluck them painlessly.
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Films Displacing Stage and
Vaudeville Shows in Cities

Pantages Theatre at Minneapolis Will Be Reopened
As Picture House—Dramatic Attractions Are

Cancelled at South Bend, Ind.

A more marked supremacy of the motion picture as the most popular

form of entertainment in America is evidenced this week in announce-
ments from Minneapolis and South Bend. Ind. In both of these cities

the photoplay is supplanting dramatic and vaudeville attractions in the

theatres.

Pantages to Be Devoted to Silent Drama

In Minneapolis the Pantages theatre, featuring vaudeville, is to close

for four weeks during which time extensive alterations will be made so

that the house may reopen for the exclusive presentation of photoplays.

This new policy marks the passing of one of the strongholds of split time.

The South Bend situation effects the dramatic interests, the city

being without a theatre offering this class of attractions for the first time

in fifty years.

"The Night Rose"
Given Permit by
Chicago Censors

Censorship is necessarily the exercise of
personal opinion. No two of the existing

censorship boards have the same standards.

If there were a thousand censorship boards
in United States, no two could agree on
what is right and wrong. For instance:

"The Night Rose," the Goldwyn pro-
duction, which was barred in its entirety

in New York 6tate by the New York cen-
sorship commission, opened at Ascher's
Roosevelt theatre, Chicago, Sunday, Jan-
uary 23.

The picture, to be shown in Chicago,
had to have the approval of the Chicago
censorship commission, regarded by
many producers as the most rigid in the
country.
The picture opened Sunday and strange

as it may seem to censorship advocates
in New York state, no newspaper con-
demned it the following day and up to
the time the Herald went to press, no
reform league had demanded its with-
drawal.

"Herald" Gives Data
To A. M. P. A. Head

C. L. Yearsley Is Provided With
Figures Showing N. Y.

Circulation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—Martin J.
-Quigley, publisher of Exhibitors Herald,
has placed in the hands of C. L. Years-
ley,, president of Associated Motion Pic-
ture Advertisers, complete data support-
ing the claim that the Herald, published
in Chicago, has a larger buyers' circula-
tion in New York state, exclusive of
Greater New York, than any of the four
film trade papers published in New York
City.

The recapitulation shows that 752 thea-
tres in New York state are booked by
584 bookers. Exclusive of the bookers
not interviewed, the exhibitors reported
©n the trade papers they take as follows:

Herald «9
News MS
Wid's SS
Trade Review 1S8
Wid's • SS

William A. Johnston, editor of the Mo-
lion Picture News, who challenged the
•orrectness of this statement, has agreed
to submit a complete list of his New York
state circulation to the A. M. P. A.
The controversy has attracted consid-

erable interest in the trade.

First Reel of Urban
Movie Chats Is Ready

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MEW YORK, Jan. 24.—The first reel
•f the "Official Urban Movie Chats of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America" has been completed.
The official screen publication of the

motion picture theatre owners is being
produced by the Kineto Company of
America and being distributed by W. W.
Hodkinson company.

Made Division Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER. COLO.. Jan. 17.—H. M.
Herbel has been appointed division
manager in charge of Universal ex-
changes at Denver, Salt Lake, Spokane
and Butte, with headquarters here.

Adoption by the Shuberts of a com-

bination program over their circuit of

vaudeville houses is another indication of

the trend of the times.

Exclusive Picture

Program Offered

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Jan. 24.—

The Pantages theatre, a local downtown

house featuring vaudeville, will close for

four weeks. Extensive alterations will be

made.
The policy of this house will be feature

pictures only, and will change the entire

first-run policy of the situation in this

city.

Bert Meyer, late of Pantages San
Francisco house, has taken over the man-
agement, succeeding Joe Quinlan, who
will be transferred to the Kansas City-

theatre of this chain.

No Houses Playing
Dramatic Shows

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SOUTH BEND, IND., Jan. 24.—For
the first time in fifty years, South Bend
is without a theatre offering legitimate

attractions despite the fact that the city

has two houses erected at a cost of $1,-

500.000, and has a third house under con-

struction which will cost $800,000. This
latter house, which was started six

months ago for the purpose of housing
dramatic productions and musical come-
dies, has been absorbed by the Orpheum
circuit and will be used for vaudeville.

The Oliver theatre, which for years has
been regarded as one of the best theatres

in the country, has passed over to the

motion picture men, while the Blackstone,

a 2,000 seat house, is also catering exclu-
sively to picture audiences. All legitimate
attractions booked for the Oliver have
been cancelled. Lack of business is given
as the reason.

Warners to Build
Broadway Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—Announce-
ment has been made by Harry M. War-
ner of Warner Brothers that he is plan-
ning the erection of a $1,000,000 motion
picture theatre on Broadway between
42nd and 49th streets. A site is now un-
der consideration.
The house will be erected, according to

Mr. Warner, so that independent pro-
ducers may obtain Broadway runs for
their attractions.

It is not expected that work on the new
house will get under way much before
next fall.

Kent Reorganizes Sales
Department of Famous

(Special to Exhibitors Htrald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—A reorganiza-
tion of the executive staff of the sales
department of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation is announced by Sidney R.
Kent, general manager. The position of
general sales manager is abolished and
hereafter there will be three general divi-
sion sales managers. H. G. Ballance will
be in charge of division 1, which includes
the Eastern territory; George W. Weeks,
division 2. Central West; G. E. Akers,
division 3, West.

Congress to Investigate Alleged
"Political Activities'

9

of Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 24.—Congress is to investigate the

alleged "political activities" of the motion picture industry. Acting

upon a resolution introduced some time ago by Senator Meyers, a sub-

committee was appointed today to launch the investigation immedi-

ately. Open hearings are expected to be held within a week or so.

Meyers stated at the time of offering his resolution that the indus-

try had boasted of its participation in politics.
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Producer and Exchange Man at

Variance on Admissions
Former Believes Prices Should Be Reduced While Latter

Holds Public Will Pay Increase

TWO timely and interesting statements on the subject of admission
prices have just been issued by a producer and an exchange man, the
former being Ray Rockett, president of Rockett Film Company, and

the latter Harry Buxbaum, district manager of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation in New York.

The two men are at variance on the subject, Mr. Rockett expressing
the opinion that there must be a reduction in production costs and ad-
mission prices "to save the industry," while Mr. Buxbaum contends that
"where a commodity really deserves an increase in price the public has
proven that it is willing to pay such an increase."

MR. ROCKETT says: "It was the
nickels and dimes of the common

people that made the motion picture in-

dustry what it is. When the movies
came, the people adopted them as their
own, for «it was the first time in the his-

tory of the world that people had had
a form of amusement thoroughly satis-

factory and at a price within the reach of
every man's pocketbook.

* * *

"Then came the feature, the special fea-

ture and the super feature, and pictures
instead of costing thousands began to
cost hundreds of thousands. The movie
passed away—the photoplay took its

place, and as a natural corollary the 5

and 10 cent admission became a thing of

the past in the best theatre.

"Looks to me like we need to get back-

to the movies to save the industry. I be-

lieve that the great need is simple, nat-

ural human stories of everyday life

—

stories that will instruct, entertain and
help people solve their problems—that

can be made into pictures at, say, $75,000

and exhibited at a price very little above
the price of the old movie."
This is Mr. Buxbaum's opinion: "We

realized long ago that the motion picture

public was being educated to a higher

class of nictures, with better stories, bet-

ter photography, better direction and the

most careful attention to the minutest
details. The result is that instead of

producing costs of Paramount pictures

RAY ROCKETT, president of Rockett
Film Corporation.

being reduced, these have mounted up
until today the production of a picture
is many times what would have been
spent on the same production had it been
made in the past.

* * *

"There is only one outcome in such a
case, and that is higher prices to the
exhibitor, with the logical result of higher
prices to patrons. It is an established
fact, proven time and time again, that
movie fans would far prefer to see an
expensive production at 35 cents, rather
than a poor one at 25. Exhibitors are
continually crying for lower prices on
film, but with the present tendency, this

is impossible as far as the producer is

concerned. Consequently to give the
patrons what he or she really wants, in

the majority of cases prices will have
to be advanced, and I am convinced that
the patrons are willing to pay accord-
ingly.

"Taking the opposite side of the ques-
tion, the reduction of admissions, a New
Jersey town boasts of a very beautiful

new theatre, seating about 2,000, and has
as opposition two other long-established
houses. This theatre had been charging
25 and 35 cents, the same as the others,

but could not get the people. Finally,

in desperation, the prices were perma-
nently reduced to 15 and 25. In conver-
sation with the manager of the house, he
stated that the reduction has not brought
any additional patrons, and the cash re-

ceipts have dropped off exactly 10 cents

oer patron."

United Studios to Be
Enlarged to Meet New
Demand Says President

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—The closing

of a number of independent studios is

forecast in the announcement of M. C.

Levee, president of United Studios, that

he is to make an appreciable enlargement

of his plant, both in equipment and
space, to meet the imminent arrival of

several producers who have signified

their intention of making their pictures

hereafter under the new United plan of

co-operative production control.

Within the next few days announce-
ment is expected of the date of departure
from New York of Elaine Hammerstein,
Eugene O'Brien and Owen Moore to
work here. A big producer who has been
operating his own studio is also prepar-
ing to move to United.

HARRY BUXBAUM, New York district

manager for Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.

Film Boards of Trade
Installed in Nineteen

Distributing Centers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—Film Boards

of Trade were inaugurated in nineteen

distribution centers of the East and Cen-

tral states at a meeting of the Dis-

tributors' Division of the National Asso-

ciation of the Motion Picture Industry at

the Hotel Claridge. Arrangements for

the establishment of the Hoy Reporting
Service in each of the centers was also

made. P. L. Waters, chairman of the

division, presided.
Companies entering into the agreement

necessary to nationalize the Hoy Service

are: Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Fox
Film Corporation, Goldwyn Pictures Cor-

poration, Metro Pictures Corporation,

Pathe Exchanges, Inc., Pioneer Film Cor-

poration, R-C Pictures Corporation, The
Selznick Corporation, Universal Film

Mfg. Co. and W. W. Hodkinson Cor-

poration. Others are expected to join the

movement shortly.

Pathe Man Promoted
Manager of Branch

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—James M.

Loughborough has been promoted to

manager of the Pathe branch at Albany,

N. Y. B. M. Moran, former manager
has been transferred to the managership
of the company's branch at Pittsburgh.

Neilan Negotiating to

Direct Mary Pickford
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—Marshall
Neilan, it is said, is negotiating to direct

Mary Pickford's next picture, a new ver-

sion of "Tess of the Storm Country,

which she made several years ago.
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Would Ban Amateur
Nights in St. Louis

Industrial Worker Claims Prac-

tice Is Harmful to

Child's Life

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 24.—Somebody
is always taking the joy out of life!

At least that is the opinion of the kid-
dies of St. Louis—and probably of their

parents and grown up brothers and sis-

ters—since they have heard that ama-
teur nights in the neighborhood motion
picture theatres of the city must go.

Ignore Working Conditions

With the sweat shops along Washing-
ton avenue and in the Ghetto and other
parts of the city employing children and
women under circumstances frowned up-
on by the industrial laws of the state, it

remained for motion pictures, the victim
of all reformers, to feel the wrath of the
powers that be.

Amateur nights, that have grown to be
an institution here and elsewhere, that

have given entertainment and provided an
incentive to do something worth while
for the children of the town are now re-

garded as outside the pale of the Child
Labor Laws. At least they are in the
opinion of Mrs. Alice Curtis Moyer-Wing,
chief of the Industrial Inspection Depart-
ment of Missouri

Injurious to Health

In a letter to the theatre managers and
owners Mrs. Moyer-Wing requests they
eliminate the practice of permitting chil-

dren to participate in shows in their the-

atres stating as her reasons that the
strain is injurious to the health of \
growing child and that in some instances
there is an immoral tone to the exhibi-

tions.

Reinlieb Is President
of Salesman Alliance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—Albert Rein-
lieb, Metro, was elected president of the
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., at the or-
ganization's recent semi-annual election.

L. Lawrence Baren, Pioneer, was named
first vice-president; Mathias Kahn, War-
ner Brothers, second vice-president;
Richard Gledhill, Famous Players, re-
cording secretary; E. C. Bullwinkle,
Metro, financial secretary; Louis Wein-
berg, Selznick, treasurer; L. Lawrence
Baren. historian and publicity director,
and Joseph Lee, Famous Players, ser-
geant at arms.

Immediate Organization of
New Association, Hays Plan

Postmaster General Will Officially Take Up Duties
on March 5— N. A. M. P. I. Probably to Pass

Out of Existence Shortly

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW" YORK, Jan. 24.—Active work of the formation of a new na-
tional association of producers and distributors will be resumed this week.
While Director General Will S. Hays does not officially become head of the
association until March 5, he will direct the preliminary steps of organiza-
tion and supervise the details while still a member of the cabinet, according
to one of the producers whose name is attached to the Hays contract.

In this way the new association can be ready to begin active work imme-
diately after Mr. Hays leaves the cabinet.

Fate of National Association Undetermined

Just what is to be the fate of the X. A. M. P. I. is and will be a matter
of guess work until such time as Mr. Hays expresses his views on the

matter. The general opinion is that it will pass out of existence shortly

after March 4. although it may be that Mr. Hays, who is thoroughly

familiar with the work the N. A. M. P. I. has been doing for the past

several years, will find some method of taking over at least a part of the

working machinery that has been built up. In the meantime the X. A. M.
P. I. is going right along about its work as if nothing was to happen.

Mr. Hays is due back in New York

about the middle of the week and will at

once go into another conference with

the producers and distributors and outline

to them more fully his ideas of how the

new association should be perfected.

Practically all of the big companies which

now support the X. A. If. P. I. have
aligned themselves with the new order

of things. Xo announcements have been
made by Pathe and Vitagraph on the

matter and the actions of the heads of

these two companies will be watched
with interest.

Withdrew Year Ago

Both of these were members of the X.
A. M. P. I. until about a year ago when
they withdrew, the reason being given at

Deposed Censor Sues
for $15,000 Back Pay

Major L. C. Funkhouser, deposed Chi-
cago censor, is suing the city for $15,000
which he claims is due him as back pay.
The major, who was former second dep-
uty superintendent of police, was dis-
charged in July, 1918. He took his
case to the supreme court of the state,
where he won. His suit for recovery
of back pay is a result of his victory.
The former censor also is suing Charles

E. Frazier, president of the Civil Serv-
ice Commission, tor $10,000.

Let Theatre Contract
LOUISVILLE, KY.—The general con-

tract for the new $250,000 theatre to be
erected here by Lafayette Amusement
Company has been let to Platoff and Bush
of this city.

CHARLES E. PAIN, JR., has been made
assistant sales manager of the Roth-
acker practical picture division.

that time that the association embraced
too many divisions other than those of

producer and distributor. On the original

committee named for the purpose of

forming a new association were John
Quinn of Vitagraph and Lewis Innerarity
of Pathe.

Since that committee suspended its ac-

tivities early in December—about the
time the announcement was made that
Mr. Hays had been offered the position
of head of the industry—Vitagraph and
Pathe have apparently taken no active
part in the negotiations.

Position Not Known
It is the belief, however, that both of

these companies will be in the new asso-
ciation, if it is organized along lines which
do not contain the features which caused
them to withdraw from the X. A. M. P. I.

There is considerable talk, and articles

have been printed to the effect that First

Xational might not be in the new asso-
ciation, but this is discounted by the fact

that J. D. Williams was quite prominent
at the Hays meetings here during the
past week.
At the meeting of heads of companies

with Mr. Hays, when the latter signed
the contract for the news reels, Mr. Wil-
liams sat at Mr. Hays' right hand, dipped
the historic pen in the ink, handed it to
Mr. Hays, and then was the first to grasp
his hand after the signature was ap-
pended.

News Companies on Hand

Mr. Hays spent several busy days in Xew
York last week. Arriving on Monday
morning several conferences each day
were held until Wednesday afternoon,
when everyone concerned gathered at the
Fox studio and Mr. Hays went through
the motions of signing the contract for

the benefit of the news reels. All five

companies making news weeklies had
been notified of the event and all were on
the job. Julius Steger of the Fox com-
pany, acted as master of ceremonies and
director in chief in the making of a mo-
tion picture which promised to become
an historical one in the film business.

In the evening of the same day a din-
ner was given Mr. Hays at Delmonico's
at which time the actual and bona fide

contract was signed and the general idea
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LEWIS STONE and Robert Gordon in a scene from "The Rosary," the Selig-Rork
production which is to be distributed through First National.

of the new association talked over.

Those invited to the dinner were:

William Fox and Adolph Zukor, who sat
on either hand of the guest; Marcus Loew, R. G.
Cole, Lewis J. Selznick, Percy L. Waters, Carl
Laemmle, John D. Williams, Samuel Goldwyn,
W. R. Sheehan, T. B. De Witt, Myron Selznick,
R. H. Cochrane, A. Herman, Robert Leiber,
Nathan Burkan, A. H. T. Banshaff, L. Lehar,
Gabriel Hess, W. E. Atkinson, Arthur Brisbane,
Francis A. Gugger, C. C. Pettijohn, J. Robert
Rubin, J. M. Quinn, Courtland Smith and Hinc-
kle Hays.

After the dinner Mr. Hays gave out the

following statement:

"I have signed a contract to serve as the
executive head of a national association
of motion picture producers and distribu-
ters which will be formed.
"The purposes of this association will be

to attain and to maintain the highest pos-
sible standard of motion picture produc-
tion and to develop to the highest possible
degree the moral and educational value of

the industry.
"I believe in the earnestness and in-

tegrity of their determination to carry
out those purposes and am convinced of

the possibilities of very large plans and
successful consummation.
"My service will begin immediately

after March 4 next."

Prior to the dinner, the following state-

ment, signed by Messrs. Zukor, Fox,
Loew, Selznick, Cole, Goldwyn and
Laemmle, was given out for publication:

"It is with the greatest satisfaction and
pride that we, who have represented the
motion picture industry in the negotia-
tions with Postmaster General Hays, an-
nounce that immediately after March 4,

It22, Mr. Hays will be the active and
directing head of a national association
of motion picture producers and distribu-
ters.
"We have secured the man we know to

be the best fitted to direct the industry
to its predestined place of importance in

the civilization of tod.iy and tomorrow.
"The public will find we will follow the

leadership of Mr. Hays with that faith-

fulness ond enthusiasm which he has
never failed to inspire.
"We are both proud and happy in our

association with Mr. Hays and we look
forward to the future with perfect confi-
dence.**

With Mr. Hays through all the confer-

ences was Courtland Smith, a former
newspaper man who has been Mr. Hays'
right hand man in the post office depart-
ment. Mr. Smith will leave the post office

department with Mr. Hays and, while no
official announcement has been made, it

is said will work along with Mr. Hays in

the film industry.

Schertzinger Reopens
American film Studio

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—Victor
Schertzinger has secured $125,000 back-
ing in Santa Barbara to reopen American
Film Company's studio there for the mak-
ing of four productions already purchased
and in scenario form. Work will be
started in two weeks with a cast of forty

players.
Vivian Rich, former "Flying A" star

and later with Fox and other Los Angeles
producers, has formed a company here
and will take space from Schertzinger.
The Santa Barbara plant has been closed

nearly two years.

Selznick News Adopts
Press Heads as Titles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—Selznick News
has put into use an innovation in titles

on news weekly pictures. Instead of the

regular form of title which has been used
since the showing of news reels began,
the new titles are in the form of single-

column newspaper headlines, consisting
of a two or three line "step off" head
with one pyramid bank.
Large gothic type is used and has

plenty of white space left about the

wording.

Griffith to Send Out
Ten Road Companies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—D. W. Griffith

has decided to send ten "Orphans of the

Storm" companies on the road and has
engaged J. J. McCarthy, who has handled
miikI of the big Griffith productions in

the past, to do the hooking.
The picture is now playing in New

York, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
rind Cleveland. The next opening is

billed for this week in New Orleans. The
Chicago opening has been set for January
Do. Announcement of the throe addi-
tional cities of the first ten will be made
within a few days.

"Herald" Circulation
Is Talk of New York

A. M. P. A. Story Mirrors
General Interest in the

Result of Canvass
(Special to Exliibitors Herala)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—The fact that

the Herald, published in Chicago, has a

larger exhibitor circulation in New York
state exclusive of Greater New York
than any trade paper printed in New
York, continues to be the subject of com-

ment at gatherings of film men.

Comment in Bulletin

This interest is mirrored in the fact

that the A. M. P. A. Bulletin, official

organ of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers, Inc., makes the following
comment:
"The Exhibitors Herald, claiming the

largest exclusive circulation in New
York, with 457, has evidently overlooked
the Bulletin. Not only does the Bulletin

reach 458 readers every issue but not
one of these readers have ever defaulted
on his subscription payments.
"The Exhibitors Herald comes all the

way from Illinois to show that it leads
the slave-paper circulation in New York
State by a plurality of nearly two hun-
dred, or something like two hundred un-
der the total and combined circulation of
all the other trade papers, including the
Exhibitors Trade Review. Yes, that's a
trade-paper, too.

Blues' Circulation "Private"

"As regards the other slave papers we
can only say without fear of successful
contradiction that we have a quality cir-

culation second to none. The Bulletin does
not depend upon advertising. Its news is

transcribed truthfully and impartially.

Its editorials are fearless and far-reach-
ing. Any one who reads it does so be-
cause he wants to.

"We have no hesitation in comparing
ourselves with the Empey Whirl, the
Crude Review or Flim. We would men-
tion the Blues in the circulation contest
but that publication has requested that
its circulation figures be a matter of
which no one but itself shall know any-
thing."

Equity Pictures Will
Issue Zeidman Feature

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—Announcement
is made by Equity Pictures Corporation

that it has secured the B. F. Zeidman
production "Where Is My Wandering
Boy Tonight." The picture will be pub-

lished on the state rights market.

The deal was consummated by B. F.

Zeidman and B. Fineman for the pro-

ducers and J. L. Schnitzer for Equity Pic-

tures Corporation. Plans for an exten-

sive exploitation campaign are being
worked out.

Ball by Cameramen to

Aid Prosperity Drive
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—The Amer-

ican Society of Cinematographers, the

West coast organization of motion pic-

ture cameramen, will give a k'' ;u> ( 1 l>a."

at the Ambassador Hotel Feb. 4 as their

contribution to the campaign to restore

prosperity to the motion picture industry.
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Lloyd Signs to Produce Six
Pictures in 1922 for Pathe

Comedian Says Probably Two Subjects Will Be of
Feature Length—Star and Party Return to

Coast to Launch Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, January 24.—All question as to the future distribution

of Harold Lloyd comedies was settled last Friday when the comedian
affixed his signature to a Pathe contract for six feature productions.

Two, at least, of the six are to be five or six reel features, and it is

said that the new contract is the largest from a financial viewpoint ever

made for comedies.

Report $300,000 Guaranteed on Each Production

W hile the details have not been made public, it is said that approxi-
mately $300,000 has been guaranteed by Pathe for each production. After
signing the contract, which, of course, also bears the signature of Pro-
ducer Hal E. Roach, Lloyd, Roach, Mrs. Roach, Mildred Davis and her
mother, departed at once for Los Angeles.

Eliminate Community
Theatre Competition

Houses at Frankfort, Indiana,

Agree to Close on
Sunday

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FRANKFORT, IND., Jan. 24.—An
agreement has been reached between the

theatres here and the directors of the

Community building whereby Friday
night picture shows will be eliminated at

the Community house and the theatres

will remain closed on Sunday.
The representatives of the theatre com-

panies at the meeting were Louis B. Goul-
den of the Columbian Amusement Com-
pany, and Orvan Cohee, Russell Harker
and" J. M. Snvder, of the M. C. B. The-
atre Company.
The theatres had advertised they would

open on bunuay, January 8, taking a free

will offering at the door. It was pro-
posed to give the net proceeds of the

shows to Charles Russell, a cripple, who
recently started a course in an industrial

school in Illinois. Mr. Russell declined

to accept the charity with the result that

the Sunday shows, scheduled for the Prin-

cess and Strand theatres, were not given.

An organized fight against the proposed
Sunday shows was made by the churches
and the W. C. T. U. Brenton Devol,
prosecuting attorney, stated in support
of the opposition that if the theatres were
opened on Sunday he would start prose-

cution.

Jury Disagreed
on Sunday Case

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WINCHESTER, IND., Jan. 24.—After
deliberating ten hours, the jury in the

case of the state of Indiana against Roll

Wenger, charged with operating his mo-
tion picture show at Union City on Sun-
day, November 13, disagreed. On every
ballot the vote stood ten to two for con-
viction. The trial was in progress two
days.

Eddie Polo with Own
Company Starts Work

On First Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—The Eddie
Polo Serial Corporation was granted
articles of incorporation at Albany last

week, and Eddie Polo is already at

Miami, Fla., making his first picture of

a series of six serials of his own. The
incorporators are Eddie Polo and L.
Ostrom; the capitalization is placed at

$100,000 and the new concern has opened
executive offices at 121 West 39th street,

New York.
The first picture of the new corpora-

tion is as yet unnamed but it will be a
fifteen episode serial based on the story
of Robinson Crusoe. For the purposes
of the picture DeFoe's famous story of
the thrilling exploits of his cast-away
hero have been modernized.

Gunning to Distribute
One-Reel Novelty Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—"The Good
Things in Life" is the name of a new
short feature novelty to be distributed
by Wid Gunning, Inc. The single reel
which will be issued weekly will illus-
trate in various ways, jokes and other
comic material selected from Life. The
first reel is scheduled for publication Feb-
ruary 15.

The contract covers a period of a year

and the pictures will be made at the Hal

Roach studio at Culver City. Mildred

Davis will continue to be Lloyd's leading

woman.

One More Under
Present Contract

During his stop-over in Chicago Har-
old Lloyd stated that under his present
contract with Associated Exhibitors he
had one more picture to make, which will

follow "A Sailor-Made Man." Upon com-
pletion of this he will launch his Pathe
program.

Will Vary in Length

In negotiating the new contract no
specifications were made as to the length
of the subjects to be offered. The come-
dian said the six would range in length
from two to five or six reels. The star
believes that more effective results may
be obtained by following this policy, as it

eliminates the necessity of padding.
It is possible that no more than five of

six pictures called for under the contract
will be completed for exhibition this year.

Visits Local Office

During his short stay in Chicago the
star spent a greater share of his time at
the local Pathe office meeting exhibitors

Vhat Sxhibitors "pY||
aresayingabouy^AM

and discussing business conditions with
Managers Martin and Gillick.

[A photograph of the star is published
on page 41 of the "Pictorial Section."]

Long Island Studio to

Stay Closed, Says Lasky
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—Picture
production is to remain centered in Los
Angeles—at least for the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky organization. Announcement
to this effect was made this week by
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
the corporation. .

He stated that the Long Island studio,
which had been scheduled to open April
1, will stay closed indefinitely. Instead,
the Realart studios in this city will be
utilized for extra production work, this
studio having been taken over by Para-
mount.

Wiring Cause of Fire
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

GARY, IND., Jan. 24.—A defective
wire in the operator's room at the Plaza
theatre put the playhouse in darkness and
set fire to the booth. The theatre was
filled, largely with children, but all re-
mained calm. The damage was small.

"I think the HERALD is the one magazine that is truly made for the ex-

hibitor both big and small. I am very much interested in the editorials and
get a great deal of good from every issue. The pages containing What the

Picture Did for Me are worth the price of the Herald alone."

—

John W.
ScHATT, manager, Gowanda Opera House, Gowanda, N. Y.

* * *

"We look ahead to the coming of the HERALD every week and would find

it mighty hard to get along without it."

—

Max Drefke, manager. Empress

theatre, Cherokee, la.
* * *

"We find the Herald a great aid in keeping step with the industry and
wish you continued success in the great work you are doing."—A. F. BoTS-
FORD, manager, Botsford theatre, Sargent, Neb.
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Patrons Like Presentations So
Why Complain
Asks S. L. ROTHAFEL

Production Chief at Capitol Contributes to Discussion on

Merits of Prologues and Music

SL. ROTHAFEL, in charge of production at the Capitol theatre in

New York, this week becomes a participant in the controversy
" started by Director William D. Taylor's statement censuring the

exhibitors for use of elaborate presentations.

Considerable interest is attached to Mr. Rothafel's statement owing
to the fact that he is one of the pioneers in this form of motion picture

presentation. His opinions follow:

* * V\7 E do not place ourselves on a

lofty pedestal and from the all-

seeing altitude of our position decide that

the public wants this, that, or the other

thing. We make no attempt to 'please

the public'—a phrase which is so easily

bandied about for the simple reason that

we do not presume to know what it is

the public does want.
* * *

"But we do know this. We try to

keep faith with our public. We try to

create a program based on the fundamen-
tals of goods taste, honesty and sincerity,

and created within the bounds of common
sense and average intelligence. We have
a critical standard of our own; we try

to please ourselves and we are our sever-

est critics. The old time showman in a

high silk hat and red carnation in his

button hole who placed his hand on his

chest and shouted—'give the public what
it wants'—is a thing of the past.

"I agree with the contention that the

picture is the thing. Of course the pic-

ture is important and we could not do
without it. But what we have tried to

do is to build around it an atmospheric
program that is colorful, entertaining and
interesting. This type of program with
its ballets, musical presentations, stage

settings and lighting effects, conceived to

form a series of pictures, sometimes con-

trasting and sometimes gracefully gliding

into each other, was originated by our-

selves. It seems to please our patrons
and we have no complaint to make.

* * *

"Now as to the music. We have never
advocated in this type of entertainment
the presentation of operatic arias sung in

a foreign language which few enjoy and
even less understand. We have tried to

eliminate the hokum and the insincerities

from our programs. By the same token
we have refrained from presenting Jazz
numbers which in themselves might be
popular and successful but which re-

viewed in the program in its entirety

would be a jarring note in the harmoni-
ous effect of the whole.
"The music in my opinion, should do

more than merely accompany the picture.

Its function is to interpret the action and
character of the picture, to lift it up and
carry it over the flat dimensions of the

screen. It is the interpretative music
that supplies the body and foundation of

the presentation. The music should not

obtrude itself on the spectator. If it is

interpretative in the full sense it will be-

come so integral a part of the picture

that the lines of confluence will be hardly
distinguishable."

Ellis in Holubar Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—Robert El-

lis will be Dorothy Phillip's leading man
in the Allen Holubar production, "Soul
Seeker."

Salaries Reduced at
Many Coast Studios

Cuts Ranging From 10 To 15
Per Cent Affect all

Employes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—Cuts in

salaries ranging from 10 to 15 per cent

have been made at various studios in

southern California during the past few
months.

Cut Affects 3,000

At one studio the cut is said to have
affected more than 3,000 employes here
and in New York. The following is the
schedule of revisions: Salaries ranging
from $20 to $50 per week reduced 10
per cent. Salaries ranging from $50 to

$75 a week, 15 per cent. Salaries ranging
from $75 to $100 and more a week, 20

per cent. The reductions at some of the
other studios are said to have run even
higher.

Improvement Is Sought

The reducing of general expense, it is

stated, has been the result of the desire

to place the companies on a sound finan-

cial basis during the slump in the pic-

ture industry. The tendency now is to-

ward improvement in general conditions
it is said.

S. F. Seadler Resigns
As Publicity Director

ofKane Picture Corp.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—Silas F. Sead-

ler, director of publicity and advertising

for the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Cor-

poration since the inception of that com-

pany two years ago, has handed in his

resignation to take effect at the end of

the month. Mr. Seadler has not yet
announced his future affiliation.

Starting in the motion picture business
as publicity agent for Alice Joyce, Gladys
Leslie, Rod La Rocque and several other
eastern film personalities, Mr. Seadler
transferred his activities to the new Real-
art organization when that company be-

gan its career and was on the advertis-
ing and publicity staff that effectively

exploited Realart pictures. When Arthur
S. Kane resigned from Realart and
formed his present company he selected
Mr. Seadler as his press representative.

DeMille Expected in

Los Angeles by Feb. 8
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—Cecil B.

DeMille is scheduled to arrive in Los
Angeles February 8, according to word
at the Lasky studio. He will leave Eng-
land January 28 and is due in New York
February 3.

He had planned to remain in New
York several days, but has decided to

come to Los Angeles at once to begin
work on "Manslaughter."

Made Studio Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—Victor H.
Clarke, formerly manager of the Long
Island Famous Playcrs-Lasky studio, has

been made manager of the Wilshire-

Paramount studio, formerly the Realart

plant.

Film Congestion to Be Relieved

Order Permitting Shipment of Old Prints by Freight Is Effective

on February 10

The congestion of worn-out films in exchanges throughout the United

States will be relieved next month.
On and after February 10 the railroads will accept as freight without

mutilation any film no longer exhibitable.

The amendment of the previous regula-

tion which required the mutilation of

such film before its acceptance as freight

was decided upon several weeks ago, but

the date of its effectance has just been
announced through the National Asso-
ciation of the Motion Picture Industry.

The revised regulation has been included
in supplement No. 13, item No. 19, pane
No. 47, of the Consolidated Freight
Classification.

Freight agents throughout the country
arc being furnished with these classifica-

tion supplements by the railroad authori-

ties.

The National Association has notified

its company members of the date in

which the new ruling becomes effective

and the home offices are communicating
with their exchanges relative to the mat-
ter.

Owincr to the great difference in cost
between express and freight rates many
thousands of worn-out prints have accu-
mulated in exchanges throughout the
country. The new regulation, which al-

lows for the shipments of these films,

Unmutilated, was brought about through
a vigorous campaign inaugurated by the
National Association. The regulation will

save distributing companies a tremendous
sum annually.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of February 4

Stories Told

by

the Camera

An intimate photograph of Wat-
terson R. Rothacker, president of

Rothacker Film Manufacturing
Company, which has its headquar-
ters in Chicago. Mr. Rothacker
has just been elected to the board
of directors of United Studios,
Inc., formerly the Brunton Studios.
Among Mr. Rothacker's extensive
plans is the erection of a labora-
tory in London.

Few exhibitors realize the personal attention given to actual production
problems by Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph. He is shown here con-
ferring with Alice Calhoun, star of "The Little Minister," and Director David
Smith (right). Miss Calhoun's next picture is "Angelface." President Smith
has just returned East with his wife, Jean Paige, following a preview at the

Beverly Hills Hotel in Hollywood of Miss Paige's latest production, "The
Prodigal Judge," which will be published in February. The company con-

fidently believes this will be one of the big pictures of 1922.

Widespread interest has been created in the trade in Nazimova's latest production, "A Doll's House," which will be

her first attraction for distribution through United Artists. Presented here are two dramatic scenes from the star's

version of the Ibsen classic. At the time production was launched on "A Doll's House" Nazimova announced her

intention of producing "reportoire features," comprised of one multiple reel subject and one short subject. A change in

plans was made because of the abundance of screen material in the Ibsen play. "A Doll's House" brings the Russian

actress to the screen in a play in which she scored a success on the dramatic stage.
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Marion Davies in scene from "The Bride's Play" Katherine MacDonald in a scene from "The One of the picturesque sets from "Foolish Wives"
(Paramount) Beautiful Liar" (First National) (Universal)

PICTURES

COMMANDING

ATTENTION

Scenes from current produc-

tions which are predicted by their

distributors to be destined to

bring back the "S.R. 0." signs to

hundreds of theatres and give a

big punch to the early months of

1922.

A scene from the John M. Stahl-First National attraction, "The Song of Life,'

one of the pictures offered during distributor's anniversary week.

On the current publication pro-
gram of Famous Player»-La»ky
Corporation is "Miss Lulu Bett,"
a William DeMille production.
Featured in the picture are the two
prominent players, Lois Wilson
and Theodore Roberts. Trade and
daily press reviews have praised
this feature very highly.

Scene from the latest production starring Pauline Frederick. The picture,

"Two Kinds of Women," will be distributed by R-C Pictures Corporation.

A
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Harold Lloyd has just signed a

contract to star in six more come-
dies for Pathe. The comedian's
next production following "A
Sailor-Made Man" will be his last

for Associated Exhibitors. Hal
Roach is producer of the popular
Lloyd subjects. A complete story
of the deal just closed between
the star, the producer and the dis-
tributing company is published on
page 37 of this issue of the "Her-
ald-

One of the best action pictures
published in many months is this
scene from "The Hottentot," a
coming Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion which is scheduled for pub-
lication by Associated First Na-
tional Pictures.

INDUSTRY GREETS WILL HAYS

First and exclusive views of the postmaster-general signing the contract

to head a new association of producers and distributors are published

in the "Herald ' this week, through the courtesy of Fox News. These

photographs were ta^en at the Fox studio.

f • f .
'

With Will H. Hays, postmaster general, at the time he signed the contract to

become head of a new association of producers and distributors were the fol-

lowing: Seated, left to right—Earl W. Hammons, Educational; J. D. Williams,

Associated First National; Will H. Hays, Adolph Zukor, Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, and Marcus Loew, Metro Pictures Corporation; standing,

left to right—Myron Selznick, Selznick Pictures; Winfield R. Sheehan, Fox
Film Corporation; Courtland Smith; William Fox, Fox Film Corporation;

Samuel Goldwyn, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, and W. E. Atkinson, Metro

Pictures Corporation.

When the contract had been signed, Mr. Hays and the producers and distribu-

tors were taken to the Fox studios in New York where cameramen represent-

ing all of the news reel comedies shot the group. Circled about the new
director-general of the industry are, left to right: Earl W. Hammons, J. D.

Williams, Winfield R. Sheehan, Courtland Smith, Carl Laemmle, Rufus S.

Cole, W. E. Atkinson, Mr. Hays, R. H. Cochrane, Universal; Samuel Goldwyn,

Marcus Loew, Adolph Zukor, William Fox, Lewis J. Selznick and Myron

Selznick. A story of the latest developments in the Hays appointment is

published on page 35 of this issue.
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STARS

and

PICTURES

BEING

TALKED

ABOUT

JOHNNY HINES

Above is a scene from the latest

Torchy comedy, "Battling Torchy,"
which Educational Film Exchanges
are distributing. Johnny Hines,
the star, is one of the most popular
of the screen comedians, his work
finding high favor with the public.

OWEN MOORE
Little detail has been published on
Owen Moore's forthcoming feature

for Selznick Enterprises, a scene
from which is published to the left.

Thus far no title has been an-

nounced. The film is from an orig-

inal story by the director, Henry
Lehrman.

This clever little child who stars in

Century comedies is shown below
in a scene from her latest publica-

tion, "Circus Clowns." Baby Peggy
is one of the best known of the

juvenile stars. Century distributes

her comedies through Universal.

Bebe Daniels and support in her

latest Realart picture, "Nancy

From Nowhere." Chester Frank-
lin directed.
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News of pictures in production

or on current publication sched-

ules gives exhibitors facts upon

which tobase their program plans.

vv
To obtain atmosphere in "Beyond the Rocks," the Elinor Glyn story being

adapted by Paramount, eight picturesque people from the Tyrolean Alps are

used in one scene of the picture which stars Gloria Swanson. Supporting the

star is Rudolph Valentino, who has been signed for feature roles in Para-

mount pictures. In the scene above are Sam Wood, who is directing the

feature; a tiny Tyrolean, and Madame Glyn, the author. The latter is assist-

ing in directing the production.

Walter Hiers today is king of the
fat comedians. He is in the all

star cast of Paramount's "Is Matri-
mony a Failure?" and has an im-
portant role in William DeMille's
"Bought and Paid For," the suc-
cessful stage play.

Irene Castle, whose return to the screen has occasioned great interest, will

be seen next in "The Rise of Roscoe Paine," a W. W. Hodkinson-Hollywood
production. The star is seen here conferring with Edwin L. Hollywood, the

director, and (right) Joseph C. Lincoln, author of the story. Mr. Lincoln is

one of America's foremost writers of popular fiction.

Viola Dana, the Metro star, is now
making a personal appearance tour
of the country. Her latest picture,
which will be published shortly, is

"Glass Houses," a Clara Genevieve
Kennedy story.
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JOHN RUSSELL, good actor in and
producer of "Ten Nights in a Bar

Room," is being enthusiastically received

at the personal appearances he is making
with his production. In a brief speech

Mr. Russell, who played the lead, mod-
estly informs his audiences that he is not

an actor, but a director. Then he and

little Ivy Ward re-enact one of the thrill-

ing scenes of the picture, which always

causes the audience to refuse to believe

what he said about not being an actor.

Recentlj-, however, in the lobby of a

theatre at Reading, Pa., Mr. Russell re-

ceived some congratulations which caused

him to do some thinking. A young man
rushed up to him, shook hands and after

telling Mr. Russell what a fine picture he

had made, presented his card and asked

the actor to call on him. After reach-

ing his hotel Mr. Russell remembered the

nice young man who was so impressed
with his acting, took the card out of his

pocket and read:
"This card will admit you free to

our institute and will give you any in-

formation on our lessons on how to

become a movie picture actor or

actress. Classes now forming for the

new year.
Universal Institute.

(Opposite Post Office)"
* * *

Getting back to his office after having
successfully launched "Orphans of the

Storm" at Cleveland and Philadelphia,

Jack Lloyd had a few minutes to spare,

so he decided to pull 180 tails off Lillian

Gish's $12,000 ermine coat. Lloyd crosses

his heart that it happened in Cleveland
where Miss Gish was making a personal
appearance. According to Lloyd's vera-
cious typewriter she was caught in the

lobby of the Hanna theatre after the

show and surrounded by a million or

more (or less) of her admirers and—but
listen to Lloyd's own words:
"As they milled around her, one

caught at the black tip of an ermine tail.

Immediately it became a game, everyone
wanting an ermine tail for a souvenir of

the slender star of "Orphans of the
Storm." Before she could escape 180
(count 'cm) tails had been torn away and
the $12,000 (count it) coat tattered until

it is beyond repair."
* * *

There are a few good press agents in

New York who do not draw their weekly
stipend from the pictures—one at least

—

and it is suspected that he isn't averse to
boosting an insurance agent. This bird

—

and he sure is—broke into the first page
of the sedate and never-bunked Times
with a half column story of the motion
picture magnates having Will Hays'
life insured for $2,000,000 with the Na-
tional Association of the Motion Picture
Industry as the beneficiary.

And it was a regular story, too, with
the name of the successful bidder for the
policy, a meeting of the motion picture
sub-committee on Sunday at the Plaza
Hotel, thirty doctors to examine Mr.
Hays, and all the other gory details.

It was a fine yarn until other papers
Called tip Lewis J. Sclznick, who exploded

it. Then the Plaza Hotel exploded it,

and then the in-surance agent exploded it

some more. Some company better grab

that P. A.
* * *

Trust Harry Mandel, who tells the

world about the B. S. Moss theatres, to

spring a new one. There have been song
contests, dance contests and many other

kinds of contests, but it remained for

Mandel to conceive the idea of a "vamp
contest." He has one billed for the Re-
gent theatre, up in Harlem, this week,

and all the vamps of that section of the

city will appear and use their vamping
ways to win a bunch of cash prizes. Man-
del says the contest is not open to male
vamps.

* * *

Here's a new use for motion pictures:

On the day prior to the execution of two
murderers at Sing Sing on February 1,

they will be entertained by a picture com-
edy on an improvised screen in the death
house. Incidentally twenty-one other in-

mates of the death house will see the

comedy at the same time. It is the belief

of the warden of the penitentiary that the

experiment will lighten the strain of wait-
ing for execution.

* * *

The name of the comedy to be shown
at Sing Sing has not been divulged, but

Hopp Hadley declares that he can name
some which would bring about the de-

sired effect. He says some he has seen

take the well-known sting entirely out of

death in any form.
* * *

If you hear anyone anxiously inquir-

ing "Where is my Wandering Boy To-
night," slip them the information that

they can find out at the Cameo theatre

any time after Feb. 25. On that date the

big co-operatively made picture, directed

by James P. Hogan, is billed into the new
Moss picture house for an indefinite run.

It is being handled by F.quity.
* * *

Paul Perez was reading in some press

dope that "Impetus has been added to

the production."
"Huh. Who's that guy Impetus. Never

heard of him before. Must be another
foreigner breaking into our pictures,"

quoth Paul.
* * *

There's a hint of impending tragedy in

this warning printed in the latest A. M.
P. A. Bulletin :

"If the members come to the Naked
Truth dinner as well heeled, or rather
hipped, as they did to the Installation

banquet, don't rim your auto over any
AMPAs unless your tires are insured."

" * * *

Allan Rock made three separate and
distinct efforts to break down some of

John Emerson's arguments in the lat-

ter's recent address at the A. M. P. A.
meeting, but each time the words got
tangled up in the foliage of Rock's lip

in n fT. Before he got them unscrambled
the Equity president had nailed his point
and passed on to another.

* * *

All of you who agree with Harry
RbICHEHBACH in his definition of a press
agent as "A bill poster with a tuxedo,"
please stand up. All right. Now both of
you may sit down.

John S. Sparc.o.

Vivian Moses
Director of Publicity

and Advertising for

Fox Film Corporation

Copyright by Lumierc.

VIVIAN M. MOSES, director of pub-

licity and advertising of Fox Films,

has other claims to distinction be-

sides his soft Southern accent, pul-

chritude and rubber tired glasses. Born

in Sumter, S. C. he w^as considered com-

petent to settle a question over which

neological sharks have wrangled for

years, and he did. The question is: "Do

white people in the South talk like the

colored people, or do the colored people

talk like the white people?" Mr. Moses

ended all argument witli the dictum,

"They talk like each other."

After graduation at South Carolina

College, Mr. Moses engaged in newspa-

per work in the South, later coming to

New York, where his work on several of

the big dailies attracted attention and he

was lured into the magazine field. I"

1902 he became associated editor of

Current Literature and later serving

terms with Harper Bros., Metropolitan

Magazine, Cosmopolitan, Good House-

keeping, Vogue add Hearst's, lie started

People's Magazine and edited it for three

years, then going to London where he

edited Xas'i's Magazine for a year.

Returning to this country he resumed
newspaper work on the editorial staff of

the New York- Times, leaving there to

join Goldwyn's scenario stalf, later golds

into publicity work. He organized the

publicity department for Select, and a Iter

conducting it for two years, went with

Guy Empey Productions in a manage-
rial capacity. He took charge of the

Fox publicity and advertising in June,

1«.»20.
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$157,817 in Fees Paid to
N.Y. Censors in 5 Months

1.170 Films Approved without Eliminations — 745
Scenes and Titles Cut Out—6. 194 Permits

Granted to Distributors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. Jan. 24.—During the first five months of operation of the

censorship board of New York State, distributors paid to that body in fees

for licenses and permits a tutal of S157.S17.50.

Of the 1.330 films reviewed. 1.170 were approved without eliminations.

One hundred sixty films had scenes or titles eliminated, while 5 pictures

were refused licenses. The number of eliminations made total 745 ; scenes.

477 and titles. 268.

Board Classifies Eliminations Made

In classifying the eliminations the board's report showed that 85

eliminations were made because scenes or titles were indecent
; 35, in-

human ; 54, tending to incite crime; 61, immoral or tending to corrupt

morals, and 5. sacriligious.

Film Exports Drop
In 1921; Imports

Show An Increase
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. Jan. 24.—Final reports

nn the 1921 exports and imports of film

nave been made public by the depart-

nent of commerce. Imports of positive

•ilm show an increase of 4.847,559 feet

aver 1919. Film exports for the year,

however, show a decrease of 12,358,915

feet under 1919. Imports of negative
were 2.364.013 feet in excess of 1919.

The total value of film, both negative
ind positive imported last year was $1,-

419,213. as compared to $499,673 in 1919
and $933,016 in 1920. The total value of
exported film in 1921 was $6,513,567.

For purposes of comparison it is in-

tersting to note that the value of the to-

tal film exports in 1919 was $8,066,723 and
in 1920 was $7,900,198. The report also
gives import and export figures for the
last three months of 1921.

Merger of Distribution
Systems Completed by
Famous Players-Lasky

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. 24.—The exodus
(from the Realart offices at 169 Fifth Ave-
nue was made complete last Saturday,
when the last of the effects of the com-
pany were moved over to the offices

of Famous Players. General Manager
John S. Woody's office was the last to
close, most of the others having moved
some time ago.
Mr. Woody has been ill and confined

to his home for the past ten days, but
was able to be at his office for a short
time Saturday. He has made no an-
nouncement of his plans for the future,
but has a number of things under con-
sideration, one of which he expects to
close within the next week-.

Production of Popular
Fairy Stories Started
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, Jan. 24.—Production
of screen versions of popular fairy stories
have been undertaken by Jackson Reade
•and Robert Lee. Within the next eight
months, 12 two-reel fairy tales will have

,
been filmed by them. To date they have
complete one picture. "Once Upon a
Time—," recently exhibited at a pre-
view.

Schools, churches and other social or-
ganizations as well as theatres have been
clamoring for pictures of this nature, as-
serts Mr. Reade, who with Mr. Lee has
formed the Robert Jackson Productions
to further ideas along this line.

Prizma Official Wins
Patent Case Decision

(.Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON'. D. C.. Jan. 24.—The
priority of one of the patents used in

making- Prizma pictures in colors was
established here in a decision handed
down by the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia by Chief Justice
Smyth. The decision is in favor of Y.
D. Kelley, technical adviser of Prizma.
Inc.

The Kelley patent involved was issued
on March 12. 1918. claims to which were
laid by A. Hernandez-Mejia. who ob-
tained a natent office interference.

Eliminations were made in 81 dramas.

43 comedies, 20 comedy dramas. 7 serials.

4 news reels, 3 educational and cartoons

2. Sixteen appeals, asking for a review

by the entire commission, were taken by

the applicants.

The report which covers the period

from August 1 to December 31, last year,

asserts that the commission's censorship

has had an uplifting tendency on motion

pictures and asks that the law be amend-

ed giving the board broader powers. Re-

quest is made also for an additional ap-

propriation to pay twelve inspectors an

annual salary of $2,500.

Amendments Urged

The following amendments were rec-

ommended:
The law should be amended so as to authorize

the commission to furnish the film for the exhi-
tion of the serial number as a part of the license
or permit leader.
The law should be amended giving the commis-

sion power to refuse the granting of a license or
permit for films which contain unpatriotic or sedi-
tious features or matter.
The statute should be amended in such a manner

as to clearly define educational, scientific, religious
or charitable films in such a manner as to make
clear what films are exempt from the payment of
the required fee.

The law should be amended so as to make clear
the right of the commission to charge producers
of films which are exempt from payment of the
fee a price sufficient to reimburse the state for the
permit or license leader.
The law should be amended so as to empower

the commission to retain the fee paid for the origi-
nal of a film condemned in its entirety for the pur-
pose of reimbursing the state, partially, for the
expense it has incurred in reviewing the film.

The report lauds the industry for its

cooperation, declaring: "The commission
labored under much difficulty at the start

in perfecting its organization for the rea-
son that it had no precedents to follow
and no information to guide it except
such as in a very brief time it was able
to obtain from sister states which did all

in their power to assist.

"We have endeavored to treat the pro-
ducers with the greatest courtesy and
consideration and have urged and courted
cooperation until such time as the organ-
ization could properly function and the
producers and exhibitors could become
familiar with the requirements of the
law and of the commission in its admin-
istration. As previously indicated in this

report, the industry, in general, has we
think intended to and has cooperated with

us in our work. This is particularly true
of the exhibitors."

Old Griffith Studio
Disposed of to New
Los Angeles Concern
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. Jan. 24.—The old
Griffith studios at Sunset and Hollywood
boulevards, the birthplace of many big
productions and famous for the number
of film stars who appeared in their first

productions there, have been sold by
Triangle Film Corporation of Xew York
to Fine Arts Studios. Inc.
The new company is incorporated for

$100,000 and. according to the officials,

will operate as a leasing concern. The
officers are: Xat Deverich, president; An-
drew D. W. Reid, vice-president, and
John Rikkleman. secretary and treasurer.

Want Films of Nations
Biggest History Drama

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. Jan. 24.—A film version
of the greatest drama in their national
history is the object of a visit here of two
representatives of South American na-
tions. A conference of the men was
held with D. W. Griffith after viewing
his picture "Orphans of the Storm."

Xative authors of the respective coun-
tries which the men represent would han-
dle the scenario of the stories, and it is

understood that two productions are be-
ing considered, one of appeal to the South
American eye and the other to the views
of Xorth American people.

"
Foolish Wives" Is

Cut Five More Reels
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK, Jan. 24.—"Foolish
Wives," L'niversal's lavish production,
will be cut to ten reels before the end
of the week, according to a statement
issued by Julius Stern. When presented
in fifteen reels, at the Central thearre. Xew
York City, the production, it is pointed out.
was not in its final form.

In ten reels. Universal officials state,

exhibitors will be able to play two shows
each night with it. a more satisfactory
arrangement.
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Business Growth Necessitates

Larger Hodkinson Offices
Company Takes Eight Year Lease on Elaborate Quarters

Formerly Occupied by Realart

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—The steady growth of the W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation has made it necessary for the company to take over

larger offices. On February 1, the company will transfer its head-
quarters to the former executive offices of Realart Pictures Corporation

at 463 Fifth avenue.

The lease signed gives the distributing organization possession of the

former Realart offices for a period of eight years dating from February 1.

The company has occupied its present headquarters in the Harriman
National Bank building for four years.

WW. Hodkinson Corporation was
. organized and incorporated on Octo-

ber 31, 1917. In November of the same
year executive offices were established
on the third floor of the Harriman Bank
building at 527 Fifth avenue. As a re-

sult of the continued expansion of the

Hodkinson interests these quarters be-
came too crowded and several months
ago additional office space was taken on
the fifth floor of the Guarantee Trust
building at 522 Fifth avenue, where the
accounting department and offices of the
purchasing agent are located.

* * *

A few months ago, however, it was
realized that even this additional amount
of space did not afford sufficient working
room for the rapidly expanding company,
and with the establishment of the Hod-
kinson branches in November it became
"apparent that larger quarters would have
to be acquired at once.

In order to relieve the situation tem-
porarily several of the offices were sub-

MONEY
Which Have
Exhibitors to

McCLURE & FAULKNER
(Comique Theatre, Jamesport,

Mo.)

Here is how we exploited

"The House of the Tolling

Bell," a Pathe picture with

May McAvoy.

Borrowed a big dinner bell

from the country
;
rigged it up

in an empty hall over the the-

atre, jnd every evening just

about show time for four days

prior to showing the picture,

would toll the bell for fifteen

minutes.

Folks wanted to know who
was dead. They could not lo-

cate it and they sure did some

gossiping as to where and who
was ringing the bell.

divided. It was inevitable, however,
that the company would be forced to
move in a very short time.
When the first announcement was pub-

lished that the Realart offices were to be
abandoned negotiations were immediately
opened for their acquisition by Hodkin-
son. The arrangement for taking over
the former Realart headquarters includes
all office fixtures, desks, filing cabinets,

and two of the latest type Simplex pro-
jectors.

$ .

The new Hodkinson home office will

occupy the entire fourth floor of the
building and for the first time since its

incorporation will have its own projection
room and sufficient space to accommo-
date the large staff of home office execu-
tives and employees without undue
crowding.
The individual private offices are

among the most elaborately appointed of

any motion picture home offices in the
city.

We also rigged up a ghost in

behind the curtain and at the

proper time in the picture we
pulled the ropes. A lot of the

kids just about jumped out of

their hides. They sure thought

the Old Boy was in behind the

screen.

The bell got them out and

the picture pleased immensely.

Try this once.

By OSCAR TROYER
(Lyric Theatre, Rugby, N. D.)

I am giving away one flash-

light electric doll lamp each eve-

ning. They cost me about $8 for

the six I give away, and, believe

me, they bring me more than

$30 by the box office statement.

Reformers After
Sunday Closing in

N. Y. Forestalled
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 24.—Annually
efforts are made by the Lord's Day Al-
liance to close the motion picture theatres
on Sunday, and the reformers' plan was
launched yesterday by Assemblyman
Clarence W. Hausner, Republican, Schuy-
ler county. Very promptly Speaker
Machold caused it to be known that bills

of that character would not be considered
at this session, and that ended the matter.
Assemblyman William Campbell of

Schenectady introduced a measure mak-
ing mandatory instead of permissive as at

present the issuance of a permit by the

motion picture censorship board for film

intended solely for educational, charitable

or religious purposes.

Community Center Is

Planned by Cameramen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—Announce-
ment is made that the American Society

of Cinematographers has executed con-

tracts for the creation of a motion picture

community center. The cameramen will

furnish five acres of ground and allot

free building sites to a number of asso-

ciations cooperating. They will erect a

community theatre and an imposing en-

trance. Motion picture fraternity and
community buildings are planned.

May McAvoy Injured
In Trip to New York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—Word has
been received at the Paramount offices

that May McAvoy and her mother, en

route from the coast to New York, were
badly shaken up in a railroad wreck at

Trinidad, Colo. First reports were that

the little star was badly injured, but the

wire ' received by Paramount says her

injuries are trifling.

Smith in Chicago to

Direct "Penrod" Show
Pete Smith, publicity director for

Marshall Neilan, is in Chicago arranging

for the showing of "Penrod" at the Chi-

cago theatre and the personal appearance

of the star, Wesley "Freckles" Barry, in

conjunction with the presentation.

Reformers Trying to

Revive Censorship Bill

Chicago reformers are unusually active

again in an effort to get a censorship

ordinance through the city council. An
attempt to have a censorship measure

adopted failed about six or seven months
ago.

Mary and Doug. Buy
Jesse Hampton Plant
(Special to Exliibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford have pur-

chased the Jesse D. Hampton studio for

$150,000.

MAKING IDEAS
Been Used Successfully by

Build Up Their Patronage
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A SKowman's Word of Honor
A SHOWMAN'S WORD
of honor is a new factor in

civilization. Your venerable

patriarch will assure you
that no theatrical person pos-

sesses such an asset, basing
his assertion upon ancient

experiences with the fly-by-

night tricksters of another
generation and another the-

atre. Your modern citizen

knows differently.

IT WAS ONLY HIS
word of honor that

served Dwight Baker,
proprietor of the Cir-

cle theatre at Ottum-
wa, la., when the re-

cent packing house
strike brought militia

with machine guns to

police the streets of

the city and idleness

reduced the buying
power of the public to

a minimum.
READ MR. B A-
ker's report of the bus-
iness done with an at-

traction well estab-
lished as a money-
maker by exhibitors'

reports to "What the
Picture Did for Me."

IT IS OBVIOUS THAT
his personal endorsement of

the photoplay was solely re-

sponsible for the most satis-

factory business in months
under the most unfavorable
circumstances in history.
The picture has no star.

Such advertising as was done
was equalled by that done
for other productions exhib-
ited in the period of distress.

It was clearly Mr. Baker's

word of honor that brought
patrons to the theatre at a

time when money was tight

and public interest was cen-

tered in a problem of vital

concern to every citizen.

3(B

THIS IS THE NEW TYPE
of showman; the man whose
standing in his community is

such that his word, given in

an advertisement, is accepted

Any exhibitor anywhere can make money with

the First National attraction, "The Child Thou
Gavest Me." With no extra newspaper space and
no circulars or billboards, I did the most satis-

factory business on this that I have had since last

May.

Our local conditions have been zero. Strikes,

etc., machine guns polishing up our streets, and
people's buying power is gone. But with a per-

sonal guarantee in the paper on this wonderful

show, a small ad in advance turned the trick.

I didn't advertise it as one of the biggest pic-

tures, but as one of those pleasing, simple pictures

that build happiness and send them away with

a smile.
DWIGHT BAKER,

Circle theatre,

Ottumwa, la.

tained to this prestige. Only
the proprietor of the screen

theatre is looked upon as a

citizen of genuine value, a de-

pendable member of the com-
munity and a fit fellow
worker in civic affairs. And
only by unremitting effort

and through unwavering
confidence in the motion pic-

ture has he been enabled to

overcome the formidible
prejudice that con-
fronted him in the be-
ginning.

* * *

at par value. The policy
which has brought into being
this public confidence is com-
parable only by contrast to

that of the early showman
whose sole aim was to de-

ceive, lure or tempt patrons
into his playhouse by what-
ever means, honorable or

otherwise, was available.
* * *

ONLY THE MOTION
picture showman has at-

MR. BAKER'S DEM-
onstration of the new
showmanship is ideal.

It serves more effect-

ively than might a

million words of ab-

stract argument, how-
ever inspired, to em-
phasize the actuality

ofadevelopment
transcending in im-
portance any that
might transpire in any
department of the in-

dustry.

WHEN EVERY EX-
hibitor has established

t h e unimpeachability
of his word of honor as has
Mr. Baker, earning an es-

teem second to that accorded
no individual, there will be
less talk of censorship, Sun-
day closing, adverse legisla-

tion, less encouragement for

those who seek to fatten

upon the theatre's substance

and less despairing gossip of

depression w h e n a natural

period of slow business is en-

countered.
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EX-SAILORS UNEMPLOYED WERE GIVEN
exploitation work by E. Zorn, manager of the

Temple, Toledo, O., during the week prior to the

exhibition of "A Sailor Made Man," Harold Lloyd's

Associated Exhibitors comedy. Sequence banners

well worded were given the men, and the illustra-

tion depicts the formation in which they paraded

Toledo streets.

Where popular favor is with ex-service men, par-

ticularly where sentiment is strongly in favor of the

bonus, the exhibitor promoting such an enterprise

doubtlessly is credited with more than mere ad-

vertising cunning and the taking of a proper stand.

Under such circumstances the wording used is en-

tirely suitable. Elsewhere, perhaps, as good or

better results may be obtained with banners which

do not emblazon the fact of the men's unemploy-

ment.

In either case, much box office benefit may be

derived from the enterprise. In either case, also, the

exhibitor responsible is altogether in line with the

best public policy at this time and will reap the

natural reward of his good citizenship.

THE UNIQUE INTERIOR DECORATION
installed by George J. Schade in his Schade theatre,

Sandusky, O., for the Christmas run of First Na-

tional's "Nobody," was retained throughout the holi-

day season. Not its least attractive feature was its

location, assuring a deep impression upon patrons

entering and leaving the auditorium, the moments at

which a favorable impression is most desirable.

Mr. Schade's arrangement is one which permits

of adaptation for permanent use, the character of

the decoration being altered at intervals and made to

conform with passing events of importance or the

various annual holidays. Exhibitors regarding the

idea favorably will find the 1921 Holiday Issue of

the HERALD of great help in carrying out the

suggestion.
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MARIE PREVOST
THE GIRL WHO KNEW ALL ABOUT MEN

NOBODY S FOOL
CHRISTIE'S LATEST

BOBBY VERNON EXIT QUIETLY

THE COMEDY ELEMENT OF
the program is emphasized by the Por-
tola, San Francisco, on its fifty 32-

sheet stands in the city. The special

paper made for "Ncbcdy's Fool" and an

Educational-Christie comedy, "Exit
Quietly," is shown in the illustration.

In all displays of this character a three-
sheet from the comedy and another from
the feature-length production are com-

bined with the big central piece, which
is often the stock 24-sheet
Roth and Partington, operating the

Portola, hold that a picture worth play-
ing is worth advertising.

AN EXPLOITATION WINDOW
contest involving 100 merchants of
Kansas City was the highlight in a
comprehensive "Molly O" campaign
which resulted in the holding over of
that attraction for a second week at the
Liberty theatre.. All of the tie-ups pre-
pared in advance for the First National
feature were utilized. One of the win-
dows is shown in an accompanying
illustration.

NOVEL
fronts worthy of

special attention
are reported this

•week from the
{Palace at Wich-
fita. Kans., where
"Hail the
Wcman" was
shown, and the
Moon at Omaha,
where "A Virgin
Paradise" was ex-
h i b i t e d. The
frcnts are worthy
irsts for the First
National and Fox
" e a t u r e s con-
•erned.

GEORGE J. SCHADE, THE IN-
terior of whose theatre is shown on the
opposite page, is equally adept at ex-
terior decoration. Witness his marquee
display during the run of Fox's "Over
the Hill," an admirable capitalization of

space available and titular appeal. The
Fox production has attained such na-

tional prominence that the display of

its title is in itself a strong advertise-

ment. Which argues for the repetition

of that display in every available spot
when the picture is in exhibition.

MILDRED JUNE, ONE OF MACK
Sennett's leading comediennes, posed
for this photographic suggestion of what
may be dene by theatre men in the way
of decoration for St. Valentine's Day.
The idea may be adopted in several ways.
Refer to the 1921 Holiday Issue of the

HERALD for detailed suggestion for the
observation of this and other holidays.

Thanks, herewith, to the Sennett com-
pany for the photograph.
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Suggestions in the Stills

"My Boy"
Contributed by First National

Like "Peck's Bad Boy," the most

widely exploited picture of 1921, "My
Boy," Jackie Coogan's second starring

venture, which is being distributed by

First National, offers unlimited oppor-

tunities for the wide-awake exhibitor

to create interest in the production.

The accompanying stills suggest a

number of obvious ideas' for exploit-

ing the picture.

One of the big laughs in the picture

comes when Jackie shimmies to the

strains of a grind-organ. The best

ballyhoo of all for the exhibitor would

be to send a Coogan im-

personator and an organ-

grinder, hired by the day,

about the neighborhood, the

former occasionally shimmy-

ing to the strains of the in-

strument and handing out

the heralds and other adver-

tising matter. On the organ.,

can be hung a card, reading:

"My monkey sick, so I bor-

row Jackie Coogan from

Theatre just to help

me. He'll make you laugh

worse than a monkey in 'My
Boy.'

"

Another street stunt

would be to have a Coogan
impersonator carrying a

huge bundle, as illustrated.

A sign on the kid's back or the hand-

ing out of heralds would get over the

idea. A variation of this would be

to have a policeman follow the kid,

continuously "shooing" him on.

One of the most effective stunts

—

from the juvenile viewpoint—would

be to stage a "Tail the Donkey" party

in the theatre, allowing the children in

the audience to participate in the game
of giving the donkey a tail, and award-

ing a prize of an admission ticket to

the winner. This would not require

much time, and therefore would not

interfere with the showings. It would

create considerable talk among the

"kiddies" in the neighborhood, result-

ing in increased attendance.

In addition, the countless ideas con-

ceived by the exhibitors who

showed "Peck's Bad Boy"

would stand repetition, and

the files of the trade papers

will supply more ammuni-

tion. This picture made

such a wonderfully success-

ful record because the ex-

hibitors plunged in and

exploited it for all it was

worth.

NOTE: The first exploita-

tion for "My Boy" was re-

ported in the January 28 issue

of the HERALD. Watch suc-

ceeding issues for applications

of the suggestions made here-

with, for which, on behalf of

readers, we extend thanks

herewith.
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Exploitation Letters

THE THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir

:

I am enclosing a photo of a recent win-

dow display I secured from the Crowther

Hardware Company. On account bf reflec-

tion the photo is not as good as usual, but

you will get the idea alright.

I want to call your attention to the

blurred object standing just in front of

the small frame surrounded by flags. This

is a small toy of Chaplin which was hooked

up with motors so that Chaplin did his

famous walking step and wiggled his cane

all day long. The noise of the motors and

the movement of the figure attracted a

great deal of attention and comment.

I had two other toys in the window and,

as you will note by the card, these were

given away Monday afternoon (opening

day) to the boys who had the best Chap-

lin make-ups.

I had 1,500 cheap dodgers printed an-

nouncing the Chaplin engagement and the

contest at the Monday matinee, which were

taken to all the schools in town. Those

boys who appeared in Chaplin make-up

were admitted free at the first afternoon

matinee performance and the three toys

were given to the three we considered the

best impersonators of Chaplin. We used
5 twenty- fours, 5 sixes, 8 threes and 21
ones around town and business was excel-

lent, the best we have had in some time.

I also secured a window on "The Sheik"
from a local book store, but their books
failed to arrive in time. However, they
gave us the use of their window for our
display and it did the work for the Lyric.

The photo did not turn out well, so I

am sending only our Sunday newspaper
space. We used 3 twenty-fours. 7 sixes, 5

threes and 15 ones on "The Sheik" and we
did splendid business. Note co-operative
bookstore ad.

R. P. WHITFIELD.
Lyric theatre, San Angelo. Tex.

DEAR MR. WHITFIELD:
Too bad about the books not arriving.

But the recovery was excellent. More likely

than not, they sold like the traditional hot
cakes when they did arrive. Did you write
the bookstore's ad? It looks like theatre
copy. .

Your Chaplin window is a gem. If there
aren't more like it reported in due time it

will be because not everybody is as wide
awake as everybody in the show business
should be.

And tlie idea is adaptable. "My Boy"
and "Peck's Bad Boy," with Jackie Coo-
gan dolls to work with, ought to work out
nearly as well as the Chaplin picture. And
if everybody really is as wide awake as
everybody ought to be, there'll be Lloyd,
Sernon, Keaton, Cook and other dolls on
the market before very long.

Particularly glad to hear of the good
business on both pictures. It's a not inex-
plicable coincidence that showmen reporting
real exploitation at this time nearly always
report good business, while showmen re-
Porting bad business seldom mention their
advertising. W. R. W.

R. P. Whitfield, Lyric theatre, San Angelo, Tex., featured a Chaplin auto-

maton in his window advertising for "The Idle Class."

EEHEE

3 DAYS
Lut Sbowinn TodiT

THE YELLOW ABM*

A Magnificent Pageant

That Crystalizes the

Story of WOMAN Since

The Dawn of Time-
Down Through the Ages

* MIGHTY PANORAMA OF BEAUTY AND
CORGEOUS SPECTACULAR1SX,

9 Ever-to-be Remembered
Acts of Amazing Splendor

THE POMP AND SPLENDOR OF CONSTANTWE'S COURT

TERRIFIC BATTLE OF THE AMAZONS

ROHAN ORGIES. BARBARIC DANCE?

Caveman period when man riled
BV BRl'TE FORCE

MIDNIGHT REVELS OF MODERN MILLIONAIRES

I F MAIDES .~l H-ARMORS BOLDE" 0( MEDIVAL DAYS

TliOl SANDS or MEN. THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
THOUSANDS OF HORSES AND WILD ANIMALS

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

Thomas Daly, advertising "Man—Woman—Marriage" for the Casino, Hali-

fax, N. S., featured the HERALD review of that production in his copy.
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Broadway Heeds
Ballyhoo Lobby
IN the lexicon of the modern showmen there are no such words

as can't, fail, quit, fear or favor. No type of exploitation may
be dismissed from consideration by any exhibitor in any city for

any reason save unsuitability, if theatre intake is to be maintained

at a high average. That's why more ballyhoo lobbies are re-

ported this week than in any single week of the past year.

Andrew J. Cobe, managing direc-

tor of the Central theatre, New
York, produced a genuine ballyhoo

lobby for the Universal-Jewel fea-

ture, "The Fox." Photographic re-

productions of it presented herewith

are eloquent.

Mr. Cobe's efforts were sincere.

His production is elaborate, but ef-

fectively so. It was flash he wanted
and flash that he obtained. As a con-

sequence, the report states, the pic-

ture "broke several Central theatre

records."

The material of whicH it was com-
posed are such as to occasion little

difficulty to the showman who seeks

to adapt the Central outline in mak-
ing up his own display. And the

more colorful, the more haphazard
the display may be made to appear,

the more nearly will it approach

perfect efficiency.

Some have maintained that

Broadway crowds could not be in-

fluenced by a ballyhoo layout. Mr.
Cobe didn't believe that, and neither

does any advertising showman who
knows human nature. Mr. Cobe
proved his point.

A quartet was employed for the

prologue given picture at the Cen-
tral. Much the same type of setting

was used for the stage, and appro-

priate numbers were sung. That,

too, may be approximated by any
who see fit to do so.

Stunts
and

I

Fronts
j

There is cash value in a good stunt.

There is cash value, also, in a good
front.

There is a total cash value which

amounts to considerable more than

the sum total of these in the combi-

nation of a good stunt and a good

front that harmonize perfectly. We
are able to present this week two sig-

nificant illustrations of the point.

Abe Levy, manager of the Strand

theatre at Waco, Tex., writes in part

A stunt and a front harmonized and

brought business to the Strand at Waco,

Tex., when "Molly O" was exploited.

as follows of his campaign for "Mol-

ly O":
"Just closed the most profitable

week's business since the opening of

our new theatre, which has been about

a year ago.

"First of all I used the chorus of

the song, had my organist play same

during intermissions and any other

time it could have been used as a cue

for about three weeks in advance.

This popularized the title and one

week before the engagement 1 rented

a five passenger Ford and had same

painted with flashy circus colors,
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Omaha Welcomes
Fox's Specials
WHEN a showman really believes in the pictures he adver-

tises it is an almost invariable rule that his public agrees
with him after it has seen them. It is also true that his public
is present in large numbers at the exhibition of the pictures.

Confidence creeps into exploitation unbidden. Its semblance
cannot be forced in if the genuine does not exist.

using a shamrock design with title

painted across same. Engaged a boy

to drive same all over city, as well as

parking it at busiest spots in town.

When the picture started I used same
in lobby throughout run.

"I then put on a tie-up with grocery

stores and markets and confectionery

having them distribute heralds in

packages. As for my lobby I used the

same design as on the Ford, a large

tinseled shamrock with the title across

it. As for newspapers and posting I

used only my regular amount of space.

This composed the exploitation which
cost me my regular weekly appropri-

ation."

The stunt-front connection here was
inescapable. The illustrations show it

in some detail.

Other illustrations show the street

representation and the lobby display

used by W. R. Ferguson, of Goldwyn.
in exploiting '"Theodora" for the Tu-
lane in New Orleans. A circus clos-

ing its season in the city provided the

lion and the cage. And circus methods
were followed out in the hilling, pape>"

A stunt and a front that combined
perfectly made business for "Theodora"
at the Tulane theatre, in New Orleans.

being distributed with a lavish hand.
Window displays and an elaborate

newspaper campaign completed the

direct to-the-public advertising.

More than 500 flags were displayed
in the Tulane lobby. An extra box
office was installed to handle the over-
flow. The circus atmosphere was thus
assured to the front.

It was also carried within where a
singer opened the picture with a solo

prologue terminating with the entrance
of the lion used in the street work.
A good stunt has a cash value.
A good front has a cash value also.

N. N. Frudenfeld, advertising ex-

ecutive for the Sun and Moon the-

atres, Omaha, Neb., had confidence

in "Thunderclap" and "Queen of

Sheba," recently shown at those

houses. His enterprise in their be-

half reflects it. You, as well as his

public, came to sense that fact when
you looked at the two stunts shown
in accompanying illustrations.

For "Thunderclap" frontal rep-

resentation Mr. Frudenfeld devised

a horseshoe display with a harmless
element of misrepresentation. The
shoes were labeled as having been
worn by sundry famous racers. The
fact that they were obtained at a

local blacksmith shop detracts in no
degree from the merit of the idea.

For "Queen of Sheba," exhibited

at the Sun, a lobby waiting room
was converted into a miniature art

gallery, a specially painted picture

of the star in character being set
between black velvet drops at its

terminus and proper lighting ar-
rangements made. The sheer ar-
tistry of the display spoke volumes
for the production.

Industrious and prolific as is the
Omaha executive, he does not often
produce more strikingly original and
effective devices. That he was
moved to unusual lengths in behalf
of the Fox specials is indication that
he considered them worthy of his

best efforts.

Insensibly but no less truly, the
public recognizes work of this char-
acter and responds automatically to

its appeal. Although no report of

the attendance during either engage-
ment is available, it is apparent that

the stunts devised for them were ef-

fective. A good idea does not re-

quire an affidavit.
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"The Signature Sticks"

As sure as "The Flavor Lasts" the

signature, any signature that you see

frequently enough, "sticks." And
American citizens are going to see the

signature of Nazimova, star of United
Artists' "A Doll's House," so fre-

quently that they will never forget it.

United Artists, always in advance

of the vanguard where poster making
is concerned, is featuring the star's

signature in all its paper. The 24-

sheet is shown above. It is character-

istic of the entire assortment, although

the 1-sheet shows Nazimova in scenes

from the play, the 3's show her in

character and the 6's include another

member of the cast.

Altogether, it is stated, the paper

constitutes a very brief but complete

resume of the story. With the signa-

ture dominating every phase of the

billboard campaign it is apparent that

a comprehensive billing will wield

pronounced box office influence.

Readers will recall the five-word

paper prepared by this concern for

"The Nut." Also the cutout paper

for "Through the Back Door."

The Nazimova paper is a worthy

companion piece.

The Traffic in Traffic

The traffic in traffic has increased

to such proportions during the past

big year of exploitation that we may
expect a tirade against it from a pro-

fessional reformer at almost any

moment, despite the fact that its worst

result has been commendable dis-

semination on a large scale of amuse-

ment news of interest to all.

The street car idea is perennial. It

is most recently reported from In-

dianapolis, Ind., where it was applied

by the Alhambra theatre to the ex-

ploitation of the Gunning picture,

"What Do Men Want ?" The illustra-

tion shows the car that toured the

entire street railway system, bringing

up at the theatre itself as often as

possible and remaining as long as con-

ditions permitted.

Ideas arc like men in that it's hard
to keep a good one down. In the his-

tory of this department pictures of

street cars advertising everything

from a one reel comedy (Toonerville)

to a ten reel special ( Anatol) have been

presented. And the end is not yet in

sight. All of which is but further

testimony to the well established claim

that the cream of America's active

advertisers are advertising motion

pictures.
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Censorship

"The Night Rose," a Goldwyn

production, was barred by the New
York State censorship board. The

picture is now playing at Ascher's

Roosevelt in Chicago, having been

granted a permit by the Chicago

censors. Just another example

proving that censorship will not

work.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 40

The day of the week does not de-

termine the "morality" of a theatre

exhibition. If such an exhibition is

moral on week days, it is moral on

Sundays.

PUGLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Is Industry Defending Itself?
Today every re-

f o r m movement
more or less di-

rectly affects the

screen. Censor-

ship and Sunday

closing advocates'

efforts to excite

dissatisfac-
tion among the

populace menace not only the communi-

ties in which this element is active but

the entire industry.

The question naturally arises, "Why is

the industry unable to master the situa-

tion?"

Because "the movie hasn't defended

itself, or its industry," is the answer volun-

teered by a layman and a devout Chris-

tian, according to his own statement,

writing in a recent issue of the Grand
Junction {Colo.) Senlinal. He adds that

"other things need cleaning worse."

* * *

A condition which has reached such a

stage as to attract the attention of a

layman, disinterested in the actual oper-

ation of a theatre, demands immediate

consideration by the industry.

Laymen observe a situation such as

confronts the industry only when it has

assumed such proportions as to become
discernible to the casual observer. While
his statement docs not find universal ap-

plication it accentuates the absolute

necessity of concerted action among ex-

hibitors, whether or not their business is

directly threatened with the rule of

bigotry.

The author of the statement published

in the Sentinel, though not an advocate

of Sunday shows, opposes all discrimina-

tory legislation. He says: "A number
of stores and gasoline stations open on
Sunday. Play no favorites, sweep clean

or let it all olone."

Exhibitors cannot devote too much attention to the civic activi-

ties of their communities. Constant association with civic leaders

and earnest co-operation with them creates a powerful force with
which to combat the reformer.

In many towns and cities this co-operation has been extended
to the churches, the effect being to engender a spirit of goodwill
among the religionists.

Nor does he sanction minority rule.

Relative to this he writes: "The movie

is not a nuisance until voted so by two
thirds of our people."

In a further defense of the theatre he

draws a parallel between the motion pic-

ture and the church in the following

words: "Who works harder, Mr.

Movie Man or the preacher? When is

the church pledge paid? Who takes in

the most money on Sunday? What goes

with each? Both to me are public

Order Your Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD.
417 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, III.

Send me, free of charge, the series of

twelve slides which the Herald is supply-
ing to exhibitors in furtherance of the
PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to

maintain the freedom of the motion pic-

ture.

I will run each slide at every performance
for one week when conditions permit of

this arrangement.

Name

(Write name and address legibly)

Theatre

Street

City

1

servants. The
preacher reaches

far less on Sun-

day than the movie
that really need

cheer. The movie

reaches those that

know him not, and

in some way oft-

times reaches the

heart so that religious expression later

finds its way.

"Every nation, however strong, that

has forced religion upon its people has

fallen or given that freedom. Are we to

repeat history instead of profiting by it?"
* * *

"The movie hasn't defended itself, or

its industry." There is no doubt of the

existence of that condition in many lo-

calities. Continued apathy on the part

of many members of the industry will

create a situation far more threatening

than the reform movement, for the public

will refuse to fight for an industry dis-

interested in its own welfare.

Without the public the industry must
tolerate intolerance.

This condition was realized by the

Herald nearly a year ago when it

launched the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE as a means of developing a

concerted defense for combatting the
growing reform menace.
Today the membership of the LEAGUE

extends into every state. The LEAGUE
is supplying gratis to its members a
series of twelve slides on which are tran-

scribed concise and brief editorials.

Continuous showing of these slides will

crystallize public opinion and place the
industry in a strategical position for any
attack from its enemies.

* * *

The layman's charge that the industry

is not defending itself cannot be sum-
marily dismissed. Men not actually as-

sociated with the industry are not de-

voting their time to penning a warning
unless they observe danger in the condi-

tion that exists.
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Another reproduction of one of a series

of censorship talks being published

weekly by A. L. Middleton, Grand thea-

tre, De Queen, Ark. Reform agitation is

not prevalent in Arkansas, but Mr. Mid-
dleton believes preparedness is the indus-

try's salvation.

YOU CANNOT LEGISLATE THE

THE DEVIL OUT OF

MAN
NEITHER CAN YOU LEGISLATE

JESUS CHRIST INTO MAN
BI T YOU CANSOMETIMES PERSUADE A MAN TO

GIVE THE LORD AN ABIDING PLACE
IN HIS LIFE AND THE

DEVIL GETS OUT
OF HIS OWN FREE WILL AND ACCORD

The trouble with most of us who want everybody

itse to do just like we do is: "We begin at the wrong end
3f Uic line; we try to force him to do as we do by making
,t impossible for him to dojfvhat he wishes to do, even

hough in domains will he is>a good citizen—attends his

awn business and lets the other fellow's business alone

—

. akes his family to the.picture show when he wishes and

>pends his own money that he earned with his own hands

don't disturb'.the peace and happiness of any one else

^wfoingso."

POLITICAL CENSORSHIP OF MOTION PICTURES

.irives directly at the freedom of press and speech and

i rsonal liberty--"Equa! rights to all and special privileges

o' .icne''—that this great government of ours i:- founded

an.-

Political censorship cf motion pictures is unreason-

able, unjust and an insult to the fret-born American citi-

en. If you want proof of it talk to the manager of the

ir^nd Theatre. He will be glad to talk with you about

ensorship or anything else in connection with motion

pictures. If you have heard some person speak ill of mo-

iozi pictures, consider his knowledge of the subject m
•and. Docs he sec many motion'picturcs? Does he study

,i»tior pictures? Is he or she really competent to tell you

thai iieor she or some one he or she may select, should have

.he riitht, on a salary, at your expense to review a motion

picture before you see it and cut it and revise it until ac-

.oiding to his pjrticciar whims it is <n suitable form for

. BC a<A j-»ur fi'.awly to see? There i« josi as much reason

v'e<y, h lam a Baptist, i sho jld forbid you to hear a sermon
or.ie Methodist minister is to deliver until I have first

:reard it iind had it revised to conform t« tng personal ap-

proval or vise versa.

Has not a man, a producer, the same right by every

<i
f (.'od and man to visually discuss, according to bi>

In.aginatio/i, any subject that is suitable for another man
. li-cu.^s from the lecture platform or the pulpit or within

:hc covers of a book in cold type? It is claimed that S5 per

..ent of all knowledge come* through the eye. Motion pic-

. r~s are the most powerful of all forms of conveying

houghl, because the appeal is through the eye. Motion

pictures arc the mo.-l popular form of amusement in the

•>orld today because they educate while they amuse, at a

.cry nominal cost.

Every good citiz.cn should lend I co-operative hand
<• the picture show manager in Ml town. Criticism of the

ighl kind is co-operative and eo-opcration is appreciated

. :lu manager <>l the right kind. The manager of the

Jrand Theatre Holicits criticism b> his patrons; he want*

I on " hat >ou wan* and what you don't want, and only

I) milking your idea-, known to hin Cm he continue to

build Iu'k in>;ituXfo;i of amusement and ('duration nearer

and nearer to your ideal*. And thin is the only kind of

rensorship of motion picture! that vill ever improve or

build up.

Political, salaried, Coercive CCntOTthip will tear

lowtl and destro> the greatest, the most l<cau!iful, thn

10 I
wonderful ar! in the world- NOTION PICTURES

Films Are Cure

for Delinquency

Report Is Made by

Ch urch Extension

Board in Chicago
Reformers would have the

world believe that motion pic-

tures are the basis of all crime.

Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, paid lob-

byist, made such a charge when
in Chicago recently.

That the reformers' charges

are not founded upon facts is

evident from a report just made
by the Rev. Henry Seymour
Brown, superintendent of the

church extension board of the

presbytery of Chicago.
According to Rev. Brown

comedy and Wild West pictures

vie with historical and biblical

films for favor among the

youngsters.
* * *

Although the board's report

deals with the exhibition of mo-
tion pictures in missions, social

settlements and institutional set-

tlements, it is significant in view

of the opportunity offered for

cooperation with welfare and re-

ligious institutions.

The benefits to be derived

from cooperation of this nature

are a hundred-fold.

The report has this to say:

"We find many boys have been
won from the street-corner,

crap-shooting gang environment,
from tough poolrooms and in-

cipient criminal associations, and
many girls from similarly evil

surroundings to wholesome citi-

zenship ambitions through the

initial influences of the movies
in our churches."

Cooperation between welfare

organizations and the theatre

has been effected in a number
of cities. The plan has operated

satisfactorily and has eliminated

to a great extent the competi-

tion which otherwise prevails.
* * *

An example of the cooperation

between church and theatre is

found in the recent activities of

Sid Grauman, managing director

of Grauman's theatres in Los
Angeles.

In this instance the Temple
Baptist church and Mr. Grau-
man joined forces in presenting

symphony concerts to the pub-

lic. The entire program was ex-

ecuted on a cooperative basis.

The theatre owner or manager
should be a highly respected citi-

zen in his community. To attain

this standing he must participate

in civic activities.

On the preceding page a lay-

man writing in the Grand Junc-

tion (Colo.) Sentinel states that

"the movie hasn't defended itself,

or its industry.' If exhibitors

will cooperate with their civic

leaders they will not be called

upon to defend themselves—the

community will do it for them.

A Tip From

The FReports

From Hand to Mouth, with Harold Lloyd.

—A comedy that will make a blue Sunday

audience laugh.—W. P. Perry, Rialto thea-

tre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—Very

good. Received very favorable comments

beginning of week, but receipts increased

every day. Children were notified through

letters to school teachers.—Raymond G.

Frankie, Cincinnati, O.—Transient patronage.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan Production.—

A picture that will put a crimp in censor-

ship agitators. Ran this Christmas eve. Lost

money as fire would not get them out on this

night.—John W. Siebrand, New Grand the-

atre, Northwood, N. D.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Everywoman, with a special cast.—A very

high class production that will more than

please an intelligent audience. Ministers and

church people find no fault with this one.

—

Fred M. Rich, Strand theatre, Perry, Mo.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Live and Let Live, with a special cast.

—

Fine, as censor-proof as they make 'em and

a story that should appeal to all. Every

father and mother should see this play and

give it considerable thought. Business off.

20 below when I opened up and played to

$10 house. BUT the feature IS there.—

F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philips-

burg, Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—

A

real classy picture. Just as peppy and zippy

as you please, but censorproof all the time.

The kind of stuff that goes with the younger

set. Good, clever story and splendid cast,

but picture drags a bit when Bebe is off

the screen. Average business, two days.

—

W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,

Ind.

The Stealers, with a special cast.—Boys, if

you want to make a hit with your church

people and combat censorship, play this one.

It will please 100 per cent.—E. O. Ford,

Broadway theatre, Brooklyn, la.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor production.—
A feature that should be played in every

theatre in the land. Invite all your minis-

ters to see it. It will please 100 per cent

and get 'em talking about you.— E. O. Ford,

Broadway theatre, Brooklyn, la.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Blot, a Lois Weber production.— Don't

make the mistake I did. If possible screen

this for your clergy and school teachers, then

play it. They will put it over for you. It

should play every theatre.—A. L. Picker,

Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Contributions to "What the Picture Did
for Me" suggest pictures which will win
the good wul of your patrons and in turn

silence the reformers in your community.
Exhibitors who desire to aid the industry

in fighting censorship and blue laws will

benefit by reading the comments of other

theatre men and booking their pictures

accordingly.
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Exhibitors Herald

announces that com-
mencing in an early

issue a department
devoted exclusively

to the important sub-
ject of

NEWS WEEKLIES
will be published as

a regular weekly
feature.

Watch for this de-
partment which will

make your NEWS
REELS pay bigger

dividends at the box
office—and in satisfac-

tion for your patrons.
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DIGESTo/TPICTURESo/theWSEK.

SPEAKING of why the great American public that

attends picture shows is becoming more discrim-

inating, the Picture Play Magazine, in its current issue,

has the following to say:

"A year ago a fairly good picture could pay big

dividends. Now it takes a mighty good show to make
money for the theatre and for the producer. The rea-

son is simple to see—bad times. People are out of

jobs or are afraid they will be. They are not spending

money as freely, so where they formerly went to three

picture shows a week, they are going to two, and the

fellow and his family who went every Friday night,

whether they knew anything or not about the show,

now are going only when they are convinced in advance

that they will get their money's worth.

"Because money is now hard to accumulate, the

folks are spending it more carefully, and just because

a theatre manager says a show is all wool and a yard

wide doesn't make it so to the fans. They want to

burn a thread and use the yardstick. They're asking

their friends who have seen the picture, and the result

is that a theatre with a bad picture may have big-

crowds there on Sunday and Monday, but business

will go to pieces through the rest of the week when

the news gets around that here is a good time to put

on a drowning bee.

"It is hard on the producers of bad pictures, and

not at all pleasant for the theatre manager who shows

them. But it is great for the fans and for the fellow

who has a first-class picture to sell."—J. R. M.

"SLIPPERY TONGUE" (Universal) is a story of

romance and adventure in the desert. It is ably pre-

sented and provides interesting and pleasing enter-

tainment. Frank Mayo and Virginia Valli have the

leading parts and the acting of both is entirely com-

mendable. Five reels.

"THE MAN FROM LOST RIVER" (Goldwyn)

is a strong feature with a special cast headed by House

Peters. Frank Lloyd directed it from Katherine New-
lin Burt's story and it should prove a good box office

attraction even in houses where the usual western pic-

ture is not popular for the excellent handling of the

story takes it far out of the usual Western class.

"WHY ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE"
(Selznick) presents Elaine Hammerstein in an excep-

tionally clever comedy based on a story which lends

itself to many unusual and perplexing situations. Alan

Crosland directed it. It is five reels in length.

"SHATTERED IDOLS" (First National) is a

J. L. Frothingham production, directed by Edward
Sloman. It is an unusual story in many respects, pic-

turing as it does a mother's hatred for her son, a cripple.

The scenes are laid in India around an English army
camp and the suspense value of the story is consid-

erable. Seven reels.

"BACK PAY" (Paramount) is a Fannie Hurst

after-the-war story with a special cast consisting of

Seena Owen, Matt Moore and J. Barney Sherry. It

is very well acted and holds a fairly high degree of

entertainment value. Seven reels. Frank Borzage di-

rected.

"GRAND LARCENY" (Goldwyn) presents El-

liott Dexter, Claire Windsor and Lowell Sherman in a

domestic triangle plot that holds the attention princi-

pally because it is well mounted, well acted and very

beautifully photographed. Wallace Worsley directed

it and it will give the ladies a crowded hour of en-

joyment.

"HER MAD BARGAIN" (First National) is a

highly improbable story concerning an artist who loans

a girl $50,000 to keep her from committing suicide.

It was directed by Edwin Carewe and stars Anita

Stewart. It has many fine sets and the supporting

cast is adequate. Six reels.

"SATURDAY NIGHT" (Paramount) is a comedy
of society life, quite interesting, because it is well pro-

duced, lavishly mounted and well acted, although not
convicing. It is a Cecil B. DeMille opus done in his

usual elaborate style, with Leatrice Joy, Edith Roberts,
Conrad Nagel and Jack Mower in the principal roles.

Nine reels in length.

"KINDRED OF THE DUST" (First National) is

an R. A. Walsh production starring Miriam Cooper,
adapted from the Peter B. Kyne Saturday Evening Post
story of the same name. It abounds in realistic situa-

tions, is carefully produced and should prove a good
box office attraction.

"THE GUTTER SNIPE" (Universal) is a comedy
drama starring Gladys Walton. Miss Walton's role as .

a shop girl who is not afraid to use her fists gives it

some interesting phases but the comedy situations and
sub-titles for the. most part fail to get over; it is not

a very plausible story. Five reels.

"LITTLE MISS SMILES" (Fox) presents Shirley

Mason in a story of the Ghetto, with the mother love

theme stressed for effect. The story moves along

slowly until toward the end when it strikes its stride

and proves quite interesting. It was directed by Jack
Ford.

"LITTLE EVA ASCENDS" (Metro) is the best

story Gareth Hughes has had under his new starring

contract with S-L Pictures. It is a story of the stage,

well directed and carefully presented, full of genuine

humor and should prove a good draw anywhere.

"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN" (R-C Pictures) is

a well produced, convincing story of the West witli

Pauline Frederick in a dramatic, well-balanced role.

It is six reels of suspenseful action directed by Colin

( ampbell. A large and efficient cast appears in lier

support.



PAULINE FREDERICK IN

TWO KINDS
OF WOMEN

(R-C PICTURES)
A well produced, convincing story

of the West, picturing the strug-

gles of a woman suddenly thrust

into the business of running a cat-

tle ranch. One of the best vehicles

Miss Frederick has had in some
time. Six reels of well-sustained

action. Directed by Colin Camp-
bell.

Pauline Frederick makes a very ap-

pealing and real Western woman in the

role of Judy Sanford, the proprietress of

a large ranch, in this story which has

been very cleverly worked out. It tells

of a business feud between rival factions

attempt.ng to gain possession of the

property. Judy takes possession and
through the loyalty of Carson and Danny
Lee, her foreman, they thwart the efforts

of Bayne Trevors and his gang to de-

moralize the ranch hands and sell the

property. Trevor's gang holds up and
robs the paymaster of Judy's ranch, but
Danny Lee gets other money in time to
pay off the men. Then he proceeds to
hunt up the thief and eventually finds he
is one of Trevors' men. An amusing bit

is the dance given at Judy's Blue Lake
Ranch, at which everyone is supposed
to wear full dress. The cowboys,
through a mail order house, come fully

and wonderfully equipped. There are
several realistic fistic encounters be-
tween Danny and the villain, Trevors,
.and between Pollock Hampton and Tre-
vors man.
The acting is very good all around.

Miss Frederick gives her usual excellent
performance and is ably supported by
David Winter, as Hampton and Tom
Santschi as Danny Lee. A good comedy
bit is contributed by Eugene Pallette as
Carson. Charles Clary is the villain.

The scenic effects are very good in-

deed and the photography of a fine
qual.ty.

BE REASONABLE
(FIRST NATIONAL)

There isn't much new stuff in this
Mack Sennett comedy but it got the
laughs at the Roosevelt theatre,
Ch:cago, where it played a week's en-
gagement and seemed to satisfy. Ex-
cellent musical accompaniment on the
big organ helped materially. It is the
usual bathing beach comedy, with the
comedian in the role of a life saver.
He buys a string of pearls on the "dol-
lar down" plan and when the collector
calls there is a long chase in which he
tries to recover the beads from the girl
who has thrown him over. Billy Bevan
is the principal source of fun. It ends
with an automobile smashup.

SPECIAL CAST IN

BACK PAY
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
A drama of city and country life

written by Fannie Hurst and
translated into terms of the
screen by Frank Borzage. Holds
a fairly high degree of entertain-

ment value due to several un-
usual situations and some fine

acting. Seven reels in length.

"Back Pay," which appeared originally

in Cosmopolitan Magazine, is an after-

the-war story, and concerns the love of
a young school teacher for a country
boy which results in her ultimate re-

demption. It is very finely acted by
Seena Owen, Matt Moore and J. Barney
Sherry and in some degree is quite dif-

ferent from the usual triangle plot. The
bu lding of each character is so naturally
done that there is noth'ng that obtrudes

Matt Moore and Seena Owen in "Back Pay"
(Paramount)

on the story and it moves along to a
natural and sat.sfying cl.max with the

interest always well maintained. The
chief objection to "Back Pay" is its

length. It is a story that could have
been told in less footage.

Technically the production is very
nearly beyond criticism, and although a

delicate subject is involved, it has been
deftly handled by director Borzage and
will not g.ve offense. The subtitling is

especially pood and to the po'nt and in

settings, lighting effects and general
handling it is a fine picture. Frances
Marion adapted the story.

Hester Bev ns, a country girl with a

"crepe de ch ne soul," is loved by Jerry
Newcombe, a grocery store clerk.

When he begs her to marry him, she
cannot bring herself to become his wife

and settle down for life in the

humdrum town. Hester finally de-
rides to go to New York to make
her way. She is next seen in a

beautifi'l Rivers'de Drive apartment in

New York, provided for her by Charles
G. Wheeler, a wealthy bus :ness man
Associated with her as inrimate com-
panions are a woman named Kitty and
a man named "Speed." Hester is

changed cons derably from the small

town girl. Her life with Wheeler and
her other companions, grows wearisome

and she longs to see her home town
again. She accomplishes this while on
an automobile trip with Wheeler, Kitty
and "Speed." During her visit she finds
many of the townspeople have forgotten
her and that Jerry is the only one she
is anxious to see. Jerry is still devoted
to her and is proud of the fact that he is

now general manager of the store.

Jerry enlists and goes to France.
Later Hester learns that Jerry lies badly
wounded in an army hospital the wearer
of the Distinguished Service Medal. She
hurries to the hospital to find him blind
and deliriously calling for her. A sur-
geon informs her that Jerry has only a
few weeks to live. Hester decides to
make him happy for that short time.
After a struggle, she obtains Wheeler's
consent for her to marry Jerry and bring
him to her apartment. The two are mar-
ried and Hester nurses him. Jerry, con-
fident of recovery, plans great things for
their future. But Fate spoils his plans
and he dies. Hester finds her life in

her magnificent apartment impossible.
She is tormented at night with visions of
Jerry calling her away from her sur-
roundings. Moved by these visions,

Hester leaves the home Wheeler fur-
nished for her, and rents a poorly fur-
n'shed room. She obtains a position and
then the spirit of Jerry appears to her
again and comforts her in her new and
upright life.

SHIRLEY MASON IN

LITTLE MISS SMILES
(FOX)

Another story of the Ghetto, with
the mother love theme stressed for

appeal. Miss Mason is pretty and
natural and is given excellent sup-
port, but vehicle is weak and slow
moving. Directed by Jack Ford.
Five reels.

With the handsome Gaston Glass in

the leading male role, "Little Miss
Smiles" is strongly reminiscent of
"Humoresque." It is another story of
the home life of a Jewish family, of
which we have had quite a few of late,

and Shirley Mason is practically the
only source of appeal. She is vivacious
and pretty and though she never touches
any deep emotions, she scores as the
lively, harum-scarum daughter of a large
family liv'ng in the Ghetto.
The story offers nothing new; it is

concentrated sent mentality for the most
part, with the action centering around
the mother of a large family and the
daughter who takes up her duties when
the mother goes to a hospital. The at-
mosphere surrounding it is made
pathetic and appealing and the work of
the entire cast is adequate if not brilliant.

The Aaronson family consists of
papa, mama, David. Louis, Leon, Esther
and the baby. They live in humble
quarters in the Ghetto district of a large
city. Esther spreads sunshine with her
smiles and when mama is stricken
blind and taken to a hospital, she as-
sumes the duties of head of the family.
A doctor at the clinic has taken a deep
interest in Esther and saves her from
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"The Spider," a thug who invades the
Aaronson flat. On the day Mrs. Aaron-
son is brought home David is arrested
for shooting "The Spider." The Doctor,
in order to save Esther's mother the
pain of seeing her boy arrested shoulders
the blame for the shooting. "The
Spider" recovers, however, and absolves
David from all blame.
Gaston Glass was convincing as the

young doctor and Arthur Rankin's
David was very well handled. Sidney
Dalbrook also rendered excellent sup-
port as "The Spider."

FRANK MAYO IN

SLIPPERY TONGUE
(UNIVERSAL)

A story of the western deserts that

combines romance and adventure

in a pleasing and entertaining

manner. Several novel features

give it a refreshing tone as does

the excellent photography and

the able direction of William

Worthington. Five reels.

In "Slipper Tongue" Universal has

demonstrated that it is possible to make
an interesting and satisfying picture at

a nominal cost. The story is laid in the

deserts and in the entire production only

three sets are used, that of a fairly mod-

ern house, a shack, and a prison pen

affair of mud and grass.

Around this inelaborate but neverthe-

less picturesque setting William Worth-

ing has worked out a pleasing story of

love and adventure in which lack of

scenic variety is no deterrence.

Frank Mayo and Virginia Valli are both

effective in their respective roles. The
real identity of the hero is not disclosed

until the end which adds to the suspense

of the story.

Mayo, as Charles Cranner, a newcomer
in the west, is captured in the desert by
men who accuse him of being a horse
thief. His glib tongue coupled with the

fact that there isn't a tree from which
he could be hung within fifteen miles,

delays immediate execution. During the

night he escapes from the prison and
takes refuge in the desert. A neighbor
warns a brother and sister living on the

outskirts of the desert of his escape and
the brother joins in the searching party.

While riding in the desert with her dog
the sister's attention is attracted to a

bush at which the dog is barking. She
is about to shoot when she discovers a

man's head underneath it. His body is

completely hidden in the sand. The girl

decides to help him and leaves a horse
at her house on which he can make his

escape. He decides to stick around, how-
ever, and resumes his old position with
only his head above the sand. She pre-
vents his discovery when a dog used by
pursuers finds him, by starting a fight

between her dog and the other one. He
finally leaves, but comes the next day
to return her horse. He is discovered
by his pursuers in her home just as the
sheriff and his men arrive, when it is

revealed that he is not a horse thief, but
the treasurer of a railroad, who had been
running down some train robbers as a
vacation pastime. The girl is indignant
because he has refused to reveal his iden-

tity to her, but he easily explains this by
saying that there is no romance con-
nected with being a mere treasurer of a
railroad.

SPECIAL CAST IN

GRAND LARCENY
(GOLDWYN)

Claire Windsor, Elliott Dexter and
Lowell Sherman in another do-
mestic triangle. Fairly interest-

ing principally because it is well
acted and beautifully presented.
Directed by Wallace Worsley
from Albert Payson Terhune's
story.

"Grand Larceny" will give the ladies

a crowded hour of thrills and happiness
observing the beautiful Claire Windsor
in equally beautiful gowns and will

doubtless suffer with her the anguish of
being the shuttle-cock for the Dexter
and Sherman battledores. For such is

the story of this latest Goldwyn offer-
ing, which reaches a high standard of
cleverneses for such worn material. The
photography is excellent in detail and the
sets in. keeping with the other features
of the photoplay.

Elliott Dexter and Claire Windsor in "Grand
Larceny" (Goldwyn)

Both Elliott Dexter and Lowell Sher-
man are well cast and assist Miss Wind-
sor to a great extent to obtain the neces-
sary appeal for the role she portrays,
that of a hothouse wife. The outcome of

the story is entirely unexpected and is

another version of the famous "The Lady
or the Lion" ending.
John Annixter has married and

brought to his New York home the
coquettish Virginia beauty, Kathleen
Vaughn, whose love for her husband does
not lessen her desire for the admiration
and attention of men. Annixter is so
absorbed in his business that he is un-
able to fully enter into his wife's social

life, and she is often thrown into the

company of other men. She meets Barry
Clive, a prominent architect and her hus-
band's friend. Her innocent flirtation is

misinterpreted by him. He calls on
Kathleen during Annixter's absence, de-
clares his love, and embraces her against
her will. Annixter comes in suddenly
and finds them in this compromising
situation. He refuses to hear his wife's
explanation, declares he will give her a
divorce so she can marry Clive, but says
to the latter, before leaving: "The woman
that can be stolen from one man can be
stolen from another."

Kathleen marries Clive and is soon
subjected to his unreasoning jealousy. An-
nixter's words ring in his ears and he is

driven nearly mad by the suspicion that

haunts him. Finally at a concert, Kath-
leen is suddenly overcome by hearing an
old song that she and Annixter used to
sing together; she goes out and finds
Annixter sitting in an alcove. Clive finds

her with her arms stretched out to her
former husband. There is a furious
scene between the men, in which Clive
tells Annixter that he has robbed him

of the dearest thing in the world, his
respect for the woman he loves. Kath-
leen, who has been sobered and altered
by the bell she has been through, breaks
in and tells them that she refuses to be
bargained between them. She will go
out into the world and learn to be worthy
of the greatest love. "And will you
come back to me or him?" asks Clive.
"Who knows?" replies Kathleen, and
leaves them.

SPECIAL CAST IN

SHATTERED IDOLS
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Splendid entertainment in this J. L.

Frothingham production and

once again the producer is the

person most to be praised. Every

detail has been carefully looked

after, the settings being especially

beautiful and artistic. Directed

by Edward Sloman. Seven reels.

Another story of India but with the

plot based upon a different theme, that of

a mother's hatred for her crippled child.

It has been cleverly handled with the

dramatic climaxes naturally and effec-

tively arrived at. There are some un-

usual twists to the story and the sus-

pense value is considerable. The play

has been elaborately and carefully

staged always with an eye toward cor-

rect atmosphere.

We have had many stories of English

life in India, with the usual uprisings

of natives, heroic deeds of officers, and

love entanglements, but "Shattered
Idols" depends upon none of these for

its main theme. It is the story of an
army officer's wife, who, upon the eve
of the birth of her child, finds her hus-
band dead—murdered upon her doorstep.
The child is born a cripple, and is a

weakling and a coward. Grown to man-
hood, he renounces the association of

the white people of the colony, because
of his mother's inborn hatred for him,

and marries the goddess of a tribe that

plans to overthrow the English rulers.

Inheriting a title and an estate in Eng-
land, his mother hopes he will divorce

his wife and marry the daughter of an

army officer but he remains steadfast,

and learning of a sudden uprising of na-

tives he risks his life to warn the Eng-
lish soldiers and returns to his bride,

only to find she has sacrificed her life

for his.

James Morrison appears in the role of

the crippled youth and gives the needed
realism to a difficult role.

A picture worthy of extra advertising

and one that will prove wholly satis-

factory in first-class houses anywhere.

BARN YARD
ROMANCE

(EDUCATIONAL)
A Christie comedy which depends

upon a dream fade-in for most of its

footage, the dream part being inspired

by "The Three Musketeers," in which

the Christie comedian out-Dougs Doug
Fairbanks in his d'Artagnan outfit. There

are several "one for all and all for one"

fights, extremely well handled, and the

laugh comes when the hero wakes up

astride the baseboard of his bed. Then

he gets a moth-eaten horse and runs off

with the farmer's daughter in earnest.

Very amusing and very well done.
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SPECIAL CAST IN

THE MAN FROM
LOST RIVER

(GOLDWYN)

Here is a strong photodrama the
excellent handling of which takes
it far out of the class of other
Westerns. Good story, plenty of
thrills, carefully directed and well
photographed. Should be a good
box office attraction even in
houses where the usual Western
is not popular. Six parts.

Katherine Newlin Burt, ably assisted
by Director Frank Lloyd and House
Peters, gains new laurels in "The Man
From Lost River." her first original story
written directly for the screen. As in
"The Branding Iron" and "Snowblind"
she has chosen the West as the scene
and virile Western types as her char-
acters in the story she has written for
the newest Goldwyn production.
House Peters, as the lumber camp

foreman who seeks only the happiness of
the girl he loves, does what is considered
some of the best work of his career, and
his portrayal of the strong, fearless and
self-sacrificing rough lumberman adds
not a little to the success of the picture.
Frank Lloyd, who has directed some of

the largest of the Goldwyn features, has
here made a picture that moves through
scene after scene of strong emotional
power with such swiftness as to hold the
-merest most fascinatingly. Great atten-
tion has been paid to detail and atmos-
phere. The scenes in the quarters of the
lumbermen, their mess shack, and their
work in the forest shows careful atten-
tion to realism.
The central figure of the picture is Jim

Barnes, played by Mr. Peters, raised in
the woods and knowing little of associa-
tion with women He is in love with
Marcia Judd. but his backwardness al-
lows her to be won by a smooth-talking
easterner who has recently come to the
camp Realizing that the girl is in love
with the Easterner. Arthur Fosdick, and
also realizing the weakness of Fosdick's
character, Barnes constitutes himself the
girls protector without her knowledge

Alter proving his utter worthlessness
i-osdicks death is brought about bv hisown cowardice, and the story endshap-
Pfly with the girl awakening to a realiza-
tion of the strength of a noble man's love

the picture is strong in exploitation
leatures and these coupled with the fame
ot writer, director and hero, should make
it an attractive booking entertainment

STEP THIS WAY
(EDUCATIONAL)

This Mermaid-Educational comedy,
directed by Jack White, is another home-Drew story in which a dozen comedy cops
cnase a couple of baggy-trousered come-
dians around a conveniently constructed
comedy set. The business with the baby
carnage loaded with bottled goods,
where the beer springs a leak and leaves

l?.
mar

D
a 'on& the Pavement, got a laugh

at the Randolph theatre, Chicago. There's
one slip in direction, where a policeman
nails boards across an opening through
which one comedian has escaped repeat-
edly. He strikes his head against the
obstruction and falls stunned. A moment
later, however, he jumps through the
>ame openmsr unhurt. The comedv,
however, got plenty of applause and no-body seemed to care how old the eaes
were. B^

Elaine Hammerstein in a scene from **Why
Announce Your iMarriage" (Selznick)

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN IN

WHY ANNOUNCE
YOUR MARRIAGE

(SELZNICK)
An exceptionally good comedy
based on a story which lends it-

self to many funny and somewhat
perplexing situations, and in the
filming no opportunities are lost.

Well cast and with good photog-
raphy, it should prove a good at-

traction. Five reels.

In "Why Announce Your Marriage."

with pretty Elaine Hammerstein starred,

Selznick Pictures presents a fine, clean

comedy which will prove unusually satis-

fying to lovers of that form of entertain-

ment. The story is said to have been

based on the experiences of Miss Fannie

Hurst, who startled the literary world

about a j-ear ago by announcing that she

had been married for a long time, but

that she and her husband had decided to

keep the marriage secret, each continuing

to live in his or her own apartment on

the theory that much familiarity was the

source of much marital unhappiness.
The story of "Why Announce Your

Marriage" was written by Lewis Allen
Browne and Alan Crosland and directed

by the latter. Both deserve credit for
turning out an excellent piece of work.
Miss Hammerstein portrays the role

of Arline Mayfair, a charming young il-

lustrator, independent financially and
popular socially. She is in love with the
manager of her wealthy uncle's broker-
age house. Jimmy Winthrop. ably played
by Niles Welch. Jimmy persuades her to
marry him and she does so with the
agreement that they shall keep the wed-
ding a secret lest it interfere with her
career.

Too much in love to live apart as
planned, they spend much time together
and finally each is caught in positions,
which in view of the lack of knowledge
of the wedding, leads to complications
which give rise to scandal. In the mean-
time friends and relatives of each, know-
ing the young people are in love with
each other, try many schemes to bring
about a marriage.
The climax is reached when a party of

friends of the young couple, chasing a
burglar, find themselves in Arline's bun-
galow, and there discover Jimmy clad in

negligee and apparently very much at
home. This brings a show-down, the
wedding is made public, the scandal-
mongers beg forgiveness and it all ends
happily.

There are many unique stunts that can
be staged to stimulate business for this pic-

ture, which is based on the question of a

secret marriage.

ANITA STEWART IN

HER MAD BARGAINJ
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Good production given highly im-
probable story. Star makes the
most of part assigned her and Di-
rector Edwin Carewe with thin
material given him. Many fine
sets and excellent support. Six
reels.

This is one of those in-between-pic-
tures that occasionally a producer turns
out that does not measure . up to the
standard he has set himself.

"Her Mad Bargain" presents the story
of a girl who, aften ten years of idleness
and luxury, finds herself without funds
and is compelled to make her own way
in the world. She becomes a cloak
model. The proprietor of the shop
proves to be a despicable creature and she
leaves when he attempts to embrace her.
She next secures work as an artist's
model and flees from his studio half
clad, when he tries to make violent love
to her. She seeks refuge in another
artist's studio and is saved from suicide
by this kindly gentleman (very well
played by Walter McGrail), who offers
to loan her $50.000—he to take out an
insurance policy on her life for §75,000
for one year. At the end of the year,
of course, she is to die and thus he will
be $25,000 ahead. The incidents are not
very convincing, but the star is pleasing
and the outcome is entirely satisfactory.
Edwin Carewe has done his best with

this ordinary story and the interest is

centered upon the star. Gertrude Astor
appears as Ruth Beresford, the affianced
wife of the artist, Walter Leighton, who
later falls in love with Alice Lambert,
the role played by Miss Stewart. Some
very attractive costumes are used m the
production.

GARETH HUGHES IN

LITTLE EVA ASCENDS
(METRO)

A story of the stage that will enter-
tain and re-establish the likeable
Mr. Hughes in the good graces of
picture fans. An S-L production,
directed by George D. Baker, that
contains much genuine humor and
an excellent story. Six parts.

Gareth Hughes, who slipped back a

little in "The Hunch," regains the ground
lost in that production in his present

vehicle. Here he has a story worthy of

his talents and Director Baker, an adept

at handling roles of this kind, gives the
young star every opportunity to make
good. He plays the role of Roy St.

George, youngest son of a stage-struck
woman, with a certain boyish appeal that
is irresistible. A splendid cast appears
in support, numbering such well known
players as Eleanor Field, who plays
Mattie Moore, and May Collins, as Pris-
cilla Price, two small town girls; Unice
Yin Moore, Blanche St. George and Ed-
ward' Martindale, as Mr. Wilson,
Blanche's former husband. Ben Hag-
gerty was the elder son, John St. George,
and rendered Gareth Hughes good sup-
port. In settings and photography it is

a very pleasing production.
Blanche St. George, and her two sons.

Roy and John, with a troupe of cheap
actors, are barnstorming with "Uncle
Tom's Cabin." They play a small town
where the boys' father co:.ducts a hotel
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and owns a fine fruit ranch. Roy pro-
tests against being forced to play Little

Eva in the town because of a love af-

fair he has with Mattie Moore, whom
he met in Chicago. The father who
has recognized the boys and their
mother, gives them the best in his hotel,

and after the performance offers them
the opportunity to leave the show and
become "regular folks." The scene dur-
ing the performance of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," back stage and "out front," are
especially well handled and contrasted
with the comedy scenes is the serious
side, as played by the lonesome father,

which gives the piece its real punch.

MIRIAM COOPER IN

KINDRED OF
THE DUST

(FIRST NATIONAL)
This is an excellent R. A. Walsh

production of Peter B. Kyne's
"Saturday Evening Post" story of

the same title. It is beautifully

photographed, well cast and well
directed with careful attention to

detail. Will prove a good attrac-

tion after some minor changes
are made.

"Kindred of the Dust" is a tvniral
Walsh production, abounding in realistic

situations, careful attention to detail,

beautiful photography, well selected types
and restrained direction in both comedy
and dramatic situations, yet the story
drags at times and it loses force through
a choppy continuity. Improvement can
also be made in the titling. There are
too many of them and too much straining
after effect.

Miriarrl Cooper, as Nan of the Sawdust
Pile, portrays a familiar film character

—

the girl who has been betrayed by a mar-
riage she believes is legal. When she
finds her "husband" has provided himself
with a wife and baby she goes back to

her father with her infant son. Of course
she is ostracized by the church people.
When Donald MacKaye, played by

Ralph Graves, returns from college, he
is the first to give her sympathy and un-
derstanding. Young MacKaye loves Nan
and wants to marry her but his father,

the Laird, has other and more ambitious
plans and the mother and sisters resent
the idea of the mother of a nameless child

becoming the wife of the MacKaye heir.

The girl is ready to give him up and
when Donald yields to his father's wishes
and goes to a mountain hut to think it

over, she slips away. Donald falls victim
to a fever and is taken to a hospital.

After everything else is resorted to, the
mother swallows her pride and sends for

Nan, for whom he calls constantly. Her
presence restores him. Then the family
gives her a cold "thank you" which drives
the bov to the final break with his father.

He marries the girl and is disinherited.

The old Laird refuses to soften, even
when his son saves his life, plunging
into the river when the motor boat in

which his father is going to the camp is

struck by a huge log sent down the
chute. Reconciliation is finally effected
through the agency of a son born to Don-
ald and Nan. This final sequence is

nicely handled.
Lionel Belmore plays the stern Laird,

while a lovable little toddler, Bruce
Guerin, docs good work as the nameless
first-born. A good character part is

played bv W. F. Fereuson, Caroline Ran-
kin, as the lattcr's wife, handles her part
effectively. Miss Cooner is extremely
lovely in several close-ups and portrays
her tearful role effectively.

GLADYS WALTON IN

THE GUTTERSNIPE
(UNIVERSAL)

Comedy drama with a thin plot in

which Jack Perrin plays opposite
Gladys Walton. Story fails to im-
press as do sub-titles which do not
register. Directed by Dallas Fitz-

gerald. Five reels.

"The Guttersnipe" opens up with all

the earmarks of an engrossing entertain-

ment but the scenes shift from the open-

ing setting in the gas house district of

New York, and the story loses much of

its appeal. It delves into a fairy tale

concocted in the mind of Gladys Walton
while reading a story from a magazine,

called "Sloppy Stories" which is tied up

with a lover affair she has with a soda

dispenser who is arrested as a counter-

feiter. *

Numerous sub-titles and humorous
situations brought out, with few excep-

tions, fail of their point. Gladys Walton
as the daughter of Dennis O'Day, a

shop foreman, pugilistically inclined,

figures in several fights which are in-

teresting. Returning from the depart-

ment store in which she works one day

she sees two ruffians who have picked
a fight with a man in the gas house
district because he wore evening clothes
and a silk hat. She jumps into the thick

of the fray and proceeds to help him.
That night while reading "Sloppy
Stories" she pictures the man who she
had helped as the character in the story.

He is a bankrupt lord and she is a
country girl. Later she meets him
again in reality behind a soda counter.
The two become friends and follow the
details of story in the magazine together
each portraying the characters in the
story. The nobleman's castle, it de-
velops in the story, falls into the hands of
a woman admirer because he cannot
pay his debts. Maisie becomes a maid in

the house and the lord disguises him-
self as the chauffeur. A detective who is

on the trail of counterfeiters arrests the
clerk when he receives several spurious
dimes in his change. She sets about to

help him by keeping watch at the place
as the butler in the magazine story had
done to discover the thief who robbed
the castle of pearls belonging to the
lady who had purchased it. She succeeds
in discovering the real counterfeiters,
the proprietor of the establishment, and
his confederates who have a mint in the
basement of the store. She brings about
their arrest and her lover is freed. The
reward makes them wealthy just as the
discovery of gold on her father's farm
had brought them wealth in the imagin-

A Kcne from "Saturday Night" (Paramount)

ary picturization from the magazine
story.

The cast in support of Gladys Walton
and Jack Perrin includes Kate Price,
Walter Perry, Sydney Franklin, Carmen
Phillips, Ed Cecil and numerous others
who have minor parts.

SPECIAL CAST IN

SATURDAY NIGHT
(PARAMOUNT)

Another DeMille melange with Lea-
trice Joy, Edith Roberts, Conrad
Nagel and Jack Mower the prin-

cipal players. Exquisitely staged,

and a smooth unfolding of story

culminating in a dramatic climax.

Unfortunately the choice of story

does not merit skilful direction or

beautiful settings. Nine reels.

This DeMille production is interesting,

but not convincing. It is ordinary in plot

and will make no very deep impression.

There appears something a little forced

in the "domestic problem" set forth, a

queer mixture of DeMille and Laura Jean

Libby. It will delight the shop girls

and those who like their drama mixed

with broad comedy. Others will find it

less interesting than former DeMille

dramas.

Edith Roberts appears as Shamrock
O'Day, the daughter of a washwoman;
Conrad Nagel is a wealthy man, Dick

Prentiss, engaged to Iris Van Suydam
(Leatrice Joy), and Jack Mower is a
chauffeur, Tom McGuire. Julia Faye ap-
pears as Elsie, Dick's sister; Edyth Chap-
man is Mrs. Prentiss, Dick's mother, and
Theodore Roberts is Mr. Van Suydam,
Iris' father. A good cast and each gives
his or her most convincing performance.
Miss Roberts was especially good as the
day-dreaming tenement district girl.

There is a well-staged fire scene in the
final reel, also several references to a

Saturday night bath, and a wonderfully
conceived bathroom in the Prentiss home.
Shamrock O'Day dreams of marrying

a man with money; Iris Van Suydam of
finding a poor but honest lover. While
driving her car with McGuire, her
chauffeur, at her side, she comes to a
closed road. She essays to detour over
a railroad bridge and is saved from death
by McGuire. Falling in love with the

stalwart chauffeur, she marries him after

her father disowns her, and they rent a

poorly furnished flat. Shamrock meets
Dick Prentiss while delivering laundry
at his home, and he falls in love with
her. They steal away and get married.
Iris' husband, with his crude habits, soon
palls upon her. Dick's wife almost dis-

graces him in society. He is determined,
however, that oil and water will mix, and
tries to teach her etiquette. Shamrock
longs for a good time at Coney Island

and goes there with McGuire, whom she
has hired as chauffeur. They are detained

all night by a faulty Ferris Wheel and
Dick, who has gone to McGuire's flat in

search of his wife, finds Iris alone. A
fire throws the two couples together, but

McGuire rescues Dick's wife and leaves

his own behind. Dick returns through
the smoke and rescues Iris. There is a

readjusting of wives and lives and all ends

happily.
"Saturday Night" will doubtless prove

a good box office attraction—the DeMille

name will draw them in—and the ma-
jority no doubt will find it diverting en-

tertainment. It has many advertising

possibilities.
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TRAVELING THROUGH
the NORTHWEST

With H. E. NICHOLS

Here we are again, starting on another
27,000-mile jaunt for 1922. We looked
over the "Sons of Norway," were initiated

into the mysteries of the "Buccaneers," and
helped to warm the "mourners' bench." We
will say that the Minneapolis exchange
bunch are real fellows.

* * *

Exchange row looks like Broadway these

days with such bright lights of the gay
Rialto as Joe Lee and Bert Lubin running
around loose. Joe is putting over the
Swedish Biograph picture, "Sir Ames
Treasure," at the Mentropolitan theatre,

Minneapolis. Bert is selling his new Allene
Ray series of outdoor pictures, the first of
which is titled "Partners of the Sunset" in

five reels. The middle west territory for

this series has been sold and the greater

part of the East.
* * *

G. R. Ainsworth, formerly manager of

Pathe at W ashington, D. G, has opened
the Olympic at Melrose, Minn., a fine little

600-seat house.
* * *

The Standard Theatre Equipment Co., of
Minneapolis, has just fully equipped the

Homer theatre at Hibbing, Minn., two
Powers 6-B's and entire interior decorations
being included in same. Also the Rialto

theatre at Albert Lea, Minn., was equipped
with two latest type Powers and Peerless
Arc Controls. This office is managed by
O. H. Dutton, president of the T. M. A.,

and a charter member of local 219 oper-
ators' union.

* * *

Extra ! Jack O'Toole, manager of the

local Select exchange, has lost two pounds.
Jack was sick for four weeks but is now
able to sit up and take nourishment. Man-
ager O'Toole is now a full-fledged member
of the "Sons of Norway," but it is said

as soon as the railroad fares drop, he will

look the Windy City over. Jack states that

he has his service playing 100 per cent in

the Twin Cities and that "Conceit" has been
set in at the Garrick for March. A hard
combination to beat: P. H. Carey, B. J.

Leasure and Frank (Yip) Owens.
* * *

A. Wunderlich, manager of the Merit
Federated Film Co., local exchange, advises
he has acquired for immediate release, the
new Joe Rock single reel comedies of which
twenty-six are scheduled. Also "Screen
Snapshots" and the Texas Guinan two-reel-
ers, two-reel Monty Banks, two-reel Chester
"Snooky Comedies" and the two-reel Hall
Room series, featuring Sid Smith. The
following quartet draws pay: H. O. Mug-
ridge, W. H. McMillan, A. W. Johnson and
Ernie Hill.

* * *

The Palace, both R. & F. houses in the
Twin Cities, have booked the new series of
three-part playlets distributed through
Pathe, so Manager C. W. Stombaugh ad-
vises, and that inquiries are coming in

from all over the territory regarding same.
The following Gold Roosters are covering
this section, W. S. Ainsworth, city sales-

man
; Barney Cohan, the efficiency Edgar

;

Leon Medem, who drives a wicked Ford ; F.
La Forest, of the French nobility, and F. O.
Peters, Associated Exhibitors.

* * *

Fox's local exchange is humming like a
bee-hive' these days—the very atmosphere
seerrfs charged with optimism—there's a

reason for it, as we found on looking in

the manager's office. Eddie Tarbell, the
Florida Everglades philosopher, greeted us,

and a good time was had by all.

* * *

The Garrick theatre, Minneapolis, opened
Jan. 7 with Fox's "Queen of Sheba" and
has been playing to capacity, so has been
held over for the second week. The "Con-
necticut Yankee" goes in this house fol-

lowing the run of "Sheba."
* * *

Vitagraph's "Prodigal Judge" will have a
trade showing some time in February, ac-
cording to Manager Fred H. Knispel, who
also states that "The Little Minister" has
been booked solid in all the Key towns.
The following contract hustlers are cov-
ering this territory for "Big V :" A. S.

Clatworthy, Howard C. Gould, Dad Rem-
ington and C. A. Schultz.

* * *

A salesman has been added to the local

United Artists exchange—a former exhib-
itor of Brainerd, Minn.—Frank Workman.
Manager Thomas J. MacEvoy advises us
that Pantages will play second run of the
"Three Musketeers" and that "Disraeli" will

have its local premier at the same house
week of January 29th.

* * *

Fred Strief is a long way from the Ohio
River, but is doing nicely, thank you, as
manager of Paramount's local exchange.
District Manager Phillip Reisman also

makes this his headquarters. George
Schneider is office manager. A change has
been made in the exploitation department.
Leon Bamberger has been transferred to

Toronto and Max Doolittle moves from
Cleveland to the local exchange. "Forever"
or "Peter Ibbetson" will have its Minneapo-
lis premier at the State theatre and open
the second week in February at $1.50 top.

* * #

The Theatre Service Co., Chas. F. Hess,
manager, will move into larger quarters

at the State Theatre Bldg., Feb. 15. This
firm is supplying up-to-date vaudeville acts.

WINIFRED DUNN, who adapted
"Silent Years," the L. J. Gasnier pro-
duction, and also "Two Kinds of

Women," Pauline Frederick's latest

R-C Pictures vehicle.

Arrow Officers Put
Big Value on Film

Estimate Box Office Value of

"Ten Nights in Barroom"
at $3,000,000

Officials of Arrow Pictures Corporation
have estimated that "Ten Nights in a Bar-

room" will draw to theatre box offices

approximately $3,000,000 gross during its

showinsr. This figure, it is stated, is con-

servative and the prediction is made that

the gross will undoubtedly exceed this

amount.

Consider 1922 Only

In arrivine at this conclusion, execu-
tives are taking into consideration only
the present year and its showing in
America. The admissions it will draw in
other parts of the world and in future
years have not been included.
The production, which was published

recently has been enjoying unusual suc-
cess wherever shown, says a statement
from the company. Its popularity is in-
creasing with each showing. The com-
pany is rendering its best co-operation
to distributor and exhibitors.

Exploit Production

The success of the picture is another
indication of the favor of state right dis-

tribution, is the belief of officers of the
company. The extensive exploitation
program inaugurated for the production
will be carried out all along the line, it

is stated, in an effort to make the picture
one of the outstanding box office attrac-

tions of the vear.

Convinced Enthusiastic
Reception Awaits New
"Visual Symphony" Film

Producers of the new series of "Visual

Symphonies" are confident that this nov-

elty, which they believe will supplant the

elaborate prologues, will be given an en-

thusiastic reception by the trade.

Dudley Murphy is director of the short
subjects and president of the company,
while Claude Macgowan is general man-
ager of Visual Symphony Productions,
Inc., which is producing them. The sub-
jects will be from 1,000 to 1,500 feet in

length and will feature noted operatic
stars.

In these pictures, the producer will in-

terpret the various musical compositions
of national and international fame.

Acquires "Tarzan" Serial

For Southern Territory
Sam Flax, exchangeman in the Dis-

trict of Columbia and the head of Lib-
erty Film Renting Company, has pur-
chased "Adventures of Tarzan," the
fifteen episode serial starring Elmo
Lincoln, for Washington, D. C, Mary-
land, Delaware and Virginia.

Mr. Flax will publish the serial Feb-
ruary 15 according to present plans and
is arranging for publication of the syn-
dicate story of "Adventures of Tarzan"
in leading newspapers in the territory
simultaneously with the showing of the
various episodes.

Peters in Next "U" Play
House Peters has . been -selected to star

in the Universal-Jewel dramatization of
"The Storm," L'angdon McCormick's
stage play.
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Deals Pending for Sale of Warner
Animal Serial to State Right Men

Some of the biggest distributing com-

panies and state right buyers are nego-

tiating for territorial rights on the fifteen-

episode animal serial, "Shadows of the

Jungle," according to Harry M. Warner

of Warner Brothers.

Grace Darmond and Philo McCullough

co-star in the production.

Now Half Completed

The success that has attended former

Warner serials, such as "The Lost City"

and "Miracles of the Jungle," is declared

to have furnished the incentive to pro-

duce "Shadows of the Jungle." Accord-

ing to Mr. Warner more than half the

serial has been completed at the West

Coast studios by his brother, Sam War-
ner, under whose direct supervision the

serial is being made. The first three epi-

sodes will be available for exhibition in

the near future.

"The making of a serial picture," said

Mr. Warner, "is a stupendous undertak-

ing, both financially and otherwise. The

reports that have been made to us by
exhibitors who have played 'Miracles of

the Jungle' and 'The Lost City' convinced

us that there are hundreds of thousands
of people who eagerly follow the serial

screen story. We therefore determined to

produce a serial picture that would out-

rival any serial ever made in the history

of motion pictures.

Panacea for Depression

"How well we have succeeded will best

be determined when the first episodes are

made available for exhibitors. A sig-

nificant fact relative to our previous se-

rial, 'Miracles of the Jungle,' is that it

was released during the most depressive
time of the year. And that was in the

early spring and summer of last year.

Despite this fact exhibitor after exhibitor

came with the story that had it not been
for our serial production they would have
been compelled to close up for the sum-
mer months.

" 'Shadows of the Jungle' will duplicate
and, in my estimation, make it more than
possible for exhibitors to do as good busi-
ness in summer as they do during the
winter months, because it contains every
element that is essential to the success of

a serial production. As a final word, I

advise exhibitors to watch forthe release

of this serial in their respective terri-

tories."

Use .Entire Menagerie

For this latest Warner serial the entire

menagerie of the Al G. Barnes circus is

taking part.

In addition to Miss Darmond and Mr.
McCullough the cast includes Jack Rich-
ardson, Robert Agnew, Derelys Perdue,
Mabel Stark, Captain J. R. Riccarde and
hundreds of others. The story and con-
tinuity was written by Frances Guihan.

Selig Starts Making of

Twelfth Serial Episode
Col. William N. Selig has started pro-

duction on the eleventh and twelfth chap-

ters of the serial, "The Jungle Goddess,"

which he is making for Export and Im-
port Film company, world distributors of

the production.
Due to unforseen difficulties arising in

the filming of many of the wild animal
stunts the production calls for, it is an-
nounced that it cannot be completed by
February 1, as originally contemplated.
At the present rate of production, how-
ever, the film will be completed by March
1, it is said. Eight of the episodes have
already been shipped to New York from
Los Angeles.

Report Big Activity At
Fox West Coast Studios

Renewed activity is reported from the
Fox West Coast studios. Tom Mix,
Al St. John and Clyde Cook are busy
working on productions. Scripts for
new pictures are being prepared for Dus-
tin Farnum, Shirley Mason, Charles
Jones, and William Russell.
Two specials of importance are about

to be started.

Bloom and Schwerin Join

Wid Gunning Organization
Joseph Bloom, formerly with Hodkin-

son, has been appointed manager of the
Kansas City offices of Wid Gunning.
Charles Schwerin has been made Pitts-

burgh manager.

PEARL WHITE in "The Broadway Peacock," a new Fox production, written by
Julia Tolsvaand, directed by Charles Brabin.

Jungle Film to Be
Published at Once

American Releasing Corp. Starts

Distribution of Johnson
Feature

Immediate publication of Martin John-

son's Jungle Adventures by American Re-

leasing Corporation is announced by

Walter E. Greene and F. B. Warren,

the heads of the new international dis-

tributing concern. Contracts for the

American and Canadian distribution of

the attraction have been signed with
Alexander Beyfuss, president, and A. S.

Kirkpatrick, vice-president and general

manager of Exceptional Pictures Cor-
poration, which has, following the Capi-

tol theatre, New York, presentation, con-

ducted an extensive advertising campaign
on the production.

Is First of Four Issues

Martin Johnson's Jungle Adventures is

one of the first units of four big produc-

tions issued by American Releasing Cor-

poration, and introduced to exhibitors in

a number of trade showings in the larger

cities of the country.
Pre-release showings in large first-run

theatres will begin the last week in Janu-

ary and nation-wide large city presenta-

tions will be made February 12 from

coast to coast.

Arrange First Runs

Announcement of first-run extended

engagements arranged by William H. •

Jenner for Los Angeles, by William A.

Crank for San Francisco, by John C.

Shannon for Atlanta and the South, and

by Sidney J. Goldman for Chicago and

the Central West, will be made soon.

Simultaneously announcement will be

made of the first units of production to

be distributed through American Releas-

ing Corporation.

"Monte Cristo" Latest

Fox Special Is Viewed

By Executives in East

Fox Film Corporation announces the

completion of "Monte Cristo," starring

John Gilbert. The production has been
,

directed by Emmett J. Flynn, who
brought the print with him from the

Coast for a private screening for officials

in the East.
The production will be published as a

special at a date to be decided later. Es-

telle Taylor plays the leading feminine

role.

According to advices from Fox offices

it is the opinion of those who have seen

the picture that it will stand up as one

of the big photoplays of the year.

Carewe to Produce for

Company Just Organized
A new company known as the Edwin

Carewe Pictures Corporation has been

organized to produce a scries of feature

pictures for the state right field. The
company is incorporated under the laws

of the State of New York and will pro-

duce in Los Angeles. A Northwest
mounted police story by a prominent au-

thor will be the first picture.

Officers of the new independent con-

cern are: B. P. Fineman, president;

Benny Zicdman, vice president; Charles

Burr, secretary, and William Lackey,

treasurer. Edwin Carewe will handle the

company's productions.
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First National's Anniversary Is

Designated " Independence Week"
Sales Drive Will Be Conducted by Company During

Period from February 18 to 25— Extensive
Program of Pictures Available

HARRY f)ANTO, manager of the New
York exchange of Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, was tendered a

birthday dinner at Murray's recently

by his co-workers. Members of his

staff and the home office and exhibitors

were in attendance. The exchange
force presented its chief with a dia-

mond pin. From the home office he
received a beautiful watch and chain

as a tribute for exceptional service ren-

dered.

"The Two Orphans"
Has Varied Appeal

Russell Clark Syndicate, Inc.

Distributing Picture to

Independent Field

Frank Valle's presentation of "The

Two Orphans" being distributed in the

independent field by Russell Clark Syndi-

cate, Inc., is said to be a production em-

bracing a wide appeal to the emotions.

In the screen version, adapted from the

famous stage play that has been enacted

in virtually all countries of the world for

almost half a century none of the delicate

appeals of the 5tory have been lost, and
the film, it is stated, enhances the out-

standing angles of the story.

Has Strong Appeal

The film, the premier production from
the Edison-Film-Turino studios, has been
termed a "smiles and tears" drama be-
cause of its forceful picturization of the
two extremes, happiness and sorrow.
The theme of the story is the portrayal

of unhappiness and misery that is the lot

of children who are deprived of their
natural protectors. It depicts the expanse
between luxury and happiness for two
orphan girls and the plight into which
they were plunged through the loss of
their parents and other factors.

Aided by Musician

Interest in the production centers about
the children and the intermingled bits of
sadness and happiness which befall them.
In the work of fighting their enemies the
two orphans are aided by an old musician
who proves a staunch friend and protec-
tor to the lonely couple.

The Child oPthe Bear

The period from February 18 to 25 has

been designated Independence Week in

commemoration of the second anniver-

sary of Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc.

"Every print in action during Inde-

pendence Week" is the slogan adopted

by the sales force. Sixteen late produc-

tions will form the backbone of the com-
pany's publication schedule for the week.

On the list are the following pictures

:

Contributes Two Pictures

"Smilin' Through." starring Norma
Talmadge and adapted from the stage

play of the same name. A chief feature

of the picture, aside from the star's act-

ing, is said to be its pictorial beauty.
"The Wonderful Thing," another of

Miss Talmadge' s contributions to the
schedule.

"Penrod," a picturization of the fam-
ous Booth Tarkington story starring
Wesley "Freckles" Barry. This is a
Marshall Neilan production.

Offers Barthelmess Film

"The Lotus Eater," also produced by
Neilan. John Barrymore is star of the
production. Heywood Broun of the New
York World terms it "One Picture in

400."

"Tol'able David," Richard Barthel-
mess' first starring vehicle for First Na-
tional. This picture, adapted from the

Joseph Hergesheimer story, has been ac-
claimed by reviewers and the public.

"My Boy," starring Jackie Coogan.
This feature has served to increase the
popularity of one of the youngest of stars.

Satire in Emerson Film

"Red Hot Romance," written and pro-
duced by John Emerson and Anita Loos,
the authors of many successful photo-
plays. This feature, it is said, will de-
light every type of picture fan, and espe-
cially those who are fond of satire.

"Polly of the Follies," Constance Tal-
madge's newest production. This pic-

ture is also the work of Mr. Emerson
and Miss Loos, and they have injected
into it almost as many laughs as in "Red
Hot Romance."
Katherine MacDonald will be seen in two

of her latest productions, "The Beautiful
Liar," and "The Woman's Side." The first

is said to be novel in that it is a production
without a villain. "The Woman's Side"
has a political background, with the star,

as Mary Gray, daughter of the candi-
date for governor, being drawn into the
vortex of crooked politics.

Miriam Cooper in Lead

Raoul A. Walsh, the producer of "The
Oath" and other pictures, contributes his

latest. "Kindred of the Dust," said to be
one of the most promising of the cur-

rent publications. Miriam Cooper plays
the leading part.

"The Song of Life," described as a

drama of dishes and discontent, is the of-

fering of John M. Stahl. The picture is

said to find its forte in strong heart
appeal.
Anita Stewart will be seen in "A Ques-

tion of Honor," the scenes of which are
laid in the West. Miss Stewart plays the

part of a society girl who finds that there
is a different brand of men in the open
spaces from that she found in the draw-
ing room, and in the end she capitulates
to one of them.

To Re-issue "Cabiria"

A re-issue of "Cabiria," the great
Italian picture, will feature First National
Week.
"The Rosary," a Selig-Rork produc-

tion, with an all-star cast, including Lewis
Stone, Robert Gordon, Dora D. Wilson,
Wallace Berry, Jane Novak, Mildred
June, Eugenie Besserer, Pomeroy Can-
non, Bert Woodruff and Harold Good-
win.

"Shattered Idols," produced by J. L.
Frothingham, is a picture of discontented
India. It is founded on I. A. R. Wylie's
novel. "A Daughter of Brahma."

Schedule Four Keatons

There are four Buster Keaton produc-
tions, "The Paleface," "The Boat," The
Playhouse" and "The Blacksmith"; Mack
Sennett contributes "Be Reasonable," "By
Heck" and "Bright Eyes," the latter
a Ben Turpin comedy.

Free advertising accessories will be
supplied by the company to exhibitors
who book its pictures for First National
Week.

Earthquake Is Climax in
"The Vermillion Pencil"

A volcano eruption and an earthquake
scene is one of the outstanding features
in the forthcoming R-C picture, "The
Vermillion Pencil," starring Sessue Haya-
kawa and Bessie Love. The scene is said
to be unusually spectacular and realistic

and proves a stirring climax for the pro-
duction. Virtually every cameraman at
the R-C studios was pressed into service
for its filming. In the scene Hayakawa,
as Li Chan the lover of the maiden on
the executioner's block, cornea to her res-
cue just as the ground rumbles from the
earthquake which completely destroys a
large portion of the Chinese city where
the execution is taking place.

Selznick to Publish Two
More Talmadge Revivals

Two more reissues of pictures star-
ring Norma and Constance Talmadge
will be published by Selznick in Janu-
ary and February. One of them is

"Good Night Paul" starring Constance
Talmadge, while the other "By Right of
Purchase" features Norma.
William Courtleigh, Jr., Charles Wel-

lesley, Ida Darling and Florence Bill-
ings are in the supporting cast of the
former, which was directed by Charles
Miller.

Griffith Heads Cuban
Affairs of Universal

Beverly Griffith, has been appointed
general manager of Universal's Cuban
exchanges, and supervising director of
the several theatres on the island which
Universal has leased for first-run show-
ings of its pictures. Charles King, his
predecessor, has resigned.
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JOhNiNY HiNLS in a scene from his latest Educational-Torchy Comedy,
"Battling Torchy."

Paramount to Issue Twelve Big
Pictures for Anniversary Month

For the celebration of its Tenth Anni-
versary Month, starting March 5, an-
nouncement is made by Paramount that
it has set aside twelve of its biggest pro-
ductions, as yet unpublished, for the oc-
casion. The reservation of these pictures
for day and date booking it is believed by
Paramount officials offers first-run ex-
hibitors an unusual array of box office

attractions.

Pictures to Be Published

Following are the productions to be
issued to exchanges in the order named:

"Travelin' On." a western drama writ-

ten by William S. Hart in which he stars.

Directed by Lambert Hillyer. Ethel Grey
Terry has the leading feminine role.

"Forever," adapted from George Du
Maurier's novel "Peter Ibbetson." co-

starring Elsie Ferguson and Wallace
Reid. In the cast are Elliott Dexter,

George Fawcett. Montagu Love and
Dolores Cassinclli.

"The World's Champion," from the

stage comedy "The Champion," also fea-

tures Wallace Reid with Lois Wilson in

the opposite leading part.

"Her Ht'sband's Trademark," directed

by Sam Woods, has Richard Wayne,
Stuart Holmes, Clarence Burton, Charles
Ogle. James Neill and Edith Chapman in

the cast.

"Bobbed Hair," a Rcalart picture star-

ring Wanda Hawley, from a story by
Hector Turnbtilj which was directed by
Thomas N. Heffron. The cast includes
William Carleton, William Boyd and
Ethel Wales.

"Fool's Paradise," a Cecil B. DeMillc
production, with a all-star cast inchlditlg

Do othy Wa'ton. Mildred Harris, Conrad
Nacel. Th-odore Kosloff, Julia Faye,
John Davidson and others.
"The Sleepwalker," in which Constance

Binney stars, a story dealing with som-
nambulism, directed by Fdward Le Saint.

"The Young Diana," a Cosmopolitan
production Starring M:\rion Davies, from
the novel bv Marie Corelli, directed by
Albert (apellani and Robert G. Vitjnola.

In the cast a'e Forrest Stan'ey, Pedro de
Cordoba and Harrison Ford.

Includes UFA Productions

In addition to these arc four UFA pro-

ductions of the series titled "Mistress of

the World," directed by Joseph May and
featuring Mia May in the leading role.

With these productions as the nucleus
for its Tenth Anniversary Month Para-
mount officials believe that the event will

be participated in by thousands of ex-
hibitors all over the country.

"School Days" to Open at

Strand in N. Y. Jan. 29
The first New York presentation of

Gus Edwards' "School Days," featuring
Wesley Barry, will be given at the
Strand theatre, New York, during the
week of January 29, according to an-
nouncement by Warner Brothers, dis-

tributors of the production.
A number of youngsters will give a

school day revue, and a group of freckle-
faced boys will be utilized to lend further
atmosphere to the presentation prior to
the showing of the picture.

Lupino Lane Begins Work
On First Comedy for Fox

Lupino Lane, the English comedian
and pantomimist who recently was signed
by William Fox, has begun his first two-
reel special comedy at the West Coast
stud'os under the direction of Jack Bly-
stone. The title of the picture is "The
Broker," and the story is said to pro-
vide many humorous situations suitable
for the art of the mirth-making artist.

Preliminary Pathe
Contest Under Way

Is Forerunner to Opening of

Brunet Anniversary Drive

Feb. 27 to March 25

A preliminary qualifying contest, as a

forerunner to the annual "Brunet Anni-
versary Contest," has been inaugurated

by Pathe. Under the arrangement vari-

ous branches and exchanges will compere
for six weeks', for a place in one of five

divisions to be classified prior to the

opening of the "Brunet Anniversary Con-

test" which will be staged beginning Feb-

ruary 27 and ending March 25.

$2500 for Winners

Prizes ranging from $2500 down to

$500 have been hung up for the winning

teams in each division. Geographical

lines will be wiped out in •determining

the classes into which each branch will

be placed. Seven branches will make
each of the first four divisions and the
remaining six exchanges will enter the
fifth division. The full award will go to

each contestant in case of a tie.

In division one the seven branches re-

cording the biggest increase in collec-

tions and new business over the period
specified will be placed. The prize for

this division is $2500. Prizes for the sec-

ond division group will be $1500 with
$1000 and $750 for the third and fourth
respectively, and $500 for the last divi-

sion.

Must Work to Qualify

The six weeks qualifying contest is ex-

pected to prove a boon to the slow start-

ers and accelerate the pace during the

final four weeks of the campaign. Gen-
eral Manager Elmer Pearson predicts

that the winners of the contest will have
to work as they never worked before to

get away with the big prize.

Atkinson Says Metro Is

Entering Biggest Year
Metro Pictures Corporation is enter-

ing upon the most successful year of

its existence, according to William E.

Atkinson, vice president and general

manager of the company. Reports upon

actual business done by exhibitors with

the exceptional b g productions dis-

tributed by Metro, are the has s for his

statement. Mr. Atkinson has been in

close touch with the work of every

Metro exchange, and has been in com-
munication with scores of individual ex-

hibitors.

A scene from "Nancy from Nowhere." (Restart.)

Four Pictures Completed
By Century Comedy Stars

Lee Moran has finished his comedy,

"Upper and Lower" in which he takes a

blackface part and impersonates a pull-

nian car porter. He is now working

on "The Janitor" written by himself

and directed by Alf Goulding. Harry

Sweet has finished "A One Horse

Town,"
Baby Peggy has completed "Circus

Clowns" in which she acts the part of

a little circus waif and is now being

directed by Fred Hibbard in "Little Miss

Mischief." Brownie has just put the

finishing touches on "Mutts" which was

originally called "Putting on the Dog."
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"Lady Godiva" Is Said to Follow
Closely Tennyson's Original Poem

Associated Exhibitors Announce That Production
Will Be Published Early in March— Plan

Spectacular Exploitation

Report Big Interest

In "The Sin Flood"

Able Cast in' Play Said to

Be One of Important

Factors

The cast of able players in Goldwyn's

six star special "The Sin Flood," from

Henning Berger's drama "Syndafloden"

is reearded as one of the big attributing

reasons for the interest in the picture

among exhibitors of the country. Pre-

liminary interest in the film, accord ng to

Goldwyn offices, exceeds that of any of

its previous productions before initial

showing.
Stars in Cast

In the cast are six stars, with five

other players who have attained a fol-

lowing playing important parts. The
two featured players are Helene Chad-

wick and Richard Dix.

Miss Chadwick has appeared in nu-

merous previous Goldwyn productions as

has Richard Dix, whose first appearance

as a Goldwyn leading man was in "Dan-

gerous Curve Ahead."

Directed by Llyod

James Kirkwood is another prominent

member of the cast, who has also at-

tained popularity on the stage. Among
recent Goldwyn photoplays in which he

has appeared are "The Branding Iron."

"A Wise Fool," "The Scoffer" and

others.

Ralph Lewis also has starred in nu-

merous pictures and is another former

stage player. Other players of promi-

nence in the production, which was di-

rected bv Frank Lloyd, are John Step-

plin '. William Olamond, Otto HofT.nan,

L. H. King, Darwin Karr, and Howard
Davies.

Authors in Race Writing

Stories for Productions

For Katherine MacDonald
Two sc:een authors, Charles Logue

and Violet Clark, are vieing with each
other for literary honors at the Pre-
ferred Pictures Studios, at Los Ange-
les, where Katherine MacDonald fea-

tures are made for Associated First

National.
Mr. Logue has written two stories for

the use of Miss MacDonald, "The Infi-

del," soon to be published by Associated
First National, being one, and another
story, as yet unnamed, on which Miss
MacDonald, Director Chet Withey and
a company that includes Nigel Barrie,
Charles Gerhard, Charles Clary, Mona
Kin~sley, Ethel Kay and others are now
working.

_
M ; s Clark wrote "Domestic Rela-

tions" which was completed recently by
Miss MacDonald, and now B. P. Schul-
berg, p-csident of Preferred Pictures,
announces the purchase of another Oak
story, entitled "Conquer the Woman,"
wh ch is to be made as soon as the
Logue production is filmed and edited.

125,000 Feet of Film
Used in "Nero" Scenes

Something of the magnitude of
"Nerr>." which J. Gordon Edwards has
recently completed in Rome for "Wil-
l-am Fox, is :ndica fed hv word received
that 125.000 feet of film was taken in
mM-'ng -he massive scenes.
Mr. Edwards is now cuttmg the film

before start-'ne on another big special
to be made abroad.

Associated Exhibitors, in announcing

the publication early in March of '"Lady

Godiva," declares that no finer version

of a literary classic has ever been made.

The company is distributing the fea-

ture for Wistaria Productions.

In its entirety, the picture is said to

follow closely the theme of the original

Lord Alfred Tennyson poem. Many of
the titles are in the author's own words.

Erect Entire Village

Associated Exhibitors declares that no
opportunity has been lost to surround the
production with the correct atmosphere
of mediaeval England, even though a true
delineation made necessary the erection
of an entire village, surmounted by the
massive feudal castle around which much
of the action takes place.

Spectacular exploitation throughout
the country is planned.
On the program of current publications

is "Handle with Care," an Al and Ray
Rockett production. This picture went
into the theatres on January 22. The
production takes a dramatic theme and
treats it in a semi-humorous manner.

Grace Darmond in Lead

In the cast, which is headed by Grace
Darmond, are Patsy Ruth Miller, Harry
Meyers, James Morrison, \\ illiam Court-
leigh, Landers Stevens and William Aus -

tin.

A Playgoers picture which has been
completed for distribution in February
by Associated Exhibitors is "Hills of
Missinf Men." The distributing com-
pany declares that there is a wide demand
for the J. P. McGowan series.

"Marry the Poor Girl," starring Mr.
and Mrs. Carter DeHaven and distributed
by Associated Exhibitors, is duplicating
its stage success upon the screen, accord-
ing to the company.

Word from the Coast states that work
is well under way on the second Leah
Baird Production for distribution by As-
sociated Exhibitors. The first, "Don't
Doubt Your Wife," will be issued during
March. The working title of the feature
now being made is "When the Devil
Drives." Paul Scardon is directing.
Another picture which will be available

in March is "Woman Wake Up," star-
ring Florence Yidor. The cast which
supports Florence \ idor includes George
Meredith and Louis Calhern, and the pro-
duction has been described as a comedy
drama of the highest quality, both in

settings and story, which is in keeping
with the nature of the Florence Vidor
productions."

Carey in East Nails

Rumors He Will Make
His Own Productions

Harry Carey, former Western star of

Universal-Jewel productions who recent-

ly severed his connections with Uni-
versal is in the east making his first visit

to his home town, New York City, in

seven years. In a statement issued he

denies emphatically that he is contem-
plating making his own productions.
"The first rumor I want to set at rest,"

says the star, "is the one that I am
about to make my own productions for
states rights release. I have no inten-
tion of producing my own pictures. I

think too many actors and actresses
have tried to manage their companies
and direct themselves and failed.

"Because an actor is a success on the
screen is no reason to believe that he
is a good executive. I am quite willing

to entrust my fate to men who have
proved they are good production man-
agers and directors."

LARRY SEMON'S NEW STUDIO is started at Los Angeles, California. Those
present (left to right) in the foreground are: George E. Cryer, mayor of Los
Angeles; Lucille Carlisle, Larry Semon, and Albert E. Smith, president of Vita-
graph.
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EUGENE O'BRIEN in three scenes from "The Prophet's Par adise," a new Selznick production directed by Alan Crosland.
Sigrid Holmquist, the "Swedish Mary Pickford," appears opposite O'Brien.

Third of O'Brien Series Scheduled
For Selznick Distribution Feb. 10

The third picture in the Eugene
O'Brien series, "The Prophet's Paradise,"

is scheduled for distribution February 10.

Sigrid Holmquist is cast in the leading

feminine support to the Selznick star in

the production which was directed by

Alan Crosland. Lewis Allen Browne's

scenario was based on a Red Book story

by C. S. Montague that furnishes a color-

ful vista of Turkish life with adventures

centering in Constantinople.

Has Slave-Mart Scene

"The Prophet's Paradise" gets its title

from a fictitious slave-mart invented by

Turkish crooks as a means of robbing

American tourists. O'Brien plays the

role of a Yankee traveler disguised as a

Turkish prince, who goes to the crooks'

retreat and rescues an American heiress

who has been kidnaped by the schemers

and made the chief character in a slave-

sale.

Sigrid Holmquist, who is O'Brien's
leading woman and the object of the

hero quest and adventures, played at

Fort Lee, N. J., in the production last

summer before starting work on her

second picture in America. She has
previously played the leading role in Cos-
mopolitan's current picture, "Just Around
the Corner," which has served to intro-

duce the Swedish actress to fans of

America.

Players in Cast

"The Prophet's Paradise," it is pointed

out, will have an advertising feature in

both the star and his leading woman.
The supporting players in the production
are: Arthur Housman, Bigelow Cooper.
Arthur Donaldson, Joseph Burke and
Nora Booth, all having personal follow-

ings through previous appearances on the

screen.

Clark-Cornelius Has
New Franchise Plan

Rollo Says Exchanges Are
Enthusiastic Over

Proposition

S. J. Rollo, general manager of Clark-

Cornelius Corporation, in marketing the

twenty-four pictures which that company

is issuing this year has developed a fran-

chise proposition for exchanges which,

according to his statement, is entirely

different from any of the plans before

offered state right buyers.

Is Along New Lines

"We feel that we have developed a

plan that is worthy of the name of fran-

chise," says Mr. Rollo. "It is along an

entirely different line of procedure than

any that has been put forth in the busi-

ness and does not work any hardship on
the exchange.

"It's greatest value, we believe, lies in

its simplicity. None of the exchanges
with whom we have entered into the fran-

chise agreement has found anything
lacking in the plan, but have accepted it

with a great deal of enthusiasm.

Consider Present Conditions

"In developing this marketing arrange-
ment, we had in mind the present condi-
tions, the requirements of the exchanges
and the theatres and accordingly made it

as easy as possible for an exchange to

work with us."

Made Assistant Director
Willy Wyler, for over a year in charge

of Universal's foreign publicity depart-
ment in New York, has been sent to Uni-
versal City, by Carl Laemmle, to act as
assistant director.

Gunning Gives Time
To Production Work

Turns Sales Matters Over to

Associates—Is Selecting

Features
With Wid Gunning giving his personal

attention to production, important an-

nouncements in this direction will soon

be forthcoming from the Gunning organi-

zation according to Robert E. Welsh.

Mr. Gunning has, for some time past,

been devoting his energies to the build-

ing up of the sales machine. With his

relinquishment of these duties, however,

he expects to go actively into production

matters, leaving the sales end to his as-

sociates.

Views Productions

"Now that Wid Gunning has completed

his reorganization work he has been able

to devote his time in the selection of

productions," says Mr. Welsh. "He has

been spending practically every evening

for some weeks past in the projection

room viewing productions which have

been submitted.
"Certain subjects have been selected

for Spring publication which will be an-

nounced in the near future.

Aiding Independents

"In conjunction with this work Mr.

Gunning has been actively engaged in

association with banking interests in New
York and California arranging for the

financing of independent directors. Un-
der arrangements being worked out these

directors would be, in every way their

own bosses.
"The financial interests, which are be-

coming particularly interested in financ-

ing independent productions, have turned

to Wid Gunning because of the efficient

and sound sales plan he has put into

operation for the Wid Gunning organiza-

tion and because of his years of experi-

ence in the business."

Comedy Drama Is Latest
Arliss Starring Feature

George Arliss, inimitable character ac-

tor, will be seen in a comedy-drama role

in "The Ruling Passion," his latest screen

production, and second of the Arliss fea-

tures for United Artists.

"The Ruling Passion" was adapted

from a story by Earl Derr Higgers called

"Idle Hands" and published last summer
in the Saturday Evening Post.

Fish Contracts

from River Bed

Three contracts which have been
reposing on the bottom of the Co-
lumbia river for some time have
been received at Goldwyn's Seattle

exchange, calling for the company's
entire output of fifth year photo-
plays.

The documents were on the
Northern Pacific train No. 27 which
plunged into the river early in De-
cember. They recently were fished

out, along with other mail, and for-

warded to the Seattle exchange.
After being thoroughly dried, the

writing was still found to be legible,

and showed that the applications

were from the Rex theatre, Bonners
Ferry, Idaho; Liberty theatre at

Kalispell, and the Rialto theatre,

Whitefish, Mont.
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With the Procession in Los Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall

Jack Pickford is quite busy at the United

Studios, conferring with the Pickford

organization, and particularly his renowned

sister, about the details of Jack's next pro-

duction, "The Tailor Made Man."
* * *

Lloyd Hamilton, of Hamilton-White

Comedies, has returned from a vacation in

San Francisco and is commencing his sixth

picture at United Studios.
* * *

Los Angeles, where many of Richard

Walton Tully's big stage successes were

first produced, is to claim Mr. Tully for a

second motion picture production, and may
become the permanent home of his film ac-

tivities. He has signed contracts with M. C.

Levee, president of United Studios, for

studio space and organization and produc-

tion facilities for the picturization of an-

other of his stage plays, probably "Omar
the Tentmaker," and will begin preparations

for the filming of this second picture as

soon as he has completed production on

"The Masquerader," starring Guy Bates

Post, which is now under way at United.

* * *

Thomas Meighan, Paramount star,

seemingly cannot escape trains. If he isn't

commuting between New York and Los

Angeles, he is "working on the railroad,"

so to speak. During the last week scenes

for "The Proxy Daddy" have been made
aboard a special train at one of the local

stations.
* * *

George Melford returned from New
York recently and will begin work later

in the month on his production for Par-

amount, 'The Cat That Walked Alone,"

with Dorothy Dalton.

* * *

A two-reel children's comedy is now
under production at the Hal E. Roach
Studios, with Fred Newmeyer, director of

' the Harold Lloyd company, at the mega-
phone. The script was written by Sam
Taylor of the Lloyd scenario staff, and

Charles Parrott. The following youngsters

will have the leading roles :
"Sunshine

Sammy," John Hatton, Anna May Bilson,

who appeared in Lloyd's "Now or Never" ;

Jackie Condon, who worked in "Penrod,"

and Billy Condon.
* * *

T. J. Crizer, film editor, has cut and as-

sembled this past year seventy-five come-
dies. He is now working on Harold
Lloyd's comedy temporarily titled "He \\ ho

Hesitates." and a Pollard blacksmith com-
edy called "The Anvil Chorus."

Christie's New Policy

In 1922 the Christie Company will pro-
duce only two-reel comedies, devoting its

attention exclusively to developing the short

comedy to a high grade from a production
standpoint.

Christie has adopted this policy because
it is believed that the day of the cheap
two-reeler has passed forever. The two-
reel comedies which will get into the best
theatres this year and in the future will be
the kind which are made as "features in

themselves," with every detail of cast,

stories, settings, direction, etc., carried out
with a quality ranking with the five and
seven-reel pictures on the bill.

In offering twenty-four two-reel com-
edies in a twelve-month period, Christie
can give the maximum in a variety of stars,

a wide variance of plots and a general high
average of production.

* * *

Emile Chautard has arrived at the R-C
studios in Hollywood from New York to

direct Pauline Frederick in her next R-C
production, a film adaptation of William J.

Locke's novel, "The Glory of Gementina."
* * *

Sessue Hayakawa was host at the R-C
Studios recently to more than 100 officers

and men of the Japanese navy when the

Japanese training ship, Taisei Maru, com-
manded by Captain K. Asari, touched at

Los Angeles harbor. The majority of the

visitors were naval cadets who are enjoying
a trip around the world as part of their

training for commissions in the Nipponese
navy. Mr. Hayakawa explained the various
details of picture making and showed his

guests some of the sets used in his recently

finished production, "The Vermillion Pen-
cil," adapted from Homer Leo's novel of
the same name.

* * *

Frothingham Ships Prints Direct

J. L. Frothingham, the producer, has in-

stituted a new departure in the film busi-

ness, by shipping all of his prints on his

latest production, "Shattered Idols," to the

various First National exchanges through-
out the United States, direct from Los An-
geles. Hereofore it has been the custom of
producers to send their negatives back to

New York, where prints were made and
distributed. Mr. Frothingham states that

he believes in spending his money in Los
Angeles whenever possible and that no ad-
vantage is gained by sending the original

negatives on to the Eastern metropolis for

general distribution.

* * *

To golf or not to golf—that is the ques-
tion facing Stuart Paton and Frank
Mayo in the filming of the country club

scenes for "The Way Back," Mayo's cur-

rent Universal starring effort. The loca-

tion experts are hunting for a club which
will offer wonderfully scenic views across

the links—and Paton, being Scotch, hopes

that a clever course will be included.
* * *

"Watch your step and be careful where
you lay your cigarette !" This is the greet-

ing Herbert Rawlinson gives all guests

who enter his new dressing room at Uni-
versal City. The star has just finished deal-

ing with interior decorators and says he's

afraind to turn around for fear he will mar
the furniture or spoil the rug.

* * *

Through the cooperation of the Union
Pacific railway, Universal has secured

typical engines of 1870. The models were
hard to locate and but for the cooperation

of the railway, the company filming "In the

Days of Buffalo Bill" under Edward
Laemmle's direction, would have been de-

layed.
* * *

R. J. Tobin, vice-president and general

manager of the R-C Studios, has returned

from a flying trip to New York, where he

was in conference with officials at the Home
Office in regard to R-C production plans

for the coming year.

ROBERT ENSMINGER, now direct-

ing pictures for Vitagraph.

Work Around Clock
At Sennett Studio

Time Lost Due to Rainfalls

Causes Units to Work
All Night

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 24.—In an ef-

fort to catch up with the schedule on a

number of productions under way, vari-

ous Mack Sennett units are working

nights as well as days at the studios.

Heavy rains during the month of De-

cember, which caused numerous interrup-

tions and considerable loss of time, is the

reason.

Work Under Bright Lights

At present the cutting and editing of

"When You Leave Home," 'The Block-
head" and Ben Turpin's "Bright Eyes"
under the electric lights of the labora-

tories throughout the night.

Out on the lot the fourth Billy Bevan-
Mildred June comedy for First National,

Mabel Normand's "Suzanna" and Ben
Turpin's "The Robin's Nest" under the

powerful Klieg lights. Intermittent

showers is the only interruption to the

work. Many of the players and artisans

sleep at the studio or in the immediate
vicinity.

Hang Out Wet Clothes

During a recent shower the rain found
its way through the building in which
quantities of women's wearing apparel

and costumes were kept. Between show-
ers, when the sun is shining, ropes are

stretched and the studio lots assume all

the aspects of a laundry drying yard.

$10,000 Loss in Fire
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EDWARDSPORT, IND., Jan. 24.—

Fire recently destroyed the Jewel theatre

resulting in a loss of $10,000 partly cov-

ered by insurance. Defective wiring is

supposed to have been the cause. Charles
Linker and Melville Mix are the owners.
No plans for rebuilding have been an-
nounced.
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LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Answers Harry M. Warner

HOBOKEN, N. J.—To the Editor : You
were kind enough to publish my com-
ment on "Prologues" recently "because

the whole industry was vitally inter-

ested." 1 don't wish to take advantage
of good nature nor appear as an oracle

of the "movie" business and rush into

piint every time I disagree with some
article you publish.

The evils in the industry arc many.
Everyone knows of one or several that

should and could be erad ; cated. iiut

action along this line is trying and dim-
cult. Publicity, however, will serve in

a great measure to clarify some of the

more flagrant abuses and eventually bring

about their elimination. When this is

accomplished, the results to the indus-

try as a whole will be more amicable
relations in every branch.
Now the particular article I am hitting

at is that of Harry M. Warner in the

Herald on January 7, wherein he states

:

"Competition is one of the vital needs
of the industry." ,

Off hand, we must say "yes" to that

statement but getting the exact tenor

of his article, the answer is "no." Com-
petition, when it serves a legitimate pur-

pose, is always to be desired. It is the

force which keeps us free from the evil

result of monopolistic development, no
less from the evils of unfair tactics ard
price cutting. When used legitimately,

it is the weapon of the weak as svell as

the strong. Passing the point where its

work is that of an equalizing force, it

becomes a weapon of coercian, oppres-

sion, if not actually destruction.

It was competition such as this that

brought about the condemnation of

Famous Players. It is competition of

this k;nd that indicates First National

Exchanges have learned nothing from
past history. Their attempted imita-

tion of F. P. methods in coercing ex-
hibitors to buy their product by
threatening them with destructive com-
petition has already been brought to the

attention of the M. P. T. O. A.

Of course Warner did not have this

sort of competition in mind. He speaks
only of exhibitor competition, the lack

of which threatens the producer of good
pictures. If inferior pictures are the re-

sult of the situation he describes, then

he might just as well close up shop. If a

market cannot be found for good pro-

ductions, what earthly chance does he

stand to market those of less merit?

There seems to be, at least this year,

an impression on the part of the pro-,

ducers that when a picture is backed by
an advertising campaign or is even sus-

ceptible to a campaign of large size, that

picture is a "super special." Placed in

that category, the exchange has no privi-

lege of displaying it to your patrons, for

dots not that label put it in the money
making class (for the exhibitor)?

When a producer is unable to place

such a picture in towns that boast of

several picture theatres, there arc only

two reasons for it: The price asked is

too high, or despite its advance notices,

it will not meet competition, that is the
competition of other pictures.

If it is conceded, as it must be, that
the principles of success in this business
are the same as any other—absolute
knowledge of that business in all its

stages—then who better tha'n the ex-
hibitor knows what he should play and
what he should pay?
So long as exchanges arbitrarily fix

the prices to be paid, the evil of which
Mr. Warner speaks, the monopolistic
control of towns, will continue. It is not
an evil. Every exhibitor has an in-

herent right to buy such pictures as he
wants at a price both fair and just. If

he cannot do this, then he should re-

ject them. When he pays more for pic-

tures than he can afford to pay, his

quickly mounting deficit will sooner or
later convey its lessons. Filling the cof-
fers of exchanges with little or no re-

ward for himself is not part of success.
It is not in exhibitor competition that

the safety of the industry lies. Nor is

it with producers and distributors but it

can only come about by wholehearted
co-operation from every branch of the
business, producers and distributors
alike. From my side of the fence, the
fault lies with the producing end. As
long as they continue asking exaggerated
film rentals in the face of falling re-

ceipts, they are out of touch with the
trend of the times and theatres will be
closed to their product.—W. F. Jordan,
Liberty theatre, Hoboken, N. J.

Too Many Short Subjects

DeQUEEN, ARK.—To the Editor: That
letter of mine looked very reasonable, I

imagine, to exhibitors over the country
but I wish tc advise them that my change
from 30 cents to a dime for four days a

week was too sudden and too radical. It

won't stick. In spite of the greatest
advertising effort I ever put behind any
proposition, it has failed.

It started off like a house on fire just

as I said, but these four days have fallen

down about half and I am compelled to

double up the programs into two days
r.nd raise my admission price and put
features back on the other two days.

If I had not gone wild over the suc-

cess of one or two days a week with
this kind of program and low price and
put on too many of them, I would have
been in right. As it is, I am in wrong,
so for fear others may be influenced by
my letter to make an error in trying
to put on too much of this stuff, I think
in fairness to them I should make this

statement. For about two days a week
in a town of the size of mine, 2,500, I

think it perfectly good but four days
won't do.—A. L. Middleton, manager,
Grand theatre, De Queen, Ark.
EDITOR'S NOTE.—Mr. Middleton's previous

letter appeared on page 34 of the January 14 issue.

In it, he advocated small town exhibitors de-

vvoting four nights a week to programs of short

subjects at low admission prices.

Advises Price Reduction

CULLOM, ILL.—To the Editor: If the

exchange men want to help the small ex-
hibitors make both ends meet, they
should reduce the prices on advertising

and supplies. These prices were ad-
vanced three- years ago when money was
plentiful and business good. Now with
business at almost a stand still, they

should do their best to get prices back
to normalcy. No use to expect any im-
provement in the "movie" business this

year unless they do their part.—J. E.

Higcins, Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.

Lyons in New Comedy
Arrow Film corporation announces that

"Keep Moving" is the title of the sixth

Eddie Lyons comedy, in two reels,

shortly to be published.

Four Christie Comedy
Stars in Productions

To Be Published Soon
Four leading Christie comedy stars are

featuring in productions in the process of

making for early publication through Edu-
cational Exchanges. They are Dorothy
Dcvore, Bobby Vernon, Viora Daniel and
Neal Burns.
"One Stormy Knight," in which Doro-

thy Devorc is the star, has been vir-

tually finished and is being assembled
by Director Beaudine. The picture in

which Neal Burns is featuring, "A Ram-
bling Romeo," is progressing rapidly.

The Bobby Vernon picture is entitled

"Hokus Pokus" from a story by Frank
R. Conklin, in which Vernon is assist-

ant to a traveling magician. The fourth

picture under way, " 'Twas Ever Thus,"
with Viora Daniel, was written by Rob-
ert Hall and is being directed by Al
Christie.

An optimist is the man who combs a
few stray hairs across a bald head.

—

Mi-
ford Chronicle.

*

Optimist: A man who can make a mole
hill out of a mountain of trouble.

—

Okla-

homa News.
*

Optimists are expecting to soon get

two full bites out of every two-bits.

—

Washington Times.
*

An optimist must be a man who puts
entire confidence in the suspender but-

tons on his trousers.

—

"Topics of the

Day" Films.

An optimist is one who lets his wife

buy his ties and tells her they are just

what he wanted.

—

Vaudeville News.
*

An optimist is a man going up the river

with a canoe, a bashful girl, a basket, a

blanket and a couple of pillows.

—

Cran-

ford Spark.
*

The optimist remarks, "The girls must
have their little fun," as he drags those
broken cigars out of his breast pocket.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
*

The champ optimist is a man who goes
to the average banquet to get something
to eat.

—

Winnipeg Free Press.
*

An optimist is a man who puts his hat
in the alleged rack under the theatre-seat
and expects it to stay there.

—

Nashville

Tennessean.
*

Here's a definition of an optimist: A
stranger who goes broke in Scotland, ex-

pecting to borrow his fare home.

—

Bos-
ton (Mass.) Record.

*

An optimist is that husband who be-

lieves his wife as good a cook as the din-

ner guests assert.

—

Westfield (N. J.)

Leader.
*

It takes an optimist to rejoice in the

fact that after a woman has tired of his

kisses he can eat as many onions as he
likes.

—

Duluth (Minn.) Herald.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

First National
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.—Excel-

lent picture which pulled big for the box
office. Charles Ray is a strong drawing
card in Oklahoma City and his pictures
always draw a splendid big business.

—

William Noble, Empress theatre, Okla-
home City, Okla.—General patronage.

Molly O, a Mack Sennett production.

—

Best picture in several weeks. Offers
good opportunities for exploitation. Ex-
cellent business. Held over for second
week.—Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.

My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs.
Carter DeHaven.—Poor picture. Will
not draw at all. People were dissatisfied,

as there is nothing to the picture to

please anyone.—J. Carbonell, Monroe
theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

TWO MINUTES TO GO, with
Charles Ray.—A little slow but
nevertheless a dandy picture and
did big business. Ray is a favorite
here. Picture well received. Had
the local football team attend the
opening night in a body. Adver-
tised the fact and all the students
tried to get in.—Frank L. Browne,
Mgr., Liberty theatre, Long Beach,
Calif.—Transient patronage.

The Silent Call, with a special cast.

—

Great! Give us more like it.—Meyers &
Ford, Star theatre, La Grande, Ore.

—

Small town patronage.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan produc-
tion.—Four short stories, each a gem,
strung together in a very clever manner.
—Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

One Arabian Night, with Pola Negri.

—

Played on the same bill with Buster
Keaton in The Boat. It made a good
combination. Consensus of opinion was
The Boat was one of the funniest com-
edies ever shown. The feature received
great stories from news critics. Business
good.—Frank L. Browne, Liberty the-
atre, Long Beach, Cal.—Transient pa-
tronage.

Love's Penalty, with Hope Hampton.
—Star and play proved satisfactory as
regular program picture.—Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.
—A mighty good Northern picture, but
not as good as some other Curwoods
that I have played. Snow scenes nice.
Got it by and pleased.—E. O. Ford,
Broadway theatre. Brooklyn, la.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Oath, with a special cast.—Good
picture and went over good. Pleased 85
per cent.—E. J. O'Neill, Broadway the-
atre, St. George, New Brunswick, Can.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles

Ray.—Acting of Ray was good, but only
a kid picture.—O. Trayer, Lyric theatre,

Rugby, N. Dak.—General patronage.

A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production.—Positively the most elab-

orate comedy we ever saw in our lives.

It kept the audience in a happy state and
every one left the house tickled. Book
it and advertise it big. It will certainly

please. It is a long seven reels alto-

gether, but it does not drag.—W. E. El-

kin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-

madge.—One of Constance's best. This
ought to make her a little stronger. It's

different from what she's been doing.

Her eyes don't make this; it is her abil-

ity.—A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Iron-

wood, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sign On the Door, with Norma
Talmadge.—One of the best pictures

Norma has delivered for some time.

—

Meyers & Ford. Star theatre, La Grande,

Ore.—Small town patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Norma gives a good per-

formance but is not called upon for a

great deal of effort. Not her best but

pleased her admirers. Good attendance.

—E. W. Werner, Warwick theatre, Kan-
sas City, Mo.
Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall

Neilan production.—This one was a

bloomer for me. Western Indian stuff is

dying. People's ambitions are for real

productions that elevate. Poor business

PECK'S BAD BOY with Jackie

Coogan.—In 1905 I came west with

Peck's Bad Boy, who was a young
law student and as modest and
fine a chap as any one would care

to meet. Little did I dream that

some day I would be making
money on his name.

Dog gone it! Sam Wood and
Jackie Coogan put over such a

barrel of laughter that I couldn't

extract a note from my musicians,

whose eyes were glued to the pic-

ture—and the violinist had given

up playing in a big Kansas City

theatre and come to this jerk-

water town because playing in

the big picture theatres bored him
to death and he wanted to get

away from it.

My usher also forgot to take

the tickets and the whole force

became demoralized. Please, Mr.
Wood, don't let this happen
again. We tapped 'em for 50 and
25 cents, throwing in a Semon
comedy for good measure.

PHILIP RAND,
Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.

two days.—R. A. Kirby, Star theatre,
Monroe, Mo.—Small town patronage.

Mother o' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—Not up to expectations.
Drew only fair patronage. Don't over-
step yourselves buying this one.—C. C.
Griffin, New Piedmont theatre, Oakland,
Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

Not Guilty, with a special cast.—This
is what I would call an excellent picture.
Good story, good photography and good
acting. Business good, considering the
times.—-F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's the-
atre, Vanceboro, Me.—Small town pa-
tronage.

Stranger Than Fiction, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Good picture and business.
—William Noble, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patronage.

Love's Redemption, with Norma Tal-
madge.—A corking good picture. Star,
as usual, great and beautiful. Scenes
were also beautiful. All a magnificent,
100 per cent entertainment.—J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Pilgrims of the Night, with a special
cast.—A picture greatly appreciated by
my audience. Any flaws evident were
overlooked on account of the many good
features of direction and acting.—E. L.
Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.—Very
nice picture. Boost the fight. It's a good
one.—O. Trayer, Lyric theatre, Rugby,
N. D.—General patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production.—A splendid picture.

A pleasure to run a picture like this.

Some came to see it twice. Should please
big majority anywhere.—Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

THE SKY PILOT, a King
Vidor production.—If all pictures
were like this one it would be a
pleasure to be in the business
whether you lost money or not.

Everybody liked it and told me so.

It had the most beautiful scenery
I have ever seen in any picture. If

you show this one get the churches
back of it.—Harry G. Weaver,
Gem theatre, New London, Mis-
souri.—General patronage.

Gypsy Blood, with Pola Negri.—As
this picture ran through the machine
the audience gradually left the house.
When the end came we didn't have a
dozen people left. It's a box office

flivver. Lay off of it. She was great in

Passion, but not in Gypsy Blood.—W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

One Arabian Night, with Pola Negri.

—

Business way below average on a two-
day run. Technique of picture perfect.

Foreign production. Not a picture that
will please the masses. Eight reels. I

will be glad when we do njt have to run
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GEORGE ARLISS and support in a scene from his United Artists production, "The
Ruling Passion."

any more of these foreign classics.—Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison
St., Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—Very fine picture. Great story.

Play this and please 100 per cent of your
audience. Great business on this.—E. J.

O'Neill, Broadway theatre, St. George,
New Brunswick, Can.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—A feature that should be played in

every theatre in the land. Invite all your
ministers to see it. It will please 100
per cent and get 'em talking about you.

—

E. O. Ford, Broadway theatre, Brooklyn,
la.—Neighborhood patronage.

Man, Woman, Marriage, an Allen
Holubar production.— I honestly believe

I had more favorable comments on Man,
Woman, Marriage than I ever received

on any picture. My mistake was I should
have run it two days. I packed the house
both matinee and night and it pleased

100 per cent. The'name will draw and
the picture pleased. Book it and clean

Up_W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE LAST OF THE MO-
HICANS, a Maurice Tourneur
production.—This is a crackerjack

3f a picture. Had a special matinee
for school and when pupils went
home and told what a good picture

it was their parents came in the

evening.—G. H. Jenkinson, Vic-
tor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge.— Put over by wonderfully fine

music. People divided in comment. Play
lacked action and though beautifuly pro-
duced and finely acted, was very heavy.

Why docs First National put out two
plays nearly alike? Sowing the Wind
is practically the same story as The
Branded Woman. You may have trouble

in getting this across. I charged 40 and
20 cents.—Philip Rand, Hex theatre,

Salmon, Ida.—Small town patronage.

The Sea Lion, with Hobaft Bosworth.
—Remarkable good picture. Bosworth
as good as ever. His pictures have the

push that the public takes to.—J. Car-

Sonell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Love Never Dies, with Lloyd Hughes.
- -V«ry good, but played to poor business.

—Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Habit, with Mildred Harris.—Nice lit-

tle picture. Play it but don't oversell it.

It will please.—A. L. Picker, Rex theatre,

Ironwood, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
—Very, very good picture. Most-talked-
of picture I have run for some time. 20
and 40c. No kickers. All comments.—O.
Trayer, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.

—

General patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
—Don't pass this up, it's a money maker.
Just what they want. Booked all First

National specials and they're all good.

—

E. J. O'Neill, Broadway theatre, St.

George, New Brunswick, Can.

Curtain, with Katherine McDonald.—If

your patrons like society dramas you will

get by. Just average.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.—Small town pa-
tronage.

Courage, with special cast.—While busi-

ness was poor with this picture, a lot of

my patrons asked me why I do not show
pictures like this one more often. It sure

can be boosted as being a very good pic-

ture.—R. Navary, Liberty theatre,

Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Good References, with Constance Tal-
madge.—A very entertaining offering and
Constance Talmadge comes up to expec-
tations. Her performance is the usual

one and pleases. Business poor.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel
Barrymorc.—Sold as a comedy but the

only funny thing I could see in the

picture was the fact that First National
was putting it out. Not a comedy but a

joke.—Harry G. Weaver, Gem theatre,

New London, Mo.—General patronage.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—Good picture. Business poor. Lost
money on every First National in the

last eight months.— L. R. Creason, Eu-
faula, Okla.—General patronage.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.

—An average Curwood. Not as good as

The River's End or Nomads of the
North.—Bert Norton, Kozy theatre,

Eureka, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Perfect Woman, with Constance
TalmadgC.—Good clean picture. Lots of

fun in this one. Patrons well pleased.—Elbert I. Conroe, Conroe's Play Housei
Conroe, Tex.—General patronage.

The Family Honor, a King Vidor pro-
duction.—Not so bad. Plot interesting.
If you run it use southern melodies to
put it over.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Ida.—Small town patronage.

Fox
Any Wife, with Pearl White—Best

picture Pearl ever made. People still

think she plays in serials, but they all en-
joyed Pearl in this picture.—J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee, with a special

cast.—Excellent picture. Held over for

the second week. Large space used in

Saturday and Sunday newspapers. Man
dressed as a knight of old paraded the

streets, resulting in pleased big business.

—William Noble, Rialto theatre, Okla-
homa City, Okla.—General patronage.

The Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.—
Not a western, but one with plenty of

action. It pleased and it drew as usual.

—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

OVER THE HILL, with a
special cast.—Words fail. Can't
talk. Only in jerks.. We thought
Fox man was kidding us. When
he said, "Admission to be 50c."

He knew what he was talking

about. They'll pay fifty cents.

Just as readily as thirty cents.

Cause it's a real picture. That gets
'em coming. And gets 'em going.

Cry? Of course we did. Even the
organist. And it's the kind of a
cry we like to cry. Feel lots bet-

ter. After it's over. And the lights

are on. And you see the fellow on
each side has been crying too. If

you never expect to play another.
Big picture. Play this one. And
don't try to tell the Fox man.
Anything. About admissions.
Cause his name is Fox. And he's

wise.—Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind.—General
patronage.

Desert Blossoms, with William Rus-
sell.—Good program western that will

get by in good shape with the star's ad-
mirers.—F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,

Hazen, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Desert Blossoms, with William Rus-
sell.—A dandy program picture. Many
favorable comments. — Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.
—Good. Book it. This St. John office

certainly gives you good service. Pleas-

ure to do business with them.—E. J.

O'Neill, Broadway theatre, St. George,
New Brunswick, Can.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
— I have played better Mix features but

it seemed to please the Mix fans.— E. O.
Ford. Broadway theatre, Brooklyn, la.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Play Square, with a special cast.—My
patrons liked this picture.—N. O. Foster,

Elite theatre, Otsego, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.—Mix is the

star. NulT said. He always pleases them
all. Most of the Fox pictures arc good
and liked by our patrons.—M. Oppcn-
heim, Empire theatre, New Orleans, La.

—Transient patronage.

The Plunger, with George Walsh.—
Good picture.—J. J. Hoffman, Happy
Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Cinderella of the Hills, with Barbara
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T en jrictures inat
lvla de .Money tor Me

1. Conflict.

2. Reputation.

3. Outside the Law.
4. No Woman Knows.
5. The Fox.

6. The Kid.

7. Seven Years' Bad Luck.
8. Bob Hampton of Placer.

9. Scrap Iron.

10. The Greatest Love.
"Conflict" the best of them

all.

G. H. JENKINSON.
Victor theatre,

Minoqua, Wis.

3ediord.—Fine little program picture.

Miss Bedford is good to look at, and
ion't hurt your eyes the least bit. Book
t and boost it.—F. L. Clarke, Cozy the-

itre, Hazen, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
'ge-

Just Pals, with Charles Jones.—En-
irely a different Jones picture; but it is

jood. Sad in some places and good com-
•dy in others. The little boy acting with
lim is splendid.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
heatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Xeighborhood
jatronage.

A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.—Not
is good as his others. No storj'i but
-till it went over To per cent. Good
business.—E. J. O'Neill, Broadway the-

atre, St. George, New Brunswick, Can.

Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
—Nothing to rave about.—Leslie Hables,
Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

Desert Blossoms, with William Russell.

—As good as any of Russell's. It's good
entertainment.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric the-

atre, Harrison, Ark.—Small town patron-
age.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.—My
first Jones feature and, although very
much overdrawn, will get by with those
who crave westerns.—E. O. Ford,
Broadway theatre, Brooklyn, la.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Iron Rider, with William Russell.

—Imagine this has been a* good picture.

—

J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre,

Burke, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Flame of Youth, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Star well liked here. A very clever
picture. Should take good any place.

Business fair.—D. L. Dowell, Electric
theatre, Eldon, Mo.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

The Big Town Round Up, with Tom
Mix.—Dandy Mix picture.—O. Trayer.
Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.—General
patronage.

Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
—Poor picture for this star.—L. R. Crea-
son. Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Cinderella of the Hill, with Barbara
Bedford.—A good light program picture.

Took well here, as it's laid in the Ozark
mountains.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre,
Harrison, Ark.—Small town patronage.

• Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
—Wonderful little picture, as nice and
clean as anyone could expect.—J. J. Hoff-
man. Happy Hour theatre, Burke. S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Thief, with Pearl White.—Very
poor indeed. Too long and drawn out.

"The Prodigal Judge"

It did not please, owing to the length.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Know Your Men, with Pearl White—
I_ can't possibly get by with this star,
No pulling power at all, and keeps many
away.—F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,
Hazen, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Mother Heart, with Shirley Ma-
son.—Patrons all come out smiling. Will
please. Good comedy in this.—E. J.
O'Neill, Broadway theatre, St. George,
New Brunswick, Can.

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.

—

In the dim and distant past this has been
a fine western picture.—L. R. Creason,
Palace theatre, Eufaula. Okla.—General
patronage.

Queenie, with Shirley Mason.—Abso-
lutely great. The best by far that this

star has made. As a program proposi-
tion, boost it to the limit. It will make
good.—F. L. Clarke. Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Just Pals, with Charles Jones.—Very
good Jones pictures. Not so much rough
stuff as usual.—O. Trayer, Lyric theatre,

Rugby, N. D.—General patronage.

Live Wires, with Edna Murphy and
Johnny Walker.—Good program picture,

full of action. Drew well, and will please.

—E. J. O'Neill, Broadway theatre, St.

George, New Brunswick, Can.

Treasure Island, with Shirley Mason.
— I played this for my Christmas Eve
feature and lost money. I paid for spe-
cial, but have seen many program fea-

tures that beat it.—E. O. Ford, Broad-
way theatre, Brooklyn, la.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Goldwyn
Guile of Women, with Will Rogers.

—

A good picture, but not as good as some
others.—John I. Saunders, Cheney the-

atre, Cheney, Kan.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

One of the most pleasing pictures ever
shown here. Pleased good crowds three

days. A real picture in every way.

—

Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.

—Neighborhood patronage.

DANGEROUS CURVE
AHEAD, with a special cast

—

Get this picture and play it with
all the confidence you would have
in playing WAY DOWN EAST
or THE BIRTH OF A NATION.
It isn't as big, but it's big enough.
Helene Chadwick will impersonate
a number of mothers in your
locality and Richard Dix will show
up a few husbands of your per-
sonal acquaintance. Some comedy,
some pathos, and a lot of enter-
tainment.
Goldwyn doesn't attempt to

cash in on a woman's beauty alone.

That's why I like Goldwyn ser-

vice. If they did they'd three-
sheet little Miss Chadwick all over
the United States, for if there is a
lady on the screen that is any
easier on the eyes than she I'd like

her address. And Goldwyn
doesn't mention the fact but gives
stars real stories with real morals.
There now, Miss Helene, come on
with that photograph and charge
it to Goldwyn.—J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.

An Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.—This is the kind of picture the people
like best here. Will Rogers is a good
drawing card here. Pleased all that saw
it. Will Rogers made his hit here in

Water, Water Everywhere.—G. D.
Hughes, Liberty theatre, Heavener, Okla.—Small town patronage.

Roads of Destiny, with Pauline Freder-
ick.—Pauline Frederick is a wonderful
actress, but my people could not get head
or tail to this picture. It was a jumbled-
up story with part of the picture a dream,
which nobody likes.—Geo. S. Starkey,
McKeg's Opera House. Montour Falls,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Concert, with a special cast.—

A

good program picture and pleased a fine
crowd. Over the average.—John I.

Saunders. Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kan.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
cast.—Not a big special, but extra special.
Do not raise admission much, if any. It
will please though.—Bert Norton, Kozy
theatre, Eureka, 111.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.

—

The acting of Pauline Frederick is to be
commended. This is a fine picture, but
in very poor condition.—James J. Christie,
Third Avenue theatre, Watervliet, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Branding Iron, with a special cast.—They don't make them much better.

This one went over and received many
compliments. Mountain and snow scenes
beautiful.—John I. Saunders, Cheney the-
atre, Cheney, Kan.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

Hodkinson
Jane Eyre, a Hugo Ballin production.

—Here's a real feature. They either like

or don't like it. My patrons were well
pleased and my business was extra good.
Why do exhibitors keep crying dull

times? Buy Hodkinson features and
show a profit.—Sam Sax, New Grand the-

atre, Portland, Ore.—Downtown patron-
age.

A Certain Rich Man, with a special

cast.—Picture was good, but did not
draw. Lost money.—Lewis & Brisco,

Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—Transient
patronage.

The Man of the Forest, with a special

cast.—Here's a real honest big attraction.

Contains the heart interest and punch
and when the patrons left the theatre you
could hear them say, "Wasn't it fine"?

—

C. A. Swanson, Orpheum theatre,

Everett, Wash.—Fami^- patronage.

Keeping Up with Lizzie, with Enid
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Bennett.—This is a good small town
comedy that pleased most of my patrons.

—J. E. Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cul-
lom, 111.—General patronage.

Lavender and Old Lace, with a special

cast.—A very pleasing production, espe-
cially for the ladies.—Meyers & Ford,
Arcade theatre, La Grande, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

RIP VAN WINKLE, with
Thomas Jefferson.

—"Old Rip"
surely knocked them over for me.
Played two days to big business.
Chock full of real clean comedy.
I consider this version the greatest
of all.—Sam Sax, New Grand
theatre, Portland, Ore.—Downtown
patronage.

King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis.

—

Got over very well. No kicks.—Leslie
Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.
—Small town patronage.

Sahara, with Louise Glaum.—A few of
my patrons did not care for this one but
the majority seemed to enjoy this high-
class society drama.—C. A. Swanson,
Orpheum theatre, Everett, Wash.

—

Family patronage.

The Man of the Forest, with a special
cast.—This is a good picture. Enough
excitement for all lovers of Western
pictures. I find all Hodkinsons are above
the average. Poor roads, no work and
no money are keeping people away.

—

J. E. Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lone Wolf's Daughter, with
Louise Glaum.—Very good picture, but
too deep for small town. No drawing
power.—O. L. Dowell, Electric theatre,
Eldon, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Metro
The Four Horsemen, with a special

cast.—Wonderful picture. Pleased all.

Admission, night, $1.00 top. Matinee, 25
and 50c. Price a little too stiff. People
had the dollar on their brain a week be-
fore it came and several days afterwards.
Hence crowds fell off before it came and
afterwards for a few days.—Elbert I.

Conroe, Conroe's Play House, Conroe,
Tex.—General patronage.

The Four Horsemen, with a special

cast.—One of the best productions we
have had the pleasure of running. Many
favorable comments.—Meyers & Ford,
Arcade theatre, La Grande, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

Camille, with Nazimova.—Will get you
the business, but will not give the best
of satisfaction. Business fair.—D. F.
Thornburg, Liberty and Overland the-
atres, Nebraska City, Neb.—General pat-
ronage.

The Last Card, with May Allison.

—

Excellent. A very good picture with a
very poor title.—J. W. Schwartwalder,
Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Hole in the Wall, with Alice Lake.
—Good picture, especially for those inter-
ested in spiritualism, but my crowd is not
interested in that science.—J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

There Are No Villains, with Viola
Dana.—A real nice little program picture
with star and support doing creditable
performance. Business poor first day, ac-
count of strong competition. Second day
better than average.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Fightin' Mad, with William Desmond.
—Without question the best and cleanest
Western I ever had in the house, or that
I ever saw anywhere. Fine story and
good action throughout the six reels.

You do not have to wait for them to go
through a lot of footage. It's a goer
r'ght from the start to the finish.—J. J.

Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Cinderella's Twin, with Viola Dana.

—

A good average picture. Business poor.
—Bruce Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Misleading Lady, with Bert Lytell.

—Old picture, but good.—Mrs. R. G. Jor-
dan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Fine Feathers, with a special cast.

—

Did not please my crowd.—Leslie Hables,
Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

Fightin' Mad, with William Desmond.
—Good picture. Pleased 100 per cent.

—

Louis W. Splichal, Empress theatre, Ban-
croft theatre, Bancroft, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN,
with a special cast.—This is with-
out a doubt "a giant among pic-

tures" and everyone that saw it

here simply raved about it. It

brought people that do not come to
the other shows and while the ad-
mission seems high no one will re-

gret the investment and we intend
showing it again later. I rather
think that the Ruby theatre, James-
town, N. D. (What's your name?)
did not get the real message of this

wonderful picture and if he will

just step and think (and perhaps
by reading the 6th chapter of
Revelations) he will find that it

was not trying to revive the old
hatred of the war but to bring be-
fore us the message of St. John,
the devine, that the four horsemen
will ride over the earth until love
prevails in the heart of man.—J. J.
Hoffman, Happy Hour, theatre,

Burke, S. D.

The Hole in the Wall, with Alice Lake.—Alice Lake is a favorite here and takes
well in all she appears in.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Please, Get Married, with Viola Dana.—Pleased a small crowd.—Leslie Hables,
Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

BILLY QUIRK and Lillian (Billie) Dove in a scene from the William Christy,
Cabanne production "At the Stage Door," a new R-C Pictures feature.

Paramount
The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino

and Agnes Ayres.—Excellent. A very
fine production. Packed them in five

days, which is a long run for Auburn.
Very little spent in publicity and picture

pleased everybody.—J. N. Schwartwalder,
Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—Certainly stirs up interest

when you announce it as coming. Wom-
en more interested in this picture than the

men. A pxture that will draw them, but

they do not see it acted as it is written

in the book by the same name. Not a

wonderful picture that they will go out

and talk about. The women folks all

seem to like Valentino.—Chas. H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre. 2844 Mad :son St., Chi-

cago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and

Agnes Ayres.—It drew a wonderful
crowd and pleased everyone. We ran it

two days and, after all expenses were de-

ducted. I think I made ten dollars.—W.
E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and

Agnes Ayres.—Good puller. Book for

extended runs. It will stand up.—C. C.

Griffin, New Piedmont theatre, Oakland,

Cal.—Neighborhood pataronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—Fxccllent picture and business. The
picture was highly recommended by the

newspaper critics, resulting in much busi-

ness that pleased.—William Noble,

Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla —
General patronage.

Miss Lulu Bett, a William DcMille

production.— It has all the necessary ele-

ments to make a picture worth while.

Stars, as usual, good, especially Lois Wil-

son, who gave us a good piece of acting.

—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Bronze Bell, with a special cast.—

Good program picture. Off the usual run

and well liked by patrons.—T. A. Shea,
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A scene from "The Bootleggers," an Al Gilbert production to be distributed through
Producers Security Corporation.

Palace theatre. McGehee, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

After the Show, a \Ym. DeMille pro-
duction.—Delightfully natural production.
Lila Lee does some of her best work un-
der the direction of William DeMille.
Pleased 90 per cent.—E. \V. Werner,
Warwick theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson.—Showed this Xmas Eve to

no business at all on account of free pro-
grams at all the churches. The picture
is great. Believe that Paramount has a
wonderful star in Betty Compson.—J. H.
Talbert. Norwich, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Production good. Cast
good. Story gone. It you can show it at

regular prices all right, but be very care-
ful about raising them, for the picture
won't stand up.—Bert Norton, Kozy the-

atre. Eureka, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age-

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Splendid for my town. Good
story and Dorothy Dalton is splendid.

—

E. J. O'Neill. Broadway theatre, St.

George, New Brunswick, Can.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—Very good. Pleased and drew
well. Gloria is well liked here.—Luna
theatre. Brooklyn. N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Lost Romance, a William DeMille
production.— Excellent in every particu-
lar.—Mrs. R G. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre.

Hinsdale, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—Excellent picture and business
'resulting from extensive newspaper ad-
vertising, lobby display and heralds.—
William Noble. Broadway theatre. Okla-
home City, Okla.—General patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.—What a pleasure to play this

and have the clergy shake hands and con-
gratulate you. Great.—E. J. O'Neill.

Broadway theatre, St. George, New
Brunswick, Can.

BEHOLD MY WIFE, with a

special cast.—We took the tip from
Mr. Rand, who hails from Idaho,
and stepped on the gas in our ad-
vertising on this picture. It was
a real production, another feather
for George Melford's bonnet. As a
puller, it was "there." And they
stopped on the way out to tell us
how good it was. Which goes to
strengthen cur opinion that as a
barometer for box office values of
pictures, these reports from the
exhibitors are absolutely authen-
tic.—Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Conquest of Canaan, with Thomas
Meighan.—An extra good high-class fea-
ture. Meighan getting more popular
with each succeeding picture we show of
him.—J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre, Nor-
wich, Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
Run this with Number, Please at 10 and
25 cents and what few saw it were mighty
well pleased. Made an excellent pro-
gram.—D. E. Fitton, Lyrice theatre,
Harrison, Ark.—Small town patronage.

Everywoman, with a special cast.

—

The success with Anatol and its all-star
cast suggested to us a revival of Every-
woman, which also features an all-star
cast which rivals DeMille's picture. This
all-star cast stuff and the fact that Mel-
ford, the director, also made The Sheik,
gave us wonderful advertising talk. Box
office results splendid. Was proclaimed

by many as a picture superior to Anatol,
and some said "the best I ever saw."

—

Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre,
Washington. Ind.—General patronage.

The Invisible Bond, with Irene Castle.

—Comments on this in Exhibitors
Herald were very discouraging, but
found it a fine program picture. Really
think some exhibitors abuse this column
by knocking a picture just to get a rap at

some exchange.— I. J. Hoffman. Happy
Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Right to Love, with Mae Murray.
—Nothing to rave about. Did not please
my crowd.—Leslie Hables, Joy theatre.

King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

The Prince Chap, with Thomas
Meighan.—Holds interest and pleased 90
per cent. A few didn't think the ending
was natural.—A. N. Niles. Eminence the-
atre. Eminence. Ky.—Small town patron-
age.

Beheld My Wife, with a special cast.

—

It's a wonderful picture and it drew a
good crowd. But what money was taken
in had already been paid out. I can no
more than make film rental on Para-
mount pictures.—W. E. Elkin. Temple
theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.

—

Good picture which pleased and took
well.—William Noble. Broadway theatre.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-
age.

Why Smith Left Home, with Bryant
Washburn.—This is a very fine comedy-
drama of newly-weds. Keeps your au-
dience laughing from start to finish.

—

J. J. Hoffman. Happy Hour theatre.

Burke, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Paris Green, with Charles Ray.—A lit-

tle old, but very good picture. Pleased
all who saw this one. Business very
light.—O. L. Dowell. Electric theatre.

Eldon, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Romantic Adventure, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Just a picture. Five reels of

pastime that don't mean too much. Only,
"We were at the show."—A. L. Picker.

Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

An Old-Fashioned Boy, with Charles

Ray.—Lose money on every Ray I run.
This was no exception.—Leslie Hables.
Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.

—

Some of the best driving ever made in a
picture. Reid is some driver. Don't be
afraid of this one.—R. Ross Riley, Wig-
wam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.—General pa-
tronage.

What Happened to Jones, with Bryant
Washburn.—A gloom chaser for sure.
About the best thing he's done that we
have played.—A. N. Niles, Eminence the-
atre, Eminence. Ky.—Neighborhood pa-
tronage.

It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
Washburn.—They should send you this

picture gratis and then pay you to run
it. Not that it is not a good picture, for
it is a dandy comedy, but Black Jack
Chewing Gum. Overland Cars, Boston
Garter. Eastman kodak and defunct Mil-
waukee Beer and other well known
brands of goods should pay for the free

advertising they get in this picture. They
sure pulled a keen one over on the ex-
hibitors in this one. but I guess the pub-
lic did not notice anything wrong.

Note.—Mr. Jenkins should not be sur-
prised at what happened when he was
putting out his lobby display for The
Old Nest. According to reports from
there the town of Goodland has sleeping
sickness. A salesman reported to the
editor of our local paper that when he
came through there he saw a fine flock

of prairie chickens sleeping in the main
street. Oh, No, J. C, all people from
Kansas are not that way, and we have
hopes of Goodland getting over it.—R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.

The City of Masks, with Robert War-
wick.—Can't say much for this one.

—

Kelley & Roush. Rex theatre, Custer
City, Okla.—Small town patronage.

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.

—All Reids are good, clean pictures, with

fhe Child oPthe Bear
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a lot of comedy. This is good, but not as
good as Sick Abed.—J. J. Hoffman,
Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Miracle Man, with a special cast.

—A remarkable production. Lon Chaney
is a star. Good plot and, although old,

this picture is better than many so-called

specials today. The public liked it.

—

R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.—General patronage.

Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
—The best picture she has appeared in.

A good picture.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

Little Miss Rebellion, with Dorothy
Gish.—The poorest crowd I ever had in

my life was with the above picture. I

am glad they stayed away. The picture

had no beginning or end and what was
left didn't have any sense to it.—W. E.

Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sins of Rozanne, with Ethel Clay-
ton.—Did not draw at all, but seemed to

please all who saw it.—Leslie Hables,

Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

Paris Green, with Charles Ray.—Ray's
best picture. Will please everybody.

—

J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont,
Ala.—Small town patronage.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—Business was very good on
this one.—Wiliam Noble, Broadway the-

atre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General pa-

tronage.

Why Change Your Wife? a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—A good picture. Also
a good lesson. Didn't suit a few of the

"select" which the show happened to fit.

Had a great many compliments on this

picture.—Marion Wilson, Happy Hour
theatre, Chalmers, Ind.—Small town pa-
tronage.

The Ladder of Lies, with Ethel Clay-
ton.—This is exceedingly good and drew
fair for a rainy night. Business is off

here 30 per cent, owing to the tobacco
situation.—A. N. Niles, Eminence theatre,

Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

Young Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethel
Clayton.—A very touching story. Boost
it big and get all the ladies.— F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Woman God Changed, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Good program pic-

ture but far from a special.—D. E. Fitton,

Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

The Village Sleuth, with Charles Ray.
—Ray's admirers seem to like him in any
old thing. As good as any of his I have
seen.—R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Ont., Can.—Small town pa-
tronage.

Life, with a special cast.—Good pic-

ture, but title a little misleading. Picture
will please majority of any audience,

especially men.—H. B. Barr, Rialto the-

atre, Enid, Okla.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Pathe
Without Benefit of Clergy, with a spe-

cial cast.—A fine picture, even if it is a

little slow. Some patrons said it was the

best picture they have seen. Did not

draw well for me.—Chas. Kuchan, Idyl-

hour theatre, Canton, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

The Lure of Egypt, with a special cast.

—In my opinion a very, very fine pro-

gram offering. What remarks I heard on
it were very favorable. Boost it. Book

MAURICE TOURNEUR whose initial

Associated First National picture will

be an adaptation of R. D. Blackmore's
novel "Lorna Doone."

it.—F. O. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

When We Were 21, with H. B. Warner.
—Sent us as a substitute for another
booking. The work of Warner and Claire
Anderson was well liked, but the rest of
the cast didn't arouse -any enthusiasm and
they were not well pleased with the story.
— fi. D. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Money Changers, with a special
cast.—Excellent picture. Played to big
Sunday business. Pleased 100 per cent.

Pathe gives you more real, consistent
business-getting pictures for the money
than any one. We play them all. Better
than lots of so-called big productions.
Pictures like this make Sunday business
good.—L. G. Benefiel, Mars theatre,

Pendleton, Ind.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Money Changers, with a special

cast.—A mighty good picture that

pleased 95 per cent. Business fair.—F.

H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's theatre, Vance-
boro, Me.—Small town patronage.

A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond.—Not new, but it pleased the

best crowd we have had for months. I'd

call it a burlesque on a western, but no
matter what it is called, it was worth the

monev to us.—Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O.
F. Hall, Grand Gorge, New York.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Money Maniac, with a special cast.

—Scenery saved this one. Story is very
poorly put together and sub-titles are

poor. Don't go to the trouble to book
this.—Chas. Kuchan, [dylhour theatre,

Canton, 111.—General patronage.

The Killer, with a special cast.—Con-
sider this one of the finest westerns ever

run in my house. The cast is good and
it will stand a small raise in admissions.

—F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Devil to Pay, with Roy Stewart.

—

This is a good picture and should please

the majority wherever shown. Poorest
business in months, but no fault of the

picture.—F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's
theatre, Vanccboro, Me.—Small town pa-

tronage.

R-C Pictures
The Silent Years, with a special cast.—A good picture that will please 100 per

cent of the theatergoers. Well worked
out and well directed. Did not draw.

—

J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

What's a Wife Worth? with a special
cast.—Fine picture. Story appeals more
to the women than to the men. It will

pay you to run it.—J. E. Higgins, Ma-
jestic theatre, Cullom, 111.—General pa-
tronage.

The First Born, with Sessue Haya-
kawa.—The worst Jap picture we have
ever shown. Absolutely nothing to it.

As a rule, the Jap is well liked here, but
any more like this one will put a finish

to his admirers.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Golden Hope, with Edith Story.—
Neither drew nor pleased. "Very poor,"
my patrons said.—O. R. Nation, Strand
theatre, Davis, Cal.—Small town patron-
age.

813, witli a special cast.—An ordinary
picture. Nothing special about it except
that it is sold at a price that enabled me
to make money on it.—Geo. C. Starkey,
McKeg's Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick.—A fine program picture.

Pauline is a 100 per cent star here.

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tomb-
stone, Ariz.—General patronage.

See My Lawyer, with T. Roy Barnes.
—Not much to this picture. At least my
patrons think so.—O. Trayer, Lyric the-

atre, Ruby, N. Dak.—General patronage.

The Stealers, with a special cast.

—

Boys, if you want to make a hit with
your church people and combat censor-
ship, play this one. It will please 100.

per cent.—E. O. Ford, Broadway theatre,

Brooklyn, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick.

—"A mighty fine picture," is

what nearly all my patrons said of this

one.—Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre,

Canton, 111.—General patronage.

A Wife's Awakening, with a special

cast.—A good picture which drew fair

crowds for a week's run.—Samuel Har-
ding, Doric theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Seven Years' Bad Luck, with Max Lin-

den—Their advertising says, "The fun-

niest five-reel comedy ever made." I can

not agree on that, but will say it is a good
clean comedy. Will please.—E. O. Ford,

Broadway theatre, Brooklyn, la.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Stealers, with a special cast.—

This is one of the best pictures we have

used this fall. Should please all classes

of people.—J. E. Higgins, Majestic the-

atre, Cullom, 111.—General patronage.

Realart
Morals, witli May McAvoy.—Assisted

by a cast that is surely okay in every

way. May McAvoy gives us some very

fine entertainment in Morals. Lighting

first class. Story good. Picture pleases.

Business good first night. Very poor sec-

ond.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,

Winchester, Ind.

The Love Charm, with Wanda Hawlcy.

—A very good picture. If you like light

comedy-drama, get this one.—D. Filizola,

Empress theatre, Fort Scott, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Morals, with May McAvoy.—Truly a

wonder star in a wonder picture. A
splendid cast, story, direction, in fact
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"BOZO," the chimpanzee recently purchased by Warner Brothers to play in the

new series of Monty Banks comedies.

everything to make a fine picture. At-

tendance better than average Saturday.

—

Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton,

III.—General patronage.

Her Face Value, with Wanda Hawley.
—Realart and Mary Miles Minter have
many friends in my town and, as a rule,

are all fine.—Elbert I. Conroe, Conroe's
Play House, Conroe. Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Excellent picture. Bebe Daniels always
pleases Oklahoma City audiences and her
pictures always enjoy a splendid pleased

big business and One Wild Week was no
exception to the rule.—William Noble.
Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

All Soul's Eve, with Mary Miles Min-
ter.—A very pleasing picture that went
over well. Very sad but they seemed to

like it.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen. Miss.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Love Charm, with Wanda Hawley.
—Many compliments. Fine for entire

family. Saturday show for us.—Mrs. R.

G. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Private Scandal, with May McAvoy.
—May McAvoy's first appearance here.

Took good personally, but play just got
by.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

The House that Ja_z Built, with Wan-
da Hawley.—Fair program picture.

—

Bruce Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

39 East, with Constance Binney.—This
is old, but still good and will give satis-

faction.—F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,

Hazen, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Land of Hope, with Alice Brady.
—A good clean picture that will please

any audience. Miss Brady has once again
been put in a story that suits her acting.

—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Furnace, with a special cast.—Ex-
cellent, but they make too many of this

type. Society pictures may go big in the

cities but in small towns they mean poor
business.—Bruce Sweet, Opera House
Fillmore, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Selznick

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

A good program offering and pleased

"The Prodigal Judge"

our O'Brien crowd. Very good plot.

—

John I. Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney,
Kan.—Neighborhood patronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

At last a picture that fits Eugene. A fine

picture, the best starring vehicle he has
had. Selznick should keep this star in

light comedy-drama.—Chas. Kuchan,
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.—General
patronage.

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammer-
stein.—One of the very best pictures and
is sure to please.—Kelley & Roush, Rex
theatre, Custer, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Bucking the Tiger, with Conway
Tearle.—Went over about 50-50. Took
too long to get to the action.—G. H. Jen-
kinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

Mountain Madness, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—She always pleases my pa-
trons. It don't make much difference
what it is. This play is an average pro-
gram picture.—John I. Saunders, Cheney
theatre, Cheney, Kan.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.—
A good one-night picture. Don't bill too
heavy, just play it. It won't stand extra
exploitation.—A. L. Picker, Rex theatre,

Ironwood, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Out of the Snows, with a special cast.

—A real good picture. Fine snow scenes.

—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien.
—Another good O'Brien picture. Our
patrons like Eugene O'Brien here. A
good program picture and will get the

money.—G. D. Hughes, Liberty theatre,

Heavener, Okla.—Small town patronage.

The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.

—

This one was especially well liked. It

had the snap to it. The engine wreck
was exciting.—John I. Saunders, Cheney
theatre, Cheney, Kan.—Neighborhood
patronage.

United Artists

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.—A dandy picture but alto-

gether too long. When, oh when, will

producers get wise and make them in five

or six reels again? At least three reels

could have been cut out of this one. Busi-
ness good.—Frank L. Browne, Mgr., Lib-
erty theatre, Long Beach, Cal.—Tran-
sient patronage.

Through the Back Door, with Mary
Pickford.—Without a question one of
Mary's very best pictures. It will please
everyone.—D. Filizola, Empress theatre.

Fort Scott, Kan.—General patronage.

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-
duction.—Drew only average business.
Run to death in the legitimate houses. I

advise all exhibitors to use extreme care
in buying this one.— C. C. Griffin, New
Piedmont theatre, Oakland, Cal.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Universal
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Priscilla

sure is a dare-devil. One of the biggest
and best pictures I have ever run, and it

is a money getter. We ran this picture
two days. Did good business.—G. D.
Hughes, Liberty theatre, Heavener, Okla.
—Smal town patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—This is

sure a great picture. Pleased 100 per cent.

Boost it to the sky, for it will stand it.

—

D. F. Thornburg, Liberty and Overland
theatres, Nebraska City, Nebr.—General
patronage.

A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Business very good and picture re-

ceived many compliments. Marie Pre-
vost building rapidly in public favor.—D.
L. Hill, Pickwick theatre, San Diego, Cal.

—Transient patronage.

False Kisses, with Miss DuPont.—Per-
sonally I thought this a good picture, and
think it will go over anywhere.—G. H.
Jenkinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua,
Wis.

Playing with Fire, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Here's a knockout. Great audience
picture and excellent business getter. A
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CULLEN LANDIS, popular juvenile star, in a scene from "Watch Your Step," a
forthcoming Goldwyn production.

cure for the blues.—D. L. Hill, Pickwick
theatre, San Diego, Calif.—Transient
patronage.

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.—
Fine. Did a good business. Hoot is

there.—Lewis & Brisco, Princess theatre,
Elwood, Ind.—Transient patronage.

The Unknown Wife, with Edith Rob-
erts.—A very good picture that pleased
the big majority.—Adolph Kohn, Pas-
time theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

The Dangerous Moment, with Carmel
Myers.— Patrons seemed fairly well satis-

fied with this picture.—R. O. Baker, Bak-
er's Electric theatre, McCune, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

Cheated Hearts, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Fair program picture to fair busi-
ness one day.—Meyers & Ford, Arcade
theatre, La Grande, Oregon.—Small town
patronage.

The Blazing Trail, with Frank Mayo.
—A good picture.—Adolph Kohn, Pas-
time theatre, Granville, N. Y.— Small
town patronage.

The Torrent, with Eva Novak.—This
is about the poorest excuse for a picture
Universal has ever made. Photography
and story both poor.—J. J. Hoffman,
Happy Hour theatre, Burke. S. Dak.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.
—Poorest Mayo picture to date. No ac-

tion. Out of door scenes beautiful.

Title mis-named.—Philip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Ida.—Small town patron-
age.

False Kisses, with Miss DuPont.—

A

good program picture. Miss DuPont
uses the same expression too much. The
rest of the cast is fine.—Chas. Kuchan,
[dylhour theatre, ("anion, 111.—General
patronage.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—A fair pro-
duction only, with poor drawing power.

—

I). I.. Hill. Pickwick theatre, San I)i<Ko,

Calif.—Transient patronage.

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.

—

i,.,...
i program picture Makes 'cm gutth

and makes 'em laugh. Action at right

time. Did a nice business. Such pic-
tures are making my business better.—L.
G. Benefield, Mars theatre, Pendleton,
Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special cast.

—Great. Some of my patrons remarked
as follows: "Better than The Old Nest."

"As good as Humoresque and very much
like it." Sure did please, don't be afraid
to go the limit in advertising.—D. F.
Thornburg, Liberty and Overland thea-
tres, Nebraska City, Nebr.— General pat-
ronage.

The Beautiful Gambler, with Grace

Darmond.—Good picture and pleased a

fair sized audience on a stormy night.

The picture is there and well acted.—W.
C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Action, with Hoot Gibson.—If they

keep Gibson in this kind of pictures we
will have no kick coming. It is fine.—R.

Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kans.—General patronage.

The Beautiful Gambler, with Grace

Darmond.—Very good, with a fine work-

ing star. A picture which should please
the majority.—Kelley & Roush, Rex the-

atre, Custer, Okla.—Small town patron-
age.

Playing with Fire, with Gladys Walton.

—Picture fair. Business punk. Nuff sed.

—Lewis & Brisco, Princess theatre, El-
wood, Ind.—Transient patronage.

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.

—

Dandy program picture. Better than the

average. Ciood business and pleased 100

per cent.—E. J. O'Niell, Broadway the-

atre, St. George, New Brunswick, Can.

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.—Our
patrons have never raved about Mayo un-
til this picture. It's the best he has ever
made.—J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour the-

atre, Burke, S. Dak.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlin-
son,—Drew good business. Picture well

received.— IX L. Hill, Pickwick theatre,

San Diego, Calif.—Transient patronage.

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.—Ran
this picture to a Saturday night crowd.
Seemed like every one in the house
stopped to tell me how they liked it. The
best picture I have run for a long time.—
Harry G. Weaver, Gem theatre, New
London, Missouri.—General patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—A ve-

hicle for the star, but a pretentious one.
Dean again demonstrates that she is one
of the best in the business, and that she
thoroughly understands the art of make-
up.—E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.
—Very good, but not as good as some
others she has starred in.—Kelley &
Roush, Rex theatre, Custer, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson.—This
was my first feature made by Hoot and
was not as good as I had expected from
all reports. However, it pleased my peo-
ple and that's what counts.—E. O. Ford,
Broadway theatre, Brooklyn, la.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Short Skirts, with Gladys Walton.—It
is good, as can be said of all her pictures
so far. Universal better hold on to this
star. She is going to be as popular as
Mary Pickford some day—R. Ross Ri-
ley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.—
Small town patronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.—A good picture. Snow scenes fine.—
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.
The Rage of Paris, with Miss DuPont.

Exceptionally good program picture.
Played to exceptionally good business.
As long as Universal is as fair to small
town exhibitor as now, we say make
room for the Universal. Have yet to re-
ceive a bad one.—L. G. Benefiel, Mars
theatre, Pendleton, Ind.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Rich Girl Poor Girl, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—This is just as good as her others
and the children especially will enjoy it.

—J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre,
Burke, S. Dak.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.—Good
picture. Patrons enjoyed this one.—R. 0.
Baker, Baker's Electric theatre, McCune,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

Vitagraph

Flower of the North, with Henry B.
Walthall.—Splendid. Played to good
business. Book this for small towns, it

will please 100 per cent.— E. J. O'Neill,
Broadway theatre, St. George, New
Brunswick, Can.

The Son of Wallingford, with a spe-
cial cast.—Personally liked the picture,

but it was not a money getter. Would
have done better had it not rained very
hard for three consecutive days. Not a

single prominent name in the cast hurt

also.—Frank L. Browne, Mgr. Liberty
theatre, Long Beach, Calif.—Transient
patronage.

No Defense, with William Duncan.

—

To those that like a rough picture this

will go over good. It has plenty of ac-

tion and thrills. The audience seemed to

like it.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Princess Jones, with Alice Calhoun.—
Fine comedy drama. Clean story. Will

please anywhere.—J. J. Hoffman, Happy
Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Vice of Fools, with Alice Joyce.—
A very good program picture. Was liked
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tion being distributed by Metro.

by all. Alice Joyce isn't a drawing star

for us.—G. D. Hughes, Liberty theatre,
Heavener, Okla.—Small town patronage.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan.—Good Western that seemed to
please everybody.—Chas. Kuchan, Idyl-
hour theatre. Canton, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—Very
pleasing picture. Good enough to be run
in any town.—O. Trayer, Lyric theatre,
Rugby, N. Dak.—General patronage.

The Purple Cipher, with Earle Wil-
liams.—Pleased about 90 per cent. Star
has been a favorite here, but getting a lit-

tle old.—O. L. Dowell, Electric theatre,
Eldon, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan.—In my 12 years as an exhibitor
this is the best and cleanest western I

ever saw. Give us more like it.—L. R.
Creason, Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.

—

General patronage.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan. — Excellent. Patrons well
pleased. Lots of good comments.—J. N.
Schwartwalder, Universal theatre, Au-
burn, N. Y.—General patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—We
tied up with the school with a drawing
contest and then put all the drawings on
exhibit in the lobby, which certainly drew
everyone and gave every one a good
laugh. Picture excellent.—J. J. Hoffman,
Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

State Rights
Frivolous Wives (Fidelity), with a spe-

cial cast.—Not much of it. Was not
liked by my patrons.—O. Trayer, Lyric
theatre, Rugby, N. D.—General patron-
age.

Sitting on the World (D. N. Schwab),
with David Butler.— Star's first appear-
ance here. Both play and star went well.

It's a fine clean comedy.—Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Call from the Wild (Pacific), with
a special cast.—A dandy fine picture.

Went over good here.—W. H. Goodroad,
Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Black Panther's Cub (Ziegfeld), with
Florence Reed.—Good picture and
pleased a very small audience. Too near
Christmas to get 'em in. That's not the
fault of the picture, though.—W. C. Allen,
Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Raiders (Canyon), with Franklyn
Farnum.—Can always bet on Franklyn.
Don't miss this one. 100 per cent.—W. S.

Harris, Grand theatre, Marked Tree,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

West of the Rio Grande (Lubin), with
a special cast.—A good western and that
is all need be said for our town.—R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

Kazan (Selig), with a special cast.

—

Very good picture. Patrons said it was
fine, lots of comments. Good one to play
and then be at the door when they go
out.—O. Trayer, Lyric theatre, Rugby,
N. D.—General patronage.

Isobel (Davis), with a special cast.—

A

good picture with beautiful scenery. Act-
ing and story both good.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Right Way (Producers' Security),

The Child of the Bear

with a special cast.—Two days good busi-

ness on this. Prison stories are well re-

ceived here.—Luna theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Kazan (Selig), with Jane Novak.—Per-
sonally, I found many flaws in this but
my audience was loud in their praise, so
there is no cause for complaint. The pic-

ture has many good points.—E. L.

Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Every Woman's Problem (Plymouth),
with Mrs. Wallace Reid.—Not what they
thought they were going to see. Picture
too old.—0. Trayer, Lyric theatre,

Rugby, N. D.—General patronage.

The Fighting Stranger (Canyon), with
Franklyn Farnum.^Lots of pep. Inter-

esting. Good. Well liked.—Elbert I.

Conroe. Conroe's Play House, Conroe,
Tex.—General patronage.

The Inner Voice (Amer. Cin.), with E.
K. Lincoln.—Good. Picture fair.—Lewis
& Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.
—-Transient patronage.

Penny o' Top Hill Trail (Federated),
with Bessie Love.—Everyone liked this

picture very much. Business not very
good owing to local conditions.—J. C.

Harlan, Pastime theatre, Humphrey, Ark.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Woman's Man (Pioneer), with a spe-
cial cast.—Nothing to it. Lay off.

—

Meyers & Ford, Star theatre, La Grande,
Ore.—Small town patronage.

Fall of Babylon (Griffith), with a spe-
cial cast.—Broke all house records for

over a year and pleased majority.—A. P.
Shaefer, Academy theatre, Ironton, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

The Fall of Babylon (Griffith), with a
special cast.—A wonderful production
but over my patrons' heads. I enjoyed a
good business both matinee and night,
but audience disappointed. Any exhibitor
can make money on this picture, but I

don't believe it will please the majority.
—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Burn 'Em Up, Barnes (Affil. Dist),
with Johnny Hines.— I burnt them up
with this. One of those pictures that

leaves a good taste with them, especially
these poor times. Play it.—A. L. Picker,
Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Straight from Paris (Equity), with

Clara Kimball Young.—Nothing wonder-
ful. Just a fair program picture.—R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Struggle (Canyon), with Franklyn

Farnum.—A good lively Western.—Chas.

W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand
Gorge, New York.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Golden Trail (Arrow), with Jane
Novak.—Good picture. Pleased good
business.—Louis W. Splichal, Empress
theatre, Bancroft, Neb.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Dead or Alive (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie.—This is a good shew. Lots of
action and pleased all who saw it. First
showing of Jack Hoxie. Would like more
pictures like this one.—J. C. Harlan, Pas-
time theatre, Humphrey, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Inner Voice (Amer. Cin.), with E.
K. Lincoln.—This picture is truly a spe-

cial at program prices. Book and boost.

—E. O. Ford, Broadway theatre, Brook-
lyn, la.—Neighboring patronage.

Devil Dog Dawson (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie.—A fair western, but nothing to
rave over.—Meyers & Ford, Star theatre,

La Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

Serials

The Blue Fox (Arrow), with a special
cast.—We have run only the first six epi-

sodes of this serial. We consider this

the best serial we've ever had in our the-
atre and we have run them all. Started
off great and going better.—Hortense
theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

Do or Die (Universal), with Eddie
Polo.—When I started this I thought it

was going to go over big, but it has lost
out. In the last seven episodes a letter

has been floating and they haven't got to
it yet. People get tired watching that for
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seven or eight episodes.—G. H. Jenkin-
son, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

Velvet Fingers (Pathe), with George
B. Seitz.—This serial has our patrons
guessing. It is something different. I

believe this serial is going to be one of
the best. We run this with a mixed pro-
gram, comedy and western. , Can't tell

how it is going to hold up. Just on the
third episode.—G. D. Hughes, Liberty
theatre, Heavener, Okla.—-Small town
patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast.—Have finished this

and consider it a good serial, but by
using this with features consider that it

made me some money.—F. L. Clarke,

Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast.—Was on the eleventh
episode and going good, but the small-

pox has us closed and can't say how we
will finish. Our patrons like this serial

better than The Son of Tarzan. We
have no fault with this serial.—G. D.
Hughes, Liberty theatre, Heavener, Okla.
—Small town patronage.

Winners of the West (Universal), with
Art Acord.—Starts out like a winner.—
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Ober-
lin, Kan.—General patronage.

Winners of the West (Universal), with
Art Acord.— I am on the third episode

and holding up good, especially with the
children. If the following episodes have
plenty of action it will be a winner.—E.

O. Ford, Broadway theatre, Brooklyn,

la.—Neighborhood patronage.

The White Horseman (Universal),

with Art Acord.—Was a good serial from
start to finish. Our patrons came to

every chapter to see the White Horse
appear, but they never saw him. But it

is a good serial full of action.—G. D.

Hughes, Liberty theatre, Heavener, Okla.

—Small town patronage.

Short Subjects

Among Those Present (Asso. Ex.),

with Harold Lloyd.—A good three-reel

comedy with plenty of laughs. Contains

many new, gags. High class in settings,

and supporting cast is all that could be

expected. Ran it on an all-comedy night

and it received the most laughs with

three other comedies on the same pro-

gram.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,

2844 Madison St., Chicago, 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Boat (F. N.), with Buster Keaton.
—By all means play this one. At last we
are commencing to get comedies without
leg shows. Play this up and go after

the kids.—A. L. Picker, Rex theatre,

Ironwood, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Idle Class (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin.—Just as expected. Cleaned up
and am waiting for more.—C. A. Swan-
son, Orpheum theatre, Everett, Wash.

—

Family patronage.

The Idle Class (F. N.), with Charlie

Chaplin.—There is only one Chaplin and
he makes them all laugh. He is not a

comedian; he is a comedy artist. Boys,
if this one fails, close up.— A." L. Picker,

Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Call a Cop (F. N.), a Mack Sennett
production.—A little better than the aver-

age Sennett comedy, but not as good as

the first ones this producer made.—W. E.

Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Snooky's Fresh Heir (Federated), with

Snooky.—Absolutely the best comedy
of the year. Patrons came back the sec-

ond night to sec it.—D. F. Thronburg,

Overland and Liberty theatre, Nebraska
City, Neb.—General patronage.

The Saw Mill (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—A very good comedy. Larry is

all right.—N. O. Foster, Elite theatre,
Otsego, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Love's Outcast (F. N.), a Mack Sen-
nett production.—Not the slapstick kind
but they laughed at it. Turpin is good
and always draws well. You owe Turpin
comedies to your patrons.—W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

AMONG THOSE PRESENT,
(Asso. Ex.) with Harold Lloyd.

—

These comedies are three reels

and the absolute knock-'em-dead
kind. Here's the program to run
them with. One reel animal pic-
ture, by Jack Allen, one reel

"Aesop's Fables"; one reel "Pathe
News." A program that can't be
beat for getting the money and
satisfying the people. Try it once
and charge fifteen and twenty-five
cents.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Moonshine (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton.—All of "Ham's" comedies are
real good. We haven't had a poor com-
edy from him.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind.—General patron-
age.

The Rent Collector (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—Excellent. One of the
greatest comedies ever produced. They
won't only laugh, they will scream.—J. N.
Schwartwalder, Universal theatre, Au-
burn, N. Y.—General patronage.

Small Town. Stuff (Fox), with Al St.

John.—One of the funniest comedies we
ever ran. It's full of pep and kept the
audience laughing.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Let 'Er Go (F. N.), a Mack Sennett
production.—The best Sennett comedy
we ever played; lots of real fun and lively

action, and but few bedroom and hall

scenes, which are so much in vogue.

—

Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand
Gorge, New York.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Star Boarder (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon.—Semon comedies draw
better than serials. Pack the house with
every Semon comedy. Brother, book
Semon for big box office receipts.—M. L.

Steinberg, Dreamland theatre, Norris,

Okla.—Small town patronage.

Brownie's Baby Doll (Universal), with
Baby Peggy.—Patrons still talk about
this comedy. Everyone thought Peggy
just great. Had the house in a con-

tinuous uproar. There's really not so

much to the comedy, but it sure went
over fine for me.—Chas. Kuchan, Idyl-

hour theatre, Canton, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

A Monkey Bell Hop (Universal), with

Joe Martin.—Just fair. Nothing to rave

over. Children always like the monkey,
but grownups don't care for him.—W. E.

Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Beating the Game (Universal), with

Hoot Gibson.—Although only two reels,

drew good, in spite of Legion home talent

play as competition.—O. L. Dowell, Elec-

tric theatre, Eldon, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Bell Hop (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—A sure riot of fun. Best Semon
comedy run to date. Semon in a class

by himself.—A. H. McLaughlin, Criterion

theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—High
class patronage.



THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
Undoubtedly the biggest factor

confronting any concern which
has a product to sell is the cre-

ation of a demand for the prod-

uct. In many instances this in-

volves huge expenditures for ad-

vertising and propaganda before

the field which it is desired to

reach is at all susceptible to the

product.

In many lines of business the

prospective purchaser must be
sold on the reasons why he needs
various items. He must be edu-

cated to a point where he real-

izes and appreciates the advisa-

bility of purchasing various items

to increase his efficiency or fur-

ther increase his business. This
matter of creating a demand for

products is a big and expensive

task.

Among exhibitors and in the

theatre construction field

throughout the country, the de-

mand for the very best in each
department is already established.

The reasons and advisability of
installing various devices that

make for the comfort of the pa-

trons and the highest efficiency

in presentation are well known
to them. Their progressiveness
has made them pacemakers in

this respect.

There is a demand for all types

of high grade products. New
equipment is replacing that which
is worn out. New theatres are
being constructed everywhere in

which nothing but the very best

will be used throughout. The
matter resolves itself into a con-
tinuous and adequate presenta-
tion of the merits of any par-
ticular product.

New Studio in Rome to Have
Modern Production Facilities

Plant in Italy Nearing Completion Will Be Equipped
by Sun-Light Arc Corporation—Caters

to the American Producer

Recognizing the need of more ade-

quate and efficient studio facilities for

American producers abroad, Frank El-

liott, vice-president of the Sun-Light Arc
Corporation, has been instrumental in

organizing a company for the erection

of a spacious studio in Rome, Italy. Con-
struction" work on the plant, which has
been in progress for some time, has
reached a point where finishing touches
are being made. Mr. Elliott, who has
been in Rome for some time, has been
on the ground looking after details con-
nected with its construction.

Run on American Plan

The new plant, it is stated, will fill

a long felt necessity for greater effi-

ciency in the production of films in
Italy, where, it is pointed out, techni-
cal facilities for picture making have not
attained the progressive standard pre-
vailing in America. The new studio
company is composed of Italians inter-
ested in the furthering of the film indus-
try in Italy and is capitalized for ten
million lire.

American ideas in studio operation
will be inaugurated and it is announced
that the studio will operate very much
along the same lines as the United
Studios at Hollywood, California.

Install Sun-Light Equipment

Complete equipment of the most
modern kind will be installed throughout
the plant, by Sun-Light Arc Corpora-
tion in the aim to provide producers with
every technical and mechanical facility

found in the American studios.
In addition to a complete laboratory,

special consideration has been given to
locations, construction of sets, and
modern lighting equipment. It is said
the studio will be the first one in Italy
to have its own electrical generator for
direct current.

Offer Every Assistance

"The new studio will make a special

appeal to American producers," accord-
ing to an official of Sun-Light Arc Cor-
poration. "It will provide him with
every picture-making facility to which
he is accustomed at home. We believe

that the publication in the near future of
a production by J. Gordon Edwards for

Fox and the George Fitzmaurice pro-
duction, both made in Italy, will create
considerable interest in Italy as a pro-
ducing ground for certain pictures. The
many picturesque and historical parts

of the country are natural attractions
for producers.
"Besides offering technical facilities,

without which it is virtually impossible
to make satisfactory pictures, the or-
ganization of the new company is pre-
pared to render every assistance to visit-

ing companies and producers along all

lines."

School Buys Complete
Motion Picture^Outfit

Complete equipment for the showing
of motion pictures will be installed in

the South Lincoln school at Alliance,
O., by the Theatre Supply Company of"
Cleveland about February 1. The pro-
jection machine will be similar in every
respect to those now used in local
theatres.

Money to purchase the equipment was
raised by the principal teachers and stu-
dents. Shows of an educational nature
will be conducted in the school's
auditorium.

Theatre in Orient Uses

Six Projection Machines
Six machines are being run in the New

World theatre, Shanghai, China. This
was revealed at the visit of Richard Bell,

manager of the theatre to the Paramount
Western studios recently.

Mr. Bell has been a showman in the
Orient for eighteen years. The six ma-
chines which he keeps busy in the New
World are used to screen pictures for
from fifteen to twenty thousand patrons
a day.

Film Company to Handle
Scenario Music Service

M. J. Mintz, director of sales of
Synchronized Scenario Music Company,
announces that negotiations have been
concluded, whereby the Merit Film Cor-
poration. 130 West 46th Street, New York
City, has acquired exclusive distribu-

tion rights of its scenario music ser-

vice in the territory comprising New
York State and the northern part of
New Jersey.

The Child oFthe Bear
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. PalacesA reGoing Up.

Only the Latest Equip-
ment I? Being Installed

New Projects

Reading, Pa.—Car and Schad, Inc.,

have purchased the property adjoining
their Arcade theatre at 730 Penn street

and will erect a new motion picture

house to seat more than 3,000. Work on
the construction will not be started for

some time, however.
*

Troy, N. Y.—Building operations on
the new modern theatre to be erected
on River street near Grand by The
Mitchel H. Mark Realty Company of

New York will be started at once. Plans
call for a 2,000 capacity hoilse to cost

around $400,000.
*

Houston, Tex.—Silverberg. Abrams
and Weiner, Owners of the Crown the-

atre, and begin construction of a new
motion picture theatre here February 15.

Finger and Cato are the architects.

Portland, Ore.—Martin Beck, gen-
eral manager of the Orpheum circuit

of theatres, who was here recently, is

looking for a site for the erection of a
theatre to seat 3,000 persons. Work will
be started immediately a location is

selected. Approximate cost to be be-
tween $600,000 and $800,000.

*

Tishominge, Okla.—The Opera House
here, which was recently completely de-
stroyed by fire, will be rebuilt in the near
future it is announced.

Warren, O—The Chardon opera
house has been closed and work started
on the erection of a new theatre on the
site of the old house.

*

Pittsburgh, Kas.—The Deruy building
at Sixth street and Broadway will be
converted into a motion picture theatre
by Ensley Barbour, Muskogee theatre
man.

*

South Bend, Ind.—The new Palace
theatre here is nearing completion.
Vaudeville and pictures will be the
policy.

*

Michigan City, Ind.—The last of the
ruins of the old Garden theatre are be-
ing removed preparatory to the erection
of the new Tivoli theatre by Waller-
stein Brothers.

Openings
Belvidere, 111.—The new Apollo

theatre here has been opened. "Take It

From Me" a stage play was the first

attraction at the new theatre.

*

Oklahoma City, Okla.—The new
$300,000 Coliseum, seating more than
5,000 persons, has been opened here.

Depew, N. Y.—The Colonial, a $60,-

000 theatre, has been opened here. The
house seats 900.

Houston, Tex.—A new motion pic-

ture show will be opened here soon at

200 Main street. Southern Film Com-
pany of Houston has been awarded the
order for the installation of complete
equipment in the house.

*

Davenport, la.—The Casino theatre,

it is announced by Bland Amusement
Company of Des Moines, will be com-
pletely remodeled and opened as a
photoplay house in the future.

*

Bridgeport, Conn.—The Devon theatre,

which is raipidly nearing completion,
it is expected will be opened the latter

part of January.
*

Rock Falls, HI.—A. Berlin has opened
his new theatre, the Lyric, to play big
attractions.

Ownership Changes
Marshall, Tex.—The management of

the Palace theatre here has been as-

sumed by Cole Brothers.
*

Holyoke, Mass.—George Cox has
taken over the management of the

Churchill theatre at High and Sergeant
streets, which he has reopened as a
motion picture house.

*

Washington, O.—Roy Parrett has
taken possession and is now managing
the Colon al theatre here which he re-

cently purchased.

Would you run in

winter without
HEAT?

Certainly NOT.

Of course, you wouldn't. You know
the business you'd lose that way would

be worth a good deal rr.ore than the

coal you'd save.

Now, why doesn't that same argument

hold good in hot weather? It's the

same proposition exactly.

There's actually no saving in running

without Monsoon Cooiing System in

summer—any more than in running

without heat in winter. You lose

more in business in hot weather than

it costs for cool, refreshing Monsoon
comfort.

Think it over—but not too long. Hot
weather is coming along fast. Get

ready for it. Write for Booklet A 1

.

Install Monsoons for this Summer

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.

1476 Bioadway New York, N. Y.
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Opera House Converted

Into Modern Playhouse

J. H. Yaughan, for the past three

years manager of the Orpheum theatre,

has taken over the old opera house at

Maquoketa. Ia., in partnership with Wal-
ter Brown, formerly operator at the same
theatre.

The building will be thoroughly remod-
eled in every respect to convert it into

: The Only Way
My process of conservation
of new film* and effective
renovating assures the
exhibitor a film in per/cd
anjition to his patronage.
Increased earnings to
exhibitor and producer.

A. TEITEL
8<H So. W.baib Are, CHICAGO

a high class motion picture house. The
theatre will be named the Olympic and will

be opened on February 1.

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, CirttxKU
Camera Man FomUhed en Short Notke

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
IMS-It* MJen Haf. Teleskoae CestaJ 247 Okafs, 01

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

WILLEMSEN & CO.

ExportersofFilm
Spanish Title Work a Specialty

Office and Laboratory. 416 Cbartres St, New Orleans

Cable Addreta: V\ illeafilm

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cas*

saving prices Special . rafessiona
discounts on UNIVFRSAL3
Maflate JbMiBI | Ofl aUl Madia*. DsIM*.
D*PrtUUM. PlTatT BBd BUJ BtfcBsTB OMBMB-
tz-avtod to •or ibm i *hi Ssod for ow emm-
pUt* ttuioc at ooc*. fr«M«sB rtqatd.

BASS CAMERA COMPftBY
D«pt. M . 1 OS M. Dssrborw St., C 1 :( ) II

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of High-Grace ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for

Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

SPECIAL FEATURE FILM
THEATRE MANAGERS—"Round the World"—a feature for special occasions. Write for in-

formation. WORLD, 857 South State Street.
Chicago. 111.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Moving Picture Theatre in thriv-

ing Central California town. P. O. Box 163,
Dos Palos, Calif.

SALESMAN WANTED
WANTED—Salesman acquainted with buyers

and who can obtain orders for sales check books,
can make favorable commission arrangements
with leading Chicago concern in this line. CHI-
CAGO SALES BOOK CO., 337 W. Madison St..

Chicago.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—One Wurlitzer Style "G" eight

instrument operated by one man or automatic;
Hertner Transverter, 50-50, 25 cycle-220 volts;

Hertner Transverter. 35-35. 60 cycle-110 volts.

Very reasonably priced. Address "A J. O.," care
Exhibitors Herald. 417 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

SPEED

!

FILM WHEN YOU WANT IT!

Send your negatives to American Film Laboratories
Unsurpassed facilities and equipment—a time-tried

organization of highl> trained men—and a centrally

located plant assure you of the best possible results

from your negatives together with prompt service at

all times.

Years of satisfactory performance have earned for

American Film Laboratories the seal of approval of the

entire trade. Let us show you why on your next order.

Developing

Printing

Tinting

Toning

Editing

Titling

Ordinary film reduced to

American Standard
Safety Size.

(Absolutely fire-proof
film passed by ail fire

underwriters.)

Laboratory Capacity One
Million Feet Per Week.

American Film
Company

Inc.
Laboratories

(225 Br.ss.it, Cheats. 111.

mi
London. Enflind

Samuel S. Hutchinson. Pres.

American 10 Points

L QUALITY. Prints known for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert staff

trained by years of experience, as-

sures highest quality prints obtainable.

2. REPUTATION". Gained in 10 years
of experience.

3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of

strong financial standing.

4. LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.

5. EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.

6. CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks

of Lake M igan. Away from dirt

4 uust.

7. SAFtl Y. nt approved by both

city of Ch cato and Board of Fire

Underwriters.

8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed tc

serve exacting requirements.

9. PRICES. Reasonable and oom-
petitive-

10. GUARANTEES. Write for our

unique guarantee of quality work.

Do You Offer Your Patrons

Real Musical Programs?

JCJOLR house doesn t have to seat three

tnojsand to af.'ord consistent h gh class

music. In fact the fewer seats you have, the

more vital it is that they are filled.

Is your music an important attraction ? Or

do you depend uholly on pictures.

The Cremona Orchestra-Organ for years has

been making reputations and successes for ex-

hibitors the country over. It provides an in-

creased source of profit at decreased outlay for

music.

With the beautiful Cremona, you have an in-

strument unsurpassed as a hand played organ.

But manual operation is optional, for the Cremona

is played with any standard player roll or solo

roll. A doub e roll system permits instantaneous

changes to follow cue sheets.

Investigate the dividends other exhibitors

have secured with Cr.mona-Orchestra Organ

music. Write or wire for details.

. The Marquette Piano Co.

(77/l6 Chicago. U. S A.

^Theatre Orckestra'Orcjc:

CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA. 255 NO. 13- ST.. PHILADELPHIA PA.. 64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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CHICAGO EVENING AMERICAN. 1

BY ROB REEL.
Confidence, generalship and speed!

These are the three main attributes
of the Dempsey-WIllard fight pictures i

now being- shown at the Star Theater. !

Most of us recall that memorable
date—July 4, 1919—but few of us were
present at the ringside. The motion
picture stepped In and accomplished
the notable—namely, traasfetired the
historic battle to pictures that will live

forever.

No actors under creation's sun could
stage suoh a fight as the first round

|

of that battle, in which Dempsey, the
tiger, beats his giant opponent ln$o

]

the background seven times in succes-
sion. That round alone is worth the I

price of admission. Dempsey'a char-
acteristics—his crouch and the speed

|

of his blow6—are actually amazing.
yiows of the training camps of th«

j

battlers form an interesting prelimi-

nary to the film.

ou tan

Now!
THE
OFFICIAL

CHICAGO
ERALD AND EXA3HX1

Movie News
MOKE FIGHT FILMS

The serious mien of Mr, Dempsey5
]

Is becoming as well known hereaboutafl

as that of Wally Reltl. Already!

viewed by thousands in his contest]

I With Georges Carpentler. Dempeey
now offers fight and movie fans his]

' accomplishments as displayed in- his

vlctorj over the white hope Willard

at Toledo. This was when Mr. Demp-
sey annexed the wojrld championship
ijolt in three rounds.

The first round, when the gong
saved Willard after he had! been

knocked down four or five times, will

aive lovers of fistic encounter .all

.the thrill they are looking for.

The Clyde E. Elliott official pictures
jf the Dempsey-WIllard champion-
ship fight are making neV box office
records at the Madison St. playhouse.
The five reels of "flstica are a genuine-
thriller and the photography is un-
usual in detail.

WILLARD
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP PICTURES

FIVE REELS OF THRILLS AND ACTION TAKEN BY ELEVEN CAMERAS AT THE TOLEDO RING SIDE

Rental

or

Percentage

Contracts

The Only Picture

Showing a Cham-

pionship Title

Change Hands

Remarkable

Photography of

the Best Boxing

Contest Ever

Filmed!

TELEPHONES CLYDE E. ELLIOTT 810 SOUTH™
8

N AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES Jgg
CHICAGO



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Ballins Are Guests
At Barbee Banquet

Star and Director Appear in

Person at Loop
Theatre

William S. Barbee of Barbee's Loop

theatre, was host at a banquet tendered

Hugo and Mabel Ballin at the Terrace

Gardens last week.

Appear in Person

The director and star of "Jane Eyre,"

a W. W. Hodkinson publication, were in

Chicago to appear in person with the
presentation of the picture at the Barbee
house.

Appearance of the two screen notables
brought to the theatre scores of the star's

followers during the week. This added
attraction, together with the reduction in

admission prices, more than doubled the
business of previous weeks.

Sales Force Attends

Attending the banquet at the Terrace
Gardens were: Ralph Simmons, sales
manager at the local Hodkinson office;

W. F. Seymour, district supervisor; F.
L. Drumm, office manager; Tommy
Greenwood and Clarence Phillips, city
salesmen; Al Dezellof, Master Adver-
tisers; Sig Schlager, publicizing "Jane
Eyre;" Paul Bush, J. S. MacHenry.

I
Exhibitors Herald, and Lemar Mason of
Motion Picture News, and Mrs. Mason.

R. C. Cropper Manager of

New York National Branch
R. C. Cropper, former Chicago ex-

change man, has been placed in active
charge of Metropolitan National Ex-
change, Inc., a new distributing company
iwhich has opened offices at 729 Seventh
lavenue, New York. The exchange i.>

(affiliated with National Exchanges, Inc.,
lof which Walter L. Johnson is president.
I Members of the sales force are Jerry
'Wilson, formerly of Myriad Pictures
Corporation, and Nathan Marcus, former
Realart man. The exchange will dis-
tribute in the Greater New York terri-
tory.

!
TRAILERS

1
ON ALL

i FEATURES
with or without scenes
can be obtained from

^^^Tcoritsl i

|
afoot

|

I including!

1
tinting

|
1

;
IRVING MRCK CO :

SJ Good-
\m Work
;

MABEL BALLIN, who, with her hus-
band and director, Hugo Ballin, ap-
peared in person at the opening of

"Jane Eyre" at Barbee's. The couple
returned to New York to attend the
premiere there of the picture at the
Sheridan theatre on January 22.

Herman Stern Improves
Herman Stern, district manager for

Universal at Chicago, who has been con-

fined to his bed in the Michael Reese

Hospital for the past three weeks, fol-

lowing an operation upon an infected
carbuncle, is rapidly improving in health
and expects to be discharged from the
hospital this week.

Stiles With Sales Force
Of Famous Players-Lasky

G. Lawrence ("Larry") Stiles, form-

erly manager of Reelcraft's exchange at

Kansas City, Mo., is now connected with

the sales department of the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky Corporation at Milwaukee,
Wis. Mr. Stiles has been in Kansas City
during the past year and before that man-
aged the Milwaukee Reelcraft exchange
for two years.

Beadell Buys Control
of Fight Film Rights

Ben Beadell has purchased the inter-

est of his partner, W. A. Aschman, in the

Illinois rights to the Dempsey-Carpentier
fight pictures and is now the sole owner.
Mr. Aschman shortly will announce his

future plans.

Question of Dues Up
At Exhibitor Meeting

Alliance President Is Going
Abroad—To Make Survey

of Film Conditions

Dues were the basis of an interesting

discussion at a joint meeting last week
of the board of directors of the state and

city units of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America.

This issue was brought to the floor of

the recent convention at Peoria, when
Chicago exhibitors sought a reduction in

their annual payments to the state or-
ganization owing to the financial obliga-
tions incurred here.

Discuss Rental Prices

At that time the local theatre men
failed in their efforts, President Sydney
S. Cohen warning that such action as a
reduction would set a precedent which
might create difficulty in other states.

Local exhibitors held another meeting
during the week, the session being de-
voted to a discussion of rental prices, etc.

Rubens Going Abroad

The Illinois Exhibitors Alliance will be
without their president for the next four
or five months. L. M. Rubens of Joliet
has made plans for a trip abroad and will
sail on January 30 from New York.
While in Europe he expects to make a
thorough survey of film conditions, and
more especially prices.

The Adams theatre, on Adams street,
resumed business last week, under new
management.

Announce Wage
Scale Agreement

The wage scale agreement en-
tered into between the exhibitors
and the operators is published here-
with:

It was agreed that the wage scale for
1922 shall be the same as for 1921, with
the following exceptions: That all loop
houses pay $30 per week for six-hour
shifts per man; all five-hour shifts to be
at the rate of $75 per week.
The wages in the following theatres,

such as the Riviera, Stratford, Central
Park, Tivoli, Pantheon, Senate, Howard,
Broadway Strand, Crystal, to be adjusted
by a committee from the operators and
theatre managers.
Theatres and other places of amusement

operating only Saturday, Sunday mati-
nees and nights and holidays, or a frac-

tion thereof, shall be at the rate of

double time.
Any theatre not covered in this class

will be adjusted with the business agent
and members of the association.

The agreement was signed by
John Silha, Julius Lamm and Louis
Frank for the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners of Chicago and Peter

J. Schaefer and Samuel Abrahams
for the Allied Amusement Associa-
tion.
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I

! CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
,

f By Mac-

Young Vet Retires

'Tis reported that Fisher & Ashbauch.
LaSalle theatre, LaSalle, 111., have opened
offices in the North American Building,
this city, with Harold Ashbauch in charge,
looking after their houses in LaSalle, Ke-
waunee, 111., and Madison, Wis., from this

office.
* * *

Jack Willis was a busy host to his big
nephew, Earle Graf, entertaining the husky
Goldwyn player during his wait for the

California train en route from New York,
Jan. 17.

* * *

Last Saturday eve, the Cameo room,
Morrison Hotel, was the setting for a gath-

ering of Chicago's most beauitful damsels,
who took part in a lavish musical revue
for the benefit of the Mt. Sinai Hospital.

Take it from those who were there

—

all admit that Mavnie Schwartz, manager
of the local Educational exchange, is some
versatile youngster if entire responsibility

for the big show can be charged to him.

Morris Shlank, producer of the Broad-
way comedies, stopped off for a few hour.,

the other day on his way East from the

Pacific coast, visiting his local distributor,

Frank Zambrano, of the Progress Pictures.
* * *

Congrats to our old pal, Ben Garetson,
well known erstwhile film publicist, who is

now one of the executives of the new music
combination just launched in our midst. We
refer to the Quigley Music Co., recently

opened at 167 N. Clark Street, with the

genial Louis Guyon, maestro de danse of

the mid-west, president ; Tom Quigley, vice-

president, and Ben Garetson, secretary.

C. L. Bervie, Majestic theatre, Rochelle,

111., was the cynosure of the boys along

the Row, inquiring as to which war he

served in. This popular showman is pretty

badly banged up, suffering from a severe

skin affection of some sort.

* * +

Manager Seeder, of the local Monarch
Supply Company, tells us the fire department

of Memphis, Tenn., gave a gang of movie
fans the thrill of their lives in the daring

rescue of Mary Pickford, Charlie Chap-
lin and many other notable film celebrities

during the conflagration at their Tennes-

see branch, Dec. 29. Later reports inform

us, while considerable damage was caused

to the office equipment and supplies, all

films were saved.
* * *

Harry Kai iman, associated with "Pop"

J.E.WILLIS
uTMCRAFT

Plough in the management of the Gaiety-

Hippodrome enterprises, was spied down
the Row viewing numerous film offerings

of the independent market the other day.

While naturally reticent and with his usual

modest remarks, this famed authority let it

be known that the INDEPENDENT of-

ferings were among the best he had ever

seen. Y'know, Harry is no child, so these

few remarks are well worth considerable

attention.
* * *

Many inquiries have been received as to

the unusual silence which has overcome
Jim Collins, "The Silver King," incident-

ally, manager of the Francis theater. Just

give thy listeners to this : A couple of weeks
back Jimmy was on his way home, when
abruptly halted by a trio of Chi's hand
artillery. After being securely bound and
tossed into the rear seat of a big touring

car, Jim was given the ride of his life,

but being blindfolded, didn't know whai
it was all about. Finally the car halted,

with the gang carefully escorting Jim to

a spot where the mad rushing by of water

could be heard. They then relieved him
of his wad, quietly departing with parting

remarks to the effect, "Silence about this

party or we'll get you later." So for $23.11

Jim had a swell trip and is still holding

his silence, with Dave O'Connor of the

Opera House calling for him nightly as an

escort to his home. Note: After all, the

madly rushing stream turned out to be

the Bubbly Creek lagoon, so Jim had but

a short hike to his home.
* * *

D. Leo. Dennison, of the local Fox ex-

change, is now at Phoenix, Arizona, as

sales representative for the same company.
Understand that Leo was not in the best

of health and that Clyde Eckhardt, Chi-

cago manager, upon discovering this ef-

fected arrangements for this popular film

man's transfer to this noted health resort.

Thata boy, Clyde!
* * *

Max Schwartz, of the Unity Photoplays,

was discovered last week setting in a sup-

ply of golf equipment. My—has it come
to this or, as Tom Mitchell of the Progress

would say, "It makes me SO MAD, this

nation is fast becoming a group of cow
pasture billiard exploits, Mebbe?"

With Everett R. Cummings, manager of

the Ft. Armstrong theatre, Rock Island,

leaving for a two weeks' visit to Oregon,

looks like Joe Hopp will have to forsake

the local Row for a brief spell.

Manager House of the Midway theatre,

Rockford, 111., has been transferred to

Ascher's Terminal in Chicago. Our gain

—

Rockford's loss. Next!
* * *

Didja all sec our new assistant? We
mean Adelyne Miller, now assisting Jack

Willis, during the absence of the winsome
Fanny Postelnek, who is now a guest of

the Washington Park Hospital, nursing

back to normalty a seriously injured knee-

cap.
* * *

Ben Reingold, sales manager for the local

Goldwyn exchange, exposed his secret of

perpetual youth to us the other day. Seems
this genial young man is now bragging

about the celebration of his wedding an-

niversary, registering chapter two while

we thought he had but left the ol' college

campus but a semester or so ago.
* * *

I.ast week the Paramount Pep Club held

LEE HERZ, popular Chicago exchange
man, who has sold Interstate Film
Service to Max Levy. Mr. Herz, who
entered the film business in 1917, was
one of the youngest exchange owners
in the United States. Although he has
not announced his future plans his

friends believe that he will resume his

activities on the Row at a later date.

a bowling tournament at the Bensinger Wa-
bash Avenue alleys and among those pres-

ent was the erstwhile Paramounter, W. A.

Rowley, who, upon the conclusion of the

evening's affair, romped homeward with

"ALL THERE WAS.'" Sales Representa-
tive O'Brien was a close second though. Be-

lieve he followed Rowley by a margin of a

couple thousand pins less.

Ben Rovin of the Amusu theatre, Spring-

field, 111., was on the Row last Thursday,

Jan. 19, visiting his pal, Carl Hartiiili.,

manager of the local Reelcraft exchange.

Among the many live buys he took home
were a number of Carl's very best offerings.

B. Thornton Phelps, the handsome
young "shavetail" of the past world's strug-

gle, spent a brief spell in one of our local

"blighty station." We are all anxious to

see B. Thornton back again with the Unity

Photoplays and see how the tonsiless young

cx-licutcnant is looking.

E. J. Smith, former district manager of

Universal, at Philadelphia, who is now lo-

cated at Chicago handling "Foolish Wives.''

is back at his desk after a ten days' trip

through the sticks. He is looking for a

downtown house in which to play the big

"U" special.
* * *

J. P. Denton, Universal sales representa-

tive, traveling Illinois territory, has dis-

covered a genius in matters of projection in

Dwight, 111. He is none other than Loan

Norris, who was a former inspector in the

Universal exchange, Chicago, and is now

chief operator at the Blackstonc theatre,

Dwight. Norris has invented an automatic

motor driven rewind machine that stops

wherever the dial is set, and is also working

on a colored disc aperture whereby he

can give a sepia color to any black and

white picture projected, or reflect any color

combination desired on the screen.

TRAILERS
ONLY -ORIGINAI-FIIM-TRAIIERS

DON'T BE FOOLED BY CHEAP IMITATORS.

QUICK SERVICE - OUR MOTTO
—WE MAKE 'EM WHILE YOU WAIT*—

ON EVERY PICTURE RELEASED.

WRITE -WIRE -OR RHONE.

TELEPHONE HARRISON 1278

34 EAST EIGHTH ST.

CHICAGO
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Ready—
EASTMAN

FILM CEMENT
Cut where you will, splice with Eastman

Film Cement and for all practical purposes

the reel's original resistance to strain both

in projection and re-wind is restored. The
splice is secure against break' or buckle.

Eastman-maae and Eastman-tested as the

presence of this seal on the container testifies:

Eastman Film Cement is the only cement that may be used

successfully with either Regular or Safety film. It may be

obtained in i oz. and 16 oz. bottles, and gallon containers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department Rochester, N. Y.



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Milei
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen
Holmes.

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.
Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-

ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.

The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.

Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire
Binney.

Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-

rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).
The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTTJRE8. INC.

June 12—The Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10—Women Who Wait, five reels.

Aug. 17—They Shall Pay, five reels.

Sept. 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept. 26—Discontented Wives, five reels.

ASSOCIATED
Western Hearts, five

Josie Sedgwick.
The Wolverine, five

Crossing Trails, five

Ghost City, five reels

Too Much Married,

PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

reels, with Art Staunton and

reels, with Helen Gibson,
reels, with Pete Morrison,

i

with Helen Holmes,
five reels, with Mary Ander-

C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North, six reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.
Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
White Oak. six reels. Wm, S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Rent Free, five reels, Wallace Reid.
Miss Lulu Bett, six reels, (Wm. De Mille Prod.).
Too Much Wife, five reels, Wanda Hawley (Real-

art).

Back Pay, seven reels (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Lane That Had No Turning, five reels, Agnes
Ayres.

A Prince There Was, six reels, Thomas Meighan.
The Bride's Play, seven reels, Marion Davies.
Nancy from Nowhere, five reels, Bebe Daniels
(Realart).

Three Live Ghosts, six reels (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.).

Tillie, Mary Miles Minter (Realart).

FIDELITY PICTURES CO
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.

The House Without Children, seven reels, with
Richard Travers.

The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Ne'er-do-Well, six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)
Woman's Place, with Constance Talmadge.
The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald.
All for a Woman (Special).
My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De.
Haven.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma Talmadge.
Alf's Button (Special).

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod.).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).

Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stall!

Pro.).
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).

Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

THOMAS H. I1VCK PRODUCTIONS
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Boi
worth.

Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE,
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star can
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with ill star cut
The Servant in the House, five reels, with sJ

star cast
Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star cast

Heidi of the Alps, Prizina.

FORWARD FILM DIST.

Youth's Desire, five reeli.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8,200 feet.
Perjury, 7,400 feet.
Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.
The Scuttlers, six reels.
His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reef
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX 8EHI1LS
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.
Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Get Your Man (Charles Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Morphy), five reels.
Hickville to Broadway (Eileen Percy), five reels

Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reels
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford)
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor.Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels, Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Ship-

man.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,176 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.
Puppy Days, 969 feet
Robinson Crusoe Hours, 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
All's Fair in Love, five reels.
Beating. the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.
The Old Nest eight reels.
Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Rcroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
/ A M GREY PICTURES, INC.

The U. P. Trail, six reels.

The Man of the Forest, six reels.
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

rhe Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.

The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

The Westerners, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ, JH, PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
ion Butt.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
rhe Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.
Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

I"he Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed
ward Heara.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Seeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
Cast Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Love Without Question, seven reels.

A Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.

When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zens Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Jov. 21—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
Dec. 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
Lake.
Dec. 28—The Idle Rich, six reels. Bert Lytell.

Jan. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special.

Jan. 9—Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana.
Jan. 23—Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Hughes.
Feb. 6—The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
Feb. 20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.
Mar. 6—Glass Houses, six reels, Viola Dana.
Mar. 13—Prisoner of Zenda, Rex Ingram Special.
Mar. 20—Stay Home, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH
Days of the Buffalo, six reels.
Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.

JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-

ton.
Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES. INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seits
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

The Killer, six reels.

The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.

The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion, six reels. Florence Reed.
A Man There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels. Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fair-

banks.

Oh I Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.

A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
NEAL HART SERIES

Mar. 16—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1—Reckless Wives.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man, seven reels.
Squire Phinn. five reels.
Welcome to Our City, five reels.
Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.
The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Ki«met. ninp reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue
Hayakawa.

Shams of Society, six reels. (Walsh-Fielding
Prod.)

A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)

Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-
erick.

The Foolish Age, five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)
The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.
Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.
Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)
Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.
Five Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Why Men Forget, five reels, Special Cast.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson
and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Mason.

Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.
The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR 8ERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with Wflllair

Faversham.

Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
Who Am I? (AU Star Cast.)
Conceit, (All Star Cast)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails, five reels, Neal Hart.

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.

Griffith production.
Dec. 4—The Mark of Zorro. eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.

Mar. II—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.

Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont.
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
Cheated Hearts, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Shattered Dreams, five reels, Miss DuPont.
Playing with Fire, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Guttersnipe, five reels, Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott,

The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Prey, six reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.

Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.

It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.

It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, fiv* reela.

Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.

Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.

The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.

The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss

Production), All Star Cast.

Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Ton
Terris Production).

Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.

The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-
ine Calvert.

The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.

Flower of the North, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels, Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED. Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, witk Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reela

Nothing Like It.

Oh, Buddy.
In for Life
Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reela.

Torchy'a Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.

Torchy Takes a Chance.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.
The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reels.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
A Nick-of-Time Hero, two reela.

The Stork's Mistake, two reels.

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES GO.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLF COMEDIES, two

reela.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES, two

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleaaure, two reela.

Shoulder Anna, two reels.

Sunnyside. two reels.

The Kid. six reels.

The Idle Class, two reela.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
—1«

THE PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTP BAVKS rOMFDIFS 'WO reels

TALLROOM BOYS rOMFnTES. two reela.

C L. CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

I- o \ i- II.M < our
LYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels

rhr Inrkey.

The Sailor.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST JOHN SERIES, two reels.

Small Town Stuff.

The Happy Poet
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Singer Midget'n Side Show.
One Moment Please.

A Perfect Villain.

Love and War

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reela.

Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reela, Buster

Keaton.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REFLEFS. two reels.

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reela. with Mas
Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

REELCHAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.

MIRTH COMEDIES two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reela.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reela.

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reel*.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bakery.

The Fall Guy.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reels.

The Blizzard.

The Tourist.
The Riot.
The Applicant.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, ona every
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reela

O. B. C. FILM 8ALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-

monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reela.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reela.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two racla.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mona Dark-

feather, one reel.

RKELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns

si I / \n K PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two

reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS fw-

COLLIER SERIES, "The Leather Pushers," two
reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenic* Besa-

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Sceniea, on.
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tws
weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografa, one reel

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, on* real.

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictares.
one reel (every week).
Seville in Fair Time.
At the Wailing Wall.
Rural Java.

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

REELLRAFT—Keelcraft Sceniea, one reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, oas
reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Adventure Sceniea, oas
reel.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burred Sceai*
Stnrie.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review, eae
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one real

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod*
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth'a Sermonettea.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.
Annette Kellerman in high diving.

The Manly Art of Self Defense.
FAMOUS) PLAYERS—.Paramount Magazine, oas

reel 'weeklvl
FEDERATED—Screen snapshots, one reel each.

GOLDWYN—Goidwyn-rJray Pictograpa.
OR FIVER—Greiver Educationals
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reel
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one reel

KINETO—Urban Popular Clasaica.

PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds reel

PIONEER—Luke MeLuke's Film-Osophy.
P »r>TV _PrinH'« Wonder, of Nature
SELECT—Herhert Kaufman Masterpieces
I. ft E. ENTERPRISES—Cowboy Jazt. two reek.

STOREY PICTURES—Shadowland Screen Review,
one reel every two weeks.

STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays, two
reels.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES-

Adventures of Tartan (Elmo Lincoln).
ARROW Thunderbolt Jack i Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).

Nan of the North (Ann Little).

FOX—Fantomas; Bride II.

FEDERATED—Miraclea of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seita sad

June Caprice).
PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charle* Hutchinaoa).

PATHF—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNMK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (EUeea
Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).

UNTVFRSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Poto>
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West fArt Aeord).

UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).

VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger iWUhas*
Duncan).

VITAGRAPH—The Purple Rider* (Joe Ryan and

Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH—Fighting Fate (William Daneas
and Edith Johnson).

VITAGRAPH—Hidden Dangers (Jo* Ryan ass

Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Antoal'

Unronnt
WARNER—The Lost City.

Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchangea.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thar*

days) at Universal exchangea.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Edacational •»

changes. . _ , J
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Sattrrdaya) at

Pathe Exchange.
SEI.ZNTCK NEWS (twice a week) at Select ex-

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).

THE CUMPS (Celebrated Playera).
XfT'TT ANT> TFFF (Vrntl

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografa, one reel

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL P»X CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knock* Hia Home tan*.

Art of Diving, with Annette Keller*, an.

The Race -f the Age (Man o' Wli'l.
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THE ONLY MOVING PICTURE
INTERNATIONAL SCORES

AMAZING SCOOP
Exclusive moving pictures of the greatest news
event of the entire world, the outstanding topic

of interest in every home of hamlet, village,

town or city—that is what International is now
offering to exhibitors. Every foot of film ever
taken of the late Pope Benedict XV, and interior

scenes of the Vatican are exclusively owned by
the International and can only be shown by ex-
hibitors showing the International News.

HUMAN! INTIMATE! IMPRESSIVE!
Those are the adjectives that best express these
remarkable pictures of the late Pope and the
glories of the Vatican. They give a vivid idea

of the majestic splendor surrounding the Papal
ceremonies. They include closeups of the price-

less jewels of the Church as well as the Pope's
tiara; beautiful glimpses of St. Peter's and parts
of the Vatican which have never before been pic-

tured, including the gorgeous Scalia Regia and
many other amazing scenes. The climax to the
film shows Pope Benedict mounting the Sedia
Gestatoria (the great chair of the Popes) and
being borne aloft by his attendants—a scene
which millions have journeyed to Rome to see,

most of them in vain.

A 500 FOOT SPECIAL IN REGULAR
RELEASE

If there ever was a special this is one! Remem-
ber, these are the only pictures of the kind in

the world, the only pictures of the kind that
ever can be obtained, and they deal with an
event of world importance that everybody is

talking about. They are coming to you in the
regular release of the International News No. 7
as just one more instance of this news reel's

progressiveness.

TWO DAYS AHEAD OF
RELEASE DATE

International go-out-and-getiveness plus

Universal service—that's what every In-

ternational News exhibitor knows he can

gamble on. Even though no news reel

in the world can possibly show pictures

like these Universal realizes that the

quicker an exhibitor gets this reel the

quicker he can cash in on it. Therefore

Universal exchanges throughout the

country are being supplied with advance

prints which will be ready for release two

days ahead of schedule.INTERNAT
Released T
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HE POPE EVER. FILMED w mHE POPE EVER. FILMED
A FORTUNE IF RELEASED AS

SPECIAL
We don't have to tell you what a cleanup In-

ternational could make it it released this as a
special. You know it as well as we do. When
you corner the market on a commodity you can
demand and receive any price you ask jor it. We
have cornered the market on these pictures but
we'd rather make friends than momentary big
profits. International News Service mean- service
in every sense of the word and big scoops are
only a part of that service.

NO EXTRA CHARGE
These remarkable pictures are coming to you in

a regular release, on the regular schedule at the
regular price. It cost us thousands of dollars to
procure them and thousands more dollars to rush
them out ahead of schedule, and we are hoping
to get it all back-—in your good will. It's a big
opportunity for you. Go to it and make as much
money as you can. The more you make the bet-
ter we shall be pleased.

ONE MORE VICTORY FOR IN-

TERNATIONAL EXHIBITORS
Just a word to exhibitors not showing the

international Xews. We've told you time
and again of scoops and beats we have
secured. We've tried to impress upon
you that International Xews, backed by
the world-wide Hearst newspaper or-

ganization, has greater facilities than
anyone else to secure the news first.

Here is just one more instance of what
we have been telling you. You can't af-

ford to deny your patrons this greatest

of scoops. Better sign your International

News contract today, get the benefit of

this scoop and be ready for those to come.



Fox Specials That Continue
Their Profit-MakingPace

New Triumphs
for

MARK TWAIN'S

A CONNECTICUT
YANKEE

IN KINO ARTHUR'S COURT

Now running indefinitely

at

NEW THEATRE, Bait/more

TREMONT TEMPLE, Boston

WOOD'S THEATRE, Chicago

STANTON, Philadelphia

|Vnni .-.j-T-r—r- ~t— •

—

IM,I ll t. 1. II. 11,1. ,

THUNDERCLAP
MARY CARRKfe"

Racing to new
successes at-

BLUE MOUSE.
BLUE MOUSE,

PORTLAND.
ORE.

SEATTLE,
WASH.

^
scoring wins /,

in 15 other pig cities r\

1 ~p*f m

^at &>yai

Spectacle

QUEEN

SHEBA
Now

playing indefinitely

at

RANDOLPH,C/7/c^o

SUN THEATRE, Omaha

GIFT'S, Cincinnati

ALLEN, Toronto

Just
FINISHED IN

26 OTHER

BIG CITIES
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IINBEPCNDENQX
fSTBENCTM,

Japan of to-day
revealed for the
first time by

FOX NEWS

Face to
Face with
Japan*

story ofmodem Japan-her Armies,
herNaVy, peopte^and Industries

Obtainable no place else!

S^dVe weeks of these pictures tofojcNem
subscribers without additional cost

ffiay it up like a feature

!

IT IS A FEATURE!

[n his greatest picture^

J? drama of
thrills and outdoors-

STRENGTH ofMe PINES
^voyrCthe novel. by Edison Marshall ^Directed hi) Ed^ai" Lewis
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Pzaygoers Pictures

.PMc GOWAN IN

USEofTheR/VTTLEF
Distributed by PLAYGOERS PICTURES

through PATHE EXCHANGE/ Inc.

Foreign Representative for Playgoers Pictures

SIDNEY GARRETT

How One Reviewer

Called the Turn:

—

"So distinctly Western in action and at-

mosphere that it makes you feel like hop-

ping out of your comfortable seat and

joining the posse in pursuit of the villain."

You can lay your bets that when a feature

pulls like this, it has genuine amusement

value and real audience appeal.

It's Proven Before You Book Ik

A HeraldB-oduction
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Presents

IN

Associated Exhibitors

Mr.AND Mrs Carter DeHaven
Marry The Poor Girl

Production PersonallySupervised By Carter DeHaven
From Oliver Morosco's Stage Success By Owen Davis
Adapted By Rex Taylor Directed By Lloyd Ihgraham

"The audience laughed so hard

that people stopped in front of

the theatre to see what it was

all about"

—

That's the way one exhibitor

described its success.

"Marry the Poor Girl" is a sure-

fire audience feature with the

box-office lure of lace, lingerie

and laughter. It's a rare matri-

monial tangle, with a new and
funnier complication breaking

every minute. It builds up to

a climax that is an absolute riot.

Your audience wants fast-mov-

ing, humorous entertainment.

Here it is.

Book It For Them
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" 'The Ruling Passion' is an answer to the question of

what kind of films does the public want. There simply isn't

any one who can do the things that Mr. Arliss does with the

same touch of perfection. He is in a class by himself. * * *

Certainly it is not like the things he has done before, yet he
brings to the role the same matchless playing and magnetic
personality."—NEW YORK EVENING MAIL.

"The Ruling Passion" is a comedy with a new and de-

lightful plot. It is George Arliss' newest and most surpris-

ing achievement. The setting and photography leaving noth-

ing to be desired. It is a winning feature film."—NEW
YORK MORNING TELEGRAPH.

" 'The Ruling Passion' tells a lively story, in which
comedy and more serious drama are happily blended."

—

NEW YORK EVENING TELEGRAM.

''This adaptation of Earl Derr Biggers' story, 'Idle

Hands,' is an engaging comedy, lighter of touch than that of

any of Arliss's preceding vehicles."—NEW YORK EVEN-
ING SUN.

" 'The Ruling Passion' is the best of George Arliss's pic-

tures. Here is a film with an excellent story, which holds

the interest, appeals to one's sympathy and amuses, and is

acted by a cast which ably supports the expert Mr. Arliss.

The role which Mr. Arliss undertakes is unlike those in which
he is familiarly known, and is something of a lark for him,

as it will be for those wise enough to see him in it."—NEW
YORK EVENING GLOBE.

T^isfincficre J-'roducfionj; Snc.

"It's an entertaining comedy, with George Arliss in a
role that reveals an unsuspected flair for humor."—NEW
YORK EVENING JOURNAL.

"The sinister George Arliss of 'The Devil' and the
keenly contriving George Arliss of 'Disraeli' give way to the
more genial and simply human George Arliss of 'The Ruling
Passion.' It's a human story and humanly done by Mr. Ar-
liss."_NEW YORK TIMES.

"George Arliss's acting in the screen play, 'The Ruling
Passion,' is of a high order. It is distinctive and finely drawn,
in a photoplay of real human quality. As a comedian Mr.
Arliss is a delight."—NEW YORK MORNING WORLD.

"It is one of the uniquely delightful comedies of the

winter, raising Mr. Arliss to the pinnacle of the screen.

Chuckles and continuous chortles were the order of the day.

Mr. Arliss carries out the delicious entertainment with the

mcst feathery of touches, so that one declines to believe,

despite the evidence, that it is twenty years since he essayed

straight comedy."—NEW YORK HERALD.

" 'The Ruling Passion' is a bright comedy of outdoors

and George Arliss is a comedian again. Anything Arliss does

is interesting, but as a ccmedian, he appeals deeply. He acts

where many merely behave."—NEW YORK AMERICAN.

"George Arliss is such a perfect actor that everything

he does seems to be of the utmost importance. Mr. Arliss

isn't a shiek, nor a political schemer, nor a spy, nor even a

devil. He is a rich man who is advised by everyone to retire

when he doesn't want to."—NEW YORK TRIBUNE

prosentr

A GEORGE

3rom Cor/ ZDerr J3idde/ir'sfory

in'Jhe Jafurday CuenindJ^oxt^

vfcenario by Torresf jValrey
"Directed 6yMormon Weidhf

UNITED ARTIJHD" CORPORATION
MAH1Y PICKFOQD

CWAriLIZ CUADLIN
DOUGLAS FA inS.DAN KJ"

D.w GairriTu

UlfiAM ADfiAMJT DfiCvTIDETNT
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Why I Show Paramount Pictures
THEY say that a picture is only as good as its

story. The same is true of a theatre. No
matter how large and beautiful an edifice

an exhibitor may erect, when it comes to box
office receipts it simmers right down to bare facts

—the kind of pictures that are shown therein.

That is why I believe that any exhibitor is fool-

hardy who builds a motion picture theatre with-
out some concrete idea of what kind of pictures
he is going to show therein. People today want
something besides beautiful decorations, sweet
smelling incense or merely pictures that move.
They must be insured of a finished production in

every respect, something that is up-to-date or
just a little ahead of the times.

To me Paramount pictures represent the ideal

product for the motion picture patronage of to-

day. Because the public knows Paramount pic-

tures and knows what the trade mark stands for

—consistent quality—Paramount service is the

one best bet for the exhibitor. It is theatre insur-

ance that grows more valuable every day.

The Fitzpatrick-McElroy theatrical interests

are represented in Benton Harbor, St. Joseph,
Three Rivers, Ludington, Manistee, St. Johns,
Cadillac, Traverse City, Big Rapids and Cheboy-
gan and I know personally that Paramount pic-

tures are better known in these towns and draw
more people than any other brand on the market.

I believe this big following for Paramount has

been built up, not alone by advertising, but by
backing the advertising with the real goods. Any-
one can put on a big advertising campaign, if they
want to spend the money, but it doesn't take the

public long to discover whether an advertiser has

the goods. It is this consistently good service,

together with a knack of keeping the name Para-

mount before the public in the most psychological

places, that makes it a winner for any exhibitor

who plays the service. •

My experience has always been that it is the

service in every instance that counts and not the

size or class of the theatre. And Paramount
service in any theatre is pretty positive insurance

against failure. The public wants it. And that

is the thing that counts.

By Kenneth Fitzpatrick

Fitzpatrick-McElroy Theatri-

cal Interests

Here Are Some Current

(paramount (pictures
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Saturday Night"

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S "Three Live Ghosts"

BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and the Woman"
AGNES AYRES in "The Lane That Had No

Turning"

POLA NEGRI in "The Last Payment," UFA
Production

BEBE DANIELS in "Nancy From Nowhere,"

Realart

GLORIA SWANSON in "Her Husband's Trade-

mark"

WILLIAM deMILLE'S "Miss Lulu Bett"

WANDA HAWLEY in "Too Much Wife," Realart

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Fool's Paradise"

WILLIAM S. HART in 'Travelin* On/' Wm. S.

Hart Production

BETTY COMPSON in "The Little Minister"

ELSIE FERGUSON and WALLACE REID in

"Forever," GEORGE FITZMAURICE Produc-

tion

"GET RICH QUICK WALLINGFORD," Cosmo-
politan Production

MAY McAVOY in 'Through a Glass Window,"
Realart

I AMI Jl s IM \1 I Us I \SM ( OKI-OK Ml.
'/̂ Bt>/



WILLIAMS. HART

A MELODRAMA as sure-fire as Bill's own guns; a tale

as big as the plains it's played on; with a punch as

powerful as Hart's own fists!

A western story with a new twist. Made up of scenes
that thrill you, scenes that touch you, and scenes that
make you shout with glee.

Another record-breaker for any theatre in the world.

A WILLIAM S. HART PRODUCTION
By William S. Hart

Adapted and Directed by Lambert Hillyer. Photographed by Joe August, A. S. C.

(X (paramount(picture



cjHE CALL
OF HOME
FROM THE NOVEL w HOME"
By GEO. AGNEW CHAMBERLAIN

^HEflE IS NO PLACE LIhCE HOME"

directed by GASNIER
produced by

R-C PICTURES
" ""THE CALL OF HOME' may safely

be classed among the few one hun-
dred per cent pictures.

"A death dealing flood shown near the

end of the picture is startlingly real-

istic; it is easily the best of its kind
ever seen in pictures."

H prison's Reports, Jan. 21 Issue



The Mightiest Flood Scenes Ever Screened
'"pHE CALL OF HOME" is a "natural" hit. A tremendous cataclysm of

nature—a stupendous flood that sweeps an entire valley to destruction-
is the astounding climax of a picture that will also sweep the country and
make bumper money for exhibitors.

The reviewers have been jolted out of their usual calm aid have proved their
willingness to give credit where credit is due.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS says:

"A well balanced picture. Holds the suspense up to the final moment. Principals do
good work. Nice characterizations. No artifical note to mar. Even 'the bits' are
admirably executed."

MOVING PICTURE WORLD says:
"A group of flood scenes that are as fine as anything of the sort that has been doneftefore."

BILLBOARD say*;

"There is a thrilling punch in this picture."

Other reviewers praise the picture enthusiastically.

Nothing succeeds like successes. Play this hit and run
up your bank balance.

Prints now ready at all R-C Exchanges.

Win, R-C PICTURE.
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Jungle
adventures
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Diverted, by JAMES CONWAY", Scendi \

by AGNES JOHNSTON" £f FRANIC PAZ]
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IDovld Ric/kU Controlled by

EXPORT &IMPORT FILM CO,
Z 2 9 Seuen.tH Ave,, New Xjor >
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What "American" Offers

The Independent Producer:

\ t
Intelligence

!

2. Entry into the better and the best theatres.

3. The respect, confidence and patronage of

exhibitors.

4. An accurate and thorough knowledge of
what materials should be produced.

5 # m
Rapidity in making cash settlements with

the owners of pictures.

6 #
No unfair and dishonest charges made
against Producer revenues.

7 #
Capability and enthusiasm behind your
pictures.

8. The best advertising and exploitation ever

known in this industry.

9. An organization of managers and salesmen in

the field with power and personal standing.

10. The oldest organization in this industry

from the standpoint of an association of

capable men with each other. New offices,

yes—but a trained, tried, tested sales

machine that can always look its customers

squarely in the eyes without flinching.

We are ready to announce a score of com-
pleted productions of high calibre and sure

appeal—all from independent producer
sources.

fc ! k=.lJ~~
=

ejt=^— 1

\ .

RELEASING CORPORATION
WALTER E. GREENE, <P«Wm< F. B. WARREN, Vice-President

Home Offices

15 West 44th Street, New York City

Telephones: Vanderbilt 7078-7079
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One reel real
laff every week!

What names/
Charles Dana Gibson
Coles Phillips, Maxfield Parrish
FXLeyendecker, George Ade
Walt Mason, Wallace Irwin
Meredith Nicholson,

Don Marquis/

What class!

Pretty girls -Snappy lines

Novelty plastique~
Riotous cartoons/

Oh,Boy!.'

What a LIFE-saver
for any show /

Prints at all Wid Gunning
Exchanges now ~ get aboard
the band-wagon early III

Otie First-run Prize
of the Year!

Directed by

Ashley Miller m.p.d.a.

Einn
Atlanta

Boston .

BlrFALO

I'lEVELAN

Chicaco

Cincinnat

Dallas

Damn .

Dl-thoit

Orncts 1S40 Broadway. Nev. Y
146 M

19 Pirdnmnt Si

257 Franklin Si.

607 Film Bttkogl Bld»

Bin Soolh » ..l.j-l. Ave.

.. . . . Pionrtr Si. and Broad'

1413 Commerce S

1711 Broadway

. . . . 143 FjI.I Kliiabrlh Si.

Film nids . 1 Till and Main Sl^ Kansas Cm
838 Soulll Wise Si IjOS AmMM

16 North Fourth Si MiNNiArous

729 Sevcnih Avenue Nlw Yoiik Cm
1235 Vine Si Pmiladiljuia

1201 Ldierty Ave. PrmjUi«CH

2*1 Turk Si San Fbancisco

2021 Third Ave. StATTUl

3617 WlfJrifafrM Ave St. Lolts

525 Thirteenth St.. N. W. . Wasminltok-

WEST COAST PRODUCTION HEADQUARTERS, 6411 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES







This is a Picture You ZMust Tlay— and Why ?

MARION DAVIES
in "The Bride's Play"

In seven days at the Rialto Theatre,

New York, the box office receipts were

$24,169.45

This means that thousands crowded
into this house to see this masterpiece

—a picture that reaches the highest

peak in photoplay production.

Marion Davies portrays two wonder-
ful characters— the modern young
bride and the bride of the early ages.

"Miss Marion Davies appears in one of the most
beautiful and charming pictures of her screen

career."— Evening Telegram.

'"The Bride's Play' is a continual succession of gor-

geous pictures; it has indeed been given a back-

ground which is almost overwhelming with its

wealth of luxurious beauty."

—

Evening Mail.

"For production of sheer physical beauty 'The
Bride's Play' at the Rialto this week comes near
the head of its class. Every scene is beautiful."

—Evening Sun.



G
Story by

Donn Byrne

Directed by

George VV. Terwilliger

Settings by

Joseph Urban

he Bride's Play" has a tremendous,

feminine appeal. It pictures two

great bridal scenes—the first, in

the days of knights and armor

when men often took their wives

M from rival suitors at the point of

the sword or the lance—the second,

a wedding of today, with all the

romantic, picturesque marriage

rites, that have been handed down

from time immemorial.

MARION DAVIES in "The 'Bride's Way
Presented by FampUS Players Lasky Corporation

qA Paramount Picture



Lewis J. Selznick

presents

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
In another of those revivals which

remind vou how good comedies can be

"GOOD NIGHT

PAUL"
From the Play by Roland Oliver

and Charles Dickson

Directed by Walter Edwards

A MONEY-MAGNET
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Why?

Have 11 (eleven) of the most

prominent Independent Ex-

changes taken franchises from

Second National Pictures Corp.

whose first production "DAVID
and JONATHAN" is now
being released?

Why?
Because the "David and Jonathan" release is the

first picture of the greatest state right or franchise

proposition now before the independent buyer.

Second National Pictures Corp.
140 West 42nd Street New York



This isno time /
tobe a Quitter /

xtelligent Effort, Courage,

,nd Qood Pictures Will Make
Aoney for Your Theatre

j^VEN if you are not showing the re-

turns of two years ago, you can't be

a Quitter. The motion picture business

needs Courage to-day more than at any
other time.

Keep in the game! And put more effort

into your theatre. Do everything possible

in the way of promotion and presenta-

tion before deciding that it's a dark, dark

world.

Don't expect too much. The war appetite

for pictures could not continue. It was

abnormal. It is normal now—and the

supply of money is below normal. That's

why the public wants its money's worth.

The public still likes motion pictures.

But they are more discriminating. Neces-

sity makes fine judges of us all.

Once anything went. To-day you must
not only sell your pictures, but your pat-

rons must be satisfied when they see it.

Week after week Goldwyn Pictures will

make more money for you than any other

pictures on the market today.

We repeat—don't be a wall flower. Don't

be a quitter. Now is the time to fight for

your returns.
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i

Frank Zambreno, Progress Pictures, Chicago, wires:

"You've Made a Master-Stroke. Eddie Lyons is a
Real Comedian." We'll say he is.

Hats Off to

Eddie the Great!

He's the

Funniest Fellow

in Films.

These 2-reel

Specials Are

Breaking Every

Record for

Short-Subject

Success.

Don't Be Too
Late. Grab

Eddie for Your

Territory. He's

A Winner!

f)ntributor% for Untied Kingdom :

lNTf.R-OCfcAN PHOTOPLAYS. Ltd.

I 62 Wardour Stree t. London

rrow
offers

Hlne Iniimilalole Comedian

EDDIE
LYONS

in a series of

11 biq special
2reel comedies

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
220-224 W. 42nd Street, New York City
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Palmore and Homand, Baltimore, say: "We Con-
sider the Arrow Comedy Franchise the Best Offering
We've Ever Seen. It

Spells Success,"—and
in big letters.

flrroui) offers a
Jcomplete pvoqytxm

of side splitting
two reel subjects

SPEED COMEDIES
DROADWAYCOMEDIES
CRUEiy-WEO COMEDIES
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES

^Jivsi covnejirst served

#1 %
ARROW FILM CORPORATION

220-224 W. 42nd Street, New York City

52 Corking

Comedies

—

One for Every

Week In the

Year. Here's a

Franchise You
Can't Afford to

Be Without.

Well Known
Stars and

Excellent

Stories.

Specially

Produced for

Arrow and the

Independent

Market.

Ready NOW!

Distributors for United Kingdom:
INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd.

162 Wardour Street, London
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Exhibitors Herald
announces a series of articles on the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America and Personalities of

the Organization

By

Monte W. Sohn

This series will commence in

the next issue and will be

found of widespread interest

to members of the organization.

See Next Issue for

Monte W. SoWs First Article
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TORCHY COMEDIES
PRODUCED BY C. C. BURR

BATTLING TORCHY
Is the latest "Torchy" Comedy with

JOHNNY HINES
In the Stellar Role

This picture is without doubt the greatest work of Hines's
career. Go to your nearest Educational branch and have
"BattlingTorchy," "TorchyA La Cart," and "TorchyTakes
a Chance" screened for you—then book the new series!

"TORCHY" COMEDIES ARE AMONG

Educational^ Nationally Advertised Short Subjects!

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., e. w. hammons, evident
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GetyourCHARLE
For 20 'Proa
Boole throng

Charles Ray is a real box-office star.

Charles Ray productions mean money for

the exhibitor.

Charles Ray is the star of twenty produc-

tions distributed by National Exchanges, Inc.

Charles Ray-National Exchanges, Inc., pro-

ductions give the real showman his big
chance to cash in on the box-office value

of this popular star.

31 EXCHANGES
inPRINCIPAL CITIESNATIONAI
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RAYContract
tcfions

t\erw

National Sxclftngci

XCHANGES
398 FIFTH AVE

NEW YORK N.Y
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ANNA Q. NILLSON
IN

WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME
M

FULL
WEEK

RUNS
AT
THE
FOLLOWUG
THEATRE

ORPHEUM (Jones, Linick and Schaefer), State St. . . CHICAGO
BIJOU (Jones, Linick and Schaefer), State St CHICAGO
ALCAZAR (Jones, Linick and Schaefer), Madison St. . . CHICAGO
PANTHEON (Lubiner & Trinz) CHICAGO
SENATE (Lubiner & Trinz) CHICAGO

APOLLO PEORIA, ILLIONIS
GROVE ELGIN, ILLINOIS
AVON DECATUR, ILLINOIS
WEST GALESBURG, ILLINOIS
20th CENTURY (12th St) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ORPHEUM ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
CHATTERTON \ . . SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
AVOY MOLINE, ILLINOIS
COLONIAL LINCOLN, ILLINOIS

PRINCESS SIOUX CITY, IOWA
SUN OMAHA, NEBRASKA
12th STREET THEATRE KANSAS CITY, MISSCI

GARDEN DAVENPORT, IOWA
OHIO INDIANAPOLIS, INDWi
VICTORY EVANSVILLE, INDIAf

ORPHEUM FT. WAYNE, INDIAN;
LIBERTY TERRE HAUTE, INDI I

COLUMBUS MUNCIE, INDIANA
LYRIC MARION, INDIANA
GRAND GARY, INDIANA
OLIVER SOUTH BEND, INDIAI1

PARTHENON HAMMOND, INDIANA
ORPHEUM ST. JOSEPH, MISSUOI

Celebrated Players
810 South Wabash Avenue
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"WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME"
OPENED AT THE FOLLOWING HOUSES:

MONDAY
WEEK OF JAN. 9th

JPOLITAN CHICAGO
AKLND SQUARE CHICAGO
ORIT PARK CHICAGO
AK ARK CHICAGO
\CKON PARK CHICAGO
roi: CHICAGO
EN'OOD CHICAGO
TRAFORD CHICAGO
(AR4ALL SQUARE CHICAGO
OSMPOLITAN CHICAGO
/ES ENGLEWOOD CHICAGO
EOF.ES CHICAGO
re:;l CHICAGO
RCI'R CHICAGO
RO.)WAY STRAND CHICAGO
/ES GALESBURG, ILL.

HAMMOND, IND.ARIENON
IICIGAN CHICAGO
RA'FORD CHICAGO
/ES END CHICAGO
\CtOti PARK CHICAGO

MONDAY
WEEK OF JAN. 16th

CRYSTAL (North Ave.) CHICAGO
PARAMOUNT CHICAGO
COVENT GARDEN CHICAGO
VITAGRAPH CHICAGO
ADELPHI CHICAGO
CALO CHICAGO
KNICKERBOCKER CHICAGO
TIFFIN CHICAGO
AMERICUS CHICAGO
ATLANTIC CHICAGO
HARPER CHICAGO
KARLOV CHICAGO
PEERLESS CHICAGO
ACADEMY CHICAGO
HALFIELD CHICAGO
E. A. R CHICAGO
ORPHEUM FT. WAYNE, IND.

PERSHING CHICAGO
CROWN CHICAGO
LAKESIDE CHICAGO
WILSON CHICAGO

MONDAY
WEEK OF JAN. 23rd

BIOGRAPH CHICAGO
LANE COURT CHICAGO
KEDZIE ANNEX CHICAGO
JULIAN CHICAGO
MONOGRAM CHICAGO
BRIGHTON PARK CHICAGO
ASHLAND (Madison St.) CHICAGO
PARKWAY (Roseland) CHICAGO
PARK (North Ave.) CHICAGO
SULLTON CHICAGO
LOOMIS CHICAGO
WABASH CHICAGO
LOWEY'S CHICAGO
KEYSTONE CHICAGO
VICTORY EVANSVILLE, IND.
MATTOON MATTOON, ILL.

12th STREET THEATRE
KANSAS CITY, MO.

CRESCENT (Milwaukee Ave.). CHICAGO
PALACE (Halsted St.) CHICAGO
PLAISANCE (63rd St.) CHICAGO

UD CONTRACTS ARE STILL POURING IN!

MONDAY
WEEK OF JAN. 30th

EVDEARBORN CHICAGO
AR5IDE CHICAGO
/ICER PARK CHICAGO
TIK (West Pullman) CHICAGO
1L1IORE CHICAGO
RY MAWR CHICAGO
OCRS CHICAGO
AFIELD (Madison St.) CHICAGO
OLIER'S LYRIC CHICAGO
VO CHICAGO
LAV CHICAGO
• A ACE CHICAGO
IR NIA (43rd St.) CHICAGO
AC E PRINCETON, ILL.

AF MOUNT NEBRASKA CITY, NEB.
IBVTY TERRE HAUTE, IND.
ANERS INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

MONDAY
WEEK OF FEB. 6th

ORCHARD CHICAGO
GRAND (Crawford Ave.) CHICAGO
LUCILLE CHICAGO
PARK (North Ave.) CHICAGO
MADLIN CHICAGO
HUB CHICAGO
HARRISON CHICAGO
CRITERION CHICAGO
ARGMORE CHICAGO
CLIFFORD CHICAGO
JEFFERSON GOSHEN, IND.

MARTZ TIPTON, IND.

CAPITOL CLINTON, IND.

PLUMB STREATOR, ILL.

STRAND HASTINGS, NEB.
CHATTERTON SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

ORPHEUM ST. JOSEPH, MO.

MONDAY
WEEK OF FEB. 13th

PERSHING (12th St.) CHICAGO
NEW BROOKLINE CHICAGO
NEW HOME (Armitage Ave.) . CHICAGO
REX (Racine Ave.) CHICAGO
LYRIC (22nd St.) CHICAGO
CENTURY CHICAGO
NEW ERA CHICAGO
MURRAY RICHMOND, IND.
COLONIAL LINCOLN, NEB.
EAGLE WABASH, IND.
TUXEDO INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
PRINCESS SIOUX CITY, IOWA
DREAMLAND GLASFORD, ILL.

SUN OMAHA, NEB.
CASINO MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA
STRAND INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
MAJESTIC FAIRBURY, NEB.

Film Corporation
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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A Few Film Facts
from the

BOX OFFICE RECORD

Certain program pictures issued in 1921 and sold

at moderate rental prices gave "better satisfaction

than most of the so-called super-specials." (From
the statements of a national representation of exhibitors.

)

Some news reels "drew more business than the

best two-reel comedies. " (By unanimous opinion.)

Serials "made Tuesday the best night of the

week" and, in other cases,"killed Saturday busi-

ness entirely." (Scores of reports agree in both

instances.)

Certain super-specials that broke all Broadway
records "dropped dead" in the neighborhood
houses and the smaller cities. (Attested by show-

men who paid to know.)

THESE and Scores of Other Business Secrets that Mean
* Money Saved and Money Made Are Available Only
Through the Assembled Box Office Reports of Active

Showmen in Every Part of the United States and Canada
and Presented in the

BOX OFFICE RECORD
Published by Exhibitors Herald)
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The San, Francisco
Daily Vems

Buster Keaton at the Strand
j r

Buster Keaton was never funnier
than he is in "The Playhouse." now
at the Strand iheater. He does
3bout everything that a comedian
can do in this story of a wild dream,
and everything is funny. Keaton's
pictures will be shown exclusively

at the Strand hereafter for their

first run >n San Francisco.
The sericus sloe of the riro:rrara

^

3

brines
"

The b'an Ftuncisco
Bulletin

The Strand's program this week-

boasts two highly entertaining at
tractions. Buster Keaton in his

latest production, "The Playhouse,

.

one of the best comedies he has eves
.made

Th© story of "The Playhouse'
takes place in a theater and Buster
Keaton is the whole show itself
even to the audience, in fact, ho isV
the only man on the theater s pay- I

xoll. Some of the most marvelous
trick photography ever seen in mo-
tion pictures has made this possi-
ble. So perfect is the many ex-
posure work necessary to obtain
this effeci that one Is Inclined to
doubt their own eyes. In one scene
Buster is shown fil.'ing a score of
different roles. Buster is every
member of the orchestra, and every
minstrel in the show all at th
same time.
"The

tio

The San Francisco papers all

give the feature place on the

Strand program to

BUSTER KEATON
In

"The Playhouse

So did the New York papers.

That s the way he is going

in theatres Irom coast to coast.

A First National Attraction

presented by Joseph M. Schenck

and written and directed by

Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline.

Released on the Open Market.

Any show is a good show

if Keaton heads the bill
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Mad

Wl th Mabel
It is not necessary to contract for ai v

the picture that you have all been wa t

hibitor regardless of his affiliation. Ya

Read these telegrams:

WACO, TEXAS,
JANUARY 5, 1922

ASSOCIATED FIRST NAT. PIC, INC.
6-8 West 48th Street,

New York City.

Just closed most profitable week's engagement
since opening of our Strand Theatre, which has
been about a year ago. I want to truthfully

state that "MOLLY O" did the work against

two of the biggest pictures of the year
—"WAY

DOWN EAST" and "QUEEN OF SHER A.-

ABE LEVY,
Strand Theatre.

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO,
JANUARY 9, 1922.

H. A. BANDY,
First National Exhibitors Co.

Film Exchange Bldg.

Cleveland, Ohio.

If I had my week's seating capacity at my
disposal yesterday, I am sure there would not
have been an empty seat. That tells how many
were eager to attend the "MOLLY O" open-

ing.

J. W. TRUNK,
Dome Theatre.

We Told You "Molly 0" Was GreaU\
Distributed Through Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
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Bennett's

Normand Directed bv F. Richard Janes

qmp of productions in order to secure

u$ for. "Molly "is available to any ex-

tin book this picture singly and alone!

Read these telegrams:

EAST ST. LOUIS,
JANUARY 18. 1922.

MACK SEXXETT PRODUCTIOXS,
Capitol Theatre, New York, X. Y.

Few pictures stir an audience to a pitch of
enthusiasm. Mack Sennett has produced such
a picture— human, wholesome, entertaining—
"MOLLY O" is just what the public wants,
just what they will gladly pay the price for
and leave the theatre with more kindly feelings

toward both exhibitor and producer. May you
send us manv more as good. A huge success
at the Majestic. H. G. REDMAX.

Majestic Theatre.

KAXSAS CITY. MO.
JANUARY 10, 1922.

Mr. E. M. ASHER.
Capitol Theatre Bldg.,

Xew York, X. Y.

"MOLLY O"' opened Sunday at Liberty to phe-
nomenal business in spite of depression in

Kansas City. Pictures like this are life savers

to the exhibitors, and despite depression

"MOLLY O"' will make money for exhibitors

in large or small communities. COXGRATU-
LATIOXS.

SAM HARDIXG,
Libertv Theatre.

lhan "Mickey"—Now We've Proved It!

Released on the Open Market—Available to All Exhibitors
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THE BIG SHOW
WEEK'S COMING

A Solid Week of First Nationals
Join the Grand National Exhibition

Great Stars—Finest Photoplays!

rst Nationa

WEEK.

m
f

HERE'S A LIST TO PLA\

INUlllld A cl 1 lllclUg C 111 To li n R?i rrvmorf1
| \J 1111 J » cl 1 1 \ 1 1 1 1_/ 1 \»

'
' tn ilin' 1 It i- r\ 1 1 o* noiiiiiin llllOUgll m *

'T Vi a T n 1 1 i c K^frpr'111 J. 11C -L/ULLlD L-dLLl

Constance 1 almaclge XT Upt XTdllip LU11

m itt
ki ^fnt"r1iic ,

r111 Olcll UUsl

.roily ot tne roines

J oUn otani s in "The Seventh Day'

'The Song of Life"
jonn rLmei son-

Mack Sennett's Anita Loos'

"Molly 0" "Red Hot Romance"

with Mabel Normand
Katherine MacDonah

Jackie Coogan in
in "Woman's Side"

"My Boy" Anita Stewart in

Selig-Rork's
"A Question of Honor

"The Rosary" Buster Keaton in

"The Paleface"

J. L. Frothingham's

"Shattered Idols" Sennett-Turpin com

edy "Bright Eyes"

Marshall Neilan's

"Penrod" Harry R. Raver's

with Freckles Barry splendid revival

"Cabiria"

Hobart Bosworth
H. 0. Davis'

"The Silent Call"
in "The Sea Lion"

Thomas H. Ince's Andrew J.
Callaghan'

"Hail the Woman" "All for a Woman"

King Vidor's Cecil M. Hepworth'

"Cove Never Dies" "Alf's Button"

F'irst National Attractions
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The Penalty of Imprudence
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

THE industry is suffering and Mr. Will H.

Hays, in his new association with the business

is. at least, being annoyed by the result of the

grossly unwise and utterly pointless assertions in

recent months of certain persons to the effect that

"the industry was going into politics."

Informed persons in the trade know that these

assertions issued from sources which no stretch

of the imagination could cause one to regard

as representative of the industry and on the con-

trary it is known that the individuals concerned

were impelled more by a burning desire to say

something than by any sane understanding of the

problems facing the business. As a result, blatant

declarations were made, as has been the practice

with reference to many matters, but in this in-

stance there has not been merely the usual nega-

tive outcome but on the contrary, the industry has

been seriously embarrassed before the public.

Within the trade the sources of these declara-

tions have been considered and as a consequence

the remarks were ignored or passed with an indul-

gent tolerance. Outside the trade, however, it has

been the unfortunate case that these assertions

have been interpreted as reflecting the thought of

the business ; hence, we now have newspapers re-

garding the appointment of Mr. Hays as a step

in a political program of the business. Congress is

called upon for action and various other undesir-

able eventualities have ensued.

*

MANY thinking persons in the trade probably

have been amazed to see such a newspaper as

the New York World expressly declaring that one

of the chief undertakings devolving upon Mr.

Havs is to seek, bv means of motion pictures, to

effect the election of a Republican Congress next

Fall. Persons will wonder just how the World

concludes that it makes a jot of difference to the

business whether the complexion of Congress is

Republican, Democratic or something else. Per-
sons will speculate as to why a newspaper like the

World should think that any industry, conducted
by rational men, should seek to have a hand in

party politics.

Yet, the New York World in the face of dec-

larations that have issued from the industry and in

the absence of being aware of the character of the

sources of these declarations reaches a thoroughly
warranted conclusion—which, of course, is at dis-

tinct variance with the facts, yet it is only what
might be expected as a result of the stupid an-

nouncements that "the industry is going into poli-

tics."

THIS publication has repeatedly counseled

that the industry avoid every semblance of con-

cern in partisan politics. In our issue dated Octo-
ber 22, 1921, we declared: "When anyone speak-

ing for this business stands up and announces
publicly that the industry is 'in politics' or that it

is 'going into politics' he is doing something that

may afford some momentary, personal satisfaction

but he is doing a thing that is fraught with sinister

and far-reaching peril.

" 'Persons with penchants for delivering ulti-

matums may be able to appease their vanity by
such declarations, but for such small ends the in-

dustry cannot afford to place itself on the block of

martyrdom, yet that is just the eventuality toward
which such talk is dragging the business.'

"

The situation forecasted in these words has

materialized; the industry, regarded as harboring

political designs, now stands in immediate peril of

assault and interference from sources which other-

wise could be depended upon for a fair hearing on
those issues where relief is sought.

Now added to the already weighty burden of

duties devolving upon Mr. Hays is the task of ex-

plaining to the country just where the industry

stands on the subject of partisan politics. In the

face of the necessity for accomplishing this it is

hoped that no further misrepresentation of the

industry's position will issue from within the

trade.
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A five per cent tax on state right

sales has been proposed. It probably

would be difficult to discover a single

branch of the industry which is less

able to shoulder any new burdens at

this time than the state rights field. It

is a matter of common knowledge that

this department of the industry has

been through a period of severe depres-

sion and the outlook for the immediate

future is none too bright.

* * *

It is to be hoped that the case against

the imposition of this tax shall not be

left to the state rights organizations.

Companies maintaining national dis-

tribution, of course, cannot be asked for

help in this matter, but such is not the

case witli respect to exhibitors .
The ex-

hibitor is very pertinently interested in

the welfare of the state rights method

of distribution. It supplies for him an

independent source of product which

at times has proven of singular advan-

tage. Exhibitors, through thefr organi-

zation and by personal activity, should

seek aggressively to forestall the impo-

sition of the state rights sales tax.

* * *

The announcement that the Famous
Plavers-Lasky corporation will cele-

brate its tenth anniversary in March
brings to mind many interesting facts

in connection with this organization in

particular and with the industry in gen-

eral. The ten-year period during which

this company progressed from a small

beginning to its present great propor-

tions has been the period in which this

industry has taken its place among the

great industries of the world—and

Famous Players has played an impor-

tant part in this development.

* •* *

Looking back over the ten-year rec-

ord of Famous Players one fact stands

out prominently : It is that the product

of this organization has been in the van-

guard of the artistic development of

the motion picture. From the outset

this company lias operated on a policy

of quality production and to an ex-

traordinary degree i-t has been success-

ful in producing pictures of high artis-

tic merit which also had among their

qualifications a real box office attraction.

Many great productions have been

given to the trade by this organization

and thousands of exhibitors can point

to this product as the nucleus around

which they built up their business.

* * *

One other feature in connection with

the product which has been issued by

Famous Players since its inception is

entitled to notice: A uniformly high

moral standard has been maintained

and this fact applying to the product

of the industry's greatest organizations

has on many occasions served effectively

the interests of the whole business.

Re-Takes
J. R. M.

Won't It Be GREAT—
When every feature is a winner,

When vaudeville actors refuse to take

bows,

When the price of a qt. doesn't stagger

you worse than the contents,

When every landlord has a heart.

* •

Our Weekly Lie

Last week we saw a Canadian North-

west picture that didn't have mounted
policeman in it.

Or an Awful Liar!

That N. Y. theatre, manager who
saved $35,000 "his day's receipts" from

two burglars is either a darn good man-

ager or a helluvafine press agent.

* * *

A Tip for the Stars

"Stronghcart" the dog that starred in

"The Silent Call" was scheduled to- make
personal appearances in New York at

the Capitol theatre, this week, but ow-
ing to other picture work was unable to

attend, so he had his cousin "Flash"

do the honors. This looks like a dog-
gone good idea to us. Wish more of

the stars would do it.

* * *

"Charles Kay joins the Big Four"

—

Headline. Thus making the "Big 4" the

big seven.
* * *

They're All Wise

Fox is looking for a "real vamp" for

"A Fool There Was." She'll have to

be a real oitc to fool the men folks now-
adays.

IN THIS ISSUE
OS sit. ( I VL INTEREST

Innounclng a Scries »f Articles by
Monte W. Solin

The rir*t Review of "Penrod," new
Mellon production
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Nominations Closed

Since printing our Questionnaire
last week we have been literally

swamped with replies, and we
hasten to announce that we have
decided upon a name for the James
horse. Therefore, do not send in

any more names for the steed. He's
all fixed up. We'll tip you off in

due time.

G. R. Harries, proprietor, Isis

theatre, Broadwater, Neb., says
"Tell the manager of the James
Horse Fund that I will play Black
Beauty next week. I can't send
him Black Beauty for Vitagraph
thinks too much of him, but I have
a Hitchin' Post that I could send
him.

Thanks Mr. Harries, we may
need it. In the meantime save your
cush for JAMES HORSE WEEK.
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Exhibitors Creating
Best Exploitation to

Get Los Angeles Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. 31—The nine exhibit-

ors who conduct the best advertising and

exploitation campaigns on First National

pictures during First National Week, Feb-

ruary 18 to 25, will win a trip to the Los

Angeles studios to meet stars, producers

and directors whose product the company
distributes.

Theatre men winning the trip will be "em-

ployed" by First National at $1 a week.

Their stay in Los Angeles will be exactly

one week. Those desiring to enter the con-

test must have photographs and a complete

description of their achievements at the

New York office of First National not later

than March 20.

Should two exhibitors tie both would be

taken on the Coast trip.

Loew House Adopts
Exclusive Photoplay

Policy in Cleveland
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND, O., Jan. 31.—An-
nouncement has been made that Loew's
Liberty theatre on February 20 will dis-

continue vaudeville and present motion
pictures exclusively. Loew operates nine
other houses here which are playing only
pictures.

Loew vaudeville will show at the
Metropolitan after February 20.

Bonus for Efficiency
Among Capitol Ushers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 31.—A bonus and
merit system for ushers has been inau-
gurated at the Capitol theatre by S. L.
Rothafel to increase the efficiency of the

staff. A bonus will be given the five

ushers and two page boys rendering the
most meritorious service each month.

Institutional lectures are given the staff

at regular intervals by Mr. Rothafel, and
drills and physical exercises are partici-

pated in by all, three times a week. Re-
cently a gymnasium has been provided
for the recreation of the men. after work-
ing hours.

Joins Famous Players
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. 31.—Randolph Bart-
lett, identified for many years with Lewis

J. Selznick Enterprises, has resigned to join

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as di-

rector of editing and titling at the Long
Island studio. W. L. Parker succeeds Bart-
lett as advertising manager for Selznick.

M. P. T. O. A.

MEMBERS
Will be interested in

a series of articles by

Monte W. Sohn
the first of which will appear
in the next, February 18, issue
of the "Herald." See full an-
nouncement on page 24 of this
issue.

Plan Six Investigations of
Knickerbocker Catastrophe

Officials Will Sift Rumors of Collusion Existing
Between Constructors and Inspectors

to Evade the Law
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 31.—Six separate investigations of the

ccllapse of the roof of Harry M. Crandall's Knickerbocker theatre have
been ordered with a view to determining the cause of the disaster which
has resulted in the death of at least 108 persons.

It is hoped that these investigations will disclose whether or not col-

lusion exists between constructors and building inspectors to evade the law,
rumors of which have been prevalent. Three other causes considered pos-
sible are the deterioration of material; vibration of service cars, hand
clapping or music from the organ, and the weight of snow which had fallen

on the roof.

Theatre Management Orders Investigation

Investigations have been launched by the theatre company, the senate,
the house, the District commissioners, the federal grand jury and the Dis-
trict coroner. Army and navy officers have been on the scene of the
disaster inspecting the wreckage. Construction engineers who inspected
the walls of the house following the crash stated that they had found the
concrete deteriorated. They based their conclusion on the fact that the
concrete when hit with a hammer was found faulty in places.

Immediately following the crash on secretary of the Knickerbocker company,
respectively; Joseph P. Morgan, generai
manager of the Crandall Enterprises;
Xelson B. Bell, John J. Payette, George
A. Crouch and all of the other Crandall
executives have worked without respite
since Saturday night, bending every en-
ergy and every resource of the Crandall
organization to the work of rescue at the
Knickerbocker. They are completely at
a loss as to the cause of the catastrophe
and are on the verge of collapse from the
shock and the inevitable reaction after
thirty-six hours of unremitting effort."

Resolution Is Introduced
The senate investigation was urged in

a resolution offered by Senator Capper of
Kansas; and in the house Representative
Ryan of New York sponsored a resolu-
tion directing a commission comprised of
an architect, engineer and builder to in-
vestigate the collapse and rewrite the
District code.
The casualty list of the catastrophe

totals, according to latest figures, 108 dead
and 130 injured. It is said at the hos-
pitals that little hope is held for the
recovery of twenty-five of the injured.

Storm Worst in Years
The storm, which many assign as the

cause of the accident, was the worst the
city had experienced for a generation.
More than two feet of snow had fallen in
twenty-four hours. Because of this only
about 300 persons had braved the snow
to see the evening's program, the feature
picture being Cosmopolitan's "Get-Rich-
Quick YVallingford."
While some officials believe that the

snow was not heavy enough to have
caused the wreck, others are of the
opinion that it might have collected in
one place, causing great strain at that
point on the roof.

This is said to be the second Crandall
house to meet with an accident of this

nature. The partly completed roof of

the Metropolitan is said to have fallen

because of the weight of snow. Both
houses, it is understood, were planned
by the same architect.

Saturday night all theatres in the capital

were ordered closed until all snow had

been cleared from the roofs and in-

spected by district officials.

Inspections in Other Cities

According to dispatches received here

the Knickerbocker catastrophe has served

as a warning for other cities to order

thorough inspections of theatre prop-

erties.

Action to avoid similar catastrophes in

Chicago, New York and Philadelphia has

been taken by city officials.

Following the calamity this statement
was issued by the Crandall management:

Crandall Closes Houses

"Overwhelmed by the disaster that be-

fell the Knickerbocker theatre Saturday
night and bowed deep in grief by the
catastrophe, Harry M. Crandall yester-

day issued an order to his executive staff

that out of respect to those of his own or-

ganization who lost their lives as well as to

the general public, there should not under
any circumstances be a performance in

any Crandall theatre yesterday.

"The order was at once communicated
to the house managers of the six Cran-
dall theatres, in some of which audiences

already had assembled. Those already

admitted to the Metropolitan, Avenue
Grand, Apollo and York theatres were
advised from the stage that no perform-
ance would be given in any Crandall

house, and at the Savoy and Ninth and E
Streets houses attaches were posted at the

entrance to convey the same information

to prospective purchasers of tickets.

Houses Are Inspected

"The Crandall theatres were all in-

spected by the police and building in-

spectors yesterday and without exception

granted immediate permission to open.

It was purely by reason of his heartfelt

sorrow that Mr. Crandall refused to per-

mit any of his houses to give a per-

formance.
"Mr. Crandall, A. E. Beitzel and Barry

Bulkley, president, vice-president and

(Pictures of the theatre before and
after the catastrophe appear on pages 43
and 45 in the Pictorial Section.)
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Refuse to Deal With Concerns
Selling Film to Churches

Warning Sent to all Exchange Managers in Oklahoma
by Two Exhibitors at Miami

IN line with the protests of exhibitor organizations and individual ex-

hibitors against the practice of some exchanges selling film to non-

theatrical institutions which operate in competition to the motion

picture theatres is the circular letter forwarded to all film companies in

Oklahoma by L. G. Humphreys of the Glory B theatre and G. H. Mer-

riam of the Grand, both at Miami.

The circular letter is only one of many communications of a similar

nature received within the past few months by the Herald.

light, rent, heat or help, these being at

the expense of all taxpayers.
* * *

AGREEMENT has been reached be-
tween the two Miami exhibitors "to

discontinue any service that we are using
which is shown in any non-theatrical
house in Miami or any that are shown
hereafter."

* * *

The circular letter forwarded to the
exchange managers follows:
"For the past year the exhibitors in

the various towns of this county—and, we
suppose, all of Oklahoma, have suffered

a loss of business of from forty to eighty
per cent.

"Instead of all Exchanges helping to

keep our houses open to the public, you
have shown by your acts, by not giving
the reduction of your products according
to the ratio of our receipts.

"Another reason that you are not giv-

ing us a fair deal on prices—you are

booking Features and Comedies through
the State School at Norman, your prod-

ucts for any or all schools in Oklahoma
that may want to show them.
"We do not object to any school show-

ing educational pictures in school rooms,
but when you sell them pictures at a

cheaper price, or even the same price

you charge us, we certainly object, for

the reason each of us have the overhead
of rents, lights and taxes of all kinds too

numerous to mention—labor and various

other expenses—while schools have no

"Probably w'e are not using your serv-
ice at present, but have some time in the
past—at any rate, we are a prospect, as
all exhibitors change their service at dif-

ferent times, in view of the fact that

schools, churches and non-theatrical are

using films of different exchanges.
"We, managers and owners of the

Glory B Theatre and the Grand Theatre,
of Miami, have agreed to discontinue any
service that we are using which is shown
in any non-theatrical house in Miami or

any that are shown hereafter. We also

agree to use our influence to have other
exhibitors to cancel services showing in

houses outside of legitimate theatres. We
are also sending a copy of this circular

letter to all the trade journals and hope
it will be of benefit to other exhibitors.^,

Mammoth Lake to Be *

Dug at Universal City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31.—A mam-
moth lake, to be dug at Universal City,

is said to be the biggest engineering feat

in the history of the industry. A moun-
tain stream will pour into its chalice and
towering pines will be planted around it.

New York Expects
1,600 at Meeting

Manhattan Theatre Men Will

Take Special Train
to Albany

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 31.—Indications
now point to an attendance of at least

1,000 at the annual convention of the New
York state exhibitors in Albany, Febru-
ary 14, 15 and 16. The special train which
has been chartered by the Theatre Own-
ers' Chamber of Commerce of New York
City will leave the metropolis at 2 o'clock

Tuesday afternoon, February 14.

Arrange Rail Service

Division passenger agents of the New
York Central are engaged this week in

lining up exhibitors in Syracuse, Roches-
ter, Buffalo and elsewhere throughout the

state, in order that these may travel as

units as far as possible.

Some idea of the demand for hotel

reservations may be gained from the fact

that in a single day last week, Samuel
Suckno, who is looking after this end
of the arrangements, received over 150

requests from every section of the state.

A dozen or more from women indicated

that there would be a good attendance
of the feminine sex. The Albanv Cham-
ber of Commerce is cooperating with the

Theatrical Managers' Association in every
respect.

Meeting Opens at Noon

All persons attending the convention
should come directly to the Hotel Ten
Eyck upon arriving in Albany, and
go to the information desk which will

be maintained on the mezzanine floor.

There they will receive their badges and
hotel reservations. The convention is

scheduled to get under way at 12:30

o'clock Tuesday noon.
There will be at least twenty-seven

booths maintained by exchanges.

American Studios Surpass Italian

Fox Star Who Has Been Abroad As a Member of the Cast of

"Nero" Returns to This Country

Some interesting observations of motion picture production in foreign

countries were related by Violet Mersereau, who recently returned from

Rome, where she had been playing the Christian maiden in "Nero," which

J. Gordon Edwards has just completed for William Fox.

"Making pictures in Rome," she said,

"has both its advantages and its disadvan-

tages. The climate is perfect, and the stu-

dios are fair. Our studio was the best in

all Italy, but none of them has the per-

fect equipment that makes our American
studios such a joy. But Mr. Fox did

everything possible to contribute to our
comfort, and it was a delight to work for

him.
"I might give as one of the greatest

disadvantages, my scenes with the players

who spoke only Italian or French. I was
the only American in the cast, and I

found it somewhat disconcerting at times
to have the director tell me to look ten-

derly at the leading man while I listened

to his earnest protestations of love—dis-

concerting, I mean, when he would pour
a perfect volley of Italian at me. I could

not understand a word he was trying to

say, and when I answered his passionate
declaration in English he looked just as

mystified. I felt sorry for him. He seemed
to think I was discussing everything but
my film affection.

"I think I was a little disappointed in

the Italian men," confessed Miss Violet.

"I had thought all Romans must be tall

and handsome and like Greek gods. I

found the Italian men small, very timid

and not at all as I had pictured them.
Their spaghetti eating amazed me, and
after seeing yards of this food crammed
down their mouths I decided I never
wanted to sec or cat it again."

Miss Mersereau predicts that "Nero"
will be the greatest' dramatic spectacle of its

kind.

Distributor's Agent
Charged with Theft

Prints Involved Would Have
Represented Loss of

$500,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 31.—A film theft

plot involving motion picture prints

valued at $500,000 has been frustrated,

according to the film theft committee of

the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, in the arrest at Port-

land, Me., of Leon Gorman, distributor's

agent, who is charged with attempting to

steal 1,000 reels of film.

Metro Film Stolen
The film, according to the N. A. M.

P. I., was to have been shipped to Japan,
Mexico and South America.
Most of the film was the property of

Metro Pictures Corporation. Other com-
panies whose reels were found in the

recovered loot were: Pathe Exchanges,
Inc.; Fox Film Corporation: Universal

Film Manufacturing Company; Famous
Playcrs-Lasky Corporation: Bray Pic-

tures Corporation and Goldwyn Pictures

Corporation.

Hawkins Aids in Arrests

Gorman's arrest was brought about by

\V. Comfort Hawkins, representing the

film theft committee, and John S. Mac-
Leod, an official of Metro Pictures Cor-

poration.
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Sees Less Agitation
With Hays at Helm

Schenck Believes Movement
Will Bring a General Busi-

ness Revival
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31.—Extensions
of production activity and the general re-

vival of film interest in Los Angeles and
throughout the country will follow the

acceptance by Postmaster General Hays
of the post of director general of a new
association of producers and distributors.

This was the declaration of Joseph M.
Schenck, vice chairman of the finance

committee of the National Association of

the Motion Picture Industry and pro-

ducer of the Norma and Constance Tal-

madge and Buster Keaton features, pub-

lished through First National, as well as

several other independent production en-

terprises, in an interview in which he out-

; lined the future plans of the motion pic-

ture industry. The signing of Mr. Hays
I will, according to Mr. Schenck, mean:

Will Stabilize Industry

1. The general expansion of produc-

tion.

2. The stabilization of the industry

and the concentration of all efforts for

better quality of pictures instead of de-

fense from attacks of enemies.

3. Placing upon proper and fair basis

of the censorship agitation, assuring the

people and the industry a fair deal.

And in all these, according to Mr.

Schenck's views, Los Angeles and the

rest of the country will be directly and
immediately benefited.

Will Visit Los Angeles

Mr. Schenck states that the entrance

of Mr. Hays into the motion picfbre in-

dustry will signify the beginning of an
organized movement to place the indus-

try on a more solid basis and meet the

manv important problems confronting it:

that it will make the general revival of

the expansion tendency, with increased

production in Los Angeles and elsewhere,

and that it would follow with a visit by
Mr. Hays to Los Angeles.

Plans Under Way for

Large Laboratory by
Famous Players-Lasky

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31.—Plans for a

film laboratory, to be the largest of its

kind, are being prepared by Famous
Piayers-Lasky corporation to be built at

the'Lasky studio. Details of the project

are in the hands of Frank E. Garbutt,

special technical advisor of the company's
production department.
According to preliminary plans the

new laboratory will have a forty-eight

hour week capacity of 1,500.000 feet of

film.

Mr. Garbutt has left for New York to

confer with Frank Meyer, head of the

Long Island Famous Piayers-Lasky lab-

oratory and other technical executives.

Upon his return to Hollywood complete
plans will be formulated and the work
started under his supervision.

William Fairbanks is

Upheld in Injunction
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31. — William
Fairbanks is a free agent as the result

of a decision of Judge York, who denied
an injunction to the Western Feature
Production Company, which sought to re-

strain his appearance in other pictures.

United Artists Closes for
Distribution of Ray Films

.Star Will Continue as Independent Producer Under
Existing Contract With Kane—Fewer and

Better Pictures Policy Announced
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Jan. 31.—Charles Ray, star and independent producer,
has transferred the distribution of his pictures from Associated First Na-
tional to United Artists, according to an announcement from Hiram
Abrams, president of the "Big Four."'

Although affiliating with the organization comprising Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin and David W. Griffith, Ray will con-
tinue as an independent producer under his existing arrangement with
Arthur S. Kane.

"Honored and Delighted" States Star
Final details of the deal were consummated last week upon receipt

of a wire from the star in which he declared that he felt "honored and
delighted" at being associated with the "Big Four." Negotiations were
conducted by Mr. Abrams for the distributing organization and Mr. Kane
for the player.

is in me—the very best that I can give to
the public.

''Fewer pictures, but bigger and better,
will be my slogan from now on. Bigger
pictures from the standpoint of every-
thing that can be put into them through
additional time, additional cost and addi-
tional work, and better pictures from the
standpoint of story, plot, direction, set-

tings, photography—everything, in short,
that goes to make a bigger and better
production.

The star's future policy, as announced

recently, is fewer, bigger and better pic-

tures. At that time Mr. Ray made this

statement:

"Fewer, Bigger and Better"

"This is preeminently the day of big

pictures. For a long time I have believed

this and now I know it, and for a long
time I have been desirous of being able

to give more time, thought and labor to

my feature productions. In all probabil-

ity I will cut my productions down to

two really good pictures a year. And by
'really good' I mean the very best that

Favors Open Booking

"I have long been an exponent of the
open booking plan for pictures, for it is

perfectly clear that the program system
and the star series system are for the
'weak pictures' on release lists. I feel

that exhibitors should not be forced to

buy and play inferior films in order to

get superior ones, nor should a really

popular star be penalized by being made
to carry the load of lesser attractions.

"Those stars whose features are being
distributed through United Artists— or
the 'Big Four'—know full well that each
of their productions must be marketed in-

dividually and that each and every pic-

ture must, therefore, be the very best
their art makes possible.

"I want to make pictures so good that

every one of them will find a ready mar-
ket. But to do that I must have more
time for the individual production: must
have time to find the proper story vehicle;

time for its preparation in the best pos-

sible manner, and time for actually mak-
ing the picture to the very best of my
ability, plus that of my working associ-

ates."

May Allison to Return

to Screen from Stage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31.—May Alli-

son will return to motion pictures from
the stage, according to Robertson and
\Yebb, who have taken over the former
Metro star's management.

HARRY CRANDALL, head of Crandall

Enterprises, Washington, D. C, owner

of the Knickerbocker theatre, the roof

of which collapsed last Saturday night.

Plays Kinema Organ
(Special to Exhil-itors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Jan. 31.—H. C. Hoff-
man, formerly with the Capitol theatre,

New York City, and Newman's theatre.

Kansas City, is the new organist at the

Kinema.
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Reformers Are On Rampage in

Number of States

Despite Few Legislative Sessions Advocates of Oppressive

Laws Are Active in Cities and Towns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 31.—Trouble signals for the motion picture indus-

try are up in many sections of the country. Censorship and blue

law bills, drastic exchange housing restrictions, and many ether reg-

ulatory measures comprise the mid-winter crop of threatened enactments
which the organized industry must combat during the next few months.

The fact that 1922 is an off year for legislative sessions in a large

number of states has not lessened the industry's defense burden. Instead

it has apparently added to the difficulty of simultaneously warding off

blows from various angles, because the reformers have launched their at-

tacks this year in cities and communities where the absence of legislative

sessions have kept them away from the city capitols.

IN Illinois the legislature does not con-

vene this year. But, according to

advices just received by the National As-

sociation of the Motion Picture Industry,

in Chicago the censorship agitation has

been vigorously resurrected and an ordi-

nance has just been introduced in the

city council providing for the establish-

ment of a department of motion pictures

with three commissioners, including one
woman, at an annual salary of $5,000

each.
* * *

Under the terms of this ordinance.

Chief of Police Fitzmorris would be

divorced from the control of motion pic-

ture exhibition in Chicago.
The judiciary committee of the Chicago

city council will consider the proposed
measure on February 0.

From Cleveland comes word that the

Chamber of Commerce, through its

municipal committee, is investigating the

entire question of motion picture censor-

ship. In a letter just received by Fred-

erick H. Elliott, executive secretary of

the National Association, from Dale

Brown, secretary of the municipal com-
mittee, the latter states that the commit-
tee is investigating "the entire question

of moving picure censorship with a view

to making recommendations as to

whether or not censorship is the proper

method of correcting an existing evil, or

if it is an improper method." Arrange-
ments are being made whereby the Na-
tional Association will be represented at

the next committee hearing.

In Mississippi the present legislature

has before it a censorship measure advo-

cated by Governor Lee M. Russell. In

his annual message Governor Russell

said: "I cannot too strongly urge the

very great necessity of establishing by
statute law a censorship of the motion
pictures used in this state. The right

kind of pictures should be encouraged.
This new enterprise is possibly the great-

est educator in the land with the excep-

tion of the schools, and if properly cen-

sored, may be continued to the great

entertainment and education of the whole
people. The expense of this censorship

should be borne by the exhibitors."

» * *

In New York a blue law bill which
would close every motion picture theatre

in New York on Sunday has been intro-

duced in New York legislature by As-
semblyman Clarence W. Hausner of

Montour Falls. Schuyler County. The
Lord's Day Alliance and the New York
Civic League arc both understood to be

solidly lined up behind this measure.
In South Carolina the legislature is

now in session. Three bills have been
introduced which if passed would cost
the industry several hundred thousand
dollars a year in that state.

One provides for the imposition of
a privelege tax on all motion picture
companies doing business in South Caro-
lina. Under the terms of the bill $5 a
reel would be charged for every original"
print shown in the state and $2.50 a reel
for every duplicate. This legislation was
recommended by the governor. Another
measure provides for a state luxury tax
of 1 cent on every 30 cents admission.
A censorship bill is also pending before
the legislature and has been advanced to
third reading.

In Massachusetts a serious situation
confronts the industry. At its last ses-
sion the legislature enacted a censorship
law which would have been effective on
January 1, 1922, had not the National
Association in conjunction with the Al-
lied Theatres of Massachusetts obtained
a referendum by obtaining and filing 25,-

000 petitions. This automatically stayed
the operation of the law until it has been
voted upon by the public in November.
This will be the first time the public of any
state has been allowed to express its will

regarding motion picture censorship.
Plans are maturing to present clearly and
forcefully to every voter in Massachusetts
the "other side" of the censorship contro-
versy. The necessity of this defense
work is apparent.

* * -*

In Washington, D. C, several meas-
ures of grave importance are pending.
One bill provides that all theatres in the
District of Columbia shall be closed on
Sunday. Another, introduced by Senator
Myers of Montana, provides for motion
picture censorship in the District. A
federal motion picture censorship bill, in-

troduced by Congressman Bland of Indi-

ana, is pending, together with several un-
usual bills affecting the industry which
were introduced by Congressman Her-
rick of Oklahoma. Then, too, there is

Senator Myers' bill calling for an investi-

gation of alleged "political activities" of

the motion picture industry.

In Maryland a bill is pending which
provides for a referendum on the ques-
tion of Sunday opening in Baltimore. At
present no pictures can be shown in Bal-
timore on Sunday. There also has been
introduced in the legislature a bill pro-
viding for the imposition of a fine of from
$50 to $100 for the exhibition of any
film without the censorship trailer of the
Maryland Censor Board.
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Grauman Celebrates
4 Years of Success

Elaborate Program Arranged
for Playhouse During
Anniversary Week
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31.—This is An-
niversary Week at Sid Grauman's Million
Dollar theatre. It marks the fourth year
of operation of the theatre erected by
Mr. Grauman and his father, the late D.

J. Grauman.

Gets Offers from Abroad
In the four years that the Million Dol-

lar theatre has been operating, Mr. Grau-
man has come into international promi-
nence as an exhibitor, having received
offers from theatrical corporations in

this country and London.
Both the Million Dollar theatre and

the Rialto attest the successful career of

this showman. Shortly, the latest of his

houses, the Metropolitan, will open its

doors. This house will seat 4,400.

Give Elaborate Program
An elaborate program is being given at

the Million Dollar theatre this week in

celebration of its fourth anniversary. The
fourth anniversary of the Grauman the-

atre falls within the date of the tenth
anniversary of Paramount Pictures, the

two having been identified here in Los
Angeles.

Harold Wendt Handles
Advertising at Allen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND. O., Jan. 31.— Publicity

at the Allen theatre, which is under the

direction of S. Barret McCormick, will

be handled in the future by Harold ¥.

Wendt, who has resigned from his posi-

tion as director of advertising and pub-

licity of the Rivoli theatre of Toledo to

accept the Allen connection.
Wendt, who comes from the McCor-

mick school of showmen, has been iden-

tified with the Toledo theatre since it was
opened over a year ago under the direc-

tion of McCormick. Previous to his en-

trance in the amusement field, Wendt
was a newspaper man.

Favorable Report Read
to Roach Stockholders

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31.—A favorable

report on the year's business was ren-

dered stockholders of the Hal E. Roach
Laboratories at the annual meeting. All

films are now handled by the laboratories,

with Charles Levin in charge, it was an-

nounced.
The following officers were elected for

the new year: Walter Lundin, president;

Charles Parrott, vice-president, and J. L.

Murphy, secretary and treasurer.

Star on Way to Coast

to Study Film Making
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31. — Sigrid

Hohnquist, Sweden's "Mary Pickford," is

reported en route to Los Angeles to study

American film-making methods.

Stars Going to Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31.—Alice Brady

and Elsie Ferguson will work at West
Coast Lasky studios, according to an-

nouncement by Lasky.
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State Court Holds Union's
Boycott of Theatre Illegal

Injunction Restraining Labor from Picketing the
Wonderland Upheld in Ruling of High

Tribunal of Minnesota
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Jan. 31.
—"Conspiracy to boycott a motion

picture theatre is an unlawful restraint to trade."

In- one of the most important decisions handed down in recent years,

the Minnesota supreme court, today, made the foregoing statement in de-

claring that organized trade boycotts violate the Minnesota anti-trust law.

Injunction Granted on July 12, 1920

The supreme court upheld District Judge W. W. Bardwell of Henne-
pin county in granting an injunction on July 12, 1920, restraining labor
unions from picketing the Woderland theatre, a motion picture house, and
from proclaiming it in the official labor organ as "unfair."'

Think Clearing House
Would Solve Problem

Managers and Salesmen Hold
Get-together Meeting at

Omaha
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 31.—At a dinner
tendered by the F. I. L. M. Club to

salesmen from the various exchanges it

was suggested that a clearing house be

established to handle all dates on exist-

ing contracts.

Meet with Approval

Although the recommendation met with
general approval, details will not be
worked out until at some later meeting.

Another important question discussed

was that of superceding contracts and
violations by competing salesmen.
This "harmony meeting" was voted by

all a great success, and the sponsors feel

amply repaid for the excellent spirit

manifested by competing salesmen to get

down to a legitimate and clean selling

basis.

Eleven Companies Represented

Those present were:

Fox Exchange—Sidney Meyer, manager; Earl

Bell, M. L. Stern, J. L. Stern, Lou Levy. Harry
Heyman, O. T. Lindstrom, Ed. Solid; Famous
Havirs- Lasky—H. I. Krause, manager, Fred
Hunt, B. B. Kean, J. J. Clarke, A. F. Winstrom,
E. N. McFarland, H. J. Tardy, G. W. Jastram,
Hal Home; Associated First National—Eddie
Alperson, manager, E. R. Coffin, Henry B. Dent,
R. B. Gorham; Educational Film Exchange—
C. L. Peavey, manager, Harry H. Wienberg;
Pathe—Chas. W. Taylor, manager, M. L. Over-
man, Fred Solomon, O. W. Hanson, C. J. Riggs;
Goldwyn—Harry Lorch, manager. Geo. Cohry,

Chas. E. Heede, Jim Fisk, W. D. Singleton;
'Robertson & Cole— E. J. Lipson, manager, John
J. Fried. B. R. Greenblatt, J. T. Graham; Metro—
C. R. Osborne, manager, C. R. Blubaugh, J. M.
Abrams. Carl Reese. Harry Keller, H. A. Friedel

;

Enterprise Distributing Corporation—D. V. Mc-
Lucas; Universal—Harry F. Lefholtz, manager,
E. H. Strickland, R. L. Harris, B. Tilsworth, H.
Novitsky; Greater Productions—T. G. Bowen

;

Jane Bowen, secretary, Omaha F. I. L. M. Club,
and H. E. Nichols, Exhibitors Herald.

Di Lorenzo Heads New
Distributing Concern
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

1 NEW YORK, Jan. :u.—Three former
executives of Famous Players-Lasky are

on the list of officers of a new concern
being incorporated under the name of

Di Lorenzo, Inc., for the purpose of dis-

tributing motion pictures on the state

rights basis. The new concern has al-

ready negotiated a three-year contract

for twelve features a year, and according
to the announcement of the incorporation,

other contracts are pending which will

double this number of publications.

Joseph di Lorenzo, for five years man-
ager of the Exchange Service department
of Famous Players, is president of the

corporation. J. P. Burrows and H. J.

Jantzer, both formerly with the same
company, are respectively, vice-president

and treasurer of the concern. A. P.

Savarese is secretary. Offices have been
leased at 135 West 44th street.

Screen Star Is Sued
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Jan. 31.—As the re-
sult of an accident on Hollywood boule-
vard, Robert McClaren has filed in su-
perior court a $25,000 damage suit against
Art Acord, film star, and Frederick Wick-
crsham, son of former U. S. Attorney-
General Wickersham. According to the
complaint, Wickersham. accompanied by
Acord, was driving an automobile which
struck McClaren.

In a second decision, the supreme
court upheld Judge Bardwell in com-
mitting Dan W. Stevens, Leslie Sinton,

Lynn Thompson and R. D. Cramer, labor

leaders, to jail for contempt, for their re-

fusal to abide by the injunction. His
action in this case is modified, however,
eliminating a $125 fine assessed on each

man for the benefit of J. J. Campbell,
proprietor of the theatre, as the su-

preme court holds that a $100 judgment
against the four men for attorney's fees

was levied properly. They must pay
the fees or serve six months in jail.

Same as U. S. Action

The decision in the injunction case lines

the Minnesota courts up with the recent

decisions of the United States supreme
court and for the first time defines clearly

the rights and limitations of action in

labor disputes.

In part the supreme court decision

reads:
"The business of conducting a motion

picture theatre falls within the purview

of Section 8973, General Statutes of 1913,

and a combination to boycott such a

theatre is one in restraint of trade and
forbidden by terms of the statute.

Court Defines Trade

"The word trade is used in the statute

in its broad sense and is not restricted

to trade involving useful commodities.

"The publication of the statement that

olaintiff was unfair to organized labor

portended injury to plaintiff's business

under the facts found, and judgment en-

joining the continued publication of the

statement was not too broad and did not

deprive defendants of the freedom of

speech granted by the constitution."

Ends Five-Year Fight

The decision is the culmination of a

battle that has lasted for the last five

years. J. J. Campbell originally brought

action to enjoin the motion picture ma-
chine operators' union from picketing the

Wonderland. Up to February 24, 1917,

Campbell employed union men as mo-
tion picture machine operators. On Feb-

ruary 10, 1917, he decided to reduce ex-

penses and gave the operators notice

called for by his contract and informed

them that he was going to operate his

machine himself, but was willing to em-

ploy one union operator to relieve him

as part of the time. The local union re-

jected the proposal. As a result, he op-

erated the machine himself and hired a

non-union man.

Charges Unfairness

The labor assembly constitution pro-

vides for the publishing of a "we do not
patronize" list, and there were published
from time to taime articles in the Labor
Review, charging the theatre was "unfair
to organized labor" and urged the with-
holding of patronage. Later, pickets
walked in front of theatre displaying
banners: "This theatre is unfair to or-
ganized labor." Crowds often collected
in front of the theatre and police were
called frequently to quell disturbances.
Among Minneapolis theatre owners the

supreme court decisions are considered a
great victory for the "open shop."

Chicago Newspapers
Treat "Wes" Kindly

"Penrod" Star Is Center of

Attraction at Functions
During Week

Few motion picture stars who have
come to Chicago to make personal ap-

pearances have received the wide pub-
licity and attracted more attention than
Wesley Barry, the Marshall Neilan star,
now appearing daily at the Chicago thea-
tre, in connection with the showing of
"Penrod."
"Wes" arrived in town on Saturday,

January 28, was received by the American
Junior Naval Reserves at the Dearborn
street station and from the moment he
stepped off the California limited has been
the center of attraction at luncheons, in

department stores, newspaper offices and
at various gatherings in the city hall and
clubs throughout the city.

The mayor of Los Angeles entrusted
Wesley with a large basket of oranges
and a letter of introduction to Mayor
Thompson, both of which he delivered
upon his arrival. All week he has been
editor of the children's page of the Chi-
cago Journal, and on Tuesday, Balaban
and Katz, owners of the Chicago, Tivoli,

Riviera and Central Park theatres, staged
a luncheon for "Freckles" at the Hotel
Sherman, at which the trade and news-
paper press were represented.

Pete Smith. Marshall Neilan's press
representative, is in charge of Wesley's
publicity and is looking after his welfare.

Russell Back on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31.— William
Russell has returned from New York to

begin a new series of films to be directed

by Rowland Lee.
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INTERNATIONAL CLAIMS SCOOP
International claims a news reel "beat" in the presentation in

Broadway theatres within a few hours after the death of Pope
Benedict XV of what it declares to be the only motion pictures
ever taken of a Pontiff or in the Vatican. While the Broadway
houses were showing these pictures 300 prints were being rushed
to exhibitors in all parts of the country. The pictures taken within
the Vatican are a part of International News No. 7, distributed
by Universal. Two views taken from the reel are presented here-
with.

Chicago Dallies Decry Criticism

of Hays Appointment
Term Congressional Investigation and Reform Charges as

"Rot" and Preposterous

IN sharp contrast to the attitude of a number of New York newspapers
toward the industry, and especially the appointment of Will H. Hays
as head of a new association of producers and distributors, are the|

editorial expressions of the Chicago press.

Present reform activities and criticism of the Hays movement were
labeled by the Chicago papers with such expressions as, "Speaking plainly,

we think this is rot."

FOUR Chicago dailies, three being
rated among the largest in the coun-

try, and a fourth which goes in to the

homes of the more discriminating

readers, stand out particularly prominent
in their denunciation of the reformers.

These papers are the Tribune, Herald and
Examiner, News and Post.

* * *

Answering a Brooklyn reformer's

charge that the appointment of Post-
master General Hays indicates the inten-

tion of "four or five Hebrews" to control

elections, the Post says

:

"Speaking plainly, we think this is rot.

Wc think that Mr. Hays will he good for

the movies and that his influence will

be exerted toward making better and
cleaner movies from a principle of com-
mon business sense.

"We think the reformer is counting
chickens before any eggs have been laid.

RarrinR our regret in losing Will Hays
from the postoffice, we are glad that he

is going into the movies."
* » *

The Tribune editorial reads:

"There is no law against the use of

the movies in politics and there could

nol very well be one any more •;m there

could be a law against making political

speeches in halls, expressing political

opinions in newspapers or using any

other legal way of advocating measures
and candidates.

"If the movies got into politics and be-
came great instruments of political per-
suasion censorship would be obliged to
keep its hands off.

"Censorship has least of all a place in

the possible political use of the movies.
The producers and exhibitors have been
using the screen to fight the blue law ad-
vocates, but censorship cannot stop
them. People have a political right to
oppose restrictive laws."
One paragraph in the Herald and Ex-

aminer editorial is of particular interest.

It says: "There is plenty of turmoil in the
world just now. So far as the movies
are concerned, let us have peace."

* * *

The News believes that the statements
of reformers are extravagent and pre-
posterous. The editorial reads:
"Many things in the moving-picture in-

dustry require correction. Rut some of
the statements made by witnesses be-
fore the judiciary committee of the
federal senate in regard to the conditions
or prospects of that industry are extrava-
gant and preposterous.
"To charge that the men who control

that industry Seek to 'perpetuate im-
morality,' that they are conspiring to

dominate the political life of the coun-

try, or that they are insidiously working
to carry national and local elections is

to indulge in reckless assertions that

carry their own refutation. It should be
possible to argue for a congressional in-

quiry into the moving-picture industry
without resorting to such foolish flor-

ishes of rhetoric.

"As a matter of fact, there is no need
of a congressional investigation of the

moving-picture industry."

Arranges to Finance
Several Productions

Official of Utility Company
Goes East to Dispose

of Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 31.-
Motion Picture Utility Corporation, the

organization representing San Francisco
financial interests, has arranged, accord-
ing to its announcement, to finance sev-

eral directors' productions and to arrange
for the distribution of them.

Going to New York
George M. Mann, vice-president, will

go to New York shortly to arrange for

the disposal of product now in the mak-
ing or to be made by susidiary com-
panies of the financial corporation.
One picture, the distribution of which

will be arranged for by Mr. Mann, is a

version of the historical-romantic novel,

"Scottish Chiefs," which will be made by
an all-star cast.

Plan Twenty Pictures
The vice-president also has the first of

a series of productions made by Harry
Revier. It is expected that Utility Cor-

poration will have approximately twenty
productions for publication in 1922.

Sketches Coast Stars
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31.— F. Mazarc
Aga, French illustrator, is here from
Paris to make an album of sketches

among picture studios. His work will be

reproduced in European publications.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of February 1

1

Stories Told

i

the Camera

V

Copyrighted by International

View showing the wrecked interior of the Knickerbocker theatre at Wash-

ington, D. C, showing soldiers, firemen, police and civilians aiding in the

search through the debris for the dead and wounded. Note in the center of

the picture two stretcher bearers carrying out an injured person. Story of

the disaster is published on page 37.

The Selznick News cameraman
caught a closeup of Will H. Hays
as he signed a contract to head a

new association of motion picture

producers and distributors. The
postmaster general will assume his

new dutie: on or about March 5.

He will leave his government post

on March 4.

Copyrighted by International

A view in the rear of the Knickerbocker theatre at Washington, D. C, show-

ing the wreckage which had to be removed to the street in order to extricate

the bodies of those killed. Every available police, fireman and soldier in the

vicinity of the capital was rushed to the scene following the disaster.

Charles L. O'Reilly, chief execu-

tive, will preside at the convention

of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of New York State at Al-

bany on February 14, 15 and 16.

Plans are being made for the

state's greatest exhibitor get-to-

gether. The sessions will be held

at the Hotel Ten Eyck.
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IN the NEWS of the WEEK
A new independent exchange—American made pictures reach little isle

in Pacific—and seven smiles from the studios.

A new distributing company to handle pictures in New York State north of

Westchester county has just been organized under the name Great Lakes
Film Corporation. Offices of the concern are at 680 Broadway, Albany. Offi-

cials of the company, reading left to right, are: E. A. Kuper, secretary; Sol

E. Rose, president; H. Goodman, treasurer, and Lee Langdon, vice president

and general manager. These men have been constantly in touch with the

business in New York State.

They say that when Bert Lytell,

the Metro star, is off the lot he

exhibits his proclivities as a navi-

gator. See for yourself. The star

owns his own catboat which he

calls Nancy.

This unique playhouse, known as the Bambous theatre,

is operating at Papeete on the island of Tahiti in the

French Society Group in the South Pacific. Paramount

has just forwarded its first shipment of film to the city.

The theatre is operated by A. Leboucher, a French mer-

chant. Papeete is the principal town of the group.

When Thomas Meighan, Paramount star, went to

Swansea, Ariz., to film Mexican scenes for "The Proxy
Daddy," he undertook to act as guardian for the five

youngsters in the company. Enjoying their ride on the

donkey are (left to right): Bruce Guerin, Barbara
Maier, Charles and Raymond deBriac and Charlotte

(Peaches) Jackson.
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Knickerbocker theatre, Washington, D. C, the roof of which collapsed on
Saturday night, January 28, resulting in the death of 108 persons and injury
to 130. Six investigations into the cause of the accident have begun. Story
of disaster is published on page 37.

ODD BITS

A new use for the motion

picture. Omaha's fine

new World Theatre.

The Knickerbocker before

the catastrophe.

Spencer-Lay Company, 15 West
37th street, New York, has placed
on the market a machine for show-
ing daylight motion pictures as a
practical advertising medium.
Above is a view of the machine
while below is pictured a crowd
attracted to a window in which
the new Movie-Picto-Ad is oper-
ating. No operator is required.
The device runs off a 500-foot film

in seven minutes.

In the production of the fifteen episode animal serial Warner Brothers are
constructing a number of large and unusual sets, one of which is shown in

the picture above. The chapter-play co-stars Grace Darmond and Philo Mc-
Cullough. It is now in the course of production under the supervision of

Sam Warner. The title is "Shadows of the Jungle."

One of Omaha's finest playhouses will be the World, which will be operated

by World Realty Company, controlling the Sun, Moon and Muse theatres.

Elaborate appointments are promised by the management of the house

which rvill seat 2,500. Music will be furnished by a symphony orchestra and
a Wurlitzer Unit Organ. A complete description of the house is published

in the "Theatre Equipment" department.
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Jackie Coogan, seen here with

"Sherbit" Jackson, has just com-

pleted a new production which has

not been titled.

VARIETY

Jackie Coogan in a New

Feature-— First Feature

Length Picture in Prizma

Color Produced— New

"Visual Symphony" Offered—
Sacred Films Completing

Another of Series— R-C.

Announces Gasnier Production

R-C Pictures announces that L. J. Gasnier has made an intensely human
picture from George Agnew Chamberlain's "Home" which will be published

on February 5 under the title "The Call of Home." In the principal roles

are Irene Rich, Ramsey Wallace and Leon Bary.

f
Ik

This it a scene from "The Glorious Adventure," said to be the first feature

photoplay ever produced in color with the color in the film. The picture

was produced by J. Stuart Blackton in England and was photographed in

Prizma color. Lady Diana Manners stars.

Sacred Films, Inc., which is pro-

ducing Old Testament narratives,

is now completing the fifth of the

series. It will be called "Abra-

ham." In the above picture is the

actress portraying Sarah, the wife

of Abraham. These Old Testament

films are being distributed on the

state right market.

This is a scene from the first of

the "Visual Symphonies" being

produced by Visual Symphony
Productions, Inc. The producers

believe that these films, which are

interpretations of noted musical

compositions, will take the place

of elaborate presentations. The
first of the series is Saint Saen's

"Dans Macabre."
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Mark Milsk, crayon artist, and Geraldine (Gypsy)
Somen, both Christie comedy girls, will walk from
Hollywood to Washington where Miss Milsk will make
a sketch of President Harding. With the girls in the
picture are Bobby Vernon and Neal Burns, Christie stars.

This picture was snapped at United Studios during a
reception tendered Guy Bates Post, who will appear in
"The Masquerader" for First National. In the picture
are (left to right) Richard Walton Tully, producer,
Douglas Fairbanks, Post and James Young, director.

During Charles Ray's recent tour of the country he was welcomed by many
high city and state officials. At Atlanta, Ga., the star was taken to the Capital

City club where he was received by Governor Hardwick, a staunch friend of

the motion picture industry. The photograph of Mr. and Mrs. Ray and the

state executive was taken in front of the club.

Wesley Barry, Marshall Neilan-
First National star, departing from
Los Angeles for Chicago. He is

appearing in person this week at
the. Chicago theatre where "Pen-
rod" is being shown.

Captain Amundsen, the distinguished explorer, who arrived in this country
recently, wanted to know the "ins and outs" of motion pictures so he went to
the Fox Studio. The still cameraman caught this picture as Harry Millard
(left) Fox director, was explaining the intricacies of production to the dis-
coverer of the South Pole. The picture was taken on one of the studio sets.

J. P. McGowan, appearing in
"Reckless Chances," the Playgoers
picture distributed by Pathe.
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TheWEEK inNEWYORK

DR. HUGO RIESENFELD had a

party last week. He didn't know
anything about it until it happened. Last

Thursday night, after the final perform-

ances at the three theatres managed by

the genial doctor, the heads of the various

departments of the three organizations

captured him in the lobby of the Rialto

and informed him that it was his 43rd

birthday.
"Well, so it is," replied Dr. Riesenfeld,

"Who would have believed it?"

No one answered the query, but they

led him into the Rialto projection .room,

where an elaborate supper had been pre-

pared. During the course of the feast Dr.

Riesenfeld was presented with a silver

tablet, on which his number of years was
not inscribed.

Among those present were Felix E.

Kahn, Lawrence A. Walsh, Donald M.
Campbell, Fred A. Cruise, Max Cooper,

Joseph Littau, Ludwig Laurier, Frederick

Stahlberg, Emanuel Baer, Viston Wag-
ner, Edward Falck, Josiah Zuro, Joseph

LaRose, Harry Rubin, George C. Schor,

Claude Millard, Harry Sheehan, Abe
Brenner, Robert A. Barnet, Henry Falk,

Max Haskell and Abe Meyer.

* * *

Charles Davis, 2nd, Arrow P. A.,

pulled an exploitation stunt last week by

sending John Russell, producer and star

of "Ten Nights in a Bar Room" on an

aeroplane trip from Garden City to New-
ark, where the picture opened last week.

It was Mr. Russell's first flight, and after

he had landed he was asked if he had any
sensation of fear. He said he had not,

and then continued:
"I am an optimist, and just as we flew

over the Statue of Liberty I thought of

an old story and laughed until my pilot

thought I was crazy. The story was of

the man who fell out of the sixteenth

story window and as he passed the eighth

floor windows was heard to remark,

'Well, I'm all right yet.' As we passed

the Statue of Liberty I said to myself,

"I'm all right yet."

* * *

"Pharoah's Wife," the Ernst Lubitsch

film brought over to this country by the

German director himself and turned over

to Famous Players for distribution, is to

be "The Loves of Pharoah" by the time

it goes into the play houses. It is to be

hoped no one tips off Mrs. Pharoah.
* * *

Victor Wagner, conductor of the Cri-

terion theatre orchestra, is back at his

post after more than two months of ill-

ness with pneumonia. Drago Jovanovitch,
assistant director at the same house, who
was stricken with the same ailment re-

cently, is still ill but is improving.
* * *

Carlo Encisco, the brilliant young
Mexican tenor, whose singing has been
one of the features of the Riesenfeld the-

atres for the past year, died of pneumonia
last week. He was 24 years of age and
five years ago won himself a prominent
position in grand opera in Mexico City.

* * *

And now it is rumored that Bebs Dan-
iels is soon to be married to Jack Demp-
scy, the heavyweight champ. Isn't it

awful what some of these press agents
hand to our beautiful young screen stars?

The Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.,

will give a theatre party, dinner and
dance on February 4, at which the newly
elected officers will be installed.

* * *

Harry Rapf, producer of "School

Days," comes across with a new one. He
says that recently one of his pictures was
showing in Chambersburg, Pa., and a

resident whose bank roll was as flat as a

piece of tin foil, was so anxious to see the

picture that he bought a dozen eggs, had

them charged to his wife, then sold them

at another store for enough coin to get

by the gate. All of which Harry Rapf

says shows—but you know what it shows.

* * *

Saul Rogers, vice-president and gen-

eral counsel of Fox Films, as well as

chairman of the legislative committee of

N. A. M. P. I., has been ill for the past

couple of weeks, but is recovering and is

expected to return to his office this week.

* * *

Still these column blacksmiths are

dealing wise stuff on what may be ex-

pected after Will Hays becomes the big

boss. Here is the way one of them bats

it out:
" 'Gob' Gilky, the popular film come-

dian, was taken off the lot of the No-

Laughs Comedy by an order from Will

Hays. Mr. Gilkv made two comedies in

which he did not use bathing girls and

also left off the 'chase.' His sentence will

arrive tomorrow."
And here is another one:

"C. Amera Hogg, star of the Hardputt

Harriers Productions, Inc., was sentenced

to sit through four of his own pictures by

Will Hays, the movie boss. Mr. Hays

saw one of them himself, by accident."

+ * *

Maud Robinson Toombs, the demon
press agent, is hunting for someone to do

something she has read about ever since

she began reading, but has never seen

done. Says Maud Robinson:
"I don't remember of ever reading a

story in which a villain was one of the

characters, but what that villain at some
stage or other of the story gnashed his

teeth in rage. Now I have never seen

anyone in real life, or reel life, gnash his

teeth, and I don't seem to know how to

gnash my own, although I have stood in

front of a mirror and tried. I'd like to

find someone who knows how to gnash

his teeth, and get him to gnash a few
gnashes for me."
So if any of you know how to do this

little thing, you can confer a great favor

on Maud Robinson.
* * *

Everybody thought William A. Brady,

theatre owner, play producer, N. A. M.
P. I. president, et. cet., was out of the

fight game when he relinquished his in-

terest in the Dempsey-Carpentier bout to

Tex Rickard. But he isn't. Or at least

he is makinK a valiant effort to get in

again. Mr. Brady has offered a $200,000

purse for a scrap between Jack Dempsey
and Harry Wills, the shining Ace of

Spades of the fistic ring, and has posted

$.
r)0,000 in a New York bank as evidence

that when he says it he means it.

But what a lot of persons are wonder-
ing about is, if Mr. Brady really wants
a scrap, why does he go outside of the

industry? John S. Spargo.

Fred E. Baer
Director of Advertising

and Publicity for Kineto
Co. of America

THE photograph of Fred E. Baer does

not bear (nothing sinister intended)

any great resemblance to that of Thomas
A. Edison, but they are brother inventors,

just the same. Mr. Baer'- fame is not

as widespread as Edison's, but he's young
yet, so give him a chance.
The only one of Mr. Baer's great in-

ventions which he has so far made known
to the public is the four handed hand
shake—two of his and two of the other

fellow's.

It came about this way. Recently Mr. 1

Baer hied himself off to Chicago and

took unto himself a wife. His return

from the honeymooning period came at

about the time Mr. Baer's company com-
pleted the first of the Official Urban
Movie Chats, of which he thinks pretty

well. Many callers at his office shook

hands with Baer and congratulated him.

Baer would reach out one hand, and ask:

"On what?" No matter which of the

two big events was given as the cause

of the Congrats, Baer would reach out

the other hand, and raise the handshaker
one by making it double—one for the

Movie Chats and one for the wedding.

Mr. Baer frankly admits being born

in Belleville, 111., of which city he says

St. Louis is a suburb. After graduation

at the University of Illinois, he entered

newspaper work in St. Louis, later com-

ing to New York papers via those of

Philadelphia. He had military experi

ence in the 305th Infantry for two years

during the war, but does not insist on

telling everyone of it. Publicity manager of

Universal's New York Exchange, leaving

there to accept the position of director

of advertising and publicity of Kineto

Company of America, and the Urban Mo-

tion Picture Industries, where he is con-

sidered a fixture.
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Recommends Regulation to
Body Investigating Industry

Motion Picture Men not Represented at the First
Hearing Before Committee Probing Alleged

Political Activities of Business

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
\\ ASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 31.—Arguments for and against an in-

vestigation of the motion picture industry were heard on January 25 by
a subcommittee of the senate judiciary committee consisting of Senators
Shortridge of California, and Ashurst of Arizona.

The principal witnesses to appear before the subcommittee, both in

favor of the investigation, were Senator Myers of Montana, author of the

resolution on which the hearing was held, and Canon William S. Chase,
chairman of the motion picture committee of the Society for the Preven-
tion of Crime. The industry was not represented, but will probably be
given an opportunity to be heard at a later date, if it desires.

Recommend "Regulation," Not Censorship

Basing his testimony on the "Catechism on Motion Pictures in Inter-

state Commerce," of which he is the author, Canon Chase told the sub-
committee that he is not seeking censorship, but regulation. He called the

attention of the subcommittee to investigations that have been made in the

past six years into the advisability of motion picture censorship, including

the hearings of the house committee on education in 1915 on a censorship

bill, investigations in England in 1917 and inquiries into the industry made
by the New York legislature in the same year.

Christie Involved in

Tax Collection Case
Millions of Dollars Hinge on

Decision to Be Made by
Government

(Washinglon Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 31.—The
irst of a series of demands to be made
lpon producers for collection of the film

ax on all films leased under state right

igreements has been made by the Inter-

lal Revenue Bureau upon the Christie

rompany. As a result of representaticns

nade by Jack Connelly, Washington rep-

-esentative of the National Association of

:he Motion Picture Industry, however, of-

ficials of the bureau will fix a date upon
which the company may offer argument
as to why the tax should not be collected.

Applies to All Films

The government has taken the stand
that the film tax applied to all films

leased, whether for direct exhibition or

for publication to exhibitors, and has an-

nounced its intention of calling upon the

producers for the amount due upon all

iilms leased from the time the film tax

was enacted until January 1, when its

repeal became effective.

In behalf of the company, Mr. Con-
nelly claimed that the law provides only
for the collection of the tax on films

leased for exhibition and therefore does
not apply to films leased to state right

distributors by producers where such dis-

tributors did not exhibit the films but in

turn leased them to exhibitors.

Millions Hinge on Ruling

While the demand upon the Christie

rompany calls for taxes amounting to

slightly more than $11,000, it is declared

that this is a test case, and that the fate

of several millions of dollars in taxes

hinges upon the decision of the bureau.

Directors of Prizma
And Stockholders in

Election of Officers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 31.—At the January
meeting of the board of directors of

Prizma, Incorporated, producers of

Prizma pictures, the following officers

were re-elected for the ensuing year: C.

K. D. Walsh, president; Carroll H. Dun-
ning, vice president; H. G. Stokes, vice

'president; B. S. Hall, treasurer, George
P. Kelley, secretary and William V. D.
Kelley. technical advisor.

At the annual stockholders' meeting,
the following were elected directors of

the company : E. E. Loomis, New
York; Francis T. Homer, New York;
Rodman E. Griscom, New York; Mar-
shall J. Dodge, New York; Carroll H.
Dunning, New York; Thomas M. Pierce,
St. Louis; H. Wilson Saulsbury, New
York; William V. D. Kelley, Jersey Citv;
C. K. D. Walsh, New York; H. G.
Stokes, New York: W. H. Woodin, New
York; and George T. Ordway, New
York.
The new directors are W. H. Woodin,

president American Car & Foundry
Company: H. G. Stokes, vice-president,
Prizma, Incorporated, and George T.
Ordway of the firm of Bertron, Griscom
& Company, New York.

Patrons Name House
PHILADELPHIA. PA.— The new

Nixon-Nirdlinger theatre at Glenside has
been named Nixon's Glenside, following
a prize contest in which more than 400
names were suggested.

"These investigations have not been
thorough enough, I feel, to meet all of the

needs," he said. "There is a very great

feeling of need of more efficient regula-

tion of the morality of the motion pic-

ture."

Makes Broad Assertion

The industry has in the past few years
engaged energetically in politics, Canon
Chase asserted, referring to statements
alleged to have been made by William
A. Brady to the Chicago motion picture

commission in 1920, asserting that the

latter was afraid to undertake with news-
papers the same sort of censorship that

had been placed upon films, and declar-

ing that the New York motion picture

interests conducted a campaign to elect

to the general assembly men who were
against censorship and to defeat men who
were in favor of it.

The introduction by Senator Myers of

his resolution calling for an inquiry into

the industry was responsible, the witness

asserted, for the formal complaints issued

by the Federal Trade Commission against

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
other organizations and individuals, and
he suggested that members of the com-
mission be asked to testify regarding the

findings in those cases.

Sees Censor in All States

Senator Myers, who followed Canon
Chase, predicted that within a few years

all the states would have censorship

laws.
Neither Senator Shortridge nor Senator

Ashurst appeared to be greatly impressed
by the testimony of the witnesses and fre-

quently interjected their own views into

the hearing. Both senators declared that

the screen had a right to portray the

personal views of writers in the same
manner as do newspapers, but placed

themselves on record as against any films

of a nature which would offend a clean-

minded audience and in favor of any
legislation which would keep such* pic-

tures out of the theatres.

No Encouragement Given

It was net thought, however, that cen-

sorship was the best method of accom-

plishing this, and while the witnesses
were given every opportunity to express
their views, they did not get much en-
couragement. If another hearing is held,

Canon Chase announced, he would en-
deavor to bring others who were in favor
of regulation to combat any testimony
which might be introduced by motion pic-

ture men regarding the undesirability of
such a method of dealing with the sub-
ject.

Crusades and English
History to Feature in

New Fairbanks Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Jan. 31.—The Cru-

sades and the early history of England

will be the basis of the next film in which

Douglas Fairbanks will be seen for

United Artists. The picture, it is stated,

is to be a stupendous costume play, more
elaborate than "The Three Musketeers."
A spirit of chivalry will predominate

throughout the theme, in which many
dramatic incidents will be evolved.

Research work for the production is

already under way by Kenneth Daven-
port and Lotta Woods. It is aimed to give
the feature every accuracy in detail, from
a historical standpoint.

Weiss on Way Back
From European Tour
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 31.—Max Weiss,

president of Adventures of Tarzan Serial

Sales Corporation, has sailed for New
York from Paris, France, following an

extensive tour of continental Europe and
the British Isles.

During his trip Weiss disposed of Ad-
ventures of Tarzan starring Elmo
Lincoln to Sir William Jury for the
United Kingdom and made a survey of
film conditions abroad.
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Eastman Industrial Takes Public

Through Big Film Plant

Each Step in Production of Positive Is Shown— Comedy
Cartoons Add Interest to Subject

AN educational-industrial picture which has required two years to pro-

duce discloses to the public the many processes necessary in the

production of positive film at the big Rochester plant of Eastman

Kodak Company.

The picture tells the romance of film making from the cotton grower

to the motion picture studio. Along with the educational and industrial

interest there is provided comedy entertainment in the form of animated/

cartoons drawn by Paul Felton.

INITIAL presentation of "A Trip

Through Filmland" was at the Rialto

theatre in New York, where it was favor-

ably received by patrons and press.

Bosworth, DeFrenes & Felton, Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., are distributing the two-reel

subject.
* * *

The picture opens with cleverly sketched

little characters who appear by ones and
twos and more, until there is a congress
of nations. Up rises the French delegate

and makes a speech while half the audi-

ence snore. The Englishman follows and
the Jugos and other Slavs snore louder.

Then comes a Jap and everybody sleeps.

Finally a young American, seconded by
a Chinaman, annouirces in sign language,
"Let's say it with movies." The curtains

part, the picture flashes on the screen and
the whole audience, from the Malay
Peninsula to Iceland, sit up and take no-
tice.

What the cartoon audience sees is ex-
actly what the theatre audience sees.

The locale is Kodak Park and the first

scene shows the arrival of a train laden
with cotton, of which the title informs

By CHARLES H. RYAN
(Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.)

Arrange with the Depart-

ment of Agriculture to put

your theatre on the mailing

list for the Weather Bureau

reports. The service is free

and they will mail you a card

every afternoon with the

weather forecast. In Chicago,

the Weather Bureau is in the

main post office building.

When requesting them to

put you on their mailing list,

ask them for an enameled tin

holder to put up on your wall

in the lobby to hold the daily

weather cards for your patrons

the audience 4,000,000 pounds are used
annually."
The cotton is unloaded and passed

through huge washers to remove vege-
table and other impurities; then through
dryers to eliminate moisture and into

moisture-proof cans.

The cotton next is fed through chutes
into nitrating machines where the acids
acting upon it render it soluble later;

then into huge vats where it goes
through a period of washing and rinsing
lasting several weeks, to remove every
trace of acid.

* * *

Next, the cotton is fed to the solvents
and a thick honey-like substance, called

"dope," held up for our inspection, is the
result. On highly polished wheels this

dope is spread to form a sheet of film

base Z l/2 feet wide and 5/1000th of an inch
thick. A great safe containing silver

bullion, of which three tons are used
weekly at Kodak Park, is then shown,
followed by a graphic illustration of the
actions of nitric acid on the silver in the
process of reducing it to silver crystals.

Then the mixing of these crystals with
the potassium bromide and gelatine to

to refer to when interested in

the weather.

I also have a slide made of

the weather report and flash it

on the screen at every show.

By T. MILLER DAVIDGE
(Queen theatre, Durant, Okla.)

1 use a special printed post

card on my big specials every

three or four weeks. I have a

mailing list and address them

to all picture patrons of Durant
and this county.

It takes advertising and lots

of it now to get the people in

these parts, as we had no cot-

ton crop this year and this is

w hat w e depend upon for good
business,

WILL ROGERS and Lila Lee in one of

the final scenes of "One Glorious Day,"
in which the Follies star makes his

debut as a Paramount star

form the light sensitive emulsion with
which the film is coated.

* * *

The processes of coating, slitting, per-

forating and reeling the film are then
shown in order. Then, as a climax and
to visualize the "147,000 miles of motion
picture film annually turned out at Ko-
dak Park," a huge rotating globe has
been constructed and six strands of film

apparently take their journey around it.

These strands leave Kodak Park and pass
like telegraph wires over New York,
across the Atlantic through London,
Paris, crossing Italy, Turkey, Persia,

India, China, Japan, and the Pacific, pass-
ing through Hollywood before their final

leap across the continent to Kodak Park
from where they started.

Miniature architecture, typical of each
of the countries, is constructed upon the
surface of this globe. The construction
of this globe required four months to
build and photograph it.

Red Oak, Iowa, Sees

First Picture Show
On Sunday in Years
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

RED OAK, IA.. Jan. 31.—Thomas H.
Ince's "Hail the Woman" has the dis-

tinction of being the first motion picture
shown at Red Oak, la., on a Sunday in

many years. L. M. Beardsley, proprietor
of the Beardsley theatre, conceived the

idea of a Sunday show with the picture

and upon investigation discovered that

the only reason Sunday shows had not

been held was because of the tradition es-

tablished some years ago.
When he announced his proposal to

hold a Sunday show he met with some
opposition, but as there was no tangible

reason for its not being held, the perform-
ance was given.
The theatre was well attended, and in

the future Mr. Beardsley contemplates
Sunday shows as a regular thing.

Studio Chief Recovers

from Attack by Thugs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 31. — Allen

Boone, general manager of Robertson
Cole studios, is recovering from blows on

the head received when thugs held him

up in his automobile recently.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully by

Exhibitors to Build Up Their Patronage



THE THEATRE
PRACTICAk-

One Sn owman s Citilzens hi
Notifying you of a co-operative enterprise involving'

every business man in his city and every rural resident in

the surrounding community, J. J. Hoffman, proprietor of

the Happy Hour theatre. Burke. S. D., writes as follows:
"Enclosed find clipping which is self-explanatory. The business

men of Burke have been supporting a free show for the farmers
only every week since June, 1921. We have an average attendance
of 250 every Saturday.

"On Christmas every person was given a treat from Santa
Claus at the end of the show."

The clipping to which Mr. Hoffman refers is from the

Burke Inzrstor-Gaccttc. front page, where it appeared as a

letter of appreciation to Editor Church. It reads as fol-

lows :

"May we mothers who, with the rest of our families, have been
entertained so royally by the Burke business men Saturday after-

noons at the free show extend through your paper the thanks
and appreciation we feel for Burke and for those who have made
our Saturday afternoons a pleasure to us?

"The children look forward each week to Saturday afternoon.
To them Burke is an ideal place to go and, since the Christmas
treat, the only place where you will be sure to find Santa Claus.

"I wonder if the business men of Burke know just what that
day meant to so many of the kiddies living in the country. Many
a little one still remembers each night to ask God to bless the
Burke folks and the movie man.

"We mothers know what it means to have a day in Burke.
As you know, almost a whole week's work is done Saturday morn-
ing, getting ready to go to town and have the dinner and home
ready for Sunday. We get to town tired and caring very little

whether we shop or not. Then we go to the movie and sit and
rest and look at something that frees our minds from worry and
cares, and when the show is over we are rested and feel like spend-
ing all we can with the good merchants who have been so thought-
ful of us.

"So we want to express through your paper our kindest re-

gards and best wishes for Burke, its movie people, and the kind
business men. And we want to thank you too, Mr. Church, for

standing by us in more ways than one.
(Signed) A Mother.

Mr. Hoffman's brief communication, together with

the newspaper clipping, reveal the enviable position in the

community occupied by his theatre. It will pay exhibitors

to ask themselves whether their theatres stand as favor-

ably among local institutions.

Xo more vital achievement may be effected than

scored by the proprietor of the Happy Hour when he con-

cluded arrangements whereby every merchant in his city

and every rural resident in his community was given a

personal interest in his business welfare. The potentiali-

ties of such a condition are infinite.

It is obviously a matter of dollars and cents concern

to Burke business men that the Happy Hour theatre shall

operate profitably. Only as a result of profitable opera-

tion can it be maintained in its present estate as an in-

ducement to their customers to

come to the city and shop.

Business men guard zealously

such an asset. It goes without
saying that the theatre is well

attended throughout the week.
Constant readers of "What the

Picture Did for Me" can sub-
stantiate that assertion, for

there has been no undercurrent
of distress in Mr. Hoffman's re-

ports.

It is no less apparent that

the word-of-mouth publicity

developed by the arrangement
is of immeasurable value, nor
that those who attend the the-

atre as guests are influenced by
the program announcements to

attend as paid patrons on other
occasions when they would not
do so otherwise. At your
leisure you may diagram a

dozen additional beneficial re-

sults of the co-operation.

At this period it is most im-
portant to bring out the essen-
tial merit of the co-operative
basis established. Were this

general among theatres an in-

finitely more optimistic tone
would mark the box office re-

ports of the trade.

Mr. Hoffman and his theatre
are very close to the lives of
Burke residents. They are in-

tegral factors in the scheme of
daily existence, accorded that
final tribute most eloquently
expressed in matter-of-fact ac-

ceptance.

Burke people deem the
Happy Hour an asset.

Ever}' showman should ex-
amine into his own estate and
see if a similar condition pre-

vails.
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H. J. GOULD, MANAGER OF THE HIPPODROME THEATRE, FORT WORTH,
Tex., produced the lobby display shown herewith for the Universal production, "Conflict."

Detailed description is superfluous in view of the excellent photograph submitted, reproduced
in large dimensions to facilitate adaptation of the principles involved. Consistent readers

of this department will accord it proper rank among the specimens of decorative handiwork
reported in connection with this and other productions currently being advertised.

NO MORE CONSISTENT DECORATIVE EXPLOITATION IS REPORTED THAN
that from the Kivoli theatre, Portland, Ore., where each succeeding attraction is exploited to

the full. The illustration presented here and the three single-column pictures upon the

tpposite page show recent productions of Manager Metzger's staff. "The Sea Lion" was the
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attraction during holiday week. The
holiday atmosphere was obtained

by use of moderate foliage above.

It detracted in no way from the

mass effect of the colorful general

representation. It is doubtful if any
lobby photograph ever received has

shown the picture title and im-

portant data set forth in more
places. But not only the frontal

lobby is employed for exploitation

purposes. The other illustrations

show three phases of the inner lobby
during the advertising of "R. S. V.
P.," the Charles Ray production.

Here a more moderate note is struck

and mass gives way to dignity
and simple strength. The title, not
at first glance one easily given to

application, is well capitalized.

Many other showmen undoubtedly
will find Mr. Metzger's example of

value in planning the advertising of

the attraction. The four illustra-

tions constitute a fair, not an ex-
ceptional, sample of the Rivoli type
if advertising.

A SEATTLE MERCHANT TOOK FROM STOCK ONE OF THE
more elaborate sets of structural equipment not disposed of during the
holiday shopping season and provided the Winter Garden theatre with the
material used in the display for United Artists' "The Iron Trail" which is

shown in accompanying illustrations. A miniature train made regular trips

across the bridge shown, whistle effects being operated from the box office.

The picture reproduced above shows the installation in closeup. That
presented below shows the street view of the Winter Garden lobby,
certainly a fitting and attractive one. For the exploitation of this attrac-
tion the idea is adaptable as it stands. It follows that material of the same
type may be utilized frequently in lobby decoration for other productions
as well. Incidentally, the "advertisement" certainly should sell the struc-

tural set for the merchant who provides it.

THE MOST ELABORATE UNEMPLOYMENT PARADE YET
reported is that used by J. L. Morrissey for the Aster theatre, St. Paul,
Minn., when Mack Sennett's First National attraction, "Molly O," was in

exhibition. Not one but many spellings of the title was made possible, the
procession as it wound around corners and traversed intersections giving
an enduring notification of the engagement to the populace. Incidentally,

but very importantly, more idle men were given employment in this case

than in any thus far reported. That in itself is a fact worthy of special

mention. Not too much can be done in this direction by exhibitors or other

business men.
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Suggestions in the Stills

This is not a suggestion from a still. It is a stunt
from a suggestion. It is the camera record of the
best application made of that suggestion.

At the time the Fox announcement of twelve spe-
cial productions for the present season was made a page
in this department was given over to discussion of

the theatre possibilities of "Queen of Sheba," screened
for the purposes of that article. The chariot exploita-

tion stunt was one of the more obvious suggestions in-

cluded, a suggestion which must have occurred to any
who viewed the picture.

From every section of the country have come
photographs showing the application of this idea. Here
is set forth the best application yet reported, used by
the Alhambra theatre, Los Angeles, one of the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., chain, during a four weeks' run
of the production.

For attention to detail, perfection of theatrical ef-

fect and semblance of authenticity the Alhambra chariot

far outstrips any that has been seen. It is a work of

exploitation art, possibly the most creditable street rep-

resentation unit that has been reported.

The report from the Alhambra which accompanies
the photograph states that a definite check was made
at the box office when the chariot was in use and "it

was found through a careful survey of box office rec-

ords that an immediate run on the theatre was ef-

fected."

Such a report from Los Angeles, where exploita-

tion competition is especially keen, is significant. It

is the ultimate mark of approval upon a stunt which

has been reported unfavorably in none of its scores

of adaptations.

Study the photograph for details. It is made large

in order that its object lesson may be forcefully im-

parted. The care that was exercised in the production

of the equipage is of that high order which should

obtain in every similar work.

Read this page next week for detailed suggestions for the exploitation and exhi-

^ ^£ bition of the most promising series of attractions recently offered to bookers. Adopt

them and assure your box office of at least one big night each week for three months.

Read this page each week for advance information that means money in your pocket,

V V CvJ\. the only advance exploitation material published in any trade paper.
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Exploitation Letters

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
IChicago, 111.

|Dear Sir:

I

I am enclosing a photo of a window dis-

play which we arranged for with the Find-
I later Hardware Company during a showing
of "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford." Monday
and Tuesday of this week. In spite of the

fact that "Over the Hill" played the theatre

|
across the street on these days, we did

good business and believe that our special

; exploitation saved the day.

In addition to the window display I en-
gaged a local jazz band at a small fee.

They made up as a rube band (you will
1 remember the band in the picture that wel-

comed J. Rufus to Bartlesburg) and played
on a truck, bannered for the purpose, which
we drove through the streets led by my
own car, which was also bannered.
After parading for an hour we finished

up at the high school and gave the students
a concert while we handed out "Walling-
t'ord" heralds. In addition to this we had
our usual billboard display around town
and plenty of newspaper space.

I am also enclosing a copy of a letter and
, a card which I sent out to 500 patrons ad-
vertising "What Do Men Want?" and the
Wallingford picture. I believe this was
also beneficial.

Trusting this material may be of service
to you and assuring you of my apprecia-
tion of the exploitation ideas given to ex-
hibitors through your theatre department.
I am, with best wishes,

Cordially yours,

R. P. WHITFIELD.
Lyric Theatre.
San Angelo. Tex.

*

DEAR MR. W HITFIELD:
The bulk of exploitation precedent ac-

cumulated in the long history of "Over the
HUT' is sufficient to give pause to most
showmen opposing an exhibition of that
attraction. In this instance it is the true
nieasure of the merit of your campaign for
"IVallingford." That you were able to im-
provise for an attraction with little theatre
history devices responsible for a successful
run against such formidable opposition is
J'l eloquent tribute to your ability.
The tack window in the hardware store

is essentially in tune with the picture. And
the band is certainly the best and most fit-
ting ballyhoo that might be contrived.
Many duplications of both should be re-

ported before." II allingford'' has completed
its theatre career.

Glad you appreciate the department.
Want you to know that the department ap-
preciates deeply your support of it. And
returns vour best zi-ishes heartily.

IV. R. W.
*

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago. III.

The following scheme may be of some
value to your exhibitor readers who have
an off night

:

Noting that Friday night was the light-

est night of the week at our Olympic thea-
tre, I hit upon the idea of making it a
Family Night. This was an off night for

the school children and likewise about the
lightest night of the week of children ad-
missions, so it was the children I must
make a play for. To do this I started

advertising

:

FRIDAY NIGHT IS FAMILY NIGHT
AT THE OLYMPIC. Let There Be No-
bodv Home But The Cat! NO CHARGE
FOR CHILDREN UNDER 12 ACCOM-
PANIED BY PARENTS.
My advertising campaign consisted of a

slide on the screen ( which I run at every
performance), a card in the lobby (which
stays there) and about every other Thurs-
day (we start a new picture on that day")

I make a house to house distribution of
cards or heralds calling attention to Familv
Night.

I have used the above copy on all ads
until the "Nobody Home But the Cat" has
become a by-word on the streets.

As the result of it the opening Friday-

night we had 12 families, the following
Friday- 26, the next 52 and today, at the
end of 8 weeks, it is right around the big-
gest night of the week at the Olympic.
This has been done without noticeably de-
tracting from any other night, as I have
noticed the large majority of families who
take advantage of it are new faces and
are seen on that night only.

Occasionally some one tries to slip one
by us. For instance, last Friday night a
lady (we admit them for either or both
parents i came in with six boys, every one
exactly the same size. I gave her a smile
and a "Thank you" for her ticket the same
as I did the others, for I ngure one who
would do this would do a lot of knocking
on the outside should I argue with her.

Very truly yours,

ROBERT SPARKS.
Ovmpic Theatre,
Wichita Falls. Tex.

DEAR MR. SPARKS:
Thanks for your contribution to the

money-making literature of the day. There
is little enough of it available at best, and
the need for it was never greater.
Vour Family Xight is directly in line

with the policy of identifying the theatre
with the intimate chic life of the nation
which we belieze is the most constructive
and, therefore, the most profitable work the
theatrcman can enter into.

Exhibitors everywhere can apply your
example and make money. The purpose
of this department is to tell exhibitors of
stunts which will sen-e this end and we are
not often able to tell them of one so uni-

versally adaptable. Thanks, again, for the
letter. Let us hear from you again, and
often.

* W. R. W
THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir

:

I want to thank you for your comment
on my "Special Election" card on "Bits of
Life" in your issue of January 14. Also
for calling my attention to another card
reproduced in the issue of January T. It

is a very nice piece of work and the chances
are that had it been published before I got
mine out I might have copped an idea or
two from it.

I am sending under separate cover two
half sheet cards, one on "Gypsy Blood"
and the other on "Two Minutes To Go."
They are not original : simply adaptations.

The small 5x9 cards, however, are my
own idea and I get out 100 of them every
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week. They are each placed in a frame,
without glass, and I get them into exclu-

sive windows where no other form of

advertising would be tolerated. The origi-

nal cost of the frames is 25 cents each and
the cards cost to print $G. Each location

gets a pass and, believe me, it is worth it.

The frames are of wood, with a cardboard
back. The cards are put in from the top,

both sides of the frame having a little

groove or slot.

You may pass this idea along if you
think it worth while.

Very truly yours,

FRANK L. BROWNE,
Liberty Theatre,
Long Beach, Cal.

DEAR MR. BROWNE:
It is passed along herewith, in your own

words and in a reproduction of one of the

cards. The "Two Minutes to Go" card is

also reproduced, as it is certainly worthy

of reproduction. Thanks for both.

The window frames we know are profit-

able, having used a similar device some

years ago when we were actually on the

exploitation firing line. Ours was a lobby

frame, specially made, to contain drawn

one-sheets, which we managed to maintain

in hotel lobbies. It took more than a single

pass to keep them in prominence, but they

made us much money that we would not

have otherwise made. We counted the

transient patronage pure velvet after we

checked off the cost of the frames and

cards. Ever try that?
W. R. W.

The C/tvs Leading Photoplay House

EsuszaWEEK o-f NOV. 27

POLA
NEGRI

"Gipsy Blood"

STUPENDOUS IN STRENGTH
Exqul»lte==Amazlng= Human

SPECIAL ADDED FEATURE

Larry Seivioim

"The* Bellhop"

THEATRE EDITOR,

Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, III.

Dear Sir

:

Enclosed you will find a clipping of a

new "ad" on "Anatol." ' Put the arithmetic

Foot Bali
"The Fastest Game
You Ever Saw

BARKER
STANLEY

WITH

CHARLES RAY
PLAYING FOR BARKER

The Big Match will be ployed at (he

LIBERTY THEATRE
WED., THUR., FRI. and SAT.

DEC. 21-22-23-24

TWO MINUTES TO GO

useful at not too frequent intervals in these

days of mani-star productions. Others

doubtlessly will follow your example.

Glad to get your initial contributions to

"What'the Picture Did for Me." That's the

mark of the complete showman.
Exhibitors Herald,

W. R. W.
*

Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir

:

Enclosed find a small photo of our lobby

for "The Affairs of Anatol." It is the best

picture of its kind that ever played Rich-

mond. It caused more than usual com-

to them in place of dope about the picture.

Figured that they were more or less

familiar with it anyway.

With best wishes for the continued suc-

cess of your department and the Herald,

I remain,
Respectfully yours,

R. A. GILL,

Erie Theatre,

Hugo, Okla.

*

DEAR MR. GILL:
The arithmetic is good. Maybe you've

noted that we've been using figures by way

of illustration in some of our more ex-

tended discussions recently. Figures, used

in moderation, certainly bring out points,

in advertising or elsezvhere.

Your "Anatol" display is reproduced

herewith. We've an idea that it proved

effective. Similar copy ought to be pretty

ment and everyone was pleased. It drew

the best people of the town.

Sure, we have the music to put them

over, a photoplayer which I just installed.

It's the talk of the town.

FOREST E. MILLS,
Richmond Theatre,

Richmond, Ind.

* <

DEAR MR. MILLS:
Sorry the photograph of the lobby didn't

make a better illustration, but your com-

munication is sufficient unto itself. Glad to

hear such good news about a picture which

has been the subject of probably more con-

flicting reports titan any published this sea-

son.

The comment about the photoplayer is

also interesting, especially in view of the

fact that we've seen demonstrations of the

box office value of equipment frequently

enough to understand inclusion of the mat-

ter in your report. Here's hoping the good

results continue.
W. R. W.

ERIE THEATRE
Svdney B. Dawson Organist

TOMORROW AND
TUESDAY*

A return engagement of

NORMA
TALMADGE

—IN—
"THE MOTH"

Th<5 thrilling tale of a 20th

•Century Cleopatra.

. i

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

TOM MIX
—IN—

"A ROUGH
DIAMOND"

ARITHMETIC!
Ordinarily you pay 25c to sc* Wallace Reid or any of the
twelve stars appearing, in "Anatol." If Wallace Reid
alone is worth 25c -apd the other, stars are as good as he,
then "Artatol" jiiu'st be a $:i,00 picture— But the ERIE
price Is-SOc, a regular bargain sale where you save $2.50.

Cecil B. DeMille's

"The Affairs of Anatol"
All in the Cast

Wallace J}eid

Elliott Dexter
Monte Blue
Theodore Roberts
Theodore Kosloff
Raymond Hatton

Gloria Swanson
Bebe Daniels
Wanda Hawley
Agnes Ayres
Polly Moran
Julia Faye

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Jan. 4th and 5th
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Easton Lollypop Matinee

Launches "School Days"

The following report of the opening of

"School Days" at the Third Street theatre,

Easton, Pa., is substantiative of the exploita-

tion review of that production published in

this department at the time of its initial

screening in Chicago. The Easton engage-

ment establishes important precedent for

theatremen who will use the attraction.

The first Wesley Barn,- lollypop matinee brought

thousands of school children to see the freckle-faced

star, in the Warner Brothers' production. Gus Ed-

wards' "School Days," at the Third Street theatre.

Easton, Pa. The matinee was given at ten o'clock

on a Saturday morning, and the lollypops were dis-

tributed after the entertainment was over.

In order to get maximum business results with the

week's run of the Barry feature, Harlan E. Woehrle.

manager of the Third Street theatre, sought the co-

operation of his local school board and succeeded in

proving to the school authorities that the general theme

of the picture is the value of education and would prove

both entertaining and profitable to the children. Mr.

Woehrle then addressed a letter to every school teacher

in the city, requesting that one of the pupils hand out

a little herald as the scholars were dismissed, and con-

cluded with the statement that the teacher would be
admitted free to the matinee upon presenting the letter.

Long before the doors were opened thousands of

kiddies swarmed in and about the doors of the theatre.

According to Louis Marangella. of the Warner pub-
licity staff, who made a special trip with the lollypops,

the children were entertained not only by the picture

but also by a dozen of the talented local boys and girls

who furnished the prologue. The school davs revue

was staged with great success under the personal super-

vision of Luther B. Anthony, the editor of a dramatic

publication. Mr. and Mrs. Woehrle both donned a

make-up and capably played the parts of the school

deacon and the school teacher respectively.

What has been accomplished by Mr. Woehrle with

"School Days" can also be duplicated by other enter-

prising showmen, for it is declared that this Warner
production contains an irresistible appeal for young
and old in that it captures the evanescent echoes of

youth so dear to the hearts of humanity. Following the

showing of the Barry attraction. Mr. Woehrle wired
the Warner offices as follows : "Your picture 'School
Days,' in conjunction with my home talent school day
prologue, a riot. Heartiest congratulations,"

The Warner feature was produced by Harry Rapf,
and directed by William Xigh. who also collaborated

in the writing- of the storv with Walter De Leon.

THIRD STREET
'THEATRE-.
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"Molly O" Attraction at

Anniversary of Branford

The first anniversary of the opening of

the Branford theatre, Newark, N. J., was
celebrated with a combination of "Molly
O," an elaborate prologue, special dis-

plays and a number of tie-ups that re-

sulted in one of the best weeks in the

history of the house in attendance and box
office receipts.

The Mack Sennett-First National com-
edy was chosen for the festive occasion
and it scored a big hit. The newspapers
took cognizance of the general excellence

of the presentation and the extent of the

exploitation, and devoted considerable

space to the anniversary.
Preparations for the week were made

well in advance, following numerous con-
ferences between D. J. Shepherd, manag-
ing director; Gordon Reid, production
manager, and M. J. Cullen, director of

publicity, at which the details of the

celebration were decided upon.
The opening gun in the campaign con-

sisted of one inch teaser advertisements
in the three daily newspapers, with daily

change of reading matter. On the day
of the opening an original advertisement,
executed by the staff artist, four columns
wide and 15 inches deep, was used in the

evening papers, and the same amount of

space in the Sunday Call and Sunday
Ledger.

The lobby display included ten 40x60
frames in the outside lobby, and frames
of the characters of the play were hung
from the chandeliers in the inside lobby.

A large holly wreath, with "Molly O"
formed with wire in the center and cov-

ered with red paper, was hung directly

over the main box office and attracted

considerable attention. In addition to the

newspaper space, fifty 24 sheets went to

the billposting company, 1,000 one sheets

and 1,000 cards were used for window

displays, 20,000 heralds were distributed

and 15,000 programs were sent out on the
mailing lists.

Effective tie-ups were arranged with a

number of Newark merchants of the
highest class. L. Bamberger, the largest

department store in the state, handled the

"Molly O" silk and gave their utmost
co-operation; L. S. Plaut gave a full win-
dow display of the "Molly O" hat; the
Sonora phonograph agency contributed
an attractive window display of Mabel
Normand photographs, and T. M. Ward,
one of the largest grocery concerns in

the state, featured "Molly O" biscuits

for that week and had a life-size portrait

of Miss Normand in the front window
during the period.

* * *

All of the music stores in the center of

the city featured the "Molly O" song
used in the prologue. Every tie-up proved
more than a success, as there was a large

demand for every article advertised in this

manner.
The prologue was in two scenes, open-

ing with "The Alley" and closing with

"The Ball Room," with a cast of twelve.

The first scene represented an alley at

dusk, with a faint glow in the windows of

the houses. An amber spot picked up
Miss Norma Leyland, soprano, who was
dressed to resemble Miss Normand in

the picture, sitting on a suitcase. After
she had sung "You'll Come Back to Me,"
George Dale, tenor, came on, dressed as

a laborer, and after a short exchange of

words he sang "Molly O" by Emery and
McNeil.
As they made their exit the drop was

taken up and the second scene repre-

sented a ball room with the Branford
mixed Quartette dressed as the guests in

the ballroom scene in the film.

The opening song was "Drink to Me
Only With Thine Eyes." Miss Beise
and Miss Shapiro then sang the duet

from "Tales of Hoffman." Following a

song by the quartette the dancing girls

came on, and went through the graceful

gyrations of a Grecian dance arranged
with the music. At the close of this

number, Miss Leyland, dressed to re-

semble Miss Normand in an evening
gown, and wearing a mask, appeared.
Stepping forward, the tenor declared: "I

know everyone here but this lady. Who.
are you?" As she removed her mask the

entire company exclaimed: "Why, it's

Molly O." Following a dance the entire

ensemble sang "Molly O" and came down
in front of the plush curtain. While they

were still singing the sheet was lowered

and the film started, the song being

timed to end as the first title was shown,
giving the production a flying start.

In the ballroom scene the dominating
color was blue, thrown on by spots and

strip lights, and the soloists were picked

out with an amber spot from the booth.
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Reformers are people who take

your money and give advice. The

only thing we need to destroy our

civilization is a few more reform-

-From "Columbia Record."

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 41

The assertion that "eternal vigil-

ance is the price of liberty" applies
very directly to the work of fana-
tical reformers. The public must
keep alert or it may some day
awake to find that it has been
robbed of the freedom that America
stands for.

Wickedness Older Than Films
Rupert Hughes,

.veil known author

ind scenarioist.

:ook a number of

hot shots at cen-

sorship in a lecture

on "The Future of

fhe Motion Pic-

ture" at the Bush-

wick high school in

Brooklyn.

The writer, who
has an intimate
knowledge of mo-
tion picture pro-
duction, invaded
,the stronghold of

New York censor-
ship as spokesman
for the National
Association of the Motion Picture In-

dustry. It was in Brooklyn last year

that the censorship agitation originated

and led to the enactment of the law-

creating the state censorship board.

L Mr. Hughes characterized the film

censorship boards as "sausage machines"

and said that it is eminently unfair that

film productions, on which months of

painstaking effort have been spent by
authors, actors and directors, are ob-

liged in several states to be ground
through these machines before the pub-

lic itself is allowed to see the result of

this serious, intelligent and painstaking

effort.

"The motion picture studios are really

laboratories where people work as

earnestly as in many other laboratories

in the world," said Mr. Hughes. "These

people are not gypsies. They are

earnest, conscientious people working
hard and exercising self-denial and
strict attention to their art. The come-
dians, or clowns of the screen, work like

chemists to get the exact formula which
will produce an explosion of laughter.

Chaplin, Harold Lloyd and other notable

clowns are in reality great dramatic ar-

tists, all working just as seriously and
earnestly as any other professional work-
ers in the world."

Mr. Hughes paid his respects to the

William A. Steffes, president of the Minnesota division of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, has just placed his order

for seven sets of the series of PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE slides.

A convention of Mr. Steffes organization has been
called for the second week in April, and the president is

now hard at work to make the get-together one of the

largest in the state.

President Steffes states that he endorses the move-
ment for creation of joint boards for settling grievance

cases. He looks for an early repeal of the music tax law,

and relative to film rentals, he says that if they don't come
down "we will all have to close up."

Other officers of the Minnesota organization are vice-president,

Theodore L. Hayes; secretary, Fred Larkin, and treasurer, A. A,
Kaplan.

New York censorship commission.

"In New York we have a nice middle-
aged lady who is paid by the State to cut

out from films what she considers dam-
aging to the morals of the community,"
he said. "After she has sat for eight

hours watching pictures in the projection

room it is really remarkable that her
family even speaks to her when she goes
home at night—if it were really true what
the censors tell us they find in some of

the films. Just think of her state of mind,
after looking at the horrible depravities

that censors tell us are in the films.

"If the motion pictures have the effect

upon one's mind that the censors tell us

they have, the average censor should be
taken out and lynched after a week of

looking at these terrible things they tell

us exist. Of course, though, the pictures

do not have the effect upon one's mind
and upon one's actions that the censors

attribute to them.
» * *

"Pensylvania has spent millions of dol-

lars on censorship but I defy anyone to

go to Philadelphia and find any cleaner

pictures there than that are shown else-

where, or any less depravity and crime

than is found elsewhere. Certainly the

motion pictures cannot be blamed for

crimes and evils that have been existing

since the creation of the world.

"Censorship cannot keep children vir-

tuous. In England years ago they found

two little girls eight years old. who for

more than a year

had been kept in

solitary confine-

ment in cells, as

punishment for
theft. But this did

not stop theft in

England. Crimes
come from the in-

side; not from the

outside.
- "A clergyman
once told me that
he would rather
have his daughter
in a motion picture
house in the eve-
ning than sitting
alone at home with
her thoughts.

"When anyone tells you that something
you may see will ruin your heart or soul,
tell him that he is talking nonsense.
When they tell you the motion picture is
the cause of wickedness, tell them that
the motion picture is twenty years old
and that wickedness existed long before
that.

* * *

"It took thousands of years to break
down censorship in order to get public
schools. During that time very honor-
able people gravely said that if you let

ordinary persons read, it would ruin
them. Of course, that, in the light of
what has happened, was absurd, but the
same character of people today are say-
ing that it will ruin the public to see mo-
tion pictures that have not been passed
through the censorship 'sausage ma-
chine.'

"

Mr. Hughes' address was one of a
series of lectures that are being given in

the public schools of New York through
an arrangement between the board of
education and the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry. Other
speakers in the near future will be D. W.
Griffith and Paul H. Cromelin.
An interesting film program was shown

in conjunction with Mr. Hughes' lecture,

the pictures for which were donated by
company members of the National Asso-
ciation. These pictures were: "The Sun-
shine Gathers" and "Neptune's Daugh-
ters" by Prizma, Inc., and "Speed" by
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
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St Out censor Agitation
Beloit Exhibitor Delivers Address on
Aspects of Motion Picture Business

at Gathering of Collegiate Alumnae
The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE has advocated the practice of ex-

hibitors appearing before social, civic and business organizations whenever
possible as a means of counteracting the propaganda spread by the re-

formers. In line with this is the lecture delivered recently by F. A.
Reichstein of Beloit, Wis., before the Association of Collegiate Alumnae.

In a letter to this department, Mr.

Reichstein says:

"Enclosed find clipping from our

daily paper with a little publicity

obtained that I figure does lots of

good, as it served to enlighten the

picture-going public and others on

points of the industry that they

were not familiar with.

"I honestly believe that if any exhibitor,

regardless of the size of the community,

would do the same thing, it would be the

means of stopping agitation against the

movies."

Following is reprinted the column story

published in the Beloit Daily News on

Mr. Reichstein's address:

College Alumnae
Hear Address on

Moving Pictures

Manager Reichstein Declares Trend

In Films Is Steadily Upward

"Beloit moving picture audiences have

a peculiar relish for action and adventure

pictures on Saturday and Sunday, and

society dramas during the week," said

Manager F. A. Reichstein on Saturday

afternoon in a talk on "Aspects of the

Moving Picture Business," delivered be-
fore the Association of Collegiate Alum-
nae.

"The weather also has its own reaction
on audiences. Any sudden change is dis-

turbing to attendance. If a cold snap
sets in, movie patrons hug their firesides

the first night. The second night busi-
ness picks up, and the third night of the
same weather finds the public adjusted to

it and coming out as usual."

People in general have no idea of the

magnitude of the moving picture indus-
try, which is the fourth largest in the
United States, Manager Reichstein said.

He made the statement that an 'executive

like Postmaster General Will H. Hays,
who has resigned a cabinet position to

head the industry, will do much to stand-

ardize production and prices, and put the

business on the high plane its enormous
capital invested and productive powers
need.

Demand Upward Trend

The whole trend of the movies is up-
ward. Public pressure is demanding it.

Quality in performance, meritorious story

and elimination of the cheaply sensational

are requirements today which must be
met, was the general message offered.

Two negatives are made of every pic-

ture taken, one for the United States anil

one for Europe. From these negatives
any number of prints can be made as
needed, he said. The average life of a
print is sixty days, when it has to be
called in to be mended or a new one
issued.

The most famous authors, as well as
musicians, now contribute to the celluloid

drama. Large royalty rights are paid for
picturizing popular novels and musical
composers are called in to compose or
compile music suitable to the action of
the film. Immense sums arc tied up in

production plants, settings, mechanical
devices and salaries of directors and stars.

Eventually the play instead of the star

will be emphasized, and with the reduc-
tion of producing expenses will come a
reduction in the price of shows to the
public, Mr. Reichstein emphasized.

Directors Censor Films

Press sheets for publicity purposes and
tables of music cues are furnished mov-
ing pictures managers to help put the
plays across. Scenario editors and title

writers add to the expense. Directors are
now realizing the futility of photograph-
ing scenes that will be censored, for it

only means a waste of footage that repre-
sents an outlay of many hundreds of dol-
lars.

"Producers are doing their own cen-
soring these days," Mr. Reichstein said.

"It is rarely necessary today to censor a
film after it leaves the studios. Better
pictures are being demanded right along.
People now choose their cinema amuse-
ment, instead of killing time with any-
thing offered them, as in the early days of
the industry. Producers are also learning
the mistake of putting out films under
misleading titles, calculated to arouse
false curiosity in the public.

"From four to eighteen months is the
average time consumed in mounting and
producing a film of average length. A
new picture just completed and not yet
released represented 134,000 feet of orig-
inal footage, and when cut down for pro-
jection was reduced to 14,000 feet. First

run rentals cost from $800 to $1,800 a
booking of five or six days. Older, re-

issue pictures can be secured for less."

Bookings in Advance

Choice bookings must be made six

weeks in advance of showing, and arc
projected for the buyer in special project-
ing rooms run by the various film ex-
changes. A trial projection is always
made before the play is offered to Beloit

audiences, to insure smooth mechanical
action and to rehearse the orchestra in

the music cues demanded. December is

the worst month financially, iti the mov-
ing picture manager's calendar, Manager
Reichstein said recently. The holidays
interfere with attendance.
A general discussion was participated

in afterwards, press sheets and spool of

photographic films being exhibited by the

speaker, who answered many questions
on the subject.

A Tip From
the Reports

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor pro-

duction.—Boys, it's a dinger. One
of the best shows we ever had in

our house, and that's no lie, either.

Book it quick and play it up like

a circus. It's got everything. Bet-

ter than any sermon. We invited

all the preachers in town to see it

and they all said, "Amen."—Mc-

Clure and Faulkner. Comique thea-

tre, Jamesport, Mo.—Neighborhood

patronage.

Just Around the Corner, a Cos-

mopolitan production.—Indeed The

Old Nest is a great picture, one of

the greatest of the year, but Oh!

boy, Just Around the Corner is a

work of art of which the producers

and actors and directors should feel

proud. Pictures like this one will

elevate and set a moral standard on

the screen that no faction will ever

venture to discriminate against the

silent entertainments. More like

this one should be produced. The

actors were great. I will call this

cast an all-star cast.—J. Carbonell,

Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla —
Neighborhood patronage.

Bunty Pulls the Strings, with a

special cast.—This is one of the

good ones. There would be no

censorship if all pictures were as

line as this.—Mrs. James Webb,

Cozy theatre. Union, Ore.—Small

town patronage.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor

production.— If all pictures were

like this one it would be a pleasure

to be in the business whether you

lost money or not. Everybody
liked it and told me so. It had the

most beautiful scenery I have ever

seen in any picture. If you show
this one, get the churches back of

it.—Harry G. Weaver, Gem theatre,

New London, Mo.—General pat-

ronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmo
politan production.—What a pleas-

ure to play this and have the clergy

shake hands and congratulate you.

(Jrcat.— E. J. O'Neill. Broadway
theatre, New Brunswick, Can.

Contributions to "What the Picture

Did for Me" suggest pictures which

will win the good will of your pa-

trons and in turn silence the reform-

ers in your community. Exhibitors

who desire to aid the industry in

fighting censorship and blue laws Will

benefit by reading the comments of

other theatre men and booking their

pictures accordingly.
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:ast for Universal

Serial Is Announced
larry Myers Given Leading

Role in "Adventures of

Robinson Crusoe"

Definite announcement of the cast

>r the forthcoming Universal serial.

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe."

t > been announced by Julius Stern.

arrv Myers, who has played with Uni-

•rsa'l in fully half of his photoplay

ireer has been given the leading role,

lat of Robinson Crusoe.

Engage Nobel Johnson

Nobel lohnson has been engaged to

lay Fridav. another important part,

nhers in the cast will be Gertrude Olm-

tad. loseph Swickard. and Gertrude

iaire who has just finished an important

art in "Human Hearts." Robert F.

[ill will direct the production.

To show the sailing vessels which

jure prominently in the Defoe narrative

very effort will be made to obtain ac-

r.racv in reproducing the "square rig-

ers" of that period. President

.aemmle has authorized the construction

t three replicas of these vessels.

Adapted by Coldewey

The story-
's being adapted by Anthony

V. Coldeway. The opening shows

)aniel Defoe, biographer of Robinson

rusoe. writing the concluding words of

he adventures. As he picks up the

Manuscript to read it the scene fades

nd the storv is unfolded.

First Official Urban Movie Chats
Completed for Exhibitors League

Theatre Executives Claim Contracts Signed Assure

Subjects Presentation in Majority of Houses
—Pictures Distributed by Hodkinson

Sinograms on Second
Year of Publication

7 irst Issue Published by

Educational Exchanges in

January, 1921

Sinograms news service is entering

ts second year. On January 30, 1921.

.ducational Film Exchanges, Inc., pub-

ished the first issue of the news reel,

during the twelve months in which Kino-

zrams has been distributed through

Educational its progress in news gather-

ng and presentation has placed it in a

prominent position among news reels on

he market.

Staff Is Increased

The regular staff of photographers has

>een greatly enlarged, and in case of un-

isual events, no expense has been spared

:o provide Kinograms users the best and
quickest possible service in pictures

covering" such events.

The result of this effort it is stated, has

iieen reflected in a large increase in th;

number of the Kinograms subscribers

During the last three months the re-

turns on Kinograms have been increased
from fifteen to twenty-five per cent it

is claimed.

Predicts Big Year

"We look forward to a big year for

Kinograms," says E. W. Hammons.
president of Educational. "The Kino-
grams Publishing Company and Captain
<i. McL. Baynes, its head, assures us
that the coming year will find them mak-
ing just as hard and just as consistent
an effort to make Kinograms greater
than they have been in the last twelve
months. This is to be done without re-

gard to cost, so that we feel sure that
every big news event will be 'covered'
thoroughly and speedily for Kinograms
users."

Number 1 and Number >. of the "Offi-

cial Urban Movie Chats of the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America"

have been completed and shown to the

trade by Kineto Company of America,

producer.
According to the Kineto company. Syd-

nev S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T.

O. A., and W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-

tion, the distributor, contracts already

signed assure presentation of the single

reel subjects in a majority of the thea-

tres of the country.

Urban Edits Subjects

Charles Urban, president of Kineto, is

editor of the "Movie Chats." Concluding

the first issue, which is 988 feet in length,

is a request that theatre patrons "write

the editor in care of this theatre what

features of 'Movie Chats' you like best,

what kind of picture you prefer, and sug-

gest subjects you would like to see re-

produced, the best of which will be in-

cluded in the forthcoming weekly issues."

This request appears under the title.

"The Public Forum." which will be a

regular feature of the subjects.

States Object of Film

Number 1 opens with a statement of

"Our Object" by Editor Urban, which is

followed bv a declaration of principles of

the M. P. T. O. A. Then comes a mes-

sage written by President Harding.

Immediately following this introduc-

tory matter the reel dwells on the sub-

jects of industry, science, the great out-

doors, sports and pastimes, and nature

studies in the order in which they are

named.
To convey the idea of the contents of

the reel the following subtitles from the

division of "Sports and Pastimes" are

cited

:

22. "Angling—a rest to (he mind, a

cheerer of spirits, a diverter of sadness, a

procurer of contentedness."
—Isaak Walton.

Pictures Salmon Fishing

23. It's one thing to hook a large sal-

mon, while fishing with a light casting

rod—but another thing to land him.
_'4. The salmon never gives up; he will

fight until completely exhausted, or
—

'till

he gets away.
2o. But sometimes, while in shallow-

water, he tails a victim to an antagonist
with dogmatic ideas of sportsmanship.

26. "Come on in—the water's fine!"

Such is the slogan along the Atlantic
coast, where the water sports are increas-
ing in popularity.

In reel Number 2 the subjects treated
with are travel, industry, household hints,

nature studies and public welfare.

A scene from "Twas Ever Thus," a new
Educational-Christie comedy, soon to

be issued.

Jury to Remain As
R-C's English Agent

Company's Complete Output
Is Involved in the

Transaction

Jury's Imperial Pictures, Ltd., Sir Wil-
liam Jury, managing director, has re-

newed its contract to distribute R-C Pic-

tures product in the United Kingdom.
The contract covers a period of two
years.

Involved in the transaction is R-C's
complete output including the star pro-
duction featuring Pauline Frederick, Ses-
sue Hayakawa and Doris Ma-- and the
directors series produced by Christy Ca-
banne and L. J. Gasnier.

Includes Three Fredericks

These embrace such attractions as Pau-
line Frederick in "The Lure of Jade,"
"Two Kinds of Women" and "The Glory
of Clementina."
Some of the Hayakawa series included

are "Five Days to Live" and "The Ver-
million Pencil." scheduled for publication

in March.

Gets Four May Films

Among the Doris May offerings to be
distributed by Sir William Jury are her

first two successes. "The Foolish Age"
•and "Eden and Return." Other Doris
May productions which the Jury interests

will distribute are . her forthcoming ve-

hicles "Bov Crazv" and "Gav and Devil-

ish."

The Gasnier productions listed for

early publication are "Silent Years." fea-

turing Rose Dione. Pauline Starke and
Tully Marshall: and "The Call of Home."

Two From Cabanne

The Cabanne productions include "At
the Stage Door." which affords an inti-

mate glimpse of life behind the scenes in

a big New York theatre: and "Beyond
the Rainbow."
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DIGEST/PICTURESoftAeWEER
ww"QENROD," which Marshall Neilan offers this

Jl month through Associated First National, is a

first-rate screen translation of one of the most humorous
boy stories written in recent years. Booth Tarkington's
story of a typical American youngster, presented certain

difficulties as screen material. The boyish dialogue of

Tarkington's characters was half of the book and of

course only portions of this could be used, as a screen

play must be told in action, and most of the unique
arguments of Penrod, and the tongue-tied "Verman"
had to be left out. However, Director O'Connor knew
the possibilities of the story and his star, Wesley Barry,

and as a result has given us a very interesting and un-
usually appealing audience picture, and one that will

advance "Wes" Barry's stock several points.—J. R. M.

"TURN TO THE RIGHT" (Metro) adapted to the

screen from Winchell Smith's and John E. Hazzard's
successful comedy-drama is a remarkably smooth-
running and interesting screen play. It was directed by
Rex Ingram and has in the special cast such well known
players as Alice Terry, Jack Mulhall, Harry Myers and
George Cooper.

"RED' HOT ROMANCE" (First National) pro-

duced by John Emerson and Anita Loos is a refreshing

satire on some of the most familiar situations in popu-
lar fiction written around South America. It is in five

parts and has an unusually good cast.

"THE LAST PAYMENT" (Paramount) is Pola
Negri's first appearance in a film featuring a modern
role. It tells the.story of a woman of the Latin quarter

of Paris. There are no massive sets and the picture

depends upon the star's personality directly for its ap-

peal. Henry Liedtke appears opposite Negri. It is in

six parts.

"THE SCRAPPER" (Universal) features Herbert
Rawlinson and Gertrude Olmstead. The story runs
along a light vein and moves swiftly. Is full of Irish

mannerisms and the. subtitles are written in an Irish

brogue and to those who do not consider them as being

One of the big dramatic moments from "Orphans of the
Storm." D, W. Griffith's latest opus.

too extreme the picture will please. Is five reels in

length.

*;ONE GLORIOUS DAY" (Paramount) is a nov-
elty in that it is a comedy based on occultism. As a
starring vehicle for Will Rogers it has some good points
and others that are not convincing. Lila Lee is charm-
ing as Molly Mclntyre, in love with a book worm.
Directed by James Cruze.

"BE MY WIFE" (Goldwyn) is Max Linder's latest

effort at comedy. He wrote the story, directed it and
enacts the leading role. It is slapstick comedy for the

most part, produced along familiar lines. Five reels.

"NANCY FROM NOWHERE" (Realart) presents
Bebe Daniels in the role of a poor, abused mountain girl

who marries a wealthy city youth, after being rescued
from her cruel, foster father. It is the old plot worked
out in the old-fashioned way. Chester M. Franklin

directed. Five parts.

"THE NIGHT ROSE" (Goldwyn) is a story of the

underworld of San Francisco, with Lon Chaney, Leat-

rice Joy and Cullen Landis in the leading roles. It was

adapted from Leroy Scott's story, and while given a

good production, is rather unconvincing and creates

little appeal.

"THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR" (First National) is a

pleasing, light comedy-drama with Katherine MacDon-
ald in a dual role. Its plot concerns a stenographer

who is hired to impersonate a great actress at a social

fete and finds her affinity is her leading man. Five reels.

Directed by Wallace Worsley.

"THE UNFOLDMENT" (Pathe) embraces a vari-

ety of scenes and many strong appeals to the emotions.

The story carries a lesson that is well wrought in an

unusual and effective climax. Careful direction makes
it a picture of substantial qualities that will undoubtedly

be well received by the majority of audiences.

"GLEAM O'DAWN" (Fox) is an interesting story-

of the Canadian woods adapted from the novel by

Arthur Goodrich. It has some out-of-the-ordinary

angles, plenty of suspense, and proves good entertain-

ment. Five reels in length.

"ANNE OF LITTLE SMOKY" (Pathe) was

adapted from a story by Edward Connor. It proves fair

entertainment and abounds in excellent acting, is beau-

tifully photographed amid picturesque surroundings,

and compares favorably as a good program picture. Five

reels.

"ACROSS THE BORDER" (Aywon) presents

"Big Boy" Williams in a Western that is full of snap

and vim. There is much hard riding and hard fighting,

intermingled with sufficient good, clean cowboy comedy
to lift it above the average picture of this type. Five

reels.

"WILDERNESS TALES" (Educational) is Rob-

ert C. Bruce's latest contribution to the screen and he

has conceived something new in picture form. There

are ten pictures of one reel each in the series and the first

three shown in New York last week, captivated the

reviewers. "And Women Must Weep," "The One Man
Reunion" and "Missing Men" are the first of the series.



WESLEY BARRY IN

PENROD
|
FIRST NATIONAL)

Another real American boy picture that youngsters from 8 to 80

will enjoy. A good audience picture. Wesley Barry does

some of the best work of his career. A splendid cast of play-

ers helps materially in its playing. Marshall Neilan and

Frank O'Connor, co-directors. Length, eight reels

. . yxEXROD" is sure-fire kid stuff. It

I-' offers good entertainment for any
* house and Marshall X e i 1 a n ' s

freckled face star scores a distinct tri-

umph in his typical American boy role.

The directors have succeeded admirably

in catching that elusive boyish quality of

the Tarkington story and transferring it

to the screen. It is one of the best boy

pictures of this or any other season.

Booth Tarkington's story presented

certain difficulties as screen material.

Most of the humor of the "Penrod"

stories was in the dialogue between Pen-

rod and his many chums. Obviously only

part of this could be used and the direc-

tors have been content to tell the story

simplv and logically as it should be told.

What' happens happens in natural se-

quence and we are spared the irritation ot

waiting and watch-
ing for any "big"

scenes or startling

climaxes.
Besides the inimit-

able "Wes" Barry,

who handles his role

with uncanny real-

ism, there is "Her-
man" and "Verman,"
Hal Roach players,

Sammy Morrison
and his sister Flor-

ence, who had all too
short parts: Baby
Peggy, from the

Century Comediaes
who, as Wesley's
partner, is a scream
in the dancing class

scenes; Marjorie
Daw, as Penrod's
sister; Tully Mar-
shall as his father:

Claire McDowell as

his mother, and cap-

tivating Clara Hor-
ton as his sweet-
heart, Marjorie
Jones. John Harron
plays the role of

Penrod's sister's

sweetheart.
The production is

exceptionally well
handled and the pro-
ducer has worked
marvels with his ma-
terial. He has got
the most of every in-

cident and brought
out the subtle humor
of Tarkington's
story in a way that
makes it a very satis-

fying film.

Penrod and his

gang meet in a walled-up dug-out near an
abandoned well. They plan the emanci-
pation of every boy in town, but meet
with certain rebuffs from their elders and
there are frequent sessions in a woodshed
back of the Schoefield residence between
"pa" Schoefield and Penrod. Penrod at-

tends a performance of "The Curse of

Drink" in the opera house and next day
when he falls asleep in school and is

rudely awakened by his teacher, he tells

a weird story of abuse between his aunt

and his uncle John caused by drink. This

leads to another visit to the woodshed.

The boys stage a circus and a tem-

peramental mother breaks up the show.

Penrod is forced to attend dancing class

and has for his partner the youngest baby

of the class. He resents being called a

"little gentleman'' and promptly splashes

mud all over those who insist upon fast-

ening the name upon him. Finally the
boys capture a couple of crooks who fall

into the old well and are declared heroes
by their grown-ups.
There is much excellent detail, but it

does not slow up the action of the pic-

ture and the superb direction coupled
with the excellent work of the small act-

ors makes of "Penrod" a very finished

picture.

Marshall Xeilan believes in giving the

public what it likes and there is every
reason to believe they will like "Penrod."
The feature will profit by the wide ex-
ploitation given it as popular fiction and
the wide-awake exhibitor can readily see

the advantages of tieing up with his local

book merchant as an advertising stunt.

Two scenes from "Penrod," Marshall Neilan's latest First National

production, starring Wesley Barry.

SPECIAL CAST IX

THE NIGHT ROSE
(GOLDWYX)

A story of the underworld of San
Francisco. Rather unconvincing
and none too well acted. For
those who like melodrama with
an element of sob-stuff, it will an-

swer. Directed by Wallace Wors-
ley.

Adapted from a story by Leroy Scott,
this Goldwyn melodrama, starring Lon
Chaney, with Leatrice Joy, John Bow-
ers, Cullen Landis and Richard Tucker
in support, presents a rambling story of

San Francisco's underworld. It has a

certain amount of intrigue, which man-
ages to strike a good dramatic note at

times.

Lon Chaney is about the only sincere
character in the piece. He gets over
the role of the crafty "Red O'Rourke"
in convincing style. Leatrice Joy errs

on the side of over-action and strained

facial expression. Cullen Landis does
the best he can with the support as-

signed him, and the others are adequate.
However, the characters create little

appeal individually. Aside from the ball-

room scene, the interior sets are quite

ordinary- The photography is good
throughout.
While in a tough cafe with her sweet-

heart Jimmy. Georgia Rodman is a wit-

ness to the shooting of a policeman.
Her mother drives her from home and
Jimmy takes her to O'Rourke's hotel.

Pretending to protect the couple Red
O'Rourke pta.ns Jimmy's removal, while

the police are seeking Georgia. She be-

comes known as the "Xight Rose"
because she appears only after dark
O'Rourke plans a revolt against law and
order. A series of lawless acts follows,

terminating in a ball at which O'Rourke
is to celebrate his return to power.
Jimmy is shot by one of O'Rourke's

men. Georgia believing him dead deter-

mines upon revenge and, standing be-

fore the guests at the ball, she denounces
him and is about to slay him when
Sally. O'Rourke's former sweetheart,

grabs the pistol and fires the fatal shot.

Georgia's mother forgives her and she

finds Jimmy recovering from his wound
in her mother's home.
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SPECIAL CAST IN

RED HOT ROMANCE
(FIRST NATIONAL)

This is a satirical comedy handled

in a manner that makes it an un-

usual photoplay feature. Aptly

advertised as a "story of young

love and old hokum" by Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld at the Criterion theatre,

New York, where it is playing an

extended run. Should be a good

money getter. Five parts.

"Red Hot Romance," produced by

John Emerson and Anita Loos, is a re-

freshing satire of some of the most famil-

iar situations in the romantic stories

about American heroes in mythical king-

doms. The producers-writers have writ-

ten some of Douglas Fairbanks' liveliest

screen vehicles and "Red Hot Romance"

is a satire of even these. It is playful,

is staged with care, and is an elaboration

of most of the serious productions. It

has an unusually good cast. It is on five

reels and brings together straight photog-

raphy, cartoons, colored titles and plenty

of smart lines.

The story centers around a young

American, played by Basil Sydney, who
receives $50 a week from his rich uncle

until he reaches the age of twenty-five.

Then according to the will he is to hear

of further bequests. The youth is in

love with the daughter of an old Vir-

ginia family, the head of which has been

waiting forty years for a diplomatic post.

The young man pawns all his furniture

to make her presents. When the day of

the big inheritance arrives, the youth dis-

covers that he is to receive $:J.5 a week

and must serve one year as an insurance

agent to prove his worth before he can

secure his fortune. His sweetheart has

gone with her father to Bunkonia, in

South America, so the new insurance

agent sees there fertile fields, and sails

with his valet. There he meets the vil-

lain, most of the best families, the king

—

Caramba the Thirteenth—and his cabinet,

and insures almost everyone in sight.

The villain knows the terms of the will

and plots a revolution, knowing that the

insured king and cabinet will be the first

to die, and thus ruin the insurance agent.

The consul is imprisoned by the plotters,

the heroine is kidnapped by the villain,

and the hero is compelled to save the

king, cabinet, heroine and consul for the

sake of insurance, love and country.

During the revolution the hero is plated

in the difficult position of being unable

to kill some of the plotters because they

carry policies in his insurance companies,

but in spite of this handicap everything

is brought to a satisfactory conclusion by
the arrival of the U. S. marines.

Mae Collins plays the heroine, Frank

Lalor the king, Edward Connelly the con-

sul, Roy Atwill the villain and all are
good. The impossible situations of the
-tory arc woven together entertainingly
and the picture is well directed and splen-
didly photographed.

A sctne from "Anne of Little Smoky" (Pathe)

W INIFRED WESTOVER IN

ANNE OF
LITTLE SMOKY

(PATHE)
Western narrative that proves fair

entertainment. The excellent act-

ing of the cast, beautiful settings,

and some realistic fights are its

outstanding features. Adapted
from a story by Edward Connor.

"Anne of Little Smoky" is the story
of a girl in love with a forest ranger
whole family violates the law which the
government man is there to enforce. The
theme is well worked out and while the
plot cannot claim particular distinction

in the way of originality it provides nev-
ertheless interesting entertainment. The
picture has an excellent cast including
Winifred Westover, Joe King, Frank
Sheridan and Dolores Casinelli.

- Among the unheralded players in the
cast is Ralph Faulkner, who features in

one of the most gripping scenes of the
picture in a bit of acting that is highly
commendable. He is portrayed as a
returned soldier suffering from shell

shock. During the rescue of a gypsy
girl on a stormy night he recovers his

mental poise. He portrays the change
with vivid realism and fairly emanates
the new personality.

Little Smoky is a secluded district in

the mountains in which the Brocktons
have hunted and cut timber to their

hearts' content until the arrival of the
law in the form of Bob Hayne, a forest
ranger. A friendship springs up between
Anne, the daughter of the Brockton's,
and Hayne. Unknown to Hayne the
head of the Brockton family is still

stalking deer in the woods. A traveling
Gypsy band stops at the village and
among them is Gita, a pretty dancer. She
becomes infatuated with the ranger and
deserts her tribe to stay with him. Hayne,
however, loves the (laughter of Brockton
and when the Gypsy girl is seen at his

cabin the incident is misinterpreted to
Anne. Further trouble is aroused be-
tween the government man and the
Brockton family when the elder Brock-
ton is caught slaying a deer. He man-
ages to destroy the evidence, however,
and the case is dismissed. A slurring
remark by the ranger following the trial

prompts one of the Brocktons to follow
him into the mountains and challenge his

statement A fight on the edge of a
precipice take-- place in which Brockton
is the loser. An observer reports him as
being killed and the Brockton family de-
termine upon revenge. The trail through
a stormy night leads to a cabin where
the party finds the supposedly dead
Brockton and the ranger, together, the
best of pals. Hayne had rescued him
from a watery grave after his fall.

Simultaneously, Tom Brock, the re-

turned soldier rescues the Gypsy girl
who has een attacked by a half breed in
her cabin. In the struggle he recovers
his mentality and is again the stalwart
tighter. The hatred between the Brock-
ton's and the ranger is wiped away, and
Anne and Hayne find happiness together.
The elder Brockton regards the incidents
as a means of restoring his son's health
and bows his head in prayer.

HERBERT RAVVLINSON IN

THE SCRAPPER
(UNIVERSAL)

This picture will prove a hit with
any Irish audience and will prob-
ably please others as well. It is

from a story by R. G. Kirk and
has a fight that alone justifies its

title. Moves fast and is an inter-

esting five-reel feature. Directed

by Hobart Henley.

The principal drawback to "The
Scrapper" is that in the opinion of many
its Irish propensities will appear over-
drawn. The subtitles are written in
Irish brogue with the hero showering
the heroine with flattery. The theme
runs along a light vein all the way
through and furnishes plenty of action.
Herbert Rawlinson is dynamic enough

as a young engineer in love with his
boss' daughter. Gertrude Olmstead
makes a charming Irish lass.

Rawlinson, as Malloy, is given the job
of erecting a huge building. The fact
that he wears a wrist watch puts him
in a unfavoiable light with his boss.
When the work appears to be behind
schedule he is given a husky Swede
as an assistant through the scheming of
his chief's secretary. The newcomer
proceeds to throw a monkey-wrench into
the machinery and finally incites the
men to strike when Malloy brings things
to a showdown. A fight ensues that isn't

a one-two affair. Both men hit the dust
a half dozen times and when Malloy
finally wins he is "out" on his feet him-
self. After this he proceeds to carry
away the boss' daughter in his usual
aggressive manner.
The theme is really secondary to the

mannerisms and tactics which the direc-

tor has allowed the hero to take upon
himself and if these facts are not too
seriously considered the picture will

please. In the supporting cast are
William Welsh, Frank Lee, George Mc-
Daniels, Fred Kohlcr, Edward Jobson
and others.

NEIGHBOR NELL
(PRIZMA)

Audiences at the Roosevelt theatre.

Chicago, found this novelty one-reel pro-

duction delightful diversion and ap-

plauded it at each performance. It is a

unique adaptation of the famous poem,

"Neighbor Nelly," and pictures a beau-

tiful suburban home surrounded by beau-

tiful rose bushes. In the cottage lives

little Nelly, and her neighbor and com-

panion is an elderly man who finds a

renewal of his youthful spirit in the com-

pany of his little neighbor. It is beau-

tifully photographed in Prizma colors

and the subtitles are in verse. Madge
Evans plays the role of Nelly delight-

fully and lends to the part the necessary

freshness of youth and beauty.
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SPECIAL CAST IX

TURN TO THE RIGHT
(METRO)

Here is a remarkable, smooth-run-
ning and entertaining adaptation
of the famous stage play of the

same name, directed by Rex In-

gram in a manner that would
stamp him a great director had
he not made the "Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse." Photography
is distinctive and the cast unus-
ually good.

Rex Ingram added new honors to his

already enviable reputation as a maker
of good pictures, through his direction of

"Turn to the Right," a screen version of
Winchell Smith's and John E. Hazard's
famous play which ran for more than 450
days in a Broadway theatre. So cleverly
is the film adaptation handled that the
picture loses none of the humorously
homely elements which made it one of
the greatest of spoken play successes,
but on the contrary is greatly enhanced
as an entertainment.
The direction is faultless and the pho-

tographic effect could scarcely admit of
improvement. So cleverly is this de-
lightful comedy-drama woven together
that the rather hackneyed story becomes
altogether new and interest holding. The
casting is exceptional and Alice Terry,
Tack Mulhall, Harry Myers, George
Cooper and others with names almost as
well known, are at their best.

The story opens in a little Connecticut
village, with Joe Bascom, only son of a
poor widow, in love with Elsie Tillinger,
daughter of the town's richest and mean-
est man. Deacon Tillinger. The deacon
has more ambitious plans for his daugh-
ter, and the boy, discouraged, leaves
home determined to make his way in life,

return and marry Elsie. She promises
to wait for him and together they plan a
"dream house."

In the city Joe falls in with a race
track crowd and finally finds employment
with Mr. Morgan, a wealthy race horse
owner. He sends money home fre-
quently and finally writes that he has
saved $2,000 and is coming home. See-
ing a chance for a final "killing" on the
horses Joe wagers the $2,000 and wins
$20,000. He is just collecting when he
is arrested on the charge of having stolen
$2,000 from his employer, the thief being
'really Mr. Morgan's son.

Joe is sent to the penitentiary and
there meets two crooks, Muggsy and Gil-
ly, admirably played by George Cooper
and Harry Myers, respectively. Finally
all are released from prison, and Joe re-
turns to his home in time to save his
mother from being swindled out of her
farm bv the deacon. In this he is aided
by the two crooks, who arrive in the
town via box-car and by chance, and
many laughable situations attend the
straightening out of the widow's finan-
cial affairs. The crooks are won from
their crooked ways by the sweet charm of
Joe's mother, and finally win for them-
selves the love of two sweet country
girls. Through fortunate chance and
some rather farfetched business ventures,
Joe becomes rich, builds the "dream
house" and everything ends happily for
all concerned except the rich man's bad
son.

As Elsie Tillinger, the sweetheart of
Joe. Alice Terry is always demurely
sweet and charming. Jack Mulhall does
probably the best work of his career as
Joe Bascom, and as the mother. Lydia
Knott is the same wonderful mother as
in a number of her other pictures.
While not one of the greatest pictures

Metro has given the screen, it is safe to
say it is on<> of the best. It is of the
sort that one can see several times and
always find new enjoyment. It will un-
doubtedly prove one of the best box
office attractions of the season.

MAX LIXDER IX

BE MY WIFE
(GOLDYVYX)

Written, directed and acted by the

star, this farce misses being funny
by several hundred points. There
is too much muchness to it and it

is likely to prove tedious to those

looking for something funny. Five

reels.

"Be My Wife" is good in spots, but
the farcical humor is prolonged until it

bores instead of entertains. A down-
town theatre audience. Chicago, found
occasion to laugh but once or twice dur-
ing its unreeling. Many of the scenes

are well handled, it is well produced
and photographed, hut it would have
gained considerably by being shortened

a little. It showed evidence of too much
padding. Then, too, the story is far

from original. The same theme has
served comedians since comedies were
first born.

Max is seeking the hand of Mary.
He has a rival and Mary has an aunt

that objects to him. He disguises him-
self as a music teacher, but "Pal" a

dog discovers him. Max falls over a
fence and becomes unconscious. He
dreams he is married and cannot shake
the aunt. There is a wife who suspects
her husband of flirting and she retali-

ates by picking a few lovers herself.

Just as the marital di..culties are settled
Max wakes up. He then attempts to
win the girl and impersonates a burglar
in a terrific struggle with himself in an
adjoining room, while his rival, the aunt
and his best girl listen to the struggle.
He steps forth "victorious" and wins her
hand, as the crabbed aunt accepts him
as her nephew-in-law.

Alta Allen. Caroline Rankin, Viora
Daniels, Rose Dione, Lincoln Stedman
and Arthur Clavton are in the cast.

KATHERIXE MacDOXALD IX

THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR
(FIRST NATIONAL)

A light, though pleasing comedy-
drama with the beautiful Miss
MacDonald in a dual role. A
screen play without a villain.

Nicely mounted and beautifully

photographed. Length, 5,236 feet.

Directed by Wallace Worsley.

Adapted from the story "Peachie," by-

George Marion, Jr. "The Beautiful Liar"
holds a certain amount of interest and
entertainment. It is a picture that will

please MacDonald followers and will ap-
peal to the majority of picture-goers be-
cause it is clean and wholesome.
Miss MacDonald has a dual role and

gives to each part a distinctiveness that

is especially pleasing. The supporting
cast is excellent, consisting of Charles
Meredith, as Bobby Bates; Joseph J.

Dowling, as MacGregor; Kate Lester as

Mrs. Van Cortlandt, and Wilfred Lucas
as Gaston Allegretti, an impetuous French
hotel proprietor.

Helen Haynes. a stenographer in a

broker's office, yields to temptation and
agrees to impersonate an actress, Elsie

Parmelee. Her motives are pure, for in

doing so she is able to save Geston Alle-

gretti manager of a famous summer re-

sort hotel, from discharge. And all that

she is to get out of it is a two weeks'
vacation at the hotel. She did not know
that the actress, who was expected to go
to the hotel, was to play a part in a piay,
and she was on the verge of fleeing when
she discovered that she was expected to
do so. At that point, however, she dis-
covered that Bobby Bates, with whom
she had fallen in love, was to play the
part of the leading man. That caused
her to change her mind. The sudden re-
turn of the real Elsie Parmelee provided
complications which neither Helen nor
the others in the plot had anticipated.
Eventually matters are straightened out
and Helen finds true love and happiness.

Miss MacDonald plays both roles

—

that of the stenographer and the actress.

One of the amusing incidents from "Turn to the Right," a Rex Ingram production
being distributed through Metro
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FLORENCE LAWRENCE IN

THE UNFOLDMENT
(PATHE)

This is a strong photoplay with a
lesson as its objective. In order

to accomplish this end the narra-

tive appears farfetched at times

but as a whole it effectively at-

tains its purpose. The six reels

hold the attention; there is an
abundance of excellent acting and
a variety of scenes and appealing

situations. Six reels.

George Kern's production "The Un-

foldment" has as its basis the thought

that if we could see ourselves as others

see us the revelation would materially af-

fect our lives. In order to portray this

bit of philosophy a motion picture is

made within the main picture in which

the characters of the first part of the

story see themselves on the screen under

different circumstances but in positions

relative to those they occupy in the prin-

cipal story. The change is somewhat of

a jar to the continuity but this is really

excusable in the fact that the result ob-

tained is impressive and wholly to the

point.

The picture has a wide range of scenes

and numerous dramatic incidents. The
theme readily lends itself to many an-

gles of exploitation. Faith, hope, cour-

age and the suggestion of a Stronger

Force are elements portrayed appealingly

to the emotions.

The cast in the various exacting roles

includes Barbara Bedford, Charles. K.

French, William Conklin, Albert Prisco,

Lydla Knott, Raymond Cannon, Murdock
MacQuarrie and Wade Boetler.

Katherine Nevin and her brother,

through adversity, are forced to go to

work in a newspaper office. James Os-

borne, the publisher, is a hard principled,

relentless person, whose daughter is the

recipient of the only tenderness he

evinces. The city editor, Charles Mac-

Laughlin, and his brother, a cripple, are

embittered against God and the virtues of

life. Katherine's entire surroundings

bring her in contact with persons whose

views of life are expressed in iconoclastic

terms. The publisher is nursing a secret

dread of a once prominent politician

whose career he was instrumental in

wrecking. The editor is a disbeliever in

a Greater Power because of the deformity

with which his brother is afflicted. The
brother himself sees only the darkest

aspects of life and broods over his phy-

sical handicap.

Jack Nevin, her brother, is in love

with the daughter of the publisher. When
Osborne finds him at his home with his

daughter he attempts to beat him, and his

daughter, in an effort to intervene, falls

down a flight of stairs and is hopelessly

crippled.

As dramatic editor of the paper the

girl is assigned to make a motion pic-

ture, showing a politician, which the

paper is backing, in various philanthropic

deeds and actions. Instead she makes a

picture entirely different in which she

pictures the publisher, the city editor,

his brother, and the crippled girl in their

true characters and attitudes. All are

present at the initial showing. The ef-

fect is far-reaching in its scope. Hatred

and vengeful thoughts arc overcome. Os-

borne realizes his true character and

mends his ways. MacLaimhlm and his

crippled brother take renewed faith in

the Deity with the result that the brother

conquers his deformity. The inspiration
works a miracle on Osborne's daughter
who becomes able to walk once more.
With a new understanding MacLaughlin
wins the love of the girl he had pre-
viously sought to gain through brutal
force and strength.

JOHN GILBERT IN

GLEAM O'DAWN
(FOX)

Interesting story photographed in

the picturesque settings of the

Canadian woods. Plot holds sus-

pense and is effectively carried out
with the excellent acting of John
Gilbert and Barbara Bedford.
Directed by Jack Dillon. Five
reels.

Harry M. Palmer of the Liberty the-

atre, Washington, Ind., where "Gleam
O'Dawn" had an early showing, in writ-

ing about it to the "What the Picture Did
for Me" department, says, "Exception-
ally good Saturday night attraction for
us. Gilbert has pleasing personality and
crowds seemed to like him. Barbara
Bedford also good."

"Gleam O'Dawn" was adapted from the
novel by Arthur Goodrich. The story
has some unusual angles. An excellent
cast appears in support of John Gilbert
and Barbara Bedford

; especially good was
Wilson Hummel, as Pierre, who portrays
a half-witted old man in a striking man-
ner. Other principals are Edwin Booth
Tilton, James Farley and John Gough.

Silas Huntworth, who is living alone
with his a 'opted daughter, in a cabin on
the banks of a river, is threatened by two
men who are after his land. He is being
attacked by them when Gleam O'Dawn, a
passerby, enters the cabin and saves him
and the girl from further punishment.
The two men become fast friends when
they discover their mutual interest in

art and O'Dawn is invited to remain at

the cabin.

He falls in love with Nini, Huntworth's
adopted daughter and the two are happy
until Pierre, the crazy old man, employed
by Huntsworth meets O'Dawn. The old
man, who has been playing the part of a

half-wit for year's to wreak vengeance on
Huntsworth for an old wrong recognize^
O'Dawn and tells him the story of his

mother's death shortly after his birth

through want, caused by the desertion

of the father years before. O'Dawn.
who cherishes his mother's image on a

knife he carries, demands to know who
the man is. When he learns it is Hunts-
worth whom he has grown to like he be-
comes strongly embittered against the
man. Finally sensing his hatred Hunts-

A scene from "Gleam O'Dawn"
(Fox)

worth goes to him and demands an ex-
planation.

O'Dawn is about to kill him when he
learns that his father cherishes the mem-
ory of his mother as much as he does and
that an attack of illness was the reason
he was unable to return to her after

starting on a quest of gold in the north.

With the understanding the men are rec-

onciled and as Pierre is about to kill

Huntsworth himself when the vision of

the man's former wife appears to stay

his hand. After that O'Dawn and Nini

find happiness together.

POLA NEGRI IN

THE LAST PAYMENT
(PARAMOUNT)

This marks the first appearance of

the noted European film star in

this country in a modern role—the

story of a woman of the Latin

Quarter, and is in marked contrast

to her other productions backed

by massive settings and gorgeous

costumes. A smooth running and

interest holding picture. George

Jacoby director. Six parts.

Pola Negri won her first great suc-

cesses on American screens in historic

or fantastic parts in productions like

"Passion," "One Arabian Night," and

"Gypsy Blood," and makes her debut in

a modern role in "The Last Payment,"

as a woman of the Latin Quarter. There

are no massive settings to serve as a

background and the drama takes its force

directly from the star. It was directed

by George Jacoby, and is remarkable in

that it has but one important woman role.

The leading male part is taken by Henry
Liedtke, who appeared with Pola Negri in

"Passion."

"The Last Payment" is an excellent

example of the modern fiction of Europe

—of the school which avoids happy end-

ings. The star is seen as Iola, a beauti-

ful woman of the Latin Quarter, who has

married a rich cattle owner of South

America in order to live in peace and

happiness. But the arrival of a young

Parisian whets her interest again in the

old haunts of Paris and when her hus-

band is slain in an uprising of laborers,

she is again thrown on her own re-

sources. She travels to Paris with the

voung business man and on her arrival

"is sheltered by the youth's father. Here

she meets a former husband, secretary to

her host. The former husband, by his

wife's extravagance, had been led to de-

faulting trust funds.

Her host and his son fall in love with

her and the former husband stands like a

Nemesis in the background. On the

night of a carnival at which the young

woman is made queen of the festivities,

the secretary confesses his past to the

voung man. telling of his imprisonment

for larceny and his efforts to live down

his past. The young man steps to a box

at the carnival and sees his father em-

brace the young woman. So horrified is

he at the sight and his own unrequited

love that he commits suicide almost at

their feet. The woman is feted and

showered with flowers until the grim

tragedy drives her from the ball room

into the night. She is confused in her

•-tcps and falls before a train—making

her last payment.

The action is simple and direct and

develops smoothly to the climax. The

popularity of the star should make rata

an attractive booking feature.
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BIG BOY WILLIAMS IX

ACROSS THE BORDER
(AYWON)

Here is a Western full of snap and

vim, good riding and hard fight-

ing, intermingled with which is

sufficient good clean comedy to

make it an unusual picture of this

type.

The latest of the
-

'Big Boy" Williams
series, directed by Charles R. Seeling for

state rights distribution, should prove a

good attraction tor exhibitors whose pa-

trons like good Westerns. It is excep-
tionally well directed and well photo-
graphed, some of the desert shots being
of remarkable beauty.
"Big Boy" Williams, the big, good na-

tured cowboy delineator, is a rider par
excellence, and in this picture he is given
splendid and many opportunities to in-

dulge his penchant. He portrays the part
of a fence rider by occupation and a
fighter by choice, and of course, as all

screen heroes do, he emerges from his

many scraps without a mark to disturb
his Jack Dempsey-like beauty.
The inevitable heroine part is taken by

Patricia Palmer, a little actress who
gives promise of gaining for herself a real
name in pictures. She is sweet and con-
vincing at all times and as a rider of cow-
boy ponies she is not a bad second to the
star himself.
The story is laid near the junction of

four states in the desert country. At this
point a band of outlaws make their head-
quarters while they prey on the surround-
ing ranches. The leader of this band is

also the sheriff of one of the counties and
with this immunity from arrest by the
legal authorities, the gang is emboldened
to further depredations, finally kidnap-
ing the heroine, with whom the pseudo
sheriff has fallen in love.
The heroine, of course, is rescued by

the hero, the entire gang finally being
rounded up after many thrilling adven-
tures, and everything ends happily as
they do in all good Westerns.

BEBE DANIELS IX

NANCY FROM
NOWHERE

(REALART-PARAMOUNT)
One of the first and one of the com-
monest themes for sentimental
screen drama. Old plot is worked
out in good old-fashioned way.
Five reels. Directed by Chester
M. Franklin.

This is old formula Xo. 37. The one
where the rich city fellow discovers the
poor mountain girl, who is being ill-

treated by her foster parents. He takes
her to the city, where she blossoms out
into a beautiful society bud, then re-
turns to her mountain hut because she
doesn't want to ruin his prospects so-
cially by marrying him. Thence the
city fellow follows—finds her in the
clutches of the villain—whips the latter
and runs off with her to the nearest
parson.
The story was written by Grace Drew

and Katherine Pinkerton, but it shouldn't
have taken a Pinkerton to discover that
plot.

Bebe Daniels is the poor mountain girl.

Nancy, and looks very stunning in her
city clothes. Edward' Sutherland plavs
the wealthy youth. Jack Halliday; Vera
Lewis is Mrs. Kelly, Nancy's foster
mother: Tames Gordon is Kellv, and

Myrtle Stedman and Albert Lee, Helen
Holly and Dorothy Hagen round out the

cast.

The story is not one which will grip

the attention of exacting audiences, al-

though it may attract Bebe Daniels fans.

The backgrounds are quite appropriate
and the photography is without any no-
ticeable fault.

WILL ROGERS IN

ONE GLORIOUS DAY
(PARAMOUNT)

A comedy built upon occultism. A
decided novelty from a photogra-

phic standpoint, showing the

earthly peregrinations of a lost

spirit which finds an earthly habi-

tation and causes considerable

trouble. Lila Lee gives good sup-

port and James Cruze makes the

most of the material given him.

Five parts.

Will Rogers and Lila Lee in "One Glorious Day"
(Paramount).

"One Glorious Day" is long on nov-
elty and short on story. It has a certain
amount of fascination in the clever
handling of the "spook" Ek, who is in

every scene, and there is real artistry

shown in the camera work. The char-
acter Ek' is a grotesque looking figure

supposedly a conception of a spirit with-
out a body, which, restless to get on
earth, comes down and has many inter-

esting experiences. The beauty of the

photography and the naturalness of

action and expression of Lila Lee will

appeal to all, even though the idea of

one so young being deeply in love with
a pronounced old book-worm, such as

Rogers portrays, is asking almost too

much of anyone. The role of Professor
Botts suits Will Rogers to a "T" up to

a certain point—where he becomes an
aggressive, fighting demon, whips a gang
of politicians, wrecks a cabaret and
knocks out the villain. There is an
exceedingly long chase scene where Ezra
races madly from town to the home of

Wadley, the villain, falling over hedges,

jumping on top of taxis and doing other

eccentric tricks. John Fox. a clever

youngster, plays "Ek." the lost spirit.

George Nichols is Pat Curran. a poli-

tician, and Emily Rait is Mrs. Mclntyre.

mother of Molly. Lila Lee plays Molly.

Professor Botts is a meek, shy man
who loves Molly Mclntyre but is too

backward and dignified to tell her so.

The professor tells the spiritualist so-

ciety, of which he is the chairman, that

he will go into a trance, leave his body
and appear in their midst in spirit form.

When his spirit leaves his body, "Ek,"

a spirit with fighting propensities, enters

the bodv of the professor. The changed

professor then arises, shocks the entire

town by his changed self, whips several
scheming politicians, gets slightly intoxi-

cated, saves Molly by thrashing Ben
W adley, a scoundred who had designs
upon Molly, and then returns to the
study, where the overtaxed body faints.

The spirit "Ek" leaves the body and the
distracted spirit of the professor in great
delight, again enters its fleshly form.
Ezra rinds that Molly loves him and
doesn't remember anything that has
happened while "Ek" inhabited his body,
not knowing of that change, and blames
the entire affair on a bottle of bitters, a

tonic of which he took an exceptionally
large dose on that day. He is nominated
for mayor, finds perfect bliss in his ro-

mance and all ends happily when he
takes Molly to his heart.

WILDERNESS TALES
(EDUCATIONAL)

Scenics have been just scenics ever

since they made the first bid for popu-

larity on the screen, but it remained for

Robert C. Bruce to conceive something

new in this form of picture which greatly

enhances the entertainment value.

The new departure is a series of re-

markable scenics around each of which is

interwoven a story with an interesting

plot and played by capable actors. There
are ten pictures of one reel each in the

series, three of which were given a trade
showing last week in New York.
The first of these is entitled "And

Women Must Weep," and shows many
beautiful sea. cliff, beach and fishing vil-

lage shots. The story is of three fisher-

men sailing away from their village with
wives and children bidding them farewell
on the beach. Then the fishing village is

shown with the wives anxiously w-atching
out over the sea for the return of their

loved ones. Later is shown a storm at

sea, followed by the finding of two bod-
ies washed up on the beach. While two
tearful wives grieve over their dead, the
third wife searches the shore, and the
final fadeout shows her keeping sad vigil

on a high promontory looking out over
the angry waters.
The picture is beautifully done from

every viewpoint, and shows good direc-
tion and a careful selection of cast.

The second of the series is called "The
One Man Reunion," and the third is

"Missing Men." The series is made for
Educational distribution, and with the
first three as a criterion, it is safe to say
that Mr. Bruce has given the screen an
innovation that will make these scenics a
strong attraction to any program.

FALSE ALARM
(FOX)

Chester Conklin in two reels of tried

and true comedy situations with but a

modicum of real laughs. It was di-

rected by Erie Kenton and tells of a

broker who loans a pretty married

woman a sum of money on a fire insur-

ance policy. He then changes his mind
and wants his money back. Unable to

secure it he sets fire to the house so he
can collect, and then cripples the fire

department. He finally is chased through
a long pipe hanging over a precipice
from which lie drops onto a springboard
and wins a fancy diving contest. The
last stunt is well done. The business of

jumping out of a window into a life-

net, to find it has been removed to an-
other window, has been worked before.
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Conduct Preliminary Drive to Make
Brunet Celebration Record Breaker

Pathe Salesmen Will Compete in Six Weeks Contest
As Forerunner to Anniversary Month

Campaign, Feb. 27 to March 25

On March 6, Paul Brunet will have
served four years at the head of Pathe
Exchange, Inc.—two years as vice-presi-

dent and two years as president.
In recognition of his efforts on behalf

of the organization, the sales force has
planned an elaborate celebration, the
principal sales campaign to open on Feb-
ruary 27 and close on March 25.

Conduct Trial Contest

A preliminary contest will be conducted
for six weeks prior to Brunet Anniversary
Month in order that all branch teams
may benefit by a "running start."

General Manager Elmer Pearson, in

announcing the sales campaign, states

that prizes for the winning teams will

range from $2,500 down to $500, with
provisions made for giving equal awards
in case of ties.

One of the purposes of the preliminary
contest is to effect a new division classi-

fication which will be based on the stand-
ing gained by each branch during that

period.

Signs Harold Lloyd

Among the most recent activities of

President Brunet was the signing, re-

cently, of Harold Lloyd. Announcement
of this was made in the February 4 issue

of the Herald. The comedian, under his

new contract, will apoear in six pictures
to be produced by Hal Roach.
Commenting upon President Brunet's

fourth anniversary with Pathe, an official

of the company said:

"Upon the occasion of his fourth anni-

versary as the head of Pathe, Paul Brunet
cannot escape feeling gratified over the

fact that the course he has pursued har.

produced an example of the finest morale
throughout the organization to be found
in connection with financial and com-

mercial activities in the United States.

Unswerving loyalty and efficient service

assured are his reward.

Americans Get Control

"These and other achievements of Mr.
Brunet's were so well understood in the
film world that when he was elected to

succeed Charles Pathe as president of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., the news was ac-

cepted as a matter of course. Neither
was any surprise manifested when, a
year later, it was officially announced that

President Brunet had successfully nego-
tiated control of the concern by the
American stockholders and the existing
American management. This event was
accepted as a logical consequence of

characteristic Brunet efforts in the direc-

tion of conservation of energy to be ap-
plied in clearly marked channels of effi-

ciency.
"In times of general business depres-

sion, the note of confidence sounded by
Paul Brunet in published statements re-

cording the reasons for his unshaken
optimism have been received in the light

of a genuine public service. In the

motion picture field, many exhibitors, dis-

heartened by continued discrepancies be-

tween the amount of their permanent in-

vestment and their current receipts, have
testified that the renewed inspiration to

'stand by their guns and win out' was
furnished by Mr. Brunet in these state-

ments based on his own observation of

actual conditions."

New Pathe Comedy Ready
"Stage Struck" is the title of the forth-

coming Hal Roach comedy featuring
"Snub" Pollard, which has been sched-
uled for publication by Pathe the week of

February 12.

Report Big Interest
In Arrow Production

"Ten Nights in A Barroom"
Meets With Success at

Various Theatres
Reports reaching Arrow headquar-

ters on L. Case Russell's screen version
of "Ten Nights in a Barroom" indicate
that the production is being popularly
received at various theatres at which it

has been shown, according to Arrow offi-

cials. The production has been booked
for an extended run in Toronto, Canada,
starting January 30.

Handle Exploitation

Exploitation work in connection with
the picture has been placed in the hands
of Clinton White and Thomas A. Cur-
ran, special Arrow representatives.
Simultaneously with its opening in Can-
ada the picture will be shown by Wilmer
& Vincent at Altoona, Pa.
Lightning Photoplays of Boston re-

ports that the film will continue at the

Globe theatre for an indefinite run. At
the Arcadia theatre, Reading, Pa., the

picture has been held over for a second
week's run.

Establishes New Record
According to Carr & Shad of the Ar-

cadia theatre, the play is establishing new-

box office records and is the first time

a photoplay has run more than a week
in Reading. At Newark, N. J., Arrow
officials report that the picture played to

capacity houses and was received with
enthusiasm. J. Charles Davis handled
the exploitation of the picture at its

showing there.

Educational to Publish

Latest Mermaid Comedy
The latest Mermaid comedy for pub-

lication by Educational has been com-
pleted under the supervision of Jack-

White. The picture, in which Lige Con-
ley has the featured role, has been given
the title "Midnight."
The story deals with a chamber of

iiorrors and an offer of a big reward for

any person who will sleep in the cham-
ber over night. Conley, being in love

with a girl and in need of money, accepts
the offer, and his experiences are said

to provide many humorous incidents.

Elinor Lynn is the leading lady, and the

cast includes Jack Lloyd, Cliff Bowes
and Otto Friese.

Bookings for R-C Week
Exceed Previous Events

The record number of day and date

bookings reported by the R-C sales forces

lor R-C Week, from February 5 to 12,

reflects the popularity of the event
among exhibitors throughout the coun-
try, according to Charles R. Rogers, gen-
eral manager of distribution for R-C.

"Already the bookings for the special

attractions offered during R-C Week have
reached a total far exceeding all previous
records connected with such special oc-

casions," says Mr. Rogers.

Pathe to Publish New
Fables Cartoon Feb. 12

"The Villain in Disguise" is the latest

animated cartoon of the series of

"Aesop's Film Fables" produced by
Fables Pictures, Inc., and created by
Cartoonist Paul Terry.
The picture has been scheduled by

Pathe for publication the week of Feb-
ruary 12th.

Conrad Nagel and Edith Roberts in a scene from Cecil B DeMille's latest Paramount
production "Saturday Night," in which the rich Mr. Prentiss assists poor little

Shamrock O'Day
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MARION DAVIES in three scenes from her latest Cosmopolitan picture, "The Bride's Play," directed by George Terwilliger,
and which is being distributed as a Paramount picture.

States Davies Film Drew Receipts

Of $24,169.45 in Week at Rialto
Cosmopolitan Says 'The Bride's Play" is Worthy

Successor to Star's
'

'Enchantment " Picture
Is Distributed by Famous Players

The intake at the box office at the

Kialto theatre, New York, during the

week's run of "The Bride's Play" totaled

$24,169.45, according to the producer.
Cosmopolitan Productions. The picture

^tars Marion Davies. Famous Players-
l.asky Corporation distributes it.

Cosmopolitan heralds "The Bride's

Play" as an appropriate successor to the

star's most recent vehicle, "Enchant-
ment." In the new picture Miss Davies
is given a dual role, one in which she
portrays a modern Irish maid, and an-
other in which she is seen as a maiden
of the twelfth century.

Has Romance and Beauty

In the interpretation of these two roles

the star does more than change the
color of her hair, according to the pro-

Official Billing of

"The Bride's Play"

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKV
CORPORATION

Prcsen Is

MARION DAVIES
in

"THE BRIDE'S PLAY"
By Don Byrne

Directed by George W . Terwilliger

Scenario by Mildred Considine
Scenes by Joseph Urban

Created by Cosmopolitan Productions
A Paramount Picture

THE CAST
Mediaeval Story

Enid of Cashel Marion Davies
Marquis of Muckross Jack O'Brien
Sir John Mansfield Frank Shannon

Modern Story
Aileen Barrett Marion Davies
Sir Fergus Cassidy. . . .Wyndham Standing
Buler Meade, a poet Carlton Miller
John Barrett, Aileen's father

Richard Cummings
Bridget Eleanor Middleton
Sybil Thea Talbot
Sir Robert Fennell John P. Wade
'lid Peasant Woman Julia Hurley
Meade's Butler George Spink

ducer. She plays two different girls and
reveals two different characters.
Newspaper and trade paper reviewers

have stresesd two points as the salient ac-
complishments of the producer of the
picture. These two points are romance
and beauty. "The Bride's Play" is es-

sentially a romance, its pre-release runs
have demonstrated, according to Cosmo-
politan, that its portrayal of a delightful
love story is just the sort of motion
picture quality that women folk delight
in. The settings, the creations of Joseph
Urban, have evoked the heartiest ap-
proval.

Story Is by Byrne

Th..- original story of "The Bride's
Play" appeared in Hearst's Magazine.
The author, Donn Byrne, also wrote
"The Woman God Changed," one of last

season's pictures. The material for this

picture of Ireland he obtained from first-

hand acquaintance with the customs and
legends of the Emerald Isle.

George \Y. Terwilliger, director of the
picture, is a critic and scenario writer
as well as a director. He served as a

reviewer and in other capacities on the
Dramatic Mirror for eight years, and at

the same time he contributed articles to

magazines and newspapers throughout
the country.

Scenario by Mildred Considine

Mildred Considine, who has written

more than 100 pictures, prepared the
scenario of "The Bride's Play," bringing

. out with a deft touch the high romance
and charm of Mr. Byrne's story.

To Ira H. Morgan was entrusted the

task of recording upon the film the

romance as interpreted and directed by
Mr. Terwilliger. Mr. Morgan has been
in motion pictures for many years and
has photographed some of the best

known feature pictures.

A cast of the first magnitude was se-

lected by Cosmopolitan Productions to

support the star. It includes Wyndham
Standing, Carlton Miller, Jack O'Brien,

Richard Cummings, Frank Shannon,
Eleanor Middleton, Thea Talbot, Julia

Hurley, John P. Wade and George
Spink.

National Exchanges
In Market for Film

Johnson Reports Re-issued
Ray Films Proving

Popular
Walter L. Johnson, president of Na-

tional Exchanges, Inc., announces that

the company is now in the market for
any meritorious productions awaiting
distribution.

To Purchase Outright

"We are in the market for features,

comedies or a good serial," says Mr.
Johnson. "Wherever it is possible to ar-

range terms we want to buy productions
on an outright purchase basis. We will

give any producer who brings his films

to us quick action.

"This policy is in line with the ex-
pansion of National Exchanges and its

rapid and substantial progress."

Handles Ray Re-issues

National is now handling twenty re-

's sued pictures starring Charles Ray.
"Kineto Reviews," "Lotus Blossom,"
"Shadows of the West," "Welcome Chil-

dren," King Cole comedies, National
comedies and "The Great Reward" serial.

Mr. Johnson states that the Ray pic-

tures are proving very popular among
the exhibitors. Four of the series are

"Saved from the Depths." "African
Love," "After the Storm" and "The
Mystery of the Mission."

"The Prodigal Judge"

The Prodigal Judge 9
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Fox Film Company Claims Seventeen
News Reel Scoops During Year 1921

According to announcement from Fox
Film Corporation, Fox News established
during 1921 a new record for news
"beats" and exclusive human interest

events. The list of seventeen film scoops
announced does not include, it is said, any
pictures exclusiveness of which was dis-

puted by other news reels. Despite such
eliminations, Fox News asserts that it

has broken all records for "beats."

In the list are the only air pictures ever

made of the Grand Canyon in Arizona,
the announcement says. Also, the com-
pany's statement says, are the first

pictures ever taken of Francisco Villa, the

Mexican ex-bandit, on his ranch; pictures

of Germany's ex-Crown Prince in exile;

the only picture ever taken on board the

United States giant dirigible Roma; the

first official pictures of the Ku Klux Klan.

Pictures of King Charles

At heavy expense, and even risk of

life, the announcement continues, Fox
cameramen made their way to a position

from which they might scoop the world
with pictures of King Charles of Hungary
attempting to regain his throne and his

final capture.
Fox News claims also that it had the

only pictures ever taken of Grover C.

Bergdoll; the notorious war slacker, in

his hiding place in Germany.
Other exclusive pictures and scoops

mentioned were:
Pictures of John D. Rockefeller, Sr.,

the world's richest man. Air pictures of

the great Pueblo flood.

Shoot Fight From Air

Air motion pictures taken of the Demp-
sey-Carpentier championship fight for the

heavyweight title on July 2; pictures of

the first air flight from New York to

Chicago; exclusive shots on board the

United States steamship Tennessee dur-

ing her world's record trial; exclusive pic-

BUSTER KEATON in a scene from
"The Paleface," his latest First Na-
tional comedy.

tures of General Wood's trip to the Phil-
ippines and the wreck of the Wenachee;
exclusive scenes taken on board the
America 11, the fastest mofer boat of
record, and the only pictures ever taken
of the first girl to swim the Ausable
Chasm.
Another interesting feature in the list

of "beats" was the motion picture of Mrs.
Stillman, central figure in the famous
divorce suit.

Ireland's victory in her fight for self-

rule was the occasion for publication of

one of the most sensational news reels in

the history of the industry, according to

the company. Fox News devoted the

major portion of a reel to the presentation
of Ireland's history during the 700 years
of her fight for freedom.

Hunter Heads Sales
Of Distribution Firm

New Members of Organization
Announced by American

Releasing Corp.

John L. Hunter has been made sales

manager of American Releasing Corpora-
tion and Frederic Gaige, assistant sales
manager, according to announcement
from Walter E. Greene and F. B. War-
ren, operating executives of the new na-
tional distributing concern.

Was With First National

Mr. Hunter was formerly general man-
ager of Associated Producers Limited,
the Canadian corporation, and prior to

that was, for several years, one of the

sales executives of the Associated First

National at the home office in New York.
Mr. Gaige was connected with Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation under Mr.
Greene, and comes to American Releas-

ing from the United Artists, with whom
he has been connected for the past year.

Both men will begin a trip to the various
sales zones of the country within the next
ten days.

Goldman Mid-West Manager
Announcement is also made of the ap-

pointment of Sidney J. Goldman as mid-
dle western manager, with headquarters
in Chicago; William H. Jenner as Pacific

Coast manager, with headquarters in Los
Angeles; John C. Shannon, as southern

states manager, with headquarters in

Dallas, and William A. Crank, as San
Francisco resident manager.
American Releasing states that it has

under contract productions guaranteeing

a weekly publication from February 19 to

July 9. The company will publish twenty-

six major grade productions in its first

year of operation and approximately
thirty productions to be scheduled and
sold at lesser quotas.

R-C Pictures to Publish
Newall Film in America

"The Bigamist," Guy Newall's big pic-

ture, which has achieved unusual success

in Great Britain, has been secured for dis-

tribution by R-C Pictures and will be

published soon.
The deal whereby the subject came to

America was consummated by Rufus S.

Cole and Harry Reichenback, who is

Newall's American representative. "The
Bigamist" was produced by George Clark

Company, Ltd., and has at its head Ivy

Duke, who has attained popularity

abroad.

Claims Departure in

Theme of New Film
"David and Jonathan" Said to

Present Unusual Angle of

Human Motives
The picturization of E. Temple Thur-

ston's novel, "David and Jonathan,"
marks a distinct departure, according to

the producers, from prevailing forms of

photodrama. It deals, not with human
manners and customs, in the main, bat
with the laws underlying and determin-
ing human conduct. The philosophy is

presented through the thoughts and
feelings of David Mortlake, John
Hawkesley and Joan Meredith, the trio

cast away on an island off the African
coast and compelled to adjust their lives

and habits to a strange environment. The
story does not take the form of a dis-

course by the author it is stated.

Shows Hidden Thoughts

The arguments are the arguments of

the three, with each other, over conflict-

ing tendencies affected by the primitive

environment, and with the destiny which
the laws of nature itself imposes upon
them.
These laws of life, in their operation

even in civilization, are perceptible in the

school-day scenes, where the two youths
are dubbed "David and Jonathan" be-

cause of their close companionship.
Later the pair, with an attractive young
woman, find themselves in the jungle,

ocean bound, still "David and Jonathan,''

indeed, but controlled in their destinies

by the laws of life.

Madge Titheradge Starred

In offering "David and Jonathan," as

a photoplay featuring Madge Titheradge,

Second National Pictures Corporation

believes it is the pioneer with an unusual

type of picture.

Preparations Being Made
for Otis Skinner Picture

In spite of the fact that Otis Skinner,

who is at present touring the country in

"Blood and Sand," is away from New
York City, both Mr. Skinner and Excep-
tional Pictures Corporation, with whom
Mr. Skinner is under contract for a pic-

ture version of Booth Tarkington's play,

"Mister Antonio," are busy preparing for

the production.
Alexander Beyfuss, president of the

Exceptional Pictures Corporation, is con-

ferring with several prominent continuity

writers preparatory to contracting for the

transformation of the Booth Tarkington
play into motion picture material. No
date has been set for the filming of the

picture, and the start will probably not

be made before early spring.

"Great Authors" Series
Ready for Publication

The scries of "Great Authors," which
James A. Fitzpatrick has been making
for Kineto Company of America, has

been completed. Distribution plans are

being perfected by W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation. The subjects will be pub-
lished at the rate of one each month.
The completed scries is as follows:

John Greenlcaf Whittier; Washington
Irving; Edgar Allen Poe; William Cul-

len Bryant; J. Fcnimore Cooper; James
Russell Lowell; Nathaniel Hawthorne;
Mark Twain; Ralph Waldo Emerson;
Henry WadsWorth Longfellow; Oliver

Holmes and Walt Whitman.
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With the Procession in Los Angeles
I

By Harry Hammond Beall

ANDREW J. CALLAGHAN is back

among us, champing at the bit. and

ill ready to resume picture producing.

He returned from New York last week

liter a six months' absence, and men-

tioned mysteriously that he has a new

ind promising star on his books.

* * *

Hal Roach and Mrs. Hal, Mildred Da-

vis and Harold Lloyd arrived this week

liter a short trip to New York.
* * *

Rudolph Valentino has changed his

name! He's now known as Rodolph,

which is neither French nor Italian but

a strange criss-cross probably between

English and Irish. Such is fame!
» * *

Ann Forrest has returned to this coun-

try from France, where she has been

working in pictures for Famous Players-

Lasky. She is expected home soon, but

is now spending a short vacation in New
York.

* * *

"Faust" is to become a motion picture

at the hands of that new prophet in the

film world, Ferdinand Earle. Not a pic-

turization of the opera will it be, but
Earle's conception of a story that goes

back to Babylonian days and that appears

in the folklore of every age since then.
* * *

John Griffith Wray, Thomas H.
Ince director, who was severely poisoned

by poison-oak during the filming of the

final scenes of "Jim," has returned to the

studios and is assisting in the editing of

the picture.
* * *

Bebe Daniels, Paramount star, is

spending the tag end of a vacation most
delightfully—at a dentist.

* * *

Jack Dennis, film cutter at the R-C
Studios, is back at work again after sev-

eral weeks of convalescence following an
automobile accident in which he was se-

verely injured.
* * *

Two important events happened in the

Douglas Fairbanks family early this

week. First, the dynamic Doug shaved
off his mustache, then he and his famous
wife—need we mention her name?—went
forth and bought a movie studio.

Peeling $150,000 off the family bank-

roll—$75,000 from Mary's half, and a like

amount from Doug's—they turned it oyer
to Jesse D. Hampton, thereby becoming
the proud possessors of his ten-acre lot

with its complete shops, property depart-

ment, dressing-room building, administra-

tion building, swimming pool and the

second largest movie stage in the world.
* * *

A country-wide canvass by the Gold-
wyn Scenario department shows that

public taste is swinging toward society

dramas. Consequently, the company is in

the market for a series of stories depict-

ing life among the well-to-do. The an-
nouncement says these stories must have
big, human themes.

* * *

H. H. Van Loan has been retained by
Hugh B. Evans, Jr., to write titles for

"Ridin' Wild," the Van Loan story which
Evans produced with Roy Stewart and
Marjorie Daw in the principal roles.

* * *

Constance Binney and May McAvoy,
Paramount stars, both left last week for

a hurried vacation trip to New York.
They are expected back in six weeks.
Miss McAvoy and mother were on a

transcontinental train wrecked at Trini-
dad, Colorado, but neither were injured.

* * *

Claude Jensen, exhibitor magnate of

the Pacific Northwest, is at the Alexan-
dria, and is visiting the studios, giving
orders for his 1922 photoplays. The firm
of Jensen and von Herberg now controls
thirty-one theatres.

* * *

Ray Leek of Metro has been appointed
director general of the festivities which
the "Wampas" are to stage next month.

OCLLA MATT. PwCSKJO-t ROBERT 5EU-ECK. V<! LEV* J MATT SBC -TnCAS

iTRAND Photo-Play Company
LESTCH C. MATT. M»n**C»>

507-509 SOUTH SAGINAW STREET

PHONE 1630

FLINT. MICH.. Jan. 12, 1922.

Mr. J, H. Young, Manager,
Vitagraph Company, Inc.,

401 Joseph Hack Bldg.

,

Detroit, I'ichiran.

l!y dear Hr. Young,

I just completed a four day run at my

Strand Theatre, with your James Oliver Curwood Special-

"FloSr of the'liorth", and it behooves me to say without

any flattery, that this picture surpassed anytning I

have shown during the business depression a a £°x °f^ce

attraction. You may pass the good along to other

exhibitors, and refer them to me as to the
|£

a^y f
this picture and the wonderful opportunity it offers ror

exploitation.

As soon as your next special production

is ready, kindly get in touch with me providing it is as

good as "Flower of the North".

In closing I wish to congratulate you

and the Vitagraph Company on having such an excellent

production as "Flower of the North".

LEH/BE

Yours very truly,
St£«Jid Theatre.,

Noted Players in Cast of

New Cosmopolitan^Picture
A cast of noted players is being as-

sembled by Cosmopolitan Productions to
support Marion Davies in her forthcom-
ing production "When Knighthood Was
in Flower," based on Charles Major's
popular novel. Among those who have
been engaged are: Forrest Stanley,
Ernest Glendinning, William Norris,
Lynn Harding, Pedro de Cordoba,
Charles Gerard, Ruth Shepley, Theresa
Maxwell Conover, Arthur Forrest and
Macey Harlan.
Robert G. Vignola will direct the pro-

duction.

Stress Publicity Angle
Officials of L. & H. Enterprises,

which is distributing "Watered stock,"
a story of bootleggers on the Canadian
border, stress the fact that the many
stories published in the daily newspapers
on bootleg activities should prove valu-
able publicity for the picture. Marjorie
Payne is featured in the picture.

3n fflemovp of

Josepf) Kaufman
23ieb, jfebruarp I, 1918

Ctfjel Clapton llaufman

The Child oPthe Bear
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LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

A Plea for Economy

HARDIN, MO.—To the Editor: I have

just finished reading Mr. W. P. Perry's let-

ter from Cheyenne Wells, Colo., and our

experiences have been so similar that 1

wonder if a little more along that line would

not help the exchanges to take notice and

eliminate useless expense, which would

then give them the opportunity of either

reducing their price on films or put it into

better pictures for the same money.

We once paid 24 cents expense to get a

one-sheet on an educational reel and
hundreds of times have paid double express
on film and paper shipments because they
have not sent lot shipment.
We never give an advertising order that

we do not specify that it is to be shipped
by parcel post, but I am free to admit that

some exchanges ignore it and ship by
express.

We also daily or at least frequently re-

ceive first-class mail from exchanges ad-
dressed to the Hardin Entertainment Com-
pany, Odeon theatre, and then, in addition
to that, to one or both of the owners as
individuals. This means a postage bill of
six Fo eight cents where two cents would
have served the purpose if the exchange
had a good, careful supervision of their

mailing list.

We are not condemning the distributor

but offer the suggestion that in place of
their asking exhibitors to book six pictures

for a birthday week and offering several

hundred dollars in cash prizes, which few
exhibitors would receive any direct benefit

from, would it not be better business to use
this money in sending to the patrons of any
exhibitor a mimeograph letter where they
were furnished a mailing list?

Quite true, there are many favorable ad-
vertising stunts that are good policy, but in

our opinion the industry should favor and
adhere as closely as possible to dignified

and proper advertising embracing a sem-
blance of truth and by this means build

up a patronage that will respond to your

eall when you tell them of any particular

screening you are preparing for their en-

tertainment.

By so doing, we will get away from the

ditch of horse jockey reliability in our
efforts to attract the public. The dis-

tributor, I believe, is rapidly becoming
aware of the fact that circus pictures are

not going to build up the industry and sat-

isfy a discriminating public.

Good business demands that every ex-

hibitor make a profit on the pictures he

screens, but it is far better to give careful

Study to your booking and buy such pictures

as you would want your own family to sec,

even if the profits are not quite as stu-

pendous as you would like them to be.

A great saving in advertising can be

readily reached through exhibitors making

an exchange of it after they have screened

their pictures. Careful handling will enable

two or three to use it successfully. In

other words, we are wasting thousands

upon thousands of dollars in discarding

expensive advertising instead of passing it

around.—C. D. Weakley, Hardin Muter

tainment Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin. Mo.

A Square Deal Exchange

NILES CENTER, ILL.—To the Editor:
In exception to the statement made by
L. R. Creason, Falace theatre, Eufaula,
Okla., that he would like to meet one man
who has ever gotten a square deal out of
an exchange, I wish to say that the Uni-
versal exchange, 831 South Wabash avenue,
Chicago, I. L. Leserman, manager, has
always given me a square deal in all matters
pertaining to adjustments, prices, condition
of films, etc., and has never sent me a
C. O. D. In 'fact, they have always been
most anxious to please and satisfy me. In
the two years I have dealt with them, 1

have never had a dispute nor occasion for
loud words. I commend this exchange for
your consideration.

—

Herman Meyer, man-
ager, Niles Center theatre. Xiles Center,
111.

Warns Against Cheapening

MILL VALLEY, CALIF.—To the
Editor : To curtail expenses, your attend-
ance will drop off to a greater" degree than
that which you are saving. To build up
bad business or a "weak night," you must
give them more entertainment, better pic-
tures and more advertising. If you put in

25 or 50 loge seats at 50 cents each where
the general admission is 25 cents, you would
be regarded are one who is "going ahead."
You would be looked up to as a business
man.
But if you said, "I am taking out my

loge seats, making all seats 25 cents, and
Mr. Blank will furnish the music on the
organ and I am doing away with my five-

piece orchestra," business will drop off,

while in the former case it will build up.
In other words, don't be asleep. Figure

to go forward. You cannot win a battle
by backing up and retreating. Always
figure to advance and not retreat. Look
for the weak spots and go after them.
See if your music is up to standard and

don't let one of them go because business
is bad. If another piece will be an improve-
ment, put it on and advertise to the limit

that you are doing so.

If your projection is fairly good, go
right after it and make it the best in town.
Help is not always cheap because they are
working for nothing. See that your help
does the work and is courteous to the
public. Efficient help brings business as
well as good projection, comfortable seats

and good music. When you curtail on
these, you close your doors.

—

Georc.e H.
COOKE, manager. Hub theatre. Mill Valley,
Calif.

* * *

Wants Some Pictures Shelved

LEBANON, OHIO.—To the Editor: I

have never written you or any other trade
paper, but I would like to express my opin-
ions through your columns.
Why don't the exchanges shelve poor

pictures? I have run three lately and if

I had seen them screened beforehand I

would not have used them if the exchange
had given them to me and paid me to run
them. The three were "Suds," "What
Happened to Rosa," and "Mile Stones." If

you say anything to the exchanges about
them, they just say, "Well, you can't get

all good ones."
They ought to take a little schooling and

do a little figuring. While an exhibitor is

running one of these no account pieces of
junk, he is hurting the picture business, for

some people who happen to see them will

get disgusted with pictures. Then when
the exhibitor has the same star in a good
picture, it is hard to make the public believe

it is not another piece of junk. These
pictures are just time and money wasted
and hurt the picture game. Flitting these

poor, worthless pictures out to the exhibit-

ors is just a holdup and should Ik- stopped.

FRANK MAYO in a scene from "Across
the Deadline," a new Universal produc-
tion

All pictures ought to be sold on the open
market.

Another holdup game is making the ex-

hibitor sign up for a whole year's output
and making him take good, bad and indif-

ferent. Then they stick into the contract

a two-picture cancellation on each star.

That holds up the exhibitor for about six

months before he can get away. Then,

after running some of these rotten pictures,

the exchanges have got the nerve to come
around and try to sell some more of the

same stuff and tell you about breaking rec-

ords with them and what a knockout they

are. They never tell you which way the

knockout is going to be.—G. Hill, man-
ager. Grand theatre. Lebanon, Ohio.

* * *

Kidding J. C. Jenkins

SALMON", IDAHO.—To the Editor: In

your January 14 issue, 1 note that J. C.

Jenkins came to life again after resting

Up from his scandalous exertions in trying

to influence the jury in his behalf in the

1921 Beauty Contest and writes a compli-

mentary broadside on "The Old Nest," end-

ing up with a postscript which conveys a

neat bit of satire.

Now, Mr. Editor, that postscript was

nothing more than a wee bit of camouflage

and J. C. would have us believe that his re-

port on "The Old Nest" was a bona fide

one ; but before you published it, did you

not stop to realize that it takes the price of

an Idaho gold mine to book this special?

I know because I priced it.

Jenkins says he ran it, yet they arc bum
ing up corn" for fuel in Nebraska l>ecausc

everyone is so hard up. To a man from

Salmon, it certainly smells fishy to 'say the

least. Better blue pencil some of those

N'eligh corn-husking reports in the future,

Mr. Editor. I'll say. Myers, what do you

think?—Philip Rand, manager, Rex the-

atre. Salmon, Idaho.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

Associated Exhibitors
The Devil, with George Arliss.—Broke

house record. Beat PoUyanna by $50.00,

Great acting. Wonderful picture.—H. B.

Phelps, Phelps theatre, Meade, Kans.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Devil, with George Arliss.—This is

a good picture and the title brings the

folks in. Boost it and you will be safe.

—

G. D. Pinholster, Clinch theatre, Frost-
proof, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

First National

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—Great
heart interest picture. Wonderful busi-

ness and everybody pleased from six to

eighty. Receipts at regular admission
only exceeded by The Kid and Peck's
Bad Boy. Played Christmas week.—A.

G. Talbot, America theatre, Denver, Colo.
—Transient patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barth-
elmess.—A knockout for us. Excellent
picture. Barthelmess' acting wonderful.
—C. R. Sullivan, Fair theatre, Amarillo,
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Molly O, with Mabel Normand.—An
excellent picture which did a good busi-

ness and pleased patrons during a week's
run.—Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—Transient patronage.

Love's Redemption, with Norma Tal-
madge.—An excellent picture. A crowded
house greeted this picture at every per-

formance. It was one of Miss Talmadge's
best pictures. Very pleasing.—William
Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City,

Okla.—General patronage.

Love Never Dies, with a special cast.

—

A very desirable picture, one of these that

pleases them all. Well acted and good
thrills.—J. Carbonell. Monroe theatre,

Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Silent Call, with a special cast.

—

An excellent picture. Acting of the dog.
Flash, is wonderful. Also contains a good
human love story. Had many favorable
comments.—Sufus Olson, Pastime the-

atre, Delavan, Wis.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Silent Call, with a special cast.—

A

good bet for anyone. The dog stuff is

very good. It went over bigger with me
than Molly O.—Raymond Gear, May-
flower theatre, Florence, Kans.—General
patronage.

Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.—A dandy comedy-drama. Mar-
guerite Clark seems to get more youthful
in each picture she stars. She put the pep
in this one and proved able to fill part

of school girl nicely.—H. J. Longaker,
Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Truth About Husbands, with a
special cast.—A good picture, but should
have been put in five reels. It's seven,
and of course this makes it long and

drawn out. It pleased those that saw it,

however.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.—Very good.— L. Frana, Olympic
theatre, Calmar, la.

Good References, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Not as good as some she has
made but she is always a good drawing
card here.—Henry G. Weaver, Gem the-

atre, New London, Missouri.—General
patronage.

Old Dad, with Mildred Harris.—An ex-

ceedingly interesting program picture for

grownups.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal the-

atre, Tombstone. Ariz.—General patron-

age.

The Woman in His House, with Mil-

dred Harris.—An excellent production
that will please everyone. The child is

exceptionally good.—Bert Norton, Kozy
theatre, Eureka. 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.

—Lost money on this at 10 and 30 cents.

No fault of the picture, however, as this

is Miss Stewart's best picture. Small

towns cannot make any money at this

time on big pictures.—L. R. Creasan,

Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan produc-

tion.—Harrison's Reports sure were in

error when he published a criticism on

The Scoffer. It will entertain any audi-

ence. People like a picture with a deep

plot occasionally.—H. J. Longaker, How-
ard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall

Neilan production.—Good. Wesley Barry

is there with the goods in this case.

—

Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre. Hymera,

Ind.—Small town patronage.

A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett

The Pictures That

Made Money for Us

1. Bob Hampton of Placer.

2. A Message from Mars.

3. Wedding Bells.

4. Two Minutes to Go.

5. Mother o' Mine.

6. Behold My Wife.

7. The Old Nest.

8. Dangerous Curve Ahead.

9. The Silent Call.

10. The Road Demon.
11. The Sky Pilot.

Mr. and Mrs. Sufus Olson,

Pastime theatre,

Delevan, Wis.

production.—Went over fine and had a
pleased audience. Remarks favorable,
since the photoplay is different than the
average run of pictures.—F. W. Horri-
gan, McDonald theatre, Phillipsburg,
Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.

—

An excellent picture that any exhibitor
should be glad to offer. Made a new rec-
ord in attendance and at the box office,

with every one pleased, and received ap-
proval of school superintendent and
teachers.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.—Dif-
ferent from anything Chaplin ever made.
His love and care for Jackie, The Kid,
certainly changed the tune of some of
the Chaplin kickers. Good business in

spite of a stormy second night. Excel-
lent satisfaction. Book it.—Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—A clean picture indeed. It

will please those that enjoy a rural life.

The story is good. It failed to draw on
account of the name.—W. E. Elkin, Tem-
ple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Passion, with Pola Negri.—An elabor-
and well staged production, but a little

too strong for this town.—Bert Norton,
Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven.—Drew good. Played to ca-
pacity business. Stars well liked here.

—

O. L. Dowell, Electric theatre, Eldon,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—Picked this with Harold
Lloyd in The Marathon. For real enter-
tainment this picture cannot be sur-
passed. Did not need comedy. Played
on Sunday to largest attendance in past
seven months. Put new life in business.
—L. G. Benefiel, Mars theatre, Pendleton,
Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—Not so very good. Just fair.—L.

J. Frana, Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—Light picture, but it pleased.—E. J.

Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Mendota,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.

—

Just fair. Lost money on it. Patrons
liked What Women Love by Annette
Kellerman. A good picture, and you will

not miss booking it.—A. C. Betts, Pow-
ers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel Bar-
rymore.—Just a fair picture with no value

at the box office.—E. J. Degenhardt,
Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Good References, with Constance Tal-
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madge.—Consider this an exceptionally

pleasing picture. Everybody seemed
pleased.—J. C. McKee, Electric theatre,

Bolivar, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—My patrons liked this one fine.

—

W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre, War-
ren, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.—

I

would advise all brother exhibitors to

play this. It is not a big picture by any
means, but it pleases everyone as it is a

very good picture and my personal opin-

ion is that it is the best money making
picture in many months. A sure tonic for

box office blues.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Lessons in Love, with Constance Tal-

madge.—A dandy good picture. Con-
stance has many friends here—W. H.
Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren,
Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
Thunderclap, with a special cast.—

A

Fox special full of action, dandy horse

races and in all a wonderful picture. Al-

most as big a drawing picture as Over
the Hill. Played this picture Christmas
and did capacity business.—L. B. Steen-

bloch, Opera Hous,e, Odell, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.

—

Gave universal satisfaction. Lots of com-
edy in subtitles. Better than usual pat-

ronage. If you are missing Mix get busy.

— F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.

Neighborhood patronage.

What Love Will Do, with Edna Mur-
phy and Johnny Walker.—My patrons

left and sent people over to see it. First

time in a year I have run three shows
and believe me when they don't like them
I don't have to crank only a clean up of

a reel or two on the second show. Live
Wires was good and they sure liked What
Love Will Do.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la.—General patronage.

Live Wires, with Edna Murphy and
Johnny Walker.—A-l picture. The foot-

ball game was good. A real live-wire pic-

ture that pleased all.—W. P. Perry, Rialto

theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small
town patronage.

Children of the Night, with William
Russell.—Fairly good. About a secret

order. No western. Ran sunshine com-
edy The Slicker with this. Pretty good.

—

Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

Singing River, with William Russell.

An average Russell picture. Do not raise

prices, but it will stand good advertising.

Pleased about 85 per cent.—Boen Swinny,
Grand theatre, San Marcos, Tex.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.

—

Fine. A little different for Tom, as he
drives an auto most of the time, but he
sure draws the kids from six to eighty.

—

Sufus Olson, Pastime theatre, Delavan,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.—This
is one of Tom's best pictures. In fact I

have never had a bad one. He gets the

money every time and pleases them all.

—

C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen,

Ga.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.

—

A very good picture. One of Pearl

White's best, and a picture that will

please the old and young alike.—L. B.

Stccnbloch, Opera House, Odell, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Dessert Blossoms, with William Rus-
sell.—Star good. Picture not as good as

other previous ones.—J. Carbonell, Mon-
roe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Big Town Roundup, with Tom
Mix.—Can't go wrong on Mix. All good.
—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,

la.—General patronage.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.—Ac-
tion, thrills. Continuity and direction

poor. Pleased very well.—R. A. Gill, Erie

theatre, Hugo, Okla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.—As
usual, Jones gets away with it and pleases

the patrons. Nothing more desired. Per-

sonally I thought this much better than

his previous release, To a Finish.—F. L.

Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Queenie, with Shirley Mason.—Star as

usual good. But picture not as good as

her previous one. The star deserves bet-

ter scenarios as she is very good and
much liked.—J. Carbonell, Monroe the-

atre, Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.

—Good program picture. William Rus-
sell is a favorite here.—J. C. Harlan, Pas-
time theatre, Humphrey, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.—
Plenty of action in this one. Jones is get-

ting more like Mix every picture. Noth-
ing but stunts and thrills to please the

rough necks.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl the-

atre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.—
A typical Farnum picture that pleased

probably 75%. Farnum draws only fair

here.—J. C. McKee, Electric theatre, Bol-

ivar, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lamp Lighter, with Shirley Ma-
son.—This beautiful picture pleased as

well as any Shirley Mason I ever had.

The picture is sad, but ends all right.

—

Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland theatre,

Greensboro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

The Husband Hunter, with Eileen

Percy.—Very light entertainment. The
star's first time here and my patrons

didn't seem to like her.—W. P. Perry,

Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—
Small town patronage.

If I were King, with William Farnum.
—Personally I thought this was fine. But
I never had so many kicks on a picture

in my life. Farnum gives great satisfac-

tion in Western shows, but is off in cos-

tume plays, for this town. Getting down
to brass tacks, I can say that I never ran

a Fox special that gave as good satisfac-

tion as his program pictures. This may
be a local condition, but it has been my
experience.—F. L. Clark, Cozy theatre,

Hazen, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Get Your Man, with Charles Jones.—
C.ood Friday and Saturday show. Jones
is Okay and pleases the men. Good story

of the Northwest Mounted Police.—E. J.

O'Neill, Broadwav theatre, St. George,

New Brunswick, Can.

The Mountain Woman, with Pearl

White.—Good picture if White goes over

for you. She don't for me.—O. Trayer,

Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.—General

patronage.

Jackie, with Shirley Mason.—A fine

little show, with this charming little star,

that makes a fine program offering—F.

L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.—
Neighborhood patronage.

EVE WAS THE FIRST WOMAN
TO APPRECIATE -
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Goldwyn
Theodora, with a special cast.—Splen-

id spectacle which pleased generally,

advanced prices for first time in two
ears. Best receipts in history of the-

tre, excepting The Kid. Good business

11 week. Big advertising campaign.—A.
i. Talbot, America theatre, Denver,
"olo.—Transient patronage.

The Invisible Power, with a special

ast.—Good. No drawing power because
ne stars, House Peters and Irene Rich,
/ere not mentioned in the advertising

latter. If you can get them in, it will

lease.—Sufus Olson, Pastime theatre,

)elavan, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Little Fool, with a special cast.

—

i very good picture with a moral. I had
3 settle lots of arguments as to which
as the Little Fool. Which was? Not
luch like the book.—Sudie I. Haney, Lib-
rty theatre, Des Moines, N. M.—Small
)wn patronage.

Wet Gold, with a special cast.—The
icture is quite a novelty, with the under-
ea scenes, but the story is rather weak,
'lay up the fact of the wonderful idea of

-taking pictures under water and that

Ulph Ince plays a leading part. Would
all it as a whole just an average picture.

-Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, Mon-
Dur Falls, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
ge-

The Branding Iron, with a special cast.

-An excellent picture. Barbara Castle-

on should be given much credit as she
oes wonderful acting.—E. J. Degen-
ardt, Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Prisoners of Love, with Betty Comp-
on.—I skipped this one last season and
Qst used it. Wish I had used it, now,
•ut it is worth using at any age.—G. W.
'eaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast —
ttry fine picture, business fair. Person-
ify do not think it any better than Hu-
aoresque, and not as good as Over the

IUL Pleased about 80 per cent at 10 and
cents admission.—L. R. Creason, Pal-

ce theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—Small town
atronage.

Snowblind, with a special cast.—Su-
ierb acting. Glorious scenery. But
veak story. Mary Alden makes any pic-

ure good. —Gustine and Roush, Princess
.heatre, Lewistown, 111.—Neighborhood
atronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a spe-

'ial cast.—One of the best we have
hown lately. Not in a class with The
Did Nest, however. If you buy Gold-
vyn's franchise don't pay too much for

he pictures below these two.—Sufus Ol-
on, Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Tale of Two Worlds, with a special

ast.—This was a fair picture but I

ouldn't get much out of the story. A
ew exciting places but the story had too
nuch Chinese.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera
-louse, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Neighbor-
lood patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.—

A

>icture with a universal appeal to the

.lasses and to the masses, because every-
>ody has a mother. Played at advanced
idmission. Personally believe that it will

make more friends for the theatre to play
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NAZIMOVA as the little Russian wife

in the United Artists version of "A
Doll's House."

at regular admission prices. Business
fair.—R. A. Gill, Erie theatre, Hugo,
Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Very good special, but I think the mother
theme is being overdone.—G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

His Own Law, with Hobart Bosworth.
—A good picture, but has a few bad
shots in it at the start.—E. J. Degen-
hardt, Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hodkinson
Rip Van Winkle, with a special cast.

—

A very good production. Is sure to please

and ought to draw big. I could not tell,

as I had bad weather.—G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Keeping Up with Lizzie, with Enid
Bennett.— Played this New Year's to the

biggest crowd in some time. A good
program picture for the family.—J. L.

Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, III.

—

Small town patronage.

Partners of the Tide, an Irvin Willat

production.—Partners of the Tide could

be cut to five reels to advantage, in my
opinion. Had some compliments on this

and some kicks. Crowd about equally di-

vided. Will get by as program picture.

—

F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage. 1

The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
The Zane Grey pictures give universal

satisfaction here, and they certainly have

the drawing power as well. Any ex-

hibitor who overlooks this picture misses

a good bet.—Sam DtiBois, Dos Palos the-

atre, Dos Palos, Cal.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Desert Gold, a Zane Grey production.

—A verv good Western play. Plenty of

thrills. "Wild scenery of the mountains

was interesting.—J. E. Higgins, Majestic

theatre, Cullom, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Conquering Power, a Rex Ingram
production.—The best picture I have
shown in a long time. Can be shown at

your top prices. Will absolutely get the
money if you have run The Four Horse-
men. Pleased 99 per cent.—Boen Swin-
ny, New theatre, San Marcos, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Hunch, with Gareth Hughes.—
Proved a very pleasing comedy drama.
—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tomb-
stone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Fightin' Mad, with William Desmond.
—A thriller of the northwest border type.
Plenty of fights. Went over good at my
.theatre. Not a society feature.—B. B.

Hirrman, Palace theatre. Trinidad, Colo.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Four Horsemen, with a special
cast.—Could have made some money on
The Four Horsemen if it had been played
one day only and presented at reasonable
prices, but those men "at the head" know
so much more about the conditions in

our own neighborhoods than we do our-
selves that they set the prices. Conse-
quently they are too high and they don't
make much money, and the exhibitor
who furnishes the house makes none.
Great picture, wonderful, marvelous!
Those who did see it thanked me for it.

—

Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland theatre,

Greensboro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

The Last Card, with May Allison.—If
your patrons like a mystery murder story

here is a sure keen one. But believe me
I wouldn't have run it for anything in

Villisca, for it has an ax murder that

didn't set good with my people. In any
other town it would go big. A dandy
story well produced.—Dr. F. M. Childs,

Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—General pat-

ronage.

The Price of Redemption, with Bert

Lytell.—A very fine feature and pleased

all. Some claim the best they have seen

in a long time. It's worth a booking in

any house.—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald
theatre, Phillipsburg, Mont.—Mining
camp patronage.

A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola

Dana.—Good program picture, but noth-

ing out of the ordinary.—W. P. Perry,

Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

—

Small town patronage.

WHAT I SAID WAS A
NIFTY'— P.T.BARNUM
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Thomas Ince's special production to be distributed by First National. It was
adapted from the popular stage play

Paramount
The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-

son.—Star fine. Production very, very
good. Should go big everywhere.—J.

Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Back Pay, a Cosmopolitan production.—Picture very satisfactory and pleased
a big business.—William Noble, Capitol
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres.—This one gave good
satisfaction. We believe Valentino will
draw well in the future. The ladies fall

for him.—Gustine and Roush, Princess
theatre, Lewistown, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Enchantment, with Marion Davies.

—

Although handicapped by cold weather,
the picture drew a good attendance for a
week.—Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.—Transient patronage.

At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson.—Good, but business poor.
Betty Compson no star here.—Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
—General patronage.

A Prince There Was, with Thomas
Meighan.—Good picture. Business was
very favorable as the picture was very
pleasing.—William Noble, Capitol the-
atre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

Sham, with Ethel Clayton.—Good pic-

ture. Pleased 90 per cent. Business rot-

ten. Weather same.—T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehce, Ark.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan

production.—Here is a picture that any-
one can book. It will certainly please
your patrons and all that may see the
play, unless he happens to be one that
holds the Sabbath only one day out of
the seven, like one of the three men in

the play—Wapato theatre, Wapato,
Wash.
The Woman in the Suit Case, with

Enid Bennett.—A very clever little pic-

ture that will please any audience. Not
a special, but a picture you can play with
satisfaction. I received a large number
of favorable comments. Did not make
any money but this was not the fault of
the picture.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Sham, with Ethel Clayton.—An excel-
lent picture. The picture was well adver-
tised in the newspapers and by posters
and pictures and drew big, pleased busi-

ness.—William Noble, Rialto theatre,

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-
age.

The Woman God Changed, a Cosmo-
politan production.— Pleased 100 per cent.

Can't go wrong on this one.—T. A. Shea,
Palace theatre, McGchee, Ark.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
— Failed to draw. These classics are all

right to read at the fireside at home, but
they do not make good drawing cards at

the theatre. A lot of people whom I

know had read the book and who are

among my best patrons did not come to

sec this. I made the further mistake of

playing it on Saturday night. Good
weather.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy

Gish.—A good picture with fine business
prevailing.—William Noble, Broadway
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.—Hardly up to the standard of Reid pic-
tures. It pleased, but seemed to lack the
punch.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower the-
atre, Florence, Kan.—General patronage.

Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.—Did not get a chance to see much of
this picture myself, but a number as they
left the theatre stopped and told me that
they liked it very much. Of course, that
does not always mean so much, as some
always say so while others who might be
pleased would not bother to tell you.

—

Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour
Falls, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Away Goes Prudence, with Billie

Burke.—Pleased about 10 per cent. Di-
rection poor. Directors should realize

that if a door is to be busted down, why
bust it, and let the actors take a real

tumble. This make-believe stuff don't go
these days.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.

—

A little old but if you have not used it

get it quick. The best thing released by
Paramount for a long time.—G. W. Yea-
ton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The White Circle, with a special cast—
This is the bunk. Lay off of this one.—
Sam DuBois, Dos Palos theatre, Dos
Palos, Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

Wagon Tracks, with William S. Hart.—First Hart for a long time, and he cer-

tainly pulled me a full house. However,
the picture itself is not up to the Hart
standard.—J. L. Kudlacek, Swan theatre,

Swanton, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Away Goes Prudence, with Billie

Burke.—Fair picture to poor business.
My last two Burke pictures have
not paid for themselves, so I guess my
folks are tired of her. She looks very old

in this picture. Weather fair. 10 and 25

cents.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

The White Circle, with a special cast.

—Satisfactory program picture.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—General patronage.

The Mystery Road, with a special cast.

—Fair program picture. Pleased 75 per

cent. Patronage small. Bad weather.—
>

T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Lies, with a special cast-

Fair picture. An English production.

Patrons did not like it. They do not like

English productions. They are detri-

mental to the business.—J. N. Schwart-
walder. Universal theatre. Auburn, N. V.

—General patronage.

Pathe
The Killer, with a special cast.—This

picture was rightly named, but it doesn't

kill the box office. I had the biggest

crowd in three months and they are still

talking about it.—G. D. Pinholster, Clinch

theatre, Frostproof, Fla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.

—

An extra good Western picture. I have

not seen a poor Edgar Lewis production

yet. Book this one. Business fair

Length seven reels.—F. H. Gatcomb,
Armstrong's theatre, Vanceboro, Me.—
Small town patronage.

A Broadway Cowboy, with William

Desmond.—A little old, but it went over

great. A clean story with plenty of

action and comedy. My patrons liked it

real well — T. L. Rappeport, Lovcjoy the-

LIFE IS ENTIRELY A MATTER
OF IMPRESSIONS
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atre, Buffalo. X. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

When We Were 21, with H. B. War-
ner.—A good program picture for any
small town.—G. D. Pinholster, Clinch
theatre, Frostproof, Fla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

R-C Pictures

Eden and Return, with Doris May.

—

Good picture. Star's name was big
drawing card. Drew well for entire run.

—William Noble, Empress theatre, Okla-
home City, Okla.—General patronage.

At the Stage Door, with a special cast.

—This is a Class A feature for any the-

atre. Wonderfully cast, and true to life.

You can not go wrong on this one.

—

B. B. Hirrman, Palace theatre, Trinidad,
Colo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.

—

While this is a very clever production
from standpoint of real honest-to-good-
ness comedy situations, the same does
not get the business. We had poor busi-
ness first day to poorer the second.

—

W.
H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.—General patronage.

The Greater Profit, with Edith Storey.
—A very poor picture and the star is

worse. No more of Edith Storey. Busi-
ness fair.—L. H. Gerrard, Gem theatre,

Spur, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

See My Lawyer, with a special cast.

—

Not a bad comedy-drama. They didn't

seem to take to it here. Business poor.

—

Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,

la.—General patronage.

The Mistress of Shenstone, with Pau-
line FVederick.—One of the best pictures

of the season and patrons complimented
it We want more of this kind.— E. M.
Oslin. Crossert theatre, Crossert, Ark.

—

General patronage.

What's a Wife Worth? with a special

cast.—Another R-C picture that will do
all the family good to see. Everyone
pleased and complimented the writer on
the picture. A good box office attraction.

—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,

Phillipsburg. Mont. Mining camp patron-
age.

Nobody's Kid, with Mae Marsh.—Not
a super-special, but mighty good at that.

Should please 90 per cent.— E. O. Ford,
Broadway theatre, Brooklyn, la.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

What's a Wife Worth? with a special

cast.—Good picture. Title drew. Many
favorable comments. A good program
picture.—L. H. Gerrard, Gem theatre,

Spur, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

What's a Wife Worth, with a special

cast.—Patrons liked this immense. Bet-
ter business second night. Play it, and
boost it.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,

Villisca, la.—General patronage.

Realart
Morals, with May McAvoy.—Good.

Business only fair, as every time I have
played one of Miss McAvoy's pictures
local conditions have caused a slim crowd
and my patrons don't know how good
she really is.—W. Ray Erne, Rialto the-

BETTY ROSS CLARK in a scene from
"The Sign of the Jack O'Lantern," a

new Hodkinson picture

atre, Charlotte, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Case of Becky, with Constance
Binney.—A fair program picture.— L. H.
Gerrard, Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Went over fine.—Gustine and Roush.
Princess theatre, Lewistown, III.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Little Italy, with Alice Brady.—Con-
sidered by our patrons as the best thing
Alice Brady has done.—Giacoma Bros..
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Picture fair, but with Harold Lloyd in

Get Out and Get Under it pulled like a

mustard plaster. Play up the jail angle.
Everyone remembers that Bebe got
pinched for speeding last summer.—W.
Ray Erne, Rialto theatre, Charlotte,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

You Never Can Tell, with Bebe Dan-
iels.—Sure fire comedy drama that will

please most of them and draw fair. Miss
Daniels is real nice to look at and her
pictures are getting popular here.—F. L.

Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Furnace, with a special cast.—Late
using this picture as Realarts were held

up. It is a shame to give such a title to

such a glorious picture. There were
some who thought I was going to show
how pig iron is made. Funny idea, but
it's true. Those who saw The Furnace
fairly ate it up. One patron told me
since that it spoiled her. She wants
them all as good.— Mrs. W. M. Kimbro,

Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

The Little Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter.—An amusing picture that ought
not to be advertised too much. Run it

as a program picture and it will please,
but if it is featured it will likely disap-
point.—Boen Swinny, New theatre, San
Marcos, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The House That Jazz Built, with
Wanda Hawley.—This is the best Haw-
ley picture we have ever run. A good
common sense picture that pleased 100
per cent.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Min-
ter.—This was an exceptionally fine pic-

ture. Yon cannot lose on this one.—E.
M. Oslin, Crossert theatre, Crossert, Ark.—(leneral patronage.

Selznick

Handcuffs or Kisses, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—On an average with her others.
All clean, but The Daughter Pays is her
best so far.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl the-
atre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

A Divorce of Convenience, with Owen
Moore.—A very amusing comedy. Sub-
titles contribute to the farce of the story.

Pleased almost everyone. Not a feature,

but a very good program picture.—Boen
Swinny, Grand theatre, San Marcos, Tex.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with
Elaine Hammerstein.—This is a good pic-

ture. Pleased 95 per cent.—C. H. Simp-
son, Princess theater, Millen, Ga.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham.—Good picture but
dim most all the way through.—W. H.
Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.

A Fool and His Money, with Eugene
O'Brien.—A fairly good picture, but oh!
for a Ghosts of Yesterday. Eugene is

about the handsomest thing I ever saw,
but he will have to get a faster move on
than A Fool and His Money.—Sudie I.

Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines,
N. H.—Small town patronage.

Whispers, with Elaine Hammerstein.

—

If your patrons like Hammei stein, book
Whispers. It is certainly a good, clean,

interesting picture.—Dr. F. M. Childs,

"The Prodigal Judge"

"The Prodigal Judge"

ALL MEN APE EQUAL- IN A
TURKISH BATH

false FRONTS
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Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—General pat-
ronage.

The Man Who Lost Himself, with Wil-
liam Faversham.—A sure fine picture
with a dual role, and he does it fine. A
pleasing play and should satisfy.—Jno. I.

Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kan.
—Neighborhood patronage.

United Artists
The Three Musketeers, with Douglas

Fairbanks.—Drew only average business
after extra exploitation.—C. C. Griffin,

New Piedmont theatre, Oakland, Cal.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith pro-
duction.— I don't know why my patrons
pass up Griffith productions. The Love
Flower was one of the best. The under-
water and diving scenes were great. A
sure good one, to light business.—Dr. F.
M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.

—

General patronage.

Dream Street, a D. W. Griffith produc-
tion.—Made by the master. Griffith has
a wonderful knowledge of human nature.
Fine acting, and who does not like fine

acting? Book it, and win.—Clark and
Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.—
Not up to the Fairbanks standard.
Rather silly. Pleased 60 per cent.—G. H.
Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Suds, with Mary Pickford.—Here is

the best picture, that gave the greatest
dissatisfaction, of any I ever played. The
best because it had some of the best
comedy stunts yet. The character work
of charming Mary was great. So differ-

ent from anything she ever did. But the

joy and laughter she created died the

death of a dissatisfied horse fly when
they left Mary in the middle of a frog
pond for the carp to devour and flashed
"The End." Ye gods! Why did they
do it?—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,
Villisca, la.—General patronage.

Universal
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—A pic-

ture that might be termed an action pic-
ture, and is finely directed and acted. I

might say without contradiction that
Priscilla Dean has a very fine part in

making this super production. Cast as a
whole very good, however. Some parts
overdone. Business average two days.
—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winches-
ter, Ind.—Generai patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Fol-
lowed campaign book and promised my
patrons more than I should. Did big
business. The opposition was closed.

Miss Dean will have to do more acting
than standing around and looking pretty.

This one wasn't up to what we expected
to see.—J. L. Rappcport, Lovejoy theatre,

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.

—

Best Carey we have shown.—Gustine and
Roush, Princess theatre, Lewistown, III.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.—

A

trood picture with plenty of action. All
of Mayo's pictures arc good.—F. H. Gat-
comb, Armstrong's theatre, Vanceboro,
Me.—Small town patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special cast.

—This is a really good picture, but played
lo a very poor business. Pleased espe-
cially the better classes.—J. C. McKcc,
Electric theatre, Bolivar, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Action, with Hoot Gibson.—Didn't sec

it, but it went over all right and seemed
to take. Ran one night 30 and 15 cents
—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—Small town patronage.

The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo—A good one of the South Seas which is
on the order of Honor Bound, which we
failed to get. Mayo is good.—Olen Rey-
nolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—
Small town patronage.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—A picture
that pleased my patrons better than most
of the specials. Spread yourself on this
one. It is good. Give us Mayo in a
Jewel and we will make some of the so-
called big ones take a back seat. Hope
Universal will give him a chance in
something real big. I, for one, am will-
ing to pay the price.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Playing with Fire, with Gladys Walton
—Surpasses Pink Tights by a mile, and
Gladys knocks them Coo-Coo. My pa-
trons claim this little queen has Mary
Pickford backed off the map and I think
she will in a very short time. Book it,

brothers, and be pleased with Universal
service.—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald
theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp
patronage.

Go Straight, with Frank Mayo.—This
is a mighty good program picture. Was
well liked.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess
theatre, Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Right to Happiness, with Dorothy
Phillips.—Seldom do we get a better pic-
ture. It's a powerful preachment for
better working conditions for factory em-
ployes. Miss Phillips does some wonder- .

ful acting and the entire cast is excep-
tionally good. Mob scenes well directed
and subtitles well written. This picture
is especially adapted to communities
where large bodies of men are employed,
but it will go big in any community.
Play it for an extended run and exploit
it heavy. It will stand an increase in
admission prices. It's a super-special in
all that the term implies. Business bad
here on account of opposition, two
dances, basket-ball game, Methodist
chicken pie supper, a lecture in the Con-
gregational church on the "iniquitous
movie shows" and a sermon for censor-
ship, a dog fight, and the local freight

\
held up an hour for supper during the
show. That's all. This is an awfully
quiet town, seems like Sunday every
night. Play The Right to Happiness if

1

you never play another.—J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.—A good outdoor picture. Snow slides

and scenery fine.—Kelley & Roush, Rex
theatre, Custer City, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

The Magnificent Brute, with Frank
Mayo.—Fine outdoor picture of the
frozen north. Scenery great.—J. J. Hoff-
man, Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Torrent, with Eva Novak.—This
is the poorest Universal that I have
shown for some time. There is a little

good scenery in it, but that is all.—Otis

Lamon, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood,

.

Wis.—Small town patronage.

If Only Jim, with Harry Carey.—Sure
a good picture. All "if only" people

ought to be able to learn a good lesson

from this picture.—R. O. Baker, Baker's

Electric theatre, McCune, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

A Daughter of the Law, with Carmcl
Myers.—Good. Nearly in the same class

as Luring Lips, which is extra good.—

BY THE COLOR OF HIS NOSE

false FRONTS
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Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Navak.
—A good program picture. Beautiful

scenery, but not much to story.—E.

Noah, Liberty theatre, Frankford, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Luring Lips, with. Edith Roberts.

—

Pretty well liked and played to a pretty

good crowd.—J. L. Meyers, Liberty the-

atre, Ivesdale, 111.—Small town patron-

age.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlin-

son.—A good picture with a star that is

sure to be a big favorite.—G. W. Yeaton,

Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Risky Business, with Gladys Walton.
—Simply great. Not one dull moment.

—J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre,

B«rke, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.—A 90 per cent picture. The
title is what brings them out for me.

Better than Humoresque and The Inside

of the Cup.—E. Noah, Liberty theatre,

Frankford, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Two Kinds of Love, with a special cast.

—Audience don't know yet who was in

the picture. Picture might have been

good had they sent me all of it. Ex-
change sent it as a substitute. Got all the

Universals I want.—C. H. Simpson.

Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

False Kisses, with Miss DuPont.—And
still they come good. Have not had a

poor Universal this season.—G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Vitagraph
The Little Minister, with Alice Cal-

houn.—Very good but believe title of pic-

ture kept them away.—C. R. Sullivan,

Fair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Son of Wallingford, with a special

cast.—Pleased 90 per cent of my patrons

at advanced prices. Attracted much bet-

ter than average business. Great fire

scene in last reel. The cast is very good.

—E. J. Degenhardt. Princess theatre,

Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.

—Very fine picture. Both story and
photography fine.—J. J. Hoffman, Happy
Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.
—Extra good Earle Williams picture that

more than pleased.—Harry Threde.

"The Prodigal Judge'

Scenic theatre, Holstein, la.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Rainbow, with Alice Calhoun.—

A

pleasing little picture which should please
the majority.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess
theatre, Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Scarab Ring, with Alice Joyce.

—

Here is a star that always pleases and in

this she does her most satisfactory per-
formance. The entire cast is well bal-
anced and the story is interesting from
beginning to end. Scenes are very lavish.

Direction and lighting good.—W. H.
Brenner. Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
—General patronage.

Where Men Are Men and Steelheart,
with William Duncan.—Two thrillers!

The first is more "dressed up" and will

please the ladies better. Both pictures
simply great.—Mrs. W. M. Kimbro,
Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

Trumpet Island, with a special cast.

—

Made no money on it. It's a good pic-
ture nevertheless —J. L. Rappeport,
Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Heart of Maryland, with a special
cast.—This is a fine Civil War picture.

Can advertise this strong. Everyone
pleased here.—J. J. Hoffman. Happy
Hour theatre. Burke, S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Romance Promoters, with Earle
Williams.—Just fair. Pleased almost 50
per cent of audience.—L. J. Frana,
Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.

The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
Pauline Starke.—My first Vitagraph pic-

ture, and am well satisfied with it, even
though it lost me money. It held the at-

tention throughout the seven reels and
made the patrons forget that the seats

are hard. Would like to play pictures

that good all the time, but can not pay
the price way out in a village.—J. L. Kud-
lacek. Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno.

—

Good picture, acting and scenery fine.

—

J. J. Hoffman. Happy Hour theatre,

Burke, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

The Blot, a Lois Weber production.-

—

Don't make the mistake I did. If pos-
sible screen this to your clergy and
school teachers, then play it. They will

put it over for you. It should play every'

theatre.—A. L. Picker, Rex theatre,

Ironwood, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-

Vadis, with a special cast.—MyV
ess on this picture better than ex-

pected, considering opposition. Satis-

factory offering of its kind.—Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence. Kan

^—Genera

aae.

, 'Que
~ busine

State Rights

an^

The Prodigal Judge"

Burn 'Em Up, Barnes (Affiil. Dist.),

with Johnny Hines.—An excellent pic-

ture. Full of both laughter and human
interest from start to finish. Acting, di-

rection and photography excellent. Ca-
pacity business at all performances. Blind
men with placards on both back and
front, with the legend. ''I am blind but
would give $1,000 to see 'Burn 'Em Up,
Barnes,' " paraded the streets. An auto
racing car with huge banners visited all

the neighboring cities and towns, then
raced through the streets of Oklahoma
City. Extensive newspaper advertising
was indulged in also, which, together

with billboards, posters and fine lobby
display did the business and filled the
theatre to pleased capacity business at

GEORGE BEBAN and Arthur Thalas-
soin; a dramatic scene from Beban's
latest photoplay, "The Sign of the
Rose"

every performance.—William Noble,
Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City. Okla.

Isobel (Davis), with a special cast.

—

My patrons say this is the best and clean-
est northern picture we ever had. None
of the usual rough bar-room scenes. Just
a good, clean, interesting picture that you
can boost to the limit.—Dr. F. M. Childs,
Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—General pat-
ronage.

Kazan (Davis), with Jane Novak.—Ex-
cellent picture. Pleased all patrons.
Acting of dog great. Exploit this and
raise admission.—L. B. Clark, Mission
theatre, Eldorado, Ark.—Transient pat-
ronage.

Isobel (Davis), with a special cast.—

A

good northern picture and will please
your patrons, but this is not one of Cur-
wood's best, as some say.—L. B. Steen-
bloch, Opera House, Odell, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Out of the Dust (McCarthy), with a
special cast.—One of the best old-time
W'esterns we ever played. Taken from
famous western paintings. By all means
get a set of the paintings from your ex-
change. Make a window display of them
and watch them come. Good business.

—

Dr. F .M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,

la.—General patronage.

. The Birth of a Nation (Griffith), with
a special cast.—Played this two weeks
after The Four Horsemen. The rep-
resentative listened to my "tale of woe"
and allowed me to set the prices. Sold
standing room to both shows (one day
only) and we both made some money.

—

Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland theatre,

Greensboro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

Dangerous Toys (Bradley), with Wil-
liam Desmond.—Patrons came out of

The Child oFthe Bear
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theatre and said it was the best picture I

have had this year. I've run them all.—
L. B. Clark, Mission theatre, Eldorado,
Ark.—Transient patronage.

Dangerous Toys (Bradley), with Wil-
liam Desmond.—One sure fire audience
picture that pleased 100 per cent. Some-
thing different in triangle stories at last.

—Allen-Charette, Inc., Ca.pitol theatre,

New Bedford, Mass.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

A Western Demon (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks.—First William Fair-
banks. It was a good clean western pic-

ture, but somehow it lacked the snap.
Good stunts, but rather slow in action.

Patrons said they liked it.—D.r. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Serials
Breaking Through (Vitagraph), with

Carmel Myers.—Good serial. Holding up
fine. Also showing Hurricane Hutch,
with two-reel comedy.—Harry Threde,
Scenic theatre, Holstein, la.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The White Horseman (Universal), with
Art Acord.—My patrons seemed to like

this. Am on the fifth episode and it is

a long way to the end. Do not know
how it will hold. So far good.—Kelley &
Roush, Rex theatre, Custer, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

Winners of the West (Universal), with
Art Acord.—In the middle of this serial

and going over in fine style. Hope the
next will be as good.—J. L. Rappeport,
Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen.—This may be a good
serial but it is no good in this place. We
are losing money every week. We have
now run 11th chapter and the crowd is

getting less on every one.—John Biler,

Dixie theatre, New Madrid, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

The Adventures of Tarzan (A. T. S. S.

Corp.), with Elmo Lincoln.—This is a
good serial and well liked here. Business
is poor.—E. M. Oslin, Crossert theatre,

Crossert, Ark.—General patronage.

Fighting Fate (Vitagraph), with Wil-
liam Duncan.—Started off fine. Believe
this is going to hold up good.—L. R.
Crcason, Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

Winners of the West (Universal), with
Art Acord.—First four episodes held up
line. Business drew each week and am
on the fifth episode. People did not seem
to be very interested in it, and I am
afraid next week's business will fall off.

—L. B. Steenbloch, Opera House, Odell,

Neb.'—Neighborhood patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast.—Another good serial

and draws the crowd.—E. M. Oslin, Cros-
sert theatre, Crossert, Ark.—General pat-

ronage.

Short Subjects
A Sailor Made Man (Asso. Ex.), with

Harold Lloyd.— Excellent comedy that

kept them laughing. Not so good as

Never Weaken, but it's a knockout.— C.

K. Sullivan, Fair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sawmill (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—Scmon's greatest comedy, and
I have run them all.— Harry Threde,
Scenic theatre, Holstein, la.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Green Horn ( Educational),' with
Lloyd Hamilton.—We are strong for

"Ham." This is just as good as his

others, if not better.—Olen Reynolds,

Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small towr
patronage.

Kiss Me Caroline, A Fresh Start, A
Homespun Hero and Torchy in Higfc
(Educational).—If all comedies were as

good as these, I would run one every
day. Sneakers and Nonsense did not take
so well but Educational comedies are

good.—Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland
theatre, Greensboro, Ga.—Small town
patronage.

The Riot (Vitagraph), with Jimmy
Aubrey. Just fair. Very few laughs.
Not up to Aubrey's usual comedies.—W.
E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Neighbors and Hard Luck (Metro),
with Buster Keaton.—Personally, Buster
is a whiz bang! Also personaly, Hard
Luck is. Buster only makes 'em in two
reels.—Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre,

Des Moines, N. M.—Small town patron-

age.

Love Lessons (Pathe), with a special

cast.—One reel Rolin comedy with Eddie
Boland. Doesn't contain a good laugh.

—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Emin-
ence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

Home Sweet Home (Vitagraph), with

Larry Semon.—Didn't see it, but judging
from reports the kids became plumb
locoed and no one knew whether the mu-
sicians played or not.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Sunless Sunday (Educational), with

Jimmie Adams.—Not extra good. Only
fair. Don't fail to run these two older

Educational comedies, Nonsense and

Holy Smoke.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl the-

atre, Hymena, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

The Light Weight Lover (Fox), with

a special cast.—This is the funniest Fox
comedy we have ever had. This is one

of those old-time slapsticks. It kept the

audience in an uproar.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss—Neigh-

borhood patronage.
The Chauffeur (Fox), with Clyde Cook.

—A good two reel comedy with plenty of

action. Clyde Cook is an extremely

funny comedian.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Ford Weekly.— I guess I am the

only one that has ever sent a report in

on this subject and that is the main rea-

son I am doing it. I show this weekly

and it is liked by all of my patrons.—M.

Oppenheim, Empire theatre, New Or-

leans, La.—Transient patronage.

Mutt and Jeff (Fox).—Mutt and Jeff

cartoon pretty well liked, especially by

the kids, and makes a good fill in. Have

been running them for over six months

every week, and still going good.—Louis

B. Goulden, Royal theatre, Frankfort,

Ind.—General patronage.

Snub Pollard Comedies (Pathe).—The

exhibitor that is passing up these one-

reelers is making a big mistake, as they

are sure fine.—E. O. Ford, Broadway

theatre, Brooklyn, la.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Gumps (Celebrated), with a spe-

cial cast.—Our patrons say this is the best

cartoon of them all. I use it every Sun-

day.—M. Oppenheim, Empire theatre,

New Orleans, La—Transient patronage.
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THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
It is yet probably too early

in the season to start actual

spring cleaning, although it is

not premature to begin think-

ing along this line. As in other
years the necessity for bright-

ening up the theatre with the

advent of spring weather will

dawn of a sudden—often find-

ing exhibitors unprepared.

The result is that when im-
promptu house cleanings are
started things are often upset
for several days, something en-

tirely unnecessary.

To guard against this situ-

ation the logical procedure is

to begin checking up on the
requirements for the theatre

well in advance. With a thor-

ough knowledge of just what
is necessary in the way of al-

terations and improvements
you will be in a position to

convert your theatre quickly
and efficiently to the new at-

mosphere. The bright days of

spring have a tendency to

show up any inconsistencies

that have been neglected
through the winter months.

It is also well to get lined up
on any new equipment and
other accessories you intend to

install to replace that which is

old or worn out. By giving
consideration to the subject
well in advance many econo-
mies can be effected. In fact,

now is the time to take a thor-
ough inventory of your theatre
to discover flaws and means of

better providing for the com-
fort and pleasure of your
patrons. By doing so you will

be prepared to usher in the
spring season with greater con-
fidence in the knowledge that
your theatre is "all set."

World Realty Company's New
Theatre Attracting Interest

Plavhouse in Course of Construction to Cost More
Than $400,000—Will Seat 2500 and

be Ready About April 1

Particular interest is centered on the

new World theatre, at Omaha, Nebraska,
construction work on which is progress-
ing at a rapid pace. Being erected by
the World Realty Company, owners of
the Sun, Muse and Moon theatres in

Omaha the prediction is made that the
latest playhouse of the company when
completed will surpass in beauty and
modernness the distinction already at-

tained by its other houses in this respect.

The huge structure is emblazoning more
clearly than ever the many significant

features it will embrace as construction
forges ahead each day.

Cost to Exceed $400,000

Construction costs of the theatre when
completed will exceed $400,000 it is

stated. With the ground, the structure
in its entirety will represent an invest-
ment of more than a million dollars.

Work on the building has now reached a
point where virtually all exterior jobs
have been finished and it's expected the
new theatre will be ready for a grand
opening by April 1.

The World will have a seating capacity
of 2,500. In height the building itself is

equivalent to six stories. With the ex-
ception of two stores on either side of
the entrance the entire structure will be
devoted to the theatre.

Use American Seating Product

In the seating arrangement worked
out, the main floor will accommodate
1.100 persons, the mezzanine floor 400
and the balcony more than 900. Seats
have been furnished by the American
Seating Company of Chicago and the
same type of seats will be used in the
balcony as are used on the main and
mezzanine floors.

A unique feature of the theatre is a
"human thermometer" placed in front of
the balcony. This thermometer will

register and regulate the temperature of
the building and automatically keep both
heat and cold at a fixed degree during the
circulation of air.

Has Six Rest Rooms
Another novel idea which the theatre

will embrace will be in the decorations
of the six rest rooms, two being on each
floor. To carry out the "World" idea

each will be designed in a fashion sym-
bolic of some nation. The color scheme
throughout the theatre will be blue and
gold which scheme will also be carried

out in the draperies.

A Wurlitzer Unit organ, said to be the

largest in any theatre between Omaha
and Los Angeles will be installed.

Screen, and equipment for the projection

booth have not as yet been decided upon
although it is stated that it will be the
most efficient procurable.
The exterior of the theatre will be

brilliantly illuminated by lights from the
canopy directed on the front of the build-
ing. C. Howard Crane of Detroit is the
architect and Harry Lowrie of Omaha,
associate architect. The building is be-
ing erected by James Black Construction
Company of Omaha and St. Louis.
CA photograph of the World theatre

is shown in the "Pictorial Section").

New. Palace Theatre to

be Completed in March
SOUTH BEND, IND.—Work is pro-

gressing steadily on the new Palace
theatre. There will be no pillars or

posts in front of any seats on the lower
floor or the balcony. The incline of both
floors indicates an admirable seating ar-

rangement and the unusual width of the
theatre as well as the depth, gives it the
largest capacity of any public building in

the city.

The stage dressing rooms are being
walled up, electric wiring installed and
the iron stairways put in place. The
projection booth will be high above the
last row of balcony seats. The theatre
will open in March.

Abel Remodels Strand
at New Philadelphia, O.

NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.—A. V.
Abel, formerly of the New theatre at

East Palestine, O., has purchased the

Star and renamed it the Strand. The
house has been completely remodeled
and redecorated. Mr. Abel has installed

an indirect lighting system, new Powers
machines and recovered the floor with
rubber matting.

Renovate Playhouse
The Crystal theatre at Tombstone.

Arizona has been thoroughly renovated
and numerous improvements made by
Giacomo Brothers in anticipation of an
early revival of business in that terri-

tory. Mines are opening up and con-
ditions are improving gradually.

The Child oPthe Bear
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Country's Fifth Largest Theatre Opens

JOHN H. KUNSKY, original First Na-
tional franchise holder, who has just

opened his new Capitol theatre at De-
troit.

THIS NEW HOME of the silent drama is declared to be the fifth largest in the

country, seating 4,500. Its cost is said to have been in excess of $2,000,000. Much

of the credit for the achievement is due George W. Trendle, general manager of

the Kunsky chain of thirteen houses, who worked out every detail in connection

with the building. Dull gold, old rose and soft blue are the colors predominating

in the decorations. The house was designed by C. Howard Crane. The fact that

the foyer extends three stories indicates the enormous size of the playhouse

ARTISTIC FOYER which has attracted

the admiration of the thousands who
have visited the theatre.

THIS VIEW of the artistic proscenium and paneled and studded ceiling illustrates

the artistic effect carried out in all of the decorations. Ten thousand electria

bulbs, all concealed, light the house. Blending of the colors in the cove lighting

system is controlled from a mammoth switchboard. The stage is 55 feet wide with

an expanse of 50 feet from arch to footlights. A spacious promenade 242 feet in

length extends from the Broadway side through to Madison avenue. The Capitol

opened with the presentation of First National's "The Lotus Eater," starring John

Barrymore.
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MRS. RUTH McG. ALLEN, whose renditions at the Pilcher organ in the Lucas
theatre, Savannah, Ga. (

is an important feature of the theatre's program.

Southern Theatre Establishes
Following of Music Enthusiasts

One of the outstanding features and a

factor to which the Lucas theatre of

Savannah, Georgia contributes much of

the success of its program each day is

the large Pilcher organ which the play-

house has installed. The music of the

$25,000 instrument has become an in-

tegral part of its program and is re-

garded by the management as a decided
attraction in itself among the theatre's

patrons.

Get Popular Organist
The value of the organ feature of its

entertainment has been further enhanced
with the acquisition of Mrs. Ruth McG.
Allen who has attained popularity as an
organist throughout the state. Mrs.

Allen, whose home is in Atlanta, is an
accomplished musician having received
her early musical education at the Lucy
Cobb Institute. She has also studied
music and voice in New York and Bos-
ton for a number of years.
That sincere interest, combined with

the accomplishments of the organist is

an important consideration if the musical
rendition is to be presented in a manner
that will insure its utmost appeal is the
belief of the management. The numer-
ous ways in which it can be made to
emphasize the picture, and the height
to which it can lay stress on scenes of
laughter and tragedy lie with the work
of the organist.

As one of the two organists at the
Lucas theatre, Mrs. Allen's skill has
brought her recognition, and the theatre
a following of music lovers. Her musi-
cal accompaniments rendered in connec-
tion with the pictures "Camille," "The
Affairs of Anatol," "The Child Thou
Gavest Me," recently, have been widely
acclaimed. Her work has been likened
to the building of a great production by
a producer. It has been her aim to

imbue the spirit of the play in all its

phases in order to render the correct
musical settings for its scenes.

Latest Semon Comedy Is

One of Star's Greatest
After several weeks of work, Larry

Semon has completed his newest Vita-

graph comedy. It is considered the most
pretentious comedy he has ever made.

Albert E. Smith, president of Vita-

graph, Semon, and several members of

his supporting company, saw the pic-

ture in the rough, just before Mr.
Smith's departure for New York and de-
clared themselves more than satisfied.

They agreed that the result readily justi-

fied the extra time and money spent on
the production.

Second Selznick Special

Distributed to Exchanges
"Conceit," the second of the season's

Selznick specials is ready, and delivery

of prints to all Select exchanges has been

made. A concerted sales drive is being

prepared on the production.

The greatesr part of the action in the
new picture takes place in the heart of
the Canadian Rockies near Banff.
Alberta.

The Child oPthe Bear

EXHIBITORS
HERALD
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THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM
ADVERTISING

RESULTS

Gold Fibre Screens

Not one, but every theatre, of
the Lubliner & Trinz famous chain
of Chicago [Cinema Temples are
equipped with Minusa screens.
They will tell you why.

Samples and literature upon request

World s Lar^estProducers^

potion Picture Screens

linn™™™™

4 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA. 255 NO. 13- ST., PHILADELPHIA PA. 64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

SPECIAL FEATURE FILM
THEATRE MANAGERS—"Round the World"

—a feature for special occasions. Write for in-

formation. WORLD, 857 South State Street,
Chicago, 111.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—One Wurlitzer Style "G" eight

instrument, operated by one man or automatic;
Hertner Transverter, 50-50, 25 cycle-220 volts;

Hertner Transverter, 35-35, 60 cycle-110 volts.

Very reasonably priced. Address "A. J. O.," care
Exhibitors Herald, 417 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

TENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Black tent—24x60—10-foot side

walls; 20-foot center; 12-ounce duck. Complete.
Poles and Stakes. A 1 condition. Used three
months. Price $300. Address "J. K.," care of

Exhibitors Herald.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Theatre in a College Town of

5,000. All modern equipment. Elite Theatre,
LeMars, la.

TO "MOVIE" SHOWS
USING PLAYER PIANOS
We arc closing out our large wholesale

stock of brand new player rolls. You
can now obtain a hundred new rolls for

less than 25 rolls would formerly cost you.

Write at once for particulars, as the

available stock will soon be gone. Or
better, still, send us 27.50 and let us

send you 20 rolls, Fox Trots, One Steps,

Marches, Waltzes, Ballads, or sentimen-

tal songs.

Yours very truly,

LYON & HEALY

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at caab

saving prtcer Special l rofessiona'

discounts on UNIVERSALS.
Immodlato dollvorr od all models. DoBrla.
UKrann* Path* tod mur other* dtjmon-
tritod Id our showroom. Sond for oar com
plots catalog at onea. fr«s on requont.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. M , 109 N. Dwb»ni St., Chicago, Ih.

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, Cartoons

Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1005-1006 MUeri Bldg. Telephone Central 2347 Chicaso. III.

WILLEMSEN & CO.

Exporters ofFilm
Spanish Title Work » Specialty

Office and Laboratory, 416 Cbarlres St, New Orleans

Cable Addreet: \\ illemfilm

Statter Heads "U" City

Short Reel Department
Arthur Statter, Los Angeles news-

paperman and scenario writer, has been
given charge of the serial and short reel

feature department at Universal City.

He succeeds William Lord Wright, who
recently resigned.

Statter will bring to conclusion two
historical serials, "In the Days of Buffalo

Bill," and "With Stanley in Africa," now
under way. A serial based upon "The
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe" is ready
for production.

Big Lamp Used in

Coogan Productions

Is Favorite Plaything of

Young Star Who Knows
All About It

If Jackie Coogan's interest in huge
lights in the studio is any indication, there
is a possibility that the juvenile star may
forsake the screen for the intricacies

of electricity when he grows up. His
latest interest along electrical lines is

JACKIE COOGAN and the new big
studio spotlight, which is one of the
young star's favorite playthings.

'.entered about a large spot light which
has been purchased by the Coogan or-
ganization to be used in his productions.

Made at Studios

The new light is his particular pet

It was manufactured by the United
Studios under the direction of Walter
Strohm, electrical engineer of the plant.

In size it is said to surpass that of any
light used in studios throughout the
country. It is 110 volts and 150 amperes.,
automatically fed and will carry a light

a distance of 10 miles. With reflectors

it will send a parallel ray a distance of

SO miles.

Is Favorite Toy

Coogan is said to be genuinely inter-

ested in electricity. He has learned all

about the big lamp and is able to con-
trol it, turning the lights off and on. He
takes great delight in explaining its de-

tails, and as a source of amusement it

surpasses all of his other playthings in

his estimation.

Dwight, 111.—The Gardner Opera
House has been leased by A. B. McCul-
lum manager of the Blackstonc theatre,
for the presentation of motion pictures.

*

Independence, Mo.—W. J. Hinton has
sold the Liberty theatre to W. T. Mc-
Williams who has taken possession.

THE CAT'S OUT
.at

OF

THE BAG

Everybody knows it

when you use

Exhibitors Herald

Classified Ads

IF

—You have something
to sell

—You want to buy
anything

—You want to make a
trade

—You want to change
your job

Exhibitors Herald

Classified ads make
it easy for you

You can run a classified ad in

Exhibitors Herald for 5c a

word (minimum charge 31 for

each insertion, payable in

advance).
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. Palaces AreGoing Up.

Only the Latest Equip-
ment I? Being Installed

New Projects
Chicago, 111.—Work on the new Mc-

Yickers theatre building is under way
without interruption to performance in

the old theatre. The new theatre which
will be owned by Jones Linick and
Schaefer will have a seating capacity of
3,000.

*

San Francisco, Cal.—A $30,000
theatre will be built for Aaron Goldberg
here just north of the Mission. Archi-
tect Albert W. Burgren has drawn the
plans.

*

Chicago, 111.—Architect Ira Saxe has
drawn plans for a modern motion picture
house to be erected at 7169 Grand avenue
to be known as the Clarwood.

*

Houston, Tex.—The new theatre to be
erected by H. Silverberg and S. Abrams,
plans for which have been completed.

will ha\e a seating capacity of 4.50 and
will cost approximately $30,000.

New York.— Construction work has
been started on the motion picture
theatre at Odgen avenue and 171st street.
Plans call for a 2,000 seating capacity
house to cost approximately $500,00.

*

Baltimore, Md.—Work of razing five

residences for the erection of Metropoli-
tan Theatre Company's new theatre on
Xorth and Pennsylvania avenue has been
started.

*

Dallas, Tex.—Work has been started
on the building of the Happyland theatre
at the corner of Akard and Pacific
streets.

Openings
Detroit. Mich.—The Capitol, one of

the largest playhouses in Detroit has
been opened. The new theatre seats
4,250.

Belvidere, 111—Standing room only
marked the opening of Belvidere Amuse-
ment Company's new theatre, the Apollo,
recently.

*

Eagle River, Wis.—The Eagle, one of
the finest small theatres in northern
Wisconsin has been opened by Joseph
Gorski of Three Lakes and Edward
Janicki of Chicago, manager.

*

East Peoria, 111.—City officials parti-
cipated in the opening of Henry Stickel-
maier and Perry Bedell's new playhouse
here.

*

New York—The latest addition to the
to the motion picture theatres of Man-
hattan began its career when new
Gotham opened its doors.

*

Asheville, N. C—The Pack theatre
here will be formally opened on Febru-
ary 13.

*

Bronx, N. Y.—The Kingsbridge, one
of the finest of neighborhood houses has
been opened here.

*

Somerville, Mass.— Somerville has an-
other new and beautiful theatre, the
Teel Square, seating 1,100, which was
opened here recently.

Ownership Changes

Bristol, Conn.—Paul Corsini of Hart-
ford, formerly owner of the Palace
theatre of this city has purchased the
New Bristol theatre from Walder
Brothers and M. Xuseldorf.

*

Meriden, Conn.— Albert W. Anders
has purchased the Life motion picture
theatre here.

*

Bayonne, N. J.—Schwartz, Sobelson
and Stern. Inc. have leased the motion
picture theatre at 978 Broadway for ten
vears.

*

Philadelphia, Pa.—The motion picture
theatre at 2501 Ridge avenue has been
sold by H. P. Steinberg to A. Jacobs.

*

Zanesville, O.—Sam E. Lind. manager
of the Imperial theatre here disposed of
his interest in the Princess theatre at
New Lexington to F. R. Cross of that
city

MSARI\A
The Child oFthe Bear

When One Theatre

Pays Better Than Two

You know how very

little business a hot

stuffy theatre can get in

hot weather.

It takes two of them to get as

much business in July or August

as one of them gets in cooler

weather.

But cool one of those houses

with Monsoon Cooling System,

and it will pull as much busi-

ness as two hot, uncomfortable

theatres.

And do it with half the ex-

pense and more than twice

the profit.

Install Monsoons for this Summer

Write for Booklet S-2

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
1476 Broadway New York, N. Y.



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Miss Du Pont Booked
At Ascher's Theatre

Universal Star Stops Over
in Chicago En Route

to New York
Miss DuPont, Universal's pretty blonde

star, stopped over between trains at the

Chicago office of Universal on January

29. She is en route to New York where

she will make personal appearances in

connection with the Broadway showing

of "Foolish Wives," the big Universal

special production, at the Central theatre.

Later Miss DuPont will appear at the

Roosevelt theatre, Chicago, during the

picture's run in that house.

Supported Bessie Love

Miss DuPont is a striking blonde with

blue grey eyes and a most pleasing man-

ner. She stated her first picture work
was with Bessie Love in "Bonnie May."
Erich Von Stroheim gave her her first

important role in "Foolish Wives" and
shortly thereafter she signed a contract

to star in Universal five reelers.

Miss DuPont was born in Kentucky
but received her education at a Chicago
girl's college and until about six years

ago made her home in Chicago. She
posed for several photographs for Mel-
vin Sykes and held "open house" for the

trade and newspaper representatives dur-

ing her brief stay in the city.

Mayo in Chicago

Frank Mayo, who has just completed
his latest Universal picture, "The Way
Back," was another visitor in Chicago
this week. Mr. Mayo stopped over on his

way to New York to enjoy a brief vaca-

tion. He was accompanied by his wife,

Dagmar Godowsky, and the couple

stopped at the Hotel Chatham while here.

Private Screening of

"The Four Seasons" to

Be Held on February 4

Ralph Simmons, manager of the local

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, an-

nounces that a private screening of "The

Four Seasons" will be held at Aryan

Grotto on Saturday, February 4, at 11

a. m. This showing is a postponement of

the one which was to have been held at

the Apollo theatre last week.
"The Four Seasons," lauded by review-

ers and educators, was conceived and di-

rected by Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars,
curator of the New York Zoological So-
ciety. It was produced by Charles Urban,
president of Kincto Company of America.

Sells for United Artists

L. B. Carr, formerly Milwaukee mana-
ger for R-C, has joined United Artists

as resident salesman in that city.

SIDNEY J. GOLDMAN has been ap-
pointed Middle Western manager for

American Releasing Corporation, the

distributing company just launched by
Fred B. Warren and Walter E. Greene.
Mr. Goldman is one of the best known
of the Mid West exchange men.

Bedell Opens Beautiful

New Bluebird Theatre

At East Peoria, Illinois

Salesman Denton of the local Univer-

sal staff reports the opening on January

28 of the beautiful Bluebird theatre at

East Peoria, 111. The house was erected

by C. W. Bedell and H. Stickelmaier. At
the opening of the house the audience
was addressed by Mayor Jesse Hall, who
was followed by Father Fennen. Remarks
also were made by S. A. Dennis, one of

the prominent business men of the city,

and William Schelm, owner of the prop-
erty. The last speaker to address them
was the Rev. Coleman, local minister.

The building is of brick and concrete
and equipped for indirect lighting. They
have installed a mirror screen. The thea-

tre is beautifully decorated in soft neutral

tints and has a carefully arranged seat-

ing equipment to insure the patrons of

the house extreme comfort. It has 500

scats.

As the opening was quite an event, the

house was beautifully decorated with
flowers contributed by friends, and music
was furnished by an excellent orchestra.

East Peoria is rapidly becoming an im-
portant manufacturing center and is

known as a progressive and enterprising
little city of the Central West.

Theatre Men After
Cut in Film Rental

Exchanges State They Can
Consider Individual

Cases Only

A movement is on foot in Chicago to

obtain a flat reduction in rental prices for

exhibitors in this city and through the

state. Members of the Chicago unit of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America are tht leaders in the movement.
A closed meeting of a film rental com-

mittee comprised of a number of Chicago
exhibitors was held at the Vitagraph pro-

jection room last Friday. At that time

the proposition was discussed thoroughly.

To Hold Another Meeting

What action will finally be taken will

be determined at a meeting of all Chi-

cago theatre men on Tuesday of this

week.
It has been stated authoritatively that

the F. I. L. M. Club of Chicago cannot
act on a proposal for a flat reduction in

prices as a body. The granting of re-

ductions rests wholly with the individual

branch managers.

Managers Express Views

A number of exchange men have stated

that they will not consider the proposition
of a flat reduction. They have indicated,

however, that they are willing to treat

with the individual theatre man.

Friedman Buys Territory

Rights to Russell Films
Joe Friedman, president of Celebrated

Players Film Corporation, has closed a

$60,000 deal with W. D. Russell, of W.
D. Russell Productions, Inc., whereby
Celebrated acquires the right to Illinois,

Indiana and Wisconsin for the major
portion of the Russell short subjects, as

well as several of the larger features.

The list included sixteen two-reel west-

erns starring Fritzi Ridgeway, nine two.
reel westerns starring Frank Braidwood,
five two-reel westerns starring George
Larkin, twenty-two one-reel comedies,
and six five-reel dramas featuring George
Larkin and an all-star cast.

"Shadows of Conscience," the seven-

reel American classic produced by Rus-

sell F+oductions, Inc., starring Russell

Simpson, will be booked in northern Illi-

nois and Indiana by the Pioneer Film
Corporation, and. in Wisconsin by the

W P. Gaskcll Enterprises.

Kay Bee to Distribute
Neal Hart Productions

Walter A. Baicr, manager of Kay Bee

Distributing Corporation, Toy building,

Milwaukee, has purchased the territorial

rights on the new scries of Neal Hart

productions from William Stcincr Pro-

ductions. "Tangled Trails," the first pub-

lication, will have its Milwaukee presen-

tation beginning on February 5.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
|

David Horsley was in our midst last

week visiting the independent exchange men
with several live state right offerings.

* * *

Just heard the "Secret Four" terminated
a most decisive walloping to the Paramount
bowling squad the other night with a final

tally of 1,830 to 1,741. The "Secret Four"
have been so puffed up about it since that
the Universal exchange is too small for 'em.

Cmon you Paramcunters, up at 'em for a
return match, say we!

After March 1, C. E. Morton will relin-

quish his leasehold of the Opera House, Mt.
Carroll, 111., to the Community Motion Pic-

ture Co., who will continue operating this

popular theatre.
* * »

If Gumbiner Bros, keep on picking off

Chi's popular theatres, their "chain" will

soon rival the great Atlantic cable for
length. Yep, just took over another last

week. Henceforth the Vista theatre, 47th
street and the 'Grove, will fly the Gumbiner
standard.

* * *

Mrs. Tom Taylor (nee Gunther) and her
husband dropped in on their good friend,

Ralph Simmons, the other day en route

to Kansas City from New York. Tom for-

merly was a member of Ralph's star sales

squad at the K. C. branch, but is now blos-

somed out in the role of producer-dis-
tributor magnate, making his executive
quarters at the Gold Seal Film Corp., Kan-
sas City.

* * «

Talkin' about big changes along the Row.
We all miss that "cute young thing," that

F. L. Drumm, office manager of the local

Hodkinson exchange, has been striving so

valiantly to raise. Y'know the moustache.
The barber informed us at least a dozen
hairs left the upper lip after considerable
persuasion and much honing of the razor.

+ * *

Charlie Miller, former Universal film

representative, is now associated with the

local R-C Pictures exchange and will call

on the local field. Best o' luck, Charlie, old

top!
* * *

Ed Silton, manager of the local Pioneer
exchange, tells us he has just closed with
Bob Lucas for set-ins on their big feature,

"Shadows of Conscience," for the Harry
Gramp circuit and Dee Robinson houses.

With Sig Friedlob and D. A. Kohn cover-
ing the country towns, looks like this live

exchange is about hitting one hundred per

cent.

By Mac

PAY FOR
THEMSELVES
They add dignity to your
theatre and bring money
to your box office.

IRVING MACK & CO.
8O8 S. WABASH AVE.

CH

I

C AGO

Henri Ellmax heaves us a good one on
exhibitor altruism. It seems this modest
and quiet youngster of the local Reelcraft

exchange was on the North Side calling on
the trade and while in one of the neighbor-

hood houses his attention was attracted by
the sonorous voice of the manager perched
upon the stage addressing his audience

somewhat like this : "My good friends, I

want your patronage. I don't ever intend

charging you eighty-nine cents like some
theatres I know, nor do I want to raise the

admission price I now ask, seventeen cents.

But listen carefully, next week—you shall

see one of the greatest filums what was
ever shown, and I shall expect you to pay

thirty-four cents admission."

You'll have to see Ellman, he wouldn't

give us the name of this charitable magnate.

* * *

Dave Dlbin of the local Educational ex-

change and Harry Phillips of First Na-
tional are said to be taking boxing lessons

with one of the well known local pugs.

Both lads just bought a pair of Dents'

mocha gloves and understand the mill is to

be pulled for the fly-weight championship

of the Row.
» * *

Somebody told us that Del Goodman
of the United Artists has blossomed out

with a motor equipage of some sort. From
a distance, reminds us much of a Scripps

coupe.
* * *

H. A. Berling has just opened the New
Lyric theatre. Rock Falls, 111. This is the

only theatre now operating in this town, the

other two being taken over by Manager
Berling and closed.

* * *

Harry W'eiss of Superior Screen, tells

us that party given by S. Decker and R. H.

Fox at the Seneca hotel, Peoria, 111., to the

visiting film men was a K. O. Among
those present were Harry, J. N. Howland
of First National and Julius Getzem of

Celebrated Players. Harry further tells

us his last trip was a clean-up, closing every

town visited.
* * *

With January 31 almost here, it looks like

Ben Weissenbach has the cash bonus for

sales total for the month now in his pocket,

so all in all Superior Screen seems to be

stepping out a few.
» * *

Sid Goldman is all smiles again. Tells

us his new affiliation, manager of the local

branch of the American Releasing Corpora-

tion, becomes effective Feb. 6. Thata boy,

Sid, glad to hear it!

!

* * *

"Bill" Hershberg, sales representative for

the Celebrated Players, is reported to have

just taken over the Orchard theatre, 659

North avenue, formerly owned by Sam
Levin.

* * *

Al Hoffman has joined the Superior

Screen, as North Side salesman, having re-

cently severed relations with the Gumbiners
Theatrical enterprise as manager of the

Paulina theatre.
* * *

Pete Smith, press agent for Marshall

Neilan, who hove into town last week to

put over Wesley Barry and Neilan's latest

production, "Penrod," staged a little party

at the Sherman Hotel on Tuesday night for

the local press hounds and advertising men
which was much enjoyed. Pete's long asso-

ciation with newspaper folks ably fits him

JACK WILLIAMS of Mid-West Thea-
tre Supply Company has leased spa-
cious quarters at 802 South Wabash
where he will establish one of the finest

equipment display and sales rooms in

this territory.

as host where convivial guests are wont to

gather. Yes, a good time was had by all.

* * *

Ralph T. Kettering, who, besides han-
dling the advertising and press matter for

Jones, Linick & Schaefe'r, dashes out melo-
dramas for the stage, left last Friday night

for Toronto, Canada, where he closed a

deal for his latest opus.
* * *

M. J. 'Weil of the Castle theatre, is all

swelled up over his theatre's new marquee.
It looks fine, M. J., and stands out like a

million-dollar diamond in a Woolworth
store.

* * *

The way the crowds whoop 'er up for

that "Round One" of "The Leather Push-
ers" series at the Roosevelt theatre all last

week, it looks as though Universal has a

real hit. The snappy music, too, helped put

it over.

Children in Six High
Schools Spend $920

Weekly on Pictures
A survey just completed by Mrs. Es-

telle L. Moulton, former chairman of the

better films committee of the Illinois

Council of the Parent-Teachers Associa-

tion, shows that the boys and girls in six

Chicago high schools spend $920 a week,
or $46,000 a year, on motion picture

shows.
Of the 3.000 children questioned, 87 per

cent attend picture entertainments from
one to seven times a week. In some in-

stances children declared they attended
nine performances a week.
The survey further showed that the

275 pupils having the highest grades in

their studies used 393 tickets a week,
whereas the 275 pupils with lowest marks
used 503 tickets a week. Many of the
pupils indicated a liking for pictures with
"guns and police wagons."

The Child oPthe Bear
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GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Milei

Minter.
The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen
Holmes.

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.

Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Mile« Min-
ter.

. ,

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.

Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.

A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.

The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.

The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.

The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star caat.

Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian

cast.

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.

The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

Binney.
, . _ _ ,

Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxic.

The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.

God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.

A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and

James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 5 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-

rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).

The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.

lane 12—The Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10—Women Who Wait, five reels.

Aug. 17—They Shall Pay. five reels.

Sept 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept. 26—Discontented Wives, five reels.

PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

reels, with Art Staunton and

reels, with Helen Gibson,
reels, with Pete Morrison.

, with Helen Holmes,
five reels, with Mary Ander-

ASSOCIATED
Western Hearts, five

Josie Sedgwick.
The Wolverine, five

Crossing Trails, five

Ghost City, five reels

Too Much Married,
son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
Ibe Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North, six reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

hall Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Daviet.
Kxit—the Vamp, five reels. Kthel Clayton.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.

Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

White Oak. six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Rent Free, five reels, Wallace Reid.
Miss Lulu Bett, six reels, (Wm. De Mille Prod.).
Too Much Wife, five reels, Wanda Hawley (Real-

art).

Back Pay, seven reels (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Lane That Had No Turning, five reels, Agnes
Ayres.

A Prince There Was, six reels, Thomas Meighan.
The Bride's Play, seven reels, Marion Davies.
Nancy from Nowhere, five reels, Bebe Daniels
(Realart).

Three Live Ghosts, six reels (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.).

Tillie, Mary Miles Minter (Realart).

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET. INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Ner
er-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)
Woman's Place, with Constance Talmadge.
The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald.
All for a Womati (Special).
My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma Talmadge.
Alf's Button (Special).
Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod.).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (Tohn M. Stahl

Pro.).
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and
Florence Vidor.

Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.

Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.

The Servant in the House, five reels, with all

star cast
Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star oast
Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

FORWARD FILM DIST.

Youth's Desire, five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8,200 feet
Perjury. 7,400 feet.

Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.
The Scuttlers, six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.

The Mountain Woman, six reat
Know Your Man, six reels.

Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIHB
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.

Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Get Your Man (Charles Jones), fire reels.
Play Square (Walker-Mnrphy), five reels.
Hickvilfe to Broadway (Eileen Percy), five reels
What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reels
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reels
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels, Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Ship-
man.

Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,176 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.

Puppy Days, 069 feet
Robinson Crusoe Hours. 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest, eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

The V P Trail, six reels

The Man of the Forest, six reels.
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.

The Spender* (Harry Leon Wilson).

The Westerners, six reels. All Sur.

J. PARKER READ, JH, PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
son Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRYIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed
ward Hearn.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, fire reels, with All Star Cast.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Love Without Question, seven reels.

A Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Alien.

The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.

When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Nov. 81—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
Dec 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
Lake.
Dec. 2ft—The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert LyteU.
an. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special,

an. 9—Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana,
an. 23—Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Hughes.
Feb. 6—The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
Feb. 20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.
Mar. 6—Glass Houses, six reels, Viola Dana.
Mar. 13—Prisoner of Zenda, Rex Ingram Special.
Mar. 20—Stay Home, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimovs.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH
Days oi the Buffalo, six reels.

Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Laboma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Pnrple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.

JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-

ton.
Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES. INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seiti
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

The Killer, six reels.

Toe Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.

The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck

Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion, six reels. Florence Reed.

A Man There was, six reels. Victor Seastrom.

Beyond the Crossroads, six reels. Ora Carew.

Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.

A Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fair-

banks.

Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.

The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.

A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.

In Society, Edith Roberts.

Wise Husbands, six reel*. Gail Kane.

The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

NEAL HART SERIES
Mar. IS—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Msr. 1—Reckless Wives.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.

Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.

The Right Way, eight reels.

The Soul of Man, seven reels.

Squire Phinn. five reels.

Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).

Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessoe
Hayakawa.

Shams of Society, six reels. '.Walsh-Fielding

Prod.)
A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnfer

Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

erick.

The Foolish Age, five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.

Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)

Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.

Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)

At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)

Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.
Five Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Why Men Forget, five reels. Special Cast.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson
and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy

Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMHERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.
The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.

Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road o". Ambition, six reels, with Conwa>

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with WTlliar

Faversbam.

Red Foam six reels, a Ralph Ince Special
Who Am I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit. (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails, five reels, Neal Hart.

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 6—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.

Griffith production.
Dec 4—The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 8—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.

Mar. It—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seres reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss,
Little Lord Fauntleroy, tea reels, Mary Pickford.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels. Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
Cheated Hearts, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Shattered Dreams, five reels, Miss DuPont.
Playing with Fire, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Guttersnipe, five reels, Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

The Prey, six reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.

Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reel*.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.

It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.

It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five reels.

Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.

Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.

The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.

The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss

Production), All Star Cast.

Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Toss
Terris Production).

Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

ine Calvert
The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.

Flower of the North, seven reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Bay.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AY WON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
ALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two real*.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reel*

Nothing Like It.

Oh, Buddy.
In for Life
Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.
The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reels.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
A Nick-of-Time Hero, two reels.

The Stork's Mistake, two reels.

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNTARBUCKLE COMEDIES, two

reels.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES, two
reels

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Shoulder Arms, two reels.

Sunnyside, two reels.

The Kid, six reela
The Idle Class, two reela

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
reela

THE PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.

HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reela.

C L. CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels

The Jockey.
The Sailor.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two reels.

Small Town Stuff.

The Happy Poet
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Siager Midget's Side Show.
One Moment Please.

A Perfect Villain.

Love and War.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.

Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reels, Buster

Keaton.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Max

Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.

MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reels.

ROBERTSON-COLB
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGHAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reela.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bakery.

The Fall Guy.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reals.

The Blizzard.

The Tourist.
The Riot.
The Applicant.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, ona •err
other week, two reels.

ARROWNORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reela

O. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-
monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHS
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reela

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mona Dark-

feather, one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reela

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two

COLLIER SERIES. Thai Leather Pushers," two
reel 8.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenic* Beaa-

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenic*, oat
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every twa
weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Sketehografs, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, on* reel.

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictarea.
one reel (every week).
Seville in Fair Time.
At the Wailing Wall.
Rural Java.

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

REELCRAFT—Keelcraft Scenics, one reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, on*

reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Adventure Scenics, am*
reel.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrud Sceni*
Stories.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES-Kineto Review, me
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one re*L
COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-a-

Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Seraenettea.
EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.
Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS PLAYERS—Paramount Magazine, oas
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots, one reel each.GOLDWYN—Goldwyn-B raj Pictograput.
GREIVER—Greiver Educational*
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reeL
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one reel.
KINETO—Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoon*, two-thirds rest
PIONEER—Luke McLuke's Film-Osoahy.
R AT">TN—Brind's Wonders of Nature
SELECT—Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*.

* E ENTERPRISES—CowWy Jan. twa r*as*.
STOREY PICTURES-Shadowland Screen Review.
one reel every two weeks.

STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays, two
reels.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).ARROW—Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

FOX—Fantomas; Bride IS.
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seita sad
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinaea).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eilee*
Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (Williaa
Duncan).

VITAGRAPH—The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Fair).

VITAGRAPH—Fighting Fate (William Danaaa
and Edith Johnson).

VITAGRAPH—Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan saa
Jean Paige).

VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Antoal*
Morenn>

WARNER—The Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thars-
days) at Universal exchanges.

KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational a*
changes.

PATHE NEWS (Wednesdsys and Saturdays) M
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Select ex-

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MTTTT AND IEFF (Fox).
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchogrsfs, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Heme Kan*.

Art of Diving, with Annette Kellcnvan.

The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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NOTICE!

Norma Talmadge's

Big Production

"Smilin' Through"

Probably Will Be

in 8 Reels

llllll

liilll

[V No 8 MARTIN J. QUIGLEY, PUBLISHER
*• O Entered as ircondclati matter, Augus. to. toij, at the Part Office at Chicago, III.

Pmbiitked weUy a* 417 South Dearborn St., Ckicaoa. Subi
under : .< Act tf March 3, ttn. Feb. 18, 1922



and then, boyr
I wax in a
terrible situation

At last they can see him ! Their hero—the one who
has held chief place in the affections of youth fo/ over
two hundred years—is coming to the screen. The
glorious adventures that have made the blood tingle in

millions of youngsters in vivid, human pictures.

A clean, wholesome, thrilling Universal Continued Feature

containing all the wealth of detail, all the authenticity
of story, all the value of realism that this company alone

is able to put into chapter plays.

CARL LAEMMLE x . .
announces the early presenta-hon or

featuring

MARRY HYERf
as"Crusoe" and Noble Johnson as "Friday''

supported by

Gertrude Olmstead, fercy fembroke,Gertrude Claire

Directed by

R03T HILL



LEWIS J.SELZNICK

Presents

CONCEIT
Directed by Burton Geocge
Stonj by Michael J.Phfllips

Scenario by Edward J.Monta^hc

As Bi^as the Rpckies

AsMiionableas Fifthtaue
Superb in its Lovliness
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NATHAN
ASCIIER It

" 'FOOLISH WIVES' is the greatest pic-

ture I ever saw. I came to pick flaws

in it, but could not find even one. It is

perfect. In all my life this is the first

picture I ever went out to buy myself. I

never was happier than when I booked it

for my ROOSEVELT THEATRE in Chica-

go. And never in my life have Igiven any
picture such unqualified endorsement."

(Signed) NATHAN ASCHER, President

Ascher Brothers,

Chicago, Illinois.

Carl Lacmmle \l
presents the
First Real

Million Dollar
Production roousu
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" THE PRICE I have agreed to

pay for 'FOOLISH WIVES 9

is higher than any price I ever

dreamed of paying for any

picture on earth— but at

that I think it is the biggest

bargain I ever got in my life.

Signed FRANK J. REMBUSCH
Ohio Theatre,

Indianapolis, Ind.

WVESff Universal
SuperJewel

by and with

VonStroheim





1Ventures ofa Beautiful

Kbung Cabaret Hostess

'Jhejaizland of Broadway shown as it is

White Way plays Ttfhile the city sleeps

I8c-

Litmm
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Mr

11 »i »

Step - LJ?Tte&«flV r^&wws: •

millionaires at play in Wf

'

New "fork niiht clubs IglllS!

If

• #

^razed bymoneyJust andrum
koadway-thy name*. DELIRIUM
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DON'T BELIEVE
WHEN Alan Dale in The American says:

"Here is a picture that is a triumph of imagination—a scintillant example of adroit in-

telligence. It does what the stage can never do. It gets away from what we call 'movie
stuff.' It would make a movie fan of the screen's bitterest foes. You must see it. It is so

well done, it is such good fun, it is so clever. An overwhelmingly excellent story. Don't
miss it. Take my tip. It is an achievement. It is a colossal surprise."

WHEN the Evening Mail says:

"Without hesitation, one of the pictures of the year. A masterpiece. Unlike anything that

has gone before. Rare delight. Only superlatives can do it justice. A true triumph. Much
more could be said, but it isn't necessary. Just take a tip, though. If you don't see it you
will miss one of the rarest treats that the films have granted in many a day."

WHEN the New York Telegraph says:

" 'One Glorious Day' is one glorious picture. It is more fun than any picture we have ever

seen with perhaps one exception. Exquisitely made."

WHEN the New York Herald says:

"A delightful skylark. One of the unique pictures of the season."

WHEN the New York Sun says:

"It stands in a class by itself, in an original vein. Excellent entertainment."

WHEN the New York Journal says:

"Broadway never before saw anything quite like 'One Glorious Day.' As comedy, as ro-

mance and as an example of what the screen can do for real entertainment it is

illuminating."

WHEN the New York Telegram says:

"As a comedy it deserves to rank as one of the finest ever made."

WHEN the New York Evening Post says:

" 'One Glorious Day' leaves one with a chuckle in one's throat and new respect for the

producer. It is whimsically conceived, finely photographed and chock full of humor which
leaves memories of a highly entertaining character. It is an event of no little importance."

WHEN the New York Times says:

"Can anything imaginative come out of Hollywood? It can. It has. It is 'One Glorious

Day.' Full of spirited comedy, the whole story moves briskly. A skilful and ingenious

piece of work."

WHEN the New York Tribune says:

"Whimsical and altogether delightful. Something that has never before been done on the

screen."

- don't believe it- UNTIL
You see and play "One Glorious^Day" yourself. jThen
you'll agree that these criticisms, the finest theNew York
papers have ever run, are all actually deserved!

d (paramount Cpicture
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THE CRITICS !

Gut read what their sau
Has Glorious SpooE; g ~M

medy Wiih Will Rogers— I _ . #
Do; S'..;r at Capitol

an<f-
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DAY" Is win
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wild oa spiritism.
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ible is tnat. under
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to beat up
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_ getune cay
ihe unearthly »t»i-

...ed of this feeble

id It for a more vlffor-

Hint: the professor to

r.c dashlrs reputation

fcorlou-i day of havoc,

urdltles are woven to-

I that the result haa

i.ru>-w oi c-erle poetry. The

itself is a masterpiece cf con-

on and photography—It Is »

:~~~n, nollvwog crtatur*. a cross

and Lakm as
tainment. V
flesh he eald
the picture ):

that the com
Ml film
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' four. and
I better than
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^ffect that

_ t state
> at least

"One
good one of the
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"One Glorious Day-"As
-ves to ranK as one of

As romance, it Is
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Wetter Woods end A.

:\ — — Way a." with T
by Clyde K. EJiiot:
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.

Aiarjcrte Petereon.

Can anythii

Hollywood?
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this week,

Man
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th Will Rosrrs.
a t> a .*nd other*,
use. writtea t>y

/Dps. directed
Rural On*-

* r.«rrot Dancj

)neGlonous Day'

Full of Chuckles

v Mi

u'itously un-

of boti

possibilities ol

rets, but most cl

ul given up hope of evei

th<-*e fhfctnibiUtU-s realized

lake heart, however, foi

of thr comic possibilities,

- Ut ._n r- aU}. A in - . QfljL
' |1 _» a VpirluMlc sprejc

with. m*ny sidelight* ,

*Dliited iomwiv. the'

meat, it

Un Hof;r* of the T*>ti&t" and
£plritualism—It sounds like a wild prar-k

arranged by a "Follies*' showgirl ! Some-
how one never thought of chew .ng gum
and the psychic blending. Tet Rogers

ooea Jt. making- spirits Jump through--*

I hoop Vit£out once using* Ma lariat.

< Thts delightful supernatural skylark I •

;a mlng:mg of "The Return of P*:.

Grimm" and
fl ™"Xi"\_ x' '

Ifl a treal Co «aCoH Rogers gWlnr

;

a real chara < -r lat fn this new type'
I of dual roi' , ^ hhrself and hid ovn
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1 ready to wear snook. Credit should r
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oTHVOttlnc Roiters's tutial tendency
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lone. Such a story woaid be dreary
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cinematography. KveryUiIng depends
on its treatment. Bd its high success
is due. fir.vt of ail. to the director. James
Crux*, and his staff, including especial I yhU cameraman. The production of the
picture- Involved almost continuous dou-
ble rzpoaure. and some exceedingly dif-
ficult faatj with r But there d<
a««m to be a missed shot in
phot op] a v. It in a skUlfui and
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*igfee* e- Butts,

when
and

at the RivoII
valre leaves one with a chuckle

?nea throat and a new respect for

se L. Lasky. thr :
- It U

rfnsically conceived, finely photo-

r>hed, and chock-full of that au-
ntie humor of situation »"<."••,

of Quality is that it prr.".-»

ir.en when occuplea, hie body, andyWII aay'^galn that wfli Rogers canW a good »VI more on fb-* screen than
J»i»t hlmsei?. Iq his !.3--bv Botie Is
B-v.W. and wt>« he is «'.>f>o«ed not to
be the real Bo((%-nny mnrq, be terlaJnlv

£ -V* Jorn Fox as the
!-

: tipht, Hla eos-
tumr and roakeop w -t have been d«-
•hrre d by «om» one wn- ,Tad had a comic
ireatx of spirits, an<i Mr Fox—is he *
boy o- a man^-brlnn to the part all
the *: * «htllnesa anj plve It needs. The;
othei .- I i the cast a. e also good.

Broadway

As come J
amP^^^MwWM9f«%crT^D"Tapn do Tor

j

real cSfertalament, It is inn— iiaffwg
|

Jompe on a aa!

fail, one
Ud hold
logiral pi

ay. 1

a*
Uo

tonprue '

In thei
control I

tables, f

lef that he
pably. an1 I

an imptsu
ther «p1rtt

hat Bigere is the
e-pesre's Puck.
>est vrork as the

nTer, and the rest

g Alan Hale, throw
—into the story.

too much some-
es a

Hod of Ariel with a
gl\lns mask. The
lot entirely now to I

Wells once wrote a I

short etory of a mischievous spirit selz- f

Ing another's body—but It ls> new
{

enough to the screen to make this one
of the unique pictures of the winter,
killing lixreJ'blirty with a> laugh. By
Its predomtnaiitly light treatment !t soe-
credfl. with a subject that many persons
utkK very serioualy. in mixing guo-
pondrr and Jam. And among other joy-
ously whimsical touches ls the final sue-
gestion thut when Ek finally does gel
bom Demneey had beUer watch out.

The Real Truth Is—

"One Glorious Day"
with Will Rogers and Lila Lee

By Walter Woods and A. B. Barringer, scenario by Walter Woods,
directed by James Cruze, presented by Jesse L. Lasky.

Is an Absolute Knockout in Originality,
Comedy, Romance and Box-Office

Pulling Power!

' FAMOUS PL\YERS-L\SKY CORPORATION I

Photoplay at Rivoli Scintillates

Intelligence ^nd Cfvai

erness, Good Fun

—

1

ers's Actinff GenuinsaifsPrtistic

adroit la-

larm. Here is a
ucceeds in doing
can never do. Here

that gets away from
1

' movie stuff." Here
at the comedy of wh:ch

yon chuckle
flam boyantly
and at the sin-

cerity of wfaich
you register an
earnest appreci-
ation. Here is a
picture that
would make a
^niavie fan" of

tue screen's bit-

terest foes. You
mast see "One
Glorious Day"
at the IV-
TV h e n the

cynics laugh at

the oft-repeated
assertion that

"the picture In-

dustry is %till in

its Infancy"
(like ttre Infant
Phenomenon it

has taken a
lone time grow-
iQg up!) force
them to see
"One Glorious
Day ' and they
will recant. It

cannot be^other-
wise.

*"

"One Glorious
Day'' is a sort of

"comedy version of "Peter Grimm."
with effects thai arc mag-ni'.c :at,

It Is bo we'i done. It Is so sat-

isfactorily pr*-s*-nted. It is such
an artistic -vhievement. It is

such good fun. It is so clever.

And yet. for those who know
their subject, it is so perfectly
relevant an l possible. But—the
majority do - net know the sub-
ject. For i.iA majority there is

the ebullient humor: there is the
delightful r holography, and there
Is the over-vbelmingly excellent
:torr.

Don't miss .me Giorious^bay."
Take my tip. It Is an achievement.
It ia a collossal surprise.

Lit* L^e>

THIS ROGERS t\LM

"MORE

'One Glorious Day

Picture of

sense

(il.m'rtr.a Day"' La one glorious

picture. bot • anything i
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r
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of Ike imrc BeelttaW streets of iufinily.

The filr- ie eiquisiteiy niade. If H car-
ried a serlbv* theme :( would no itoubt
beoome tlx- c :ilk *t the season. As it i*.

it will only he hailed as a wralta of
go»geonM noDsjflPJP
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/Distinct/ere
Productions*
incorporated

O YOU TOLLOV
DWANTOMwT ? DO
YOU TODDLE? \S YOUR
HOBDY i-IODJ"-— MALT

OR TERRTICUOREAN ? DO YOU
AJPIRE TO MATRIMONY ORCON-
GREJX? TO THE ROYAL PURPLE
OR THE MOURNERj" DENCH ?

VI4AT DEJ-|REJ~ DOMINATE THE
JAWDUJT-TRAILER? THEJTDAP-

LYOXER? THE JTAMP-COLLECTOR?
THE GOOTE-DONE PPODHET? THE
CHORUT-MAN? THE JAZZ-DADY?
THE PROHIDITIONLfT?

(Sjhafir the J3id idea?
CsJhatis the Dr/cinq

1

\Pot'jer?

GiThatifthe J2uiindPassion

George Arlij^

Zfronr€art D&rr s3ip'g'e/s^tori/

/h'JAe Jaturdoi/ Ccsen/hql J^a.^

Atarmo.n OJeicght—Director
Jorrest cifo/sey yJcenarist

Jiarry G.JischixKk.-J^hotoc'rapher

CtaricjQobinson Ort Director

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MAI3.Y PICKFOQD

CMAIll.lt: CHAPLIN
oouolaj" rAinoANKj-

•D. V OUItTITH

MIRIAM 4DIMM/ • DflCTIDCNT
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A NAZIMOYA PRODUCTION
RELEASED FEBRUARY 12™

IDtreated by
Charier I3ryant

Scenario by
Peter s\.JJJinters

Photography by
Charles (Jan Cnder

J^riuate shoujtncfs prove
this to be Hazimouas dreat-o
estpictu/e, surpassing in

box- office attractions as
ajellasm allotherfeatures

any film this celebrated
star ever made ~ aphoto
p/ayjfor ecrery wife and
ecrery husband.

A DOLL'/ MOUSE
om the ploy by

MARY PICI<rOP-D

UNITED ARTI/TX CORPORATION
- CUArilJE: CMAPLIN - DOUGLAJ" TAiriCANICr •

U 1 12AM ADrjAMJ" • D/iEJ~IDENT
^ criirriTM
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"Her Story*
Second Release by

Second National Pictures Corp.

140 West 42nd Street, New York

A Photodrama Extraordinary

MYSTERY HUMOR
ACTION PATHOS

ADVENTURE SUSPENSE

Featuring MADGE TITHERADGE
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W/L.ES CRAIG

(MARGUERITE COURIof")

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE

WALTER MILLER.

I [ DIANA ALLEN
)

Story—Enthralling Production—De Luxe Direction—Masterful

Cast—Super-All-Star, Sixteen Favorites

Watch for big announcement of this BOX-OFFICE CLEAN-UP picture

R - C PICTURES (M
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PICTURES

Eddie Lyons

Tops the List of

Fun-Makers on
the Screen.

12 Special

Comedy Produc-

tions, Produced

by and Starring

the One And
Only Eddie, Are
Ready for Inde-

pendent Buyers.

Eddie Lyons

Comedies Spell

Success in Big

Letters. Make
Your Arrange-

ments Now.

Dntnbutort for United Kingdom:

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd.

162 Wardour Street, London, I m;

McConville & Patten, Boston ExcKangemen, wire

:

"Eddie Lyons' Comedies Are Without Equal in Drawing
Power and in Real Comedy. They're Wonders." That's Some
Endorsement

—

n

ARROW
offers

EDDIE
LYONS
THE FUNNIEST FELLOW IN FILMS

IN A SERIES OF \1

SPECIALS REEL
COMEDIES'

a'"
[ the big j"

""

1 1 1 i i i i im
ARROW FILM CORPORATION

220 W. 42nd Street, New York City

iJ
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Tony Luchese, De Luxe, Philadelphia, says:

"The Arrow Comedy Franchise Is a Whirlwind. It Has Been
the Most Successful Proposition We Ever Had." It Will Mean
the Same to You.

COMEDY
FRANCHISE

ONE AWEEK

vjgy* ARROW '

offers

AN AMAZING ASSORTMENT
OF 7 REEL COMEDIES
BOOKED AS A UNIT
THROUGH LEADING

EXCHANGES
SPEED COMEDIEJS-

5ROADWAYCOMEDIES
CRUELY-WED COMEDIES
MIRTHOUAKB COMEDIES

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
220 W. 42nd Street, New York City

Want Sure Fire

Comedy Success

To Run Though
a Year?

Then Grab

These 52

2'Reelers. They
Feature Popular

Stars In

ComediesWhich
Will Rock
Every House
With Laughter.

Territory Going

Fast! Act Now!

Distributors for United Kingdom:

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS. Ltd

162 Wardour Street, London, Eng



Walter E. Greene
and F. B. Warren

have the honor to announce to the Exhibi-

tors of the United States and the Dominion
of Canada as the first release of

WALTER E. GREENE. Mm F. B. WARREN, Vice-
cPrauient

a tremendous and enthralling American
drama, the

Messmore Kendall
presentation of

CARDIGAN
From the novel of America's most popular author

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
Directed by John W. Noble

with an all-star cast comprising

BETTY CARPENTER WILLIAM COLLIER, JR.

and a score of distinguished players

World Premiere Week of February 19th at the

CAPITOL THEATRE, New York
and simultaneous presentation in a score

of the greatest first runs in the largest cities

of the nation. What the Germans have done
for British spectacular themes, what Griffith

has done for the French Revolution, this

massive and dramatic production, with its

thousands of players, does for the story of

the birth of American liberty.

Pre-released for Washington's Birthday week and
destined to be one of the memorable successes of
the American screen.

Wire for fuller details to our nearest exchange or to:

i

Home Offices

15 West 44th Street, New York City

Telephones: Vatulerhilt lOTH-lOTi



a boy — his-girl — romance — a whirl — a plot
a jam - despair — then bam! — a fight/

jibId tight - good-night ,^ALI^RIGHT - theMiero<s^ins
— the lovef begins — — the audience_grins

O-dcrgT—bite what a MovieT

JOHN-EMERSON and ANITA LOOS

fkMDT ROMANCE
present

If Their Own Production

Management of Joseph M. Schenck

Don't miss it It 1
s "the goods !

!

This is one of two designs of 24 sheet posters

with sure-fire selling talk that'll bring 'em in.

It's a crackerjack for low billboards, the side of a

theatre, or any place where they can readily read it.

The other is designed for high billboards or those they

see at a distance and carries a punch that they can
get at a single glance.



Ohrills and (aughs Come 'Hoi and cFast!

G'morn in 'judge ! S'me , the&ink,

!

Mink, CLh cravesyo' ears fo' Lack!

John Emerson and Anita Loos
present their* c ^. own production

RED HOT V&i ROMANCE
A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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A PLAY IN A MILLION

WITH A "MAN IN A MILLION"

THAT WILL MAKE A MILLION

RALPH OBENCHAIN

America's

most

talked

of

modern

hero

in an actual vital throbbing drama of real life based on the most widely discussed

trial ever held, backed by a

BILLION DOLLAR CAMPAIGN
OF NEWSPAPER PUBLICITY

not a series of news views, but the real story of human hearts laid bare pointing

a burning moral to every man, woman and child with exclusive scenes of

MADALYNNE OBENCHAIN
It's ready now -opportunity is pounding on your door you can open it with

its flood of gold by wiring direct to the producer

ft.

Chas. R. Seeling
1023 4th Ave., Los Angeles

DON'T PLAY TO EMPTY SEATS WHILE
YOUR OPPOSITION IS MOPPING UP



A

WESTERN

4- (PLUS)

THE BATTLIN' KID
A RICHARD KIPLING PRODUCTION

THE FIRST OF A SERIES
OF

TWELVE TWO-FISTED
RED-BLOODED STORIES
OF OUTDOOR LIFE

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
FILM CORPORATION

810 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
Toy Building

MILWAUKEE



THE MOST UNUSUAL PICTURE
OF THE YEAR

LOVE AND TRAGEDY
THEATRES WILL BOOK THIS GORGEOUS PRODUCTION ON PERCENTAGE

Write or wire

SACRIFICE, 752 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago
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Thousands of Player s

Depicting Mysticism ar c

A Dramatic Conflict of

Mother Love and Mother Hate

Revealing the secret of India's hidden

wives and its beautiful girls, wedded

in its mystic temples to Idols.

Directed by Edward Sloman

J. L. Frothingham
presents

SHATTERED

Go quickly, my Love! If they find you in the temple, they will kill you

Great in Audience Appei
Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
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i Stupendous Production
Hdden Secrets of Orient!

lias have read I. A. R. Wylie's powerful novel, "A
lgter of Brahma" and are waiting to see the picture.

;rag cast including Marguerite De La Motte, James

i r on, Louise Lovely and William V. Mong.

jnnt in heart appeal; powerful in dramatic force;

ie:of barbaric splendor—massive settings.

The God of Stone demands its Bride

f Made for the Box Office!
Released on the open market. Available to all exhibitors.



Franchise holders! You can strengthen ur

local standing by driving home the fact that ur

franchise gives you absolute ownership in w
community of a steady supply of thefinestpict «
from the greatest stars. A solid week of .rst

National will do it!

(praise from Caesar Vaudeville r

^ ^^r. J ~~~~-^/s Praise (fndeed

.

I 8 f. Ke,*^^-^S^k* this letit-

0f?«c, ry

Sol IjZSSQV presents ' —
Jackie Coogan ^Mij Boy

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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Printers Ink for Pictures

By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

TT appears to us that the moment is at hand for

the leaders of this industry to give thought to

the suhject of telling the world about the motion

picture business. It seems to us that conditions

render imperative the adoption of a publicity

program under which the true mission, the true

character and the true aims of the motion picture

business would be made plain.

The industry as such has been accorded very

little constructive publicity throughout its entire

history. Individuals and firms in the business

have not failed to act on the understandable and

proper impulse to keep in the public eye and to

tell the public what they are doing but as far as the

business itself is concerned the public is possessed

of little authentic information but, on the other

hand, has a great deal of mis-information about

pictures, the picture business and about the peo-

ple concerned in the business.

This fact more than any other accounts for the

progress made by the radical and the unscrupu-

lous reformer in telling his fanciful story about

the iniquities of the business, about the inability

of those controlling the business to direct it along

right lines and about many other things which

have no foundation in fact.

TX a great many instances the forces of construc-

tive publicity have proven a salutary bulwark

for the protection of modern industries. The dis-

semination of correct information affords the

greatest shield against the assaults of those who
would misrepresent an interest for the purpose of

bringing into existence the various forms of regu-
lation and legislative duress which they seek.

When one reviews the character of the pub-
licity concerning the motion picture business
which has been delivered in great quantities to the

public it is not difficult to understand the reaction

which occurs in the minds of thinking men. With

certain conspicuous exceptions the so-called "fan"
magazines have been guilty of shoveling before

the public great quantities of utter drivel which
has not even had the virtue of being harmless be-

cause it has presented a picture of the industry

and its people which not only has not inspired

regard and respect but has actually offended and
disgusted every thinking person who has encount-

ered it.

Newspapers actuated only with a selfish eye
to circulation have given space either to meaning-
less gush about petty personalities or have
pounced upon every item in any manner sugges-
tive of sensation and, regardless of the facts, have
colored it to suit their purpose.

X/jEAXWHILE, as the industry itself re-

mained mute, persons seeking power and
personal publicity have come forward and assumed
the role of telling about the picture business. Be-
ing on the outside their function has been to tear

down; to paint the industry as something of some
essential merit yet so badly directed and misman-
aged as to comprise an actual evil.

All of this has created a crying need for the

leaders of this industry to undertake collectively

to tell the American public the true story of the

picture business. While a publicity bureau con-

ducted by persons aware of the ideals of the in-

dustry and able to interpret current developments
for the general press should be created the major
campaign of establishing the industry in the minds
of the public should be carried on by means of paid

advertising space, with no favors asked and none
granted.

The expense of such an undertaking is neg-

ligible as compared not only with the possible but

also with the assured benefits to be earned. Such
a course is not marked with the perils of the stupid

proposition of going into politics for protection

against legislative interference yet it affords

promise of a greater and a more permanent pro-

tection than would be yielded by political activ-

ities even if political activities were a legitimate

prerogative of the business.
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To Mr. Harry Crandall: At this

time of poignant distress with the ap-

palling thought of the Knickerbocker

theatre tragedy vividly in your mind

you are entitled to the consolation af-

forded in the fact that the entire mo-

tion picture industry sympathizes heart-

ily with you on the misfortune that has

been visited upon one of your enter-

prises. There is further consolation

for you in the opinion held by all who

know you that no investigation, how-

ever rigorous, will hold thoughtlessness

or negligence to account for the tragedy

and that the disaster will go down in

the record solely as a turn of Fate for

which no man can be held accountable.

The penalty of prominence, and es-

pecially motion picture prominence, is

again being made plain in the circum-

stances following the death in Cali-

fornia of William D. Taylor. At the

moment these lines are being written

there has not been discovered in con-

nection with the tragedy a single fact

which would warrant the type of stories

that are being given space by the news-

papers. Frantic efforts are being made
to identify the names of prominent

motion picture people with the murder,

despite the fact that not the slightest

clew to justify such action has been

obtained.

In the few days since the news of

the tragedy was sent out from Los An-
geles the industry again has been made
the victim of much undesirable pub-

licity. Newspapers, not content with

the legitimate news of the murder that

was being sent out by the regular news

agencies, have dispatched special cor-

respondents to the scene and several of

these have been guilty of the rankest

mis-representation and lying that could

be conceived of—all for the purpose of

making a scandal, irrespective of the

facts as found.

Persons who have been linked up at

random with the murder probably must

seek consolation in the fact that such

is the price of popularity. The indus-

trv generally need not and should not

dismiss the matter without making

proper entries upon the record for fu-

ture action. The business of motion

pictures certainly has some rights and

also has the means of compelling re-

spect of these rights.

It would appear that it might be a

good idea for the industry in New York
and the New York newspapers both to

take steps to discover the existence in

the same neighborhood of the other.

Just before and since the appointment

of Mr. Will H. Hays, several stories

which have been both absurd and harm-

ful have been printed by New York
newspapers. It being fair to assume
that these newspapers are seeking facts

it seems that the industry should estab-

lish relations which would give the press

what it wants—thereby preventing the

business and the newspapers from be-

ing made to appear ridiculous.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

At least everybody knows by this time
that Mabel Normand eats peanuts and
throws the shells on the floor of her auto.

,* * *

According to C. L. Yearsley, of First
National, an optimist is "a publicity man
who boasts to his boss before his stuff is

printed."
* * *

Joe Weil says: "Won't it be great when
they take the movies out of the head-
lines."

* * *

That Kinda Pictures

A paragrapher in the Richmond Times-
Dispatch, in commenting on the proposed
Virginia state censorship bill, says: "Our
private suspicion is that this motion pic-

ture censorship is being promoted in the
interests of those who go to the movies
to take a nap."

* * *

Up at Mamaroneck, N. Y., they've got
a quartet that sings "Give a Man a
Horse," at all their first-class concerts,
and D.onald Chalmers is the basso lead.

The James Horse

We have compiled a lot of data
(date-a) on the James horse fund
(the hound in the next kennel in-

sists it is "dat-t-t-a," Mr. Century,
Mr. Standard and Mr. Webster,
notwithstanding) from the Ques-
tionnaire recently printed in this

col. and herewith are the results:

—

Do you read this col? 11,469 an-
swered "sure."
Do you know what the James

Horse Fund is? 11,470 "Uh Huh's."
What trade papers give you a

pain? All answered "Not Exhibit-
ors Herald."
What name would you suggest

for the Horse? 5,767 wanted to call

it "Foolish." Another 6,000 chose
"Sooner."
Are you going to be in N. Y. on

HORSE WEEK? All voted "The
dream of my life."

There are a few outlying pre-

cincts still to be heard from, in-

cluding Japan, Germany and Alaska
and until the votes are all in we'll

hold up the name announcement.

Chicago is cutting down its daylight

saving by two months this year, but the

tanners refuse to change their watches
for the golf players, so there will be the

usual argument as to what time it is

when a Chicagoan ventures beyond the

city limits.
* * *

They arrested a girl bootlegger in Chi-

cago last week, but she insisted she

wasn't bootlegger—she wore galoshes.

* * *

That Russian worker who wooed and

won an heiress in ten days must have

used Russian methods.

* * *

Making It Last
According to a press agent that hit

Chicago last week, they're serving strong

drink out on the w.k. west coast with

an eye dropper. And I thought be-

cause of the nearness of the oceans
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New York to Launch Drive
for Rental Cut at Meeting

President O'Reilly Contends Reduction is Vital to
Continued Operation of Many Theatres-

Grand Ball Features Conclave
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 7.
—"Lower film rentals" is to be the slogan of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Xew York, at the state conven-
tion which opens at Albany next Tuesday, according to Charles L.

O'Reilly, president of the organization, on his return from the state capi-

tol where the details of the convention were worked out.

Also, according to Mr. O'Reilly, it will be the biggest and most im-
portant gathering of exhibitors yet held, and each delegate will go to Al-
bany with the determination to lend his aid in working out the best method
of re-establishing the film business of the state through an adjustment of

film rentals.

Sees Drab Future Unless Prices Are Cut

Mr. O'Reilly is positive in his statement that unless a way can be
found to obtain a reduction of rentals, many picture houses now closed

will not be re-opened and many others will be forced to close.

Big Question Mark
Surrounds Plans of

New Producer Chief
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 7.—Despite all

rumors of offices engaged, assistants de-

cided upon, plans for a new Hollywood

on Long Island, and many other wild

and woolly stories talked and printed

in connection with the advent of Will H.
Hayes as director general of the film in-

dustry, nothing but large batches of

silence has so far emanated from Mr.

Hays or the film magnates associated

with him.
Mr. Hays, after a luncheon here last

week with some of the producers, left

for Florida, where he will take a much
needed rest before assuming his new
duties on March 5. According to one of

the large producers, no steps will be

taken towards the formation of the new
association until Mr. Hays takes charge.

Report Powers Now
Interested in R-C

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 7.—It is reported

that arrangements have been completed

by R-C Pictures Corporation whereby

Patrick A. Powers has become finan-

cially interested in the company and will

occupy the position of managing director.

It is the intention of the company to en-

large immediately its operations.

Deny Neilan-Schenck

Rumors ofA ffiliation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 7.—Rumors that

Marshall Neilan is considering an affil-

iation with Joseph M. Schenck are em-
phatically denied by J. R. Grainger in

behalf of the producer. "Mr. Neilan is

not considering an affiliation with any-
one, and intends to remain strictly inde-
pendent at all times," says the statement
from Granger's office.

Shuberts Add to Chain
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EVANSVILLE, IND., Feb. 7.—Pre-
liminary arrangements have been made
for taking over one of the Evansville
theatres by the Shubert syndicate. An
agent of the Shuberts is expected here
soon to confer on the question of instal-
ling vaudeville in the city.

Producer f

s Wife Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 7.—Mrs. Maria
Hampton, v ife of Benjamin B. Hampton,
motion picture producer, died here fol-
lowing an operation several weeks ago.
Besides her husband, she is survived by
five children.

Berman in Chicago
H. M. Berman, general manager of

Universal, arrived in Chicago Saturday,
February 4. He is here in connection
with the showing of "Foolish Wives" at
Ascher Brothers' Roosevelt theatre.

With this object in view every member
of the organization has been sent a bul-

letin relative to the general price scale

with a request that the member gather
specific data. All this information will

be taken to the Albany convention and
be brought before the general meeting
for consideration. Following the conven-
tion it is planned to go direct to the dis-

tributing companies with this information
and showr how necessary it is to obtain a

reduction in rentals.

Executive Body to Meet

The convention proper opens next
Tuesday, but on the preceding evening
there will be a meeting of the executive
committee at which the program in detail

will be decided upon. The first business
session will be held Tuesday afternoon,
and other sessions will be Wednesday
and Thursday.
On the opening day an open session of

the ways and means committee of the
general assembly will be held for the
consideration of Assemblyman Louis A.
Cuvillier's bill to abolish the motion pic-

ture commission, more generally known
as the censor board. A committee repre-
senting the M. P. T. O. will attend the
meeting and urge the enactment of the
bill.

The big social event of the convention

Two Big Scoops in

First Two Issues

The new Pictorial Section of

the "Herald"—the latest exclusive
feature of this publication—scored
pictorial beats on every motion
picture trade publication two suc-

cessive weeks by printing

—

First Pictures of Will H.
Hays signing the contract to

head the new organization
of distributors and pro-
ducers.
First Pictures of the Knick-

erbocker theatre disaster at

Washington.
These spectacular examples of

enterprise and efficiency simply re-

flect the care, the effort and the
news sense, which go into every
page in every issue of the "Her-
ald."

is set for Wednesday night, and is in the
form of a grand ball at the State Armory.
The ball is being advertised extensively
throughout the state by the various ex-
changes and exhibitors and many of the
larger exhibitors are announcing it on
their screens.

Invitations have been sent to nearly all

of the big producers and distributors and
to many of the more prominent stars.

So many acceptances have been received
that the ball committee is sanguine that
it will be one of the biggest social events
ever, given in filmdom.

Walker Toastmaster

On Thursday night the annual banquet
will be held with Senator "Jimmy" Walker
as toastmaster. Among the prominent
speakers at the banquet will be former
Governor Martin Glyn, Mayor Hackett of
Albany; former Senator Thompson,
father of the bill under which New York
picture houses are open on Sunday; Sen-
ator Henry Walters, Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the national organization,
and Charles L. O'Reilly, prerident of the
state body. An attendance of more than
1,600 is expected.

Carry DeMille from
Steamer on Arrival

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK, Feb. 7.—Cecil B. De-
Mille of the Paramount directorial forces,

has returned from Europe badly crippled

with rheumatism. On his arrival on the
Aquitania it was necessary to carry Mr.
DeMille from the steamship to an ambu-
lance on a stretcher.
He was met at the pier by Mrs. De-

Mille and Adolph Zukor and taken di-
rectly to the Ambassador Hotel.

Jury Out 40 Hours
on Blue Law Case

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

UNION CITY, IND., Feb. 7.—After
deliberating forty-two and a half hours a

jury found R. S. Wenger guilty of a

charge of operating the Victory theatre
on Sunday. He was fined $1 and costs.
The case has been appealed. At a former
trial the jury disagreed.
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Paramount Pays Tribute to the

Late William D. Taylor

Jesse L. Lastly Says Company's Resources \ Will Be Drawn
Upon in Effort to Apprehend Slayer

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 7.—Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has issued
the following statement on the death of William D. Taylor in Los
Angeles last week:

"News of the tragic death of William D. Taylor, Paramount producer,
caused the most profound sorrow among his hundreds of friends in theat-

rical and motion picture circles.

"A1

he was well known to all the com-
pany's executives, he was held in the
highest esteem, not only professionally
but socially as well. He was a diligent

and untiring worker, of modest mein, and
with an exceptionally wholesome outlook
on things in general—the type of man, in

fact, who would be expected to turn out
only such clean, wholesome pictures as
the William D. Taylor productions have
proved.

* * *

"The sentiment of the Famous Players-
Lasky organization is expressed by a

statement given out in Los Angeles by
Jesse L. Lasky, with whom, as produc-
tion chief of Paramount, Mr. Taylor had
been closely associated for many years.

.Mr. Lasky said:
" 'I have lost a friend—a man who won

that place not only for his personal quali-

ties but also for the manner in which
he discharged his professional duties.

" 'William D. Taylor's loyalty to the

firm he worked for was proverial. Never
had he been late to an engagement ; never

had he balked at a task because it was
too hard, and when a slump in the in-

dustry demanded personal sacrifice he
was the first to offer himself. A man
of finer ideals I have never known.

" 'Our corporation proposes to enter
actively into plans for the detection of

the slayer. All our resources will be
drawn upon to hasten the bringing to

justice of the murderer of our friend.'
* * *

"William Desmond Taylor was born in

Mallows, County Cork, Ireland, in 1877.

He was educated at Clifton College, Eng-

land, preparing himself for the profession
of an army engineer. For a short time
he was engaged in engineering work in

France and in England, but, following
his natural inclination and against the
wishes of his parents, he joined Charles
Hawtrey's company in Manchester as an
actor. He soon came to this country and
played juvenile roles with Fany Daven-
port and later stock leads in Boston, Chi-
cago and Seattle.

"Forsakine- the stage for the more ad-
venturous life of a prospector, he made
several trips to the Klondike, partici-

pating in the big gold rush over the long
trail to Nome. On his return to the
United States, he acted for a time as the
manager of a large farm near Harper,
Kan. He then went back into engineer-
ing work and built the big terminal of

the Grand Trunk railway at Prince Rup-
ert, B. C, and also a large paper mill

at Swanson Bay, B. C.
* * *

"Nine years ago, Mr. Taylor entered
the motion picture business with Kay-
Bee and later directed Balboa's first pic-

ture, 'The High Hand.' He was after-

ward associated with various producing
companies, including Reliance, Vitagraph,
Morosco, Fox and Bosworth, Inc. In
1914, he joined the Lasky forces and had
since directed some of the most famous
Paramount stars. Notable among his

earlier pictures were the Mark Twain
stories, 'Tom Sawyer' and 'Huck and
Tom,' starring Jack Pickford, and the
Artcraft pictures. 'How Could You,
Jean,' 'Captain Kidd, Jr..' and 'Johanna
Enlists,' starring Mary Pickford.
"Following the completion of the last

named picture, in 1918, he joined the
Royal Flying Corps in Canada, being
commissioned captain. At the close of

the war, he returned to Hollywood and
produced 'Huckleberry Finn,' one of

his greatest works. Among his subse-
quent pictures were 'The Witching Hour,'
'The Furnace,' 'The Soul of Youth,'
Elsie Ferguson in 'Sacred and Profane
Love,' Ethel Clayton in 'Wealth.' Mary
Miles Minter in 'Anne of Green Gables,'

'Judy of Rogue's Harbor,' 'Nurse Mar-
jorie' and 'Jenny Be Good,' and May
McAvoy in 'Morals.' At the time of his

death he had just completed 'The Green
Temptation,' starring Betty Compson,
and was making preparations for a new
Paramount picture, 'The Ordeal,' with
Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt."

BETTY COMPSON in a scene from
"The Green Temptation," her latest

Pai amount picture.

Reopens with Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HAMMOND, IND., Feb. 7.—The Or-
pheum theatre, redecorated in old rose
and gold, with new screen settings and
draperies, has been opened as a motion
picture house with a five-piece orchestra.

The theatre is owned by S. J. Gregory
Theatrical Company. The Orpheum was
a vaudeville house for years.

WILLIAM D. TAYLOR, director of the

Los Angeles Lodge of the Motion Pic-

ture Directors' Association and pro-

ducer for Paramount, whose death is

mourned by hundreds of friends in

theatrical and motion picture circles.
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(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 7.—Herbert Brenon,

a director whose record has never been

made the subject of public boast by the

industry, made a bid for the spotlight in

connection with the Taylor tragedy by

giving a statement to the newspapers

which has been called vicious and in-

excusable.

Brenon's personal and commercial

record is so well known within the in-

dustry that no comment is now neces-

sary. The Brenon statement to the

newspapers follows:

"The trouble is that out in Hollywood
the motion picture people are thrown

upon themselves for recreation. They

live, think, and talk pictures all the time.

They do not lead the normaj lives with

outside diversion which we in the east

do. The minority, who have made

money quickly, persons with little char-

acter and less morals, have had their

heads turned and have cast aside all re-

straint. These are the ones who bring

discredit upon us, and the good suffer

with the bad.

"I think it would be a jolly good thing

if Hollvwood were abolished."

Inspect K. C. Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 7.—Matt

Shinnick, superintendent of buildings,

was instructed last week by the board of

public works to make an inspection of all

theatres in Kansas City. The inspection

will include an examination of the roots,

seating arrangements and the manner

handling crowds. The board instructed

Mr. Shinnick to close theatres found un-

safe.
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Development of the M. P. T. O. A.
The First of a

Series of Articles By MONTE IV. SOHN Article 1. Its
X a t i o n a 1 Work

V
Monte W. Sohn

In little more than a year, the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica has outgrown its swaddling clothes

and stepped into

long pants. No
one who is not
nearsighted will

deny it wears the

shoes of a

grown - up. Its
broad-toed num-
ber tens carry
t h e convincing
kick of power,
its broad shoul-
ders tote the
heaviest burdens
of responsibility

that ever were
thrust upon a

dealer group —
but most impor-
tant, the brains

in this division of the industry are the
brains of men who are willing to work.

"An Injury to One—

"

But the concern of all, concern that
•inspires practically every member, is

also this : Nothing that threatens harm
to the M. P. T. O. A. shall be permitted
to go unlicked. The attitude seems to
be "An Injury to This Organization Is

the Concern of Every Darn' Last One
of Us."

The writer has visited many conven-
tions and met with hundreds of exhibi-

| tors. In the brief time he was per-
mitted to serve the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America it was a
pleasure to discover how many unsel-
fishly put aside personal interest to
carry on organization battles.
A list of them would make a good

sized regiment. It would make, if one
denned the work of each man opposite
his name, a formidable \Yho's-\Yho, for
•beginning with George Aarons, the bril-

liant legal genius of the Pennsylvania
aggregation, and following through to
Z Zirbeo, of Washington, Georgia,
the Alphabetical Record of Two Fisted-
ness would take a month to gather and
a year to write.
In national work, such men as Colonel

Varner of North Carolina, Mike O'Toole
of Scranton, D. A. Harris of Pittsburgh,
F. G. Smoot of Parkers-
burg. W. Va., and L. J.
Dittmar of Louisville
rendered conspicuous
helix These of the leg-
islative committee were
constantly at Washing-
ton or in touch with it.

They constituted the
Washington council of
President Cohen. And
when at last the battle
for repeal of the 5 per cent film rental
tax impended. Jim Ritter of Michigan,
VV. A. True of Connecticut and A. R.
Pramer, Nebraska leader, joined with
them and Messrs. Cohen and Walker.
Nothing ever accomplished in this in-

dustry was directed with finer genius
than this campaign.
Seated in a hotel room at Washing-

ton, with a direct wire to national head-

J. C. Ritter

quarters in New York, these men carried
to completion the work begun in con-
ferences with the house ways and means
committee and the finance committee
of the senate. A steady stream of mes-
senger boys called for messages to the
state leaders and other legislative com-
mittee members in the field. The latter

immediately started a barrage of pro-
test—thousands of petitions from thou-
sands of constituents kept the wires to
Washington warm.
The 5 per cent film rental tax was

repealed. And these men, directing

others of the organization working to-

ward the same end, but at points far

from the national capital, were largely
responsible.
Senator Smoot on the floor of the

senate made very plain to whom the
credit for the lifting of this tax is due.

Earlier in the year another decisive
victory was won at Washington. In
March there was a hearing by the dis-

trict commissioners of the pleas of
Crafts, et al. D. W. Griffith was prin-

cipal spokesman for the exhibitors. But
epic though his speech was, the influ-

ence of men not present at all killed

censorship in that instance. Their re-

marks were written protests, and their

influence was in the fact that they were
representatives of almost every labor
union, civic body, club, society and
church. And back of their writing was
Harry Crandall. and Crandall's aid.

Julian Brylawski. These men won
against Crafts. They inspired the let-

ters.

That victory marked the death of cen-
sorship in a city which inevitably is a
model more or less for the nation.
Others have played important parts

—and still play them. W. D. Burford
of Aurora, III, and A. J. Moeller—till

last fall general manager of the Michi-
gan body, but now general manager for

the entire country—these have contrib-
uted vast help. They have sold editors

on the needlessness of censorship. So
have strong M. P. T. O. men such as

Joseph Rhode of Wisconsin, Glenn
Harper of Los Angeles and Al Steffes

of Minneapolis.
By argument? By threats or cajol-

erv?
No!
They took their case to their people,

and through organization channels to

the people of other theatres, and by
petitions, whose senti-

ment indicated disap-
proval of censorship,
they brought their de-
fense to the attention
of legislators and
then there was no need
to argue with the news-
paper men.
Tommy Goldberg of

Baltimore and Louis
Rome of the same city

have never ceased their efforts to enlist

newspapers against censorship even
though Maryland has a censor board.

Neither have John S. Evans, or George
Aarons of Philadelphia. And these lat-

ter, waging unremitting war on the

music tax and other adverse legisla-

W. D. Burford

tion. have not permitted their work on
newspaper men for one instant to suf-
fer neglect.

All this has had its effect on news-
papers as a whole. No matter how
local his influence the exhibitor in re-
motest parts has added his effort to
win newspapers away from reform.
Sometimes this has been accomplished
by direct contact. In other instances,
through the theatre going public. It all

is parcel of a national work which has
changed the attitude of seventy per cent
of the newspapers of the country.

The Famous Players-Lasky war of the
M. P. T. O. A. is history. But its con-
clusion was the hour of a great achieve-
ment for the exhibitor. Many in the
industry supposed the theatre owners'
body would turn out "just another one
of those things.'' And not until Mr.
Zukor frankly admitted, while he sat
in the adjudgment conferences after
complete surrender, that he had no
idea the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America were so many or so
strong, did the industry begin to be-
lieve.

It believes today. The exhibitor body
is a formidable fistful.

Who are the workers?
There are a thousand of whom the

writer knows. But there are thousands
more he will never know.
Irving Salyerds, national organizer,

might tell. But the chief officer of the
recruiting division, or Sam Berman, or
Mr. Cohen himself any of these,
whose acquaintance i; as wide as Amer-
ica would be stumped ultimately be-
cause the organization grows so fast

there hasn't been time to find out.

In July of last year, V. A. Anderson
of Gulfport, Miss., joined the organiza-
tion. His theatre was not yet built.

Before its completion
he had become one .of

the most important fac-
tors of exhibitor organ-
ization in the South.
The names of Pramer

and True; Varner and
Schmidt and Ritter, con-
stantly recur in review
of the Famous Players'
campaign. Yet it was
the grit and unwavering
loyalty to principle of such members as
Seymour of Glenwood. Iowa, Uran of
Mattoon, 111., and Callages of Salem,
Ohio, that made possible this fight. Ex-
cept for their kind of courage to go
into battle against the largest and most
powerful producer in the industry, the
M. P. T. O. A. would not today be as
great or as strong.

It was their example that caused en-
listment by hundreds of others who pre-
viously thought they could not afford
to join, but now they knew they could
not afford long to stay out of a body
which protected even the least of its

members so well.

One finds fightfulness and loyalty
equally strong in members whose in-

vestments imply only one or two the-

(Concluded on page do)

A. R. Pramer
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Fifteen Exhibitor-Authors of the

BOX OFFICE RECORD
Describe one picture you want as

—

Opened new theatre with this. Fine picture that pleased all (Strand,

Davis, Cal.); 100 percent (Star, Westminster, Md.). Very good picture

with a heart interest story. Drew well for two nights and heard many
favorable comments (Dreamland, Arcanum, O.). Best picture we have
shown this year. Everyone greatly pleased. Should go good anywhere
(Rex, LaMoure, N. D.). Beautiful picture of mother love which has an
appeal for any audience (Marvel, Carlinville, 111.). Splendid picture.

Many liked it better than "Humoresque" (Lonet, Wellington, O.). Very
good. Played to average business. Plot similar to "Humoresque." Du-
plicate stories seldom have pulling power and kick of original (Liberty,

Florence, Colo.). There cannot be too much said in praise of this won-
derful production. Each player fits the part given them (Cozy, Winches-
ter, Ind.). A jim-dandy and many liked it even better than her first (Prin-

cess, Golchester, Ind.). Dandy picture. Will please virtually every man
or woman who sees it (Pastime, Granville. N. Y.). It will stand anything
(Rex, Ironwood, Mich.). Excellent. Patrons pleased highly. As good
as "Humoresque" (Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.). The kind I like to

put over. Made more money on this feature than on any I ever had. Men,
women and children all in tears. Good to make them cry (Lake, Baker,
Mont.). Cannot praise this highly enough. As good as I have ever run
(Gem, Batesville, Ark.). Comments from my patrons better than with
"Humoresque" (Palace, Harvard, 111.).

And Ten Describe One You Don't Want As

—

Good show but not up to star's others (Empire, Anita, la.). Not
much to it. Dark (Art, Boswell, Okla.). Poorest star ever made. Action
slow. Photography too dark (Orpheum, Canton, O.). Could see nothing
but flashes of dark blue moonlight (Wigwam, Oberlin, Kans.). Failed
miserably. Not anything like a fair picture. No story. No action. Noth-
ing in it (Idle Hour, Cambridge Springs, Pa.). Fair program picture but
photography too dark. Pleased about 50 percent (Grand, Marked Tree,

Ark.). Not as good as two previous features (Pearl, Hymera, Ind.). Good
(Idylhour, Canton, 111.). Just a fair picture. Poorest of star to date. Very
dark in places (Pastime, Granville, N. Y.). Poorest picture in a long time.

First of star in my house (Swan, Swanton, Neb.).

Two of more than 600 picture appraisals presented^!! the

BOX OFFICE RECORD
PUBLISHED BY

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of February 18

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Police were called out to keep the throngs of

admirers in check during Mae Murray's re-

cent trip to Havana, Cuba. Miss Murray is

star of "Peacock Alley," a Tiffany production
distributed by Metro. Robert Z. Leonard
directed.

"Give me a light, Mike."
"All right, Mr. Auerbach."
Such is the conversation
you might have heard
when this picture of L.

Auerbach of Export &
Import Film Co., and
Mike and Mary, famous
chimpanzees, was taken
at the Selig studio where
the animal serial, "The
Jungle Goddess," is being
produced.

This is all the camera caught, and it doesn't represent half of the crowd that
gathered to welcome Wesley (Freckles) Barry to Chicago. The star is appear-
ing at the Balaban & Katz houses in conjunction with the presentation of
his latest Marshall Neilan-First National production, "Penrod." Wesley
has been giving all the children a treat in his rounds of the various schools.

One in ten million couldn't guess

it. It's Bryant Washburn as he
looked to the camera when he
peered through a lens at close

range. Funny what the camera
will do. Washburn will be seen

n e x t in Goldwy n's "Hungry
Hearts."
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Selznick Pictures Corporation announces two more pictures

starring Norma and Constance Talmadge for re-issue in Janu-
ary and February. The picture published here is a scene from
"By Right of Purchase," featuring Norma. The Constance Tal-
madge picture selected is "Good Night, Paul," which was directed

by Charles Miller. In the supporting cast are William Court-
leigh, Jr., Charles Wellesley, Ida Darling and Florence Billings.

Selznick reports an increasing demand for this product.

Scene from the William Fox
production, "Smiles Are
Trumps," in which Maurice
Flynn stars.

Grace Darmond, who is co-

starring with Philo McCul-
lough in the Warner Broth-

ers animal serial, "Shadows
of the Jungle," which is be-

ing produced on the West
Coast by Sam Warner.

"Carrying light into the wilderness" is the

mission of this portable power plant sent

to the famous Agoure rancho, Calabassas, Cal.,

by Harry Brown, chief electrical engineer at

Universal City, to generate light in the mak-

ing of the Universal-Jewel picture, "Man to

Man," starring Harry Carey.

A dramatic scene from Rich-
ard Barthelmess' second As-
sociated First National pic-

ture, "The Seventh Day."

Being a popular film star has its disadvan-

tages. For instance, having to read all this

mail every day or so. This is one batch of

fan mail addressed to Wallace Reid, Para-

mount star, whose latest picture is "The

World's Champion." Reid also will appear

in the all-star production of "Nice People."
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Charles Ray signs to distribute

hit independently made pictures
through United Artists.

Mayor Dana P. Eicke presenting the key to the city of Stockton, Cal., to
Viola Dana on her arrival there to make a personal appearance at Loew's
State theatre. Manager Mark M. Leichter of the theatre stands on the
star's left. Miss Dana's two most recent Metro productions are, "Fourteenth
Lover" and "Glass Houses," the latter to be published on March 6.

One of the pleasures of trade paper work—interviewing a star.

With Miss du Pont, Universal star, who passed through Chicago

recently en route East, are (left to right): Hill Bernstein,

Ascher Brothers; W. L. Hill, "U" publicity director at Chicago;

Fred McQuig, "Chicago American"; L. H. Mason, Motion Pic-

ture News, and J. Ray Murray, "Exhibitors Herald."

Striking pose of Corinne Griffith in a scene
from one of her latest Vitagraph productions,
"Island Wives."

Director Edward Le Saint forgot it was his birthday until Con-

stance Binney and company tendered him a surprise luncheon

while on location for "The Sleepwalker," which will be avail-

able during Paramount's Anniversary Month beginning on March
5. The director and star are seated in the center of the group.
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Buster Keaton resolves to follow the straight and narrow path. Who
wouldn't with two big guns in expert's hands? The picture was taken re-

cently when the First National star was paid a visit by Sheriff "Bill" Traeger
of Los Angeles county and Dan O'Brien, chief of police at San Francisco.
Keaton's latest First National attraction is "The Boat."

Second of Jackie Coogan Produc-

tions, from which this scene is

taken, has just been completed.

Jack Coogan, Sr., is now super-

vising director of these films.

A scene from "Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight," which Equity Pic-
tures Corporation is distributing. This co-operatively made picture will open
on February 25 for an indefinite run at the Cameo theatre in New York.
The production was made on the West Coast under the direction of James
P. Hogan.

This is a scene from "On Patrol,"

Mack Sennett's fourth Billy Bevan
comedy for First National distri-

bution. Roy Del Ruth directed it.

Thomas H. Ince and King Vidor on the steps of the executive
building of Ince studios. Mr. Vidor produced "Love Never
Dies" for Fir»t National at the Ince plant.

Temporary dam constructed below Laguna Dam,

Yuma, Ariz., for big flood scene in Gasnier's

R-C picture, "The Call of Home."
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Group of Nebraska and Missouri exhibitors taken at the

headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Nebraska at Omaha. Standing, left to right, are: Stuart

Gould, business manager of the Nebraska unit; J. E. Kirk,

secretary, and Lawrence E. Goldman, secretary and counsel

of the Missouri organization. Seated, left to right, are:

Wesley (Father) Fisher, and Fred Smith, members of the

Nebraska executive committee; A. R. Pramer, Nebraska

president, and Executive Committeeman Archie King.

Vitagraph's new office at Winnipeg, Canada, an-
other link in the company's vast chain of exchanges.
The new Vitagraph branch is located at Rupert ave-

nue and Louise street and is in charge of John
Fleming, manager.
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This i. one newspaper that brought the family away from the fireside. A
mammoth facsimile sign of page 1 of the "Dayton (Ohio) News" was utilized

by the management of the Liberty theatre in Dayton to exploit Lois Weber's

production, "What Do Men Want," which is being distributed by Wid Gun-
ning, Inc. In addition to this stunt a streamer was stretched across the

front of the house.

Paul Brunet, whose fourth anni-

versary as head of Pathe Ex-

change—two years as vice-presi-

dent—and two years as presi-

dent, will be observed by the

sales force and hundreds of exhi-

bitors during the period from Feb-

ruary 27 to March 25.
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EVER since the now historic day that And now a lot of us are wondering if

.Mr. Will H. Hays came to New York Mr. Levenson goes often to picture shows.
* * *

for the purpose of affixing his signa- tt
f .. .. Here is an interesting announcement

ture to the contract which makes him di- which has been sent t0 all departments of
rector general of the film industry — or the Universal Film Manufacturing Corn-

whatever it makes him— there has been Pany (the Mr. Moffat mentioned therein

„„ . - _j •__ „„„.,„ *„ »l„ being the urbane advertising director of themuch wondering among the laity as to the P v
°

... , ,. . , . company).
identity of the tall handsome gentleman IMPORTANT
who accompanied him and who was spoken To the Committee .

Jan
'

30
'

1922'

of simply as "Mr. Courtland Smith." A new title is needed for Edward S. Moffat's

Tn the nicture taWincr attendmt nn the new production, temporarily called, just "girl."
in tne picture taking attendant on tne Kindly send your suggestions in immediately

contract signing, the dinner at Delmonicos, t0

and, in fact, all during Mr. Hays' visit here SIDNEY SINGERMAN. Program Dept.

the postmaster-general and Mr. Smith
were as inseparable as the Smith Brothers
or Damon Runyon and the Knights of
Pythias. Those in the know were aware
that Mr. Smith is Mr. Hays' right-hand
man in seeing that our mail is properly de-

livered, and that he will continue to act in

the same capacity to Mr. Hays in the latter's

work in the film industry. P S—If you need a further synopsis than this,

Mr. Smith is a former newspaper man > ou can set il from Mr
-
Moffat,

and until joining Mr. Hays in the post office Synopsis in Brief

department was head of the American Girl, 7'A pounds.

Press Association. In that organization he u
Bo™ Sunday morning, Jan. 29, at New Rochelle

j -i-i j * i
• if Hospital,

made an enviable record for himself as an Blue eyeS| dark hair, remarkably intelligent

organizer, having brought together hun- face.

dreds of newspapers throughout the country Opposed to Prohibition.

into one body for mutual good. * * *

Inasmuch as Mr. Hays—who is some or- Vou just can
.

t keep them from ginning
ganizer himself—has considerable job on medals and badges on S. L. Rothafel. The
his hands m organizing an association which

]atcst addition to the manly wesket of the
does not yet exist but of which he is al- Capitol manage r is a suitably inscribed gold
ready the selected head, it is expected that bad emWematjc f his honorary member-
Mr. Smith s talents along the line of or-

shj jn the New York fire department, in
ganization will be of great assistance to recogn i t ion f his paternal interest in the
Mr. Hays in working out his plans. department band. If you don't believe he's

* * * a fireman, walk right up to him and say

:

Incidentally Mr. Smith and Arthur Bris-
''P

'f
se. Mr. Fireman Save My Child," and

banc, editor of the Hearst papers, are he 11 flash the gold badge,

brothers-in-law, having married sisters. Mr. * * *

Smith is now an assistant post-master gen- Kenneth Hodkinson, general manager
eral and his office adjoins that of Mr. Hays

for United Artists, has gone on an extended
in Washington. According to Washington business trip which will take him away
reports Mr. Smith s resignation becomes ef- from ,he Ncw York offices for almost two
fective at the same time as that of Mr. month s . During the tour he will visit
Hays. *

* * United Artists branches in Chicago, Minne-
apolis, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles,

And also again incidentally, it can be Denver, Dallas, Atlanta and Washington,

stated upon the authority of one of the pro- * *
*

ducers most instrumental in inducing Mr. The S. Rankin Drew Post of the Amcr-

Hays to accept the invitation to guide the ican Legion, which numbers many film men
destinies of the movies, that while Mr. Hays among its members, will hold its first an-

is to have a free hand in the selection of his nual theatrical ball at the Hotel Pcnnsyl-

aides. the choice of Mr. Smith as his chief vania on the night of Thursday, March 2.

assistant is the only one made up to date. * *

And also that no further announcement is The Stillman Indian guide's picture "The

expected from Mr. Hays until he takes Lonely Trail," is evidently finding a rather

charge on March 6. So that's that. tough trail. It was booked into the Forty-

^ + +
fourth Street theatre several weeks ago and.

according to announcement, was to be
losKi-ii l.i \i N>oN, secretary of the Motion played over the entire Shubert circuit. One

Picture Commission of the State of New week of it seemed to satisfy the ShubertS
York, some times opens his mouth and and "The Lonely Trail" ended right there,

sheds much wisdom, some of it peculiarly so far as the Shuberts were concerned.
Iiis own. In an address last week at the Now the Primcx Pictures Corporation is

Institutional Synagogue, the secretary of suing for $1,800 for breach of contract, the

tin M. P. C. of the S. of N. Y.—more often plaintiff company alleging it was guaranteed
called the Censor Board, said among other twelve weeks' booking on Shubert time,

tilings : And so it goes.
" \ large proportion of the patrons of the * * *

motion pictures arc cither illiterate grown- Jack LlOYB, in commenting on the report

ups or as yet uneducated children. It is that D. W. Griffith's next big production

largely to safeguard the young, the ignorant will he "The White Slave," Bartlcy Camp-
ana the mentally defective from the baneful hell's old melodrama, said: "I guess that

influence, etc., etc.. that censorship has be- 'White Slave' story was started by someone
hi. a necessity in the lives of tlic Amer- who discovered that I am working about

it ail per. pie." eighteen hours a day."

—

John S. SPAKGO.

W. L. Parker

A dv er Using Manager
for Lewis J. Selznick

Enterprises

INTRODUCING Mr. Watt L. Parker

new advertising manager of the Lewi'

J. Selznick Enterprises, but not nev

in the film industry by a number o

years. A native of Mississippi, Mr

Parker broke into newspaper work then

at an early age and later transferred th

scene of his labors to Seattle, where hi

worked on the Star and other papers.
,

Mr. Parker joined the Selznick force

in 1917, when Select Pictures Corpora

tion was organized, serving for a tim

as salesman in the Washington territor

and later became assistant manager o

that branch. Two years after joinin

Selznick, he was brought to Ncw Yor

and added to the Dublicity staff and fo

the past two years his work has bee

chiefly devoted to editing and compili"

campaign books.

Several months ago he was named as

sistant to Randolph Bartlett, director r

advertising, and upon the resignation c

Mr. liartlett last week to become hea

of the film titling and editing dcpartmei

of Famous Players, Mr. Parker's faithh

and energetic endeavor was recognize

and the advertising department of Seb

nick was turned over to him.

Mr. Parker is said to be the only Mi

sissipian in captivity who can shoot

wicked Kelley pool cue with one han

and write advertising copy with the otfu

at the same time. Not that he doe

but that he can.
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Repenting Voters Seek to
Repeal Blue Law Ordinance

Petition Requesting Another Referendum Signed
by 70 Per Cent of Registered Voters at

Springfield—Civic League Active

Reformers who haze been gloating over their victory in closing the

theatres on Sunday at Springfield, Mo., and heralding the fact that the recent

referendum held there proved that a majority of people want blue lazvs. can

mow change the tone of their bally-ragging for:

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SPRINGFIELD. MO., Feb. 7.—Just four "blue" Sundays have convinced
citizens of Springfield that they were misled by reformers. Approximately 70
per cent of all registered voters of the city have signed petitions circulated by
members of the Civic League, an organization which is seeking another vote

on the Sunday closing ordinance recently adoped in Springfield, the fourth

largest town in the state.

Expect Another Referendum on April 4

The petitions have been filed with City Clerk Arthur E. Mace. A vote to

repeal the Sunday closing ordinance probably will be taken at the general

election on April 4. The Civic League is composed of broad minded citizens

who have been quick to comprehend the fate into which their city was about
to be plunged. Hotels reported a 50 per cent decrease in business on Sundays,
most of their patrons preferring to remain over Sunday in towns where amuse-
ment was available.

Deducts Fare Raise

From Admission Fee
)ffer of Exhibitor Proves

Boon to Business at

Ottumwa, la.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTUMWA, IA., Feb. 7—The recent

aise in street car fares knocked the bot-

3m out of the theatre business here. But

ot for long.

Offer Is Effective

Dwight W. Baker of Circle Amusement
ompany, operating the Circle, Empire
nd Princess theatres, advertised that

treet car fare slips would be redeemed
t any of his houses tor cash value—

5

ents.

The offer was effective.

Passengers Get Slips

The slips are given to each passenger
n the service lines as receipts for the

dditional fare paid. In other words, if

le supreme court rules against the raise

i fare money will be refunded to all

olders of coupons.
The offer to redeem these coupons im-

mediately has increased materially the
ttendance at the company's three houses.

Associated Exhibitors

First Florence Vidor

Film Ready in March
(Special to Exhibitors Heraldj

NEW YORK. Feb. 7.—Florence Yi-

or's initial production for Associated

Exhibitors. "Woman Wake Up," will be
eady for publication on March .V Sup-
orting the star in this picture arc
"harles Meredith and Louis Calhern.
Associated Exhibitors states that this

roduction has a decided audience ap-
eal and is in every way an excellent

ttraction.

lathe Signs New
-cntract With Roach

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Feb. 7—Pathe has
gned a new contract with Hal Roach
•hich covers his entire output, which in-

iudes weekly comedy publications for a

eriod of three years. Included under the

Dntract are the "Snub" Pollard and Paul
"arrott comedies. Signing of a con-
tact with Harold Lloyd was announced
>me time ago.

opportunities Offered

In Foreign Field Says

Universal Export Head
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Feb. 7—Opportunities
>r young men in the motion picture in-

lstry abroad are pointed out by James
. Bryson, foreign manager of Universal,
ccording to Mr. Bryson, Universal is on
ie lookout for bright young men who
xve a command of foreign languages to

1 positions in countries abroad.
"Our men abroad are doing very well."

iya Mr. Bryson. "Most of them are at

ie top and the need is for young men to
rve under them in the various countries,
he men must be honest, energetic, and
;perienced in the motion picture busi-
es, preferably along sales lines. They
ust also be able to speak some foreign
nguage."

As the Civic League already has tiled

more than the necessary number of
names of voters, the election could be
called much sooner than April 4, but
the exhibitors displayed genuine civic

patriotism and opposed an earlier election

that would cause the city an extra burden
of expense, a feature which was entirely

ignored by the reformers.

More Would Have Signed

It has been estimated that fully So

per cent of the voters of Springfield
would readily have signed the petitions

had they been submitted to them. How-
ever, 70 per cent was sufficient and the
circulation of the petitions ceased when
that number was obtained.

But one factor caused the defeat of the
exhibitors in the Sunday closing ordi-

nance a few weeks ago. according to

officials of the Motion Picture Theatre-

Owners of Missouri, and that was the

FLORENCE VIDOR, whose first pic-

ture for Associated Exhibitors will be
published on March 5.

fact that there was only one issue at

stake and persons favoring Sunday
shows did not think the ordinance would
pass.' "Brow beating." juvenile tactics at

the polls, on the part of the reformers,
was censored by the press and created
general disgust among leading citizens.

At the general election, virtually 100
per cent of Springfield's vote will be
cast, and with 70 per cent of the voters
having expressed their opposition to the
Sunday closing ordinance, an overwhelm-
ing victory for the exhibitors is inevitable.

Fleming Again Is

On the Warpath
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.. Feb. 7.—
"The Sunday movie must be closed or
the Sunday movie will close the church,"

said the Rev. W. S. Fleming o' Chicago,
in an address before the Methodist minis-
ters' association. "Moral conditions are
better in Indiana than they were a year
ago. Several towns which had motion
pictures on Sunday have discontinued
them. I urge an open fight in Indianapo-
lis on the part of reform organizations to

see that the law is enforced and the

theatres are closed. I understood when
I was here a year ago that the battle was
to be begun immediately. It has not be-

gun yet."
Mr. Fleming is district manager of the

National Reform Association.

Scenarioist Here
Miss Jeanie MacPherson. personal as-

sistant to Cecil B. DeMille. the Famous
Players-Lasky director, was a Chicago
visitor last week. Miss MacPherson was
on her way to California after a six

months' stay in New York. She is at

present adapting Alice Duer Miller's lat-

est novel.

Fairbanks in New Plant
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Feb. 7.—Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford have moved
their property to the newly acquired Pick-

ford-Fairbanks studio, formerly the Jesse

Hampton studio.
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Gunning Has Profit

Sharing Film Plan
Proposes Exhibitors Finance

Productions and Share

in Profits

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 7.—A plan whereby
the exhibitor will share with the producer
in the profits of a production is an-
nounced by Wid Gunning. Mr. Gun-
ning's plan is to go direct to the ex-
hibitor for financial support for twelve
forthcoming productions,' each of which
the exhibitor may play within ninety days
after publication date.

Share Half of Profits

In addition to the pictures, the ex-
hibitor would receive a proportion of
.">() per cent net profits, equal in ratio to

the cash payment made by him on sign-

ing the contract to the total cost of the

twelve productions. Under the plan the

full productions are to be delivered be-

fore September 1, 1923.

Each of the productions will be sold

at a $500,000 national quota, but as the

maximum cash outlay per picture is set

at $100,000, it is pointed out that only

those exhibitors participating in the rais-

ing of the first $100,000 on each produc-
tion will share in the eventual profits.

"Solves Film Problem"

Under the contract the exhibitor will

pay in advance on signing, for as many
productions as he sees fit, this advance
payment to apply against the last of the

twelve productions. Money advanced by
the exhibitor not applied against pro-

ductions actually delivered by Septem-
ber, 1923, shall be returned with interest,

it is specified.

"This is the solution of all film prob-

lems—direct partnership between pro-

ducer and exhibitor," says Wid Gun-
ning.

Lichtman Goes West
Without Closing Deal

With First National
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 7 —The much-
talked-of deal which was to' make "Al"
Lichtman general manager of First Na-
tional is off and Mr. Lichtman left New
York for a. trip to the Coast, with his

plans still unannounced.
For the past ten days the executive

committee of First National has given

consideration to the subject of negotia-

tions for Mr. Lichtman's services, but it

is understood that satisfactory financial

arrangements could not be agreed upon
and the deal has "been called off.

It is rumored that Mr. Lichtman will

sever his connection with Associated
Producers, of which organization he is

general manager, shortly after his return

from the Coast trip.

Lasky Official to Call

Meeting of Paramount
Executives at Chicago

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 7.—Forty Par-

amount district and branch managers
will be called in conference on the sales

campaign to be planned on the UFA
productions, "The Loves of Pharaoh"
and "The Mistress of the World," on the

arrival in Chicago of Sidney R. Kent,

general manager of distribution of Fam-
ous Players-Lasky.

Mr. Kent also will visit the exchanges

at Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee, Minne-
apolis, Indianapolis. Des Moines, St.

Louis, Denver, Salt Lake and San Fran-

cisco and will confer with Jesse L. Lasky
on the Coast.

Joe Reddy Goes West
Joe Reddy, Pathe publicist, arrived in

Chicago, Monday, on the first lap of his

journey to Hollywood, Calif., where he

will be engaged for the next year writ-

ing publicity for Harold Lloyd. Mrs.

Reddy accompanied him and paid the

Herald office a brief visit.

Second Arbuckle Trial

Ends in Disagreement
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 7.—

The jury in the second trial of Roscoe C.

(Fatty) Arbuckle on a charge of man-
slaughter has been discharged following

a failure to reach an agreement, in con-

nection with the death here last Septem-

ber of Virginia Rappe, film actress.

MONEY
Which Have
Exhibitors to

MAKING IDEAS
Been Used Successfully by

Build Up Their Patronage

By WILLIAM MORRISON
(Manager, Sterling theatre, Greeley,

Colo.)

Do you find numbers of your
audience continually talk while

you are running slides of your

C <> in i n g attractions? The
strongest medium of advertis-

ing is at your command and yet

the most economical.

Why not make up a set of

three or four slides (for each

change of program) of jokes or

witty stuff? Run them in be-

tween your "coming attrac-

tions" >lides and cultivate them
all into the habit of looking for

something
slides.

peppy m

By H. B. BARR
(Manager, Rialto theatre, Enid,

Okla.)

Advertise your pictures as

nearly as possible as the merit

of the picture deserves. Do not

try to fool your patrons. Run
the best or none at all. There
is no such thing as an exhibitor

having everything sewed up in

his city, if there are two or

more theatres. Meet your

patrons and convince them you
are doing your best.

Freckles Wins High
Honors in Oratory

Marshall Neilan Star Guest at

Luncheon for Trade and

Daily Press
Wesley (Freckles) Barry, Marshall

Xeilan star, has proved himself to be
adept at after dinner speaking since his

arrival in Chicago to appear personally
in conjunction with the presentation of

his latest First National attraction, "Pen-
rod."
The youngster admits, however, that

if it were not for the versatile pen oi

Pete Smith, Neilan publicity representa-
tive, his oratory might be less effective.

For instance, in addressing members of

the trade and daily press at a luncheon at

the Sherman hotel last week, Wesley
said:

Busy Memorizing Talks

"All I have been doing for the past

week has been memorizing speeches.

Between studying my act and memoriz-
ing speeches I am always afraid I'll

make a speech (prompting off side by-

Pete Smith) when I'm supposed to do
my act and do my act when I'm sup-

posed to make a speech.
"Chicago is the city of motion picture

(prompting off side by Pete) relations

Colleen Moore's (prompting off side by
Pete) uncle, Walter Howey, who is man-
aging editor of the Herald and Examiner:
Pat O'Malley's uncle is (prompting off

side by Pete) manager of second class

mail at the Chicago postoffice, and Tom
Gallery's father and uncle are both cap-'

tains in the police force here. I haven't

found any relatives of mine here

(laughter) so I guess I'll never make a

great movie star." (More laughter aiui

applause.)

Among Those Present

Attending the luncheon were:
Elmer Balaban. son of Barney Balaban ami Wes

ley's double; Harry Marx, managing director. Chi-

cago theatre; Genevieve Harris. Post; L. H. Mason,

Motion Picture News; Marguerite Kemp, Moving
Picture World; Arthur J. Lang, Cinemundial;
Edward Ketcham. Grossett & Dunlap, publishers

of "Penrod" book; Jay M. Shreck and Edwin S
Clifford of Exhibitors Herald; W. J. Veale. Wes-

ley's tutor; H. S. Joslyn. First National exchange;

Lloyd D. Lewis, Daily News; Herbert H. Stern

of Balaban & Katz, and Mrs. Stern; Harrv Kat;

of B. & K.; Max Balaban of B. & K. ; Irvin S.

Koll; Joseph J. Moroncy, Post; W. K. Hollander,

toastmaster; J. Ray Murray, Exhibitors IIeralp:

Evelyn Hunt, Fred W. McQuigg, Chicago Ameri-

can, and Pete Smith.

Blue Law Cases in

Indiana Dismissed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, IND., Feb. 7.—Among

a number of state cases dismissed from

the circuit court docket here on motion oi

A. H. Williamson, prosecuting attorney,

are thirteen Sabbath desecration charges

against three Jay county motion picture

theatre owners. One case was against

Earl Coble of Redkey; four were against

Mrs. J. S. Hiiies, and five against her hus-

band, for operating the Princess theatre

here on Sundays, while two of the cases

were against William M. Francis and one

against his wife for operating the Crystal

theatre here on Sundays.

"Orphans" in Chicago
"Orphans of the Storm," D. W. Grif-

fith's latest screen spectacle, opened at

the Great Northern theatre, Chicago.

Tuesday, lan. 31.
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The Value of Information
FORGET for a moment

that you've read it in the

advertising pages of divers

publications and upon many
billboards and consider the

battered but indestructible

maxim : "Knowledge Is

Power!" Then take it apart

and see what's in it.

Applying it to the theatre

:

Knowledge of the picture

market leads to economical
buying.
Knowledge of the picture

public leads to profitable

buying.
Knowledge of composition

makes possible the writing of

effective advertising.

Knowledge of theatri-

cal effect insures exhibition

circumstances that add to

audience satisfaction.

In short, knowledge is the

beginning. Success, with at-

tendant prosperity and pres-

tige, is the end.

* * *

T F YOU read "Reviews" in

* this journal you get ad-

vance information regarding

the picture market. If you
read "'What the Picture Did
for Me" you add to and
round out that knowledge.
Shortly the greatest reposi-

tory of box office informa-
tion ever produced will be
made available to you in the

"Box Office Record."

If you read this depart-

ment you know how to ad-

vertise in newspapers, how
to plan and conduct the more
sensational type of advertis-
ing designated exploitation

and how to present most sat-

isfactorily pictures exhibited.

13IGHT intentions, ambi-
j[\ tion. industry, determi-
nation and perseverance are

qualities you demand of men
you employ. All are im-
portant. Knowledge, for
which an applicant seldom is

examined directly, is more
important than any.

What a man intends to

do. wants to do, tries or

promises to do yields no re-

turn unless he knows how to

do it.

Knowledge, the sum of in-

formation, is success.

This much for knowledge
of transient operation.

* * *

FIXED phases of the the-

atre, lighting, seating,

construction and allied mat-
ters are discussed pointedly
and intelligently in "Theatre
Equipment." Institutional

management, as pertaining
to defense against meddling
attack, promoted legislation

and similar forces, is dealt

"Penrod s

Premiere
"PENROD," Marshall Nei-

lan's picturization of Booth
Tarkington's novel, was given
its world premiere at the Chi-
cago theatre, Chicago, the
week of January 30, following
an exploitation campaign sur-

passing in scope any similar
enterprise in the city's history.

Read in this department, next
issue, the detailed and illus-

trated account of an achieve-
ment in showmanship that sets

several new standards and ex-
plodes many popular supersti-

tions—a business story with a

kick in it.

with by the "Public Rights
League."

Trade developments which
affect your business are re-

corded first, accurately and
completely in the news pages.
"Letters From Readers"
dealing with matters of vital

import, "Money - Making
Ideas" contributed by show-
men, production and studio
news, all are presented com-
pactly and conveniently else-

where. The "Pictorial Sec-
tion" gives you first hand
views of persons and events
prominent in the news of the
moment.

The sum of these is knowl-
edge.

T/ NOWLEDGE is power—
*^ power to succeed, to
make money, to establish the
theatre and the motion pic-

ture on a plane so lofty that
the bark of the hypocrite,
even the wail of depression,
will not carry thereto.

This is the estate to which
the theatre and the motion
picture will attain. The in-

alienable merit of the me-
dium is guarantee of that.

Sloth and misdirected effort

can delay but not prevent ar-

rival at that level.

Exhibitors making money
at this time are showmen
who know things to do to

make money and know how
to do them.

Reading, the gathering of

useful information, is a vital

element of practical show-
manship.
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LIFE-SIZE CUTOUTS that should figure importantly in the exploitation news of the

near future are made available to exhibitors contracting fur "Ashamed of Parents," a Warner

Brothers production. Illustrations presented above were procured when the cutouts were set

up in front of the Stadium theatre, Brooklyn. Two methods of placement are shown. Nu-

merous additional uses of the material will be reported as the picture goes into general theatre

circulation. The cutouts are of such character as to command attention anywhere. They are

particularly suitable for store window and interior decorative purposes.

CREDIT is due Man-
ager Bradt of the Peoples

theatre, Portland, Ore., for

the frontal display on First

National's "Serenade"

which is reproduced here-

with and also for the dis-

play on "The Foolish

Matrons" which was repro-

duced on this page in the

January 14 issue, the pho-

tograph of which was re-

ceived without identifica-

tion m arks and used

because of merit. The pres-

ent contribution, like the

preceding one. shows en-

THE MOTHER THEME of "Over the Hill" has been found almost invariably effective

as a point of appeal to merchants for cooperation in exploitation of the picture. Few produc-

tions of any period have been more extensively advertised by theatremen than the Fox special.

Electric lighl and phonograph records were identified with the picture in the Dnluth, Minn.,

windows obtained by the management of the Garrick theatre. The illustrations show the

effect gained. By card copy bringing out the connection between mothers and articles of

household utility it is possible to enlist the aid of practically any retail dealer in any city. As

a consequence, much pioneering has been done for theatre-merchant cooperation by showmen
advertising the attraction.

^ LOBBY photograph of the Peoples theatre,

Portland, Ore., which establishes the iden-

tity of the elaborate "Foolish Matrons" layout

presented on this page of the January 14 issue,

at which time it was impossible to give credit

due to lack of information.

terprise and artistic ability.

The architecture of the

Peoples front is of a type

which might be termed dif-

ficult in the decorative

sense. Mr. Bradt's capital-

ization of its expansiveness

serves excellently as an ex-

ample for other exhibitors

called upon to deal with a

similar lobby. With the

exception of the Crystal

Palace in Sydney, Austra-

lia, the Peoples is probably

the most extensive yet

profitable theatre front re-

corded by the camera.



SHORT SUBJECT IMPORTANCE is appreciated by the management of the Liberty theatre, Youngstown,
O. "A Sailor Made Man,"' Harold Lloyd's Associated Exhibitors comedy, was featured in exploitation for and

the program of a recent "Jazz Week." The illustration above shows the elaborate frontal billing used, more
elaborate than that commonly accorded feature length productions. The illustration below shows the Liberty

stage with a maritime prologue in progress. The setting of the latter is generally adaptable, and there is a wealth

of suitable music available. The Liberty policy in thus emphasizing an important short subject is wholly in

alignment with the most advanced showmanship of the current theatre.

STILL THEY COME, the exploitation chariots heralding "Queen of Sheba." The most recent pictorial re-

port of this eminently desirable stunt is from LaCrosse, Wis., where the Fox special production was shown at

the Majestic theatre. You may object to the horse collars, or you may decry the banner placement, but you will

not deny that the photograph reflects genuine enterprise, nor doubt that many were influenced to attend the

Majestic during the engagement. While the La Crosse chariot is less elvborate than the Los Angeles equipage

presented in the Herald for February 11, neither is exploitation in LaCrosse as keenly contested as in Los
Angeles. In box office effect, it is more than probable, the stunt was successful to even greater degree.
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Suggestions in the Stills

The Leather Pushers
"The Leather Pushers," a series of

twelve complete hut related two-reel

features produced by Universal from

H. C. Witwer's stories in Collier'.';

Weekly offer unusual exploitation pos-

sibilities. Stills presented herewith give

the general atmosphere of the pictures,

although the actual ring in which a five-

round bout is staged in the first of the

series is not shown.
The star is Reginald Denny, cast as

a young pugilist. Each of the episodes
(called "Rounds" in this case) deals with

one of his ring encounters, a love story
running through all.

The current interest in pugilism, aris-

ing from discussion of a possible match
for Dempsey, adds to the timeliness of

the series and emphasizes the advisa-
bility of staging an actual ring bout in

connection with the pictures. This can
be managed in various ways.
Exhibitors seeking to adopt the sug-

gestion should first familiarize them-
selves with state and local boxing regu-
lations. In almost every city it will be
found permissible to arrange contests
between amateurs, in some places pro-

fessionals. A challenge may be issued

prior to the first screening. It should

not be difficult to sustain marked in-

terest thereafter.
If there is possibility of interference

from "reformers" it may be advisable

to connect the presentation with the

local branch of the Y. M. C. A. or a

similar organization through a co-oper-

ative arrangement which could not have
other than beneficial results.

To diagram in detail a general method
of exploiting the series is to cramp
the initiative of showmen who will use

it. The purpose of this article is to

point out what appears to be an ex-

ceptional opportunity for making money
consistently over a period of twelve

weeks.
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Exploitation Letters

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir

:

The enclosed photograph will perhaps
be of some value to your department of

practical showmanship and will give you
a good idea as to the length we go in

order to put over a picture. We have
had photos of other displays but have
neglected to send them in. If this is

of value to you and your readers we
will be glad to send others.

The lighthouse and signs in windows
were made by us. You will note that
a lamp is burning on the lighthouse.
This is a 60-watt lamp and was operated
by a cheap flasher which screws into the

lamp socket, the lamp then screwing into

the socket of the flasher.

The frame of the lighthouse, except top
and bottom, is constructed of 1x2 lumber,

covered with old banners. As for the float,

or ship, we did not build this, as that would
have been too expensive. We rented it

from a local association that used it in a
peace parade. We changed the name, etc.,

as you will notice, to suit our purpose. The
name of the ship in "Partners of the Tide"
is the same as used on the float.

We kept the float moving on the street

during the first two days' run of the fea-

ture, then left it in front of the theatre for

the balance of the run. A 500 watt lamp
was put on the mast at night to attract at-

tention.

A big local house seating 1,300 opened at

5 and 10 cents during the run of this pic-

ture, but our box office receipts were away
above normal. Yes, it pays to exploit. We
go after about three pictures a month, some-
times more, and can truthfully say it has
worked wonders for us during this fighting

period.

Yours very truly,

ROY T. McMINN,
Capitol Theatre,

Superior, W is.

DEAR MR. McMINN:
Your closing comments regarding the

profit in exploitation constitute convincing
proof of a fact which cannot be too firmly

established in the eyes of the trade. In the

present "fighting period" it is especially

important that the true value of good ad-
vertising be clearly and repeatedly brought
out. Your letter does that. Thanks.

About those other photos, the ones yon
didn't send. Suppose you shoot them along
and let us look at them at least. Your
"Partners of the Tide" campaign leads us
to a firm belief thai we'll be able to find

space for every one of them. That type of
stuff is the money-making nezvs of the daw

w. r. w:

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

I am attaching a novel piece of exploita-
tion which I believe merits space in your
department. It was arranged by the Best
theatre of Independence, Kan., and was

EAD, if you want to know how really "going after" pictures pays, Roy T. McMinn's letter,

presented herewith, describing his camoaign 'or th° H^dUinson feature. "Partners of the Tide,"
during its run at the Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis. The high points of the drive are shown above.

R

painted by T. O. Hudgins and William
Wagner, the manager and suggestor of

same.

Mr. Wagner enjoyed an extraordinarily

good run on this picture through the ex-

ploitation given. The theatre stage also

carried a very appropriate prologue and spe-

cial settings in keeping with the lobby. He
has been using lobby displays of this kind

for some time and business has increased

wonderfully. Mr. Hugins is retained stead-

ily by the Best and Beldorf theatres as sce-

nic artist.

Trusting that the enclosed photograph will

be of service to you, I am,
Very truly yours,

C. O. JONES,
Kansas City, Mo.

*

DEAR MR. JONES:
Mr. Wagner's lobby display, one of the

best recently received, is reproduced here-

with. In viezi.' of its general excellence it is

[MERITED tribute is paid to the showmanship of William Wagner, Best theatre, Independence,
Kan., who produced the above lobby display for United Artists' "Through the Back Door," in

the accompanying letter from C. O. Jones. The lobby is easily among the best received in recent
contributions to this department.

1
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OOINTED comment relative to picture presenta-
* tion is made by D. H. Finke, Bellevue The-
atre Corp., Niagara Falls, in the accompanying
letter to this department. The above illustra-
tion shows his stage settings for the Christmas
rjid New Year's programs.

not strange that business during the run
was of extraordinary character.

Thanks, on behalf of the department and
its readers, for the contribution.

W. R. W.
*

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir

:

Herewith I am attaching two photo-
graphs showing the specially constructed
sets used during the Christinas and New
Year's season. A variance of diffused colors
made the Christmas set one of the most
popular we have ever built here.

Special work was done in the construction
of the New Year's set in that everything
depended on the lighting effects to put it

across. The set as shown is identically the
way it appeared after all the color com-
binations were worked on it.

Your query as to whether or not I think
that prologues, stage-sets and the like will

become an integral part of a program and
therefore necessary interested me very
much. Candidly, I am of the opinion that
prologues and sets are absolutely unneces-
sary. Supplementing a program with a mu-
sical or vocal number just for relief is

often desirable. We have had some won-
derful sets that drew praise that became
as null as it was instantaneous. As wonder-
ful as they appeared, still it was never that
which the people went out talking about.
They came to sec the feature attraction and
their entire opinion when leaving centered
not on the incidentals that came about with
the picture but the picture itself.

That's what counts. That is what is im-
portant. No matter how much silver you
may surround an order of meat with, and
no matter how beautiful the trimmings
around it, if it has a stench it will assert
itself. And if this same order is good,
clean and wholesome, if is enjoyed just as
much when served plainly, sometimes
more so.

These are my conclusions after careful
consideration and from actual experience
dating over many years with the critical

public. Very sincerely yours,
D. H. FINKE,

Bellevue Theatre Corp.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.
*

DEAR MR. FINKE:
Among the published opinions regarding

presentation we accord your contribution
high place. It is essentially sane and emi-
nently logical. Had you added that gar-
nishment is sometimes attractive and pleas-

ing, however unnecessary, you would have
voiced our opinion exactly. We do believe

/COMBINATION advertising has been developed to a high degree of efficiency by Kenneth Tall-

madge, exploitation executive for the Gladmer and Colonial theatres, Lansing, Mich., as the

reproduction above attests. Read his letter, herewith, to learn good news about box office con-

ditions in Lansing.

that while presentation cannot make a bad
picture good, it can make a good picture at

least more widely discussed, which is of
course important. This reduces the ques-
tion to one of economics, a point that can
be decided only in the managerial office.

Thanks for your photographs, as well as

your letter. We are infinitely pleased to

learn tluit you agree with us in the opinion

that theatre observation of the various holi-

days is-a matter deserving of attention. We
believe theatres generally will enjoy height-

ened prestige when your demonstrated pol-

icy has been put in force generally.

W. R. W.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir :

Enclosed find a couple of recent ads
which possibly might interest you.

Business in Lansing is fine and picking

up steadily.

Respectfully,

KENNETH TALLMADGE,
Gladmer Theatre,

Lansing, Mich.

DEAR MR. TALLMADGE:
Welcome to the department. Welcome,

also, the information that business is fine

and picking up steadily. Everybody in the

business will be interested in that.

Advertising theatremeit, especially those

who advertise for more than one theatre,

will be interested also in your duplex copy.

Sorry they can't sec all the samples you
submitted and note the varied borders, but

space is limited. 'The arrangement mi
best in the one reproduced, wc thought, but

we want to see more that you use from
time to time. Will you keep us supplied

with spceinu ns, as well as with business

(Concluded on page 46)

^ N. FRUDENFELD, publicity director for the Sun, Moon and Muse theatres, Omaha, heralded

' ' • Fox's "Queon of Shcba" to residents of that city in clarion tones, a trumpeter, not shown
in tho picture, warning pedestrians of the cavalcade's approach. Good box office news is contained

in Mr. Frudenfrld's letter.
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Theatre

Leaders
Leading Rockford showmen, members

of the Theatre Managers Association, ac-

complished some-
thing more than
important stimula-

tion of business in

Go To Theatre
Week." Not a

transient but a per-

manent benefit is

derived from this
type of endeavor.
Not a single pic-

ture or a single the-

atre, but the mo-
tion picture, and
the motion picture

in the institutional

?ense, is raised in

the eyes of the

public to a higher
level.

Whatever may
have been the gen-
eral opinion of motion pictures and mo-
rion picture theatres in Rockford prior to

the week of Jan-
uary 23, a better

. o p i nion undoubt-
edly prevails since

that time. What-
ever may have been
the trend of busi-

ness it may be
concluded that
general renewal of

interest in the

screen has brought
favorable reaction.

Men who con-
ceive and put into

operation plans for

the broadening of

the theatre's scope,

the enlargement of

its following and
the strengthening
of its appeal

hrough attainment of prestige, are desir-

ible citizens of a community and valuable

members of an in-

iustry. It is not
possible to lay too

great stress on the

mportance of the

work they do.

At this time, per-

naps, such an ex-

ample as is theirs

will be followed by
more showmen
han ordinarily. A
eneral need for
ewness in man-
gement is preva-
e n t, rendering
howrnen normally
pposed to innova-
ions, susceptible to

suggestion. At this

ime, perhaps, more
heatre men will

nter into constructive undertakings in

oehalf of the motion picture and its thea-
re than have done so on previous occa-
.ions when valuable examples have been
resented.

It should be apparent to any and all

hat the creation of a proper respect for
in industry rated fifth largest is not only
n itself desirable but is the most lucra-
ive occupation to which time, effort and
noney may be devoted.

Business, School,
Press Aid Theatre
PrestigeCampaign

V

Every business men's organization, newspaper and school participated

actively in the "Go to Theatre Week" sponsored by the Theatre Managers
Association of Rockford, 111., and brought to gratifying realization the

week of January 23. Several features of the enterprise distinguish it

from anything of similar nature on record. Details should be made known
to not one but every exhibitor in every city of the nation.

The campaign was handled as a unit, each theatre's activity consti-

tuting an integral part thereof. Individuality was sacrificed for mass

effect. "The Theatre," not one theatre, gained prestige and patronage as

a result.

Complete facts and figures contributed by Roscoe W. Segar, to whom
complete charge of the campaign was entrusted, are set forth briefly

in the following story. No sincere worker for a better and more pros-

perous national theatre can afford to remain ignorant of them.

CHARLES LAMB
Palm

The proposition of a campaign to sim-
ultaneously increase business and bring
home to the public the theatre's value

to the community was submitted at an
early meeting of the newly formed mana-
gerial association. It gained instant favor

and plans for it were put under way at

once. Only one theatre in the city, which
does not use pictures in any form, was
not represented in the undertaking.
To center authority and responsibility.

Mr. Segar, who is head of an advertising

agency and widely experienced in theat-

rical advertising, was commissioned to

direct the work. It was planned to start

the advertising drive ten days prior to

the opening date.

Twenty-four sheets for billboards, 1-

sheets for lobby display and general dis-

tribution, shipping and tack cards were
used extensively. Posters were carried

on the front of all street cars in the city.

Four changes of slide copy was used by
the theatres participating.

* * *

The newspaper campaign was started

in the three Rockford dailies ten days be-
fore the opening. Approximately 306
inches of publicity appeared in addition
to the regular daily matter of the various
houses.

Special pages and double trucks, one of

which is reproduced herewith, were used
in the two evening papers on Thursday
and the morning paper on Sunday pre-

APPROXIMATELY 306 inches of publicity in the two evening and one rooming newspapers of

Rockford, IU., familiarized citizens with every aspect of "Go to Theatre Week," sponsored by
the Theatre Managers Association. Read the accompanying story for details of an enterprise which

should be duplicated in every city of the nation.
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ONE of the double trucks composed of advertising and news comment based upon the campaign
conducted to interest citizens in the theatre and the motion picture as institutions. Every

theatre in the city using film was represented.

ceding the week. All publications were
liberal in comment regarding the event,

the excellent institutional copy provided
encouraging and meriting this treatment.

Letters were sent to the Rotary and
Kiwanis clubs and to the Young Busi-

ness Men's Association, where they were
read at general meetings, and the aid of

these organizations were enlisted.

A special window display was installed

by the Herzog Studios, consisting of

photographs of showmen prominent in

the movement. Other merchants con-
tributed special displays based upon the

movement, all entering heartily into the
spirit of the work.

* * *

Every school in the city became in-

terested through a ticket contest in which
awards were offered for the best essays
on "The Necessity of the Theatre in

Every Day Life," usual provision being
made for equal awards in event of tie.

Three divisions of students were made,
according to grade.

Accompanying illustrations show vari-

ous phases of the campaign conducted
and some of the showmen responsible for

its success. These explain in some de-
gree the following results:

Despite the coldest weather of the sea-

son, the thermometer recording 8 degrees

below zero on three days, business in-

creased steadily from day to day.

At the end of the week it was agreed

that the "Go to Theatre Week" should be

made an annual affair.

These results, together with the facts

responsible for them, complete the actual

story of the event.

It should not be necessary to point a

moral.
* * *

By submerging individuality in group
effort) by working together harmoniously
for a single worthy purpose, theatre man-
agers of Kockforcl concentrated attention

upon the theatre as an institution, upon
motion pictures as a medium, upon them-
selves as members of the community and
representing one of the most important
elements in the business and social life

thereof. That is the kind of work the

theatre needs.

Public confidence, respect, good will,

the eminently merited but not always en-
joyed high regarrl of those upon whom it

is dependent for support and who are

dependent upon it for entertainment, can
be obtained for the theatre only through

DID YOU EVER
I

SEE A TOWN
WITHOUT A THEATRE?

IF YOU HAVE -

WHAT KIND OF A

TOWN WAS IT?

ENJOY YOURSELF!

AT ALL RaCKFORD THEATRES

"GO TO
THEATRE

WEEK"
JAN. 23-28

D EAD the tack card copy used in the Rock-
ford campaign to know one of the reasons

for its success.

unremitting effort of this character. To
make such effort consistently, to estab-

lish it as the very basis of managerial
policy, is the duty and the salvation of

the motion picture exhibitor.

New Theatre is Opened
by Fitzpatrick-McElroy

Fitzpatrick-McElroy Company has
opened its new Liberty theatre at Ben-
ton Harbor. Michigan. Artistically en-

graved invitations were issued announc-
ing the opening, with the result that a

capacity attendance turned out to usher

in Benton Harbor's newest playhouse,

and the latest acquisition to the Fitzpat-

rick -\l ( Kirov chain of theatres.

Exploitation
Letters

(Concluded from page 44)

comments? Both are material of the sort

we like to print.

W. R. W.
*

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

I am sending under separate cover pic-

ture of a street stunt pulled on "The Queen
of Sheba" which attracted considerable at-

tention because of being very unusual.
The center figure in the picture (the

man), although it was not shown at the

time the picture was taken, carried a long

trumpet and marched ahead of the chariot

blowing a weird call which brought atten-

tion to its coming.
We may add that "Queen of Sheba"

opened at our Sun theatre on Sunday to

a record breaking business. It is now on
the third day and apparently before the

week is over a new record will be estab-

lished for our house. The picture is booked
lor two weeks.
W ith kindest personal regards, I beg to

remain,

Very truly yours,

N. N. FRUDENFELD,
Sun, Moon and Muse Theatres,

Omaha, Neb.
- *

DEAR MR. FRUDENFUELD:
We're not quite clear as to just how it

came about, but you've no doubt seen by this

time the story on page 53 of our February

I issue. Sorry we didn't have your letter

to go with it, as the information regard-
ing the drawing pozver of the picture and
your exploitation for it was very pertinent

to Ihat story.

There is not much to add, except that

we're glad your letter substantiates so

firmly our belief set forth in tluit advance
account. The confidence we talked about
very apparently was there. What do you
think about writing us a story on the gen-

eral subject of confidence in exploitation

and pictures some time when you arc not

busy?
At any rate, thanks for the letter and

the information. Let's hear from you
again.

W. R. IV.

Jans Gets Climax Product
for Northern New Jersey

II. F. Jans, president of Jans Produc-
lions, Jans Pictures, Jans Film Service
and Jans Enterprises, has taken over the

oroduct of Climax Film Corporation for

distribution in northern New Jersey, Cli-

max to retain the rights on these features,

comedies and other pictures for New
York.

Pictures acquired by Jans are: "A
Common Level," "Great White Trail,"

Love's Battle," "The Unfortunate Sex,"

"Way Men Love," "Luxury," "East

Lynnc," "Every Man's Price," "Stranger
in Canyon Valley," "The Road Arcady,"
the Muriel Ostrichc comedies and the

serial, "The Great Reward."

Farnum to Work in East
According to announcement by Fox

Film Corporation, William Farnum will

continue to work at the New York stu-

dios, dispelling rumors that the Fox star

would be sent to the West Coast for his

future work.
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Duplicate Mardi Gras In

"Theodora" Exploitation

pORTY men and women were engaged to participate in a miniature
Mardi Gras parade used in exploitation of "Theodora" by the Crown

theatre at Mobile, Ala. W. R. Ferguson, of the Goldwyn organization,
was in charge of the work, and a Mobile workman who constructs floats

Probably the biggest street parade ever formed to exploit

a motion picture was arranged by William R. Ferguson, Gold-
wyn service representative, in putting over "Theodora" to
record breaking business at the Crown theatre at Mobile, Ala.

Over forty men and women were costumed and placed on
floats, in chariots and on horseback. The big king's float that

trailed the parade was constructed especially for this occasion
by J. W. Hincs, who has been in charge of construction work
for the Mobile Mardi Gras parades for the past fifty years.
The float was thirty feet long, eighteen feet wide and twenty
feet high. The daughter of Chas. King, proprietor of the
Crown, played the part of "Theodora" seated on a massive
throne chair, under a gilded canopy.

Two massive vases were placed at the bottom of the stairs

leading from the throne. On these stairs several little girls

were seated as pages.
* * *

Other features of the parade were the chariots with cos-
tumed drivers eight' Roman banner carriers following same. On
each banner was a letter

spelling "Theodora." Pre-

. ceding the parade was a

bugler on horseback, giving

loud trumpet calls that

brought hundreds of people

streaming out of the stores

and houses. The procession

traveled through all of the

principal streets, which were
lined with thousands of

people. The parade was
given both afternoon and eve-
ning. Red lights were used
extensively with the night
showings.
A score of unemployed

men were selected from
hundreds who responded to

classified ads to pass large
circulars and other advertis-
ing matter about the city.

The theatre lobby had real

pulling power. On the mar-
quise, dozens of lion cutouts
from twenty-four sheets
were placed in striking posi-
tions. A cut-out of "Theo-
dora" was placed above
them, and iron chains were
extended from her hands to
the lions, supposedly holding
them in check.

yHE role of "Theodora" was played by the daughter of Charles King,
manager of the Crown theatre, Mobile. Read the accompanying story

for details of one of the most thorough exploitation enterprises ever
conducted for a single motion picture attraction.

fcr the annual celebration prepared the equipment. The above illustration
shows the manner in which the title of the picture was spelled out
with period banners. The chief float is seen at the extreme right.

In the presentation, Richmond Manning appeared as a

Byzantine warrior, giving a short synopsis of the story, and, at

the finish, pointed to a soloist appearing on a throne. At the

end of her song, the warrior arose and announced the beginning
of the story on the screen.

The school children, on account of the educational value

of the picture, were given special reduced rates which added
greatly to the matinee receipts.

It has been years, it is said, since the King Brothers have
run a feature an entire week, but "Theodora" upheld their good
judgment and was going stronger than ever at the close of this

engagenu nt.
* * *

There is much valuable precedent in the Mobile campaign
which other exhibitors using the production can adapt profit-

ably. An outstanding suggestion is the possibility of executing
miniature Mardi Gras parades in cities where this southern
class:c is known only by renown.

The pageant idea, new enough to serve, may be connected
with the campaign and mer-

chants may be persuaded to

enter floats. In some in-

stances, where relations with

local business organizations

are as cordial as in the case
of Fred Meyer, of the Palace
theatre at Hamilton, O., body
support may be enlisted and
great things accomplished:
(We hope Mr. Meyer has
booked the picture.)

Volume exploitation is pa-
tently most desirable for a

production essentially mas
sive, as "Theodora." By such
both theatre and co-operating
business establishments profit

in direct proportion to the
magnitude of the work done.
Much thorough-going show-
manship should be reported
in connection with the Gold-
wyn production in the course
of its general circulation.

Newspaper copy based upon
the massiveness of the pro-
duction was used effectively

during the Chicago run of
the picture at the Roosevelt
theatre. One of the best ad-
vertisements used was repro-
duced in a recent issue of this

publication.
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y^LL available accessories are utilized by A.

B. McCullum, Blackstone theatre, Dwight,
111., to produce an impressive lobby flash for

current attractions. Witness his billing for

First National's "Scrap Ircn."

Crowds follow crowds.

The first crowd is most diffi-

cult to attract and most worth
attracting. It attracts the sec-

ond and thus launches a succes-

sion.

A really attractive lobby
often draws the first crowd.
That is why so many are re-

ported in the present season of
crowd scarcity. Several espe-
cially attractive displays of the
"flash" type are reproduced
herewith.

The flash school of lobby decora-
tion, frowned upon somewhat by
conservatives in more opulent peri-

ods, has been revived by many
showmen seeking solution of not

insoluble current problems. The
step is a logical one and its taking

is wholly in line with sound busi-

ness practice. It is getting good
results for those who have used

the more elaborate forms of frontal

representation wisely.

First National attractions have

been advertised in this manner re-

cently by exhibitors in Knoxville,

Tenn., Sandusky, O., Portland, Ore.,

Dwight, 111., Hillsboro, O., and Syd-

QUTOUTS from "The Idle Class" were used

plentifully in the lobby display of the Forum
theatre, Hillsboro, O., in a recent engagement.
Although the material was grouped for the pur-

pose of photographing, the illustration gives a

good idea of its effectiveness.

X H I BIT O R S HERA

Crowds

Follow

Crowds

J7LASH display is probably more highly de

-

veloped nowhere than at the Crystal Palace,

Sydney, Australia, where "Back to God's Coun-

try," an old picture but representative of a large

class, was billed in the manner shown above.

•yEN dollars is the reported cost of the color-

ful display produced by Wm. Drumbar for

"Her Mad Bargain" at the Riviera theatre in

Knoxville, Tenn. The picture was one of the

attractions used in a recent First National

Week.

"yHE LOTUS EATER" was exhibited at the

Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore., as the

Christmas attraction. The street appearance of

tlx* tin at re is shown in the illustration. Due
to the nature of the attraction a foliage display

of the type suitable for the season likewise

served adequately for purposes of picture repre-

sentation and the creation of atmosphere.

1) February 18, 1922

QEORGE J. SCHADE'S frontal exploitation

methods are well known throughout the
trade. A typical flash is seen in the photograph
of his marquee during the engagement of "Lying
Lips," a production not generally advertised by
elaborate methods.

ney, Australia. The latter is in-

cluded to show that lobby appeal

and treatment are universal.

If you exhibit "Scrap Iron," "The
Idle Class," "Back to God's Coun-
try," "Her Mad Bargain," "The
Lotus Eater," "Lying Lips" or "One
Arabian Night" this page will be

helpful to you in your advertising.

If you do not exhibit any of these

it should be helpful to you in pre-

paring similarly attractive lobbies

for related attractions.

All are essentially of the flash

classification. All are qualified to

stop the not too hurried passerby

and make of him an advertisement

to stop others. It is necessary to

detain but half a dozen at a promi-

nent location to assure the perpetu-

ation of the crowd for as long a

period as the quality of the display

warrants.
In the tendency to reinstate this

type of advertising where it has

been abandoned to some extent
comes good news to those real

showmen who really know people,

the veterans and the gifted begin-

ners who know that people believe

what they see and very little else.

It is upon this phase of human na-

ture that the value of pictorial ad-

vertising is dependent.

XTOU would not recognize the above lobby as

that shown above decorated for "Her Mad
Bargain^" Mr. Drumbar, Riviera, Knoxviue,
altered it to conform to a very different attrac-
tion, "One Arabian Night." The Oriental semi-
light is accountable for the lesser clarity of the
second photograph.
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Exploitation Men
Carry Mark Twain

Classic to Youth

"Ever read Mark Twain?"

Ask a dozen modern youths

that and a majority will reply

in the negative, adding that

they have heard about him. If

the test is applied in a city

where the Fox production of

"A Connecticut Yankee in King-

Arthur's Court" has been

shown another majority will

add that they have seen his

"stuff" in pictures.

The modern youth does most

of his non-compulsory reading

in the theatre. His voluntary

perusal of the printed word, if

any, doesn't include the classics

in the bulk of cases. Despite

which possibly lamentable

state of affairs, Mark Twain's

classic is one of the best sellers

of the day.

Exploitation is responsible.

For the popularization of the Fox
picturization of Mark Twain's story

extreme methods have been re-

sorted to in practically every city

of its exhibition. The stunts used

are varied as the cities themselves.

r\ETRCIT citizens regarded with proper curi-

osity the ornately garbed solitary pedestrian
identified only by postered banner with the
Wash ngton theatre exhibition of the Fox special
feature. His costume, unique though it is, may
be duplicated or approximated by any resource-
ful showman. The result is patently worth the
effort.

DATERSON, N
two types of horst men sent over the public

highways in the interests of "A Connecticut
Yankee," in exhibition at the American theatre.
It [l probable that the attempts of those who
saw both to reconcile the discrepancy of appear-
ance operated stimulatively as regards word-of-
mcuth publicity.

but through all runs a certain simi-

larity.

Three of the stunts applied are

pictured on this page, with explana-

tory captions. Two types of horse-

men were sent about the streets of

Paterson, N. J. A solitary pedes-

trian carried the message of the

Twain classic to residents of De-
troit. In Denver mailed motorcy-
clists sped industriously through
city streets before and after the
opening of the picture.

Box office effects are reported ex-
cellent in each instance. That sort

of report is more or less superfluous

]T>ENVER was treated to a sight of the mailed
mf.orcyclists previously reported in connec-

ticn with other exhibitions of "A Connecticut
Yankee'* when the production was shown at the
Strand theatre. Note in the second photograph,
snapped the week before the opening, the billing
for another Fox production, "Bucking the Line."

in view of the photographs pre-

sented, but interestingly affirma-

tive. An adverse report would more
nearly approximate news. Such re-

ports do not accompany good ex-
ploitation stories.

There is something more than a

money significance in .the theatre
history of the Twain picturization.

Exhibitors who have used the at-

traction have made more than a

financial profit
;

they have made
genuine progress for the motion
picture as an institution, carrying
on a work commonly expected of

schools and home training.

It is important, though perhaps
beside the point, to speculate as to

the future in this connection. You
may find food for thought in asking
yourself, for instance : Will the
screen supplant the printed page in

instruction? Will the theatre sur-

pass the library as the repository
of good literature? Just toward
what position is the theatre pro-
gressing ?

Answers will vary with individu-

als. The common ground of agree-
ment will be the opinion that the
theatre really is progressing. Per-
haps it is as well to set no definite

goal and, perhaps, limit efforts be-
ing made in its behalf.

This much is certain : There can-
not be too many picturizations of
such healthy classics as Mark
Twain's "Connecticut Yankee." And
there cannot be too much earnest
endeavor on the part of showmen
to give this type of production the
widest possible publicity. This be-
gets viewers. And viewers become
helpers of the screen.
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Pressing the Press

Here's encouragement

!

Full page and double truck advertisements received in greater

number than at any time in the past year indicate that showmen
are exploiting motion pictures with increasing determination, in

some instances actually pressing newspapers for space. None may
ask for more convincing evidence that the exhibitor body will pilot

the theatre snugly through the current doldrums.
Consider a few examples of fighting showmanship.

Fred S. Meyer booked Universal's
"Reputation " into the Palace theatre at
Hamilton, O., late; but he put over the
most compelling campaign reported for
it. The Retail Merchants' Association
backed him with three letters to members
urging participation in and support of his

"Reputation Week." The Hamilton
Chamber of Commerce sent out two bul-
letins, one signed by the president and
the other by the president of the Adver-
tising Club of Hamilton.

All the newspapers entered into the
campaign and gave front page space to

the announcement, as_ well as consistent
stories throughout the drive, backing edi-

torially the movement. Cards, one style

of which is reproduced herewith, were
used in every available spot.

Business? Everybody had some part in

the campaign, and almost every par-
ticipant was a Palace patron during the
run. "Depression" was thoroughly
routed. A good fight won a real victory.

G. W. E. Griffin demonstrated his faith

in newspaper space when he bought a
full page to announce Goldwyn's "The
Man From Lost River" and an Orpheum
vaudeville bill, showing confidence by
buying the space, skill in its composition
and proper recognition of picture impor-
tance in his display.

F. L. Greenhalgh, of the Bijou at Rich-
mond, Va., obtained merchant co-oper-

dunng RF.PUTATION WEEK
,n H.millon-REPUTATION WEEK,
•t Horn lh»t I,.,.. • REPUTATION
«rtnlr. Imown by REPUTATION
«nd boool REPUTATION WEEK

HAMILTON HAMILTON
RETAIL

1

ADVERTISING
;
MERCHANTS

!
ASSOCIATION CLUB

P VERY established advertising medium was
*-* employed, copy of exceptional forcefulneas
characterizing all.

ation through sound argument and pro-
duced a double truck for Thomas H.
Ince's First National attraction, "Hail

_
The GRAND THEATRE Mates Tire Following Announcement

JS, Acts Of Orpheum Vaudeville

For Our Picture Program Monday and Tuesday

«*Jw™ Fraxtfc U<y4t Production
^^^Jr^JlkjE^V^ Man From"

EMPHASIZING his confidence in motion pic-
tures, G. W. E. Griffin, manager of the

Grand theatre at Centralia, 111., devoted the
major portion of a recent page advertisement
to Goldwyn's "The Man from Lost River," de-
spite the fact that five acts of Orpheum vaude-
ville were also on the program. The industry
needs more Griffins.

the Woman." Examine the reproduction
to learn how well he used the space.

Less spectacular but equally well

$10.00 IN CASH
For 10 Good New Year Sentiments

,,,, ia.

"SENTIMENTAL TOMMY'

SoturoV

i- Kentucky Theater will ptve Sld.ilu in cash for the ten -best Sew Yeir
itimenL— S1-0U for each sentiment- Original sentiments are preferred,
e sentiments need not necessarily pcit-ain to "Sentimental Tommy." All
want is a beautilal sentiment reflecting the spirit of the new year.
e <. riiments selected and names of the winners will be published in this
turday s Courier-Journal.

Contoit Closes Friday 2 P M.
Vfl,7 or tlhna IW "Stntimtnf fa ~TI)r Kmtmekf J?ojc c

Address "SENTIMENTAL TOMMY" Editor
. Or. KENTUCKY THEATER

I JSUAL provision for equal awards in case of
tie was made by Joe Goldberg, advertising

manager of the Kentucky theatre, Louisville,
in his unique and original newspaper stunt for
"Sentimental Tommy." The original of the above
was in two-column width and undoubtedly cre-
ated much interest in the feature.

thought out was the two-column contest
box used by Joe Goldberg, Kentucky
theatre, Louisville, for "Sentimental
Tommy." A real money-making idea

here.

Consider these, a scant representation
of the contributions received in a single
week, if you doubt that exhibitors have
declared war on empty seats and are well
on their way toward routing their ad-
versary. If you are one of those who
have not joined the ranks of these fight-

ing workers you should find encourage-
ment in their precedent.

Print Photoplay Edition to

Publicize "Burning Sands"
The Paramount publicity department

has arranged with Grosset & Dunlap for

the publication of a special photoplay edi-

tion of "Burning Sands," the novel by
Arthur Weigall, which will be produced
as a Paramount picture by George Mel-
ford, producer of "The Sheik." The
photoplay edition will be issued simul-

taneously with publication of the pic-

ture.

Arrangements also have been com-
pleted with E. P. Dutton for the photo-

play edition of "Blood and Sand," the

novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez, which

John S. Robertson will produce for Para-

mount with Rudolph Valentino and May
McAvoy in the leading roles.

THO'i H INCE PRESENTS

HAIL THE WOMAN"

•HAIL THE WOMAN" COKTESI

THE DISPATCH PAPERS

BIJOU- -One Week Commencing Mon
, JAN. 16th

THOS. H INCE PRESENTS

HAIL THE WOMAN"

HAIL THE WOMAN" CONTEST

"Hail The
Woman!"

Ffr h u flbo Wko I ~4. r«. M,

t"Hail the Woman"
Oh. tBM U«*

II I I 1 RSON & HAKVIE

WhitloclCr
"MAIL THE WOMAN"

Wliil.oi.vr

I
^•'KAIl THE HOtUW

Richmond i Sport & Special!? Shop

Hail Uw Woman Who«-

17 50— . gMk
Field'. Mtllmery

~1y

"I lail ihr \Yoman

PLAISljrERS
NATIONAL BANK

"Hail the Woman"
"Say It With Flowers"

MOSMILLER, Florist

'Hail theWoman'

& HaJ Ibt Woman" Who

(J
GRAYS'.

•

Chat M Sikff. * #
ft 'Hail the Woman" * uW MTtKNOONS.UI'1'li^ -iff

A CO-OPERATIVE double truck of a type seldom encountered in a city a» large as Richmond, Va.,

was promoted by F. L. Greenhalgh, exploitation manager for First National in Washington,
when the Thomas H. Ince feature, "Hail the Woman," was exhibited at the Bijou theatre. The spread

appeared in two newspapers.
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Repenting Voters

Recently residents of Springfield,

Mo., voted to close the theatres on
Sunday. Four "sour" Sundays con-
vinced them they were wrong.
Seventy per cent of the registered

voters have signed a petition for an-
other referendum on the issue.

Read page 37.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 42

Just remember this: As long

as there are salaried reformers in

the world they will find something

that they will declare needs re-

forming.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

)unday Attendance
lits Blue Ord 1 n a n c e

Th eatre Man Uses Screen in

Preparing for Presentation
of Pictures on the Sabbath

,
That blue laws, especially when they are

iscriminatory in that they affect only mo-
on picture theatres, are not popular with

le public is indicated in the Sunday at-

ndance at the Swan theatre, Swanton,

eb. J. J. Kudlacek is owner of the

)use.

Sunday shows have been conducted

•cently as a test, but Mr. Kudlacek states

at owing to the lack of opposition he will

unch a regular Sunday program begin-

ng on February 12.

Swanton has a blue ordinance which has

)t been received very favorably by residents

the city. In a letter to the PUBLIC
IGHTS LEAGUE, Manager Kudlacek says:

"Our local ordinance prohibiting picture

iows on Sunday is one of those that would
irdly hold water. They do not prohibit a

reus, vaudeville, or any other kind of a show
:cepting moving pictures. They provide no

ie or penalty—they just prohibit it."

The few times that the Swan has been

>ened on the Sabbath as an experiment has

>t created any stir. Only one individual

gistered a complaint and he, according to

e manager, was not above reproach.

LBlue laws such as have been imposed on the

ople of Swanton do not represent the will

the majority. They are enacted at the

hest of a few radicals who impress the

w makers through misrepresentation and
^statements.
Exhibitors should urge their patrons to
gister their opinions on this question. And
ere is no better way of crystallizing public
linion in support of the industry and the
dividual theatre owner than conducting a
orough screen campaign of propaganda.

Denies Legion

Favors Censor

The American Legion,
through its national
commander, Hanford
MacNider, has repudi-
ated the statement pub-
lished in the "New
York Morning World"
that the Legion is in

favor of federal censor-
ship. The repudiation
is contained in a tele-

gram sent to Victor M.
Shapiro, commander of
the S. Rankin Drew
Post, New York, by
MacNider.

Hits Hypocrisy
Paid Reformer a

Lawbreaker Under
Provisions of Bill

The reformer has a pen-

chant for placing everybody

but himself in the category

of a lawbreaker.

In New York State, how-
ever, is a champion of indi-

vidual liberty. This man is

Assemblyman F. L. Hack-
enburg, of New York City.

* * *

Under the provisions of a
bill he has introduced in the
legislature it would be a
misdemeanor for any person
to support any legislation

"calculated to infringe upon
and restrain the free exercise

of personal liberty" for pay
or gifts or in anticipation of

any reward.
* * *

If passed the measure
would add a new section to

the penal code defining "hy-
pocrisy."
Assemblyman Hacken-

burg said his purpose in

offering the measure was
"to rid us of the paid pro-
fessional reformer."

Hearing on Censor
Repeal February 14

Public to Express Views on
Day New York Theatre Men
Convene at Albany, New York
The public in New York State will be

given an opportunity to express its views
on motion picture censorship at a hearing

to be held on February 14, on proposed
legislation to abolish regulation there.

On the day the hearing is held before

the assembly ways and means commit-

tee, the members of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of New York State will

convene at Albany for their annual meet-

ing.

The bill now before the state legislature

was offered by Assemblyman Louis A. Cuvil-

lier of Manhattan.
Many letters extending support have been

received by the legislator from organizations

and individuals. In many of these communica-
tions, the writers express their desire to ex-

press publicly their opposition to the opera-

tions of the present censorship board which
was appointed by Governor Miller after en-

actment of his bill during the last legislature.

During recent weeks exhibitors throughout

New York State have been campaigning for

repeal of the law, and according to their

statements they have found a general senti-

ment against legal regulation.

In many theatres slides have been run at

every performance, these serving to enlist the

support of patrons and give them actual facts

which are always omitted in the arguments of

the reformer.

The New York censorship fight has created

nation-wide interest. The fact that the re-

form element was successful in imposing this

oppressive piece of legislation on New York
State should serve as a warning tc exhibitors
throughout the country.
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DIGESTc/PICTUEESoftAeWEEK

VITAGRAPH presents one of the most delightful

book adaptations that has come to the screen in

some time in "The Prodigal Judge" their latest special

production with Jean Paige, Maclyn Arbuckle and a

large and competent cast of players in support. It

has plenty of action, is nicely mounted and there is

much excellent characterization. "The Prodigal Judge"

will be found a very satisfactory offering for any

theatre.—J. R. M.

"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES" (First National)

presents Constance Talmadge in a slight story of a

stage struck country girl who joins the Ziegfeld chorus

and finds happiness with a chance acquaintance with

whom she falls in love. It was written by Anita Loos

and John Emerson but is not up to the best work of

these writers. It is nicely staged and well photo-

graphed.

"THE GOLDEN GIFT" (Metro) with Alice Lake

in the leading role is a trite story given ordinary treat-

ment. It was adapted from "The Claim" a stage play

of several years ago, and relates the trials of a deserted

wife who attains success as an operatic star and later

is reunited to her child whom she has deserted. Max-
well Karger directed. Six reels.

"HEADIN' WEST" (Universal) is Hoot Gibson's

latest starring vehicle and to those who like Westerns

it should prove interesting. A novel introduction and

several fights are its high points. The camerawork is

especially good. Five reels of stirring action.

"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY" (Para-

mount) features Dorothy Dalton, close pressed by Ru-

dolf Yalentinu and Walter Long for stellar honors, a.c

a daughter of the sea involved in stirring adventure.'

precipitated by logical causes. The picture is gooc

for more than a few reasons, is clean and eminentl)

entertaining. Worthy of any theatre's screen.

"BILLY JIM" (R-C Pictures) is Fred Stone's

latest attempt at screen comedy. It is a Western stor)

with several glaring inconsistencies in it. Beautifu'

photography abounds and as an average feature it wil!

get by. The story was written by Jackson Gregor}

and it was directed by Frank Borzage.

"HANDLE WITH CARE" (Pathe) The stellai

acting of the excellent cast is the outstanding feature

of this Al and Ray Rockett production. It proves fail

entertainment, is excellently photographed and con-

tains some interesting scenes. As a whole it is in-

clined to move too slowly and lacks in "punch." Five

reels in length.

"FRENCH HEELS" (Hodkinson) marks the re-

turn to the screen again of Irene Castle. The famou;

dancer is seen in a vehicle particularly well suited tc

her talents. Adapted from a story by Clarence Bud

dington Kelland the picture proves interesting enter

tainment in seven reels which embraces scenes ranging

from eastern society life to a lumber camp in the west

"ANY WIFE" (Fox) is Pearl White's latest star

ring vehicle. It is not up to the standard set by thi;*

company in either story or direction, containing a con

ventional plot with very little appeal. It was directe(

by Herbert Brenon, and is five reels in length.

Pledge

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of

radical reformers to establish a dictatorship over the motion picture
Industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the free-

dom of the screen, I pledge myself to the cause of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that I will use, when-
ever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and In this man-
ner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical
and oppressive legislation.

(jSiffn and mail to

P.ihibitort Herald,
417 South Dearborn
ttrtti. Chicago, if

you wish to become
a member of the

LEACUB)

Name

TTieatre

City

Order Your Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn street,

Chicago, 111.

Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve sUdes which the

Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion

picture.

I will run each slide at every performance for one week when son-

ditions permit of this arrangement.

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

rheatre

Street

City



REVI E

JEAN PAIGE IX

THE PRODIGAL JUDGE
(VITAGRAPH

)

^uite the most pleasing book adaptation that has come to the

screen in some time. Story written around the lovable char-

acter of an old Southern judge, will entertain and delight those

seeking the best in screen entertainment. Adapted from
Vaughan Kester's novel. Directed by Edward Jose.

the abduction of Betty and the boy
Hannibal, whose fortune Fentriss is

after; the thrwarting of the plot by Car-
rington and Yancy and Cavindish (the
latter two characters well-portrayed by
Robert Millash and George Bancroft),
giving an opportunity for some excit-
ing action when the two river-craft are
almost caught in the rapids; this story
only touches that of the Judge through
the connection between the boy Hanni-
bal, really the Judge's son, and "Fen-
triss," who is the man who ran away
with the Judge's wife.

The story has been changed quite a
bit, the original story having the Judge
the boy's grandfather, but the change
seems for the best, as the plot is involved
enough as it is.

Some excellent night scenes, particu-
larly on the water, help the atmosphere.

Jean Paige is satisfactory as the
Southern girl and the other characters
are well handled, although the boy Han-
nibal, played by Charles Eaton, seems a
bit too sweet for the role of the sturdy
youngster who carries a rifle. Jules
Cowles, in a small part, gets a deserved
laugh. The sequences with the vaga-
bond Judge and his "Gloomy Gus" friend.
Mahaffy. are by far the best. The lines
taken from the novel, illustrating the

THE CAST
Betty Mairoy Jean Paige
Judge Slocum Price Maclyn Arbuckle
Solomon Mahaffy Ernest Torrence
Bruce Carrington Earl Fox
Col. Fentriss Arthur Carew
Charles Norton Horace Braham
Gen. Qu ntard Charles Kent
Hannibal Charles Eaton
Bob Yancy Robert Millash
Cavendish George Brancroft
Bess Hicks Peggy Shanor

rHIS Vitagraph super feature is, as
announced on the screen, a free
adaptation of Vaughan Kester's

idely-read novel. It is, to one who has
ad the book, a bit jumpy, but no mean
sk was set the adapters, since the novel
id several stories running through it,

esenting a di.ficult bit of craftsman-
»ip. Despite the fact that Jean Paige is

attired, the story relating the loves and
ventures of Betty Malroy are second-
y in interest to the character of the
'odigal Judge and his pessimistic
end, Solomon Mahaffy.
Macklyn Arbuckle as the lovable old
amp of a Judge, gives an excellent
aracterization, while Ernest Torrence,
Mahaffy, the dour and gloomy com-
mon who makes the supreme sacrifice

: his friend, adds to the laurels recently
>n by his remarkable portrayal of the
iller" in "Tol'able David."
Director Jose has caught, with remark-

<ie fidelity, the atmosphere of many of
e big moments in the Kester novel,
Kticularly those dealing with the grad-
U return of the Judge's self-respect.
ere has, of necessity, been a cutting-
<wn on some of the situations giving an
<ect of haste and inattention to details.

e episode of the killing of Norton at
t church is an instance of the latter

—

t entire crowd surge about the wounded
i n, no one even casting a look in the
( ection from which the fatal shot came.
»Iacklyn Arbuckle, as the husband, de-

? ted by his wife for another man, who
i ulges in drink, sinking to the lowest
c>ths, a ragged vagabond, yet always
^ -h the addrtss and presence of a gentle-
f n, and who, through the agency of
1" little son, comes back magnificently,
r aining his self-respect and punishing
t betrayer of his home, holds the atten-
ta throughout. The story of Betty Mal-
r

. the plot against her by Colonel Fen-
t s. her love for the young riverman,
C rington, which she refuses to entertain,
s :e she has given her promise to Nor-
' ; the shooting of Norton as he leaves
t church with his bride bv Fentriss;

Judge's pompous speech, are good for

real laughs.
The picture should prove a satisfac-

tory offering. It is clean, relieved by
comedy depending on characterization,

and with a well-handled punch in the

rapids stuff.

DOROTHY DALTON IN

MORAN OF THE
LADY LETTY

(PARAMOUNT)
Rugged adventure, finished acting,

genuine background and rapid,

realistic action lift this high above
the crowd. Rudolf Valentino and
Walter Long press the star for

honors. A real story against a

sea setting. George Melford's best

direction.
The public ought to be glad to see

"Moran of the Lady Letty." It's a

sturdy, healthy story of the sea and sea

people. The sea is real and so are the

people. They do notable deeds for na-
tural reasons. The ending is better than
the beginning, and the beginning is

good.
Dorothy Dalton is "Moran," daughter

of the captain of the "Lady Letty." She
wears seaman's togs, swabs decks, '.akes

the wheel in her turn and is called a first

rate seaman by the sailors.

Walter Long is captain of a pirate

craft upon which Rudolf Valentino, so-

ciety tango idol, is shanghaied. Under
Long's brutality Valentino finds his fist

and rises to rank of first mate.
The "Lady Letty" burns at sea. The

pirate craft sights the derelict in time to

rescue Moran. Mate defends her against
the captain and the ship puts in at an
outlaw settlement in Central America.
Leading the brigands against his own
crew the captain is defeated and the mate
assumes command. The ship returns to

San Francisco, Moran and the mate en-

gaged. The big scene is a two-fisted fight

between mate and captain, who has
stowed away in the hold, over the girl.

Valentino's popularity ought to be greatly
boosted by his oart in that. He can
fight.

These are the high points. There are
many good things in the picture. Inci-

dentally, a closeup of a motion picture
theatre shows billing for a Universal fea-

ture and a Vitagraph serial.

Photo by Bangs, N. Y.

MACLYN ARBUCKLE in Vitagraph's
latest big production, "The Prodigal
Judge."

CONSTANCE TALMADGE IN

POLLY OF
THE CIRCUS

(FIRST NATIONAL)
Not up to standard of this excellent

combination—C onstance Tal-
madge—John Emerson—A n i t a

Loos. Title may draw them in

but padded story, old situations

and obvious climax will prove
rather disappointing. Director

not credited. Six reels.

With such a star, such a cast and such
a title, much might be expected from
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"Polly of the Follies," especially when
one notes it was written by John Emer-
son and Anita Loos. However, it does
not come up to Constance Talmadge's
previous vehicles nor the work of these

well known scenarioists. The plot is

hackneyed with a lot of incidents intro-

duced to give it life and—footage.

Miss Talmadge is practically the only
source of appeal and she lends a certain

charm to the unnatural role assigned her.

Billie Dove, a former Flo Ziegfeld chorus
girl, runs away with the latter part of the

picture and gives promise of becoming a

screen favorite if given a chance. Horace
Knight is excellent as a crusty old re-

former; Thomas Carr, pleasing as Jimmy
Meecham, and a score of other character

players all well known, such as George
Fawcett, Kenneth Harlan, Frank Lalor,

Harry Fisher, Ina Rorke, Mildred Arden,
Paul Doucet, James Cleason, Bernard
Randall and John D. Murphy, furnished
splendid support. The play is well photo-
graphed with many pretty exteriors of

a Long Island home and surrounding
grounds.

Polly Meecham lives with her Uncle
Silas in Bowling Green, Conn. Her uncle

and his following of reformers close up
the only picture theatre in town, and
Polly stages a show for the kids in her
uncle's drug store with the aid of two old

men. The uncle breaks up the show
and whins Polly. She goes to New York
to seek a job with the Ziegfeld Follies

chorus and is successful in getting a

prominent part doing imitations of a

popular dancer. Folks from Bowling
Green come to town to see the show and
she deserts the stage peremptorily to join

her friends and fall into the arms of her
sweetheart. At a lawn fete she stages

there are many opportunities for repartee,

full advantage of which are taken in the

sub-titles.

ALICE LAKE IN

THE GOLDEN GIFT
(METRO)

Ordinary treatment given old and
slight story with heart appeal

stressed for effect. Story taken
from "The Claim," a stage play
controlled by Henry B. Harris
estate. Adapted by June Mathis
and directed by Maxwell Karger.
Five parts.
The Golden Gift is motherhood and

this is the story of a mother who deserted
her baby to become a famous operatic

star. The long arm of coincidence plays
a big part in the story's development
and, although the play is nicely mounted,
the plot is too thin and the climax too
obvious to excite and hold the interest.

It elicited only slight interest at the
Buckingham theatre, Chicago, where it

was a Sunday attraction.

Miss Lake does not appear to the best
advantage as a dancer in a cheap cafe

on the Mexican border. It isn't a role
that wins any sympathy for the star and
she is piven indifferent support by John
Bowers, as the hero, and Josef Swickard,
as her benefactor. Both of these capable
actors, however, have little to do.

There arc several highly improbable
scenes; one where her husband writes her
a letter that he will no longer support
her because she has lost her voice singing
in musical comedy; he deserts her and she
traces him to a Mexican town. On the
day of her arrival sees his body being
carried past her hotel window.

Nita Gordon, a dancer in a cheap cafe

in a Mexican city, is befriended by an
Italian who becomes interested in the girl.

She has been deserted by her husband, and
she leaves her baby near a mission, and

it is later adopted by a wealthy family.

In New York, five years later, after at-

taining success, she meets Llewelyn,
wealthy patron of the opera, and falls in

love with him. He learns that Nita is the

mother of the child he had adopted
through a photograph she gives him con-

taining some writing. Nita, admits the

truth aid is made happy through the

reunion with her child.

Constance Talmadge in a scene from "Polly of

the Follies" (First National)

HOOT GIBSON IN

HEADIN' WEST
(UNIVERSAL)

A vigorous western melodrama with

several old thrills and some new
ones. . Fights occur frequently, the

struggle centering about the pur-

suit of the heroine by the villain

and her defense by the hero. Hoot
Gibson gives a characteristic per-

formance, a novel introduction

getting him off to a flying start

in the role. Excellent photogra-
phy is an outstanding merit of the

production. Five reels.

The novel introduction of the star
in "Headin' West" gets the spectators'
attention at the very start of this pic-

ture, where Hoot Gibson, as a stow-
away on a mailplane, drops from the
clouds in a parachute with his pet dog,
to avoid arrest. From then on it is

the usual cowboy stuff, with a bully

trying to force his attentions on a ranch
girl and the hero knocking him out in

several stiff battles.

The story was written by Harvey
Gates and wherever the plot shows
signs of growing weak the director has
injected a fight to save it.

Hoot Gibson, as Bill Perkins, drops
from a mailplane onto a farm and be-
cause he cannot ride the worst horse
on the ranch, is made to do K. P. with
a French cook and his assistant "Po-
tato" Polly. There is a girl on a neigh-
boring ranch who takes an interest in

Perkins, because he doesn't eat with
his knife, and this brings both him and
and girl trouble from the ranch bully.

While she is shopping in town a burr
is placed under the saddle of the girl's

horse and it runs away with her. Per-
kins, however, saves her and whips the
bully, compelling him to apologize. Bill

is made owner of the ranch by the fore-

man, as a joke, but when it transpires

he really is the owner, the joke is on the
burly foreman.

Besides Gibson the cast includes Jim
Corey, Charles LeMoyne, George Wil-
liams, Frank Whitson, Leo White,
Louise Lorraine and Gertrude Short.

PEARL WHITE IN

ANY WIFE
(FOX)

Not up to the average of this com-
pany's productions in story or

direction. The conventional plot

and timeworn dream idea are not

saved by star's performance, or

story's heart appeal. Herbert
Brenon directed. Five reels.

"Any Wife" will prove disappointing to

followers of Pearl White. It is not up to

the standard of her former five-reel fea-

tures. It is weak in story appeal and has
little to recommend it either in direction,

acting or sets and the camera work is of

a very poor quality.

Miss White is cast as the wife of a suc-

cessful contractor, who, because of his

devotion to his work, neglects his wife.

He is compelled to make a hurried trip

to San Francisco and wishes his wife and
child to accompany him. While debating
the matter the wife falls asleep and
dreams she has been divorced by her hus-
band and has married a draughtsman. He
mistreats her and finally casts her off for

an actress. The actress, sympathizing
with her, brings them face to face, but he
turns against her. She attempts suicide

by jumping from a high bridge into the

river. Then she wakes up to find her
hand in an aquarium. She hurriedly
dresses and, together with her little boy,
accompanies her husband on his business
trip. The last few hundred feet showing
the hurried departure of the family is

quite funny.

FRED STONE IN

BILLY JIM
(R-C PICTURES)

A Western drama with no especial

points of appeal beyond beautiful

scenes beautifully photographed.
Staging and acting gives nothing

original or noteworthy. Directed

by Frank Borzage. Five reels.

Fred Stone, the musical comedy star,

doesn't advance far as a picture star in

this Andrew J. Callaghan production be-

ing distributed by Robertson-Cole. As
an advertisement for a summer hotel, the

picture has possibilities, but to the keen

observer of film drama, the story appears

illogical, disconnected and highly im-

probable. The scenes around a summer
resort are very beautiful and make one

long for the address of that particular

spot.

Stone appears as a careless, devil-may-

care cowboy, Billy Jim, who falls in love

with Martha Dunforth as she steps from

a Pullman car at a little Western town.

He determines not to let her out of his

sight and follows her from place to place.

He is accused of holding up the girl's

father, who is sitting in a poker game,

and when the sheriff and his men come

to arrest Jim, someone inquires "Who is

this man?" and then they find he is "one

of the biggest cattlemen in the West."

The scenes in and around the hotel are

dragged out to make footage and his

adopting of a little girl whom he picks

up in the woods is a weak appeal for

sentiment.
Stone doesn't photograph well in most

of the scenes, and his leading lady, Milh-

ccnt Fisher, is unattractive, chilly and un-

smiling throughout the feature. A very

homely youngster appears in seevral

scenes. George Hernandez gives a good

character part as Dunforth and William

Bletcher is adequate as Jimmy, a

chauffeur. Some of the titles arc good;

others too lengthy and lack humor.
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IRENE CASTLE IN

FRENCH HEELS
(HODKINSON)

The popular dancer returns to the

screen again in a picture well

adapted to her talents. A wide

range of beautiful sets, the danc-

ing of the star and general good
directing of Edwin L. Hollywood
makes this a pleasing production.

Seven reels.

Clarence Buddington Kelland's story

'Knots and Windshakes" has been adapt-

ed for Irenp Castle's appearance in pic-

tures once more after an absence of sev-

eral years. The theme has several angles,

aside from the dancing scenes in which
the star appears, that makes it particu-

larly well suited to her personality.

The story ranges from artistically por-

trayed cabaret and dancing scenes in the

East to a lumber camp in the West
where the dancer-star is realistically out

of place, as she is intended to be.

Interest is well maintained throughout,
although in one or to reels less the fine

ooints of the production would undoubt-
edly have been enhanced. The fact that

the story includes both the appeal of the

society drama and the settings of a pic-

turesque western lumber camp makes it

suitable for two strong angles of exploi-

tation.

The Story opens with the return from
war of Lieut. Tabor, who calls on Palma
May, the sister of his buddie killed short-

ly before the signing of the armistice. He
learns that she is alone in the world
with the death of her brother and offers

to help her. The girl is grateful but de-

clines his offer and seeks work as a

dancer in New York. After many at-

tempts she obtains a place in a cabaret

chorus where she quickly rises to promi-
nence. She meets her brother's friend

again and the two become fast friends.

Lieut. Tabor's father, a wealthy lumber-
man, is opposed to his son's marriage to

a dancer although he has never met the

girl. On the return from a quiet wed-
ding of the couple to Jarvis' home they
find a note from the father ordering Jar-

vis to come at once to the lumber camp
to assist in quelling labor troubles. The
dancing butterfly consents to accompany
him.

In the lumber camp the two live in a
;hack under trying conditions. Tabor's
wife is entirely out of place in the rough
umber camp but valiantly struggles to

make good for her husband's sake. She
is tempted to return to the old life by her
former manager and is on the verge of

.ielding when she learns her husband is

5eing attacked by a gang of lumberjacks.
Unmindful of her own danger she plunges
nto the midst of the fight to save him.
5he is reinforced by Tabor's father and
Dther men and together they beat back
he rebellious workmen. Meeting his

on's bride under such unusual conditions
'.he prejudice of the father is readily
overcome after the demonstration of her
ine qualities.

The work of the star is entirely com-
nendable throughout and the supporting
:ast includes Ward Crane, Charles Ger-
ird, Howard Truesdale and Thomas Mur-
ray.

ONE STORMYKNIGHT
(EDUCATIONAL)

This Christie comedy starring D.orothy
Devore is a pleasant bit of nonsense with
nore than the usual number of laughs
lidden away in it. Jay Belasco appears
>pposite Miss Devore. Harold Beau-
line directed, and it relates the story of
t husband fond of the manly art of box-

ing, who tries to sneak away from home
to attend a bout. His wife dresses in his

clothes and attends the fight also. The
finish is quite snappy, where a stag party
is staged and the guests hid in all parts

of the house, which ends in a wild mixup.

GRACE DARMOND IN

HANDLE WITH CARE
(PATHE)

Star is supported by an excellent

cast in this Al and Ray Rockett
production which proves fair en-

tertainment. It is well photo-
graphed and contains many at-

tractive scenes but story fails to

develop a great amount of punch
and speed. Directed by Philip

Rosen.

A scene from "Handle With Care" (Pathe)

It appears that with the numerous
situations to which this Charles Belmont
Davis story lends itself a swifter moving
vehicle should have resulted. There is

material in the theme for some humorous
and dashing situations.

The picture has an excellent cast, in-

cluding such names as Harry Myers,
James Morrison, Landers Stevens, Wil-
liam Austin. William Courtleigh and
Patsy Ruth Miller. From an exploita-

tion standpoint, it is easy to perceive the
numerous ways in which the title can be
advantageously used.

In the story, Grace Darmond, as Jeanie
Lee, is wooed by five men. She finally

makes up her mind and marries one of

them, David Norris. Everything goes
well until Norris, engrossed in his busi-

ness, and lately becoming more neglect-

ful, gets mixed up on the dates of his

wedding anniversary. His wife is indig-

nant and intimates a divorce is the only
solution. Norris consents to a divorce
on the condition that she persuade one
of her former ardent suitors to elope

with her after he has proved that he is

really worthy of her.

She tries one after the other, only to

meet with failure. The first one has be-

come infatuated with another girl and is

consequently disinterested in the matter
of eloping with her. The second one
proves his unworthiness by agreeing to

accept $10,000 from Norris not to elope
with his wife. The third one. who had
declared himself willing to die for her,

suddenly has a change of heart when
confronted with the opportunity to do
so. By this time the young wife has
become convinced that it is her husband
she really loves after all. The fourth ex-

suitor demands that she elope with him,

but she has had enough. Which con-
vinces her husband that she has learned

her lesson through careful handling. The
proffer of the last suitor was merely a

frame-up, it is revealed, as he has already

married Marian, a ward of Norris. To-
gether the two couples start on a tour of

foreign lands.

Vignola's New Picture
For Cosmopolitan Will

Be Ten Reels in Length
According to present plans, "When

Knighthood Was in Flower," the produc-
tion of which Robert G. Vignola is about
to start for Cosmopolitan, will be ten

reels in length, and possibly more, when
completed. The picture will be the big-

gest Director Vignola has made, and also

the largest sponsored by Cosmopolitan.
Actual photography will be started

in about a week, following considerable
research work to insure the historical ac-
curacy of the scenes and costumes of the
period with which the story deals. Sets
are being designed by Joseph Urban.
Marion Davies will play the leading

role, that of Mary Tudor. Forrest Stan-
ley will play opposite, as Charles Bran-
don. The scenario has been prepared by
Luther Reed. Phil Carle will assist Mr.
Vignola on the production. Camera
work will be handled by Ira Morgan.

Michigan Theatre Books
Nine Hodkinson Features

For Run Over Five Weeks
A nine-picture run with playdates be-

ginning February 16 has been closed by
the Hodkinson branch in Detroit with
Charles Garfield, managing director of
the Orpheum theatre in-Flint, Mich.
The productions include "The Light in

the Clearing," "Fifty Candles," "Cam-
eron of the Royal Mounted," "God's Cru-
cible," "The Mysterious Rider," "At the
Sign of the Jack O'Lantern," "The Grey
Dawn," "Heart's Haven" and "French
Heels."
The list will be played out at the rate

of one and two pictures a week, which
will result in the Orpheum playing solidly
Hodkinson products for a period of at
least five weeks.

"Her Story" is Next of
Second National Issues

"Her Story," written and directed by
Dion Titheradge is the second production
on the program of twelve pictures to be
published by Second National Pictures
Corporation. The first was "David and
Jonathan," from E. Temple Thurston's
novel.

Seventeen exchanges in all parts of the
country have obtained franchises from
Second National Pictures, the company
states. Preparations are being made for
the early publication of several more pic-
tures.

Train Horse for Leading
Part in Century Comedy

Another member has been added to the
familv of trained animals for Century
Comedies. The newcomer is a horse
which will play an important part in a
forthcoming comedy to be directed by
Jesse Robbins.
The horse is now undergoing a period

of training, never having starred previous-
ly in films.

Spectacle of Orient Has
Second Week at Criterion

A second weeks showing at the Criter-
ion theatre is being given the Urban
Popular Classic "Pageantry of India."
The film is a picturization of a festival-

promenade in India, marked by vivid
oriental costumes and brilliantly deco-
rated animals in parade.
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Sales Meetings Held by Hammons on
Trip West to Confer on Production

The first of a series of district sales
conventions was held by Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., in New York on
Monday, January 30, nine branch manag-
ers from the Eastern part of the United
States and Canada meeting at the Penn-
sylvania hotel for an all-day discussion
of sales problems and the outlook for the
coming year.

The series of meetings are to precede a
trip to the Pacific Coast by E. W. Ham-
mons, president of Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc. On the Coast Mr. Ham-
mons will confer with the producers and
make arrangements for product for the
season 1922-1923.

Plan Two Others

Following the Eastern meeting, conven-
tions will be held in Chicago and in

Kansas City.

The district managers who attended
the New York meeting were George T.
Amos, New York; John J. Scully, Bos-
ton; B. A. Simon, New Haven; J. H.
Morgan, Albany; E. G. Dodds, Buffalo;
C. S. Goodman, Philadelphia; Howard
Beaver, Washington; Joseph Kaliski,

Pittsburgh, and O. R. Hanson, Canada,
with headquarters at Toronto. The
meeting was conducted by Mr. Hammons
and Henry Ginsberg, domestic sales man-
ager.
One object of the meeting was to get

the views of the district managers as to
the wants of the exhibitors. Mr. Ham-
mons desires to get the latest reports

Dramatic and spectacular scenes fea-

ture an important group of forthcoming

R-C attractions which have been designed

for direct box-office appeal among all-

classes of patrons, according to an an-

nouncement from the company's head-
quarters.
The statement adds that another out-

standing point of these features is their

adaptability to advertising and exploita-
tion on a big scale.

Cite Cabanne Special

In William Christy Cabanne's special,

"Beyond the Rainbow," the story is re-

plete with mystery, drama and humor,
the company states. In addition is the
cast of prominent players, among them
being Helen Ware, Lilliam "Billic" Dove,
Virginia Lee, Rose Coghlan, Clara Bos,
Diana Allen, Marguerite Courtot, James
Harrison, William Tooker, Harry Morcy,
Edmund Breese, George Fawcett, Hunt-
ley Gordon, Russell Francis Griffin and
Walter Miller.

One of the big scenes in this picture is

said to be the mysterious shooting of one
of the characters.

Hayakawa Film Spectacular

"The Vermillion Pencil," Scssue Haya-
kawa's next starring vehicle, promises to

be one of the most spectacular produc-
tions in which the Japanese-American
star has ever appeared, according to re-

ports from the R-C Coast studios.

The climax comes in this story by
Homer Lea, when a volcano erupts and
sends its molten stream of lava down
upon a Chinese village. While the vol-

cano erupts an earthquake rocks the sur-

rounding country and the resultant thriils

arc said to be quite enough for one cven-

from the theatre owners and managers
before he begins negotiations for new
products.

Optimism Pervades Meeting

A feeling of optimism pervaded the
meeting. Reports from the various dis-

tricts were unanimous that Educational
pictures on the whole were serving the
short subject needs of the exhibitors.

Captain G. McL. Baynes, head of Kino-
grams Publishing Company, addressed
the meeting and described the efforts that
his organization had made to build up the
best type of news reel during the year
that Kinograms has been handled by
Educational. He promised the same ef-

fort to keep up the advance during the
second year with Educational.

Mr. Hammons and Mr. Ginsberg will

leave New York on February 18 for Chi-
cago, where the second of the series of

conventions will be held on February 20
and 21. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit,

Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Indianapolis,
Louisville and Chicago branches of Edu-
cational Film Exchanges will be repre-
sented.

Will Tour the South

After this meeting the officials will

travel to Kansas City, where the man-
agers of the branches at Kansas City,

St. Louis, Omaha, Des Moines and Den-
ver will meet. Mr. Ginsberg will then
proceed on a tour of the Southern
branches while Mr. Hommons will go on
to Los Angeles.

ing. Supporting Mr. Hayakawa are Bes-
sie Love and Ann May.

Flood Is Big Scene

"The Call of Home," created by L. J.

Gasnier at the Hollywood studios, has
at least three big scenes upon which to

base special advertising and exploitation.

Of chief importance is the flood episode
in which a mountain stream overruns its

banks and spreads death and destruction
for miles about. A huge clam is shattered
by the onrush of water.

Schedules Other Pictures

Still another thrill is developed when
a canoe, in which Ramsey Wallace is

paddling, goes over a waterfall and is

smashed to fragments on the rocks be-

low.
Other subjects of importance scheduled

for early publication are Doris May's
next starring vehicle "Boy Crazy," di-

rected by William A. Seiter and Pauline
Frederick's forthcoming drama, "The
Glory of Clementina," from the novel of

the same title by William J. Locke.

Schildkraut in Cast of

"Daughter of the Night"
Joseph Schildkraut, who has one of the

principal roles in Griffith's "Orphans of

the Storm," plays an important part in

"Daughter of the Night," presented by
L and II Enterprises, Inc. The young
star plays the part of Grand Duke Dim-
itri, a leader of the people. The story deals

with the days of the Russian revolution.

Many of the happenings which have
taken place in Russia in recent years have
furnished an inspiration for various

angles of the picture.

Selznick Unit Moves
to New Headquarters

Select Pictures Exchange is

Established in Godfrey-

Building
The New York exchange of Select Pic-

tures Corporation has been moved to
the fourteenth floor of the Godfrey .build-

ing, 729 Seventh avenue, where the ex-
ecutive offices of the company have been
located for some time. The exchange
was also located in the Godfrey building
prior to its removal to the Leavitt build-
ing at 128 West Forty-sixth street.

To Increase Efficiency

The return of the exchange to the God-
frey building was decided upon by Lewis
J. Selznick for the purpose of centraliz-

ing the company's activities in New York
City, and bring about the greatest pos-
sible efficiency in the distribution of
Selznick pictures in the New York and
New Jersey territories.

The task of moving the vast equipment
of the exchange was carried out under
the direction of District Manager Henry
M. Siegel and Sales Manager Nat Beier
without interruption to activities.

Move Publicity Department

The new quarters in the Godfrey build-

ing are in immediate communication with

the offices of President Selznick and
Vice-president Sam E. Morris. As a

part of the move from the Leavitt build-

ing the advertising and publicity depart-

ments have been transferred to the

Hooven building, 117 West Forty-sixth

street.

Abandon Plans for Film
Plans for the production of A. S. M.

Hutchinson's novel, "If Winter Comes,"
as a Paramount picture have been aban-
doned for the present. John S. Robert-
son, who was to have directed the pic-

ture in its original locale in England, is

now on his way to Hollywood to make
pictures at the Paramount-Wilshire stu-

dio.

Fox News Shown
at U. S. Request

The first official recognition ac-

corded a motion picture news serv-

ice by the United States Govern-
ment is the achievement of Fox
News, according to statements
from Fox Film Corporation.

Upon request of Secretary of

State Hughes, arrangements were
made for an official showing of sev-

eral hundred feet of film which were
embodied in the Fox News reel is-

sued during the first week of the
disarmament conference. Invita-

tions for the showing were sent to

every member of the various foreign
delegations attending the interna-

tional conference, and the film was
shown in the Navy building at

Washington under the auspices of
government officials.

The film, entitled "War Or
Peace," illustrated the destruction
wrought by war in contrast to the
accomplishments and progress
realized in time of peace. As a re-

sult of the private exhibition sev-

eral of the delegates have written
their appreciation to William Fox.

Dramatic Action Features Group of
R-C Productions, Company Announces
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CHARLES RAY (yes, it's Charlie) in

a scene from his next First National
picture "The Barnstormer."

Demand Prevails for

Arrow's New Serial

President Cites Wide Range
of Appeal in Wilson

Chapterplay

That an unusual interest prevails in

Arrow's serial, "Nan of the North," is

indicated in word received from ex-
changes and exhibitors by President W.
E. Shallenberger of the distributing com-
pany.
This chapterplay was produced by

Ben Wilson and stars Ann. Little.

Has General Appeal

. President Shallenberger points to the
unusual appeal in this serial. The fact
'that a greater portion of the action takes

1 place in the Yellowstone Park has
proved a drawing card, he says, educa-
tors having requested special presenta-
tions for school children.

The company points out that endorse-
ment by teachers and schools is an angle
which no exhibitor should overlook in

playing the production.

Is Successful Serial

McConville & Patten of Boston, who
are distributing the serial in their terri-

I

tory, state that "Nan of the North" is

the most successful chapterplay thev have
ever handled.

Cast in Fourth Doris May
Picture for R-C Selected

The cast for "Gay and Devilish," a
comedy drama starring Doris Mav, has
been completed. This will be Miss May's
fourth R-C picture produced by Hunt
Stromberg and directed bv William A.
Seiter.

The play was written bv Charles
Logue. which Garrett Elsden Fort
adapted for the screen. The members of
the cast supporting Miss May are Cullen
Landis. Otis Harlan. Jacqueline Logan,
Bull Montana, Lila Leslie, and others.

"Prodigal Judge" Receives Plaudits
Of First Nighters at N. Y. Theatre

Next Production Starring Jean Paige Announced
By President Smith of Vitagraph—Will Be

Version of "Magnificent Ambersons"
Immediately following the successful

opening of the pre-release showing of

"The Prodigal Judge" at the Cameo the-

atre in New York, President Albert E.

Smith of Vitagraph announced that pro-
duction would begin shortly on another
starring vehicle for Jean Paige. This pic-

ture will be a version of "The Magnifi-
cent Ambersons."
"The Prodigal Judge" will have a stay

of at least two weeks at the B. S. Moss
house in New York. The opening night
was a gala occasion despite inclement
weather. The theatre was packed at the
evening performances and a distinctly
first night atmosphere prevailed.

Prominent Players Attend

Praise was heard on all sides and the
press acclaimed it "eminently successful
because it is a clean, wholesome Amer-
ican story, and earned the applause the
capacity audience gave it."

Attending the initial performance were
the star. President Smith, B. S. Moss.
Maclyn Arbuckle. who plays the role of
the judge; Ernest Torrence, Earle Fox.
Horace Braham and numerous members
of the Lambs' club.

Press Lauds Picture

The New York Sun commented upon its

excellent casting, direction and faithful-

ness to scenic and costuming details. The
Mail called the picture the best of any
bill which has been presented thus far at
the Cameo, describing it as "a really ex-
cellent example of how a written novel
should be screened." The New York
Tribune praised the authentic atmosphere

of the original and the reflection of "that
whimsicality in Kester's work which is

too often apt to shrivel under the glare of

studio lights."

Edward Jose, director of this special,

also will direct "The Magnificent Amber-
sons." He is selecting the players for
the supporting parts.

Is Tarkington Story

"The Magnificent Ambersons" was
written by Booth Tarkington. It is con-
sidered bv many as one of the strongest
pieces of characterizations that ever came
from the pen of the famous Indiana nov-
elist, and is American to the core. Lite
in the Middle West is delineated as only
Tarkington can do it. Many scenes in
the picture will be filmed in that section
of the country.

Attractive Lobby Display

Draws Crowds to Theatre
The Capitol theatre of Elizabeth, N. J.,

is credited with having inaugurated one
of the most attractive lobby displays in
connection with "Lavender and Old
Lace" since it was published by Hodkin-
son.

Ten days before the week's run of the
picture Manager Henry P. Nelson artis-
tically draped the theatre lobby, using
more than one hundred yards of lavender
ribbon and an equal amount of white
lace. The effect not only proved its value
at the box office, but resulted in consid-
erable publicity in the local paper for the
picture and the theatre.

Denver Puts Stamp o
Action of First

More than two dozen franchise holders
of Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., comprising the Colorado, New Mex-
ico and Wyoming territory, endorsed the
action of the First National Get-Together
at Chicago last October and elected an
advisory board of four members for the
region, in conformity with the new policy
outlined in Chicago.
The convention held at the Brown Pal-

ace hotel, Denver, makes the endorse-
ment of the Chicago Get-Together unan-
imous, First National states.

The Denver meeting was characterized

by the interest that prevailed as evinced
by the numerous questions asked of H.
T. Nolan, original franchise holder of the

Rex theatre. Greeley, Colo., who pre-

sided.
Elected by States

The advisory committee of four mem-
bers was elected by states, two going to

Colorado and one each to New Mexico
and Wyoming. The members elected

to the board were Alvah G. Talbot of

Denver; M. G. Gerhart of Collins, Colo.:

Tames F. Lynch of Laramie. Wyo.. and
Gus Kohn of Las Vegas, N. M. Of these

Messrs. Talbot and Lynch had served as

delegates to the Chicago Get-Together
and were urged to serve on the advisory

board because of their close contact with

the national officers and their familiarity

with conditions.

In asking the cooperation of an advis-

f Approval on
National at Chicago
ory board. Mr. Talbot expressed the hope
that any differences that might arise with
franchise holders could be satisfactorily
adjusted by Mr. Nolan and Mr. Ashby.
Considerable time was spent in going
over the minutes of the Chicago-Get-To-
gether and discussing and approving the
action taken by the delegates.

Those in Attendance

Among those who attended the Den-
ver convention were: A. G. Talbot,
American theatre, Colo., and Casper.
Wyo. ; Ole M. Nelson, Majestic theatre,
Grand Junction, Colo.; E. C. King, rep-
resenting Mr. Wonderly of the Rourke,
La Junta. Colo.; A. G. Talbot, America,
Sterling. Colo.; H. T. Nolan, Rex, Gree-
ley, Colo.; E. R. Hardwick, Lyceum, Clo-
vis, N. M.; Mrs. G. Yaeger, Schuler Au-
ditorium, Raton, N. M. ; J. F. Lynch,
Empress, Laramie, Wyo.; V. W. Foot-
man, Burns, Colorado Springs, Colo.:
Paul Turgeon, Green River, Wyo., and
Max Schuback, Ft. Morgan and Sterling,

Colo.

Mr. Nolan cited several instances in

whi-h the organization had protected
frai -hise holders against commercial in-

terests that wanted to buy the franchise
by offering more money for the service

than was being paid by the present
holder. In each instance, he declared,

the offer had been turned down.
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Exhibitors Exchange
Acquires "His Nibs"

Thirty St. Louis Theatres

to Show Charles Sale

Feature

Thirty theatres affiliated with the Ex-

hibitors Direct Service Exchange of St.

Louis, Mo., will show the Exceptional

Pictures Corporation film, "His Nibs,"

being distributed by "His Nibs" Syndi-

cate, Inc., of which L. L. Hiller is presi-

dent. The transaction was consumated

by Hiller and Sidney J. Baker, general

manager of the exchange.

Owned by Local Men.

The exchange is unique in that it is

owned, controlled and operated by a local

body of theatre owners. The following

are the theatres and owners affiliated with

it: M. S. Schulter, Ashland Theatre;

S. Kaimann, Baden Theatre; Rex Amuse-
ment Co., Broadway-Family Theatre;

John Kirzin, Casino; Fred Wehrenberg,
Cherokee; Thos. James, Comet; W. O.

Reeve, Eighteenth Street; R. A. Stierlin,

Fairy; Fred N. Hoelzer, Ivory; Jos. Kot-

nik, McNair; McKinley Amusement Co.,

Majestic; Frank Spero, Marquette; W. O.

Reeve, Maryland; Fred Wehrenberg,
Melba; Mrs. M. G. Bourne, New Liberty;

Ferd Warner, North Grand; S. Kaimann,
O'Fallon; L. C. Hehl, Ozark; Rex
Amusement Co., Peerless; Chas. W.
Werner, Queens; S. Horwich, Red Wing;
John I. Gentner, Retina; C. E. Efthim,

Star; S. Sigoloff, Union; Ferd Warner,
Zelphia; and S. J. Baker.
A special committee passes upon a

picture although members of the com-
pany may vote against it.

Michigan Territory Closed

In addition to the contract of "His
Nibs" by the Butterfield theatres in Mich-
igan announcement is made that the re-

mainder of the state has been disposed of

to Favorite Film Company, Incorporated,

of Detroit. According to Mr. Hiller the

Charles Sale feature is being enthusi-
astically received in various theatres

where it is showing.

"Lorna Doone" Production

To Be Completed in Month
Work on the production of "Lorna

Doone," under the direction of Maurice

Tourneur has reached the fifth week and

it is expected the picture will be com-

pleted in about a month. The film will

be published by Associated First Na-
tional.

The prologue for the picture has been
finished and the entire cast to be used
throughout, engaged. The players se-

lected are Donald MacDonald, Norris

Johnson, Frank Keenan, Madge Bellamy,

John Bovvers, Joan Standing, Robert
Chandler and Kathleen Lewis.

Move Prizma Offices

To New Headquarters

The New York office of Prizma, Incor-

porated, has been moved from 71 West

23rd street, to the World's Tower build-

ing, 110 West 40th street. C. K. D. Walsh,

president, and Caroll H. Dunning and

H. G. Stokes, vice-presidents, will be

located at the new office.

William V. D. Kelly, technical advis-

or; B. S. Hall, treasurer, and H. R. Le
Roy, production manager, will have their

offices at the Prizma Laboratory, 8191

Hudson boulevard. Jersey City, N. J.

NORMA TALMADGE in a scene from
her Selznick picture, "By Right of

Purchase," which is being reissued.

Legion Members Act
In Christie Comedy

Cast in "Oh Promise Me" Is

Composed of Hollywood

Ex-service Men
Members of the Hollywood Post of the

American Legion predominate in the

newly completed Christie comedy, "Oh

Promise Me," to be published by Educa-

tional. The film throughout, has been

made in close cooperation with the Amer-
ican Legion post, many of the scenes

being taken in and around the Legion

clubhouse.

Ex-service Men in Cast

Virtually every member of the cast is

an ex-service man. The numerous extras

used in the film were selected by Christie

from a list of ex-service men and dis-

abled veterans. Neal Burns, who has the

leading role was in the army, and in the

supporting cast is George Burton, Dis-

tinguished Service Medal and Croix de

Guerre winner, Vic Rodman, another

army man, and Henry Murdock, who saw
service in Siberia.

The band for the parade scenes was
furnished by the Legion Post.

Stars Aid Post

In connection with the making of the

picture Neal Burns and Josephine Hill,

his leading lady, were featured in several

novel stunts to help the Hollywood post.

Members of the post were the first to see

the film when completed. The story

deals with a returned soldier and his

American and Parisian sweethearts.

Get Leads in Fox Film
Charles Richman and Barbara Castle-

ton have been engaged to play leading

parts in the forthcoming super-special

Fox production, work on which Harry

Millardc is ready to start at Fox stu-

dios.

Second Fox Special

Is Launched in Italy

Harry Beaumont Is Signed

to Direct Next Shirley

Mason Production
William Fox, president of Fox Film

Corporation, announces that J. Gordon

Edwards, director of the recently com-

pleted special, "Nero," which was pro-

duced in the company's Rome studio, has

launched production of another big feat-

ure, "The Shepherd King."

Violet Mersereau, who played the femi-
nine lead in "Nero," returns to Italy on
February 15 to play the leading feminine
part in the new Edwards production. Ex-
terior scenes will be taken along the Nile

river where the Wright Lorimer story is

laid.

Beaumont Is Signed

Mr. Fox also announces the signing of

Harry Beaumont, the well-known direc-

tor. Beaumont, who recently severed
connection with Metro, will assume direc-

tion of Shirley Mason in her next feature,

the working title of which is "Down the

Back-Stairs." In the cast are John Her-
ron, who also recently joined the Fox
forces, Edwin Stevens, Cecil Van Auker,
Claire MacDowell and Aggie Herring.

Purchase Baxter Stories

That Fox will produce two pictures

from stories by George Owen Baxter,

the noted author of Western tales, is a

third announcement. The Baxter novel,

"Free Range Lanning" will be made with

Tom Mix as the star. In "When Iron

Turns to Gold"—to be known on the

screen as "Iron to Gold"-—Dustin Farnum
will play the star role. In the cast with

Farnum will be Margaret Marsh, as

feminine lead, and William Conklin. Mix
will have Patsy Ruth Milier as his lead-

ing lady.

Manner of Electing New
Head of Catholic Church
Shown in Fox News Film

"Electing the Pope," a motion picture

visualization of processes in the selection

of a new Pope at Rome, is embodied as a

feature of a current issue of Fox News.

The film shows the methods and rites

employed by the College of Cardinals in

their election of a successor to the late

Benedict XV.
Considerable research work was car-

ried on, to show the various steps taken,

from the call to all Cardinals issued by

the Papal secretary of state, to their ar-

rival at the Sacred College where the

ballot-ne is carried on.

Archbishop Hayes of New York, issues

the following message to American fol-

lowers of the church in the Fox News:

"On the day word is received of the elec-

tion of the new Pontiff, church bells

should ring out in joy and thanksgiving."

Tiny Actress Entertains

Audience in Big Theatre
Baby Peggy, the 3-ycar-old star of Cen-

tury comedies, appeared in person at Sid

Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, in con-

nection with the picture "Chums," in

which she is starred.

The size of the theatre and the huge

audience failed to dismay the little actress

who went through her performance smil-

ing and laughing.
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Syndicate "The Leather Pushers"
To Boost Universal-Jewel Series

Arrangements Also Made for Popular Edition of

Witwer Stories— "Round 5" Completed
By Director Harry Pollard

4,000 Theatres to

Observe Anniversary
First National Is Assuring

Exhibitors of Free

Advertising

Associated First National announces

that to date more than 4,000 theatres

have pledged themselves to run the

company's pictures during First National

Anniversary Week, February 18 to 25.

The list, according to the distributing

organizations, includes not only fran-

chise and sub-franchise holders, but also

theatre men who never before have been

consistent users of First National prod-

uct.

Paper Available Soon

Free advertising paper and accessories

that have been promised to exhibitors

participating in the celebration will be

available shortly, it is announced.

Among the productions which will be

available during Anniversary Week are:

Marshall Neilan's "Penrod"; Norma Tal-

madge in "Smilin' Through"; R. A.

Walsh's "Kindred of the Dust": Anita

Stewart in "A Question of Honor"; Kath-

erine MacDonald in "The Woman's Side"

and the Emerson-Loos production. "Red
Hot Romance."

Re-Issue Chaplin Films

Some of the more recent publications

that, will be featured during First Na-
tional Week include: Charlie Chaplin re-

vivals of "A Dog's Life," and "Sunny-
side"; Charles Ray in "R. S. V. P." and
"The Barnstormer"; Jackie Coogan in

"Mv Boy'
r

; the John M. Stahl produc-

tion, "The Song of Life"; Constance Tal-

madge in "Polly of the Follies"; Richard
Barthelmess in "Tol'able David" and
"The Seventh Dav"; Norma Talmadge in

"The Wonderful Thing" and "Love's Re-
demption"; Selig Rork superb production

of "The Rosary" and J. L. Frothingham's
massive feature, "Shattered Idols," as

well as the Buster Keaton and Mack Sen-
nett short comedies.

VIORA DANIEL appearing in Christie
Comedies published through Educa-

Through the instrumentality of the

United Features Syndicate, "The Leather

Pushers," the Universal-Jewel-Colliers

series of H. C. Witwer's ring stories pro-

duced by H. L. Messmore, will receive
nation-wide publicity in the leading news-
papers of the countrv. Already eleven
of the important dailies in the key cities

have arranged to publish the twenty
"rounds" of the squared-circle narra-
tives.

The series first received national pub-
licity in the pages of Colliers. Follow-

ing this "The Leather Pushers" was pub-
lished in book form by G. P. Putman &
Sons. Arrangements also have been
completed between Universal and Gros-
sett & Dunlap to re-issue the Witwer
stories in a popular-priced edition, illus-

trated with still pictures from the film.

Bookings Pile Up
That theatre owners realize the advan-

tages to be gained froru this comprehen-
sive publicity is evidenced, according to
Universal, by the encouraging bookings
announced by the exchanges on the
series throughout the country.

"Round 5" Complete

"Round 5" has just been completed by
Harry Pollard, who is directing the ser-

ies. Reginald Denny, the star, is sup-
ported by Norma Schearer, co-star of

"The Stealers," and other pictures. Hay-
den Stevenson, Sam Ryan. Charles As-
cott and a number of pugilistic celebri-

ties add to the excellence of the cast.

"The Leather Pushers" are of such un-
usual merit, according to Universal, that

it has been able to book these short-reel

subjects into the larger houses, including
Ascher's Roosevelt, Chicago; Botzum
Brothers' Orpheum, Akron; J. H. Nee-
ler's Columbia. Norfolk; Strand, Pitts-

Preceding and during the presentation

of Warner Brothers "School Days" at the

Strand theatre in New York, a compre-

hensive campaign of exploitation was

conducted to herald the metropolitan
premiere of this production starring Wes-
ley (Freckles) Barry through arrange-
ment with Marshall Neilan.

Joe Plunkett, managing director of the

Strand, directed the presentation of the

feature, and devoted his entire program
to this screen version of Gus Edwards
"School Days."

Stage Musical Revue

A musical revue staged by Jack B.

Loeb served as a fitting prologue. A
number of talented youngsters partic-

ipated in this. The Strand quartette as-

sisted the revue, and the musical score

was composed from all the Edwards mel-

odies by Leo Edwards.
Prior to the opening cartoon half

sheets were plastered in every available

location. This was preceded by a bill-

board campaign throughout Greater New

burgh; Ascher's Capitol, Cincinnati;
Poli's, Meriden; Ascher's Merrill, Milwau-
kee; Strand. Fort Dodge, la.; Amuzu,
Big Stone Gap, Va.; Strand, Norton, Ya.

;

Princess, St Charles. Ya.; Strand, New
Kensington. Pa.; Lyric. Shenandoah. Pa.;
Brown & Anderson, Boone, la.; Cres-
cent, Kearney, Neb.; Aldine, Lancaster,
Pa.; American, Pottsville, Pa.; Lyric,
California. Pa., and many others.
Some of the newspapers which have ob-

tained exclusive rights in their cities to
story_ rights on "The Leather Pushers"
are new York Evening Telegram, Chicago
Daily Xeu-s, Philadelphia Record, Boston
Post, Montreal Star, Washington Post,
Omaha Daily Hews, Berkeley Gazette, Mc-
Keesport Sunday Record and Grand Island
Independent. The series is issued to
newspapers by United Feature Sydicate
in twenty installments of 2,000 words
each.

Two Southern Exchanges
Get Amalgamated Rights

Announcement is made that two more
independent exchanges have obtained
franchises from Amalgamated Pictures.
Savini Films, Incorporated, of Atlanta,
will handle the distribution of Amalga-
mated company's product in Georgia,
Tennesee, North and South Carolina,
Alabama and Florida.

Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore
is the franchise holder for the territory
of Delaware, Virginia and the District of
Columbia.

New Torchy Comedy Ready
Johnny Hines has just finished work

on the latest "Torchy" comedy for Edu-
cational publication. It is called "Torchy
and Orange Blossoms."

York. For two weeks prior to and dur-
ing the showing every' New York daily-

carried teaser ads which were followed
by the regular billing.

Install Sound Transmitter

Another stunt with heightened interest

was the Magnavox, or sound transmitter.
The Magnavox was so arranged that the
passerby heard the orchestral music, the
songs and monologue of the players in

the prologue and the laughs and applause
that accompanied the showing of the pic-

ture.

"School Days," in its treatment of the
untamable, irresponsible heart of boy-
hood, is said to particularly lend itself to

big and small town exploitation with a
musical prologue by utilizing home tal-

ent. Evidence of this fact is furnished by
the example of Harlan E. Woehrle of the
Third Street theatre. Easton, Pa., who
successfully put over a prologue with
local talent, and other enterprising show-
men.
The production was made by Harry

Rapf, and directed by William Nigh.

Diversified Exploitation Is Used in

Promoting uSchool Days" in N. Y.
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Development of

the M.P.T.O.A.

By Monte W. Sohn
(Concluded from page 29)

atres. Such men as Louis Kalbfield of

Palatka, Fla., Martin Heanue of Bridge-

port, Fred Elliott of Albany, N. Y., and
Sydney Nutt of Hot Springs, Arkansas

have contributed tremendously in time

and money—and they are men whose
business implies need for much of their

attention personally.

And the biggest theatre owners—A.
H. Blank, M. E. Comerford, Colonel W.
S. Butterfield, these have not been too

busy, despite their big interests to lend

their most active support.

The writer recalls the Rochester con-

vention, at which John Mannheimer sat

through the banquet, finished some im-

portant work without complaint or hesi-

tancy, though he had received a tele-

gram two hours before, advising him

his son was being operated upon—

a

critical surgical case.

It was this same spirit of self forget-

fulness that dominated the executive

committee at Minneapolis, when, in ter-

rific midsummer heat, it worked fifty-

eight hours out of seventy-two; O'Reilly

and Kantor and Markowitz and Griffin

and Lustig and Peter and Linton

and others of that earnest board.

It was this spirit that so sped en-

listments that Sydney S. Cohen is today

president of a great trade group of

nearly fifteen thousand exhibitors rep-

resenting forty-five states.

And forty-five states is pretty close

to being America.

(In a subsequent article Mr. Sohn will

take up specific instances of notable work

in various state fights against adverse

legislation and other exhibitor difficulty.)

Weather Ideal for

Making "Cold Feet"
Christie and Company are

Wading in Deep Snows

of Truckee
M Christie is in the deep snows of

Truckee, Cal.. making a Northwest

Mounted Police story, entitled "Cold

Feet."
Christie is at Truckee with many varie-

ties of fur coats, high boots and arctics

and has a company of twenty actors and

staff members and dog teams.

Viora Daniel Featured

Viora Daniel plays the featured role,

that of a young lady from the East, who,

after deep perusal of modern fiction, be-

lieves three things implicitly; i. e. (1)

that all Northwest Mounted Police are

six feet tall and handsomer than Wallie

Reid; (2) that Canada is overrun with

Malamutc dog teams tracking down and

dragging wronged ladies out of snow-

drifts, and (3) that a large percentage

of the dirtv villains of the West are half-

breed Indian guides.

Strange Things Happen

With this as a basis, some strange and

wonderful things will happen to the fic-

tion-fed young lady.

Christie is said to be the first producer

to utilize this locale and subject matter

for a comedy film.

RICHARD R. NEHLS, known to the
trade through his activities as general
manager of American Film Company,
has new film manufacturing projects
in contemplation, according to reports.

Nehls Interested in

New Film Projects

Details of His Plans Not Yet

Announced by Pioneer

in Industry
New film manufacturing projects are

in contemplation by Richard R. Nehls,

former general manager of American

Film Company and manager of the

George Kleine organization, according to

reports current on the West Coast.

Advocate of Economy
For some years Mr. Nehls has been an

advocate of economy in production. He
has worked on the theory that practical

efficiency can be applied to the production
of pictures the same as to automobiles,

cash registers and other forms of mer-
chandise.

It is understood that the new projects

with which he is reported to be associated

w ill be operated along these lines of prac-

tical efficiency.

Is Pioneer in Industry

Mr. Nehls is one of the pioneers of the

industry having been associated with

George Kleine back in 1008. In 1911 he
joined American, where he gained an in-

timate knowledge of production.

Mr. Nehls idea of practical efficiency is

not so much in cutting costs as minimiz-

ing waste.

Semon's Latest Comedy
Ready for Distribution

Larry Semon's latest comedy has been

completed and arrangements arc being

made in the east for its distribution to

Vitagraph exchanges. The newest Se-

mon film is said to be the biggest the

comedian has ever turned out.

Lucille Carlisle plays an important part

with Scmon in the picture. A large part

of the action takes place in a theatre,

where Scmon plays two parts, one in the

back stage region and the other in the

audience.

Producer of Titles

Uses New Process
Type Is Utilized in Making

White on Black

Titles

J. W. Aston, president of Photo Play

Title Company, 1143 Berwyn avenue,

Chicago, has evolved a process for pro-

ducing titles from type. The process is

said to produce an unusually fine title of

white on black, it being possible to use

any style of type desired.

Commenting on this process, Mr. Aston
says

:

Use Ordinary Type

"It is now possible to use ordinary type
and produce opaque white lettering of the

type face desired by the producer or di-

rector on a velvet black cardboard so
sharp and clear as to stand any camera
test to the entire satisfaction of the di-

rector or producer.
"Two-tone effects with one exposure

of the camera by using a mask done in

subdued shades and color is possible, but
not yet extensively used for the reason
that but few title 'shooters' are familiar

with the results to be obtained.

Need Better Titles

"The day of better pictures is here and
in planning future productions give the
title question a little more time and study.

Results will pay you for your trouble.
"The height of folly is to spend hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars in produc-
ing a picture and titling it with 50-cent
titles."

A patent has been granted Mr. Aston
on his new process.

Chinese Laud American
Films on Studio Visit

American pictures are the favorites in

China, according to a party of prominent

Chinese officials who visited the New
York studio of William Fox on their way
back to their native country. The party

included Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Chow
Tsuchi, Miss Amy Chow, Miss Susie
Chow, H. H. Bowling, and W. C. Kwong.
Mr. Tsuchi is minister of finance of

China and has been in Washington act-

ing in an advisory capacity with the Chi-

nese delegation at the armament confer-

ence. "Chinese are as ardent picture

fans as Americans," said Y. C. Kwong,
who acted as spokesman for the party.

Finish Second Rex Beach
Story for United Artists

"Fair Lady," second of the Rex Beach

film productions for United Artists Cor-

poration, and an adaptation of Mr.

Beach's novel, "The Net," has been com-

pleted, and is now in the final stages of

assembling and titling. No definite pub-
lication date has been fixed. Betty Blythe
lias the leading feminine role.

Film Popular Writerjin

Artclass Sport Review
Rex Beach, popular story writer and

screen author, will appear in a forthcom-

ing issue of the Artclass Sport Review,

entitled "A Week End with Rex Beach."
The film shows Beach in the woods of

northern Canada on a fishing and hunt-
ing expedition.
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Capitol Theatre Ranks Among Finest

TRIKING VIEW of the interior of the Capitol theatre at Davenport, la., one of

the string of houses operated by A. H. Blank, original franchise holder of First

National with headquarters at Des Moines. Unique in the construction of the

house are the two small stages noted on each side of the proscenium. On one

of these stages is the organ console and on the other a grand piano. The theatre,

one of the finest between Chicago and the Coast, seats 2,400. The color scheme
of the auditorium is ivory and gold, three mural paintings enhancing the dome.

JOHN A. LOVERIDGE, an experi-

enced theatrical man, is responsible to

a large degree for the success of the

theatre of which he is manager. Mr.

Loveridge's usual program consists of

a feature attraction, scenic, news reel,

comedy and musical numbers. Pro-

logues are presented occasionally on
high-class attractions.

MARBLE STAIRWAY leads to the mezzanine floor and a
large rest and lounge room, fitted with reading lamps,
writing desks and overstuffed davenports and easy chairs.
From either side of the mezzanine floor stairways lead to
the balcony off of which are retiring rooms for men and
women. Here also is a play room for children equipped
with slides, hobby horses, trains and other toys.

AW
- <

FRONT OF DAVENPORT'S new home of First National
pictures. The Capitol is constructed on white enamel brick
and stone. The most modern ventilating, heating and
cooling systems have been installed. A Moeller organ,
grand piano and twelve-piece orchestra furnish music in
keeping with the atmosphere of the theatre. T. O. Arse-
nault is organist and Albert Peteren conducts the orchestra.
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LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

How About "Exhibitors' Week"?

EXETER, N. H.—To the Editor : Well,

we have had a Paramount Week, Fox
Week, Goldwyn Week, and Federated

Week and every other producer's week
each year, year after year, and we have

always fallen for it. Now why can't

we have an "Exhibitors' Week," a real

one?

A salesman calls upon us and says
such a week has been set aside as

Witchcraft Film Week. If you will book
this week solid with Witchcraft pic-

tures, you will be doing him a personal
favor. Then we get letters from the

managers of the exchanges asking the

same favor and often signed by the full

office force asking this "personal favor."

We fall for it as usual, although no re-

duction in prices is ever offered during
this week. Only once in a while, a lit-

tle free advertising, which does them
much more good than us, as it seldom
advertises anything except Withcraft
Week.
Then along comes another and thf

another and so on and we fall for all

of them to be a good fellow. O ften

we go to a lot of trouble in changing
bookings, setting bookings back, etc.,

and then get the devil from ihe others

for so doing. And why do wc do it?

We are not going to any more. At least

I am not until they show me how I can
benefit at least a little bit by it. Now
we have done so much for them, let's

try them and see how much they are
willing to do for us !

As I said in the first part of the letter,

let's have an "Exhibitors' Week."
Let's put it up to the exchanges; re-

serve a certain week and have each of

the exchanges that we do business with
furnish us one show that week free of

charge.

I'll bet Carl Laemmle will do it, but
I will bet a dollar to a doughnut he is

the only producer that will.

I am not suggesting this because I

need free pictures, as I can pay for all

I get. In fact, I have always paid for

more than I ever got but it would show
just how much love they really have
for us little fellows. We have put their

weeks over for them. Now let them
put one over for us.

Let us see if there is any gratitude in

this business. And if such a miracle
should happen that any of them should
agree to this, would they offer us junk?
During their weeks, we did not pay for

junk although we often got it.—G. W.
Yeaton, manager, Ioka theatre, Exeter,

N. H.

Film Rentals and Percentages

OMAHA, NEB.—To the Editor : There
is something on my mind which I must
let the world know about with your
kind indulgence.
These arc troublesome times, not only

in the picture business but in all lines

as well. I see in the clothing store win-
dows that men's suits and overcoats

v Jlb****
•

•

J
> .J* .

Pauline Frederick in a scene from "Two Kinds
of Women" (R-C Pictures)

can be bought for half what they could
a year ago. Also, the price of other
commodities has been reduced. But so
far some of the producers haven't found
out, apparently, that times have changed
for the worse in the last twelve months,
and, instead of reducing film rentals in

accordance with the exhibitor's ability

to pay, are asking enormous a - d I might
say fabulous prices.

I would rather not mention names, but
as I see other exhibitors are telling

who are the guilty ones, I suppose I will

have to do the same.
We have received a price quotation

from United Artists recently on three
of their pictures which was just five

times higher than we have ever paid.

Immediately after receiving these fig-

ures, we received a letter from the same
company asking us if we were going to
reduce our price of admission.
Mr. Griffith says in the magazines that

the sum he is asking for his picture is

no higher than he would have received
had he "road showed" it. I ask: "How
does he know he would have received

as much?" Besides his argument does
not apply to this city, as this picture
has already been shown twice in a legit-

imate theatre and also had a long run
in one of the picture houses of Omaha.
Now comes another producer with his

specials and asks us to show them cn
percentage, 65-35, said producer to take
the 65. Up to this time, 60 per rent is

the highest we have ever been asked
and some have offered to let us deduct
our house expenses and then split 50-50.

I will give you the initials of one cf this

producer's specials so that the readers
of this article, if any, may have some-
thing to study over, being "O t

H ." We thought we had settled the
percentage question some time ago
when the exhibitors of this part of the
country almost unanimously declared
themselves against it. The arguments
against percentage have all been pub-
lished time and again and are just as
good today as they were at any time in

the past. I for one will never show a

picture under this arrangement if I

have to close my theatre doors.
Let us suggest my epitaph for the

gravestone of the one who invented
percentage as follows:
Here lies old Ninety-Nine Per Cent,

The more he saved, the less he spent;

The more he saved, ihe more he craved.

Great God! How can such a soul be saved?
—W. H. Creal, Sr.

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.
* *

Establishing Longer Runs

DETROIT, Mich.—To the Editor: I

do not contribute to "What the Picture
Did for Me" as often as most of the
readers do, but I want to explain cer-

tain things and then draw your own
conclusions.

I have been operating the Myrtle the-

atre for over eight years. For years I

thought I had to change daily. Not
until October 1, 1919, did I show my
first two-day picture, which proved a
great success. From then on about
once a month, I showed a two-day pic-

ture. Not until June, 1920, did I put
on a two-day picture once a week reg-

ularly. By being very careful in select-

ing my two-day picture, it developed the
two best days of the week except Sun-
day.

My two-day picture was not always
a so-called special but many were se-

lected from the program pictures. I

get to see from four to six pictures a
week at the first run houses; so prac-
tically all of my two-day pictures I

have seen myself before showing them.
I also included the cream of the com-
edies with my two-day pictures with
the exception of where the feature was
too long. The higher priced comedies
are usually sold at a fixed rental with
choice of one or two days at the same
rental.

On November 14, 15 and 16, 1921, I

took a chance and showed a picture

three days for the first time. The pic-

ture was "The Old Nest." It proved
the most profitable days I have ever
had. Four weeks later, I showed "The
Affairs of Anatol" for three days. The
attendance for "Anatol" was quite satis-

factory but I paid too much for the
picture. The local Paramount office ad-
justed the price on the future big spe-

cials like "The Sheik," "Experience,"
"The Great Moment," etc. As a result

of my experience with "The Old Nest"
and "Anatol," I decided to try a three-
day picture about once in three or four

weeks.

The last three-day picture up to writ-

ing this letter was "Wet Gold" together
with Harold Lloyd in "I Do," which
showed January 9, 10 and 11. Next to

"The Old Nest," this last three-day
showing was the most satisfactory in

months.

I have shown all the comedies Harold
Lloyd ever made with the exception of

the last four and never made any money
with them until I made an extra fuss

with "I Do" and "Wet Gold."
The advertising I used was window

cards, especially printed, about 125 cost

$10, and screen announcements.

My two-day picture this week aver-

ages about the same as the two-day
pictures have for some time, perhaps a

little better. My next three-day pic-

ture will be February 6, 7, and 8 with

Mary Pickford in "Suds" and Harold
Lloyd in "Never Weaken." The week
following I start two pictures a week
each two days, alternating with a three-

day picture once in three or four weeks.

It looks to me that the reduction

in film rental made possible for me by

the three-day showing together with

the extra prestige a picture seems to

get by advertising it three days will

give me an extra good week at least

once a month.

I might add that the Myrtle theatre

is located in a very quiet neighborhood,

working class section, and very few

transients pass the theatre. My price

of admission has not been raised since

1919, being 10 cents for children, 15 cents

for adults including war tax; Sunday,

10 and 20 cents; seating capacity, 600;

and, considering the times, I manage to

get by very nicely.

I will try to report from time to time

what future results will be with the

three-day showings, also the new po' 1^
of two two-day showings a week.—J. E-

Stocker, manager, Myrtle theatre, 3515

Seventeenth street, Detroit, Mich.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

Associated Exhibitors
The Devil, with George Arliss.—Al-

though it is an old picture, it is an A-l
production. If you did not play this pic-

book it and put it over big. Advertise
The Devil all you can. It will stand it.^
Rudolph Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona,
Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Rider of the King Log, with a spe-
cial cast.—My advice is to let it alone.

Bought it for a special. Was hooked good
and proper. It's too slow and draggy.
Too many dark scenes. Subtitles too

small print to read readily. Lay off.

—

McClure and Faulkner, Comique theatre,

Jamesport, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
ape.

The Road to London, with Bryant
Washburn.—Just a good program picture.

Nothing big. Will go in any average
theatre.—H. B. Barr, Rialto theatre, Enid,

, Okla.—General patronage.

Home Keeping Hearts, with a special

cast.—Missed being good program picture

because all but the child are unnatural.
Poor directing. Not much story. Clever
child actress.—S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour
theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

First National

Jim the Penman, with Lionel Barry-
more.—Pretty good, but western people
don't like to see so much killing. It re-

minds them of New York, Chicago and
other civilized places.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—Picture
that pleased all. Record breaking busi-
ness for two days.—C. Swanson, Opera
House, Wahoo, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Marry the Poor Girl, with Mr. and Mrs.
Carter De Haven.—Boosted this one sky-
high and lost money. Did not please.

—

Frank D. Adams, Orpheum theatre, Way-
cross, Ga.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
—This one pleased my audience and I

consider it up to the Ray standard. The
spooky part was not serious. Try it.

It's different and should prove a good
tonic for Ray followers. Anyway, that's
how it worked for me.—W. P. Perry,
Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

—

Small town patronage.

The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.—If our friend Charles doesn't lay off
trying to be a star-director, he is going
to lose a bunch of his good friends. This
picture was just badly directed. It won't
hold up.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
Detroit, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.
Molly O, a Mack Sennett production.

—A real box office attraction. Now on
its third week, and still drawing good
crowds.—Samuel Harding, Doric thea-
tre, Kansas City, Mo.—Transient patron-
age.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.

—Not a good picture. Some good situa-

tions, but not up to the Ray standard.
The football fans liked it.—C. Swanson,
Opera House, Wahoo, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
—Agreeable picture. Went good with
my audience.—J. Carbonell, Monroe thea-
tre, Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Love's Penalty, with Hope Hampton.

—

Good picture. Patrons said they did not
care about the story it was worth the

admission to look at her. Let's see more
of Miss Hampton.—G. H. Jenkinson,
Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

Wedding Bells, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Very fine. Connie always works
hard to please and she always does please.

Her pictures are all good.—Jack Cairns,

Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

—

The best all around picture we have ever

LILLIAN GISH and Joseph Schildkraut

in a scene from D. W. Griffith's latest

production, "Orphans of the Storm"

shown. Everybody liked it.—P. J. Bur-
ford, Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge.—Conny is a gem in this one.
One rather embarrassing scene, but the
director tactfully camouflaged it.—H. J.
Gray bill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

NOT GUILTY and COURAGE,
Sidney A. Franklin productions.

—

A couple of good bets are being
overlooked, judging from reports to
this department, for I have seen
very few reports on these and those
only in an indifferent tone. They
are both mighty good. I think COU-
RAGE is big. I will admit they
have no big all star casts, etc., as
pulling power, but your patrons will
sure stop and tell you how much
they enjoyed the show. I used Bus-
ter Keaton in NEIGHBORS andHARD LUCK as the pulling pow-
er. Used COURAGE December 31
and the next day our banker made
a talk before the Sunday School
about COURAGE and the New
Year. The press sheet on COUR-
AGE is all right, but don't try to
use the one on NOT GUILTY. It
is very misleading.—Sudie L. Ha-
ney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines,
N. M.

A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production.—One of the best comedies we
have ever shown. Pleased 100 per cent.
Went over good at advanced prices.

—

C. H. Bills, Opera House, Le-iora, Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Notorious Miss Lisle, with Kath-
erine MacDonald.—Poorest attendance in
history of theatre. Did not pay overhead.
Play average.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.—Small town patronage.

Not Guilty, with a special cast.—Poor.—C. A. Perry, Crown theatre, Pasadena,
Cal.—Transient patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.—Story not very well constructed and
not Ray's best by any means, although
it pleased most of our patrons. Good
attendance.—E. W. Werner, Warwick
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Lotus Eater, with John Barry-
more.—Worth about half the box office

valuation. Colleen Moore is good in this.

—J. E. Kirk, Grand theatre, Omaha,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Woman in His House, with Mil-
dred Harris.—The Headrick child was
the whole show. A very fine picture.
Pleased 100 per cent. Let's have more
like it.—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre,
Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
special cast.—A first-class production.
Clever cast. Clean-cut story. Get it

and boost it as a treat for your patrons.
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Metro presents "Missing Husbands," a dramatic and colorful tale, from which the
above is a scene

—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

19 and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.—
Crowd wouldn't come out. Opinion 50-

50. An old stranger in cowhide boots,
leaving the theatre said, "I've paid bigger
money to see rottener pictures." Some
compliment that!—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart.—An extra good picture. Beau-
tiful scenery. No one can kick on this

sort of a picture.—P. J. Burford, Princess
theatre, Doniphan, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.

—This picture is all that could be de-
sired. Snow scenes great. Story very
entertaining. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—The opinion of my patrons
was that this is the best of Norma's pic-

tures. One hundred per cent good busi-
ness two days.—C. Swanson, Opera
House, Wahoo, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Scoffer an Allan Dwan production.
—Mr. Dwan has not turned out a picture

like The Scoffer since Soldiers of For-
tune. This is a splendid picture. Any
exhibitor should have very little trouble
in putting over such pictures anywhere.
—Rudolph Navary, Liberty theatre,

Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Love's Penalty, with Hope Hampton.

—

Just an ordinary program picture. I lost

money on this one. First National pic-

tures are not making money for me.

—

P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Man-Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holu-
bar production.—This one set a new
box office record. Increased prices 30

to 40 cents and it went immense. Any
live exhibitor can exploit this and feel

his people will like it. Go the limit on
it.—Ben L. Morris, Temple, Bcllaire, O.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Serenade, with George Walsh.—

A

First National lemon. Where do they get

such bunk? What are the officials in

New York doing to buy such trash?
Exhibitors, put this frazzle on the shelf
and send in your rental as a donation.
Barnum said, "A fool is born every min-
ute." I will say First National has had
as many winners during the past year
as the best of them, but they have also
had quite a few poor ones.—Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Fox
Queen of Sheba, with a special cast.

—

Stands out as the biggest box office at-

traction of 1922. The star's acting and
costumes pulled like a mustard plaster.

Will please all classes. Do not lay too
great a stress in advertising that picture
is a great dress feature.—Ralph Goldberg,
Sun theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Gleam O'Dawn, with John Gilbert.

—

Exceptionally good Saturday night at-

traction for us. Gilbert has pleasing per-
sonality and crowds seemed to like him.
Barbara Bedford also good.—Harry M.
Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington,
Ind.—General patronage.

Sky High, with Tom Mix.—An extra-
ordinary picture which pleased big busi-
ness.—William Noble, Rialto theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-
age.

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.
—A good picture. Pleased Tom's host
of local fans.—H. J. Graybill. Family
theatre, Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Cinderella of the Hills, with Barbara
Bedford.—One of the best program pic-

tures. Clean and to the point. The au-
thor, J. Brcckcnridge Ellis, is a resident
here, and w- showed it two nights to
capacity. The star was fine.—C. H.
Thompson, Plattsburg theatre, Platts-
burg. Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

What Love Will Do, with Edna Murphy
and lohnny Walker.—These two stars
will soon come to the front. They are
new beginners to our patrons, but we
have run three or four of these pictures
and they were pleasing.—W. S. Harris,
Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.

—

.Neighborhood patronage.

A Connecticut Yankee. Over the Hill

and Queen of Sheba, with special casts.

—

Played the first and second two weeks
each, and the latter two weeks and four
days. We enjoyed extra good business
on all and recommend them to any hus-
tling exhibitor. Queen of Sheba is the
only picture ever held over for the third

week by any house in Houston.—John
Huligman, Key theatre, Houston, Tex.

Beyond Price, with Pearl White.—This
is a picture that should appeal to any
house, and all married people with no
family should see it, as it preaches a much
stronger sermon than you get from the
average pulpit.—C. H. Thompson, Platts-

burg theatre, Plattsburg, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix.—Good
all-western with plenty of action. I lost

money but no fault of the picture. Give
us more of litis kind and we'll pay the
back rent some time this Summer.

P. S.— I just wonder if "old man" Gam-
brell, or his son, Jesse L., are still in the

picture game. I used to know these gen«
tlemen when I was at Coffeeville, Kans.
—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix -
Mix is one of our best bets and always
gets them. This is a good one and if

they like Mix they will like this.—Ben. L.

Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.—

A

crackerjack and one that will please them
all. Drew a big house. A dandy five-

reeler.—Wm. Watson, Happy Hour thea-

tre, Excelsior, Minn.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Little Miss Hawkshaw, with Eileen

Percy.—Up to Miss Percy's standard.

Seemed to please all.—W. S. Harris,

Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Live Wires, with Edna Murphy and
,

Johnnie Walker.—Many good compli-
ments on this one. I consider it an ex-

cellent program picture.—C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Play Square, with Edna Murphy and
Johnny Walker.—If all of their pictures

are as good as the first two, their reputa-

tion will be made shortly. Very pleasing.

—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre, Bridge-

port, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

Whatever She Wants, with Eileen

Percy.—Eileen Percy always goes over

well here. This one is just an average
picture, pleasing most of the audience.

—J. C. McKee. Electric theatre, Bolivar,

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lady from Longacre, with William
Russell.—Fairly good. Seemed to please

about 75 per cent, although Russell a

favorite here.—W. S. Harris, Grand thea-

tre. Marked Tree, Ark.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Big Punch, with Charles Jones.—
Crowd said this was no good. Lots of

kicks.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre,

King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

The Cheater Reformed, with William
Russell.—This is a dandy picture, and

pleased. Business light, owing to depres-

sion in money matters, which is the worst

in eight years.—G. W. Johnson, Mystic

theatre. Marmarth, N. D.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.—Up
to Jones' standard. He is always good

and vcrv well liked here. Just Pals is

h

Consult Your Conscience!

Your Secret Is Common
Gossip !

See page IS
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Ten Pictures That
Made Money For Me
1. Once to Every Woman.
2. The Inside of the Cup.
3. Black Beauty.
4. Forbidden Fruit.

5. The Great Redeemer.
6. The Affairs of Anatol.

7. Mickey.
8. Eyes of the World.
9. Skirts.

10. The Bluebird.

I enclose several reports. I

have derived so much benefit

through this department that I

feel ashamed for not sooner
"'doing my bit" for the benefit

of the others. However, you
may expect reports from me
regularly in the future.

G. K. HANKS,
Pastime theatre,

Manning, S. C.

only poor picture we ever ran with Buck.

—W. S. Harris, Grand theatre, Marked
Tree, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
—This is a knockout, and a great comedy
through and through. Will keep any
audience in an uproar from start to finish.

—The best Mix in the 1921 series.—G.

W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth.
N. D.

The Big Town Round-up, with Tom
Mix.—Tom Mix has always been one of

my best. This one not quite as good as

The Road Demon, yet pleased greater
portion.—J. C. McKee, Electric theatre.

Bolivar. Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Ever Since Eve, with Shirley Mason.

—

Shirley always pleases here, and this was
no exception.—H. J. Graybill. Family
theatre, Bridgeport. O.—Neighborhood
patronage.

When a Man Sees Red, with William
Farnum.—The star put this over. A re-

issue advertised as 7 reels, about 5.000

feet.—E. P. Johnson, Garlock Opera
House, Phelps, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Goldwyn
A Poor Relation, with Will Rogers.

—

Old Bill just increases my business about
33 per cent. I never lost on Rogers yet,

and only on one occasion did I find a
poor picture. It's a treat to sit and
watch Will Rogers. He's just human
and doesn't act. He is just natural.

—

Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,

Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Guile of Women, with Will Rogers.

—

Did not draw a handful. Fair picture.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel
Normand.—Nothing much to it. Will
please the children, but older people don't
care for such stuff. Pleased about 60
per cent.—A. E. Rogers, Temple thea-
tre, Dexter, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
—One of the best I have had this winter.
Tom Moore is a great favorite here. Had
many stop and say it was good.—W. T.
Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.—Small
town patronage.
Prisoners of Love, with Betty Comp-

t
son.—This went over good. After see-
ing this they went crazy for more of

"The Prodigal Judge"

"The Prodigal Judge"

Miss Compson.—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor
theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel
Normand.—Poor picture. Story of a

half-wit charming a millionaire. Dull and
uninteresting throughout.—S. V. Wallace,
Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs,
Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Tale of Two Worlds, with a special
cast.—My patrons liked this one very
much. Business good.—A. C. Betts.
Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Oh what a treat. I ran this picture Sat-
urday, Sunday and Monday. Big record
business every day. Goldwyn deserves
credit from every exhibitor. He did not
put a prohibitive price on this picture,

when, as a matter of fact, he could have
made ten times what he did. Did the
other big producers give the ex-a-biters

a chance? No; he wrung the last dollar

he could from them. Keep your eye on
Goldwyn this year. They are releasing
some big winners. I'm glad I bought
a Goldwyn franchise. You can't lose on
The Old Nest, but you can make a lot

on it.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre.

Detroit, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Going Some, with a special cast.—

A

little aged but very good show. Will
please anywhere.—W. T. Biggs, Unique
theatre, Anita, la.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

THE OLD NEST, with a special

cast.— I wish I had this to play
over again. As a picture it is,

well, it is not a picture at all. It's

real life. And business? Boy!
Three days of the kind we dream
about, with the third twice as big

as the first. It sure makes a fel-

low feel good when he can stay in

sight when they come out and get
thanked for bringing such a pic-

ture into his house. THE OLD
NEST at 35 cents pulled 300 more
people and 50 more dollars than
ANATOL at 40 cents. You can
afford to play this if you lose

money, but you won't lose any.

—

W. Ray Erne, Rialto theatre, Char-
lotte, Mich.

What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel
Normand.—Poor. Nothing to it. A lot

of ten-year-old school kids could put up
a better picture.—G. Hill, Grand theatre,

Lebanon. O.—Neighborhood patronage.

Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
—They liked it, but that will be enough
for a while. Story of street sweeper ris-

ing to be political boss. Sort of a Joan
of Arc idea in connection with a red

flag. A little drama here and there.—S.

V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre. Cam-
bridge Springs, Pa.—Transient patron-
age.

Almost a Husband, with Bill Rogers.
—Another good one. Patrons like Rog-
ers.—A. C. Betts. Powers theatre. Red
Creek. N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Hodkinson
The Mysterious Rider, with a special

cast.—A Zane Gre\r picture seems to

please very much, as a general rule, and
this one was no exception. Business
above the average.—Raymond Gear,

Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.

—

General patronage.

The Man of the Forest, with a special

cast.—A picture that will please any
class of audience. Patrons gave many-
good comments.—W. R. Frank, New
Franklin theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Spenders, with a special cast.

—

Better than a program picture and pa-

trons liked it 100 per cent. Drew fair.

—L. Prosser, Muse theatre, Omaha, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Riders of the Dawn, with a special cast.
—-My first Hodkinson picture and also

my first Zane Grey. Pleased 100 per
cent. Drew fairly well. It seems almost
incredible that there is one producer who
doesn't want all you take in at the box
office.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Journey's End, a Hugo Ballin pro-
duction.— I read the . opinion of some
rummy critic down in New York and I

want to say if I couldn't tell the truth
better than that I would quit the busi-

ness. My people were very much dis-

satisfied and I felt like a swindler after

charging people to look at this kind of a
picture.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,

Detroit, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Mysterious Rider, with a special

cast.—They will like this one if they like

Zane Greys, and most of them do.—G.

W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Sahara, with Louise Glaum.—This
pleased a small attendance, owing to cold
weather and no money in the country.
No fault of the picture. One could raise

their admissions on this in normal times.

—G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre. Mar-
marth, N. D.

King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis.

—

Very good picture. No business on ac-

count of bad weather. No fault of pic-

ture.—O. L. Dowell, Electric theatre,

Eldon, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Lavender and Old Lace, with a special

cast.—This is a little classic. Run it,

even if it does not make money, for it

will give your house prestige. Very
pretty and censorproof. Marguerite
Snow is very good.—F. Hejtmanek,
Opera House, Clarkson, Neb.—-Small

town patronage.

Metro
The Hunch, with Gareth Hughes.—

A

good comedy. Many good laughs and
real humor in situations. Pleased all.

—

C. Swanson. Opera House, Wahoo, Neb.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Little Eva Ascends, with Gareth
Hughes.—Just a fair pict ire. Gareth
Hughes is coming, if they will only give
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him the proper stories.—Raymond Gear,
Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.

—

General patronage.

Fightin' Mad, with William Desmond.
—One of the most pleasing Westerns we
ever had in the house.—Leslie Hables,
Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

The Fourteenth Lover, with Viola
Dana.—Pleased big audiences.—William
Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City,

Okla.—General patronage.

Over the Wire, with Alice Lake.

—

Pleased those that saw it. Attendance
light. Poor drawing card. Patrons stung
too often on their all-star series, which

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera! at caab
laving pricei Special rofesstonal

diacounti on UNIVF.RSALS.
Immediate delivery od all models. D«BrU.
I wFrann. Path* and many others demon
treted lo oar showroom. Send for oar com
plete catalog at once, free oo request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Oept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St.. CI c I [O. Ill

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, Cartoons
Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1005-1006 Mailers Bldg. Telephone Central 2347 Chicago, 111.

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.

413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

Photo Play Title Co., Inc.

J. W. ASTON, Pres.

Title Process Pat. Nov. 8, 1921

5828 Broadway Chicago, 111.

We are the original
makers and inventors of

most successful titles shown
on the silver sheet today.

We furnish any kind of

titles you may desire; art,

hand or process.

Estimates given. Sample
furnished.

Endorsed and used by
leading film companies of

United States.

Trial orders solicited.

Original Art Trailers Specialized

Rapid Service Moderate Prices

hurts business.—G. W. Johnson, Mystic
theatre, Marmarth, N. D.

There Are No Villains, with Viola
Dana.—A poor story for this clever little

woman. Nothing to the picture.—C.
Swanson, Opera House, Wahpo, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Four Horsemen, with a special
cast.—A wonderful picture. Patrons well
satisfied. Every theatre should show this

one.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre,
King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

The Hunch, with Gareth Hughes.—An-
other mighty poor box office attraction.
Must admit it may come under the class

of clever comedies, but this does not get
them in unless there is a star that they
are looking for. Business very poor two
days.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.

The Hole in the Wall, with Alice Lake.
— I didn't see this but got many good
comments on it, so conclude it to be
above the average program picture.—
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Flor-
ence, Kans.—General patronage.

The Four Horsemen, with a special
cast.—Best production ever made, is the
opinion of all who saw it. Wonderful.
But why can't we have such pictures on
straight rental and not percentage?—G.
K. Hanks. Pastime theatre, Manning,
S. C.—Small town patronage.

Ladyfingers, with Bert Lytell.—An-
other good Metro. They have got to go
some to beat Metro and Universal this

season. At least they please my patrons
better than the big specials. They sell

to us at a living price.—G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre. Exeter, N. H.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Conquering Power, with Rudolf
Valentino.—Best business in ten months.
Expressions of approval were unanimous.
Heard several say that they liked it bet-

ter than The Four Horsemen.—E. L.

Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.—

A

fine picture, a good story with pictur-
esque scenery. Pleased. Attendance
small. No fault of picture. Too much
outside attraction on this night.—E. P.
Johnson, Garlock Opera House, Phelps,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Conquering Power, with Rudolf
Valentino.—A good picture which pleased
patrons, and did a good week's business.

—Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—Transient patronage.

The Great Redeemer, with a special

cast.—More pictures of this type and we
would have less censorship. Some of the

best acting yet screened.—G. K. Hanks,
Pastime theatre. Manning, S. C.—Small
town patronage.

The Conquering Power, with Rudolf
Valentino.—Here is a picture the critics

say is "great," but is not a small town
production. It is well acted but lacks

the things a picture public likes. Would
say it was Rex Ingram's second flivver

for the smaller towns.—Ben. L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bcllairc, O.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Ladyfingers, with Bert Lytell.—Lytell
seems to get over good in his pictures,

and gives good satisfaction.— C. Swanson,
Opera House, Wahoo, Neb.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.
—Amusing comedy-drama. A well-

chosen and competent cast. Pleased my
audience.— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,
Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Saphead, with Buster Kcaton.—
Not even a comedy. Played to poorest

CHARLES RAY in his latest First Na-
tional production, "R. S. V. P.," in

which the popular star has an amusing
adventure as a struggling artist in a

borrowed dress suit

Saturday house ever played to. Usual
advertising. Not my opinion alone.—E.

P. Johnson, Garlock Opera House.
Phelps, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Conquering Power, with Rudolt
Valentino.—Compelled attention. Splen-
did business throughout the engagement.
—William Noble, Criterion theatre, Ok-
lahoma City, Okla.—General patronage.

Body and Soul, with Alice Lake.—If it

hadn't been for Alice Lake's good acting
this picture would have fallen flat, as

there is no story to this picture. Gave
satisfaction.—P. G. Held, Sterling thea-

tre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.
—Did not go as well as expected.—Gia-

coma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

Paramount
The Lane That Had No Turning, with

Agnes Ayres.—A peach. Great drama of

revenge and self sacrifice. Agnes Ayres
very good, but Theodore Kosloff is won-
derful in his characterization. One of

the season's best pictures.—J. Carbonell,

Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Get Rich Quick Wallingford, a Cosmo-
politan production.—Very satisfactory.

But lack of stars holds down its drawing
power. If backed and pushed strong, it

will absolutely satisfy. While cast is not

known, it could not be improved upon.

—Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
—A picture with a message. Very elabo-

rate and will be welcomed by the majority

of audiences.—E. W. Werner, Warwick
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolf Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—A good picture and one

that got the dough. Played six days to

fine business. Last day the best.—Will

A. StcfTcs, Northern theatre, Minneapolis,

Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Exit the Vamp, with Ethel Clayton.—
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Sood picture, and star well liked here.

This picture will please anywhere shown.
-H. B. Barr, Rialto theatre, Enid, Okla.

—General patronage.

Three Word Brand, with William S.

-lart.—Pleased my patrons better than

iny Hart which has appeared for some
ime.—E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
\riz.—Neighborhood patronage.

Under the Lash, with Gloria Swanson.
-N'ot the sort of picture that creates

vord of mouth advertising. Picture has

i fascination but does not draw. Swan-
on's work excellent, but not the sort

if part the public wants her in.—Sterling
heatre, Greeley, Colo.—General patron-

'ge.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
—Very good picture, and patrons like

ack Holt in a picture of this kind better

han any other picture he has played in

lere.—H. B. Barr, Rialto theatre, Enid.

)kla.—General patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolf Valentino and
\gnes Ayres.—Broke all records .or

fuesday night. Pleased 90 per cent.

—

'Z. W. Werner, Warwick theatre, Kansas
Zity, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
.lille production.—Story rather weak, but

ieard plenty of favorable remarks. Fair
iouse.—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre,

iridgeport, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
.lille production.—Stars drew the crowds.
Settings and costumes gorgeous. Story
vithout plot, but fairly interesting.—G.

<. Hanks, Pastime theatre, Manning, S.

.—Small town patronage.

Ladies Must Live, with Betty Comp-
on.—While trade journals rapped this.

do not agree with them. It is very
atisfactory. Title wonderful for box
iffice and no one will complain, to say
he least.—Sterling theatre, Greeley,

.'olo.—General patronage.

White Oak, with William S. Hart.—
"ery good. Any exhibitor need not hesi-

ate on this picture.—H. B. Barr, Rialto
heatre, Enid, Okla.—General patronage.

Three Word Brand, with William S.

lart.—Satisfactory Hart Western. Not
ke the old timers, however. No Hart
an will complain. Much nearer what
hey want to see Hart in than was The
Vhistle.—Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
-General patronage.
• The Home Stretch, with Douglas Mac-
lean.—MacLean good in any picture.

oo bad, however, he never had better

upport in this one.—G. K. Hanks, Pas-
ime theatre, Manning, S. C.

Just Around the Corner, a Cosmopoli-
in production.—Very satisfactory for a

ob picture. Not another Humoresque,
ut high-class audiences will say it's one
f the best in months. They had their

andkerchiefs out. — Sterling theatre,

rreeley, Colo.—General patronage.

The Jailbird, with Douglas MacLean.

—

"ine picture and business.—William
.'oble, Broadway theatre, Oklahoma
ity, Okla.—General patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, with a special
ast.—The best sermon ever preached,
'leased 100 per cent. Minister asked for

eturn date on this one. Will give any
ouse a good name.—G. K. Hanks. Pas-
me theatre. Manning, S. C.—Small town
atronage.

The Bronze Bell, a Thomas H. Ince

A scene from "Turn to the Right" (Metro).

production.—Good photography and
parts well taken. Elaborate settings and
costumes. In spite of this, the picture

is draggy and uninteresting, possibly be-
cause so much of the action is in India
and because Oriental customs weary the
Westerner.— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,

Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

Conrad In Quest of His Youth, with
Thomas Meighan.—Fair. Pleased about
50 per cent.—C. A. Ferry, Crown theatre.

Pasadena, Cal.—Transient patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—Very fine, but only for strictly

high-class, bonton audiences. Others wiil

walk out on it. Backgrounds are beau-
tiful. Most appreciative people come to

see it second time.—Sterling theatre,

Greeley, Colo.—General patronage.

Told in the Hills, with Robert War-
wick.—A very good picture. Patrons
all liked it. and thought it was one of the
best they had seen in quite a while.—W.
M. Sample. Town Hall theatre, Schaghti-
coke, N. Y.

Don't Tell Everything, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Really more satisfying

than The Affairs of Anatol, and can be
made as good a box office card. The
cleverness holds interest throughout.

—

HARRISON'S REPORTS
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Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.—General
patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

A good one. Pleased the big per cent,

and business satisfactory. — Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
—General patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—The production is

gorgeous and the acting good. Three or
four plots united. The picture pleased
well at advanced prices.—Thompson
Bros., Kozy theatre, Healdton, Okla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.

—Oh boy, but they ate this up. Consider
this the best Paramount has released to

date. Take mv advice and buy this and
then boost it to the limit. Will please
all classes.—G. W. Johnson, Mystic thea-

tre, Marmarth, N. D.

Hawthorne of the U. S. A., with Wal-
lace Reid.—Good, but nothing special

about this.—C. A. Ferry, Crown theatre,

Pasadena, Cal.—Transient patronage.

The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
—Very fin» for a rough and ready pic-

ture of the Northwest. Will improve
Holt's standing immensely. — Sterling
theatre, Greeley, Colo.—General patron-
aee.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
Hart in a new role but he does it well.

Hart is a drawing card with us. Lots
of dramatic and sentimental stuff in it.

—

Thompson Bros., Kozy theatre, Healdton,
Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

To Please One Woman, with a special

cast.—Settings, costumes and photogra-
phy wonderful. Story good. Pleased 100
per cent.—G. K. Hanks, Pastime theatre,

Manning, S. C.—Small town patronage.

Midsummer Madness, with a special

cast.—Good picture, but supplies too
much ammunition for censorship in small
towns.—G. K. Hanks, Pastime theatre,

Manning, S. C.—Small town patronage.

The Sea Wolf, with a special cast.

—
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"The Prodigal Judge"—Jean Paige
A better picture has not been turned out by tne

Vitagraph studios in a long time. Not only is the
action last and interesting and is interspered with
wholesome comedy touches, but also the emotions
are strongly appealed to. Moreover, its logic im-
presses one as being sound, the smooth continuity
aiding in the attainment. The outdoor shots, on the
other hand, showing beautiful scenery, help no little

m exerting a pleasurable effect upon the artistic

senses.

It is a story of the gallant South, unfolding in the

Pre-Civil War days, the attempt of a villain to abduct
a young boy, with whose mother, now dead, he had
years before run away, so that he might rob the

child of his estate, being the theme. In its develop-
ment, the villain's plot is foiled by the hero and the

heroine, two young folk who met and learned to

love each other, and who eventually marry.
Mr. Maclyn Arbuckle should be highly com-

mended; he helps put over the comedy touches in a

natural- way, getting all there is out of them. Charles
Eaton, the "boy, with his naturalness wins the spec-

tator's love. Miss Paige is charming in the role of

Betty Malroy, the Southern Belle; she is ideal for the

part, acting with grace. Ernest Torrence, as the

friend of the old Judge, also deserves praise. The
whole cast, in fact, has been chosen successfully.

'The Prodigal Judge" should give universal satis-

faction.—Vitagraph, Feb. 19; 7,803 ft. (it is to be cut

shorter); 90 to 111 min.MfiAPS\A
The Child oPthe Bear
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THE CAT'S OUT
OF

THE BAG

Everybody knows it

when you use

Exhibitors Herald

Classified Ads

IF

—You have something
to sell

—You want to buy
anything

—You want to make a
trade

—You want to change
your job

Exhibitors Herald

Classified ads make
it easy for you

You can run a classified ad in

Exhibitors Herald for 5c a

word (minimum charge 31 for

each insertion, payable in

advance).

Too rough. Was warned through this

excellent department. Asked Paramount
to cancel, but they would not comply.
Ran it, to my sorrow.—F. E. Sabin, Ma-
jestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Civilian Clothes, with Tho,mas Meighan.
—Picture enjoyed. Pleased good busi-

ness.—William Noble, Broadway theatre,

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-
age.

The Sins of Rozanne, with Ethel Clay-
ton.—A good picture and a good story.

Pleased 75 per cent. Drew fair consid-
ering bad weather.—C. H. Bills, Opera
House, Lenora, Kans.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.—
First Paramount. Drew good, but pic-

ture did not please. Advertised as a

super-special. Not a good program pic-

ture. Too much killing and nothing to

story. Lay off of it.—J. W. Boatwright,
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Humoresque, with a special cast.—

A

flivver as a special. May get over big in

cities, but not good enough in small

towns to warrant an increase in price.

My people feel they were stung at an

advanced admission. Who said it was
the best photoplay of the year?—G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Heliotrope, with a special cast.—An ex-

tra good program picture. Pleased all,

as I did not advance the price.—G. K.
Hanks, Pastime theatre, Manning, S. C.

—Small town patronage.

Hairpins, with Enid Bennett.—Good.
Pleased all and business good.—C. A.

Ferry, Crown theatre, Pasadena, Cal.

—

Transient patronage.

Path*

When We Were 21, with H. B. Warner.
—A real good picture. Pleased nearly

all my patrons. Warner is hard to beat.

Give us more of this kind. This man
is liked especially by the ladies. Pathe
is all okay and will treat you right and
they have a lot of mighty good pictures

and will sell them to you right.—Mc-
Clure and Faulkner, Comique theatre,

Jamesport, M o.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Killer, with a special cast.— Extra
good, '"ill please 9!) per cent. Lots of

action and thrills.— D. B. Follett, Star

theatre, Gibsonburg. O.— Neighborhood
patronage.

Man and His Woman, with a special

cast.—Drew many favorable comments.
Good picture with some beautiful scen-

ery and good acting.—M. D. Foster, Gem
theatre, Williamsburg, Kans.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Help Wanted Male, with Blanche
Sweet.—A dandy little program picture.

Will please nearly all.—G. D. Pinholster,

Clinch theatre. Frostproof, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Fighting Cressy, witli Blanche Sweet.
Thought this was a good Western.

Hooked it. Was disappointed in it.

These Pathe pictures are too dark and
photography is poor and they are getting

,i little old too. Pleased 50 per cent.

Kan this with a Snub Pollard comedy.
The comedy saved the day. These come-
dies are sure good. None better.—Mc-
Clure and Faulkner. Comique theatre,

lamcsport. Mo.— Neighborhood patron-

age.

Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamil-
ton.—Don't be afraid of this one. They
will come back the second night.— D. B.

Follett, Star theatre, Gibsonburg, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

One Hour Before Dawn, with H. B.

Warner.—Very good. A little slow at

times, but Warner delivers the goods
every time. You can book this and not
have to hide as they come out. They
will tell you that it's good. Pleased 95

per cent. Come on, boys, and get this

one.—McClure and Faulkner, Comique
theatre, Jamesport, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

R-C Pictures

The Lure of Jade, with Pauline Fred-
erick.—Excellent picture. Star at her

best. Patrons spoke highly and drew
fair in face of conditions. Approximate
length 6,000 feet—Geo. J. F. Dethlefs,

Crystal theatre, Manning, la.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

SEVEN YEARS BAD LUCK,
with Max Linder.—Here's how I

got 'em in. I picked out three re-

ports from the HERALD and
made a bill which read, "See what
Exhibitors think of Max Linder
in his Big Special five reel comedy,
"Seven Years Bad Luck." (Exhibi-
tors' reports) Cozy Theatre. It

gave the best of satisfaction. Best
five reel comedy we ever ran. A
sure doodle—Dr. F. M. Childs,
Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.

What's a Wife Worth? with a special

cast.—Pleased about 50 per cent. Good
business.—Giacoma Bros.. Crystal thea-

tre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-

age.

813, with a special cast.—A dandy
mystery picture. Keeps you interested

to the end. No kicks on this one.

—

G. K. Hanks, Pastime theatre, Manning,
S. C.—Small town patronage.

Life's Twist, with Bessie Barriscale—
Very good dual role picture. Pleased all.

—C. A. Ferry, Crown theatre, Pasadena,
Cal.—Transient patronage.

Realart
The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—

Lovers of Bebe Daniel's pictures will find

this one of her best, but patrons also

like to see her in vampire roles.—J.

Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

First Love, with Constance Binney.—
A mighty slim offering. In fact, it doesn't

get by at all. Some of the very poorest'

incidents ever put in a picture. Con-

stance Binney is a very capable, attrac-

tive star, but such material will never

put her forward.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.—(iood

program picture of college life. Will

please your women patrons greatly and

will get by with the others.— F. L. Clarke.

Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Land of Hope, with Alice Brady —
Good picture. Big idea and well told

Pleased them all. Story of Polish im-

migrants who came here to the land of

milk and honey, but found the milk

canned and the honey made from corn.

—S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cam
bridge, Pa.—Transient patronage.

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.—

A satisfactory picture.—G. W. Yeaton,

Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. It.— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Two Weeks with Pay, with Hebe Dan

iels.—Clean and pleasing with the stuff

any audience likes. It drew business and

most generally pleased.— Ben. L. Morris,

Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Out of the Chorus, with /Mice Brady
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DORIS MAY in a scene from her latest R-C production "Boy-Crazy," a Hunt
Stromberg production directed by William A. Seiter.

—Good production. Pleased.—F. E.

Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Outside Woman, with Wanda
Hawley.—Picture pleased my patrons.

Has good comedy situations. Story of

jride who sold things for a little pin

noney and sold an antique for a shawl
hat caused a lot of fun for those looking
m.—S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour, Cam-
jridge Springs, Pa.—Transient patron-

tge.

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.

—

\ clean little comedy with* ginger in it.

-Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tomb-
•tone, Ariz.—General patronage.

The Furnace, with Agnes Ayres.—Very
jood society picture, and will give satis-

action. It's clean and beautifully staged.

—F. Hejtamnek, Opera House, Clark-
-on, Xeb.—Small town patronage.

Her Sturdy Oak, with Wanda Hawley.
—A good comedy-drama. Pleased about
i0 per cent.—D. B. Follett, Star theatre,

iibsonburg, O.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Selznick

World's Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.
—Good show. It pleased most of my
>atrons. I have very good results with
Select program.—W. T. Biggs. Unique
heatre, Anita, la.—Small town patron-
ige.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

This is no doubt one of the star's best

)ictures. but I cannot put this star over
ike I used to do, and I blame it on
-ome of his previous poor pictures.—
^dolph Xavary, Liberty theatre, Ver-
>na. Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

\ good program picture.—D. B. Follett.

itar theatre, Gibsonburg, O.— Neighbor-
lood patronage.

The Girl from Nowhere, with Elaine
-lammerstein.—Poor moral standard,
entertainment value fair. Fair audience.
—E. W. Werner. Warwick theatre. Kan-
sas Citv. Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Vloore.—Say, boys, this is a knockout.
The audience roared from start to finish.

3ook it. You can't go wrong on this

me.—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre,

\Iillen, Ga.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man Who Lost Himself, with

"The Prodigal Judge"

"The Prodigal Judge"

William Faversham.—Good program pic-

ture. A little too much English to suit

my patrons real well.—P. G. Held, Ster-

ling theatre. Fairmont Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Scandal, with Constance Talmadge.

—

A reissue, but a dandy program picture.

Pleased all that saw it. Even stopped at

box office to say it.—W. T. Biggs, Unique
theatre, Anita, la.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

United Artists
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith pro-

duction.—Old, but if you have not used
it, it is worth picking up. One of

Griffith's best. The best photography 1

ever saw in one of his pictures. It is

usually poor.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka thea-

tre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.— Played to capacity business

at 50 cents top. People appreciated the

reasonable price and packed the house,

although for a return date.—William
Nole, Capitol theatre. Oklahoma City,

Okla.—General patronage.

Suds, with Mary Pickford.—The poor-
est picture Mary Pickford ever starred

in. Do not use it, even gratis.—G. Hill,

Grand theatre, Lebanon. O.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford.—

A

picture that pleased 100 per cent. By all

means play it.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Yillisca, la.—General patronage.

Suds, with Mary Pickford.—Kept away
from it as long as I could, but had to use

it at last, and I guess it is Mary's finish

here.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre,

Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

Universal
All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.

—My, how that girl can handle the mitts.

In the last reel she puts up a scrap that

thrilled me more than Priscilla Dean did

with her ride down the river -on a log

in Conflict. The picture is clean, and I

would say one that I would expect every-

one to like. Got more satisfaction out of

this than out of pictures for which I

paid over six times as much. I am not

saving that it is a special. It's just a

right good picture, and I wish that some
of the super-specials I have been hooked
for had been as good.— I. I. Kudlacek.
Swan theatre. Swanton, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special cast.

— Boys, here's a picture as good as The
Old Nest or Over the Hill. It requires
a big push but if you can get the folks

in your house, this production will please
them all. But remember to get behind
and go the limit. Eight big reels and
something doing all the time.—Jack
Cairns. Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
—Neighorbhood patronage.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—Good story.

Good entetrtainment value. Fight between
Mayo and Herbert Heyes has The Spoil-

ers backed off the boards.—R. W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—Small
town natronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Put this

over by big exploitation. For stunt, used
Ford tractor pulling load of logs. Pa-
trons spoke highly of picture. Drew
great.—Ben Harding, Liberty theatre,

Council Bluffs, la.—Transient patronage.

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Even better than some of" his first ones.

Hoot is getting to be a real drawing
card here and our people look for him.

His stories are varied and he does not
have to do one particular thing to please.

—Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bel-

laire. O.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—Tell them
you have something good here and you'll

be telling the truth. It pleased my peo-

ple-better than any picture for a long

time. Including the big specials. Why
give your money for big specials that do
not please as well as these?—G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Best
Western I have used. Went over big.

Carey is a great favorite with my pa-

trons. Advertising, ones, threes, sixes,

The Child oPthe Bear
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lobby, newspapers.—T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—Very
good. We have not found a Jewel pro-
duction we could register a kick on.

—

W. S. Harris, Grand theatre, Marked
Tree, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
Gladys Walton takes well here, because
she only plays in clean pictures, and it

does not take the public long to find out.

—J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre,
Burke, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—When
you buy this picture arrange to get the
film trailer Universal has made up on it.

Anyone viewing this trailer will sure want
to see the picture. Also buy a few thou-
sand of their circus herald. The pic-
ture will back up any strong promises you
make about it. It is a winner at the
box office.—Charles H. Ryan, Garfield
theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Not quite as pleasing as the Uni-
versals usually are, but still a good pic-
ture.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre,
Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Business
only fair on this one, but not the fault

of the picture. One of the best Miss
Dean has ever appeared in. Flood scenes
are very thrilling.—W. S. Harris, Grand
theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.

—

In spite of the fact that the director has
no knowledge of social etiquette and
makes an idiotic farce of a girl knocking
an able-bodied, husky man down and out,
the play will interest the average non-
critical audience and go over all right.

Miss Philbin has possibilities of becom-
ing a good actress. The plot, though
old, is a good one. The shipwreck scene
is realistic.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.—Small town patronage.

The Fire Cat, with Edith Roberts.—
Part of this picture was great, but it

was all spoiled by those hideous faces
peering through windows. Our patrons

don't care for this stuff.—J. J. Hoffman,
Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
—Story rather thin; titles try to be
literary but fail. Very good scenic set-

tings and a realistic avalanche.—R. W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—
Small town patronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
—Good Northern picture. Pleased all.

Drew a good crowd. Sent them home
talking good pictures.—J. W. Boatwright,
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.—Ran this in connection with
the song, "Ben Bolt." Purchased 500
copies of songs and gave them away with
heralds inside. Everybody came out try-

ing to swallow the lump in their throat.

Book it. Old, but will give your house
a good name.—G. K. Hanks, Pastime
theatre, Manning, S. C.—Small town
patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Some
picture. You can boost this and stand
back of it. Better than some I have paid
four times as much for.—G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—With the
circus heralds furnished on this picture,

we were able to get out a good crowd
of people who are fond of Western pic-

tures, and stars are both excellent.—L.
R. Moore, Roma theatre, Columbus
Grove, O.—Small town patronage.

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
Pleased all that saw it. Sure a good
comedy-drama.—R. O. Baker, Baker's
Electric theatre, McCune, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.

—

Gladys Walton at her best in this one.
Drew good. Star well liked here. Played
to capacity business.—O. L. Dowell, Elec-
tric theatre, Eldon, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.—We
played this one Christmas and we
wouldn't have exchanged pictures with

any theatre in the state. In addition to
being a first-class comedy-drama, it made
several mentions of Christmas. Played
Century comedy, Society Dogs, with this
and pleased 100 per cent.—J. L. Meyers,
Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111.—Small
town patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—The
character acting of star is wonderful. I

consider picture to be her best to date.
Business off on account of below-zero
weather, but picture is "there."—L. R.
Moore, Roma theatre, Columbus Grove,
O.—Small town patronage.

A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Prevost.
—This is a dandy. Her pictures get
better as they go along.—G. H. Jenkin-
son, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—

A

mighty strong picture and had many
favorable comments. Personally, I did
not like it as well as The Virgin of

Stamboul or Outside the Law.—M. D.
Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kans.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lin-
coln.—This is another one of those so-

called specials. Not much to it. Pleased
about 60 per cent.—C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Man Trackers, with George
Larkin.—Pleased both of the audience.
Good picture, good story, and a good
fight.—R. W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Big Adventure, with Breezy Eason.
—A pleasing little star in a good story.

Nothing big, but a dandy little picture.

—J. C. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar,

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.—We
predict great things in the future for

Miss Walton. It's only a question of

time until Cecil B. DeMille will make a

genuine star out of her, just as he will

do with Edith Roberts. High Heels was
a fine little program picture and was
received well by a fair sized crowd.

—

L. R. Moore, Roma theatre, Columbus
Grove, O.—Small town patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
—The best of its kind, although it did

not draw as it should.—J. J. Hoffman,
Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.

—

General patronage.

Blind Husbands, an Eric Von Stro-

heim production.—A production that is

very pretentious, but not enough sub-

stance to theme of story to make such 3

fuss and go into the thing as producer
has this one. It is not a special in any

sense, and will not sustain even regular

admission prices.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.

If Only Jim, with Harry Carey.—Best

picture of Harry Carey's we have played,

and all his others are good, so you can

imagine how good this is.—J. J. Hoff-

man, Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Vitagraph
No Defense, with William Duncan —

Here is a good outdoor story that will

please the majority of fans. Edith John-

son co-starred. Six reels. Plenty of

thrills and action.—Charles H. Ryan,

Garfield theatre, Chicago, III.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

It Can Be Done, with Earle Williams.

—Not much to it. I can't make any

money with Williams' pictures. Must

cut them out.—Ernest M. Cowles, Orph-

cum theatre, Pelican Rapids, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Rainbow, with Alice Calhoun.—
Good picture. Although star is new here,

RICHARD BARTHELM ESS in his second production for First National, "The
Seventh Day."
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it drew good. Good business on this

one.—O. L. Dowel 1, Electric theatre, El-

don, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Charming Deceiver, with Alice

Calhoun.—A good program picture. Will
please any audience. They came out

talking about it. First time star ever

appeared here.—G. K. Hanks, Pastime
theatre, Manning, S. C.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE LITTLE MINISTER,
with Alice Calhoun.—In all my
years in this business I never re-

ceived so many favorable com-
ments, so much free spoken praise

on any picture. It's there. It has
a punch like dynamite. One of the
greatest pictures of all times, and
I've played the biggest of the big.

This wonderful production is bound
to make Alice Calhoun a big draw-
ing card wherever played, and
Dicky Daniels, the "Freckles" of
this picture, is a riot. Watch this

kid! Business excellent. Sir James
Barrie's name a big factor, and
story well known. Brother Exhibi-
tors, there are two versions of this

picture, but this is the big one, the
one that will get the money and
please 100 per cent. Don't fail to

book it, and put it over as one of
the biggest things in the history of
motion pictures.—C. E. Waughop,
Scenic theatre, Detroit, Mich.

P. S. This is a long report, I

know, but having made such a big
success with this picture, right in

the midst of the toughest winter
on record, I want to pass the good
word along to every exhibitor that
reads the HERALD.—C. E. W.
The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.

—A splendid picture. Everyone left the
theatre boosting it. Earle Williams is

liked here.—Thompson Bros.. Kozy thea-
tre, Healdton, Okla.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Vice of Fools, with Alice Joyce.
—Excellent picture, story and film, which
is some combination.—J. J. Hoffman,
Happv Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Broadway Bubble, with Corinne
Griffith.—This was very good. Corinne
is getting to be a very good star.—L. J.
Frana, Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—Do
you and your patrons like stories of the
Old English life with the squire, the
titled gentry, the fox hunt and country
life in general, as you read about in the
sest of the old British novels? If so,

>ook this. It is a fine drama, excel-
ently staged and well acted. The pic-
ure is as much for grown-ups as for

"hildren. We offered prizes for the best
lrawing of Black Beauty, which caused
10 little comment. We lost money, due
o the fact that people thought it was
or children only, and if you play it, this

dea must be overcome.—Philip Rand,
Xex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Small town
>atronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.

—

Pleased them all. More favorable cora-
nents on this one than any picture I

ver ran. Vitagraph pictures come nearer
littine the bullseye for being censor-
iroof than any. We want more like it.

—G. K. Hanks, Pastime theatre, Man-
liner. S. C.—Small town patronage.

Trumpet Island, with a special cast.

—A dandy picture. Not a draggy place
in the whole play. A little more leg

show than necessary, but will pass with-
out any complaints.—P. G. Held, Ster-
ling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—

A

picture that will bring out new patrons,
and especially the children. We played
this and gave the school a small pres-
ent of matinee. Advertising was surely
worth it. Pleased all.—Thompson Bros.,
Kozy theatre, Healdton, Okla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Courage of Marge O'Doone, with Paul-
ine Starke.—Very good northern story.

Went over big with my patrons. Fair
attendance.—E. P. Johnson, Barlock
Opera House, Phelps, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Heart of Maryland, with Cather-
ine Calvert.—An excellent picture. Well
received by a high-class neighborhood

audience. Good box office receipts.—J.

E. Kirk, Grand theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Serials
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles

Hutchison.—To me, this means 75 per-
fectly good American dollars thrown
away. Have just played the 13th episode
and am certainly glad the misery is al-

most over. Right in these columns I

have read again and again praises for
this serial, which makes me wonder
whether it's really the serial or the class

of people I play to. A great many of
my patrons see it the same as I do, that
they do not get anywhere. All they do is

pass the scarf from one to another. I

have played five serials and there is only
one that I was not sorry of. I would
not run another if it was given to me
gratis.—J. J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre,
Swanton, Neb.

The Blue Fox (Arrow), with Ann Lit-

"THE PRODIGAL JUDGE"
Now Playing at the

CAMEO THEATRE
42nd Street and Broadway

"The production is elaborate; in fact, quite the most pretentious thing Vita-

graph has accomplished of late. Thoroughly exciting, intensely human, fine and

wholesome. Extremely well made." —New York Telegraph.

"The cast as a whole is excellent. Under the direction of Edward Jose

they not only reproduce the authentic atmosphere of the original but catch and

reflect some of the whimsicality in Kester's work, which is often too apt to

shrivel under the glare of the studio lights." —New York Herald.

"Production has been beautifully directed by Edward Jose; the titles are

excellent and Miss Paige and Mr. Arbuckle have been furnished with an excellent

supporting cast." —New York Tribune.

"The cast has been carefully selected, with Jean Paige as the appealing

heroine, and Maclyn Arbuckle scoring in the role of the judge. Ernest Torrence,

Earle Fox and Peggy Shanor do nicely." —New York Evening World.

"It was eminently successful because it is a clean, wholesome American

story, and earned the applause the capacity audience gave it."

—New York Evening Telegram.

"Finely acted. In fact, the picture is unusually cast throughout, and care-

fully directed. The river scenes have been pictured with regard to chronological

exactness, and the costumes of the period are accurately reproduced."

—New York Sun.

"For the third bill at his new Cameo Theatre, B. S. Moss is presenting a

motion picture which far outshines both of the previous offerings at that house.

This is 'The Prodigal Judge,' a picturization of Vaughan Kester's novel, which

is a really excellent example of how a written novel should be screened."

—New York Evening Mail.

"Not only is it artistic, but the character itself is such a likable sort that

it seems almost inevitable the impersonator of it must at once become a prime

favorite with all who see the picture." —New York Globe.

The Child oPthe Bear
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tie.- -Using this serial on Sunday. Break-
ing all records for serials, even though
business is below normal.—Frank Castle,

Castle theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie.—On the sixth episode and fine.

There are no dull moments in this one.

This is absolutely the best serial we have
run in a long time. Hope the balance

holds up.—W. S. Harris, Grand theatre,

Marked Tree, Ark.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Winners of The West, (Universal)
with Art Acord.—Altogether too much
padding. Long shots of horseman rid-

ing up and down hills, etc. Would be a

splendid attraction if cut to 12 episodes.

It has increased receipts. Interesting

but tiresome in places. Grownups get

fidgety. Kids eat it.— F. E. Sabin, Ma-
jestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Yellow Arm (Pathe), with a spe-

cial cast. Attendance dropping off. On
8th episode but don't seem to please.

—

A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence,
Ky.—Small town patronage.

Winners of the West (Universal), with
Art Acord.—Got a very poor start on
this serial, but business has increased on
it every week. It's the only thing that

will get them out now. Zero weather,

and can't take in enough to pay my tic-

ket tax.—R. W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.

State Rights

Girls Don't Gamble (D. N. Schawb),
with David Butler.— I don't often burst

into song over a picture, but I am for

this one. Good story, excellent direction,

exceptionally well chosen cast, amusing
titles. If your patrons don't give this

one a hand they ought to be deported.

—

E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

What No Man Knows (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. A good picture

well acted. Has a good moral. But
Clara's pictures are not pulling as they

used to.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre.

Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Kazan (Davis), with a special cast-
Very good story. Dog very clever. Will

please all ages.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Soul of Rafael (Equity), with

Clara Kimball Young.—My patrons

couldn't see this picture at all. Seven
reels, padded, long-drawn-out and tire-

some. Only redeeming quality was some
beautiful scenery. But beautiful scenery

doesn't make a picture at 10 and 25 cents.

—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Emin-
ence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

Kazan (Davis), with a special cast.

—

This pulled a full house and everyone

pleased. Wonderful acting by Kazan,

the wolf dog. Book and boost and the

picture will do the rest.—G. W. Johnson,

Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.

The County Fair (Toumeur), a Mau-
rice Tourncur production.—A perfect

frost as a special. Forget it. Tourncur
falls down. Wc charged 50 and 25

cents. Lost money.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William

Fairbanks.—Fair Western. Rather crude

hut good business.— C. A. Ferry, Crown
theatre, Pasadena, Cal.—Transient pat-

ronage.

Straight from Paris (Equity), with

Clara Kimball Young.—A good picture.

Big business.—William Noble, Lyric the-

atre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

The Better Man (Aywon), with Snowy
Baker.—Type of picture that pleases any
audience. Packed full of pep, action and
thrills.—J. Salkin, Plaza theatre, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dead or Alive (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie.—A good picture if your patrons
like western plays.— P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

When Dawn Came (Producers Secur-
ity), with a special cast.— Excellent pic-

ture and very beautiful. Should go
strong in church and Catholic communi-
ties. Good business.—C. A. Ferry.
Crown theatre, Pasadena, Cal.—Transient
patronage.

Dempsey-Carpentier Fight (Rickard).
Played two days to big business, $850.

Return engagement for one day netted
$350.—D. S. Smith, Opera House, Hoopes-
ton, 111.

Why Girls Leave Home (Warner
Bros.), with Anna Q. Nilsson.—The pic-

ture packed them in on a three days'

run. Bare announcement of the picture,

the stars and the director sufficed to make
this production a huge success.—William
Noble. Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City,

Okla.—General patronage.

Short Subjects
The Playhouse (F. N.), with Buster

Keaton.—A novel comedy. Trick pho-

tography. Real money spent on mecha-
nical effects. Keaton very clever in dou-
bling in about ten characters. Comedy
takes place in an opera house. My audi-

ence thought it a very good slapstick

comedy.—Charles H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre, Chicago, III.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Bashful (Pathe), with Harold Lloyd.—
These are reissues but nevertheless they

are sure putting pep into our program.
Better than two reelers we play. Book
them.—W. S. Harris, Grand theatre,

Marked Tree, Ark.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

THE IDLE CLASS, (F. M.)
with Charlie Chaplin.— I featured
this two reel comedy and brought
more business than any super
special that I have used in the last

three months.—R. Navary, Liberty
theatre, Verona, Pa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Ladies Pets (Educational), with Snoo-
ky.—Here is a scream. In fact all of

Snooky's comedies are good.—H. J.

Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Torchy's Knighthood (Educational
with Johnny Mines.—A corking good
comedy. All of the Torchy subjects are

well received here.—H. J. Graybill, Fam-
ily theatre, Bridgeport, O.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Nonsense and The Simp (Educational^

—For hearty laughs. Mermaid comedies

can't be beat, especially the two named
above.— F. Hejtmanek, Opera House,

Clarkson, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Consult Your Conscience!

Your Secret Is Common
Gossip !

See page IS



THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
The purchasing agent of any

large concern is an established

factor in the organization

whose work is highly essential.

He is the man in whose judg-

ment the firm places the im-

portant matter of judicious ex-

penditure of its funds for a

great variety of necessities.

It is apparent that the aver-

age playhouse cannot afford

nor does it require \he services

of a man for this particular

work. The exhibitor is his own
purchasing agent. Whether or

not, in that capacity, he is ob-

taining maximum quality at

reasonable prices in the pur-

chase of accessories for his the-

atre is a matter which experi-

ence alone will point out to

him.

It is reliably reported that a

company erecting a new the-

atre effected a saving of $3,000

in various items entering into

its construction through judi-

cious buying and personal in-

vestigation of relative values

by the members of the firm.

The average motion picture

theatre owner often does not

have the time to make a thor-

ough investigation in buying
various items of equipment
from time to time. He must
rely to a great extent on confi-

dence in the concern man-
ufacturing the product. The
exhibitors, as well as purchas-
ing agents know that the con-

cern which frankly presents the

merits of its product has rea-

sons for warranting the confi-

dence of the prospective pur-

chaser.

Adopt Uniform Quality Seats
Throughout New Omaha House

Seating Equipment of Balcony to Be Same as That
of Main Floor at World Theatre—Believe

Move Popularizes Upper Floor

It's a long cry from the stone seats of

the amphitheatres of the olden days to

the comfortable seats of the present mod-
ern motion picture theatre. In those
days, and until not so many years back,
the seats in a place of gathering ,vas an
acknowledged necessity. They served a
definite purpose, and beyond serving that

purpose were regarded as a secondary
consideration. That the present place of

seating equipment in a modern motion
picture house is viewed in an entirely

different light is becoming more and
more evident.

An excellent example of this is revealed

in the instance of the new World theatre

being erected by the World Realty Com-
pany, Omaha, Xebr. In orov'ding for

the comfort of the 2,500 persons the

theatre will hold, special consideration has

been given to the matter of comfortable
seats throughout the house.

Furnished by Chicago Firm

In arranging with the American Seat-

ing Company of Chicago, for the installa-

tion of seats the World management has

secured for its theatre a seat of the latest

design. It has, furthermore, adopted a

policy which in itself is ot considerable

interest, in connection wit'.i the seating

arrangement of a playhouse Whereas,
in many instances seats in the balcony of

a theatre have been of an inferior grade

to those on the main floor, the World
Realty Company has decided to install

seats of a uniform quality and grade

throughout its entire house.

The seats of the new World theatre

represent the latest ideas of an industry

which has been progressing in the im-

provement of its products each year.

While not a radical departure from the

style of seats used in the modern theatre,

they embrace, however, several unique

features. Each is of an unusually large

average width.

Are of Latest Design

Through the use of special hinges all

noise in moving the seat up and down
has been eliminated. The backs are of the

Kennicott type. The seats are of blue

Spanish Moroccoline with backs of

velour. The woodwork on the chairs will

be in blue to harmonize with the blue

and gold color scheme of the theatre.

In connection with the present ten-

dency in theatre seating several in-

teresting points are brought out by
American Seating Company. It has been

their experience, according to an exe-

cutive of the organization, that the

prevailing demand is for upholstered seats

in motion picture theatres, small houses

as well as large. While other places of
gathering are content to use the wooden
and less comfortable chair motion pic-

ture theatre owners are demanding noth-
ing but the best. Requests for special

designs in seats are not uncommon
from the industry it is declared.

Increases Balcony Popularity

Further along this line is the present
tendency to install chairs of equal quality

and comfort throughout a playhouse.
This, it has been discovered, has been
instrumental in increasing the popularity

of the balcony among patrons and has
proved a means of more quickly filling

this section of the theatre.

Motion picture exhibitors, in the opin-

ion of American Seating Company, are

by far the most progressive set of men
i;i their efforts to provide real comfort
find render a real service to their patrons

as demonstrated by the advanced ideas

oi the showmen in the matter of adequate
and comfortable seating arrangements for

their patrons.

For Lincoln's Birthday
The Highest Law," the Selznick pro-

duction in which Ralph Ince plays the

part of Abraham Lincoln is suggested

by Selznick Enterprises as an appro-

priate picture for the week starting

February 12, the birthday of Abraham
Lincoln.

"The Prodigal Judge"

"The Prodigal Judge
9
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WE HAVE BEATEN ALL RECORDS
FOR 308 SUCCESSIVE WEEKS WE HAVE PRODUCED "THE PARAMOUNT-
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL-PICTURES" FOR WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION

BY THE FAMOUS-PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

THE

BURTON HOLMES LABORATORY
7510 NORTH ASHLAND AVE., CHICAGO

WE ARE IN THE FILM BUSINESS TO GIVE COURTEOUS, QUICK, EXPERIENCED SERVICE TO l/f>|
I

OUR CUSTOMERS: A "QUALITY PRODUCT" FOR A REASONABLE PRICE AND TERMS TO TUU

WE
WE
WE
WE

WE

PRODUCERS PLEASE NOTE:
HAVE THE SAFEST VAULTS IN THE WORLD FOR STORAGE OF
YOUR NEGATIVES.

PRINT IN 1000-FOOT LENGTHS AND KEEP NEGATIVES ON 1000-

FOOT REELS, THEREBY MINIMIZING DANGER OF SCRATCHING
BY UNNECESSARY HANDLING.
ARE IN THE CENTRE OF THE FILM-USING COUNTRY. THIS
MEANS SPEED AND ECONOMY IN DISTRIBUTION.

HAVE THE LARGEST "TRAVEL-FILM" LIBRARY IN THIS COUNTRY.
WE CAN THEREFORE FURNISH "CUT-INS" OF FOREIGN
COUNTRIES. CITIES. PEOPLES. INDUSTRIES. NATIONAL DANCES,
SPORTS, ETC.,TO GIVE TRUE "LOCAL COLOR " TO ANY " FEATURE '•

YOU ARE PRODUCINGT WHY SPEND THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
IN BUILDING A "FAKE" WHEN YOU CAN BUY "THE REAL
THING" AT SO MUCH A FOOT, FROM US? (SEE "THE SHEIK.")

MAKE PICTURES — DEVELOP, PRINT, TONE, TINT,
TITLE, EDIT. . . " 'N' EVERYTHING."

NOTE THE PICTURE OF OUR LABORATORY; IT IS AS FIRE-PROOF AND CLEAN AND EFFICIENT ON
OSCAR B. DEPUE IS IN PERSONAL CHARGE.THE INSIDE AS IT LOOKS ON THE OUTSIDE.

Organ or Orchestra

MusicforAny House

J^ID you ever realize that monot-

ony in your musical

hurts the box office?

programs

CTfu

Your patronage was never more varied than

today. Your pictures must be accompanied

by appropriate, accurately reproduced music.

be it opera or jazz, organ or orchestra.

Offer these features and you II find your

house in a class by itself.

The masterful Cremona Orchestra-Organ was

developed for the peculiar needs of silent

drama presentation. It employs a double

roll system which permits playing by any

standard roll in conjunction with organ solo

roll. It may be played with or without an

operator, a feature that protects you and re-

duces your musical overhead.

There is a size for every house.

The Marquette Piano Co.
Chicago. U S A

Cxetncrna
^likeatrt Orckestra'Oraa:

Better Prints-Right Price

Let American Film Laboratories do your film printing.

Our staff of experienced men pay close attention to

getting the very best possible results from your
negatives.

Our extensive organization and large capacity make
it possible for us to give you the very best at no greater
cost.

The central location of our plant enables us to make
quick delivery. Express-train service direct to you
cuts all time waste.

Let us prove our statements on your next order.

Developing

Printing

Tinting

Toning

Editing

Titling

Ordinary film reduced to

American Standard
Safety Size.

(Absolutely fire- proof
him patted by all fire

underwriters.)

Laboratory Capacity One
Million Pert Per Week

American Film
Company

Inc.
Laboratories

6235 Brud»ay. Cbxafo. III.

and

London, England
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.

American 10 Points

1. QUALITY. Prints known for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert staff

trained by years of ezperience, as-

sures highest quality prints obtain able.

2. REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years
of experience.

3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of

strong financial standing.

4. LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.

5. EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obiairuble.

6. CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks

of Lake Michigan. Away from dirt

and dust.

7 SAFETY. Plant approved by both

city of Chicago and Board of Fire

Underwriters.

8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to

serve exacting requirements.

9. PRICES. Reasonable and com-
petitive.

10. GUARANTEES. Write for our

unique guarant ec of quality work.
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Tisdale Gives Views of Company
On Competitive Renting of Films

Following resolutions adopted at the

Illinois Motion Picture Theatre Owners
convention at Peoria recently condemn-
ing the practice of the distribution by
certain exchanges of films to non-the-

atrical organizations F. M. Tisdale,

president of Tisdale Industrial Film

Corporation has issued a statement defin-

ing the policies of his company on the

matter.

"Our firm has long advocated the ex-

clusive use of all moving pictures in

moving picture theatres" says Mr. Tis-

dale. "The exhibitor is entitled to every
cent of revenue derived from the exhibi-

tion of motion pictures and in my ten

years in the producing field I have yet

to deviate from this policy.

Is Adjunct to Program

"Hundreds of letters from churches,
schools, Y. M. C. A.'s and other organiza-
tions have been received by the Tisdale
Company requesting their services and
productions. Offers of exclusive picture

privileges for national evnts to be filmed

for showing in various clubs and socie-

ties, are constantly being received. But
Tisdale company adheres to its original

purpose, making local feature productions
for exhibitors, and are reaping the bene-
fit in staunch co-operation.
"The thinking man cannot but realize

the folly of 'killing the goose that lays

the golden egg,' and that is just what the

film concern attempts to do by assisting

the non-theatrical user to get the admis-
sion money which the exhibitor is entitled

to. Industrial films as an adjunct to the

program of the theatre, are inevitable.

The demand has been created for them.

"The Prodigal Judge"

The public has shown, through the box-
office of theatres using them, that they
want them and it just remains for the

exhibitor to take advantage of them first

and reap the full benefit.

New Source of Revenue

"The far seeing exhibitor today recog-
nizes this coming branch of the industry
and leading theatres throughout the

country are finding the industrial film

properly handled a new source of

revenue."

Says Music Reveals
Success of Picture

Rialto Organist States Good
Photoplays are Easily

Adapted to Music

Acording to Herbert Burland, the

organist at Grauman's Rialto theatre, an
invariable gauge to the excellence of any
photoplay is its adaptability to a musical
accompaniment.

Music Expresses Emotions

"If it is easy to 'accompany,' " says

Mr. Burland. "it is a good picture." "If

it doesn't lend itself to musical treatment
or if it is difficult to find appropriate
selections for it, you can be certain that

it isn't going to be a popular picture.

"The explanation is simple," says Mr.
Burland. "Music is the language of the

emotions; successful pictures play upon
the emotions. If the picture arouses
emotion it will find ready interpretation

in music. Take 'Saturday Night,' for

instance. There's emotion back of every
episode, even the most sensational, such
as that of the bathing-pool scene, for

even here, though everything is anima-
tion, frivolity and hilarity, the heart of

the little heroine is breaking and you
see her hiding herself in an alcove above
the scene, sure that not even her husvand
wants her to join the fashionable friends,

his guests."

Bradoc Directs Orchestra

Anton Bradac the violinst and or-

chestra director at Grauman's Rialto

theatre, brings to his duties a thorough
European training and the reputation of

a virtuoso of note.

"The Prodigal Judge"

Acquires Sunbury Theatre
The Chestnut Street Opera House at

Sunbury, Pa., has been acquired by
Pietro A. Magazzu of Girardville and fol-

lowing repairs and remodeling has been
opened as a combination house.

A new projection booth has been made
and several Simplex machines installed.

Elaborate improvements are planned for

the theatre in the near future.

TDRCS OF THE DAY"
Ca-r-w Vw Uv ftei 9 <Jr VorlrJ by

The Literary Digest

HHIBITOP? HERALD

Human nature is something to train

and refine: it can't be destroyed. Even
the fool reformers ought to know that.

—

Houston Post.
*

"First it's the brew law; then it's the

blue law."

—

Buffalo Enquirer.
*

Probably ninety per cent of the men
who are trying to reform the world would
be more useful citizens if they would go
to work.

—

Boston Shoe and Leather Re-
porter.

*

There's one consolation—the reform-
ers can't compel us to close our umbrel-
las on a rainy Sunday.— Seattle Post In-
telligencer.

With blue law offic'als taking the sun
out of Sunday and police, deputy sheriffs,

constabulary and federal agents taking
the moon out of the other six days, about
all the average citizen sees is the stars.

—

Denver Times.
*

Reformers are people who take your
money and give advice. The only thing
we need to destroy our civilization is a
few more reformers.

—

Columbia Record.
*

The movies are the democratic amuse-
men of a democratic people. These peo-
ple are the best judges of what is good
for them. They exercise natural censor-
ship by patronage for good pictures and
boycott for bad ones. Any additional cen-
sorship is superfluous.

—

San Francisco
Examiner.

*

Does one seek to reform others because
one wants to save their souls or because
they annoy him? Benevolence or irritable
selfishness, which?

—

St. Louis Globe-
Democrat.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge.

$1.00

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Wurlitzer Orchestra Piano Style

"G ,p
eight instruments, automatic or by hand. One

Hertner Transverter. 50-50, 25 cycle; one Hertner
Transverter. 35-35, 60 cycle. Also Ticket Selling
machine. Address "A J. O.", care of Exhibitors
Herald, Chicago.

SPECIAL FEATURE FILM
THEATRE MANAGERS—"Round the World"

—a feature for special occasions. Write for in-

formation. WORLD, 857 South State Street,
Chicago. 111.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Theatre in a College Town of

5.000. All modern equipment. Elite Theatre,
LeMars, la.

CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA. 255 NO. 13-ST.. PHILADELPHIA PA. 64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. PalacesAre Going Up.

Only the Latest Equip-
ment Is Being Installed

New Projects

Gibsonburg, O.—O. B. Follett has pur-
chased the brick block on Madison street

which he plans to rebuild for a modern
motion picture house.

*

Winsted, Conn.—Mosely and Blanch-
ard of Norfolk, have purchased of L. H.
Alvord, property on Main street on which
will be erected a modern mption picture

theatre. Work, it said, will be started at

once.
*

Washington, Pa.—Work on the New
Capitol theatre is rapidly nearing com-
pletion and it is expected the playhouse
which will seat between 1,800 and 2,000

will be opened about the middle of Feb-
ruary.

Taft, Cal.—A new theatre is being

erected on Asher avenue to be managed
by E. W. Perrige.

Murphusboro, 111.— The Benton
Amusement Company has purchased the
McCreery block in Benton for the erec-
tion of a theatre to seat 2,000.

*

Petaluma, CaL—The T. & D. Theatre
Company has purchased a lot at Wash-
ington and Kentucky streets on which to
build a theatre. Work will be started in

March.
*

Fresno, Cal.—Tentative plans have
been prepared for the erection of a mo-
tion picture theatre by L. W. Wilson and
J. A. Benham on a site purchased on J
street for the purpose.

St. Louis, Mo.—Opportunity Realty
and Investment Company has let con-
tracts for the construction of a first class

theatre and office building to cost $40,000
at Skinner road and Clayton avenue.

*

Denver, Colo.—A modern motion pic-

ture house will be erected in the Park-
Hill district according to plans of the

Cameo Theatre Company.
*

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. — Lester P.

Daniels has been appointed chairman of

an organization committee investigating
matters pertaining to the building of a

new and modern theatre here.
*

DeKalb, 111.—Work on a new theatre

here will be started in a week. The
project is being backed by stock com-
pany composed of DeKalb men.

Ownership Changes
Pipestone, Minn. — L. V. Feldman,

original owner of the Orpheum theatre

here who sold the playhouse to Jerry
Hines has purchased it back from Mr.
Hines in addition to the Gem theatre.

*

Marion. 111.—In a transaction just com-
pleted Verner Hick is now owner of the

Family theatre of Marion and the Family
theatre of Pittsburgh.

*

Corydon, la.— C. J. Bracewell has sold

the Auditorium theatre to J. F. Miller.

Milan, Mo.—George B. Wooldridge has

purchased the Harmon theatre of this

city, and also a theatre at Gait from
R. E. Simpson.

Lisco, Neb.—Ed. Mitchell has taken

over the management of the Lisco the-

atre here.
*

Urbana, 111.—G. H. Meyers, for more
than three years manager of the Park

theatre has become sole owner of the

playhouse through purchase from H. C.

Karihcr and C. T. Walton.

"The Splendid Lie" Ready
For Publication by Arrow

The second J. C. Pictures production.

"The Splendid Lie." has been completed

and is being published by Arrow Film

Corporation. The film, which Mars

Grace Davison was written and directed

by Charles T. Horan, who also wrote and

directed Miss Davison's first starring ve-

hicle for Arrow, "Love, Hate and A
Woman."
The new picture is said by Arrow offi-

cials to be one of the strongest stories in

which Miss Davison has appeared, the

nature of which is particularly well suited

to her dramatic ability.

A good summer business

doesn't just happen

Here's how one
exhibitor got it.

"After we installed

Monsoon Cooling Sys-

tem it made such a

wonderful difference

that the past summer

was the best we ever

had.

"We attribute it entire-

ly to Monsoons and are

only sorry we did not

install this system years

ago."

ROWLAND &

CLARK THEATRES

Pittsburgh, Pa.

You've got to go after it.

And you need something

more than good pictures, too.

You've got to have comfort

—cool, restful, satisfying

COMFORT.

And cool comfort doesn't just

happen. It takes a Monsoon

Cooling System to give it to

you RIGHT silently, effi-

ciently, and as long as your

theatre stands.

Monsoon Cooling System

proves in hundreds of theatres

every summer that it quickly

pays for itself.

Install Monsoons for this summer

Write for Booklet T-3

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.

1476 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

71 North 6th Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Sob Stuff

or Laughter!
You are in the business of selling emotion—they

come to laugh, cry, sympathize or rage at or with your
picture people—don't you realize you need the music
to fit the emotions of your audiences? Making the

heart glad with rollicking tunes, keeping step with

marching men, the twitter of birds in the forest depths,

the soft caressing of a mother's hands—these are tasks

for music

—

real theatre music.

The Barton Orchestral Organ easily supplies it—gives

it to you—beautiful volumes of soul stirring melody in

so many variations that it never tires. The marvelous
Barton Divided Manual, exclusive with the Barton, is

largely responsible.

You can get more profits with a Barton for

less cost. The first payment is small, the
terms easy and the whole cost much less than
you would believe possible. Write today.

The Barton Console in the

WORLD THEATRE
TOLEDO, OHIO

Mr. Ceo. Fleisehman. Owner

The Barton is a theatre organ
in appearance, performance
and operation. It is the most
versatile instrument made and
can be played by any organist

_ BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
( / 5 South Wabash Avenue
^ ' rHirir.n in

OICMESTML

BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
5 South Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO, ILL.



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Subway Plan Would
Benefit Film Rialto

Wabash Avenue Being Urged
As Logical Route for

Proposed System
Wabash avenue, which recently be-

came the Film Rialto of Chicago, is be-

ing urged as the logical route for the

new subway, which it is proposed to

build to relieve the loop district of some
of its congested traffic.

Money Is Collected

Over $30,000,000 has been collected

from the straphangers to construct a sub-
way and efforts are being made to have
the work commenced at once, which
would have a two-fold benefit by reliev-

ing the unemployment situation and give

better facilities for reaching the vari-

ous exchanges.

Transportation Inadequate

At present hundreds of exhibitors who
daily have business between Seventh and
Ninth uvenues on Wabash avenue have to

use the trolley cars from the loop, or

walk, as there is no elevated station near

the film district.

A subway, with a station at either

Eighth or Ninth avenue, would be a boon
to the district.

Musicians Union Head
Stabbed; Indicted by

Grand Jury in Chicago

Joseph S. Winkler, president of the

local chapter of the American Federation

of Musicians, was badly wounded last

week when he was stabbed in the face

and head during a meeting of the board
of directors at the organization's head-
quarters at 175 West Washington street.

Winkler was indicted last week by the

grand jury on a charge of attempting to

extort $225 from Burt Earl, head of a

troupe of saxaphone players. Whether
or not the stabbing was a result of the

indictment is not known.

J.E.WILLIS
TuMCRAFT
TRAILERS
ONLY -ORIGINAL-FILM-TRAILERS

DONT BE FOOLED BY CHEAP IMITATORS.

QUICK SERVICE - OUR MOTTO—
"WE MAKE 'EM WHILE YOU WAIT—
ON EVERY PICTURE RELEASED.

WRITE -WIRE -OR RHONE.

TELEPHONE HARRISON 2278

34 EAST EIGHTH ST.

CHICAGO

J. L. FRIEDMAN of Celebrated Players
Film Corporation and president of
Federated Film Exchanges of America,
has been in New York attending the

annual convention of the co-operative
distributing organization. It is ex-
pected that President Friedman will

have a number of important announce-
ments to make on his return.

Twenty Additional Prints

Of International News to

Be Circulated in District
R. V. Anderson, sales manager of In-

ternational News Reel Corporation, has

arrived in Chicago, where he will place

twenty more news reel prints* than at

present are being circulated.

Mr. Anderson will cover the territory

embracing Detroit, Milwaukee, St. Louis

and Cleveland, while here, but will make
his headquarters in the Universal ex-

change, Chicago.
"The news reel," Mr. Anderson stated,

"is the most expensive film of all to make
because of its short life. Three or four

weeks at the most is the limit of its use-

fulness and where one theatre runs a news
reel for a week that particular film has

very little circulation after that, although
it is practically new and in very good con-
dition. We scrap thousands upon thou-

sands of feet of film every week—dis-

carded news reels—that are practically

unscratched and look as though they had
never been run."

Daylight'Saving Cut
Will Aid Exhibitors

Action Taken by City Council

Meets With Approval of

Theatre Men
Chicago exhibitors this year will not

be compelled to contend with daylight
saving after every other city in the coun-
try has reverted to standard time.

An ordinance has been adopted by the

city council decreeing that daylight sav-

ing shall be inaugurated on April 30,

and terminate on September 24, two
months shorter than last year.

Approved by Exhibitors

This action by the city lawmakers has

met with the approval of all Chicago
theatre owners, who, during 1921, suffered

from the protracted daylight saving.

The ordinance as passed by the council

reads that daylight saving shall begin on

the last Sunday in April and end on the

last Sunday in September.

Plans No Further Action

Efforts are being made in a number of

cities to have daylight saving abolished.

Now that the time has been shortened it

is not probable that any such action will

be taken here.

Steve Bennis Will Build

New Theatre at Lincoln

During a visit to the Universal ex-

change last week Steve Bennis of the

Lincoln theatre, Lincoln, 111., announced

that he was planning to begin erection

of a new house in March. He plans a

seating capacity of 1,160 in the new thea-

tre. Mr. Bennis also told the force at

Universal that "Winners of the West" is

going over fine.

Mr. Bennis started in the picture show

business some years ago. While devoting

his time to the confectionery business one

of the big film corporations, whose serv-

ice was abandoned by the theatres of Lin-

coln, obtained Mr. Bennis' services in an

effort that corporation made to recreate a

demand for its pictures in Lincoln by

having certain hours of the day when he

would exhibit in his refreshment parlor

a short production of this company. After

creating this demand he stepped aside,

leaving to the local exhibitors to show the

pictures in conjunction with their pro-

gram. He found that this generous spirit

had won for him many friends in Lincoln

and his re-entry in the picture field fol-

lowed.

Feist Passes Through
Felix Feist was a Chicago visitor for a

few hours on Friday, February :s. He
left Friday evening for Los Angeles.

Clarence McClish Acquires

Theotorium at Ashley, 111-

Salesman Funk of the local Universal

exchange reports that Clarence McClish

has taken over the Theotorium at Ash-

ley, 111.
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I CHICAGO PERSONALITIES !

i

You'll pardon us for the oversight. A
rew days back in referring to the city sales

force of the Fox exchange we failed to
mention the popular Joe Lyon as one of the
members. So here goes. JOE IS!!

* * *

Clyde E. Elliott, one of our popular pur-
veyors of fight films, informs us he has
added Phil Tyrrell to his sales organiza-
tion. Phil hails from sunny Tennessee and
is sponsored by Edwin Silton of the local

Pioneer exchange.
* * *

Petey Wales, a recent visitor to the local

Universal exchange, controlling a chain of
small town theatres in northwestern Illi-

nois, with executive quarters at Lanark, tells

us the week's best. Claims to be musician,
cashier and operator. We've heard of many
in this great business of curs "doubling in

brass"—but OXLY in one place at a time.
* * *

Concluding the six weeks' sales drive
Jan. 28 at the local Yitagraph exchange the
records announce H. R. Smith winner
with Phil Solomon, runner-up. So if you
lamp Smithy galloping about the Row with
a brand new suit and Phil with the over-
coat, that's them !

!

» * *

George Gollos of the G. and G. exchange
informs us they have another new fetaure
to offer the local exhibitors, entitled "Preju-
dice." Something worth while to hear
George describe it.

* * *

With Albert E. Short, musical director

of the Riviera and author of "In Bluebird
Land." and Clarence Jones, musical director

of the Avenue theatre and author of "Love
Days," seems Will Rossiter, "The Chicago
Publisher," knows hits when he hears them.

* * *

Pete Smith, Marshall Xeilan's press rep-
resentative, put one over on the local press
representatives on Tuesday, Jan. 31, at a
luncheon given at Hotel Sherman, at which
Wesley Barry was the guest of honor. Pete
paraded in with Elmer Balaban, son of
Barney Balaban of Balaban & Katz, who is

about the same size as W esley and besides
having red hair and blue eyes, has the
freckles. Then when the applause has sub-
sided he had "Wes" walk in from his hid-
ing place in the hallway.

* * *

Rumor has it that Tom Mitchell has
been engaged to show Max Schwartz, his

buddie at the Progress and Unity exchanges,
how easy it is to cut capers, figure eights.

By Mac-

PAY FOR
THEMSELVES
They add dignity to your
theatre and bring money
to your box office.

IRVING MACK S CO.
8O8 S. WABASH AVE.CM I C AC o

etc., on the Jackson Park lagoon with a
pair of Spalding's hockev skates.

* * *

Jack Williams, manager of the Mid-
West Theatre Supply Co., reports installing

a pair of Type "S" Simplex projectors in

the Medinah Temple. Hark ye, film sell-

ers, put this in thy sales record. Under-
stand the boys at the Temple are keen for
moving pictures.

* * *

Charles Sedell is back on the Row with
his offices at 744 South Wabash avenue,
ready to talk real estate, making a specialty

of buying and selling theatres.

* * *

Sam Harding of the Liberty theatre,

Kansas City, in company with Phil Ryan,
supervisor of exchanges for W. W. Hodkin-
son Corporation, in the Mid-West, stopped
off the other day for a brief visit with local

manager Ralph Simmons, en route for li'l

oF Broadway. * * *

With the Willard-Dempsey fight pictures

playing the Adams theatre, this totals three

downtown runs for Clyde Elliott's money
getter. * * *

Somebody inquired the other day if

Johnny Mednikow of the Celebrated
Player was ill ? No ! ! John always de-
velops that intense expression when about
to drink his bowl of soup. "Delmonico"
Reich, caterer de luxe to the Row, will bear

us out in this. * * *

O. J. Treulich of the Bonita theatre re-

turned last week after his extended rest at

Hot Springs. Ark. He tells us the weather
is just like June out there and he sure

looks like a two-year old with that coat

cf tan he brought back.
* * *

If the packing interests of the Stockyards
will kindly lay off M. O. Wells, they might
give this exploitation genius a chance to

slumber in peace. Have patience, he will

get around to what they have to offer.

Understand, next week he is to stage a
Ford accessories plan. Each patron paying
an admission will receive something, even
if it is but a catalogue.

* * *

R. Fox. sales representative for the local

Universal exchange, completing his recent

trip through the country towns tells us Carl
Mueller of the Spencer Square theatre,

Rock Island, is temporarily on the sick list,

having gone under the surgeon's knife for a
minor operation.

* * *

Ed Reavy of the Majestic theatre, East
Moline, 111., requests the boys to lay off for

a while. It seems last week the stork pre-

sented the happy Reavy home with a bounc-
ing baby girl. Mother and babe are doing
splendidly and daddy Ed is terribly busy
developing a chummy acquaintance with the

new Miss Reavy.
* * *

With all the newspapers and theatres of
Davenport, Iowa, working together in per-

fect harmony, "Go to Theatre Week," Feb.
5-12 is an assured success. Must be from
the set-ins R. Fox has reported for Uni-
versal.

* * *

Sid Schwartz, formerly with the Cele-
brated, is now special representative for

Security Pictures, selling Manager Mandel's
big feature, "Call of the Wild."

* * *

Just had a chat with Carl Harthill,
manager of the Reelcraft exchange, when

George Paul informed us that the big
serial, "Adventures of Tarzan," smashed
all serial records at his State, Owl and Lin-
coln theatres and is one of the best serials
he has ever screened at his chain of thea-
tres.

* * *

Max Helixr, manager of the Special
Messenger Service, is now in his new of-
fices, T36 South Wabash avenue, and is

equipped with larger quarters ready to give
the local exchangemen the best kind of
service.

* * *

Perce Havill of the local Pathe office

is wearing crepe, mourning the loss of his
Detroit speedster. A few days ago
friend wife and Perce were paying a visit

to the Princess theatre and evidently
"Lizzie" became temperamental, for upon
leaving the theatre, she had forsaken her
parking station.

* * *

It seems detectives found William Brim-
mer's pilfered Xash the other day. Bill

should fret. Tells us the new "Rolls
Royce" he is now piloting is all they rep-
resent it to be, so why annoy him with a
plebeian equipage like a Xash. Righto,
say we.

* * *

As Ximrods, four members of the Roth-
acker Chicago organization have decided
they are good film workers. H. J. Aldous,
Rothacker treasurer : Wildred Aldous, Wil-
liam Strafford and Charles E. Pain, Jr., of
the Rothacker practical picture division, all

went hunting recently. H. J. Aldous got
two rabbits.

From the Derive • (Colo.) Times
i

Here Is Picture {

Minus the Usual \
Movie Failings I

THE SO.V OF WALLINGFORD.
RIVOLI THEATER.

J. Rutus Walllnefort . . . Wlltnd North
J.mm7 WaJiinjford Tom . j -
Rlaciae Daw... Georxe Webi-
Toad W«lrt Jessvp. . . -Antrim Sbon
Henry Bee*6ode Van Dv*e TrooM:
Benram Beeeoode. .Sydney D'AILrook
Talbot Ourtla Andrew- Arbucfcle
O. O. Jones. Bobby Mac~
FetrogTad. Pete Walter Bowser-
Mary Curtuj Prlscilla Bonner
Fannie Florence ilart
Violet Bornie Pa» L>la Leslie
Caroline Beefoede

Margaret CnUmctcn

{

\

[

Here is the picture we've been
looking for a long time.

We've tramp — tramp — tramped
from one mov*.; house to another for
a picture which would have real,
clever, subtitles: which Would tell its
story without resorting to old stale
camera tricks: whose characters
would express their feelings like
human beings—and so on. In short,
we have been looking for a picture
that would omit all the conventional
failings of the film without sacri-
ficing any of Its merita.
"The Son of Wallingford" seems to

be such a picture. It is the personal
work of George Randolph Chester
end hie wife, Lillian. Chester created
the character of Wallingford. and
now ha has spent more than, a year
putting his famous character on the
screen as he wants lum put. The re-
sult of his efforts is notable.
The Son of 'Wall rngford" deals

principally with J. Rutus- son. but
;

the genial figure of the swindler.and
his accomplice, Blackie Daw. really

I

dominate the story. The early part
of the tale is effervescent with youth
and romance and has enough good

[ p
•direction and original work to stand
alone as a superior production. I \

, Then along in the middle of the I I
film the great J. Rufus rides into/I /town, and from then on the tale

[ Jrace* along at breakneck speed. The f I

plot is particularly effective In thixf,
section of the country, for it concerns

J
oil wells. The oil element leads up I I

consisten tly to the spectacular fin- 1 \
'sh. the^jSmffir^sail a line of_ta&^i J



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Stale Rights Productions

The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen
Holmes.

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.
Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-

ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,
Helen Holmes.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.

The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.

Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie,
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous Paths, E reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pothe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-

rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).
The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.

one 12—The Butterfly Girl, five reels,
nly 10—Women Who Wait, five reels.

Aug. 17—They Shall Pay, five reels.

Sept. 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, fivs reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept. 26—Discontented Wives, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

Western Hearts, five reels, with Art Staunton and
Josie Sedgwick.

The Wolverine, five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

The Heart of the North, five reels, Roy Stewart.
Life's Greatest Question, six reels, Roy Stewart.

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Huih. five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.

Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

White Oak, six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Rent Free, five reels, Wallace Reid.
Miss Lulu Bett, six reels, (Wm. De Mille Prod.).
Too Much Wife, five reels, Wanda Hawley (Real-

art).

Back Pay, seven reels (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Lane That Had No Turning, five reels, Agnes
Ayres.

A Prince There Was, six reels, Thomas Meighan.
The Bride's Play, seven reels, Marion Davies.
Nancy from Nowhere, five reels, Bebe Daniels
(Realart).

Three Live Ghosts, six reels (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.).

Tillie, Mary Miles Minter (Realart).

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Nef
er-do-Well, six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pols Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilao Prod.)
Woman's. Place, with Constance Talmadge.
The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald.
All for a Woman (Special).
My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma Talmadge.
Alf's Button (Special).
Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod.).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

Pro.).
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Victor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-
worth.

Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glsum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-etsr csst.

The Servant in the House, five reels, with all

star cast
Danaerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star cast.

Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.

Shame, 8,200 feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Footfalls, eight reels.

The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.

The Scuttlers, six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.

The Mountain Woman, six rea|T

Know Your Man, six reels.

Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIHB
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.

Queenie, five reels.
1

Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reds.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY RRAND
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels, Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Ship-
man.

Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,175 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog, two reels.

Puppy Days, 989 feet.

Robinson Crusoe Hours. 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be Mv Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
The Glorious Fool, six reels.

Man with Two Mothers.
His Hack Against the Wall, five reels.

Watch Your Step.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

The Wallflower, six reels.

Grand Larceny, six reels.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZAM. GREY PICTURES, INC.

The V P. Trail, six reels.

The Man of the Forest, six reels.

J
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.

The Spenders (Hairy Leon Wilson).

The Westerners, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ, JR.- PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

Lore Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
son Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN" V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

Tftc Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed
ward Hearn.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALI. IN" PRODUCTIONS
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Love Without Question, seven reels.

A Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.

When Love la Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Nov. 21—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
Dec. 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
Lake.
Dec. 26—The Idle Rich, six reels. Bert Lytell.

Jan. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special.

Jan. 9—Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana.
Jan. 23—Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Hughes.
Feb. 6—The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
Feb. 20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.
Mar. 6—Glass Houses, six reels, Viola Dana.
Mar. 13—Prisoner of Zenda, Rex Ingram Special.
Mar. 20—Stay Home, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
atadame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH
Days of the Buffalo, six reels.

Perils of the CimarTon, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma. seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

J. STUART BLACK I ON PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.

JESSE D. HAMfTON PRODUCTIONS
Half a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-

ton.

Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES. INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. 8EITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seits
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

The Killer, six reels.

The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.

The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.

A Western AdventureT, 5 reels, William Fair-

banks.

Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.

A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Gny Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.

The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

NEAL HART SERIES
Mar. It—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1—Reckless Wives.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.

The Soul of Man, seven reels.

Squire Phinn. five reels.

Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessoe
Hayakawa.

Shams of Society, six reels. (Walsh-Fielding
Prod.)

A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)

Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-
erick.

The Foolish Age, five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)
The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.
Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.
Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)
Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.
Five Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Why Men Forget, five reels, Special Cast.
Billy Jim, five reels. Fred Stone.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson
and Ed Cozen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy

Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAHHERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conwa>

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with Wfllian-

Faversham.

Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.

Who Am I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit. (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast)

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails, five reels, Neal Hart.

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featare.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.

Griffith production.
Dec. i—The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.

Mar. It—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevsot
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
Cheated Hearts, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Shattered Dreams, five reels, Miss DuPont.
Playing with Fire, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Guttersnipe, five reels, Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION!
Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow five reels.

The Little Minister, six reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

A Guilty Conscience, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

Steelheart, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrlss

Production), All Star Cast
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Toa

Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and AH Star Cast
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

ine Calvert
The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.

Flower of the North, seven reels.

The Prodigal Judge, eight reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Bay.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED. Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, wita Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
«»TI BOOM BOV<! TOMEDTF.S. two reel«

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice a month.
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reels, twice a
month. Polly Moran and Smiling Bill Jones.

CELEBKATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

Schoolday Love, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reeU

Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.

Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.
A Barnyard Cavalier, two reels.

One Stormy Knight, two reels.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reel*.

Torchy'* Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.

Torchy Takes a Chance.
Battling Torchy, two reels.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reel*.

The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.
Rolling Stones, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reel*.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
8ELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS

The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES, two

reels.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES, two
reels

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Shoulder Arms, two reels.

Sunnyside, two reels.

The Kid, six reels.

The Idle Class, two reel*.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIEB, two

THE ' PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.

HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*.

C. L CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

POX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.

The Jockey.
The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two reels.

Small Town Stuff.

The Happy Poet
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Sinter Midget's Side Show.
One Moment Please.

A Perfect Villain.

Love and War.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.

Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reels. Buater

Keaton.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.

RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REKLERS, two reels.

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS. INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Mas
Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.

MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reels.

The Riot.
The Aoplicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, one every
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.

O. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-

monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES. INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reel*.

PATHS
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reel*.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reel*.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reel*.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mon* Dark-

feather, one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reel*.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two

reels _
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two

reel*

COLLIER SERIES. "The Leather Pushers, two
reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenies Beam-

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenies, os«
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every twe
weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—SketchogTsis, one reel

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, one reel

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictare*.
one reel (every week).

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, oa*
reel.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrud Sceais
^torie*

TRUART FILM CORP.—One reel Burlingham
Adventures:
Across the St. Gothard Alps.
A Borneo Venice.
Island of Surprise.
Monkey Land up the Barito River.
An Alpine Ride Up the Stanzerhorn.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Dyaks.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.
Pelican Island.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES-Kineto Review, oae
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one red.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-a-
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Sermonettes.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.
Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS r"LAYERS—Paramount Magazine, osm
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots, one reel each.
GK r I V EK—Creiver Educauonals.
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reel
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chata, one red.
KINETO—Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-third* red.
PIONEER—Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.
RADTN—RHnrl'« Wonders of Nature
STOREY PICTURES—Shadowland Screen Review,
one reel every two weeks.

STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays, two
reels.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SAL1S-

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
ARROW—Thunder holt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann T.ittl-"*

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jungle
Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke,

FOX—Fantomas; Bride II.

FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seit* tad
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinsoa)
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileea

Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the Wart (Alt Acord).

UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH—Breaking Through.
VITAGRAPH

—

I'tu veileu Mystery (AntoaJ*
Moreno>.

WARNER—The Lo»t City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thar*
days) at Universal exchanges.

SINOGRAMS (twice * week) at Educational as

changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturday*) *
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Sdeet *a

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).

I HE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND TEFF (Fox)
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home Kan*.

Art of Diving, with Annette Kellenwaa.

I hr Kace ol th* Age (Man <>' Wa.)



llustry Seeks Justice in Newspaper Stories

No. 9 MARTIN J. QUIGLEY, PUBLISHER
/~C " wit



II

I'm com inf
THE immortal story that the whole world knows— that every boy

and girl in every generation for more than two hundred years has
read—put at last upon the screen with a wealth of strange and wonder-
ful adventure, fascinating detail and authentic atmosphere which only
UNIVERSAL can offer your delighted audiences.

A Continued Feature for old and young in the finest houses in the land
—Number Two of the Big Three of the Serial World— "WITH
STANLEY IN AFRICA"— "ROBINSON CRUSOE"— "IN THE
DAYS OF BUFFALO BILL", the last-named now in production.

We tell you plainly—even tho showing a Chapter-play may not have
been your policy in the past you'll make the mistake of your life if you
don't see the opening episodes of this marvel of clean, thrilling entertain-

ment at your Universal Exchange the first week in March.

Carl Laemmle announces the early release ofTfierfdyeatiA

ROBINSON

DIRECTED BY BOB |W



SUMPTUOUS CONTINUED FEATURE
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iok it for entire
Chicago Circuit!

i

ERE'S THE BEST EVIDENCE A SHRE^YD SHO\YMAN
COULD ASK FOR!

The biggest exhibitors—the finest and best first-run houses in the country

—

are paying record prices for the privilege of booking this remarkable series of

short super-features. They realize, as must every real showman, that here is a builder

of patronage, a packer of houses—in short, a money maker so great as to be absolutely

alone in the short -feature field. The appeal of this clean, crisp action series both to young and

old, men and women, is so big and universal that one can readily appreciate these words from

the Exhibitors Trade Review:

" There s something abend this ' Leather Pushers'

that gets yon right a way, and when you've seen this

series yon irill nndt?rstand why we're sold on it.

It's something novel-—away from the usual stuff.''

\ SCHER BROTHERS have booked it for their entire circuit of nineteen houses in Chicago

and their two first-run houses in Milwaukee and Cincinnati; Lubliner & Trinz have booked

it for their twelve houses in Chicago; such big first-run houses as the Orpheum in Akron, the

Plaza in Bridgeport, the Capitol in McKeesport, the Aldine in Lancaster, and scores of others,

have arranged for early showings.

IF you're the kind of a showman vou should be vou'll write, wire or see vour Universal

Exchange at once.

E Knockout Rounds of 2 Reels Each
Directed bq Harry PoUand

lewel - Colliers Series



(WillkmJbX presents Pe<irf(White in

m W

id m

ft lifts the curtain on
^ Tfew York's midnight phygroa i

Mk 12e*d this from —

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 5, 192:

A story of
{

millionaire

jazz-hounds,

gold diggers

&notorious
night clubs

IGHT LIFE • ob the Great

White Way has entered Into

a * new phase of all-night

revelries. The debutante

flapper and the famous hostess aic

fcwith as. In one "of the " elube ?

a recent evening.a woman leader

of Fifth Avenue's social life sat at

(one table; at a neighboring table sat

a noted stage beauty whose name,
was figuring in the divorce courts.

That is the keynote of the Broadway
i season.

"It used to be known as " slum-
tf

Jmlng." Now it to a mere casual rou-

tine matter of inquiring at 3 A. M.,

lere Id the evTM"
avenf





Hamilton Theatrical
Corporation presents-

Mistress
a MIA MAY

No. 1.

"The Dragi

No. 2.

"The Race for Life

No. 3.



OF THE
UOL R tremendous, spectacular tea

sutures representing the summit
motfon^icture achieverrterrt.

In thrill, in surprise, in thVstupen
dousness of the^ets, in num
people appearing, in amount of ti

anchnaney spent, these pietur

all past achievements sink in

nificance.

Fifty thousand in the dists! Eight
een immths_jn the making! Altd^a
story of advenTwe-^hat makes the
Arabian Nights tame in comparison



Hamilton Theatrical Corporation
presents-

MISTRESS OF
THE WORLD"

-with MIA MAY
FROM every angle, the four pictures

making up "The Mistress of the

World" have an appeal to every class of

people in the United States.

There never has been and there prob-

ably never will be again anything as

gigantic in conception and execution, as

thrilling, as interesting, as spectacular,

as these four mighty masterpieces.

Nor was there ever a picture which

so lends itself to publicity and exploita-

tion as these do.

There never was a picture which

meant so much to the exhibitors of

America. "The Mistress of the World"
will make box-office records v\hich never

A series of four

(paramount (pictures



Lewis J . Selihick
presents

CONWAy TEARLE
"A Wide Open

Town
by Earle Mitchell

Scenario by Edward J.Montagne

personally staged haj

RALPH I NICE-
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c
playgoers pictures presents m

Vomen Vho Vaif
With an all Star Cast

includingMarguerite Clayton, CreightonHale
and GeorgeMacQuarrie

Directed by^^^^^g^^^^^PhilUp S)anLoan

'T'HERE is strong, surging drama in

this story of the sea. There is a

conflict of emotions as tempestuous

as the storm-lashed waves and a wo-

man's love as undying as the steady

gleam from the lighthouse- Then-

is atmosphere as delightful as the

quaint sea-coast locations. There is

suspense, laughter, heart-throbs and
happiness.

There is every reason why you should

book this one for it is a vigorous,

interesting and entertaining feature.

It is proving that it fulfills all the

requirements of vour box office. It is

T//e Story ofa IVoman M^ho JVaited for Love.
Distributed bg PLAYGOERS PICTURES

through PAIHK LXCHANGE, Inc

foreign Representative for Pljygocrs Rctures
SIDNEY GAPBtTT



/ thru
PATHE EXCHANGE INC.
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The reviewers heaped praise on this picture

Harrison's Reports said: "One of the few 100% >

pictures. A death dealing flood shown near the

end of the picture is startlingly realistic; it is

easily the best of its kind ever seen in pictures."

Stupendous Flood Scenes!

—

An Entire Valley Swept Away!
A devastating flood sweeping an entire valley, carrying all before it! The
hero's wild race on horseback in a desperate attempt to reach a dam and
open the flood gates! The beautiful native girl's mad effort to warn him
of his awful danger! The massive wall of water ripping the dam from
under him! The girl and he drowning before your eyes! The furious

waters uprooting trees, tearing houses from their foundations—horses,

cattle, men, women, children, everything destroyed in the terrific

catastrophe!

It is a mighty drama with a mighty theme, the call of home and loved ones.

Here is the picture your box office needs—PLAY IT.

"The Call of Home"

From the novel "Home" by George Agnew Chamberlain

Scenario by Eve Unsell. Directed by Louis J. Gasnier—R-C PICTURES—

A



OHN GOLDEN and MARCUS LO^W
present tie picturefrom, tie pLay wkiek ran.

441TIMES/.NY

REX INGRAM"^"PRODUCTION

&r ftfcWlNCHEIX SMITH
*. c&JQHN E.HAZZARD

^ 4

r

METRO
CsjDistvibutedL Exclusively bi$

PICTURES
CORPORATION



Qke ROUND of
PRESS PRAISE

r OF

Turn to the Right
— in the New York dailies—

"Go and See it"—
New York Herald

Far ahead of play"

—

Evening World

"Not one fault"—
Evening Telegram

"Bigger than on stage"

—

The World

"Impossible to resist"

—

New York American

"100 to 1 shot"—
Morning Telegraph

"Value 98 per cent"—
Daily News

Ingram has done it again"—
Evening Mail

"Excellent"—

"Splendid"—

New York Times

Evening Journal

"Scarcely any values lost,

101 lent by Ingram"

—

The Sun

—and in the Trade Papers

—

"Sure-fire"—
Exhibitor's Trade Review

" Parallel to great

stage successes"

—

Moving Picture World

"Splendid"—
Motion Picture News

"Couldn't be im-
proved upon"

—

Weekly Film Review

METRO
PICTURES CORPORATION

proves tke picture

even greater than
tke great play . .

.



E. SMITH presenhs

D

1
it w

All

r
THE SHOW

j's a typical

LarrySemon Comedy

with a big beauty chorus,

fun-stunts that fairly pile

up on one another and

a big smashing finish.

It convulsed audiences

during its Broadway run,

and will go big with any

audience.

"The Show" was written and directed by

Larry Semon and Norman Taurog

LUCILLE CARLISLE
plays opposite Larry
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Rupert Hughes has done it again

The author of "The Old Nest" and
"Dangerous Curve Ahead" now
gives us a real laugh fest in "Come
On Over." One man who saw it at

a preview, declared in his enthusi-

asm: "111 give five dollars to see

that picture again!"

In New York and Los Angeles it

was shown without announcement.
It created a new laugh record. No
one could conceal his merriment.
No picture we have ever seen drew
such spontaneous enthusiasm! Get
some real fun into your theatre

!

Goldwyn presents

Play it St Patrick's
Day WeeK^
MARCH

s M T w T F s

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 11

12 13 14 15 161

2519 20 21 22 23^

26 27 28 29 30 31 * •

directed by Alfred E. Qreene

with Colleen Moore

A GOLDWYN PICTURE



Par" Plus
"Cardigan" is a 100% motion picture plus.

American to the marrow in story—author-

ship— production— directors— players—
distribution.

The biggest, finest, ablest, most spectacular

American historical romance and drama
ever screened on the soil of our country.

As big bo.x-ojjice as "Over the Hill," as

"Orphans of" the Storms," as "The Three
Musketeers," as "Foolish Wives."

All of these are big, fine, money-earning

pictures deserving of every dollar they take

in for you and their owners and distributors.

Messmore Kendall's tremendous production

of Robert W. Chambers' mighty romance
"Cardigan" is as big as all of these.

In these days when film scandal is scaring

patrons away "Cardigan" is the wholesome,
wonderful picture that every good, clean,

right element in every city, town and
village of America will come to see—and
like—and talk about—and praise.

Opening February 19th at the Capitol

Theatre, New York, and simultaneously in

40 of the largest American first run cities.

rtcatv
P. S. It's the biggest

picture 1 have handled
in seven years.

F. B. Warren

RELEASING CORPORATION
1 V" 1 " *

WALTER E. GREENE. VrenJcnt F. B. WARREN, VUc-9revkm

Home Offices

15 West 44th Street, New York City

Telephones: l anderbilt 7078-7079
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Eddie Lyons

Comedies Mean
Big Money for

Independent

Exchanges and
Exhibitors.

Each One a

Special.

One Released

Each Month.
Here's Your
Opportunity to

Profit by Eddie's

Great Popularity

Joseph J. Goodstein, Palm Theatre, Philadelphia,
writes : "Eddie Lyons Tops Them AIL We've Never
Run a More Popular Comedian." Eddie's a Winner
Everywhere.

drrow offers

S&e One and Only

EDDIEMS
The Funniest Fellow in Films

In a Series o

12 Special^

2 Reel -

—

COMEDIES
|L THE BIG

iLl 2

Dittributorf for United K'ngdom ;

INTER-OCI-AN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd.

162 Wardour Street, London, ling.

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
220-224 W. 42nd Street, New York City
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Ask Fred. Wehrenberg, St. Louis Exhibitor, What
He Thinks of the Arrow Comedy Franchise.

I >

;

^Jheif sell as
a unit to

Independent

Exchanges

These Comedies

Fill a Long-Felt

Want. Exchange
Men and Exhib-

itors Report

Them Sensation-

ally Successful.

One Released

Each Week.
Arrange NOW
to Get Them.
Franchises are

Going Fast.

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
220-224 W. 42nd Street, New York City

Distributors for United Kingdom:

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS. Ltd.

162 Wardour Street, London, Eng.
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j
PYRAMID PICTURES, INC.

and

THE PYRAMID PLAN

rYRAMID Pictures, Inc., was organized for the purpose of pro-

ducing sixteen or more real box office attractions each year to be
sold to the exhibitor at fair and honest prices that will enable him to

make money . The Company is headed by Walter E. Greene,
formerly Vice-President of Famous Players-Lasky, President of

Artcraft and one of the organizers of Paramount.

T YRAM1D Pictures is absolutely independent and has no alliances

whatever with other producing companies or political groups. Its

sole aim is to make good pictures at lowest possible costs and to

distribute them as efficiently and economically as possible.

"My Old Kentucky Home," Pyramid's first production, is com-
pleted. A story from the pen of Anthony Paul Kelly, it was directed

by Ray C. Smallwood with an all-star cast including Monte Blue,

Sigrid Holmquist, Julia Swayne Gordon, Lucy Fox, Arthur Carewe
and Frank Currier.

PYRAMID'S second and third pictures, "The Queen of the Moulin

Rouge,'' with Monte Blue, directed by Ray C. Smallwood, and "The
Mayor's Wife," an Anna Katherine Greene story with Betty Blythe

as the star and Kenneth Webb as director, are both in produc-

tion now.

These pictures are financed and made under the Pyramid Plan

under which all Pyramid Productions of the future will be made.

The Pyramid Plan is the most equitable arrangement ever devised

for the financing of motion picture production. It eliminates the high

cost of producer financing from which the industry has suffered in

the past and offers a sane solution to exhibitors and others who want

to share in picture production profits.

The Pyramid Plan finances each production through the sale or

Pyramid Profit sharing Syndicate Units. One thousand Units, each

PYRAMID P1CTU
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of $ 1 00 par value, are issued to make a $ 1 00,000 production.

Every dollar received by Pyramid Pictures, Inc., from the sale of

these Units is used for actual production expenses and for the making

of positive prints. Not one cent of this money Js used for office

overhead or officers' salaries.

1 HE Pyramid Plan provides that the first money received from

rentals after distributing charges shall be returned to the Unit hold-

ers until they have been repaid their total investment before Pyramid

Pictures, Inc., receives a cent. After the investors have received the

return of their money, the plan provides that Pyramid Pictures, Inc.,

shall receive 50% of the profits for management, and that the investors

receive the other 50% of the profit for the use of their money.

The Pyramid Plan also provides that the Unit holders have a first

lien on the negative and positive prints under a trusteeship until they

have received the return of their total investment dollar for dollar.

The Pyramid Plan insures the producer against banker control of

his business. It opens the way to exhibitors who want to foster a

greater independent output of good pictures. It provides exhibitors

with the means of sharing in the legitimate production profits assured

by experienced honest management, employing good directors, select-

ing good stories, casting recognized picture players and making good

pictures on a safe and sane basis.

1 YRAMID'S management is tried and proven. The Pyramid Plan

is a demonstrated success. Pyramid Productions of the future will

be largely exhibitor financed.

PYRAMID'S Distribution will be handled by the American Releas-

ing Corporation at a straight thirty per cent, cost, affording what we
believe to be not only the cheapest but also the best distribution of

good pictures in America today.

Further information regarding The Pyramid Plan and forth-

coming productions will be sent upon request to

Smallwood & Co., Inc., Sole Fiscal Agents, 1 50 W. 34th St., N. Y.C.

PYRAMID PICTURES, INC.
gTBAMID PKTUBES E3 ' PTBAHID PICTURES
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SIX SMASHIW

(A Word from Eddie Polo) SERIAL PICTURIS
My personal guarantee goes behind every one of these six big

smashing new serials that I am to make, the first of which I am
now working on. They will he by far the biggest and best serials

of my career. You know what I have turned out for Universal. I

am going to go them, not one better but ten better. Watch and Wait.

Thrills the public have never seen- punches and terrif M

yet unknown to the screen. I am going to put my Idea!'"

serials backed by the greatest serial director on earth—J
•

'

Gowan. Every one of the six will be a smashing box offit' "u

made to order for profits for thousands of exhibitors. Ifi r '

the rutin- six. with m\ honor and my fullest Integrity.
EDD r"
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IG BOX OFFICE

XTRAORDINARY (To Be Directed by J. P. McGowan)

exlntor in America and throughout the entire world
DIE, POLO. In China. Japan, India, and all Oriental

es t ;y clamor for Polo. In Canada and in every State in
on, DDIE POLO'S name stands for serial success in over-
ng easure, and every exhibitor knows it. He is now
: th< irst one. It will be a whale, telling on the screen a
iat lillions of people, men, women, boys and girls have

Round the world, adventure that will enthrall millions. These
six will be serials that exhibitors will scramble for. Polo has
poured millions of dollars into exhibitors' box offices during his
stay at Universal for five years. He's only started. Speak to your
local State Right Buyer NOW. Make a deal to get every one of
these serials. DO IT NOW. Tell your Independent exchange to
communicate at once with

—

EDDIE POLO SERIAL CORPORATION
Home Offices: 121 W. 39th St., New York City
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ITTAKES "GUT!
T takes the same iron strain, the same unrelenting determination o

a successful showman.

But discrimination is also a vital factor in the success of every sho 1

who is considered a leader.

m

The man who can pick photoplays that really draw money inatthba

office and who runs these productions before his competitor shows thei

always blaze the trail to success for others to follow.

The man who follows in his trail, who books productions whic

proven successes, is perhaps even surer of a comfortable degree of sui

Ability to grasp the full import of a unanimous and favorable v

concerning the box office value of productions shown by leading thit

and quick action in booking these productions are the qualities that i;

money for the showman that plays safe. He collects lesser but surer p:

If you are the kind of a showman that blazes the trail, you must have already book

series of twenty Charles Ray productions distributed by National Exchanges, Inc.

If you are the kind of a showman who plays it safe, you must accept the unani

favorable verdict of the following theatres on the Charles Ray productions:

Fox's Washington
Schuyler
Stadium
Ellsmcrc
New Law
Moss's Dyckman
Regent
Joyce

West End
Claremont
New 125th Street

M. & S. Odeon
Roosevelt
Stone
Amphion
Garden

31 EXCHANGES
inPRINCIPAL citiesNATIONA
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WIN SUCCESS
HiSE are all leading New York theatres. This list is confined to New
rk territory simply because these bookings were accessible for imme-

ereference. Other territories report similar prosperity on the Charles

i )roductions.

are are seen in the support of Charles Ray in this series of twenty productions,

in them are: Louise Glaum, Clara Williams, Joseph Dowling, Enid Markey, Estelle

L "rank Borzage, Ray Laidlaw and Herschel Mayall. They were produced under the

:tin of such men as Charles Swickard and Scott Sidney; under the personal supervision

hcnas H. Ince.

As long as the name of Charles Ray means anything to the motion picture public,

this series of twenty Charles Ray productions will draw money at your box office.

Book them now before your competitor beats you to it.

Reviews are another money making series distributed by the National Exchanges,

uiich you cannot afford to overlook. These one reel features are endorsed by repeated

dris by such showmen and theatres as the Capitol, Rivoli, Rialto, Criterion, Strand in

es quare in New York City, and by Sid Grauman's Million-Dollar Theatre in Los An-
I Fox's Nemo and Fox's Japanese Garden have just booked this series as well as such

teas B. S. Moss's Dyckman, Bim's Schuyler and Standard, and many others who realize

Kketo Reviews enable them to put their entertainments on a par with those offered by

ligest and best motion picture theatres.

Important announcement: New feature comedy -drama with Margery Wilson,

former D. W. Griffith player, and former leading woman with Charles Ray and

William S. Hart, who has now attained stardom, is on its way to you. This pro-

duction is now in the cutting room. It's one of the very best. Watch for further

announcement as to title and release date.

398 FIFTH AVE

NEW YORK N.Y
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EFFECTIVE
"Your new Pictorial Section is very interest-

ing indeed. It isn't too technical and yet it

tells far better than print could just what is

happening in the trade.''

—

B. M. Conlon,

Publicity Director, Vitagraph, Inc.

SOMETHING
NEW

"We rise to remark that your new Pictorial

Section is all right. It is about the only new
thing we have seen in the trade journals re-

cently."— C. L. Yearsley, Director ofAdvertis-

ing and Publicity, Associated First National

Pictures, Inc.

INTERESTIN
"It is always interesting to find something

new, and I find your Pictorial Section of the

Herald both new and extremely interesting.

As long as we are in the business of trans-

mitting knowledge through the eye, I don't

know of any better way of putting it over

than by pictures. I want to congratulate you

on this forward step in the trade paper field.

Paul Gulick, Director of Publicity, Univer-

sal Film Manufacturing Company.



The Spice

of the

Program
JSJO matter how good

the feature picture

may be, it is after all

only half of the eve-

ning's motion picture

entertainment.

The spice, the

zest and fre-

quently the
greatest en-
joyment are
furnished by
the short sub-
jects.

rpHOUGHTFUL exhibi-
tors realize, however,

that short subjects, to give
spice toany program, must
be of unusually high qual-
ity and must present artists

of ability and character

—

such short subjects as

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
"TORCHY" COMEDIES

MERMAID COMEDIES
CAMPBELL COMEDIES

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
S hort - Reel feature*

"SCENICS BEAUTIFUL"
and WILDERNESS TALES

By Robert C. Bruce

SKETCHOGRAFS—CARTOONS
By Julian Ollendorff

KINOGRAMS -NEWS WEEKLY
and Specials like

THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND
The above makes of motion
pictures carry our trade-mark.

Look for it on posters and lobby cards in
theatre entrances. When you see it—

Go in---

It's the sign of a

Well-Balanced
Program

!

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
H&mmons, President

EXECUTIVE OFFICES. NEW YORK

TWELVE MILLIONS
OF PEOPLE

are being told constantly through Educational's
National Advertising to look for posters announcing

our unusually high quality short subjects

In YOUR Theatre Entrance!
This advertisement will appear in

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST, March 18, 1922

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM
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WHY?
Are our Franchise Holders Happy

DAVID&JONATHAN
has been acclaimed by the critics, and whose second production

—

HER STORY
By Dion Titheradge

is now ready for release

WHY?
Because our first two pictures are 1 00%—and our Franchise

Holders are satisfied

—

THAT'S WHY

!

Second National Pictures Corporation

140 West 42nd Street

New York City



It has all her best

comedy touches -

plus that vital human
fire that lifts it into

a class by itself*-

that stamps it as

BIG

;>4

Ue eute ehf%<*

(Joseph cM.Sehenck presents

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE

g>oUy <>ftallies
$y (John Smerson

and oLnitCLjQps

i
A First National Attraction



SEVEN REELS and

A TRIO THAT YOl
CAN'T BEAT
Constance Talmadge

JoKn Emerson
Anita Loos

Here's a trio who always make sure-fire audience pictun

And now they have out-done every previous effort, in mi

ing a picture that has every element of box office suae

It's a Vamp

7-

' I'm crazy about you

'

^i/oure the eats whiskers,

(?/eo, old dear.'
"

'She's &
\

former nc'

c
lQith legs like yours.

,

id give 'em all a treat.'



iat s one too short

!

1HOUSAND LAUGHS
'ICED WITH LOVE
AND TEARS

afct that bubbles over with fun and frolic

m and sparkling wit—with the added touches of

an-nd pathos. That's what lifts it above everything

ATalmadgehes ever done and makes it BIG
id action, like nothing you've ever seen be:

CONSTANCE
IAXMADGE

'Don't eut the eutielei n i
"JielioBoys inheres old/.(?.'



Tils is one of the

BIG Pictures
that get the business

the shoppers buy
SvJeet breath offiaceus, ridded

i J. Caesar
11

The old girl's Q feet
} * fall or I take the cure

•Mi

Constance Talmadge '{folly of'{hejollib
A First National Attractioi
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JOHN M. STAHL. Producer- rector

LOUIS B. MAYER
Presents

JOHN M. STAHL
PRODUCTIONS
Associated First National Attractions

Current Releases :

"Trie Child Thou Gavest Me"
"The Song of Life

Now in Production : -ONE CLEAR CALL"
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A CHALLENGE
WE MAKE THE CHALLENGE THAT NO EXCHANGE
IN THE UNITED STATES CAN OFFER THE QUALITY
OR VARIETY OF NOVELTY SUBJECTS CELEBRATED
DOES

BUT
THE CHALLENGE WILL NEVER BE ANSWERED, BECAUSE NO OTHER
EXCHANGE IN THIS COUNTRY CAN POSSIBLY MATCH OUR
ASSORTMENT OF NOVELTY REELS.

"Out of the Inkwell"
A Cartoon Comedy

By

MAX FLEISCHER

DIVERTING
HUMOROUS

FASCINATING
SINGLE REEL—ONE A MONTH

"SUNSET-BURRUD

POLYCHROMES"
A Series of 26 Scenic Stories in

Wondrous Colors.

A Truly Magnificent and

Delightful Succession of

NATURE'S BEAUTY SPOTS

"The Great Narratives
OF

The Old Testament"
Inspiring, Beautiful and Artistic

Photo-Dramatizations

NOW COMPLETED

"CREATION" "NOAH'S ARK"

"CAIN and ABEL" "THE DELUGE"

SINGLE REEL
A SERIES OF TWELVE

"FELIX KAT"
Cartooned by

PAT SULLIVAN
Formerly on the Paramount

Program.

HENCEFORTH

It Will Be CELEBRATED
EXCLUSIVE :-: DISTINCTIVE

ONE SUBJECT A MONTH

"BURR NOVELTY
REVIEW"

A COMBINATION NOVELTY
REEL—COMPRISING—

A COLORCRAFT STYLE REVUE

A McMANUS CARTOON
and

A SCENIC POEM

12 IN THIS SERIES

"FUNNY FACE
AND

MARCUS CARTOONS"
A Combination Reel

of

FUNNY FACE COMEDIES

MARCUS CARTOONS
—CROWDED WITH FUN—

A SERIES OF 13

"TONY SARG'S
ALMANAC"
Animated Shadowgraphs

A UNIQUE, ARTISTIC NOVELTY
CREATED BY

THE MASTER ILLUSTRATOR
OF

THE SATURDAY
EVENING

POST
SINGLE REEL-ONE A MONTH

"Federated

Screen Snapshots"

Peeps into the Private and
Professional Lives of

Film Favorites.

THE REEL THAT
STARS THE STARS

ONE EVERY OTHER WEEK

"PRIZMA"
(NATURAL COLORS)

All the Splendors of

Nature in All Its Un-
rivaled Beauty and
Charm

—

THE REEL DE LUXE

ONE EVERY OTHER WEEK

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810 SO. WABASH AVENUE TOY BUILDING

CHICAGO MILWAUKEE
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Now On The

OPEN MARKET
Charles Ray's
LATEST PRODUCTIONS MADE
FOR FIRST NATIONAL

"The Barnstormer" "Gas, Oil and Water"
By Richard Andres By Richard Andres

"The Deuce of Spades"
Adapted by Richard Andres from

•'The Weight of the Last Straw," by Charles E. Van Loan

and 2 others to come

Presented by Arthur S. Kane and
Directed by Charles Ray

Distributed by Associated

First National Pictures, Inc.

Don't confuse these with the Charles Ray pictures

released prior to "The Barnstormer." They are regu-

lar franchise pictures and include "45 Minutes from
Broadway," "Peaceful Valley," "19 and Phyllis"

"The Old Swimmin' Hole," "Scrap Iron," "Two Min-
utes to Go," "The Midnight Bell" and " R. S. V. P."

First National Attractions
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Be quick! And you can get in on the
big show week now! Play a solid week
of First Nationals and put yourself on
the map for a year!

Announcement!

MACK SENNETT'S
latest two-reel comedy, announced as "The
Blockhead," will be released under the

title of

"The Duck Hunter"
Mr. Sennett is now making a new series of

two-reel fun-makers, distributed through

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,

which are worthy of feature place on any

program. He's making better comedies

every day. We've seen the first three of

the series, and we know. Besides "The
Duck Hunter," there's

"Be Reasonable"

and "By Heck"
with Billy Bevan

and Mildred June
Directed by Roy Del Ruth

Released on the Open Market
Available to All Exhibitors

Two Reelers That

Are as Good as Five
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Newspaper Delirium
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

CJ IXCE reading the lurid tales printed in the lo-

^ cal newspapers following the death of Wil-

liam D. Taylor, thousands of exhibitors doubt-

lessly have begun to wonder as to what is the

truth about Hollywood, its motion picture inhabi-

tants and their habits. This is a natural reaction

from the character of articles dealing with the

[iOs Angeles tragedy that have been indulged in

almost generally by the press of the country.

Exhibitors who are not aware of the facts

through personal touch witli the production center

are entitled to the information that the treatment

of the Taylor murder by the newspapers, their in-

volvement of persons who are without any possible

connection with the tragedy and other features

of their muck-raking of Hollywood is unquestion-

ably without parallel in the history of the Ameri-
can press.

Newspapers like The Chicago Tribune, for

instance, which ordinarily are jealous of their

reputation for honesty and seek for accuracy with

great care and effort resigned themselves wan-
•tonly to the acceptance of stories that they knew
were originating in the fevered brain of a corre-

spondent who had been keyed to a near-delirium

by orders to go the limit.

* * *

J-JEARST newspapers, which had come to be

regarded by the industry as possessing a

friendly sympathy with motion pictures and mo-

tion picture people, afforded conspicuous exam-

ples of misrepresentation so gross that with as-

suming reasonable intelligence on the part of the

editors it could only be accounted for on the basis

of a deliberate sacrifice of what they knew to be

the truth for the sake of a yellow story.

A great newspaper of the Middle West

—

The Kansas City Star—printed stories that would
not pass the inspection of an intelligent copy-boy
and their appearance in type in this newspaper
can only be explained on the grounds that it was
willing to appear ridiculous in the eyes of the few

who knew the truth for the sake of giving to the

scandal-seeking public what it thought they
wanted.

The result of all of this has been that the

American public has been supplied with a picture

of Hollywood that is so scarlet that it could not
but be unreal. If the public could only be ex-

pected to analyze this picture that has been pre-
sented by the newspapers the industry would have
no cause for apprehension, because its unreality
would be apparent—but to expect the public to
analyze such a matter is expecting too much!

* * *

QXE of the most hopeful features of the situa-

tion is that the newspapers in their ravenous

greed for sensation dropped all moderation and
resigned themselves to the wildest tales their cor-

respondents could concoct out of the gossipy back-

wash from garrulous parasites who infest the stu-

dio district. If the stories had been tempered

with some moderation; if at least a few of the

many glaring inconsistencies and impossibilities

were omitted, or if individuals and not a whole

colony were indicted, a staggering blow would

have been felt. But the situation as it is is not

without much hope.

It would be a pleasant thing if this whole

matter could be promptly forgotten about—this,

however, cannot be done. Hollywood is in the

public mind and it will linger there for some time.

Hence, exhibitors everywhere, even to the remot-

est hamlet in the country, may expect to be sub-

jected to frequent inquisitions.

To meet properly these inquiries the exhibi-

tor must first be satisfied in his own mind that he

has a case worth defending—and this he may do
without the slightest reservation. Let him an-

alyze for his own satisfaction the case against

Hollywood, a case resting altogether on anony-
mous gossip, veiled intimations and guarded sug-

gestion. As for the facts that have been produced
—there are none that require an answer from the

industry.
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The commercial readjustment that

has been going on is not without certain

bright and encouraging aspects. There

is hardly anyone in the industry who
has not felt the stress of the times and

in the face of the pressing necessities

of the moment it is probable that many
have not paused to reflect upon the fact

that the new order of affairs that has

been visited upon the business has of

itself accomplished for the industry

many reforms that have long been

hoped for.

Many strong declarations have been

made in the past relative to the necessi-

ties of dropping from stardom many
players who have been placed in stellar

positions through bad judgment—or ac-

cident. For a long time the thought of

the industry on the subject was well-de-

fined, yet no change was effected. Then,

the depression; the public and in turn

the exhibitor became more insistent

upon merit and the result has been a

march back to position in the cast, or

out of pictures entirely, for many play-

ers who had thought they were stars

but who had never succeeded in getting

the public to agree with them.

The reforming touch of the depres-

sion has been felt elsewhere in the

studio and, again, things have been ac-

complished which under other condi-

tions might have taken years to bring

about. From property man to director

there is a new attitude relative to ex-

pense in motion picture production.

Many types of financial excesses that

hitherto were considered unavoidable in

production have been definitely ruled

out, never to return because the folly of

them is now well understood.

Stricter and more economical meth-

ods of exchange operation have been

forced upon the distributing organiza-

tions. Many heritages of the wasteful,

earlier days of the picture business have

been dropped and the cost of operation

is now a subject prominently in the

mind of every exchange manager who
has any hope of continuing as an ex-

change manager.

These and other fortunate evolutions

that have been forced upon the indus-

try by the stress of recent conditions

should and do afford much satisfaction

to exhibitors. Theatremen realize that

either a waste or a saving that has gone

into a production is a matter of perti-

nent concern to them. They realize

that substantial and permanent relief

can only be had by them through an

elimination of the abuses that have ex-

isted in production and distribution.

And careful scrutiny of the record of

the past year discloses that quietly but

certainly there has been going on in the

industry a great number of changes that

point inevitably to better and more uni-

form product and rental conditions and

consequently offer hope to the exhibitor

of better values in return for what he

spends.

Re -Takes
J. R. M.

Last week was "Smile Week." It
wasn't an entire success. It's too dan-
gerous "having a smile" with a friend
these days.

* * *

A vaudeville circuit is featuring a baby
mind-reader. This will be no novelty
for most married folks. All babies are
mind-readers about the time father drops
off to sleep.

* * *

With the return of influenza the boot-
leggers are almost as necessary as the
doctors.

After Our Horse
One of the largest comedy com-

panies on the West Coast is en-
deavoring to secure the services of
the beautiful thoroughbred which
is soon to play a orominent figure
in the James Horse Week demon-
stration, in New York. The reason
given is that a rival company has
signed a "dark horse" to be starred
in pictures under the direction of

Jesse Robbins, and not to be out-
done by this equine performer they
are desirous of putting one over on
them and release a comedy in which
the famous James horse figures.

The time is so short between now
and the presentation ceremonies
that we were compelled to turn
down this handsome offer.

Lawrence E. Goldman, general
counsel and secretary of the Mis-
souri M. P. T. O. writes that he
has a nice bright red feather for

the James horse, which he thinks
would give special distinction to

the animal while galloping up and
down Broadway. O. K. L. E. G.
Ship care of Herald.

Our Weekly Lie
Last week we saw a picture that had a

Russian without a beard in it.

* * *

Strenuous Biz.

Three cameramen got into a fight and

blackened one another's eyes trying to

get views of the Peace commissioners
walking down a flight of steps, in Wash-
ington last week.

* * *

Bill Brady says the actors need more
Heaven and less Hell.

*

We Wonder
Wonder if the Producers reduced the

price of films to ten cents a reel,

Gave the cxhibs. all the paper and lobby

photos they wanted for nothing,
Told them how to advertise so they

would play to S. R. O. all the time,

And—gave them a year to settle up

their accounts,
Wonder what they'd find to kick aboul

then.
*

And on the other hand

—

Wonder if the exhibitors paid all they

were asked to pay for a feature,

Sent the films back promptly and ir

good condition,
Never kicked on poor service, pooi

pictures and a bum deal.

Wonder what the Producers wouk

say.
(You said it—they'd both roll over anc J

die.)

J
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Revenue Bureau Ready
To Collect Tax From
State Right Producers

(Washin ireau. Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON", D. C, Feb. 14.—Ef-

orts of the Christie Company to obtain

stay of thirty days in the collection of

ental taxes amounting to nearly $12,000

n order that further consideration might

•e given to its contention that the assess-

ment of these taxes was not in conformity

vith the law, have been unsuccessful and

he Internal Revenue Bureau has an-

ounced it will proceed with the collec-

ion of the tax, permitting the company,

t it desires, to file a claim for refund.

Representatives of the company were

i Washington last week for the pur-

ose of conferring with officials of the

ureau. The government is anxious to

roceed with its collection of rental taxes

rom all producers having disposed of

heir films in the same manner as that

ollowed by the Christie Company—the

3le of state rights—as a large sum of

loney is involved in such transactions

hich would materially increase the

ear's collections.

lavid M. Hartford Is

Made New President of

Directors Association
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 14.—David M.
tartford has been chosen head of the

fotion Picture Directors' Association, re-

iacing the late William D. Taylor.

In addition to Hartford, the following

en were selected: Fred Sullivan, assist-

n director; Wiley Van, technical direc-

r; Norval McGregor, treasurer; Fred-

ick A. Thompson, secretary; Charles

arrot, inner guard; Duke Warren, outer

lard; Major Maurice Campbell and M.
MacQuarrie, trustees.

Hartford has been prominently con-

:cted with the film industry for many
ars, having directed numerous stars.

Officials Order Three

Brooklyn Houses Shut
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Feb. 14.—Three small

otion picture theatres in Brooklyn have
en ordered closed as unsafe, as tKe re-

It of an inspection of the movie houses
nducted by engineers and building ex-

rts employed by Albert E. Kleinert,

perintendent of buildings in Brooklyn.
The special inspection came about as

result of the collapse of the American
leatre building while under construction
Brooklyn last November and of the

lickerbocker Theatre disaster in Wash-
zton two weeks ago.

redid Defeat for

Blue Law Advocates
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CAMERON. MO.. Feb. 14.—Candi-
'tes for the city counsel of Cameron,
3.. are running for office on a "closed

1 vn" platform. According to reliable
: hority, there is little chance of a vic-
t y for the Sunday closing advocates.
J feat has confronted all blue law propa-
• ida in Missouri recently, and it is be-
1 ."ed that Cameron will prove no ex-
c >tion.

Nebraska Theatre Men Will
Share in Vitagraph Returns

League to Receive 5 Per Cent if March Business in

State Reaches $18,000 and 10 Per Cent
on Amounts Over That Total

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 14.—Executives of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Nebraska have entered into an agreement with the Omaha ex-
change of Vitagraph, Inc., under wheh they are to assist Vitagraph in

booking its pictures throughout the state and in return the exhibitors or-

ganization is to receive 5 per cent should the gross business during March
reach $18,000.

Agreement Covers Only Month of March

The agreement also provides that the exhibitors association shall re-

ceive 10 per cent on all sums over the $18,000. The agreement covers only
the month of March.

Whether the agreement includes a reduction in rentals to the indi-

vidual exhibitors or to the members of the exhibitor organization could

not be learned.

The plan, it is declared, provides for a

series of meetings throughout the state

at which A. R. Pramer, president of the

exhibitor organization, and T. E. De-

landy, manager of the Omaha exchange

of Vitagraph, will speak.

Objection Is Raised

Some objection to the arrangement is

said to have arisen among members of

the executive committee of the exhibitor

association when the proposition was first

made.

It is declared that the agreement is

purely local in scope, although the officers

The Trade Paper

That Is Read
A few weeks ago the

HERALD carried a brief story

stating that Herman Stern, dis-

trict manager for Universal,

was ill at the Michael Reese

Hospital, Chicago.

Mr. Stern has made a com-

plete recovery and is back at

work. The day he returned,

he telephoned

:

"I knew the HERALD had

a wide circulation and was read

thoroughly by every one who
takes it but I got the surprise

of my life while I was sick.

I received forty three notes of

sympathy from friends scat-

tered about the United States

and Canada and in thirty-

seven of them, the writer re-

referred to learning I was

ill through seeing it in the

HERALD."

of the national exhibitor organization, the
M. P. T. O. of America, are fully in-

formed of the step taken.

Famous Players-Lasky
Studio at Long Island

Will Reopen in April
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 14.—The Long
Island studio of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation will be reopened in April,
according to Jesse L. Lasky, vice-presi-

dent. Victor H. Clark has been ap-
pointed manager.
The former Realart studio in Los An-

geles, the name of which has been
changed to the Wilshire studio, will be
closed, it is announced. Production at
the Long Island plant will be started at
once.

Admission Prices Cut
At Pasmezoglu Houses

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 14—The first

general reduction of St. Louis motion
picture theatre admission prices has been,

announced by Hector Pasmezoglu, owner
of the Criterion, Delmar and Congress
theatres. He has cut adult tickets from
35 cents to 25 cents and children from
25 cents to 15 cents.

"We are making these reductions with
the belief that the public demands cheaper
amusements. The price of everything we
use remains high, including films and
wages, but we want to act in conformity
to the general trend in price reduction,"'

said Mr. Pasmezoglu.

Would Subject Fight

Film to Destruction
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Feb. 14.—Rep-
resentative Hoch of Kansas has proposed
an amendment to the law governing the
exhibition of prize fight films under which
any film of this character sent through
the mails or found in interstate commerce
could be seized and destroyed.
The amendment has the backing of the

International Reform Bureau of which
Wilbur S. Crafts is superintendent.
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Thousands of Protests Halt
Increased Taxation Program

Administration Virtually Abandons Plan, Which
Would Have Doubled Levy on Theatre Tickets

to Raise Money for Soldiers Bonus
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 14.—Word has been received by the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry that the proposed plan for

raising bonus money for the soldiers, which would have doubled the tax

on theatre tickets costing more than 25 cents, has been abandoned by the

ways and means committee of the house of representatives at Wash-
ington.

When the committee's proposal became public the board of directors

of the N. A. M. P. I. were called together by President William A. Brady
to authorize concerted action with other organizations in the amusement
field in a protest to President Harding against the proposed doubling of

the theatre tax.. A special train had been chartered to take the delega-

tion to the Capitol.

Thousands of Protests Reach Washington

The thousands of protests received by members of congress from
their constituents was directly responsible for abandonment of the pro-

posed plan to raise money for the bonus. Under the plan congress hoped
to raise $75,000,000 of the $350,000,000 needed to pay the bonus the first

year by doubling the present ticket tax.

On hearing of the plan originally pro- adding to the admission tax will have

posed by the ways and means committee

President Sydney S. Cohen of the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America,

stated that to double the tax now "will

not serve the purpose of raising addi-
tional revenue, but will have the opposite
effect in driving many theatres out of
business." He said further:

"It is apparent from these figures (gov-

ernment data on theatre attendance) that

but one effect: That of further reducing
the attendance at theatres and cutting
down the receipts, and naturally such
taxes as might be paid on the same to
the government."

Just what plan will now be adopted is

not known. Senator Smoot of Utah again
is fathering his sales tax plan. He has
found very little support, however. Some
leaders of congress are anxious for pass-
age of bond legislation.

Plan Sales Drive on Big Feature

Paramount Executives and Salesmen Discuss Campaign at

Meeting at Drake Hotel, Chicago

A convention of Paramount executives and salesmen was held at the

Drake hotel in Chicago on February 6, lasting the entire day and closing

with a big banquet in th evening. It was called by S. R. Kent, general

manager of distribution of the big twenty-one reel feature "The Mistress

of the World," soon to be published.

managers of Divisions 1, 2 and .'!
; Claud

Saunders, manager of division of exploita-

tion; Henry L. Salsbury and Charles King;
District Managers H. W. Given of Chicago,
George J. Schaefer of Boston; Phil Reis-

man of Minneapolis, and R. C. Li Beau of
Kansas City; Branch Managers J. D. Clark
of Philadelphia, F. A. Bloch of Cleveland, Al
Bernstein of Milwaukee, C. C. Wallace of
Washington, II. I. Krause of Omaha and

J. B. Dugger of Indianapolis; also the fol-

lowing salesmen from various exchanges:
B. Morgan Roth, New Haven; Hamill and
Danto, New York; Wolfe, Buffalo; Lake,
Albany ; Eyder, Detroit ;

Allison, Pitts-

burgh ; Dodge, Cleveland; Hirsch, Milwau-
kee; Schweitzer, Kansas City; FcFrenne,
St. Louis

;
Wog. Salt Lake City ; Braly, Den-

ver ; West, Seattle
;

Reagan, Cincinnati

;

Rodman, Indianapolis: Lieldman, Minneap-
lis; Nicolls, Dcs Moines; McFarland,
Omaha, and Chestnut, Atlanta. Those at-

tending from the local exchange were H."

W. (liven, district manager; Otto W. Bollc,

sales manager ; Neal Agncw, assistant

sales manager; Dan Roche, exploitation

representative, and II. A. O'Brien and Win.
Washburnc, salesmen.

During the day this feature was shown to

the assemblage in the ball room of the hotel

together with "The Loves of Pharaoh," an

Ernst Lubitsch production.
* * *

This convention was unique in the his-

tory of the organization inasmuch as the

majority of those attending were field sales-

men. Each exchange in the country se-

lected a salesman to attend the convention

and only in rare cases was it a district or

branch manager who represented his terri-

tory.

After viewing the pictures a general dis-

cussion was had at the banquet in the Louis

XI room lasting far into the night. Not
only was "The Mistress of the World" un-

der discussion but plans were perfected for

putting over "Paramount's Tenth Anniver-

sary Month," starting on March 5 with a

big national advertising campaign in over

1,000 daily newspapers all over the United

States and Canada.
Those attending from New York were

S. R. Kent, general manager of distribu-

tion ; E. V. Chambcrlin, general service man-
ager

;
George W. Weeks, Gerald Akers and

Harry G. Ballance, general division sales

Kansas and Missouri
Will Meet in March

Kansas Conclave Postponed
from February 25 to

Middle of March
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO. Feb. 14.—The
convention of the Motion Picture The-

atre Owners of Kansas, which had been

scheduled for February 25 at Salina, has

been postponed until the middle or latter

part of March.
It is possible that the Kansas and

Missouri organizations will hold simul-
taneous conventions, providing President
Sydney S. Cohen and Senator James J.

Walker decide on their Western trip at

that time.

Fight Two Enemies

The M. P. T. O. in Missouri, while
waging a desperate, but successful, tight

against reformers is watching with in-

terest the battle between Kansas exhibi-

tors and the music tax society .

A "fighting fund," with which to de-
feat the music tax interests in Kansas, has
been organized and contributions are
coming in fast, according to M. Van
Praag, president of the state organiza-
tion. Attorneys for Mr. Van Praag.
against whom the suit has been filed,

now are in New York taking depositions
of all music nublishers.

To Run for Governor

Attorney General Richard Hopkins of

Kansas, counsel of the Kansas organiza-
tion, has announced his candidacy for

governor of Kansas. If elected. Mr.
Hopkins is expected to prove the greatest
factor of benefit to exhibitors in the Cen-
tral West, as he always has frowned on
unjust censorship and blue laws. Kan-
sas exhibitors, to the man, have pledged
their support to Mr. Hopkins.
An injunction in the supreme court of

Kansas to restrain the music tax society

from doing business in that state prob-
ably will be asked by Mr. Hopkins in the

next few days. A similar step is expected
of Attorney General Jesse Barrett of

M issouri.

Prominent Producers

And Distributors Are
Now at Los Angeles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Feb. 14.—Adolph

Zukor, president of Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, S. R. Kent, general

manager of distribution of the company,
and J. D. Williams, general manager of

First National, are in Los Angeles on

important business.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal:

Julius Stern, vice-president, and Rufus S.

Cole, president of R-C Pictures, are ex-

pected here shortly.

Hays Going to Coast
To Probe Conditions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 14.—Will H. Hays,

who will head a new association of pro-

ducers and distributors, will come to Los

Angeles about April 1 and will make a com-

plete investigation of film conditions here,

according to reports reaching here from the

East.

It is understood that he will remain hen'

about thirty days.
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Unfair Attacks by Papers
Stir Industry to Protest

Newspaper Stories on Death of William D. Taylor
Bring Statements from Prominent Stars,

Directors and Producers

The unfair treatment by the newspapers of the country of the motion
picture industry at Hollywood, following the death of William D. Taylor,
Paramount producer and director, has prompted the launching of con-
certed and vigorous protests by prominent stars, directors, producers and
distributors. This development in the situation follows in detail:

Newspapers Unfair

To Mabel Normand
Mack ^er.r.ett in Statement

Explains Star's Part in

Taylor Tragedy
Declaring that the newspapers have

always been eager to make vicious at-

tacks on the motion picture industry and

that they have distorted and discolored

facts connected with the Taylor tragedy.

Mack Sennett, producer of Mabel Nor-

mand pictures, has issued the following

statement to exhibitors:

Sennett Presents Facts

"You have no doubt heard of the un-

fortunate death of W. D.. Taylor and the

equally unfortunate manner in which
Mabel Normand's name was first con-
nected with it in the papers. Facts of the

case are: Mr. Taylor had prom scd Miss
Normand that he would secure for her

a certain book. He phoned, her at the

studio that the novel had arrived and was
awaiting her pleasure. Immediately after

her day's work at the studio and just

before dinner, she drove to Mr. Taylor's
residence and picked up the book. Mr.
Taylor bade her goodbye at the machine
and Miss Normand was driven home im-
mediately by her chauffeur.

Situation Is Explained

"They were the last ones known to

have seen him alive. That is the way
her name became connected with the

case. Miss Normand has the sympathy
of the entire country through the acci-

dental connection of her name with this

regrettable tragedy for she has been com-
pletely exonerated of any connection with

it. If your local papers have not pub-
lished facts of the case as set forth above,
please do your utmost to correct any
false impressions."

JAMES R. QUIRK, editor of "Photo-
play," whose statement on the press
treatment of the motion picture in-

dustry is published on this page.

Stars and Directors

Ask Fair Play

In a statement signed by members of

the Independent Screen Artists' Guild,

under the chairmanship of Joseph M.
Schenck, stars, directors and producers
appeal to the public for fair play. The
statement follows.:

"We do not ask for special favors, but

only for the American principle upon
which this democracy was founded—one
of fair play.

"'1 he recent unsavory publicity that has
followed in the wake of the demise of the

late William D. Taylor has resulted in

our industry being maligned, mere rumor
accepted as fact, and idle gossip magnified

into reality.

"Billy Taylor needs no eulogy. The
life he led was but an indication of the

true character of the man who was struck

down by an assassin's bullet.

Industry Exonerated

"The police have given a theory that

revenge accentuated the crime that re-

sulted in William Taylor's death, exon-

erating the motion picture industry or

any of its persons as being implicated.

"We are not rampant with vice.

"The American public d.dn't attack all

governors because a charge was filed

against a certain state executive.

"The American public did not attack

all ministers because a wanton crime

was charged to a preacher of the gospel.

Marriages Exceed Divorces

"We are just normal human beings.

We are not ethereal and do not want to

be regarded as such. Our happy mar-
riages far exceed our divorces ; our church
going population is equally as large as in

any other profession.

"We are law ab ding citizens and we
rear families. And yet William Taylor's

death has resulted in aspersions being cast

upon this industry and upon us when we
are striving to make the world a better

place to live in through the screen.

"We have striven hard and we believe

succeeded, in giving jov to millions. In

return, it is only FAIR that we expect

support, at least, until rumor is substan-

tiated by fact."

Signing the statement were: Mr.
Schenck, Thomas H. Ince, Charles Chap-
lin, Norma Talmadge, Constance Tal-

madge, Anita Stewart, Allen Holubar,
Richard Walton Tully, T. Parker Reid Jr.,

Col. William N. Selig. H. O. Davis. F. B.

P. Schulberg, Colleen Moore, Ben Tur-
pin. Carter De Haven, Marshall Neilan,

Mack Sennett, Louis B. Mayer, Katherine
MacDonald, Charles Ray. John M. Stahi,

Maurice Tourneur, Guy Bates Post, J. L.

Frothingham, King Vidor, Buster Kea-
ton, Dorothy Phillips. Douglas MacLean,
Florence Vidor and Hobart Bosworth.

This Is No Time for

Pussy-Footing

The following letter has been received by

Martin J. Quigley, publisher and editor of

Exhibitors Herald, from James R. Quirk,

editor of Photoplay:

"I have spent the last three days with

members of my editorial, circulation and
advertising departments diagnosing the re-

action in the public mind to the mess of
horrible newspaper sensationalism fed to

the public, following the Taylor murder.
"On every hand I find the public con-

vinced that Hollywood is a modern Sodom
cr Gomorrah. They are in a state of mind
where they are disgusted with picture peo-
ple. The term 'Motion Picture Actor' or
'Motion Picture Actress' has become in their

mind almost synonymous with degenerate
or hop head.

Industry Takes Count

"I understand the attitude of the industry

is to aw:ait Mr. Hays arrival March fifth,

Mayor Cryer
Deplores Attack

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 14.—Los
Aneeles is proud of the fact that it

is the motion picture capital of the
world, according to Mayor George
E. Cryer, in a statement relative to

the murder of William D. Taylor,
film director, and the Arbuckle
case.

In his statement the Mayor de-
plores attacks being made, parti-

cularly in outside cities, against the
morals of the so-called motion pic-

ture colony. He added:

"The Arbuckle case, and the
slaying of Mr. Taylor were indeed
unfortunate affairs, but it is not
just to criticize an entire group of
pecple, such as those engaged in

the motion picture industry, for in-

cidents, many of them not true as
to fact, which have been published
broadcast recently.

"I believe that the Hollywood
motion picture colony should not be
condemned for the alleged actions
of a few of its members any more
than a district or an industry lo-

cated in San Francisco, New York
or Chicago should come in for
wholesale condemnation because
one or more of its members did
not live up to the accepted stand-
ards of conduct."
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"Regular Punch in the Herald;

New Departments Great Stuff"

New York, N. Y.
February, 11th.

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Publisher,

Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Mr. Quigley:

I liked your editorial on "Printers' Ink for Pictures."

This baby industry must begin to show its teeth if it has" any,
or they'll be dragging it through the muck forever.

I have thought for a long time that somebody ought to make it

their business to nail every damned lie they print about motion pic-

tures, and do it thoroughly and systematically.

You are certainly putting a regular punch in the HERALD.
Your new departments are great stuff.

Sincerely yours,

COLVIN W. BROWN.

and while I may seem to be intruding, I

really am deeply interested because of the

possible effect of this flood of newspaper
scandal on my circulation.

"And the motion picture business doesn't

seem to be able to fight back. It is taking

the count without making any effort to get

back on its feet. And while it is lying on
its face the public is counting it out.

"Are you going to let the Daily News get

away with the story it published in its

Thursday, February 9th, issue?

"You must have read this story.

Story Is Libel

"Is the motion picture industry going to

stand by and have this story flung in its

face without resenting it?

"There is no foundation for this story.

It is libel—a mess of nauseating newspaper
filth.

"You will note that very carefully the

newspaper has avoided using a single name.

So far as the public is concerned every stai

in Hollywood might have been there.

"After reading it, could you blame any
patron of the motion picture for picturing

their own favorite stars participating in that

degenerate orgy ?

"No matter what you do the motion pic-

ture business will never outlive this sort of

story. The business has been given a bad
name and it will stick to it.

Offers Suggestions

"Will you let the newspapers make a cur

out of a thoroughbred?
"Here is my suggestion

:

"If you have spent millions to build Up
these stars and the effect hits every one of

them without exception, it is worth a few
hundred thousand dollars to protect them,

and the time is now.
"Go right after this story in particular

in the Daily News. Label it for just what
it is—a lieing, scurrilous, unscrupulous
sheet. Come out in full page ads offering

the News $100,000 if they can prove it. In

the absence of proof, label them for just

what they are. This is no time for pussy-

footing. This party never happened. In all

my eighteen years of newspaper experience,

it is the most cowardly attack I have ever

read.

"You have people in the industry whom
the public has been trained to believe. Men
like Rupert Hughes and Sir Gilbert Parker
and women like Mary Roberts Rinehart.

In your full page ads, carry statements

written by them.
"It seems the time has arrived when the

industry has got to come out of its dug-out
and fight and you will never have a better
opportunity than this one."

Laemmle Calls Brenon
Story Nonsense

NEW YORK, Feb. 14.—Prior to leaving
New York for the Coast Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal, issued the following
statement relative to the Herbert Brenon
statement published in Exhibitors Herald
and the press of the country last week

:

Mr. Brenon has given out a good story.

My chief criticism of it is that what he said,

if he said it, is nonsense. Hollywood is not
a nest of immoral people. Living there

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, chairman of

the protest meeting held by stars, direc-

tors and producers at Los Angeles.

does not harm one's morals any more than
living in New York or London or Paris or
San Francisco or any other live center. It

is a clean, beautiful place and it does not
even need as much defense as I have given
it. Of course it has its bad element. Show
me a place that hasn't.

"To say that the Taylor murder hurts
the moving picture business is utterly fool-

ish. If it turns out that a banker com-
mitted the murder, it won't hurt the bank-
ing business, will it? Nor will it hurt any
other business if someone from that par-

ticular business killed Mr. Taylor. Then
why should it damn the moving picture
business if it turns out that someone con-
nected with a studio fired the fatal shot?
"The movies are a popular target. Nearly

everything has been blamed on them except

the big wetness of Noah's time. I can't

see how the Taylor murder will furnish
any ammunition for reformers just because
a man in the business has been murdered.
I have no doubt that police records almost
anywhere will show that in times gone by
reformers themselves have even been mur-
dered, but that is hardly a reflection on

reformers as a whole.
"The picture business has helped Holly-

wood to become one of the most thriving

cities in the world. Less than two years

ago I could have bought a piece of prop-

erty there for $40,000. Recently it was sold

for $120,000. Immorality never did that!

Truth Is Not Being
Suppressed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 14— Following re-

ports that the industry was endeavoring

to suppress facts concerning the death of

William D. Taylor, this statement was

made by Samuel Goldwyn, president of

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation:
"The report that motion picture pro-

ducers are attempting to suppress the

facts in the Taylor case would be too

absurd to warrant comment were it not

that many thousands of people will read

this report and believe it, as they have

believed other false stories published

about the motion picture industry.

Good Not Publicized

"The moving picture industry com-
prises a population greater than that of

almost any city in the world. No city

ever gets through the year without many
regrettable happenings. It is as unjust

to say that the moving pictures need

cleaning up as to speak of cleaning up

the United States.

"The good and helpful things the in-

dustry is doing for the betterment of the

world are never chronicled on the front

page, but let anybody connected with the

movies get into trouble and not only he,

but the whole industry, is in the headlines

for many days.

Wild Charges Made

"When the industry was fortunate

enough to secure so great an executive as

Will IT. I lays for co-operation in its prob-

lems the wildest rumors of political plans

and fantastic statements that he was to

be insured for two million dollars were

published everywhere.
"I cannot ask the newspapers to ig-

nore the occurrences in so important an

activity, but I do ask the public to read

these stories in their true perspective and

realize that the moving picture industry

is made of all sorts of people and that

being a moving picture man or woman is

no more indication of character than be-

ing a plumber, a steel man, a banker, a

merchant or what not."
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Normand, Minter
Pictures Barred
By Lynn Censors

Here is a news development inspired

by blind and vicious intolerance.

It affords a forceful injunction that

the industry must immediately take

vigorous steps to defend its people

against malice and envy, inspired by

lying and misrepresentation.

No official concerned in the investi-

gation of the Taylor tragedy has even

hinted of any possible guilt of these

players in the death of the director,

yet—
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LYNN, MASS., Feb. 14.—The board of
theatrical censors has requested that no
showing be made of a film featuring Mary
Miles Minter which was scheduled for the

last three days of this week at a local

theatre. The board also requested that

other films in which actresses appear whose
names have been connected with the death
of William D. Taylor be kept off the

screens of theatres here.

A picture starring Mabel Normand was
shown yesterday but will be shown no more
here. The action of the board followed
protests made by persons who saw Miss
Minter in a film last evening.

Convention Committee
Named by Cohen; Hold

Conclave May 8 to 12
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb 12.— Headquarters
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America announces
that the national con-
vention will be held at

Washington, D. C, on
May 8 to 12 inclusive.

The following conven-
tion committee has
been appointed b y
President Sydney S.

Cohen

:

W. A. True, Hart-
foid, Conn., chairman;
W. A. Steffes, Minne-

apolis; W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111.; John
Manheimer, New York; E. M. Fay,
Providence, R. I.; E. T. Peter, Dallas,

Tex.; A. Julian Brylawsky, Washington;
Glenn Harper, Los Angeles, and D. A.
Harris, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Glenn Harper

Film Data Discloses

Appalling Condition,
Says New York Chief
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 14.—Charles L.

O'Reilly, president of the M. P. T. O. of
New York State, made this statement just

prior to the first session of the annual con-
vention here

:

"Lower rentals are necessary to the life

of the exhibitor and we are going to have
them if we have to fight for them. The
data we have gathered on costs and re-
ceipts shows an appalling condition. We
have this all ready for the floor of the
convention and it will be one of the most
important subjects we have to consider. A
committee will be appointed to submit these
figures to the distributors."

New York Exhibitors Seek
Peace With All Producers

Theatre Owners Meeting At Albany Hope to Find
Solution for Film Rental Problem— Many

Distributors Attend Conclave
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 14.—Lower film rentals and peace and har-
mony with all producers and distributors, if possible, but lower film rent-

als anyway, is the slogan of the convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York State which opened here this afternoon.

The belief expressed by President Charles L. O'Reilly that unless a

reduction of rentals can be effected many more theatres soon will be
added to the list of those closed is the view taken by many of the
delegates.

Committee in Session Several Hours

Early last night the executive committee went into session and for

several hours discussed ways and means of presenting a program to the

delegates which will bring the desired results. For several months past
members in all parts of the state have been gathering data on costs and
operation. All this mass of matter was gone over by the executive com-
mittee and the tabulated figures will be presented on the floor of the

convention.

Later the matter will be taken up with

the distributors and it is the belief of

many of the delegates that the sought-for

relief will be forthcoming.

City Is Decorated

As a welcome to the exhibitors Albany
has taken on a gala appearance. Business
houses all through the downtown section

are decorated and at the top of the hill,

where it can be seen by the entire busi-

ness section, is a huge electric sign bear-

ing the words, "Welcome, Exhibitors."
This was placed in position by the local

Chamber of Commerce, which has been
working heartily with the Albany The-
atrical Managers Association to make
the convention the most notable of any
ever held here.

The Ten Eyck hotel is the headquar-
ters and the convention sessions are be-
ing held in the Grand Ball room. The
Tea room has been given over to the
exhibition end of the convention and

ing the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce and the F. I. L. M. Club ar-
rived from New York City.
At the opening session the delegates

were welcomed by City Treasurer J. B.
Thatcher. Mayor George R. Lunn of
Schenectady and Former Governor Mar-

EXPECT NO CONTEST
It is practically settled that there

will be no contests in the election
of officers, and that officials who
have served the past year will be
retained.

MILLER SNUBBED
It was widely commented on as

rather significant of the exhibitors'

views that no invitation was sent

to Governor Miller to look in on
the convention.

many of the distributors and exchanges
are represented with tastefully decorated
booths. Among the exchanges repre-

sented by booths, and the men in charge,

are:

Vitagraph, Bert Gibbons; Fox, W. J. Kupper, C.

P. She.'han, Fred Mjers and Frank Therney; Gold-

wyn, Ben Bendell; Arrow, J. Charles Davis 2nd,

and Henry Coloe; Pioneer, Albert T. Johnson;
Pathe, James Loue'iborough; Universal, C. R. Hal-

ligan and M. A. Chase; Paramount, M. W. Kemp-
ncr; First National, A. J. Herman; Selznick, Earl

Cramer; Hodkin'on, Warren Lewis. Thomas Brady
and Harrv Thompson; R-C, Archie Moses; Nu-Art,

Murray Cohn; Warner, Robert Bertschy; Merit,

Nels Filkins.

Exhibitors Arrive Early

Every train arriving since early yester-

day brought its quota of exhibitors.

Among the early delegations to arrive

were those from Rochester and Syracuse.

The biggest excitement in the way of

arrivals was when the special train bear-

tin H. Glynn also spoke. Among the
prominent out-of-state guests who ar-
rived in time for the opening were:
Martin G. Smith of Toledo, president of
the M. P. T. O. of Ohio;.R. F. Woodhull
of Dover, head of the New Jersey unit,
and Edward Fay of Providence, presi-
dent of the Rhode Island division.
The big social event will be the ball at

the armory tomorrow night. Many stars
and other notables are expected to attend.

Among Those Present

Albert Fennyvessy, Willis G. Broadbooks, George
Kress, Frank Koch, Mortimer Howell, George S.
Fahlcy, Edwin Huber, Julius Green«trne and Jack
Farren, all of Rochester; Al Robbins, Francis P.
Martin, Ben Fitzer, Mitchell Fitzer, Meyer Port,
Edgar Weill. John M. Griswold, George E.
Sherer and Earl W. Crabbe. all of Syracuse.
Following is a list of the T. O. C. C. delegates:

Sam Sonm Hy. Gainsboro, Harry Brandt, Geo.
Steiner, Chas. Steiner, J. Alton Bradbury, Otto
Lederer. Charles Schwartz B. Edelhertz, M. Edel-
hertz, Max Barr, Adolph Barr. Jack Schwartz. H.
Weissner, Lester Adler. S. G. Bock, Sol. Raives,
L. Schneider, Loui« Geller, Max Felder, R. San-
ders, Jos. Seider, Samuel Schwartz, Oscar Muller,
S. A. Moross, E. R. Behrend, Sol. Saphier, Her-
man Jans. Al. Harstn, S. Weinberg, H. Rachmil,
S. Rinzler, Jos. Finper, B. Forma, M. Silverman,
D. Silverman, 3. Grobe, B. Knoble, S. Sheer, M.
Needle, P. Rosen'on, B. Rossa«scy, Leo Brecker,
Morris Goodman. Jack Hattern, David Crespi, Isaac
Capsuto, S. Peyser, M. Chetkin and Max Oest-
ricker.

M. F. Tobias Succeeds
Willard With Gunning

Harry Willard has resigned as Chicago

manager for Wid Gunning, Inc. M. F.

Tobias has been transferred from Min-

neapolis to take charge of .h£ office.
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t
ANNO UNCEMENT

THE BOX OFFICE RECORI
Published by Exhibitors Herac;

which has been called "The Most Valua-

ble Book Ever Prepared For Exhibitors"

—

WILL BE AVAILABLE
GRATIS TO SUBSCRIBERS
as an added feature of the

"HERALD" SERVICE

Price to non-subscribers: $1.00 per copy

If you arc a paid-in advance subscriber your copy will be forwarded, post-

paid, upon application to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago
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EXTRA O RDINAR Y

[HE BOX OFFICE RECORD

containing exact box-office valuations

on 600 productions in the current

booking market (compiled from the

department, "What the Picture Did

for Me") will be issued semi-annually

—March and September. First issue

will be mailed February 25th.

If you are not a Herald subscriber,

subscribe Now and receive each issue

of The Box Office Record without

additional charge.

USE THIS BLANK
EXHIBITORS HERALD

417 So. Dearborn Street, Chicago

Enclosed is check for 33.00 for one year's subscription to '"Exhibitors Herald."

It is understood that I am also to receive the semi-annual issues of The Box Office Record without
additional charge.

•

Exhibitor City

Theatre State
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Double-Barreled Attack on
Censor is Launched in N. Y.

Repeal Measures Introduced in Both Houses of

State Legislature— Pathe Fighting Law
Through Supreme Court

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 14.—Censorship is encountering a stiff fight for its

existence in New York State. A double-barreled attack on the law is

being made through the legislature and the supreme court.

Two identical bills for the repeal of the law which was enacted last

year after Governor Miller had wielded the big stick have been introduced
in both houses—in the assembly by Louis A. Cuvillier of Manhattan and
in the senate by Senator James J. Walker.

Suit is Filed by Pathe Exchange
The legal attack on the law is being made by Pathe Exchange, Inc.

The suit filed with the appellate division of the high court declares

that censorship as applied to news reels is unconstitutional and asks for

an injunction restraining the censorship board from exercising jurisdiction

over news reels.

A hearing on the Cuvillier bill will be
held before the ways and means committe at

Albany on February 21. The public hearing
had been slated for today, but postpone-
ment was considered necessary.

Both Assemblyman Cuvillier and Senator
Walker have been deluged with letters

from organizations opposing the operation

of the state board. Cuvillier stated that he
did not realize that the sentiment against

censorship was so strong.

Censors Are Defendants

The defendants in the Pathe suit are

Chairman George H. Cobb, Helen May

Hosmer and Joseph Levenson of the cen-

sorship board. The distributing company,
which has had the shears wielded on its

news reels, contends in its suit that motion
picture producers have the same rights as

newspapers in making public photographs
of actual happenings.

Suppression of scenes showing a number
of bathing girls at a beauty carnival held

last summer at Atlantic City prompted the

suit, although Pathe announces it would
have brought the suit in any event to de-

termine the board's power over news reels.

Claims Law Constitutional

In its answer to the suit the board claims

the law is constitutional, that it applies to

current event films and that the plaintiff

is not entitled to the relief sought.

Pathe claims that the statute giving the

censors power to license news films is in

violation of Section 8, Article 1, of the

New York State constitution, and void, "in

so far as the same purports to subject such
current event films to licensing or permis-

sion or examination or inspection by said

Motion Picture Commission, and to give

such commission any control, power or au-
thority over the exhibition, selling, leasing

or lending of the same; and claims further

that the plaintiff is entitled to have and
should be granted an injunction or other
process of this court restraining the defend-
ant from applying or purporting to apply

to said current event films or the exhibi-

tion, selling, leasing or lending of the same
any provision of said statute or any rule

or regulation of the commission made
thereunder."

Bills Pending in

Three States
Drastic censorship measures are

pending in three state legislatures—Vir-
ginia, Mississippi and South Carolina. In
Virginia the three members of a board of

censorship would receive an annual salary

of $2,400; in Mississippi the chairman
would receive $2,000 annually and two
other members, $1,750 annually, and in

South Carolina the chairman would re-

ceive $3,000 and the other two members
$2,500 each. To provide funds for the

board in South Carolina a license tax of

5 cents a seat would be imposed on the

theatres. This is in addition to the

license fee of $2 a reel for reviewing.

Standing in Foyer is

Barred by Authorities

In Ordinance Proposed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 14.—Director
of Public Safety McKelvey, of St. Louis,

has drafted an ordinance compelling thea-

tre owners to sub-divide their theatre lob-

bies to permit separate entrance and exits,

and prohibiting the sale of tickets beyond
the number of persons there are actual

seats for. Heretofore standing has been
permitted in the foyer, but under the new
plan this will be banned.

Inspectors are also visiting all the show
houses to check up on safety appliances

and to sec that supports for the roofs are

in good condition. If there is any doubt
dead weight tests will be applied.

Chief of Police Mulconncry of East St.

Louis has announced he will strictly en-

force city ordinance and state statutes

relating to over-crowding of theatres and
motion picture shows. Action by the offi-

cials was prompted by the recent Knicker-

bocker theatre disaster.

American Releasing
Sales Staff Meets

New Productions Screened
at Get-Together in

Chicago
District and branch managers of Ameri-

can Releasing Corporation convened in Chi-

cago on Monday and Tuesday of this week
to acquaint themselves with the sales policy

of the new distributing organization headed

by Walter E. Greene, president, and F. B.

Warren, vice-president. Mr. Warren pre-

sided at the sessions.

Screen Six Pictures

During the two-day get-together six of

the company's productions were screened.

Each feature, Mr. Warren explained to his

sales force, will be sold singly on its own
merit.

The company now has twenty-one fin-

ished productions which will be distributed

one a week between February 19 and July
16. "Cardigan," the initial attraction, will

open at the Capitol theatre in New York
on February 19.

Open Fourteen Branches

Fourteen of the company's branches have
been opened and five others will open next

week. The two-day meeting was held at

the Chicago exchange at 806 South Wabash.
Attending the get-together in addition to

Mr. Warren were: John Hunter, sales

manager
;
Sidney J. Goldman, district man-

ager, Chicago ; William H. Jenner, district

manager, Los Angeles ; and branch mana-
gers J. B. Reilley, Cleveland ; Ben Blotcky,

Kansas City
; John Shannon, Dallas

;
Ralph

Quive, Detroit, and Rudolph Berger, New
York.

Bill on Film Deposit

Withdrawn for Change
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., Feb. 14.—The ad-

vance deposit bill in Massachusetts has

been temporarily withdrawn by Judge J.

Albert Brackett, representing theatrical

interests, pending a change in the wording

of the bill which would not make it neces-

sarily affect deposits in lines other than

films.

According to Nathan Yammins of Fall

River, $500,000 of theatre owners' money
in the state is tied up by producers by

deposit requirements on films.

"Four Horsemen" Held

Over at Capitol, N. Y.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 14.— Rex In-

gram's Metro production, "The Four

Horsemen of the Apocalypse," is on its

second week at the Capitol theatre, New
York City. A special musical accom-

paniment has been arranged by S. L
Rothafel in connection with the picture.

Premiere at Mission
For "Foolish Wives"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 11.—"Foolish

Wives" will have its Western premier*

at the Mission theatre at $5 top price.

Suggest Disguise

to Foil Lobbyists

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

RICHMOND, VA., Feb. 14.—

A

resolution recommending that false

whiskers be supplied to members
to protect them from persistent

tormenting by lobbyists has been
introduced in the Virginia house of

delegates. It is understood that the
resolution was prompted by the
persistent nagging of the reform-
ers who are seeking enactment of

a censorship law.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of February 25

Stories Told

by

the Camera

JOHN EMERSON
AND ANITA LOOS

MER80M AND ANITA LOOS

Broadway at night showing the lighting scheme for the
John Eroerion-Anita Loos production, "Red Hot Romance,"
played at the Criterion theatre for two weeks. First
National is distributing the feature.

Mae Murray flirting with Wilbur, the pea-
cock, in her Tiffany production, "Peacock Al-
ley," which Metro is distributing. The feature
is from an original story by Ouida Bergere
and was directed by Robert Leonard.

t
r

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

E. E. Shauer (left), director Paramount foreign de-
partment, and Jacob Glucksman, signing contract for
distribution of company's product in Argentina, Uru-
guay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru and Bolivia by Max
Glucksman.

Foreign settings are vividly displayed in the Educational-

Bruce Scenics as indicated in these three scenes from the

series of "Wilderness Tales." These scenes were taken

from "And Women Must Weep."
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Gladys Walton in a
humorous pose in the
Universal film, "The
Guttersnipe," which
was published recently.

Shirley Mason and her
"pal" in her latest star-
ring vehicle for Wil-
liam Fox, "Little Miss
Smiles," a story of
New York's Ghetto.

Dramatic scene from
the Gloria Swanson-
Paramount picture,
"Her Husband's Trade-
mark." Sam Wood was
the director.

Constance Talmadge
mimics well known
dancer in her First
National picture, "Polly
of the Follies."

Patrick A. Powers, who has be-
come managing director of R-C
Pictures. He is now financially

interested in the company.

One of the action scenes from the initial Florence Vidor production for As-
sociated Exhibitors, "Woman Wake Up." The picture will be published on
March 5. Supporting the star in this feature which the distributor states has

a decided audience appeal are Charles Meredith and Louis Calhern. A com-
plete story of the exploitation possibilities of this production is published in

"The Theatre" department on page 53.

Otis Skinner in his role of "Mister

Antonio" in the Exceptional Pic-

tures production of the same title.

Representatives of the trade and daily press, Chicago, at a luncheon ten-

dered Wesley (Freckles) Barry, now in Chicago making personal appear-

ances over the Balaban & Katz circuit with the presentation of Marshall

Neilan's "Penrod," a First National attraction. Can you pick out Wesley?
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Source*

Trenton calls older

students to protect

youngsters

This innovation in titles—the reproduction of newspaper heads—has been
adopted by Selznick Enterprises for its news reel.

M. Van Praag, chief executive, is

busy with preliminary plans for

the convention to be held some-
time in March of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of Kansas.
Great importance has been at-

tached to this meeting because of
the contemplated attendance of
National President Sydney S.

Cohen and Senator James J.

Walker, general counsel. This
marks the renewal of the country-
wide tour started last fall by the
national officials in the interest of
organization. Officials from other
states probably will be present at
the sessions.

Look for a lot of stunts in Neal Hart's next William Steiner picture,
"Lure of Gold." A group of Hart's old pals exhibit their prowess
in the film. In the foreground above are Steiner, Fred Beebe and
Hart.

Wesley (Freckles) Barry, Marshall
Neilan-First National star, discov-
ering how the Ad-Photo-Scope, a
commercial advertising device,
work*.

Another beauty work-

ing on the Mack Sen-

nett lot. Mildred June

is one of the stars in

two-reel comedies for

distribution by First

National.

dcrxood cr Underwood

President Carl Laemmle of Universal receives
silver loving cup from E. L. Crandall, New
York City board of education, in recognition
of Mr. Laemmle'* pioneering in the production
of historical chapter plays. Tribute paid on
behalf of teachers and pupils.
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Scene from Cosmopolitan - Paramount
picture, "The Bride's Play," starring
Marion Davies.

9%

Ralph Obenchain (right) hailed

"a man in a million," is being

starred by Charles R. Seeling

(left). Ruby Ray is leading woman.

These are two typical scenes from "The Prodigal Judge," the Vitagraph
special which has had a successful presentation at the Cameo theatre in New
York. Starred in the feature is Jean Paige, who appears in the view at the

left. Her principal support is Maclyn Arbuckle as Judge Price, who is the

center of interest in the scene to the right. Of this picture the "Herald"
says: "Quite the most pleasing book adaptation that has come to the screen

in some time."

Randolph Bartlett has joined

Paramount as director of cutting

and titling at its Long Island

studio, which reopens in April.

A gala moment in the life of the first assistant to J. Pluvius, played by Lloyd

Hamilton, who has arrived at Saharaville to end the long draught. The scene

is from "The Rainmaker," an Educational-Mermaid comedy, featuring Hamil-

ton and Irene Dalton.

Huntley Gordon and Lillian "Bit-

lie" Dove in the R-C Picture,

"Beyond the Rainbow," directed

by William Christy Cabanne.
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Club women of Southern

California were guests of

Thomas H. Ince at his

studio on the occasion of

the premiere of "Hail the

Woman," distributed by
First National, at the Mis-

sion theatre, Los Angeles.

These club leaders were
enthusiastic in their praise

of the production, which

is being widely booked
for First National Anni-

versary Week.

Jules Levy has been appointed

district manager of the territory

embracing Pihladelphia, Washing-
ton and Charlotte by H. M.
Berman, general manager of ex-

changes of Universal. Levy suc-

ceeds E. J. Smith, who goes abroad

for the company.

Jackie Coogan, whose latest picture is

"Trouble," is heralding First National Anni-
versary Week.

Ben Wilson and company starting on location while producing
the Ann Little serial, "Nan of the North" for Arrow Film Cor-
poration distribution on the state right market.

Sophie Irene Loeb, head of Child Welfare League of
New York City, will assist in producing next Jackie
Coogan picture. She is author of the story.

Glenn Hunter and Mary Foy in scene from "Tb s Cradle

Buster," a Tuttle-Waller production which is one of

the American Releasing Corporation "First Six."
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THERE is a good story floating along
Broadway in connection with P. A.

Powers buying into R-C Pictures, of which
corporation he has become managing di-

rector. It is said Mr. Powers negotiated

his deal with the London banking firm of
Graham & Co., who were quite large in-

vestors in the company.
John S. Woody, former general manager

of Realart, has been looking about for a
suitable connection ever since that company
was taken under the Paramount roof tree.

.Mr. Woody and Fred C. Quimby decided to

team up and also decided that it would be

good billiards to buy into Robertson-Cole.
Woody and Quimby met by pre-arrange-

ment one day last week, took the rubber

bands off their bank rolls, counted up and
verified their suspicions that collectively

they had $250,000 in money, securities or

something equally as good. Then they hied

themselves up to the Robertson-Cole build-

ing to buy themselves part of a producing
company.

In the elevator going up to the Robert-

son-Cole offices they met Mr. Powers, and
the three chatted about the weather or

something. Arriving at the office of Mr.
Cole, Woody and Quimby sent in their

cards. Without waiting to be announced
Mr. Powers walked into Mr. Cole's office

and presented his credentials.

Mr. Powers remained as managing direc-

tor. Messrs. Woody and Quimby carried

the B. R. back to the latter's offices in the

Fitzgerald building, and are now figuring

on some other place to use it.

Broadway votes Nellie Revell one of
the bravest of the brave. In spite of being
confined to a hospital bed for the past two
years with an incurable spinal ailment which
makes it impossible even to change her
position, Nellie is doing her bit. And she
is doing it just as cheerfully as if she
were in health. In addition to writing a

daily column for the Evening Mail, and
weekly columns for a couple of other pub-
lications, Miss Revell has accepted the chair-
manship of the Theatrical Newspapers' Di-
vision of the New York campaign for
Jewish War Sufferers. In announcing her
acceptance Miss Revell writes

:

"Of course, you will understand that the
position must be largely honorary for me
in the present circumstances, but I am
sending you this letter to tell you how
much I hope you will give the committee
your co-operation when they ask for it."

And speaking of Miss Revell, who as
everyone in the game knows, is conceded to
be the best P. A. product for two decades,
it is of interest to note that she sees all

the good pictures. Never a week passes

but what some of the P. A.'s visits Miss
Revell at the hospital to learn what pic-

tures she desires to see. Then an operator
with a small projection machine takes the
desired film to the hospital and Miss Revell
has a little picture show all her own. And
Miss Revell says the boys never forget.

* * *

Rupert rluGHES left last week for the
coast, where he will begin work on another
Goldwyn picture, the name of which is not
yet announced. Mr. Hughes has been in

the East for the past two months, during
which time he has made a number of

speeches against censorship. Before leav-

ing he said :

"I have told them all I know about ana
against censorship and now I will get back
to work directing another picture. Maybe
when the censors look at it I will learn

something more."
* * *

Carl Laemmle, one of the several pro-
ducers now en route to the coast, after

reading a lot of the drivel in the daily pa-

pers, thinks Hollywood is such an awful
place that he is seriously considering build-

ing a permanent residence there for himself
and family. Only Mr. Laemmle, who
knows Hollywood about as well as anyone,
places the word "nice" after the "awful."

* * *

Charles J. Pettijohn was laid up for

a couple of days last week with a cold

which threatened to develop into influenza,

but is able to be on the job at his office,

having, he says, escaped a couple of doc-

tors. Mr. Pettijohn is of the opinion that

colds are more serious than they were
before Volstead tampered with the con-
stitutional amendments.

* * *

Monte Blue has been engaged to play

the lead in "The Queen of the Moulin
Rouge" for Pyramid Productions. Lest

some be misled, Jack Reilly, Pyramid P. A.
hastens to explain that the lead is a male
part. * * #

Charlie Phillips looked over the lobby
display of the "Four Horsemen" at the

Capitol, and then tried to place a bet on
the horse ridden by Bull Montana. "No
other jockey would dare to beat that fel-

low," decided Phillips.
* * *

Horace Judge writes to say that if Uni-

versal's demon press agent really wants
to see a man gnash his teeth, he thinks he

knows one who can do that little trick.

Horace says the man hasn't many to gnash,

but he can gnash what he has. So there

you are, Maud Robinson.
* * *

Jack Meador, who has been confined to

his hotel room by an attack of influenza,

is able to be about again. One of Metro's

office boys, when told his boss had been

laid up with "flu," looked up at Meador's
six foot four or five, and said

:

"Gee, it must have taken a whole lot of

flu to lay him up."
* * *

William Fox, another flu victim, is now
in Palm Beach on a recuperating vacation.

That's a good place to let the little tin

germs run themselves to death on tiie

beach. * * *

This from the current A. M. P. A. Bulle-

tin, which shows that the industry gets

many a boost :

Robert Sherwood, writing to Life, tells of

I Georgia convict who was pardoned after

serving twenty-five years of his sentence.
The first thing he did was to see a motion
picture show and the second to apply for

re-admission to prison. Ever since Life this

been deluged with letters disclaiming this

as propaganda. * * *

And this one also from the same bright

publication, which shows—oh, well, you
know what it shows

:

Somebody whispered there's going to be a

six months' holiday in motion picture pub-
licity. That will mean a "holler" day by
heads of fillum companies who will have to

hustle to hire their personal praise agents.

John S. Spakgo.

Arthur Brillant

Director of Exploitation for

Mack Sennett

ARTHUR BRILLANT, the pint size

P. A., who puts pieces in the papers

about Mack Sennett and his bath-

ing girls, doesn't look like a sailor, but

he is, or was. He knows how to splice

the main brace, say "heave ho" and use

other nautical language to prove it. He
doesn't look like a cowboy, but he was.

He knows the north from the south end

of a horse, and can call it a "cayuse"
without letting his tongue trip.

He's been both of these, besides a lot

of other things, including war corre-

spondent, secret service agent during the

war, theatrical producer, magazine writer

reporter, city editor, scenario writer and'

exploitation manager. He admits to ali

these indictments, but proudly asserts

that he never was an actor, either stage

or screen.

Born in New York several years ago,

Briilant took Horace Greeley's advice

(not given to him personally), and hiked

out to Minneapolis, where after playing

personal appearances in the public

schools, he toured the University of Min-

nesota to the diploma point, and then

busted right into the newspaper game in

Minneapol's, later working on papers in

Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Honolulu, Hilo, Manila, Shanghai. Tokyo
Pekin, Hong Kong and New York. He

was Associated Press correspondent with

General Pershing in the Philippines, and

with the federal armies in the southern

revolution in China.

After all these and probably a few

other exciting adventures. Brillant de-

cided to settle down to a quiet life writ-

ing about bathing girls, so he joined the

Sennett forces as director of exploitation,

where he still holds forth.

Some day when we have a nice, new

sharp pencil and a lot of paper and time

we arc going to sit down and do a little

figuring on the age of this bird.
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Paramount Pays $5,000,000
For Aliens Canadian Houses

Deal Adds Ninety Theatres to Company's Chain
and Gives Famous Players Control of

Industry in the Dominion
What is considered the greatest theatre transaction ever consummated

in the Dominion is the purchase of the Canadian interests of Allen Theatres,
Ltd., bv Famous Players Canadian Corporation. Between $4,000,000 and
$5,000,000 is involved in the deal.

Under the terms of the merger it is understood that approximately
ninety theatres owned, controlled or booked by the Aliens are effected,

giving Famous complete control of the motion picture industry in the
Dominion.

Zukor Not Advised of Details of Deal
When interviewed in New York Adolph Zukor, president of Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation, stated that he knew nothing of the details of

the merger, explaining that the American company and the Canadian
company are entirely independent of each other, the only connection being
a few interlocking directors.

3000 Participate in

Motion Picture Ball

M. P. T. 0. of New Hampshire
Sponsors Affair—Governor

Is Among Speakers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MANCHESTER, N. H., Feb. 14.—
More than 3,000 persons, including Gov-
ernor Albert O. Brown of New Hamp-
shire and numerous other prominent offi-

cials were present at the annual motion
picture ball here, given under the auspices

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

New Hampshire. Stars and representatives

of producing companies helped make the

occasion a highly successful one and a

boon to the industry as a whole.

Sees Influence for Good

Governor Brown, accompanied by Sena-
tor C. H. Bean, who is also president ot

the M. P. T. O. of New Hampshire, in

the opening speech ,of the evening stated

that he saw in motion pictures a great

influence for good and education. Mayor
George E. Trudel also welcomed the stars

and praised the industry.

The screen stars present were May
MacAvoy, Diana Allen, Hope Hampton,
Bert Lytell and Frank Mayo. Each con-
tributed to the entertainment of the af-

fair with speeches. In addition to ren-

dering several solos Miss Hampton, es-

corted by Governor Brown lead the

grand march.

Creates Good Feeling

Among the companies represented were
Famous Players-Lasky, Metro, Goldwyn,
Federated Film, and American Feature.
The ball was regarded as highly suc-

cessful not only from an entertainment
standpoint but for the feeling of goodwill
aroused towards the industry and the in-

creasing interest in pictures it has created
here.

War Contract Refund
By Eastman Company

Wins Official Praise
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 14.—

George Eastman, president of Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., has

'returned to the war department $182,-

770 as a refund to the government on
war-time contracts. The action was vol-

untary on the part of the company. Rep-
resentatives of the company, it is said,

stated that it has made no profit on its

contracts.

Mr. Eastman's move was highly com-
mended by General Pershing, who, upon
receipt of the check, expressed his "high
appreciation of this fine and patriotic ac-
tion.

"Such a wholesome and generous atti-

tude might well be expected during war
times," the letter stated, "but with the
lapse of three years since the armistice
it is truly refreshing and inspiring to find

such motives and high ideals animating
a large business organization in its rela-

tion with tne government."

Cuts Admission Price
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 14.—Gus
Diefendald, proprietor of the Monroe
theatre, on Chippewa street, has cut his

general admission price to 5 cents. The
house has been diawing very well since
the reduction was made. The Monroe
formerly charged 10 and 17 cents.

Other officials at the New York head-
quarters of the organization declared that

they had no knowledge of how many
theatres were involved and knew nothing
of the deal other than the newspaper
reports.

Approved by Directors

The deal has been approved by the
directors of both companies and will be
submitted to the shareholders shortly. A
check covering the initial payment of
$1,250,000 has been deposited in a Mon-
treal bank as the first payment.

In acquiring the Allen theatres it is

understood that Famous Players also ob-
tains First National franchises for a

number of theatres. The Aliens, Jule
and J. J., will continue to distribute the

Goldwyn, Educational and other prod-
ucts through the six branches of Famous
Players Film Service, Ltd.

Erect Allen Theatre

In this country the Aliens erected the

Allen theatre at Cleveland which is under
the managing directorship of S. Barret
McCormick. This was to have been the

WALLACE REID in "The World's
Champion" a new Paramount picture

directed by Phillip E. Rosen.

first of a chain of houses in the United
States. Plans for the circuit, however,
never materialized.
The Aliens are pioneers in the thea-

trical business in Canada, having started
in the picture business there some four-
teen years ago. Within the past few
years their expansion has been rapid,
their plans at one time calling for the
erection of a large theatre in London.

Endorse Sacks to

Succeed Will Hays
Exhibitors and Exchange Men

Forward Telegrams to

Harding
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 14.—The St.

Louis F. I. L. M. Club and the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of St. Louis
have adopted resolutions endorsing Wil-
liams Sacks, St. Louis banker, for ap-
pointment as postmaster general to suc-
ceed Will H. Hays, who will head a new
association of producers and distributors.

Sacks, a former postal clerk, is well
thought of by local film interests and is

a warm personal friend of Adolph Zukor,
Lewis T. Selznick and other prominent
men of the film world.
Telegrams of endorsement were for-

warded to President Harding and Attor-
ney-General Daugherty by both organi-
zations. One of the resolutions said in

part:
"Resolved, that William Sacks is hereby

endorsed for the position of postmaster-
general of the United States in the cabinet
of President Harding by reason of his

ability and fitness for the position and
also by reason of his sterling qualities

and integrity and standing as a citizen

of the city of St. Louis."

Two Men in Industry

Are Called by Death
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 14—William Bela
Flower, motion picture director, is dead
following injuries sustained in an ele-

vator accident at his studio in Glendale,
N. Y.
Alessandro Fabbri, a pioneer in the use

of motion pictures for scientific research,

succumbed to pneumonia following a

brief illness.
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U. S. Warns Producers to Meet

Foreign Requirements
Commerce Report Says Manufacturers of This Country

Lead Field in Argentina

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Feb. 14.—Although American producers now
lead the

#
field in Argentina, they "should follow closely the re-

quirements of the people" in the South American republic if they
are to retain this hold, according to a report just made by the United
States department of commerce.

THE report continues:
"Prices of American films in Ar-

gentina are so much higher than for the

European that distributors often place

one or more European films in the pro-

gram in order to balance the cost," says

the report.

"The public likes the American photo-

play, the selection of program, and al-

lowing something for the emotional char-

acter of the Latin race, it can be said that

the preference is much the same as with

the American movie patron. The stars

so popular in the United States, both
comic and dramatic, are also popular in

Argentina.
* * *

"The preference, if any, for European
films is apparently not due to the acting,

but to the fact that the theme may some-
titmes be better planned. In spite of simi-

larity in temperament, however, the Ar-
gentine apparently does not care for the

more exaggerated emotional acting in

the Italian and French films.

"At present there are 128 operating
motion picture theatres in Buenos Aires

alone, with 2,250,000 paid admissions per

month. Usually three films, sometimes
four, constitute a complete show, and two
shows are given each day. Only one
theatre in Buenos Aires operates con-
tinuously. An interval of several min-
utes is allowed between reels and from
5 to 10 minutes between pictures, the

public demanding these intervals in order
to look around and greet acquaintances
in the theatre. Entrance may be bought
for one picture or for the entire show.

* * *

"There are not less than 15 established
motion picture producers in Argentina.
Since the successful production of the
drama, 'Noblez Gaucha,' by the company-
Martinez y Gunche in 1916, there has
been a demand for local film production;
but, with almost no exception, such plays
have been poorly acted, and usually
poorly set and managed.

"Greater success has attended the pro-
duction of current-event films, and one
company (M. Gallo) produces 10,000 feet

of these daily. But they are not only
supplied regularly to the theatres
throughout the Republic, but are also ex-
ported to Europe, the United States, and
to the neighboring republics."

"

Ovation for DeMille
Prevented by Illness

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 14.—The illness

of Cecil B. DeMille on his return from
Europe prevented the big demonstration
planned for his arrival here by his friends.

Mr. DeMille was taken from the Limited
on a stretcher, still suffering from
rheumatism.

CORINNE GRIFFITH, star of the Vita-

graph picture, "Island Wives."

Install Newly Elected
" Wampas '

' Officers at

Birthday Anniversary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 14.—The newly
elected officers of tl.e Western Motion
Picture Advertisers, the organization of

publicity directors of the West Coast
studios, Los Angeles exchanges and thea-

tres, are to be inaugurated at a "high
jinks" installation, February 20, tendered
the new executives by the outgoing offi-

cials.

Arch Reeve is president; Pete Smith,
vice-president; Harry Hammond Beall,

secretary, and Malcolm Stuart Boylan,
treasurer.
The new board of directors includes

Harry Brand, Joe Jackson, Barret Kies-

ling, Harry Wilson and Paul Hubert
Conlon. The new officials serve for one

year. The "Wampas" are just one year

old and the celebration will also take the

form of a first birthday party.

Appointed Manager of

Gunning K. C. Branch
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 14.—Joe
Silverman, Kansas City representative for

Will Gunning, has been named successor
to Joe Bloom, former branch manager.
Mr. Bloom, who was forced to resign be-

cause of ill health, has left for Modesta,

Calif., where he and Mrs. Bloom will rest

for several months.

Burglars Wreck Safe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 14.— Burg-
lars who attempted to break open the

safe of the Palace theatre, 1310 Franklin

avenue, left the strong box in such shape

experts were needed to get it open. It

contained several hundred dollars. The

burglars escaped with $25 from a cash

register.

MONEY MA
(Which Have Been
Exhibitors to Build

By W. P. PERRY
(Manager, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne

Wells, Colo.)

In exploiting "Bob Hampton
of Placer," I got a lot of war

relics, Indian goods, etc., and

made a window display. With
each article, I gave a brief his-

tory as to where it was found,

used, etc., the owner's name,
all of which made it intersting

for those who stopped to read

and I think that was everybody
that passed.

On an extra large cardboard
they were informed that Cus-
ter's Last Stand was in this

picture, the date that the pic-

ture was to be shown and that

the price of admission would
be the same as usual. This

— •

KING IDEAS
sed Successfully by

Up Their Patronage

stunt can be pulled by almost
any exhibitor at very little cost

or trouble as the owners of

such relics are glad of the

chance to display them.
While "Bob Hampton of

Placer" was especially suitable

for this kind of display, there

are many other pictures on the

market with which a similar

tieup could be made.
Another thing I would like

to suggest to exhibitors in the

smaller cities and towns: Get
acquainted with the editors of

your local papers. I feel that I

am very fortunate to have the

good will and support of the

newspaper men in my city.

They go out of their way to

give me and my theatre a little

boost.



THE THEATRE
5f PRACTICAV-

A Box Office Questionnaire
ACCURATE documentary record of pat-

rons' picture preferences is obtained at

intervals by W. F. Haycock, Star

theatre, Callaway, Neb., through a method
effective, dependable and adaptable. A box
office questionnaire of design at once simple
and conducive to response is sent out to the

Star clientele and returned by a gratifying

proportion of that body. A copy of a ques-

tionnaire recently circulated by Mr. Hay-
cock is reproduced herewith in sufficient size

to facilitate adoption by interested show-
men. The original is of letter size.

In his communication to his public he
has accomplished much more than a simple
listing of classified attractions, including ele-

ments tending toward the establishment of a

more substantial bond of understanding be-

tween exhibitor and patrons.
• 't* *4*

SINCERITY of purpose and wholesome
frankness are outstanding character-

istics of the questionnaire. It is this

tone that commands respect of readers and
assures response to his request for informa-
tion. He goes on record in the first sentence
as desirous of satisfying the entertainment
requirements of the majority of patrons, a

desire wholly and impressively American.
In the second sentence he defines the

purpose of his business and proceeds to es-

tablish an equal footing with his addressee
by confessing that it is not a simple matter
to achieve that purpose. Emphasizing the

not generally understood but eminently im-
portant truth that his playhouse is essen-

tially the property of his public, he leads a

properly prepared and interested reader to

the contemplation of his listed questions.
* ~ * *

PRESENTATION of a concrete problem
involving an important policy change
is made in the next and longest straight

paragraph of the letter. The placement of

this is logically determined. A reader who
has filled in or decided to fill in the space
above will not fail to go on record in the

STA K THEATRE
W. fcl HAYCOCK. Uaxaomi

Dear Fnend

In order that I might show pictures that will suit ihe majority of patrons <

Star Theatre. I am asking you to read the following ballot closely and vote as \uu
best.

My business is to please the people by showing shows that they like to see. It's

hard matter for me to buy pictures that will please every one, in fact it can't be
hut if I please the majority of my patrons I think I will be doing a great deal.

The Star Theatre is YOUR Theatre and I would like tu have you show y
est in it by letting me know what you would like to have me buy for you to see

What class of pictures do y ou like best? Mark "X" opposite.

Western . Action Drama Comedy Drama

Society Drama, North Woods, Thrill Picture .

Drama ., Slapstick Comedy Melodrama

Would you like to have me run a Serial?

Who is your favorite Female Star? !

Who is your favorite Male Star? —. .

What comedies do you like the best?

Harold l.loyd Buster Keaton_ _ Chaplin .

Larry Semon . Arbuckle . .las. Aubrey _

What is your idea of a good Photoplay? „ .

"done.

What picture would you like best to see?

Please read this closely: I have in mind that it might he. a good thing to play
real Special Feature Pictures on Tuesday and Wednesday nights in place of a program
picture and a Comely reel. I would play those better pictures at the regular ao^hissfon

Instead of raising on the prices, In order to do that 1 would have to show them without
the comedy reel. Tim would give you the best of pictures and entertainment. The
question in a nut shell, is this:

Would you prefer to see a feature picture each week, without an added Comedy

Would you prefer to Regular Program Picture tnd an added Comedy

Vole "yes" in either place.

Sign your name if you will, please

urs for better entertainment,

//: .7. Xy»J*

more important connection. The brief end-
ing, demanding little of the reader's time, is

not .the least attractive feature of the com-
position.

As it stands Mr. Haycock's document is

easily the best of its class that has been re-

ported from any quarter.
* * *

NONE will underestimate the value of

accurate information as to public
demands to the theatre man at this

time. This information is of inestimable
worth to the booker and the advertiser of

attractions exhibited.

No less vital is the conviction imparted
to those who return questionnaires, to the
effect that they are responsible for the selec-

tion of programs offered at the theatre.

That conviction leads to patronage and, fur-

ther, to satisfaction with the product offered.
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SIMPLICITY, THE KEYNOTE of successful advertising for "Over the Hill," character-

ized the lobby arrangement during the run of the Fox production at the Nelson theatre,

Fairmont, W. Va., as attested by the photograph reproduced above. With all due credit

to more elaborate and expensive fronts reported from other theatres, the Nelson display

excels in faithfulness of representation. To grasp fully the forcefulness of the layout ignore

the six-sheets prominent in the photograph but less so from other points of observation.

More effective decoration of a deep and therefore difficult lobby has not been reported.

If you have not exhibited the picture and plan to use it or a similar attraction the Nelson

example is worthy of a place in your reference file.

COLORFUL EMPHASIS was laid upon the

story characteristics of the Wid Gunning, Inc.,

production, "White Hands," when it opened
at B. S. Moss' Broadway theatre, New York,

to the business indicated in the photograph.

Contrast the simple flash method of display

used with the equally simple but radically dif-

ferent style shown in the picture at the top

of this page. Fairmont and New York are

different cities. The pictures and the people

to whom they were advertised are different.

The results, no doubt, were less dissimilar.

All uf which is interesting to advertising show-

men and permits of such deductions as indi-

viduals see fit to make. In the end the

important thing, never more so than now, IS

to advertise. No one can do that too dili-

gently or extensively.
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A WINDOW "YANKEE" who
wrote humorous quips about Fox's
"A Connecticut Yankee" while
seated at a table in a W'oolworth
window held crowds in St. Louis,
where the picture was exhibited at

the Liberty theatre. In addition,

other knights were sent about the
street impersonating various char-
acters in the picture. Stills and the
smaller paper supplied with the pic-

ture were used to decorate the win-
dow.

n WOO LWORTH

*

J^ 1

ENHIBITORIAL REPORTS to "What the Picture Did for Me"
in recent weeks have been of such uniform character in reference to "The
Mysterious Rider," Zane Grey's Hodkinson production, as to endow the

photograph showing the advertis-

ing done for the picture at the Aster
theatre. Minneapolis, with special

importance. Win. Koch, manager,
arranged the front for the run. The
log cabin mask is the first reported
for this attraction and sets a useful

precedent for others playing the

picture. Note that placement of

one-sheet boards, etc., was such as

to lead passersby through a verita-

ble lane of exploitation. The photo-
boards set into the front add
information without materially de-

tracting from the picturesque char-
acter of the whole. "PENROD" BARRY visited Chi-

cago Corporation Counsel Ettelson

on his arrival in the city to appear
at the Neilan-First National pro-
duction's premiere, delivering or-

anges from the mayor of Los Ange-
les to the mayor of this city. Below
he is seen with a copy of the special

edition of "Penrod" now on sale.

For details of the Chicago exploita-

tion campaign see page 55.

PROLOGUES GAVE WAY to
short subjects in the program of
the California theatre, Los Angeles,
recently, and billboard space was
provided for proper advertising of
the latter. The photograph repro-
duced herewith shows the manner

of billing a Christie-Educational

comedy in direct connection with
the feature length production in ex-

hibition. Other illustrations of

modern short subject advertising by
progressive showmen have been
presented in this department.
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Suggestions in the Stills

* Sl^owW indow Aids
^^^^^ A 1 le*« perfect tic up, with cntiy placed in die center of ihc win- T~* HERE it a turn back to the old- italic^ and we feel sure dm ihey will

HHP J
\ I

AA merchants jn; afforded by "The dow together with several o! the slills 1 fashioned v\ith ihc luggage Jis gel results.

W RaVi'S

T least seven perfect

afforded by *Tli
With Two Mothers'-

with dealcn in wrapt, in shoes, in

watches, in luggage, m silver and china
ware, in men's clothing and with hird
stores. These arc not stunts for which
you have to strain a puini.

In order that you may realize the
opportunity presented these stills arc
reproduced <m these pages They are
numbered in large figures [which do
not appear on the photographs them-
selves) for your guidance. These 8 .\

10 photos*arc not pan of the regular
accessories and exhibitors should order
them well in advance.

It is worthy of note

mat these photos enable
you to go out of the beat-

en paths in such window
displays, and for ^hat rea-

son they should be more
welcome to the merchants
"that you must interest.

MhNMS' mother is an
Irish peasant woman

• who arrives in America
wearing one of the old-fashioned shawls

that our grandmothers affected. This

MRU shawl figures through the story

since she uses it to signal her son, and on
those actions the punch of die plot

turns Certainly, in the picture at least

the «hawl adds pathos to the figure ot

the little old woman.
Act enterprising merchant can at-

tract a lot of attention to his own busi-

ness by getting together a collection of

these and exhibit them in contrast with
the modern stylish wraps he is offering

for the adornment of femininity. Such
an exhibit would he sure to attract a

lot of attentioo. But at least provide
him with one which should be promin

ndy placed in the center of the

o\v together with several of the stills

showing Mrs. O'Neill i

Then use a card reading something
like this:

If Shawl* Were the Fashion Today

We Would SeU Them

crura Yea S*» Mr. O'NtUl WmiW* Ttl*

"The Man With Two Mother*"
3*ll*bU4 WlUi Bk »oJ tit Wb«l*
l Ton Will B# All Uw M»i* Plow-

ERE is a similar

omcly Much to the

slippers that she knits for

her son, and they may also

he contrasted with the ol-

fcnrfgi of some store. It

will not be hard to find

some of the old-fashioned

sort in your neighbor-

hood, and these, too, arc

-shown in the stills. These
named by a card reading.

Then it can go ahead and mention

the picture and also the class of slippers

the store sells. Birthday displays are

always iu order.

A wrist watch is chosen as the gift

,

of Claire to Dennis, and here again the

birthday appeal may be made through

the store windows.
Several of the scene pictures offer

an opportunity to the dealer in silver

and table ware, for there is an elegance

of appointments that will be appealing

THERE is a turn back
fashioned with the luggage d<

plays, for the "valise" Mrs. O'Neill
carries is certainty one of the old-timers

and <j tiers a marked contrast with mod-
ern luggage such as your dealers carry.

Tie-ups with clothing dealers

should follow the lines that clothes of-

wc&rs a variety of costume* varying
from overalls to full dress and a store

may well emphasize that it deals with

every sort of man's apparel. It can even
go to the point of snowing how it can
transform a youth by showing one fig-

ure in rough tweeds and then the trans'

formation after visiting

(he particular store.

Still another tie-up is

with bird store? and deal-

ers in cages. These could

rail attention that her

songster was the only

comfort of Mrs. O'Neill

when her son was kepi

from her. Further co-op-

erative effort could be
carried out by hanging caged birds

in the lobby.

Any such window displays arc ef-

fective only so long as they tie up close-

ly with the picture. And that is the

greatest aid when you come to ask a

merchant fur his co-operation.

The 11 x 14 and 8 x 10 lobby cards

have the material for many of these tie-

ups, but of necessity thete arc selected

more because of their action ;tnd situa-

and we feel sure that they

get results.

It will be noted that many of these

photos will fit several different tie-ups.

These special suggestions are made:

WRAPS AN D SHAWLS: Nos. 7,

12, is, m.
SLIPPERS: Nos. 66, 9fl, 10-1.

LL'GGAGE: No. 7.

WRIST WATCHES: No. 51.

TABLEWARE: Nos. 41, 46, 56.

89, 9L
MEN'S . CLOTHING: (From

overalls to evening dress) : Nos.«, 46,

51, 89, 91, 9:1.

BIRD DEALERS^Nos. T, 12, 104.

appearance to mount
these photographs attrac-

tively and have neat

hand -lettering done.

[ "I

4 if

"1
. SHOES fi

t!ic

W.Eb£
c pointed out that the 8 x 10

LCk and white photos shown on
this page arc not part of the regular ac-

cessories and that they must be ordered
in advance. They are really a special-

1 paper offers opportun-

3 I
- ity for cut-outs that may

yt^m^l^^JL be used for wmdows. The :

.- ^tf, roio one-sheet has a large

picture of Mary Aldcn,

taken from Still No. 7, which can be

used in w rap, luggage and bird stores.

The fi-sheet is taken from Still No.
93 and can be used tor .the _ flipper

display

The :4 sheet contains two circle* of

the lovers*' and is especially attractive

with any birthday window displays, or

they can be used nicely with the men's .

clothing tie-up since ooe shorn Landis
in overalls and the other in evening
clothes.

The onc-shect also contains pictures

of the lovers and presents a basis for

additional tie-ups with candy stores for'

any display based on the "winning the

girl" idea.

A two-page spread from Goldwyn's campaign book on "The Man With Two Mothers," showing the adaptation of the

HERALD'S exclusive "Suggestions in the Stills" service feature.

Incorporate Still Service in

Goldwyn Campaign Boofe
T^\]KECT adoption of the "Suggestions in the Stills" method
*^ of providing exhibitors with advance information relative

to the exploitation of attractions is made by R. E. Pritchard,

service manager of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, beginning
with the campaign book published for "The Man With Two
Mothers." The two-page spread appearing in that excellent

compendium of advertising information and suggestions is

reproduced herewith.
Mr. Pritchard's decision to in-

corporate this feature in Goldwyn
service books was reached after

publication of the 1921 Holiday Is-

sue of the Herald, in this depart-

ment of which a comprehensive dis-

cussion of stills contributed by him
appeared. In In- spread Mr. I'ritch-

ard has followed practically with-

out deviation the style of that issue.

It will .pay showmen who are to

exhibit "The Man With Two
Mothers" to read carefully the

reproduction of the spread pre-

sented herewith. It will be found
profitable to read also the addi-

tional suggestions and demonstra-
tions embodied in the twelve-page
book of which it is a part. The
same keen awareness of present
conditions and requirements which
guided Mr. Pritchard in adopting
the still method of suggestion is

responsible for the even tenor of

practicability which characterizes

the entire work.
Window display is not often

given extensive consideration ac-

corded it in the Goldwyn service

book. Concrete illustration is pro-

vided and windows of widely varied

character are suggested, together

with arguments through which they

may be obtained. Timely judgment
is reflected here.

It is patently well known to Mr.

Pritchard that suggestions of ex-

pensive exploitation at this time

stand less chance of being adopted

than at more prosperous periods

in the past. It is clear that he

realizes the exhibitorial need for

effective advertising that may be

obtained with little cash outlay.

His provision of innumerable win-

dow suggestions at this time is

evidence of a sure grasp of present

day problems and a thorough

knowledge of conditions.
* * *

We believe the innovation will

mean real money to many show-

men. Further, it will encourage
greater activity in the same gen-

eral direction among others en-

gaged in the important business of

preparing advertising material for

exhibitors' use.
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ONE of the scenes in which Charles Mer-
edith and Louis Calhero, prominent in

support of Florence Vidor, appear with the
star, a l ght sequence, apparently, the photo-
graph of which, enlarged or in still size,

should be useful an obtaining florists* per-
mission for the installation of a cooperative
window display of considerable advertising
value to both parties.

C PORT clothes are worn by principals in

at le?st one sequence of the production,
as the still indicates. Publication of the pic-

ture at a time when dealers are interested
in introducing their Spring models renders
especially attractive to merchants the propo-
sition of a joint display, possibly connected
by mutual advertising, based upon this angle
of the production.

IF reformers, so-called, have not succeeded
in closing all the cabarets in your city

by the time the picture is to be put into ex-
hibition there is a promise of a profitable
t e-up in the above still. Use of menus, pos-
sibly decorated with a reproduction of this
still, with two or three lines of copy incor-
porating the picture title should reach a
clientele not easily reached by other means.

JAZZ orchestras, if the campaign against
them has not succeeded before you ex-

hibit the production, may be persuaded to
feature a special number in the course of
which alius on to the attraction may be
made by the soloist.

FLORENCE VIDOR, new Associated Ex-
* hibitors' star, in a scene from her first

production, "Woman Wake Up/* a picture
of great exploitation promise.

" Wo man
Wake
Up

pLOREXCE VIDOR'S in-

itial Associated Exhibi-

tors starring vehicle, "Wo-
man Wake Up," contains the

elements of an exploita-

tion success of exceptional

calibre, according to advance

stills received. Ample time

for perfection of advertising

plans prior to publication

date, March 5, is available.

These plans are important.
No more than the title of the

picture need be considered to

grasp the exploitation value of

the production. In that alone

lies material for a campaign

more comprehensive and pro-

ductive than many based upon

full details of picture contents.

The title is made-to-order for

teaser and editorial use.

/"IGAR stores are infrequently approached
' in regard to cooperative window displays,

despite which fact their windows are valu-
able and because of which fact the proposi-
tion suggested by this still should be wel-
comed. Whatever brand of cigar it is desired
to advertise may be suggested or named in

the card copy linking the display with the
photoplay and the theatre.

| OVE interest, emphatically demanded of
*-• all pictures by the public, is clearly indi-

cated in this still from the Vidor vehicle.

It is most useful for lobby display or for

posting in far flung still exhibits the advis-
ability of which is clearly evidenced in the
general character of the still assortment re-

produced for your consideration and con-
venience upon this page.

SMART toggery, easy to advertise but hard
to selL is shown in all of the "Woman

Wake Up" stills. A collection of these pre-
sented for the inspection of such merchants
as deal in this type of merchandise, with the
suggestion that a cooperative window will

practically make of the p-xture an advertise-
ment for his wares should be met with warm
welcome. Stills enlarged for this use would
be especially valuable.

IN all window displays obtained should be
* incorporated the above still, carrying the
vital information that there is melodramatic
action in the picture.
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Lloyd Comedy Outdraws
Stage and Film Opposition

Tribute to the short subject

of such character as to give it

rank among the vital exhibitor

documents of the current pe-

riod is paid in the letter of Guy
D. Hazelton, Rialto Theatre
Corporation, Missoula, Mont.,

to the home office of Associated
Exhibitors with reference to

Harold Lloyd's "A Sailor Made
Man."
The letter, worthy of your

attention, follows:
"It is with much pleasure that I

give you this letter for the purpose
of letting other exhibitors know
what Harold Lloyd means to the

box office in his latest picture, 'A
Sailor Made Man.'
"Harold Lloyd has always been

a good drawing card at this thea-

tre, but prior to booking 'A Sailor

Made Man' we had never dared to

give any of his product a four day
run. However, it pleases us to

state that in face of below zero
weather and against 'The Four
Horsemen' the first day, our regu-
lar Pantages program at the op-
position house the second day,

'The London Follies,' a road show,
the third day and a local home tal-

ent the fourth day, 'A Sailor Made
Man' won out in the most unex-
pected manner.
"The house total for the four

days was twice as much as we had
ever done before with any Lloyd
comedy program, and we thought
'Never Weaken' had reached the

limit. The last and fourth day was
40 per cent more than the receipts

of the first day.

"Personally I think -A Sailor

Made Man' the best comedy yet

produced, and the box office re-

ceipts demonstrated that t h e

patrons thought the same. It is as

near a perfect comedy in every de-

tail as has been made, and Harold
Lloyd's surprising originality
causes screams of delight from the

most blase audiences."

* * *

Mr. Hazelton's experience is dif-

ferent only in degree from the ex-
periences of scores of showmen
who have put progressive, liberal

exploitation methods in support of

the better short subjects. In the

recent tendency toward concentra-
tion of advertising upon this ele-

ment of screen entertainment a

pUY D. HAZELTON, manager of the Rialto
theatre at Missoula, Mont., experienced such

remarkable results with a four day run of "A
Sailor Made Man," Associated Exhibitors Harold

keen appreciation of existing con-

ditions is reflected.

That exhibitors realize the pres-

ent public is shopping for entertain-

ment is evident in their effort to

present for consideration not one
but every phase of their programs,
reasoning logically that in so doing
they multiply their chances of at-

tracting the favorable attention of

potential patrons.

It is no longer denied that certain

comedies are of greater entertain-

ment and box office value than cer-

tain feature length productions. It

is no longer considered an experi-

ment to give the place of honor in

all advertising and representation

to such a short subject.

If* it were only for the reason that

this condition practically doubles

Uoyd comedy, that he wrote the interesting let-

trr reproduced in the accompanying story. The
illustration shows the exterior of the theatre,

dominated by huge cutouts of the comedy star.

the picture market in the exploita-

tion sense, there would be ample

cause for gratification. When it is

demonstrated that occasionally the

featuring of the short subject

qualifies as a genuine box office

record maker the real importance

of good short subjects becomes ap-

parent.

Competition is Keen in

Pioneer February Drive
Keen competition exists between the

twenty-eight exchanges of Pioneer Film

Corporation for first position on the busi-

ness ladder for the month of February.

For some years past the company has

conducted a special campaign during

February.
This year it is aimed to make the pres-

ent month the best so far. Special in-

ducements are being offered exhibitors

to play Pioneer features during February.
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"Penrod" Sets New Mark
In Chicago Exploitation

Booth Tarkington's "Pen-

rod," in the flesh of Wesley

Barry and the film of Marshall

Neilan, arrived in Chicago

January 28 for a month stay at

the four theatres of Balaban

and Katz, First National fran-

chise holders. Before Mayor
Thompson of Chicago had

made appreciable inroads upon

the basket of oranges Barry

delivered as a gift from Mayor
Cryer of Los Angeles the

youngster's name and fame

were "all over the place."

Pete Smith, Neilan's very

^'good man Friday" in affairs

of the press, had spoken the

magic "Open Sesame" in a

score of places where it would

do the most good. No picture

ever came to a Chicago more
assiduously prepared to wel-

come it.

"Penrod's" guide and guardian arrived
a week before the opening at the Chi-
cago theatre. He'd been warned that
several things commonly done in smaller
cities could not be put over in a first-

class metropolis and estimated it would
take about that long to puncture this

superstition.

Barry was met at the depot by twenty
cameras and so many people that tripod

J^cCLURG'S, probably Chicago's foremost ex-

clusive book store, used cutouts and copies of
the photoplay edition of "Penrod" in its display,
"covering" the eastern extremity of the loop for
the picture.

ARSHAJLL FIELD'S retail store at the north-
1" em extremity of Chicago's loop district in-

stalled the book window shown above to adver-
tise the photoplay edition of "Penrod" when the
picture opened in Chicago.

ROTHSCHILD'S department store, at the
southern extremity of the loop, installed

another book window, this one facing on Van
Buren street, traversed daily by several thou-
sand loop workers as well as the usual number
of shoppers.

X/T IDWAY between Fields and Rothschilds, on
^ State street, is located the Fair Store, in
the very heart of the loop, where another win-
dow was arranged. Wesley Barry was present
at the store in connection with special sales of

the book.

space was hard to find. A deputation
from the city hall, a police guard and a

platoon of Junior Naval Reserves escorted

him, in the uniform of the latter organi-
zation, to the office of the mayor. Cor-
poration Counsel Ettelson substituted for

the chief executive, indisposed, in receiv-

ing a basket of oranges from the oldest

tree in southern California, sent with a

messaee by Mayor Cryer of Los Angeles.
Lighting equipment installed by Wat-

terson R. Rothacker of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company made it

easy for the camera phalanx to get good
pictures (see page 51) and the story

broke on the -front page of every news-
paper in the city with illustrations trail-

ing singly, and in layouts.

The Herald-Examiner announced a series

of "Orange Recipes" contributed by Wes-
le'- Barry through a tie-up with the Fruit
Growers' association. The Daily News
announced a children's scenario contest
with Barry as judge. The Journal ap-
pointed him editor of its junior depart-
ment for a week.
The recruiting drive of the Junior

Naval Reserves, headed by the star, was
given big space in all the papers. Photo-
play editors of each carried the personal
appearance story and stretched space to

accommodate photographs.
A tour of the city schools was mapped

out for Barry. He found time also to
serve the Herald-Examiner at the annual
skate races at Humboldt Park, appearing
meanwhile three times daily at the Chi-
cago theatre, where he broke into the
picture with a monologue.

Five of the loop window displays, based
upon Grossett and Dunlap's photoplay
edition of "Penrod," are shown herewith.
Twelve were installed during the first

week, with more in prospect throughout
residential sections. At the Fair Store,

Barry was present during widely-adver-
tised sale hours and distributed auto-
graphed photo-postcards.

In the lobby of the Sherman Hotel,

during Auto Show Week, was installed

an Ad-Photo-Scope (shown in Pictorial

Section), exhibiting in constant repetition

a 200-foot selection of scenes from the

picture.

Penrod suits, made by the Wiener
Clothing Company of New York; Barry
hats, 200 of which were donated to be
given away at a special matinee to in-

troduce the product for the Peckett
Clothing Company, and Barry dolls, were
among features reserved for the second
and subsequent weeks of the campaign.
These are highlights of a campaign

that sets a new mark in Chicago exploi-

tation, exploding restrictive superstition

as to what may and may not be ac-

complished in a first-class city and pro-
vid'ng for the picture concerned a

premiere that means something.

(Other pictures on page 51)

11/OODWORTH'S, another book shop of pres-

tige, managed its display in such manner as

to associate it with the camera supplies which also

form a part of its merchandise. Another unit in

a window drive of consequence.
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ONE of the best book fronts re-
ported to date was used by

the Rivoli, Portland, Ore., for the
advertising of First National's
"Star Dust."

Recognition of book values

in relationship to the sale of

picture entertainment on the
producerial side of the mo-
tion picture business has been
clearly evident for a long
time. Exploitation photo-
graphs showing as clearly

that showmen share this

awareness of conditions have
been received less frequently
than the importance of such
a circumstance warrants until

recently.

In the exploitation of "No
Woman Knows" and certain

other recent productions, this

type of advertising has been
observed in more marked de-

gree than formerly. Now
comes a picture which should
result in the standardization

of book-picture advertising

by exhibitors.

"Star Dust," First Na-
tional's Hope Hampton pic-

turization of Fannie Hurst's
novel, has figured in general

news dispatches. At the

Rivoli theatre in Portland,
Ore., a book lobby which
makes the connection inescap-

able was installed. A photo-
graph of it is reproduced
herewith.
The picture is new. Men

who play it should under-
stand that in following the

Rivoli precedent they are not
only advertising a single at-

traction well, but boosting
books as motion picture ad-
vertisements and developing
the technique of book-picture
advertising as an institution.

TO give the public what it

* wants you must know
what It does want. Re.-id

and profit by the story on
page 49 of this issue.

Pathe Playlets

Offer Theatres

Big Opportunity

AN exploitation opportunity of great promise is pre-

sented to exhibitors in the publication by Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., of 15 Pathe Playlets, three reel

condensations of feature length productions starring Frank
Keenan, Irene Castle, Gail Kane, Helene Chadwick,
Antonio Moreno and others, previously published. As
brought to focal point in the 36-page blanket campaign
book which has been prepared for exhibitors, the proposi-

tion presents several interesting aspects.

The campaign book is genuinely a service volume.

The suggestions for the exploitation of the pictures offered

are based upon fact, not imagination. Actual exhibition

history of the pictures condensed for the series is guar-

antee of the practicability of advertising methods outlined.

% 4>

The theatre history of the pictures will be taken into

consideration also by showmen to whose attention the

series is brought. Theatre men long in the business,

especially consistent followers of "What the Picture Did
for Me," will unquestionably gauge the box office possi-

bilities of the attractions by this standard.

Where the pictures have been exhibited in original

length it will be known whether or not a repeat exhibition

in condensed form will be welcomed. If the originals

won such favor as to cause those who missed them to

voice their disappointment the opportunity to capitalize

this circumstance is apparent. In cases where the original

were not exhibited or were shown for too brief engage-

ments or under untoward circumstances, the value of the

playlet versions is apparent. Where a double feature

policy has been arbitrarily inaugurated and it is desired to

discontinue it without too abrupt transition the mid-length

productions are made-to-order.

A Big Pictures

Week in Chicago

SCREENS of 90 Chicago theatres were given over during
the week of February 5 to "Over the Hill" and "Way Down

East." Chicago newspapers very closely resembled house or-

gans for United Artists and Fox Film corporations. Prac-

tically all of the patrons who patronized neighborhood thea-

tres during that period saw extra-length features, commonly
called "big pictures."

If a more thorough test of the long production has been

made it has not been reported. In our opinion the fact that

competing exhibitors booked expensive features in such close

opposition at a time when film rentals are weighed against

potential intake with extreme nicety disposes definitely of any

lingering doubt as to the box-office value of the big picture in

the motion picture theatre.
* *

As this is written survey of several theatres engaged in

this great undertaking yields reports of business far above

average at all. Competing showmen in other cities might

evolve from the Chicago event a "money-making idea" of great

cash value to their box offices.

ChiefWhite:

Eagle :

featured with Ruth Roland in

Pathe's New Serial

White Eagle
j

at BARBEE'S Loop Theater
will meet you in person •

Id Out Toilet Goods Section To- \

morrow from 1 1 A.M. lo 3 P.M.

ANE corner of a department store

theatre tie-up advertisement
used in the interests of a loop run
for the Pathe serial, "White
Eagle."

Top space in the regular
display advertising of a met-
ropolitan department store is

prize space. Matter printed
therein is read by housewives,
most diligent and consistent

of all readers, by individuals

and by general readers. Shop-
pers make of their favorite

department store advertise-

ments a sort of business
Bible, reading it religiously

and reading competitive ad-

vertisements for comparison.
Top position in a recent ad-

vertisement used by the Bos-
ton Store, Chicago, was ob-
tained by Al Dezel and Jo
Fischer of the Master Ad-
vertisers, directing publicity

and advertising for Barbee's
Loop theatre. "White Eagle,"
Pathe serial, was the attrac-

tion featured in the copy, re-

production of which is made
herewith.

There are several unusual
angles to this accomplishment.
The store, one of the biggest

advertisers in the city, places

high valuation on its space.

The running of a serial in a

loop theatre is in itself note-

worthy, although not a fac-

tor which might be expected

to influence the store toward
cooperation.

It follows that the accom-
plishment scored by Messrs.

Dezel and Fischer in putting

through the arrangement for

the incorporation of their

copy in the display is one of

no little moment.

X CITY is a small town
grown up. People are the

same everywhere. Read
about people and exploita-
tion on page 55 and ad-
vertise.
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It' Fact

There will always be something

in need of reforming as long as peo-

ple are willing to pay salaries to

professional reformers. — "Wynne
Progress."

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 43

The paid reformer is a pessimist

on mankind; he sees evil where
evil does not exist and is only
happy when he is restricting the

rights and privileges of his neigh-
bor.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

MOTION PICTURES in the CHURCH
Pastor Shows Films
Ana! Knocks Theatre
Another Preacher Criticizes
The Presentation ot Pictures
As a Drawing Card for Church
Church presentation of motion pictures is

being given serious consideration by theatre
owners and managers throughout the country,
owing to the menacing competition offered by
these non-theatrical exhibitions. In view of

the widespread interest on the subject, the fol-

lowing letter from Erwin Edwards, president
of Edwards Amusement Company, Cleveland,
O., is very timely and throws light on the
seriousness of the situation:

* * *

Noted in HERALD where exhibitors were
making complaint in regard to exchanges furn-
ishing churches film.

Please find enclosed the program of Dunham
Christian church of Cleveland. You will note
they preach the gospel, Anti-Saloon talk with
Special Music, Illustrated Sermon on "The Ten
Virgins" (not censored), Illustrated Song, Beau-
tiful Pictures, Reading "When Pa Was a Boy,"
All you can eat for 40 cents. Motion Pictures

—

five reels—"Sweet Lavender" and a Rummage
Sale.

You will note on the program that there is

no charge at the door, but ask a SILVER offer-
ing. Now the funny part of this is that if the
kids bring a nickel they get hell for it not
being silver. Another funny thing is the
manager (?) of this movie show, restaurant and
junk shop preaches against the legitimate mo-
tion picture shows and tells his patrons he is
very careful in the selection of motion pictures
as nearly all the moving picture shows offer
programs unfit to be witnessed.
See newspaper clipping enclosed of direct con-

trast, where preacher prays for success of film
theatre.

* * *

The clipping referred to is from London,
England. In his prayer for the success of a
new theatre at Norwich, Canon Meyrick said:

"The church cannot ignore great movements.
The directors of a picture house have a terrible

responsibility. I hope that this cinema will

unite with the local church in advancing the
Kingdom of God."
This problem which exhibitors must cope

with is a serious one. Each locality presents
the situation in different form and for that
reason no one solution can be cited.

Other exhibitors of the country have faced
the same situation as is presented in Cleveland.
Undoubtedly many have solved the problem.
An exchange of ideas will be welcomed and
published in these columns with a view to
eliminating this menace entirely.

Too Many Laws
Peril Country

Speaking before the

Ohio State Bar Asso-

ciation, U. S. Senator

Robinson of Arkansas

stated that too many
laws peril this country.

He declared that legis-

lation is not the logical

remedy for "every
wrong inflicted and for

every right impaired."
Reformers should con-
sider this advice.

Aids Destitute
Exhibitor in Lima

Donates Part of

bross to Ch arity

One certain means of cre-

ating goodwill in a com-

munity is to become active in

charitable work.

A fine example of this is

the donation made recently

by the management of the

Lyric theatre at Lima. O.

Ten per cent of the gross re-

ceipts for one week were
turned over by the Lyric to

aid in relieving distress

among the employed there.

The sum contributed by the

Lyric totalled $153.60. In

turning the money over to

the Social Service Bureau, the

secretary, Mrs. Irene Mills

Jackson, said:

"You have no idea of how
much real good your gener-
ous and laudable impulse in

giving this sum will do. I

am deeply grateful to the

Lyric for its timely aid and
assistance."
The Lyric has won the sup-

port of Lima citizens. Other
exhibitors can accomplish the

same results.

Public Best Censor
Says Rufus S. Cole

Distributor Declares That If

Regulation Is Necessary It

Should Be Done by the U. S.

The industry's contention that the public is

the best censor of motion pictures was upheld
by Rufus S. Cole, president of R-C Pictures
Corporation, in a talk at the National Repub-
lican Club in New York.

"In my belief," stated President Cole, "the
public is the best censor, for the public can be
depended upon in the long run to reward with
its patronage the clean picture plays."

* * *

Declaring that if censorship is necessary, it

should be a federal regulation and not a state

censorship, President Cole continued:
"If censorship is to be continued, there should

be a definite code of regulations so that the
producers may know where they stand. If

we must have a censorship, it would be far

better if it were under federal regulation.

"What is satisfactory in the state of New
York does not meet the approval of the cen-
sorship of the state of Pennsylvania; likewise

what is approved in Pennsylvania may not be
approved in New York.

* * *

"A great loss and difficulty are caused by
the difference in regulations of different states

and the fact that no two censorship boards
think alike."

Exhibitors must educate the public to the

belief that it is the only proper censor of pic-

tures. Reformers preach the opposite, and to

counteract their influence the industry's propa-
ganda must reach every corner of the country.
At the same meeting Charles Urban, presi-

dent of Kineto, spoke on "The Regulation of

Motion Pictures—Public Morals and the
Film." He said:

"As to the regulation of motion pictures: I

will not say that I am in favor of censorship.
In the abstract, I believe public patronage is

the best form of , censorship. But I do
believe that as long as a certain type of pro-

ducer makes and sells some of the films the

theatre and the public is today plagued with,

that some sort of supervision is necessary.
"To my mind the most satisfactory form of

supervision would be for the federal govern-
ment to license the distribution; not license

each picture, but license the distributor to do
business."
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DIGESVPICTURESoftAeWEEK
JEANIE MACPHERSON, in a pleasant interview ac-

corded a representative of the Herald recently, said

the demand for better stories for the making of better

pictures was never more acute than at the present time.

Miss MacPherson adapts and furnishes original stories

for Cecil B. de Mille and acts as his personal assistant in

producing the deMille features published through Para-

mount. "Saturday Night" is from her facile pen and at

present she is adapting Alice Duer Miller's novel, "Man-
slaughter" which Mr. DeMille will direct.

In connection with her work upon this novel she told

of an interesting experience she had while obtaining "local

color" in Detroit. Miss MacPherson allowed herself to

be arrested and locked up in a penal institution and the

assistant warden, through whom the arrangement was

made, was to release her from prison the following morn-

ing. However, the assistant resigned that day and as the

other officials knew nothing about the case, compelled her

to serve four days imprisonment and it was only through

influential friends that she was freed at the end of that

time.

Miss MacPherson was at one time an actress in pic-

tures having worked with the Gish girls and D. W. Griffith

on Fourteenth street, New York. She went to California

to seek work as an actress but was persuaded to try her

hand at continuities by Mr. deMille and has been his right-

hand assistant ever since. She is one of the best known

writers for the screen today and had she followed the pro-

fession of acting, she said, she would probably have been

forgotten long ago.—J. R. M.

One of the humorous scenes from "Schooldsy Love," a new Educational

-

Cajnpbejl comedy toon to be published.

"THE GOLDEN GALLOWS" (Universal). The
fact that Miss du Pont stars in Universal's big special

"Foolish Wives" should prove an attraction for this pic-

ture, which embraces some pleasing aspects in settings and

photography although the story offers nothing unusual in

the way of plot. Five reels in length.

"A WIDE OPEN TOWN" (Selznick) Conway
Tearle followers will undoubtedly like this five reel feature

in which he stars. The story moves fast, carries a certain

amount of appeal, and has a finish that will please.

"THE ROSARY" (First National). This is a drama

with a strong appeal to the emotions that proves a worthy

and pleasing entertainment. It points a lesson and is the

type of play which agitators against motion pictures can-

not very well be displeased with. Excellent cast, pictur-

esque setting ; it tells a beautiful love story in an impressive

manner. Seven reels in length.

"MIDNIGHT" (Realart) is a dramatic recital of a

foolish marriage and its after consequences. Constance

Binney has the leading role and it is a feature that will

hold your attention from beginning to end. The mystery

element in the latter part is well handled.

"WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY TO-

NIGHT?" (Equity) is a picture based on the old song,

with the theme of mother love running through it. It is

well photographed and with the proper exploitation should

prove a good box office feature. A near collision furnishes

a thrill at the finish.

"FIND THE WOMAN" (Paramount) is one of the

best mystery stories screened in some time. It was adapted

from Arthur Somers Roche's story and he knows how

to write this type of story and make it convincing.

Tom Terris directed, and a fine cast headed by Alma

Rubens appears in it.

"THE CALL OF HOME" (R-C Pictures) is a

Gasnier production of ordinary merit. A flood climax

which kills off one of the characters and paves the way

for the happy ending, is the only outstanding point of in-

terest. Six reels.

"SMILES ARE TRUMPS" (Fox) is a very good

railroad melodrama of the type popular several years ago.

Maurice Flynn, the athletic Yale star engages in several

fistic battles and comes off victorious in each. Ora Carew

appears opposite. It was directed by George E. Marshall

and is in five reels.

"CHASING THE MOON" (Fox) is a six reel Tom

Mix light comedy sans plot and logic. It consists of a

series of Mix stunts, very loosely connected, which manage

to intrigue the attention and convey some interest. Di-

rected by Edward Sedgwick.



ALL STAR CAST IN

THE ROSARY
(FIRST NATIONAL)

\ strong drama of love and sacrifice

beautifully told in a manner that

holds the attention. Its many
fine features are dominated by
an underlying appeal to the emo-
tions as poignant as the famous
song itself. Produced by Selig-

Rork under the direction of

Jerome Storm. Seven reels.

Selig-Rork's first big production for

7irst National stands out as a photoplay

>f numerous meritorious phases. "The
Rosary" is from an original story by
3ernard McConville insp'ired by the

heme of Edward E. Rose's stage play.

Jnder the able direction of Jerome Storm
t has been embellished with numerous
ingles of emotional appeal.

The scenes are laid in a quaint fish-

ng village where plain people live in a

simple manner, strictly adhering to the

aws of righteousness. Three romances
lold sway throughout the production,

nto which is woven the story qi the

Rosary. The spiritual angle is at no
ime wrought in a manner that gives

he play the appearance of a sermon but

s deftly used to show the innermost

:houghts governing the people of the

nllage.

An excellent cast has been selected

or the various exacting roles. Promi-
lently among these is Lewis S. Stone as

Father Kelly. Jane Novak. Robert Gor-
lon, Wallace Beery, Eugenie Besserer.

3ore Davidson, Pomcroy Cannon. Mil-

Ired June and Harold Goodwin are

>ther important characters.

Kenward Wright, nephew of the foun-

ler of the village of Sandy Bay returns to

he town expecting to inherit its chief

nterprises. When the will is read it is

liscovered he has been left out entirely

nd the fish cannery goes to Bruce Wil-
on, foreman of the plant. Wright
truggles between better judgment and
he knowledge that he is not popular with
hese plain folks. Wilton has also taken

u's former sweetheart, Vera Mather, away
rom him which adds to his embitterment.
On some marsh land he plans to build

rival plant. Father Kelly and other
own inhabitants beseech him not to do
o, but he refuses to abandon his plans.

Vlice Wilton, Bruce's sister becomes in-

atuated with him and the two are seen
ogether in his home by Vera, who goes
o caution the girl. When Bruce dis-

overs them his faith in Vera is shattered
nd their engagement broken.
Bruce's sister attempts suicide followi-

ng her affairs .with Wright. Bruce learns
f his sweetheart's efforts to shield his

ister from shame when the act is com-
nitted. Wright in the meantime has
onspired to wreck the fishery. The
epple, headed by Father Kelly, make a
ain attempt to save it, but it is blown
p pieces. Angered, Bruce pursues
Vright who meets his death when his
utomobile crashes through a bridge.
Vith the elimination of the last disturb-

ing element quiet is again restored in

the little village and the people, headed
by Father Kelly, set about to rebuild the

industry. Vera and Bruce find happi-
ness together and Bruce's sister finds

her true love with Skeeters, who has
been an awkward admirer of hers for a

long time.

CONWAY TEARLE IN

A WIDE OPEN TOWN
(SELZNICK)

Pleasing five reel feature that com-
pares favorably with the best of

recent Tearle pictures. A Ralph
Ince production, which moves
swiftly to an interesting climax.

Faire Binney enhances the play
in the supporting cast. Five reels.

It is readily apparent that Conway
Tearle, as a gambler who later reforms,
is particularly well suited to a role of this

type. In "A Wide Open Town" an
effective introduction with two poor boys
as principals opens the story. Interest is

well sustained through the events that

lead to a pleasing finish. Conway Tearle
followers will undoubtedly like this pic-

ture because of the pleasing vein of the

story. Faire Binney, and the remainder
of the supporting cast lend to its effec-

tiveness.

In the introduction Tearle is a small
boy who supports his mother by selling

newspapers. The mother befriends his

chum, another newsboy who is an or-

phan, and gives him a home. The two
boys are strong friends until the death
of the mother when they become
separated.
Years later Tearle is known as "Liter-

ary "Bill" Cliff and is conducting a gam-
bling house. On his visits to the public

library he meets Helen Morely, whose
influence leads him to expose the

methods of the gambling den in its de-

ceptive methods of dealing faro. He is

repulsed by the girl's father, who knows
of his former connection with gambling
activities. The girl's father, who is Mayor
of the city, is heading a reform move-
ment to rid the city of gambling insti-

tutions. A raid is planned on the house
in which Cliff worked and whose methods
he had exposed. Having seen Cliff with
the mayor's daughter the proprietor
plans revenge and also a coup to em-
barrass the reform movement. He is

tipped off to the raid and kidnapping the
the mayor's daughter he brings her to

the gambling house. She is saved from
the disgrace of being found there by
Cliff who kills the proprietor in rescuing
her from the building. For this he is

condemned to life imprisonment, refus-
ing to offer any testimony. After some
time in jail his friend Tub takes it upon
himself to present the true facts of the
matter to the Mayor, who visits the gov-
ernor and implores a pardon. The gov-
ernor is impressed with Cliff's sacrifice to

protect the good name of the girl and
when he is brought before him the two
men recognize each other as former pals

of childhood days.

CLYDE COOK IN

THE CHAUFFEUR
(FOX)

This latest Cook comedy, directed by
Jack Blystone, contains some sure fire

stunts with a trick Ford and is well up
to his former efforts. Clyde is a chauffeur
trying to make a living running a taxi

but his rivals in business grab off all his

customers, a policeman shoves his auto
out of the way and his best girl turns
him down. Finally he becomes adept in

maneuvering his machine from place to

place, and bests his business ri/als. The
business of the taxi running sideways
gets the laughs.

Conway Tearle in a scene from "A Wide Open Town" (Selznick)
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MAURICE FLYNN IN

SMILES ARE TRUMP
(FOX)

A railroad melodrama, written by
Frank L. Packard, not always
convincing but containing enough
action and fist fights to make up
for the story's shortcomings.
Flynn has a good personality and
is a capable actor. Directed by
Geo. E. Marshall.

Maurice Flynn in "Smiles Are Trump" (Fox).

"Smiles Are Trumps" will probably
meet with approval in the majority of

theatres, because of its rapid action, and
the clean story. It reminds one of the
old railroad stories that occupied our
screens several years ago to the exclusion
of society and "mother" stories.

The acting in most instances is weak,
but the whole production of its type is

good. Maurice Flynn deserves better

vehicles than this. It does not give him
any great chances of showing his ability

as an actor, and he is capable of much
better things. Flynn is at all times nat-

ural and acts easily and naturally. Ora
Carew appears opposite the star and is

appealing in her role. Herschel Mayall
is the best of the other types. He ap-
pears as Manning. Myles McCarthy is

Selvin the villain.

The picture is in five reels with a
lengthy chase between two locomotives
on parallel tracks at the finish. It is

a poor title for this type of story.

Flynn is cast as Jimmy Carson, as-

sistant paymaster on a railroad. He be-

comes unpopular with John Selvin the

paymaster and an Italian foreman named
Martino, because he threatens to expose
their thefts. A number of fights follow,

and the villain runs off with Marjoric
Manning, the railroad vice-president's

daughter. James Manning follows with

Jimmy on another locomotive and an
exciting chase follows in which Jimmy
swings onto the flying engine, knocks the

villain out and saves the girl.

MISS DU PONT IN

THE GOLDEN
GALLOWS

(UNIVERSAL)
This adaptation of a Victoria Gal-

lant's story offers nothing that is

particularly new in the way of

plot as a vehicle for Miss du Pont.

It embraces some pleasing angles

in sets and photography but other-

wise runs at an even and unexcit-

ing tenor for the five reels. Di-

rected by Paul Scardon.

"The Golden Gallows" is a story of an

actress whose honor is questioned by her

lover when a man-about-town leaves her

part of his fortune. The incidents lead-
ing to a revelation of the truth fail to

arouse any great amount of suspense.
The fact that the star has a leading role

in Universal's big special "Foolish
Wives" is a feature which can undoubted-
ly be used to good exploitation advan-
tage.

In the supporting cast are Jack Mower,
George B. Williams, Douglas Gerrard,
Edwin Stevens, Eve Southern, Elinor
Hancock aTid Barbara Tennant. The
part of the suspicious lover played by
Mower is overdone at times, and Miss
du Pout's work is not on a par with the
acting of which she is capable as demon-
strated in "Foolish Wives."
Willow Winters, an actress, rises to

fame when her opportunity comes
through an accident to the star. She is

courted by two men, Leander Sills, a

notorious man-about-town and Peter Gal-
liner, son of an aristocratic Boston fam-
ily. Sills is shot by a former sweetheart
and makes Willow Winters his bene-
ficiary. The action is misconstrued by
Galliner who renounces her, believing
that sinister relations had prompted Sill's

action. Sill's attorney has a letter which
reveals the truth of the situation but
which he holds back, in an endeavor to

win the favor of Miss Winters.

During the absence of Galliner the ac-

tress cultivates the acquaintance of his

mother and wins her favor. At a re-

ception at the Galliner home she learns

of the letter which the attorney has and
promises to come to his office to get it.

Galliner returns in the meantime and
goes to the attorney's office where he
finds Miss Winters holding the lawyer at

bay with a revolver. The letter reveal-

ing the true feelings existing between
Sills and the star is found and Galliner

is convinced of her innocence.

TOM MIX IN

CHASING THE MOON
(FOX)

The average picture-goer will not

find much plot back of "Chasing

the Moon." It is a series of Mix
stunts loosely connected, which,

however, manage to convey a

good deal of interest. Directed by

Edward Sedgwick. Six parts.

"Chasing the Moon" is pure comedy
and not at all convincing as a story but
the various Mix stunts arc well done and
the athletic Fox star doesn't depend upon
a "double" to put over his stuff.

The story was written by Edward
Sedgwick and the star, and it is over-
burdened with facetious subtitles. It

isn't a story that makes much of an ap-
peal except in so far as you are interested
in the various antics of the star, and
doesn't come up to the recent Mix offer-

ings.

Appearing opposite the star is Eva
Novak, as Jane Norworth and the sweet-
heart of Dwight Locke, the part played
by Mix. He is supposed to be a pamp-
ered son of wealth with so many motors,
houses and clothes he doesn't know what
to do with himself. He accidentally
scratches his hand and becomes infected

with a deadly poison invented by Milton
Norworth, Jane's brother, a chemist.
A professor who has the only antidote
for the poison is en route to Russia and
thence Dwight hies himself. An attempt
is made to kidnap him and hold him for
ransom in Russia, but he evades the con-
spirators by jumping off and on a moving
train, finally unmounting a Russian on a

passing horse and riding away. In the
meantime his sweetheart has learned that

the poison is harmless, and if he takes
the antidote it will kill him. She goes
to Russia, and then follows him to Spain,
as he follows the professor. The pro-
fessor is too deaf to understand him
when he catches up with him and Jane
arrives in time to save his life.

Excerpts from many of Mix's latest

photoplays are used to depict the activ-

ities of Dwight Locke, including a scene
or two from "Sky High." The train

stuff is too long dragged out.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE CALL OF HOME
(R-C XTCTURES)

Story weak and not very original,

being a series of misunderstand-

ings that finally terminate in a

happy ending. The big flood

scene at the finish is quite effec-

tive. Directed by L. J. Gasnier,

from the novel "Home" by George

Agnew Chamberlain. (Six reels)

There is nothing really outstanding in

this latest Gasnier production, aside from
the well staged flood climax. It was
made from a scenario prepared by Eve
Unsell and no doubt follows the book
from which it was adapted fairly close.

Therein lies its weakness. The story

lacked originality of theme or plot.

The opening presents a newly wedded
couple, Gerry Lansing and Alix his wife,

who take up their abode in a small town,'

Red Hill, the former home of Lansing.
Alix meets Alan Wayne, a close friend

of Gerry's. She soon grows tired of

the slow, country town and induces Gerry
to move to the city where Alan works.
Alan asks her to elope with him. Mis-

understanding her husband's neglect,

she consents, but changes her mind be-

fore the train leaves the station. Her
husband, thinking she has left him for

good, sails for Peru at once, where he

becomes interested in irrigation of waste
lands and is successful. He marries a

native Spanish girl, who was saved from
death in the rapids of a stream, and later

when Alan appears, he learns that Alix

is blameless and is waiting for him at

home with her son. A flood sweeps tin

valley and the Spanish girl is drowned,
leaving the way clear for Gerry's return,

to his wife.

Irene Rich gives a fairly convincing
performance as Alix, but does not photo-

graph well in all the scenes. Gasnier
lias introduced several scenes with child-

ren in the early part of the story that

do serve to advance the story and add

considerable to the footage.
Ramsey Wallace is well cast as Gerry

Lansing. Leon Bary plays Alan Wayne
Norma Nichols is the Spanish girl and

Sidney Franklin a priest. The scenes

depicting Peru are much better than the

earlier scenes of village life.

A scene from "The Call of Home" (R-C Picture*)
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SPECIAL CAST IN

WHERE IS MY
WANDERING BOY

TONIGHT?
(EQUITY PICTURES)

An excellent photoplay based on the

old song, with its theme of mother
love unfailing. It is well cast,

finely photographed and com-
mendably directed. With proper
exploitation it should prove a find

for the box office. A very human
story and one any exhibitor can
play without fear of dissatisfac-

tion. Eight reels.

"Where Is My Wandering Boy To-
nght" is another proof that "the Colonel's
Lady and Judy O'Grady are sisters under
the skin," and that Gopher Prairie and
Broadway are different only in degree,
"or this independent production, presented
hy B. F. Zeidman, and distributed
rhrough Equity Pictures, has more to
-ecommend it than many of the loudly
leralded super specials.

First of all, it has sincerity of story and
>f treatment. With only one or two
ninor exceptions, the direction is com-
nendable for its restraint and natural-
ness. Cullen Landis, as the wandering
)oy, is very well cast, his work being
latural and convincing at all times. The
nother, played by Virginia True Board-
nan, is an appealing character and is a
jleasant relief from the usual type of
Creen mother, most of whom seem to
.ave been born with gray hair. Her work
•5 excellent, the only overdone bit being her
rantic chase after the train. Ruth Patsy
.liller is a very lovable sweetheart, while
vathleen Key portrays the hard-hearted
gold digger" admirably. The others in

he cast are satisfactory.

The story, by Gerald C. Driffy. opens
n Christmas eve in a small town with
he Christmas tree and services in the
ttle church where Martha Beecher plays
fie organ. Her young son, Garry, is the
elight of her heart. His boyhood sweet-
eart, Lorna Owens, works in her step-
ather's store. Things run smoothly for
he young lovers until a bit of Broadway,
i the person of Yvonne Tyler, a dancer,
trikes Paradise Valley and Garry falls

aptive to the smiles of the city maiden.
.Garry, after taking money from the safe
f the old storekeeper, follows the dancer
3 the city. There comes period of good
lothes, gay parties, presents and the
ivor of Yvonne. Garry fails to write
ome, but the mother keeps a light burn-
lg in the window, sure that her boy will
Dme home at last to her whose love
ever falters. The gay times end with
ie arrest of Garry, being trapped by
vonne into an apparent theft of the
welry he has given her, his intention
eing to make restitution for the stolen
toney. He is sentenced to ten years in
rison. The country sweetheart keeps
lis knowledge from the mother.
Garry is instrumental in saving the
arden from an attack by one of the
isoners and later there is a spectacular
il breaking, with the warden carried off
r the escaping men to shield themselves
om the shots of the guards. The prison-
s escape on a stolen engine, and Garry,
ter a thrilling fight, rescues the warden
st in time to escape a collision with an-
her engine, which is one of the big
rills of the picture. For this he is par-
>ned, and on Christmas eve, justifies his
other's faith by returning to her and the
ithful sweetheart.
The photography by David Abel is ex-
llent. The direction of J. P. Hogan and
illard Webb is sincere and careful.

Buster Keaton in "The Paleface" (First
National)

BUSTER KEATON" IX

THE PALEFACE
( FIRST NATIONAL)

"The Paleface" isn't up to Keaton's

former comedies but it seemed to tickle

audiences at the large Chicago theatre,

last week, and anyway. Buster's poorest

picture is away ahead of many of the

other's best efforts. Keaton is as a rule

original and his solemn mien gets a laugh

where no amount of comedy hokum
would. The story in the present instance
is slight of plot and does not offer many
opportunities for comedy situations.

Buster is a collector of bugs and wan-
ders onto the reservation of a band of

Indians, whose land is about to be ap-
propriated by a gang of land sharks. A
long chase ensues, Buster finally hiding in

a cabin where he makes himself a suit of
underwear of asbestos paper and when
they try to burn him at the stake he
comes out unharmed. Initiated into the

redmen's order, he leads them against the

sharks and wins not only a complete vic-

tory but the hand of the daughter of the

Indian chief. "Two years later" we see

them still embracing each other in front

of the tepee. (Two reels.)

SPECIAL CAST IN

FIND THE WOMAN
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
A well acted and thoroughly enjoy-

able mystery story that grips and
holds the attention. Should prove a

good box office attraction. Writ-
ten by Arthur Somers Roche, the

plot is well worked out and the

continuity excellent. Directed by
Tom Terriss. Six reels.

"Find the Woman" is an excellent

booking for any house. Arthur Somers

Roche's stories adapt themselves readily

to the screen and this is one of his best.

It deals with the aspirations of a poor
little country girl, lured to Broadway by
the bright lights and a longing for a stage

career. She finds lodging in a cheap thea-

trical boarding house, meets a man and

his wife who know a booking agent and
becomes involved in a murder mystery,
when she visits his office and in repulsing
him. he falls and is stunned. Another
angle of the story includes a wealthy lady
married to a worthless cur. Certain let-

ters of her's fall into the hands of the
same booking agent who attempts to
blackmail a Judge, to whom the letters
were addressed. She also visits the office

where the man is later found dead and a
piece of her gown is the only clue the
police have as to the murder. In the at-

tempt to unravel the mystery several
others become involved and it is not clear
to the spectator just who the guilty per-
son is until the final reel when the wealthy
woman's husband is trapped and con-
fesses "his guilt.

All parts are very well played. Alma
Rubens giving a forceful and convincing
portrayal of the lady with the worthless
husband: Norman Kerry, in a small but
well acted part as a habitue of a theatrical

boarding house; Harrison Ford as an as-
sistant district attorney; George McQuar-
rie as the Judge and Emily Fitsroy as the
country girl.

The production is up to Cosmopolitan's
high standard in sets, direction and
photography. The interiors of a wealthy
home are fine examples of studio building
without being too ornate and in marked
contrast are the shabby tenements occu-
pied by the poorer class. An excellent

picture from every angle.

CONSTANCE B INN FY IN

MIDNIGHT
(REALART)

A pleasing little domestic drama
with more than the usual amount
of dramatic suspense. The Enoch
Arden idea with a new twist.

Story written by Harvey Thew
furnishes Miss Binney with an
excellent vehicle. Directed by
Maurice Campbell. Five reels.

"Midnight" gets your attention at the

very start and holds it to the last. "It is

the simple tale of a hasty marriage, dis-

illusionment and a ghost from the past

returning to haunt an indiscreet girl's

later happiness. A well balanced story

with a good deal of originality displayed

in bringing out its dramatic points

coupled with much clever acting.

The story revolves around Edna Mor-
ris, daughter of an American Ambassa-
dor to a South American republic, who is

inveigled into a hasty marriage with one
George Potter, an attache of the em-
bassy. The same day Potter is threat-
ened with arrest for embezzlement and
escapes by leaping into the bay. He is

believed drowned. Edna's father resigns
his post and they return to their Ameri-
can home. On the adjoining estate lives

Senator Dart and his son. Jack. Edna
falls in love with Jack and their engage-
ment is soon announced. Potter returns
and attempts to blackmail Edna's father.

Mr. Morris forbids Edna's marriage to

Jack. The}- elope, however, and are mar-
ried at midnight. L'pon her return to her
home she finds Potter's body in the
library. The butler clears up the mys-
tery by stating he shot the man in the
dark, thinking he was a burglar, and a
bullet from Potter's gun imbedded in the
face of a clock showed the tragedy oc-
curred ten minutes before twelve.
An excellent drama in every way. Con-

stance Binney is delightful in the role of
Edna Morris: Jack Mulhall a most pleas-
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ing Jack Dart, and the roles of Morris,
the Ambassador, and Senator Dart are
well handled by William Courtleigh and
Edward Martindel. Arthur S. Hull
played Potter with fine understanding.
Beautiful sets and beautiful photography
mark the production throughout.

HOLD THE LINE
(FOX)

This Fox comedy was directed by Slim
Summerville, one time slapstick comed-
ian and former Chicago boy. It has a
lot of old stuff in it but the football game,
which is a travesty on several film foot-
ball games of late, is very well done and
gets plenty of applause.
The story opens with a youth working

his way through college with a sour old
professor repeating the line "You'll hear
from this" after every prank. He is kid-
napped by a tough who has stolen the
football signals and faces death in a saw
mill when saved by a squirrel which
gnaws the ropes. Arriving on the field in

time to save the game by crawling under
the sod with the ball until he reaches the
goal, he is declared a hero and wins the
professor's daughter.

A RAMBLING ROMEO
(EDUCATIONAL)

Neal Burns is the star of this latest

Christie comedy, which was directed by
Scott Sidney from a story by Frank
Roland Conkin. It is an apartment
house farce in which a young man at-

tempts to pay attention to two girls liv-

ing on different floors. Alice Maison
and Helen Darling are the two girls.

Earl Rodney, a jealous rival for the hand
of one girl, figures prominently in the
fun. There is a lengthy chase in and out
of doors and up and down fire escapes
and dumb waiters. It will satisfy.

A Correction
"Polly of the Follies," a First National

picture starring Constance Talmadge,
was erroneously headed "Polly of the
Circus" in the last issue of the Herald.

"Hail the Woman" Popular
Anniversary Week Booking
More than thirty theatres in widely

scattered sections of the country have
reported to the First National home of-
fice their intention of running "Hail the
Woman," Thomas H. Ince's special pro-
duction, during Anniversary Week. Feb-
ruary 18 to 25. It is estimated now that
every print of "Hail the Woman" will
be at work every day during that period.
Among the houses which will play the film that

week arc: Metropolitan, Atlanta, Ga.; Alamo.
Louisville; Madison Circle. Forest Park. III.; Ver-
non, Chicago; Fern, New Orleans; Trianon. Bir-
mingham; Regent. Rex, Oakley, Paulina, Plaza and
Clermont, all Chicago; Perry, Hazard, Ky. ; Para-
mount Miami; Burns, Colorado Springs; Boule-
vard, Thalia, Brighton Park, Plaissance, Karlor.
Tiffin, Avon, Standard. Virginia and Crescent, all

Chicago; Strand, H.mporia, Kan.; Lagoon and
Princess. Minneapolis; Princess, Mt. Doro, Fla.,
and Opera House, Tucson, Ariz.

Monsoon Office is Moved
To Its Factory Building

New York offices of the Monsoon Cool-
ing System, Inc., have been moved from
147G Hroadway, (o the company's factory
building at 71 North Sixth street, Brook-
lyn. N. Y.
The move brings the executive offices

and production units under one roof, an
arrangement which it is stated will enable
the companv to increase further its ex-
tensive service.

20,000 Exhibitors Participants

In Fox Ninth Anniversary Week
Messages Received at New York Offices Report

Excellence of Business—Birthday Is

Observed in Twelve Countries

More than 20,000 exhibitors operating
in twelve countries were participants in

"Fox Anniversary Week," according to

the branch reports received at the home
office in New York.
Anniversary Week, covering the period

from January 29 to February 4, marked
the eighteenth anniversary of the en-
trance of William Fox into the motion
picture industry and the ninth birthday
of Fox Film Corporation.

Business on Increase

The hundreds of messages received
report on the prosperous business experi-
enced during anniversary week in the
United States, England, France, Canada,
China, Siam, South America, Scandinavia,
Dutch East Indies, Australia, Straits

Settlements and the principalities of the
Federated Malay States.

According to reports from various dis-

tributing exchanges throughout the

world, Fox anniversary Week emptied
the vaults of prints. The solid seven-
day run of Fox features was as wide-
spread in foreign countries as it was in

America (including Canada), it is said.

In China and Siam, where it is said more
than 100 theatres regularly show Fox
productions, the exhibitors ran 100 per
cent during the birthday week. Similar
reports arrive from Java and the Straits

Settlements and the Dutch East Indies.

Is Advertised Widely

Unusual advertising and exploitation

campaigns preceded the week. Exhibi-
tors with small neighborhood houses gave
unusual importance to their display space
in newspapers and other advertising
media during the week. Hundreds of
houses doubled their ordinary advertising

schedules and publicized their week's

program with elaborate street bally-hoo
effects, the wide distribution of large cir-

cus heralds, decoration of the most
prominent store windows in their com-
munities, special matinees and children's

parties.

Mayors in several cities in the United
States opened the week of Fox pictures

with an address to the theatre audience.

Boy Scout patrols in many cities gave
parades in collaboration with the theatre

proprietors and attracted the attention

of entire populations. Newspapers
throughout the world devoted front-page

space to the story of Mr. Fox's progress

in the industry. Magazines contained

articles on the subject.

Jumps 250 Per Cent

Business in the United States averaged
about 250 per cent above normal, accord-

ing to statistics. That the figure will rise

above this showing is indicated by a

number of regional reports that have
trailed in at the last moment. It is pre-

dicted by the company that final compila-

tions will show that wherever showmen
exhibited a full week of Fox anniversary

features their gross business was greater '

than that of any previous week in the

history of their houses.

KATHERINE McGUIRE, pleasing in-

genue, appearing in Mack Sennett's
productions, being distributed through
First National

"Your Best Friend"
Issued by Warners

Vera Gordon Stars in New
Film Based on Theme

of Mother Love
Harry M. Warner, of Warner Brothers,

announces the publication of "Your Best

Friend," starring Vera Gordon, which was

made by Harry Rapf, and directed by

Will Nigh.

Is "Mother" Story

"Your Best Friend" is declared to have

furnished Miss Gordon with a story pos-

sessing humor and pathos, and a keen in-

sight into the trials and tribulations of

mothers the world over. Its subject mat-

ter is said to be a revelation of mother

love in its most poignant phase.

It is stated that the popularity attained

by Miss Gordon in "Humoresque," and in

her vaudeville tour throughout the key

cities of America, will be enhanced fol-

lowing the screening of her picture in

which she stars.

Cast in Support

A carefully chosen cast of players are

in the supporting roles. Belle Bennett,

who has starred in Triangle productions,

is seen in the role of a society girl; Harry.

Benham and Stanley Price, as brothers;

Beth Mason, as a frivolous, money-crazed

society woman, and Dora Davidson, as a

kindly old bookkeeper.

Gilbert in New Fox Film

"In the Land of Beginning Again"_»

the filming title of a picture on whicn

John Gilbert, the Fox star, has begun

work at Fox West Coast studios, which

Jerome Storm is directing.
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RODOLPH VALENTINO, who recent-

ly signed a three year starring contract

with Paramount, as he appears in

"Moran of the Lady Letty."

Kineto to Get Series of

"Great Statesmen" Films
James A. FitzPatrick, who produced

the. series of "Great Authors" for the

Kineto Company, is working on a new
Kineto series to be based on "Great
Statesmen."
Work has been started on a number of

subjects, among them, George Washing-
ton, Benjamin Franklin. Alexander Ham-
ilton and Thomas Jefferson of the Revo-
lutionary period; James Monroe, Daniel
Webster and Abraham Lincoln. Other
contemplated subjects are James C.
Blaine. Grover Cleveland. William Mc-
Kinley. Theodore Roosevelt and Wood-
row Wilson. There will be twelve sub-
jects in the series, each being in one reel.

Canadian Amusement Man
Visitor at the Lasky Studio
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Vickers and Mr.

and Mrs. J. M. McDonald, of Winnipeg,
Canada, were visitors recently at the
Lasky studio, watching a number of the
companies at work.
Mr. Vickers is with Kenneth Leach of

the Winnipeg Amusement Company,
controlling the College, Starlight and
Lyceum Theatres in Winnipeg; the
Strand and Savoy in Moose Jaw. and the
Regent in Calgary. The men were in-

terested in familiarizing themselves with
productional work.

Anita Stewart's Brother
to Star in Christie Films

C. H. Christie has signed up George
Stewart, younger brother to Anita Stew-
art, to star in new Christie comedies.
Stewart will begin his work in Christie

pictures on his arrivel from the East.
He is twenty-one years of age and has
been under the tutelage of his famous
sister for the last two vears.

With the Procession in Los Angeles]

By Harry Hammond Beall

Book Vitagraph Special
The William Fox circuit has booked

the Vitagraph special, "Flower of the
North," by James Oliver Curwood.

Loris Bcrstow, producer of the David
Butler pictures, is arranging to send a
cameraman, and possibly several players to

New York to take slum scenes to be used
in the next David Butler picture wherein
Dave enacts the role of a two-fisted young
clergyman engaged in settlement work.

* * *

Webster Ci/llison, who directed the

"Philo Gubb" comedies, has under advise-

ment an offer to go to the Argentine Re-
public to make a series of pictures for a
Spanish svndicate.

* * *

Irving Ccmmixgs is awaiting word from
James Oliver Curwood as to whether he
can come to Los Angeles to title the Cur-
wood story which Cummings has just fin-

ished, "The Man From Hell's River."
* * *

Charles W. Mack, supervising director

of Doubleday Productions, has gone to

Vosemite Park to find locations for the

next Lester Cuneo picture which Henry
McCarty and Leo Meehan are writing.

* * *

Adolph Zckor, president of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, and S. R. Kent,

general manager of distribution, are in Los
Angeles.

* * *

Los Angeles now boasts of a "home
guard' film distributing organization. It

is composed of several independent film

producers and will market the product of

the smaller producers throughout the world.

Morris Schlank is president and general

manager of the new concern, which is

known as the Anchor Film Distributors,

Inc. Other members of the board of di-

rectors are William La Planto, Ben Wilson.

Harry Arnold and William Horsley.

Among the producers to release their

product through Anchor are the New Era
Productions, Inc., National Film Corpora-

tion of America, Lincoln Features, Para-

gon Pictures Corporation and the Ivor

McFadden Productions.
* * *

Agnes Ayres is recuperating and her

physician has told her she may resume

work within a few davs. Ptomaine did it.

* * *

The many Los Angeles friends of Julian

Johnson, formerly dramatic editor of the

Times, are rejoicing over the fact that

he has been appointed manager of the

editorial department of the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation. He was at one

time editor of Photoplay Magazine, and

production editor for Cosmopolitan pic-

tures.
* * *

Hail the "Bool!"
The "handsome matinee idol." "Mister

Louis 'Bull' Montana, from Italy, Vernon

and swell drawing rooms, has come into

his very own as the star in two-reel comedy

features to be produced by Hunt Strom-

berg, who, lest it be forgotten, plucked

Doris May out of the ranks of leads and

launched her as a successful luminary.
* * *

Jerome Storm is a happy man this week.

He is treating all his friends to ice-cream

sodas and otherwise cutting up like the

dickens. The reason—a son. The new-

comer has been named Jerome Griffith

Storm.

Mrs. Lillian Trimble Bradley has joined
the staff of Chief Supervisor Frank E.
Woods at the Lasky studio. Mrs. Bradley
is now at the Lasky studio to study photo-
play construction and technique. Despite
her large stage experience in Russia, France
and America the present is her first visit to
a movie studio.

* * *

Al Christie has returned from Truckee.
where he has been making a travesty called
"Cold Feet." To hear the players who
accompanied the director talk, it wasn't a
comedy a-tall, but a reality, and all were
glad to set their brogans on Southern Cali-
fornia soil again.

* * *

Benjamin P. Schulberg and Louis Gas-
nier have joined forces, and are to produce
at the Katherine MacDonald studios. Gas-
nier is to direct the first picture which will
go into work shortly. Mr. Schulberg is well
known as a producer, through the former
affiliation with Famous Players-Lasky, and
later with Katherine MacDonald.

* * *

The Los Angeles film colony is soon to

be enriched by the addition of four pro-
ducing units. M. C. Levee, president of
United Studios, left for New York on
Wednesday to arrange with Lewis J. Selz-
nick for the transfer to United Studios of
Elaine Hammerstein, Eugene O'Brien,
Owen Moore and a special unit which will

make balanced-cast pictures. Mr. Levee's
stay in New York will be brief. It is be-
lieved that as soon as the present activities

of Mr. Selznick's various units in the East
can be completed he will cease studio work
entirely in New York and confine his entire

production output to the United Studios.
* * *

Gordon Pollock, cameraman for the Mis-
sion Film Corporation, now photographing
"Carry on the Race,' has invented a new-
mirror which is calculated to solve the
make-up problems of the film colony. The
glass is apparently like that of an ordinary
mirror, but it is tempered by a monotone
filter which causes it to registerd make-up
as a picture monotone rather than in the
different shades of make-up. It gives the

direct screen value of color and permits the

actor to experiment in colored make-ups
without the aid of a second party or the
camera. Patents have been secured and the
new mirror will be on the market in the

near future.
* * *

Victor Herbert, nationally noted as a
conductor and composer of light and grand
operas will arrive in Los Angeles this

week. He is to present a series of special

concerts at the Kinema Theatre.
* * *

C. H. Christie was accompanied to Los
Angeles by Sidney B. Brenicke, who is as-

sistant to President E. W. Hammonds of
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., distrib-

utors of short subjects exclusively through
36 offices in the United States and Canada.

* * *

Sigmund Moos, manager of the efficiency

department at Universal City, will sail for

Europe on April 25 to tour the continent

on a combined business and pleasure trip.

He will visit France, Germany and Switz-
erland.
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Bigger and Better Films at Lowest
Rental Possible, Is Pyramid Policy

Pyramid Pictures, Inc., has announced
plans for bigger and better pictures,
whereby the exhibitor can be given a
maximum product at the lowest possible
rental. With this new policy is an-
nounced a plan of financing whereby the
company's product will be jointly owned,
the profits being equitably divided.

The Pyramid plan of finance, according
to President Walter E. Greene, eliminates
control by Wall street. Under this plan
syndicate units are sold to the public at

$100 each, unit holders to share in the
distribution of profit after production and
distributing costs have been deducted.

Divide Profits 50-50

It is said that no profits are divided be-

tween Pyramid and syndicate holders
until at least 100 cents on the dollar have
been repaid to the investor. Then the
profits are divided 50 per cent to the in-

vestor and 50 per cent to the company.
Pyramid states that the best proof of

the stability of the plan is evidenced by
t he large number of exhibitors who have
invested in the profit-sharing units and
are booking all of the company's product.

Promises Sixteen Films

President Greene points out that the

short-time investment made by the gen-
eral public to become partners in Pyramid
allows the investor to re-invest in one
picture after another.
Pyramid will publish sixteen produc-

tions during the current year. "My Old
Kentucky Home," directed by Ray C.

Smallwood, has been completed and is

ready for distribution. Production has
commenced on "The Queen of the Moulin
Rouge," also being directed by Small-

wood, and "The Mayor's Wife," starring

Betty Blvthe and directed by Kenneth
Webb.

Miss Holmquist Sails

In "My Old Kentucky Home" are such
players as Monte Blue, Arthur Carew,
Matthew Betz, Frank Currier, Billy

Quirk. Sigrid Holmquist, Lucy Fox and
Julia Swayne Gordon. Following the

completion of this picture Miss Holm-

quist returned to Sweden for a six weeks'
visit.

Prior to her departure on the Aquitania
Miss Holmquist said:

"I am going away for six weeks and I

trust that before I return that the Amer-
ican people will forget my title: The Swe-
dish Mary Pickford and remember me
just as Sigrid Holmquist. I more than
admire the work of Miss Pickford, but I

think it unfair to her to have her name
used in conjunction with any other star."

Vitagraph Acquires
Big French Picture

"The Sheik's Wife" Filmed

in Algeria—Directed

by Roussell
Vitagraph has acquired the American

rights to one of the biggest French

motion picture productions ever made,

according to an announcement by Albert

E. Smith, president of the company.

This is "The Sheik's Wife," the scenes of

which were filmed in Algeria.

This production is the first outside in-

dependent production which Vitagraph

has contracted to distribute, although its

executives have looked at hundreds of

film possibilities, domestic and foreign,

with a view to marketing through Vita-

graph exchanges if, in the opinion of

Vitagraph officials, they were good
enough and big enough.

Many Unique Shots Made

"The Sheik's Wife," by its very nature,

il is said, would have been next to im-

possible to film to the best advantage in

this country. A large troupe of players
and technical men made the voyage from
Marseilles to Algiers, and then made the
journey to the deserts of the interior,

first jy train and then by caravan. On
the wide Sahara a countless number of
beautiful and unique shots were made.

All of the extra and a few of the im-
portant roles were played by natives.

Marcel Vibert in Lead

The highest artistry of France was in-

jected into the picture, it is said. Henri
Roussell, long identified with the stage
and screen, directed the production. The
role of the Sheik Hadjid»Bcn Khcdim is

assumed by Marcel Vibert of the Come-
die Francaise. The leading feminine role

is played by a youthful actress, Emmy
Lynn.
"The Sheik's Wife" has been described

as a 100 per cent showman's picture.

Many of the scenes are spectacular in the
extreme, it is said. The dashing maneuv-
ering of the native cavalry is colorful.

There an- interesting scenes in the
luxurious interiors of the ten harems.
" The Sheik's Wife" has already scored an
immense success on the continent, ac-

cording to reports.

SEENA OWEN and J. Barney Sherry
as they appear in a scene from "Back
Pay," a Cosmopolitan-Paramount pic-

ture

Laemmle in Chicago
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal

Film Mfg. Company, arrived in Chicago
Saturday, Feb. 11, to attend the opening
of "Foolish Wives" at the Roosevelt thea-

tre. He returned to New York on Sun-
day night.

JACK MULHALL leading man in

"Turn to the Right," the new Rex
Ingram production, which Metro is

now distributing.

Selig Succeeds in Third
Attempt to Film Thriller

For "The Jungle Goddess"
Col. William N. Selig, producer of

"The Jungle Goddess," wild animal serial,

has successfully completed the making
of one of the most daring stunts in the
serial.

The story called for a fight in mid-air
in a speeding airplane between the pilot

and two leopards. Several attempts to

stage this thrill for the camera had previ-
ously met with failure. In one of the

attempts, one of the leopards, frightened
by the deafening roar of the airplane mo-
tor, clawed and ripped the linen off the

wings and fuselage of the plane.
The third time^ the two planes took

to the air the leopards were invisibly

strapped to the struts. Elinor Field and
Truman Van Dyke, co-stars, then took
their cues and the fight in the air was
caught by the camera from an airplane
circling above.

Burston to Make Series

Of Specials During Year
Louis Burston will make a series of

new special productions during the year.

The first of these is now under produc-
tion with Garrcth Hughes and Bessie

Love in the leading roles, which VV. S.

Van Dyke is directing.

The film is from a story by Henry R.

Symonds and John B. Clymer. As yet

no publication channel has been decided

upon for the productions, it is stated.

Pacific Film to Publish

Two Features in February
Pacific Film Company announces that

it will place two features on the independ-

ent market during the current month.

One of these is "The Abie-Minded Lady,

starring Henry B. Walthall. The second

is "The Girl From Rocky Point," featur-

ing ()ra Carew. .

According to John J. Haynes several

new productions will be started shortly.
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Second National Issues

"Exhibitor's Guide" on
"David and Jonathan"

Second National Pictures Corporation
has issued what it terms a "practical

press book" under the title "Exhibitor's

Guide" on its initial publication, "David
and Jonathan." The following descrip-

tive matter will give theatre men a fair

idea of the guide:

Cover—In orange and black with a

picture of a burning ship at sea; page 2

—

shows three styles of cuts supplied ex-

hibitors; page 3—resume of story by E.
Temple Thurston; page 4—devoted to

exploitation stunts; page 5—advance
notices, last notices and newspaper para-
graphs; page 6—teaser lines and catch
lines for programs, newspaper stories;

page 7—musical setting complete.

Fitzmaurice's Production
For Paramount Completed
"The Man From Home," George Fitz-

maurice's second European-made picture

for Paramount, has been completed. The
greater part of the production has been
made in Italy.

The all-star cast includes James Kirk-
wood and Anna Q. Nilsson in the prin-

cipal parts, Dorothy Cumming, Norman
Kerry, Jose Ruben, John Miltern and
three well-known British players.

"Sink or Swim" Is Title

Of New Owen Moore Film
"Sink or Swim" has been chosen as

the title for the forthcoming Selznick
picture starring Owen Moore to be pub-
lished early in spring. "Sink or Swim"
'is the first of the Owen Moore pictures
made by the Selznick to be completed
since the new plan of selling the Owen
Moore product has been put into effect.

It, and other pictures with the same
star which are to follow, will be sold
individually.

"Back Pay" Plays Rivoli

"Back Pay," a Cosmopolitan Produc-
tion published by Paramount, opened at

the Rivoli theatre, New York, on Feb-
ruary 12 for a week's run. "Back Pay"
was written by Fannie Hurst; directed
by Frank Borzage and scenarioized by
Frances Marion.

Kendall's "Cardigan" First Offering
Of American Releasing Corporation

Picture Opens at Capitol in New York on February
19—Next Five Productions Announced by

New Distributing Company
American Releasing Corporation, the

new international distributing company
organized by Walter E. Greene, president,

and F. B. Warren, vice-president, an-

nounces that Messmore Kendall's "Cardi-

gan" will be its initial attraction. The
production will open at the Capitol thea-

tre in New York on February 19.

The company also has announced its

next five productions to follow "Cardi-

gan." They arc: "Martin Johnson's'

Jungle Adventures"; Chester Bennett's

Klondike melodrama, "Belle of Alaska";

James Oliver Curwood's "Jan of the Big

Snows"; Marion Fairfax's "The Lying

Truth," and the Frank Tuttle-Fred Wal-
ler, Jr., picture, "The Cradle Buster.'

1

Directed by Noble

"Cardigan" is an adaptation of Robert

W. Chamber's Revolutionary romantic

drama of the same name. It was directed

by John W. Noble and edited by the au-

thor, the producer and their associates.

Simultaneously with the opening of the

picture at the Capitol the picture will have

first run engagements at theatres in

twenty of the larger cities east of Denver.

This historical production presents a
story of the outbreak of the American
Revolution and its big historic moments
are said to embrace the battle of Concord,
the march on Lexington, the ride of Paul
Revere and the struggle between the Loy-
alists and patriots in New England. Betty
Carpenter and William (Buster) Collier,

Jr., head an all star cast.

Has New York Premiere

"Martin Johnson's Jungle Adventures"
has had its premiere at the Capitol. It

also has had pre-release showings at

Jones, Linick & Schaefer houses in Chi-
cago and at the California theatre in San
Francisco.
The third production. "Belle of Alaska,"

stars Jane Novak. The fourth, "Jan of

the Big Snows," was directed by Charles

Seay and stars Louise Prussing. The
picture, it is said, has all the virility and
color of other Curwood features.

Stars Glenn Hunter

"The Cradle Buster" stars Glenn Hun-
ter. The story is said to be in the best
Tarkington vein.

Other productions promised by Amer-
ican are: The Pyramid-Ray Smalhvood
picture, "My Old Kentucky Home," with
an all star cast; "Destiny's Isle," a Wil-
liam P. S. Earle picture.

The company will publish in its first

calendar year a minimum of twenty major
grade productions and between twenty
and thirty moderate-priced pictures.

Seventh Cactus Feature
In Production on Coast

Production on the seventh Cactus

feature has been started in Hollywood.
These pictures co-star Maryon Aye and
"Bob" Reeves and are distributed by
Irving M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg of

Western Pictures Exploitation Company
of Los Angeles and Hollywood.

There are to be eighteen Cactus pic-

tures in the series which is being pro-
duced by the Rogelle-Halperin Produc-
tions. Albert Rogelle is in charge of
direction with Victor Hugo Halperin act-
ing as production manager.

Portraits of New Pope
Featured in News Reel

International News Reel No. 11 is de-

voted in part to intimate portraits of

Cardinal Ratti, just elected Pope Pius

XL The pictures were taken prior to

his election and show the new pope in

the robes of a cardinal.

Included in this issue are scenes of the
funeral of the late Pope Benedict within
the Vatican and the arrival of the mem-

bers of the Sacred College of Cardinals.

Two scenes from "Cardigan" adapted from Robert W. Chambers' novel, and the initial production of the American Releasing
Corporation. The picture goes into the Capitol theatre, New York city, on Feb. 19 for a week's run.
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Cast is Selected for

New Normand Film
Other Interesting Production

News from Various

Studios

George Nichols, Erie Mayne, Carl
Stockdale, Winifred Bryson, Walter Mc-
Grail, George Cooper, Leon Bary and
Evelyn Sherman have been selected by
Mack Sennett to support Mabel Normand
in her next comedy-drama, "Suzanna,"
an adaptation of the Linton Wells story.
F. Richard Jones is directing.

Vitagraph—Corinne Griffith's next pro-
duction, "Island Wives," a story of the
South Seas, has been completed and will
be published early in March. Charles
Trowbridge and Rockliffe Fellows sup-
port the star. Webster Campbell di-

rected.
*

Paramount—Fred Niblo will direct the
special production of "Blood and Sand,"
starring Rodolph Valentino. * * *

George Melford has been working in a
tremendous set representing a baronial
castle in England for Dorothy Dalton's
next picture, "The Cat That Walked
Alone." * * * Lila Lee, Theodore Kos-
loff, Kalla Pasha, Alan Hale, Walter
Long, Fred Butler and Sidney Bracey
will support Wallace Reid in "The Dic-
tator," which James Cruze is directing.
* * * Paul Powell will direct Agnes
Ayres in "The Ordeal." * * * Charles
Ogle, Alec B. Francis, Jack Carlyle and
Fred Huntley are in the cast supporting
Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels in "Val of
Paradise."

*

First National—Marshall Neilan is pro-
ducing "Fools First." * * * Allen
Holubar is working on "The Soul
Seeker," starring Dorothy Phillips. * * *

Editing of Norma Talmadge's "Smilin'
Through" has been completed. * * *

Work has been completed on John M.
Stahl's "One Clear Call," and Anita
Stewart's "Rose o' the Sea." * * *

Richard Barthclmess is working on
"Sonny."

*

Universal—Harry Myers and Noble
Johnson have been cast in the new his-

torical-educational serial, "The Adven-
tures of Robinson Crusoe."

Arrow—Roy Clements is directing the
next Tack Hoxie picture, "The Desert
Bridegroom," a Ben Wilson production.

Harold Lloyd Theatre
Will Be Erected Here

It is understood along film row that

a Harold Lloyd theatre is to be erected
in Chicago. Each Lloyd production, ac-
cording to the report, will play the theatre
until the next publication is on the mar-
ket.

The comedian, it is said, has no interest

in the Droject. Plans call for a 700-scat
house.

Klar Assistant with

Offices at Milwaukee
Announcement has been made that

Louis Klar has been appointed assistant

sales manager in the Chicago territory

for United Artists Corporation. Mr.
Klar will have his headquarters at Apart-
ment 6, 1120 Wells street, Milwaukee.

Films and accessories will continue to

be shipped from the "Big Four" exchange
in Chicago.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE enacts a

scene from her own "home-made
movie" show in "Polly of the Follies"

a First National attraction.

Educational Week is

Set for April 16-23
Programs of Short Subjects

Only Are Suggested

for Period
Plans are announced by E. W. Ham-

mons, president of Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., for Educational Pictures

Week, beginning April 16 and ending
April 23.

Seek Wide Recognition

"An event of national recognition on
the part of exhibitors of the importance
of the short subject to his program and
recognition on the part of the public of
the greater strides being made in the
production of short reel subjects," is

stated as the aim during Educational
Pictures Week.
The goal that has been set by Mr.

Hammons is 100 per cent representation
for Educational Pictures during this spe-
cial week. One of the features of the
week will be a great number of programs
made up entirely of short subjects.

Provide Tie-Ups

Special helps for exhibitors are being
prepared. A special one-sheet announc-
ing Educational Week and linking up
with Educational's national advertising
will be provided free to the exhibitor. In
addition to this, duplicate one-sheets and
three-sheets will be furnished with all

orders for these accessories.

Star's Quiet Wedding is

Surprise Among Friends
Pauline Frederick was married at

Santa Ana, California, to Dr. C. A. Ruth-

erford, of Seattle. The marriage is the

outcome of a romance of their childhood,

and life long acquaintance.

The witnesses were Louise Dresser and
her husband, Jack Gardner. The wed-
ding was a complete surprise to the
family and friends of Miss Frederick and
Dr. Rutherford. The couple slipped

quietly away to Santa Ana, where the
ceremony was performed by the Rev. Dr.
F. T. Porter of the First Christian
Church.

R-C Activities at

Present Show Gain
Publication Rate of 1922

Exceeds That of Last

18 Months
Production activities of R-C Pictures at

that organization's studios represents a

clear gain over conditions of a year and

a half ago, according to R. S. Cole, presi-

dent. The activities for 1921 were planned
to include the distribution of twenty-six
subjects; seventeen being produced by
the R-C organization and eleven by other
companies.

Exceed Former Rate

Plans for 1922 called for nine subjects
in January, February and March, six by
the company's own production depart-
ment and three by other organizations.
This is at the rate of thirty-six publica-

tions a year, an excess over the number
handled in 1921.

The producing and distributing activ-

ities of R-C Pictures for the seven months
up to and including March, 1922, shows a

total of twenty-two productions in seven
'

months against an average of three and
one-seventh per month, against a plan of I

publishing only two productions each

month.

Three Companies Busy

The following companies are now
working at R-C studios: Pauline Fred-

erick, d rected by Emile Chautard in "The
Glory of Clementina," Sessue Hayakawa
in "The Vermilion Pencil" and Doris

May in "Gay and Devilish."

"His Nibs" Sold in

Nebraska and Iowa
Other State Right News of

Interest to Exhibitors

and Exchanges

Max Wintroub, Fontenelle Film Com-
pany of Omaha, has purchased the rights

on "His Nibs," starring Charles (Chic)

Sale, from "His Nibs" Syndicate, Inc.,

L. L. Hiller, president. Wintroub has

the rights for Iowa and Nebraska.
*

Arrow—All Star Features of Salt Lake

City has purchased the rights on "The

Blue Fox," starring Ann Little; "Bachelor

Apartments," with George Hopkins;

"Strangers in Canyon Valley," featuring

Edythe Sterling, and two Jack Hoxie pic-

tures for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New
Mexico and southern Idaho.

*

Producers Security Corporation — The

company's initial picture, "The Bootleg-

gers," now ready for territorial buyers.

Accessories and a special campaign book

have been completed.

Sacred Films, Inc.—Savini Films, Inc.,

Atlanta, has contracted with the S. A.

Lynch circuit for exhibition qf the entire

output of Bible narratives.

Underwood Given Post of

Enterprise Branch Chief

Jack Underwood, who for a number of

years has been connected with the sale5

organization of Enterprise Distributing

Corporation, has been promoted brancn

manager of the company's St. Louis

office.
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Development of the M. P. T. O. A.
The Second of a
Series of Articles By MONTE W. SOHN Article 2. Individu-

als and State Bodies

v

The dawn of 1921 was about as chilly

and depressing as a dawn can be. The
young M. P. T. O. A.- faced a dozen bat-

ties in almost
every state. On
all sides, foes to

the free screen
challenged the
strength of this

meagre army.
Amateur re-

formers with pri-

vate incomes, cla-

mored for con-
sideration at

every legislative

door. Profes-
sional reformers,
too, were busy,
but for considera-
tions of a more
tangible sort.

Monte W. Sohn Men whose ideal

entertainment was a burlesque show, agi-

tated along with the gang because they
had been promised jobs. Women too
old to get married and too young to die,

were ready and eager to put aside Lydia
' Pinkhamism and The Browning Club;
they, too, sought a hand in the regulation
of .celluloid amusement—at so much per
regulate.

But the forces of reform were far from
unorganized.
The Crafts, the Bowlbys and the

Chases were so successfully busy, indeed,
that in middle January' censorship had
reached the legislative chambers of many
states, and an epidemic of blue laws had
got its grip in communities everywhere.

Massachusetts, Nebraska, Indiana,
Georgia. North Carolina, Minnesota, New
York, Texas, Iowa, and Vermont, were
deliberating on censorship bills, and other
states watched, far from disinterested.

Then, under all

these burdens of
sudden oppression,
the M. P. T. O. A.
quietly but quickly
began to work to-
ward two objec-
tives—membership
strength and pub-
lic recognition.
The fight against

A. S. Black, on be-
half of Mrs. Dodge
was now well be-
gun: a fight for
exhibitor independ-
ence whose conclu-
sion was to be the
complete surrender of the largest of pro-
ducers.

While it got under way, however, there
were other issues. Minnesota exhibitors,
under the shrewd generalship of Al Stef-
fes, won in February a signal victory for
Sunday opening. In this, as in other im-
portant work such men as S. G. Latta of
Fergus Falls, J. H. Bergstrom of Minne-
apolis played important parts.
Almost on the heels of this success,

word came from South Dakota, then in-
cluded in the United Theatrical Protec-
tive League group of states, that the
lower house had passed a radical censor-

W. A. True

Y
Martin Heanue

ship measure. Steffes—who was league

president—immediately conferred with

M. C. Kellogg of Lead and C. W. Gates

of Aberdeen, S. D., and these men, rally-

ing every member in the state to unified

effort, stopped the measure in the senate

on March 15.

Similar history
was made at about
the same time in

Connecticut, where
Martin Heanue, as-

sisted by W. A.
True of Hartford,
Sam Kantor of

Norwalk, and Joe
Saperstein
of Bridgeport,
guided a swift drive
that dealt a death-
blow to censorship
proponents. And
in New Hampshire
Senator C. H. Bean
of Franklin, J. E.
Charboneau of Manchester, A. L. Coun-
ters and F. G. Berry of the same city, and
L. L. Willey of Rochester also whipped
reform bills.

So, too, in Vermont, the Glooms were
beaten and menacing measures killed.

Meanwhile, with diplomatic wars being

waged at almost every state capital, re-

cruiting work went steadily ahead.

Michigan, General-managed by A. J.

Moeller, forged tremendously to the fore,

and other states followed close, in the

race for 100 per cent membership.

Kansas, deep in its own censorship

problems, problems it had not yet solved,

brought about the passage of an anti-

deposit bill, signed in March by Governor
Henry Allen. It was one more reward
for untiring and unselfish effort. Men
who worked ceaselessly that this bill

might pass were Martin Van Praag. R. G.

Liggett, S. A. Davidson, J. I. Saunders,

and Clair Patee. And these same work-
ers, with other state officers were largely

responsible for the success later in the

year, of the "Exhibitor Days," by which
the M. P. T. O. of Kansas raised a huge
sum to cover expense implied in fights for

tax relief and against radical legislation.

North Dakota
followed at this

time the example
of her sister state.

Missouri and Ore-
gon also killed
drastic measures
against motion pic-

tures. And now that

the exhibitor or-

ganizations began
to show their real

strength, there was
a landslide of vic-

tories. Bills were
held up and lost in

the legislatures of

Rhode Island and
New Jersey and Iowa, while Indiana.

North Carolina. Idaho and Michigan
found such laws needless and voted

against them.

In the Michigan campaign, 50,000 peti-

tions were sent out by the state leaders

—

a work in which Claude Cady of Lansing,

W. S. MacLaren of Jackson, A. J. Kleist

of Pontiac, A. J. Moeller and Jim Ritter

of Detroit devoted themselves constantly

until thev had won.

In all these drives there was not only
the brilliant flash of <?enius. There was
what is quite as essential—the perspira-
tion of unremitting work.
New Jersey also was the scene of a

bitter struggle, its success a tribute to in-

telligent effort. Frank L. Smith of New-
ark, John T. Collins of Rutherford, Sid-
ney Samuelson of Newton, Henry Fen-
ton of Newark, Joseph Stern of Newark
and Montgomery Moses of Trenton.
These gave the campaign its power and
intelligence. Petitions signed by thou-
sands of patrons were the beginning of a
barrage of personal, telephone and tele-

graphic protest. Day and night these
protests kept alive in the minds of legis-

lators the dissatisfaction of the public
with the impending censorship measures.
The bill died in committee.

Texas also bat-

Charles H. Bean

Claud E. Cady

tied to their defeat
two censorship
bills, a three per
cent gross receipts
tax and a one per
cent ticket tax. E.
T. Peter of Dallas
and Claude Mus-
selman, with their

state organization
solidly behind
them, enlisted the
Hulsey interests
and various ex-
change men. And
in spite of what
the newspapers be-
lieved an utterly hopeless fight, Texas de-
feated all these measures.
On April 14 the organization received

its first setback. .. .in New York. This
legislature—despite the herculean efforts

of Mr. Cohen and Senator Walker in the
assistance of the state body—returned a
verdict against the exhibitors. The en-
tire staff of the M. P. T. O. of New York,
including President O'Reilly and vice-
President Dillon, spent their time and
energies unselfishly but in vain. Gov-
ernor Miller signed the bill twenty-nine
days later. There is little doubt that it

was a party measure—one in which the
governor himself was an active influence.

* * *

With this principal exception, however,
everywhere exhibitor organization suc-
cessfully carried on. Combination of
north and south Ohio bodies, bringing
together the staffs of H. H. Lustig of
Cleveland and James A. Maddox of Co-
lumbus, saw also the defeat of the drastic
McCoy bill. And in the same week of
May. due largely to the efforts of A. R.
Pramer and Stuart Gould of Omaha. J. C.

Jenkins of Neligh. S. A. Hayman of
Grand Island, H. A. Kennedy of Broken
Bow and George Monroe of Beatrice

—

Nebraska's governor. McKelvie, vetoed a
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J. A. Maddox

censorship measure that had passed both
houses.

In midsummer,
California, led by
Glenn Harper, C.

C. Griffin, J. F.

Lustig and D. S.

Markowitz,
brought about the

death of three cen-

sorship bills.

And so it went.
Everywhere the
voice of the ex-

hibitor in state
legislatures con-
tinued to grow
powerful. It be-

gan to be under-
stood that this

voice was not the voice of selfish in-

terests—it was the voice of constituents

—

the voice of the voters.

But there have been single-handed ef-

forts. Some of these have had national

importance, and certainly all have been
significant as they expressed in actions

the spirit of the organization.

There is Gus Schmidt of Indianapolis,

who jammed through a difficult city

council an ordinance barring carnivals

from the city or its environs.
* * *

And R. A. Woodhull, now president of

New Jersey, whose visits among legisla-

tive men brought about the sudden end
of half a dozen adverse bills.

And W. R. Cuff of Chillicothe, Mo.,

who paid large fines for opening his thea-

tre on Sunday and finished his fight for

Sabbath freedom by winning it, in the

form of new ordinances.

And W. A. True, who, like Woodhull,
whipped at least one measure single

handed and on his election as president

of Connecticut began a four weeks' auto-

mobile tour of the state that resulted in

100 per cent membership of the theatre

owners.
And W. D. Burford of Aurora, 111., who

decisively routed the reform movement
in his first skirmish, because he had pre-

pared for it in advance. When the first

stories of the agitators appeared in local

newspapers, he compelled the news-
paper men to interview the officers of

every club, society and labor organiza-
tion, all of whom his theatres had as-

sisted in times past. And reform died in

its tracks.
* * *

Jay Gould of Glenco, Minn., who so

far earned the confidence of the church
people that services in the churches
cease at 7:30 Sunday night and are con-
cluded in his theatre.

And Larry Goldman, conducting in his

state one of the most difficult battles

against the music tax, and winning, be-

cause he is aligning the publishers of

tax-free music with the M. P. T. O. of

Missouri.
How is it possible to tell the full story

of achievement in the M. P. T. O. A.?
How, when these things are happening
everywhere, every day, and hundreds of

chapters of exhibitor history go unwrit-
ten, except in "the minutes of the regular
monthly meeting?"
How conclude a story no one fully

knows?
Perhaps the best way would be some-

thing after the manner of the Pennsyl-
vania exhibitor who sent his senator a

copy of the telephone directory, on which
was pasted a cardboard, hand-lctterd pe-
tition. The petition read: "We, whose
names are attached herewith, protest

against the proposed censorship measure
now before your legislature."

Only by some such plan could any re-

view of achievements of the M. P. T.

O. A. neglect none of those who share in

200,000 Miles

of Entertainment
Among the special accessories

for Paramount's Tenth Anniversary
Month is a 24-page booklet, "The
Story of 200,000 Miles of Enter-
tainment," which is planned for

free distribution to theatre patrons.

The press run of the booklet is

5,000,000 copies, and they may be
had by exhibitors free of charge in

any quantity desired as long as they
last. They will be available at all

Paramount exchanges within the
next few days.

The booklet, designed by Patrick
Kearney of the Paramount adver-
tising department, and Vincent
Trotta, manager of the art depart-
ment, tells the story of Paramount
pictures. It is profusely illustrated

and in the first three pages is

sketched briefly the history of the
organization, along with a few
words about Adolph Zukor, Jesse
L. Lasky and Cecil B. DeMille.

the credit for the great things accom-
plished in its brief history.

(The third of this series of articles by
Mr. Sohn will deal with The Future of
the Exhibitor Organization.)

Huge Entertainment
Held by Association
Of Stanley Employes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 14.—So-
ciety folks, stars of the stage and screen,

as well as men prominent in the financial

world, participated in a monster enter-
tainment given by the Employe's Bene-
ficial Association of the Stanley Company
of America. The association, which pro-
vides benefit in case of sickness or death
among employes of the company is one
of the few of its kind within the motion
picture industry.

Jules E. Mastbaum. president of the
company, addressed the employes and
congratulated them upon their initiative

in forming such an organization. The
following officers of the association were
elected: William K. Goldenberg, presi-
dent; G. T. Rattersby, vice-president;
Joseph E. Mastbaum, treasurer, and
Leonard Wilson, secretary.
Among those who participated in mak-

ing the entertainment a notable one were
Irene Castle, Olson and Johnson of
Keith's Nixon-Nirdlinger's "Juvenality"
act, Julia Kellcty and scores of others.
The combined orchestra of the Stanley
theatres furnished the music.

Rights to Popular Story

Purchased by Universal
Universal has purchased, through its

eastern scenario editor, John C. Brownell,
the screen rights to "Under Two Flags"
by Ouida, which will be produced as a
starring vehicle for Priscilla Dean. The
story has a wide reputation and in

America was presented as a stage play
by David Belasco.
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Watch the reformers claim that coffee
is dangerous. A man recently killed his
wife by hitting her with a percolator.

—

Richmond Dispatch.

She—John, do you believe in long en-
gagements? He—Sure, why shouldn't a

young couple be happy as long as they
can?

—

Film Fun.
*

"Was that fellow who was engaged to

two girls properly punished?" "He was.
One of them sued him for breach of
promise and the other one married him."—Lo u isv ille Courier-Journal,

*

Ray—How long have you been en-
gaged? May—Do you mean this time or
all together?—"Topics of the Day" Films.

*

Rub—Are you engaged to Mary? Dub—No, but I'm on her waiting list.

—

Kan-
sas City Star.

#

Jack—So you broke your engagement?
Tom—Yes, but not 'till the engagement
broke me.

—

Boston Transcript.
*

May—Poor Adele was nearly drowned
while swimming at Coney. Ray—Why,
how in the world did it ever happen?
May—Oh, she wore all her engagement
rings.

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
*

Ethel—Are they engaged? Clara—Not
yet. He still hires a taxi when they go
to a show.

—

Nezv York Sun.
*

Mr. Baggs— I hear that you have be-
come engaged to my son, Miss Smythe.
I think you might have seen me first.

His Stenographer— I did. But I preferred
Harold.—Duluth Flerald.

*

A negro had a family of well-behaved
boys, and one day her mistress asked:

"Sally, how did you raise your bovs so
well ?"

"Ah'll tell you, missus," answered Sally.

"Ah raise dem boys with a barrel-stave, an'

Ah raise 'em frequent."

—

Watchman-Exam-
iner.

*

"Well, Dinah, is your husband a good pro-

vider ?"

"Yessum, but I'se powerful skeered he's

gwine ter kit ketched at it."

—

Kansas City

Journal.
*

Sambo—Yo' jes' keep on pest'icatin' me
an' yo' is gwine to be able to settle a mighty
big question for de sciumtific folks.

Mosc—What question's dat?
Sambo—Kin de dead speak?

—

Ann-ricon

Medical Journal.
*

Mose—Watcha gonna call yo' new cow,

Rastus?
Rastus—Ain't yo' heard Ah'se callin' her

'Nited States?
Mose—No, whatch yo'll callin' her dat

fo'?

Rastus
—

'Cause she dun gone dry.

—

"Top-

ics of the Day" Films.
*

Mandy—Rastus, yo' all know dat yo' re-

mind me of dem dere flyin' machines?

Rastus— No, Mandy, how's dat?

Mandy—Why, becaws youse no good on

earth.—Ohio Sun Dial.

*

Judge—Rastus, you've been shootin' craps

again.
. ,

Rastus—No, sub, Jedge. Ah wuz walkin

along pas' where a crap game wuz (?oin

on, when mah dice fell out of mah pocket

an' rolled a seven.—'/.it's Wecklw
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T RAVELING THROUGH
NEBRASKA H _ R NiCHOLS

Robertson-Cole Exchange, under the able

management of Eddie J. Lipson, reports

cookings of twenty-six pictures each last

week for the following theatres : Casino,

Melcher, la. ;
Victor}', Fairfield, la. ; Strand,

Belle-Plain, la. ; Opera House, Truro, la.

;

Opera House, Adel, la. ;
Empress, Indian-

ola, la., and the Empress, Central. Neb.

The sales trio: B. R. Greenblatt, A. L.

Hummel and John Graham.
* * *

The former Garden theatre at W aterloo.

Ia., was opened Sunday under the manage-
ment of Alexander Frank. This house has

been entirely remodeled and is renamed the

Rialto.
* * *

"Theodore," the big Goldwyn spectacle,

will have its Omaha premier on Easter Sun-
day at the Sun theatre, according to Harry
S. Lorch, the manager of Goldwyn's local

exchange. The following "Buckwheater's"
are making this territory for Goldwyn

:

Charles Heede, (Lefty) W. D. Singleton

ind Jim Fiske.
* * *

Mike Denese is building a new oOO-seat

house at Leeds, Sioux City, Ia. It is said

5.18,000 has been spent on this theatre which
will open March 15.

* * *

The Consolidated Schools at Dana, Ia..

:ind the Reserve Officers Training School,

Council Bluffs, have just been equipped

with Powers 6-B's. Installations were made
by the Cole Thetare Supply Co., of Omaha.

* * *

The Colonial at Sioux Falls, S. Dak., has
just installed two Powers Type E Machines
and a double "5 Westinghouse Motor Gen-
erator Set.

* * #

John Charles Thomas better look out

!

There is a buckwheat product down this

way, is some tenor too

—

Hexry Dent is his

name—and he travels for First National.
Not a chance girls, 'tis rumored that Henry
spends all his week ends at York, Neb.

* * *

Boy ! Page a chiropractor. Eddie Alper-
sox, the local First National Exchange
manager, is looking for one. Eddie says

:

Never crank a Ford when it's cold. Maybe
he had the exhibition value "set too high."

* * *

"Penrod" will open at the Rialto, Omaha,
week of Feb. 18, to be followed by
"Molly-O" the week of Feb. 25 at the same
house, according to E. Ray Coffin. This
city will see it's first real exploitation stunt
on the last named feature. The following
franchise hustlers cover this field : James
Winn, L. E. Goldhammer, George Blank
and Henrv B. Dent.

* * *

Local film circles are all agog over its

new P. T. Barnum. We refer to Charlev
TAYLOR, manager of Pathe's local exchange.

Charley is master of ceremonies for the

coming Shrine Circus. Omaha exhibitors

are sure pepped up about the new Ruth
Roland serial, "White Eagle." "Fourteen
houses booked in this city to date," quoth
Manager Tavlor. The Gold Rooster line-

up : O. W. Hanson, C. J. Riggs, M. L. Ober-
man and Joe Bradley of Associated Ex-
hibitors.

*

* * *

As an after-dinner speaker and toastmas-
ter, Sidxev Meyer, manager of the local

Fox Exchange, is a past master. We refer

to the recent get-together dinner for sales-

men. But Earl Bell, also a Fox protege,

goes the boss one better and puts over a

good story, in his own inimitable way. The
following Fox's roam this field : Lewis
Levy, Joe L. Stern, W. C. Finter and O. T.
Linstrom.

* * *

P. J. Richrath, a former Broadway
product, is now managing the local Select

Exchange. We wonder if P. J. has lost

the purchasing art. Selznick's select three

are : Earl Kerr, Frank Saunders and Rich-

ard Nolen.
* * *

H. I. Kralse. formerly of Beantown, is

now controlling the destinies of the local

Famous Players Lasky Exchange which will

be moved to the new exchange building

about March 15. It is said this will be

the most modern and best equipped Para-
mount quarters in the country, having a

floor space of 6,000 square feet, and will

be 48x125 feet. "Why I Play Paramount
Pictures" Fred Hunt, E. N. McFarland.

J. J. Clark, A. Winstrom. Barney Kean and
Harold Home—exploitation representatives

extraordinary.
* * *

Abe Levixe. President of the Sterling

Film Co., just arrived back from a trip

through the Missouri Valley section.

WE HAVE BEATEN ALL RECORDS
FOR 308 SUCCESSIVE WEEKS WE HAVE PRODUCED "THE PARAMOUNT-
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL-PICTURES" FOR WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION

BY THE FAMOUS-PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

THE

BURTON HOLMES LABORATORY
7510 NORTH ASHLAND AVE., CHICAGO

WE ARE IN THE FILM BUSINESS TO GIVE COURTEOUS, QUICK, EXPERIENCED SERVICE TO
OUR CUSTOMERS: A "QUALITY PRODUCT" FOR A REASONABLE PRICE AND TERMS TO YOU

PRODUCERS PLEASE NOTE:
HAVE THE SAFEST VAULTS IN THE WORLD FOR STORAGE OF
YOUR NEGATIVES.

WE

PRINT IN 1000-FOOT LENGTHS AND KEEP NEGATIVES ON 1000-

FOOT REELS, THEREBY MINIMIZING DANGER OF SCRATCHING
BY UNNECESSARY HANDLING.
ARE IN THE CENTRE OF THE FILM-USING COUNTRY. THIS
MEANS SPEED AND ECONOMY IN DISTRIBUTION.

HAVE THE LARGEST "TRAVEL-FILM" LIBRARY IN THIS COUNTRY.
WE CAN THEREFORE FURNISH "CUT-INS" OF FOREIGN
COUNTRIES, CITIES, PEOPLES. INDUSTRIES, NATIONAL DANCES.
SPORTS, ETC.,TO GIVE TRUE " LOCAL COLOR " TO ANY " FEATURE '

YOU ARE PRODUCINGT WHY SPEND THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
IN BUILDING A "FAKE" WHEN YOU CAN BUY "THE REAL
THING " AT SO MUCH A FOOT. FROM US? (SEE " THE SHEIK.")

MAKE PICTURES — DEVELOP, PRINT, TONE, TINT,
TITLE, EDIT. . 'N' EVERYTHING.

NOTE THE PICTURE OF OUR LABORATORY; IT IS AS FIRE-PROOF AND CLEAN AND EFFICIENT ON
OSCAR B. DEPUE IS IN PERSONAL CHARGE.THE INSIDE AS IT LOOKS ON THE OUTSIDE.
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LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Willing to Write Own Music

LITTLE SIOUX, IA..—To the Editor:

I note in the January 21 issue of the
Herald, Leon Bolster of Weston, Vt.,

comes in with a letter regarding the music
tax. Good! For many, many issues, the

first glance at the Herald in this office

has been to see "what's new" on the

music tax situat;on;'and Lo! there seems
to be nothing, save now and then a case

started.

Where are we at? Presume this is the

paramount thought with the most of us.

My own experience is: Last May, a let-

ter from the state counsel for the Society,

rather threatening, but so nicely couched
in diplomatic language that it would just

barely "get by" the postal authorities. A
reply asking "What protection does your
Society afford against similar demands
from others not members of your so-

ciety?" brought forth no response. In-

quiry of the M. P. T. O. Association
brought forth a list of music publishers

who were not members and whose music
was supposed to be "tax free." We
wrote Will Rossiter, Chicago, but Bill

turned the letter over to the Society and
we got a bunch of "dope" that would lead

us to question if we should not "pay
somebody a license to take the next
breath of air." And there we rested,

using only music guaranteed to be "tax

free."

But let's see where we are at? No
final decision will, in our estimation, be
given until the federal court of last resort,

or congress settles the matter. And in

the meantime, the Society will go on col-

lecting all they can and intimidating
wherever possible.

It would be more convenient for me
to pay the tax, but as an American citi-

zen, I subscribe my "damnation" to such
methods and can write my own music
if need be. In opposing the tax, I would
call the attention of exhibitors, as well

as the law makers to whom every indi-

vidual should appeal, to the fact the

"precedent" which would be established

should this tax be declared valid: I

might copyright the local newspaper I

publish and if the merchant who gets a

"proof of publication" copy containing his

"ad" permitted a patron to read it, he
would "be liable for infringement." Ford
might say he sold his "jitneys" for priv-

ate use, and if used in business, exact
a "license" or bring action for infringe-

ment of "patent." And so on, down
through every line of business. Gentle-
men it is all wrong, damnable and un-
American.

The Society's assertion that "music is

sold for private use only" leads to a

question of "Why do they issue orchestra-

tions?" "Why do they issue band ar-

rangements?" "Why don't they assess a

tax on the orchestra leader or the band-
master?" You tell—these boys can write

their own but poor Mr. House Manager
gets his! They may stick the tax on
the individual piano copy, orchestration,

band arrangement, phonograph record,

or mechanical roll and we'll pay it on
what we "buy" and wc would pay it now

if we bought any and then "get stuck for
playing it."

The tax is un-American. The prece-
dent is worse than the Unholy Inquisi-
tion. What say, you fellows? Speak
up! Get busy! Every one of you are
"responsible" if you are American.—H.
W. Kerr, manager, Kerr Opera House,
Little Sioux, la.

Demands Film Rental Cut

EMINENCE, KY.—To the Editor: If

the other companies hold up the prices
they now ask for next season, I am go-
ing to use only Universal, Metro and
Goldwyn, and if they don't produce
enough to keep me running every day, I

will cut down to their number of days
and keep closed the remainder. What is

the use of running just to pay film rental
to the companies?
The small town exhibitor must have

good pictures and at a reasonable price.

I don't pretend to tell the producers
where to make their cuts, but they must
make them soon or else the small towns
will have to close. There are four thea-
tres in this county and we the only one
open.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

Eminence, Ky.

Another Perfect Exchange

BROADWATER, NEB.—To the Edi-
tor :

(
I have been "sponging" off the

boys so long that I feel guilty. Nearly
everyone writing in this department
states he would like to hear from some
one else. Of course, they want to know
how business is. With me, it is better
at this time than it was at the same
time last year.

Hold on ! I don't mean that I am
making any money; let me finish first.

Last year I had salesman after salesman
call upon me and tell me "You cannot
help but make money with these pic-

tures," and I believed most of them;
for I was new in the business. As a
result I had pictures contracted for at

rentals that would have been prohibi-
tive in towns of two or three times the
size as this one.

I can see now how this worked hard-
ships upon other small town exhibitors

as well as myself. It is needless to say
that I lost money. For the past six

months, I have been asking for reduc-
tions in rentals and I presume the story
given me was given to every other ex-
hibitor who asked for reductions. There
was nothing doing.

I put my request into action and am
applying business principles to my busi-

ness. If the distributors cannot sell me
at a reasonable price, it is a cinch I am
through working for them. So I am
not loaded down with high priced pic-

tures at this time and that is how I

mean that business is better. My loss

is not as great. Mr. Laemmle is right
when he says "the producers have taken
our request for reductions with a grain
of salt." At that, I find Universal my
choice to do business with.

Mr. L. R. Creason of Palace theatre,

Eufaula, Okla., in his article in this de-
partment recently says he would like

to meet one man who has ever gotten
a square deal out of an exchange. I

have a boil on my neck or I would have
my picture taken and send you for the
HERALD, so brother Creason could meet
the first man who thinks he has had a
square deal out of an exchange, at least
as far as C. O. D.'s and lot shipments
are concerned. That is the Universal
Exchange, Denver. And the exhibitor
is myself. I do not remember of a sin-
gle instance of Universal shipping sepa-
rately and have always shipped paper
by parcel post. Neither have I had a C. O.
D. from them. But, I have had all kinds

HOOT GIBSON, Universal star, in a

scene from "Headin' West."

of trouble from some of the other ex-

changes, similar to that experienced by
Mr. Perry of Cheyenne; Colo. No doubt
this accounts for my reason of saying
"Universal is my choice to do business
with."

Mr. Wilson of the Happy Hour the-

,

atre, Chalmers, Ind., states in his article

that exhibitors in small towns should

refuse to buy pictures that he didn't

want in order to get one that he did

want and if he cannot buy what he

wants to tell the film company to go
to the devil with their service. Make
it a little stronger and tell them to go

to H . You will make your business

better and mine, too. Cater to your

patrons and not the distributors if you

are going to make a success.—G. R.

Harres, manager, Isis theatre, Broad-

water, Neb.

An Open Letter to Phil Rand

NELIGH, NEB.—Dear Phil:—In your

letter to the Herald, published under date

of Feb. 11, you insinuate that my report

on "The Old Nest" was a fake, since we

are burning corn for fuel, and you say'

that it "smells rather fishy." Why. Phil,

how dare you? How could anything

smell otherwise to a man in Salmon?

I play such pictures as "The Old Nest,"

"The Four Horsemen," "Way Down
East." "The Affairs of Anatol," "The

Sheik," "Inside the Cup," "Reputation."

"Outside the Law," "Over the Hill" and

other like productions simply as "fillers'

on my off nights. You ought to see my

regular shows. They are very good,

Phil, really they are.

Yes, we are burning corn out here in

Nebraska, but that's because wc don't

like to get coal dust on us, and mam-

are lighting their fires with bales of

greenbacks rather than whittle shavings,

they are getting so darned lazy. But

down in Kansas and Ohio, they arc still

burning coal and buflalo chips.

Phil, I trust you won't question my

truth and veracity any more, for out here

I have a reputation along that line that is

really enviable. That's why I stood so

high in the "Beauty Contest." I nave

just made application for the position ot

press agent for one of the big producers.

Will you recommend me, Phil?—J. L -

Jenkins, manager, Auditorium theatre

Neligh, Neb.

J
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me,"' EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

Associated Exhibitors
The Rider of King Log, with a spe-

cial cast.—A very good picture, but did

not do much. Weather too cold.—Shelby
& Windbeil, Orpheum theatre, Amster-
dam, N. Y.—Transient patronage.

The Road to London, with Bryant
Washburn.—Quite good as a scenic pic-

ture but there is no story, and five reels

is too long for a scenic. However, we
heard no complaints.—W. H. Creal, Sr.,

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Xeb.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

Women Who Wait, with a special cast.

—Only fair—Shelby & Windbeil, Or-
pheum theatre, Amsterdam, X. Y.—Tran-
sient patronage.

First National
My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—One of

the three biggest box office attractions
played here in a year, the other two being
The Kid and Peck's Bad Boy. Perhaps
it is a coincidence. Played a full week
to capacity every day. A dandy picture
enjoyed by every man, woman and child.

—Frank L. Browne, Liberty theatre, Long
Beach, Cal.

The Lotus Eater, with John Barry-
more.—No business, title poor. Excel-
lent cast, improbable story. Not up to
the standard set by Xeilan in Go and
Get It, Dinty and The River's End.—
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844
Madison St., Chicago, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—The star's best picture. Three

. days to good business considering present
conditions.—A. H. West, Babcock theatre,
Billings, Mont.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—About the poorest picture beau-
tiful Kathryn has ever made, for she gen-
erally is well cast, but they sure failed in

this scenario.—J. Carbonell. Monroe the-
atre. Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan produc-
tion.—Very disappointing. More com-
plaints on this picture than any we have
shown for months.—P. R. Matson, Cry-
stal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.

Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
production—If you want to fill your the-
atre, and satisfy your patrons, book this.
I cannot impress upon you too strongly
the necessity of proper exploitation and
advertising this remarkable production.

—

M. Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand.—

A

good picture, but not nearly as big a pic-
ture as the producer thinks it is. Raised
the price, but didn't do much.—Donald
W. Knapp. Strand theatre, San Bernar-
dino, Cal.—Downtown patronage.
AH For a Woman, with a special cast.
Good piece of work but picture will

not go in the states. American pictures

are nreferred. Exhibitors are sure getting
a dose of these European produc-
tions of poor value.—J. Carbonell, Mon-
roe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
—Not Ray's best, but very satisfactory.

—P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Fland-
reau, S. D.

Molly O, with Mabel Xormand.—A re-

markable production. Played two days
at advanced admission. Don't fail to

book this.—M. Davitts. Dixie theatre,

\\ inona, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Molly O, with Mabel Normand.—Don't
miss it. It is a magnet at the box office.

All who saw it were pleased. On a par
with The Shiek for getting business.

—

Newspaper
Waits for

"Herald
C. T. McCLURE of McClure &

Faulkner, Comique theatre, James-
port, Mo., lays

aside the daily

newspaper to

read the HER-
ALD when it

arrives. One of

those whose sup-
port of this de-
partment dates

from its incep-

tion, Mr. Mc-
Clure writes of

the present and
future as fol-

lows:
"Here is the

guy that reads
the HERALD

from cover to cover every week
and could not run his house with-

out doing so. The daily newspaper
is laid aside until we look over the

HERALD, especially the 'What the

Picture Did for Me' columns.

"We have been in the game eight

years and like it better all the time.

Though it is not so remunerative
now as in former years, yet today is

no time to quit. Do more thinking,

work harder to build up lost pat-

ronage, and the reward will be

to the faithful in the end.

"Here's wishing the HERALD
unbounded success in the years to

come and every exhibitor better

business in 1922 than we had in

1921.

"Thank you."

Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, 2844
Madison St., Chicago, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

Love, Honor and Behave, a Mack Sen-
nett production.—Far better than Mar-
ried Life. Acting of Charley Murray
very funny. This brought out all the
kids, but did not draw the older ones.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

Small town patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a spe-
cial cast.—A picture of unusual merit.
It is lavishly set. Direction and lighting
100 percent. Barbara Castleton has your
sympathy from the beginning and Lewis
Stone shows up as a finished actor hard
to equal. The feeling expressed by Bar-
bara Castleton when her little boy is re-
turned to her is as fine a portrayal of this
kind that I have ever seen. Dickey Hea-
drick wins praise from everyone.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

MOLLY O, a Mack Sennett pro-
duction. — The first picture ever
booked for four days, last night be-
ing the first night. Pleased 100 per
cent and every seat was filled 25 min-
utes after doors were open. Looking
for better business the balance of the
run. Used store windows, heralds
(tied on doorknobs) and newspapers.
Seating capacity 1,100. You will not
go wrong by booking this picture.

—

Feess Bros., Best theatre, Parsons,
Kan.

The Lotus Eater, with John Barrymore.—A novel entertaining picture. My peo-
ple seemed to like it very much.—Donald
W. Knapp, Strand theatre, San Bernar-
dino, Cal.—Downtown patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—Patrons were divided on the pic-
ture. Some liked it well, others did not.
I think it a clever picture. Lost me
money.—L. H. Gerrard, Gem theatre,
Spur, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Love Expert, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Best comedy ever run at this
place. Connie pleases always. The
exhibitor who has never run First Na-
tional don't know pictures.—H. D. Taw-
ney, Dixie theatre, Lilbourn, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

One Arabian Night, with Pola Negri.

—

Good production and cast. Star wonder-
ful. Box office stuffy. No draft.—A.
H. West, Babcock theatre, Billings,
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Silent Call, with a special cast.

—

Really about the best audience picture I

have ever run. Went over big.—Donald
W. Knapp, Strand theatre, San Bernar-
dino, Cal.—Downtown patronage.

Mamma's Affair, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Just fair. No business at all.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

Small town patronage.

A Broken Doll, an Allan Dwan produc-
tion.—A picture that my patrons all liked,
although there is not much to it, but
there is a way and he seems to know how
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DESDEMONA MAZZA (centre) and two scenes from "Gypsy Passion" a Mercanton Production which will be distributed
through Vitagraph.

to show a story on the screen.—S. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs, Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
production.—This picture was below av-

erage drawing power for me. Good pic-

ture in every respect and plea <ed ninety
percent of those who saw it.—E. L.

Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Mother O'Mine, a Thomas H. Ince pro-
duction.—A punch to this picture. Big
business and pleased audience.—C. Swan-
son, Opera House, Wahoo, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Back to God's Country, with a special

cast.—Very fine.— F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.—Very
good and pleased all. Jackie Coogan
takes the cake.—C. A. Ferry, Crown the-

atre, Pasadena, Cal.—Transient patron-

age.

Passion, with Pola Negri.—Pleased.

Costume plays are not favorably received

locally.—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre,

Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

In Search of a Sinner, with t onstance
Talmadge.—Entertaining story and fine

star, but supporting cast spoiled this.

Have played lots better of this star.

—

Fred Mehaffey, Lyric theatre. North
Bend, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
—This picture went over better than I

thought it would. I ran it Christmas
week and did a nice business.—Donald
\V. Knapp, Strand theatre, San Ber-

nardino, Cal.—Downtown patronage.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan produc-

tion.—Religious people liked it. Poorly
attended.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre.

Salmon, Ida.—Small town patronage.

The Devil's Garden, with Lionel Barry-

more.—Lionel doesn't seem to please

here. However, the story was pleasing

to the few who braved the weather.—H.

J. Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport,

O.—Neighborhood patronage.

Nomads of the North, with a special

cast.—As other exhibitors have said, it's

great. I consider the animal scenes in

this picture worth the price of admission.
The cub bear and the forest fire were
the talk of the town.—W. P. Perry, Rialto

theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small
town patronage.

Love, with Louise Glaum.—Picture
pleased, and while it is more than usual
length, it held to the end. Story of girl

who sold herself to supply luxuries for

her sister, then meets the lover whom she
had promised to wait for.—S. V. Wal-
lace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs, Pa.—Transient patronage.

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge.—Very poor. It's like the

farmer and his apples, they show the

top one and point to that and you pay
a good price for all.— C. A. Ferry, Crown
theatre, Pasadena, Cal.—Transient pat-

ronage.

Stranger Than Fiction, with Katherine
Mac Donald.—A fairly good picture.

Plenty of action. Katherine MacDonald
is liked here and business was good.

—

Charles Swanson, Opera House, Wahoo,
\'i b.— Neighborhood patronage.

Stranger Than Fiction, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Just a fair program picture.

—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,

M ich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge.—Star is not the drawing card
she used to be here. This picture was
not very strong either in action or plot,

and will not help us the next time a

Norma Talmadge play is shown.—L. R.

Moore, Roma theatre, Columbus Grove,
Ohio.—Small town patronage.

What Women Love, with Annette Kcl-

lerman.—Good comedy-drama. Pleased
about 95 per cent. Business good.—O. L.

Dowell, Electric theatre, Eldon, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Nomads of the North, with a special

cast.—This is an excellent production.

The acting of the bear and dog was won-
derful. We liked it better than The
River's End. Had a four-piece orchestra

playing for this one and charged 3d and
cents. Results were great. Largest

crowd for over a vear. Some of the

the Isle oe^rda'

children came twice. I am going to try

this orchestra with Once to Every
Woman next month. Will let you know
about the results.— F. H. Gatcomb, Arm-
strong's theatre, Vanceboro, Me.—Small
toW'ii patronage.

The Love Expert, with Constance Tal-
madge.—A very good comedy.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Passion, with Pola Negri.— Critics may
rave about the wonderful productions of

foreign stars, but very few of your audi-

ence do. Heavy exploitation brought
big opening which went way down sec-

ond and third day. Not a small city

show.-—Ban L. Morris, Temple theatre,

Bellaire^ O.—Neighborhood patronage.

Passicn"s Playground, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Poorest picture I played
for some time. Business poor.—C. A.
Ferry, Crown theatre, Pasadena, Cal.

—

Transient patronage.

The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge.—Another ve r" good picture
and another triumph for Constance Tal-
madge. She is in a class by herself i.i

this kind of pictures. My people all

pleased.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre.

Granville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita Stow
art.—Not un to the Stewart standard, but
amusing.—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor thea-

tre, Minocqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Fox
Any Wife, with Pearl White.—A won-

dertiil picture. High-class production.
I believe any and all classes would have
to enjoy this picture. Thoroughly en-

tertaining with a good moral.—j. G.

Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.

—Small town patronage.

Sky High, with Tom Mix.—Simply
great. Given to us in place of Trailin'.

Mix is one of our best cards.—Olen Rey-
nolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Riding with Death, w ith Charles Jones.

— Put this one down as the first poor one
for the erstwhile Buck. However, he did

his best with this old and wornout mort-
gage theme.—W. H. Creal, Sr., Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Last Trail, with Maurice Flynn.—
An excellent picture which pleased ex-

cellent business for an entire week.—
W illiam Noble, Rialto theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.—General patronage.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.

—Absolutely the best M ix ever shown
here. A continual howl from beginning
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to end. Patrons who do not care for

Mix stopped to remark what tine enter-

tainment this feature is. Book it. It's

real.—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald thea-

tre, Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp
patronage.

The Devil Within, with Dustin Far-

num.—Wonderful is the word. Good for

any house. Not quite up to The Primal

Law.—J. G. Varnell. Princess theatre.

Piedmont, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Smiles Are Trump, with Maurice
Flynn.—This picture is of much higher

grade than the selling price would indi-

cate. If you want action, here it is. The
feature is misnamed, however, and should

have been "Fists Are Trump."—W. H.
Creal, Sr., Suburban theatre. Omaha.
N'eb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Love Time, with Shirley Mason.

—

Good as usual. Star is always cast in a

down-trodden role. Comedy, The Simp,
with this. A fair comedy.—Olen Rey-
nolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Iron Rider, with William Russell.

—Good picture. Business fair.—O. L.

Dowell. Electric theatre, Eldon. Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Little Miss Hawkshaw, with Eileen

Percy.— I have never seen this star in a

good picture. She is pretty and deserves

a good play to show her ability to act.

Her pictures are so silly.—J. G. Varnell.

Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.—Small
town patronage.

Love Time, with Shirley Mason.

—

Scenery was the only thing to this one.

Ran Fox News with it and got by. That's

jdt—Marion Wilson, Happy Hour thea-

tre, Chalmers, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

The Big Punch, with Charles Jones.

—

A good propram picture. Just enough
religion to make it good. Jones is sure
a comer.—P. G. Held. Sterling theatre.

Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Lamplighter, with Shirley Mason.
—Good show. Shirley Mason is always
good. Draws well for me. Wish we
could get more of her shows.—J. C.
Harlan, Pastime theatre. Humphrey.
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Big Town Ideas, with Eileen Percy.

—

Fair picture. Pleased 75 per cent. At-
tendance fair.—Liberty theatre. Canton.
O.

Untamed, with Tom Mix.—This is an
' extra good Western feature, and the
dog stunts are splendid. Subtitles are
good. Draws well for me. Wish we
had a few more like him. The book on
this feature will help draw the people.

—

Joseph F. Spangler. Globe theatre. Bea-
ver, Okla.—General patronage.

Jackie, with Shirley Mason.—Real good
picture. People liked it very much. All
of her oictures are somewhat alike, and
all «»ood.—J. G. Varnell. Princess theatre.
Piedmont, Ala.—Small town patronage.
Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.

—A good story with a good star.—R. P.
Good. Rex theatre, Allen, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.—A -
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all other exhibitors have said, this is the

best picture Tom Mix has made. F

of action from start to finish. Sub-
titles great. But the condition of the film

is terrible. We have not had one Fox
film in sood_condit!on. Therefore I have
to buy my operator a box of candy on
every Fox night. (Don't get excited.

She's my wife.)—J. J. Hoffman. Happy
Hour theatre. Burke. S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.—Ex-
cellent. Book it. It is sure to please.

—

R. P. Good, Rex theatre, Allen, Neb.—
Small town patronage.

OVER THE HILL, with a special

cast.—Fine picture that stood up for

two big days but fell down badly on
third and fourth. Had a preview for

ministers and used comments in pa-

per a week ahead of showing. Got all

the church people.—H. A. McClure,
Strand theatre. Emporia, Kan.

A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mux.

—

Not like other Mix pictures. No story

to it, but it pleased the Mix fans. At-
tendance good.—Liberty theare, Canon.
O.—Neighborhood patronage.

While New York Sleeps, with a special

cast.—A lemon for sure. Stay away from
the Fox specials. Tom Mix is their best

bet.—Preston Bros., Empress theatre.

Rockwell City, la.—General patronage.

Flame of Youth, with Shirley Mason.
—A nice little program picture. The
fault I find with Shirley Mason's pic-

tures is they are too much alike.—P. G.

Held. Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.

—

Went over in a whoop. And my audi-

ence hollered, "Give us more Tom Mix."
Increased my receipts 50 per cent. Book
it.—T. A. Medlev, Terrvs theatre, Camp-
bell. Mo.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen

Percy.—Book it and boost it. It is sure

to please. Plenty of comedy. Seven
reels.—R. P. Good, Rex theatre, Allen

Neb.—Small town patronage.

Treasure Island, with Shirley Mason.

—

A monev maker. Turned the people

away. The children brought the parents

for miles and miles around. Photography
a little dark. Otherwise it's a great pic-

ture Showed this January 8 for four

shows.—M. M. Allen. Red Jacket thea-

tre. Buffalo. N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Goldwyn
Snowblind, with a special cast.—The

scenes in this picture are very pretty, but

there is not much to the story. My peo-

73

pie ..ant a picture with a good interesting
plot running throughout. I ran a single
reel which I received from the General
Electric Co. of Schenectady. N. Y., show-
ing the wonderful work of the X-ray.
It is fine. This firm has a number of
films which thev send out gratis and
are all worth running.—Geo. C. Starkey,
Opera House, Montour Falls. N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Man from Lost River, with a spe-
cial cast.—The picture was splendid and
enjoyed a splendid business.—William
Noble. Empress theatre. Oklahoma City,

Okla.—General patronage.

The Ace of Hearts, with Lon Chaney.
—Did not please the majority. Those
entering after picture started could not
understand it.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield
theatre. 2844 Madison street, Chicago.
III.—General patronage.

The Poverty of Riches, with a special

cast.—Good program picture. Even those
who did not agree with the theory ad-
mitted it was a good picture.-—Fahrney
& Elson. Electric theatre, Curtis. Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Play this picture. It is a clean-up for the
small exhibitor. Play it two days or
more. Each night will show results.

Stand increase in price.—L. L. Connor,
Victory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

A picture that appealed to all. Attend-
ance very good.—Liberty theatre. Can-
ton. O.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special

cast.—If this is Goldwyn's second best
picture, God pit}- us poor sinners who
hold a franchise. Would have gone over
okay if we had not hot-aired it so and
raised the price. We sure paid too much
for the whistle.—Fahrney & Elson, Elec-
tric theatre, Curtis, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
—This is a very good picture which
caused a continual ripple of laughter to

run through the building the whole even-
ing. The plot of the story is very light,

but people go to the theatre to forget
their cares, and little simple stories like

this one please them many times better

than the so-called big specials. Rogers
has made some better than this one, but
you won't make any mistake if you buy
it.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House. Mon-
tour Falls. N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rog-
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A scene from "Darlin' " by Rupert Hughes, which is to be distributed through
Goldwyn. •

ers.—The picture enjoyed a big, pleased
business.—William Noble, Empress thea-
tre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

The Branding Iron, with a special cast.

—This is a good one. Patrons like it.

—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.

—

Good picture and star, who is helped out
wonderfully by the now famous Mary
Alden. We had a fair Saturday night
business on this.—W. H. Creal, Sr.,

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Girl from Outside, with a special

cast.—Very good. Patrons thought it

great. Business good. Give us more
like this one.—A. C. Betts, Powers thea-
tre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Highest Bidder, with Madge Ken-
nedy.—This one started with nothing and
held its own throughout the whole seven
reels. Miss Kennedy's basswood support
stayed to the finish without somebody
killing 'em, which was unfortunate. Gold-
wyn evidently spoiled ' a mighty good
harvest hand in trying to make a director
out of this man—whoever he was—and
yet Goldwyn took the money. Pulled it

after the first night. Play this one if you
want to, but don't cuss me.—J. C. Jen-
kins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.

—

General patronage.

Hodkinson
The Mysterious Rider, with a special

cast.—Zane Gray's pictures always take
well.—Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The U. P. Trail, with a special cast.

—

This is a good Western. Book it.

—

Shelby & Windbeil, Orpheum theatre,
Amsterdam, N. Y.—Transient patronage.

A Certain Rich Man, with a special

cast.—Good picture which pleased big
business.—William Noble, New Folly
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Spenders, with a special cast.—

A

picture any small town house can boost.
—W. S. Thornton, Pastime theatre, Car-
bonhill, Ala.—Small town patronage.

The Heart Line, with Leah Baird.—

A

good picture.—Shelby & Windbeil, Orph-
eum theatre, Amsterdam, N. Y.—Tran-
sient patronage.

The Truant Husband, with a special
cast.—A pretty good program picture.

Played to fairly good business.—J. L.
Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

Metro
Fightin' Mad, with William Desmond.

—This one pleased patrons and did a fair

business for a week's run.—Samuel Hard-
ing, Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
The Conquering Power, with Rudolf

Valentino.—First two days' business
good; third day poor. Usual newspaper
advertising and distribution of heralds.
Pleased 90 per cent. Excellent picture.

— Louis F. Hanmore, Broadway theatre,

Newburgh, N. Y.—General patronage.

Garments of Truth, with Gareth
Hughes.—A very satisfactory comedy-
drama, in which Gareth Hughes does
some very clever work. Supporting cast
much above the ordinary. Lay particu-
lar stress on outdoor scenery. It ought
to go anywhere.—J. C. Jenkins, Audi-
torium theatre, Neligh, Neb.—General
patronage.

Garments of Truth, with Gareth
Hughes.—Pleased my patrons. Almost
continuous laughter, and an interesting
story.—W. J. Powell, Lonct theatre.
Wellington, O.—Small town patronage.

Camille, with Nazimova.—Excellent
business. Nazimova no star here. Val-

entino very popular. Usual newspaper
advertising and distribution of heralds.

Three-day run. Good picture, pleased
my audience.—Louis E. Hanmore, Broad-
way theatre, Newburgh, N. Y.—General
patronage.

FIGHTIN' MAD, with William
Desmond.—Good picture. Poor busi-

ness. Westerns do not go in my
house. Volunteer Fire Company
leased house outright for two days.

They sold tickets for two weeks in

advance. All receipts went to them.
—Louis F. Hanmore, Broadway the-

atre, Newburgh, N. Y.

Garments of Truth, with Gareth
Hughes.—Pleased fairly.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.—
Patrons liked this picture. It afforded

something different from the average
story.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre,

Wellington, O.—Small town patronage.

The Silver Lining, with Jewel Carmen.
—The picture enjoyed good business and

was well received.—William Noble, Cri-

terion theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—
Geenral patronage.

Home Stuff, with Viola Dana.— I feel

sorry for such sweet and likable stars

as Viola to be cast in such poor pic-

tures.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre,

Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Fine Feathers, with a special cast.—

Too much profanity in titles. When we
wish to cuss before our neighbor women
and children, we can do it cheaper and

just as effectively orally.—Fahrney and

Elson, ELctric theatre, Curtis, Neb.—
Small town patronage.

A Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.—

Metro pictures do not go good around

here. Don't know why.—Charles May.

Apollo theatre, Jersey, N. J.

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake—

A

photoplay that will please all. The ice

shots are really wonderful. Good story,

fine acting and a splendid supporting cast.

Worth running- in every house.—F. W.
Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philips-

burg, Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

Puppets of Fate, with Viola Dana —
More interesting than the majority of

Viola's pictures.—Fahrney and Elson,

Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb.—Small

town patronage.

Paramount
The Law and the Woman, with Betty

Compson.—One of the season's good pic-

tures. Magnificent story. Betty Comp-

son's best work, but I must mention Geo

Ridgely, who also was wonderful in her

vampire role. Picture worth while show-

ing.—j. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key

West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Miss Lulu Bett, with Lois Wilson —My
patrons considered it one of the best pic-

tures of the year. A slice of real life, not

"reel life."—H. A. McClure, Strand thea-

tre, Emporia, Kans.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

At the End of the World, with Betty

Compson.—Good picture.—Liberty thea-

tre, Kalispell, Mont—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Ladies Must Live, with Betty Comp-

son.—Very good picture for house with

high-class patronage. Excellent business

for three-day run. Most of audience

pleased. Regular newspaper advertising.

—Louis F. Hanmore, Broadway theatre,

Newburgh, N. Y.—General patronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with Wallace

Dramatic Climaxes \

the Isle OFybRDA
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Reid and Gloria Swanson.—A sparkling

comedy full of sunnyisms and original

business. Pleased all patrons. Good at-

tendance.— E. W. Werner, Warwick the-

atre, Kansas City, Mo.

Footlights, with Elsie Ferguson.

—

Good picture. Business poor. No fault

of picture.—Liberty theatre. Kalispell,

Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

Enchantment, with Marion Davies.

—

Marion Davies at her best. Humorous
situations. Marion Davies is not a favor-

ite with out patrons. However, those who
saw Enchantment were well pleased.—E.

W. Werner,' Warwick theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.

MARY'S ANKLE, with Douglas
MacLean and Doris May.—All pro-

ceeds of this picture except expenses
were donated to a sick soldier.

Boosted it and packed the house.
Played it at 10 and 25 cents and gave
the boy $87.25. Everybody well
pleased. Not a single kick. They like

this kind here. — Marion Wilson,
Happy Hour theatre, Chalmers, Ind.

The Sheik, with Rudolf Valentino ;-.nd

Agnes Ayres.—One of the best of the
season. Pleased 100 per cent. Book it and
advertise and you can cash in.—Wilbur
Parker, Palace theatre, Astoria, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolf Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—Sure pulled them out, and
pleased. Played to good houses consid-
ering weather. Rain and snow. Advanced
admission.—Fred Mehaffey, Lyric thea-
tre, North Bend, Neb.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with Gloria
Swanson and Wallace Reid.—Picture good
entertainment. Pleased most of audience.
Four days' business below average. Stars
popular here. Can't explain poor busi-
ness. Exchange got most of money. Ex-
tensive newspaper advertising.—Louis F.
Hanmore, Broadway theatre, Newburgh,
N. Y.—General patrenage.

The Sheik, with Rudolf Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—The picture was well re-

,
ceived, although for a return date, and
pleased capacity business ail week. In
addition to the usual newspaper adver-
tising, billboard and lobby display, had a
man dressed like an Arab chief to parade
the streets in flowing robes, a full week
before opening date, which resulted in

big box office receipts.—William Noble,
Rialto theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolf Valentino and

\t has evetythVn^,,

p/us- znd wnt£«j
by J.V.

•"THE

Agnes Ayres.-—All the women from nine
to ninety are strong for Valentino, which
put this picture over to unusually big
business. Believe Valentino as good with
the women right now as Wallace Reid.

—

H. A. McClure. Strand theatre, Emporia,
Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolf Valentino end
Agnes Ayres.—I failed to put this over as
I had hoped to. Believe this is not the
type of picture that appeals to the small
towns. Those who read the book were
very much disappointed in the screen ver-
sion of the novel. Regardless of whether
or not one can put this over, it is a big
production and should be run by all ex-
hibitors.—F. W. Horrigan, McDonald
theatre. Philipsburg, Mont.—Mining camp
patronage.

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Walton.—Sold to us as a 1921 produc-
tion, but is evidently four or five years
old. and sorry for these days. If they
book it to you, reject it. Hurt my busi-
ness.—J. E. Capps, Princess theatre,

Okolona, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.

—

Pleased everybody. Many patrons re-

marked that they liked it better than The
Affairs of Anatol, which we played the
preceding week.—W. J. Powell, Lonet
theatre, Wellington, O.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Something to Think About, a Cecil B.
De Mille production.—Here is a real one.
Played to small crowd. Lost money, but
satisfied all who saw it. No exhibitor
need be afraid of this one for they don't
make 'em any better. Book it and boost
it. Stand at the door and let them tell

you how well it pleased them.—Marion
Wilson, Happy Hour theatre, Chalmers,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE SHEIK, with Rudolf Val-
entino and Agnes Ayres.—Business
excellent one entire week. First pic-
ture I ever ran for a week. Arranged
with traction company to run special
cars to Walden, town of 5,000, twelve
miles from Newburgh, after the show.
Last car ordinarily leaves here at 10
o'clock. Did some extra advertising
in Walden. — Louis F. Hanmore,
Broadway theatre, Newburgh, N. Y.

Exit the Vamp, with Ethel Clayton.

—

Very fine program picture. Clayton very
good star here.—H. A. McClure. Strand
theatre, Emporia, Kans.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.

—A good program picture. Better than
the average.—Otis Lamon, Auditorium
theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart.—I couldn't see this as the best

Hart to date, but all who saw it claimed
it is the best Hart feature ever produced,
and they are the judges.—F. W. Horri-
gan, McDonald theatre. Philipsburg,

Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

The Bonnie Briar Bush, with a special

cast.—An artistic picture receiving much
favorable comment. They'll like it if you
can get them in to see it.—H. A. McClure,
Strand theatre, Emporia, Kans.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Passionate Pilgrim, with a special

cast.—A good interesting story with ex-

cellent acting.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, with a special

cast.—Wonderful. Greatest Sunday pic-

ture. Pleased 100 per cent. Booking a

comeback on this one.—J. F. Miller, Au-

TURNING THE TABLES
(Paramount), with Dorothy Gish.

—

This is just a fair program picture.

If you have it booked it will get by
without much kick, but if you have
not bought it, I would let it pass by.
The last reel is full of comedy
stunts that send them out laughing.

I try to be fair with all pictures
and never let my box office affect

my report on the picture. As J. J.

Hoffman says in the February 4
issue, I am afraid too many ex-
hibitors knock the picture to get a
rap at some exchange. This is not
fair to the rest of us who depend on
these reports to make our show a

success.
Many others say "The picture

made money for me." This is no
report at all. I did not make a

nickel on "The Kid," but certainly
it was no fault of the picture. For
instance, Leslie Hables of King 1

City, Cal., says in his report on
"An Old Fashioned Boy," with
Charles Ray, "Lose money on every
Ray I run." This is no report for
us to judge the picture by.—Geo.
C. Starkey. Opera House, Montour
Falls, N. Y.

I I

ditorium theatre, Corydon, la.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Her Husband's Friend, with Enid Ben-
nett.—Very pleasing and clean. The kind
people are crying for.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Enchantment, with Marion Davie*.

—

Clever and entertaining picture, but could
not get 'em in to see it after her pictures

that have come before.—H. A. McClure,
Strand theatre. Emporia, Kans.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.

—

I read a great many comments under
"What the Picture Did for Me" and all

were favorable on this picture, but per-

sonally I can't see where it was such a
fine picture as the other exhibitors
thought. The story is certainly weak and
although the picture has a few thrills in

the flops and quick turns in the auto race
I would have to class it as just a fair

picture. My patrons made no comments
for or against, so I am unable to judge
their feelings.—Geo. C. Starkey. Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. V.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Behold My Wife, with Milton Sills.—
Gave more general satisfaction than any
picture we have run. Pleased 100 per
cent and will do the same for others.

—

J. E. Capps, Princess theatre, Okolona,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
—Good. Pleased a Sunday crowd in fine

shape. Reid's acting really fine in dual
role.—W. Ray Erne, Rialto theatre, Char-
lotte, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.

—

How could anyone fail to enjoy this pic-
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NEAL BURNS and Alice Maison in a scene from "Oh Promise Me" a new Educa-
tional-Christie comedy.

ture to the utmost? It is extraordinarily
tine. Everyone will declare it great.—J.

G. Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont.
Ala.—Small town patronage.

Easy to Get, with Marguerite Clark.

—

Best house in a long time on Tuesday.
Bucked a basket ball game. Picture
pleased all. Some had seen it before. Pic-
ture getting a little old. There's some-
thing to a name.—J. W. Boatwright,
Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. De Milk-
production.—A very good production with
splendid plot. Drew well.—G. K. Hanks,
Pastime theatre, Manning, S. C.—Small
town patronage.

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.

—

Below the Reid standard, although it's a
good puller and will please, but not a

>pecial. Don't raise admission.—G. W.
Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.

Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
—The best picture she has appeared in.

A good picture.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odcon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

23"/2 Hours Leave, with Douglas Mc-
Lean.—This is a mighty clever picture.

Kept them laughing every minute. There
is something doing in every foot of it. My
pianist was sick and I had no music and
when I asked a number how they liked
the music they said that the picture was
so interesting they had not missed it.

—

Geo. C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour
Falls, N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, with a special
cast.—Kan it two days. More people
second day in drenching rain than first

day. Church people are begging for more
like it.—J. E. Capps, Princess theatre,

Okolona, Miss.— Neighborhood patron-
age.

Everywoman, with a special cast.—-I

believe this is the best picture I have ever
run. It is different to most features. If

you haven't played it, book it for two
days and push it.—Kclley & Roush, Rex
theatre, Custer City, Okla.—Small town
patronage.
Luck in Pawn, with Marguerite Clark.

—A picture that pleased all. You won't
make a mistake in showing this. Book it.

—G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Mar-
marth, N. D.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John

Barrymore —Wonderful picture. Won-
derful acting and wonderful crowd. They
came out talking and continued talking
tor a long while.—G. K. Hanks, Pastime
theatre, Manning, S. C.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Why Change Your Wife? a Cecil B.
De Mille production.—Excellent. Pleased
all.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, De-
troit, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Wanted, a Husband, with Billie Burke.— Pleased all. Burke always draws here.
The name here is all that we need. Will
say that we need more Burkes in the
game just now.—J. W. Boatwright, Ra-
dio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

An Old Fashioned Boy, with Charles
Ray.—One of Ray's best. Will stand ad-
vertising to the limit. Pleased 100 per
cent.— C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Woman God Changed, a Cosmo-
politan production. — Excellent pic. are
which drew well.—William Noble, Broad-
way theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The City of Masks, with Robert War-
wick.— Fair picture, but not as good as

Warwick's previous pictures. Business
fair.—O. L. Dowell, Electric theatre, El-

don, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.

— Pleased 100 per cent, as Wallace Reid

usually does. Attendance fair. Weather
bad. Advertising usual.—T. A. Shea,

Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Everywoman, with a special cast.—

A

very fine production with a splendid

moral.—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre,

Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.

—Old, but Oh Boy! They all went away

laughing. Wallace Reid is good drawing

card in any picture, or at least gets the

business—J. E. Capps, Princess theatre,

Okolona, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Victory, with a special cast.—They did

not seem to like this picture, as many of

the sights were too gruesome for anyone

to look at.—Otis Lamon, Auditorium

theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small town

patronage.

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid —
This one is a little old, but it is one of the

best Wallie ever made. Pleased 100 per

cen t.—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre,

Millen, Ga.

Something to Think About, a Cecil B.

De Mille production.—This is one of the

best pictures we have ever shown. Drew-

well, and pleased all.—Sam DuBois, Dos

Palos theatre, Dos Palos, Cal.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy

Gish. This picture is everything that the

exhibitors of the country have been say-

ing about it. The Negro's eyes when he

saw the ghost were worth the price of ad-

mission.—Horn and Morgan, Star thea-

tre, Hay Springs, Nebr.—Small town

patronage.

Luck in Pawn, with Marguerite Clark.

—Very delightful. It didn't draw very

well on account of a drizzling rain, but it

pleased very much.—A. N. Miles, Emi-

nence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—Small

town patronage.

The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.

—This was a good show and pleased all.

Wallace Reid drew good here.—E. M.

Oslin, Crossert theatre, Crossert, Ark—
General patronage.

The Life Line, with a special cast.—

This should be a special, can't understand

why this is only considered a program

picture. Absolutely wonderful.—J. J-

Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre, Burke,

S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Pathe
That Girl Montana, with Blanche Sum
— Excellent picture which pleased large

audience.—William Noble, Lyric theatre.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-

age.

A Beggar in Purple, with a special cast

— Picture very good.—Shelby &- Wind-

beil, Orpheum theatre, Amsterdam, N. Y.

—Transient patronage.

Rio Grande, with a special cast—

A

good program picture. Played this to-

gether with a two-reel Lloyd comedy.

Bumping Into Broadway. Just took in

enough to pay for the comedy. Had to

foot the bill for the drama out of my own

pocket.—G. F. Rcdiskc, Star theatre, Rye-

gate, Mont.—Small town patronage. '

R-C Pictures
Eden and Return, with Doris May-

Satisfactory comedy-drama that pleased

—H. A. McClurc, Strand theatre, Em-

poria, Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Nobody's Kid, with Mac Marsh.—Not
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much. Only kids' picture.—Shelby &
Windbeil, Orpheum theatre, Amsterdam,
N. Y.—Transient patronage.

Moon Madness, with Edith Storey.

—

Another Edith Storey picture. That
should be enough to say. People walk
out on her and I can't blame them.
Story might hold up if they had a clever

woman star.—L. H. Gerrard, Gem thea-

tre, Spur, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Salvage, with Pauline Frederick.—Very
good.—Shelby & Windbeil, Orpheum the-

atre, Amsterdam, N. Y.—Transient pat-

ronage.

Man's Desire, with Lewis Stone.—This
one is so old it has warts on it. They call

it a five reeler, but it has about 4,000 feet.

—H. D. Tawney, Dixie theatre, Lilbourn,
Mo.—Small town patronage.

Nobody's Kid, with Mae Marsh.—

A

mighty fine picture, 100 per cent satis-

faction. Business only fair. Condition>
bad.—L. H. Gerrard, Gem theatre. Spur,
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Realart
A Virginia Courtship, with May Mc-

Avoy.—Very good little picture. Business
off on account of weather conditions. 14

below.—VV. Ray Erne, Rialto theatre,

Charlotte, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Morals, with May McAvoy.— Fair pro-
gram picture. Nothing extra. May
pleases if your patrons like her. Consider
it light. Business fair.—L. H. Gerrard.
Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Little Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter.—Extra fine. Her pictures are as
good as some so-called specials. They
are all fine and I never ran a sorry one.

—J. 'G. Varnell, Princess theatre. Pied-
mont, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Dawn of the East, with Alice Brady.

—

A fair program picture. 1 think Miss
Brady clever. Picture will go over. Busi-
ness fair.—L. H. Gerrard, Gem theatre,
Spur, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Sturdy Oak, with Wanda Hawley.
—A clean light comedy picture.—Gia-
coma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz»—General patronage.

Hush Money, with Alice Brady.—An
iffering that makes a good average, and
this is what we really want, as the spe-
ials, so-called, are not always as pro-
laimed. Alice Brady is winsome as ever
and is loved by all classes.—W. 11. Brcn-
ler, Cozy theatre, Winchester, hid.

A Private Scandal, with May McAvoy.
—This girl is beautiful, and can act.
Jon't listen to any who don't boost this

)icture to the limit. You'll say it's extra
,
rood.—J. G. Varnell. Princess theatre,
'iedmont, Ala.—Small town patrona^-.

Blackbirds, with Justine Johnstone.

—

vly report is, not anything to rave about,
iood in spots, hut lacks that mvsterv
hat holds. Star well liked here.—S. V.
Vallacc, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
'pgs., Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Little Italy, with Alice Brady.— Xot
nuch to this one.—D. B. Folictt. Star
heatre, Gibsonburg, O.—Neighborhood
atronage.

The Land of Hope, with Alice Brady
-Why docs Realart hang on to this star
nd make us book her along wjth their
ood pictures? I wish I could run one
ood picture with her. Nuflf sed.—J. G.
'arnell, Princess theatre. Piedmont, Ala.
-Small town patronage.

Selznick
The Last Door, with Eugene O'Brien.

~,d .

g00<1 P^ram picture and all the
> Brien admirers turned out. O'Brien

draws for me.—T. A. Medley, Terrys
theatre, Campbell, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—A very pleasing picture. Star's

first appearance here. Did not hear a
knock.—P. S. Nielsen, Rex theatre, La-
Moure, N. D.—Small town patronage.

Worlds Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Not much to this one.—Kelley & Roush,
Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

The Girl from Nowhere, with Elaine
Hammerstein.—One of the best of Miss
Hammerstein's pictures. Will please any
audience.—Liberty theatre, Canton, O.

Out of the Snows, with a special cast.

—One of the best North Woods pictures
I have ever played.—E. Saunders, Palace
theatre. Harvard, 111.—General patronage.

Up the Road With Sally, with Con-
stance Talmadgc.—Constance, as usual,
was good in this picture.—William Noble,
Capital theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Tal-
madge.—Drew a big house in face of a
heavy rain that started at opening time.
Pleased immensely.—E. N. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

The Indestructible Wife, with Alice-
Brady.—Very good program picture.
Pleased average crowd.— E. E. Harman,
Opera House, Elgin, Ore.

Sauce for the Goose, with Constance
Talmadge.—Star always draws here.

—

Jean Dagle, Liberty theatre, Murphys-
boro, 111.—General patronage.

The Island of Conquest, with Norma
Talmadge.—A very good picture, and
they said so. Norma's sister, Natalie,
plays in this. Will stand boosting-
Chancellor Bros.. Dreamland theatre,
Arcanum, O.— Neighborhood patronage.

United Artists
The Iron Trail, a Rex Beach produc-

tion.—An excellent picture which, com-
bined with a capacity business the first

day, started off well and did a good
business for the iiist half of the week.

—

William Noble, Criterion theatre. Okla-

homa City, Okla.—General patronage.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fair-

banks.—A picture that gives "Doug" a
chance to show his ability. Judged by
my patrons as' his best.—Wilbur Parker,
Palace theatre, Astoria, 111.—Small town
patronage.

WAY DOWN EAST, a D. W.
Griffith production. — This is the
daddy of all motion pictures. Played
it second run here to wonderful busi-
ness. Music score half the show.
Pulled from all over the country.
Admission 50 and 75 cents.—H. A.
McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia,
Kan.

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-
duction.—Best picture since Birth of a
Nation. Five nights and six matinees to
good business at $1.00 top.—A. H. West,
Babcock theatre, Billings, Mont.—Neigh-
hornooa patronage.

Universal

Don't Get Personal, with Marie Pre-
vost.—Fine program offering. Good
enough for any theatre.—H. A. McClure.
Strand theatre, Emporia, Kans.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Across the Deadline, with Frank Mayo.—The story and cast in this picture are
very good, but the interiors are not well
photographed. The exteriors are much
better. Star is a favorite in our house,
and we d d a good Saturday night busi-
ness on this one.—W. H. Creal, Sr., Su-
burban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Chicago
censors spoiled the story here. Other-
wise picture is fairly good. Log jam
scenes are wonderful. Universal has ad-
vertised this picture extensively in this
town and "put it over."—Chas. H. Ryan.
Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison St., Chi-
cago, 111.—General patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Knock-
out.—Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.

—

Fair picture. Pleased most of them, but
not what we want. Foreign stuff doesn't
go here. Good moral.—J. W. Boatwright,

CLYDE COOK in his latest Fox Comedy "The Chauffeur" directed by Jark Blystone.
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Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Opened Shutters, with Edith Roberts.
—A fine little picture. Played with Clyde
Cook comedy, The Sailor. A good com-
edy.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hy-
mera, Ind.—General patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—One of

the best pictures we have ever offered.

It is a picture you will have to sell your
patrons, but it will pay you.— L. L. Con-
nor, V ictory theatre, Cambridge, X. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—Pic-

ture fair, but pleased those who came.
Weather to blame for poor attendance.—
H. J. Graybill, Family theatre, Bridge-
port, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.—One
of the cleanest little program pictures we
have ever run. They are still talking

about it.—J. E. Capps, Princess theatre,

Okolona, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Fell off

second day after a big opening. Good
picture, but the log scene does not have
punch of ice scene in Way Down East.
If you have played Way Down East first,

lay off this comparison.—H. A. McClure,
Strand theatre, Emporia, Kans.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.

—

Excellent satisfaction. This is the second
of this star's pictures to play here. If

her popularity continues, she will assume
a place among the town's favorites.—W.
J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.
—Small town patronage.

Colorado, with Frank Mayo.— I find
Universal special attractions best pro-
gram on market. Had several compli-
ments on this picture.—W. S. Thornton,
Pastime theatre, Carbon Hill, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

Cheated Hearts, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Fine picture. Fair business. No
kicks to this one.—Lewis & Brisco, Prin-
cess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.—The
best Universal Western program picture

we ever ran.—J. C. McKee, Electric the-

atre, Bolivar, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—The
average fan was delighted. The critics

also were pleased in being able to show
up its inconsistencies. Would call this a
good class B special. Lost money.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

Small town patronage.

Moonlight Follies, with Marie Prevost.
—Pretty good for the first one. The
young ones like this, and so did we. A
iittle peppy.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl the-

atre, Hymcra, Ind.— General patronage.

Conflict, with Prscilla Dean.—Western
type of picture. Played to two clays of

very poor business. Had cowboy, cow-
girl and Mexican riding streets all over
neighborhood, but did not help.—Charles
May, Apollo theatre, Jersey, N. J.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Kiss, with Carmel Myers.—Noth-
ing extra.—Kclley & Roush, Rex theatre,

Custer City, Okla.—Small town patron-
age.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Excel-
lent picture pleased all who saw it. Ex-
cellent three day business. Girls' Club of
Y. W. C. A. sold tickets for one night on
percentage: First 250 tickets to them,
next 150 to me—50-50 over 400.—Louis
F. Hanmore, Broadway theatre, New-
burgh, N. Y.—General patronage.

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.

—

Oh. why do they waste good film with a
picture like this? The word "love" in the
title of a picture kills business here. But
two favorable comments on this one.

—

Marion Wilson, Happy Hour theatre,

Chalmers, Ind.—Small town patronage.

PLAYING WITH FIRE, with
Gladys Walton.—Brother Jenkins,
we consider this little actress fully

as easy to gaze upon as the young
lady of your choice. Get this picture

and be convinced. It pleased a good
crowd for us.—W. H. Creal, Sr.,

Suburban theatre, Omaha.

The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.
—Played it as just another Walton and
got the crowd that she deserves. Picture
hardly as good as some of the rest. Star
better. She goes over here.—J. W. Boat-
wright. Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.
—There is a great deal of fine scenery in

this picture, and it pleases nearly every-

one. Good acting.—Otis Lamon, Audi-
torium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

White Youth, with Edith Roberts.—
Fine picture.— J. J. Hoffman, Happy
Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.

—

Very good, but not up to his old time

Westerns.—Kelley & Roush, Rex theatre,

Custer City, Okla.—Small town patron-

age.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—This is

an excellent picture from every angle.

The photography and scenery are fine.

We ran this feature two days to nearly

old time business.—W. H. Creal, Sr., Su-

burban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.—
Plenty of action. A very entertaining

program picture.—H. J. Graybill, Family

theatre, Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Unknown Wife, with Edith Rob-
erts.—Fine program picture.—J. J. Hoff-

man, Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. Dak,

—Neighborhood patronage.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Philips.—Truly a big picture. Book it

and let the people know about it.—R.

Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,

Kans.—General patronage.

The Beautiful Gambler, with Grace

Darmond.—A fine picture that will please

your audience. Photography and acting

both good.—Liberty theatre, Canton, 0.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.—
Best program picture we have run to

date. Almost as good as The Old Nest

You can safely boost it.—W. S. Thorn-

ton, Pastime theatre, Carbon Hill, Ala.

- -Small town patronage.

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.—One

of the best pictures we have shown for

some time, better than many of the so-

called spcc :als. We had a great many
good comments on this picture. Don t

miss this one.—Otis Lamon, Auditorium

theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey—Used
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same horses and riders as with Conflict.

This is by no means a super-production.
—Charles May, Apollo theatre, Jersey,
N. J.—Neighborhood patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
—The best I ever viewed of Priscilla

Dean. A remarkable story done in a
big way.—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre,
Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—A real

super-Western that pleased with in-

creased admission prices.—H. A. Mc-
Clure, Electric theatre, Emporia, Kans.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Wallop, with Harry Carey.—Pic-
ture good. Story good, but the wrong
man gets the girl. Pleased most of them.
Fair crowd for Saturday night. Business
not extra good.—J. W. Boatwright. Radio
theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.—Ab-
solutely the best picture this star has
made. Have had a hard time getting any
over this star since we showed her in Up
in Mary's Attic, but this will surely help
her here.—J. J. Hoffman. Happy Hour
theatre. Burke, S. D.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
—Very good picture. Scenery beautiful.
Attendance good.—Liberty theatre, Can-
ton, O.

Vitagraph
The Little Minister, with Alice Calhoun.

—Book it. it will get you the money and
will please.—M. Davitts, Dixie theatre,
Winona. Miss.
Lucky Carson, with Earle Williams.

—

Can't say much for this. Just got by and
that was all.—W. Ray Erne, Rialto the-
atre, Charlotte, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Peggy Puts It Over, with Alice Cal-
houn.—A very good comedy.—Shelby &
Windbeil, Orpheum theatre, Amsterdam,
X. V.—Transient patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—Very
?ood picture that pleased almost every-
Dne who saw it. Attendance good.—Lib-
erty theatre, Canton, O.—Neighborhood
satronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—Pic-

ture very good. Followed book closely.
R. P. Good, Rex theatre, Allen, Nebr.

—

Small town patronage.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan—Fine. Gave us more business
in face_ of opposition who cut his prices.—Lewis & Brisco, Princess theatre, El-
wood, Ind.—General patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige—

A

good picture. Played two days to good
business. Pleased all.—M. Davitts, Dixie
theatre, Winona, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Heart of Maryland, with a special
cast.—Book this one and get the school
with you. We would advise going after
it and making some mone3'.—L. L. Con-
nor, Victory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

What's Your Reputation Worth? with
Corinne Griffith.—Right good entertain-
ment. Corinne Griffith pleasing and sin-
cere, which counts for much. Story a
little long and should have some punch
stuff put in it. Too much the same busi-
ness all the way through.—W. H. Bren-
ner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a spe-
cial cast.—This picture didn't please here;
not by any means. Some of the patrons
left before the show was half out. I my-
self think that it was the poorest picture
that I ever run for a special picture.
Nothing to it. Too rough. This kind of
pictures ought to be cut out, and not al-
lowed to be run.—Jno. Biler, Dixie the-
atre, New Madrid, Mo.—General patron-
age.

The Island of Regeneration, with An-
tonio Moreno.—A very good program re-
issue. Pleased audience.—Liberty the-
atre, Canton, O.

State Rights

Heart of the North (Brandt-Davis),
with a special cast.—Good state right
offering that pleased.—H. A. McClure,
Electric theatre, Emporia, Kans.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Making the Grade (D. N. Schwab),
with David Butler.—Full of absurd situa-
tions, but nevertheless very interesting
and not at all draggy. Peppy.—Giacoma

scene from "Come on Over" another Rupert Hughes story produced and distributed

by Goldwyn.

Scene from ' The Seventh Day," Richard
Barthelmess' second First National
production.

Bros.. Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Kazan (Davis), with Jane Novak.

—

Gave excellent satisfaction, as all Cur-
wood's have for me.—Fred Mehaffey, Ly-
ric theatre. North Bend, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

The Golden Trail (Arrow), with a spe-
cial cast.—This feature would have been
all right if the subtitles had been plainer.
The reading was so dark and dim you
could not read only part of it.—Pleased
about 60%.—Joseph F. Spangler, Globe
theatre, Beaver, Okla.—General patron-
age.

Dead or Alive (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxic.—Good picture. Good puller.

—

Lewis & Brisco, Princess theatre, El-
wood, Ind.—General patronage.

WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME
(Warner Brothers), with Anna Q.
Nilsson.—I consider this a class A
picture from production standpoint
and entertaining value. Cast well
chosen. Teaches good lesson to par-
ents. Pictures like this do credit to
the state rights field. Recommend it

in good faith to your patrons and the
picture will back up all you say for
it.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,
2844 Madison St., Chicago.

The Hunger of the Blood (Canyon),
with Franklyn Farnum.—Not up to the
Farnum standard, but went over good.

—

Shelby & Windbeil, Orpheum theatre,
Amsterdam, N. Y—Transient patronage.
The Sheriff of Hope Eternal (Arrow),

with Jack Hoxie.—This is a good West-
ern feature full of action, and a fine story
from start to finish. Should please any
audience where they like plenty of ac-
tion. Pleased everybody.—Joseph F.
Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.

—

General patronage.

God's Country and the Law (Arrow),
with a special cast.—Good, fine. Cur-
wood's stories are always interesting.
Pulled good trade.—Lewis & Brisco,
Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General
patronage.

GallopingDevils (Canyon), with
Franklyn Farnum.—One of Farnum's
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best.—Shelby & Windbeil, Orpheum the-
atre, Amsterdam, N. Y.—Transient pat-
ronage.

Love Without Question (Jans), with
Olive Tell.—A real feature, keeps them
all guessing and they all guess wrong.
Olive Tell has everything.—L. H. Ger-
rard, Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.

—

:Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Birth of a Nation (D. W. G), a D.
W. Griffith production.—Excellent. The
picture, while not new, and having been
shown before in this city, still proved an
excellent box office attraction and pleased
a capacity business for an entire week.

—

William Noble, Capitol theatre, Okla-
homa City, Okla.—General patronage.

The Tavern Knight (Stoll), with a spe-

cial cast.—This one I was afraid of, ow-
ing to the costumes, but it drew well and
my patrons were well satisfied. Plenty of

action and a good plot and pep.-—Max
Kantad, Lincoln theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

Eyes of the World (Clune), with a spe-

cial cast.—Capacity business. The most
widely read book in the U. S. today.—W.
C. Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson, Calif.

—Small town patronage.

Serials

The White Horseman (Universal),
with Art Accord.—A dandy serial. On
(ith episode, and gets better each week.

—

W. S. Thornton, Pastime theatre, Carbon
Hill, Ala.—Small town patronage.

The Blue Fox (Arrow), with Ann Lit-

tle.—-A very good serial. Especially liked

by children. Made me money.—Florence
Hancock, Arc theatre, Monon, Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast.—This is not a serial

town, but this is going over good. A
good clean serial.—Fred Mehaffey, Lyric
theatre. North Bend, Xeb.—Small town
patronage.

The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
luanita Hansen.— If you want to go
broke in 15 weeks book this one. It sure
will put you out of business —H. D. Taw-
ney, Dixie theatre, Lilbourn, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

Short Subjects
A Sailor Made Man (Asso, Ex.), with

Harold Lloyd.—An excellent picture
which drew good crowds and received
favorable comment.—Samuel Harding,
Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

The Saw Mill ( Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—The greatest comedy Semon
ever made. Advise playing Semon it

business is off. He will hold them. You
will have to play three or four before they
will get coming.—L. L. Connor, Victory
theatre, Cambridge, X. V.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

In For Life (Educational), with a spe-

cial cast.— It is not often that I report a

comedy, but this one being of the very
unusual class felt that some real honest-
to-goodness boosting is due the sincere
efforts of the entire cast, and director,

and the result of these efforts. With a

clever story we have a comedy well

enough produced to be presented in the

besl theatres of the U. S. A. Congratu-
lations to the Christie crowd.—W. 11.

Urc incr, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

The Idle Class (F. N.), with Charles
Chaplin.—Not up to Chaplin's standard.
—A. H. West, Babcock theatre. Billings,

Mont.— Neighborhood patronage.
Never Weaken (A-so. Ex.), with Har-

Old Lloyd.— Here is one that will make

you hold your breath while he is going
through his antics on a skyscraper. Get
it and hear your patrons scream.—W. H.
Creal, Sr., Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Two Gun Guss (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd.—Old picture. New print. Went
over well. Good comedy in one reel.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

Small town patronage.

Now or Never (Asso. Ex.), with Har-
old Lloyd.—A great comedy.—Shelby &
Windbeil, Orpheum theatre, Amsterdam,
N. Y.—Transient patronage.

Robinson Crusoe, Ltd. (Educational),
with Lloyd Hamilton.—Again we say we
are strong for Ham. Very good comedy.
Play Mermaid Comedies if you want
good ones.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl thea-

tre, Hymera, Ind.—General patronage.

Trapping Lions from Aeroplie and Net-
ting the Leopard (Universal), with Ma-
jor Jack Allen.—Crude faked stuff that

fails to get by a six-year-old child. Not
worth showing.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General

patronage.

Lloyd Reissues (Pathe), with Harold

Lloyd.—These reissues are good, but do

not expect too much, especially if you

have played any of Lloyd's late ones.

—

Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre.

Washington, Ind.—General patronage.

Star Comedies (Universal).—These one

reel comedies rarely fail to please.—E. J.

Degenhardt, Princess theatte, Mendota,

111—Neighborhood patronage.

At the Ringside (Pathe), with Snul)

Pollard.—One of Snub's best comedies.

Last half of reel kept them laughing

steadily.—Ernest M. Cowles, Orpheum
theatre. Pelican Rapids, Minn.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Idle Class (F. N.). with Charles

Chaplin.—Pretty poor. Lloyd, Keaton

or Semon please my people better. Bet-

ter put him on the shelf with "Our

Mary."—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre.

Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

Brownie's Baby Doll (Universal), with

. pecial cast.—Here is a two-reel comedy

that is getting to be immense. They

are real ones and much better than many

for which fancy prices are asked. The

kid is the best ever seen and the stories

appeal to all classes. The kids eat 'em

Up._Ben. L. Morris. Temple theatre,

Ballaire, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at caata

saving prlcei. Special professional

discounts on UNIVERSALS.
Imm.dlaU dalhrarr on all modala OalWa.

Kran n« Path* and many
tr.l.d Id our .howroom. Sand for otu

lata estate*- at ooca. fraa-on raqoaal.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dapt. H, IOB M. Dearborn St. . C NIC 10, in.

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, Cartoons

Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
IOOS-1006 Malic rs Bldg. Telephone Central 2347 aicaft, BL

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of Hi Rh-Grnde ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORCANS for

Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Practical Motion Picture Projection

Really Began With the Carbon Arc

Every advance in motion picture pro-

jection has been largely dependent on

Columbia Projector Carbons.
Moreover, science and the practical experience of

moving picture men have proved conclusively that

no other light source can take the place of Columbia

Projector Carbons and produce a screen illumination

so brilliant, so devoid of eye fatigue, so flexible, so

safe, and so satisfactory to both audience and pro-

jectionist.

In the wake of every leading commodity there are

substitutes to be found. Invariably, substitutions are

costly. Especially is this true in the projector field.

Remember that with Columbia Projector Carbons

you get a known product of uniform quality—more

light for your money—sharper and steadier pictures

—a standard article for standard equipment.

The test of time tells. Comparison—visual proof

—

substantiates Columbia leadership.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

CLEVELAND, OHIO SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Notice

Packages of Columbia Pro-
jector Carbons are now
dressed with new attrac-

tive labels, as shown on
this page. Until the market
is cleared of all the former
label packages, however,
you may not receive the
new label package. The
same high grade carbons
are found in both packages

End View

This shows the ease and
simplicity of stocking the
new label packages
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NEW HOME of
PARAMOUNT PICTURES

THE NEW INDIANA theatre at Terre

Haute is pronounced one of the finest

in the state. Its striking achievement

in art and beauty, as apparent in the

view of the auditorium to the left, is

symbolic of its grandeur throughout.

The main floor alone seats 2,000. The
,

rotunda entrance is pictured above.

TWO VIEWS OF the beautiful

stairway leading from the

promenade to the upper part

of the house are shown above.

A pretty young lady in a Span-
ish costume points the way
and lends impressiveness.
The stairway arrangement
is regarded as one of the
noteworthy effects obtained
by Architect John Eber-
son. To the right is shown the
beautiful and spacious prome-
nade of the Indiana. Through-
out, it is luxuriantly equipped
with conveniences for comfort
augmented by striking artistic

decorations. Check rooms and
rest rooms for men and women
lead from it with other con-
veniences, such as telephones
and water fountains readily
accessible.

THE POLICY OF the theatrt

is controlled by Famous Play-

ers Lasky Corporation which

has appointed Sidney Smith as

managing director. The play

house was erected by loca

capitalists comprising the Indi-

ana Theatre Company, o:

which T. W. Barhydt is presi

dent. A corps of able head:

has been placed in each de

partment to accentuate thi

high quality of the program o

which Paramount pictures wil

form the major screen attrac

tion. Raymond B. Townsle"

is musical director; Raymoni
Welch plays the huge Wur
litzer unit organ; Bert Stein

houser has charge of the pro

jection room. Vaudeville i

also a part of the daily pro

gram.



THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
This department, as every

other department of the
Herald, is desirous of render-

ing the maximum of service to

exhibitors. Its purpose is to

present, from time to time,

accurate news of the latest de-

velopments in theatre con-

struction, new devices evolved

that increase efficiency for the

showman, and pictures of new
theatres opened in order that

he may visualize the present
tendencies in this direction.

Further than this, it is glad

to assist any exhibitor on par-

ticular problems confronting

him by acting as a connecting
link between him and reliable

sources of information and
knowledge. This is a day of

specialization. Knowledge
along various lines in matters
affecting an exhibitor's theatre

are in the hands of specialists

in various lines of business.

The Equipment department is

a medium through which ex-

hibitors can obtain this highly
specialized knowledge.

The Herald's Theatre Equip-

ment Department has at its

disposal various channels
through which it is able to co-

operate with the exhibitor in

obtaining for him valuable in-

formation on various subjects.

It shall be glad to present your
problem to experts as well as

obtain information for you
from specialized authoritative
sources whose years of concen-
trated effort makes them the
only dependable avenue of in-

formation on matters with
which they deal.

Thirtieth Fitzpatrick-McElroy
Playhouse Opened in Michigan

Owners Say New Liberty Theatre at Benton Harbor
is Example of Funds Used to Utmost

Advantage in Every Respect

The Liberty theatre, No. 30 of the
Fitzpatrick-McElroy chain of playhouses,
opened its doors at Benton Harbor,
Michigan, Saturday, February 4. A solid

line eight deep, extending for two blocks,

turned out to inaugurate the new theatre

on the opening day. St. Joe and other
Michigan towns were represented in large

numbers among the Benton Harbor resi-

dents. Doors of the theatre were opened
ahead of schedule and an extra show run
to accommodate the large attendance—

a

fitting tribute to Benton Harbor's newest
combination theatre and the industry in

general.

Cost Is $200,000

The Liberty, which has a seating ca-

pacity of 1,600, was erected at a cost

of $200,000. Without exception, it is

undoubtedly the finest theatre of its size

in Michigan. In fact, it is stated that

the new theatre compares favorably with
structures costing three times the amount
—a thing attained by its owners through
judicious expenditure of money backed by
a thorough knowledge of the business.

The foyer is beautifully furnished with
' roomy davenports, artistic floor lamps,
and comfortably upholstered chairs.

Velvet hangings of blue and gold are in

harmony. The walls are decorated in old

ivory and pastel shades of blue and pink
ornamented in gold. The back of the

foyer, above the wainscoting, is latticed

with dark walnut in which mirrors are

set, giving the effect of great distance.

Velvet carpeted stairs on either side lead

to the balcony.
The main floor seats 1,000, chairs be-

ing installed by Heywood Brothers &
Wakefield, Chicago. The auditorium is

entirely symmetric in shape.

Proscenium in Gold

Pastel shades of old ivory, pink and
blue are blended in its decorations, re-

lieved by the carved bas-relief of dull

gold. Surrounding the room is a high

wainscoting stippled in similar colors of

a deeper shade.
The proscenium arch is a broad band of

dull gold elaborately carved. Paralleling

it are broad bands of pastel shade, with

strips of gold. The orchestra pit is sur-

rounded by a valance of blue gold. On
either side are tall floor lamps of poly-

chrome with painted shades.

From the balcony and along side walls

hang inverted domes in deep creams, in

which the light changes from mellow
amber to a soft blue. Surmounting the

auditorium are three large rectangular

domes containing constantly changing
colors.

The balcony seats 600 persons. The

balcony rail, decorated by festoons of
flowers in polychrome, matches the pro-
scenium arch, being a broad band of gold.
Outside, the theatre is equally artistically

finished, the huge electric sign being an
outstanding feature.

In the way of equipment, the best ob-
tainable has been installed in all de-
partments. A large Moller organ sup-
plements the music of the orchestra.
Motiograph Deluxe projection machines
are used. Heating and ventilating equip-
ment has been installed by American
Blower Company. Marble work is by the
Henry Marble Company, Chicago. Dec-
orations are from the Decorators Supply
Company, also Chicago. C. J. Netting,
Detroit, furnished the mosaic and tile fix-

tures and Albert Pick & Company, Chi-
cago, the furnishings and draperies.

Statement Is Significant

Of particular significance and interest

is the statement of Fitzpatrick and Mc-
Elroy that the new Liberty theatre is a
splendid example of money judiciously

expended in the construction of a theatre

to the end that it is utilized to the very
best advantage in every respect.

BENTON HARBOR'S newest $200,000

theatre which has been opened by Fitz-

patrick-McElroy.
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. PalacesAreGoing Up.

Only the Latest Equip-

ment Is Being Installed

New Projects

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.—Practically

$10,000 of the $50,000 to be raised here
for the erection of a new playhouse has
already been subscribed and it is ex-

pected that the remainder will be had
shortly.

Mount Vernon, Ind.—This city is to

have a strictly modern playhouse. Two
buildings on Main street have been leased

and will be reconstructed for the purpose
by Lee Baskett, Louis Hayes, Stuart

Starling and Thomas Baskett of Hender-
son, Ky.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Two theatre deals

here have virtually been closed. One in-

volves the erection of a playhouse by
Joseph Howard, song writer, to be known
as the "Music Box." The other is the

acquisition of property by Oliver Moros-
CO interests for a new theatre building.

*

Toledo, O.— Plans for the proposed
theatre at Jackson and Water street have
been postponed indefinitely.

*

Philadelphia, Pa.—A permit has been
issued to William Fox Entertainment
Corporation for the erection of a new
theatre building at Sixteenth and Market
streets to cost aproximately $1,100,000.

The seating capacity of the theatre is to

be 4,ooo.

Canton, O.—A $20,000 theatre seating

«.i()0 will be erected here by A. H. Abrams,
owner of the Odeon theatre.

Denver. Colo.—Plans are under way
for the proposed erection of a $100,000
playhouse here on Park Hill.

*

Kirksville, Mo.—A community theatre
is planned for this city. Matters are in

the hands of Professor C. M. Wise and
the Kiwanis Club. The proposition is

being favorably received.
*

Lincoln, 111.—Steve Bennis has ob-
tained plans for a new theatre in Lin-
coln to seat 1,100.

*

Leominster, Mass.—Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas McEvoy will start construction
of the new Rialto theatre in March or
earlv April. The structure will cost

$100,000 and seat 1,320.

Ownership Changes
Canton, 111.—Earl Williams has pur-

chased the motion picture theatre at

Knoxville from Lavern McDavitt.
*

Davenport, la.—Ernest Stewart of New-
York has leased the Liberty theatre for

ten years and opened it as a vaudeville
house.

Findlay, O.—The Majestic theatre will

be operated by W. K. Richards owner of

the New Royal motion picture theatre.
*

Fort Smith, Ark.—W. T. Stockton has
leased the Royal theatre which he has
opened after thoroughly remodeling it.

*

New York, N. Y.—The Horace Build-
ing Corporation has transferred the mo-
tion picture theatre at 176 East 116th
street to the Cosmos Theatres Corpora-
tion.

*

Watertown, S. D.—Olson and Leflay
have purchased the Foto Pla theatre from
the McCarthy theatre interests.

Openings
Barberton, O.—The new Pastime

theatre, which has been under construc-
tion for the past six months has been
opened.

Beaver, Utah.—Manager E. V. Kesler
has opened the Jewel theatre here.

*

Benton Harbor, Mich.—The Liberty,
newest of the chain of theatres of Fitz-
patrick-McElroy has been opened here.

The new house cost $200,000.

Wenatchee, Wash.— Pacific Coast
theatre has opened its new motion pic-

ture theatre, the Rialto. The new play-
house seats 1,000.

•Plans Theatre Structure
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 4.—Herman

Henning of Gorg Construction Company
has leased the southeast corner of Grand
avenue and Morgan street as a site for a

motion picture theatre and office building.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Wurlitzer Orchestra Piano Style

"G" eight instruments, automatic or by hand.
One Hertner Transverter, 50-50, 25 cycle; one
Hertner Transverter, 35-35, 60 cycle. Also Ticket
Selling machine. Address "A. J. O.", care of

Exhibitors Herald, Chicago.

SPECIAL FEATURE FILM
THEATRE MANAGERS—"Round the World"

—a feature for special occasions. Write for

information. WORLD, 857 South State Street,
Chicago, 111.

THEATRE FOR SALE
KOR SALE—Moving Picture Theatre in tour-

ist and college town. No competition. Thriv-
ing business. Address P. O. Box 231, Winter
Park, Florida.

Special Rates to Reasonable Rates
Professionals to all

SAMUEL LUMIERE
Artist—Photographer

NEW 574 Fifth Ave. YORK

&

H£ATlN5
v/ENTILATINS

^ Let the theatre

ventilation

specialists

tell vou how —
"WATCH FOR OUR

INSTALLATIONS IN MIAMI"

<:i?(7LINS SYSTEM,**.
71 North 6th Street Brookyln, N. Y.

Gold Fibre Screens

Not' one, but every theatre, of
the Lubliner & Trinz famous chain
of Chicago Cinema Temples are
equipped with Minusa screens.

They will tell you why.

Samples and literature upon request

World's Largest Producers

y

potion Picture Screens.
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GLORIA SWANSON in a scene from "Her Husband's Trademark" her latest Para-
mount picture, directed by Sam Wood.

Three Barton Organs
For Badger Theatres

Installations Made at Xeenah.

Appleton and Kenosha,

Wis., Playhouses
Another bit of evidence that the ap-

proach of spring weather is finding ex-

hibitors lining up in anticipation of a

return to normalcy in the business is seen

in the announcement of Bartola Musical
Instrument Company of Chicago of the

installation of three large Barton organs

in Wisconsin theatres.

Entire Circuit Equipped

F. W. Fisher, owner of a chain of thea-

tres at La Salle and Kewanee, Illinois,

and Madison. Wis., and who recently

purchased the Grand Opera House build-

ing at Appleton. Wis., has installed a

large model Barton organ in the pro-

scenium. The instrument will have a

special instrumentation to provide for all

orchestral effects. Mr. Fisher's entire

circuit of theatres are equipped with Bar-

ton musical instruments.

D. W. Barton, secretary of the com-
pany, personally laid out the organ in-

stallation.

Buys $18,000 Instrument

That music is a strong feature of the

proeram and of box office value in it-

self is the experience of John Herziger,

who has made a special feature of organ
music at his Orpheum theatre at Me-
nasha. Wis. T. D. Waiss is the organist.

Mr. Herziger is further emphasizing the

music feature of his entertainment at his

theatre in Xeenah. Wis., where an even
larger Barton instrument has recently

been inaugurated. The new organ is a

three-manual instrument costing $18,000.

Called Largest in State

What will compare as one of the largest

orsrans in anv theatre in the state oi

Wisconsin is the Barton instrument pur-
chased by Saxe brothers for the new
$400,000 theatre at Kenosha. This instru-

ment is fitted with a new organ invention,

the divided manual. Its installation will

be arranged on each side of the sta'-e in

especially prepared organ lofts.

A. A. Algase Op 2ns New
$100,000 Playhouse at

Wenatchee, Washington
A. A. Algase. president of Pacific Coast

Theatres and vice-president of the Xorth
West Theatres Company of Seattle.

Washington, operating a chain of motion
picture theatres in the Northwest, has
opened his new Rialto theatre at

vVenatchee, Washington. The new play-
louse has a seating capacity of one thou-
and.
The theatre building is a reinforced

"oncrete and brick structure, absolutely
ire proof. It embraces the last word in

lectrical equipments, lighting effects and
LUtomatic curtain control, together with
omplete furnishings of the very finest

^rade of carpets and draperies. A
fl9,000 Wurlitzer organ is used. Build-
ng and furnishings represent an ifivest-

nent of over $100,000.

Two more new theatres this year are
ontemplated by the company, one in

•'ancouver. Washington, and one in

> Astoria, Oregon. Work on these will be
parted Mav 1, 1922. The new Rialto
peatre will be under the management

" }f F. E. Wesp, who has been associated
^ith A. A. Algase theatres for several
•ears.

Erstwhile Celebrities

Filmed as Feature of

Latest Selznick News
"What They Are Doing Now," is a new

department of Selznick News featuring

celebrities of more or less bygone days

who. though still well known and remem-

bered by the public, have been somewhat

overlooked in the general march of

events.

In this connection Selznick Xews has
brought back into the public eye such
figures as ex-world's champion boxers.

"Jim" Jeffries, now a farmer, and
"Battling" Xelson. now mayor of Hedge-
wisch. III.: Dr. Cook, famous explorer,

and former tennis champion. Maurice
McLaughlin.

In the current issue Selznick Xews
presents Ted Meredith, former Olympic
champion runner, who today is employed
on the Xew York Sun as a reporter:

Josephus Daniels, once a member of

President Wilson's cabinet as secretary

of the navy, now returned to his news-
paper at Raleigh. X. C. and Charles

Brickley. once a great football star.

First Aplin Comedy Is

Completed by Sanford
I". M. Santord of Sanford Productions

has completed the first of a series of two
reel comedies featuring Charlie Aplin.

He is at present en route from Holly-
wood to Xew York where he will arrange
for a publication contract.

The title of the new comedy is "The
Race Track."

Chain of Fifty Theatres

To Show Bible Pictures
Fifty theatres of the S. A. Lynch

Enterprises are covered in the contract

by which Lynch theatres will play the

entire output of Bible features of Sacred

Film. Inc., distributed by Savini Film.

Inc.. in the south.

Included among the fifty playhouses is

the Howard theatre. Atlanta's million

dollar first run house.

Western Premiere
For Arrow Special

Director and Stars to Attend

First Showing at Los

Angeles, March 12
Arrow Film Corporation's new six reel

special. "The Innocent Cheat," will be

given its premiere presentation at the

California theatre. Los Angeles, March
12.

Invite City Officials

Among the representation from the

Arrow organization who will attend the

show will be Ben Wilson who directed

the production, and Roy Stewart and
Kathleen Kirkham, who play the leading
parts. A prologue will be 'arranged and
prominent Los Angeles city officials as

well as film stars invited.

Exploitation for "The Innocent Cheat."
it is stated, will be on an unusually large
scale, extensive bill board and newspaper
advertising to be supplemented by per-
sonal letters, window displays and tie-

ups with prominent stores in the city.

Story Is Modern

Arrow officials predict that the
premiere of the picture will mark an
event in Los Angeles. The California
theatre, of which Fred A. Miller is man-
ager, is one of the largest houses in the

city seating 2.000.

"The Innocent Cheat" is termed a

"moral drama." with a twentieth century
theme. It is from a story by J. Grubb
Alexander. In the supporting cast are

George Hernandez. Rhea Mitchell. Sid-

ney de Grey and others.

Title Exploits New House
The World Realty Company, during

the showing of the Selznick production
"A Man's Home" at its two theatres in

Omaha, effectively tied up advertising on
the picture with its new theatre under
construction by calling attention to the

fact that the new theatre will not only be

"A Man's Home" but "everyone's home."



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Screens are Utilized

In Combating "Flu"

Chicago Theatre Men Pledge

Their Support to the

Chicago Officials

A campaign has been launched in Chi-

cago to prevent a recurrence of an in-

fluenza epidemic such as has hit this

city, along with hundreds of other cities

and towns throughout the country, dur-

ing the past few years.

Exhibitors Pledge Support

Playing an important part in this cam-
paign to keep the number of cases at a

minimum are the exhibitors of the city

under the leadership of John Silha, presi-

dent of the local unit of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America, and
Peter Schaefer, head of the Allied Amuse-
ment Association.

Chicago theatre owners and managers
have pledged their screens to the city

health department, and messages of warn-

ings will be flashed daily on the screens

of the city's hundreds of theatres.

No Noticeable Spread

Thus far, the spread of the disease in

Chicago has been slight, but preparatory

measures are being taken owing to its

prevalence in many other cities, especially

in the East.

City officials hold that use of the

screens in th : past has had a perceptible

effect because of the thousands that the

warnings reach daily.

Mayo at Cuban Theatre

Having appeared in theatres in New
York, Cleveland, Toledo and other cities,

Frank Mayo will leave New York for

Havana and return to his home in Los

Angeles from the Cuban city, after hav-

ing made a theatre appearance there.

TRAILERS
PAY FOR

THEMSELVES
They add dignity to your
theatre and bring money
to your box office.

IRVING MACK & CO.
8O8 5. WABASH AVE.CHICAGO

WESLEY BARRY, star of Marshall
Neilan's First National attraction,

"Penrod," and his double, Elmer Bala-
ban, youngest of the Balaban brothers,
members of the firm of Balaban &
Katz. Wesley is appearing at the
B. & K. houses.

Greiver Has Acquired
Associated Photoplay

Franchise for District

Greiver Productions, 81(1 South Wabash
avenue, has acquired the Associated
Photoplay franchise for this territory. In

addition, the franchise for National Pic-

tures also has been obtained.

The Associated publications include:

"Too Much Married." with Mary Ander-
son; "Crossing Trails," with Pete Mor-
lison; "Wolverine," with Helen Gibson,
and "Ghost City," with Helen Holmes.
The first two National publications are:

"David and Jonathan" and "Mr. Pirn

Passes By." The company also an-

nounces that it will distribute in this ter-

ritory the Pola Negri picture, "Polish

Dancer."

Goldman Opens Offices

For New Warren Corp.

Sidney Goldman has opened the Amer-
ican Releasing Corporation's exchange at

800 South Wabash, the quarters formerly
occupied by Associated Producers. This

new distributing company is controlled

by Walter E. Greene, president, and Fred
B. Warren, vice-president. Mr. Warren
was at the local office on Monday.

Two Big Features
Play Eighty Houses

Blanket Advertising Used^by

Fox in Advertising

Its Special

Chicagoans in every locality were given
an opportunity during the last two weeks
to view either "Way Down East" or
"Over the Hill."

Plays Forty Theatres

The United Artists special feature
played three and four-day engagements
in over forty theatres throughout the city

last week and an equal number during the
present week, while the Fox special,

"Over the Hill," according to Clyde Eck-
hardt, local manager, played in forty-
three theatres the week of Feb. 5-11 and
is booked for as many more during the
present week.

Utilize Blanket Ads

Hold-out crowds were the usual thing
in every neighborhood all week. The
blanket advertisements placed by the Fox
exchange in the daily newspapers served
to stimulate business for the Mary Carr
feature, and many of the exhibitors took
extra space besides to boost the attrac-

tion.

Most houses, ranging in size from 500

to 900 seats, charged 35 cents and 22

cents admission.

Martin Keeps Serial

Sold in Loop Theatre
Selling a serial in a downtown loop

theatre is one thing and keeping it sold

is another. H. O. Martin, city manager
here for Pathe, has achieved both. Mr.
Martin is a showman of long experience
and once the chapterplay had been
booked at Barbec's Loop the task was a

comparatively easy one.
The serial booked was "White Eagle."

One of the stunts used in putting it over

was to arrange for the personal appear-

ance at the Boston store of Chief White
Eagle. Publicity on the stunt was given

by the store in its ads in the daily papers.

Chief White Eagle also made the rounds

of the many office buildings, thus adver-

tising the Ruth Roland picture to thou-

sands of potential Loop patrons. Mr.

Martin's stunts were so effective that

Manager Barbec ran the serial after every

performance instead of only between the

hours of 11 a. m. and 1 p. m.

Stern Back at Office

Herman Stem returned to his district

manager's desk at Universal exchange

last week, not much the worse for his

recent trip to Michael Reese hospital,

where he was operated upon for a car

buncle.
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JEAN PAIGE in a scene from "The Prodigal Judge" Vitagraph's latest

special feature.

i CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
|

ing of their big Roland serial, "The White
Eagle." The deal was for two .days, but
manager Vitto couldn't see the expense, but
was perfectly willing to engage the chief,

from Friday noon until Saturday noon.
We'll say he's some boy with the figures.

* * *

Another open secret along the Row has
been divulged. 'Tis rumored that Cecil
Maberry is about to forsake lonesome bach-
elorhood for the career of a staid benedict.
Probably later he may give us the charming
lady's name !

!

* * *

Looks like R-C Pictures local branch
must have gone over its quota with a bang,
if the gladsome smiles emanating from
genial Al Gallas stand for a meaning.

* * *

Ralph Kettering has returned from To-
ronto, Canada, having successfully disposed
of his latest drama, "The Rose of Killar-
ney." There is no shortage of beautiful

snow up that way, Ralph reports.

* * *

Paul DeOuto, former R-C Pictures

salesman, is now numbered with the Gold-
wynners, having hung up his hat in the

Goldwyn exchange recently.

* * *

Lipman Astrachan, that live wire Uni-
versal salesman, took time off recently to

get married, but reported back to work
early the next day. The happy couple spent

the first day of their honeymoon at the

Drake hotel, where they could look at the

beautiful waters of Lake Michigan.

I

We note Sid Goldman opened the local
exchange of the American Releasing Corpo-
ration with colors flying at his old stand,
'806 South Wabash avenue, formerly the
home of Associated Producers. With that
gang of exhibitors that swarmed in wel-
coming Sid, looks like he will be busy nurs-
ing the old right digit back to normalcy for
the next week or so.

* * *

That was certainly a pretty one Cap. Giv-
en's Paramount bowling team handed to
Tony Philbin and his Goldwyn aspirants.
Manning starred for the victors with a
high roll of 189. Philbin evidently had his

'eyes on the pins, for he crashed the tally-

sheets for a 190 and 211. Evidently the
Famous Player team were sitting tight for
'he next rub, only winning out by a margin
af 140 pins. With Bolle's finger now in

perfect condition and Shurman an added
;tarter on the Goldwyn team, we look for a
'egular battle when the next struggle is

elated.

* * *

Manager Woods of the Columbia the-
itre, Chicago, has taken over the manage-
nent of the Oliver theatre, South Bend,
ndiana, succeeding Harry Leonard, who
ilans to give his entire attention to the
3ucklin of Elkhart, Indiana.

* * *

Art theatre, Gary, Indiana, re-opens Feb-
.uary 11, with Walter Eschenbach in the
nanagerial chair. Walter has had this pop-
ular theatre entirely overhauled and with
he extensive improvements effected, mod-
stly acclaims, "We have the most beautiful
ttle film palace in the State."

* * *

Al Hoffman was sure given some atten-
'on last Sunday, Feb. 5, his last day as
lanager of the Paulina theatre. Under-
hand around 4,000 fans passed into this
'JO seater during the day. Al is a member
f the smiling sales crew of the Superior
creen exchange.

* * *

We all mourn the sad loss of dear ol'

By Mac
Daddy Bell of the Belle theatre, Madison
and Western avenues. After an illness of

but a few days. Daddy left us Feb. 5, leav-

ing a widow and son.

v * * *

«r Harry Wellington is now managing the

'New Era exchange, succeeding John F.

Burhorn, who resigned to accept his new
appointment as manager of the local Asso-
ciated Exhibitors exchange.

Hawthorne theatre, Cicero, 111., will

throw open its doors Feb. 11 with "The
Conflict," featuring Priscilla Dean. Mana-
ger Lopatka will now direct the policies of
this house for the future.

* * *

Witli the Castle theatre, South Bend, Ind.,

bringing their admission down to ten cents,

instead of the former ten and twenty cent

admissions, looks like old times out with
the Hoosiers.

* * *

Talking about economy. It seems Jack
Willis, after a very trying day at the
office, left telling the boys he would hop on
a car at Wabash and Seventh. Apparently
Jack imagined some one pulled an Aladdin
on him, for he awoke in front of the Willis

domicle seated in a Checker taxi. The
bill being considerable over the official eight

cent rate of the surface cars, sternly re-

minded him. IT WAS NO DREAM, eh,

Jack?

Julius Alcock, erstwhile Select sales

representative, is now associated with the

local Metro exchange, and will call upon
the west side exhibitors, with Dad Moses,
on the south side, and the handsome Frank
Ishmael covering the aristocratic clientele

of the north side.

* * *

That's a hot one C. L. Filkins of Pathe
slips us from the Columbia theatre, Rock-
ford. It seems Charley was anxious to have
the big Indian chief appear with the open-

Naval Parade Planned for

Opening at San Francisco

Of Famous Sea Battle Film
A naval parade in San Francisco, with

a band of seventy-five pieces and a thou-
sand men from the Naval Reserve in line,

is one of the events planned to mark the

first run showings of "The Battle of Jut-
land." Prints of the three-reel super
special are being distributed to branches
of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., for

publication.
"The Battle of Jutland" is having its

first showing outside of New York City
in Rochester, N. Y., at the Regent thea-

tre. Contracts for it have been made in

many other key cities.

The historical record of the World
War's greatest naval battle has received

high praise from Rear Admiral William
S. Sims, president of the Naval War Col-

lege at Newport, Rhode Island, where
the film was shown at his special request

to the War College class of naval officers

it is stated.

Knight Appointed Sales

Head of Kineto Company
H. J. Knight has been appointed man-

ager of the film sales department of
Kineto Company of America, Inc. He
succeeds H. J. Shepard, resigned.
During the past year, Mr. Knight has

been executive assistant to Charles
Urban. He will have charge of sales

and distribution of Urban Popular Class-
ics, which include all subjects published
by Kineto.

Stars in New Era Films
Peggy O'Day will be starred by New

Era Productions, Inc., in a series of five-

part features, which will be distributed on
the state rights plan through the Anchor
Film Distributors, Inc. Two of the pic-

tures have already been completed.



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen
Holmes-

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.
Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-

ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.

The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.

Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Fairs
Binney.

Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 5 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pothe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-
nr.

The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).
The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.

June 12—The Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10—Women Who Wait, five reels.

Aug. 17—They Shall Pay, five reels.

Sept. 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept. 26—Discontented Wives, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

Western Hearts, five reels, with Art Staunton and
Josie Sedgwick.

The Wolverine, five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

The Heart of the North, five reels, Roy Stewart.
Life's Greatest Question, six reels, Roy Stewart.

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.
Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
White Oak. six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Rent Free, five reels, Wallace Reid.
Miss Lulu Bett, six reels, (Wm. De Mille Prod.).
Too Much Wife, five reels, Wanda Hawley (Real-

art).

Back Pay, seven reels (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Lane That Had No Turning, five reels, Agnes
Ayres.

A Prince There Was, six reels, Thomas Meighan.
The Bride's Play, seven reels, Marion Davies.
Nancy from Nowhere, five reels, Bebe Daniels
(Realart).

Three Live Ghosts, six reels (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.).

Tillie, Mary Miles Minter (Realart).

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.
The Nerer-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reel9 (Marshall Neilan Prod.)
Woman's Place, with Constance Talmadge.
The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald.
All for a Woman (Special).
My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma Talmadge.
Alf's Button (Special).
Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

Pro.).
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ. JR., PRODUCTIONS
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star ran
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cut
The Servant in the House, five reels, with sll

star cut
Daneernus Toys, seven reels, with all-star cast.

Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8,200 feet.
Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNTJM SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.
The Scuttlers, six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six rett
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Ridin" Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.

Jackie.
,

DUSTIN FARNTJM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
Tn a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TE CENTURY BRAND
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels. Hobart Bosworth. •

The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Ship-

man.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,175 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.

Puppy Days, 959 feet
Robinson Crusoe Hours. 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.
The Old Nest eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Cor.iedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Kose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be Mv Wife, five reels. Max Ltnder.
The Glorious Fool, six reels.

Man with Two Mothers.
His Hack Against the Wall, five reels.

Watch Your Step.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

The Wallflower, six reels.

Grand Larceny, six reels.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

The P P. Trail, six reels.

The Man of the Forest, six reels.
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTOX PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.

The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

The Westerners, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ, JH, PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

Lore Madness, with Lonise Glanm.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
son Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

\ATIO\AL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.
Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
Sis Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed
ward Heara.

BOCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALL IN PRODUCTIONS
Cast Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cut.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Lore Without Question, seven reels.

\ Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.

When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zens Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Nov. 21—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
Dee. 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
Lake.
Dec 28—The Idle Rich, six reels. Bert Lytell.

Jan. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special.

Jan. 9—Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana.
Jan. 23—Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Careth

Hughes.
Feb. 6—The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
Feb. 20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.
Mar. 6—Glass Houses, six reels, Viola Dana.
Mar. 13—Prisoner of Zcnda, Rex Ingram Special.
Mar. 20—Stay Home, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH
Days of the Buffalo, six reels.

Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
-aboma, seven reels,
"i Beggar in Purple, six reels,
"he Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
loose of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

'orbiddeu Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.

JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
lalf a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-
ton.

ler Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.
Hce of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner,
bat Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
vTien We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
he Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritxi Brunette
snd Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES, INC.
he Empire of Diamonds, six reels,
he Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
ogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seits
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

The Killer, six reels.

The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.

The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.
A Western Adventurer, 5 reels, William Fair-

banks.

Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.

A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.

The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
NEAL HART SERIES

Mar. Is—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1—Reckless Wive*.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.

The Soul of Man, seven reels.

Squire Phinn. five reels.

Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue
Hayakawa.

Shams of Society, six reels. (Walsh-Fielding
Prod.)

A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)

Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-
erick.

The Foolish Age. five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.

Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.

Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)

At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)

Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.
Five Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Why Men Forget, five reels. Special Cast.
Billy Jim, five reels. Fred Stone.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson

and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy

Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

Tearle. _
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with WMiac

Faversham.
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Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
Who Am I? (All Star Cast)
Conceit. (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast)

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails, five reels, Neal Hart.

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featare.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept 5—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.

Griffith production.
Dec 4—The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.

Mar. II—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, tea reels, Mary Pickf ard-

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Font
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
Cheated Hearts, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Shattered Dreams, five reels, Miss DuPont.
Playing with Fire, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Guttersnipe, five reels, Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION!
Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNB GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
Mora! Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow five reels.

The Little Minister, six reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

A Guilty Conscience, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

Steelheart, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss

Production), All Star Cast
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Toss

Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.

The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

ine Calvert
The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.

Flower of the North, seven reels.

The Prodigal Judge, eight reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels. Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Bay.
Partners of the Sunset five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED. Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES. Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

A *1V(>\ FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
»»n »OOV nnvc <~OMFDTF.S two reel.

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice a month.
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reels, twice a
month. Polly Moran and Smiling Bill Jones.

IbLKbHAlbLI PLAiURs
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

Schoolday Love, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reel*.

Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.
A Barnyard Cavalier, two reels.

One Stormy Knight, two reels.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.
Battling Torchy, two reels.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.

The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.
Rolling Stones, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reel*.

VAMIi (.OMEDltij one reel.

GAYETY COM F DIES, one reel

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
8ELIG-ROHK PHOTOPLAYS

The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES, two

reels.

PARAMOUNTDE HAVEN COMEDIES, two
reels

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Shoulder Arms, two reels.

Sunnrside. two reels.

The Kid, six reel*.

The Idle Class, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
rvels

THE PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reals.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.

C L CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.

The Jockey.
The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST JOHN SERIES, two reels.
Small Town Stuff.

The Happy Poet
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Singer Midget's Side Show.
One Moment Please.

A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.

GOLDWTN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reels, Buster

Keaton.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

' PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REFLERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Mu

Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.

MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reels.

The Riot.
The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, one svery
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.

O. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-
monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INO.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mona Dark-

festber, one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two

reels

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two

COLLIER SERIES, "The Leather Pushers," two
reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenice Besa-

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenics, oaa
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tw*
weeks)

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, on* red.

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictarea,
one reel (every week).

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, oas
reel.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrnd Sceais

TRUART FILM CORP.—One reel Burlinghao
Adventures:
Across the St. Gothard Alps.
A Borneo Venice.
Island of Surprise.
Monkey Land up the Barito River.
An Alpine Ride Up the Stanzerhorn.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Dyaks.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.
Pelican Island.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review,
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one red.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-s
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanoth's Sermenettes.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.
Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS fLAYERS—Paramount Magazine, oa
rp^l i weekly)

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots, one red e
(K I i v r.K— tireivei Kdu>.aiH>oais
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reeL
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one res
KINETO—Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE—Topics of the Day
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds r«
PIONEER—Luke Mel.uke's Film-Osophy

STOREY PICTURES—Shadowland Screen Reviei
one reel every two weeks.

STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays, tw
reels.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALE*

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
ARROW —Thunderbolt Jack .lack Hoxie)
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Anr I ittle'l

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jung
Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyii

FOX—Fantomaa; Bnde 1».

FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinsosf
PATHF—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland^
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Rewsrf
SELZMl K—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eilel

Sedgwick).
UNIVFRSAL—The White Horseman (Art AconJ|
UNTVFRSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
UNVERSAL—Winners of the Went (Art Aeen|
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH—Breaking Through.
VII At.kAFH— inc >«ieu ^,»tery (AntO)|

Moreno).
WARNER—The Lost City.

Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges
INTERNATIONAL NEWS ( Mondsys and Thai

days) at Universal exchanges.
KINOCRAMS (twice a week) at Edncationd I

changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays)

J
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Select i|

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).
THh t.UMPS (Celebrated Players).
MT'TT *vn IF.FF (FnlO
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one red.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home 9

Art of Diving, with Annette Kellera.'-

ace of the Age (Man o' Wt,/.
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Let's Go
Smilin' Through

1922

You can't help it

after you play

NORMA TALMADGE'S
Big Production

in Eight Reels

"Smilin' Through"
A First National Attraction

m

I a MARTIN J. QUIGLEY, PUBUSHE*" Entered at lecond-clati matter, August n, igij, at the Pott Office at Chica,
Published weekly at 417 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

fSHER Wf^jr^ March 4





EXHIBITORS HERALD

-the
Scream of
theScreen
inTwo-reel
Mix-ups
that

r

happen to
Everybody

CLEAN fun is here to stay—the

funny things that happen to

everybody—for everybody to laugh

at. And the Prize Comedian in up-

to-the-minute fixes and mix-ups is

LEE MORAN. Sign up for him in

CENTURY COMEDIES and you'll

have a national favorite who will

pack your house in a blizzard, a first

class sample of what CENTURY
gives you every week right straight

thru the year. Show LEE MORAN
in the three new comedies listed below

and do it now if you like to please.

"The Straphanger"
"The Touchdown"
"Upper and Lower"
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playgoers fiictum
I presents I

Iflnne of
{titleSm°fo

jlitistaria production

"You can promise them some good action and i

mance, "declares The Film Daily, "for the situatic

are unusual and the entire offering is a little off I

beaten track."

To this the Motion Picture News adds, "With su

cient action and a cast comprising four well knoi

players, (Winifred Westover, Joe King, Dolores G
sinelli and Frank Sheridan) , there is no reason w
any exhibitor should not make money."

Summing up. the Exhibitors Herald concluc

"The excellent acting of the cast, beautiful settii

and some realistic fights are its outstanding feature

"Anne of Little Smoky" IS unusual, IS entert;

ing and IS making money for the exhibitors. You (

bank on that when you book it.

Distributed through
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Foreign Representative
jbr

Vlaygoers pictures
Sidney Garrett-
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Cplaygoers (pictures

J. ^-McgojOjin

Mils ofMissingMen,UJ1Heraldproduction

\ f

Distributed through
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Foreiqn Representative

for playgoers Pictures

Sidney Garrett

1

SPECTACULAR! That's the way to describe this

amazing feature. It is a rare combination of romance,
thrills_and startling adventure. Its unusual story tells

of a half-crazed dreamer who attempts a revolution
against the United States in Southern 'California and a
heroic bad man who matches wits with him. Its cast

includes Jack McGowan, Jean Perry, Florence Gilbert,

Helen Holmes, Andrew Waldron and others. Not
until the end can the audience decide whether the star

is hero or outlaw.

You seldom see such reckless riding, action, daring,
heart-throbbing romance and clever intrigue.

Here is a sure-fire attraction. Its whirlwind climax
will leave them standing up and you'll know from the
noise how big it went. It's wonderful good entertain-
ment for your theatre.

Now Ready



MM

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION PRESENTS

Story £y Jack Boyle Scenario iy Doty Hobart

Directed /yTom Terriss-Settings Ay Jos. Urban

It's A Paramount Picture

V

9H

.v;

A Vivid, Startling

Romance of ThrUls

and Climaxes which

Will Sweep Your

Audiences off Their

Feet.

"Lionel Barrymore is fine

—we don't remember hav-

ing seen him do anything

so well—the picture gets

such a hold on you that

you believe you are watch-

ing the purifying proccisof

a bad man for the first

time."

-New York Evening Sun

re ate • I itan oductions



j> he run every second
slue of FOX NEWS
Subjects nova l-eady.

4.40 Released Feb 18*

Mose-up of Japan and its

jrkth.Its battle fleet in action*

my motion pictures ever made
>F:hese sea fighters.

XiQL Released Feb 25*

Ierets of Formosa revealed
Hy pictures ever taken of this

sina possession of Japan - -

tssavage head hunters and
a:iphor mines that supply the
vcrld.

NOW READY!

Face to
Face with
Japan

<J^/ow> running in ^

FOX
NEWS
finished to FOX NEWS

subscribers without
additional cost

BIG AS A FEATURE
IT IS A FEATURE

!



All Aboard!

I _ -J

WILLIAM FOX*
presents

3om cmyc
Chasing*
THE MOON

Directed byT^ EDWARD SEDGWICK,



oom Mycin
Chasing the Moon,
visits Russia, Spain
and other foreign,

countrieshutreturns
in the end to his

beloved U.S.A.

She story of a 1
r man who raced *; I

• with death and , 1

beatitbyaio 1
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BIG BOY

WI I

GUINN

Will be presented by the Frederick

Herbst Productions in a new series

of six special five reel productions to

be directed by W. Hughes Curran.

n w °$

To be released one each month,

commencing March 1st.

y °$ n

Distribution through independent

exchanges. Territories now open

for negotiations.

*i? ^

The first production is ready for

screening.

s

BLAZE AWAY
Directed by

W.HUGHES
CURRAN

By BRUCE BOTELER

It W

Photography 1:1

John
Stumar

State Rights Distribution by

DI LORENZO INC.

135 West 44th Street, New York City
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THE STAR'S GREATNESS
LEWIS J. SELZN1CK presents

The Critics Have
Said

"Delightful entertainment, based on the

question of secret marriages. There is some-
thing doing every minute that will hold your
interest." —Moving Picture World

"It gets away from orthodox channels and
sparkles with fair brilliancy, comedy touches
and charmingly acted by star and her assist-

unts. A good bet for any house."—Motion Picture Nezvs

"This is one of those exceptional pictures

that hit you, and hit you right, every once
in a blue moon. The best comedy bet of

the season, a clean, high-class distinguished

film offering." —Variety

"A fine, clean comedy which will prove un-
usually satisfying. Well cast and with good
photography, it should prove a good attrac-

tion." —Exhibitors Herald

"Star at her best—cast well selected. If

you let this one get by without seeing it,

you're going to miss one of the best come-
dies of the season." —Screen Opinions

It's one of the Elaine Hammer-
stein Star Series, personally staged
by Alan Crosland.

•7.-
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FORGET
Your patrons will welcome this different picture. It is just the story and just the cast that will

satisfy the picture fans who want an "out of the rut" plot, filled with unique situations and a
cast with new faces.

A great drama from the world-famous novel, "Demos" by George Gissing.)

c^w R-C PICTURE
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A Picture for All Who Want to be Rich
This unique drama tells a story that will interest all types of people. The hero is

the leader of his fellow workmen. Overnight he becomes a millionaire. The
undermining influence of great wealth alters him. He thirsts for more wealth,

more power and social position. He throws over his working girl sweetheart and

marries an aristocrat. He becomes "superior" to his fellow workers.

Then the climax—and what a smash it is—a mob of workmen, his friends, attack

him and the girl he abandoned gives him the safety of her home.

Scenically this picture is extraordinary. There are numbers of shots of the hero's

castle and scenes showing envious society people helping him to spend his wealth.

Their efforts to get some of his money and his attempts to seem accustomed to

wealth provide plenty of humor.

The public cries for novelty. Give it to your patrons.

Book and play this different picture
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A NAZIMOVA PRODUCTION

Z)ireefed by
Charlej- J3ryant

Scenario by
/^eferjK. OlJinterj-

J^hotocfraphy by
Charlej- (Jan <Ona\ej

in

A DOLL'/

Jrom the play by

HENRIK IDJEN

J7/?(? dieatMazimova at her best
o

in her Greateststade successMer
O O

perfect role acted as only JVbzim- ^
ova herselfcan act it

Opicturefor the box -office and

your patrons—one every woman,

whether married orsindle, will be

sure to see.

<*» r UNITED ARTIXTJ CORPORATION
MAfiY DlCKrOQO • CHARLIE CUAPLIN
DOUGLA/ TAIfiDANKJ" • D W GRlTFlTM

MlfJAM AOriAMJ-
• PQE.TIDENT
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twe XMILE-A-MINUTE JTCCIAL.
ALL ABOARD EOR THE LAND OE
LOVE AND LAUGHTER. VITH THE
INCOMPARABLE ARLIXT/ GENUINE
COMEDY OP YOUTH AND ROMANCE,
THE GREATEST DOX-OEEICE VALUE

OE THE YEAR /

UNITED A.Q.TIJTJ" COLORATION
MAfjy DlCKTOfSD

CUATiLlEI Ct-IADLIN
DOUGLdJ" C"AlfiDANKJ"

D GfiirriTu

UlQAM ADTJAMJ: DriZJ*lDCNT
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WHY?
Do Americans Love

Red-blooded Photoplays

of the

Northwest

With He-man Heroes?

'THE NIGHT RIDERS"
Third Release by

Second National Pictures Corp.

tells you

WHY
"HER STORY'

Second Release

Has*Created a Sensation

Wherever Shown

Second National Pictures Corp.
140 West 42nd Street New York



They'll All Scramble
for Ringside Seats

The biggest comedy hit of the year on the

stage. Now on the screen with Wallie Reid

in his best role to date.

Pumped full of pep, sizzling with mirth, it

will get over to any audience with a mighty

wallop. With a boxing match that'll make
them stand up and cheer!

Lois Wilson is leading woman.

FROM THE PLAY

"THE CHAMPION"
By A. E. Thomas and Thomas Louden. Scenario by J. E. Nash

Directed by Philip E. Rosen

JESSE L. LASKY- PRESENTS

WallaceReid
IN

TheWorlds Champion
<X GparamountQidure

' FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORFOR-WIOS J

:.

-



r^heBiggest
Bookinginthe

History ofthe

L Industry j
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MarcusIpew
i has booked for all his

theatres in Greater New York

-MISTRESS: WORLD"
A Series of Four

(paramountpictures
No. 1—"The Dragon's Claw"

No. 2—"The Race for Life"

No. 3—"The City of Gold"

No. 4—"Saved by Wireless"

With Mia May
From the novel by Carl Figdor.

Directed by Joe May.
U. F. A. Production, presented by Hamilton Theatrical Corp.

In number of days this is

the largest booking in the

history of the industry

Mr. Loew knows a world-

beater when he sees one!





DFj&RDA
Verne's
Novel f^r*
Mathias Sandorf"^^ meN

mre, luxury and lavishness;

ensations that file the Hood;

kills that startle and amaze.

8

(fa

Rafhe'
Distributors
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THE CELEBRATED 8
HITS ON ALL CYLINDERS

FLORENCE REED

,4The
Black

Panther's

Cub"

Now releasing

WILLIAM DESMOND
MARGARET CLAYTON

and

FRANK LOSEE
in

" Dangerous
loys

Now r leasing

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

"What
m

No
Man

Knows"

Coming soon

"Where Is

My Wandering
Boy

To-Night"

Coming soon

ANNA Q. NILSSON

"Why
Girls

Leave
Home"

Now releasing

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

in

"A Worldly
Madonna"

Coming soon

WESLEY BARRY

in

"SCHOOL
DAYS"

Ready for April release

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

"Charge It"

Coming soon

OTHER

Important

Announcements

TO FOLLOW

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
MEMBER
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Hawaii
New York

j

Rheims
j

Memphh
The hula-hula, popular songs, cathedr;

chimes and jazz—every locality, ever

climate, every people, have their pa

ticular music, and you picture thei

all on your screen. Your music shoul

be capable of following not only tl

peculiarities of locality but the subt

emotions of people themselves.

The Barton Orchestral Organ is bui

to do this—furnish varied and beautif

music in a golden-voiced volume th;

fills every corner of your theatre,

rests people, it soothes them, mak
them hum, and brings them back d;

after day.

Don't hesitate because you think a Barton

might be costly or difficult—it is neither

and the sooner you learn how easy it is to

get a Barton the quicker you will make
the extra profit good music will bring you.

BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT C

5 South Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

IT'S A ©ICMESTTM

Note above the ^
Barton Console

in the

VICTORY THEATRE, Tampa, Fla.

Particularly beautiful is the console con- in operation, and can effectively interpret

taining marvclously constructed stops and the fastest fingering. It is the finest instru-

combinations that provide for hundreds of ment for finished organists, yet so simple to
different musical interpretations. play that beginners do well with it.

The Barton Divided Manual feature, more Every advantage is yours in the Barton

—

than doubles the possible variations of organ the greatest theatre organ built at any price,

and orchestral music. The Barton has and the lowest priced good theatre organ in

all electric action, it is smooth and noiseless the world.
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2 X AMUSEMENTS.

XREEN THE YEAR IN

PICTURES

f^HS movies threaten to become
notion pictures. This Is the

tannine situation confronting

thoM phHlstines or the " Mlum "

Industry who are beginning to

r> xa that they can't make or under-
«rd asr/thlng bat movies and that

n of their movies brings In the btg

cfey almost any old strtp of celluloid

* worth a few years ago. As they

fl ider about looking for the ciuv of

th troubles, they are disturbed. It

ma, ay the fear that others are be-
r - g to make and exhibit pictured

wl 1 satisfy the public, but which go
oi their heads and Ue outside the nar-
ro field of their capabtLUra. Such
ptt -s ippc&ru&siAiee to Lhem. of
co e. so. In accordanee with the law
of f-praoenratioa. thejr seek to destroy
tb« bat tho only weapon they can lay
ba< on Is that bogy-word of the
o» a picture busines.% " highbrow *

Th call everything that Is beyond
tbf "Tiighbrpw." and If any picture so

esftnaed happens to be commercial.}
lt. cesafui. or yields only a nwlest
pn on tho money Invested In it, th ;y

S&4 orer Its misfortune and chorus.
~"i see. th* public J . - s - t wan; tLat
kirif stuff. It's too r..£hbrow»"
T true explanation of the picture's

fX. i. In a mcjjrtty of rases, is to be
foe In tho fact that, although It U
*-^» -'^7 and elr.cere.y d^.*. It la* a*
the , otodramatJc quality which even m-
spt faasta desire In their screen
eat ..—..> t.\ anl which may legitlmte-
m peasant la the most refined produo
tie* jr. If the fWture has this quality.

It a fall as a box-office attraction be-

•aa-the fseaIs who would pay for and
apt laM It have been driven away
fro the theatres by the prevailing
«w» of the day. The man or woman,
far ample* who went to see " XIale

ad "sale" because lt was advertised
as - adaptation of Barrle't " The Ad-
batr e Crlchtou." was not likely to take
* tl c« on " Sentimental Tommy."
Bi those who make and exhibit th*

E&rzorsM do not lake these things
Into count. Instead, they seek to re-

ass;, themselves and terrify the timid
by uutlns; "highbrow" at any p'.c-

tsr«Lit aa InttiUgtnt person may be
•bW look up to.

No as a matter of fact, no ono Is

•sen tor highbrow pictures, that la.

* which require special, or even
•ktere. education on the pert of spec-
tatc What are wasited are pictures
lha* opla of ordinary Intelligence can
>:3hotopUja. for Instance. In which
•tee; We Ideas have the benefit of
D**e iy logical and moderately Im-
>Hn;.-e treatment. And at the present
ate .* chief need Is for more In-
•"IgO! Ttg treatment of the photo-
Iran: : subjects available. Tho com-

-plaint of today Is that so many
>€et~' stories are botched on the
<ree through Inadequate acting and
***t a.ve. Incomplete motion plcturvs
*he aUty of any subject depends
•°° treatment In whatever mexLura

be presented. The moat dra-
' Plots, for example, loses Its
1 tho stage In a clumsily con-
poorly acted play. No poetic

#Ece ?n beccmea poetry until It Is

1 :n pontic language- Likewise.
Ph c!ay depends for Its strength

f™* -^-oompoeed. expressive motion*tH: upon the fluency of its kinetic

**» 1 the photoplays that are most
^-tsticaily cinemitographlc. and•^tme time acceptably motivated.

>' be called truly significant.

. T cumber of such productions
5" lust ended has added more

; Previous year of the motion
history. Taking only those
* »hlch have come to Brcad-

J u , 6 twelve months, one may
q

'
2lu> *a Impreasrve list of sig-*~ works, which, though varying

»t ? '°* CXC*UeDCe **** *ulted to
* - "Jis.ri, are genuine motion pic-

tores. In the main, and proi/hetlc of the

complete realization of beauty and ex-

pressiveness on the screen. Probably
do two observers would, select the same
productions for such a list, and certainly

no one Is to a position to dogmatize
about any selections he may make—there
Is too much room for Intelligent differ-

ence of opinion to permit that—bat any
list may be suggestive, or at least It may
serve to Illustrate an observer's Idea of

the direction In which the screen can
most profitably develop, and. therefore,

for whatever It may be worth, the pres-

ent writer nominates the following fif-

teen pr xl -ic'ions aa the m*t Important

photoplays of 1821, the pictures being

named In the order of their appearance

on Broadway screens:

" The K.A." wllb aad by Charlie Chap-
lin.

"The Old swtmmin' Hole." with Charles
Bay. directed by Joseph De Grasse.

'or » i :
- *

-

" dentimeoxai To=sj," directed by Joha

s. ssSsssftaaa, whb stay tMUaam aad Ge-
reth Hughes.
" The Cableet e* Dr. Callgart." withWeiail Kraass. dlrert-d by Robert Wl-ft*.

»iui setuaas I j H-raann Warm. Walter
fbrfrsasn aad TTalier Rohrtg.

**XhjftPUpJt** directed by Erast Labltsch,
with Fln-jj Jsnntngs sad Beany Pertea.

Oypsy Blood." directed by Ernst Lo-
ssssaa, wt*h Poa X-rrt
" The Golem." wfih Paul Wegraer. also

dlrer'cd by Herr Wegener-
" The Coo^uerlrur Power." dlmtM by

P^X Ingram, with Rodolph Vsleatl^e
aa Aiiee Terry

" with Doogias— br Fr^d *
Little Lord Faaatleroy." with Kfary

P-ciford. directed by A..' red E. Oreea aad
Jock rVkford

'' One Arabtaa Klgbt." dlrerted br Brr.st
Lasbftaob. with Pole Kcgn sad Berr Lu-
Lltsrh.
" Hamlet.'" with Arte Nielsen, directed

by Even Oede.
All for a Women,

r'- *nd W»m*r Xrt
mltri . E.-howeUfct
".Veedetta." with Pole Naprl end E»3

-inninrn. directed by George Jscoby.

In addition to these there were a num-
ber of photoplays which, while not so

consistently significant as screen
works, were yet sufficiently character-
ised by expressive motion pictures to

claim a pla^e la any record of the year's

achievements. Borne of them. It Is true,

suffered from serious shortcomings, yet

each of them, for its special virtues, was
good entertainment and an Important
contribution to the screen. Of such

photoplays the present writer eaw twelve

which. In his opinion, ought to be men-
tioned. They were:

- The Love lAght." with Mary rVkford,
directed by Frances Marlon.

The Pisskm F!o»*r." directed by Her-
bert Breaoa. wlih Norm*. Tslmadse.
" A Smell Town IdH." directed by Earl

Bissaaa. »i*h Ben Turpla. produced by
Mack OeniM tt.
" Th* Old Seat." by R-jpert Hughes, di-

rected by R*et!*aH B*rker.
"The Journey's End." directed by Hugo

Balha. with Ma>v1 Ballla.
" Dangervos Curve Ahead.** by Rspirt

Huft-«i. directed by E. Uasoa Hopp-r.
" Theodore,** directed by Anuro Am-

Iwsasai
** Woman's Place," by John Eiren^r. «

- i

Anita Loos, with Coaetaace Talmadge.
directed by War Fleming.
" Doubling for Rameo," with Rog-

ers, directed by CwSTCBM Ba^^rer
** The Lotos Eater." with John Barry-

more, dtrrcted bv Merehal NcHjul. '

" Our Mutual Friend." a NsressjaVS pro-
doctlon.

'* M as Lulo Be*t." directed by William
De Mill?, with Lois Wilson.

with £mll Jen-
directed by D4-

- -

J
= • - ther are 5 v-;~j

^. Ab
hlch i

There •as, for exam-
i terrific " J*Accuse,"
last May at the PJtz-

Caiiton Hotel, but was so emasculated
before It reached the public screen under
the. title "I Accuse" that it must be
counted as lost. Another French pro-

_ - "L-Z -'.3 l-l Z T .
'

r J - ,

the Daughter pj the Bear y.~.

t :

•- • - - - - .

- - -
: .

-

•
-

shown under the auspices of the Com-
monwealth Centre at Town Hail In Oc-
tober, belcngs among the leaders.

PASSION
ADAPTED FROM

,

cJEAN RICHEPINS
FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

p
The Child op hhe bear

>j

A Louis Mercanton Production

of the quaint Gypsy story read by

millions in Europe and America.

ALBERT I. SMITH president
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THE BOX OFFICE RECORD
Published by Exhibitors Herald

containing exact box-office valuations on 600 productions in the current
booking market (compiled from the department, "What the Picture Did for

Me") will be issued semi-annually—March and September. First issue will

be mailed February 25th.

WILL BE AVAILABLE
GRATIS TO SUBSCRIBERS
as an added feature of the

"HERALD" SERVICE
If you are a paid-in-advance subscriber your copy will be forwarded, post-

paid, upon application to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

Price to non-subscribers: $1.00 per copy

If you are not a Herald subscriber,

subscribe Now and receive each issue

of The Box Office Record without

additional charge.

USE THIS BLANK
EXHIBITORS HERALD

417 So. Dearborn Street, Chicago

Enclosed is check for #3.00 for one year's subscription to "Exhibitors Herald."

It is understood that I am also to receive the semi-annual issues of The Box Office Record without

additional charge.

Exhibitor City

Theatre State





EXCEPTIONAL IN THEME AND PRESENTATIO

am

Exceptional Pictures

announces

MARTIN JOHNSON'S
"JUNGLE ADVENTURES"

A photoplay^ apart from all others . . .

Conceded by 26 impartial critics to be a

triumpK of picture art . . .

Proven by the public to be an overwnelm-

ingly" successful tkeatre attraction

to be distributed by

,mertcan
RELEASING CORPORATION

WALTER B, GRBENE. Ma F B. WARREN, 1W fW<*

in United States

and Canada

r.X(i:»ill(jNAi.

PlCtUKB

EXCEPTIONAL IN ARTISTRY AND EXPLOITATIC



Answering a iSig Sditorial Question

from the Motion Picture News

By the way, isn't it about^^g^
Revolution? We've seen a lot about xne

Has every one forgotteu.America 1
ROTer^_the flash of

How about the midnight «oi Bntish

signals-the tramp. tramp ,
tramp^of *e^g ^ and

redeoats-the tumbling out of^ volleys-the lone

atong atone wa^Jerattteo^ flying m the

rider again along, the black coun y gtorm of free-W_the lights >n
t

.*e
r^lthe lone rider again-the des-

dom-the girl—«^ t^ who b ,

*Sg.FcS^ Susans; for you. And the American flag

"NSwe^oaW for historical drama?

Messmore Kendall
presents

CARDIGAN
^m^m The First American Historical Production^^^^^^ From the Famous Novel by

ROBERT W.CHAMBERS

ery episode, every incident,

:very bit of the tremendous

Vmerican historical background
hat Mr. Johnston calls for is

ontained in "Cardigan"—the
[iggest, finest production of the

pew Year in motion pictures.

Directed by John W. Noble

Jhe romantic story of & youth
and a maid drawn by chance
into the dramatic strugglefor

American Independence

American
RELEASING CORPORATION

WALTER E. GREENE, -7Wf«r F. B. WARREN, K.«.'7W<™

15 W. 44 t>*St.N.Y.C~Phones:Vanderbilt 7078-9



My Boy is Everybody's Boy!
Portland Telegran

Portland Telegram

Jackie Coogan Splendid in "My Boy"
f

#V -Sue Bretf.

JACKIE COOGAN is everybody's
|

boy at the Liberty this week. Thei
picture is r.xlle^ "My Boy" and it is

j

a pood picture, which Jackie makes
j

a better one. The iittlp star wears,
his big cap and has the same liafr- ;

cut
.

/-also tho same smile that
wins everybody from grandpas to!
4-year-olds. Besides being so abso- I

lutely "cute" that none of the girls,
big or little can resist him, Jackie
is a clever actor who can make his '

audience laugh or cry at will, which
I means that he is a pretty big actor I

after all. Jackie isn't anybody's boy
j

in the beginning of the story where i

be Is "emigrating to America." His
flrat aholee of the very big Cap'n BiH, I

played by Claude Dillingwater. is not I

a happy one financially, but Jackie!
cna make money when it Is necessary. !

KIs adventure with th<* organ grinder!
arxj *he monkey is only equalled by

|

\ the settlement "party" which he
'

I leaves by way of the back window.
I After * grand chase. Jackie is caught'
j
by everybody aX oflce-ard Is about t,o

j

be borate' aw ay' by his rich grandma
in a limotjstne when he has a happy
thought and persuades grandma to
make it a happy ending, it is diffi-
cult to see how anyone could refuse
Jackie auythin? when he

,
begins , to

plead. The- little star can dance
sing (he looks as if he can sing, any-
ho-yr)' and do light housekeeping iii-a

most, satisfactory .ma naer Ev<i!yopo
who ' sees this plc'ure will wish
Jackie would hurry- up and make\
ajioth(?r ona4 and the folks who don't ,

will w1«h It Hven more wh«jii th£y-
hear about it. Tako all the children,
but phone first aad find out when the
feature starts artd,- leave right erf'.er

th# news reej. Chere is an escaped
convict thriller that is not for child-
ren, and" the Mermaid comedy has a
youngster In • it with hair cu}# tpuch
like Jackie's and if the youngsters
are very young and see that first, they
won't believe that said youngster ie

not Jackie, and it "mrxi'8 them up
in their minds."

Oregon
ournalJ

JACKIE COOGA
pi ot

I

tW»<- * \* «
3L

cU*»

at»«*cf_ln
«bo^

rt *\ X)0v *^

,..v.

\'.oa

roa'"1

|\ie

of

Speaking of Sol Lesser's

Presentation of

in

a"
10 »<*W

"My Boy

rtif 1

v>>e
v»vc

Directed by Victor Heerman

and Albert Austin

A First National Attraction

One of the Biggest

Money Makers of the Yea
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Here's the Verdict of the Press
FULL OF HEART THROBS

Bewitching, lovely Anita Stewart always con-

trives to star in a play that offers plenty of heart

throbs. The excellent acting and scenic beauty

will beguile you."

—

Detroit Times.

ALWAYS DELIGHTS
'An interesting story, well acted. A star who
always delights audiences."

—

Buffalo News.

REERESHING—OR IG IXAL
"Anita Stewart demonstrates how a good cry im-

proves an interesting and impressive picture.

There is also humor that brings spontaneous

laughter. The star is attractive and capable—

a

refreshing individuality in her acting that gives

originality -Detroit Journal.

IMPRESSIVE IX SPLEXDOR
"A picture produced with great lavishness, ex-

travagant appointments and a cast of several

hundred. Impressive in its splendor. Players

capable."

—

Buffalo Coin mereial.

STAR PROVES ABILITY
"One of the screen's prettiest stars. Story is

cleverly handled with dramatic scenes and lavish

production. Miss Stewart proves her emotional

ability."-

—

Detroit Free Press.

GRIPPIXO DRAMA
"A story that measures its heart interest in gen-

erous quantities. There are touches of pathos,

gripping drama and speedy action. A large and
•apable cast."

—

Buffalo Times.

Speaking of Louis B. Mayer's presentation of

ANITA STEWART
The inimitable Star in

"Her Mad Bargain
55

Scenario by Josephine Quirk. Direction by Edwin Carewe

A First National Attraction

eIher£ILbe^aFranchise_eyeryiyh&£
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Selig-Rorlc presents

The Reason Why Irs Making Good!
-

It s a splendid original story by Bernard McConville

!

It was inspired by trie famous stage play by Edward Rose!

It carries trie same popular appeal that made trie song
famous the world over!

It was directed by a man known for bis strength and
artistry, Jerome Storm!

Love—Three loves, one sweet, one sad, one forever un-

requited !

Pathos—It will bring tears to every eye and find an

answering throb in every heart!

Thrills—The picture is dynamic, powerful because of its

breath-catching scenes of tremendous action.

A MOST UNUSUAL CAST

FATHER BRIAN KELLY LEWIS S. STONE if

Vera Mather Jane Novak it^Kenwood Wright Wallace Beery

n'
s Bruce Wilton Robert Gordon
™^/JjoRp/ Widow Kathleen Wilton Eugenie Besserer
• Isaac Abrahamson Dore Davidson

^ Donald MacTavish Pomeroy Cannon
. Captain Caleb Mather Bert Woodruff

i Alice Wilton Mildred June

£^ Skeeters Martin Harold Goodwin

No Preachment No Propaganda But

The Best You Can Book for Lent!
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This is an S. R. O. picture if there ever was one! It is

now playing to standing room only in first run houses
and in many cases turning them away! It will pay you
to watch it at first run theatres but it will pay you better

and quicker to grab it first!

Feel the Drama of It!

t'j a Money Maker at Any Time!
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Tne
White House

Favorite

cores Again!

Read what C. A. Barbian

of the Waldorf Theatre,

Akron, Ohio, says:

"Last week I played Katherine

MacDonald in 'The B eauti ful

Liar to really satisfactory busi-

ness—trie best business of any
of ner pictures. My patrons

were tremendously pleased with

ireat.

show
today!

fli

Speaking of B. P. Schulberg's presentation of

KATHERINE MacDONALD
The American Beauty in

"The Beautiful Liar
A comedy drama by George M arum. Jr.: Directed by Wallace
Worslcy : Scenario by Ruth Wi^htman: Photography by Joseph
Brockcrton ; Art Director Floyd Mueller: Art titles by Rcnaud

A First National Attraction

DON'T FAIL TO GET THIS PICTURE QUICK!
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Setting the Public Right
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

THE idea advanced in this department recently,

that the industry enter into a comprehensive

campaign to place its story ahout pictures and the

picture business before the public, has met with a

definite and widespread response. Various com-

munications have reached us which agree with the

proposition and also reiterate the obvious neces-

sity that something along this line be immediately

undertaken.

The unfavorable—and grossly unjust—pub-

licity that has been deluged recently upon Holly-

wood adds a new reason for the industry to look

to the task of creating a right public opinion with

respect to motion pictures and the people engaged

in making and distributing them. Hut the Holly-

wood matter is only an incident. Entirely without

reference to what has and has not been said about

the production center it remains a matter of para-

mount interest and importance that the business

of motion pictures be set right before the public.

The key to the situation is plainly one of com-

mercial propaganda. The object to be attained is

the creation of a favorable attitude in the minds

of the public toward the art and business of mo-

tion pictures. And the means for the attainment

of this object is an advertising campaign which

will reach persons of all ages and all strata of so-

ciety—bringing home to everyone the true story

if the business, its people and what they are seek-

ng to do.
* * *

[X the absence of this being done the industry

shall continue as a vulnerable target for every

>erson who has a sling to throw. Its popularity,

nstead of being its greatest asset, will be the thing

hat will always render it susceptible to assault,

jecause when the radical reformer and the libelous

nuck-raker talk pictures, they are talking about

i subject the public is interested in and wants to

mow more about. If the industry does not tell its

own story, there are those outside the business who
will assume the role of telling the industry's story

and. as is usually the case under such circum-

stances, it may be expected that these volunteers

will give little heed to the real facts.

With the public generally, the motion picture

business is regarded as a mysterious undertaking.

The public's imaginative picture of the business

has been kindled from time to time with unreal

stories of fabulous profits to producers and

fabulous salaries to players. Press agents who
have been charged with the duty of keeping their

principal's name in print have very often avoided

the more difficult task of constructive propaganda

and have followed the line of least effort in press

agentry which is the concocting of extravagant

.tssertions.
* * *

A VERY necessary preliminary to the task of

setting the public right about the motion pic-

ture business has to do with the matter of setting

the press agents right about the picture business.

Hundreds of persons in various associations

throughout the motion picture business earn their

livelihood by sending to the general press of the

country stories about picture people. In a start-

ling number of instances the old theatrical notion

that all publicity is good publicity seems to persist.

A review of the character of matter that is

supplied newspapers and magazines by these press

agents discloses a vivid explanation of the unfavor-

able attitude towrard the business that persists in

many quarters. Dollar signs and punctuation

marks appear in almost equal quantities. The ar-

tisan who is struggling to support a family on a

small income is continually bombared with items

which chronicle extravagant purchases by actors.

Against such publicity the industry has, in-

deed, a difficult task to create a more favorable

public opinion.
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The fourth anniversary of the

founding of the organization which is

now known as the Associated First

National Pictures, Inc., is signalized

this week. Looking back over the four

years since this company took form at

a meeting in Chicago there appears a

truly extraordinary record for a com-
mercial organization in this or any
other industry.

The "First National" idea was
launched against a formidable barrier

of prejudice and skepticism. Many
representative men in various branches

of the business declared without quali-

fication that the idea was not practical,

that the plan of welding twenty odd
exhibitors into a compact, workable
organization simply could not be done.

Few, if any, of the leading exhibitors

who subsequently became identified

with First National showed very much
enthusiasm for the proposition. In the

case of several, heroic efforts were re-

quired to finally get them into the body
and, if the whole truth were known, it

probably could be shown that a few
went in not because they wanted to but

because they felt that otherwise their

opposition might get a good thing in

case the First National idea happened
to work out.

* # #

Enthusiasm for the idea led Mr.
J. D. Williams to intensify upon the

project of obtaining the product of

Charles Chaplin and when this was
accomplished it proved to be the biggest

single factor in enabling the organiza-

tion to weather the difficulties of get-

ting under way.
As First National stands today it is

a powerful argument for the prac-

ticability of the co-operative idea when
proper!}' managed. It is not extraordi-

nary and it is, in fact, hardly notable

that the company has been subjected to

criticism and attack but it is both

extraordinary and notable that the

company has been subjected to so little

criticism and attack because certainly

the newness of the idea which was be-

ing worked out and the complexity of

the machinery which had been set up to

work out this idea afforded ample op-

portunities for misunderstandings and
disagreements both within the organi-

zation and also with respect to those

who were being dealt with on the out-

side.
* # *

First National as it stands today is

a distinct and conspicuous credit to the

industry. In only four years it has

developed into a powerful factor in the

commercial destinies of the motion pic-

ture in America and throughout the

world. Whatever have been the ac-

complishments of First National—and
they have been many—have, of course,

been due very largely to the energy

and ability of the officers and managers

of the organization. While many of

these have contributed in an important

way there are two who are eminently

entitled to a personal tribute on First

National's fourth anniversary. They
are: Mr. J. D. Williams and Mr. Harry
O. Schwalbe.
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Re-Takes
J. R. M.

Comi-ig

HORSE WEEK!
* * *

Don't make any engagements. We
want you present.

* * *

1922 is going to be chockful of weeks.
A few of them have already slipped by
R-C Week, Fox Week, First National,
and now A. J. proposes an "Exhibitors'
Week," in April. Chas. O'Reilly wires
us, however, that Exhibitors' Week starts
on Nov. 12. Evidently A. J. and Chas.
didn't get together on the date.

* * *

Charles Chaplin's next picture is to be
"Pay Day." Well, it usually is for the
exhibitors.

Horse Week Near
Now that milder weather has

arrived and he has been able to
get out and exercise, the James
Horse is .

feeling
his oats.

He's
gteftting

anxious
to be on
his way,
and Is
clamor-
ing for
the white lights of Broadway and
the "Go-Go" signals of Fifth Ave.

It begins to look as though he
would be well groomed en route,
for the list of applications to ac-
company him are piling up. One
colored gentleman from New Or-
leans who claims to have shot
craps with Jesse James begs to be
allowed to make a personal ap-
pearance with the horse on Horse
Week. We are reserving our de-
cision. However, it looks like a

big week, doesn't it?

Our Weekly Damli
There was once a director who be-

lieved the leading man knew as much
as he did.

* * *

"The Bootlegger" is a new film. What
a swell crowd they'd get if they'd hold

a Bootleggers' matinee.

* * *

Sounds Reasonable

Mexico is kicking because we picture

all Mexicans as bad men or bloodthirsty

villains. Come to think of it, it may be

possible there are a few that are not

cut-throats clown there, else there

wouldn't be anybody left in a short time.

* * *

More Important

Anita Loos is telling the world via

radiophone how to write scenarios. What
most scenario writers would like to know

is where to sell 'em.
* * *

Joe Weil Says:

Won't it be great—when every poster

isn't a knockout? One hates to get

bowled over every time one passes a

billboard.
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Ask 10 Per Cent of Sales
Made During Exhibitor Week

New York Theatre Owners Organization Designates
Seven Day Period Beginning November 12

for Special Drive in State

"Exhibitors Week" and "Exhibitors Co-operative Associations" are
becoming prevalent, bringing the theatre owner into a phase of the busi-

ness in which he has been least active in the past. Attention was first

called to these activities when St. Louis theatre owners launched an ex-
hibitors' co-operative exchange. Then followed the organization of the

Exhibitors Co-operative Association in Kansas City, the sales agreement
between Vitagraph and the M. P. T. O. of Nebraska as announced in the
Herald last week, and the decision of New York theatre owners to conduct
an "Exhibitors Week." Recent developments in these activities follow

:

9 Held to Grand Jury

In Collapse of House;

Seven Theatres Shut
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON. D. C, Feb. 21.—
Nine men, all of Washington, were or-

dered held to the grand jury by the cor-

oner's jury investigating the collapse of

the roof of the Knickerbocker theatre

which resulted in the death of ninety-

eight persons.
Following this announcement seven of

the city's theatres were ordered closed by
the board of commissioners after an in-

spection of all playhouses in the capital.

The houses closed are: the New National,
Poli's, Metropolitan, which is a Crandall
house; Columbia, Maryland, Foraker and
Cosmos.
The men ordered held to the grand

jury in the Knickerbocker crash are: R.
G. Geare, architect; J. H. Ford, engineer
who designed the roof; Morris Hacker,
building inspector when the house was
erected; Frank L. Wagner, the builder;
Donald Wallace, general superintendent
of construction; R. G. Fletcher, superin-
tendent of Hammett Fireproofing Com-
pany: John L. McDonald, steel contrac-
tor; Thomas L. Costigan, engineer and
computer for the District, who passed on
the plans, and Julian R. Downman assist-
ant building inspector when the house
was erected.

Brady Defends Films
In Talk Before High

School of Commerce
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2r.—William A.
Brady, president of the National Asso-
ciation of the Motion Picture Industry,
speaking before the. High School of
Commerce, vigorously defended motion
pictures. Alluding to his debate of the
previous week with Dr. John Roach
Straton, in the Calvary Baptist Church,
Mr. Brady said:

"If I felt as Dr. Straton seems to, I

wouldn't talk about morality. I would
go down to a theatre where they are pro-
ducing a dirty show, or I would go to a
dance hall, and there are some, I am told,
just around the corner from his church,
where women dance with- very few
clothes, and I would haul the managers of
both places to jail."

Little Arguing Opens
Theatres on Sunday

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 21.—The day fol-
lowing the closing session of the Albany
:onvention, President Charles O'Reilly
ind Secretary Sam I. Berman, of the M.
P. T. O. of N. Y., dropped over to Water-
Aiet and settled a little argument which
vas keeping the motion picture houses
Mosed on Sundays. After getting every-
hing smoothed out to their satisfaction
Mr. O'Reilly induced the mayor to get
he council together to listen to the argu-
ments of the New York men in favor of
mnday showings. As the result an ordi-
iance authorizing the opening of the
louses on Sunday was quickly passed.

Lynch Buys Fairfax
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MIAMI, FLA., Feb. 21.—The Fairfax
heatre has been purchased by S. A. Lynch,
eaving the Biltmore the only independent
heatre here.

Plan Booking Affiliation

With Exchanges

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 21.—Or-
ganization of the Exhibitors' Cooperative
Association here, the purpose of which is

to improve film conditions in the Kansas
City territory, was completed last week.
Organization work has been under way
for the last six months. An affiliation for

the booking of certain kinds of pictures,

approved by the purchasing committee,
is planned.

Cooperates With Leagues

The new organization will in no way
blend with the work of the Missouri and
Kansas state exhibitors' associations, but
will cooperate with those leagues at

every opportunity. Arrangement has
been made with Joe Fox, president of

Phoenix Film Corporation, whereby three

films will be accepted each month from
that concern, provided they are approved
by the purchasing committee.
These officers were elected:

President. C. H. Burkey, Summitt the-

atre, Kansas City, Mo.; first vice presi-

(Concluded on page 38)

Editorial Stirs

Wide Comment

"Printers' Ink for Pictures," an
editorial by Martin J. Quigley, ap-
pearing in February 18 issue of

the HERALD, has aroused a gen-
eral discussion within the in-

dustry.

The following comment from
Ernest Shipman, producer, is typ-

ical of many of the letters re-

ceived:

"It is certainly too bad that we
fellows who spend or cause to be

spent more money in the daily

papers than all the other amuse-
ments or other organizations, al-

most, should be made the target

for all the cheap witticism and
airy persiflage that is being hand-
ed to us.

"If we would take half of one
per cent of our expenditures and
place it in a fund to promote a

protective publicity campaign, it

would be a mighty fine invest-

ment."

Exhibitors Week Opens
November 12

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 21.—Following

closely on the action of the M. P. T. O.

of Nebraska—and without knowledge of

that body having done so, as detailed in

last week's Herald—the New York state

exhibitors at the Albany convention made
provision for an "Exhibitors Week."

The date set is the week of November
12 and the New York plan differs in some
essentials from that of the Western ex-

hibitors. There but one company's prod-

uct is to be used and the return to the

exhibitor organization is based on a slid-

ing scale.

In New York during "Exhibitors

Week" three companies will be selected

as participants, and 10 per cent of the

gross sales of pictures in the state will be

turned over to the M. P. T. O. state or-

ganization.

Action Taken at Conclave

The New York action is provided for

by the following resolution which was
adopted at the Albany convention:

BE IT RESOLVED, That the week of
November 12, 1922, be designated and ob-
served as "Exhibitors Week" and it is the
sense of this convention that your president
and executive committee enter into negotia-
tions with three prominent independent dis-
tributors for the purpose of entering into a
contract that not less than 10 per cent of
their gross receipts from the sale of film in

the state of New York during the above
week will be paid into the treasury of our
state organization, said payment to be made
not later than November 25, and that the
exhibitors of the state of New York bind
themselves to support this resolution and to

contract for their film through the designated
distributors to the limit of feasibility.

According to officials of the M. P. T.

O. A., there is some likelihood of making
"Exhibitors Week" a national affair. This
has been suggested by several of the

large distributors who have called Presi-

dent Cohen on the phone and asked to be
included in the three companies provided
for in the resolution. When the resolu-

tion was presented at Albany, the only
companies named las having expressed a

desire to get in on the plan were Vita-
graph and Robertson-Cole.

Chief to Select Committee

Just what companies will be selected

will be chosen by a committee yet to be
appointed by President O'Reilly of the

state organization.
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"Catwalk" Lobby Exploitation Is

Latest in Australia

Head of Big Circuit Playing Selznick and Other American
Pictures Holds Lobby Displays Most Effective

EXPLOITATION which is rated as one of the fundamentals in the

presentation of pictures in the United States is given no less con-

sideration in some foreign countries, especially Australia.

A stunt which has proved very effective in its use by one of the larg-

est circuits in the Antipodes is known as the "Catwalk."

THE "Catwalk," according to J. J.

-* Denton, chairman of directors of

Hoyts Proprietary, Ltd., an organization

operating ten large houses which play

Selznick and other American produc-

tions, is a miniature stage constructed

above the box office and extending the

full width of the lobby.

* * *

With every picture a display is cre-

ated, mechanical effects and regular stage
lighting featuring the stunt. Recently,
in presenting "The Fighter," a Selznick
picture starring Conway Tearle, the "Cat-
walk" was transformed into a miniature
railroad train speeding its way across the
track to meet disaster by falling through
a burning bridge. The display was used
at Hoyts De Luxe in Sydney and at-

tracted great crowds to the theatre.

Some idea of the immensity of the op-
erations of Hoyts may be gathered from
the size of the theatres under its control.

Hoyts in George street, Melbourne, a
picture of which is published with this

article, seats more than 2,000; Kinema
at Albert Park, 2,000; Lyceum at Mel-
bourne, 3,000; Barkly at St. Kilda, 1,800;

Hoyts at Essendon, 1,500; Camberwell,
1.000; Hoyts at Brunswick, 2,500, this

theatre now being under construction at

a cost of 30,000 pounds; De Luxe, 1,500;

Australia, 1,100, and Kinema, 1,500, all

at Sydney.
So confident of the future of the indus-

try is Mr. Denton that he has relinquished
all his interests in other commercial en-

terprises to devote his time to the ex-
hibitorial field of motion pictures.

* * *

Few theatres in Australia, it is said,

handle such a volume of business as
Hoyts De Luxe in Sydney. During the

first week in November, no less than
15,000 patrons paid for admission to see
a program which consisted of Conway
Tearle in Selznick's "After Midnight"
and a Universal attraction. This is re-

garded by Mr. Denton as "ordinary busi-

ness."

Hoyts' policy, as outlined by Mr. Den-
ton, is to give its patrons what they want.
"And," he observes, "their requirements
appear to be good entertainment and
plenty of it. I find that Selznick and
Universal productions draw me regular
business throughout the year and the

special attractions released by these or-

ganizations have never yet failed to pull

extra attendances. Lobby displays, I be-

lieve are the best medium of advertising.

Naturally, every theatre does not lend
itself to this mode of exploitation."

Elaine Hammerstein, Conway Tearle,

Priscilla Dean, Harry Carey and Eugene
O'Brien are wonderful business getters,

according to Mr. Denton, and it is on
these five stars that this showman in-

variably increases his advertising space.

Minnesota Exhibitors

Notified of Conclave
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, Feb. 21.—

W. A. Steffes, president of the Minnesota

division of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America has issued notice of

the state convention of theatre owners to

be held at Minneapolis on April 11 and

12.

Delegates to the Washington conclave

of the national organization will be

elected at the state meet.

Program Picture Passe, Says Bern

Conditions Make It Vital That Every Picture Be a Special,

Goldwyn Scenario Editor Declares

"The day of the program picture is gone forever. Because of conditions

every production, in order to be successful, must be a 'special' in every sense

nf the word."

This is the opinion of Paul Bern, Gold-

wyn scenario editor, who has just re-

turned to the Culver City studios after

spending a month conferring with execu-

tives and officials in New York.
"The public is shopping very carefully

for its entertainment these days," says
Mr. Bern. "The photoplay which does
not possess unsttal merit is doomed to

financial failure.

"Every picture must now have distinc-

tion in cast, story and production. It

used to be that Mr. and Mrs. Theatre-
goer would say, 'Let's go to a movie to-
night,' and off they would go to the most
conveniently located house. Now they
will not go until they know all about the
picture and have had favorable reports
concerning it either through the press or
by word of mouth."

Mr. Bern expressed the belief that this

attitude on the part of the public would
undoubtedly bring about better pictures,

as only superior productions can survive
under the new conditions.

HOYTS THEATRE, Melbourne, Aus-
tralia, where Selznick pictures are
given first-run presentation.

Bill to Curb Film
Piracy Is Proposed

Seek Amendment to N. Y. Law;
National Bill Pending

Before House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 21.—An amend-
ment to the New York State penal code
in the form of a proposed film theft bill

which would impose heavy penalties for

violators, is sponsored to curb a practice

which it is estimated is costing the indus-

try from $250,000 to $750,000 a year in

stolen and duped films. The proposed
amendment to the New York law, while

not as severe in its punishment as the

national film theft bill proposed, is nev-

ertheless extensive in its ramifications.
Provide Heavy Penalty

The national film theft bill recently in-

troduced in the house of representa-

tives by Congressman Walsh of Massa-
chusetts seeks to prevent interstate or

foreign commerce in stolen film, with a

penalty of a fine of $5,000, or imprison-

ment of not more than five years, or

both, for violators.

The department of justice in Washing-
ton has been appealed to by the Na-
tional Association of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry to take immediate steps

to prevent the exportation of stolen

prints or duped film to Japan, South
America and the Orient, where it has-

been discovered much of the stolen film

has found its way.
Legislation Would Aid

The fact that these films are shown
in foreign countries, thus closing avenues

of sale for the producer, it is pointed out,

is of greater consequence than its physi-

cal value. Numerous arrests have been

made by the National Association's film

theft committee, of which H. Minot

Pitman is chairman. The enactment of

legislation as proposed in the two bills

would be a big factor in safeguarding

the rights of producers and distributors,

it is considered.
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Nation-Wide Move for Cut
In Rental Seen in N. Y. Act

Eastern Theatre Men Demand Decrease of 33 1-3

Per Cent in Price of Film—O'Reilly Is

Re-elected President of League

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 21.—Now that the annual convention of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State is history, exhibitors all

over the country are focussing their attention on the working out of the

movement started in Albany for a reduction of not less than 33 1/3 per

cent in film rentals.

Forecasts Similar Action at Washington

That this movement is but a forerunner of similar action to be taken

at the national convention in Washington next May is considered to be a

certainty. The resolution, which was the first one presented at the con-

vention and which was the subject of much earnest discussion, is pub-

lished at the beginning of this storv.

National President Sydney S. Cohen, who

presided at the Albany sessions, aided in

preparing the resolution and spoke at length

on it from the chair. He spoke feelingly

of the troubles confronting the small ex-

hibitor and declared it was necessary for

CONVENTION MOST
CONSTRUCTIVE

Sydney S. Cohen, president of the

M. P. T. O. A., said after the close

of the Albany convention:

"This was the largest, most en-

thusiastic, and most constructive

state convention ever held in the

film industry. Film history was
made. Movements were started

there which will not only be far-

reaching, but as they are worked
out will prove of vital importance to

every exhibitor in the country. The
work of the New York State body
is being watched closely by the ex-

hibitors of other states, and there is

no question but what many of the

constructive things started in Al-

bany will meet with the cooperation

of the M. P. T. O. of other states.

The things started at Albany will

be carried on vigorously."

tional convention. In his welcoming ad-

dress he called attention to an ultimatum

issued to producers and distributors at the

Minneapolis convention and reiterated that

the organization already has in its posses-

sion offers from two leading and many
independent producers to distribute their

product direct to the exhibitor through the

M. P. T. O. A.

This statement, coupled with Mr. Cohen's

strong speech for the resolution, was con-

sidered to be significant of the earnest effort

which will be put behind the fight for lower
rentals. State President Charles L. O'Reilly
also spoke at length on the resolution.

Adopted Unanimously

The only argument provoked by the dis-

cussion of the measure was over the ques-
tion of a minimum reduction of 33% per
cent from 1920 prices. Every one of the
many delegates who talked were in favor of
the resolution, but many of them urged
that the minimum be placed much higher.
It was finally adopted as presented without
dissent.

Another resolution which stirred up a
buzz of excitement was presented by Wil-
liam Brandt, president of the Theatre Own-
ers Chamber of Commerce of New York
which read :

Demand One-Third Cut in Rentals
Resolution adopted at the annual convention of the Motion Picture

Theatre Ozi'uers of New York State:

WHEREAS, The government reports show an increase in film rentals
during 1921 of $10,000,000 and a decrease of $43,000,000 in paid admissions as
compared with 1920; therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED, That we demand from the film sellers a reduction of
not less than 33 1 3 per cent from the 1920 prices on existing contracts; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a committee to be appointed by the
president be given authority to use the full power of this organization to
secure this much-needed relief.

A. M. P. A. Selects

Second Dinner Date
"Naked Truth Dinner" Will

Be Held at Biltmore

March 25
(Sfecial to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 21.—The second

edition of the "Naked Truth Follies" of

the Associated Motion Picture Advertis-

ers will be held at the Biltmore hotel on

March 2j. The coming affair, it is said,

will surpass in brilliance the previous
event.

Prepare Feast

A. M. Botsford and "Doc" Tom Wiley
are in charge of the entertainment com-
mittee. Members of the Green Room
Club have again volunteered their aid in

preparation of sections of the edition, but
with this exception all the material will
be furnished by A. M. P. A. members.

Final plans for the program will be
worked out at a joint meeting of the
entertainment committee and board of
directors of the A. M. P. A. to be held
this week.

Guests Limited

More than 400 executives, producers,
stars and advertising members of the in-
dustry attended the dinner last year. To
provide for the large number of requests
that have been made for reservations, ac-
commodations are being made for guests
in a limited number in the coming affair.

Gradwell Associates
With Wid Gunning in

Distributing Concern
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 21.—Ricord Grad-
well has become associated with Wid
Gunning in the distribution corporation
as managing director. Mr. Gradwell will
also continue as president of Producers
Security Corporation, which service he
created.

He was, at one time, vice-president and
general manager of the Oliver Typewriter
Company and also took charge of the
World Film on behalf of banking in-
terests.

• In his association with Wid Gunning.
Mr. Gradwell will assume executive di-
rection of the distributing concern mak-
ing it possible for Mr. Gunning to de-
vote his time to production work in con-
nection with his partnership plan with
exhibitors, recently announced.

H. & M. Film Exchange
Increases Operations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Feb. 21.
—The H. & M. Film Exchange operating
>n Utah. Idaho and Wyoming are now
distributing in the Denver territory and
have taken over the distribution of all
product of the Film Distributors league
and_ other state right product.
New offices in Denver will be opened

by J. H. Hurschman. general manager.

Heads Advisory Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 21.—Eugene B.
Lewis, well-known scenario writer, has
been made head of the advisory bureau
if Palmer Photoplay Corporation.

the very life of the industry to obtain for

him such relief as would enable him to keep

his house open and make a profit.

Refers to Ultimatum

Mr. Cohen's remarks, coupled with a

statement he made in his address of wel-

come, is indicative that the film rental

question will be made an issue at the na-

Table Brandt Resolution

"Be it resolved that the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New York extend a wel-
coming hand of co-operation to Mr. Will H.
Hays. And be it further resolved that this
organization stand ready to co-operate with
him to the end that many abuses of the
industry be abolished."

This brought many exhibitors to their

feet, several clamoring for recognition at
once. Finally Mr. Cohen stated that inas-

much as Mr. Hays' plans and even the
organization of which he is to be the head,
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LIONEL BARRYMORE in a scene

from the Cosmopolitan production,

"Boomerang Bill," which was directed

by Tom Terriss. Paramount is dis-

tributing it.

is unknown to any of the exhibitors, he

asked for a motion that the resolution be

tabled without discussion, which was done.

Take Rap at Papers

After the session, Mr. Brandt, introducer

of the resolution, stated that he did not

expect it to be adopted but that he wanted

to have the convention put on record in

the matter. He also said that the Theatre

Owners Chamber of Commerce would at

once issue an invitation to Mr. Hays to

address that body at an early meeting.

Another outstanding feature of the busi-

ness sessions was the determined stand

taken in defense of the industry against

the unfair and slanderous attacks made on

the business by many newspapers and pro-

fessional reformers. This was adopted in

the form of the following resolution :

Upholds the Industry

"Be it resolved that the M. P. T. O. of

N. Y. will not permit in their theatres the

exhibition of pictures in which are featured

any star or performer guiltily involved in

any indecent, immoral or notorious action,

or whose chief bid for fame is notoriety.

The M. P. T. O. of N. Y. recognizes that

the great majority of men and women in the

motion picture industry are as honorable
and law abiding a group of Americans as

may be found; that great injury and acute

personal suffering may be caused by indis-

criminate condemnation and innuendo con-

tained in sensational press reports and calls

the attention of the public as well as all

connected with the motion picture produc-
tions to the firm policy of the M. P. T. O.

as expressed in previous resolutions."

The delegates acknowledged receipt of a

telegram from Mary Miles M inter, branding

as false many statements in the press con-

cerning her and others in connection with

the Taylor tragedy. A telegram of sym-

pathy was sent to Miss M inter.

Address by Loew

The receipt of the telegram brought from

Marcus Loew a short address to the dele-

gates in which he cautioned against indis-

criminately condemning without cause mem-
bers of the profession who are innocently

involved in notorious cases. During his

talk be paid high tribute to Miss Mintcr

and to Mr. Taylor, both of whom Mr. I>ocw

said he knew well and in both of whom he
had every confidence as to their rectitude. •

Other Resolutions Adopted
The high lights of other resolutions

adopted follow

:

NON-THEATRICAL EXHIBITIONS: Re-
solved that no theatrical film be sold or
given to schools and churches or other
such institutions which use the films for
money making purposes as "this competi-
tion is injuring our members who pay taxes."
DISTRIBUTION WASTE: The organiza-

tion deplores the waste, extravagance and
duplication of expenditure and resolves that
the national president be empowered to bring
about a more direct system of distribution.
NATIONAL CONVENTION: Delegates to

national convention instructed to vote as a
unit, "the majority of said delegates to de-
cide and determine the policy and purpose
of our state organization to the end that the
unification and entire strength of our organ-
ization be preserved and recorded. (William
Brandt protested passage of the resolution,
and asked that his vote be placed on record.)
SPECIAL DRIVES: By unanimous vote

the convention went on record as opposed
to the holding of special drives, special
weeks, etc., designed to limit the programs of
members to one brand of pictures.
ILLEGITIMATE STOCK SALES: The

convention suggests that the public, before
purchasing any stock in production com-
panies or theatre promotion schemes, consult
their local bankers or any member of the
New York organization.

Greatest Ever Held

In point of attendance, social features

and distinguished visitors, the Albany gath-

ering was the greatest state convention ever

held in the film industry. More than 500

exhibitors from within the state were there

as delegates, and many from other states

as guests. Among the guests were presi-

dents and other officials of state organiza-

tions, prominent exhibitors and exchange-
men from New England, Pennsylvania and
Ohio.
Many of the delegates were accompanied

by their wives and the local women's en-

tertainment spared no effort to make the

occasion memorable. The Motion Picture

Ball on Wednesday night was the gala event

of the week, and the big armory was
crowded for the event.

Loew Brings Stars

It had been widely announced that many-

stars would be in attendance, but up to

Wednesday afternoon none had put in an

appearance. Then Marcus Loew landed in

Albany with a delegation of stars which
not only saved the day, but proved the big

attraction at the ball.

In Mr. Loew's party were Doris Kenyon
and her mother, Ann Forrest, Monte Blue.

Montagu Love, Norman Kerry, Clifford

Gray, Lew Cody, Reginald Denny. Among
other screen celebrities present were Char-

lotte Walker, Grace Davidson, L. Case Rus-

sell, Evangeline Russell and John Lowell.

The screen people were the center of crush

all evening, and when they were not busy

dancing, they were just as busy writing

their names on dancing cards of youthful

fans desirous of obtaining mementos to

treasure.

Motion pictures were taken at the ball,

then rushed to the laboratories of General

Electric Company at Schenectady, for de-

velopment and printing. These were shown

at the banquet which closed the convention

on Thursday night.

Brandt Declines Election

With one exception all of the 1921 offi-

cers were re-elected as predicted in the

1 1 i kald of last week. The exception was
William Brandt, who declined re-election as

vice-president on the ground that his time

was so taken up with bis duties as president

of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Com-
merce, that he would be unable to serve.

Bernard Edelhursf was chosen in his place.

The ticket returned follows:

Charles O. Reilly, New York City, president.

Bernard Kdclhurst, New York City, vicc-prcsi-

dent,
Samuel I. Herman, Brooklyn, secretary.

W. II. [intoll, I'tica, N. V., treasurer.

Vice presidents—Louis Beuttner, Cohoes; W.
A. Dillon, Ithaca; Howard J. Smith, Buffalo, and
Bernard Edelhurst, New York City. William
Brandt, New York City, declined re election.
Directors—Frank Koch, Rochester; Jules

Michael, Buffalo; A. Elliott, New York City; G.
A. Warren, Messura: Nate Robbins, Utica; K.
Saunders, Brooklyn; Sam Suchow, Albany; J. N.
Quittner, Middletown; Charles Steiner, B. Edel-
hurst and Sam Sheer.
The executive committee is composed of the

officers and directors.

Walker Toastmaster

The banquet, which closed the convention
on Thursday night, was a brilliant affair.

Senator "Jimmy" Walker was toastmaster
and about 450 guests assembled and listened

to a number of speeches remarkable for

their brilliancy and constructive thought.

Among the speakers were Former Gov-
ernor Martin H. Glynn, who made the prin-

cipal address of the evening; Mayor George
R. Lynn of Schenectady ; President Sydney
S. Cohen; President Charles L. O'Reilly:

Judge Almet F. Jenks ; Former Senators

George F. Thompson and J. Henry Wal-
ters ; and former Assemblyman Thaddeus
Sweet.
A screen had been erected at one end of

the banquet hall and during the course of

the evening's festivities motion pictures

taken at the ball the night before were

projected for the dinner guests.

Julian Johnson Heads
Famous Players-Lasky

Editorial Department
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 21.— Julian

Johnson, newspaper man, and closely af-

filiated with the motion picture industry

for years, most recently as editor of

Photoplay Magazine, has been made

manager of the editorial department of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Mr. Johnson's appointment is an-

nounced by Vice-President Jessie L Lasky.

The new executive will make his head-

quarters at the home office in New York.
"Mr. Johnson's considerable experience

in magazine and newspaper work and ac-

tual film production gives him the right

viewpoint to judge material from the di-

verse angles of audience, critic and pro-

ducer," said Mr. Lasky, commenting on
the appointment.

Plan Booking Affiliation

With Exchanges

(Concluded from page 35)

dent, H. A. McClure, Emporia, Kan.;;

second vice president, S. E. Wilhoit,

Springfield, Mo.; third vice president, W.
W. Wcrtenbcrger, St. Joseph, Mo.; fourth

vice president, J. W. Watson, Benton

theatre, Kansas City, Mo.; treasurer, R.

A. Shelton, Ashland theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.

Names Purchasing Body

The purchasing committee:

J. P. Everett, Paola, Kan., chairman;

S. A. Davidson, Neodcsha, Kan.; H. A.

McClure, Emporia, Kan.; R. G. Liggett,

Kansas City, Kan., and A. K. Doussad
Kansas City, Mo.
One member drops out on this com;

mittee every thirty days and is replaced

by another member of the association.

"The Girl from Porcupine," "Hills ot

Hate" and "A Motion to Adjourn," all

Arrow pictures, were the first three ac-

cepted from Phoenix Film Corporation al

the meeting last week.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of March 4

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Melody is said to inspire artists

to greater creative work so Hugh
B. Evans, Jr., producer of "Ridin'

Wild," has installed a phonograph-
typewriter desk in his scenario

department. Marjorie Daw thinks

it a good idea.

"Patrons are sincere 'movie' critics and demand the 'latest' and 'best'

on the screen. With the wonderful help of the 'Herald' I have been
able to keep in touch with the various changes and advancements
which are so necessary for the theatre of today." Thus writes M. Mar-
guerite Mclntyre, owner and manager of the Temple theatre on Mac-
kinac Island, Mich. The picture gives an idea of the lobby displays
arranged by Miss Mclntyre.

Dr. Edgar James Banks, noted
scientist, author and lecturer

and authority on biblical re-

search, has become permanent-
ly identified with Sacred Films,

Inc., as research director.

Another bright spot on Broadway, New
York City. The new Cameo theatre
was opened recently in 42nd street by
B. S. Moss. This night picture was
taken during the run there of Vita-

graph's "The Prodigal Judge," starring
Jean Paige, and a Larry Semon comedy.

Her disguise is almost perfect.

Bebe Daniels masquerades as a

boy in her next Realart pic-

ture, "A Game Chicken," which
Famous Players-Lasky Corpo-
ration distributes.
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An unusual camera closeup
of a parachute drop which is

one of the featured stunts
in "Headin' West," Hoot
Gibson's latest starring ve-
hicle for Universal Film
Manufacturing Company.
The picture is in five reels.

Scenes from three forthcoming productions to be distributed by United Artists.

Two of the pictures feature distinguished stars, while the third is another Rex
Beach contribution to the "Big Four" program. To the left is Nazimova in "A
Doll's House"; center is George Arliss in "The Ruling Passion" and to the right
is a view from Beach's "Fair Lady."

Giving the still photographer a chance. This
picture was taken while Maurice Tourneur
(seated) and his cameramen were on location
during the production of "Lorna Doone."
Tourneur produces at the Ince studios.

Irving Cummings in "The
Man from Hell's River," by
James Oliver C u r w o o d.

Western Pictures Exploita-
tion Company is distributing
the picture.

One of the many scene* in Warner
Brothers "School Days" which makes
the picture a riot of laughter. Wes-
ley Barry is starred.

A tense moment in "Don't
Doubt Your Wife," an Asso-
ciated Exhibitors' picture
starring Leah Baird.

One of the big scenes in "The Ver-
million Pencil," an R-C production
starring Sessue Hayakawa. Norman
Dawn directed the picture.
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The "chorus" in Vitagraph's new Larry Semon comedy and the comedian's leading
woman, Lucille Carlisle. The title of the short subject is "The Show." Miss Carlisle

cut short her vacation in the East to return to the Coast and play opposite the
comedian in this picture.

An appealing scene from "When Romance
Rides," a Zane Grey picture produced by Ben-
jamin B. Hampton. Goldwyn Pictures Cor-
poration will distribute the picture.

Peaches figured prominently in the produc-
tion of Metro's "Turn to the Right." Rex
Ingram, the director, found more than one
use for them. He is shown here with Alice
Terry, George Cooper and Harry Myers
sampling one.

Bobby Vernon putting up a

spirited fight in the new
Christie-Educational com-

edy, "A Barnyard Cavalier."

William Russell's next Fox
production is "Strength of

the Pines," from the novel
by Edison Marshall. Edgar
Lewis directed the star in

this feature.

Realart stars at home. Top
to bottom: May McAvoy,
star of "A Virginia Court-
ship"; Wanda Hawley,
whose latest is "Bobbed
Hair"; Constance Binney,
star in "The Sleepwalker";
Bebe Daniels, appearing in
"A Game Chicken," and
Mary Miles Minter, star in
" T i 1 1 i e. " Distrib- ted by
Paramount.
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There is going to be a run on snow pictures according to Al Christie, who
had his company at Truckee, Cal., producing "Cold Feet." Christie reports
that several units have been working there.

Norman Dawn is to make a series

of five productions a year for R-C
Pictures. His first film will be an
adaptation of the Jack London
story, "The Son of the Wolf."

Such luck. Emil Flugrath, Viola Dana's father, is determined to cut the
grass. The Metro star and her mother, who have just got comfortably seated,

are determined he won't. It's an even bet who won. Types appearing in the Warner
Brothers' fifteen-episode animal
serial, "Shadows of the Jungle,"
co-starring Grace Darmond and
Philo McCuIlough.

Some old-timers in the exhibitorial field. Standing, left to right: John
Miller, Buffalo, N. Y.; Will Eiienberg, Greenville, Miss.; Peter Jeup, Detroit,

Mich.; Tom Furnace, Duluth, Minn.; unidentified; Louis Levin, Brooklyn.
Center row, left to right; The late Judge Tugwell, Los Angeles; Charles
Phillips, Milwaukee, Wis.; William J. Sweeney, Chicago, and Louis Blumen-
thai, Jersey City. Front row, left to right: Sam Trigger, New York; Louis
Frank, Chicago; Fred J. Herrington, Pittsburgh, and Frank Rembusch, Shelby-
ville, Ind.

Richard Headrick, diminutive

Louis B. Mayer-First National

star, makes his own valentines.

Richard is popular with the public

as indicated by the fan mail on the

floor.
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Owing to the check protector on the "mammoth" desk of Ben
Turpin, star in Mack Sennett productions, which First National
is distributing, it is hard to tell whether the mountain of mail
contains bills or fan letters. Anyway, give the comedian the
benefit of the doubt. Turpin's latest comedy, which is playing
scores of theatres this week which are observing First Na-
tional's anniversary, is "Bright Eyes."

Doris May in her next Hunt Scene from Goldwyn's
Stromberg-R-C production, "Yellow Men and Gold,"
'Boy Crazy." by Gouverneur Morris.

William Goldman of the Missouri theatre, St.

Louis, and Harry Niemeyer, publicity director for
Famous Players-Missouri Corporation, increased
attendance during the presentation of Cecil B.
DeMille's "Saturday Night" by installing a
switchboard in the lobby. Lights on the board
automatically flashed on and off continuously, in-

dicating that many inquiries were being made
about the picture. Six telephone girls were on
the job. The stunt got the crowds.

Anita Stewart carrying the banner of First Na-
tional to publicize the company's anniversary,
now being observed. She stars in Louis rJ. Mayer
films.
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SPEAKING of the zero weather, which
we weren't, there is one picture man

in New York who is ready to rear up

on both hind legs and vote a couple of

times against it. And this is the how:
Arch Schmidt, general manager of Uni-

versale short subject department for all

exchanges, recently came here from
Cleveland where he was district manager.
Search for an abiding place for himself

and wife, proved unavailing and Mr.
Schmidt told some of his friends of his

troubles. One of these was P. A. Powers,
now of R-C, who happens to be a friend

of long standing. Mr. Powers also hap-

pens to own a beautiful big house in

Spuyten Duyval which he is not occupy-
ing, and which was standing idle, all fur-

nished and everything.

The milk of human kindness always
being on tap with Mr. Powers, he told

his friend to take possession of the house,

which Mr. Schmidt did. Then came the

cold snap, and according to Mr. Schmidt's
friends, he discovered that Mr. Powers
had had a one-way furnace installed.

Everything going in and nothing coming
out. It takes a lot of coal to heat a big

house, but after wearing one shovel out

and consuming two tons of fifteen dollar

coal a week, he is wondering where he
can find some new words to express his

opinion of the weather man.
Mr. Schmidt declares that after Mr.

Powers takes the house back, he will

never again look a gift furnace in the

mouth.
* * *

Ralph Clark, New York exchange
manager for First National, met another
exchange man at the Astor after both
had returned from the Albany conven-
tion.

"How did you like that weather up
there?" greeted Ralph.

"Pretty fine until the second day when
that rain came. After that it was too wet
for comfort," was the answer.
"How do you get that way?" asked

Ralph. "They've got another name for

the cause of all that moisture. They don't
call it rain."

The other man studied a minute and
then admitted: "Maybe it wasn't rain.

But something made it mighty wet."
* * *

And this is fame. Someone sent us a
paper from Miami. Fla., containing an
item that "David Mark Griffith, premier
motion picture actor," is visiting there.

* * *

And in the same paragraph about Da-
vid Mark Griffith we learn that "Eddie
Pole, King of the Serial Play," is in Mi-
ami making a picture We'll just bet that
David Mark and Eddie Pole were chum-
ming around together something awful.

* * *

David Powell, who has been in London
for Paramount for the past year and a

half, is in New York for a few days be-
fore going on to the west coast.

* * *

Maude Romnson Toomiis, the demon
press agent of Century Film Corporation,
asks us to announce that she is in a re-
ceptive mood for a scenario for a comedy
that can be played by a bunch of well-fed
husky lions with all their teeth and claws.
She has had worrl from her boss. Julius
Sfcrn, that the Century troop of lions is

champing at the bits and kicking off

the stable doors (or whatever they call

the places they keep lions), for the want
of some real work. The antidote for too

much rest, according to the D. P. A., is

a little work, and a lion scenario is a

necessary adjunct to the antidote. Maude
Robinson, always helpful, suggests that

having a man absent-mindedly get into

the same bath tub with a lion, is always
good for a laugh. Nice, isn't it?

* * *

A. M. Botsford and Tom Wiley, who
are running the ticket selling concession

for the A. M. P. A. "Naked Truth" din-

ner are the busy birds these days, trading

dinner broads for dinero. The dinner will

be held at the Biltmore on March 25, and
as the attendance is limited, everyone is

trying to get in early to avoid being left

on the outside looking in.

* * *

Will A. Page, who took over exploita-

tion of "Foolish Wives" when Harry
Reichenbach joined Paramount to exploit

"Mistress of the World," has been ill with
the flu for the past ten days but is back
on the job this week. One of his friends

says Page has lost several hundred
pounds—or maybe it was only several

pounds—during his illness. Another one
meanly remarks that he always thought
that first "A" in Page's name stood for

"Avoirdupois," but now he doesn't know.
* * *

A. Edward Cook, P. A. of the New
York Photodramatist Club, in broadcast-
ing us an invitation to attend the club's

anniversary dinner at The Cecil on Feb-
ruary 28, says: "We are workers, and we
mean to forge ahead and show everyone
we meet that we are earnest photodrama-
tists and intend to write scenarios that

will be classics."

We are for all of that. Especially the
work and forge ahead stuff, as long as it

is tempered with food or something, so
we're wigwagging right back that we will

be there.
* * *

Miss Fannie Hurst sailed Saturday on
the Olympic for Cherbourg and other
seaports. Among those who were at the
pier to bid ban voyage to the writer and
present her with a large basket of flow-
ers, Anthony Paul Kelly was not.

* * *

Billy Brandt declares he was so happy
at the Albany convention when they were
turning down his Hays resolution that it

was with difficulty that he was restrained
from bursting into song.

* * *

And speaking of songs and song birds,

try this one of H. I. Phillips' on your
church pulpit:

Doc Straton is a fighting man;
Bill Brady is a noble Roman:

But I'll defy the man who can
Beat either as an able showman.

» * *

It is rumored that Paul Perez has
abandoned his work on the scenario, "The
Bootlegger's Daughter," because no pro-
ducing company could afford to surround
the star with settings of sufficient lux-
uriousncss to give the picture proper
realism.

John S. Sparco.

Bert Ennis

Publicity Director for

Serial Sales

Corp.

WE have with us today, gentlemen,

Mr. Bert Ennis, who admits that he

had to go on the stage to lind out

just how good he was before starting out

to fit himself as one of our rising young

publicity hounds. Born of wealth but hon-

est parentage Mr. Ennis honored the public

schools of Brooklyn with his presence as

long as they would let him go there, after

which he gathered the rest of it in Commer-
cial High School of the trolley dodging city.

He debutted into the theatrical game as

manager for the Harry Ennis Music Pub-

lishing Company, and later broke into vaude-
ville with brother Harry. Growing tired of
the six a day stuff, Mr. Ennis hunted for

honest employment (honest he did) but not
finding anything lying around loose, he de-

cided to become a publicity man. And did.

He broke into the game in 1910 and has

never been broke since. Vitagraph was liis

first victim. Later he became publicity

manager for the New York Motion Picture

Company, producing Keystone comedies and
Thomas Ince pictures under brand names B
Broncho, Kaybce, et cet., et cet. Managed
theatres for a period but the virus was
working and he went back, or forward,
again to publicity and is still at it. Alter

exploiting some of the most famous stars

and pictures of the decade, he is now with

Serial Sales Corporation, and admits over

his signature every day that the "Adventures
of Tarzan" is a whale of a serial.

Many of his friends assert that Mr. En-

nis' greatest claim to fame is that he is the

man who hired Charlie Chaplin for Key-

stone while the now regular comedian was

playing for the Karno Pantomine Company
in Toronto. Modestly Mr. Ennis admits he

did, and then admits that he can't quite

figure out that it gets him much ii"".
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Tirades of Reformers Fail

To Affect Legislative Body
Censorship Bill in Virginia Is Tabled by Committee

Vote of 7 to 2—Regulatory Measure Adopted
by Upper House in Mississippi

Although censorship advocates have had the industry in hot water in a
number of states, latest developments indicate that a free screen will be main-
tained in each of the states in which the reformers have waged fights.

Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent of the International Reform Bureau,
and his cohorts, lost their first skirmish in Virginia when the senate committee
on general laws voted 7 to 2 to table the measure. Jake Wells of Richmond,
president of the state exhibitors organization, led the fight on the reformers in

Virginia.

Adopted by Senate in Mississippi

The theatre owners of Mississippi have not been so fortunate, as the

regulatory measure up in the legislature in that state has passed the senate and
will be voted on shortly by the house. Among the exhibitors active in that

state in defending the screen is W. E. Elkin of the Temple theatre at Aberdeen.
A letter which Mr. Elkin forwarded to his representative in the assembly is

published in the Public Rights League department.

New York Exhibitors

At Hearing on Repeal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY. X. Y., Feb. 21.—A large

delegation of New Yorkers are here to-

day to appear at the public hearing on

the Cuvillier bill which provides for the

repeal of the censorship law. Among
those speaking for repeal of the law are

Thomas Dixon and Augustus Thomas,
representing the author's league: Fred
Elliott of the X. A. M. P. I.: representa-

tives of the Citizens Union, the M. P. T.

O. A., and the Real Estate Owners As-
sociation.

The point brought out by the repeal

advocates was that notwithstanding the

fact that the commission has viewed
more than 1,500 pictures, it has been
found necessary to reject but four.

Chairman Cobb of the board has asked
$134,500 to meet the expense for the
coming year.

Bull Montana Will Star

In Stromberg Comedies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. Feb. 21.—H u n t

Stromberg has withdrawn from the active

production and management of the Doris
May pictures and has organized his own
producing unit to make comedies starring

Bull Montana. The first subject, from an
original story by Stromberg. is titled "A
'Ladies Man." Production is at United
Studios.

It is said that Stromberg retains his

financial interests in the Doris May pro-
ductions which R-C is distributing.
Ladies' Man." Production is at United
in' his negotiations with Stromberg.

Plan Hearing Soon on
Political Activity Bill

Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

" WASHIXGTOX, D. C, Feb. 21.—It is

probable that there will be another hear-
ing on the Myers bill to investigate the
alleged political activities of the motion
picture industry in the near future. Sena-
tor Shortridge of California, chairman of
the senate subcommittee in charge of the
measure, has announced that his com-
mittee will hold another meeting within
a few days at which time the fate of the
Myers resolution will be discussed.

Coast Producers in

East for Conferences
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Feb. 12.—Thomas H.
Ince, accompanied by Mrs. Ince, Mack
Sennett, J. Parker Read, Jr., and Al
Lichtman arrived in Xew York today.
The producers formerly affiliated with
Associated Producers will hold a series
of important conferences with Associated
First Xational officials. That Mr. Ince
considered the Xew York mission urgent
is shown by his departure in the midst
of an important producing program.

Proctor Handling Film
Ralph Proctor arrived in Chicago on

Monday from Xew York to take charge
of_ the Chicago territory for "Foolish
W ives." the big Universal special now
playing an extended engagement at the
Roosevelt theatre. The picture was shown
to disabled soldiers at the Reconstruction
hospital. Chicago, on Wednesday noon.

Kentucky and South Carolina are

among the other states in which the re-

formers are active in their efforts to muz-
zle the screen. Both the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of the various states and
the Xational Association of the Motion
Picture Industry have thrown their forces

into the fight to maintain a free screen.

Dixon Opposes Passage

In Virginia. Thomas Dixon, author, ap-
peared as spokesman for the X. A. M. P.

I. Other speakers against censorship
were Windham Meredith, representing
Mr. Wells and other exhibitors; Mrs.
Channing Ward, well known club woman
of Richmond; Mrs. Speed of the Xational
Board of Review, and Mrs. J. E. Krise,

chairman of the motion picture commit-
tee of the Parent-Teachers Association
and Mothers Congress of the state.

David Wark Griffith is .scheduled to

appear before the legislature in Kentucky.
He will address the assembly in opposi-
tion to censorship at the behest of Col.

Fred Levy.
The Kentucky measure provides for a

censorship board of three members, each
to receive an annual salary of $3,000. A
license fee of $2 for every 1.000 feet of

film reviewed would be levied. Violation
of the law would be punishable by a fine

of from $100 to $1,000. According to the
bill, introduced by Senator Brock, only
films which in the judgment of the board
are considered "of a moral, educational or
amusing and harmless character" may be
exhibited.

Situation Serious in East

A serious situation has developed in

Massachusetts where a bill has been in-

troduced to prevent the use of the screen
in the forthcoming censorship referendum
campaign. The X. A. M. P. I., through
its representative, former Judge J. Albert
Brackett, is cooperating with the Allied
Theatres in the fight to prevent passage
of the obnoxious measure.

This measure is considered one of the
most detrimental and far-reaching of any
ever offered in any state. Passage of the
bill would set a precedent which, if

adopted generally throughout the coun-
try, would place the industry in the grasp
of the reformer.

Convicts See Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, Feb. 21.—Premiere
American showing of "Peterman," by

Louis Victory Eytinge. life termer at
Arizona state prison, was given last week
at the Florence penitentiary with only
convicts as spectators.

Photodramatists Club

To Observe Birthday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK. Feb. 21.—The anniver-
sary' banquet of the Xew York Photo-
dramatists Club will be held February 28
at The Cecil, 94th street and Broadway.
Among the speakers, writers and review-
ers who are expected to attend are: Oli-
ver Lippincott, W. W. Young. Sydney S.

Cohen, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America; Senator
James J. Walker, general counsel of the
M. P. T. O. A.: Rita Weiman, Rupert
Hughes. Phillip Bathalame, and Robert
C. Bruce, Educational Film Company.

Young Producer Tours

Studios of California
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, Feb. 21.—Jesus En-
rique Topete. 22 years old. one of the
youngest producers in America, who has
been making films in Mexico City tor
several years, is making a tour of Cali-
fornia studios. He is now making pic-

tures for the Mexican government.

Incorporation Articles

Filed for New Concern
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SPRIXGFIELD. MO.. Feb. 21.—
Chronicles of America Picture Cor-
poration has been incorporated by Sec-
retary of State Emmerson. Offices of
the company will be located in the Reisch
building.

Schenck and Talmadge
On Visit to New York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, Feb. 21.—Joseph
Schenck and Norma Talmadge have left

here for a visit to Xew York via Xew
Orleans.
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New and Better Serials Being

Produced, Says Board
National Body Points Out That Two Companies Have

Shown Marked Improvement Recently

b w "V TO MORE serials," the statement made by scores of theatre
men in the past, has had its effect in the production of new and
better chapter plays, in the opinion of the National Board of

Review.
Two companies in particular, the board points out, have taken for-

ward steps within the past few months in the production of this type of

photoplay entertainment. The board's statement follows

:

k^\l/ITHIN tlle
I
,ast few months,

» » members of the National Board of

Review of Motion Pictures have noticed

a decided effort on the part of producers

to get away from the old form of chap-

ter play, with results that have more than

justified the attempt and which may even-

tually see serials and series of pictures

lifted from the general slump into which
thev have fallen and returned to the bet-

ter houses.
* * *

"When the first serials appeared, they

were novelties calculated to bring the

public to a high pitch of excitement one

evening and then leave them there with

promise of relief if they appeared at the

theatre the same day the following week.

Gradually as picture patrons became
more and more acquainted with the me-
chanics of these serials, the efforts of

the producers to create suspense drew
nothing but laughter. Better houses then

saw fit to discontinue the chapter plays.

"However, in spite of the fact that the

exhibitors who were handling the better

run of pictures said 'no more serials,'

certain producers believed that the serial

had its legitimate place in an evening of

picture play entertainment, if only they

could get the proper slant on the desires

By CHARLES H. RYAN
(Garfield Theatre, Chicago)

Once a year celebrate the

anniversary of the opening of

your theatre or the date you

took charge of it. Book in an

exceptionally good program

including comedies and other

short subjects. Decorate your

front with Hags during the

week and call it "Anniversary

Week" or "Birthday Week."

Invite all of your patrons to

come to your party. Spend a

little extra money on the print-

ing of your program and an-

nounce your big week with

slides on your screen. Put a

few vases or baskets of (lowers

in the lobby. Put a (lower on

of the public and the exhibitor. And.
strange to say, two producers have ar-

rived at what appears to be the beginning
of a new and better serial.

"Towards the end of 1921, volunteer
committees of the National Board of Re-
view, sitting in the review of pictures,

began to find a note of real interest in two
current serials, besides the eventual
thrills from the stunts performed. Pathe,
in a serial called 'Hurricane Hutch,' was
touching on the romance of industry,

with not a foot of gunplay in any episode,

and Universal was screening the opening
episodes of a chapter play called 'Win-
ners of the West.'
"But the directors of these pictures

seemed to be still under the influence of

the old school of serial picture making,
for in both cases, eventually, these hope-
ful indications were lost in a sea of

hokum.
"And yet, so quick were both the ex-

hibitor and the public to respond to these

new offerings in serials that the picture

makers realized they had taken a step in

the right direction and followed it up
admirably. Pathe's two new offerings in

the field of serials, 'Go Get 'Em Hutch.'

and 'The Timber Queen.' have so far

made the workings of an industry an
integral part of the plot. Lumber is the

each usher and have signs an-

nouncing anniversary week in

front of your theatre. The cost

is small and the returns and

advertising you receive is big.

By CHARLES LEE HYDE
(Grand Theatre, Pierre, S. D.)

I got out a program for the

month with merely the names

of the pictures and stars on it

and had it printed on a thou-

sand blotters with the Febru-

ary calendar and find that my
blotters are in use by most of

the higli school children, and

mi most of the office desks in

town. Sent out a mailing list

that got them onto the desks.

Schools welcome them.

CHARLES R. ROGERS, general man-
ager of distribution for R-C Pictures,

in an open letter to exhibitors has ex-

pressed his sincere appreciation of their

splendid cooperation during R-C Week.

subject of the latter, while the first named
is built around the shipping business,

building and carrying.
"Universal following up the explora-

tion theme has made tremendous strides

with its new serial, 'With Stanley in

Africa.' In the actual film, as well as the

publicity, the historical thread and detail

is given an equal amount of attention as

the story.

"In spite of the talk of the coming of

multiple reel serials—huge photoplays to

be released in four or five chapters—it

would appear that the ultimate in the

serial will be a dignified chapter presen-

tation of some great happening in history,

an exploration or a story too long 4o

treat in a single evening, told in two-reel

episodes and which will rely on real in-

terest in the subject rather than episodic

suspense to hold its audience."

Pasmezoglu Family is

Perilled in Collision
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 21.—The wife

and three daughters of Hector M. E.

Pasmezoglu, Greek consul for St. Louis,

and owner of the Congress, Criterion and

Delmar theatres had narrow escapes from

serious injury when their automobile was

struck by a car driven by William Jack-

son, 1936 Belt avenue, on Grand drive,

Forest Park. Jackson was arrested for

careless driving. All were shaken up

but otherwise not injured.

Warners Negotiate for

Rights to Lewis Story
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Feb. 21.—Warner
Brothers are negotiating for the film

rights to "Main Street," Sinclair Lewis'

story.

Marjorie Daw With Fox
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 21.—Marjorie
Daw has signed with Fox to play an im-

portant part in "A Fool There Was."

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully by

Exhibitors to Build Up Their Patron age
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An Honest Exhibitor
A WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY STORY

RELATIVE to a widely read

discussion construed in some
quarters as involving exhibitorial

integrity, \V. M. Hay and \V. L.

Nicholas, operating the Strand

theatre at Fairmont, Minn.,

write

:

It is with some surprise that
we note the amount of space
being devoted these days in the
various trade papers, among
them yours, to the fact that
some showman has reaped the
natural reward of being honest
with his patrons. We hadn't
supposed that common honesty
was a scarcity among the men
who are purveying amusement
to the American public.

Anyway, we have always gone
on the assumption that it paid
to tell the truth to your cus-
tomers about the goods you
have to sell, and we have done
that just as nearly as we knew
how. In this community "If the
Strand says so, it IS so."

We are enclosing a couple of
newspaper clippings showing
how we advertise a picture that
we don't believe is up to par.
They are typical of the way we
advertise. Then when we tell

the public that our show is ex-
cellent we have no difficulty in

getting them to believe us.

THE newspaper clippings to
which reference is made are

single and double column adver-
tisements of a feature production
exhibited on a Sunday for one
day in connection with a vaude-
ville program. The picture copy
in the two-column display, given
prominence over the vaudeville
copy, reads

:

NORMA TALMADGE
—in

—

"THE PASSION FLOWER"
Norma may have made a

poorer picture than this, but we
don't remember having seen it.

It is a costume play of old
Spain, and in our opinion it is

mighty poor entertainment.

In the single-column display
the order of prominence is re-

versed, the following picture copy

/COINCIDENCE and^ one theatre firm
of unquestionable in-

tegrity enable this de-
partment to present
for the week of Wash-
ington's Birthday the
accompanying emi-
nently suitable hon-
esty - in - advertising
testimonial, a story of
year-around interest

and monev value.

appearing in secondary position

:

TOMORROW
NORMA TALMADGE

—in

—

"THE PASSION FLOWER"

The poorest, punkest picture
she ever made. If you come to
see it, don't expect too much;
then you won't be disappointed.

*

PERSONAL experience, which
has no proper place in a com-

position of this character, con-

vinces us that Messrs. Hay and
Nichols spent much of the Sun-
day concerned in listening to pat-

rons who protested that the pic-

ture was good. We recall

distinctly a parallel case which
taught us this not inexplicable

rule of human nature.

Our regular show didn't ar-

rive. It was Saturday, the big

day of the week. We obtained

from an itinerant showman with
headquarters in the city a four-

reel English-made picture of the

vintage of 1905 and substituted it,

maintaining admission prices but
warning each patron who entered

and running a screen offer of re-

fund.

Not one patron accepted his

money back : and we were ac-

cused by scores of not knowing

a good picture when we saw it.

*

LEAVING the possible merit
or lack of merit of "The Pas-

sion Flower" entirely out of con-
sideration, we feel absolutely
certain that humanity has under-
gone no appreciable change since

our experience and that a veri-

similar occurrence took place at

the Strand theatre on the Sunday
in question.

It is exactly this quality of
human nature that accounts for

the eminent success of honest
advertising and the dismal failure

of advertising which is not
honest.

The classical example of hon-
esty winning out over deception
applies perfectly to the case of

theatre advertising. George
Washington told his father that
he chopped down the cherry tree
and was rewarded with the with-
holding of punishment. The
showman who, for any reason,
exhibits an inferior production
but advertises it as such is re-
warded with the withholding of
the natural penalty—non-attend-
ance and complaint.

WHILE we do not endorse
the above Strand advertis-

ing unreservedly — the term
"punkest" being in our opinion
unfit for type—we do believe

heartily in the policy behind it.

We are absolutely convinced that
citizens of Fairmont believe "If

the Strand says so, it IS so." In
view of the importance of having
the picture public feel that de-
gree of confidence in theatre ad-
vertising our reservation is of no
great consequence.
We have seen no equally con-

vincing evidence of exhibitorial

integrity. Because of its great
value as such we have reproduced
the advertisements prominently,
risking possibly unjust condem-
nation of an attraction we have
not seen by persons who rely

solely upon one-man opinions.
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BULK AND BEAUTY, seldom associated, dis-

tinguish the sidewalk display of the Majestic at Port-

land, Ore., during the advertising of "The Beautiful

Liar," a First National attraction starring Katherine
MacDonald. For several reasons, not the least of

them being revealed in

the photographic record,

the arrangement is

wort h y of attention.

The star's beauty has
been advertised more
extensively, perhaps,
than that of any other

film actress. To take up
that advertising and de-

velop the individual at-

traction campaign from
that point is to capi-

talize a vast fund of

read y-made material.

This has been done by
the Majestic manage-
ment effectively and at

little expense. Both bulk ~NE of the suggestions advanced by

and beauty are impreS- ^ First National Pictures, Inc., for
J exhibitors advertising Louis B. Mayer

SIVC Stahl production, "The Song of Life.'

REALISM in wax work lobby
displays constructed by Roy Till-

son, Strand and Regent theatres,

Lansing, Mich., solves

the old problem of ad-

vertising one theatre
within another without

offense. The illustration

shows a display adver-

tising the Regent run of

''The Forbidden
Thing," First National,

in the lobby of the

Strand theatre. Other
displays previously pub-

lished in these pages im-

part cumulative value to

the present, emphasizing
the practicability and

enduring character of an

a dvertising policy

which man}' may adopt

profitably.

Associated
the use of

s John M.

THOS.H.INCE^

HAILTHE WOMAN'

MAX I) PAINTED and obvi-

ously worth the expense and effort,

the frontal display used for "Hail

The Woman" by the Strand at

Waco, Tex., made money for the

house.

PICTURES WORTH REPEATING are pic-

tuns worth advertising. The policy of the Thca-

torium, Milwaukee, is wholly in line with that obvious

conclusion. "Cabiria." recently revived by First

National, was emblazoned to passersby in a tone and

on. a scale leaving no chance of question as to the I

management's esteem for the attraction. The pho-

tograph of the front is probably the most vivid de-

scription that can be presented.
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ARGUMENTS AGAINST PROLOGUES do not apply to

the presentation of "School Days." Warner Brothers produc-
tion featuring Wesley Barry, in the theatre history of which
to date stage reproduction of the nationally familiar vaudeville

act of the same title has figured importantly. In this instance

the prologue is less a prologue than an exploitation stunt. As
such it is easily the best that has been or may be produced in

the picture's interests.

Photographs reproduced at the right of these lines show the

manner in which E. J. Weisfeldt, manager of Saxe's Strand
theatre at Milwaukee, utilized the stage history of Gus Ed-
ward's revue. The lobby was decorated with much the same
setting as has been used for years on the stage. Local boys
and girls enacted the vaudeville classic within prior to the be-

ginning of the picture. Critics joined patrons in praising Mr.
Weisfeldt's work, which followed a week of unique and ex-

tensive newspaper advertising.

A nice distinction between presentation and exploitation

must be made if a hard and fast rule re-

garding the former is to be formulated.

None will question the wisdom of in-

creasing patronage for the Warner
Brothers production by the means out-

lined. Not even those who have gone
on record as opposed to stage features

of any kind will regard this as improper

or unwise. They will set it down, per-

haps, as an exception.

The faction favoring strictly thea-

tre productions as presentation will

straightway advance to the position that
1

no hard and fast rule may be formulated,

which is in our opinion the only satis-

factory conclusion that can be arrived

at in the discussion.

"School Days" is undoubtedly bene-
fitted by the type of

presentation-
exploitation it has been
given. This is easily

obtainable in every
; c o in m unity, children

young and old being as

familiar with the stage
performance as with
any stage classic that

might be mentioned.
'Local talent in this in-

stance is wholly satis-

factory, if not prefer-

able to professional.

Mr. Weisfeldt is

not the first and should
.not be the last to han-

dle the picture in

this manner. His
treatment of it

serves admirably as
a guide for other
showmen who will

exhibit the produc-
tion. The lobby set-

ting shown is en-
tirely original with
the Milwaukee man-
ager and constitutes
a valuable addition
to the fund of ex-
ploitation data the
picture has amassed.
Required materials
are available to
every exhibitor. *

i A GOOD SETTING sometimes
saves many salaries. Such was the
case when Joseph Plunkett presented
"Hail The Woman" at the New York
Mark-Strand. The setting is shown
in the illustration at the "left. Only
two performers were needed, a woman
to sing the opening number, "Awake,"
and a man to enter and sing the reply,
"Come Love Divine." Under proper
lighting such a setting assumes im-
pressiveness out of all proportion to
the expense of its installation. Mr.
Plunkett has contributed no better
piece of work in many months. Nor
has the First National attraction been
presented more efficiently to date.

STELLAR EXPLOITATION comes into theatre history

with news of the stunt through which Lewis Sargent, one of the

leads in the Cosmopolitan-Paramount production, "Just Around

The Corner," stimulated business for that attraction at Grauman's

Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles. Sargent (you remember
him as "Huckleberry Finn") is a messenger boy in the picture.

At Los Angeles he worked a day for the Western Union company
and made many friends who made the theatre money. Sid Grau-

man added to the forcefulness of the enterprise by offering a

prize for the messenger boy most closely resembling Sargent.

The illustration shows the star making the award to the winner.

Wherever the picture is exhibited the messenger boy angle should

not be overlooked in exploitation. Reference to the earlier picture

in which Sargent appeared, and to Judge Ben Lindsey, whose
name is popularly associated with the youngster, also should

prove valuable in advertising the production.
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Suggestions in the Stills

"Smiliin

Through
General information and suggestions

of value to showmen who will exhibit

"Smilin' Through," forthcoming Norma
Talmadge vehicle, are presented here-
with in stills and the following article

contributed by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.

»»C!MILIN' THROUGH," the first of

^ the series of pretentious stories in

which Norma Talmadge is to appear^

hereafter in keeping with the policy of

Producer Joseph M. Schenck of purchas-

ing only the best stories available for her

use, contains elements which are pecu-

liarly adapted to artistic presentations.

"Let's Go Smilin' Through—1922" is

the slogan of a national campaign of op-

timism and cheer which First National is

inaugurating in connection with the pre-

sentation of this production, which is de-

clared to be one of the artistic achieve-

ments of the screen and which will mark
a new era in cinema circles. A large

number of novel exploitation stunts have

been devised for the benefit of the exhibi-

tor and will be made public at the time

of the picture's publication.

Included in the campaign is one of the

most extensive tie-ups in the history of

motion pictures. M. Witmark & Sons,
music publishers at 144 West 37th Street,

New York City, have published a special

photoplay edition of the song, "Smilin"

Through," and have evolved an elaborate

scheme of cooperation with exhibitors

who play the picture. Exhibitors are now
being furnished with advance slides and
special pictorial editions of the song, as

well as orchestrations. Practically every

music dealer in the country will exhibit

publicity matter during the showing ot

the film in his vicinity.
* * *

The illustrations on this page—stills

from the costume portion of the picture

—

suggest presentation ideas of a novel

character. Simple costume prologues or

interludes of an atmospheric nature, with

the attire of the actors patterned after

those worn in the picture, will be re-

freshingly out-of-the-ordinary and new.

The most simple prologue of this kind

would be a solo or a duet, the singers

garbed in the 1860 period costumes, and

singing the song, "Smilin' Through." A
rose-covered gate, similar to the one pic-

tured in the background, would add 100

per cent to the effect.
* * *

In houses where economy is a minor

consideration in the staging of prologues,

a splendid opportunity is provided to

present one that combines dramatic qual-

ity and oictorial beauty, using for its

motif the wedding scenes in the production.

The setting should be a garden, illu-

minated by lanterns and with a moon ef-

fect in the backdrop. The guests are

grouped about, expectant, looking toward

the gate at the back. The soft strains of

a wedding march are heard, and a couple

representing John Carteret and Moonyeen,

enter the stage through the gate. The

clergyman steps forward and is about to

start the marriage ceremony when Jere-

miah Wayne, the rejected suitor, rushes

upon the stage. With a shot, he draws a

revolver and fires, dashing off as the girl

sinks to the ground with her hand to her

heart. As the horrified guests bend over

her darken the stage slowly, while the

orchestra plays "Smilin' Through" in a

plaintive tempo,
A prologue of this nature will bring the

spectators into the spirit of the picture,

and will create favorable comment.
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Exploitation Letters

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing another photo of a front

I used on "Tha Man of the Forest." This

picture opened last Saturday and broke the

house record for a Saturday's business.

Since November 26 we have been opening

all specials on Saturday. Previous to that

time Sunday was always the opening day.

I mention this in fairness to other pictures

which played previous to November 26.

The enclosed photo needs very little ex-

planation. Banners are made of sign cloth

and the balance of the front of white brick

'slabs. I have another picture of a slab

front constructed along different lines but

used some time ago. Will gladly forward
same if of any value.

I am playing a repeat on "Humoresque"
today and have a window tie-up. Also have
;i Victrola in the lobby playing the record

"Humoresque." This is attracting attention.

It was suggested by the Paramount Min-
neapolis office.

Trusting that the encloserl photo will be
of value to your department, I am,

Yours verv truly,

ROY T. McMINN.
Capitol theatre,

Superior, Wis.

DEAR MR. McMINN:
That's good news about the success of the

Saturday opening pvlicy. Unquestionably
there are many who will follow your ex-
ample and try that method. That's real

service.

Exhibitors familiar with "The Man of
'he Forest" through reading "What the Pic-
'ure Did for Me" will find your lobby photo
ind your letter of great interest also; and
lUJQty will determine to rebook "Humor-
esque" as a result of your experience.
For all these things, worth real money

\M E. ELKIN, prominent among contributors
"•to "What The Picture Did For Me,"
nakes his first appearance in this department,
vita the letter reproduced on this page and the
Hustrations made of photographs contributed.

DOY T. McMINN, manager of the Capitol theatre at Superior, Wis., responded to our request for
** additional exploitation photographs published in a recent issue with his frontal display on
"Partners of the Tide" and contributed the above picture showing his treatment of another Hod-
kinson feature, "The Man of the Forest." There is genuine money-making information in his

letter, reproduced on this page.

to real showmen, many thanks. And send

along the other photo.
* W. R. W.

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago. 111.

Dear Sir

:

Attached herewith is a small set of photo-

graphs taken of various billboards about

the city used for "Over the Hill." If you

can use these in your publication you are

at liberty to do so.

Respect fullv,

W. E. ELKIN.
Temple theatre.

* Aberdeen, Miss.

DEAR MR. ELKIN:
Welcome to "The Theatre."

Two of your photographs are reproduced

herewith. And more will be reproduced if

you will be kind enough to provide them

with future attractions.

Frankly, we'd like to have you become as

consistent a contributor to this department

as you are to "What the Picture Did for

Me." Further, we believe that your con-

tributions to these columns will be as help-

iul to other showmen in the advertising of

their programs as your box office reports-

are in selecting them. Let us put them to

a test.

* W. R. W.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

In advertising "The Sheik" we used the

man and horse shown in the attached pho-

tograph, window displays and newspaper
advertising. We played to big business

three days at advanced prices. Excellent

picture, liked by all.

M. BURNS,
Family theatre,

Ba'tavia, N. Y.
*

DEAR MR. BURNS:
Your addition to the voluminous fund of

exploitation history accumulated by "The
Sheik" is passed along to other readers

herewith. Glad that the attraction served

ANOTHER street "Sheik" to add to the vol-

umincus exploitation history of that produc-
tion is contributed by M. Burns, manager of the
Family theatre of Batavia, N. Y. R -ad his brief

but pointed comment on the engagement.

you so satisfactorily in the way you adver-

tised it.

News of big business is exceptionally

good ncivs in these days of rumbling rumor
and unpleasant hearsay. Let us hear from
you often, under whatever circumstances.

W. R. W.

Enterprise Acquires New
State Right Productions

For Southern Territory
Enterprise Distributing Corporation an-

nounces that it has purchased for distri-

bution in Texas and Arkansas, through
the Dallas office, the following state-right

productions:
Four Oliver Curwood features; six

Franklyn Farnum features: eight Arrow
comedies; six Richard Talmadge films;

ten Kipling comedies; eight Jack Liv-

ingston Westerns; "Out of the Dust,"
"Lonely Hearts," the supply of Sacred
Films, Inc., and eighteen other miscella-

neous state-right pictures.

These productions are in addition to

the series of eleven Westerns and four

Gloria Swanson specials and the Bull's

Eye series of Westerns, which the com-
pany now has. Condition in the terri-

tory is reported favorable by M. S. White.
Dallas branch manager.
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Business Houses
Back Opening of

Gunning Feature
San Francisco business houses swung

into unified support of the Granada the-

atre during the recent campaign for the

world premier of "White Hands," Wid
Gunning, Inc., production, and made
possible one of the most successful ad-

vertising drives in the theatrical history

of that city.

"White Hands" was produced in San
Francisco. Its success is a matter of

local pride.

In the campaign conducted for the

Gunning feature several adaptable stunts

were evolved. Accompanying illustra-

tions show three of these.

The Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany was interested through an arrange-

ment which may be effected by any exhi-

bitor in the exploitation of any picture.

Messages were sent to prominent citi-

zens inviting them to attend the opening

of the picture. These were combined
into a display and placed in the Western
Union window. The beneficial effect of

that display upon observers is readily

estimated.
Exceptional soft-tone stills, some of

which were presented in a recent issue of

the Herald, were made for the pic-

ture and used effectively in the windows
of stores dealing in photographic sup-

plies.

* * *

Many drug store windows were based
directly upon the title of the picture, ad-

vertising the attraction in connection with

toilet preparations intended to improve
cuticle texture.
The San Francisco Examiner also based

a contest on this angle, awards being of-

fered with the customary provisions to

the possessor of prize-winning hands.

In all phases of the advertising the

ANK of twenty drug storm in San Francisco" which devoted window displays to the adver-
tising of the Wid Gunning. Inc., production,
"Whit© Hands," during its run at the GranadA
theatre.

"wESTER^ UNION

T"\ISPLAY of telegrams sent to prominent citi-

zens asking them to attend the premiere of
"White Hands" was made by the Western
Union Telegraph office in the window shown
above.

"Boost San Francisco" element figured

prominently. It was included in the en-

terprises conducted by individual busi-

ness houses in connection with the theatre

and civic bodies interested in the move-
ment gave out statements and by other

means made possible the obtaining of

much newspaper publicity.
* * *

Showmen in every community can
utilize the more adaptable features of the

ARTISTIC soft-tone stills from the picture,

some of which were reproduced in this de-

partment recently, led to the installation of

general displays in stores dealing in photo-

graphic supplies.

San Francisco campaign. As a model it

is valuable.

As indicative of the results to be gained

by obtaining the support of the general

business body it is even more important.

Two Films on Schedule
of New Producing Unit

Two productions are on the schedule

of the newly-organized Roy H. Klumb

Productions Company on the West Coast,

whose offices have been established at

.-.l<>7 Hollywood boulevard. One of these

will be a seven-reel adaptation of the

story, "The Desert of the Damned," by

Bert D. Essex, which will soon appear in

book form.

HEX1

tTU'INDOW pieces of design calculated to en-
v courage merchant cooperation were made up
by the Strand theatre, Steubenville, O., for the
advertising drive on "A Connecticut Yankee."
The story below gives construction details.

Arguments
That Win

Arguments that win for theatre adver-
tisers the cooperation of fellow business
men are perennially valuable. For the

successful marketing of his pictures he
is as dependent upon them as he is upon
his program itself. Each new idea in

this connection is worthy of attention.
The argument by which A. Constant,

manager of the Strand theatre in Steuben-
ville, O., obtains the cooperation of mer-
chants in the arranging of window dis-

plays for current attractions is as simple
as it is effective. One instance of its

successful application is shown in an
accompanying illustration.

When Mr. Constant exhibited "A Con-
necticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court"
he used cutouts of posters supplied by
the Fox production to make up masks
which fit nicely into the windows desired.

A stage effect was gained and the ar-

rangement permitted ample room for the

display of the merchant's goods within

the window.
There is no occasion for elaboration.

Any exhibitor can use the same idea

with any attraction.

This is the hall mark of a good idea.

Supplies for Exploiting

"The Offender" Finished
Complete exploitation tieups and adver-

tising aids have been completed by Rus-

sell Clark Productions, Inc., for "The

Offender," first of the four Margery Wil-

son productions being presented by Fen-

wicke L. Holmes and being published for

the independent field. A sketch of the

star's career is one of the features.

The story is from the pen of Katherine

Eggleston. Rights to "The Offender,"

as well as the three succeeding pictures

of the series, have been acquired by First

National Exchanges for New York state

and Greater New York, and for Califor-

nia by Turner and Dahnken.
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GEORGE ARUSS
THE RULING PASSION"

"Family Films"
Prove Merit by
Public Response

p EDERAL, state and city health authorities cooperated with the Palace theatre, Dallas, Tex., in
* the perfect baby campaign carried on as constructive exploitation in the interests of "The Child
Thou Gavest Me." The photographs show some of the mothers and children and one of the street
banners advertising the event.

•"TEASER posters are introduced by United Art-
ists, progressive in billboard advertising, with

the publication of the George Arliss production,
"The Ruling Passion." The United Artists rec-
ord in paper designing is an enviable one.

Billboard
Psychology

Billboard psychology, an intricate and
forbidding name for a less complex but
important factor in advertising, is thor-
oughly understood by the poster depart-
ment of United Artists Corporation.
From this quarter has come more con-
structive material than from any other
single source in the field.

1 The United Artists paper prepared for

"The Ruling Passion," a George Arliss
feature, is of teaser nature. Less than
the usual amount of pictured information
'is presented. More potent suggestion
lis made. It will be interesting to watch
ithe success of the material as the picture
goes into general circulation.
The 24-sheet merely gives the name of

the star and the title. The picture con-
tent is a large figure of George Arliss
in a pose from the picture.

' All is set against a rich blue back-
ground, in itself powerful in attention
value, and a certain restraint exercised by
the artist and visible in the product im-
parts an impression of dignity to the
picture advertised.

Paramount Increases

Exploitation Service
Paramount exploitation service has

been extended to the Dominion of Canada
and to the Portland. Me., territory, as
the first two steps in the expansion of
the department planned by S. R. Kent,
general manager of distribution of Fam-
ous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Leon J. Bamberger of the Minneapolis

Paramount exchange will handle the
work in Canada. Charles E. Raymond
of the St. Louis exchange, was chosen
to open the exploitation service in
Maine.

Baer Cartoons in Debut
The first of a series of animated car-

toons by "Bugs" Baer. prominent humor-
ist, are being published by Envov Pic-
tures Corporation. The initial reel was
shown at the Rivoli theatre. Xew York
City.

"Family films," motion pictures with
direct appeal to every member of every
household, are in the ascendancy. Pub-
lic response to advertising for this type
of picture proves the point. From Dal-
las, Tex., and Louisville, Tenn., come in

a single week stories of exceptional
campaigns important also for the greater
reason indicated.

In Dallas a perfect baby contest en-
dorsed by city, state and federal authori-
ties was conducted in connection with
the showing of "The Child Thou Gavest
Me," at the Palace theatre. J. L. John-
son, manager, took his proposition first

to the Dallas Council of Mothers. With
the support of that body assured it was
natural that the mayor should authorize
use of the municipal auditorium for the
event and street banner advertising.
Leading physicians examined entrants,

assisted by trained nurses; merchants do-
nated prizes, including a life insurance
policy; every standard feature of the
regulation perfect baby contest was in-

corporated.

More than 600 babies were brought to
the examiners. Very- naturally, the box
office report of the picture's engagement
is omitted from the report received as
superfluous.

* * *

In Louisville J. J. Murdock. manager
of the National theatre. Keith Circuit
house, featured "My Boy" above the
vaudeville element of the program and
attempted to book it for a second week

when a contest conducted with the
Louisville Courier-Journal brought the pic-

ture into such popular favor that it was
impossible to accommodate all who
wanted to see it in the originally planned
week of exhibition.

The Louisville contest was simple in

the extreme, an adaptation from a First
National press book in which children
selected objects the names of which be-
gin with a given letter.

* * *

The campaigns point at least one moral
pertinent to a department of this charac-
ter. Attractions with a strong juvenile
element, a prominent family interest, are
in favor. They are easy to advertise and
very much worth advertising. Citizens
of anj- community are disposed to go
more than the conventional hilf way to
help showmen, make the most of their
advantages.
"My B03-" and "The Child Thou Gav-

est Me" are good examples. There should
be more productions with like qualifica-
tions.

Company Issues Booklet
The Newman Manufacturing Company

of Cincinnati has issued an attractive
illustrated folder showing exclusive
marquee designs. The company has
created twenty-eight marquise and side-
walk canopies which it is constructing in

quantities.

A NEWSPAPER-THEATRE puzzle test participated in by children succeeded so well for the
** National theatre, Louisville, Ky., that an attempt was made to retain "My Boy," the pic-
ture involved, for a second week. Pictures show an editorial room of the newspaper participating
and some of the children who sent contributions.
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New Showmanship
Methods Follow
Business Scare
Business is better and get-

ting more so. Like life, it is

very much "what you make
it," and showmen are ob-
serving shortcomings re-

sponsible and correcting
them. Much good work, pre-

ceded by analytical study, is

being done. Read "What the
Picture Did for Me" for signs

of better times and this de-
partment for reasons.

At Ascher's Roosevelt the-

atre in downtown Chicago,

JJNIVERSAL'S series, "The

Leather Pushers," is properly

advertised in the electric lights at

Ascher's Roosevelt theatre in Chi-

cago's loop.

electric sign space is divided between the current feature attraction and the Universal
series, "The Leather Pushers." Two bids for patronage are made where one was
made before.

At the Mark-Strand in
Brooklyn where Edward L.
Hyman has employed more
than a score of players for
a single prologue, two per-
sons adequately portray the
introduction to "The Bride's
Play," Cosmopolitan-Para-
mount production.

At Dayton, O., a Kresge
music counter is converted
into a strong advertisement
for Metro's "Peacock Alley"
through the simple argument
presented by the manage-

J7DWARD L. HYMAN emphasized

the Irish atmosphere of the Cos-

mopolitan-Paramount production,

"The Bride's Play," in his musical

presentation.

ment of the Auditorium theatre. Call these events trifling, if you will, but look back

of them and attach due importance to the thought that preceded them. Observe that

showmen are turning over and over in their minds the current box office situa-

tion, analyzing it and apply-

ing corrective measures
where required. It is merely

a matter of time until exist-

ing flaws of the theatre will

be eliminated through this

process.

These items are grouped
solely because of their varied

character. Look on any page
of this publication, or look
about you wherever you are,

and you will observe the

same process of correction in

operation. Then cheer up.

J^RESGE'S music counter, Dayton,

Ohio, advertising "IViicocU Al-

ley," Tiffany production distrihutcd

hy Metro, through the song of the

same title.

A MOMENT in the presentation of the First

National attraction, "Red Hot Romance." at
the Criterion theatre, New York, under direc-
tion of Hugo Riesenfeld.

Criterion
Premieres

Showmen who regard Broadway open-

ings as criterions of picture values will

find of interest the following account of

a recent premiere at the Criterion the-

atre. (The very lame pun is uninten-

tional. Apologies.)

Due to its remarkable success during
the first week's engagement at the Cri-

terion theatre in New York, "Red Hot
Romance," a John Emerson-Anita Loos
production, issued by First National, was
held over for another week, starting

Jan. 29.

Despite the handicap of a severe and pro-

longed spell of bitter cold weather, the

Criterion enjoyed unusually good busi-

ness during the first week's run and busi-

ness increased so rapidly during the lat-

ter part of the period that the engage-

ment was extended for another seven

days.

In keeping with the "hot tamale" lo-

cale of the picture, a dance prelude,

"Spanish Jazz" is being used to introduce

the feature, with Cynthia Perot and El-

liot Taylor, American dancers who are

making their first professional appear-

ance in this country since -their return

from Europe in November. They have

been in London and Paris for a year and

a half, dancing under the management of

Seymour Hicks. They created a sensa-

tion as featured dancers with "The Little

Dutch Girl," which ran for eight months

at the Lyric theatre, London, and after

their first appearance at the Lyric, were

immediately engaged to dance at the sup-

per hour at the famous Embassy Club.

During this time Miss Perot became a

great favorite with smart London so-

ciety leaders and was in constant demand
to introduce American dances, such as

the "Paul Jones," etc., at private balls

and dances.

Following the termination of her Lon-

don engagement. Miss Perot and Mr
Taylor went to Paris, where for over six

months these "Whirlwind Dancers" ap-

pcared successively at Giro's, The Frolics

and the Chateau de Madrid. They plan

a few engagements with theatres present-

ing "Red Hot Romance" and will return

to London for the summer season, ap-

pearing there in June in a new revue and

under the management of Mr. Sacks.

"Red Hot Romance" is the work oi

John Emerson and Anita Loos, who have

been responsible for many successful pic-

tures within recent years.
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Read Page 45

To those exhibitors who believe

that the censorship menace is a

thing of the past, read the story

published on page 45 of this issue

of the "Herald" under the caption,

"Tirades of Reformers Fail to Af-

fect Legislative Body."

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 44

It should hardly be necessary at

this late date in the history of this

free nation to assert that a citizen

should be permitted to spend the

Sabbath in any innocent manner
he chooses—including attending a

theatre if that be his choice.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Bigots Raise Devil With Moral
Theatres Counteract
Jnfair Press Stories
Messages Flashed on Screens
Of Houses Owned in Chicago

By Jones, Linick & Schaefer

I wonder how many theatre owners have

ought to clear the name of the motion picture

idustry following the unfair treatment ac-

orded it in the daily newspapers which have

ublished lurid stories about the William D.

'aylor tragedy in Los Angeles?

This daily misrepresentation of the industry

nd its people presents to the theatre owner

ne of his greatest problems and one that may
e solved only through the dissemination of

ounter propaganda. Exhibitors who have been
jathe to use their screens in the presentation

f PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE messages
hould emulate the activities of Jones, Linick &
'chaefer, owners of a string of loop houses in

hicago.

On the screens of their nine loop theatres,

ones, Linick & Schaefer flash this message
aily

:

"Don't believe the lurid sensational stories you
read about the motion picture industry and its

people. You can easily realize that people of

the calibre of Hon. Will H- Hays, Mrs. Mary
Roberts Rinehart, Rupert Hughes and Sir Gil-
bert Parker would not risk their invaluable
reputations by an association with an industry,
and its people, that was not clean and moral in
every respect. The people of the movies are
just plain home folk no different than other
humans."

* * *

This message should be flashed on the screen
f every theatre in the country. The weird and
ild tales published in the daily newspapers of

le country will leave their impression on the

ublic unless the industry itself acts imme-
iately to counteract such misrepresentation.
In the February 4 issue of the Herald this

epartment published the statement of a resi-

ent at Grand Junction, Colo. This person.
riting to the Grand Junction Sentinel, declared
•at "the movie hasn't defended itself, or its

idustry."

A great opportunity to defend their business
now offered to every exhibitor. The unfor-

mate occurrence in Los Angeles offers the re-

visers campaign material. Are you going to
t them capitalize it?

Evil .bxists in

Reformer s Mind
Reformers would

have the public believe

that the motion picture

is the greatest evil to-

day, yet

—

Just the other day in

a Chicago court Judge
Haas sentenced a man
who had been quarrel-

ing with his wife to

take her to a motion
picture theatre every
Saturday night and to

church every Sunday
morning.
The evil of the mo-

tion picture exists only
in the mind of the re-

former.

Facts Don t Lile

Newspaper Stories

Prove Fallacy of

Reform Statements

Reformers have stated, and
have impressed many with

their pseudo sincerity, that

motion pictures were having

a detrimental effect upon the

country's younger generation.

Facts do not bear out this

statement.
A test conducted among

.'00,000 students show that:

Twenty thousand students

averaged only 46 per cent on
ten questions about motion
pictures, baseball and foot-

ball.

Of 500 seniors a majority
knew more about national and
international questions than

they did about pictures or

sports.

This survey was conducted
by the Institute for Public
Service at New York City.

Which are more reliable,

reformers' state ments or

facts?

First Sunday Show
Permitted by Mayor
Mich igan Pastor Says That
Reformers Are Driving the
Young People of Today Mad
The world is sadly in need of more men of

the calibre of Clarence Juillerat, mayor of
Huntington, Ind., and C. C. Shoemaker, pastor
of the Community church at Port Austin, Mich.
These men are sincere advocates of tolerance

and individual liberty. They are champions of
!•'

v' belief that "the Sabbath was made lor man,
n~t man for the Sabbath."
On a Sunday recently the theatres owned by

The Jefferson Amusement Company at Hunt-
ington were permitted to open and operate with-
out interference, the first time in the history of
the city. The management of the houses was
arrested on Monday, tried on the following day
::nd acquitted.
Mayor Juillerat is to be highly commended

for his sane and tolerant attitude toward Sun-
day observance. Though his advocacy of indi-
vidual liberty may provoke the antagonism of
the bigotted clergy of Huntington, he has the
profound support of the majority of the citizens
of this country.

I quote the following excerpt from a sermon
by C. C. Shoemaker of Port Austin to show
that ministers are not unanimous in their oppo-
sitidn to Sunday amusements and other activi-
ties outside the church:

* * *
" 'God, I thank Thee that I am not as other

men are, who dance, play cards, smoke, drink,
swear, go to Sunday movies and ball games. I

read the Bible, go to church and prayer meeting
every week. I'm a good Christian. Lord, look
me over.'
"This is the modern Pharisee's prayer, and in

its effect upon others it is like waving a red
flag at a bull. It drives young pople mad. It
makes them hate religion and the Church, and
literally drives them into all manner of evil.
This generation of young people is as good or
better than any other. They love real manhood
and true womanhood, but they despise self-
righteousness and hypocrisy. It is the goody-
goody acting and talking people who draw their
self-righteous cloaks about them lest they be
contaminated by the crowd—these are the peo-
ple who are literally 'raising the devil' with the
morals and everything else in this country."

* * *

Mr. Shoemaker is the pastor whose advocacy
of Sunday amusements aroused the ire of Meth-
odist officials, which resulted in the organiza-
tion of the Community church and its separa-
tion from the Methodist church.
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:• DO YOU WANT TO BE C ENSORED? *
£ by Benjamin De Casseres •{•

Do you believe in a censorship—both Na- ;•

tional and State—oyer motion pictures? £
We who produce motion pictures believe in a .;.

•:• rigid censorship over our productions. *
£ We believe that the same Board of Censors 5
£ that sits in judgment of the speaking plays, .;.

•J*
the books, the newspapers, and the fitness of *•*

X public officials in this country should sit in !£

perpetual judgment on the motion picture in- •>

5; dustry. X
X This Board of Censors is always in session .;.

<{. — it cannot be arbitrarily created or abolished •:•

'? — its judgments are absolute. ¥
X This Board of Censors is THE PUBLIC— .;.

* YOU. *

X THE PUBLIC—YOU—is the only Board of .:.

Censors whose judgment is infallible. •>

* It is the only Board of Censors compatible •••

X with the ideals' of freedom and democracy. X
•:• The Public is a Board of Censors constituted .;.

X of nearlv'the whole population of the United X
X States.

' .
' *

•> YOU know what is decent and indecent in •:•

X pictures, YOU know what you want and what *
vou do not want. <•

•> ' Make motion pictures safe from the claws of *
* the bigot by a continual censorship of all that X
> is produced on the screen. •>

t We welcome YOU—THE PUBLIC—as ab- £
X solute dictators of our business. .;.

•:• But an OFFICIAL CENSORSHIP over mo- .;.

*i* tion pictures is a censorship over you! £
—0— *

X Our special photoplay for next week, scheduled .;.

•{• for Thursday and Friday, is Cecil B. DeMille's X
X "Saturday Night, " his latest and greatest con- X
X tribution to the screen, from an original story •:•

•{• by Jeanie Macpherson. The cast includes Leatrice •>

X Jov, Conrad Nagel. Edith Roberts, Jack Mower X
X and Theodore Roberts. It's a story of fashion. .;.

* revel and love, and includes two of the greatest X
X fire and railroad rescue scenes ever filmed. X
X Betty Compsor.in "The Little Minister" is sched X
X tiled "for Monday and Tuesday of next week •;•

MONACHE
THEATRE

Phone 53

Porterville. California

PROGRAMME

Week Beginning

Sunday, February 5, 1922

MYNARD SHERMAN JONES

At the console of the

Mammoth Seeburg-Smith Orchestral Organ

l Programme subject toe nature without noticrl

To Our Patrons: Tbe^if»re »„de„terta ,„m,„,
of our patrons, whom we regard H practically joint owners
with OtiraeUes of this theatre, are our first and paramount
ronsiderHiion and our attitude toward our patrons is that of
host to truest at all times. To this end we seek to present
only attractions of the highest class and are putting forth
our utmost endeavor to create within the confines of this the-

atre an atmosphere of comfort and refinement. All house at-

taches have been instructed in the proper conduct and court-
esy toward our patrons. Therefore, in rase of dissatisfaction

inattention or lack of courtesy on their part we would esteem
it a favor to have the same reported to us. Your succeslions
and criticisms touching any matter pertaining U> the theatre
in any way are greatly desired and will be welcomed by us
at nil times.

MONACHE THEATRE CO., Inc.

i Scott. Printer

This is one of the finest examples of propaganda as devoted to program use which
has been received by this department in many weeks. The management of the
Monache Theatre Company at Porterville, Cal., is deserving of much credit for

this enterprise. Too few exhibitors realize that an editorial page of this nature
is worth as much as several pages of advertising in their programs. It is hoped
that the Monache management will publish more propaganda of this nature in

their programs.

Motion Pictures

Churches Doing
Indianapolis Paper Says
Reform Declaration Is

Humiliating Confession
Although a number of newspapers have

been unfair in their treatment of the in-

dustry in their daily stories covering the

Taylor death, many continue to admonish

editorially the reformers for their inane

views regarding motion pictures. The fol-

lowing editorial, published in the India-

napolis News, is worthy of republication

in theatre advertising and programs:

* * *

"The Rev. \V. S. Fleming of Chicago

said to certain Indianapolis ministers thai

'the Sunday movie must be closed or the

Sunday movie will close the church.' It

would be hard to imagine a more humili-

ating confession. If it be true that the

church can be closed as a result of movie

competition—which we do not at all be-

lieve to be the case—the onl.v conclusion

is that the church has wholly lost its

power and vitality, a:id has already lost

its hold on the people. If it has not been

able to make the people feel the need

for it. the fault is quite as much with

the church as the people.

"If that is true, closing the movies will

not help—would hardly be a palliative.

Thr .nunc fit the trouble. ;is far as there

Will Not Close
Effective Work

is trouble, lies far deeper. The Sunday
movie could not 'close the church' if the

church were doing, and doing effectively,

the work, both material and spiritual,

which it is supposed to be doing. The
only conclusion that would follow from
the statement of the Chicago minister is

that the church is a failure.

* * *

"That, men will be slow to believe. It

Order Your Slides
1

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, III.

Send me, free of chaTge, the series of

twelve slides which the Herald is supply-
ing to exhibitors in furtherance of the
PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to
maintain the freedom of the motion pic-
ture.

I will run each slide at every performance
for one week when conditions permit of

this arrangement.

(Write name and address legibly)

Theatre

may be that it is somewhat slothful, has
neglected some of its opportunities, and
has lost some of its earnestness, en-
thusiasm and divine fire. If so, what it

needs is a new baptism, greater consecra-
tion, and a more intense devotion to the
spiritual welfare of man. It cannot
strengthen itself by pleading its weak-
ness, which is what it does just in as
far as it admits that it cannot 'compete'
with the movies, or with anything else.

"The church that takes this attitude
betrays a lack of faith in itself, its mes-
sage and its Master. The most dangerous
influence—and it was felt long before the
movies came—with which the church has
to contend, is the indifference of so many
people to the church and its services.

What can be done to remove it is i

question of far greater importance thanj

any question of the life of the church|
being menaced by the movies."

City

Urges All to Protest
Exhibitors in Mississippi '

Face Enactment of Law
Creating Film Censorship

Mississippi is having its censorship

troubles. A regulatory bill already has-

been adopted in the senate and will be

voted on shortly by the house. Exhibi-

tors have jumpsd into the fight, however

and it is hoped that their persuasion wil

have its effect upon the lawmakers.

VV. E. Elkin of the Temple theatre

Aberdeen, Miss., who has been a staunv

supporter of the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE, has forwarded the following

communication to his representative ir

the legislature and he has urged even

other exhibitor in the state to do likewise

"My attention has been called to a bill

which has passed the senate with reference
to censorship for moving pictures.

"1 desire to object to this bill and ask
that you use every effort to defeat the same
and suggest to you the following reasons
why it should not be passed:
"In the first place the bill carries approxi-

mately $5,500 salaries; and it will require
more than this amount to run this commis-
sion, when it is in operation. This means
additional taxes and will mainly result in

placing some worthless officeholder in of-

fice.

"In the second place, it means that addi-
tional taxes will be placed on picture shows.
We pay here in Aberdeen—city, county and
U. S. government—approximately $.100 in

taxes per year. This doesn't include war
tax. The additional taxes will force us to

raise the price of admission and eventually
the tax will be thrown. back upon the pat-

rons. In other words, the people will be taxed

to keep some worthless politician in office

at Jackson.
"In the third place, there are no films pro-

duced in the state of Mississippi. There are

approximately only about 160 picture shows
in this state. The number of films shown in

Mississippi will not warrant the passing of

the bills.

"In the fourth place, there is already a

National board of censors (National Board of

Review) who passes on every film before it

is exhibited in this state.
"Don't place any more taxes on us. The

good which will result, doubtful at most,

will not justify the expenditure."

We hope, Mr. Elkin, that other exhibi-

tors have written letters of a similar n.i

ture to their legislators. We know thai

your communication will be effective

Another method is to have your patron;

write their legislators, and this we know

you have done.
It would be advantageous if exhibitor;

in other states of the country would fil<

Mr. Elkin's letter and use it when condi

t ions demand it.
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Development of the M. P. T. O. A.
Last of a Series

Of Three Articles By MONTE W. SOHN Article 3. The Future

Of theM.P.T.O.A

•9
V
Mcnte W. Sohn

"A Prophet is without honor in his

,vn Country." •

Any apprentice prophet knows the full

truth of this line.

A man may be a
champion catch-

as-catch-can pre-

dictor, but the
chances are fat

that his associ-

ates will hand
him the frozen
mitten and the
stony ear. even
when his logic is

hitting on all

twelve.
So a prophet

has more or less

traveling to do.

He keeps travel-
ing till he bumps
into folks w h o
will play his predic-
tions on the nose.

It doesn't require particularly long vis-

m to see that the M. P. T. O. A. is per-

lanently a part of the fabric in this in-

ustry. The record of the year just end-
<i is ample evidence. And the future
operations of this body are indicated
iery clearly to those who know its prob-
->ms, some of which are in every sense
nmediate.

Victorious though most of the battles
f the past year have been, their suc-
ess is no permanent safeguard against
ontinued onslaughts by the "Army of
Tnfreedom." Reform, from the misguid-
d members of the clergy to political

olves who must have their graft if they
lay live on, already have in process
ie work on a spring campaign.
Their most recent effort through Sen-

tor Myers of Montana to bring about an
investigation by the department of jus-
te and the department of commerce of
ne motion picture industry's entrance
bto politics,'' is worth more than passing
ote.

I It is well under-
tood at Washing-
pn that the b i g
dea behind this

esolution is to put
he senate in a re-
eptive attitude for

pt passage of a
deral censors h i p
leasure.

. So that the de-
:ats suffered by
lis hysterical
orde have not per-
lanently crushed
lem. And the na-
onal officers as well as state leaders are
etter prepared to meet such issues as
[iey arise than ever before.
Nationally, M. J. O'Toole, recently
lade a director of the department of pub-
c service. Sam Berman, Colonel H. B.
arner, W. A. True, W. D. Burford. A.
Moeller, R. A. Woodhull, L. J. Ditt-

,iar, George Aarons. E. T. Peter, F. C.
moot, D. A. Harris—these, serving on
*r. Cohen's staff, provide the brains

necessary to

paigns.
conduct legislative cam-

Lawrence Gcldman

4

In the various states, and at present
engaged in state service work, are such
minute men as Larry Goldman, Glenn
Harper. Stuart Gould, Ray Grombacher,
A. R. Pramer, Al. Steffes, Fred Herring-
ton, Jerome Caspar, Sam Bullock,
Charles L. O'Reilly, Thomas Vickroy,
Jim Ritter and Jake Lourie.

But, while these men and others of the
legislative committee and executive board
are prepared for any measures in defen-
sive war. another great work is going
steadily forward. This is the work of the
department of public service, headed by
Mr. O'Toole. Under its auspices special
representatives are very soon to tour the
country, bringing about a finer relation-
ship between patrons and theatre owners
through the department's educational
helpfulness. The instructive films avail-

able in its work will be put at the dis-
posal of boards of education and other
bodies devoted to the community wel-
fare and social uplift—the medium being
the screen of the motion picture theatre.

This great con- -

structive effort is a
commendable step

that will go largely

toward making leg-

islative wars un-
necessary.
In a measure,

the "Official Urban
Movie Chats of the

M. P. T. O. A."
also will help ma-
terially in this

movement. Mr.
Peter will have this

work u n d e r his
a. J. Moeller

care.

The trio of taxes that have cut so

considerably into the already shrunken

bank accounts of theatre owners—music,

seat and admission taxes—will have espe-

cial attention by the legislative commit-
tee. The repeal of the last two may be

looked for this year, so well is the work
of this committee under way. As for the

music tax, the unremitting battling of

George Aarons in Pennsylvania and Law-
rence Goldman in Missouri will aid the

legislative .board materially either in

bringing about an amendment, or devis-

ing means ksr circumventing it.

* * *

Certainly the day is not far distant

when the uniform contract will have made
its appearance and advance deposits are

abolished.
But before that day has arrived, the

overbooking evil, which has contributed

so much to high rentals, will also have
been overcome. For the M. P. T. O. A.,

as well as the new organization of pro-
ducers, this implies considerable study.

The fault is entirely neither with the ex-
hibitor nor with the producer-distributor.

It is something in which each has part

of the responsibility. This problem is to

have special study by the exhibitor lead-

ers.

It is Mr. Cohen's own thought that the

time will soon come when the exhibitor any-
where, may have the advice and personal
assistance of traveling experts—men fa-

miliar with every branch of showmanship

H. B. Varner

and management and communtiy exploita-

tion. These men will be part of a special

service branch of
the M. P. T. O. A.
And in the direc-

tion of this depart-
ment, such special-

ists as A. H. Blank,
E. V. Richards, M.
E. Comerford, Sol
Lesser and Col-

onel W. S. Butter-
field will have an
active part.

But, though there

are enlisted in the

M. P. T. O. A.
practically all of

the leading theatre

owners, it is a fact

that the prime
movers in its affairs number among them

many men whose holdings are small. And
tomorrow may reveal more unsuspected

genius in owners of single theatre holdings

located in towns comparatively remote.

Why are such men as H. A. Graves of

St. Johnshury, Vfc, Gus Kohn of Las
Vegas, X. M", C. E. Wingreene of Bis-

mark. X. D., and J. C. Duncan of Sioux

City, Iowa, such important members of

the legislative committee?
* * *

Mr. Cohen knows So does any man
who has met and talked with these ex-

hibitors, small exhibitors, so-cal'.ed. It is

in the hands of such men that the very

future of the industry must rest.

Steffes of Minneapolis—what are his

holdings? Or Varner's or Seegert's or

Van Praag's?
One day, probably this year, the prob-

lem of centralized distribution will be
brought before the exhibitor body. It

will be brought by the producers and
distributors, because it will become in-

creasingly apparent that some great sav-

ing must be effected if rentals are to

come down—and unless rentals do come
down, producers cannot continue to have
the large outlet and volume of sales they
need.
The problem of unemployment will

have special study by the M. P. T. O. A.
It is tied so closely to the vital matter
of profits, profits which in many quarters

have vanished, that the writer expects to

see a brilliant constructive work begun
by the exhibitor body, likely under the
auspices of the department of public
service.

* * *

These problems and others will be met
in 1922. and the rank and file of members
of the M. P. T. O. A. may feel every en-
couragement that the state and national
leaders will handle them successfully.

In a j'ear, membership has doubled.
The roster is almost 15.000 names long,
pnd in the list are the names of some of
America's finest business and professional
men.
The future of the Motion Picture Thea-

tre Owners of America is safe. It was
borne in trial, and all of the stress and
trouble with which time may confront it

won't stop its progress. And that some
early tomorrow will reveal its member-
ship to be on the very verge of one hun-
dred per cent for all of America is not
doubted by the thoughtful ol server.
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DIGESVPICTURES/tAeWEEK
DOES the filming of a popular novel stimulate good

reading? Maurice Tourneur, the director, who
has just made a survey on the subject among li-

braries and bookstores throughout the country, is 'of the

opinion it does.

Blue law agitators and would-be reformers have

stated from time to time that motion pictures are de-

stroying the American taste for good literature, claiming

they poison the minds against the printed word and dull

the intellects of picture goers. But Mr. Tourneur's in-

formation proves pictures act as a direct stimulus to

more and better reading.

"All this talk that motion pictures are destroying

the desire to read and contributing to mental laziness

is tommyrot," says Mr, Tourneur. "The opponents of

the screen moan and groan about the public having

ceased to read because of pictures and predict that un-

less something is done within a few years books will

sink into insignificance and mental stagnation set in.

"This is utterly untrue, motion pictures, particularly

those adapted from the works of noted authors, invari-

ably result in a materially increased interest in the

works of those authors and a substantial increase in the

demand for their books.

"If the screen was such an imminent menace to

books, publishers, booksellers and libraries would be ex-

ceedingly wary about cooperating with motion picture

producers and exhibitors, a thing they do quite fre-

quently at present."

In the light of the recent demand for certain books

such as "Penrod," "The Last of the Mohicans," "The

Three Musketeers," "Treasure Island," "A Connecticut

Yankee in King Arthur's Court," "Huckleberry Finn,"

"The Little Minister," "Little Lord Fauntleroy," "Senti-

mental Tommy" and numerous others novels, all of

which have recently been filmed, it would indicate that

motion pictures create a demand for wholesome reading.

At least Mr. Tourneur's survey so proves.—J. R. M.

"CARDIGAN" (American Releasing) is a Mess-

more Kendal production adapted from Robert W. Cham-

bers' novel popular several years ago. The scenes of this

romantic tale are laid in the stirring days preceding the

outbreak of the Revolution and special care has been

taken to reproduce the dress and manners of those try-

ing days. Many of the scenes were taken on the exact

locations of the historical episodes. It is replete with

dramatic moments, well acted and very well directed.

The feature is in seven reels.

"GYPSY PASSION" (Vitagraph) is another foreign

importation with a fairly original story, some pretty

sets and unique lighting effects. It was adapted from a

book "Miarka, the Child of the Bear," and was made by

Louis Mercanton. Many picturesque scenes of a gypsy

pilgrimage are shown.

Till-: BARNSTORMER" (First National) is a

travesty on the actors of a bygone day. Charles Ray is

cast as a poor farmer boy ambitious to become an actor.

He joins a barnstorming troupe and is made man of all

work. Pure farce, a little drawn out. Not the best of

Ray's recent vehicles, but clean and wholesome.

"THE RIGHT THAT FAILED" (Metro) with Bert

Lytell as a prize fighter. Another Saturday Evening Post

story that makes capital screen entertainment. Directed

by Bayard Veiller. Six reels in length.

"TILLIE" (Realart) brings to the screen the Men-

nonite maid and story which served Patricia Collinge as

an enduringly successful vehicle in stage form. Mary

Miles Minter's smiles give way to tears and her curls

disappear under the severe head dress of the order. The,

picture is essentially story. The players are called upon

to act and do so well for the most part.

"EXTRA! EXTRA!" (Fox) is a lively little news-

paper story with the likeable Johnny Walker and pretty

Edna Murphy in the leading roles. The picture is on a

par with their former vehicles and Director William K.

Howard has made good use of his material. Five reels:

"HIS BACK AGAINST THE WALL" (Goldwyn)

is a distinct novelty in a Western story. The action

starts on the East Side, New York, and then shifts to

the wild and woolly west, where a tailor's assistant be-

comes an unwilling hero. Raymond Hatton in one of

his best roles supported by a very capable company.

"HER HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK" (Para-

mount) tells a story of certain familiar aspects but re-

arranges incidents pleasantly, making a palatable hour's

entertainment. Gloria Swanson is more than usually

animated and at least as attractive as ever in the lead-

ing role, competently assisted to her points by the con-

summately despicable performance of Stuart Holmes.

Anybody ought to like it. »

"RECKLESS CHANCES" (Pathe). This western

railroad drama has an interesting story and proves a

fairly pleasing entertainment. J. P. McGowan, who di-

rected it, is also the star. The railroad scenes are at-

tractive and realistic. It is five reels in length.

"THE CRADLE" (Paramount) follows naturally

in the sequence of Ethel Clayton's domestic dramas. It

is not as good a picture as her characterization is a per-

formance. The latter will be responsible for whatever

success is achieved by a trite story interrupted with vet-

eran and readily foreseen subtitles. Much may he clone

with music to help the picture register its points.

"
I I li: GLORIOUS FOOL" (Goldwyn) is an ex-

cellent little comedy-drama full of amusing incident and

i 'evcrlv written subtitles. It was directed by I-:. Mason

Hopper and ( ioldwyn gave it a good production. Mary

Roberts Rinehart furnished the story. Helene Chad-

wick and Richard 1 >ix have the leading roles. It will

satisfy all.



THE CAST
Michael Cardigan William Collier, Jr.

Silver Heels Betty Carpenter
Sir William Johnson . Thomas Cummings
Walter Butler William Pike
Lord Dunmore Charles E. Graham
Marie Hamilton Madeleine Lubetty
Lady Shelton Hatty Delaro
Sir John Johnson Louis Dean
The Weasel Colin Campbell
Jack Mount Jere Austin
Chief Logan Frank R. Montgomery
Dulcna Eleanor Griffith
Quider Dick Lee
Colone! Cresap Jack Johnston
Molly Brandt Florence Short
Patrick Henry George Loeffler
John Hancock William Willis
Paul Revere ...Austin Hume

SPECIAL CAST IN

CARDIGAN
(AMERICAN RELEASING)

lessmore Kendall's production of Robert W. Chambers' roman-
tic novel of revolutionary days is worthy of special attention

from all who are interested in better pictures. Its popularity

ought to be assured. Care has been taken to reproduce faith-

fully the scenes of those stirring times of 1774 and many of

the exteriors were taken on the actual locations of the his-

torical episodes. Directed by John W. Noble. Seven reels.

calculated to stir interest in American his-

tory. The battle between the Americans
and the Red Coats, the fights in the stock-
ades, the ride of Paul Revere and the as-
sembling of the Minute Men are but a
few of the high lights of the picture. One
of the pleasantest romances runs through
the film also, conceived and written in

Chambers' best style.

"Cardigan" offers many unusual angles
for extraordinary advertising and exploi-

tation. Everyone is interested in Ameri-
can history and the younger generation
which has not read the novel will be as
anxious to see the picture as those who
are familiar with the Chambers tale.

The story opens in Johnstown, New
York, two years before the outbreak of

the Revolution. Cardigan, a young Irish

boy, and the ward of the English gov-
ernor, is in love with Felicity Warren,

CARDIGAN" was a "best seller" known as "Silver Heels." Capt. William
back in 1901, when historical Butler is also a suitor for her hand,
novels were popular, and the

.nerican Releasing Corporation's initial

pduction is destined to repeat Robert
I Chambers' book's popularity in 1922.
The story is based on America's early

S uggle for independence and all the
l ed characters of the Chambers story

—

(rdigan, "Silver Heels" Felicity Warren,
i' William Johnson, guardian of Cardi-
ff and Commissioner of Indian Affair*
f' the Crown, Walter Butler, the despic-
<e, Lord Dunmore, The Weasel, Jack
-)unt, Chief Logan, and for good meas-
ly Patrick Henry, John Hancock, and
Jul Revere.
The most interesting and dramatic mo-

r nts of Robert W. Chambers' novel
IVe been deftly woven into a swiftly
r ving and mighty interesting screen
py. There are touches that remind one
c D. W. Griffith—such as the flight of
I icity to the attic and the pursuit by the
\ ainous Butler; the ride of Paul Revere
al the meeting of the Minute Men.
Ml in all it is a very finished piece of

seen fiction and the various perform-
a:es come up to the level of the picture.

\ lliam Collier Jr. contributes a splendid
pee of work as Cardigan; Betty Carpen-
t s Felicity Warren is delightfully sin-
c e and full of charm. Jere Austin made
aine Jack Mount, and Colin Campbell
a adequate "Weasel." William Pike as
\ Iter Butler makes a good villain and
s gested as well as acted the role of a
r ian with keen understanding.
"he picture is of more than passing in-

Wbst because of the historical incidents
d icted which are presented in a manner

Young Cardigan undertakes to deliver a
message to a distant point, is betrayed by
Butler and almost meets death by being
burned at the stake for the murder of

Chief Logan's children. A runner saves
him, however, and later he is admitted to

the secret councils of the Minute Men.
He hears Patrick Henry utter the famous
"Give me liberty or give me death" speech
and sees John Hancock sign his name to

the declaration of Indepedence "large so
the King can read it." There follows the

famous ride of Paul Revere and the bat-

tles of Lexington and Concord, with the

retreat of the British. The final scenes
work up to a splendid climax and a pleas-

ing finish.

We feel certain "Cardigan" will satisfy

and be a good business builder for any
house.

ETHEL CLAYTON IN

THE CRADLE
(PARAMOUNT)

A logical "next" in the Clayton
series of domestic dramas. As
the title indicates, a picture for an
audience not indisposed to tears

or callous to not markedly subtle

appeal to emotions. Not quite as

well devised a vehicle as the

star's performance merits, but
materially bolstered up by the

latter. Directed by Paul Powell.

Five reels.

With carefully calculated sob music to

dull the obviousness of certain well-worn

situations and subtitles that cast their

shadow before them, "The Cradle" may
be made effective entertainment. It is not

as good a picture as Miss Clayton's per-

formance in it, and it is her consummate
characterization that gives it claim to

consideration.
There is no cradle in the play, the

gifted child about whom interest centers

being well beyond cradle age, but the

title is well chosen for exploitation pur-

poses and the picture satisfies its promise.

The story is less familiar as enacted

than as synopsized. The star is cast as

a physician's wife. An attractive patient

wins him from home. A divorce follows;

he marries the patient. His wife marries
an old admirer, and the child is assigned

to the custody of each parent for alternate

periods of six months each.

Both step-father and step-mother re-

sent the child's presence in their homes
and estrangement disturbs both house-
holds. Serious illness of the child results

in general realization of the fact that the

bond of parentage is stronger than man-
made marriage and the picture closes

with two more divorces and one re-mar-
riage in prospect.

William Collier, Jr. and Betty Carpenter

in a scene from "Cardigan" (Am. Re-
leasing).

"U" Changes Title
"Slipper Tongue," Frank Mayo's lat-

est starring vehicle, which was reviewed
in The Herald Feb. 4 issue, has been re-

named "Tracked to Earth."
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MARY MILES M INTER IN

TILLIE
(REALART)

A picture that is primarily story and
will please or disappoint as the

story meets or fails to meet with
approval. Extended stage popu-
larity of the play argues for the

former. The star's role is severe

and her acting rather than her

beauty scores. The locale, a Men-
nonite settlement, is important.
Frank Urson directed.

Mary Miles Minter in a scene from "Tillie."
(Realart)

"Tillie," the stage play, was an endur-
ing success as a vehicle for the accom-
plished Patricia Collinge. Mary Miles
Minter, with curls and smiles tucked away
in a sob role, gives the character very sat-

isfactory screen being. The picture is

solid acting, most of which is good.
The story is laid in a Mennonite village

in Pennsylvania and most of the charac-
ters are Mennonites. Consequently many
colloquial words appear in subtitles.

These, with unfamiliar customs depicted,

add to rather than detract from the enter-

tainment value of the picture.

Noah Beery, as a stern parent, Alan
Forest as a young author, Lucien Little-

field as a doctor of the old school and
Robert Anderson as a rural swain and
villain are prominent in support.

Miss Minter is cast as Tillie Getz, eld-

est daughter of Jacob Getz, a brutal, driv-

ing father. Her Mennonite aunt leaves a

will by the terms of which Tillie is to in-

herit a small fortune if she has joined the

Mennonite church at the age of eighteen.

A plot is hatched by the lawyer who drew
the will and attempt is made to force her

into marriage with Absalom, an undesir-

able youth, share in her fortune being

the end.
Through the kindly machinations of an

old doctor the combined efforts of her

father, the lawyer, Absalom and, inno-

centlv, the Mennonite elders, are frus-

trated and a happy marriage supplies the

proper ending.

BERT LYTELL IN

THE RIGHT
THAT FAILED
(METRO)

Another "Saturday Evening Post"

story that provides Lytell with a

likeable role. Prize fight well

staged and the supporting com-
pany was well chosen. Six reels.

Bayard Vcillcr directed this adapted J.

P. Marquand short story and, considering

the scarcity of dramatic incidents used in

its telling, has made a very pleasing pho-

toplay. There is a plentiful supply of

short, crisp subtitles and the material is

particularly suitable to Lytell's needs.
There is a trifle dragginess to the action
after the fight, and the picture if cut to

five reels would no doubt be helped con-
siderably.

Lytell is cast as Johnny -Duffy, a prize
fighter, who falls in love with a society
girl, Constance Talbot. He breaks his

right hand in a bout and is forced to
rest for three months. Johnny goes to
Craigmoor, a fashionable summer resort,
to be near Constance, and one of his
hero-worshippers, a chauffeur, becomes
his valet and tutor in correct social eti-

quette. Constance's father recognizes
Johnny but keeps his secret until Johnny
has whipped a cad who attempts to ex-
pose him and then the girl learns his true
profession. They obtain her parent's ap-
proval and the happy ending follows.
The fight is very well done and there-

after Lytell wears his hand in a sling.

Virginia Valli makes a pleasing and
pretty Constance Talbot, while DeWitt
Jennings is a very real Talbot. Philo Mc-
Cullough has a thankless role as Van-
Twiller. the caddish suitor for Constance's
hand. Otis Harland has a small role and
Bull Montana contributes an amusing bit
as the "champ."

SPECIAL CAST IN

GYPSY PASSION
(VITAGRAPH)

Another foreign picture with a

fairly original story, some pretty

scenic effects and good acting.

Adapted from Jean Richepin's

gypsy story "Miarka, the Child

of the Bear." A Louis Mercan-
ton production. Six reels.

This Vitagraph importation offers a

fairly dramatic story, well acted and
with some excellent settings. It has a

rather obvious ending, but the fight be-

tween the villiain Louis and a pet bear
is a well handled piece of business

and there is something fascinating about
the story that holds the attention to the

final foot. The picture is well subtitled

and the performances of the principals

quite convincing.

Romany Kate, a gypsy, and her grand-
daughter, Miarka, live in the abandoned
ruins of an old castle, in the shadow of

a modern mansion. The owner of the

estate is making a study of gypsy life

and writing a book 0:1 the subject. He
has stolen a manuscript from Romany
Kate's wagon which he is having trans-

lated. Louis the game keeper of the.

place, seeks Miarka's hand, but Romany
Kate despises him and plans to have her

granddaughter marry the head of the

gypsy tribe. Ivor, a nephew of their

wealthy benefactor, also falls in love with

Miarka. Louis accuses Romany Kate of

setting fire to the mansion and she is

locked up. He attempts to drug- Miarka,
but her net bear, Pouzzli, attacks Louis
and kills him. Before he dies he con-
fesses he stole from his employer and
tried to hide his crime. It is then dis-

covered that Ivor is in reality chief of
a branch of the nomads and Romany
Kate gi^es her consent to Miarka's mar-
riage.

Picturesque scenes showing the pil-

grimage of the gypsies to their shrine
add realism to the story.

J. P. McGOWAN IN

RECKLESS CHANCES
(PATHE)

Western railroad drama embellishec

with a tale of romance that makes

it a pleasing entertainment. In-

teresting scenes around a railroac

yard, and a chase with a locomo

tive give it a well-rounded-out

suspense. Directed by J. P. Mc
Gowan. Five reels.

J. P. McGowan in a scene from "Reckless
Chances." (Pathe)

"Reckless Chances" compares favo

ably as a Western thriller, with the add<

lure of railroad scenes and railroad me
In fact, the story is almost entirely

railroad drama laid in the West. Tl

tale of a superintendent's daughter in lc

with a yard man who is accused of the

is ably interwoven to form an interestii

plot that ties up with happenings ai

chases with a freight train and a loc

motive.

J. P. McGowan stars in the productii

as well as having directed it. Dorotl

Woods has the leading feminine role a'

her work is entirely commendab
Others in the cast are Andrew Waldn
and Robert Walker.
Terry Nolan (McGowan) is a wander

who is giving railroading a tryout. I

becomes involved in the theft of ore fre

a car of which he has charge a
-id is ;

rested, but manages to escape. Wh
escaping he rescues Nora Murphy, I

daughter of the superintendent of t

road, from a gang of suspicious char;'

ters in the woods. He accompanies 1

to town and is given a job as yard m;

The two fall in love with each other a

plan to get married in spite of the p'

tests of Nora's father, who looks W
disfavor upon the union. He plans

send Nora East to get her away fr.

Nolan, but the two outwit him by (

taining a freight train, as his spec

coach is about to depart, and with

aid of a justice of the peace, who
dropped from a bridge onto the mov
flat car, the ceremony is performed
the train, with her father following clos

behind in another speeding train.

Happily married, all is well until N
and her father discover that Nolan is

escaped prisoner wanted in connect

with the missing ore. She leaves H
and returns to her father's home,
superintendent is notified that anot

robbery has taken place, but informs I

assistant that the joke is on the robb'.

as he had hidden the gold in anot

'

place. Nora overhears the assistant t
•

phoning his confederates the hiding pi

of the gold and learns that he is the 1

leader of the thieves. She informs No
who battles the robbers at the office, f

ing the gold and effectively clearing

own name.
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GLORIA SWANSOX IN

HER HUSBAND'S
TRADEMARK
(PARAMOUNT)

An interesting society play with a

suddenly introduced and con-

trastive melodramatic ending that

drives home a good impression

previously made. A strong love

interest sustains suspense. Lav-

ish settings characterize the early

reels and the Rio Grande se-

quence at the finish is impressive.

Sam Wood directed. Five reels.

Stuart Holmes, sleek and effective as

when proclaimed the screen's ablest vil-

lain, is Gloria Swanson's strongest sup-

port in her new and one of her best pho-

toplays. A New Yorker who bluffs at

wealth and uses her beauty as a "trade-

mark" to further his financial machina-

tions, he all but walks away with the

picture.

Miss Swanson's beauty and apparel

measure up to and above the strict de-

mands of her role. There is no artificial-

ly about the New York society pictured

tor about her delineation of the character

.vhich is its center. The production is

horoughly satisfying entertainment and
should please equally well in any sur-

ounding.
In the story the Berkleys are promi-

lent in New York society, the husband
itilizing his wife's famed beauty to fur-

Ker his interests in obtaining loans and
imilar favors of capitalists. In the sud-
lenly. acquired wealth of a former col-

ege chum who has been absent in Mexico
or some years he sees his big opportu-
ity. The three go to Mexico, where the
itended catch demonstrates his love for

Its. Berkley and, when she learns that
er husband has used her solely for gain,
/ins her openly declared affection. A
andit raids the hacienda at this point
nd pursues her. Her husband is killed
l escaping and the man she loves carries
er across the Rio Grande to safety and
le prospect of happiness.

CHARLES RAY IN

rHE BARNSTORMER
(FIRST XATIONAL)

travesty on the actors of a by-
gone age. Pure farce and as such
is good. 'Not the best of recent
Ray productions. Lacks dramatic
and convincing incident. Written
by Richard Andres and directed
by the star. (5300 feet long.)

There is plenty of genuine farcical hu-

3r, a little prolonged perhaps, but with

certain attractive appeal in "The Barn-
>rmer." Probably Ray felt the need of

other play like "The Clodhopper," but

; present vehicle lacks the natural com-
; cations and suspense of his other suc-

ss, and although the plot is well devel-

ed there is too much sameness to the
'rious scenes and it is likely to prove
Uious to the average audience. Of
•Jrse, dyed-in-the-wool Ray fans will
'e it. It is clean and wholesome, and
fe for the hold-up, there is nothing the
1 isors can pick at.

Almost the whole action centres around
t star, who in the role of Joel Matthews,
i armer'^s son, aspires to become an ac-
' • A visiting troupe gives him his op-

Gloria Swanson in a scene from "Her Husband's
Trademark," (Paramount)

portunity and he becomes porter, call boy,
piano player, stage hand and an actor
with two lines. His model at all times is

the leading man, whose every move he
imitates. In a small town he meets and
falls in love with the druggist's daughter.
They play a week's stand and while play-
ing to a full house the leading man, dis-

guised as a burglar, holds up the audience
and hides in his dressing room. Joel dis-

covers him with his loot and besides win-
ning the plaudits of the townspeople
when he forces him to return the money,
wins the hand of Emily, the druggist's
daughter.

Charlotte Pierce, who appeared with
Ray in "Peaceful Valley," has the role of
a giggling, bashful country girl. Wilfred
Lucas is the leading man in the barn-
storming troupe, and Lionel Belmore the
manager. George Nichols appears briefly

as Joel's father.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE GLORIOUS FOOL
(GOLDWYN)

A really excellent comedy-drama
full of amusing incident and writ-

ten in Mary Roberts Rinehart's

best vein. It was directed by E.

Mason Hopper. Five reels.

Almost every picturegoer will find his

or her pet ingredients for high class

amusement embodied in this clever little

Goldwyn production. In story it is sim-

plicity itself, but therein lies its chief

charm. That and good acting and the

naturalness of the characters.

Helene Chadwick has the principal role,

that of a pretty hospital nurse. Richard
Dix, a temporary inmate of the hospital,

is well cast opposite her. The production
throughout is excellent. The hospital

stuff is well done; there are many clever-

ly written subtitles and altogether it

reaches a very high standard of perfec-

tion.

Billy Grant, a member of the Idlers

Club and but recently disappointed in

love, falls down the club steps and runs
away with a trolley car he has found
standing at the end of the line. Xot be-
ing an expert motorman he hits a heavy
wagon amidship and when he wakes up
he is in a hospital with but a few hours
to live. To avoid leaving his property to
his relatives, he requests a probation
nurse, Jane Brown, to marry him. That
night marks a turn in his condition and
he is soon on the road to recovery. Little
Miss Brown, his wife, is transferred to
the maternity ward and while endeavor-
ing to effect a reconciliation between a
man and his wife, the wife being a patient,
she breaks a hospital rule and is dis-
missed. Billy, however, realizing he can-
not live without her, astonishes his par-
ents by announcing his marriage and his
intention to keep a nurse in his family
always.

JOHXXY WALKER IX

EXTRA! EXTRA!
(FOX)

First-rate newspaper story with the
likeable Johnny Walker and Edna
Murphy in the leading roles. On
a par with this team's recent of-
ferings and should please. Five
reels. William K. Howard, direc-
tor.

The role of Barry Price, newspaper
reporter, gives Johnny Walker plenty of

opportunity to show his true worth as

a screen star. There is a fairly interesting

story here, well acted and some excellent

settings and photography. Miss Walker
shares honors with Walker in the role of

secretary to a wealthy man. Others in

the small but capable cast are Wilson
Hummel, Herschel Mayall, John Step-

pling and Gloria Woodthorpe.
The story gets off to a good start,

where the city editor sends an old re-

porter, Rogers, after a story concerning a

consolidation of two big firms. The old

man returns without the facts, having

been ordered off of the yacht where his

man was isolated. Barry Price swims
out to the yacht and gets a story, al-

though it is not about the consolidation.
He then secures a position as butler in

the home of the other man to the com-
bination and finds the story within his

grasp, but it is promised to a rival paper.
Rogers' daughter is secretary to this man.
A nephew is caught rifling the wall safe;

Barry gets the story to his city editor,

but before he will write it he demands
that Rogers be reinstated and kept on the
payroll for life. He also wins the hand
of Rogers daughter.
Wilson Hummell is excellent as the

broken down newspaper man and Mayall
made a convincing financier.

JIMMY AUBREY IX

A CHARMED LIFE
(VITAGRAPH)

There are many amusing gags and

comedy situations in "A Charmed Life,"

Jimmy Aubrey's latest rib-tickler. Most

of the fun is derived from his antics in a
laundry, where with starch and suds his

pursuers become smeared up and fall all

over the place. The ultra-speed camera
is here employed to good advantage also,

making the action appear about four times

as rapid as it actually is.
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RAYMOND. HATTON IN

HIS BACK
AGAINST WALL

(GOLDWYN)
A distinct novelty in a Western

story. Hatton in the role of an

abject coward who becomes a

hero by accident. Five reels of

clever character acting. A com-

edy with a dash of drama and
romance. Directed by Rowland
V. Lee.

John Frederick, who wrote "His Back
Against the Wall," has departed from the

beaten path, too often followed by screen

writers, and has given us a very truthful

picture of the human frailties many pos-

sess. As a study in fear "His Back Against

the Wall" is a classic and it presents Ray-

A scene from "His Back Against the Walt"
(Goldwyn)

mond Hatton in one of his cleverest roles.

As an example of well written continuity it

also stands out as a shining example.

Hatton has the role of Jeremy Dice, a

timid, undersized tailor's assistant in a

shabby East Side New York shop. His one
accomplishment is his dancing and he is

some stepper. With his sweetheart, Dorothy
Petwell, he wins a loving cup at a ball, but a

former beau of Dorothy's appears and he
gives up the cup and the girl. He is

jeered out of the hall and loses his job.

He hops a freight train and some days
later is kicked off the train by an angry
brakeman in the middle of a desert. He
finds shelter in a shanty, whence come
two highwaymen. They quarrel over a
division of the money and Jeremy,
terror stricken in the loft, witnesses
the death of both. He descends as

the Sheriff drives up and thinking Jeremy
has killed both gunmen he is acclaimed a
hero. He is taken to the ranch of Henry
Welling, where he meets the daughter,
.Mary. Another bully, "Bronc" Lewis, ap-
pears upon the scene and seeing Jeremy try-

ing to shoot at a target, declares him a
fraud. He challenges him to meet him in

town. Jeremy drags himself to the town
square and as "Bronc" makes an insulting

remark he slaps his face. Jeremy trembling
with fear pulls his gun and wounds "Bronc"
Ilightly. The suddenness of the attack un-
nerves "Bronc" and Jeremy mounts his

horse and gallops off with Mary, promising
never to shoot another man again.

The supporting cast is an excellent one,

consisting of Virginia Valli, as Mary the

Western ranch girl, and Shannon Day as

the hast side dance hall belle. Will Wall-
ing is the sheriff ; Gordon Russcl, the bad
man "Bronc" Lewis, while Fred Kohler and
Jack Curtis were the two robbers.

Famous inEurope
for20\ears
IZAL

^yheHighPowrDkitfectmit

now made inAmerica
PHENOL COt fflCUNT

m
V-X HWUM1C LAB. MZmOO

The introduction of IZAL gives to America a new

and powerful weapon lor combating the spread of

infectious disease. It has germ-killing strength 12

times as great as carbolic acid (U. S. H. L. Method)

and yet it may be used with safety. IZAL opens up

new possibilities for better, safer, surer, more econ-

omical methods in maintaining sanitary conditions.

For more than 20 years, IZAL has been the standard disinfectant

in Europe and the Far East. It is officially adopted by the British Ad-
miralty for the British Navy, by the Government of Japan, by the Gov-
ernment of India, by the National Railways ol Canada, and by the

Canadian Pacific Railroad. It is widely used in the Philippines.

IZAL is a milk-white emulsion that mixes instantly

and without loss of efficiency with hard, soft, salt or

alkaline water. One pint has the disinfecting power of

12 pints of pure carbolic acid, yet it will not harm
wood, leather, cloth, paint, or varnish, will not corrode

or tarnish metals; does not crack or burn the skin,

IZAL deodorizes perfectly and leaves no disagree-

able or persistent odor. It does not lose efficiency upon
exposure to air.

IZAL will increase efficiency and effect great

economies wherever disinfectants are used. Generous
testing sample sent free to officials requesting it on
their business stationery

THE ABBOTT LABORATORIES, Izal Dept.

4753 Ravenswood Avenue Chicago, Illinois

The HIGHPoW
DISINFECTANT
Efficient, Safe, Economical

Photo Play Title Co. inc.

Edgewater. 0762

J. W. ASTON, Pres., CHICAGO, ILL.

5828 Broadway

We operate the only office in the U. S. making titles and
titles only. You've tried the rest, now use The Best. You
can't afford to use any other kind, because ours Save
You Money. Prices Right.

ART TRAILERS SPECIALIZED COMMERCIAL TITLES

Title Process Patented Nov. 8, 1921
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Two Meetings Mark
Hammons' Coast Trip

Educational President Calls

Conferences at Chicago
Feb. 20 and 21

E. W. Hammons, president of Educa-

tional Film Exchange, Inc., has left New
York for a trip to the West Coast and

a tour of many of Educational's branch
exchanges. While in Los Angeles Mr.

Hammons expects to close most of his

contracts for next year's product for

Educational, as well as to discuss the

possibility of Educational taking over

later the distribution of several popular

series of pictures.

Convene at Chicago

Mr. Hammons' plans called for stops

in Chicago and Kansas City where he

conducted regional sales conventions.

Henry Ginsberg, domestic sales manager,
left New York with Mr. Hammons and

was to accompany him part of the way.

The Chicago district convention was
held on Monday and Tuesday, February
20 and 21. Among the district managers
present were: I. M. Schwartz, manager
of the Chicago exchange; H. R. Skirboll,

Cleveland; O. E. Watson, Cincinnati;

M. H. Starr, Detroit; Harry Hollander,

Minneapolis; H. J. Fitzgerald, Mil-

waukee; Carl T. Lieber, Indianapolis,

and Lee Goldberg, Louisville.

Will Meet Producers

Mr. Hammons and Mr. Ginsberg then

went to Kansas City, where a convention
jvas held on February 22, with the fol-

lowing in attendance: H. E. Schiller,

Kansas City; Harry Hynes, St. Louis; C.

L. Peavey, Omaha; A. W. Kahn, D«s
Moines; E. J. Drucker, Denver.
Immediately after this meeting Mr.

Hammons departed for Los Angeles
where he will spend two weeks in con-
ference with producers and the manage-
ment of the Educational branch.

Fox Presents Japanese Expansion
Problem Pictorially in News Issues

Feature Prepared After Months of Research and
Expenditure of Vast Sum of Money—Several

Installments Are Scheduled

Irish Life Basis of

New Vitagraph Film
President Smith Supervises

Production of "The
Shaugraun"

A picture treating of Irish life is to be
produced by Vitagraph under the super-
vision of President Albert E. Smith and
direction of David Smith.
The production is "The Shaugraun,"

taken from the stage success of Dion
Boucicault. It will be scheduled as one
of the 1922 specials. Commenting on the

production, a Vitagraph official said:

Is Timely Feature

"Perhaps no land is more in the public
eye right now than the new Irish Free
State. Few first pages of newspapers
fail to carry a story of Ireland these
Idays. 'The Shaugraun' should make not
only a timely motion picture but an ap-
pealing one since it is a genial story
which will please all possible factions
and offend none."

Pauline Starke and Pat O'Malley head
the all-star cast of "The Shaugraun."
The balance of the cast is equally notable,
including Richard Daniels, whose charm-
ing work as "Micah" in "The Little

Minister" attracted the attention of Vita-
graph's president as well as thousands
:>f persons who saw "The Little Minister"
~>n the screen; Henry Herbert, Maude
Emery, Edwin Cecil, Helen Howard,
lames Farley, Bobby Mack and Frank-
Clark.

After several months of intense prepara-

tion and the expenditure of many thousands

of dollars, William Fox announces the pub-

lication of "Face to Face With Japan."

This news and educational feature, the com-
pany states, deals impartially with the ques-

tion of the so-called peril of Japanese ex-

pansion and territorial aggrandizement in

respect to its effect upon American interests.

The picture will be issued in installments,

each to be a part of the even numbered is-

sues of Fox News. The first installment

appears in Fox News No. 40.

Query Is Answered

So far as is humanly possible, it is said,

this Fox production answers the query

"Does war threaten between United States

and Japan?" Opinions of the nation's lead-

ers have been diversified.

Fox News, in this series, the company
states, supplies the facts for the first time

—

throws open the door of mystery, lifts the
curtain of intrigue, and for the first time
in history reveals the secrets of Japan's
army and navy.

Because of the dearth of information on
true conditions in the Pacific empire, Mr.
Fox states that he felt the urge to get at

the bottom of it all.

Cameraman Sent Abroad

Accordingly it was decided to send a

cameraman to Japan to obtain actual photo-
graphs of material accomplishments, prepa-
rations and resources. Instructions were is-

sued to Al Brick, the star photographer of

the New York staff, to take the assignment
and to procure every possible detail desired

in photographic form, regardless of risk,

time or expense. The journey took the Fox
man more than 6,000 miles into portions

of the world, it is said, never before photo-
graphed or entered by civilized white men.
Brick braved death, prison, and other perils

to accomplish his purpose and to present to

the world this series of informative pictures.

The production displays the vast resources

of the empire, her civilization, her prepared-

ness for war, her industries. It is the real

Japan revealed for the first time, the com-
pany says.

Shows Land Controlled

The installment which inaugurates the

series graphically describes, by means of a

number of maps, the territory which Japan

owns and controls, through military domina-

tion or otherwise. It takes up the Japan-

ese expansion from 1894, including the

territorial gains following the Chinese-Japan-

ese war in 1894-95, the Russian-Japanese

war in 1904-5, and the world war of 1914-18.

The introductory pictures show a review

of the tremendous Japanese army, number-

ing in all 2,500,000 men and a review of the

Japanese navy, which ranks third among
the naval forces of the world. It includes

views of the "camphor hells" on the island

of Formosa, where Japan holds palpable

control of the world's output of the camphor

so necessary in the production of explosives.

The Fox News supplement in future edi-

tions will show where the camera has in-

vaded even more remote sections of Mon-
golia, Korea, Formosa, Manchuria, and

other islands and parts' of the mainland

which Japan either owns or dominates.

Further announcements will be made by
Fox Film Corporation concerning this

highly informative news feature.

Says "Lady Fair" is

Typical Melodrama
Producer Believes This Type

of Picture Makes Best

Entertainment
Whitman Bennett, producer of "Lady

Fair," second of the Rex" Beach pictures

for United Artists Corporation, presents
this new screen romance as an example
of high-class melodrama with a broad
general appeal.

Must Appeal to All

"It is my belief," says Mr. Bennett,
"that melodrama if made clean enough
and good enough to appeal to the edu-
cated, and elemental enough to appeal to
the ordinary person, furnishes the most
acceptable of all forms of picture amuse-
ment. Melodrama is stimulating in its

action, and if it is logical in construction,
and, in addition, kept clean, it has every
element of amusement.

"Alter all. what we want in the theatre
is entertainment and melodrama seeks
only to be entertaining without any pre-
text at unfolding great truths or theories,
or expounding hypothetical sex or do-
mestic problems.

Is Informative

"That's the reason I believe in the mel-
odrama, and am bending every effort to
make it so high class in character that
its appeal will be strengthened and broad-
ened in scope.
"There is another thing about melo-

drama, and that is its informative value.
By paying close attention to the subject
one can glean much informat :on about a
wealth of matters without the informa-
tion being forced on one."

Contest to Impersonate
Lloyd Staged by Theatre

The William Fox Audubon Theatre of
New York City staged a three-day Har-
old Lloyd impersonation contest during
the showing of the latest Associated Ex-
hibitors-Lloyd attraction, "A Sailor-Made
Man."
The conditions specified that the en-

trants must appear in a sailor suit, to
determine who was the best impersonator
of Lloyd in his character of a sailor, in

that production. Elimination contests
were held every afternoon and evening,
and a grand final contest on the last eve-
ning of the run.

Leah Baird Picture to

Be Published March 12
"Don't Doubt Your Wife," the first of

a series of Leah Baird productions to be
published by Associated Exhibitors dur-
ing 1922 will be issued March 12.

The picture was directed by James W.
Home, and is said to be one of the
outstanding works of his career. A
large and able cast is in support.
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Dc* Moines; Sam Katz, Chicago; Mo*

i'llxOl IN/\ 1 lWfN/\L. W LCiR Lt/XL'II.JKO Mark, New York; Nathan Cordon, Boston, executive committee. Second row:

Harry O. Schwalbc, member executive committee. Secretary and Treasurer.

Robt. Liebrr, president; J. B. Clark, vice president; J. D Williams, general manager. Third row: Harry Crandall, Washington, D. C; Fred Dahnken,

San Francisco; Col. Fred Levy, Louisville, Ky.; E. M. Mandelbaum, Cleveland; M. L. Finkelstein, Minneapolis. Fourth row: Sol Lesser, Los An-

geles; John Kunsky, Detroit; Frank Ferrandinl, Richmond, Va.; H. T. Nolan, Denver; I. H. Rubin, Minneapolis. Bottom row: Tom Saxe, Milwaukee;

W. P. Dewees, Vancouver, B. C-; Jacob Fabian, New Jersey; R. D. Craver, Charlotte, N. C, and E. V. Richards, New Orleans, La., franchise holders.
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Anniversary Week Is Celebrated in

5,000 Houses, Says First National
Moe Mark Says Event Is in Recognition of the Fact That

Independence Has Been Possible and Profitable for
Those in Industry Who JVant to Be Independent

Reports received from exchanges throughout the United States and

Canada indicate that at least 5,000 theatres are celebrating the anniversary

of First National this week, according to the home office.

Allied with the Nexhibitors is the Independent Screen Artists Guild,

comprised of prominent stars and producers whose pictures are being

played by those 5,000 theatres this week.

In a statement bearing upon First Na-
tional's anniversary, Moe Mark, president

of Mark Strand Company, New York, a i

original franchise holder of the dis-

tributing company and a member of the

executive committee, said:

"What the condition of the exhibitor

and independent producer would be today
if there were not and never had been
any such thing as First National, is some-
thing worth thinking about. But it is

safe to say that hundreds of theatre own-
ers would have been driven to the wall,

and hundreds of others would have been
practically serfs of distributing monopoly
at the mercy of arbitrary and ruinous
rental prices and playing any picture they
were able to get, regardless of their qual-

ity or drawing power.
* • *

"The now independent producer would
have been equally at the mercy of a dis-

tribution system that would insist upon
machine-made product, its nature and
contents dictated by overseers and ground

1922 Will
Reward !

"Nineteen twenty-two will re-

ward exhibitors who show good
pictures and exploit them."

This paraphrase of the famous
slogan "1921 will reward fighters"
is being exemplified in every sec-

tion of the country, according to an
announcement from the office of

Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., which accompanied a resume
of recent extraordinarily successful
runs of First National attractions.

The first six weeks of the new year
have seen more shattering of box
office and attendance records than
,any similar period within the last
two years, the company announces,
and these results augur well for the
future.

This sudden revival of prosperity
in the motion picture industry is

attributed by the company to the
general excellence of its recent pro-
ductions. First National Week
finds an exceptional array of high
grade entertainment available for
the exhibitors, and there has been a
spirited demand for the produc-
tions, it is said. Three pictures
opened simultaneously in San Fran-
cisco's largest theatres recently, and
Los Angeles' cinema palaces also
exhibited four concurrently.

out under the shadow of the time-clock.

Quality would have been thrown to the

winds. Producing genius and brains

would have been yoked to a mill, and the

WHADDYE MEAN, "WEEK?"
George Schade of the Schade the-

atre, Sandusky, O., is going one
better than other exhibitors who
are observing First National's anni-

versary this week. "Whaddye mean,
week?" asks Schade. "I'm going to

have a First National Month with
First National Week as the first

week of my First National Month."

public would have been fed the resulting

cheap and worthless product as long as

they would have stood it.

"First National first blocked, then
smashed the well-matured scheme to

bring this system of monopoly into ex-

istence.
"Exhibitor and producer independence

is today such a tremendous and inescap-

able fact that there may be a tendency
to forget how gravely the producer's and
exhibitor's freedom was actually im-
perilled in 1917.

"That was the year in which fifteen

far-seeing exhibitors in self defense rallied

in response to the warning of First Na-
tional and met the threat of producer-
distributor tyranny with the announce-
ment that they were prepared to encourage
independent producers by guarantee-
ing them a profitable market for their

product—asking in return only that the

picture be the best that could be made,
from the standpoint of box office value.

"The exhibitor body was interested, but

incredulous. It was the answer to the

gravest of their worries and difficulties,

but could it ever be successfully put into

practice?
"The fifteen exhibitors who had thrown

down the gauntlet to the monopoly knew
perfectly well the stupendous task ahead

of them. In spite of the flood of propa-

ganda let loose against them by the pro-

ducer-distributor group, in spite of the

initial difficulties of obtaining first-rate

product in a field where the old-line com-
panies were prepared to pay any price

to keep a picture out of the hands of

First National, the response of exhibitors

and independent producers alike from the

beginning was definite and enthusiastic

enough to make the ultimate success of

First National only a question of time,

patience and wisdom.v * * *

"The history of First National nat-

urally falls into two divisions—that of

the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,

Inc., and that of Associated First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc. How rapidly and
soundly the First National took root in

the minds of exhibitors and producers
may be seen from the fact that at the
end of two years First National was dis-

tributing the output of such signal favor-
ites as Charles Chaplin, Norma and
Constance Talmadge, Mary Pickford and
Anita Stewart, in addition to a number of

single productions of producers who were
quick to grasp the opportunities offered

them by First National. Before another
year had passed the productions of

Charles Ray, Marshall Neilan, Katherine
MacDonald and D. W. Griffith had been
added to the list.

"When the now celebrated contract
with Charlie Chaplin was signed and an-

nounced to the trade, the gloom-peddlers
arid birds-of-prey threw their hats into

the air and prepared to attend the wake
which they said was now a certainty. To
them, the signing of what became im-
mediately known as 'The Million Dollar
Contract' for eight two-reel comedies,
even with Chaplin as the star, was an in-

fallible sign of insanity.

"As a matter of fact, it was from that

moment that all doubts that still lingered

as to the success of First National were
once and for all removed. If there was
anv one turning-point in the history of

(Concluded on page 79)

8,000,000

Names in Album

An album containing the names
of between 8,000,000 and 11,000,000

fans will arrive in Los Angeles
about March 1. The album will be

carried on a special motor truck to

the offices of the Independent
Screen Artists Guild.

This guild is composed of the fol-

lowing' independent stars of motion
pictures: Norma Talmadge, Charles
Chaplin, Guy Bates Post, Richard
Barthelmess, Hope Hampton, Kather-
ine MacDonald, Constance Talmadg'e,
Charles Bay, Buster Keaton, Dorothy
Phillips, Anita Stewart, Douglas Mac-
Dean, Mabel Normand, Colleen Moore,
Ben Turpin, Freckles Barry, Florence
Vidor, Jackie Coogan, Madge Bel-

lamy, Marguerite De Da Motte, Dloyd
Hughes, and a host of prominent pro-

ducers and featured players.

The album will contain the names
of patrons attending theatres dur-

ing "First National Week," from
February 18 to 25, and also 100,000

fan letters written by the admirers

of the various artists of the screen.

The album will be presented to the

assembled stars by John McCor-
mick, secretary of the Independent
Screen Artists Guild.

The covers of the album will be

made of wood taken from the first

set, erected in Los Angeles in 1908,

by Col. William N. Selig.
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ANNOUNCEMEN
The Season's Bigge

has been secured

and N. Illinois

The Celebrated Pla;

810 S. Wabash
'

Gentlemen,—here's the biggest piece of news that has bee
announced by the Celebrated Players Film Corporation in many month
We have secured for Indiana, Wisconsin and Illinois the smashing big special "Whe
is my wandering boy tonight," the big Zeidman production that is now and has be<

packing 'em in at the Criterion Theatre, Times Square, New York. This is the big b
office winner that exhibitors have been talking about. This is the big special that Sa
Zierler of Commonwealth, bo't for New York State and N. New Jersey. That Sa
Grand bo't for the New England states, that Ben Amsterdam bo't for E. Penn. and
New Jersey, that Stephenson Attractions Ltd. bo't for all of Canada, and that will so<

be gobbled up for the rest of the world.

This is the big independent winner that Jones, Linick <

Schaefer booked for their Randolph Theatre, and Hugo Riesenfeld book<!
for the exclusive Criterion Theatre where all the biggest Paramount specials are pr-

sented for world premiere. This is the production that made a score of hard boil I

independent exchangemen shed real tears. This is the picture that brought hundres
of anxious booking inquiries to Equity Pictures, New York offices long before a dolk*

worth of territory was sold. This is a picture that is destined to make an historic!

clean up for every exhibitor who plays this film backed by the ready prepared exploit-

tion produced by Equity Pictures, who have prepared amazing stunts, remarkab
posters, wonderful newspaper ads and astonishing accessories.

CELEBRATED PLAYEJ8
810 So. Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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EXTRAORDINARY
)iitstanding Success

<!iana, Wisconsin

» Friedman of

In Corporation

ago, Illinois

Ve are not afraid to tell you that five other Western independ-
it distributors were after this picture hot foot, and we aren't a bit back-
ard in saying that securing this picture for our trade in this territory is a genuine
xomplishment and we paid top price to cinch the deal. We believe we know box
nee winners. Proof of that is the fact that within 24 hours after the world premiere
: the Criterion nearly half of the entire territory of the United States, including
anada was sold—bought by the shrewdest independent exchangemen in the industry,
hese men serve thousands of exhibitors. These men must know box office values he-
re they lay down hard cold cash, especially in theses times.

bookings for "Where is my wandering boy tonight" are now
ising taken. Exhibitors will be accommodated as rapidly as the arrange-
ments can be completed in order of their receipt. We've got a genuine box office
inner Gentlemen, and we are going to share our stroke of good luck with our
ade. Backed by the red hot exploitation as prepared by Equity, every exhibitor
ho handles this picture should make one of the biggest financial clean ups in
s history. Wire, write, long distance phone or call in person and let us tell you

• ill more. Don't wait. Don't delay. DON'T let your competitor grab this winner
ivay from you. Here's real money for you, the biggest you ever had. Communi-
nte today,—immediately with.

•ILM CORPORATION
Toy Building, MILWAUKEE
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LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Some Valuable Advice

GRANVILLE, N. Y.—To the Editor:
I read, with considerable interest, the
various letters each week from exhibi-
tors, published in your valuable paper
and have derived considerable benefit

from them. Having been and still being
an exhibitor in a small town, I can
readily appreciate many of the problems
presented by the different exhibitors. I

am and have been successful and pos-
sibly a few lines from me may help
others similarly situated.

After trying different methods of con-
ducting theatres in towns of 3,000 to

<>,000, I have found that my methods
for past five years have been most suc-
cessful. If after a reasonable length of

time I find it does not pay to run every
night, I show three nights a week. I

find the receipts will be almost as much
as if I ran every night with about half

the expense.

I never hesitate to raise my price when
I have a picture that I think is worth a
raise and I never book one for a special,

but what I feel I can raise prices on. I

show such, on certain nights and never
less than two days. I always leave three
nights for my regular programs at regu-
lar prices and on the same days every
week.

With all the excellent pictures now be-
ing put out, any wide-awake exhibitor
in a small town can pick good special pic-

tures for advanced prices without choos-
ing any lemons. Of course, for the
regular programs, I use them as they
come, one each week from each con-
cern and it is but natural that I occasion-
ally get one not up to the standard.

I never permit any salesman to over-
load me with pictures. If I can't book
subjects and give play dates, I don't
book.

I know what my people want, the ma-
jority 1 mean, and book accordingly. I

know what I can pay, better by far than
the office manager of the exchange, and
if I can't get the pictures I want at prices
on which I feel I can make money, I

book others. There are too many on
the market to worry over any one par-
ticular kind. I am convinced that a pic-

ture a year and a half old is just as good
in small towns, if in good condition and
never shown here before, as a 30-day
release, and many times better, because
you have the advantage of the various
exploitation stunts used previous to your
showing.

If service I get from exchanges is not
what it should be, I don't hesitate to tell

them so. On the other hand, I don't hesi-
tate to tell them when I am pleased.
Naturally, some distributors are better
to deal with than others, but in most
cases, I find each office willing to meet
me 50-50 and co-operate. If not, I quit
them. As occasion requires, I work with
the schools, lodges, churches, etc., and
find it pays. This is a town of about
8,600 with another theatre here seating
more than mine. My opposition and I

get along fine and if he wants me to

run a slide for him, I do so and vice
versa.

I insist upon my help being friendly
and courteous and this pays, not only in

this line but any. I always try to do
what I advertise and if for any reason
I am unable to do so, I tell my people
the cause, either by slide or -personal an-
nouncement. This I find effective and
satisfactory.

I never try to get any pictures from
the concerns from whom my competition
gets his. This not only eliminates un-
necessary competition in prices but
causes a friendlier feeling to exist be-
tween my opposition and myself.
The profits in a town of this size are

limited of course, but I try to get the
limit as far as possible in revenue. I

take four trade papers, which may be
two too many, but the cost is trivial and
I am more than repaid.

In conclusion, I will say that if I have
any doubts as to the merit of any special
picture that I desire to book, I simply
go through a dozen or more of my
Exhibitors Heralds "What the Picture-
Did for Me" department and if I find
that 80 per cent of the exhibitors agree
as to the excellence of a production, I

feel safe in booking it. In the past, I

used to make it a rule never to book
anything for which I had to raise prices,

but this was the biggest mistake I ever
made in this business.

—

Adolph Kohn, man-
ager, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

The HERALD Serves Everyone
HOISINGTON, KANS.— To the

Editor: Permit me to reiterate what
many of us small town exhibitors have
said or certainly think: Your "What the
Picture Did for Me" department is an
excellent basis from which to buy serv-
ice. Like all guides, one must pick out
the information which applies to his im-
mediate case.

Ordinarily, the criticisms written by
our big brothers in the big cities cannot
serve as guides for us. A cosmopolitan
audience or potential theatre-going pub-
lic varies too widely from our folk. We
cannot expect our cases to be similar.

So in reading the reports, I feel the big
city reports are interesting but that the
other kind is more applicable and a
better source from which to base our
expectations, purchases and exploitation.

But you carry reports from the biggest
and smallest and surely, all of us can
find a shoe that fits.

—

Ed. Salzberg, man-
ager, Crystal theatre, Hoisington, Kans.

Favors Ending Star System
ST. CROIX FALLS, WIS.—To the

Editor : I have never written you or any
trade paper before, but I would like to
express my opinion and get an answer
from other exhibitors on the subject.

I just ran the First National picture
"Courage" and I want to say it is just
as fine and good a picture as any ex-
hibitor or audience would want to see.

While the picture has no big star to
draw the crowd you will have to get out
and boost it— it will please.

Brother exhibitors, why can't we get
more pictures like this one? While it

has no stars in it, it is positively better
than a lot of pictures with some of the
big stars and we do not have to pay such
a fabulous price for the sake of running
a picture with a big star in it. As to the
actors in "Courage" they were good and
the picture was well acted. I firmly
believe that if we could get more pictures
on an equal with this picture, we would
eventually be able to get the public out
of the notion that it must be some big
star in order to see a good picture.

You know, brother exhibitors, you
can cast a well-liked star in a punk or

poor play and kill the star, which has no
doubt happened to all of us. I could
name quite a number of our best and
highest paid stars, who were cast in

very poor productions and, oh boy, it

sure killed them for me.
Taking the above into consideration,

why not get good plays and good actors
(but not fabulous priced actors) and ad-
vertise the production instead of head-
lining the star? You will note that sev-
eral of the producers are not advertising
the stars, but are advertising simply the
titles, viz: "The Child Thou Gavest
Me," "The Old Nest," and "The Golden
Snare."
Am I right or wrong that by adver-

tising the plays instead of the stars we
would get just as good if not better pro-
ductions without paying such fabulous
prices for stars and pictures? Also the

patrons could not say, "Oh! Well, I don't
like so and so, the star, and I would not
walk across the street to see him or
her." Let's have an answer on this.

—

R. O. Pepper, Auditorium theatre, St.

Croix Falls, Wis.

Pictures That Please Flappers Only

SALMON, IDAHO—To the Editor:

The first error to charge up against you

was printing a report under the caption

of "Riders of the Dawn," when it should

have read "Riders of the Purple Sage."

Possibly it was my error. However, I

will wager that the report I wrote on

"Purple Sage" will be appropriate for

"Riders of the Dawn," which we will

soon run, as all Zane Grey pictures seem

to be successfully filmed and exceedingly

popular.

It is certainly remarkable how these

pictures will draw a crowd. This type of

play, I believe, is the best bet for pro-

ducer and exhibitor. Curwoods, Greys,

plays like "Bob Hampton," "Sky Pilot,"

"lays of the outdoors, full of action, life

and excitement, seem to appeal to the

great majority. Real comedies of the

Fairbanks and Coogan type, the comedy-
dramas with Reid and westerns with Hart
all find an enthusiastic welcome with my
patrons.
Thp pity of it is that I have to hand

them so many average society pictures

and problem stuff which producers turn

out by the million feet per second simply

because they get their impression of

what people want from the city flapper,

and a class of callow, morbid fans, which

in a big city is sufficiently large to guar-

antee a good audience to any theatre.

But I have never heard of the popular

type of pictures which I first mentioned
falling down in a big theatre. Have
you? If. then, the big popular out-of-

door and natural drama takes both in

city and country, why don't we have

more of that type and less of the sex

stuff which only takes in the city? 01

course, once in a while a big society sex

play lavishly produced, such as "Why
Change Your Wife," "Male and Female,"

"On with the Dance" and "The Gilded

Lily" are glittering exceptions.

—

Philip

Rami, manager, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Omaha Exchanges Notice!

SWANTON, NEB.—To the Editor: I

live in a town of 285 population. Omaha
exchanges, please carefully note that in

particular and quit quoting me prices that

would be more in line for a city with a

population of just two naughts on the

end of that.—J. J. Kudlacek, Swan thea-

tre, Swanton, Neb.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read m the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The

Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

Associated Exhibitors

The Devil, with George Arliss.—We
ran this picture for one day and broke all

records for a one-day picture. Mr. Ex-
hibitor, don't pass this one up; you should

book it by all means. It will get you
good business.—William C. Atkinson,

Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.—General

patronage.

Tropical Love, with Ruth Clifford.

—

Good program picture. Beautiful scen-

ery will please majority.—P. J. Vaughan,
Royal theatre, Lee's Summit, Mo.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Tropical Love, with Ruth Clifford.

—

Beautiful scenery, but story is a little

slow and jumpy. Even at that it's a

pretty good program picture.—Chas. Ku-
chan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Riddle: Woman, with Geraldine

Farrar.—Just a fair picture. Too long.

Business just fair.—William G. Atkinson,

Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.—Gen-
eral patronage.

First National

Love's Redemption, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Wonderful cast. Sets exquisite.

Story interesting. This subject outdrew
The' Wonderful Thing.—H. B. Watts,

Strand theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Transient

patronage.

The Silent Call, with a special cast.

—

\ truly wonderful picture. Will give

satisfaction anywhere. It will draw those

.vho seldom come out.—W. H. Goodroad,
Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.—Neigh-
jorhood patronage.
' The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
—This is a fair program picture. Pleased

he majority. Personally I thought it

.vas poor for a Charles Ray production.

-R. Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.

—Neighborhood patronage.

My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs.
Zarter De Haven.—Not much to it. Very
>oor.—L. J. Frana, Olympic theatre, Cal-

nar, la.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
-This picture is up to Ray's standard,

n fact, it's a good picture, entertaining

nd well acted, but the close-up views
vere "bunk." There wasn't enough of

hem and most all of the close-up views
vere blurred. In other words, we paid

or grandstand seats and watched the

;ame from the bleachers. Whose fault

vas it, photographer or director?—W. P.
Jerry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,

^olo.—Small town patronage.

Blind Hearts, with Hobart Bosworth.

—

V good picture that gave good satisfac-

ion, but business below average on it.

—

laymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Flor-

nce, Kans.—General patronage.

The Notorious Miss Lisle, with Kath-
rine MacDonald.—We would like for

: to be that we could get two of Mac-

Donald's pictures every month, as the
people in this town like this star better

every time they see her.—William G. At-
kinson, Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.

—General patronage.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-
madge.—This star is always good. Also
has very good plays.—L. J. Frana,
Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.

THE LOTUS EATER, with
John Barrymore.—What I call a
really good picture in every way;
and evidently the public of this city

felt the same way about it, for I

have been able to chalk up another
profitable week. Had it not been
for some really bad weather, I be-
lieve that some profit records would
have been smashed. If we can get
pictures like this box office re-

ports will always be "good news."
Played a full week.—Frank L.
Browne, Liberty theatre, Long
Beach, Cal.

The Silent Call, with a special cast.

—

Acting of the dog, "Flash," is wonderful.
The picture also contains a fine human
love story. This was a picture that every-
body should see and will be pleased by
seeing.—William Noble, Empress theatre,

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Trust Your Wife, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—Very poor story and certainly

lacks good direction, although it pleased

the following of this star. Give her a

good director and some real stories.

—

Albert A. Hoerr, Harriet theatre, Hardin,
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Passion Flower, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Very good picture, but not up
to the Norma Talmadge standard. Did
fair business on it for one day showing.
—William C. Atkinson, Star theatre,

Rockingham, N. C.—General patronage.

Her Social Value, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—Good picture but I lost money,
due to other amusements and bad
weather.—W. H. Goodroad, Strand thea-

THE GOLDEN SNARE
(First National)

With a special cast.

A Curwood show,
With dogs and snow;
The baby some attraction.

The ship at night,

The fire, the fight,

Gave perfect satisfaction.

PHILIP RAND,
Rex theatre,

Salmon, Ida.

tre, Warren, Minn.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Woman in His House, with a spe-
cial cast.—A big domestic drama with
popular cast and the kind of a picture
people like. Good business for three days.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,
Bellaire, O.

Greater Than Love, with Louise Glaum.—Elaborate settines, good direction and
acting, but still it did not prove popular.
From what I could gather, it would be
more satisfactory if it had less footage.—E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.—Con-
tains an excellent fight, but doesn't ap-
peal to women.—Bert Norton, Kozy thea-
tre. Eureka, 111.

Mamma's Affair, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Pleased about 50-50. As other
exhibitors have said, this is not up to
Connie's standard. Book it for one day,
and don't promise too much.—W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.—Small town patronage.

Courage, with a special cast.—Excel-
lent picture and our patrons were more
than satisfied.—Luna theatre, Brooklyn,
X. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan

production.—Wesley Barry the star in
this picture. Considered the introduction
of the family best part of the picture.
Not as good a comedy as The Love Ex-
pert.—H. D. Ta.wney, Dixie theatre, Lil-
bourn, Mo.—Small town patronage.

One Arabian Night, with Pola Negri.

—

Words fail when you t«~ to tell of this
most wonderful of oriental productions.
It is one of the few pictures shown this
season that actually got them talking.
Photography is just right. Acting very
exceptional. Sets of the most lavish.

Business good two days—W. H. Brenner,
manager, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
General patronage.

Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.—A real good picture. One that
everybody' likes. This is the kind that
we like to get, the ones that people like

and not ourselves.—William G. Atkin-
son, Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.

—

General patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthle-
mess.—This is a real special. Book it

and go after the advertising. It will

stand all you can say and get the busi-
ness.—Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre,

Beatrice, Neb.—General patronage.

Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.—

I

sat under the spell of this old rural play
for two nights; and though we had two
very disastrously attended nights on top
of sixty days of fearful business, nothing
could dampen my ardor for this old

stage classic so charmingly pictured on
the •silver sheet. This was remarkably
well directed and perfect in its settings.

Full of wholesome comedy, with actors
ideally cast. Ray at his best. The kind
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Scene from the Playgoers Pictures, Inc. production "Hills of Missing Men" which*
will be distributed through Pathe exchanges.

of a play that appeals to all. Boost it!

It might stand slightly raised price. I

charged 30 and 15, regular prices.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

The Sky Pilot, a,King Vidor produc-
tion.—Proved a very good Christmas pic-

ture and pleased very much.—Bert Nor-
ton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.

The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
production.—It pleased but failed to

draw, as no star was featured.—W. E.

Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—
Xeighborhood patronage.

Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince

production.—A very good, clean, pleasing

picture that we gave as a benefit for

ladies of Baptist Church. All pleased.

—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Habit, with Mildred Harris.—Good pic-

ture with thrills and it pleased our peo-

ple.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,

Bellaire, O.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Star always seems to put her

pictures over. Not a wonderful story.

Not a picture that they will go out and
tell their neighbors to go and see. I

hear that the next Norma Talmadge,
Love's Redemption, does not hit the

mark. Too bad better stories are not

procured for this star.—Chas. H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison street,

Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles

Ray.—A most delightful picture, but the

public does not take to Ray. He does
the boy part but is too big for a school

kid. Wcs' Barry should have had the

part.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,

Bellaire, O.

The Splendid Hazard, an Allan Dwan
production.—The poorest picture. I think.

I have ever shown.—P. J. Burford,

Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge.—Norma's best for a long
while and a good box office card. More
like this will help the business at pres-
ent.—Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre,

Beatrice, Neb.—General patronage.

Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.

—

A fine production. I might say it is

almost a perfect offering. Story sustains

interest from the beginning to the end.

Anita Stewart convincing as to sincerity,

and the balance of the cast very good.
Business average first day to poor sec-

ond day.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,

Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production.—A good picture in

every way. Worth your regular price of

admission, but don't believe you would
make anvthing by raising price on this,

as it is just a "good picture." We should
offer something on this order once in

awhile at regular price.—W. P. Perry,

Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

—

Small town patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—Opened to big business and in-

creased daily. A real 100 per cent pic-

ture. Approximate length 6,000 feet.

—

J. K. Johnson, Rialto theatre, Omaha,
Neb.—Transient patronage.

Wedding Bells, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Better than some of the pictures

she has made lately. She isn't the draw-
ing feature she used to be.— Bert Norton,
Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.

Harriet and the Piper, with Anita
Stewart.—Lost heavily. Play pleased the

ladies very much. 1 didn't see it, but
reports were very favorable.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

I ieneral patronage.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.

—

A real good picture that should please
anywhere. Wesley Barry very good in

this.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,

Granville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan production.
—Very good picture. Better than the
average program picture.—Majestic thea-
tre. Manson, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

Nomads of the North, with a special
cast.—A very fine picture, pleasing big

business.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal thea-
tre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan pro-
duction.—A dandy picture. Action,
thrills, heart interest, suspense, all com-
bined. All comments were favorable.

—

Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion.—I have advertised this subject ex-
tremely big and only charged 10 and 20
cents, and why I didn't do any business
is beyond my knowledge. It has a won-
derful name and it pleased those that

saw it. Business poor.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronaee.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—A really good production. The
action was just in sufficient quantity to

insure a satisfied audience.—H. J. Gray-
bill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.

—Good, but a little spooky for some
folks.—W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre,

Warren, Minn.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Man—Woman—Marriage, an Allen

Holubar production.—Same old story.

Just simply wonderful. That's all.—H.

J. Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport,

O.—Neighborhood patronage.

Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince

production.—Poor picture. Ran it as a

special and it failed to please. Lost

money.—L. R. Creason, Palace theatre,

Eufaula, Okla.—Small town patronage.

Mother o' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince

production.—A splendid picture. One
of the kind that they discuss for some
time afterwards. Book this and please

your patrons.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime

theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town

patronage.

Not Guilty, with a special cast.—

A

wonderful picture, but failed to get me
any br.siness. Positively no fault of the

picture, as I had several good comments.
I think this picture had a bad name.

Sounded like a detective story.—W. E.

Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.

—A good Ray picture with Ray at his

best. Pleased majority.—Geo. 0. Mon-

roe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.—Gen-

eral patronage.

The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge.—Very good picture.—W. H.

Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
Perjury, with William Farnum.— It

stands in a class by itself. A master-

piece. Farnum is great.—Luna theatre,

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Little Miss Smiles, with Shirley Mason.

—Good program picture. Clean enter-

tainment. Just enough comedy to help

put it over.—Harry Blubaugh, Lyric

theatre, Coon Rapids, Iowa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with a special cast.—

An excellent picture. Pretentious cxploi-

THERESA DARN GOOD REASON
WHY YOUSHOULDINSIST ON

PERCY &FERDIE
HALLROOM COMEDIES
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OVER THE HILL (Fox)
with a special cast.—This is

one of the half dozen finest pic-

tures I have ever seen. If Fox
wants to run it in my house
they can name their own
terms. I'll run it to build up
the business in this com-
munity—Charles Lee Hyde.
Grand theatre. Pierre. S. D.

tation and presentation put this over to

great business. Picture backed up all

publicity and left patrons enthusiastic

and well pleased. All newspapers praised

the picture, as did the patrons seeing the

same.—William Noble, Rialto theatre.

Oklahoma Citv. Okla.—General patron-

age.

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.
—A class A-l western. Good story.

Fine photography and plenty oi action.

The lad in this picture is great.—E. S.

Sutter, Columbia theatre. Kansas City,

Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.—

A

typical western subject with plenty oi

action. Business just fair, but no fault

of the picture.—W. E. Elkin. Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Little Miss Hawkshaw, with Eileen

Percy.—Very' good, but a sudden change
in weather kept the crowd away. A
clean picture and that is what we want
in this place.—J. \Y. Trullinger. Lyric

theatre, Clarks, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.—An-
other whirlwind western, the only kind

that gets them out these days.—Roy \Y.

Adams. Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—Small town patronage.

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.

_—Very good. Will please any audience
who like action and lots of it. Beautiful

photography.—P. G. Vauhan. Royal
theatre. Lee's Summit. Mo.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Straight from the Shoulder, with

;
Charles Jones.—Good picture. Jones
gets the money for me. Some say they

like him as well as they do Mix.—C. H.
(Simpson, Princess theatre. Millen, Ga.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
" The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.
I—Mix my best bet. Brings them from
miles and" pleases all. Mix is great and
pulls lots of stunts.—E. S. Sutter. Prin-

cess theatre. Kansas City. Kans.—Neigh-
iborhood patronage.

Gleam o' Dawn, with John Gilbert.—

A

verv good subject. Gilbert is very wel-

come as a star, especially in such type of

plays as this one.—J. Carbonell. Monroe
theatre. Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

i
The Mountain Woman, with Peari

White.—A good picture. Patrons pleased.

GYPSY
PASSION

ADAPTED FROM ,

dEAN RICHEPINS
FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

MO QAR KA
The Child of rhe bear*

VITAGRAPH

—Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre, Gran-
ville. N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Any Wife, with Pearl White.—A little

better than some oi her others, but for
some reason this star fails to get me
the business. When she was acting in

serials we used to clean up.—W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen. Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell.—Good business on return en-
gagement. A real picture that should
please any audience. Recommended pic-

ture to churches.—C. C. Johnston. Tri-

angle theatre, Hoxie. Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.—

A

dandy western. Almost as good as Mix
:r. Riding with Death. Same story" would
make a crackerjack two-reeler. Padded
to five short reels. It will get by. how-
ever.—P. G. Vaughan. Royal theatre.

Lees Summit. Mo.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Trailin*, with Tom Mix.—Here is one
star that never fails to draw a crowd:
hence, the moeny comes, too. Rain, sleet

or snow, and yet they come in droves.

I wish it were so that I could get Mix
every day.—W. E. Elkin. Temple thea-

tre. Aberdeen. Miss.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

THE PRIMAL LAW. with Dus-
tin Farnum.—This was one of the
best pictures we had during Fox
Anniversary Week. 'Tis true we
didn't do any business, but this

was due to the weather. Dustin
Farnum is an Al actor.—W. E.
Elkin. Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.

Rose of the West, with Madlaine Trav-
erse.—A real good picture.—Adolph
Kohn. Pastime theatre. Granville. N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

Trailin', with Tom Mix.—Good, and
got the business. Mix pleases consist-
ently.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower thea-
tre. Florence. Kans.—General patronage.

Beware of the Bride, with Eileen Percy.
—An A-l comedy-drama, well directed,

with good photography.—W. P. Perry.
Rialto theatre. Cheyenne Wells. Colo.

—

Small town patronage.

Desert Blossoms, with William Rus-
sell.—A splendid picture, but failed to

get the people.—W. E. Elkin. Temple
theatre. Aberdeen. Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage'.

Queenie, with Shirley Mason.—Pleas-

ing little picture. All Mason subjects
run along same channel. People getting

fed up on them. However, this one is

the best of her late subjects.—P. G.
Vaughan. Royal theatre. Lees Summit,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Texan, with Tom Mix.—This is

good. The kind my patrons like.

—

Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre. Gran-
ville. N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Maid of the West, with Eileen Percy.
—Very clever, and is more nearly up with
the times. The doctor didn't have
whiskers and beard and all that "junk"' of

years ago. and the audience said the doc-
tor looked "wise" and "up to date."

—

\V. P. Perry. Rialto theatre. Cheyenne
Wells. Colo.—Small town patronage.

Queenie, with Shirley Mason.— It

pleased but it failed to draw. I don't

think enough people know Miss Mason,
as this is the first time we ever featured

her. I never do much at first with a

new star.—W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre.

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.

—

Something different for Mix. Lots of

good comedy and subtitles in this one
and. of course, plenty of action. Don't

hesitate on this one.—P. G. Vaughan.
Royal theatre. Lees Summit, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Rough Riding Romeo, with Tom
Mix.—This one was up to standard and
pleased 100 per cent. Star is my best
drawing card. Drew good.—Bill Rose,
Lyric theatre. Omaha. Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.
—A good western. Full of action. Jones
always good. He brings them, all right.

—E. S. Sutter. Columbia theatre, Kansas
City. Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.—Better than the ordinary western. Pa-
trons well pleased with this offering.

—

W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre. Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
Beating the Game, with Tom Moore.

—

An excellent comedv-drama of the pro-
gram tvpe.—Bert Norton. Kozv theatre,
Eureka. 111.

The Night Rose, with .Lon Chaney.

—

This one did a good week's business, al-

though it fell short of some of Chaney's
previous pictures as a drawing card.

—

Samuel Harding. Liberty theatre, Kansas
City. Mo.
The Old Nest, with a special cast.—You

don't have to spend a month's profit to
put this over. Just watch your music.
Your box office will take care of itself.

S. R. O. all nights.—A. L. Picker, Rex
theatre. Ironwood. Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The North Wind's Malice, with a spe-
cial cast.—A real good outdoor produc-
tion. Patrons well pleased, but did not

The .Pictures That
Made Money for Me
I am listing below the pictures

that were most successful in my
theatre during last season. I have
selected them for their box office

value, but they are listed in the
order in which they were shown.

1. Daddy Long Legs.
2. Once to Every Woman.
3. Pollyanna.
4. The Texan.
5. Tarzan of the Apes.
6. The Return of Tarzan.
7. Prairie Trails.

8. Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm.

9. Drag Harlan.
10. Reputation.
11. Riders of the Purple

Sage.
12. The Rainbow Trail.

13. The Kid.

14. The Big Town Round
Up.

15. Black Beauty.
16. The Spoilers.

I find this department the best
available buying guide. Critical re-

views and reports in the other trade
papers are all right in their way,
but the consensus of opinion of
other small town exhibitors is the
most accurate gauge of a picture's

value to me.

ROY W. ADAMS,
Pastime theatre.

Mason. Mich.
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Two new United Artists productions. (Left) George Arliss in a scene from "The Ruling Passion," and (right) a scene from Rex
Beach's romance, "Fair Lady."

make a cent on same.— P. A. Neilsen, Rex
theatre, La Moure, N. D.—Small town
patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Pictures like The Old Nest are few. My
patrons got 100 per cent value for their

admission. Not one complaint. Praised
to the limit.—B. C. Brown, Star theatre,

Viroqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Earthbound, with a special cast.—Good
picture, but not for a small town. Best
photography I ever saw. Will please
the better class of people that read and
study.—S. A. Berger, Star theatre, Jas-
per, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Guile of Women, with Will Rogers.

—

Played this with Buster Keaton in The
High Sign and Aesop's Fables, which
proved a mighty good combination.—B.

C. Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

—

( ieneral patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

This picture broke all house records in

this city. Had four crowded houses out
of six performances. Sent out 1,000

postals and headed same as a "Mothers'
Day" program. This picture will please
everyone that has a family. People that

have no families will not like it, for they
do not realize this lesson. Should be
shown in every theatre.—S. A. Berger,
Star theatre, Jasper, Ind.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.

—

Although this picture is very sad, I heard
many favorable comments. Better run a

good comedy after same or the women
will go home weeping.—P. A. Neilsen,
Rex theatre, La Moure, N. D.—Small
town patronage.

The Man Who Had Everything, with
Jack Pickford.—Patrons liked this very
much. Personally, I think it has a good
moral lesson to it.—A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Branding Iron, with a special cast.

—Better than 70 per cent of the so-called

knockouts. A real picture. They will

all like and talk about it.—A. L. Picker,

Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

His Own Law, with Hobart Bosworth.
—Picture a little sad, but will please any
audience.—S. A. Berger, Star theatre,

Jasper, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.
It's a Great Life, with a special cast.

—

Too much sameness, my patrons say.

Played a Billie West comedy with this

and held business up. Lost money.
Stormy night.—A. C. Betts, Powers thea-

tre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Hodkinson
Fifty Candles, with Marjorie Daw.—

Pleased 90 per cent. Bad weather, but
average business.—Luna theatre, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with
a special cast.—Great. Why is it that

Hodkinson can sell good pictures at live-

and-let-live prices? This is a special in

every sense of the word.—A. L. Picker,

Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin production.
—Properly exploited, should please large
majority and draw you a good house.

—

P. G. Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lees Sum-
mit, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, with a special

cast.—This is an A-l production. It is

a super-western. Pleased 100 per cent.

Also, some of the toughest patrons, that

I can never please with a western pic-

ture, told me that it was great. Boost
this one as much as you can, and do not
be afraid to advertise it.—R. Navary, Lib-
erty theatre, Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Man of the Forest, with a special

cast.—Here is one that slipped by as a
regular picture without being sold as a

special. Gave fine satisfaction.—Albert
A. Hoerr, Harriet theatre, Hardin, Mont.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Capitol, with Leah Baird.—A little

old, but much better than many of the
newer ones. Will please any audience.

—J. E. Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Spenders, with a special cast.

—

Here's a good one. For an evening's

light entertainment, we've never had
much better. But it didn't draw, as the

players were not very well known—A.

N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence,
Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Broken Gate, with Bessie Barris-

cale.—Ver" good picture. It won't make
a lot of money, but you can get by and
please your patrons.—A. L. Picker, Rex
theatre. Ironwood, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

A Certain Rich Man, with a special

cast.—This picture is one that ends right

and when they leave your theatre they

will tell you Mr. McKim acts his best

in this one. Good picture.—S. A. Berger,

Star theatre, Jasper, Ind.

The Heart Line, with Leah Baird.—
Six reels of film. Will not satisfy. Dis-

connected continuity. Poor story.—P. G.

Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lee's Summit,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.—This

is not as good as Riders of the Dawn,
but it drew an exceptionally good house

on Thursday night and most people were
fairly well pleased.—A. N. Miles, Emi-
nence theatre. Eminence, Ky.—Small

town patronage.

Journey's End, a Hugo Ballin produc-

tion.—A good picture. Would have

pleased more people if there had been

sub-titles. Acting good.—J. E. Higgins,

Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sagebrusher, with a special cast.

—

Splendid. Claire Adams' work as the

blind heroine is wonderful. Played to

good business and heard only compli-

ments.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Face of the World, with Barbara
Bedford.—Average program picture.

Some pretty scenes. Barbara is a doll.

—Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

A Certain Rich Man, with a special

cast.—Robert McKim's acting fine. For

once the part he took saved him from a

villain's fate. McKim as a villain cannot

be bea^. It will pay you to get this one.

—J. E. Higeins, Majestic theatre, Cul-

lom, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Man of the Forest, with a special

cast.—Very good picture, exciting until

the end. Trained lion, bear and dog will

make them laugh, and audience will cheer

them at the end.— S. A. Berger, Star

j.
MAKE YOUR PATRONSAND

Ek YOUlf BOX OFFICEHAPPY-

1 Book PERCY a FERDIE

''HALLROOM comedies
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theatre, Jasper, Ind.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Metro
The Idle Rich, with Bert Lytell.—Some

good picture. Lytell at his best. Both
play and star very good. Lytell makes
good when proper vehicles are furnished.

1 —J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Camille, with Nazimova.—Score an-

other box office winner for Metro. Ex-
tra good business and pleased my pa-
trons. The only criticisms were that

they would have liked to have seen a

little more opportunity given Valentino
and that the last reel dragged a trifle.

—

E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Off Shore Pirate, w ith Viola Dana.
—A swell picture and pleased everyone.
They went out talking about this one.

—

Geo. F. Adams, Diamond theatre, Omaha.
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Hole in the Wall, with Alice Lake.
—This picture brought many favorable
comments from patrons, while others
walked out without seeing the finish. Per-
sonally, think it very entertaining. How-
ever, director did not give Alice Lake
the opportunity to do her part in her own
natural way. It seemed to me that there
were times when she was told just how
many steps it would take which would
bring her up to the center of the picture,

etc.—W. H. Brenner, manager, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

Camille, with Nazimova.—Personally,
I thought this an excellent picture. So
"did about 75 per cent of my patrons.
Photography was not verv good. Scen-
ery was beautiful.—G. H. Jenkinson.
Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

The Marriage of William Ashe, with
May Allison.—Whatever the merits of
the book, it cannot be said to have made
an absorbing picture.—E. L. Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Without Limit, with a special cast.

—

Very good special picture. Holds in-

terest and pleases large majority.—Geo.
O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
—General patronage.

The Very Idea, with Taylor Holmes.
—Why do they call Holmes a star? My

FOX NEWS.—Fox News is

the third news reel I've tried
and is proving to be the best
of the three. I consider it well
worth the price.—W. P. Perry,
Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.

INTERNATIONAL
NEWS. — My patrons like

these news reels as well as fea-

tures. They are all interesting.
—P. J. Buford, Princess
theatre, Doniphan, Mo.

SELZNICK NEWS. — My
patrons like this reel and I

don't see how they are able to
give what I get in this for the
money I pay for it. I wouldn't
think of dropping it off my
week's program.—Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
S. D.

people do not like him. Keep away from
this picture.—J. A. Weisbeck, Liberal
theatre, Alden, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Man Who, with Bert Lytell.—
V»- - entertaining story but not the kind
for Lytell. Not as good as some of his

first pictures.—Albert A. Hoerr, Hardin,
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
Good melodrama with a well-known star

that seemed to please the people. That
is what we are looking for.—Ben L. Mor-
ris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.

The Fourteenth Lover, with Viola
Dana.—Failed to please. Give this girl

something worth while.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Sea Wolf, with a special cast.

—

Noah Berry is splendid and this is one
of the best pictures we've had lately.

It pleased everyone except a few ladies

who thought it was too brutal.—A. N
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
—Small town patronage.

Garments of Truth, with Gareth
Hughes.— I don't know where they get

the nerve to put this boy out as a star.

Not much to it.—Geo. O. Monroe, Gil-

bert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

The Sea Wolf, with a special cast.

—

Fair sea story. Lost money on it.

Pleased about 50 per cent. Really too
much kill-'em stuff in it.—L. D. Fair-

field, Legion theatre, Wakonda, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

Paramount
One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.

—The best picture Rogers ever made.
It may be classified as a high-class attrac-

tion.— T. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE JAILBIRD, with Douglas
MacLean. — Only one complaint,
and this man admitted he had been
up all night before and was too
sleepy to see half of it. MacLean
gives good, clean comedy and is

very ably supported by his once co-
star, Doris May.—Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid.—Pleas-
ing picture. Lila Lee in cast. In five

reels. Audience all had a good word for

it. Comedy-drama star needs to take on
a little weight.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre, 2844 Madison street, Chicago, 111.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—An excellent picture that pleased
100 per cent. Played two days. Those
attending the first night were so well

pleased they told all their neighbors about
it. Result, second house full.—Legion
theatre, Washta, Iowa.—Small town pat-

ronage.

A Prince There Was, with Thomas
Meighan.—Very pleasing offering that

proved a nice box office attraction. Our
patrons were very well satisfied and,

while the opinion was not unanimous, the

majority were "for" this picture. Played
for three days against Over the Hill to

a surprisingly good business.—Fred S.

Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

Under the Lash, with Gloria Swanson.
—Out of the ordinary but did not please

patrons. Only a small attendance.—E.

W. Werner, Warwick theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, a Cosmo-

politan production.—An excellent farce-

comedy. Had many good laughs, and
is well produced. Played two days. Busi-

MARGUERITE De La MOTTE in

"Shattered Idols" a J. L. Frothingham
production distributed through First

National.

ness second day about one-third of first.

—Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre,

Florence, Kans.—General patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—An excellent super-picture
which opened big and drew splendid busi-
ness in spite of meritorious competition
offered by rival houses. All newspapers
praised this, as also did the patrons see-

ing same.—William Noble, Capitol thea-
tre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General pat-

ronage.

After the Show, with Lila Lee.—Fair
feature to fair business. Not much story.

Lila is very good in this.—Luna theatre,

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres.—Another special for

Paramount. Has all beat that we have
run up to this time from Paramount.
This is what we exhibitors want. Why
can't we get more of them? Book this,

Mr. Exhibitor.—William G. Atkinson,
Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—This one brought forth pleasing
comment from many patrons. Business
satisfactory.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kans.—General patron-
age.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special

cast.—Not up to the standard or calibre

of a big picture. Light comedy-drama.
Second day's business was below aver-

age. This picture rated too high. Only
a five-reeler.—Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre, 2844 Madison street, Chicago,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special

cast.—Great picture. Stars all favorites

and the play was grand.—J. Carbonell,

GYPSY
PASSION

ADAPTED FROM ,

dEAN RICHEPINS
FAMOUS GYPSY STORYM HAIR UKA
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Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodclph Valentino
and Agnes Ayres.—Fine picture. Packed
them in both nights. Valentino carries

the women away. Good special.—Thomp-
son Bros., Kozy theatre, Healdton, Okla.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
Old Bill Hart without his guns is like a

dead man for me. A fair picture that

pleased about 50 per cent of the Hart
fans.—E. S. Sutter, Princess theatre,

Kansas City, Kans.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Conquest of Canaan, with Thomas
Meighau.—A very pleasing picture. Like
The City of Silent Men and The Frontier
of the Stars, was liked by at least 90 per
cent of the patronage.—C. C. Patterson,
Opera House, Thurber, Texas.—Small
town patronage.

The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean.—A fair show, but not up to

MacLean's standard. I had a few com-
ments on it. Will please 80 per cent.—
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.

—Neighborhood patronage.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with Wil-
liam S. Hart.—Our patrons judged this

to be the best Hart picture they had seen
in a long time. During the winter
months, when it is hard for the farmers
to come to town, Hart is the only star

to bring them in.—Horn & Morgan, Star
theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

An excellent picture that pleased and
drew big business.—William Noble,
Broadway theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
—General patronage.

The Dancin' Fool, with Wallace Reid.—"Wallie." assisted by Bebe Daniels, put
this over in good shape. In fact, the
entire cast was good. Did not cause
many loud laughs, but it kept them smil-

ing, entertained and pleased.—W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.—Small town patronage.

Sand, with William S. Hart.—This pic-

ture sure has got the thrills and suspense
and will hold the audience spellbound. A
99 per cent picture.—P. A. Neilsen, Rex
theatre. La Moure, N. D.—Small town
patronage.

Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.

— I got the schools in behind this one,

and could not handle the crowd at the
matinee. Don't be afraid of this one; it

will please them all. Book it for the

school and clean up.— C. H. Simpson,
Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sins of St. Anthony, with Bryant
Washburn.—A good program picture
which pleased the majority of my pa-
trons.—L. D. Fairfield, Legion theatre.

Wakonda, S..D.—Small town patronage.

Little Miss Rebellion, with Dorothy
Gish.—Good little comedy-drama and
pleased a fairly well rilled house.—A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
—Small town patronage.

Flying Pat, with Dorothy Gish.—Not
as good as The Ghost in the Garret.

Business falling off.—Bert Norton, Kozy
theatre, Eureka, 111.

Told in the Hills, wit. Robert War-
wick.—Good picture, but no business, as

Paramount blows us up so mucl? they are

afraid to come out.—C. C. Johnston, Tri-
angle theatre, Hoxie, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Away Goes Prudence, with Billie

Burke.—One of those I had left over,

and it got stale while it was being left

over. Nothing to play up. Just so many
days and dates filled.—A. L. Picker, Rex
theatre, Ironwood, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.
—Not as good as some other Reid pic-

tures. Failed to draw.—Bert Norton,
Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.

The Golem, with a special cast.

—

Again, why do they do it? Absolutely
no good. Like The Cabinet of Dr. Cali-

gari, it pleased no one. If anything will

hurt the picture business these things will.

—Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre,

Florence, Kans.—General patronage.

A Romantic Adventuress, with Dorothy
Dalton.—Why will they give this star

such no-account stories? She has noth-
ing to do but pose around and look pretty.

I wonder if she wants to do that or if

she wants to act. Anyway, from being
one of our best bets she has dropped
down where she didn't bring in enough
people to pay the film rental and express
on this picture.—A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean.—A good comedy-drama pat-

terned after 2Zy2 Hours Leave but not
so good.—Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eu-
reka. 111.

The Cradle of Courage, with William S.

Hart.—Not a western, but a good picture.

We made money on it.—E. M. Oslin,

Crossert theatre, Crossert, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Hayfoot, Strawfoot, with Charles Ray.
—Nothing wrong with this picture. A
good Ray show.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl

theatre, Hymera, Ind.—General patron-

age.

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.

—Another old one, but the best one ot

Reid's and i have used nearly all of

them.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre,

Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

Let's Be Fashionable, with Douglas
MacLean.—Nothing to brag about. A few

laughs.—Kelley & Roush, Rex theatre,

Custer City, Okla.—Small town patron-

age.

Pathe
The Killer, with a special cast.—One

of the best westerns we have ever run.

Figure it would have been even a better

drawing card under another title.—C. C.

Patterson, Opera House, Thurber, Texas.

—Small town patronage.

Without Benefit of Clergy, with a spe-

cial cast.—Our people do not like this

kind of a picture. Our business was not

much on it.—William G. Atkinson, Star

theatre, Rockingham, N. C.—General pat-

ronage.

Dollar for Dollar, with Frank Keenan.

—Not a drawing show nor a pleasing one.

Frank Keenan is good, but no money in

his pictures for me. Too old a picture, I

guess.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. D.—Small town patronage.

R-C Pictures
Eden and Return, with Doris May.

—

Fine comedv-drama. Better than The
Foolish Age.— Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour

theatre, Canton, 111.—General patronage.

Billy Jim, with Fred Stone.—Very
pleasing production with very few im-

possible things done.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Billy Jim, with Fred Stone.—This was

lots better than The Duke of Chimney
Butte. Fred is making new fans here.—

Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Eden and Return, with Doris May.—
Only a fair picture. Not as good as

The Foolish Age.—Raymond Gear, May-
flower theatre, Florence, Kans.—General

patronage.

Black Roses, with Sessue Hayakawa.
—One of the best Robertson-Cole pic-

tures we have ever run in our theatre.

—

W. G. Atkinson, Star theatre, Rocking-

ham, N. C.—General patronage.

The Swamp, with Scssue Hayakawa.—
An excellent picture which did a big busi-

ness for a week's run and made a hit

with patrons.—Samuel Harding, Doric

theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Silent Years, with a special cast.—Very

good picture that pleased just about

everyone. Only fault with it is that story

moves slowly.—Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour

theatre, Canton, 111.—General patronage.

The Mistress of Shenstone, witli Paul-

ine Frederick—Just fair. I am unable

to make any moncv on Frederick films

whatever. They fail to draw for me.—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,

Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Billy Jim, with Fred Stone.—Good,

clean western and went over great. Peo-
LARRY SEMON as a stage hand rehearsing with his beauty chorus in ' The Show,"

his latest Vitagraph production.
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pie all liked this one. Drew good.

—

S. O. Xelson, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Where Lights Are Low, with Sessue
Hayakawa.—Good picture in every way,
but the Jap does not get me any. money.
—C. C. Johnston, Triangle theatre, Hoxie,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Possession, with a special cast.—Too
many reels. Could make it snappy it

cut to six or possibly five.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—General patronage.

WHAT'S A WIFE WORTH?
with a special cast.—Started R-C
Week with this on Sunday night,

and if the rest of the pictures hold
up as good and please like this one
did we will be more than satisfied.

Fine company to do business with.

—Albert A. Hoerr, Harriet thea-
tre, Hardin, Mont.

The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick.—Very good. Supporting cast

very satisfactory. Star no big drawing
card.—Ed. Salzbcrg Crystal theatre,

Hoisington, Kans.—Small town patron-

age.

Two Kinds of Women, with Pauline
Frederick. — Splendid. Follows book
closely. Every Frederick picture is bet-

ter than the previous one. Don't be

afraid to book her pictures.—Chas.
Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.

—

General patronage.

The Beloved Cheater, with Lew Cody.
—Nothing but slush. Why do they make
such pictures? Everyone disgusted.

Hurts our business. Never again.—W. C.

Allen. Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Where Lights Are Low, with Sessue
Hayakawa.—The best picture the Jap
ever made. It's a knockout. Wonder-
ful big business. Give us more like it.

—E. S. Sutter. Princess theatre, Kansas
City, Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

At the Stage Door, with a special cast.

—An extra good picture that pleased just

•ibout 100 per cent.—Chas. Kuchan. Idyl-

iour theatre. Canton, 111.—General pat-

onage.

Realart
Tillie, with Mary Miles Minter.—Good

licture of its kind, but my patrons pre-

er this star in comedv-drama. more like

Don't Call Me Little Girl and Her Win-
ling Way. Drew better than average

. C. WITWER (right) author of "The
Leather Pushers" takes a lesson from
Lee Moran, Universal comedy star, on
the art of boxing.

business.—Chas. Kuehan, Idylhour thea-
tre, Canton, 111.—General patronage.

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.—
Good, but not quite up to Miss Daniels'
standard. It drew well on account of
the name; but only had a few comments.
—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, with a
special cast.—Good light stuff, but why,
oh why, do they show ranch characters
with lily white complexion, when a heavy
coat of tan would make the characters
look natural?—Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-
ronage.

The Land of Hope, with Alice Brady.
—Just fair.—L. J. Frana, Olympic thea-
tre, Calmar, la.

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.—This is a very good comedy-drama.
Will sure please the young folks.—S. A.
Bcrger, Star theatre, Jasper, Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Two Weeks with Pay, with Bebe Dan-
iels.—Good picture. We find all Real-
art pictures to be good cards to get good
business with.—William G. Atkinson,
Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.—General
patronage.

Don't Call Me Little Girl, with Mary-
Miles Minter.—Splendid. Just the kind
my patrons enjoy. This picture is in

a class with The Little Clown. Give us
more like these.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Min-
ter.—This is better than any other oi
Mark's pictures I have run. Will please
them all.—S. A. Berger, Star theatre,

Jasper, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Min-
ter.—Good picture. Will get you good
business for one day. This is what we
call a good program picture, one that

will stand a one-day run in any theatre.

—William G. Atkinson, Star theatre,

Rockingham, N. C.—General patronage.

Selznick
The Man of Stone, with Conway

Tearle.—A good picture.—Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Bucking the Tiger, with Conway
Tearle.—Did you ever draw to a pair of

deuces and help just enough to have the
best when vou knew you were beat?
That is the case with this picture. Played
with Adventures of Bill and Bob, which
was the whole show.—L. G. Benefiel,

Mars theatre, Pendleton, Ind.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammer-
stein.—A fine picture. Had more favor-
able comments on this than on the aver-

age special.—Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert

theatre, Beatrice, Neb.—General patron-
age.

Why Announce Your Marriage? with
Elaine Hammerstein.—This picture, well

advertised, was well received by large

enthusiastic audiences.—William Noble,
Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

Bucking the Tiger, with Conway
Tearle.—Good melodrama all the way,
and Tearle in a good part. It is a pic-

ture that will please.—Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.

A Man's Home, with a special cast.

—

A good picture, but not a big special I

paid big dough and spent big dough on
it, but the audience would not believe

me.—A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Iron-

wood, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Handcuffs or Kisses, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—A nice little play that pleases

JACKIE COOGAN, Wallace Beery and
Gloria Hope, in a scene from the di-
minutive star's new picture, "Trouble."

and the star is a drawing card with me.
—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
S. D.—Small town patronage.

A Man's Home, with a special cast.

—

This is a good picture, but not half the
special that the Selznick people claim
it is. Lost money on it.—Geo. O. Mon-
roe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.—

A

good picture.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with Elaine
Hammerstein.—A very pleasing picture
Drew a fair crowd, although weather con-
ditions were bad.—P. S. Neilsen, Rex
theatre, La Moure, N. D.—Small town
patronage.

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—One of the best Hammerstein
shows I have had. It pleased 100 per
cent. Very cloudy on my screen.—W.
T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Ai.ita, la.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

A good one. This did as much business
for me as A Man's Home and it pleased
them all.—Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert thea-
tre, Beatrice, Neb.—-General patronage.

Up the Road with Sallie, with Con-
stance Talmadge.—This reissue is a good
program picture.—G. H. Jenkinson, Vic-
tor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—General
patronage.

Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with
Elaine Hammerstein.—A pretty good
program picture but not up to this star's

standard.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime thea-
tre, Granville, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

She Loves and Lies, with Norma Tal-
madge.—Good picture. Pleased a fair

house.—F. O. Litach, Royal theatre,
Hopkins, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

United Artists

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fair-
banks.—Very good picture. Doug wilt

sure get them out. Had very nice busi-
ness.—S. A. Berger, Star theatre, Jasper,
Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fair-
banks.—Every one of my patrons were
pleased with this one. It is one of the
best pictures that Doug, has ;ver made,
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but I could not put him over in this one.

Believe it is on account of local condi-
tions.—R. Navary, Liberty theatre, Ver-
ona, Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Universal
Across the Dead Line, with Frank

Mayo.—A good picture. The kind that

my Saturday night crowd likes. Lots of

action.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,

Granville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Shattered Dreams, with Miss du Pont.

—Story good, as is director and support,

but Miss du Pont is a weak sister as an

actress. Patrons want to know if she

has one more facial expression.—Ed.

Salzberg, Crystal theatre, Hoisington,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.
—Excellent picture which pleased big

business.—William Noble, Criterion the-

atre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General pat-

ronage.

CONFLICT, with Priscilla Dean.
—A Universal-Jewel super-produc-
tion that will go over big. Ad-
vertise it like this ("If this play
doesn't please you just stop at the

ticket office and get your money
back") and I'll bet you nobody will

call for their money. My operator
said if he had his arms around Miss
Dean he wouldn't let loose of her.

—Wapato theatre, Wapato, Wis.

Playing with Fire, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—A dandy good picture. Gave good
satisfaction here.—W. H. Goodroad,
Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special cast.

—An excellent picture, similar to Humo-
resque, and one that will appeal to 90

per cent of any audience. It is filled

with heart interest.—Bert Norton, Kozy
theatre, Eureka, 111.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—A good comedy drama. Well cast.

Does not drag. And a good fight at the

end.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—Small town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Played
to fair sized, enthusiastic audience. The
sort of picture that gets over in our small

town houses.—Ed. Salzberg, Crystal the-

atre, Hoisington, Kans.—Small town pat-

i onage.

Conflict, with l'riscilla Dean.—Score

another for this popular star. A real

story well done with everything that

goes to make a box office attraction. It

gets the people.—Ben L. Morris, Temple
theatre, Bellaire, O.

The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.
—Let every exhibitor who is 'in a rut and
losing money on high priced service get
in touch with his Universal exchange.
They will treat you right. This picture,

while just a nice program feature, pleased
generally. The only real criticism was
the fact that the leading man appeared
drunk practically every time. This did
not set well. Otherwise very well liked.

—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Springs, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Moonlight Follies, with Marie Prevost.
—One of those nictures that is real en-
tertainment, from almost every angle.
Pleased 100 per cent.—L. G. Benefiel,

Mars theatre, Pendleton, Ind.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—Miss
Dean is one of the very best of the
present day and her pictures all go big
with our patronage.— C. C. Patterson,
Opera House, Thurber, Texas.—Small
town patronage.

The Kiss, with Carmel Myers.—Good
picture. Pleased the crowd, but where
on earth did the title come from? The
Lord knows and He won't tell.—W. C.
Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—General
run of picture good for older people. Not
a family picture. Flood scenes are great
and help put the picture over. Not a

money maker for me.—B. C. Brown, Star
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.—General patron-
age.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.—Ex-
tra good Western picture. Best Gibson
has made.—P. J. Burford, Princess the-

atre, Donipham, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.— I played
this in my best house and it died. The
better class don't want Westerns. Don't
play this to full dress audiences.—A. L.
Picker, Rex theatre, Jronwood, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Just an
ordinarv picture. Pleased about 60 per

cent. Not what I expected.—E. S. Sut-
ter, Columbia theatre, Kansas City, Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.—An
excellent picture. Book it, boys, and
then advertise and boost.—W. H. Good-
road, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Action, with Hoot Gibson.—A good
picture rightly named.—Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Moonlight Follies, with Marie Prevost.
—Very fair picture. Universal coming to

front. Lobby paper second to none and
better pictures all along the line, and you
can deal with them.—Clark Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton.
—Good picture and well liked, but not
much of a crowd. Business is bad in

this farming country.—J. W. Trullinger,

Lyric theatre, Clarks, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.—A -

good picture but did not please as well

as some of her previous ones.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

Playing with Fire, with Gladys Walton.—Here is a real picture. I haven't run a

Constance Talmadge picture yet that I

can say is better than this and I have
run a lot of them. I compare Talmadge
with Walton because they play the same
kind of pictures.—G. H. Jenkinson, Victor
theatre, Minocqua, Wis.—General patron-

age.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—While
not the greatest Western ever made, it

was a wonderful picture. Harry Carey's
greatest. It pleased them all. Big busi-

ness.—E. S. Sutter, Princess theatre, Kan-
sas City, Kans.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Moonlight Follies, with Marie Prevost.

—A real picture that you will be proud to

show. It draws money and builds up
business.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand the-

atre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Short Skirts, with Gladys Walton.—
Good picture. Star pleasing. Everybody
satisfied. I should be.—W. C. Allen,

Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.- 1

Biff! Biff! Biff! Gladys puts up a

great scrap. Some little rough-houser.
Pleased all the boys. Good play for

average crowd. Good story. Has heart

interest. Try it.—Philip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-

age.

Go Straight, with Frank Mayo.—Can't

go wrong on this one. Plenty of action

and thrills, but on account of being very

dark did not consider this even a good
program picture. We noticed several

patrons moving closer to the front, think-

ing they could get a better view.—H. D.

Tawncy, Dixie theatre, Lilbourn, Mo.—
Small town patronage.

The Smart Sex, with Eva Novak.— Fine

little picture. Miss Novak liked well,

here. Universal's program pictures hard

to beat.—L. R. Creason, Palace theatre

Eufaula, Okla.—Small town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—One of

the star's best efforts. This subject drew

fair and picture pleased 100 per cent—
A. Melcher, Franklin theatre, Omaha,
Nebr.— Neighborhood patronage.

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey-
Did good business with this one. Best

one he has made in a long time.—W. C.
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Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, X. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Prom-
ised them a big super-special, which
proved short of reaching the goal. A
good picture in a way, but nothing new.

You will get by with it but don't raise

prices.—B. <d. Brown, Star theatre, Vi-

roqua, Wis.—General patronage.

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.—Best

Mayo I ever used. This star draws
good business for me.—L. R. Creason,

Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
An excellent crook drama that holds in-

terest well.—Bert Norton, Kozy theatre,

Eureka, 111.

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.—

A

satisfactory picture, but didn't draw.

—

Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—A pretty good picture.—Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, X. Y.

—Small town patronage.

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.

—

Good program picture. Xo kicks. Good
house.—Thompson Bros., Kozy theatre.

Healdton, Okla.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Moonlight Follies, with Marie Prevost.

—A real picture that you will be proud
to show. It draws money and builds up
business.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand the-

atre. Pierre. S. Dak.—Small town patron-
age.

Vitagraph
The Son of Wallingford, with a special

cast.— I ballyhooed and billed and got
out a few the first night, but it died the
second. Can't understand it. Picture
good, but didn't seem to go over.—A. L.
Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.

—

N'eighborhood patronage.

Flower of the North, with Henry B.
Walthall.—Great picture. You can boost
the price on this one.—Lewis & Brisco.
Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General
patronage.

Lucky Carson, with Earle Williams.

—

Just a fair program picture. Xot up to

his usual standard.—Lyric theatre. Coon
Rapids, Iowa.—N'eighborhood patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—One
'of the best drawing pictures of the year.
Will please all, for in addition to the
story of "Black Beauty" has been added
an excellent story. It will please and the
title will draw.—Bert Xorton, Kozy the-
atre. Eureka, 111.

Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno.
—Not much of a picture. Directing bad.
Could hardly follow the plot.—Thompson
Bros.. Kozy theatre. Healdton, Okla.

—

N'eighborhood patronage.

The Heart of Maryland, with Catherine
Calvert. — Generally well liked and
brought forth favorable comments from
several patrons. Others, admitting that
it was a good picture of its kind, said
they were tired of war pictures of any
kind. Very good cast and story inter-
esting throughout.—Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs, Xebr.—Small
town patronage.

The Fortune Hunter, with Earle Wil-
liams.—This is a good picture. Many
good compliments on this one. They all

come out laughing. I consider that is

the best evidence.—C. H. Simpson, Prin-
:ess theatre, Millen, Ga.—Xeighborhood
Patronage.

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.—This
picture will please everybody that has a
leart for horses. Good picture.—S. A.

GARETH HUGHES, Metro player,

whose latest comedy, "Little Eva
Ascends," has made a decided hit.

Berger, Star theatre. Jasper, Ind.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Trumpet Island, with a special cast.

—

This is not a big picture, but it is worth
what I paid for it and better than the
average program picture.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

No Defense, with William Duncan.

—

Very good picture which played to very
eood business. A good box office mag-
net.—Luna theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

It Isn't Being Done This Season,
with Corinne Griffith.—A very clever pic-

ture and a good society drama. Star

goes good here. Drew good.—A. R.

Pramer. Alhambra theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
—Neighborhood patronage.

No Defense, with William Duncan.

—

Very good picture. All these Duncan
pictures are good. Book them, especially

if your patrons like Westerns.—Chas.
Knchan, Idylhour theatre. Canton, 111.

—

General patronage.

The Sporting Duchess, with Alice

Joyce.—Considering price, this was the

most satisfactory picture I ever bought.
It is undoubtedly worth double program
price of any man's money. It will please

your crowd and draw a crowd.—Chas.

Lee Hyde. Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.
—Small town patronage.

No Defense, with William Duncan.

—

A good picture. Star is great. Pro-
duction okay. This will please any audi-

ence. Business fair.—Lewis & Brisco.

Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General
patronage.
The Heart of Maryland, with Catherine

Calvert.—An excellent portrayal of the

days of the Civil War.—Bert Xorton.
Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.

State Rights
Dead or Alive (Arrow), with Jack

Hoxie.—Good western to good business.

—C. C. Johnston, Triangle theatre, Hoxie,
Ark.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Girl from Porcupine (Arrow), with
Faire Binney.—Fine Curwood picture.
Business conditions held lots from seeing
it. It's a great picture.—Lewis & Brisco,
Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General
patronage.

Kazan (Davis), with a special cast.

—

This was sure some show. Best for a
long time.—L. J. Frana, Olympic theatre,
Calmar, la.

The Better Man (Aywon), with Snowy-
Baker.—A good picture with a star
whose work symbolizes a combination of
the work of Mix and Fairbanks.—P. Ro-
sensen, Garden theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Soul of Rafael (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.—Very poor pic-
ture, and star not at her best. This
early California stuff does not get over.—Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bel-
laire, O.

When Dawn Came (Prod. Sec.) with a
special cast.—Excellent picture. Did not
do much. Extreme cold weather. Can't
go wrong in booking this.—J. A. Weis-
beck. Liberal theatre, Alden, N. Y.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affil. Dist.),
with Johnny Hines.—This is a "pippin."
Subtitles up to Rupert Hughes' standard.
The best comedy I have run in months.

—

G. H. Jenkinson, Victor theatre, Minoc-
qua. Wis.

Dempsey-Carpentier Fight (Rickard).—
A little the best thing of this kind we
have seen. If you can run a fight pic-
ture it gets people in the theatre who
were never there before. The fight
scenes are perfect and the preliminaries
good.—Ben L. Morris, Elk Grand the-
atre, Bellaire, O.

The Barbarian (Pioneer), with Monroe
Salisbury.—Magnificent scenery and good
actine but not as much of the knock-
'em-down and drag-'em-out action as the
crowd expected. Fair business.—Roy
W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Isobel (Davis), with a special cast.

—

Drew better than average Sunday busi-
ness, and pleased the majority.—E. L.
Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ar ; z.—Xeigh-
borhood patronage.

Go Get Him (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks.—The usual Fairbanks style
of picture, which pleased the Western
fans. Backed up with a Buster Keaton
comedy it made a show full of pep.—W.
C. Allen. Casino theatre. Antwerp, N. Y.—Xeighborhood patronage.

Serials

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—Opened to a f^ood crowd on the
first episode and it has built up right
along. L'se the advertising cap by all

means: it will get you extra money.—J.

H. Gaylord, Lothrop theatre. Omaha,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast.—Over half way
through and holding up fine. People are
interested, and think it will go through to

the finish with good crowds.—C. C. Pat-
terson Opera House, Thurber, Texas.

—

Small town patronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Chas.
Hutchinson.—This started good for me,
but fell down at box office. They want
"treat-'em-rough" in serials. Very good
photography in this serial.—W. T. Biggs.
Unique theatre, Anita, la.—Xeighborhood
patronage.

Winners of The West (Universal),
with Art Acord.—Something extraordi-
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City
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nary for a serial. Do not show serials

but deem this one worth while. Started
off big in view of the fact that there was
entertainment and motion pictures at the
high school on same evening. Next epi-
sode will be bigger.— L. G. Benefiel, Mars
theatre, Pendleton, Ind.—Neighborhood
patronage.

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—A fine serial. Full of action and
thrills. Getting better every episode.
Good business.—E. S. Sutter, Columbia
theatre, Kansas City, Kans.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast.—Best serial we ever
ran. On 14th episode and have larger
crowds each time of showing—Thompson
Bros., Kozy theatre, Healdton, Okla.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Purple Rider (Vitagraph), with
Jeo Ryan.—This is an exceptionally good
serial. Stands up well and has a logical,

interesting plot without the usual impos-
sible serial situations.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small
town patronage.

Adventures of Tarzan (A. T. S. S. C),
with Elmo Lincoln.—Just finished this

one. It held up fine. The kids like this

jungle stuff.—Luna theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Winners of the West, (Federated),
with a special cast.—Opened good and
held up all the way through. One poor
episode, but got by nicely.—Tom Free-
man, Palm theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—Pretty good serial, but losing me
money. Not the fault of serial. They
simply won't fall for serials here.—P. G.

Vaughan, Royal theatre, Lees Summit,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Winners of the West (Universal), with
a special cast.—This one keeps up the

history stuff for five or six episodes then
they run out of history and you see the

same old serial plot and in consequence
thereof the patrons lose interest. Drew
fairly well.—W. H. Creal, Suburban the-

atre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Short Subjects
The Toreador (Fox), with Clyde Cook.

—An exhibitor owes Cook comedies to

his patrons. I haven't had one bad one.

The Toreador in places is extremely
funny. You should book this one sure.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Hard Luck and Love Taps (F. N.).

A Mack Sennett comedy.—This is the

first worth while comedy of the F. N.
releases Sennett has offered.—Geo. O.
Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.

—

General patronage.

The Applicant (Vitagraph), with Jim-
my Aubrey.—Aubrey comedies are just as

staple as sugar. They sell themselves
to the people. They have never failed

to draw. The Applicant is another knock-
out.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Pugs and Pals (Vitagraph), with Jim-
my Aubrey.—One of the finest two reel

comedies ever seen. This Aubrey is

one of the few clever comedians on the

screen today.—Thompson Bros., Kozy
theatre, Healdton, Okla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The One Best Pet (Educational), with

Snooky.— Educational comedies average
very high and the Snooky comedies have
proven very popular here.— Bert Norton,
Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.

Fast and Furious (Fox), with Al St.

John.—An entirely different comedy from
any we ever ran. It's good and it cer-

tainly pleased.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss—Neighborhood
patronage.

Wedding Blues (Educational), with
Neal Burns.—An extra good comedy.
One any audience will like.—P. J. Bur-
ford, Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Move On (Pathe), with Harold Lloyd.—One of the best ever, and all of these
reissues have been satisfactory. A two
year old joke is a new one if you have
never seen it, and Lloyd is good.—Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

Fickle Fancy (Sennett), with a special
cast.—The last one I have booked. No
more of these so called comedies for me.
I'll have to see a Sennett comedy in

the future before I book it. I got one
good one, and two fair ones out of about
twenty-five.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre.
Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Tourist (Vitagraph), with Jimmy
Aubrey.—Another Aubrey knock-out.
Plenty of slap-stick.—W. E. Elkin, Tem-
ple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Century Comedies (Universal).—Only
one complaint to offer on these comedies.
The distributor is too careless about the
titles. Well liked.—Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs, Nebr.—Small
town patronage.

Sport Pictorials (Arrow).—These are
splendid one-reel subjects and a credit

to any theatre. Photography fine. Uni-
versal satisfaction.—Adolph Kohn, Pas-
time theatre, Granville, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Paramount Sennett Comedies.—Fair

comedies, but there are lots better to be
had. Am cutting these.—Thompson
Bros., Kozy theatre, Healdton, Okla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Bill and Bob Series (Pathe), with a

special cast.—These are very nice clean

one-reelers. Well liked, especially by
the kids. We have used practically all

of them and are in a position to know
that they are getting even better if any-
thing.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre,

Hay Springs, Nebr.—Small town patron-

age.

Mutt and Jeff (Fox).— Best in the

world. For all-star comedians, Bud
Fisher has the edge on Chaplin.—Thomp-
son Bros., Kozy theatre, Healdton, Okla.

—Neighborhood patronage.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at caib
saving prices. Special professional

discount* J2 UN'IVERSftLS.
lmni*,l!»t- d«1lT*T>- oo all models. DaBHa.
DaFranna. Path* and many otbara damaa-
titrated In oar showroom . Band for oor eoai-

plat* eataloa at one a, fra«*oa raqoaat.

BASS CAMERA. COMPANY
Dept. H, 109 N. Daarbom St.. Chicago, ID.

Ouallty plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art snd Announcement Titles, Cartoons

Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1005-1006 MaHeis Bldi. Telephone Central 2347 Cnkafo. IU.

The Greatest Achietement
in Theatre Organ Buildini

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturer* of High-Grade ELECTRO*

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.

413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
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First National's
Anniversary
(Concluded fr page 6$)

Next Doris May Feature Presents
Five Reels of Laughter, Says R~C

the circuit, that was it. From that mo-
ment the activities- and interests of the

circuit increased and multiplied until the

original franchise holders found them-
selves confronted with the natural em-
barrassments of success—a volume of

business that had so completely outgrown
the original limits of the concern that

reorganization upon larger lines became
a necessity.

"The franchise idea had demonstrated
its validity when applied to a score of

exhibitors. The feeling had been grow-
ing for some time that the franchise could

and should be extended to a point where
at least qne exhibitor in every city, town
and hamlet and exhibiting zone could

become a franchise-holder if he desired.
* * *

"The final realization came at the

franchise holders' meeting held in At-

lantic City in January, 1920. Exhibitor

distribution became a full-grown reality.

A .franchise plan which gave membership
in the new organization to every ex-

hibitor who bought a franchise was pre-

sented and adopted and Associated First

National Pictures was the result.

"The best proof that the twenty-six
original franchise holders had read ex-

hibitor opinion correctly and struck the

popular note is to be found in the fact

that within eighteen months, more than

thirty-five hundred franchises had been
sold, and this in the face of the most
desperate and heavily financed campaign
of propaganda and political chicanery
ever carried on by a group of alarmed
competitors.
"The final answer to those who had

constituted themselves- a wrecking crew
for the purpose of destroying First Na-
tional, if such a thing were possible, was
given at Chicago in October, 1921. Last
vear, because of a practically universal

business depression, was one of readjust-

ment and unrest, and this was the period

selected for a final onslaught on First

National franchise holders by our
enemies, who believed that if they could

ntroduce discord, distrust and dissension

nto the ranks, the organization would
?o to pieces.
• "How completely they has miscalcu-
ated the temper and attitude of the

ranchise holders was made clear during
he session of the National Get-Together
n Chicago. The duly elected and ac-
redited delegates of the 3,500 franchise

lolders of Associated First National Pic-

ures met together there in the first real

>usiness convention the motion picture
ndustry had ever known. They flatly

lenied the rights of any outside element
n the industry to meddle in the affairs

>f their organization, and proceeded to

•liscuss and settle their own problems in

,l businesslike and constructive manner
hat astonished those in the industry who
iad made up their minds that motion
ticture exhibitors were incapable of hold-
ng a convention that was not either a
<v party or a free-for-all fight.

* * *

"First National Week, 1922, is more
.han a booking drive. It is more than a
.ales scheme. It is exhibitor recognition

i 'f the fact that independence has been
ossible and profitable in the motion pic-

ire industry for the producer and for the
Ixhibitor who wants to be independent,
t is a tribute to the success of the 'fair

lay and a square deal for all' policy upon
'hich First National is and always has
een founded."

Doris May's next production, "Boy
Crazy,'' which will be published on
March 5, is the star's funniest picture to

date, according to R-C Pictures Corpora-
tion. It presents five reels of genuine
funny and laughable situations, the com-
pany says.

The picture was directed by William
A. Seiter.

The scenes of the story are laid in

"Santa Boobara," which is distinctly a 9

o'clock town. Miss May, as Jackie Cam-
eron, is away ahead of her town as to

vim, vigor and virility. She develops
more means for waking the people up
than a Chamber of Commerce could de-
vise.

Father Is a Failure

Her father is on the verge of failure in

his merchandising business, because he is

away behind the times even for his slow-
going town. He owes more money than
he can ever hope to get, to the richest

old penny-pincher in that part of the
country—Old Man Skinner.
Along comes J. Smythe- and opens an

up-to-date gown shop, which threatens
to take away what little business Jackie's
father has left. Then Jackie gets a real

inspiration. She induces her father to let

her run the business. She refits the store

on borrowed money, and reopens it as a
haberdashery shop—for cash only. The
young men and the old men flock to her
new shop, even as the women flock to
Smythe's place, with the result that busi-
ness is good, and there is fair prospect
of lifting the mortgage.

Complications Develop

But unusual complications develop that

throw a thrill into the story. Jackie is

kidnapped by two desperadoes, in mis-
take for Skinner's daughter. There is a
thrilling rescue in which Jackie herself

captures the villians, with Smythe's help,

and she claims the reward that Skinner
has offered for the arrest of the crooks
who robbed his safe.

In the cast are Fred Gambold, Jean
Hathaway, Frank Kingsley, Harry
Myers, Otto Hoffman, Gertrude Short,
Eugenia Tuttle, Ed. Brady and James
Farley.

Three Features Are
On March Schedule

Associated Exhibitors Puts

Florence Vidor Film

at Top of List

Associated Exhibitors announces that

it has three features of unusual value

for distribution in March.

Heading the list is "Woman Wake Up,"

Florence Vidor's first for the company,

which will be published on March 5.

This production is in six reels and is an-

nounced as a high-class drama of splendid

appeal to all first-run theatres.

Leah Baird Film Next

On March 12 comes "Don't Doubt

Your Wife," a Leah Baird production

with an all star cast, including Edward
Peil. Emory Johnson, Mathilda Brui-
dage and Katherine Lewis. This is an-

nounced as a heart interesting story of

marriage and divorce, in which the

jealousy of a husband wrecks a home

and drives an innocent wife to the dis-

covery of a new solution for the divorce
evil.

Offers "Lady Godiva"

March 19th is announced as the publi-
cation date of "Lady Godiva," taken from
the famous poem by Lord Alfred Tenny-
son. This is a Wistaria Production, and
is said to be one of the most amazing
spectacle films ever produced. Added to

the fundamental appeal of the well-known
poem and the name of Alfred Tennyson,
is the visualization of his work trans-
ferred to the screen, with all the pomp
the sumptuous costumes of the court and
and pageantry, all the historic detail, all

the vast throngs of retainers.

Friedman Re-elected
Federated President

Company Capital Increased
At Annual Meeting Held

in New York City

Joseph L. Friedman, president, and
other officials of Federated Film Ex-
changes of America, were re-elected at

the annual meeting held recently in New
York.
Important features of the meeting w-ere

the increasing of the company's capital

and the acquisition of new product.

Officers Re-elected

Other officials re-elected are: Vice-
president, Harry Charnas of Cleveland;
secretary, J. Eugene Pearce of New
Orleans, and treasurer, Samuel V. Grand
of Boston. President Friedman is also
chief executive of Celebrated Players
Film Corporation at Chicago.

Federated, it developed at the meeting,
has opened negotiations with Export &
Import Film Corporation for the dis-

tribution of the fifteen episode serial,

"The Jungle Goddess." It is possible
that a new series of five reel features will

be handled by the company.

Market Is Prospering

One official attending the convention
stated: "At no time in the history of the
state right field has the market been in

such a healthy condition. While there
are yet a number of spots that must be
thoroughly cleansed, the fact remains
that the market is increasing in popu-
larity not only among exhibitors, but
equally so among independent producers
who have come to realize that the state

right market offers them a maximum re-

turn on their investment."

Capitol Theatre to Run
Gunning Novelty Series

The Capitol theatre, New York City, has
signed up for the coming year's issues of

"The Good Things of Life," the single

reel feature novelty published by Wid Gun-
ning, Inc.

The features are made by Ashley Miller,

from material furnished by artists and
humorists of Life.

Talmadge Reissue Ready
The Selznick reissue, "Mrs. Leffing-

well's Boots," will be published through
Select exchanges March 10. The picture

stars Constance Talmadge.
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Looking out upon the stage from the

nursery. Note the home-like decorations
and equipment of the room.

A STRONG appeal to the

Xm. home and family spirit is

the keynote of the new

Vermont theatre operated by

Glenn Harper, Charles Lund-

blade and H. Nystrom. Promi-

nent among the features of the

theatre along this line is the

nursery for mothers shown to the

left: A study of the interior ar-

rangement of other departments

of the house indicates that this

aim is paramount throughout.

The artistic effect of the rest

room is heightened by its rich

simplicity.

The lighting arrangement is a

feature of the beautiful audi-
torium which seats i ,000.

Tapestries of Egyptian character and lamps in Egyptian
detign beautify the foyer. /Hack and gray stripes of the

arpttt harmonize with the furniture.



THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
"Sure, we have the music to

put them over, a photoplayer
which I just installed. It - is

the talk of the town," writes

Forest E. Mills of the Rich-

mond theatre, Richmond, Ind.,

to "The Theatre'' in comment-
ing on the success of a picture

at his theatre recently. All of

which bears out the fact that

an organ in a motion picture

theatre is more than a utility.

It is a box office attraction in

itself.

It follows that buyers of

equipment owe it to their best

interests to exercise in their

purchase of equipment that

same zealous care that every

exhibitor exercises in the selec-

tion of his picture program.

If it is, as custom has es-

tablished, worth while to see

pictures before they are booked
—it is equally important to ar-

range a "pre-view" of the

equipment available before

purchase is made or contract

let.

In view of the permanent
character of equipment as com-
pared to program attractions it

is, indeed, even more vital that

this be given serious consider-

ation. Consistent reading of

equipment news and a concrete

demonstration of a willingness

to "come half way" on the
part of equipment dealers and
manufacturers are essential to

perpetuation of due and proper
consideration of this vital

phase, of the theatre business.

Every bit of equipment en-

tering into a theatre is a box
office attraction whether the
fact is readily .manifested or
not. The exhibitor is well
aware of this and his demands
are only for the best that is

available.

Unique Nursery Loge Features
New Vermont Theatre on Coast

Los Angeles Neighborhood House Makes Strong Bid

for Entire Family Patronage—Homelike
Atmosphere Is Dominant

What is probably the latest progressive

step in theatre construction, and one

which is growing in popularity, particu-

larly in neighborhood houses, is the in-

clusion in new playhouses of a rest room
or nursery for mothers. This step is

quickly placing the motion picture the-

atre in a most desirable position—that of

making it more and more a homelike in-
stitution—a place of recreation for the
entire family.

Is Boon to Mothers

The novel nursery arrangement at the
Vermont is proving a boon to mothers.
With its inauguration it is no longer
necessary for the mother to remain away
from the theatre for fear her little one
may prevent her and other patrons from
enjoying the show. She may now attend
her neighborhood theatre secure in the
thought that she will thoroughly enjoy
the performance with the added advan-
tage of having her child with her all the
time.

The photograph on the page to the

left illustrates the nursery at the Vermont
theatre. A study of it will instantly re-

veal its numerous advantages, both to the

theatre and to the mother. It is a spa-
cious upstairs room giving a direct view
of the screen through a large plate glass

window. Here the mother may bring her

little one, and. seated in a comfortable
rocking chair, view the show as undis-

turbed and comfortably as though she

were sitting in her own home.

Arrangement Is Different

Playrooms for children have been ar-

ranged in some of the larger theatres, in

which an attendant is in charge. These,
however, do not, in most instances, meet
the requirements of a mother whose
babe is still in her arms, as does the

nursery at the Vermont theatre which
will undoubtedly prove a big factor in

the aim of the owners to make their

house a real community center.

The room is beautifully decorated
throughout, every detail being arranged
to make it symbolic of home and the

home atmosphere. This is a point on
which Glenn Harper. A. Charles Lund-
blade and H. Xystrom, who operate the

theatre, have laid particular stress, not

only in the nursery but in every part of

the* theatre. It is their contention that

the present-day theatre must be in keep-

ing with the dignity and refinement of

the homes of the people of the commun-
ity. Along this line the management has

utilized every opportunity to make its

theatre a home institution for the family
in every respect.

Seating Capacity Is 1,000

The Vermont, which was recently
opened is artistically decorated through-
out in Egyptian color scheme. The build-
ing itself is a brick structure with terra
cotta embellishments costing $150,000 and
has a seating capacity of 1.000.

The auditorium is artistically furnished.
Between huge pilasters with heavy cop-
ings of brightly colored designs are
bronze hieroglyphics, lighted by bowls of
colored lights. The fixtures are of
opaque glass. Loges are arranged in
the back center of the house. The pros-
cenium arch is hung in black velvet orna-
mented by gold bullrushes. On each
side of the stage are two large illuminated
vases in Egyptian decorations overflowing
with cat-tails.

Modern Equipment Used

Equipment installed is of the best in
keeping with the high standard prevailing
throughout the theatre. Music is fur-
nished by a $30,000 Robert Morgan Or-
chestral Unit pipe organ. Two Powers
machines are used in the projection
booth. The Typhoon ventilating system
has been installed.

In addition to the nursery another out-
standing feature connected with the the-
atre is the parking space for automobiles
adjoining the building which will accomo-
date 200 machines. A theatre attache is

in charge and the service is free to pa-
trons. Glenn Harper, who is secretary
of the Southern California division of the
M. P. T. O. A. manages the theatre.

Wireless Telephones to

Give Patrons Sport News
Plans for installing wireless telephones

in his two theatres, the Lyric and Scott's,
have been completed by Capt. VV. W.
Scott of Hampton, Va. With the instal-
lation of the telephone plan Capt. Scott
intends to furnish his patrons a complete
up-to-the-minute service of sporting
events.

Baseball scores during the coming sea-
sons and other sport activities of interest
will be received.

Install New Machines
Two Battleship projection machines

have been installed at the Luna-Lite mo-
tion picture theatre, Marion, Indiana. The
machines are automatic and electrically

controlled.
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Expect to Complete
Miller Theatre Soon

$7 00, 000" House at Wichita,

Kansas, to Be Ready for

April Opening

Work on the Miller theatre, Wichita,

Kan., which, when completed, will com-
pare favorably as one of the finest in the

state has reached a stage where indica-

tions point to its opening early in April.

The new playhouse is being constructed

by L. M. Miller, First National franchise

holder, who also operates the Palace and
Regent theatres in Wichita as well as

others throughout the state.

Will Seat 2,000

The new theatre, which has been named
the Miller, will cost approximately $700,-

000. It will have a seating capacity of

2,000. Plans for it were drawn by C. W.
and George L. Rapp, of Chicago, archi-

tects who designed the Tivoli, Riviera and
Chicago theatres at Chicago.
An outstanding feature of the Miller

will be a $35,000 Hope Jones Wurlitzer
organ which will supplement the music
of the orchestra. Stanley N. Chambers
will have supervision of the theatre.

Constructs New Theatre

Judge H. T. Titus, owner of two mo-
tion picture theatres at Daytona, Fla.,

will add another house to his chain in

that city. He has purchased the Malby
building on Orange avenue which he is

constructing into a modern motion pic-

ture house. Plans call for a seating
capacity of 1,000 on the main floor with
a balcony to seat 400.

Hirsh Plans Extensive
Improvements for New

Philadelphia Theatre
The Pike theatre, on Pike street, Phila-

delphia, has been acquired by Louis
Hirsh, owner of the New 'Forest and
Spruce theatres, in a deal consummated
with Morris Segal. A large lot ad-

joining the theatre is included in the

sale.

Mr. Hirsh plans to spend $25,000 to re-

model the theatre and install new equip-

ment. The interior and the front will

be decorated and new seats installed. A
large Hope Jones organ will be pro-

vided. When complete alterations and
equipment have been furnished Mr.
Hirsh predicts that the theatre will be

one of the finest and most modern of its

size.

Opens House in Michigan
Charles De Paul will open his new

Dreamland theatre at Sault Ste. Marie.

Michigan, March 1, with afternoon and
evening performances as a regular thing.

The playhouse seats 700 and is entirely

fireproof throughout. It has been ar-

tistically decorated and equipped with

every modern convenience.

EEEE The Only Way
My process of conservation
of new film* and effective
renovating assures the
exhibitor a film in perfect

condition to his patronage.
Increased earnings to
exhibitor and producer.

A. TEITEL
804 So.Wabash Are., CHICAGO

Close House for Failure

To Abide by Health Rules
Health Commissioner Bundesen of Chi-

cago has ordered that theatres must be

well ventilated and disinfected because of

the prevalence of "flumonia" at this time

of the year. Acting on orders of the health

commissioner Chief of Police Fitzmorris

closed the Homan motion picture theatre,

3346 West 26th street for failure to heed

a warning that ventilating apparatus must
be kept in operation.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Wurlitzer Orchestra Piano Style

"G" eight instruments, automatic or by hand.

One Hertner Transverter. 50-50, 25 cycle; one
Hertner Transverter, 35-35. 60 cycle. Also Ticket

Selling machine. Address "A. J. O.", care of

Exhibitors Herald, Chicago.

SALESMAN WANTED
WANTED—Salesman acquainted with buyers

and who can obtain orders for sales check books,

can make favorable commission arrangements
with leading Chicago concern in this line. CHI-
CAGO SALES BOOK CO., 337 W. Madison St.,

Chicago.

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED TO LEASE theatre with option to

buy in good town in Michigan. Ohio, Indiana, Illi-

nois or Pennsylvania without competition. Ad-
dress "M. A.", care of Exhibitors Herald.

Achievement
rT"HE slapstick comedy of several

years ago, if shown today would
never go over. This rapid improve-
ment in the quality and appeal of all types of

pictures has been more than matched by the

continuous development of the Cremona
Theatre Organ.

It stands today, a marvelous instrument of

entrancing tonal qualities and surprising flex-

ibility, capable of faithful reproduction of the

most difficult classics of music. Features not

embodied in any other instrument are found

in the Cremona.

As a manually played pipe organ with orches-

tra selections it has no superior. In addition,

a double roll system permits playing by solo

roll or any standard player roll with instant

changes so essential to give your pictures the

proper musical background.

Send for the details of the Cremona—how it

is drawing and holding patronage in houses

large and small at reduced musical outlay.

The Marquette Piano Co.
Chicago. U. S. A

©xicmoua
Quieatrc 0rckestra~0rcjai

Ten Reasons Why
There are ten outstanding reasons why AMERICAN

FILM printing is best.

Men long trained in doing best what others do well

guarantee the very best possible results from your
negatives.

Our immense capacity enables us to render prompt
service all over the world.

Quantity production makes it possible for us to do
better work at no greater cost.

Prove our claims! Let us handle your next order.

Developing

Printing

Tinting

Toning

Editing

Titling

Ordinary film reduced to

American Standard
Safety Size.

(Absolutely fire -proof
film passed by all fire

underwriters )

Laboratory CafacitwOne
Million Fed 1'erWeek.

American Film
Company

Inc.
Laboratories

6235 Broadway. Chicjio. III.

and

London, tlngland

Samuel S. Hutchinson. Pres.

American 10 Points

1. QUALITY. Prints known for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert stall

trained by years of experience, as-

sures highest quality prints obtainable.

2. REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years

of experience.

3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of

strong financial standing.

4. LOCATION. In the proper geo-

graphical location, assuring quick

delivery anywhere.

5. EQUIPMENT. All of the -most
modern obtainable.

6. CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks

of Lake Michigan. Away from dirt

and dust.

7 SAFETY. Plant approved by both

city of Chicago and Board of Fire

Underwriters.

8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to

serve exacting requirements.

9. PRICES. Reasonable and com-

petitive.

10. GUARANTEES. Write for our

unique guarantccof quality work.
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Operating at Capacity

Doing Business at a Profit

lb you would run your business at its full capacity,

and fill every seat during the hot dull season, you

would not care if you did pay a slight difference be-

tween a good cooling system and a poor one.

A cooling system that fails to keep your theatre

cool is dear at any price.

THE system to which you can trace good busi-

ness and satisfaction to your patrons is never an expense.

ASK yourself this question: "What difference

does a slight increase in cost make if it enables me to

do business at capacity?"

THE answer will give you light on the subject,

and will put you in the right frame of mind to talk

business with us.

BIG theatre owners and operators know that the

Typhoon Cooling System means better business.

better

system

better

cooling

better

business

If you know the size equipment required to cool and ientilate your theatre,

let us give you a price. If you do not know, let our engineers tell you.

714 Melba Street

DALLAS. TEXAS

Ml N. Uth Street

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

M W. Randolph Street

CHICAGO. ILL.

215 Fayetteville Street

RALEIGH, N <

WRITE FOR CATALOG H

TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
ERNST GLANTZBERG. President

345 WEST 39TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

S00 S. Olive Street

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

1044 Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS. LA.

705 Ellicott Square
BUFFALO. N. Y.
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ers who will erect thereon a two-story
theatre building with stores. The theatre
is to seat approximately 2000.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Richard D. King,
architect, has prepared plans for a the-
atre and office building for H. W. Choti-
ner on Wilshire Boulevard' heights to
cost $60,000.

*

New York, N. Y.—O'Day Construction
Company has' been awarded the contract
for the construction of a new theatre at

Macdougal and West Houston streets,

according to Brown's Letters, Inc. The
cost will be about $150,000. Plans are

by Reilly and Hall.
*

Grand Junction, Colo.—The Grand
Junction Theatre Company has been in-

corporated at a capital of $100,000, and

The name-plate on the Monsoon Fan
frame is the positive identification mark
of Monsoon Cooling and Ventilating

Apparatus.

It is your assurance of supreme effi-

ciency—of large air volume at lowest

power cost. It is your assurance of get-

ting all the worth-while advantages of

scientific construction, durability, expert

Monsoon Engineering Service, and to-

tally satisfactory cooling and ventilating.

Play safe Install Monsoon for this summer

Write for Booklet S-6

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.

71 North 6th Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. PalacesAreGoing Up.
Only the Latest Equip-
ment Is Being Installed

New Projects
New York, N. Y.—Seven lots on 190th

street have been sold through E. Os-
borne Smith, Inc., to a syndicate of build-

will erect and operate a large modern
theatre auditorium here. The incor-
porators are William J. Moyer, Walter
Walker, James H. Rankin, Ollie E. Ban-
nister and Clyde H. Biggs.

*

South Barre, Pa.—Florence Hall here
has been converted into a motion picture
house by John Francoise.

*

New Haven, Conn.—Three-quarters of
the work of erecting the new playhouse
here in the rear of the Stevenson Block
has been completed.

San Gabriel, Cal.—Construction of a
unique theatre to be of adobe brick tile

and hewn beams, symbolic of early
California history is under way by James
Ellis McDonald Co., of Los Angeles.

*

Eagle Rock, Cal.—Contract has been
let for the construction of a $50,000 the-
atre on South Central avenue to seat 600.
The project is being sponsored by men of
this section.

Providence, R. I.—A move to convert
Victory Hall in this city into a motion
picture house is pending the action of
the city council as to whether or not a
license will be granted.

*

Meriden, Conn.—It is rumored that the
Community Theatre Company, which
constructed the Community Playhouse
here is considering the erection of a
$250,000 theatre and commercial build-
ing in Wallingford.

Webster, Mass.—The Music Hall here,
which was destroyed by fire, will be re-
placed by a new motion picture theatre
according to Henry J. Steinberg, of
Steinberg Theatre Company.

*

Lima, O.—An option has been secured
on property fronting on Elizabeth street
by A. H. Stolzenbach on which it is

planned to build a theatre to cost in the
neighborhood of $150,000.

*

Los Angeles, Cal.—Work on Sid Grau-
man's new Metropolitan theatre is

rapidly ncaring completion and indica-
tions point to its opening in early June.

Streator, 111.—This city with a popula-
tion of 18,000 already having two theatres,
will have a new playhouse. R. C. Wil-
liams will erect a theatre to seat 700, with
a balcony. The completion of the proj-

ect and opening is planned for Thanks-
giving.

*

Openings
Maquoketa, la.—J. H. Vaughan and

Walter Brown have opened the Olympic
theatre here, which they recently leased.

New York, N. Y.—Monument Theatre
Corporation has opened its new Lafay-
ette Square theatre.

•

Gary, Ind.—Lawrence Hendricks has

reopened the Art theatre after being

closed for nearly two months.

Waterloo, la.—The Waterloo and

Rialto playhouses have been reopened
after having been closed for several

weeks.
*

Anaconda, Mont.—After being closed

for several months the Liberty theatre

has been opened under the management
of Charles Blecha.

Youngstown, O.—The new Capitol the-

atre here opened its doors to the public

on February 15.
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Announcing the Fastest Film ever manufactured

EASTMAN
NEGATIVE FILM

Super Speed

Super Speed Film practically eliminates

under-exposure. It is ideal for ultra-speed,

slow-motion photography; for interiors that

are poorly illuminated; for dull days on

location.

When unfavorable conditions

spell failure, Super Speed Film

spells Success.

Price 4.1, cents per foot, perforated

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Celebrated Handles
"My Wandering Boy"

Company Also to Distribute

Three Clara K. Young
Productions

Celebrated Players Film Corporation an-

nounces that it has acquired for distribution

in this territory the cooperatively made pro-

duction, "Where Is My Wandering Boy To-
night," which has received commendatory
reviews in the trade and daily press.

The company also has acquired three

Clara Kimball Young pictures for distribu-

tion.

"School Days" to Open

Warner Brothers "Schoal Days," which
Celebrated is handling, will open' at the Chi-

cago theatre on March 13. The picture will

have its premiere in Indianapolis at the

Circle theatre the week of March 20.

"Dangerous Toys," another of Cele-

brated's specials, opened at the Ziegfeld last

Saturday.

Big List of Specials

In speaking of the company's program,

J. L. Friedman, president, said that he con-

sidered that Celebrated now had the great-

est list of special features offered by any

exchange in Chicago. He stated that his

company is working on the theory that the

one way an exhibitor can make money is

to book big productions at the right prices.

Irving Mack Declares:

"It's Some Valentine"
Irving Mack's smile runs from ear to

ear. He received a very lively valentine

last week—a nine-pound boy. Congratu-
lations, Irv, and give our best to Mrs. M.

R-C Closes Office
A. L. Gallas made a flying trip to Mil-

waukee last week where he closed tnc

R-C exchange and transferred the busi-

ness for lower Wisconsin and part of the

Michigan territory to the Chicago office.

J.E.WILLIS
TiTMCRAFT
TRAILERS
ONLY -ORIGINAL-FILM-TRAILERS

DONT BE F0OIE0 BY CHEAP IMITATORS.

QUICK SERVICE - OUR MOTTO
—"WE MAKE 'EM WHILE YOU WAIT*—

ON EVERY PICTURE RELEASED.

WRITE -WIRE -OR PHONE.

TELEPHONE HARRISON 2278

34 EAST EIGHTH ST.

CHICAGO

Wife of Manager of
Warren Branch Dies

Film row regretted to hear of the death

last week of Mrs. J. O. Campbell, wife

of the manager of American Releasing

Corporation, the new F. B. Warren ex-

change. Mrs. Campbell had ill health

for some time.

The funeral was held on Monday at the
Holy Name cathedral. Burial was at

Calvary cemetery. Mrs. Campbell is

survived by her husband and a son,

Joseph, Jr.

Kramer Handling Publicity

On Fox Special in Chicago
Louis P. Kramer is the man who has

been writing all the advertising and pub-
licity (and there's been plenty of it in the

daily press) on the Fox special. "Over
the Hill," which has been playing at most
all of Chicago's neighborhood theatres.

Manager Clyde Eckhardt should worry
with the advertising and publicity he is

now getting on the Fox product.

Two Additional Territories

Sold on Russell Production
Russell Productions announces that

"Shadows of Conscience" has been sold

to W. T. Gaskell Enterprises, 1412 Ma-
sonic Temple, Chicago, for Wisconsin,
and to Pioneer for Illinois and Indiana.
Russell Simpson is star of the feature,

which was given highly commendatory
reviews by the trade press.

Holds Special Showing
W. C. Brimmer, manager of Vitagraph

exchange, gave a special showing of "The
Prodigal Judge" and two new comedies
at the Aryan Grotto on Monday, Febru-
ary 20. The many exhibitors who at-

tended expressed their approval by their

applause at the conclusion of the perform-
ance.

Dedicate New Theatre
[, A. Berkson officially dedicated his

new 2,000-seat theatre at 110th street and
Michigan blvd., on Wednesday, Feb. 22.

It will be known as the State theatre. Mr.
Berkson also conducts the Rosewood the-
atre. There were many beautiful bouquets
sent by friends on display the opening
night.

Levee Comes to Chicago
J. R. Levee, who has been handling the

Noil-Theatrical Department at the New
York exchange of the Famous Players-
Lisky Corporation, has been transferred to

the Chicago district, where he will install

a system of sales efficiency particularly de-
voted to exhibitors in that territory,

Theatrical Night Is

Staged at Chicago
Midnight Affair Goes Into

History as Complete

Success

Balaban & Katz, owners of the Chicago

theatre, staged the first professional enter-

tainment ever given in Chicago by a mo-

tion picture firm, at their beautiful down-

town house Thursday at midnight, February

16, and it went into history as a complete
success.

Raymond Hitchcock, star of the "Follies'"

was master of ceremonies, and had a num-
ber of the chorus with him to see Constance
Talmadge in her version of "Polly of the

Follies." Jesse Crawford played a series

of selections on his VVurlitzer and the film

was followed by dancing in the foyer.

Members of other theatrical companies now
in the city, the newspaper fraternity and
representatives of the trade press were
present.

The affair was held at the suggestion

of Constance Talmadge and was called

"Constance Talmadge's Midnight Frolic."

The first National star wired her regrets

at not being able to be present.

Pathe Luncheon
On Tuesday, Feb. 21, H. O. Martin,

branch manager of Pathe Exchanges.

Inc., and William Barbee, proprietor of

Barbee's theatre, gave a luncheon to th

press of Chicago, at the Illinois Athletic

Club. Immediately following the lunch,

Harold Lloyd's latest feature-length com-

edy, "A Sailor-Made Man,'' was shown.

Wrestler Now Selling

F. L. McNamee, special representative

of Universal Film Manufacturing Com-

pany, Kansas City, is a new appointee at

that point, according to District Manager
Herman Stern, who will pay the K. C.

office a visit Feb. 27. Mr. McNamee is a

well-known amateur wrestler.

Booked in Loop Houses
"The Ruling Passion," George Arliss'

latest contribution to the United Artists

list of features, goes into the Ziegfeld

theatre next week, and Nazimova's ''A

Doll's House" is booked to play the

Ascher Brothers Roosevelt theatre, fol-

lowing the run of "Foolish Wives."

"U" Will Have Exhibit

I'niversal has arranged to take a booth

at the coming exhibition of the United

Educational Association of U. S. A. to be

held in the Letter building, Chicago, Feb-

ruary 2" to March 3, in which Manager

I. Lcsserman will show a series of short

subjects during the run of the convention.
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WINNERS OF BEAUTY CONTEST—(Left to right) Helen Sills, Claire Ringler
and Mary Jane Sanderson; (standing) Mrs. Gertrude Sills, chaperone, of Johns-
town, Pa., who passed through Chicago, Feb. 15, en route to Los Angeles, Cal.

L. W. Barclay, proprietor of the Grand Theatre, Johnstown, Pa., is sending them
to the coast. They are being entertained en route by Universal officials and will

, appear in a Universal picture.

I

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
|

M. F. Tobias from the home office of
.Vid Gunning, arrived last week effecting

lew arrangements subsequent to the recent
esignation of Harry Willard, manager of
he local exchange. Thus far, two erstwhile
.'itagraphers, Phil Solomon and W. Van
ielder have joined the local Gunning sales

orce.
* * *

George L. Levey, Indianapolis manager
or Unity Photoplays, spent last week end
"t the Chicago office. George's recent at-

ack of the flu seemingly left him with more
•ep than ever, as he was kept busy handing
lit his new business cards. Nifty affairs,

et one and see the other side.
* * *

F. C. Quimby and J. S. Woody graced
he Row with their genial persons last week
ut would give us no official news of any
ort for the present.

* * *

E. H. Silcocks, general sales manager
'acific Film Co., Culver City, Cal., arrived
I the City last week and was busily en-
aged showing his array of independent
roductions. Evidently the Windy City is

'laking a hit with this big son of Cali-
ornia, for he tells us he's going to make
hi his home for several days, working
he nearby exchange centers from this

oint.

* * *

Clyde Eckhardt, manager of the local

'ox exchange and his sales trio, Ernie
irohe, A. W. Parker and C W. Vidor are
II aglow with smiles this week. That big
nvelope from the home office is our sur-
lise, not alluding to the splendid flock of
eek set-ins "Over the Hill," just com-
leted in Chi.

* * *

Talkin' about' race suicide. The other

By Mac
day a mutual friend stopped Abe Gum-
hiner, the big theatre magnate, requesting

him to make room for a friend. Abe was
more than willing, but upon second thought
nothing doing! That morning he had
learned there was another Gumbiner
brother that he had lost track of that put

in an appearance all fussed up and ready
to manage a theatre.

* * *

Ye sons of bonny Scotland, listen ! An-
other has joined our midst. From the prog-

ress that Edwin Silverman, manager Select

Exchange, is registering with Bill MacDon-
ald, famous golf "pro," looks like most of us

will have plenty to do this summer to out-

drive him on the fairway.

Dale Hanshaw, general manager of Na-
tional Exchanges, Inc., stopped over be-

tween trains, en route for New York from
the Coast, to say "hello" to his local fran-

chise holders, Messrs. Weiss and Aiken of

the Superior Screen Service.

* * *

Jos. Lerner of Argo, 111., has taken over
the Teder Opera House, Lemont, 111., and
promises to give the fans about this busy
point the best filmdom can offer.

Joe Brandt of Broadway has been in and
out of the city frequently of late, but this

time we hit it okay. Left for Kansas City,

so it looks as though he will be absent long

enough to at least give the railroads an
opportunity to make up a return train.

Among some of the exhibitors from out
of town espied along the Row the other

day were J. H. Dauntler, Prophetstown

;

J. K. O'Xeil, Henry ; Walter Spoor, Wau-
kegan ; Louis Murphy, Spring Valley ; J. D.
McKien, Morris, and Bill Cadoret, Kan-
kakee.

* . * *

That was sure some "co-op" somebody at

the home office of Unity slipped to J. G.
Frackman while stranded at Rock Island
last week. At any event, "Frackie" blew
into headquarters with a roll of eighteen
cupper pieces. Ask him how the ol' dogs
are feeling and then run for your life!

Among the recent motor-car buys along
the Row we arise to mention "Chick" Kep-
pleh with his new Buick touring car; Jim-
mie Murtagh. a coupe, and J. G. Frackman,
a sedan, both manufactured in Detroit.

* * *

Earl Silverman has just been appointed
head booker for the local First National
exchange. With but several months' rec-
ord to his name it looks like Brother Earl
has started in earnest after his brother Ed-

Ben Judell, the noted Minneapolis ex-
changeman, was a visitor about Chi last

week and was busy telling us about his

wonderful time spent in St. Looey for the

past five months. All right, Ben, what's it

all about?
* * *

Among the visitors in our midst last week
was one Harold C. Gauding, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., whose father, H. W. Gauding, runs the

Lincoln Theatre. Mr. Gauding was a sales-

man at one time under District Manager
Herman Stern, at Pittsburgh, but now rep-
resents Glassware, America's largest glass

trade newspaper.
* * >;

Lipton Astrachan hasn't taken that hon-
eymoon trip yet.

C. E. Bond, First National's head sales-

man, is on the sick list, having just side-

stepped the w. k. rlu.

$100,000 Booking Deal

Closed in Five Minutes
One of the speediest sales ever made

along film row was consummated last

week between Sam Katz of F.alaban &
Katz, and H. W. Given, district manager
of Paramount. It took this pair just five

minutes to sign contracts for Paramount
pictures involving more than $100,000.

Mr. Given reports unusual activity among
theatres in booking for "Paramount's
Fifth Anniversary Month."

Social Club to Dance
The Paramount Pep Club will hold its

next dance on February 27.

TRAILERS
ON ALL FEATURES
With And Without Scenes

The Kind That Get Business

Can Be^Obtained From

IRVING HACK SCO.
808 5. WABASH AVE.CHICAGO



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Mile*
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen
Holmes.

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.
Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-

ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.

Cardigan, seven reels, special cast.

ARROW FILM CORP.

The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.

The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law. 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.

A Yankee Go Getter, 5 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Distributed through Pothe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-

rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do, six reels, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).

The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.

Sept. 11—Home-Keeping Hearts, fiv« reels.

Sept. 18—The Family Closet, five reels.

Sept. 26—Discontented Wives, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

reels, with Art Staunton andWestern Hearts, five

Josie Sedgwick.
The Wolverine, five

Crossing Trails, five

Ghost City, five reels

Too Much Married,
son.

reels, with Helen Gibson,
reels, with Pete Morrison.

,
with Helen Holmes,

five reels, with Mary Ander-

C. B. C. FILM SALES

l h<- Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

The Heart of the North, five reels, Roy Stewart.

Life's Greatest Question, s 'x reels, Roy Stewart.

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

Thr Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.
Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
White Oak. six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Rent Free, five reels, Wallace Reid.
Miss Lulu Bett, six reels, (Wm. De Mille Prod.).
Too Much Wife, five reels, Wanda Hawley (Real-

art).
Back Pay, seven reels (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Lane That Had No Turning, five reels, Agnes
Ayres.

A Prince There Was, six reels, Thomas Meighan.
The Bride's Play, seven reels, Marion Davies.
Nancy from Nowhere, five reels, Bebe Daniels
(Realart).

Three Live Ghosts, six reels (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.).

Tillie, Mary Miles Minter (Realart).

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wlives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Ne'er-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)
Woman's Place, with Constance Talmadge.
The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald.
All for a Woman (Special).

My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma Talmadge.
Alf's Button (Special).
Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's" Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

Pro.).

Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
T.ying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-
worth.

Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacaueline Logan.

The Broken Dolt, five reels, with Monte Blue.

J. L. FROTHINGHAH
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cut.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cut.
The Servant in the House, five reels, with all

star cut
Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star cast
Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8,200 feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Footfalls, eight reels.

The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUH SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.

The Scuttlers, six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six resf
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.

Queenie, five reels.

Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law, five reds.

To

CHARLES JONES
Finish, five reels.

SERIES

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels, Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Ship-

man.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,175 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.

Puppy Days, 959 feet.

Robinson Crusoe Hours, 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)

Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
The Glorious Fool, six reels.

Man with Two Mothers.
His Back Against the Wall, five reels.

Watch Your Step.
Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

The Wallflower, six reels.

Grand Larceny, six reels.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

The IT P. Trail, six reels.

The Man of the Forest, six reels.
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.

The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

The Westerners, fix reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ, JR- PRODUCTION S

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

Lore Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle S tedman and Law-
ton Butt

LOriS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast,

rbe Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed
ward Hearn.

BOCKKTT FILM PRODUCTIONS
rhe Truant Husband. 6ve reels, with All Star Cast,

Seeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
Cast Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Uadonnas and Men, six reels,

^ovt Without Question, seven reels.

\ Woman's Business, five reels.

Vingi of Pride, five reels

Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
rhe Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
iandicap, six reel horse race feature.

.Vhen Love Is Young five reels, with Zena Keefe.
•Vinding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
MKTRO SPECIALS

Nov. 21—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

<ov. 28—The Huncb, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
5ec. 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
-ake.

5ec 29—The Idle Rich, six reels. Bert Lytell.

an. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special,

an. 9—Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana,
an. 23—Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Hughes.
"eb. 6—The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake,
'eb. 20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.
far. 6—Glass Houses, six reels, Viola Dana,
lar. 1J—Prisoner of Zenda, Rex Ingram Special,
lar. 20—Stay Home, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
aadame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
lillions, six reels, with Nazimova.
amille, six reels, with Nazimova.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH
)ays of the Buffalo, six reels,

'erils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Velcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
-aboma, seven reels,
i Beggar in Purple, six reels,
he Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
loose of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.
orbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.

JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
lalf a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-
ton.

ler Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.
Hot of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner,
hat Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Vhen We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
he Devil to Pay. six reels, with Fritxi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES. INC.
he Empire of Diamonds, six reels,
he Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. 8EITZ, INC.
agues and Romance, nz reels, with Geo. B. Seits
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.

The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.

The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.
A Western Adventurer, 5 reels, William Fair-

banks.

Oht Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.

A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.

The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

NEAL HART SERIES
Mar. If—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1—Reckless Wives.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.

Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.

The Right Way, eight reels.

The Soul of Man, seven reels.

Squire Phinn. five reels.

Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).

Kumet. ninr reels, wtb Otis Skinner
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Seasue

Hayakawa.
Shams of Society, six reels. (Walsh-Fielding

Prod.)
A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier

Prod.) _ j

Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

erick.

The Foolish Age. five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.

Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)

Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.

Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)

At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)

Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.
Five Days to Live, five reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
Why Men Forget, five reels, Special Cast.

Billy Jim. five reels, Fred Stone.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson

and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy

Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.

Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conwa)

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with Williarr.

Faversham.

Red Foam six reels, a Ralph Ince Special
Who Am I? (All Star Cast)
Conceit (All Star Cast)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast)

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails, five reels, Neal Hart.

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featmre.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept o—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.

Griffith production.
Dec. 4—The Mark of ZotTO, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.

Mar. II—The Nut, six reels, with Douglaa Fair-
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, tea reels, Mary Pickfsrd.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont
Go Straight, five reels. Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost
Sure Fire, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim. five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
Cheated Hearts, five reels, Herbert Rawlinsoo.
Shattered Dreams, five reels. Miss DuPont.
Playing with Fire, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Guttersnipe, five reels, Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
The Fox, seven reels. Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION!
Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Silver Car. six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Matrimonial Web. five reels.

The Rainbnw five reels.

The Little Minister, six reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

A Guilty Conscience, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

Steelheart, five reels.

No Deiense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss

Production), All Star Cast
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom

Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.

The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-
ine Calvert

The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.
Flower of the North, seven reels.

The Prodigal Judge, eight reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels. Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray
Partners of the Sunset five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloya.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AYAVON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. O. FILM SALES
WALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice a month.
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reels, twice a
month. Polly Moran and Smiling Bill Jones.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

Schoolday Love, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reel*.

Exit puietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple. '.

Saving Sister Susie.

Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.
A Barnyard Cavalier, two reels.

One Stormy Knight, two reels.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.
Battling Torchy, two reels.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.

The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.
Rolling Stones, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
The Skipper's Last Resort, two reels.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
8ELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS

The White Mouse, two reels.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FAMOUS PLAYER8-LASKT
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES, two

reels.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES, two
reels

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Shoulder Arms, two reels.

Sunnyside, two reels.

The Kid, six reels.

The Idle Class, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
rrr\l.

THE PLAYHOUSE. BUSTER KEATON, two
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.

HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reela.

C. L CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels'

The Jockey.
The Sailor.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.

AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two reels.

Small Town Stuff.

The Happy Poet.
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

Say it with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Sinner Midget's Side Show.
One Moment Please.

A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels, Buster Keaton.
THE HAUNTED HOUSE, two reels, Buster

Keaton.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Mu

Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.
SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reals.
The Riot.
The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, ona avery
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.

O. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-
monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES. INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Hons Dark-

feather, one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

8KLZNICK PICTCRKS
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two

reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
reela

COLLIER SERIES. "The Leather Pushers," two
reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenies Bess

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenies, ox
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tws

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reeL

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, on* reel

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictmres
one reel (every week).

Sante Fe—the City Different,
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Martin Johnson Series, oat
reel.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrud SceaU
Stories

TRUART FILM CORP.—One reel Burlingham
Adventures:
Across the St. Gothard Alps.
A Borneo Venice.
Island of Surprise.
Monkey Land up the Barito River.
An Alpine Ride Up the Stanzerhorn.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Dyaks.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.
Pelican Island.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review, oa
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one reeL

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-a-
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Sewnenettes.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.
Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS PLAYERS—Paramount Magazine, oat
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots, one reel each.
GRE1VER—Greiver Educauonala.
KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reeL
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one red
KINETO—Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE—Topics of the Day.
PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds red.
PIONEER—Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.
RADIN—Brind's Wonders of Nature.
STOREY PICTURES—Shadowland Screen Reriew,
one reel every two weeks.

STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays,
reels.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALIS-
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW—Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jungle
Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke.

FOX—Fan tomas ; Bride 11.
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits sad

June Caprice).
PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinsoa).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES-The Great Reward.
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eile

Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).

UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH—Breaking Through.
VITAGRAPH—The V eilea Mystery (An
Moreno).

WARNER—The Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondsys and Thar*

days) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational

changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdaya and Satordaya) I

Pathe Exchange.
SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Select •

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND TEFF (Fox)
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchogrsfs, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Bsbe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home KtjM,

Art of Diving, with Annette Kellernan.
The Race of the Age (Man o' Wav).
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Carl Laemmle presents

" ^iioyjaVerfturos oj

Directed btj Bob HillUNIVERSAI
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< Uorrest Ma/j-ey, Jcenarixt
Marry jf. J/schbeck, Photographer ~ Clark P?obinson, J^rtDirector

Sixty fourths overy hour with ffeorae Gr/ixp emperor

ofrefinedfun, prince ofthe /icfhtcomedyphotop/ay.

JhereJ*youth and beautyp/us tove, romance, aduen-

ture*~~everythine* for thepat/on and the box-ojfp'ce.
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>AGo
Two Bi£ Vinners vxk

ONE IS A SMASHING big picture of ad 1
ture and romance with the world's )st

dynamic actress and your best box office t -

Priscilla Dean—in the star's role. You wa ea

—have got to have— BIG STUFF! He it

is

—

book it NOW and stop worrying.

CARL LAEMMLE ofTirs

PRISC

I

LLA

DEAN
IN

WILD
MONEY

IfVN

X

Siorv by

Cynthia stockley
Directed by,

WESLEY RUGGLES de Luxe



ny're Needed Most/
^'HE OTHER is a terrific drama of adventure

in the Far West, with the greatest Western

h o the screen knows in the leading role. Harry

Crey, star of the box office knockout, "The

Ft", 'has made another bigger and better pic-

tie. Book it NOW—and stop worrying.

ARL LAEMMLE offers

-I A R R V

MAN to



JRake ItM Ml-American Week
J?s the Hew York Capitol Dtd !

NEW YORK HERALD:

It was high time we had a motion
picture like "Cardigan" to do justice

to the birth of the American Re-
public. After the deluge of foreign

pictures here is the basis of a great

Ail-American program.

HEARST'S N. Y. AMERICAN:

A finely patriotic picture that no
one can ever find fault with .'

. .

from Chamber's greatest literary

achievement.

NEW YORK JOURNAL:

The mighty "Cardigan" is the

main feature of S. L. Rothafel's tre-

mendously fine All-American bill.

This kind of bill rhould be repeated
across the entire country.

NEW YORK TRIBUNE:

The ride of Paul Revere never
seemed so real to us before. You
feel the mighty battle for human
liberty that is about to begin.

N. Y. EVENING POST:

A decided surprise comes to the
Capitol this week in "Cardigan," a
splendidly acted romance of the
American Revolution. . . . It is a
mighty good tale.

NEW YORK TIMES:

A romantic melodrama full o:

Colonials, Red Coats, Indians anc

action.

N. Y. TELEGRAPH:
The ride of Paul Revere in "Car

digan" brings back all the old thril

of our schooldays.

NEW YORK WORLD:
A sustained and exciting pictu

The ride of Paul Revere is one
the great thrills of modern times
pictures.

N. Y. EVENING WORLD:
The Capitol is showing "Cardij

gan" to the accompaniment of

spirited and beautiful All-Americai|
program.

N. Y. TELEGRAM:
Here you feel the intensity of

big struggle of the American revoli

tion. In the midst of a ter

struggle there is a beautiful roma

NEW YORK SUN:

Space forbids a description in

of this well wrought and swifl

directed story. Chambers has nev
written anything so fine.

Messmore Kendall
presents

(ardiga
^^^M^B The First American Historical Production
^^^^^^ From the Famous Novel bv

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
Directed by John W. Noble

Jfie romantic story of a youth,

and a maid drawn by chance
into the dramatic strugglefor

American Independence

mencan
RELEASING CORPORATION )

WALTtK E HM f l> WAWIfN. I 'TWml

IS W 44n St N YC 'Phones KuuLvbdt 707S-9





The triumph of Florence Vidor in "Hail the Woman"
will center public attention upon her debut as a star in

"Woman, Wake Up". It is a feature worthy of such

an honor. Exhibitors, alert to the box office value of

a fast-ascending star, will find success with this, the

first of her forthcoming stellar releases.

Exhibitors, Wake Up!
Associated Exhibitors

Presents

Florence Vidor
m

l

vbmaiiVdle Up!
Distributed By Associated Exhibitors through Pathe Exchange, Inc.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE FOR ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS SIDNEY GARRETT

//



William Owe
yresents

CHARLES
JONES
PARDON
MY

NERVE

!

Story bif

William Patterson White

Directedby J^VeS (OSOTl te romance of a
son of the range,

who made his nerve

tlie law



A
1922 dramatic

masterpiece

A
VAST AUDIENC

AWAITS TH
RETURN TO TH

SCREEN Oil

WILLIAN
FARNUK

I
WILLIAM F03^%/W I T I i
pwnt WILLIA
A Stafc

From tke famous pUy hy ALEXANDRE DUMAS



Directed hy HERBERT BRENON



Doris May in "The Foolish Age" was a box office clean-

up. Here is this idol of the fans in a faster, funnier,

peppier comedy than that hit of hits.

Consider the title. It is [ideal for exploitation. Book this

picture. Exploit it. Cash in BIG.

c^7 HUNT STROMBEKG PRODUCT/ON
Directed by WILLIAM A . SEITEFL^

R-C PICTURES



VfE DASH

The Darling of the Fans in the Hit ofHer Career

LIVE exhibitors made a real [clean-up with Doris May in

"The Foolish Age." A favorite for years, she swept to

tbe peak of public popularity in that comedy hit of hits.

Now she cuts another melon for you with a faster, fun-

nier, peppier success.

The story is a "riot." Dorris May as a boy-crazy girl

takes over her father's village store that is dying on the vine.

She converts it into a Broadway-type men's store and sells

live-wire clothes to the young bucks and. old billy goats of

the town.

Harry Myers (you know what a triumph he has made
in "A Connecticut Yankee") opens a Fifth Avenue-type

woman's shop across the street. The town
chickens and the old hens are out to give

him all the dollars in town.

The trade war between the she-haberdasher

and the he-dressmaker is full of the most
laughable episodes you ever threw on your
screen.

Book and play "Boy Crazy
office needs this stimulant.

Vour box

EG -C PICTURES



MARCH IS



ANNIVERSARY



If the Exhibitors want a Pictur

to pull them out of the slump

^MERE IT IS!
iris Joseph Plunkett

Mgr Director,

Strand Theatre, N.Y

"AH?**

£ * a* "«ei5« that r

doab * la "So*
aieQce8/ tJre scored s

to «u th * r% -^Vif*V^..t

r

Remember
W1DS DAILY Said:

"If uou can't clean up with this one

let some other fellow run your house."



ATTRACTIVE TWENTY-FOUR SHEETS
big Vitagraph specials. The rare color values are impossible to suggest in monotone reproduction
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Why?
Are Exchanges Reporting

BOOKINGS
of

SECOND NATIONAL
PICTURES CORPORTION

Releases on an almost

UNPRECEDENTED SCALE?

Why?
The Excellent Entertainment

Provided by

"THE NIGHT RIDERS"
"HER STORY"

"DAVID AND JONATHAN"
i

gives the Answer.

Second National Pictures Corporation

140 West 42nd Street New York



LEWIS J. SELZNICK Presents

CONWAY TEAPLE
.^WideOpenToW
J BY EARLE MITCHELL A SCENARIO BY EDWARD J. MONTAGNE

personally stewed by ^ALPH INCE

;

A Drama of Suspense, Laughter, Heart Throbs and Action
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1147 REQUESTS
FOR

THE BOX OFFICE RECORD

were received in the first seven days following the

announcement it would be mailed gratis to subscribers

of the HERALD upon application.

"I consider this the greatest booking guide in the market," writes

F. H. Gatcomb, manager, Armstrong Theatre, Vanceboro, Maine.

"By all means rush us our copy of The Box Office Record," urges

J. J. Kudlacek, Swan Theatre, Swanton, Nebraska.

"We are anxiously awaiting our copy," declares P. G. Thielen, man-
ager of Ascher Brothers' Capitol Theatre, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.

"This ought to be SOME BOOK for bookers," writes R. J. Relf,

manager; Star Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.

"Of all the enterprising undertakings of your splendid magazine,

I regard this new service as the most valued to your subscribers,

and I for one will be highly appreciative of this handy and valu-

able aid in booking pictures which should meet with the approval

of my patrons," concludes a letter from D. A. Kooker, manager,

Happy Hour Theatre, Ewen, Michigan.

THE BOX OFFICE RECORD is now on the press.

First copies will be mailed soon.

TO AVOID MISUNDERSTANDING: The BOX OFFICE RKCORD is NOT an index to

"lil copier, "f the HKRAI.D. It is in itself a complete record of box office values—and it is

available pratis to subscribers on application to tlx- HERALD.



he street of nameless fears

"he secret slate market—
The battle with the harem guards-

The sinister byways of Stamboid—
A romance of Constantinople

and Fifth Avenue—

LEWIS J. SEL2NICK presents

EUGENE O'BRIEN
*CJHe Prophets (Paradise"^ Personally staged by Allan Crosland
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Vow !m
con\in| Sootv

Walter L. JeHnSoiy p»

new angle on tke eternal
question. tKat interests all young
Hearts from. 6 to60 told b\\ an.

all star cast of farceurs
ir\ a fast mpvirY? Story-

Booking at

31 EXCHANGES tfATT<f\M'Al
in PRINCIPAL CITIESlIXlJLXV/1 1X11

pf
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Sure cut* for *h«

Box-office Blues?

XCHANGES
398 FIFTH AVE

NEW YORK N.Y
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I
BAD BUSINESS vs.

WHAT MAKES BUSINESS GOOD?

WHAT MAKES BUSINESS BAD?

Nine out of ten men would answer either or both

questions by simply saying—"business conditions."

But this is only partially true. Frequently "CON-
DITIONS" are of our own making and can be changed
or modified by consistent and persistent effort.

Take the Motion Picture Theatre Business as an
illustration.

Let us introduce you to Mr. Live Wire and Mr.

Stickinthemud. They both live in the same town,

both have beautiful theatres.

Mr. Live Wire contracts for the big productions:

—

"School Days," "Why Sheik," "Way Down
Girls Leave Home," East," "Where Is My
"Over The Hill," "The

j

Wandering Boy To-Night."

I CELEBRATED PLAYERS
= 810 So. Wabash Ave,

CHICAGO

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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GOOD BUSINESS I

Mr. Stickinthemud says: "Nothing doing. Business
is on the blink. I won't pay any regular money for

pictures until business gets good."

Mr. Live Wire packs em in. The crowds keep
coming to his house.

Mr. Live Wire gives bad business a slap in the face.

Not only does he make money but he also is building
for the future.

Mr. Stickinthemud dies the death of a dog.

conclusions
When business is good, you may be able to get away
with poor pictures. When business is bad use a
pulmotor.

The time to see a doctor is when you're sick. When
you're well, you don't need one.

Bad business is an admission of defeat. But if you
convert bad business into good business, it proves

you have taken your energy, judgment and brains

out of cold storage.

Business is what you make it.

THINK IT OVER. B

FILM CORPORATION IToy Building =
MILWAUKEE H

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i||ii!iiiiiiinr?H
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Our Dick" Barthelmess

Makes Good Again!
Our Star" proves versatility by tremendous

success in his secondpicturefor First National

playing at the Adams Theatre in Detroit,

JUST READ THE REVIEWS

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

presents

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

Fresh from His Triumph

in "Tol'able David"

in

"The Seventh Day"
By Porter Emerson Browne; Directed by Henry King;

Photographed by Henry Cronjager; Art Director, Charles

O. Seessel.

A First National Attraction

AN UNUSUAL PHOTODRAMA

"A photoplay fresh with the tang of the

salt sea air. The scenes for this unusual

photodrama were filmed in a small fishing

village on the Maine coast and tell of the

work and the loves of the hardy fisher folk.

It is clean, wholesome and refreshingly dif-

ferent, and promises to add to the following

and reputation of this fine young actor. The

scenes in the fishing village and along the

coast add interest to the drama, and to

lovers of the sea it will prove a delight.

Barthelmess is strongly supported, the cast

including several of the best known screen

actors."

—

Detroit News.

FINE ENTERTAINING FILM

"If you want to become acquainted

with the glorious scenery of the Maine coast;

if there is an affinity in your blood for the

salt tang of the sea this will prove to your

liking for it is a fine film, entertaining and

wholesome."

—

Detroit Times.

WILL DELIGHT YOU

"Romance of the magazine kind, it is

one of those pleasant tales in which we are

prone to delight. Barthelmess is a hand-

some hero."

—

Detroit

Journal.

WELL ACTED

"Pleasant,
amusing, well acted,

m o u n ted a n d

directed."— Detroit

News.

is Box Office Value Is Growing with Each Picture!

IhereV/ be a Franchise em:yivhs£S
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It's a BIRD of a Comedy!

A Tale of Tame Ducks
AND A WILD 'DUCKIE'

Duck hunting is

a wild, wild sport

when coupled
with pursuing
your own dear,

little flirtatious

Duckie darling,

as your patrons

shall see when you

play

MACK SENNETTS
Latest 2 reel

fun maker

"The Duck Hunter"
With Billy Bevan and Mildred June

Directed by Rov Del Ruth

Mack Sennett's new series of two-reel comedies are better drawing cards

than most features. They are worthy of the feature place on any pro-

gram. Besides "The Duck Hunter" there are

—

Be Reasonable" and "By Heck yy

Distributed by Associated

First National Pictures, Inc.

Book Them Now! All On the
Open Market Basis!
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A Dramatic Conflict Betwe i\

A Stupendous Production

Vast in Spectacular Sweep and

Poignant in Heart Appeal!

Your patrons will be amazed and startled at the revelation

of the mysteries of the Orient, with its strange custom of

marrying beautiful young girls to idols of clay and brass

—

the thousands of fanatical, mad dervishes, bent on human
sacrifice—the maneuvers of the picturesque Indian Cavalry

—the terrific cataclysm that wipes out towering temples

and vast mobs.

Released on the Open Market
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bther-Love and Mother-Hate

J. L. Frothingham
presents the powerful drama adapted from I. A. R.
Wylie's famous novel "A Daughter of Brahma"

SHATTERED
IDOLS

""Mother," he pleaded. But she turned in hatred from her crippled son—a weakling.

Then came the sudden uprising of the mad, fanatical natives, and the weakling saves

the garrison and the mother begs for her son's love!

Available to all Exhibitors
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"Book Buster Keaton's New Series If

You Are Looking for Hearty Laughs"
KeatorTs First National

Fun Makers are being

featured in all the b'g
j

*ype o/** *iief9
'

\
the /-r./Tyyt

theatres. Get these first T^T'^***^ ^.CT**" pailv

three at once:

"THE PALEFACE"
"THE PLAYHOUSE"
"THE BOAT" /

/

First

National

Attractions

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck, and written and directed
by Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline. Released on the Open Market

Any Show Is a Good Show

If Keaton Heads the Bill
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A Plea for Reason
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

V\ J E SEE no more certain way to drive pro-

* ducers into an ironclad combination through

which they would dictate to the exhibitor just what

he would play and what he would pay than for

exhibitors themselves to enter into a combination

for the avowed purpose of dictating prices and

conditions.

It might be argued that the exhibitors" salva-

tion lies in being able to carry such a combination

into effect ahead of the producers and thereby

wield a mastery over the situation. However,

there are many thousands of exhibitors who

would have to be concerned in such a combination

and, on the other hand, there are only a few pro-

ducers controlling a sufficient percentage of the

product that a single lunch-time meeting in New
York City on any day might residt in such a

combination.
~

This is a hard, cold fact that should be looked

at calmly by the exhibitors of America at this time.

It is a situation in which rash, impulsive action

should be ruled out entirely in order that the in-

evitable results of this kind of practice may be

ifully reckoned with.
* * *

THE condition of the industry at this time is

one in which monopoly would be more obnox-

ious than ever. There are many independent

sources of product which are struggling desper-

ately to keep in existence. In the face of the

present situation, a combination of a handful of

Lhe leading factors in production and distribution

• would mean a practical monopoly because the

|i breaker units are in no way entrenched and could

i hot outlast even a brief struggle. Vast exhibition
' investments are to be found from coast to coast

md each of these is so dependent upon the right

kind of product that it would, in a very short time,

)e in the hands of the monopolists. Artistically,

the industry is in great need of newness and fresh-

ness, much of which must come—if it is to come
it all—from independent sources.

Yet a great number of exhibitors continue
to avoid playing, whenever possible, pictures from
independent sources and give their patronage to

the larger companies. (The distinction between
independent and non-independent now appears to

be that the smaller companies are independent
and the larger companies are not because much of

the grounds for the former basis of distinction has
passed away.) And now to add a further touch
of seriousness to the situation these exhibitors,

while insisting upon doing business with these

firms, also seek to insist upon fixing price and
conditions.

TX VARIOUS centers and at various times

exhibitors have declared against using certain

lines of product. The record, however, shows few,

if any. instances in which this declaration was sup-
ported by deed long enough to have any effect.

If patronage is transferred from one company to

another in the ordinary course of business on a

price or quality consideration, then the company
which is affected adversely has no ground for com-
plaint and simply must meet the requirements of

the market if it is to get the business.

The situation is vastly different in a case

where exhibitors, insisting upon a certain line of

product and unwilling to accept any other as a

substitute, seek to compel a company to meet their

stipulations. That sort of thing makes for

monopoly because the company that has been hit

can use its misfortune to impress another company
with the fact that a combination must be effected

or else all will become dominated by the buyer.

Little combinations of exhibitors cannot win
by encouraging the formation of bigger combina-
tions of producers against them. If an exhibitor

cannot get what he considers equitable treatment

from any particular producers he owes it to him-

self and to the cause of independence in this indus-

try to quit holding meetings, making speeches and
otherwise—in this instance—wasting time and
money and simply take his trade elsewhere.

This is a buyer's rational defense against

aggression.
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The prediction that the official in-

quiry into the Knickerbocker theatre

disaster in Washington would absolve

Mr. Harry Crandall of blame lias ma-

terialized. A coroner's jury in Wasli-

ington has ordered held to the grand

jury nine persons who were connected

with the erection and inspection of the

ill-fated structure. The exhibitor's ex-

oneration in this matter relieves the

whole industry of considerable anxiety,

but, as Mr. Crandall points out else-

where in this issue, every theatreman

should consider himself personally re-

sponsible in the matter of having his

theatre regularly inspected by the best

experts available. This is the industry's

lesson in the Knickerbocker disaster,

and it is to be hoped that none will

forget it.

There is probably none in the indus-

try who does not believe that Mr. Wil-

liam A. Brady has a very definite

conviction witli reference to the moral-

ity of the theatre which he is willing

to defend upon any and all occasions.

However, there doubtless are many

—

including ourselves—who will question

the propriety and wisdom of making the

matter a subject of sensational debate

with a notoriety-seeking minister, for

the reason that such a course inevitably

results in about as much bad publicity

for the theatre as it does in good pub-

licity.

The National Board of Review does

an appropriate thing in a statement

issued last week in which it points out

that the character of serials is chang-

ing—and very much for the better. For

some time the serial seemed to be aspir-

ing to fill the vacancy created by the

passing of the dime novel. However,
to do only this certainly would be a

regrettable shortcoming for any motion

picture subject. Therefore, there is

much satisfaction to be found in the

fact that the makers of serials have

realized the proportions of the oppor-

tunity which confronts them and as a

result they are producing subjects of

real merit, in some instances based on

historical narratives and situations as

is the case with Universal's "Winning
of the West" and "With Stanley in

Africa." The continued motion pic-

ture affords the industry's strongest bid

for the interest and favor of children.

In the face of this consideration it

would seem inexcusable, indeed, for the

industry to continue to produce con-

tinued pictures unfitted for children.

The defeat of the Hays resolution at

the Albany convention is in reality not

so important as the fact that it was
offered by Mr. William Brandt, presi-

dent of the New York Theatre Owners'

Chamber of Commerce. The mere in-

troduction of the resolution by Mr.
Brandt indicates an attitude that will

make for cooperation, provided only

that the Hays' program, when an-

nounced, appears to the theatre owners

as a constructive one and every indi-

cation is that it will be of a character

that will warrant cooperation.

Re-Takes
J. R. M.

William Fox has purchased "If Winter
Comes." Probably a coal baron will play
the lead.

* * *

Easier
Marshall Xeilan is shooting "Fools

First," according to our W est coast news
hound. He should have started with the
other kind and left the fools till the last.

* * *

Without his Cheaters
Harold Lloyd passed through Chicago re-

cently and while standing in the lobby of
the Blackstone Hotel, a bell hop slid up to

him and whispered, "Stick around, I hear
Harold Lloyd's upstairs."

Not Only in Maryland
The Maryland Board of censors objects

to the name. They want to be called

something else. And they probably are by

the Maryland exchangemen.
* * #

Big News
The big news from the West Coasi this

week seems to be that Anita Stewart and

Dorothv Phillips have bobbed their hair.

* * *

If jazz causes warts, what causes jazz'
* * *

Our Weekly Lie
We heard an exchange manager say "this

is a weak feature." the other day, "and I

don't think the public will like it."

* * *

Counter Irritant

I'uun in Kansas the women have been

feeding their husbands "anti-lie powders"
to find out where they spend their evenings.

But the men have been drinking moonshine

as an antidote.
* * *

Lawabiding Citizens Object
Out in Tombstone, Arizona, according

to one of our regular contributors to

"What the Picture Did for Me" (Giacoma
Brothers), they don't like "Jim the Pen-

man," Lionel Barrymore's First National

picture, because there's too much killing

in it, "It reminds them of New York.

Chicago and other civilized places," reads

the report.
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Three Weeks More
The time is rapidly approaching.

Our Horse is all set. The James
Horse Fund is closed. We don't need
any more spurs—have three sets now.
Hoot Gibson has volunteered to break

him in and have
him as gentle as

a kitten on the

day of presenta-

tion. Tom Mix
at first had the

job but now he'.s

busy with Miss
Thomasina Mix, a newcomer in film-

land.

Somebody fed the horse a lot of

circulation oats last week and he

hasn't been so well since. However,
with Spring not far off, and green

gra'ss getting ready to blossom, he'll

soon be back in trim again.

The weeks speed on toward
HORSE WEEK. It begins to look

as though everybody'd be there. Those
who can't attend will learn about

the doings by radiophone. Tune up.
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SAM HARDING, president of new book-
ing and theatre corporation organized
in Kansas City.

City Council Refuses

Invitation to Sermon
On Picture Situation
(Special to Exhibitort Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 28.—Silent re-

juke was given Rev. Robert Shuler of

Trinity Methodist church by the Los
\ngeles city council when that body pig-

eonholed without comment a letter asking
hat representatives of the council and
police department be present Sunday
light to participate in a sermon, entitled.

'The Chamber of Commerce, City Coun-
:il and Police Force to the Rescue." deal-

ng with the so-called motion picture situ-

ition here.

°ulpit and W. C. T. U.

Join Against Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JASONVILLE. IND.. Feb. 28.—The
ninisterial association and the \V. C. T. U.
•f this city have joined forces for the
purpose of closing Sunday motion picture
hows here. At a meeting with the man-
gers of the theatres the latter declined
:> discontinue the Sunday shows.
A committee has been named by the

eform organizat-ons to have charge of

rosecuting those responsible for the
unday shows.

Cansas City Showmen
To Meet Every Week
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY. KAN".. Feb. 28.—At
luncheon of the Motion Picture Theatre,
'wners of Kansas City. Kan., last week,
'ans were made for the holding of simi-
r luncheons each week. Prominent
>eakers of Kansas and Missouri will be
vited to the luncheons and problems of
ie exhibitors threshed out before men
i the outride of the industry.

Group Booking and Theatre
Firm Organized by Harding

Million Dollar Corporation Will Operate and Buy
Film for Houses Located in Many Cities j . ,»»wa

In Several Middle West States

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KANSAS CITY. MO., Feb. 28.—A million dollar theatre and booking

organization, to be known as Capitol Enterprises, has been formed here by
Sam Harding of the Liberty and Doric theatres and a number of other
Kansas City business men.

The new corporation will operate in a number of Middle Western
states, principally Missouri. Kansas and Oklahoma. Operations of the

company, while not confined to cities of 75.000 and upwards, will be con-

centrated in towns of that size.

Exhibitors Already Affiliated with Company
Fifteen theatre owners operating in Nebraska. Iowa, Kansas, Missouri

and Oklahoma have affiliated with the company and. according to Mr.
Harding, as many more leading exhibitors have made applications. The
companv will build, buy, lease and operate its own chain of theatres, with

Capitol Enterprises acting "as a parent company for many subsidiary com-
panies or corporations."

Thus far. the only men announced as

associated with Mr. Harding in the

project are Phil

Ryan, former gen-
eral manager of

Associated E x -

hibitors. vice-
president; Dave
Harding of the

Liberty theatre,

secretary and
manager, and
Harry Taylor,
former manager
here for Pathe.
directing m a n -

ager. The associa-

tion of Mr. Ryan,
who is now dis-

trict manager for
Harry Taylor

YV. W. Hodkinson Corporation, with the

company will be financial and advisory only.

Mr. Hardings theatre holdings here

and in Omaha and
Council Bluffs will

not be merged
with Capitol, al-

though the latter

company will han-
dle the bookings.
Concerning the

new project. Mr.
Harding said

:

"Capitol Enter-
prises will be con-

cerned chiefly with

the investment of

money in the ac-
quiring of already
operating theatres,

either in their en-

tirety or in part, or with the building of

new theatre property in towns of under
75,000 and upwards in size. This must not
signify that we will not welcome any
opportunity to establish our organization
in cities of larger size.

"Capitol Enterprises already has af-

filiated itself with several important ex-

hibitors in Missouri and Kansas for the

purpose and with the idea of forming a

booking and buying power that would
insure a source of supply of good product
to its members. I do not want the in-

dustry or any member of it to obtain

the impression that at any time Capitol

Enterprises intends to concern itself in

the investment of motion picture produc-
tion of film exchanges. Neither are we
forming this booking organization, nor

Dave H. Harding

have the members who are now interested
in it organized with the idea of dis-

tributing film.

Unit Buyer Unimportant

"The motion picture business is under-
going not a process of evolution but
revolution. Changes of radical nature
that are important to every one of us
interested in theatre investments are tak-
ing place daily. The unit buyer is of
no more importance today than would
be an individual in the vaudeville busi-
ness who erected a theatre for vaudeville
purposes without belonging to one of
the big circuits, either Pantages, Loew.
Keith or Orpheum.
"We are not affiliating with key cen-

ters for the purpose of driving down
film rental or unfairly practice our
power upon the producer, but we are
going to build ud a chain of buying
power that will enable us to offer the
most attractive proposition to the pro-
duction of better pictures.

Won't Sell Franchise

"We are not going to make any at-

tempt to sell any form of franchise or to
conduct any kind of campaign to ex-
hibitors. Those theatre owners who are
far-sighted enough to appreciate the in-

finite possibilities for their own welfare
by interesting themselves in our propo-
sition, providing they are men of good
character, operating first-class and prof-
itable theatres, will be chosen to join or
affiliate with us in our endeavor to ele-

vate the motion picture screen and to
make more certain the position of the
first-class exhibitor through our co-op-
erative buying power.
"What the vaudeville business was yes-

terday, the motion picture business is

today, and what the vaudeville business
is today this industry will be tomorrow.
Certain vaudeville circuits operate better
acts than others because they are able to
offer more time. So will motion picture
men be in the same condition with their

affiliation with other exhibitors.

Theatres Must Organize

"So many, many producers and dis-

tributors are interested today in theatre
property that it has become necessary for

men like myself to organize our pur-
chasing power that in the future we may
be able to approach the producer and

(Continued on page 34)
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"Don'ts" Listed by Exchanges
To Minimize Grievances

Circular Placed in All Mail Sent to Exhibitors by Mem-
i
[hers of Film Board of Trade at Omaha

THE Omaha Film Board of Trade, "in an effort to reduce the volumi-
nous amount of grief in the territory," has had printed a circular

listing a series of "Don'ts" to guide exhibitors in their dealings with
the exchanges and salesmen.

These circulars are being placed in every piece of mail leaving the

exchanges for the exhibitors.

MEMBERS of the board feel that dis-

semination of this information will

maintain grievance cases at a minimum.
The "Don't for Exhibitors," as published

by the board, follow:
* * *

DON'T sign ANY Contract with ANY Dis-

tributor or arty Distributor's Salesman until you
have read the contract CAREFULLY and thor-

oughly understand its terms, particularly on the

following points:

(1) The number of days the pictures are to be

played at the rental price specified.

(2) The rental prices.

(3) The number of pictures covered.

(4) The starting date or play dates.

(5) The number to be played each week or

month.
(6) Whether first run or what subsequent run

in locality.

(7) What protection if any over later runs in

locality.

(8) Whether or not contract has a cancellation

clause and if it has then the exact terms under

which it may be cancelled.

DON'T accept from any Salesman or any Branch

Manager a verbal agreement as same is not valid

or binding on the Company unless in writing.

Exchange men who offer such verbal agreements

are not playing square with their.home offices or

with you. Insist that a rider be attached showing

special agreements or have same written on face

of the contract.
DON'T contract for more pictures than you can

play in the period of time called for in the con-

tract. Contracts for more than you can play will

get you in trouble and are worthless to the Ex-

change. You alone know how many pictures you

have under contract, so don't blame any salesman

for selling you more than you can use and don't

offer this as an alibi' for not playing all the pic-

tures contracted for.

DON'T, when buying a new line of pictures to

replace another line, fail to first make certain that

the contract for the pictures to be replaced con-

tains a cancellation clause and then file cancella-

tion notice in accordance with the contract and set

the starting date on the new contract in accordance

with the expiration date on the cancelled contract.

DON'T set out play dates without paying for the

pictures as of the dates booked and then getting

a gratis booking on dates other than the regular

play dates of the Exchange whose picture is in-

volved.
DON'T, when you find it ncceessary to cut down

the number of days a week your theatre is open,

expect the Exchanges serving you the days you
close to cut out their service entirely. Apportion

four play dates among all the Exchanges with whom
you have contracts, giving each Exchange its due
proportion of play dates.

DON'T fail to return your films to the proper

Exchange on first possible train after completing
run, unless Exchange has instructed you to ship

elsewhere.
DONT return film C. O. D. If you have any

claim for adjustment, same can be handled by cor-

rcs|K»ndcncc.
DON'T fail to have "Superseding Contract" writ-

ten across face (or rider attached) of any contract
which is taken to supersede another contract.

DON'T fail to place SPECIAL DELIVERY
stamp as well as insurance on each and every re-

turn shipment. This is not for the purpose of special

delivery to you or the company but is to pay for

the special service all along the route by the Postal

Authorities and same was guaranteed to them when
they took over the service from the Express Com-
panies.
DON'T forget that the address of the SECRE-

TAKY is Box 129, Omaha. Nebr.. and all com-
munications relative to trouble or misunderstand-
ing should be so addressed.

* *

Members of the board signing the
i irculara are: Fox Film Corporation,
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation. Metro
Pictures Corporation, Robertson-Cole Dis-
tributing Corporation, I'athe Film Ex-

change, Universal Film Exchange, Fam-
ous Players-Lasky Corporation, Vita-
graph, Inc., Educational Film Exchange.

E. J. Maclvor is president of the or-
ganization; T. E. Delaney, vice-president:
C. W. Taylor, treasurer, and H. I. Krausc.
secretarv.

Exhibitor Appeals Case
On Sunday Law Charge

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WINCHESTER, IND., Feb. 28.—Roll
Wengcr, owner and manager of the Vic-
tory theatre at Union City, who was con-
victed in a justice of the peace court on
a charge of unlawfully operating his the-

atre on Sunday, has appealed his case
to the Randolph circuit court. His ap-
peal bond is signed by many prominent
business men of Union City.

A first trial in the justice court re-

sulted in a jury disagreement. In the
second case a conviction was secured
after the jury was out more than eighteen
hours.

Sam Harding Organizes

Big Theatre Combine
(Concluded from page 33)

distributor with so enticing an offer that

he cannot refuse to permit us to exploit

his product.
"We are planning to operate upon the

exact line as practiced by Mastbaum of

Philadelphia. Lublincr & Trinz of Chi-
cago, Harris of Pittsburgh, Libson of

Cincinnati, Gusdanovic of Cleveland, all

occupy the same position in their com-
munities as I do in Kansas City, and have
long felt the necessity of coordinated
circuiting arrangements that will attract

the better class of picture distributors to

their outlet.

"The Goldwyn corporation owns and
operates theatres in New York, Denver,
Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Chicago, Cin-
cinnati and many other points. William
Fox has long been recognized as an ex-

hibitor. The Paramount corporation,

through Lynch Enterprises, operated sev-

eral hundred theatres in the southern
states alone. It has its financial interests

represented in many other cities in thea-

tre property not only in cities like Los
Angeles, San Francisco, St. Louis, but
dozens of other points."

Mr. Harding stated that the company's
purpose in confining itself almost wholly
to the smaller cities was because these

towns, in many instances, had no first-

class theatres. It is the intention of

company members to give the smaller

citici the same high-class entertainment
which residents of the larger cities re-

ceive. Mr. Harding formerly was presi-

dent of Associated Exhibitors.

Burford Completes
Lower Rental Plar

Will Issue Card Gaining
Exhibitor Admission to

Manager's Offices

\t a meeting of exhibitors held in Chi

cago, February 17, W. D. Burford an

nounced that he had completed his pla

for bringing about lower film rentals fo

members of the M. P. T. O. of Illinois,

ic Under the plan Mr. Burford will issu

cards to exhibitors, which will entitl

them to a conference with the manage
oi the exchange they feel is overchargiti

them ' *•
1 films. In case the individu;

exhibitor does not obtain a satisfactor

reduct .lie adjustment committe of 1/

P. T. O. I. will take up his case.

All But One Exchange Listed

"All exchanges in Chicago except on
—the United Artists—has agreed to th
plan," announced Mr. Burford after th
meeting. "The exhibitors present passe
resolutions not to deal with United Ai
tists until the attitude of the compan
changes."

Mr. Burford explained that all of th
other managers had agreed to discuss fill

rentals with any exhibitor coming t

them with a card signed by Mr. Burfor.
They have promised adjustments in cast
they deemed unfair, he added.

Cresson E. Smith, manager of the Ch
cago exchange of United Artists, e?
pressed surprise when informed that
was said United Artists was "holdin
out."

Smith Explains His Attitude

"I had a talk with Mr. Burford just bi

fore the meeting and told him I was wil
ing to do anything possible," said M
Smith. "I told him I wanted to be fa
in the matter.
"Th is information is a surprise to m

as I thought Mr. Burford left the offi<

111 a friendly frame of mind and satisfk
with my assurances."

Watchman Outshoots
Thieves Who Attempt
To Rob Loew Theatr
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 28.

Ralph Reddick, aged :.':>, night watchm;
at Loew's State theatre, prevented a ro

bery of the theatre, when, in a runnii

revolver fight, he drove two armed ba

dits from the building. The men escap>

in an automobile after one of them a

parently had been shot in a leg.

Reddick encountered the two m<
about ,

r
> o'clock in the morning as he w

walking through the theatre on his w.
from the stage to the office. Considi
able damage was done to the interior
the theatre by flying bullets.

Take Safe at

Gary Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

GARY, IND., Feb. 28.—Burglars bro
into Gary theatre and carried away
.

r>00-pound safe containing $1,000. E
trance was gained by breaking the lo

on the front door. The safe later w
found in a swamp three miles east-

the city but the money was gone.
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Expect New Signatures to
Hays' Contract This Week

Conferences With Producers and Distributors to

Be Held in New York—No Official Statements
Being Issued by Parties to Agreement

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 28.—Will H. Hays is expected in New York this

week to hold a conference with the producers and distributors with whom
he is under contract to form and head a new association embracing those
departments of the industry. The conference will be in the form of a
dinner, attended by all of the signers of Mr. Hays' contract and probably
several who have not yet signed but who are expected to do so, either at

the dinner or shortly after.

Silence Maintained by Parties to Agreement
All of the parties interested are maintaining a policy of absolute silence

on the affairs of the new association and the plans of Mr. Hays, and it

is not likely that any official statement will be given out even after the
conference this week. The pursuance of this policy is at the request of

Mr. Hays, who has impressed on his principals that in order to prevent
any misleading ideas from gaining circulation, all information shall be
given out direct by Mr. Hays and over his own signature.

Kansas Exhibitors to
Meet March 27-28

Richard Hopkins, Candidate

for Governor, to Be Guest
of Honor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN.. Feb. 2S.—

After several changes in plans, definite

arrangements for the semi-annual con-

vention of the M. P. T. O. of Kansas

have been announced. The conventi< i.

which beyond doubt, will be the largr st

and most important in the history of 'he

organization, will be held March 27 and

28 in the Hotel Lassen, YVk t, Kdn.

Attorney General Richard Ho~xins of

Kansas, counsel for the M. . O. K..

who is a candidate for governor of Kan-

sas, will be the guest of honor at the con-

vention and a campaign to support him
in the election launched.

Discuss Sunday Laws

Aside from the music tax problem, the

labor law fight, pertaining to Sunday
opening, will be a much discussed ques-

tion. H. H. Motter, collector of internal

revenue, will address the exhibitors on

technical matters regarding admission

taxes. Many other high state officials,

as well as important men of the Middle

West will be in attendance.

Kansas, like Missouri, is being threat-

ened by the encroachment of blue law

propaganda and the election of Mr. Hop-
kins as governor would be one of the

greatest assets possible to the exhibitors,

lust what method will be employed in

•oosting Mr. Hopkins for governor prob-

ibly will be decided at the convention.

Several exhibitors' organizations in vari-

ous cities in Kansas have adopted agree-

ments to refrain from using_ political

propaganda on the screen prior to elec-

ions. Sentiment at the convention will

letermine whether or not this custom will

yt suspended in the case of Mr. Hopkins.

Take Up Van Praag Case

The music tax case against M. Van
'raag, president of the Kansas exhibitors,

vhich now seems headed for the United

States supreme court, will be another

luestion of vital importance which will

ome up at the convention.

DeMille Will Resume
Production Work Soon

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 28.—Cecil B.

)eMille, Paramount producer, who has

•een suffering from rheumatism follow-

ng his return from abroad recently, will

•e ready to start production of "Man-
laughter" in about three weeks, it is an-

ounced.
DeMiile is still suffering slightly from his

idisposition, but it is expected he will

ave entirely recuperated by that time,

'he producer intends to introduce a num-
er of new ideas of art in the production
hich he acquired in Europe.

Dremiere at Strand
For "Sheik's Wife"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 28.—"The Sheik's
\ife," the French production acquired
y Vitagraph for United States and Can-
da will have its American premiere at

ie Strand theatre. New York City, the
eek beginning March 5.

Inasmuch as Mr. Hay>' official connec-
tion with the industry does not begin un-
til after his retirement from President
Harding's cabinet on March 4, nothing
official is looked for until that time. Just
how many names are signed to Mr.
Hays' contract also is unknown except to

Mr. Hays and the producers and distribu-

tors who have already signed. Originally

there were nine, but it is said that num-
ber has been augmented by two others.

This would bring, to date, eleven of the

largest of the companies into the new-

association, these eleven being the chief

supporters of the present national asso-

ciation.

Expect Williams Signature

Three of the big companies, according
to the best information obtainable, are

not yet within the fold, but it is con-

fidently expected that these will soon sign

up, possibly at the conference to be held

this week. These three are First Na-
tional, Pathe and Vitagraph. J. D. Wil-

liams of First National, is known to be

favorable to the new association and to

Mr. Hays, and the absence of his signa-

ture to the Hays contract is said to be

due simply to the fact that the executive

committee has not yet taken action on

the matter. This executive committee is

now in session and it is believed the ques-

tion of the new association will be favor-

ably decided upon before adjournment.

Pathe and Vitagraph were members of

the N. A. M. P. I. but withdrew about

a year ago. The officials of both of these

companies believed that the organization

should be composed entirely of producers

and distributors, and be shorn of all of

the manv other divisions, which in their

opinion, made the N. A. M. P. I. top-

heavy.

Wait for Policy Statement

The delav of Pathe and Vitagraph in

joining the movement for the proposed

new association is said to be due to the

fact that no absolute declaration of pol-

icy has yet been determined on. As the

new association is to consist of only

producers and distributors, it is believed

that the objection of the two companies

to the N. A. M. P. I. will not obtain and

their names will be enrolled in the new-

organization as soon as the policies are

made known to them.
Another complication which has arisen

which is causing some comment is the

rumor that P. A. Powers, now the rul-

ing head of R-C Pictures, may not join
with the others in the new association.
As matters now stand that company is

one of the signers, the signature hav-
ing been affixed by President Rufus J.
Cole. Since then things have changed
materially in the R-C organization, and
there is much wondering whether or not
Mr. Powers will see fit to endorse the ac-
tion of his predecessor. It is believed
by manv of the company heads that he
will.

Makes Press Statement

The nearest approach to a statement,
in regard to the new national asso-
ciation yet emanating from Mr. Hays,
was made in Washington last Friday
night, at a "farewell" party given by the
National Press Club in honor of Mr.
Hays. During the evening Mr. Hays
referred to the new work he will under-
take on March 5:

"The motion picture is already the prip-
cipal amusement of the majority of all

the people; it is the sole amusement of
millions," he said. "Thus it may well be-
come essentially the national stabilizer.

"The potentialities of the motion pic-

ture for moral influence and education
are limitless. Therefore, its integrity
should be protected as we protect the in-

tegrity of our churches; and its quality
should be developed as we develop the
quality of our schools.
"Then men who have pioneered in the

industry have already accomplished won-
derful things. In uniting now to strive

jointly for the purposes of the new na-
tional association that is 'to attain and
to maintain the highest possible standard
of motion-picture production' and 'to de-
velop to the highest possible degree the
moral and educational value of the indus-

try,' these men are looking very far ahead
indeed toward a great good for all the

people, and will render a distinctive pub-
lic service."

Reichenbach Sails
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. Feb. 28.—Harry Reich-
enbach sailed on the Homeric today for

London to be gone five weeks. His con-
tract with Paramount expired yester-

day. It is understood that Paramount
wanted to renew but a bigger business

deal called him abroad.
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Veteran Recalls Milestones in

Progress of Industry

Paramount Film Editor States That Early Pictures Were
News "Dailies" and Scenics

THE approaching tenth anniversary of Paramount has recalled to the

mind of Lee Dougherty, film editor at the Lasky studio, the fact

that today there are comparatively few screen workers who can date

their association beyond the ten-year mark. Mr. Dougherty himself points

with pride to twenty-six years in the industry. Commenting upon the

progress he had seen, this veteran had this to say the other day at the

Lasky studio:

ikTHE first motion pictures were
J. 'pictures that moved'—and nothing

more. The first one I ever saw was
called the 'Eidoloscope' and we used it

as an intermission entertainment at the
Boston Museum, where I was stage man-
ager in the summer of 1896. I believe the
'Eidoloscope' was the first American-
made projector. Flickering all over the

screen it yet served to project pictures
of a bicycle parade on Fifth avenue, a

short scene of a bull light, and a few
glimpses of a man sawing wood.

* * *

"That maiked my introduction to the
motion picture. Motion pictures contin-

ued to be news 'dailies' and scenics until

1903, when the first attempt to inject a

story into the picture was made by the
Melies brothers, Gaston and George, of
France. They had previously made
'trick' pictures. This venture was a
fairyland thing with a crude story.

"We made such things as the pictorial

life of a policeman or a fireman; Joe Jef-
ferson at his home, and similar subjects.

But it was not until an English com-
pany produced 'The Poacher,' with the
first chase ever recorded, that we awoke
to the story possibilities. This firm won
enormous popularity.

"As far as I know, 'Hiawatha' was the
first American-made motion picture that

claimed to have a story. Really, it was
little .more than a succession of scenes
connected by labels. There was no

drama of any sort. Shortly after that

we made 'The Pioneers' in the Adiron-
dacks. It had a thin Indian story—but a

story, nevertheless.

"At this time, the old Biograph com-
pany had a studio on top of a business
building on lower Broadway, New York.
We used to build our sets of painted can-
vas on a turntable so that we could fol-

low the sun around with the set. Of
course, sunlight was the only kind of illu-

mination. For a time the film used was
about the size of the present-day pocket
camera film, and the camera was a

portable dark room which not only held
the lens and film, but the cameraman as

well. He used to crawl inside, and the
camera was put in place by four strong
men who carried it from place to place.

* * *

"The first comedy was made about this

time. It was called 'Personal,' and con-
sisted almost entirely of chase scenes. The
public went wild about it. and it played
for seven weeks at Keith's Union
Square theatre.

"For the next three or four years com-
edies and dramas, which consisted of an
excuse for a chase were produced to tin

exclusion of everything else. It was not
until 1908 that a picture without a chase
was made. The story was written by
Frank Woods, now chief supervising di-

rector of the Lasky studio and Para-
mount pictures. D. W. Griffith directed
it. Of course, it was only one reel in

Advertising Men to Use Radio
Equipment Is Installed to Broadcast Program and Events

o f N-dked Truth Dinner

Advertising men of the East and West C casts will lie linked together
when the Naked Truth dinner of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

is held at the Biltmore Hotel, New York, on March 25th.

At a meeting of the A. M. P. A. board

of directors' plans were completed for

the installation of radio service which

will connect the ball room of the Eastern

hostelry directly with the West Coast
Advertisers' Association, which will hold
a meeting the same evening.
The novel experiment, which promises

to establish a precedent in the industry,

will convey vocally all the acts and
sketches of the Naked Truth dinner over

3,000 miles and form a tangible bond be-

tween the two organizations. Charles
Barrell of Western Electric Company, a

member of the A. M. P. A.'s board of di-

rectors, is completing arrangements for

the radio service.

The installation of radio messages
marks one of the features of the enter-

tainment which is being set on with a

lavish hand, and is expected to attract
some of the most notable men in film
circles. Printed tickets were received last

week by Thomas Wiley and are now be-
ing distributed. Under the new plan
accommodations have been made for 400
guests and seat reservations are being
made by name and with issuance of tick-

ets. Inasmuch as tables will be set for
ten people each, this method, it is ex-
pected, will obviate any difficulty in find-

ing places. At the same time it will

necessitate an early reservation of scats
to make sure of accommodations.
Under the direction of A. M. Botsford,

chairman of the entertainment committee,
the .'to members who will take part in the
sketches held a meeting last Friday at

which the final details of the program
were worked out preparatory to the ac-
tual commencement of rehearsals.

HELENE CHADWICK, popular Gold-
wyn player, who won much deserved
praise for her work in "Dangerous
Curve Ahead."

length; that was the standard size. But
this picture was quiet drama—without a

chase. It was called 'After Many Years,'
and the producers were not optimistic
about its success. But it did succeed,
and thereby marked the beginning of,

a

new era.

"The first attempt to make a two-reel
picture was a film version of 'Enoch Ar-
den,' with Wilfred Lucas in the title role.

Another company had made 'The Life of

Moses,' in five reels, before this, but it

was released serially. 'Enoch Arden' was
released in a single unit. That was in

mil. only eleven years ago.
* * *

"The first genuine feature film ever
made was Famous Players' production
of 'Queen Elizabeth,' in which Sarah
Rcrnhardt starred. That came a year
after 'Enoch Arden,' and marked the real

birth of the photoplay. Mine. Bernhardt
is to visit the United States iu a few
months, I believe, to join in the tenth
anniversary celebration of this event.

"That was only a decade ago. In the

intervening years the photoplay has
progressed as far as the stage play
progressed in three hundred years. It

developed an original dramatic form and
the histrionic art to convey its ideas. It

has called to its colors the flower of the

literary talent and the best actors of the

world. And it has only begun to achieve
the greatness that is in store for it."

Dougherty is said to have been the first

scenario editor. He it was who selected

the stories for the early one-reelers, pay-

ing the magnificent sum of $.
r
> an idea.

Eventually this sum reached $35 for a

one-reel plot and $70 for a two-rceler.

Today the producer spends thousands
of dollars for his story alone.

Maurice Campbell to

Produce Own Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 28.—Maurice
Campbell, director fot Famous Players-

Lasky, is leaving the company, March 22.

to launch his own productions.
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Powers and Cole to
Inspect Coast Units

Rumors Current That Cole
Will Leave Company

Shortly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 28.—Patrick A.

Powers, new managing director of R-C
Pictures, accompanied by Rufus J. Cole,

president of the corporation, are on their

way to California, on a tour of inspection

of the studios and the productions now in

the making. They left New York last

Friday and expect to be gone about three

weeks.

Rumors have been strong that Mr. Cole-

would leave the organization immediately
but no official statement has been forth-
coming, and his departure for the coast
with Mr. Powers is taken as an indication
that connections will not be severed at

least until their return.
Before departing Mr. Powers an-

nounced that no official notice of changes
would be made at present, but it is well
known that about fifteen of the old R-C
men will depart for other fields of labor
within the next week or ten days.
Charles R. Rogers, who has been sales

manager, has been relieved of the duties
of that position, but will remain with the
company for a time at least, during which
he will act as inspector of exchanges.

C. S. Clarke, director of publicity and
advertising. leaves his position next Satur-
day, and will be succeeded by Nat Roth-
stein, who has been with Mr. Powers in

Equity Pictures.

Four Playhouses Sold
In Receivership Case
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, INI).. Feb. 28.—
The Gaiety, Lenwood, Rialto and Broad-
way motion picture theatres, property of

the Lenwood Amusement Co., were sold

at auction as the final action in a receiver-

ship case. The combined purchase price

was $27,000.

The Gaiety, Lenwood and Rialto the-

atres were bought by Edward A. Gates.
Indianapolis attorney representing the
Capitol Amusement Co., a newly organ-
ized concern representing eastern capital.
In the purchase of the Broadway theatre
for $1,500, Mr. Gates represented R. L.
Walker of Indianapolis.

Songfest Is Weekly
Feature at Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., Feb. 28.—
Songalogucs, old as the motion picture
industry itself, have been given a new
"twist" and are being used by Frank L.
Newman at his Newman theatre, Kansas
City, to good advantage. Each week a
popular song is selected, the words of
which are flashed on the screen, and, ac-
companied by the Newman's forty-piece
orchestra, patrons are requested to join
in the chorus which they do with en-
thusiasm.

C. B. Hoadley Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 28.—C. B.
Hoadley, dean of West Coast scenario
writers, is dead.

Largest Theatre in Region
Of Rocky Mountains Opens

Allied With Bishop-Cass Company in Opening New
House Is Goldwyn Pictures Corporation;

Seating Capacity is 2,526
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COLO., Feb. 28.—The Colorado, considered the largest
and finest theatre in the Rocky Mountain region, has been opened by
Ihshop-Cass Theatres Company. Affiliated with this company is Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation.

Dedication of the house brought out thousands of Denver residents
who blocked both entrances to the house from early afternoon to late at
night. Several times during the early part of the evening traffic in the
streets about the theatre was blocked by eager patrons seeking admission

$50,000 Organ Installed in Theatre
The Colorado, a sister theatre to the America, has been compared

with some of the better houses in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
A $^0,000 Robert-Morton organ, a mammoth ventilating system whicli
changes the air in the theatre in less than two minutes, spacious entrances
and every modern convenience for the motion picture patron have been
installed.

The house seats 2,520 persons, 1,481 on
the main floor and 1,04."> in the balcony
and loges. It is constructed of concrete
reinforced with steel, and represents all

that is up to date for the recreation,
comfort, safety and health of discrimin-
ating fans.

Dahl Directs Orchestra
During the opening performance of

"Come on Over," the organ was played
by Edward Sawtelle, Franklin Cloverly
and R. Jefferson Hall, all artists of ex-
cellent reputation. Niels M. Dahl, for-
merly of the Strand theatre in New
York, will direct the orchestra. He is

musical director of the company.
The Colorado handled the huge crowds

at the opening very easily, due to the
two entrances, one in Sixteenth street,

which leads through a beautiful foyer
with cove lighting, to the parquet, and
the one openi»g from Curtis street, both
entrances having inclined planes. There
are no steps.

Sign 72 Feet High
Attracting the eye above the entrance

to the Colorado is an electric sign seven-
ty-two feet high, spelling the name in a
brilliant pillar of light, each letter being
five feet high and seventeen inches wide.
Something new for Denver theatres is

the mezzanine promenade through which
the balcony is entered. This floor has a
large opening directly over the parquet
through which nearly all of the 1,481
seats on the main floor may be seen. In
the dome above is a wrought iron chan-
delier with crystal ornament, and the
curving walls of the dome are adorned
with cameo effects representing dancing,
music, hunting, fishing and other classic
arts and industries.

(A complete description of the Colo-
rado will be published in the "Theatre
Equipment" department next week.)

Purchase Six Houses
At Nevada, Missouri
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BROOKFIELD, MO., Feb. 28.—
Charles Sears of this city, president of the

M. P. T. O. of Missouri and H. Jones of

Marshall, Mo., have purchased all motion
picture houses in Nevada, Mc, a town of

10,000 population, and are planning to
book a large number of the best first run
pictures for the theatres, which are six
in number. Mr. Sears will move to Ne-
vada.

"What Sxhibitors

are saying about

"I would as soon miss receiving my films as the Herald."—G. R. Har-
ries, manager, Is>s theatre, Broadwater, Neb.

"I can't tell you how much I enjoy the Herald. I think it would be

impossible to run my theatre without its help. It is invaluable to the exhibitor."

—A. S. FLETCHER, manager, Baby Grand theatre, Winter Park, Fla.

"Do not allow my HERALD to stop when my subscription runs out. Be

sure to notify me."—E. P. JOHNSON, manager, Garlock Opera House,

Phelps, N. Y.

"My best wishes to the Herald and especially to 'What the Picture Did

for Me' department, which is very much enjoyed and appreciated."—W. P.

PERRY, manager, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
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Theatre Is Influence for Better

Citizenship, Survey Shows
Research Made by Inee Reveals That Public Is the Most

Efficient Censor of Pictures

THE public is the best censor. The star system is in the descent. Mo-
tion pictures are growing in popularity. Pictures are safer for devel-
oping minds than the average newsstand fiction. Picture theatres are

an influence for better citizenship.

These facts are revealed in the initial compilation of answers received
in a world-wide survey conducted by Thomas H. Ince. The survey was
made by the research department at the Ince studios at Culver City, Cal.,

editors of newspapers and magazines in every part of the world con-
tributing it.

A NSWERS received prove without

question that motion pictures are a

power for good and bring out an appre-

ciation of finer things in minds that prob-

ably would never be effected by any other

agency.

Despite the recent unfair treatment of

the industry by the press, the editors

themselves, in their answers, gave it as

their opinion that the motion picture as

an institution is a positive force for bet-

terment.
* * *

Thirty questions were submitted to the
editors by Mr. Ince. The response, the
research department reports, was virtu-

ally unanimous. In every instance keen
interest and a spirit of cooperation were
revealed. The producer believes that the
results of the survey will make it pos-
sible to know definitely what the public
wants in its motion picture entertainment
and education.

Seven hundred and ninety answers
were received to the query: "Does the
public want productions featuring star
players or productions featuring the
story? Answers showed a preference for
story over star by a margin of 368 to 252,
with 170 non-committal. Fifty per cent of
those favoring the star system stated that
the story element was gaining in popu-
larity.

The consensus of opinion on the part
of those who expressed a preference for
stars was not that the public went to the
theatre because of a particular desire to
see the star but because the announce-
ment of a certain player insured, in al-
most every case, a well acted and enjoy-
able entertainment.

* * *

Many of those who answered in favor
of the star qualified their statement with

Paramount Employees
to Give Big Dance
As the closing feature of the ob-

servance in New York City of the
tenth anniversary of the feature
motion picture, which will be cele-
brated all over the country through-
out March, the Paramount Club,
composed of employes in the home
office and New York exchange of
Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion, will hold a dance Friday eve-
ning, March 31, in the grand ball
room of the Hotel Commodore.

It is expected more than 2 000
people will be present including
stage and screen stars, as well as
prominent motion picture producers.

the word "unfortunately." and added that

the story was rapidly commanding
greater attention.

The responses to one question give a
smashing blow to the stock argument of
censorship reformers who contend that
the public cannot be trusted to censor for
itself. The question was: "Do picture
goers make a more efficient censorship
authority than a politically controlled
committee?" The answers were: Yes,
245; No, 62; non-committal, 77.

Among other questions on which the answers
have been tabulated, and the results, are the fol-

lowing:
"What has been the influence of the motion

picture on home and community life during the
past ten years?'* Favorable influence, 490; unfav-
orable influence. 122; non-committal answers, 107.

"Does visualization of wholesome stories of
truths of life bring out appreciation of finer things
in minds that probably would never be affected by
any other agency?" Favorable answers, 731; un-
favorable, 23; non-lcommittal, 54.

"Is the motion picture theatre where productions
are carefully selected an influence for better ciitzen-

ship?" Yes, 695; No, 42; non-committal, 58.
* * *

"Is the popularity of motion pictures increasing

in your community?" Yes, 522; No. 152; non-
committal, 108.

"Do you consider the present high standard of

screen drama more safe for minds in progress of

development than the run of fiction literature

offered for sale on news stands?" Yes, 376; No,
172; non-committal, 210.

"Is the general complaint of the screen treat-

ment of well known stories justified?" Yes, 386;
No. 204; non-committal, 131.

"Will the motion picture find its great field in

being purely a visualized creation or will it be an
imitation of a known stage play or novel, or his-

torical incident? Visualized creation, 369; imita-

tion, "124; non-committal, 172.

The high esteem in which the motion
picture is held as an institution is revealed

throughout the answers as no other pre-

vious expression heretofore voiced.

Smith Goes Abroad on

Mission for Laemmle
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 28.—E. J. Smith,
formerly district manager of the Central
Atlantic Division and exchange manager
for Universal at Philadelphia, has sailed

for Europe on a mission of importance
for Carl Laemmle.
He will conduct a survey pertaining to

film conditions in various foreign coun-
tries, as well as report on conditions in

Great Britain where the contract between
Universal and Film Booking offices of

London expires in April.

Will Resume Activities
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 28.—Balboa
Producing Company will resume activi-

ties soon it is reported by E. D. Ilork-
heimer, who is now in New York. The
Company expects to start with three units
May 1.

A scene from "The Prodigal Judge,"
Vitagraph's special production, featur-

ing Jean Paige and Maclyn Arbuckle.

United Studios Will
Make Roland Serials

Selznick Will Take All Units

to Coast Plant Within
Four Weeks

Two new Ruth RolaYid serials are to

be produced at United Studios for Patlie,

according to Mike Levee, president of

United, who passed through Chicago on

Saturday in company with M. H. Flint,

vice-president of the Los Angeles Trust

and Savings Company. Mr. Flint is one ot

thebig Coast bankers who has interested

himself in the activities of the motion pic-

ture industry.

President Levee also stated that Lewis

J. Selznick will close his Eastern plant

and transfer all his units to the United

Studios within four weeks.

Fifteen Units Working

Fifteen units will be working at United,

which has a capacity for twenty, as soon

as the Selznick group arrives on the

Coast.
Discussing the new cooperative plan

inaugurated at United, President Levee

said:

Wants Cost Reduction

"Production costs must come down,

and the new cooperative producing

scheme we have launched is causing units

to flock to United because pictures can be

made at a lower fiKiirc which enables pro-

ducers to realize a profit and in no way

jeopardize the quality of the picture.

"Duplication must be eliminated, and

the concentration of production under

one roof on a cooperative basis is the

only logical solution to the problem. The

next step is to have the same theory ap-

plied to distribution."

Directs "The Chattel'*
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 28.—Irvin Wl
latt has been engaged by Famous Play-

ers-Lasky to direct "The Chattel," star-

ring Dorothy Dalton.
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Charges Republicans
Are Seeking Support

of Picture Industry
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C. Feb. 28.—The

tight against the so-called "political activi-

ties" of the motion picture industry still

goes on in congress, Representative

Rouse of Kentucky, democrat, last week

charging that a group of republicans who
expect to be candidates for office next fall

have discussed with prominent film men
plans for using "the big moving picture

trust to flood the country with propaganda
helpful to the republicans." Declaring

that campaign plans had been discussed

at a luncheon here a week ago, he warned
the industry that it must keep out of

politics.

"I do not believe the men who own the

controlling stock in the motion picture

industry will countenance this," the con-

gressman said in a statement. "In the

first place they have too much sense to

teopardize the success of their business,

and in the second place I believe most of

:hem are democrats. Even the republi-

;an theatrical men know that everything

shown on the screen in recent months,
onnected with the present administra-

ion, has been unpopular. Every theatre

^oer comments on this. Before this pro-

redure is allowed to start it would be well

or the heads of the business to reflect

ind to ask themselves if they can afford

o go into politics at this time."

Terre Haute Company
Incorporates to Run

Three Indiana Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TERRE HAUTE, IND., Feb. 28.—

Vith the opening of the new Indiana

heatre, operation of three Terre Haute
notion picture theatres—the Indiana.

Vmerican and Orpheum— will be under
ne head, known as Terre Haute Operat-
ng Company, T. \Y. Barhydt, president.

:as announced.
The company has been incorporated

,ith the following directors: Mr. Bar-

iydt, Shannon Katzenbach. Harry J.

iaker and Charles Fox. all of Terre
iaute; Ralph A. Kohn. Austin C. Keough,
lenry L. Salsbury, John C. Flinn and
•. R. Kent, all of New York City.

leorge Arliss Picture

Liked in Philadelphia
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA. PA., Feb. 28.—
ieorge Arliss in "The Ruling Passion"
cored a sweeping success during its

towing at the Aldine theatre here and
licited much favorable comment among
atrons and newspaper reviewers.
The musical program arranged by
red D. and Maurice E. Felt, owners
nd directors of the theatre, was a feature

f importance in connection with the
nited Artists presentation.

took "Foolish Wives"
At Broadway Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 28.—Universalis
iecial production, "Foolish Wives," will

: presented at the Capitol theatre, New
ork City, the week beginning March 5.

400 Grievance Cases Are
Settled by Joint Committee

Board in New York Has Been Functioning Less Than
Two Months—Plan Undoubtedly Will Be

Continued Indefinitely

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 28—Settlement of more than 400 disagreements

—

many of which would undoubtedly have led to long and expensive legal

actions—is the record of the joint arbitration board of the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners, and the

F. I. L. M. Club, of New York, since it commenced functioning less than
two months ago. And in the adjustment of these more than 400 cases

not an appeal has been entered.

While everyone concerned may not be altogether satisfied, com-
plainants and defendents cheerfully abide by the decisions. No hard
feelings are engendered and in almost every instance there is no rupture
of business relations.

Quick Settlement Made in Most Cases
This joint arbitration board meets every Wednesday at 1 o'clock in

the rooms of the F. I. L. M. Club, and with quickness and dispatch settles

business disputes in a few minutes that would occupy the time of courts

and learned jurists for weeks. At last week's session eighty-four cases

were on the docket and of this number nearly all were disposed of. At the

session the week before sixty-four cases were adjudged and verdicts

rendered.

ing present. Each of the "litigants"
signs the following waiver:

"We the undersigned hereby mutu-
ally agree to submit qustions and
claims between us, as outlined be-
low, to the determination and award
of the Joint Arbitration Board of
the F. I. L. M. Club of New York and
the Theatre Owners' Chamber of
Commerce and Motion Picture The-
atre Owners, and to that end we do
hereby appoint the members of said
Joint Arbitration Board as our arbi-
trators; their decision and award
shall be final and binding on us, and
we further respectively agree to be-
gin to carry out and perform the
terms of the decision rendered by
this board within seven days from
the date hereof."
The complainant is allowed to state

his case and present his evidence. Then
the defendant has his day in court, after
which each is permitted to question the
other, and the board questions both until

the whole trouble is threshed out. Then
the contestants are asked to leave the
"court room" while the board discusses
the evidence and votes on a decision.
Then the disputants are called in and the
decision of the board made known to
them: the trouble is all over, possibility

of a lawsuit ended, and another case is

called.

Perform Duties Earnestly

As an instance of the exactness with
which justice is meted out, and the earn-
estness with which each member per-
forms his duties, it is noticeable that fre-

quently an exchange member of the
board is found championing the cause of
an exhibitor and an exhibitor member
righting the battle of an exchange com-
plainant.

Disputes of all descriptions and involv-
ing large and small amounts are given
the same attention and handled with the
same care. At last Thursday's session a
knotty dispute involving $12.50 was
threshed out as earnestly and as care-

fully as was another in which the amount
in dispute was $1,750. During the ses-

sion of the previous week a case in

which $21,000 was involved was gone
(Continued on page 48

s

The ability to make this speed and at

the same time mete out justice to all

concerned is possible because each mem-
ber of the board
is an expert in

the particular line

of the film indus-

try upon which
the disagreement
hinges.

William Brandt

To Continue
Activity

The arbitration

board is the pet

child of William
Brandt, president

of the T. O. C. C.
and after months
of labor all the
details of the ar-

rangement were
worked out and the contract signed on
December 27 by Mr. Brandt, for his or-

ganization, and by President I. E. Chad-
wick, for the F. I. L. M. Club. The agree-

ment is but for six months, but so much
good has been accomplished, and so many
legal actions avoided, that the general im-
pression of both exhibitors and exchange
men is that it will be continued indefi-

nitely.

The board is composed of seven—three

members and a chairman appointed by
the F. I. L. M. Club, and three members
appointed by the Theatre Owners' Cham-
ber of Commerce. The chairman, how-
ever, has no vote except in case of a tie.

The term of office of these members are

for three months and are so arranged
that a new member from each organiza-

tion succeeds an old one each month.

Closed Meetings Held

Complaints from either exhibitor or

exchange are received by the board and
a date set for the hearing. Notification by
registered letter of the date of the hear-

ing is sent to both parties to the com-
plaint, and if the registered return card

has been received from each, and one
fails to appear at the hearing, the one
who fails loses by default.

The hearings are. of course, behind
closed doors, only the members of the

board and the parties to the dispute be-
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"Y/'OU have a department which every
A national film trade paper will have to

copy or imitate sooner or later. It is

without doubt the most widely read sec-

tion in any publication serving the motion
picture industry."

The speaker was an executive

of one of the national distribut-

ing organizations, whose opinion

on every subject is respected by
the entire industry.

The department referred to was
the—

Pictorial Section
of the HERALD.

And when this prediction shortly

comes true, it will not be thefirst

time film publications have at-

tempted to imitate a feature of

the Herald—nor will it be the last

time.

Editorially, the Herald LEADS!
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of March II

Stories Told

by

the Camera

The laugh that won't come off, and the forerunner of many more to come
now that Hunt Stromberg (right) has signed Bull Montana to star in two-
reel comedies. Producer Stromberg is pointing out one of the humorous
scenes in the script of "A Ladies' Man," Montana's first vehicle which was
written by the producer.

Hope Hampton has been making
personal appearances in conjunc-
tion with the presentation of her
latest First National attraction,
"Stardust."

Copyrighted by Underwood & Underwood.

Arthur S. Friend photographed at Palm
Beach, where he is resting preparatory to
expanding Distinctive Productions, the
$7,500,000 company making George Arliss
pictures. Several additional stars are to
be signed.

This is certainly taking undue advantage of a man, don't you think?

Undoubtedly that is what Virginia Valli, leading lady, also thought

for later on she fell in love with her "sand hero" in "Tracked to

Earth," a Universal Film Manufacturing Company production in

which Frank Mayo stars.
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Constructing the House of Commons set to be used in

"The Masquerader," a Richard Walton Tully produc-
tion starring Guy Bates Post. Associated First Na-
tional will distribute the feature which is being produced
on the West Coast.

Earle Williams as he appears in the gorgeous garb of

a Rajah in his latest Vitagraph vehicle, "The Man from
Downing Street," an East Indian story by Clyde West-
over, Lottie Horner and Florine Williams. Edward
Jose directed the attraction.

Pathe "wrecking crew" at Kansas City hold pep meeting. Back
row, left to right: Thomas Dodd, Harry D. Graham, manager;
J. C. C. Springer, W. T. Yoder, district manager; and Frank Case.

Front row, left to right: Lester Coleman, C. A. Jones, James E.

Foland, Associated Exhibitors manager; C. E. Reynolds and L.

W. Dunn.

Alice Lake, Metro star of "Kisses," trying to

induce her photographer, Allan Siegler, to run

to the store for some ice cream for herself

and Harry Myers—so her press representative

says.

A scene from "Grand Larceny," the
Goldwyn production adapted from a
>tory by Albert Payson Terhune. The
feature, in six reels, was directed by
Wallace Worsley.

Marie Prevost, Universal star

and former bathing beauty, has
sworn off posing in bathing
suits. This is how she fools

'em.

Cloria Swanson and Rodolph
Valentino in a Louis XV scene

in Elinor Glyn's story, "Beyond
the Rocks," a Paramount pro-

duction.



Norma Talmadge and her brother-in-
law, Buster Keaton, do not miss Broad-
way "first nights" now that Norma has
learned to play pool and billiards. The
Keatons and Talmadges have a large
home at Westmoreland Place, Holly-
wood.

Charles H. Coulding has been ap-

pointed manager of the Eastman

National Academy of Motion Pic-

tures at Rochester, N. Y. The

new Eastman theatre, seating

3300 persons, will open next fall.

Bert Lytell in the library of

his Hollywood home. It is

here that the Metro star

spends much of his time

when away from the studio.

A *
Views from two Associated Exhibitors pictures. T the left is Florence
Vidor in "WOman AVake Up," with Charles INderedith (left) and Louis Ca'-
heni in support. To the right is Jack McGowan and Florence Gilbert in
"Hills of Missing Men," a Playgoers feature.

One of the big laughs in the Mermaid-
Educational comedy, "Midnight," which
stars Lige Conley. It is a Jack White
production.

Steel bars mean nothing to

Ben Turpin in his Mack
Sennett-First National com-
edy, "Step Forward."

Scene from "Blaze Away," first of
six specials starring Guinn Wil-
liams, directed by W. Hughes Cur-
ran and distributed on sti te right
market by Di Lorenzo, Inc.
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Cosmopolitan froductiont by J. K. r

Grainger to cover the Mid-Wett. Film Corp.
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John M. Stahl and Irene Rich tell-

ing each other all about it be-

tween scenes for "One Clear Call,"

a Louis B. Mayer-First National
picture. One of the features of the convention

at Albany of the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of New York State was
the exhibit arranged by exchanges of
the territory. Above is the W. W.
Hodkinson booth, showing an effect-

ive arrangement of stills and paper
on the company's current and forth-
coming productions.

No, not Tom Terriss's legs—just an old tree trunk. On the left Lionel Barry-
more; right, Marguerite Marsh. Picture taken on location during the pro-
duction of "Boomerang Bill" by Cosmopolitan.

Hugh B. Evans, Jr., and Roy Stewart, who is starring in Hugh B. Evans, Jr.,

Productions, now making "Ridin' Wild," which Western Pictures Exploita-
tion Company will distribute on the state right market.

Guess who's back with Universal?
Pretty Louise Lorraine, support-
ing George Walsh in "With Stan-
ley in Africa."
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TheWEEK inNEW YORK
TRUST motion picture directors to be

up and doing.

While the entire industry is guessing

and wondering about the formation of the

association of producers and distributors

of which Will H. Hays has been engaged
as pilot for the next three years, the Mo-
tion Picture Directors Association lias

taken the matter into its own hands and
issued invitations for a dinner dance which
is to be devoted to introducing Mr. Hays
to the industry.

The occasion is the fourth annual dinner

dance of the association, which will be held

at the Hotel Astor on the evening of

March 10, and the invitations issued by
George L. Sargeant, chairman of the execu-

tive committee, read :

"In view of the fact that the motion pic-

ture industry is about to welcome the Honor-
able Will H. Hays within its doors, the
Motion Picture Directors Association indeed
feels it a privilege to render Mr. Hays in

some tangible form a demonstration of its

appreciation of him as the industry's chief
executive.
"Therefore, we take pleasure in announcing

that our fourth annual dinner dance will be
devoted to the inauguration of Mr. Hays,
and in celebration of his becoming a part of

our industry. We courteously and whole-
heartedly ask all branches of the motion
picture business to join in making this the
memorable occasion it deserves to be. An
informal reception will occur at seven; a
dinner at eight in the Gold Room, with en-
tertainment and general dancing to follow."

All of which listens like a regular big

league time as the first big social function

after Mr. Havs gathers up the reins of the

industry on March 5.

* * *

And speaking of motion picture direc-

tors, the Beau Brummellesque figure of

John Anoi.pm is again seen on Rroadway.
After a considerable siege of illness Mr.
Adolphi took a long sojourn in the balmy
breezes of the sunny South, from which
he says he returned in time to get accli-

mated before the directors' dinner dance.
* * *

Some times the good die young and some
times they leave us for other reasons. All

of which is preliminary to announcing that

a good man is leaving the industry, said

good man being Georcf. Schor. For sev-

eral years past Mr. Schor, ably assisted by

Louis Gardy, has been- telling the papers

what was doing in the theatres presided

over by Dr. Ricsenfeld. Mr. Schor some-
time ago reached the conclusion to let the

picture industry shift along by itself while

he proceeded to put the newspaper business

back on the high plane it occupied when
he was a shining light in that profession.

So next Saturday night (maybe that's pay
day), Mr. Schor's resignation takes effect.

He is succeeded hv Mr. Gardy.
* * *

Some wise person once remarked that
there was nothing new under the sun^but
he was all wrong. Here's' a new one. We
have long been accustomed to seeing the
pictures referred to as the "silent drama."
but now an inventor has given us silent

music. This is done with what the in-
ventor, Thomas Wilford. calls "a color
organ" which is now in operation at the
Rivoli. The instrument is played by the
inventor and "plays symphonies in color
on the screen. Colors and forms blend into

each other, torrents flash across the screen,
ice seems to contend with flames, carrying
the spectator along upon imaginative active
colors much as the orchestral symphonies
play upon the emotions."

All of which is pretty deep stuff, but the
P. A. says it's so and he ought to know.

* * *

A man's popularity and success are often
shown by the fact that he is not called by
his full name. No one at 1(500 Broadway
would dream of calling P. D. Cochrane

—

the Universal executive at the head of ex-
ploitation—anything but "P. D." Even the
office boy calls him "Mr. P. D." and hopes
some day he'll grow up to have ideas like

him.
P. D. Cochrane is responsible for the

sensational "Outside the Law" billboards

that kept everyone guessing, and the

"Foolish Wives national holiday" one. In
fact that is the best thing he docs : think up
the ideas. The only poor exploitation he
does is his own.

* * *

Doug and Mary have been playing the

two-a-day for the past week with a free

sjate. According to some wise statistician

it is costing the Fairbanks family $f>,000

per day to sit in the Federal Court two
sessions each day in an endeavor to prevent
Mrs. Cora Clara Wilkenning from collect-

ing $108,000 for which she is suing. The
S. R. O. sign is up and crowds are being
turned away at every session, but there are
no box office receipts to count.

Incidentally evidence was adduced show-
ing that Mrs. Fairbanks collected $1,123,625

for two years' work. Mrs. Wilkinning,
who is a theatrical agent, is suing Miss
Pickford for 10 per cent commission on
the screen star's contract with Adolpb
Zukor, made several years ago. The case
has been dragging in the courts for several

years and it is expected that the present

hearing will be completed some time this

week.
* * *

And studying over those Pickford figures

one comes to the conclusion that it's pretty

handy to have a helpmeet who is able and
willing to do a husky day's work—espe-

cially in the pictures.

* * *

Word comes that Sig Schlacer has
severed his connection with Hugo Ballin

Productions, of which he has been a gen-
eral business representative for some
months. No announcement is made of his

future plans.
* * *

Albert L. Grey, general manager of D.

W. Griffith productions, has sailed for

Europe on a business trip. He was accom-
panied by Mrs. Grey.

* * *

Tom Wiley, secretary of the A. M. P. A.
is thinking of broadcasting a notice on the

radiophone to the effect that a lot of per-

sons will be left on the outside looking in

the night of the "Naked Truth," dinner if

they do not get busy and acquire the tickets.

The attendance is limited, and the limit is

almost reached. So there.

* * *

I lartnony in the industry is peeping over
the horizon. Jack Connolly, Washington
representative of the N. A. M. P. I., has al-

ready made hotel reservations for a number
of members of the M. P. T. O. A. who will

attend the national convention in the Capi-
tal in May.

John S. Sparco.

Harry Reichenbach

P. A. de Luxe Whose
Specialty is Lions

and Things

HERE is one you all know. Harry
L. Reichenbach — probably nick-

named Henry in infancy but no-

body knows who will tell—P. A. dc luxe

(French slang for real money). And he

proves that de luxe stuff by being the

highest paid publicity man in captivity

in ancient or modern times.

Born in Frostburg, Maryland, which is

a cold place where hot ones come fr 'in.

Reichenbach entered the employ of the

Maryland Sheet Steel Company shortly

after leaving school, but the material our

hero was given to work with was too

hard so he looked about and decided the

theatrical profession was about three

shades softer, so he hopped to it, away
back in 1898. Please notice right here

Mr. Reichenbach's flowing white tresses

and also that we are not tipping off the

date of his birth. After various connec-

tions and tours of the world with many
theatrical attractions. Reichenbach became

press agent' for the Jesse L. Lasky Company
and handled the exploitation of many of the

biggest pictures produced, besides many that

were not so big.

Reichenbach holds the world's record

for banishing sleep from the supposedly

restful hours of city editors, many of

them spending wakeful nights wonder-
ing how much space they were giving to

Reichenbach's publicity stunts.

Recently London papers warned against

Reichenbach as "the man who put'

the lion in the lake in Central Park and

locked the Japanese girl in a hotel room,"
After carrying the exploitation of Uni-

versal's million dollar "Foolish Wives
from the cradle to its opening night, Mr.

Reichenbach transferred the scene of his

labors to the Paramount offices, where

he is exploiting "The Mistress of the

World."
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Federal Regulation Sought;
Union Labor Is Opposing It

Congressman Appleby States That Operation of

Present State Boards Causes Great Loss and
Difficulty to Producers

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herad.)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Feb. 28.—The creation of a federal motion
picture commission in the bureau of education of the department of labor,

which would censor all films shown in the country and conduct research
work in recreational and educational possibilities of motion pictures is

provided in a bill introduced in congTess by Representative Appleby of

New Jersey.
Labor Action Opposes Federal Law

Almost simultaneously action opposing governmental censorship on
the ground that it would place "very dangerous authority in the hands
of a few" was taken by the executive council of the American Federation

of Labor following an appeal by Peter J. Brady, chairman of the educational

committee of the New York State Federation of Labor.

Costs Must Be Cut,

Says Adolph Zukor
Visits West Coast Studios to

Effect Economies in

Paramount Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 28.—To bring
about a more economic condition in the
production of Paramount pictures is

ascribed by Adolph Zukor. president of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as

the reason for his visit to the company's
West Coast studio. Mr. Zukor and S. R.

Kent, general manager of distribution.

-,ave just returned to the home office.

Must Cut Expenses

"Like every other industry.'
-

says Mr.
'ukor. "the motion picture business is

oday going through a period of readjust-

nent. While we know and fully realiz-.-

he insistent public demand for better pic-

ures, and that its taste has been devel-

iped to accept only the best, it is also

ncumbent upon producers to realize the

lecessity for curtailing unnecessary pro-
luctional extravagance. This, however,
nust be accomplished without affecting

he quality of the productions in the
lightest degree."

Has Faith in People

Concerning the agitation against the

1m industry at the present time Mr. Zu-
|or said:
' "We all deplore the recent unfortunate
Iccurrences, but I have the utmost faith

n the men and women in the profession
[ho are working earnestly and giving tru-

est that is in them. This is a big indus-

ry—there must be at least 30,000 persons
u Los Angeles engaged therein, in one
upacity or another. And I am sure that

be percentage of wholesome, God-fearing
nen and women must be as large as
nong those engaged in any other line

f endeavor."

,os Angeles to Have
Community Theatre;
Amusement at Cost
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 28.—Los An-
tes is to have a municipal theatre. The
ty playground department is preparing
convert the old Turner Hall auditorium
the building at 319 South Ma 'n St.,

hich is now occupied by the Municipal
en's Club into a theatre in which mo-
rn pictures and later dramatic and other
tertainments will be held. An admis-
>n fee will be charged sufficient to pay
e running expenses.
City Attorney Stephens at the request

' the playground commissioners has ran-
tked all the law he can find relative to
fe rights of the city to enter into the
;atre and motion picture exhibition
isiness and has found no charter or
• ler provisions to prevent it.

The playground commission believes
'it with the establishment of the theatre
dich progress will be made toward the
•*'elopment of social settlement and
-aericanization work.

inoot to Call Annual
West Virginia Meeting

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

"ARKERSBURG. W. VA.. Feb. 28.—
'C. Smoot, president of the Motion Pic-
1 e Theatre Owners of West Virginia.
* ' announce shortly the date of the an-
r >l convention of the state organiza-
1 i. It probably will be held the latter
Pt of March or the first of April.

Discussing the purposes of his measure.
Congressman Appleby said: "Certain

states now have censorship, but. owing to

the difference in regulations of different

states and the fact that no two censorship
boards seems to think exactly alike, great

loss and difficulty is being caused the pro-

ducers. I believe that producers are

agreed that if a censorship is desirable

—

and to this I think the majority of them
are agreed—it would be far better if it

were under federal regulation.

Recites His Reasons

"All the opponents of censorship ignore
the basic reasons for such regulation, and
that is the important relation of the mo-
tion picture to children and illiterates. A
large proportion of the attendance at mo-
tion picture theatres consists of children

of immature years; to which may be
added a vast army of illiterate and the ig-

norant, and it is incredible to think that

the federal government will longer per-

mit the creation of lasting impressions
upon these minds based on the immoral,
obscene, the indecent and the crime-incit-

ing. With the establishment of federal

censorship objectionable films will quick-
ly disappear, as the opportunity for profit

for the producer of salacious pictures will

be so restricted that it would never pay
them to continue such productions."

Labor's Declaration

The action of the labor committee was
made public in this declaration:
"Motion pictures are something more

than instrumentality for recreation. They
are an agency for education, for dissemi-
nation of current information, comparable
in many respects to the daily press and
the public forum. They have a determin-
ing influence in directing and educating
public thought and opinion. Motion pic-

tures supplement the spoken and written
word by a powerful appeal to the mind
through the eye. The event or the thought
to be conveyed is visualized.

"Since motion pictures are a means of
expression and have become established
as an agency supplementing our older
methods, they must be protected by the
same guarantees of freedom that have
been bestowed upon oral utterances and
upon the press. It is fundamental for the

protection of free institutions that free-

dom of speech and discussion should be
assured. Only when there exists most
complete freedom to express thought or

to criticize is there established a guar-
anty that political and other representa-
tive agents shall not violate the rights of

others and shall not arrogate to them-

selves power and authority they do not
rightfully possess.

Must Protect Freedom

"Freedom of speech is inseparable from
free institutions and the genius of a free
people. This freedom must be protected
against abuse by holding the individual
responsible for his utterances. Legal re-
striction in advance of presentation limits
research, investigation and inquiry for
broader and deeper truths."

Maryland Censors
Want New Title

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BALTIMORE. MD., Feb. 28.—The
Maryland State Board of Censors is seek-
ing to have the legislature camouflage its

work. It has asked that its name be
changed to the Maryland State Board of
Review. The board also asks more dras-
tic penalties for violation of the law.

<( The Screen News" is

Published by Theatres

In Omaha for Patrons
The first issue of the house organ of

the Rialto and Strand theatres of Omaha
has been published. It is a four-page
newspaper size affair called "The Screen
Xews." replete with various items of

interest to the theatres' patrons.

This method of cultivating the good
will of its patrons and disseminating

valuable information of present and fu-

ture attractions at the two theatres should
prove an effective method of stimulating

a wide interest. The news is presented
in a manner, that makes it easy to read.

An invitation is extended patrons to write

to the editor for any information they

may desire regarding pictures of players.

The paper is mailed free upon request.

Many subjects are treated from news
of the studios and players to a double-
column editorial devoted to influential
propaganda regarding the industry in
which Exhibitors Herald is extensively
quoted. H. B. Watts and Julius K. John-
son are to be congratulated upon the first

issue of the paper, which is entirely
praiseworthy in itself, despite the fore-
cast that the following issues will be
better.
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Crandall Urges Exhibitors to

Have Houses Inspected
Regrets the Knickerbocker Disaster May Have Affected

Other Theatre Business of Country

IN a letter addressed to Martin J. Quigley, publisher and editor of the

"Herald," Harry Crandall, whose Knickerbocker theatre in Wash-
ington, D. C, recently was the scene of an unfortunate disaster, urges

"every exhibitor in America to have his theatre inspected by the best
engineer it is possible for him to get, so that he might avoid the very thing

that I have gone through."
Mr. Crandall in his letter also takes the opportunity "to publicly thank

every exhibitor, film producer, manufacturer, star, trade paper, and every-
one else who sent me such wonderful wires of condolence at the time when
I needed them most."

THE letter in part follows:

"I want to say that I have never

been so affected by anything in my life

as by this catastrophe, and hope never

to see anything like it again. This is the

first trouble of any kind I have had in my
fourteen years in the motion picture in-

dustry.
* * *

"It might be interesting to many to

know that the first investigation, that

of the coroner's jury, held practically

everybody in connection with the build-

ing for the grand jury with the exception

of myself. Although I was exonerated

entirely, this does not lessen a certain

load that is bound to be on my mind for

the reason that the theatre bore my
name.

"It might also be of interest to know-

that I was not really in on the original

construction of the building. I do not

say this to clear myself, if I were respon-

sible, because I know positively that Mr.

Wagner, the builder, was one of the best

builders in Washington. There is also

no reason for anyone to think that the

theatre was slighted in construction to

save money, for the highest bidder was
awarded the contract by reason of his

being the most reliable.

"I feel heartily sorry that my name
was in any way connected with a disas-

ter (even though it was beyond my con-
trol) that was of such a nature as to

affect (as I understand it has) the busi-

ness of all my brother exhibitors through-
out the United States, and hope that their

business will quickly recover, as a thing
like this may never happen again in a
hundred years—and although a verdict

has been rendered, the real cause of the
collapse of the Knickerbocker has not
been absolutely cleared up in my mind,
and in the minds of many others.

* * *

"After the collapse of the Knickerbock-
er I closed all my theatres for a period

of five days, and no exhibitor can realize

how I felt when the Metropolitan was
reopened on the sixth day, to have the

patrons cheer the picture when it went
on the screen—it proved how loyal they
were, and it would be of value to every
exhibitor in this country to start now and
gain the confidence of his patrons.

"We received thirty-three hundred let-

ters and telephone calls from people in

the District, offering their sympathy and
help, and so far as I have been able to

learn, not one person in Washington has

held me in any way accountable for the

accident.

"I have had many relatives of thos*.

killed in the disaster come to my office ii

the most friendly manner to sympathizt
with me. Three of them were widow;
of men killed.

"1 want the exhibitors to remembei
that what happened to me is apt to hap-

pen to them at any time, and that ii

would be a wonderful thing for ever\

exhibitor in America to have his theatn
inspected by the best engineer it is pos
sible for him to get."

Rembusch in Fight

With Public Utility
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 28.—/
dispute between the F. J. Rembusch En
terprises, which operates a string of mo
tion picture theatres in the state, and th'

Indiana General Electric Co., concernini

electric current for a theatre at Marion
Ind., has been adjusted by Carl Wildt

director of service of the public servic

commission.
Rembusch in a complaint to Governo

McCray asserted that the Indiana Gen
eral Service Co. was using arbitrary metli

ods in dealing with him and that the;

were about to cut wires leading to th

theatre as a result of a dispute over

deposit required by the company. Th
governor called the matter to the atten

tion of the public service commission.

400 Grievance Cases
Settled by Committee

(Concluded from page 39)

into by the board and settled amicabl;

to all concerned.

Gives Board Personnel

The personnel of the board workiiv

at present is:

F. I. L. M. Club representatives: Jolv

Hammel, Paramount; Arthur Abele;

Metro, and Murray Bier, Myriad.
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Com

merce representatives: Leo Brucker, .

Alton Bradbury and Samuel Rintzler.

Chairman, loscph Klein, Robertson

Cole.
In speaking of the work of the arbitra

tion board, President Brandt of the T. C

C. C. said:

"It is one of the most constructiv

moves ever made in the industry, an

when similar boards are at work in a

the exchange centers—which they un

doubtedly will be— it will do much 1

solve the greatest problem that has eve

confronted the exhibitor. By that

mean the high rental problem.

Tells of Big Loss

"One of the most prominent producer

told me recently that 33 ]/3 per ce'

of the play dates arc lost between tn

time of the signing of the contract an

its execution. This means a great los

to producers, which eventually is bonn

to fall on the exhibitors who do pla

their dates. This great loss is caused b[

exhibitors contracting for many mor

pictures than he can possibly play. W
the purpose of tying them up so his con

pet itor cannot get them.
"With our joint board of arbitrate

functioning, the exhibitors arc caution

in making their contracts, for they kno

that a day of retribution is coming. D
this all over the country, and cxhibitoi

will contract for no more pictures tha

they can play: the loss of play dates, an

consequent waste is eliminated."

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have
Exhibitors to

Been Used Successfully by

Build Up Their Patronage

By E. J. O'NEILL
(Broadway theatre, St. George,

N. B., Canada)

Here's a simple one for

small towns that will pay.

Put on a Children's Carnival

for Saturday matinee, and even-

ing along with a picture. Give

prizes for Best Boy, Best Girl,

Most Original and Best Com-
bination. You'll get all the

kids in town at the matinee and

all the grownups in the even-

ing. They'll flock to see them

and you'll be surprised what

an interest the parents will

take to dress them up. It's

good. I've tried it and I know.

And here's an experience

with "Over the Hill" for two

days. I sent complimentaries

to all the clergymen in town

and to about twenty-five real

old ladies who never go to pic-

tures. They were so pleased

they told everyone and went

to the first show. After the

show, they spread the news

about the picture and I

honestly believe they were the

means of a lot attending. The

clergymen recommended the

picture to everyone. Result:

Big business and better still

many new friends.



THE THEATRE
iQF PRACTICAL

"The Good That Pictures Do
kh rT7HE good that men do lives ;it~ter them.'' The venerable

I proverb applies as well to pictures. G. K. Hanks, Pastime
theatre, Manning, S. C, proves it in the report borrowed

from "What the Picture Did for Me" by this department. Read in

the accompanying box of his experience with a very old Paramount
production, "The Bluebird."

The good that "The Blue-
| ,

=jj

bird'
-

did in Manning will endure
long after the picture has re-

turned to its interrupted seclu-

sion on a vault shelf. The schools

of Manning, more particularly

"the Supt.," as Mr. Hanks calls

him, will display an altered atti-

tude toward the Princess and
other theatre attractions in future.

Regarded simply as a signal

triumph over prejudice, Mr.
Hanks' accomplishment is a nota-

ble one. In its greater signifi-

cance it is vital.

The establishment of a

common interest bond between
school and theatre is more than
selfishly desirable. The theatre

does not profit most extensively

as a result of the operation. , In
fact, the theatre is gainer in lesser

degree than any party concerned.

THE BLUEBIRD (Para-
mount) a Maurice Tourneur pro-
duction.—Old, but I was deter-
mined to get the schools here to
cooperate with me and it took
this picture to turn the trick.

For some reason, which I am yet
unable to fathom, the "Supt."
here KNOWS WITHOUT A
DOUBT that ail the badness in

the little fellows under his care
was rooted by the movies. "Yes,
yes, there never was mischief un-
til movies started," and fearing it

would have the same influence
over himself he never darkened
my door until this picture. The
day before, I got all the minis-
ters and prominent men in town
and the school board (the chair-
man invited the "Supt.") to at-

tend a private screening. Result:
it was announced from the
school auditorium the next
morning, something never before
done in Manning. Since this one
I can get any announcement I

want. Thanks to Mr. Tourneur.
—G. K. HANKS, Pastime thea-

tre. Manning, S. C.

—Report used by courtesy of "What the Pic-
ture Did for ^fc" department.

IF you, like the majority of per-

sons within and without the
trade, have not fully realized that
fact and its importance, it is time
to give it consideration, compar-
ing the profits yielded to all.

The Pastime theatre gained a certain amount of money through
the sale of additional admissions, a certain prestige in the eyes of
persons formerly blinded to its exact character, and a certain measure
of word-of-mouth advertising.

Manning school heads and students gained a new understanding
of the screen and all it represents, a new and advantageous viewpoint,
an enlightened and broadened appreciation of modern civilization's

advantages. They gained freedom to inspect future theatrical offer-

ings open-mindedly and fairly. They gained unrestricted access to

the educational and artistic wealth of the motion picture.

UNAWARE of these facts, school and church heads in almost every
community contest the right of the theatre to a hearing and seek

to "protect" from its admitted appeal the individuals under their

influence and others. It has been said by everyone who has said

anything constructive about the theatre in its relationship to the

public and the community which it serves that a campaign of educa-
tion is needed—that "something must be done" to eliminate the barrier

of misunderstanding and promote
a working basis of congenial,

mutually helpful cooperation.

Mr. Hanks was not satisfied

to echo the ancient "something
must be done."

He did "something," a very
important something.

He won his opponent to his

side by direct, though peaceful,

conquest.

His example may be followed
by every showman in the nation

;

and the nation will profit in

greater degree than its show-
men.

*

THERE are many pictures that

may be used as effectively as
"The Bluebird" in work of this

nature. Most of them, particu-

larly those of early vintage, were
not widely exhibited because their

artistic fitness was mistakenlv
deemed a fault which rendered
them of little value commercially.

These can be obtained at rea-
sonable rental prices in most in-

stances. If rental is, as it should
be, a minor consideration, there
are a number of well qualified at-

tractions on the present market.
In presenting them to the

selected audience the comparison
of potential profits to be made
through cooperation should be
brought out forcefully, in letter

invitation or in personal message.
If that demonstrated fact is

driven home as such the result
will be permanent. Prejudiced
persons will come to see the
theatre for what it is, an institu-

tion to be encouraged rather than
rebuffed, to be aided in every way
possible out of consideration for

its value to the community.
The total result of broadcast in-

dividual educational undertakings of

this character must be a national

awakening to realization of the
>creen\s actual value to civilization.

Xo more vital purpose than this

mav be cited.
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EVERYBODY WATCHES FIRE ENGINES.
Everybody on the streets of Milwaukee at the

time the fire engine shown above made its appearance

was impressively apprised of the fact that "Molly O"
was upon cxhbition at the Modjeska theatre. It was a

natural conclusion that the picture included a fire

engine, which implied a fire scene. The similarly

important information that the photoplay was of

humorous character was conveyed by an impersonator!

of Mabel N'ormand, also shown in the photograph.

The engine stunt ranks as highly refined hokum.

It should prove especially interesting to the con-

stitutional objector to street exploitation, who will

experience considerable difficulty in finding fault

with it. The stunt is easily the best bit of original

work reported in connection with "Molly O."

TIMES CHANGE; AND PICTURE VALUES
keep pace. "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligan," re-

garded lightly as an attraction by many when pub-

lished, is nothing if not novel. It is possible that

many showmen at this time will attach a new value

10 distinctly novel productions previously ignored.

In view of this situation the above photograph, show-

ing the striking exploitation effects obtainable with

the picture in question, is reproduced.

The theatre shown is the Crown at Mobile, Ala-

The display is such as may be produced by any

exhibitor for the production.
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TXfrEN'SIVE EFFORT IX BEHALF
1 of two theatres exhibiting "Theodora"
n Utica, X. Y., produced valuable result-.

>ictured in this column. The above
>hotograph shows the iptcrior of the

Robert Fraser department store with
:mployes holding some of the cards with
^vhich the store was practically lined. On
[very counter, at every elevator door on
tvery floor and at all entrances to the

[tore cards were displayed.

"~\ N E OF THE MILLINERY WIX-
J dow displays obtained for "Theo-
ora" in Utica is shown above. The
!iotograph is reproduced on a small
rale because it is not necessary to bring
'Jt the card copy used. There is no at-

mpt made to associate hats with the
dure. Stills artistically mounted pre-
iminate. The card copy simply sets
•rth the title and a brief description of
ie picture with exhibition dates and

IMILAR DESCRIPTIOX SERVES
I for the clock display shown here-
' h. Here, again, no tie-up between
' rchant and theatre product is at-
•kipted. It becomes apparent that the
ljture itself was "sold" to the merchant
iy so effectively that a desire to be-
Mne associated with it was inculcated.
ndow space and general cooperation

*re forthcoming naturally. Although
1 st difficult, that method of obtaining
c >peration is by all standards best. One
« " a natural desire to be associated with
t theatre for its own sake will be pro-
c "ed. Until then this means, which
1 Ids for its success, is finest.

THE ARTISTIC SEXSE THAT
A guided the management of the Strand
theatre, Des Moines, in the production of

a suitable street representation for

"Queen of Sheba" is also responsible,

no doubt, for the posing of this represen-

tation against an eminently fitting back-

ground for the purposes of the above
photograph. As far as appearances are

concerned the building in the background,

probably a church, might be the castle

of King Solomon in the picture.

The chariot and costumes of the chari-

oteers show the same influence. The
former is economically but artistically

constructed. It serves its purpose admi-
rably. The same is true of the costumes.
Space is given to the latest application

of a widely used and often described
stunt because of the importance of doing
this sort of thing in the finished manner
shown. If a stunt is worth doing it is

worth doing right. Everybody does not
but should realize that.

JOE BRADT, PEOPLES THEATRE,
Portland, Ore., continues his series

of exceptional frontal displays and con-

tributes a "best" in the above display for

the revived "Cabiria." Mr. Bradt has won
in recent weeks to front rank among
lobby advertisers, several of his accom-

plishments being recorded in these pages.

The "Cabiria" display requires no de-

scription other than that provided in the

photograph. The set is at once pictur-

esque and effective. Yet its cost probably

was not great, certainly not prohibitive

in view of the results it must have

brought.

The upright banners are unique, setting

forth interesting copy in markedly legible

form. Examine the illustration to grasp

fully the several good ideas embodied.

Then compare this example of Mr. Bradt's

showmanship with others previously pre-

sented in this department and observe the

steady, consistent progress being made.
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Suggestions in the Stills

"The

Barnstormer
Many things done in the theatre

in the past six months, year, two
years or whatever period may be

chosen, would have been considered

impracticable theretofore. The un-
expectedness of theatre develop-

ment is not its least arresting as-

pect. Many things not yet done
will be done, and the men who do
them will make money and win
renown. Every picture published

presents an opportunity.

"Y/TANY opportunities are pre-
'L * sented with "The Barn-

stormer," Charles Ray's new
First National attraction, stills

from which are presented here-

with. These stills, unique even

among comedy stills, are strong

in suggestion value.

A comedy theatre front is

shown in the first still, players

in exaggerated costumes enact-

ing a sequence in the lobby. A
similarly grotesque front, with

similarly attired attendants or

employes similarly occupied,

may be used effectively. (If

your reaction to that suggestion

is to the effect that it "hasn't

been done" reflect that nobody
used a chariot for street work
until 1921.)

*

THE second still suggests an
A "Amateur Night." But that's

old stuff, however dependable.

The modern method is to co-

operate with local dramatic

clubs, which is better but not

new. For the sake of original-

ity the orchestra may be pressed

into service, humorous dialogue

serving to take them over the

footlights and into costume.

Local conditions will govern
the character of such a stunt

and the performance given. If

there's a particularly popular

member of the orchestra the

thing is ready-made. (Should

this admittedly new idea im-

press you as revolutionary re-

call that nobody produced a

miniature Mardi Gras for ex-

ploitation purposes until 1922.)

ALTHOUGH the third still

does not represent it, there

is a sequence in which the audi-

1

n 3
fi 8 ..

v
1

Ml

ence is held up at the point of

a gun by a masked man who
turns out to be the star of the

company. In this footage Ray.

cast as pianist and super, is

forced to pass through the audi-

torium collecting valuables.

The obvious suggestion is not

the one to be taken seriously in

this day of theatre calamities.

Yet even this material may
be capitalized in the planting of

a purely hokum press story or

through advertisements based

upon the hold-up angle and

written in teaser style. (If this

doesn't appeal as practicably

consider the Chicago dancing

company which recently broad-

casted a weather warning
poster which set the city talk-

ing. But don't use the weather

poster, as such use is prohib-

ited.)

*

CTILL another false front is

^ suggested by the last still

It shows the rear of the theatre

in which the action takes place

and again semi-burlesque char

acters are represented. To ap

ply the suggestion announce ir

advance that on playing date;

of this picture the theatre wil

be turned around. Then instal

the false front indicated.

In this case much word-of

mouth publicity may be createc

and a novel effect gained. (Foi

precedent in this instance refei

to the "back door" fronts use(j

by several showmen foi

"Through the Back Door." Thi;

suggestion has the additiona

value of being also a publicity

stunt.)

*

A LL or none of these sugges

tions may be of money valui

to showmen. All or any ma\

or may not be used. But all an

new in whole or in part, and to

gcther they serve to show tha

there are things that can b<

done with a theatre that no

body has done to date. A littli

study brings them to light.

Possibly one out of a thou

sand ideas which occur to show

men are developed into practi

c al usefulness and become a par

of standardized theatricals. Thi

detracts in no degree from th<

value of ideas.
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Exploitation Letters

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir

:

The Pumkin Pie Contest we are work-
ing through the San Angelo Standard is

coming along very nicely and we are

getting quite a lot of publicity every day.

I went out personally and sold a page of

advertising which appeared Sunday. The
flour used in connection with the contest

was donated by the grocer.

In addition to newspaper publicity we
have billed the town like a circus and I

have no fear of not doing capacity busi-
ness on "Way Down East" the last three
days of this week.

I want to call your attention to the spe-
cial story on "Ladies Must Live" which
appears on the front page of the second
section Sunday. I noticed that the pub-
lisher of the paper usually used this space
for some sort of story from his N. E. A.
service so I conceived the idea of con-
vincing him that theatrical news was of
considerable more space value to his

subscribers. Accordingly he went through
his news service and selected a story for
each Sunday which covers a picture I am
to play during the current week, usu-
ally the Monday or Tuesday attraction.
Nearly every newspaper, even in the

small towns, gets some mat service, and
nearly every service has a lot of "movie"
dope, so this might be a good stunt for
exhibitors to think over. Some publish-
ers are not willing to use the old cut-and-
dried press story from the press book, but
will use something that comes in to them
direct from some news service. There is

no doubt that a story of this sort is of
great value to the theatre.

I am a member of the local Kiwanis
Club and a director, so each week I give
a "Silent Boost" or attendance prize, a
double pass to the Lyric, which is pre-
sented at the club each Tuesday. This
keeps the theatre before the club and
:reates a great deal of interest among
:he members. Occasionally I mention
TOy picture in the weekly Kiwanis lct-

U'ay Down East .,, d* cooto

Perfect Pumpkin Pie fl38S^5£5^£

ter. I did this for "Why Girls Leave
Home." I am enclosing a teaser post-
card, 500 of which I sent out to a select

list of names several days in advance
of the showing.
On the 22 and 23rd of this month I

have the first Bible Picture, "Creation,"
on the same bill with Gloria Swanson in

"Under the Lash," and have arranged
to give a special review of this bill to

the ministers of the city and some mem-
bers of their congregations. I believe

that this will help create a good influence

and impression in the town.
I have noticed some of your articles

on making the theatre an institution in

the town as well as any other first class

business house. This has always been my
aim and I am glad to say I usually suc-

ceed in doing so.

Cordially yours,
R. P. WHITFIELD,

Lyric Theatre,

San Angelo, Tex.
*

DEAR MR. WHITFIELD :

In view of the events outlined in the

early portions of your letter we would
have known that you succeed in the aim
mentioned in the last paragraph. Dis-

pensing with superfluous comment on the

early portions of your letter, adequate each
unto itself and important, we wish to add
tliat we are sincerely pleased if any of our
articles have had any small part in your
success.

W. R. IV.

LI B E RTY

JOHN M STAHLS THE SONG OF LIFE

CHRISTIE COMEDY "SAVING SISTER SUS':

NEXT WEEK KATHERINE MA C DONA'

D

^NE of the page advertisements used in the
original Pumpkin Pie Contest conducted by

. P. Whitfield of the Lyric theatre at San
vngelo, Tex., and described in his letter.

CAMUEL SNITZ, of the Rowland and Clark
theatres, Pittsburgh, contributes the above

photograph of the Liberty at night and the ac-
companying letter. Note the prominence given
the short subject.

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir

:

Under separate cover I am forwarding
you the photos taken of our front and in-

terior during the showing of "Reputation,"

which I said would be forthcoming in the

event we decided to have some made.
Yours very truly,

FRED S. MEYER,
Palace Theatre,

Hamilton, O.
*

DEAR MR. MEYER:
Sorry we didn't have the photographs in

time to reproduce them in connection with

IOBBY of the Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.,
during "Reputation Week," recently de-

scribed in this department. Read the letter
from Fred S. Meyer, managing director, pre-
sented herewith.

the story on your "Reputation Week" which
you undoubtedly read in a recent issue.

However, here they are, and to the com-
plimentary adjectives we used in that story

we add herewith our opinion tha. the cam-
paign was by a comfortable margin the best

conducted by any exhibitor for "Reputa-
tion."

IV. R. W.
*

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir

:

I am enclosing a night photograph of the

Liberty, a theatre prominent in the Row-
land and Clark chain. This playhouse has
one of the most imposing and striking

fronts of any of the theatres in Pittsburgh,
and the night illumination is extremely
effective, as you can see.

If possible, I would appreciate you giv-

ing this space.

Sincerely,

SAMUEL SNITZ,
Rowland and Clark Theatres,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
*

DEAR MR. SNITZ ;

It is always possible to give space to the

cream of exploitation material received, and
the Liberty front photograph easily ranks

in that class. There is genuine importance

in the fact that the short subject attraction

is given the utmost prominence in the

lights, displayed as it is between the cur-

rent and coming attractions. Thank you

for the information and the photoqraph.
W. R. IV.
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Stunts Point Up
St. Louis Drive
On "Ten Nights"

D EST exploitation of Arrow's "Ten Nights in a Barroom" to date is reported from St. Louis,
where Harry Green man, manager of the Liberty theatre, conducted the campaign shown in

the above illustration and another on this page and described in detail in the text. The above
photograph shows the comic angle of the street representation.

HARRY GREENMAN, of the William
Fox Liberty theatre, St. Louis, com-

bined stunts and the less spectacular type

of advertising methods in his exploitation

of the Arrow feature, "Ten Nights In a
Barroom," contributing a model campaign
for the guidance of showmen who will use
the attraction. As is customary with mo-
tion pictures made from stage plays of

great reputation, the history of the latter

was relied upon to considerable extent. A
week of capacity business is reported.
The campaign opened in the newspapers.

Copy was directed at persons interested in

the prohibition question, if it may be called

a question at this late date, and the propo-
sition put up raised a point as to whether
or not the present regulation is an infringe-
ment on personal
liberty. The reader
interest value of
such an advertise-
ment is apparent.

This was set
forth in the form
of an open letter to

prohibitionists. I t

was followed by
open letters to the

clergy and to the

chief of police.

A humorous angle
was introduced
when a decrepit ve-

hicle made its ap-
pearance upon the

street with the trap-

pings shown in the

accompanying illus-

tration. The white
dove was intruded to represent the prohi-
bition emblem. Automobile equipment was
attached for humorous effect.

Five unemployed ex-service men were
employed to carry banners advertising the

picture, the play dates and the theatre.

The usual banner siting forth the informa-
tion that the men were given occupation by

the theatre was included, the single weak

link in the campaign.
In addition 25,000 teasers and 15,000

heralds were distributed, wide circulation

attracting the attention of many whom the

newspaper and stunt advertising might
have missed.

*

The single weak link, as we have said,

was the bannering of the fact that the ex-

service men were given employment when
out of work by the theatre. We do not

believe that this obviously worthy act

should be emblazoned. We do not believe

that its direct advertising reflects favorably

upon the theatre concerned.
In all other respects the St. Louis cam-

paign is commendable. To other showmen
who plan to exhibit the attraction it serves

admirably as a

guide.

NIGHTS
BApVoof

I JNEMPLOYED ex-service men were given
work by the Liberty management ns ban-

ner carriers. The photograph shows the ban-
ners used. For copy see story.

"Ten Mights In a

Barroom" is of a

piece w i t h "East

Lynne," "Way
Down Last," "Shore
Acres" and other

picturiza t i o n s of

famous stage plays

in its exploitation

possibilities. Much
of the history es-

tablished by these

attractions in the

COU r S e of their

theatre careers is

adaptable to the
Arrow production.

The long record
of stage popularity

enjoyed by the play
is easily the most promising angle for direct

to-patron communications, various forms
of which arc advisable. This phase of ex-
ploitation, the capitalization of the stage

history, is treated excellently in the press
book supplied with the attraction.

I "or additional detailed information rela-

tive to the advertising of the picture see
the special section published in the Novem-

ber 5 issue of the Herald.
As stated above, the picture is reported

as playing to capacity business for a week.
The report is wholly understandable in

view of the campaign executed in its behalf.

aJbl e s
THE CAT AND THE MICE

The mice were troubled by a cat
Who feasted on them and grew fat;

At last the mice said, getting sore,

"We'll let that beast hang 'round our

door
While we will climb the roof and drop

The chimney on her back, ker-flop!"

Twas said, 'twas done! The ash-

man's dray
Took one dead pussy-cat away

Moral—In Union there is strength, „

Brains, and not brawn, win out at

length! —/Esop..h.

^XT'Efc.KL.Y mat service to newspapers is being
*" issued by Fables Pictures, Inc., in the in-

terest of the Aesops Fables cartoons. The abov<
is first of the series.

Newspaper
Publicity

PROMINENT among present subject?

engaging the attention of thinking

theatremcn stands the so-called problem

of newspaper publicity. The desirability

of such publicity of the proper sort ma}

not be questioned. The effort at this tirnt

is to evolve effective methods of obtain

ing it. In this connection the announce

ment of Fables Pictures, Inc., producer!

of Aesop's Film Fr.bles, distributed b\

Pathe, that a scries of mats is to be sup

plied to newspapers everywhere is of ex'

ceptional interest. The first of these mat-

is shown herewith in reproduction. It i!

more than probable that a great main

newspapers will avail themselves of tni

offer made.
This is constructive effort in behalf Ol

theatremcn, as well as the product itself

This is making it easy for newspapers tc

devote space to the type of theatre pub

licity that the theatre needs.
Undoubtedly many showmen will prolit

through this service. There should b<

more enterprise of this character. Ex-

hibitorial encouragement of such en-

deavor will result naturally in additional

work along this line
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«|^EEP Them Home" was the line effectively

^employed by the Fair Store, Flint, Mich.,
to identify its window display with "Why Girls
Leave Home," exhibited at the Orpheum theatre.

Business
Benefits

WHEN nine leading merchants of

Flint, Mich., gave window space to

displays advertising the Orpheum theatre

run of the Warner Brothers production,

"Why Girls Leave Home," Charles Gar-
field, manager of the Orpheum, was di-

rectly henefited. Further, each of the

nine merchants were benefited. Most im-
portant of all, general business was benc-
•fited.

Any enterprise which works a benefit
ior individual business institutions con-
tributes to the improvement of business
conditions generally. Since a theatre may
not exceed in prosperity the community
which it serves it follows that all re-

sources should be dedicated to the task
of increasing the general prosperity of
that community through whatever means
is available.

Two of the nine window displays ob-
tained are pictorially represented here-
with. They are not especially striking in

themselves, but they point the important
truth outlined above.

"^NE of the windows obtained for Warner
~ Brothers' "Why Girls Leave Home" in Flint,
lich., the song of the same title being placed
n sale at Kresge's during the run.

Motion Pictures
Defeat
Aaverti

Stage In
sing .Duel

OASTELS of Helene Chadwick as she appears in "The Glorious Fool" were mounted in gold frames
^ and placed in the lobby of the California theatre, Los Angeles, during the premiere of that
attraction. How a stage play in the city was used in advertising the picture is detailed in the accom-
panying story.

X/T OTIOX PICTURES defeated the

* stage in an exploitation duel of

unique character when Goldwyn's "The
< ilorious Fool" was pitted against a stage

play by the same author, Mary Roberts
Rinehart, in its engagement at the Cali-

fornia theatre, Los Angeles. The victory is

by no means unprecedented, but it may be

of especial interest to a certain type of not
overly confident showmen.
One of Mrs. Rinehart's most successful

>tage plays was enjoying capacity houses
at one of the legitimate theatres, and news-
papers were carrying the announcement
that owing to public demand, the attrac-

tion would he held over for a second week,
which coincided with the opening of "The
Glorious Fool," at the California theatre.

Although elaborate preparations were
under way for the exploitation of Mrs.
Rinehart's picture, and an extra appropria-

tion set aside for advertising, Fred A. Mil-
ler, managing director, saw how he could
make capital out of the legitimate theatre's

exploitation. Cutting the advertising ap-
propriation down to the usual weekly ex-
ploitation figures, he arranged to play

heavily upon the success and popularity of

Mrs. Rinehart as a writer and author, and
use a generous amount of white space in

his newspaper advertising so as to make
her name stand out boltlly.

With the exception of the 24 stieet, which
was distinctly attractive, and printed by a

local firm, the usual space was taken in

newspapers and on billboards and the regu-
lar window display of framed stills ad-
hered to; nothing of an unusual nature

being attempted. The 24 sheet, however, a

type stand, with four sheets of lithographic

reproduction of a scene from the picture

taken from the regular six sheet and
stripped in the center of the twenty-four,
was the most attractive billboard advertise-

ment in the city.

The 24-sheet carried its message in a

few words, a line across the top giving
the name of the theatre, date, etc., and one
across the bottom reading "The Glorious

Fool," both in blue. At the left of the

pictorial four sheet—Mary Roberts Rine-
hart's funniest story—and on the right

—

with Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix

—

in red. The background of the 24-sheet
was white.

The News of the Week In Pictures

Every Week in the HERALD
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New Kinema Plan
"Presents" Music
Instead of Film

OIGH point in the Kinema stage feature designed to re-

place the prologue, described fully in the story on this

MUSIC has been promoted to the place of prominence as prologue

subject matter at the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, one of the

Gore Brothers, Sol Lesser and Adolph Ramish West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

chain, according to the newly adopted plan hereinafter described. The

solution of the prologue problem by a theatre firm of this prominence

is of general interest.

It was formerly the custom at the Kinema, where most First Na-

tional attractions are given their Los Angeles premiere, to base the

prologue upon the feature picture. Several prologues of this character

have been presented in

his department. The fol-

lowing report from the

Kinema records the
change in policy

:

"The management of

the West Coast Theatres

organization firmly feel

music to be one of the

mighty assets to success-

ful business and, under

the supervision of Sol

Lesser, a series of twelve

musical interpretations

based on the lives and
works of great compos-
ers have been arranged.

"Famous paintings of musical history have been selected as the back-

ground for the presentations. A series of beautiful art slides first are

shown, giving a' brief history of the particular painting for that week.

The composer after whom the painting was created is then shown via the

slide route and the Kinema Symphonic orchestra then gives a brief selec-

tion from this particular composer. After this a slide showing the famous

,

painting is flashed upon
the screen and immedi-
ately afterwards the cur-

tains part showing the

exact replica of the can-

vas in the flesh.

"The first of the

series was patterned after

the famous Kroetzer So-
nata, which features the

composer, Beethoven.
The second was taken
from the canvas, 'The

Discovery of Handel.' In

both instances the stage

settings were exactly as

in the canvas and the

artists made up to impersonate the figures of the painting."

This is the Kinema policy as described by the theatre. Two illustra-

tions presented herewith show the stage as set for the second of the

series. In discussion of the plan the communication continues:

"It costs little, no more than the usual stage presentation, and it

rings true to each and every patron of your theatre. The theatregoing

public wants novelties. They want something unusual—something new-
something that will hold them. This will do it. Theatre attendance is

/"OPENING episode in "The Discovery of Handel," introducing

the new presentation policy of the Kinema theatre, Losthe new presentati
Angeles.

I OBBY demonstration of "Molly O" biscuits

was made at the Metropolitan, Atlanta, for

a week prior to the opening of the picture,

grocery stores co-operating then and subse-

quently.

bound to jump after the first few

days of the series. Patrons will

talk about it and appreciate it. It

is not too highbrow and is bound

to please everybody. The Kinema

theatre not only received hearty co-

operation from the dramatic critics

but broke into the musical pages ot

all Los Angeles papers as well, re-

ceiving high praise from the music

critics on the new venture."

At first glance the policy seems

open to question. When it is con-

sidered that only twelve such

features are planned and that much

publicity may be obtained through

them there seems less ground for

objection.

As a theatre idea the Kinema

experiment is undeniably worthy of

attention. The success of the mu-

sic-presentation method after its

newness has worn off will be the

true measure of its fitness.

SIX motorcycle knights carried the news ol

"A Connecticut Yankee" through streets o<

Minneapolis during the exhibition of the produc-

tion at the Carrick theatres.
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Federal Censorship

Congressman Appleby has intro-

duced a bill in congress providing

for federal censorship. Every ex-

hibitor should protest to his repre-

sentative in congress and urge his

patrons to do likewise. Announce-

ment of the congressman's action is

made on page 47 of this issue.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 45

A prediction is being fulfilled:

Just as radical reformers have at-

tempted to control motion pictures

through censorship, they are now
seeking to control the press. The
latest effort along this line is a

bill, now before Congress, to cen-

sor so-called "gambling news."

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

Exhibitors Urged to

Aid Writers* Guild
Society Asks That Clippings

Relating to Hollywood and to

Industry Be Forwarded Them
A fight against "slander of Hollywood and

the motion picture industry" has been
launched by the Screen Writers Guild of the
Authors' League of America. 6716 Sunset
boulevard, Hollywood. Cal.

In a telegram received by this department,
Frank E. Woods, president of the organiza-
tion, urges all exhibitors to co-operate in this

movement. His wire reads :

Will you please publish prominently in your next
issue appeal to exhibitors to aid our fight against
slander of Hollywood and the motion picture in-
dustry? We want exhibitors in every town in the
United States to watch local papers for these at-
tacks. Send to Screen Writers Guild, 6716 Sunset
boulevard, Hollywood, clippings marked with town,
name of paper and date. This is very essential
to everyone in the industry and we ask you to
impress on exhibitors with all force at your com-
mand what great service this will be to themselves
and all of us. We must know what they are saying
and who says it immediately.

* * *

At the last meeting of the Guild, its mem-
bers declared "war upon dishonest writers
who, for the sake of a few paltry dollars

defame the motion picture industry and the
community of Hollywood."
Another organization which is active in

combating intolerance and the attacks on the
industry is the Independent Screen Artists'

Guild, organized on the Coast recently by
forty independent stars, directors and pro-
ducers. In a statement just issued, the Screen
Artists' Guild says :

* * *

"The Independent Screen Artists' Guild is as yet
I a young organization, but »e hope eventually to
number every big producer and star of motion
pictures in our ranks. At the present moment we
are working hand-in-nand with the theatre men
in First National to combat the falsehoods being
circulated regarding motion picture people as a
wh«:<-

J-
"We believe that the best means of counteracting

|
the insidious campaign ot vilification now being
waged against motion picture people is to secure

|
the support of the photoplay patrons of America
by means of our messages on the screen."

* * *

Last week the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
nublished a message which is being carried on
he screens of the nine theatres operated_ in

Tiicago's loop by Jones, Linick and Schaefer.

)n this page is published this week details of

'he activities of Erwin Edwards in Cleveland.
0. The time is ripe for all exhibitors to take
hand in this protective campaign.

Bucyrus, O., recently
spent its first "sour"
Sunday reading the
Sunday newspapers,
and it is understood
that the newspapers
and gasoline are to
come under the 1 i d
clamped on by Mayor
Charles F. Picking.
Service Director Ed-
w a r d Myers, who is-

sued the "sour" Sunday
decree at the mayor's
order, observed the
Sunday "out of town,"
leaving early in the
morning. Every body
wasn't so fortunate as
the service director.

nsor?Why aC
ItemsPublished m
Press Eliminated
In "Topics ol Day
Following are two squibs

which were published in Judge
and the Colgate Banner

:

Johnny, at Poultry Show: "Ma.
let's wait until they let the animals

loose." Mother: "They don't let the

animals loose." Johnny: "Last night

Pa said to Uncle Henry, 'Let's stick

around awhile. We might get a

chance to pick up a couple of chick-

ens.* "

—

Judge.
She (critically): "I never could

see much in those crepe de chine

dresses." He (also a critic) : "Prob-

ably you never looked at them in the

right light."

—

Colgate Banner.

These were permitted publi-

cation in the press but the New
York censor board, comprised

of political henchmen, clipped

them from "Topics of the

Day" No. 5, distributed by

Pathe.

That is censorship, a mon-
archial institution comprised of

a narrow-minded, hypocritical

minority despised by the pub-

lic. Censors are censors be-

cause of the dollar involved.

The public does not want its

entertainment hand-picked for

the dollar's sake.

Offers Slides Free
To Theatre Owners

Cleveland Showman Circulates

Hundred Thousand Handbills to

L-ounteract Newspaper Otories
Erwin Edwards, president of Edwards

Amusement Company, Cleveland, O., is a

worth}' contributor to the industry's campaign
against intolerance.

His latest endeavor takes the form of an offer

to supply "gratis to every exhibitor in Cleve-

land a slide contradicting defamations which
have been published" about the motion picture

industry in Hollywood since the tragic death

of William Desmond Taylor.

This showman's service can not be over-

estimated. Cleveland exhibitors should cooper-

ate with him in this movement of counter

propaganda.
This, however, is not the full extent of Mr.

Edwards' activities. In a letter to the Cleve-

land News, whose articles written by Lindsay
Denison have been grossly unfair to the in-

dustry. Mr. Edwards censures those who capi-

talize misfortune to promote yellow journalism.

He also is circulating 100.000 handbills explain-

ing "the true conditions" to the public. The
Edwards' letter to the Neu-s follows

:

It is with regret that I find the English language
inadequate to describe my loathing of the men re-

sponsible for the infamous fabrications published in the

.Vt'U'i in regard to the condition at Hollywood.
Your sensational accounts in regard to the Taylor

murder involving people who had no connection with

it. is a demonstration that you were willing to sacrifice

the reputation of the .\"<H'j in order to satisfy the mor-
bid scandal-monger.
The libelous story by Lindsay Denison purporting

to be an exposure of Hollywood life among the film

colony reeks with such filth that should the mental

picture which he draws be put in photographic form
he or the publishers would be sent to the penitentiary

for attempting to circulate them.

In describing his imaginary "hop feast," "bestial

menagerie" and other orgies of the "movie outfits"

why was it that he did not mention a single name?
Why does he try to impress the public with the idea

that the "movie outfits" are all licentious? Does he

not know, as well as the papers which publish his

lurid tales, that the public will take them for what
they aie. filthy lies on a yellow rag?

Mr. Edwards' description of the authors of

the lurid stories which have filled the news-
papers recently is: "I believe that many of the

stories which have been published in the vari-

ous papers originated in the diseased mind of

some degenerate who has frequently patronized

houses of prostitution and from thence drawn
the orgie tales."
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Professional Women Form
Club to Combat Reformer

Norma Talmadge, First National star, is spon-

soring the organization of the Motion Picture

Professional Woman's Club, one of the purposes

of which will be to answer all questions relative

to the moral, political and financial standing of

individuals or the industry.

A questionnaire department will be maintained

as will a research library containing all books

pertaining to motion pictures and the stage.

It is expected that the department will benefit

the industry in its fight for a free screen. Con-
cerning the organization, Miss Talmadge says:

"The public has a legitimate right to know the

truth about its favorites. There is seemingly no
end to the malicious and absolutely unfounded
gossip going the rounds that ought to and must
be traced down, and that is exactly what this or-

ganization will strive to do."

Brass Band Shocks Dignity
of M aeon, Mo., Reformers

When a brass band played in front of the Prin-

cess theatre in Macon, Mo., last Monday it

shocked the moral dignity of the town's few rocked
ribbed reformers to such an extent that city offi-

cials were prevailed upon to cause the arrest of

George A. Hinkley, owner of the theatre. A large

crowd, composed mostly of the audience, followed
Mr. Hinkley and the officer to the city hall. Jeers
and protesting remarks rumbled through the
crowd.

Mr. Hinkley was released on a small bond and
immediately appealed to Lawrence E. Goldman,
counsel and secretary of the M. P. T. O. of Mis-
souri, for aid. The public sentiment in Macon
grew so strong in the two days following the ar-

rest, that the case against Hinkley was dismissed.
Hinkley was arrested under an antique Sunday

closing measure passed in 1894 and it is the repeal
of this relic which the M. P. T. O. M. now has
as its goal.

Detroit Newspapers Cooperate
Mich igan Organization Circulates to

Exhibitors of State Booklet in Which
Are Published Articles on Hollywood

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan have attained a

singular position in organization circles. The activities of the association

are many and diversified. It has been extremely fortunate in its accom-
plishments.

Latest of the league's efforts have been directed toward the establish-

ment of cooperation with the daily newspapers of the state. The extent of

this cooperation if* indicated in a letter just received from H. M. Richey,

business manager. He writes:

"During the past few months the mo-
tion picture industry has been cursed with

some very unde-
sirable notoriety
following two re-

grettable events
in which promi-
nent screen per-

sonages figured.

"Practic ally

every newspaper
in t h e country
has spent the en-

tire front page,
and a s m a (I y
in o r e pages as

possible, with
lurid stories,
playing up unim-
portant details in

seventy-tWO point headings, and injuring

the industry to the extent only to be de-

termined later.

"Because of this I feel that you will be
interested in the enclosed articles which
have been published during the last few
days through cooperation with the UetfOti

Vextft and Detroit Journal, and I feel that

it i s the most constructive propaganda
EOT the industry that has been used in

any newspaper in the United States.

"Following the appearance of one of

the articles I enjoyed a conference with
Mr ll Scott managing editor, Detroit

H M. Richey

News, and Clarence Linder, motion pic-

ture editor, Detroit Journal, and I am glad
to call your attention to the excellent co-

operation that they have given.

"In order that the people of Michigan

Order Your Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, III.

Send me, free of charge, the series of

twelve slides which the Herald is supply-
ing to exhibitors in furtherance of the
PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to
maintain the freedom of the motion pic-
ture.

I will run each slide at every performance
for one week when conditions permit of

this arrangement.

Name

(Write name and address legibly)

Theatre

Street

City

can hear the other side of the story, 1

have sent copies of these articles to every
exhibitor in Michigan, and have made ar-

rangements whereby he can purchase at

cost a folder containing these articles. I

feel, and have been informed by Mr.
Scott, that these articles were well re-

ceived by the motion picture public who
love the picture folk, and who were only
too glad to read some constructive pub-
licity concerning them."
Every exhibitor will grant that this is

a worthy contribution to the industry's
campaign against the reform menace. Al-
though this department has not received
any correspondence recently from Law-
rence Goldman of Missouri, M. Van
Praag of Kansas, Stuart Gould of Ne-
braska, Senator Bean of New Hampshire,
and other organization officials, it believes
that the}' have not overlooked the oppor-
tunity to serve the industry in the pres-
ent regrettable situation.

Although it is impossible to reprint the

articles forwarded to us by Mr. Richey.
the captions are published herewith to in-

dicate the nature of the subject matter:

Truth About Hollywood
As Found by Reporter

Minister and Others Living- Among1 Movie
Actors Declare Most of Them Are

Decent Like Other People

* * *

Hare-Brained Publicity

Blamed for Movie Ills

Wild-Eyed Press Agent of Early Day"
Drew Crazy Picture of Screen life

Based on the Dollar Sign

* * *

Hairpins and Lingerie

As Charley Ray Sees 'Em
Irrepressible Boy of the Movies Tells How
Easily Appearances May Deceive, and

Enters Defense for His Profession

* * *

These articles were published under

two-column heads and without question

have served their purpose in counteract-

ing the lying, blaspheming stories carried

in the daily press and the derogatory

propaganda spread by the reformers.
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Theatregoers Demand Stardom for
Florence Vidor, Declare Producers

Her Initial Production for Associated Exhibitors,
"Woman Wake Up, " Satirical Comedy-Drama,

Will be Published March 5

Ray Welcomes
Revived Pictures

"I shall take advantage of the

very first opportunity to see these

films again and I feel certain they
will find no more interested specta-

tor anywhere," says Charles Ray
speaking of twenty two-reel pic-

tures now being revived.

"Picture* that are being produced
today are more elaborate, of course,

than a majority that were made
only a few years ago, but the earlier

films had their points of excel-

lence. I believe that the reissues

will be of value in calling attention

to the progress that has been made.
I am not ashamed of the work I

did six, eight or even nine years

ago and welcome the showing of

these pictures."

Seven Districts Are
Sold on Gordon Film

"Your Best Friend" Made by
Harry Rapf for Warner

Brothers
Seven state right exchanges have pur-

chased the exclusive territorial rights tor

the latest Warner Brothers production,

"Your Best Friend," starring Vera Gor-
don.

Specialty Buys Film

Specialty Film Company, Dallas, has
taken over the rights for Texas, Okla-
homa and Arkansas; Skirboll Brothers.

Cleveland, for Ohio; Warner's Exchange
of Detroit, for Michigan; Independent
Film Company, Philadelphia, for Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern N'ew Jersey. Del-
aware, Maryland, Virginia and District

of Columbia; Warner's Exchange of Los
Angeles for Arizona, California and Ne-
vada; and Warner's Exchange of New
York, for Greater New York and North-
ern New Jersey.

The story of "Y'our Best Friend" is

said to be of universal appeal in that it

reveals the soul of a mother who gives
and loves and sympathizes with her two
sons, only to find that she has been wil-
fully neglected. How the sons finally

realize the true worth of their .mother is

said to round out one of the most stir-

ring, human interest stories that has ever
graced the silver sheet.

Written by Will Nigh
i "Your Best Friend" was produced by
Harry Rapf. and it was written and di-
rected by Will N'ighi. Prominent mem-
bers of the cast supporting Miss Gordon
ire Belle Benm tt. Harry Bcnham, Beth
Uason. Stanley Price and Dore David-
•on.

Musical Comedy Stars in
Forthcoming R-C Picture

Louise Dresser and Truly Shattuck.
'opular musical comedy stars will have im-
lortant roles in the forthcoming R-C
'auline Frederick production "The don-
't Clementina" now in the final process of
naking at the Hollywood studios.

To Publish New Subjects
Prizma, Incorporated, will publish three
ew subjects on its regular short subject
ervice in Prizma color : "Away Dull
are." a picture of outdoor sports

; "Seeing
ie Unseen," a study of minute organisms,
nd "Nippon," a new color study of Japan.

In announcing the initial starring ve-

hicle of Florence Yidor for Associated

Exhibitors, one of the officials of the dis-

tributing company issued the following

statement commenting upon Miss Yidor'>

rise within the past few years to star-

dom:
"Florence Vidor has achieved the rank

of star, and never was the honor more
rightfully accorded. The ascendency to

stardom is an honor rightfully bestowed
by the public, rather than by the arbi-

trary announcement of an organization,
and the public has already acclaimed
Florence Vidor a motion picture lumi-

nary, and demanded that her name be
emblazoned among the most brilliant

satellites. This popular decision is now
receiving official confirmation, and it i~

Associated Exhibitors who is fortunate
enough to land the prize and bestow the

honor.

Screen Not Contemplated

"Literally, Miss Yidor has been drafted

as a star, for only a very few years ago
nothing was further from her thoughts
than the idea of playing before the
camera. A beautiful woman, of innate

refinement, of culture and, x what is more
to the point, a home-body, her sole ambi-
tion has been to devote her life to her

family. It has long been known that

Florence Yidor is first a devoted wife

and, secondly, an exceptionally talented

actress.

"It was in this spirit that she accom-
panied King Yidor to California, when
he went there to direct big productions.

She wanted to be close to her husband,
to know and understand his problems, to

be a true companion to him, and the hap-
piness of their home life has always
been reflected by the wholesome per-

sonality of Florence Yidor, the screen

favorite.

Consents to Act

"Shortly after their arrival in Cali-

fornia, she consented, as an accommoda-

A scene from "Hills of Missing Men" a

new Playgoers. Inc. feature, distributed

by Pathe.

tion. to play the part of the seamstress
in 'A Tale of Two Cities,' the place be-
ing vacant, and the casting director re-

garding her as peculiarly fitted to the
role. It takes real personality to stand
out in a small part in a large piece, but
such was the power of her charm that
once given a chance she focused atten-
tion upon herself without trying. The
part was so obscure that no mention of

it was made upon the program, but she
brought it into such bold relief that
everybody demanded to know 'who that
girl was' who tore their hearts out when,
on the way to the guillotine, frightened,
but struggling to be brave, she asked the
hero to kiss her.

"Then things began to happen to Flor-
ence Yidor. She was a picture player
in spite of herself and her ambition to
shine only in the home circle. She ap-
peared opposite Sessue Hayakawa in a

series of productions directed by Wil-
liam DeMille and was later featured by
Cecil B. DeMille in 'Old Wives for New'
and 'Till I Come Back to You.' When
Mr. Vidor produced 'The Family Honor,'
'Poor Relations,' 'The Jack Knife Man'
and several other pictures, she was in-

duced to play parts, always to the ad-
vancement of her popularity. Subse-
quently, Thomas H. Ince borrowed her
for 'Beau Revel,' 'Lying Lips' and other
productions, in which she added to her
growing popularity.

Public Becomes Insistent

"When 'Hail the Woman' was pro-
duced, with Miss Yidor featured in the
cast, the public became more than ever
insistent that she be accorded the recog-
nition which is due a star who has 'ar-

rived.' Thereupon. Associated Exhibitors
captured her and arranged to star her in

a series of dramatic features particularly

suited to her charm and personality.

"The first on the list, 'Woman, Wake
Up,' written especially for Miss Vidor
by Ben Moore Clay, is a satirical com-
edy-drama, providing for her a role that

requires a combination of subtlety and a

sense of humor, with refinement and in-

finite taste. It presents her successively

as a vigorous, outdoor, athletic girl; a

domestic, home-loving wife; a saucy but
innocently daring flirt, and, finally, the

devoted wife again."
In her initial production, which will

be published on March 5. Miss Yidor
is supported by Louis Calhern. as the

husband, and Charles Meredith.

Capitol Theatre Presents

First Bruce Novelty Film
"And Women Must Weep." the first of

the Robert C. Bruce "Wilderness Tales"
to be published by Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., was presented at the Capi-

tol theatre in New Y'ork. It marks the

premiere of the novel series of single-reel

pictures, in which drama and scenic

beauty are combined.

Buy Rights on "Brass"
The screen rights to "Brass," Charles

G. Norris' popular novel, have been pur-
chased by Warner Brothers. Production
of the novel will begin early this fall.
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DIGESVPICTURESoffAeWEER
MOTION picture features, as we know them today,

are ten years old. It is planned to celebrate

the event in 12,000 theatres this month. In ten years

the photoplay has progressed as far as the stage play

progressed in three hundred years. It has developed

an original dramatic form and an art to convey its

ideas. Many great actors and actresses as well as

famous authors have been called to its colors and yet

it has only begun to achieve greatness.

Ten years ago the first attempt to make a two-reel

picture with a real story was tried. This was a film

version of "Enoch Arden" with Wilfred Lucas in the

stellar role. Another company had "The Life of

Moses," a five reel feature, but they released it serially,

a reel at a time. "Enoch Arden" was issued as a single

unit in 1911, eleven years ago. Previous to that mo-
tion pictures had consisted of scenics, comedies and
dramas, the latter consisting of chase scenes princi-

pally. It was not until 1908 that a picture was made
without a chase in it. Frank Woods, now chief super-

vising director of Famous Players wrote it. D. W.
Griffith directed it. It was in one reel and was a quiet

little drama called "After Many Years." Its success

was instantaneous and marked the beginning of a new
era.

Adolph Zukor brought out the first genuine feature

film ever shown in this country publicly. It was
"Queen Elizabeth" and none other than the great Sarah

Bernhardt was starred therein. It was a classic in

cinema art. This followed "Enoch Arden" by one year

and marked the real birth of the photoplay. Melies

brothers of France, who had previously made many
"trick" pictures, made a fairyland story with a crude

plot, but it remained for an English producing com-
pany to photograph "The Preacher," the first chase

feature picture on record. It proved enormously
popular.

"Hiawatha" was the first American-made picture

with a connected story, and this was really little more
than a succession of scenes with a series of labels con-

necting them. There was no attempt at drama. Shortly

after that came "The Pioneers," a story of Indian life

pictured in the Adirondacks, with a thin plot.

It was several years, though, before another
feature as unusual and dramatic as "Queen Elizabeth"

appeared, and in many theatres where this film played

two and three days' runs, the same patrons returned
night after night to see it.—J. R. M.

"THE GAME CHICKEN" (Realart) begins in

the snappy pace the title promises and maintains it for

something more than a reel. After that it is unim-
pressive melodrama involving rum runners plying be-

tween Cuba and the United States, ending rather fog-

gily in a deliberately foggy sequence. Bebe Daniels
does her best, capably assisted by the equally deter-

mined Pat O'Malley, but the story thwarts their efforts.

The film bears no director's name.

"THE LOVES OF PHARAOH" (Paramount) is

another foreign spectacle brought to this country by

the director, Ernst Lubitsch, and while it is exceedingly
well done, it does not compare with his former suc-

cesses in story interest. Where audiences like costume
plays, with massive sets, finely photographed, "The
Loves of Pharaoh" will provide good entertainment.

"BEYOND THE RAINBOW" (R-C Pictures) is

a William Christy Cabanne production with an array of

stars and near-stars that reads like the Who's Who in

filmland. There is a skilful mixture of drama and hu-

mor and on the whole it will furnish a pleasant hour's

entertainment.

"GLASS HOUSES" (Metro) is a light and pleas-

ing story written by Edith Kennedy and directed by
Harry Beaumont, who furnished Miss Dana's last

starring vehicle. The star is the centre of interest and
presents a piquant and fascinating figure as a "social

mentor" for a high flying young man of society. It

will appeal to the majority of picturegoers.

DANGEROUS LITTLE DEMON" (Universal) is

about on a par with previous stories given Marie

Prevost. A splendid cast supports her including Robert
Ellis, Herbert Prior, Andrew Smith, George Martindel

and Jack Perrin. It concerns a society girl who saves

herself from an unwelcome marriage and her father

from financial failure. The story is light and pleasing.

"THE MAN IN A MILLION" (Charles R:
Seeling) This three-reel feature purports to faithfully

reproduce the courtship of Madalynne Connors by

Ralph Obenchain and the events leading up to the

trial now in progress. It is a safe audience entertain

ment having been judiciously handled and contains a

good amount of interest.

"A QUESTION OF HONOR" (First National)

Anita Stewart's latest starring vehicle, is an adapted

magazine story, concerning a big engineering project.

Miss Stewart has a strenuous role and the story holds

one's interest from beginning to the final fadeout.

"A STAGE ROMANCE" (Fox) presents William

Farnum in an adaptation of Alexander Dumas' play

written around the life of Edmund Kean, famous Eng-

lish actor, and his love affairs. An artistic production

and well acted, and will undoubtedly please where cos-

tume plays are in demand.

• WOMAN WAKE UP" (Associated^ Exhibitors).

The story of an old fashioned homelike girl who blos-

soms into a butterfly to teach her flirtatious husband a

lesson. Well wrought, richly set, and given numerous

unique angles it proves an interesting and pleasing enter-

tainment. Six reels in length.

"THE BELLE OF ALASKA" (American Releas-

ing) with Jane Novak and Noah Beery in the principa

roles is an excellent drama from every angle. It is a

smooth running tale of the West and Alaska without

the annoying side plots to detract from the main sub

ject. There is one of the best fights in the final reel

ever screened.

The News of the Week In Pictures

Every Week in the HERALD
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ANITA STEWART IN

QUESTION OF HONOR
(FIRST NATIONAL)

A first-rate out-of-doors drama,
chockful of action, carefully and
sincerely acted by a well chosen

cast. An adapted "People's Home
Journal" story that should please

the majority of picturegoers.

Seven reels. Directed by Edwin
Carewe.

Louis B. Mayer presents Anita Stewart
in a thoroughly likeable role in "A Ques-
tion of Honor"—that of a pretty little flirt

who proves in the time of need that she

has initiative and brains. The story,

written by Ruth Cross, is the usual tri-

angle affair, but the plot has been so well

developed from point to point that it

excites and holds your interest to the

rinal fadeout.
There are many beautiful shots of

mountainous country, pretty streams, pic-

turesque deserts and some unusual views

of dams and tunnels in the course of

construction. The lighting is especially

pleasing and Miss Stewart photographs
exceedingly well amid the unusual sur-

roundings. It is a strenuous role for this

star, for she is called upon to man a

hand-car and race to her sweetheart's res-

cue, as well as act the role of coquette
and society belle. Able assistance is ac-

corded her by Edward Hearn. as Bill

Shannon, Arthur Stuart Hall as Morse.
Walt Whitman as Shebling; Bert Spratte

as Eurkthaler and Adele Farrington in

the role of Katherine Wilmot.
Anne Wilmot and her aunt Katherine

leave Fifth avenue to go to Arizona and
spend a month at Leon Morse's lodge :n

the mountains near an immense engineer-
ing project. Morse is determined to obtain

a right-of-way across the site occupied
by the dam, but Bill Shannon, the
builder, has other views about it. Anne
meets Bill when he rescues fier from a

perilous position on a rock, as the rising

waters of a stream imperil her. Sheb,
his right hand man. warns Bill against
all women, but Bill gives Anne some
food when she pleads hunger and makes
her wash the dishes. BurWthaler, hired
by Morse to destroy the dam. places his

raen at crucial points. Anne notifies Bill

of their scheme and cuts the wire that
will blow up the dam. The tunnel, how-
ever, is destroyed, and Anne is caught
beneath the debris. Sheb finds her and
takes her to Bill's cabin. Bill then learns
that she has broken her engagement
with Morse and is satisfied to spend the
rest of her days helping him.

LARRY SEMON IN

THE SHOW
(VITAGRAPH)

"The Show" is the joint work of Larry
bemon and Norman Tairog, and with
the aid of an ultra speed camera, fur-
nishes a lively two-reel comedy. It is

not so much from the acting of Semon,
although he has some good legitimate

humorous expressions, as the fast action
that makes this passable farce. The
story is not wonderfully clever, many of

the stunts having been employed by other
comedians before, but "The Show" is

adequate for the purpose.
Semon is a stage hand; he is also part

of the audience, and it keeps one guessing,
watching him in his dual capacity. He
steals a bouquet of flowers intended for

the star, presents them to a chorus girl,

not knowing a cat has knocked over a
bottle of ink on them; he turns on the

wind machine at the wrong moment and
fills -the stage and the house with black

powder. He attempts to save the star's

jewels and is knocked senseless, where he
dreams of a wild ride attempting to re-

cover them. Then he wakes up.

Anita Stewart in a scene from "A Question of

of Honor." (First National)

VIOLA DANA IN

GLASS HOUSES
(METRO)

A light but pleasing little story

written by Edith Kennedy and
directed by Harry Beaumont.
Star is demure, piquant and fas-

cinating in turn. The film is a

novelty in ultra speed and slow

motion photography, showing
Miss Dana dancing a Russian

dance. Gaston Glass is support.

A pleasing, little comedy-drama, but

treated almost entirely in a vein of gen-

uine light comedy. The plot of a society

girl donning plain clothes and bone
rimmed glasses, applying for a position as

secretary and later marrying the wealthy

son of the household is not new. but it is

pleasingly worked out. The finish, which
is quite obvious, is the weakest thing in

it.

Viola Dana has the role of Joy Duval.

who becomes a social mentor to Billy

Norton, a spendthrift son just out of col-

lege, when her family fortune is declared
to be wiped out. Billy escapes from his

room to have a good time and the same
night Joy, with a suitcase full of silver-

ware, which she has taken from the fam-
ily safe to save it from falling into the
hands of a notorious woman crook re-

ported in the neighborhood, is locked out
of the house by Billy's aunt. Both she
and Billy sleep all night in the garage
and when they return to the house in the
morning Bill's aunt thinks they have
eloped. To make it good they get mar-
ried. When friends gather to congratu-
late Billy, he is ashamed of his little un-
couth bride, until she appears arrayed in

a beautiful gown. In the early part of
the picture Miss Dana is shown in a
series of Russian dance steps in both
rapid and slow motion. The subtitles are
crisp and well written.
Mayme Kelso is the aunt, Gaston Glass.

Billy Norton; Helen Lynch appears as
Cicily Duval: Claire duBrey as Mrs.
Nicky; Ellsworth Gage as Orville King,
and John Steppling as a lawyer.

MARIE PREVOST IN

DANGEROUS
LITTLE DEMON
(UNIVERSAL)

Charming little star shines in light

and interesting story. Nice set-

tings, clear photography and
some splendid acting puts this in

the acceptable class. Directed by
Charles G. Badger. Five reels.

If you have booked Miss Prevost*s
former pictures— "Moonlight Follies,"
"Nobody's Fool" and "Parisian Scandal"—you know pretty well this star's draw-
ing power. Her present vehicle gives
her plenty of opportunity to be vivacious,
wear pretty clothes and act the cut-up,
and she does all three with convincing
naturalness. A splendid cast has been
assembled to interpret the various roles,
including Robert Ellis. Herbert Prior.
Anderson Smith, George Martindel, Jack
Perrin and others.

The story takes several unusual twists
and is quite the best thing Universal has
given this star since elevating her ' to
stardom. There are several dramatic bits

well handled, and Bob Ellis gives a good
account of himself.

Betty Harmon, a spoiled society belle,

becomes engaged to Kenneth Long, who
is favored by her father. Gary McVeigh,
to whom Betty has always confided her
troubles, continues in the role of friend.

Her father loses considerable money in

a falling market and he attempts to bor-
row SoO.000 from a gambling den pro-

prietress. Garj", with city officials, con-

ducts a raid on the gambling rooms, while

Betty's father is in the place, and Bert}-,

who has gone there to warn her father,

is caught also. Kenneth, realizing she
is penniless, breaks his engagement, and
when Gary*comes to her father's rescue,

she becomes engaged to him.
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.EMIL JANNINGS IN

LOVES OF PHARAOH
(PARAMOUNT)

This is the latest of the big foreign

spectacle photoplays to be pre-

sented in this country, and while

it is excellently done, it fails to

display any great interest-holding

quality. Where well directed,

finely photographed costume
plays of massive proportions are

liked this should prove a good at-

traction. Ernst Lubitsch direc-

tor.

"The Loves of Pharaoh," billed as the
masterpiece of Ernst Lubitsch, and
brought to this country by that master
of all German directors, is another big
production abounding in imposing archi-
tectural compositions, stirring battle

scenes, in which thousands of characters
are used, colorful Egyptian splendor, and
depending upon these for much of its

merit.

The story is one that, while humanly
possible, is interesting only at times and
at other times drags to a point that is

only relieved from tiresomeness by the
advent of one of the big mob scenes.

There are a number of these and in every
instance they are handled with rare skill.

The big scene showing the invasion by
Samlak's army of Ethiopians and their

battle with the Egyptians prove conclu-
sively that Lubitsch has few, if any,
equals in the handling of masses.

While the cast contains such famous
names as Emil Jannings, Henry Liedke,
and Paul Wegener, the work of the in-

dividual actors fails to stand out as ex-

pected from stars of such magnitude and
at times some of the parts are woefully
overacted. The titling, with the excep-
tion of the name of the picture, is ex-

cellent, much of it being the work of
Randolph Bartlett. The original name of

the picture was "Pharaoh's Wife," and
just why this was changed to "The Loves
of Pharaoh," is puzzling. The new title is

clearly a misnomer.
The theme centers around four people.

Pharaoh Amenes, monarch of Egypt;
Samlak, king of Ethiopia; Theonis, a

Greek slave girl, and Ramphis, son of the

builder of Pharaoh's treasure house. Sam-
lak brings his daughter and an army of

slaves bearing presents to make a last-

ing peace with Amenes. To bind this

—

offers his daughter as a wife to the Egyp-
tian ruler. Amenes resists the wiles of

the beautiful Ethiopian, and falls, in love

with Theonis, who has been stolen from
Samlak's camp by Ramphis. Before see-

ing Theonis the Egyptian ruler has sworn
that the slave girl shall be returned, but
after seeing her he falls in love, sending
Samlak away in rage. Ramphis and
Theonis arc sentenced to death for hav-
ing entered the treasure house, but The-
onis is saved on her promise to yield to

Amenes. Ramphis also escapes death
and is sentenced to slavery in the quar-
ries. Amenes makes the slave girl his

queen and then hides her in the treasure

house while he goes to repel the Ethiopian
invas'on. Amenes is defeated by Samlak
and left for dead on the field of battle.

Ramphis escapes from the quarries, raises

an army and drives the Ethiopians away,
after which he rescues Theonis from the

treasure house. The former slave girl

rules as queen until the wounded Amenes
returns and later dies, when she choses
Ramphis as her husband and the youiiK
couple of humble origin rule wisely and
well. •

Probably the best work was done by

Paul Wegener, who will be remembered
for his playing in "The Golem." As the
vain, quick tempered and boisterous
Ethiopian king he lends life to the act-

ing, much needed to offset the rather un-
convincing portrayal of Amenes by the

more noted Emil Jannings. Miss Dagny
Servaes, in whose case is given the part

of the slave girl-queen, A- newcomer
to the American screen, gave a sympa-
thetic performance of the long and diffi-

cult role.

FLORENCE VIDOR IN

WOMAN, WAKE UP!
(ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS)

Pleasing story of an old fashioned
girl who dons the role of a but-

terfly to teach her husband a les-

son. It is rich and diversified in

sets, embodies a humorous vein
and has been given numerous re-

freshing angles. From a story by
Ben Moore Clay directed by Mar-
cus Harrison. Six reels.

People will like this "moth and butterfly"
theme that has been given an excellent and
artistic production, with a goodly amount
of appeal. The story is not of the "heavy"
type as the title might lead one to suppose.
It is aptly embedded with humorous touches
and the theme leads through a wide range
of scenes from a forest fire and airplane
crash in the Sierras, to cabaret scenes and
adventures in a boat stranded at sea.

The production reveals Florence Vidor
as Anne Clegg, a girl who has been reared
in the seclusion of the mountains by her
uncle, a former teacher. Monte Collins,

man of means, and popular with the women
of his set visits his friend in the moun-
tains. His airplane crashes to earth as he
nears the cabin and during his convalesence

he falls in love with Anne and the two are

married.
In civilization their married life is a happy

one until Collins tires of evenings spent at

the fireside and seeks recreation among his

friends in the cabarets. Thereupon his

wife, to teach him a lesson, takes a dancing

course, acquires a lot of new gowns and
proceeds to give him a taste of his own
medicine with the aid of Henry Mortimore,
an old time friend, and former suitor, who
escorts her to a series of parties and
affairs much to the distraction of Collins.

The climax is reached when a boat in

which Collins' wife and Mortimer are re-

turning from an island excursion goes dead

at sea and the couple are forced to remain

in it over night. Collins is desperate and
attempts to kill Mortimer when his wife

comes between them and stays the act by

claiming that she loves Mortimer. Later

Collins learns the truth and returns to his

home only to discover that his wife has

left. Surmising that she has probably gone

back to her home in the mountains he beats

her there with the use of the airplane.

Here the two arc reconciled and both admit

having learned their lesson.

The acting of the cast is excellent

throughout. Louis Calhern is Monte Col-

lins and Charles Meredith is Henry Mor-
timer. The wide range of scenes covered

in the picture gives it numerous angles ol

exploitation as shown in the stills pub-

lished in The Theatre Department of the

Hebald, February 25 issue.

JANE NOVAK IN

BELLE OF ALASKA
(AMERICAN RELEASING)

An excellent drama, full of action,

dramatic situations and "punch."

A stirring story of Alaska, well

told and well acted by a small but

exceptionally strong cast. An al-

ways popular subject that should

prove a money getter. Six reels.

This splendid little story of the West
and the gold fields of Alaska holds the

interest right through. It runs smoothly
without introducing side plots or love

interests, which too frequently break into

the continuity with annoying frequency
and detract from the main subject. It is

good entertainment and is a sound and
wholesome feature. With more pictures

like "The Belle of Alaska" the American
Releasing Corporation should have no
difficulty in securing bookings. Exhibi-

tors are seeking and need productions of

this quality.

Jane Novak is a popular little actress

and her role of Ruth Harkins will further

establish her in the hearts of fans. It is

not a pretty role, but she acts it with
naturalness and she looks and plays the

part perfectly. Noah Beery, as the hus-

band, Wade Harkins, renders her splen-

did support. Beery sustains the greater

part of the acting in the feature. The
photography is good and the production
is excellent throughout.
Wade Harkins and his wife Ruth sell

the farm in Kansas and plan on making
a fortune in the Alaskan gold fields. In

Vancouver, Wade takes the family wallet

from Ruth and informs her he will meet
her aboard the boat. She does not see

him on board and jumps into the bay as

the boat pulls out. Wade, who is playing
cards on board, continues to Alaska. She
secures work in a restaurant, meets Lucky
Vale, a gambler, and Chicago Belle, his

friend. Vale attempts to force his atten-

tions upon her and then "frames" a mur-
der in her room where she shoots an in-

truder. She flees to Alaska on the next

boat, and finds Chicago Belle on board.

The ship is wrecked at sea, and when she

is rescued from a raft she assumes the

name of Chicago Belle, who has been
drowned. A child is born to Ruth. Wade,
having struck it rich, comes to town. He
seeks the company of "Chicago Belle" add
is surprised to find she is his wife. Vale,

who has fallen in love with Ruth, and
Harkins meet and a terrific fight follows.

A shot from an unknown hand hits Wade
and kills him during the melee.

JOHNNY HINES IN

BATTLING TORCHY
(EDUCATIONAL)

Johnny Hines' latest Torchy story pre-

sents him in the role of a fighter who
wins a ring bout by etherizing his oppo-

nent and the referee, as well as the entire

audience. The light stuff is quite funny,

although the comedy contains little that

is new. Johnny first holds a position as

bouncer in a tough cafe and is dated up

with the local champion. The fight is

unique and gets many a laugh.

WAKE UP!
YOURE PAff/NC UFA B/CBET/F

YOURENOT TYtNG UF TO

PERCY Ik FERDIE
HALLROOM COMEDIES
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SPECIAL CAST IN

BEYOND THE
RAINBOW

(R-C PICTURES)
Society drama with an unexpected

twist that gives the needed
stimulus. Directed by William
Christy Cabanne in his usual

careful style, it presents an array

of talent that commands atten-

tion. There is a skilful mixture

of drama and humor that makes
it a pleasant hour's entertain-

ment. Six parts.

With a cast numbering such well-

known players as Harry Morey, Lillian

Dove, Virginia Lee, Diana Allen, Rose
Coghlan, William H. Tooker, Marguerite
Courtot, Edmund Breese. Walter Miller,

Huntley Gordon, Charles Craig, Helen
Ware, George Fawcett and Macey Har-
lan, one would expect a rather involved

story to give each an opportunity to be

seen. However, such is not the case,

and while Miss Coghlan, Edmund Breese

and Charles Craig have only "bits" to

perform, they are important parts of the

picture.

There is an odd mixture of comedy
i and drama running through the produc-

tion, and either idea would have furnished

, material for a feature. It is too bad the

comedy plot was not carried out more
!
completely, for just as it promises a

highly interesting finish, it veers off into

a near-tragedy and is forgotten. The
production is one of the best offered by
Robertson-Cole in some time and will

K undoubtedly attract attention by reason

of the large cast and the skilful handling

of the story.

The story has to do with Marion Tay-
lor, the role played by Billie Dove, a

stenographer in the employ of Mallory, a

Wall Street broker. She is the support

of an invalid brother, who is ordered to

the Adirondacks by the family physi-

cian. In order to earn the money to

send the little fellow away, she attends a

reception as the escort of a young society

man, for which she receives $100. Mal-

lory is peeved because she rebuffs his

advances, and threatens to expose her.

when he discovers her at the social func-

tion. Each guest receives a mysterious

| note reading: "Consult your conscience.

Your secret is common gossip." and im-

mediately the guests are thrown into a

panic as each is trying to hide something.

The notes, however, were inspired by a

sub-deb, Virginia Gardner, who has not

been allowed to attend the dance. A
man is shot during the excitement and
P.ruce Forbes, who picks up the gun, is

accused of the murder. However, the

real crook confesses. Marion goes

to the Adirondacks to her brother, and
finds happiness there in the arms of

Torbes. who fell in love with her at the

ball.

BEBE DAMELS IN

THE GAME CHICKEN
(REALART-PARAMOUXT)

A Cuban-American story of rum
runners involving and taking its

title from a cock fight in the early

footage. The beginning is good
and sets a snappy pace that is

not maintained throughout and
the ending comes long after in-

terest has ceased. Introductory
titles do not include mention of

the director. Five reels.

Bebe Daniels and Pat O'Malley are
l>adly hampered leads in this tale of whis-

key smugglers and varied villainy. Both
do well, O'Malley all but taking the pic-

ture away from the star, but the story is

a wildly improbable tale which does not
hold interest beyond the third reel.

The picture begins promisingl}-

, intro-
ducing the star as daughter of a Yankee
whiskey runner living in Havana and Pat
O'Malley as a U. S. Secret Service agent.
They meet at a cock right which breaks
up in a fight from which both flee, and
continue the acquaintance. In these early
scenes Miss Daniels, in male attire, per-
forms most of Douglas Fairbanks' horse
and balcony leaps with precision and dis-
patch. It is the best part of the picture.
A villainous rival is brought on and

the girl's father sends her to New Eng-
land, where both suitors follow. Attempt
is made to land a cargo of illicit liquor
and in the struggle that follows between
revenue men and the smugglers the hero
and heroine are captured, taken aboard
the smuggler vessel and held during a
reel of unconvincing melodrama at the
end of which a government submarine
picks up the worthy survivors of the
burning ship. Most of this latter action
is supposed to take place in a dense fog
and it gives the observer a very foggy
impression as to just what takes place
and what it is all about.

RALPH OBEXCHAIX IX

MAN IN A MILLION
(STATE RIGHT)

This picture presented by Charles
R. Seeling purports to faithfully
reproduce the courtship of Mada-
lynne Connors and Ralph Oben-
chain up to the time she asked
her release on the grounds that
she loved another. The story is

told in narrative form. It has
been exceptionally well handled
and is a good audience picture.

In this three-reel feature, Charles R.
Seeling pictorially presents the romance
of Ralph Obenchain, the man who at-

tained nation-wide attention when he took

up the defense of his divorced wife,
Madalynne Connors, charged with the
death of J. Belton Kennedy. The pic-
ture is above reproach as screen enter-
tainment, there being no scenes or in-

sinuations that might in any way offend
or be construed as tending to influence
the observer. It presents in a frank,
straightforward manner the love of Oben-
chain and Madalynne without any su-
perfluous flourishes for effect. The basis
for it is the idea of strong love and the
picture would have a degree of interest
even to one not familiar with the events
with which it is connected. Obenchain
screens well and is, a good actor, con-
sidering his limited experience.
The story opens with Obenchain and

Madalynne Connors at the university,
where their romance started. Then
comes the war which separated the two,
and Obenchain is shown in a military
camp. He receives word that Madalynne
is ill and, obtaining a discharge, hastens
to her side. When she confesses that
she loves another, he willingly gives her
up. Later, he is shown at his office re-
ceiving word of her arrest, and his sub-
sequent determination to help her. A
trip to Los Angeles follows. There are
views of the courthouse where Madalynne
is confined, as well as attorneys and other
persons actively interested in the trial.

Views of the real Madalynne Connors are
shown as she is walking in the street
and from her cell window, from which
she waves to Obenchain each day as he
passes. The picture ends expounding the
question as to whether or not love will
triumph.

"Back Pay" Is Booked
For Brooklyn Theatre

Managing Director Edward L. Hy-
man of the Brooklyn Mark Strand thea-

tre has booked "Back Pay," the Cosmo-
politan production, for his house the week
of March 5th.

Mr. Hyman was favorably impressed
by its reception at the Rivoli theatre and
the high plaudits of the reviewers which
the picture has obtained.

EDMUND BREESE, Marguerite Courtot Helen Ware and George Fawcett in a
tense scene from "Beyond the Rainbow," a new R-C Picture, produced and di-

rected by William Christy Cabanne.
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Two interesting scenes from Vitagraph's latest importation, "The Sheik's Wife," which opens in New York, March 8 at the
Strand Theatre.

WILLIAM FARNUM IN

A STAGE ROMANCE
(FOX)

A costume play of more than usual

interest, depicting the life and
loves of Edmund Kean, a famous
English actor. It was adapted
from the play by Alexander
Dumas, and has been given an
artistic production. A large and
competent cast appears in Mr.
Farnum's support. Directed by
Herbert Brenon. Seven parts.

There is a fascination about stage
romances great actors are supposed to
have had, and for this reason William
Farnum's portrayal of the life and loves
of that eminent tragedian Edmund Kean,
gives him the opportunity to display his
histrionic talents to the full. He puts
considerable force into the role, and al-
though it will be classed as a costume
play, this need not deter those seeking
the best in cinema amusement, for it is

a striking piece of work and he is ac-
corded fine support. Peggy Shaw is a
pleasing and demure Anna Damby;
Holmes Herbert, a splendid type for the
Prince of Wales; Myrtle Bonilas, a new
comer, a beautiful Countess Koefeld and
Ruth Goodwin, a pathetic little figure, as
Little Emily. There are many other
clever characterizations done exquisitely
by Hal dcForrest, Harry Grip, Augustus
Balfour, Jack Collins and Cuyler Supples.
The scenes in the Old Ship wine shop

and back stage in the old Drury Lane
theatre, London, were especially pictur-
esque.

Edmund Kean is at the height of his
popularity in London. His inspiration is

the Countess Koefeld. Among his de-
voted followers is Anna Damby, whose
guardian is attempting to force her into
marriage with Lord Melville, a roue.
Anna goes to Kean for advice, and Mel-
ville's spy reports at a reception given
at the Koefeld home, where the Prince
of Wales is a guest, that Kean has eloped
with Anna. Kean arrives shortly, refutes
the rumor and hands a note to Countess
Koefeld asking her to tonic to his dress-
ing room. He advises Anna to forget
her stage ambitions. Kean then an-
nounces a benefit performance for a crip-
pled child. Meanwhile, Melville lures
Anna to an inn by a decoy note to which
Kean's name is signed, intending to kid-
nap her. Kean is entertaining at the inn
and thrashes the gang of kidnappers. On

the night of the benefit the Countess goes
to Kean's dressing room and makes vio-
lent love to him. Her husband and the
Prince of Wales arrive, and Koefeld
picks up a fan which his wife has left

behind. Kean, believing the Prince is his
rival for the affections of the Countess,
begs him not to appear in the Koefeld
box after the performance begins. The
Prince refuses. Kean discovers the fan
is gone and angered, refuses to go on.
Then Little Emily hobbles in. He re-
lents. Kean sees the Prince in the Koe-
feld box and a fit of furious madness
seizes him. He denounces the Prince
from the stage and is carried fainting to
his dressing room. His career is appar-
ently ended. He tells Anna his madness
was feigned. Melville sends policemen to
arrest Kean. The Prince and Koefeld ar-
rive and the Prince shielding Kean, ex-
plains that he has borrowed the fan from
the Countess. Koefeld apologizes to the
actor. Dismissing the police, the Prince
tells Kean he had better leave England.
Anna and Kean are married and go to
America.

Third Stahl Picture
For Mayer Completed

Predict Latest Independent
Picture Will be One of

Year's Biggest

John M. Stahl, director of "The Song of
Life," a current First National picture, has
completed his third independent unit pro-
duction for Louis B. Mayer. Its present
title is "One Clear Call," taken from the
famous Frances Nimmo Greene book upon
which the scenario is based.
Mr. Stahl's first offering under his in-

dependent unit contract with Louis B.
Mayer, was "The Child Thou Gavest Me."
"One Clear Call," according to predic-

tions, will be one of the big pictures of the

year. Mr. Mayer has spent lavishly, it is

stated, to secure the best in every element
that goes into the production, and the

story is said to be of a dramatic nature,
highly logical and human in its develop-
ment.
The cast includes among its members such

stars as: Milton Sills, Claire Windsor,
Irene Rich, Henry B. Walthall, Joseph
Dowling, Doris Pawn, Shannon Day, Don-
old MacDonald, Nick Coglcy, Edith Yorkc,
Annette DeFoe, Fred Kclsey, Stanley Goe-
thals, William Marion and Albert Mac-
Otiarrie.

Posters Reveal Fun
In Doris May Film

Humorous Vein Is Stressed
in Exploitation Matter

of "Boy Crazy"
The comedy atmosphere of Doris May's

latest starring production, "Boy Crazy,"

an R-C picture, is reflected in the posters

which have been completed.

Sells Haberdashery

The one-sheet shows Miss May, in the

role of Jackie Cameron, selling a silk

shirt to an old man who is palpably used

to the home-made cotton variety. She is

clad in knickerbockers, being a "twelve

o'clock girl in a nine o'clock town," and
the expression on the old man's face can-

not be mistaken. He has young ideas.

The six-sheet shows Miss May as the

central figure of a large group of boys

of the town. They are each trying fran-

tically to help her carry armfuls of bun-

dles and packages with which she has

just appeared on the sidewalk in front of

a general merchandise store. The facial

expressions of her would-be helpers re-

veal their eagerness. This poster pictures

one of the amusing episodes in the pro-

duction.

Rides on Handle-Bars

The three-sheet shows Miss May being

carried on the handle bars of J. Smythe's
bicycle, Smyth'c role being taken by

Harry Myers, hero of "A Connecticut
Yankee," who plays opposite Miss May.
The scenario for "Boy Crazy" was writ-

ten by Beatrice Van. William A. Seiter

directed the filming.

Gladys Walton in Unique
Role in Newest Picture

Gladys Walton has been given a unique

role in her forthcoming Universal at-

traction, "Second Hand Rose," according

to advices from Universal. The story is

said to have unusual appeal and to give

Miss Walton a vehicle particularly well

suited to her ability.

It has been adapted from the song oi

the same name by Grant Clarke and

James F. Hanlcy, published by Shapiro.

Bernstein & Company, from which A. P
Younger, of Univcrsal's scenario staff,

prepared the story.
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ALBERT E. SMITH, president of Vita-

graph, will return to the coast soon to

begin production on "The Magnificent
Ambersons."

Paramount Month to

Be Widely Exploited

Extensive Publicity Campaign

of General Interest

Is Inaugurated

An extensive campaign to popularize

Paramount's Tenth Anniversary Month,
which opens March 5, throughout the

United States and Canada, has been in-

augurated by Paramount's publishing de-

partment. Historical data and other mat-

ter of interest touching on the growth
of the industry will be included in the

matter to publicize the month and create

a general interest in the industry.

Articles for Fans

Articles have been furnished fan maga-
zines and hundreds of newspapers have
been carrying stories each week since the

announcement of the anniversary was
first made.
More than 300 copies of a special five-

column mat feature story have been sent

to exploitation representatives for publi-

cation in important newspapers. This fea-

ture includes stills from "Queen Eliza-

beth," the company's first production.

Advertise in 900 Papers

A special two-column mat has been
placed with the Newspaper Enterprise
Association for publication in 500 news-

' papers. Stories and photographs have
been sent to nine hundred newspapers
which will carrv an advertising announce-
ment of the affair.

Greatest Production Activity in Its

History Under Way by Vitagraph

Filming of "Magnificent Ambersons" to Be Started
on the Return to Hollywood Studios of

President Albert E. Smith

Albert E. Smith, president of Vita-
graph, who recently came East from
Vitagraph's studios at Hollywood, to at-

tend the opening performance of "The
Prodigal Judge" at the Cameo theatre,

Xew York City, and to give his personal
attention to the launching of two foreign
productions recently acquired by Vita-
graph, is soon to return to the coast,

where he will put into production another
special, work on which has been held up
awaiting his return. This is "The Mag-
nificent Ambersons," adapted to the

screen from Booth Tarkington's novel of

the same name.
The greatest activity in Vitagraph's his-

tory is under way at the Hollywood
studios, it is stated.

During Mr. Smith's stay in New York
"The Prodigal Judge" had a highly suc-

cessful three weeks' engagement at the

Cameo theatre, according to advices, re-

ceiving the unqualified praise of the daily

press and the trade publications.

Two Pictures Launched

W hile here Mr. Smith also arranged for

the launching of "The Sheik's Wife,"
which will have its premier in March at

the Strand theatre on Broadway, New-
York, as well as "Gypsy Passion," also

to be featured at the Strand.
"The Sheik's Wife," written and di-

rected by Henry-Roussell, is called a most
picturesque and stupendous picture.

Every scene was made on the Sahara
desert and thousands of native Arabs
were used. The role of Sheik Hadjid
Ben Khedim is portrayed by Marcel
Vibert of the Comedie Francaise, and the

title role is played by Emmy Lynn.
"Gypsy Passion," also soon to be pub-

lished, was produced by the Societe des

Films Mercanton under the direction of

Louis Mercanton. Mme. Gabrielle Re-
jane, French actress, has the leading role

of Romany Kate, while Miarka, the

young gypsy around whom the story

revolves, is played by Desdemonan
Mazza, an Italian actress. The picture,

it is stated, was an immense success in

France and England, where it was shown
privately at Marlborough House to

Queen Alexandria and her guests, which
included the Queen of Norway, the

Princess Royal and many members of

the reigning house.

Produce Irish Melodrama

One of the biggest Vitagraph produc-
tions now under way at the Hollywood
studio is the screen adaptation of "The
Shaughraun," Dion Boucicault's great

Irish melodrama. It is being directed by
David Smith. The title role originally

played by Mr. Boucicault is assumed by
Pat O'Malley. Moya, the Shaughraun's
sweetheart, is played by Pauline Starke.

Alice Calhoun, who stars in "The
Little Minister." has completed a new-

production known tentatively as "Angel-
face," and has begun another production
called "Locked Out," under the direction
of Edward Jose. "Angelface," which is

to be published soon, was directed by
David Smith. "Locked Out" is an orig-
inal story by J. Raleigh Davies.

Williams in New Film

Since completing "The Man from
Downing Street," Earle Williams has be-
gun production of a new picture based
on "Playing Dead," by Richard Harding
Davis. It is being filmed under the tenta-
tive title of "Parkington's Widow," under
the direction of Robert Ensminger.
Francelia Billington plays opposite Wil-
liams.

William Duncan, with Edith Johnson
as his co-star, has completed a story of
the Canadian Northwest adapted from a
successful novel, which is now awaiting
a title and final editing. The cast is now
being selected for another production for
Mr. Duncan and Miss Johnson.

Corinne Griffith is making a new story
under the direction of Webster Campbell.

Miss Griffith's most recent Vitagraph
production. "Island Wives," soon to be
published, has its locale in a South Sea
isle.

Semon Has New Comedy

Larry Semon's newest comedy, "The
Show," ran concurrently with "The
Prodigal Judge" at the Cameo theatre.
The Vitagraph comedian is now in the
midst of a new comedy which probably
will be called "The Substitute." " Jimmy-
Aubrey is selecting a cast for a new
comedy in which Helen Kesler will be
his leading lady.

Rothacker Making Film
Of Big Redwood Forests

The huge Redwood trees of California
are being photographed in a picture being
produced by the Rothacker Film Manu-
facturing Company for the Pacific Lum-
ber Company.
The picture is of an educational nature

showing the trees and the various indus-
tries in which they are used.

Baby Peggy Puts O. K.

On Business Conditions
Baby Peggy the youngest star in the

world need never worry about not hav-
ing plenty of work. After the comple-
tion of her latest Century comedy
"Peggy Behave" the tiny star worked
for Marshall Neilan in "Fools First" and
"Penrod." She has now started work
on "The Little Angel" under the direc-

tion of Arvid Gillstrom.

The News of the Week In Pictures

Every Week in the HERALD
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Two scenes from the Pathe production, "Don't Doubt Your Wife," starring Leah Baird.

Canadian Bookings Indicate Wide
Interest in "Ten Nights" Picture

The prediction by Arrow Pictures Cor-

poration that "Ten Nights in a Barroom"

would be popularly received not only in

the United States but in Canada and

other parts of the world, as well, is be-

ing evidenced, as the picture is being

shown in this country and in Canada,

according to officials of the company.
The popularity of the story, both here

and abroad, is considered one of the at-

tributing reasons.

Booked in Dominion

On the strength of the business which
the picture did during its two weeks' run

at the Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn, the

company announces that it has been

booked for twenty theatres in Toronto.

It has also been booked over the Ottawa
Valley Circuit and in Montreal, Peter-

boro, Kitchener, Guelph and Gait. The
production is being handled in Canada by
Canadian Feature and Production Co.,

Ltd.
Its run of two weeks at the Strand

theatre at increased admission prices is

said to mark the first showing of a

photoplay over such a period for more
than a year at that theatre.

Announce Territories Sold

A number of territorial sales on the

production arc announced by W. E.

Shellenberger, president of Arrow Pic-

tures Corporation. The district com-
prising the northern state of New York
has been purchased by S. H. Bunce for

the Courtney Theatre Company. Wil-

liam Conn, president of Premier Pictures

Corporation, Charlotte. N. C, has con-

tracted for North and South Carolina.

The states of Colorado, New Mexico,

Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Oregon, Wash-
ington and Alaska have been secured

by J. J. Goodstein for Arrow Photoplay,

Inc., Denver, Colo.

Palmare and Homand control the

rights in the state of Maryland and the

District of Columbia. Western Pennsyl-

vania and West Virginia have been ac-

quired by Albert A. Weiland for Stand-

ard Film Exchange of Pittsburgh'.

Increase Estimated Value

Recently the company estimated that

I en Nights in a Barroom" would draw
t::n00.(inn to theatre box offices in \'X12.

In view of the reception accorded the

picture within the past few weeks, how-

ever, indications point to a figure several

times greater than this, it is stated.

Western Pictures Takes
Larger Offices to Meet
Increased Developments

Western Pictures Exploitation Com-
pany, of Los Angeles, has moved into

new headquarters on the second floor of

the new Paramount theatre. So greatly

has the company's sales developed under

the guidance of Irving M. Lesser and
Mike Rosenberg that the original quar-

ters became inadequate.

The entire floor in the new theatre

building has been partitioned off for ex-

ecutive offices and workrooms. The new
location is located in the heart of the

studio world, where various producing
units are making pictures for the com-
pany's distribution.

Four new productions arc scheduled

for publication in the immediate future.

These are: "Ridin' Wild." "The Man
from Hell's River," "According to

Hoyle," and "Four Hearts." A new pic-

ture for distribution by Western Pictures

Exploitation, starring Lester Cuneo, will

be started soon by Ovid Doubleday.

Amberg Made Laemmle
Representative Abroad

Hugo Amberg, Universal representa-

tive in Berlin during the war, has re-

turned to the United States and is now
en route to Japan.
James V. Hryson, foreign manager, has

appointed him special representative to

Mr. Laemmle in that country. He will

stop off at Universal City for a few days

for final consultation with President

Laemmle.

Strive for Realism in

Christie Comedy Scenes
Settings of a realistic nature feature a

forthcoming Christie comedy starring

Neal Burns. To secure scenes of a boat

burning at sea during the night a replica

of a section of a large vessel has been
built. Wind machines, rain machines and
a rocking device give atmospheric effect.

A real boat plying out of Los Angeles
harbor gives tin- impression of the size

of the constructed affair in the film.

Edna Purviance to
Have Own Company

Chaplin's Leading Lady to

Produce Pictures in

Own Right
It is announced by Chaplin Studios,

Inc., that Miss Edna Purviance will be

starred in her own right in feature pro-

ductions, graduating from the position of

leading woman with Charlie Chaplin after

having occupied that place in the Chaplin

organization for a period of more than

six years.
More is Expected

The rise of Miss Purviance to stardom

does not come as a surprise for it has

long been hinted that she would enter the

production field on a large scale and that

her initial venture would be with the in-

auguration of the Edna Purviance com-

pany.
While no definite details as to the char-

acter of productions that will be provided

for Miss Purviance are at hand, it is said

that the young woman's first vehicle will

be an original story of an unique idea.

Produce at Hollywood

Miss Purvtance's productions will be

filmed at the Chaplin plant in Hollywood

and will in no way clash with the activi-

ties of Chaplin. At the same time Chap-

lin will continue as the star of his own

organization as in the past and after the

completion of one more two reel comedy

for Associated First National Pictures

Inc., he will terminate his contract with

that association, and turn his activities to

productions of the feature length, of the

comedy-drama type.

Warner Brothers Dispose

Of Exchange in New York

Harry M. Warner, of Warner Brothers,

announces that he has disposed of his

New York exchange to Bobby North,

who held an interest in the enterprise.

The transaction, according to Mr. War-

ner, also included the taking over by Mr.

North of the Federated franchise.

The future plans of the Warner organi-

zation will center chiefly on production

activities, it is stated.

"Lady Godiva" to Be
Published March 19

The screen version of Lord Alfred

Tennyson's classic. "Lady Godiva," has

been scheduled li\ \ssociated Exhibitors

for publication on March 10th.
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Letters Indicate Wide Interest in
First National Showmanship Test

Many Exhibitors Write to Company Stating They
Will Participate in Exploitation Drive:

Winners Get Trip to Coast

All Star Cast for

New MacDonald Film

An all star cast will support
Katherine MacDonald in her next
picture "The Woman Conquers" it

is announced by B. P. Schulberg,
president of Preferred Pictures.

The players engaged for the pro-

duction, which will be distributed

by First National, are Bryant
Washburn, Mitchell Lewis, June
Elvidge, Francis McDonald, Boris
Karloff and Clarissa Selwyn.

"The Woman Conquers" is an
original story by Violet Clark
which Tom Forman, assisted by
Clyde Balsley, is now directing.

At present scenes are being made
in northern California.

Sees Los Angeles as

Distributing Center
Anchor Film Chief Believes

Proximity to Production

Reduces Costs
Morris Schlank, president of the An-

chor Film Company, has begun a cam-
paign to make Los Angeles a distributing

center as well as the producing center of

motion pictures.

"After a long and careful survey of the

selling end of pictures my associates and
•myself have arrived at the conclusion that,

by distributing productions direct from the

west coast from the factory, as it were,"

says Mr. Schlank, "we would accomplish

more for the producer in a financial way
and could give exhibitors better pictures at

a cheaper rate.

"The many abuses in picture distributing,

which West Coast producers have found to

be a draw-back in securing financial sup-

port, will be eliminated by Anchor en-

tirely, or combated from the start, thereby

speeding up production at the studios, all

af which will be for the betterment of

the photoplays offered to exhibitors and the

industry in general.

The firms now producing under the An-
chor banner are the New Era Produc-
tions. Ivor McFadden Productions, Para-
gon Productions and Farra Features.

Executives Making
Tour of Country

J. A. Kent is making a tour embracing
all territory east of Chicago, while P. B.

Dana is handling the districts west of

Chicago.
The company announces that it has

thirteen features and two series of com-
edies for independent exhibitors to choose
from. The features are "The Heart of

Lincoln," "Another Man's Boots." "Tell

Tale Eye," ' "Broken Hearts," "The
Stranger of the Hills," Threads of Des-
tiny" and the first two of a series of four

race track pictures. Others will be an-

• nounced later. The comedy program in-

cludes twelve films featuring Little Na-
poleon, the chimpanzee.

New Keaton Comedy for

First National Finished
Buster Keaton has completed filming of

"My Wife's Relations," his latest comedy
for Joseph M. Schenck, to be published

through Associated First National. The
picture was directed by Eddie Cline and
in the cast are Joe Roberts, Tom Wilson,
Monte Collins, Kate Price and Harry
Madison.

The manifesto sent out by Associated

First National Pictures recently, calling

for the nine exhibitors in the country who
would demonstrate the quality of their

showmanship during First National Week
by their advertising and exploitation cam-

paigns, to be the guests of the company

for a week in Los Angeles, has met with

an enthusiastic response from the ex-

hibitors of the United States, says the

company's statement.
These nine "one dollar a week" men

will be carefully selected from all the

entrants by a committee composed of

exploitation editors of motion picture

trade journals. It is not necessary for

an exhibitor to be a First National fran-

chise holder to be eligible for one of

these "dollar-a-week" jobs, it is pointed

out. If any of the winners live so far

west that a trip to the Los Angeles
studios of independent producers would
be an old story to him, he has the alterna-

tive of a trip to the New York office.

Theatres Are Grouped

For the purposes of the occasion, the

theatres of the country have been divided

into three groups, so that these nine jobs

are open for three managers of theatres

seating 2,500 or over; three managers of

theatres seating 1,000 to 2.499. and for

three managers of theatres seating less

than 1,000.

A few of the "count-me-in" letters that

have been received from showmen all

over the country are said to indicate the

spirit in which the First National invita-

tion has hit the exhibitors.

Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn
Strand writes: "I would like to have you
enter my classification in the theatres

seating 2,500 or over. We are playing

Hope Hampton in "Stardust' and I am

WESLEY BARRY and his clever dog in

"School Days," a Warner Brothers pro-

duction that is meeting with unusual

success.

working on a very extensive advertising
campaign."

Colonel Willard C. Patterson of the
Metropolitan, Atlanta, Ga., announces
that he's going to win a trip. "Have
booked "Hail the Woman' in the Metro-
politan," writes Patterson, "and have al-
ready started an original angle on it

from an advertising standpoint. Now
you watch some of the stuff I put
around it."

Thinks Idea Splendid

Charles F. McManus of the Tacoma
theatre, Tacoma, Wash., says: "I think
your idea is splendid. I am in Class 3,
as the Colonial seats 954. We are going
to show 'The Lotus Eater' during First
National Week, and I am planning some
big stunts for this picture. We are also
going the limit on our front. Started
last week with the advance slides. Wed-
nesday morning my float will be around
town. By Saturday night will be ready
to hang out the S. R. O. sign."

A. G. Stolte, directing manager of the
Des Moines theatre, Des Moines, la..
has announced his intention of partici-
pating. It will be worth the trouble, if

one can be successful enough to win the
prize, a trip to Hollywood, California,"
says Mr. Stolte.

"This job is a cinch," is the way Gus
Metzger of the Rivoli, Portland. Oregon,
sizes up the situation from his view-
point. "I intend making the grade on
high. I feel that one week's rest in Los
Angeles will do me a lot of good."
"Count me in on the anniversary week

campaign," is Maurice F. Barr's greeting
from New Orleans, where he is supervis-
ing manager of the Saenger Amusement
Company's New Orleans theatre.

Ends March 20

"I am happy to say that I would make
the same effort in my exploitation cam-
paign for First National Anniversary
Week whether there was a prize or not,
because it means money for me to do so."
is Stanley Chambers' declaration from
the L. N. Miller Theatrical Enterprises
in Wichita, Kansas. Numerous similar
other expressions have been received.

All exhibitors who are after one of
these nine jobs will have until March 20
to get the evidence before the committee
of judges in New York, says the com-
pany. The usual provision has been made
for tying contestants.

Century to Publish Four
Comedies During March

A number of comedies are scheduled
for publication in March by Century
comedies.
Among these are "Upper and Lower,"

Stranger of the Hills." "Threads of Des-
Town" and "Two of a Kind," featuring
Harry Sweet, and Baby Peggy, in "Peg-
gy, Behave."

Made Prizma Art Chief
Prizma, Incorporated, announces that

it has engaged Prince Jean Paleologue,
formerly of Pal Art Service, as director
of its art department, in charge of paint-
iners, posters, cheaters, color settings and
embellishments.
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DORIS MAY as a village cut-up in "Boy Crazy" her forthcoming R-C Pictures
production, directed by William A. Seiter

Selznick Announces Purchase of
"Rupert of Hentzau" by Sir Hope

"Rupert of Hentzau," by Sir Arthur
Hope, popular English author, is the
name of the novel, the film rights of
which are purchased by Myron Selz-
nick, vice president in charge of Selz-
nick production while he was abroad re-
cently. Up to the present time, and
pending definite closing of the transac-
tion, the name of the book and author
had not been announced. The story will
be produced by Selznick with an all-star

cast and published as a special, it is

stated.

Negotiations for the purchase of the
novel were conducted with the author
himself by Mr. Selznick.

Published in America
"Records of Henry Holt & Co., pub-

lishers, show that 'Rupert of Hentzau'
was first published in this country in

1898, and was so enthusiastically re-
ceived that the plates were kept almost
constantly on the presses to supply the
public demand," says the Selznick an-
nouncement. "It sold in the hundreds
of thousands without perceptible abate-
ment for many months. Since that time
the demand has been sufficient to call for

a new edition every few months, the last

Holt edition having been gotten out
during 1921. In addition to the Holt edi-

tions, there have been three or four other
editions, all of which have sold exten-
sively.

Story Is Modern
"Though beautifully romantic in its na-

ture, the story is thoroughly modern and
is not a 'costume drama' in the accepted
sense of the term. 'Rupert of Hentzau'
was the 'best seller' of its time and is

still selling throughout the civilized

world in a manner which marks it as a

story with an interest which is rarely ap-
proached."

It is said that Vice President Myron
Selznick has particularly ambitious plans
for the production of the English novel.

It will be a special production, with a
cast composed of well known screen

stars. Those who have read the novel
recall that there are three particularly

heavy parts in it, namely, Rudolf Ras-
sendyl, Queen Flavia and Rupert.

Dolores Cassinelli Heads
Cast in First Vehicle of

Star Pictures Production
Tom Terriss has begun work at the

Peerless studios in Fort Lee on a modern
society drama for Star Pictures Produc-
tions Company, of which Harry Cahane
is general manager. Major Fiorella H.
l a Guardia, formerly president of the

Board of Aldermen of New York City,

is general counsel of the company.
The pictures made by this company

are to be known as Tom Terriss Produc-
tions. The first, written by Solita Solano,
was adapted by Mr. Terriss. The work-
ing title is "The Challenge." The fea-

tured player is Dolores Cassinelli, sup-
ported by Rod La Roque. Others in the

cast are Warner Richmond, Frank Nor-
cross and Jane Jennings.
Rodney Hickcock, who was D. W.

Griffith's assistant for two years, is as-

sisting Mr. Terriss in the direction.

Extend Lincoln's Tour
The personal appearance tour of Elmo

Lincoln in connection with the serial,

"Adventures of Tarzan," has been ex-

tended to enahlc him to appear at the

many theatres at which the chapter play

is now showing.

Equity Special Plays
Criterion Two Weeks

Second Week's Attendance
Surpasses That of

First Week
The Equity Pictures special, "Where Is

My Wandering Boy Tonight?" has
opened its second week at the Criterion
theatre, New York City, playing to even
larger houses than marked the first

week's showing of the picture there, ac-

cording to Equity Pictures Corporation.
In spite of cold weather attending its sec-

ond week inaugural, the film attracted
crowds necessitating the forming of a

line outside the theatre.

Advertise Widely

Advertising consisting of a twenty-four
sheet campaign on billboards, backed by
a newspaper campaign and other exploita-

tion, heralded the initial showing at the

Criterion. Word of mouth advertising by
those who had seen it is attributed by J.

I. Schnitzer, president of Equity, as
being, to a great extent, responsible for

the success of its second week's reception.

Expiration of the lease on the theatre

prevented a further run.

Receive Inquiries

Equity Pictures reports numerous in-

quiries from buyers in all sections of the

country. Special grand opening exhibi-

tions are being planned for the picture in

numerous cities.

National Exchanges
To Issue New Film

Will Publish Comedy Drama
"Why Not Marry?"

March 15

"Why Not Marry?" a feature comedy
drama starring Margery Wilson, will be

published by National Exchanges March
15, presented by Walter L. Johnson,
president.

Has New Angles

The picture is said to be a swiftly

moving drama of humorous vein with

many new angles on the question it pro-

pounds.
Margery Wilson, the star, first attained

conspicuous success in D. W. Griffith's

"Intolerance," and has played opposite

William S. Hart, Charles Ray and others.

The supporting cast includes Albert Ed-

ward, Albert Roccardi, Harold Foschay.

John Lopez directed the production.

Scenes Are Lavish

The picture is said to have been pro-

duced on a pretentious scale, embracing
many lavish interior scenes. The subject

matter, it is pointed out, is of great in-

terest, around which many humorous in-

cidents have been woven.

Abramson Writing Titles

For New Coogan Picture

Max Abramson, who did the title work
on Jackie Coogan's recent feature, "My
Roy," is again associated with the Coogan
organization, this time creating titles for

Jackie's new picture, "Trouble."
Actual filming on the story will begin

soon and reports from the Coogan com-

pany indicate that "Trouble" will be

ready for publication in several weeks.

Metro Manager in

Anniversary Week
Leroy Bickels. Metro manager of

the Dallas, Texas, territory, has
inaugurated a "Leroy Bickels' An-
niversaiy Week" for his district for
the week of March 26 to April 1.

The week marks Mr. Bickels'
fifth year in the territory as well as
Metro's seventh anniversary as a
producing organization.
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T RAVELING THROUGH
NEBRASKA

h. e. nichols

The Hostettler Bros, announce the change
in management of the following houses

:

The Casino, at Marshalltown, la., is under

the direction of VV. B. Beckley, former man-
ager of the Colonial, St. Joe, Mo. Fred
Worrell is transferred from the Casino to

manage the Strand at Hastings, Nebr.
* * *

Ben Harding, owner of the Liberty

Strand and Majestic theatres, Council

Bluffs, will remodel and enlarge the Strand.

Ben states he is booked solid on Vitagraph
for the month of March.

* * *

The A. H. Blank Enterprises announce
changes in managership of the following

houses: James P. Martin has taken charge

of the Swan and North at Columbus, Nebr.,

and Robert Worl, formerly of the Rialto,

Des Moines, la., moves to Boone, la.
* * *

C. L. Peavey, manager of the local Edu-
cational Exchange, is after Joe Kaliski,

manager of the Pittsburgh branch of the

company. Joe is leading all the other offices,

but C. L. promises a surprise for him this

month. H. H. VVineberg is helping the good
work along.

* * *

Chenoweth Films, manufacturers of edu-
cational and industrial films, under the able

charge of H. F. Chenoweth, the local Grif-

fith, has just finished shooting three reels of
the "Pageant Nebraska" for the Omaha
schools. Here's how it was done : Interior

shots on panchromatic film, using a type C
clear globe with thirty-nine overhead lights

1,000-watt each, and 8 M. P. Arc stands on
a side. A Bell and Howell was used for the

closeups and a Universal for the shots
from the balcony. Results great!

* * *

Joe White, the famous "impresario" of
Omaha, is getting quite a play at his popular
poster exchange. Joe is also handling the
"Dempsey-Carpentier" fight pictures. How
come, Joe, the name of "White"?

* * *

Frank H. Keller has purchased and
closed the Joyland theatre at Lewisvillc,
Nebr., leasing the Opera House Jiere, which
has been opened under the name of Pearl
theatre. Powers 6-A's have been installed,
new screen, and general renovating. The
house seats 400. Policy, three nights a
week.

* * *

Looks like New York is fast losing its

popularity. Another gay Romeo of the
"White Way" was seen wandering around
the Alfalfa belt. We refer to S. Vorzimer,
the new manager of United Artists ex-
change. Rejections should be few on con-
tracts, as "Vorzie" labored long and hard
in the home office.

* * *

The new manager of the local U. T. E.
office, Glenn E. Jordan, should know what
the exhibitors of this territory need. Glenn
is a former manager for the Hosttler
Amusement Corp., having been in the busi-
ness for fourteen years.

* * *

Lawrence Prosser has resigned as direc-
tor of a film company to become manager of
the Goldberg Circuit House, the Muse. Law-
rence is well known among the old-time
"Doctor" fraternity.

* * *

Tony Delizzi, owner of the Queen, a lo-

cal suburban house, is booking only pictures

that will make them cry. Tony's got the

prescription to make them laugh. New
Powers 6-B's have just been installed.

* * *

Fontenalle Feature Film Co. will move
into the new film building, May 1. Max
Weintraub, owner, is in New York City

buying some new attractions for the new
home, which will be announced later.

* * *

C. R. Osborn is another one of the Em-
pire State's sons who has come West to

make his fortune, and is the successful

manager of Metro's local exchange. The
following make up the sales force : Carl

Reese, H. A. Freedel, Harry Meller, J. M.
Abrams and H. Blubaugh.

* * *

Bud Barsky has just finished remodeling
his new film building, which is complete in

every respect. He also owns the Pioneer

Film Exchange and reports bookings heavy
on his "Sacred Film" releases, of which
there are twelve scheduled, one each month.
His Dirker Productions, the first of which
is titled "When Dawn Came," is getting a

big play.
* * *

Don McLlcas, manager of the local En-
terprise Dist. Corp. branch, is a busy man
these days. The demand for the Triangle

re-issues is very heavy. Four Gloria Swan-
son's in five reels have been received and are

now available. M. R. Blair and A. E. Ste-

venson are the traveling representatives for

E. D. C.
* * *

The jolly and affable Sergeant Harry
Watts is still controlling the destinies of

the Strand. Harry knows how to write

LEATRICE JOY, appearing in Cecil B
deMille's Paramount production, "Sat-

urday Night."

snappy ad copy, as he is a former newspaper
man, having been on the Omaha Bee for six

years.
* * *

A trip to Omaha would not be complete
if one did not call on Julius Johnson,
manager of the Rialto, the "Rothafel" of
Omaha. By the way, Julius knows how to

get rid of a competitor; the other night he
invited Harry Watts to go via auto to Des
Moines, and a mile east of Stuart, la., Julius
was very busy thinking of the "Wonder
Girl" and ran the car into th,e ditch. By
rare good fortune, no one was killed, but a

passenger dented Julius' B. R. for a few
"centuries."

* * *

Al. Kahn, the owner of Omaha Feder-
ated Exchange, was in the city the other
day, and stated that "The Adventures of
Tarzan" would be released for this territory

in April.
* * *

Two brothers that are destined to travel
far are the Monsky Bros., owners of the
local Liberty Enterprises, Inc. Phil, the
manager, announces the purchase of "Burn
'Em Up Barnes," featuring Johnny Hines in

six reels, for immediate release ; also the
revival of "Birth of a Nation." Mayer
Monsky is making the key towns.

* * *

Harold Peterson, considered the young-
est manager in Omaha, is in charge of the
Hippodrome. Two new Type-S Simplex
and a generator set have been installed.

* * *

The Rex, one of the downtown grinds,
will be entirely remodeled this Spring. This
house is showing tab and feature pictures

—

owned by Gilley & Ribble. " A new Gold
King 10x13 screen has just been hung, and
a G. E. generator set installed.

* * *

The new owners of the Victoria theatre,

Stanley Komorski and D. C. Siampaus,
will install new tapestry effects for the
side walls of this house, which will also be
redecorated and a new stage setting de-
signed.

* * *

There is one North Carolinian up this

way who is making a good living; we refer
to Tom G. Freeman, owner of the Palm
theatre. Tom is rapidly recovering from a
severe illness, and we hope on the road to
complete recovery.

. $

Joseph F. Vasko has leased the Ideal
theatre' from Sherman O. Nelson. Mr.
Yasko is a newcomer in local exhibitorial
ranks, and Sherman is helping out until
Exhibitor Vasko learns all the ropes. Two
Motiographs De Luxe have been installed
and the house entirely redecorated.

* * *

Ben Cuttle, manager of the Orpheum at
South Omaha, is a great believer in amateur
night. Ben claims this is his biggest draw-
ing card, and we'll say it is, as the Friday
night crowd at this house looked like old
times.

*jt *

Mrs. A. R. Pramer is looking after the
Alhambra while friend husband is holding
meetings of the M. P. T. O. A. in the dif-
ferent key towns of Nebraska and Iowa.
Mrs. Pramer states Al will not go to Wash-
ington, D. C, unless she goes. So it looks
like the fair sex will be well represented at
the forthcoming National Convention.

* * *

"Daddy" Melcher has been under the
weather for a few days, but is now back at
the Franklin making things hum. We won-
der who got first run on Pathes' "White
Eagle." Two Powers 6-B's have been in-
stalled in this house.
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LETTERS
From Readers
A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Suggests Fighting Back

PORT AUSTIN, MICH.—To the

Editor: Why don't the theatres organ-

zie a church of their own with Good as

its ideal? Leave out religion, worship,

prayer. Make it broad enough for every-

body.

Instead of prayer, in which many do

not believe, throw on the screen some-

such words as: "A moment of silence-

in respect to the Great Unknown." Have
special music, not necessarily sacrerl

music. Draw from a list of films which
have a moral. Make everyone feel they

have an interest in this Sunday "service."

Be just as big a leader and a worker
for good in the community as the

preacher. Many preachers do not know
what it is to give service to the people

and are working for all they can get or

to force their narrow and dogmatic ideas

on the people. More would be reached
than ever enter the four walls of a

church. A good place to start would be

in those towns where the preacher de-

nounces films and yet exhibits them him-
self.

—

Charles H. Cowles, Neptune thea-

tre, Port Austin, Mich.

James Boys Still Roaming

RYEGATE, MONT.—To the Editor:

I have been reading with interest write-

ups from brother exhibitors and I cer-

tainly agree that the film rental will have
to be lowered if the small town man ex-

pects to keep on the map. Thus far, all

the salesmen that have called on me the

past two months quote me higher prices

than ever before. In fact some of them
are five times more than a year ago

—

I wonder if these people know the war
is over?
For an illustration, a concern in Seat-

tle quoted me figures that almost scared

me to death. If I was to charge $1 per

head for adults and every soul in the city

came to see the show, I wouldn't be able

to pay the film rental. Talk about the

James Boys being robbers!
Just recently a "drummer" blew in from

Minneapolis and quoted me a terrible

price on a so-called super special. When
I offered him just one-fourth of what
he asked, he blew up and sold the pic-

ture to the school for $15 more than
what he quoted me. I rented the theatre

for a flat rental and got my money O. K.

but, oh my, what the others had left!

I am ashamed to tell.

When these high price "fellers" come
along, we should turn our heads the

other way and go on about our business.

They will have to come down and might
just as well start now.—G. F. Rediske,

Star theatre, Rycgatc, Mont.

Conditions in Wisconsin

WATERFORD, WIS.—To the Editor:

Being one of the small town exhibitors,

I can sympathize with the rest of the

gang-
Have tried every hook and crook im-

BESSIE LOVE in a scene from "The
Vermillion Pencil," a forthcoming R-C
picture directed by Norman Dawn.

aginable to get the people in the movie
habit but of no avail. There is just one
remedy left and that is to lower admis-
sion prices, but this cannot be done until

film rentals come down. Am charging
15 and 25 cents, war tax included, but
the people say they can't afford even that
once a week.

I haven't made any money for such a
long time that I am getting used to it.

If I had to live on what I make in the
movie game I'd have starved to death
long ago. Unless film rentals come
down, I think the small town exhibitors

can hang out a "To Let" sign.—L. G.
Alby, Strand theatre, Waterford, Wis.

Rothacker Publishes

New Book on Motion
Picture Advertising

A new book on motion picture adver-
tising has been issued by Watterson R.
Rothacker. It is stated that those who
have seen advance proofs declare it the
most comprehensive of the author's writ-
ings on the subject of film advertising.
While the book deals with the science

of screen advertising in a technical man-
ner, it has been made easy to read and
carries numerous illustrations.

During the war Mr. Rothacker evolved
the "Miles of Smiles" idea of filming

folks at home which were screened before
thousands of soldiers on the other side.

"The Jungle Goddess" to
|

Be Finished By March 15

Reports from the Selig studios, where
Col. Wm. N. Selig is working day and
night shifts on the production of his

new chapter picture, "The Jungle God-
dess," which Export & Import Fijm Co.,

Inc., will distribute on the independent
market, indicate that the entire fifteen

episodes of the serial will be completed
by March 15.

Work on the thirteenth episode has
been started. Chapters eleven and twelve
arc almost completed. The titles of the

first twelve episodes have been definitely

decided upon.

Drug Clerk—What kind of a toothbrush
do you want?
Customer—Gib me a big one, boss, dare's

ten in my fambly.

—

Allcntown Chronicle.
*

Stump Speaker (boastfully)—I'm a prac-

tical farmer. Mention, if you can, just one
thing I can't do on the farm.
Voice (from the rear)—Kin you lay an

egg?

—

Houston Post.

"What is it," quizzed the Sunday School

teacher, "that binds us together and makes
us better than what we are by nature?"

"Corsets," peeped Tiny Tim.-

—

Elmira

Advertiser.
*

Lady—Tobe, I'm sorry to hear your wife

got a divorce.

Tobe—Yessum, she done gone back to

Alabama.
Lady—Who will do my washing now?
Tobe—Well, mum, I'se co'tin again, and

I co'ts rapid.

—

Louisville Courier-]ournal.
*

Cashier—My, oh, my! I have forgotten

the combination and I am in a terrible

sweat over it.

Sadie the Stenog.—Well, I forgot my
combination, too, and I'm pretty near froze

to death.—"Top ics of the Day" Films.
*

Rebecca—I would like to buy an easy

chair for my husband.
Salesman—Morris ?

Rebecca— No; Abie ! — Paterson Press-

Guardian.
*

Old Lady (to newsboy)—You don't chew

tobacco, do you, little boy?
Newsie—No, mum, but I kin give yer a

cigarette if you want one.

—

Boston Post.
*

Teacher (after spending twenty minutes

teaching the pronunciation of "vase")—

What do you see on the mantle-piece at

home?
. ,

Jackie — Father's feet. — Winnipeg Free

Press.
*

"Don't you miss your husband very

much now" that he is a traveling man?

"Oh, no! At breakfast I just stand a

newspaper up in front of a plate and half

the time I forget he isn't there."—fry

Goods Economist.
*

Judge.—Do you mean to say that such

a phvsical wreck as your husband gave

you that black eye? Plaintiff.—Your

honor, he wasn't a physical wreck until

he gave me the black eye.—Farmer and

Breeder.
*

Doctor—Your husband will be all right

now. Wife—What do you mean? You

told me he couldn't live. Doctor—Well,
I'm going to cure him. Surely you are

glad? Wife—Puts me in a bit of a hole.

I've gone and sold all his clothes to pay

for his funeral.

—

Irish World.
*

Ray—"Your husband's at the police sta-

tion. Why don't you bail him out?" May—"If he's my husband, you couldn't pump
him out!"

—

"Topics of the Day" Films.
*

The Baltimore woman who pushed her

obstreperous husband into a trunk,

slammed down the lid, locked the trunk

and threw away the key has apparently

solved the ancient problem—"How can

I hold my husband?"—Seattle Post-Intel-

liqencer.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The

Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

First National
Polly of The Follies, with Constance

Talmadge.—An excellent picture-. The
title alone, although the picture pleased
patrons, succeeded in drawing splendid
business for the first half of the week.

—

William Noble, Empress theatre, Okla-
homa City, Okla.—General patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—Did not draw, but it surely was
not the fault of the picture. Better pic-

tures than this one are few. Barthel-
mess was made for the part he portrays.
It holds your interest from start to fin-

ish, and it never becomes tiresome. Boost
it and recommend it to your patrons.

—

Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chi-
cago, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Silent Call, with a special cast.

—

One of the winter's best novelties. Enor-
mous-crowds all week, with every patron
a booster.—A. G. Talbot, America the-
atre, Denver, Colo.—Transient patron-
age.

Love Never Dies, a King Vidor pro-
duction.—You will have to hand it to
King Vidor for reproducing a real train

wreck. Pleased as a whole and glad that
we played it. Patrons well satisfied.

—

Albert A. Hoerr, Harriet theatre, Hardin,
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Song of Life, with a special cast.

—Here is a picture that will go good
everywhere. Magnificent in every angle.
May be recommended to those seeking
better attractions.—J. Carbonell, Monroe
theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE SIGN ON THE DOOR,
with Norma Talmadge.—A thriller.

The audience was held spellbound
in this murder drama. Norma
acted superbly. Charles Richman
gave splendid support. Get the
best music you can, then sit down
and grip the arms of your chair.

One man complained that he
couldn't make his hair lie down for
two days afterward. Charging 50
and 25 cents, we received many fa-

vorable comments and no com-
plaints.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.

Molly O, with Mabel N'ormand.—Bet-
ter than Mickey. Lots of laughter, thrills

and suspense. Played it while the Tay-
lor case was in its second week, but it

did not hurt the picture any. Played it a

J. P. McGowan in a scene fron
Chances" (Pathe)

week at advance prices and made money.
—Frank C. Parker, Lyric theatre. Stock-
ton, Cal.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—An ex-
cellent human interest picture which did

a good business. Not an expensive pro-
duction.—J. E. Kirk, Grand theatre,

Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Star Dust, with Hope Hamptori.

—

While not a wonderful production, yet
one which pleases the majority.—P. R.
Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandereau, S.

Dak.—General patronage.

Molly O, with Mabel N'ormand.

—

Everyone enjoyed this, especially the first

part. I paid more than I could afford for

the picture and lost money, but it was
not the fault of the picture. We have a
tourist town and I have to have good
pictures.—M. P. I.aBree, V. I. A. theatre,

Crescent City, Fla.—General patronage.

Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Stewart.—A very good production. Was
especially praised by the women.—H.
J. Graybill. Family theatre, Bridgeport,
O.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a spe-

cial cast.—For universal satisfaction this

is the best I have played yet. The child

is the bright spot of the picture. Drew

fine.—W. O. Burkey, Admiral theatre,

Kansas City. Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.—Very
good entertainment. Best Tuesday house
in months. Fell flat second night.—Dr.

C. J. Graf, Princess theatre, Stewart,
Iowa.—Small town patronage.

Love's Redemption, with Norma Tal-

madge.—Very good picture. Miss Tal-
madge at her best.—C. S. Bovee, Florence
theatre. Elk Point, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

The Lotus Eater, with John Barry-
more.—This is a great picture. Barrymore
does some good acting. Picture will

please all classes of audience.—J. Car-
bonell. Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven.— I did not see this but reports

were favorable. We lost money, but this

is getting to be a habit. There is nothing
off color in this play, as the name might
indicate. The price charged the exhibitor

is altogether too high—but of course not
too high for Neligh, Neb.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Love's Penalty, with Hope Hampton.

—

Real good. Star shows up to advantage.
— H. J. Graybill. Family theatre, Bridge-

port. O.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a

special cast.—A wonderful picture and
on a par with Peck's Bad Boy and The
Kid as to merit. Second day better than

the first. We can stand a lot like this

one.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—General patronage.

Trust Your Wife, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—An average program picture

that pleased.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess
theatre. Mendota, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—One of the good ones. Barthel-

mess at his best. The plot is fine and
played by good actors. It's a thriller that

will please all audiences.—J. Carbonell,

Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-

madge.—Connie will lose none of her

popularity with this production. Good.—

-

P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flan-

dereau. S. Dak.—General patronage.

Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.—Here's a real comedy-drama that

The News of the Week In Pictures

Every Week in the HERALD
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MARION DAVIES, Cosmopolitan star, whose latest picture, "The Bride's Play" is

now being distributed through Paramount.

pleased all. You can't go wrong on this

one.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre,

Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Devil's Garden, with Lionel Barry-
more.—There is not any use to run slides

advocating the "Freedom of the Screen"
and then show such a picture as The
Devil's Garden. There is positively no
excuse for this one. It should be titled

"Lust." I was roasted to a finish for
showing it. I was in doubt about it,

but could find no adverse report on it.

You had better cancel this in a hurry.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Not Guilty, with a special cast.—Who
said this was a poor picture? I call it

far better than the average. If I can get
all as good as this I won't kick.—G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

I Am Guilty, with Louise Glaum.

—

Everyone satisfied and it is a dandy
drawing card. This picture has every-
thing that goes to make up 100 per cent
production.—W. O. Burkey, Admiral
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—True to life. Kid life truthfully
portrayed.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal the-
atre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

The Great Adventure, witli Lionel
Barrymorc.—Star is not a favorite here,

but this went over pretty fair. Rather
complicated situation star finds himseli
in. Very interestingly untangled,— H. J.
Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, 0.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
I 'leaved a fair sized audience. I would

not advise an increase in price for it as
I do not consider it worth it.—G. W.

Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Man—Woman—Marriage, an Allen
Holubar production.—Here is a picture I

can recommend. To my recollection this

beautiful young lady has never appeared
in a poor one. However, we could not
induce the people to come out in any
large number to view it.—W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production.—Played two nights.

Patrons like it and the attendance was
larger on second night. This is the first

time in my eight years in the show busi-

ness that any feature ever did this for

us, and we have played some of the big
ones. The Kid, Daddy Long Legs, Birth
of a Nation, etc.—J. F. Rees, Regal the-

atre, Wellsville, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Master Mind, with Lionel Barry-
more.—This is sure heavy stuff and hide-
ous. Barrymorc no good here.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

The Golden Snare, with Lewis Stone.
—This is a good picture, as I find all

Curwood stories generally are. Times
are the worst ever in this town and still

I can always draw them in with a good
picture, so I buy the best I can and get
good business as a result. I don't believe

it pays to cheapen your show.-»E. J.

O'Neil, Broadway theatre, St. George,
N. B., Can.—Small town patronage.

The Girl in the Taxi, with Mr. and Mrs.
Carter l)c Haven.—Another first class

comedy-drama that will please.—E. J.

Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Mendota,
III.—Neighborhood patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
—An ideal kid picture that pleases the

parents. With any exploitation you can
make money on it.—Ben L. Morris, Tem-
ple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General pat-
ronage.

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.—Will
get any exhibitor money if he will let

them know when it is and where it is.

They will expect the admission to be
raised and then like it.—Mack Jackson,
Strand theatre, Alexander City, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge.—Good, with Norma in the

old line of pictures.—Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

Nomads of the North, with a special

cast.—Consider it the best picture I have
run, and so did everyone else. If there

is a 100 per cent picture Nomads of the

North is one. Business better than usual.

—L. H. Garrard, Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.

—General patronage.

19 and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.

—

Fine little comedy drama. Ray always
best in small town rube parts.—H. J.

Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, 0.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
—-We lost heavily on this picture. We
are certainly glad her contract expires

with one more feature for this company.
—W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart.—A picturesque Western with

characters that elevate an interesting

story to a plane of quality. Absolutely
fine.—Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall,

Grand Gorge, N. Y.—General patronage.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production.—Very good his-

torical play. Did not please the average
audience in small town.—C. S. Bovee,

Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D.—Small

town patronage.

Fox
The Jolt, with Edna Murphy and

Johnny Walker.—Entertaining picture.

Pleased a large crowd.—T. G. Thompson,
Grand theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—General

patronage.

Any Wife, with Pearl White.—Not as

good as former efforts in features. Last

few minutes very funny due to hurried

departure of star and family.—H. J. Gray-
bill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Thunderclap, with a special cast.—An-
other crackerjack that you can boost to

the limit. Everyone goes out pleased

and tells you so. That's what we want.

Book it, small towns.—E. J. O'Neil,

Broadway theatre, St. George, N. B.,

Can.—Small town patronage.

Queen of Sheba, with Betty Blythe —
The picture is on its second week and
still proving a strong drawing card and
pleasing large patronage. — William
Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City,

Okla.—General patronage.

Play Square, with Edna Murphy and

Johnny Walker.— Fine picture. New
stars, but they arc becoming very popu-

lar with my patrons.—J. C. Harlan, Pas-

time theatre, Humphrey, Ark.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Over the Hill, with a special cast.— It is

just what everyone else has said, "the

greatest thing of its class." It pleases

the regulars and brings throngs of the

oecasionals.—Ben L. Morris, Temple the-

atre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

Little Miss Smiles, with Shirley Mason.

—One of Shirley's good pictures. Strong

dramatic moments and some clear whole-

some comedy. May be recommended as

one good attraction.—J. Carbonell, Mon-
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roe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Trailin', with Tom Mix.—Good as the
average Mix. We used Sky High before
this, which has some fine scenery in it of

the Grand Canyo n.—Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

Riding With Death, with Charles Jones.
—Not up to Jones' standard. First four
reels drag. Action picks up in the last

reel. Not in the same class with his pre-
vious releases. Drew a fair house.—
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Gleam O'Dawn, with John Gilbert.

—

Poor. Very weak story. Nothing to the
story. About one of the poorest pictures
shown this season.—J. N. Schwartzwal-
der, Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.

—

General patronage.

Trailin', with Tom Mix.—Not as good
as some of the other Mix features but is

typical of the usual Mix action and they
cannot all be a hundred percent. Mix
fans like it.—Ben L. Morris, Temple
theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

The Jolt, with Edna Murphy and
Johnny Walker.—Agreeable picture, but
somewhat of a short ending.—J. Car-
bonell, Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla —
Neighborhood patronage.

Over the Hill, with a special cast.—If

you never play another, play this. Will
do you more good than anything you can
do, and it will make money for you.
Matinee 25 and evenings 50 cents.
They'll thank you.—E. J. O'Neil, Broad-
way theatre, St. George, N. B., Can.

—

'Small town patronage.
Any Wife, with Pearl White.—Star

never did draw in features.—T. G.
Thompson, Grand theatre, Rochester,
N. Y.—General patronage.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.

—

One of Jones' best pictures. I can al-

ways count on a good crowd when Jones
plays.—J. C. Harlan, Pastime theatre,

Humphrey, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Bucking the Line, with Maurice Flynn.
—This new star is a regular man and a
comer. Very good picture and pleased
small town patronage.—Dr. C. J. Graf,
Princess theatre, Stewart, Iowa.—Small
town patronage.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.

—

Can't kick on this one. Good card for

western lovers. Short footage. Bar
Nothing is more thrilling and -has more
action.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind.—Small town patronage.

The Big Town Round-Up, with Tom
Mix.—Not a kick from patrons, so I can't
kick.—Mack Jackson, Strand theatre,
Alexander City, Ala.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Get Your Man, with Charles Jones.

—

Average Jones offering which seemed to
please fairly well.—H o w a r d Varing,
Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—General
patronage.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.

GYPSY
PASSION

ADAPTED FROM ,

cJEAN RICHEPINS
FAMOUS GYPSV STORY

MO IIIARIKA
The Child op rhe bear-

ALBERT C SMITH NtsnxM

—Very good. Jones is quite a favorite
here.—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre.
Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Live Wires, with Edna Murphy and
Johnny Walker.—A good picture, espe-
cially suited to young folks, as it has a
good deal of college air in it. Football
game very exciting.—W. E. Elkin, Tem-
ple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Devil Within, with Dustin Farnum.
—Good. Above the average program
picture. Pleased about 90 per cent.—J. N.
Schwartzwalder, Universal theatre, Au-
burn, N. Y.—General patronage.

Children of the Night, with William
Russell.—Good picture about secret
orders. Very interesting. Everyone
liked it.—J. C. Harlan, Pastime theatre,
Humphrey, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

To a Finish, with Charles Jones.—Per-
sonally think Jones as good as Mix.
Can't make my patrons see it. This gave
good satisfaction.—Dr. C. J. Graf, Prin-
cess theatre, Stewart, Iowa.—Small town
patronage.

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.—Different from the general run of
Tom's pictures, but a good one.—N. O.
Foster, Elite theatre, Otsego, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Texan, with Tom Mix—They told
us that The Road Demon couldn't be
beaten, but many said this one changed
their minds. Mix always gets the money
for us.—J. F. Rees, Regal theatre, Wells-
ville, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.—
If your patrons like westerns this one
will be sure to please them. Farnum
nearly always pleases here.—O. Lamon,
Auditorium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.

—

First reel is a scream. Balance very en-
tertaining. As a whole, up to the Mix
standard.—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre,
Bridgeport, 0.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Straight From the Shoulder, with
Charles Jones.—The best picture I ever
ran. He not only stepped up with Mix
in this picture, but placed himself just a

little in advance, in the opinion of my
patrons. If your people like westerns
this will stand a slight advance in ad-
mission. We played at 13 and 15 cents,
regular prices.—J. F. Rees, Regal thea-
tre, Wellsville, Mo.—Small town patron-
age.

Goldwyn
The Glorious Fool, with a special cast.

—Another good one for these two new
stars. Mary Roberts Rinehart's name
helps too. Many favorable remarks and
business good.—A. G. Talbot, America
theatre, Denver, Colo.—Transient pat-
ronage.

His Back Against the Wall, with a spe-
cial cast.— If this is any criterion of
this year's Goldwyn product, I can't com-
pliment myself on my buy. Mediocre.
Little drawing power.—Ed. Salzberg,
Crystal theatre, Hoisington, Kans.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Bunty Pulls the Strings, with a special

cast.—Fine picture, but poor crowd. No
fault of the picture.—Johnson Bros.,

Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
—A-l picture. Moore is well liked here
and kept his popularity with this one.

—

E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Men-
dota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.—Not one

Ten Pictures That

Made Money for Me
1. The Old Nest.

2. The Kid.

3. The Birth of a Race.
4. The Last of the Mo-

5. Madame X
6. Once to Every Woman.
7. The Great Redeemer.
8. The Untamed.
9. Black Beauty.

10. The Heart of Humanity.

Out of 360 pictures used
during the year of 1921 this

ten are the best.

M. M. FEDERHAR,
Regent theatre,

Akron, O.

favorable comment. Watch your step in

booking this one.—Tho. Thompson,
Strand theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

All's Fair in Love, with a special cast.

—Starts out as a drama and ends as a

comedy. Below average Saturday and
Sunday business.—E. J. Degenhardt,
Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Penalty, with Lon Chaney.—Stay
away from this one. Not even a good
crook story. Patrons walked out. Seven
reels of junk.—James LeRicheux, Ar-
cade theatre, Camden, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.

—

Here is the kind of picture that makes
the exhibitor's life almost worth living.

If you have anyone that can portray such
characters better than our handsome
friend, Will, depicts them for the silent

drama, I wish you would trot him out
for our inspection. We showed this on
Saturday night to a large and apprecia-

tive crowd.—W. H. Creal, Suburban thea-

tre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Guile of Women, with Will Rogers.

—

Rogers is all human in this. Lots of

comedy and catchy titles. Story of

Swede emigrant that trusted all women
at first.—S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour thea-

tre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special

cast.— Indeed good. Got lots of compli-

ments. Whatever you do use the 24

sheet. It's a puller.—Mack Jackson,
Strand theatre, Alexander City, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

The Star Rover, with a special cast.

—Not over 50-50. Rather gruesome and
too improbable.—C. E. Waughop, Scenic
theatre, Detroit, Minn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.

—

This is an old picture, but a good one.

First time for Rogers here and he made
a hit, he seems to live along with the pic-

ture, not act. Pleased 100 per cent, drew
good, and we want more like it.—A. E.

Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.—100
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Very good western which went over big

for me and was enjoyed by all. Good
box office attraction which if well ad-

vertised will get the business. Push this

big.—F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

BILLY BEVAN in his latest two-reel Mack Sennett-First National production,
"On Patrol."

per cent picture and pleased everyone.
Broke my house records for three days.

Regular advertising. Regular admission.
—E. T. Burgan, Ellsworth theatre,Kan-
sas City, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Beating the Game, with Tom Moore.
—Again Tom comes across with a good
picture.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess thea-

tre, Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

It's a Great Life, with Jack Pickford.

—

Extra good program picture.—H. B.

Phelps, Thelps theatre, Meade, Kans.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Strictly Confidential, with Madge Ken-
nedy.—My patrons liked this one. We
were afraid of this one, but made good
with it.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre,

Red Creek, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

A Voice In the Dark, with a special

cast.—A good program picture which
pleased a Sunday night audience.—How-
ard Varing, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake,
la.—General patronage.

Officer 666, with Tom Moore.—Not as

good as some of his we have seen, but a

fair picture at that. We believe we
would have cleaned up on this feature

on a Sunday if an extra cold wave had
not hit us at night.—W. H. Creal, Subur-
ban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Officer 666, with Tom Moore.—Fair
program picture.—H. B. Phelps, Phelps
theatre, Meade, Kans. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
—Good for small town. We have had
better hut it has enough comedy in it so

it pleased almost 90 per cent. Moore
well liked here and drew well considering
the hard times.—A. E. Rogers, Temple
theatre, Dexter, N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The Revenge of Tarzan, with a special

cast.—Patrons were well pleased with
this Tarzan picture.— E. J. Degenhardt,
Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.— Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Man Who Had Everything, with

Jack Pickford.—This seemed to please
90 per cent, but it didn't appeal to me at

all. As long as my patrons are satisfied,

why, I am. Drew fairly well.—A. E.

Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.

—

Here is the best Moore picture I have
seen. The house was in an uproar from
start to finish. If we could get more pic-

tures of this calibre at a reasonable
rental, business would greatly increase.

—

Howard Varing, Royal theatre, Spirit

Lake, la.—General patronage.

Hodkinson
The Spenders, with a special cast.

—

This picture will give some a lesson and
will satisfy others that cannot spend. It

shows that they all will have to work
and save.—S. A. Berger, Star theatre,

Jasper, Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Down Home, an Irvin Willat produc-
tion.—Very, very good. Lots of good
comedy and will be liked very much by
most patrons.—F. L. Clarke, Cozy thea-

tre, Hazen, Ark.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Lone Wolf's Daughter, with
Louise Glaum.— Patrons seemed to be
well pleased. Fancy lettering of sub-

titles made them difficult to read in some
cases.—Charles H. Cowles, Neptune thea-

tre, Port Austin, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.

—

This is a real good picture, and drew
well.—T. G. Thompson, Grand theatre,

Rochester, N. Y.—General patronage.

The Blue Bonnet, with Billie Rhodes.
—Poorest this star ever made for me.

—C. E. Waughop, Scenic theatre, De-
troit, Minn.—Small town patronage.

The Broken Gate, with Bessie Bar-

riscale.—Very good picture. Will keep

your audience in suspense until the last

reel. Hodkinson pictures arc giving very

good satisfaction.—S. A. Berger, Star

theatre, Jasper, Ind.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The U. P. Trail, with a special cast.

—

Metro
There Are No Villains, with Viola

Dana.—A good program picture.—G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Life's Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.

—

Good clean pleasing comedy-drama.

—

M. J. Rachosky, Palace theatre, Dallas,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

Home Stuff, with Viola Dana.—Not
quite as good as Viola's other pictures,

but she is liked here in anything.—Happy
Hour theatre, Cresson, Pa.—Small town
patronage.

THE INFAMOUS MISS
REVEL, with Alice Lake.—The
wheels must have stopped going
around in the gink's gourd who re-

ported adversely on the entertain-

ment value of this picture. Miss
Lake is simply immense in it, and
so is Cullen Landis. The support
was excellent and the story very
appealing. "Intelligence" tells the
whole story for direction. It is not

a super-feature, but it is much
above the average program offer-

ing.

The fellows all wanted to be in

Cullen's shoes and the girls were
jealous of Miss Lake, and just

itched to get their fingers in Cul-
len's curly hair. This is a dandy
pair and I wish they'd play to-

gether regularly. I'll book anything
they make. Business more than
doubled the second night, which
tells its own story.

Play this one and then tell me
if my judgment is good or poor.

Miss Lake is so beautiful she may
have prejudiced this report, for I'm
only 64 the 28th of February.
(Birthday presents of cabbage,
onions and soap not accepted.)

—

J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre,

Neligh, Neb.

Life's Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.—
Star well liked here, but this picture is

not what the title would make it appear

to be. Has very little comedy.—C. H.

Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

—

Railroad town patronage.

Cinderella's Twin, with Viola Dana.—
Very good, but not as good as some of

her other pictures. Viola deserves to be

in good pictures for she is a good actress.

Drew fair. Pleased about 70 per cent.—

A. E. Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Greater Claim, with Alice Lake.—
A very fine picture. Pleased a good-sized

audience.—Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert thea-

tre, Beatrice, Neb.—General patronage.

The Hunch, with Gareth Hughes—Tell

them you have a good comedy-drama

here aiid you will tell no lie.—G. W. Yea-

ton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.—

Boys and girls, if you think you have

seen northern stuff and have not seen

this one, you are mistaken. It has a

story of real worth, and the ice scenes

are wonderful. Just a word regarding

the introduction of characters. Pro-

ducers are so much now days running

the full cast before the picture. It makes

it much better if they introduce the char-

acter by the play name and his own name
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just before he appears.—R. Ross Riley.

Wig-warn theatre, Oberlin. Kans.

A Message From Mars, with Bert

Lytell.—Xo good. Absolutely the poor-

est thing I ever saw Lytell in. Nothing
to it.—Geo. O. Monroe. Gilbert theatre,

Beatrice, Neb.—General patronage.

Nothing But Lies, with Taylor Holmes.
—Supposed to be comedy, but did not

get over for me. Metro is not making
any friends for their product by forcing

exhibitors to play these old pictures be-

fore they can get some good ones.—C. E.

Waughop, Scenic theatre. Detroit. Minn.
—Small town patronage.

Paramount
The Bride's Play, with Marion Davies.

—A really beautiful picture. The
photography is the best ever seen, the
story is of an Irish legend and the direct-

ing great. Interest a little lagging at

times. Good for high class houses.
Pleased here.—Frank C. Parker. Lyric
theatre, Stockton, Cal. — Neighborhood
patronage.

The Law and the Woman, with Betty
Gompson.—Had a very attractive lobby
display, which attracted a goodly number
of passers-by to the box office.—William
Noble, Gapitol theatre, Oklahoma City.

Okla.—General patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—From a box office stand-
point, and the production, 100 per cent.
Book this one, and dust off the S. R. O.
sign.—H. H. Barrett, Colonial theatre.
Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

'The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—If this picture .does not make
money for anybody, well you better close
up shop. Miss Swanson surely is fine.

Book it by all means and it will back up
anything you say.—W. F. Harding, Prin-
cess theatre. Mt. Dora, Fla.—Transient
patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—Broke house records.
Valentino will draw business anywhere.
Charged 15 and 35 cents. Many liked
iim better in The Sheik than in The Four
Horsemen.—Happy Hour theatre, Cres-
son, Pa.—Small town patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—Miss Compson is very "beautiful
and does some good acting, but this pic-
ture is not the special it is advertised to
be. Probably pleased 40 per cent.— C. H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

—

Railroad town patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—The only picture I made
^ profit on in six months. Pleased 100
ser cent and I drew them from all parts
}f town. Book it and clean up. Length
5.598 feet —E. J. Peskay, Penn theatre,
^t. Joseph, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-

Sarorday Night, a Cecil B. De Mille

GYPSY
PASSION

ADAPTED FROM
dEAN RICHEPINS
FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

NIAIRIKA
The Child of rhe bear

VFIAGRAPfl

production. — An excellent production.
Will satisfy any audience. Perhaps a

little too long, but very thrilling in spots,

and holds the suspense well. Play it up
big.—Frank C. Parker, Lyric theatre,

Stockton, Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Testing Block, with . William S.

Hart.—Star and story both good. Pic-
ture was marred a little on account of

so much dark photography. However,
the interest is there and people forget

such defects.—L. R. Moore, Roma thea-

tre, Columbus Grove. O.—Small town
patronage.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.

—Wallace Reid is a very popular star

here, and this picture seemed to please

all, but business here as a whole is on
the bum. No one seems to object to the

class of pictures, but they have got out
of the habit.—Joe Williams. Cozy thea-

tre, Checotah, Okla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

A splendid picture. Pleased more people
than maivy a special. Star well liked here
and good story.—M. P. LaBree. V. I. A.
theatre. Crescent City, Fla.—General pat-

ronage.

Moran of the Lady Letty, with Doro-
thy Dalton.—One of the best sea stories

ever made. Practically the whole picture

takes place on the sea. For some foolish

reason Valentino is not featured on the

advertising, but Dalton. Go after it big.

It is worthy of it.—Frank C. Parker.
Lyric theatre. Stockton, Cal.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—A high class production.

Pleased 100 per cent. Business good. You
will make no mistake on this one. Small
town. Played two days at 40 cents ad-

mission.—W. L. Rathbone, Gem theatre,

Randolph, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Great Impersonation, with James
Kirkwood.—C o r k i n g story. Everyone
pleased. People have not forgotten to

speak well of it after several weeks. Have
remembered it.—M. P. LaBree. V. I. A.

theatre, Crescent City. Fla.—General pat-

ronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—Although a return

date picture, it continues to please large

patronage.—William Noble. Broadway
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—Not made for our theatre. A good
picture of its kind, but they passed it up
here, and business was not even average,

yet we paid more for this one than we
did for many others that did pull them in.

It is a Scotch picture and may please

some. We want modern American plays

and stories.—Charles H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Three Live Ghosts, with a special cast.

—A very good comedy-drama. Will
satisfy any audience. Lots of laughs, but

no drawing power. If you can get them
in, they will come out very pleased.

—

Frank C. Parker, Lyric theatre, Stock-

ton. Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—Three days of good busi-

ness and pleased 100 per cent. A fine pic-

ture.—Harry Bruce, Circle theatre, Kan-
sas City, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray.—Not a new picture by any means,
but Oh Boy, the wallop brought 'em in.

If you haven't played it do so. They'll

eat it up.—W. C. Allen, Casino theatre,

Two scenes from "A Question of Honor.''
a First National attraction starring
Anita Stewart.

Antwerp. N. V.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish.—Very good picture. As good as
some specials for this town. Pleased all.

A good comedy.—A. J. Swingie. Paulick
theatre. Muscoda. Wis.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Faith Healer, with a special cast.

—Cock and bull story that failed to get
over. Somebody called this a special
and they are selling it as such.—H. G.
Stettmund. Jr.. Odeon theatre. Chandler,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—Here's a picture that you should be
proud to show. A big star, wonderful
story, action and suspense. Well pro-
duced and photographed. Worth going
after big. A Scotch story. Will please
any audience.—Frank C. Parker, Lyric
theatre. Stockton. Cal. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Three Live Ghosts, with a special cast.

—Very good attraction. People took to

it very well. Some good mystery scenes.

Good plot. Good photography.—J. Car-
bonell. Monroe theatre. Key West. Fla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—I consider this picture as being the
nearest perfect of any picture I ever ran
and I have been in the game since 1907.

A masterpiece, but not made for rough-
necks. Ran it two days to fair business,

with opposition both nights. Book it.

—
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W. L. Rathbone, Gem theatre, Randolph,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—Three days to capacity
business. A great ladies' picture and one
that pleased 100 per cent. Book this one
and clean up.—J. Jay Means, Murray
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Behind the Door, with Hobart Bos-
worth.—A good picture, but not the kind
the people will enjoy seeing. Very grue-
some. Has some fine photography. Not
a recent picture.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy
theatre, Tyndall, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid.—Great.
Comedy de luxe.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre, Eureka, Mont. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.—Excellent. Patrons well
pleased. Pleased 100 per cent.—J. N.
Schwartzwalder, Universal theatre, Au-
burn, N. Y.—General patronage.

Enchantment, with Marion Davies.

—

This picture was a delight. New, snappy
and entertaining. High class. Good cast

and well done.—H. P. LaBree, V. I. A.
theatre, Crescent City, Fla.—General pat-
ronage.

Miss Lulu Bett, with a special cast.

—

None will make a mistake showing this.

Theodore Roberts is great in this one.
A real human interest story. Not a dull
moment. Play up the fact that it is from
the book. It is worth going after big.

A truly very good picture.—Frank C.
Parker, Lyric theatre, Stockton, Cal.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rudolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—A real drawing card and
Valentino quite a favorite with the old
women as well as the flappers. Picture
pleased 100 per cent. Drew well.—New
Center theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

On With the Dance, with a special cast.

—High grade. Book and boost it.— F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Woman God Changed, with a spe-
cial cast.—While this is an extremely nice

picture, it sure needs a little trimming.

DOROTHY DEVORE. pretty ingenue,
who has become popular as a star in

Educational-Chrisvtie comedies.

When will they get away from that
cabaret dance hall stuff? There is about
75 feet of this picture that should be cut
out. It is positively vulgar. Otherwise
splendid.—W. F. Harding, Princess thea-
tre, Mt. Dora, Fla.

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton.—Fair. An
average program picture. Nothing to
make much fuss over.—J. N. Schwartz-
walder, Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.
—General pa-tronage.

Boomerang Bill, with Lionel Barry-
more.—Another great picture. Get them
in, somehow. The star won't, but what
acting, and what a story! Immense.
Give away prizes, anything to get them
in, and they will thank you for it. Every-
one who saw it praised the picture.^-
Frank C. Parker, Lyric theatre, Stockton,
Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish.—Played this picture the same time
we started Winners of the West, serial,

to the best business we have had for sev-
eral months. By all means get this
comedy. More hearty laughs than we
had on The Kid.—L. R. Moore, Roma
theatre, Columbus Grove, O.—Small
town patronage.

It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
Washburn.—As some one wrote in this
department some time ago, this picture
is full of ads of garter fasteners, and
many other things, but the picture is very
good for all of this, and will please any
kind of an audience. Not a big picture,
but a nice little pleasing story.—George
C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.—
Boys, here is one that has it all. Just
enough of everything to please them.
All that the name implies. Put a little

pep behind it.—J. W. Boatwright, Radio
theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with a special
cast.—A very good picture, but not good
enough to advance the prices. Better
for high class audience. Everyone satis-
fied. Good drawing card. Packed the
house for a week and everyone pleased.—Frank C. Parker, Lyric theatre, Stock-
ton, Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.

—

A good clean picture. One of the best
we have had. Don't miss it.—Schaghti-
coke Amusement Ass'n., Town Hall thea-
tre, Schaghticokc, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Idols of Clay, with Mae Murray.—

A

special. Very poor picture. Two murder
scenes. One nude scene by Mae Murray
and dope houses makes up the picture.
—A. J. Swingle, Paulick theatre, Mus-
coda, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.

Wagon Tracks, with William S. Hart.
—Good, but William S. Hart has had his

day here. Personally I like his work.

—

J. F. Rees, Regal theatre, Wellsville, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

The Easy Road, with Thomas Meighan.
—A very good one, and I gave the peo-
ple a chance to see this one at a price of
ten cents to everyone. Had a good house
and everyone remarked that if that was
i hi' class of pictures that I was running
that they were going to attend.—Joe
Williams, Cozy theatre, Chccotah, Okla.
Wighborhood patronage.

Rent Free, with Wallace Reid.—Prob-
ably one of the weakest this popular star

has ever made. Fault of the story.

Nevertheless, don't pass it up. It will

please a great many and I.ila Lee is very
cute in this. Very few comments one
way or the other.—Frank C. Parker,

CORINNE GRIFFITH, beautiful Vita-

graph star, in a scene from "Island
Wives."

Lyric theatre, Stockton, Cal.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Mystery Road and Appearances,
with special casts.—About the poorest

excuse for pictures that I ever saw. Oh.
why does Paramount force this kind of

junk onto us exhibitors and ruin their

trade mark? Absolutely nothing to these

British productions.—Albert Metzger,
Fairy theatre, Knox, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

The Mask, with Jack Holt.—Although
all of the reviews and most of the ex-

hibitors' comments in the Herald panned
this picture unmercifully, I booked it.

It pulled 50 per cent more than aver-

age Wednesday business and pleased 90

per cent.—E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,

Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Husband's Friend, with Enid Ben-

net.—Fair program picture.—A. J.

Swingle, Paulick theatre, Muscoda, Wis.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Everywoman, with a special cast.

—

Without exception they said it was the

best ever shown here. It hit the spot,

and was better than any sermon ever

preached.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam thea-

tre, Oberlin, Kans.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, with a

special cast.—A very good comedy-drama.
Will please everybody. A few more pic-

tures like this and we wouldn't want

any stars. Good for any audience, long-

hairs included.—Frank C. Parker, Lyric

theatre, Stockton, Cal. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Homer Comes Home, with Charles

Ray.— I call this a very clever little pic-

ture, not a special, but a good program
picture. A simple little story that every-

body likes.—George C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Grim Game, with Houdini—My
people liked the picture, but picture did

not draw, for they thought there would

be no story to it. But those that came

had praise for it. (Picture old.)—J. W.
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Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage .

Something to Think About, with Gloria

\
Swanson.—This is one that pleased 100

per cent, and it is the class of picture

that will build up your business. Boost
it and raise the admission, it will please.

—Joe Williams, Cozy theatre, Checotah,
Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.

—

A good picture.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl

theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Something to Think About, a Cecil B.

De Mille production.—A remarkable pic-

ture, and well received by all. Support-
ing cast was excellent and photography
was as clear as a crystal. Gloria Swan-
son as good a bet for us as Norma Tal-
madge.—L. R. Moore, Roma theatre, Co-
lumbus Grove, O.—Small town patron-
age.

Something to Think About, a Cecil B.

De Mille production.—Satisfactory to big
business.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal the-

atre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-

age.

A Romantic Adventuress, with Dorothy
Dalton.—The worst Dalton I ever used.

—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter,

X. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with William
5. Hart.—We class this one as one of

Hart's best. Is sure to please all. Did
*ood business two days with good com-
nents.—C. H. Powers, Strand theatre,

Dunsmuir, Cal.— Railroad town patron-
ige.

Pathe
Half a Chance, with special cast.

—

Don't be afraid to book this picture.

Seven reels and plenty of interest. Good.
—Raymond Schneider, Midget theatre,

ifetamora, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE KILLER, with a special

cast.—My comment is just a con-
sensus of all the ones I have read
in these columns, "good." I dis-

played every comment in the
HERALD, advertised extensively,

and played to the biggest house we
ever had at increased prices.

—

Charles W. Leiws, I. O. O. F. Hall,

Grand Gorge, N. Y.

The Killer, with a special cast.—A bet-
?r than average western which drew
ery well and was well received.—E. L.

ranck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.'—Neigh-
orhood patronage.

A Broadway Cowboy, with William
esmond.—Another hit. It's a very good
icture and title is a drawing card. A
>t of action.—Raymond Schneider, Mid-
et theatre, Metamora, 111.—Neighbor-
ed patronage.

R-C Pictures
The Swamp, with Sessue Hayakawa.

—

ood picture. Well liked by all. Good
isiness.—T. G. Thompson, Grand thea-
e, Rochester, N. Y.—General patronage.

Five Days to Live, with Sessue Hay-
:awa.—The picture pleased and went
•er big.—William Noble, Empress thca-
Oklahoma City, Okla.—General pat-

nage.

The Mistress of Shenstone, with Pau-
ie Frederick.—Drew the very best class

people in town on a rainy night,
eased 100 per cent. Some of the
urch pillars commented favorably on
is one. People who did not get out
at night told me the next day how they
ted to miss it, especially after hearing

•hers who saw it express themselves.

—

G. K. Hanks, Pastime theatre, Manning,
S. C.—Small town patronage.

The Duke of Chimney Butte, with
Fred Stone.—Failed to please western
people. Call this picture weak.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—General patronage.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Lin-
der.—The fun in these five reels so over-
shadowed that in the 1-reel comedy that

we regretted lack of news reel. Comedy
not needed. Everybody was pleased.—

-

Charles H. Cowles, Neptune theatre, Port
Austin, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

ONE MAN IN A MILLION,
with George Beban.—We are slow
in playing this, but we saw so many
good reports in the HERALD that
we could not pass it up. Gave fine

satisfaction, as it is far different

than the average production.—Al-
bert A. Hoerr, Harriet theatre,
Hardin, Mont.

Five Days to Live, with Sessue Hay-
akawa.—Did not please quite as well as
his previous pictures. Star is a favorite

with my patrons, but they do not care
much for photoplays when his wife ap-
pears in them with him.—Chas. Kuchan,
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.—General
patronage.

Salvage, with Pauline Frederick.—

A

fine picture and pleased all. Had a tent

show for opposition, so business is off.

You can't go wrong on this picture.

Boost it all you care to.—L. H. Gerrard,

Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

The Stealers, with a special cast.—This
will stop the censors. If you haven't

played it do so.—C. E. Waughop, Scenic
theatre, Detroit, Minn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Li Ting Lang, with Sessue Hayakawa.
—Hayakawa don't take well here. Never-
theless, this is a splendid program picture

Those who saw it were loud in their

praise. Anywhere star is liked picture

will make money. If you have Hayakawa
fans, book it. Scenery beautiful. Acting
exceptionally good.—G. K. Hanks, Pas-

time theatre, Manning, S. C.—Small town
patronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.

—

People said it was silly. Ordinary busi-

ness.—T. G. Thompson, Grand theatre,

Rochester, N. Y.—General patronage.

Shams of Society, with Barbara Castle-

ton.—A corking good story. Old theme
treated in a new way. Pleased big busi-

ness.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Black Roses, with Sessue Hayakawa.

—

Real entertainment in this, plus suspense
and thrills. Comedy in real life also pro-
vided. Fine show, everybody agreed.

—

Charles H. Cowles, Neptune theatre, Port
Austin, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Beach of Dreams, with Edith
Storey.—Good program picture. Inter-

esting story. All comments favorable.

—

G. K. Hanks, Pastime theatre, Manning,
S. C.—Small town patronage.

Kismet, with Otis Skinner.—My pa-
trons liked this picture.—N. O. Foster,

Elite theatre, Otsego, Mich.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Realart
The Speed Girl, with Bebe Daniels.—

A very good program picture. All Real-
art pictures are good. They are not
holding up the exhibitors on prices like

other film companies.— C. S. Bovee.
Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D.—Small
town patronage.

TILLIE, with Mary Miles Min-
ter.—Very agreeable picture. Mary
always pulls here. The Taylor
case has made her more oopular
here as people do not believe any-
thing against her. Let them pass
the bunk to someone else.—J. Car-
bonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,
Fla.

Nancy From Nowhere, with Bebe
Daniels.—One of Bebe's latest, but did

not satisfy. Not of her usual comedy
type. Poorest I think I have ever run
featuring her.—G. D. Worden, Gem
theatre, Delevan, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Too Much Wife, with Wanda Hawley.

—Just fair. I don't understand why

A dramatic moment from the Zane Grey picture, "When Romance Rides," produced
by Benj. B Hampton, from the novel "Wildfire," and to be distributed by Goldwyn.
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some of these exhibitors rave about Real-
art. I have run a lot of them and the
best I can say is fair. The stars are
pretty and wear fine clothes, but I think
it takes more than that to make a good
picture. So do my patrons.—L. H. Ger-
rard, Gem theatre, Spur, Tex.—General
patronage.

The Love Charm, with Wanda Hawley.
-—A mighty poor offering. Does not get

by with patrons these days when they
expect to get their money's worth.
Wanda Hawley is a clever little star and
can take care of herself at all times and
make a creditable showing. The rest of
cast for the most part does well. Busi-
ness about present average, which it

goes without saying is very poor.—W.
H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.—General patronage.

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Mat-
ter.—Fair. Only pleased about 50 per
cent. Think it is the poorest Minter I

have ever used. Lay off of it if pos-
sible.—F. L. Clark, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda
Hawley.—This bill is sure to please any
audience, boost it.—J. F. Rees, Regal
theatre, Wellsville, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Little Italy, with Alice Brady.—One
of Miss Brady's best. Pleased a fair-

sized audience.—G. D. Worden, Gem
theatre, Delcvan, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.

—Patrons enjoyed this very much.
Beautiful picture. Story of a beauty who
would flirt and was not afraid to try

anything once. Stdry leaves her wonder-
ing if all men are as wonderful as her
husband.— S. V. Wallace, Idle Honr the-

atre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Kiss in Time, with Wanda Hawley.

—

Had more real favorable comments on
this than anv of her pictures I have run.

Old Fatty (Walter Hiers) is good, too. I

always play him up strong. He is truly

a Georgia peach.—Mack Jackson, Strand
theatre, Alexander City, Ala.—Small
town patronage.

The Little Clown, with Mary Miles

Minter.—Good picture. Everybody will

like it, and we are sure that you will do a

good business on it, too.—William G.
Atkinson, Star theatre, Rockingham, N.
C.—General patronage.

Her Sturdy Oak, with Wanda Hawley.
—A fairly good program offering. Will
please those seeking comedy dramas.

—

R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Tyndall, S.

D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Her Eturdy Oak, with Wanda Hawley,
— I picked this from what an exhibitor
in this column, who said it was good,
wrote. I guess he was talking with a
film salesman while it was being shown.
Worst Hawley yet. Would not make a
good single reeler.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Magic Cup, with Constance Bin-
ney.— Play this if you want to please
them all.—J. F. Rees, Regal theatre,
Wellsville, Mo.—Small town patronage.

Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter.—Nothing extra. Drew well and
many came just to see Mary. Story of
underworld and out on top on a Western
ranch that seemed to please.—S. V. Wal-
lace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs, Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Kiss in Time, with Wanda Hawley.
—A very good comedy-drama. Most of

Realart's are light comedies, but will

please the average audience.—G. D. Wor-
den, Gem theatre, Delcvan, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Such a Little Queen, with Constance
Binney.—Poor. Another good star being
spoiled by poor pictures.—G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The March Hare, with Hebe Daniels.

—

Ran this with Harold Lloyd in "I Do.,"

and it gave about the best satisfaction to

my patrons. They were all pleased.

Drew fair.—Chas. Frunhoff. Prospect
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, with
Mary Miles Minter.— Excellent comedy.

Shows the girls a new way to select

their future husbands.—G. D. Worden,
Gem theatre, Delevan, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

A Heart to Let, with Justine Johnstone.

—Not much.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka the-

atre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Selznick

The Way of a Maid, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—A good program picture.—E.

J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Men-
dota. 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Miracles of Manhattan, with Elaine

Hammerstein.—Poor title for a very

good picture. Cast and settings like a big

time production, and story stands up.

Gave general satisfaction and drew busi-

ness against stiff opposition.—Ben L.

Morris. Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O —
( leneral patronage.

THE WAY OF A MAID, with

Elaine Hammerstein.—"The actress

without a failure?" Right. My
audience joins me in saying
"Amen."—E. Saunders, Saunders
theatre, Harvard, 111.

Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.—

A

very good program picture, but I lost

money on it. My patrons will not come
out to see extra specials.—W. D. Patrick,

Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Is Life Worth Living? with Eugene
O'Brien.—A fair picture. Name is poor

for the box office, as O'Brien usually

draws a bigger crowd.—Chas. Lee Hyde.
Grand theatre. Pierre, S. Dak.—Small

town patronage.

A Man's Home, with a special cast.

—

With a hand-picked cast, Ralph Ince has

turned out a good, well-balanced picture

that will please the masses who attend

"the movies." Six good people, namely.

Harry Morey, Kathlyn Williams, Roland
Bottomley, Matt Moore, Grace Valen-

tine and Faire Binney, enact the impor-

tant roles.—Charles H. Ryan, Garfield

theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

—

Best O'Brien I have ever played. Select

getting better every picture. 1922 service

is great.—Oscar Woemper, New Park-

theatre. Minneapolis, Minn.—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.—

Good picture.—T. G. Thompson, Grand
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

The Man of Stone, with Conway Tearle.

—Patrons did not care for this picture.

Too much drinking by star.—E. J. De-

genhardt, Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.

—Neighborhood patronage.

A Man's Home, with a special cast-
Great picture. Sure pleased my audi-

ence. Hope we can have more like it.

—

Oscar Woemper, New Park theatre.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Panthea, with Norma Talmadge.—Are-

issued Russian nightmare. Work of

Norma very good. In its day it might 1

have been something of a picture, but

compared with up-to-date productions it

is absolutely tedious. Business fair.

Some walked out. Small town, can it.—

•

W. L. Rathbone, Gem theatre, Ran-

dolph, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Chivalrous Charlie, with Eugene

O'Brien.—A dandy good picture that

can't help but please. Play it.—E. Saun-

ders, Saunders' theatre, Harvard, Ill-

General patronage.
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United Artists

'Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-
duction.—Followed the Newman's sec-

ond run and did a great business for one
week. Played at 35 cents.—Wm. Jacobs,
Royal theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Transi-

ent patronage.

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas
Fairbanks.—This picture re-established

Douglas here after we showed The Nut,
which very few liked. The Mark of

Zorro ought to take in all small towns.

—

Happy Hour theatre, Cresson, Pa.

—

Small town patronge.

WAY DOWN EAST, a D. W.
Griffith production.—The best ever.

Packed them in for three days at

28 and 55 cents. Pleased 100 per
cent and did my house a world of

good. It took a little nerve to pay
the rental, under the present con-
ditions, but I advertised it strong
and then watched them drive into

town in their Fords and Packards.
I never showed to so many strang-
ers before. It seems they were all

waiting for it. I wish there were
more pictures like it. They are still

talking about it. Book it and boost
it and you will prosper. Be sure to

get the music score and do not
use less than piano, violin and
drums.—Albert Metzger, Fairy
theatre, Knox, Ind.

The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith

production.—One of the most satisfac-

tory pictures I have ever run. Everyone
liked it. Beautiful photography. My
nost critical patron came back the sec-

>nd night, as did many others.—Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.
—Small town patronage.

'Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith

>roduction.—A wonderful picture, and
las universal appeal. The only picture

n our history that has played over three
lays. Booked it for four days and held
>ver two days.—Judd Rardian, Orphens'
heatre, Excelsior Springs, Mo.—Transi-
iit patronage.

Universal
The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson—If

ley like Westerns, they will holler for

lore like this.—G. W. Yeaton, loka the-
tre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood pat-
jnage.

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.—
. remarkable production. Better than
loot's previous efforts.—H. J. Graybill,
amily theatre, Bridgeport, O.—Neigh-
Drhood patronage.

The Wallop, with Harry Carey.—Fair
"ogram picture, but star does not draw
ell here.—L. D. Fairfield, Legion thea-
e, Wakonda, S. Dak.—Small town pat-
nage.

The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.—
good picture. A clever little actress.

—

- m Mix in a scene from "Chasing the
Moon," a new Fox production

E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Men-
dota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.—My
patrons were well pleased with this one.
Lots of action, with some very good
comedy through it. Pleased 90 per cent.
—Tony Faller, Lyric theatre, Neihart,
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

RICH GIRL POOR GIRL, with
Gladys Walton.—Some said this
was the best picture they ever saw.
I invited all State House employes
free for second night and it made a
lot of friends for me. Gladys does
some good doubling in this.

—

Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.
Playing with Fire, with Gladys Wal-

ton.—Nothing extra, but good program
picture. Story of a demonstrator with a
roughneck beau that she drops when the
millionaire's son comes into her life. Old
story. Laemmle claims it's equal to
Pink Tights. I don't.—S. V. Wallace,
Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs,
Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—Miss
Dean does about the most remargable
acting of her life. Sure was a hit with
those who came.— R. Ross Riley, Wig-
wam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

The Dangerous Moment, with Carmel
Myers.—Only fair. Can't expect a win-
ner every time. Universal consistently
good.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,

Eureka, Mont.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Pre-
vost.—We dislike to criticise Universal
pictures, as Carl Laemmle has been very
good to us, but we cannot refrain from
saying that we would be just as happy if

we had never seen this one. Back to the
bathing girls for you, Marie, where you
can display your means of locomotion to
better advantage, or Cecil B. De Mille
may get you, since he is such a wizard
at creating stars. By the way, I wonder
if he has had or ever will have such a
wonderful actress as Priscilla Dean. She
is good enough for us, anyway.—W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Good
picture, but over-advertised. Will please
everyone, but do not increase prices in

small town. I did not, and was glad of
it. Good business.—E. J. O'Neil, Broad-
way theatre, St. George, N. B., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean—Pic-
ture is O. K., but I paid too much for it.

My fault, though. I didn't have to buy
it, so what's the use?—Mack Jackson,
Strand theatre, Alexander City, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

The Fighting Lover, with Frank Mayo.
—Not much to this one. Too much space
in night scene that you can't see the
screen. The poorest Mayo that we have
used.—J. W. Boatwright, Radio theatre,

Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Short Skirts, with Gladys Walton.

—

Gladys is a comer. Pleased all.—H. J.

Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, 0.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Colorado, with Frank Mayo.—Good
picture. Up to Mayo's average. Will
please almost everyone.—R. C. Metzger,
Cozy theatre, Tyndall, S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Pleased 100 per cent. I predict this

star will be in a class with Mix before
many moons. Has the best plot of any
Western here yet. Come on, Hoot. Am
betting on you.—G. K. Hanks, Pastime
theatre. Manning, S. C.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Rich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—It was O. K. First one of this

BEBE DANIELS in a scene from "A
Game Chicken," a new Realart picture

being distributed by Famous Players-
Lasky Corp.

star played, and will try more. Universal
sells you these at a let-live price. Pretty
good business after being closed down
for several months.—G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Playing with Fire, with Gladys Walton.
—Snappy titles, sparkling picture, good
story, good direction, about as near 100

per cent entertainment as you will ever
find.—J. E. Kirk, Grand theatre, Omaha,
Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
—Here is one special that is a special.

As good a crook picture as we ever saw.
—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Ober-
lin, Kan.

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.

—

A good picture. Better than quite a few
of his pictures. Gave general satisfac-

tion.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon thea-

tre. Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Good, and a new star. Lots of

comedy and action in this.—Olen Reyn-
olds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Very good program picture, as

most LTniversals are.—A. J. Swingle, Pau-
lick theatre, Muscoda, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Man Trackers, with George Lar-
kin.—Did good business with this one,

and it pleased the Saturday night crowd.
An 80 per cent picture, with beautiful

snow scenes.—W. C. Allen, Casino the-

atre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva No-
vak.— I played this picture because of so

many good reports, and I am glad I did.

—E. Saunders, Saunders theatre, Har-
vard, 111.—General patronage.

Cheated Hearts, with a special cast.

—

Another good Universal, with Miss du
Pont. Watch her. She is bound to be
one of the big ones. Picture pleased.

Rawlinson a good drawing card. Would
be as good as Wallace Reid if he did not

overact a little.—G. W. Yeaton, loka
theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gib on.—One
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of the best Westerns. Shown with first

episode of Winners of the West, free to

everybody. Played to about four hun-

dred, and pleased.—Howard Varing,

Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—General
patronage.

Across the Dead Line, with Frank
Mayo.—Very good action, melodrama.
Mayo and cast are good. Gets by with

little or no effect in a daily change
house.—Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre,

Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson.—A good
program picture, with a good actor.—E.

J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Men-
dota, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Action, with Hoot Gibson.—Went over

big one night. Children do most of the

boosting, as they all like Hoot. Book
it. It will make money for you.—Tony
Faller. Lyric theatre, Neihart, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Playing with Fire, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—The best Walton yet, and that is

saying something. As good a piece of

acting as I ever saw. Another one that

should go in the Jewel class with du Pont

and Mayo. Give these three bigger

stories, and I for one will pay the price.

—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter,

N. H.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.
—Many said the ending was incorrect.

Others say picture was okay. Person-

ally, I was pleased with the picture. As
a whole, very good.—H. J. Graybill 1

,

Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.

—

An extra good one of Carey's Every
time we show Carey the whole town
comes to see him.—Tony Faller, Lyric

theatre, Neihart, Mont.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—A very

good Western that will draw the higher

class patrons. Good box office attrac-

tion. Universal lets you have it at a price

that is reasonable.—E. J. Degenhardt.

Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—Proved
a disappointment here. Of her last three

pictures, Outside the Law, Reputation,

and Conflict, they rank in order named
with my patrons.—W. A. Peterson,

Scenic theatre, Mt. Vernon, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—They
don't make them better than Carey. The
picture was big and pleased, but why
hurt a good picture with such fool

scenes as where the dead and wounded
fell off the cliff? You could plainly see

each jump off after being shot, instead of

falling naturally. This almost spoiled

the whole picture.—G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.—Very
good Western, but did not draw for us.

Failed to register.—Dr. C. J. Graf, Prin-

cess theatre, Stewart, Iowa.—Small town
patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—A very

good Western drama and as good as any
Carey ever did. If your people like West-
ern action, with lots of comedy, this one
will delight.— Ben L. Morris, Elk Grand
theatre, Bellaire, O.— General patronage.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—A pleasing

picture that will do credit to any house.
— Chas. I.ee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

The Rage of Paris, with Miss du Pont.

Mary Miles Minter in a scene from "Tillie"
(Realart)

—This was Miss du Pont's first feature
for us, and she sure stepped right into

the hearts of "our better halves," and
we men are waiting for her return, too.
Nuf sed.—J. P. Rees, Regal theatre,

Wellsville, Mo.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Man Trackers, with George Larkin.—

A

100 per cent production. Pleased every-
one who attended, and they asked for

more like it. A sure bet.—H. J. Gray-
bill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.
—A good program picture. Plenty of
action.— E. J. Degenhardt, Princess thea-

tre, Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

No Woman Knows, with a special cast.

—Pleased 90 per cent. Patrons com-
mented on the excellent acting of Miss
Scott.—W. A. Peterson, Scenic theatre,

Mt. Vernon, S. D.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.

—

A real box office attraction. Plenty of
laughs, with a good story. Many came
to see Marie in a feature, and said they
will not miss any of them. Got over in

fine shape.—Howard Yaring, Royal the-

atre, Spirit Lake, la.—General patron-
age.

Rich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys Wal-
ton.—Good program picture, which my
patrons seemed to enjoy.—L. D. Fair-
field, Legion theatre, Wakonda, S. Dak.
—Small town patronage.

Vitagraph

Lucky Carson, with Earle Williams.

—

The best the star has made yet. Plenty
of good comments. This star is my best
male bet. Drew great.—W. O. Burkey.
Admiral theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—
Neighborhood patronage.

What's Your Reputation Worth?
with Corinne Griffith.—Just an ordinary
program picture, with nice settings and
wood direction. Story poor.—Albert A.
Hoerr, Harriet theatre, Hardin, Mont.
— Neighborhood patronage.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan.—A good picture. Better than
the average of this kind. Well liked.—E.
Saunders, Saunders theatre, Harvard, 111.

—General patronage.

Princess Jones, with Alice Calhoun.—
Good picture. So far all Vitagraphs
have been pleasing to the majority. Miss
Calhoun taking well here.—G. K. Hanks.
Pastime theatre, Manning, S. C-—Small
town patronage.

It Can Be Done, with Earle Williams.
—A mightly fine entertainment and is

Well liked by all classes. Earle Williams
nives an interesting portrayal in this

rule and he surely knows the business of

acting. Well balanced picture.—Will II.

Brenner, New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.—General patronage.

Diamonds Adrift, with Earle Wil
liams.—Ran this with a Vitagraph serial

and find that the program pleased, though
pictures are last year's.—Chas. Lee Hyde
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Small
town patronge.

The Secret of the Hills, with Antonio
Moreno.—Fair story, with good acting

Picture lacks personality. That is, you
do not care if the crooks or the hero

wins out.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General patron

age.

Steelheart, with William Duncan.

—

Fine picture. Duncan well liked. Bust

ness fair.—Lewis & Brisco, Princess the

atre, Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

The Inner Chamber, with Alice Joyce
—An old story of a man and his ste

nographer. Has several unique situa

tions and some good laughs. Well di

rected and acted. Gave satisfaction.

—

H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre

Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno
—Very interesting, but personally thought
it overdrawn. However, it pleased all

and I am satisfied. You'll be, too, if you
run it. Progiam picture.—G. K. Hanks
Pastime theatre, Manning, S. C.—Small

town patronage.

The Scarab Ring, with Alice Joyce-
Splendid picture that kept them all guess
ing and pleased. Good story, and Alice

Joyce very good.—E. J. O'Neil, Broad
way theatre, St. George, N. B., Can.

—

Small town patronage.

Received Payment, with Corinne Grif

fith.—A good program picture. The
star always pleases our patrons.—E.
Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Mendota
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

Received Payment, with Corinne Grif-

fith.—Good picture, which pleased large

patronage.—William Noble, Criterior

theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—Genera
patronage.

The Courage of Marge O'Doone, witl

Pauline Starke.—This is Curwood's bes

story in pictures that this town evei

had. Will please.—S. A. Berger, Sta:

theatre, Jasper, Ind.—Neighborhood pat

ronage.

The Charming Deceiver, with Alic

Calhoun.—An ordinary picture. Nothing
to commend nor to condemn.—Chas. Le
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.-
Small town patronage.

Bring Him In, with Earle Williams.-
I wanted a picture of this kind for a spe

cial occasion that would please both met

and women, and this one sure hit th

mark.—E. Saunders, Saunders theatre

Harvard, 111.—General patronage.

The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.-
Wcll acted and very interesting, due t

being a different sort of story. Interest

ing from start to finish.—H. G. Stett

m'und, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandlct
Okla.—General patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

White Hands, with Hobart Boswortl
—Picture went over fairly well with th

patrons. The attendance was about av

erage.—William Noble, Criterion theatn

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron

age.

What Do Men Want?—A Lois Webc
production,—A picture that every theatr

should run. Will get the business, fo

any one that goes after it. The nam
alone will get good business.—Williar

C. Atkinson, Star theatre, Rockinghatt

N. C.—General patronage.
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State Rights

Kazan (Davis), with Jane Novak.

—

When we put up the excellent 24-sheet

the cry of fire never in this town flew

as fast as did the magic name "Kazan."
Inquiries were so many that four days
before the event we positively knew that

we would clean up. We charged 40 and
20 cents. Don't promise that this is any-

thing wonderful, because it is not Cur-
wood's best, though it is very good. Just

announce the date, without undue ex-

pense in advertising, and the popularity

of the book w-ill put it over for you, and
make you money. This feature can be

purchased at a living price.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

What No Man Knows (Equity), with

Clara Kimball Young.—Business just

fair on this one, but not the fault of the

picture. One of the best Clara has ap-

peared in.—Luna theatre, Brooklyn, X.

Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks.—Showed star in Hearts of

the West and figured he was ready-made
for his next picture. This fact proved
right. Expect better house with each

new picture of this star. This picture

nas an exceptionally good six and three-

iheet. Use them.—M. Oppenheimer, Em-
)ire theatre, New Orleans, La.—Transi-
ent patronage.

Deliverance (Kleine). with Helen Kel-
ler.—Not appropriate for theatre. Its en-

ertaining value is nil. Good for educa-

ional purposes, for Miss Keller is truly

remarkable woman.—Crosby Bros.,

Jly theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—General
latronage.

Charge It (Equity), with Clara Kimball
.'oung.—Average picture, which was re-

eived without much comment either

>ray. Average drawing power on Sunday
how.—E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo.
vriz.—Neighborhood patronage.

Mid-Channel (Equity), with Clara

Cimball Young.— Beautiful gowns, good
cting, good photography, but not the

ind of a picture our patrons like.—John-
in Bros., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N.
'.—Small town patronage.

Heart of the North ( Brandt-Davis),
ith Roy Stewart.—This is a real picture,

nd it will surely please them, especially

i cold weather. The snow scenes are

ne.—G. D. Pinholster, Clinch theatre,

rostproof, Fla.—Neighborhood patron-

?e.

When Dawn Came (Prod. Sec), with a

>ecia! cast.—This is a good picture, well

<ed by all.— E. Saunders, Saunders the-

re, Harvard, 111.—General patronage.

Dead or Alive (Arrow), with Jack
oxie.—A very good Western, but some
the scenes are very dark. Ran it

ith a good two-reel comedy, and the

•ogram pleased.—L. M. Gerrard, Gem
eatre, Spur, Tex.—General patronage.

The Eyes of the World (Gaskeli),
ith a special cast.—Picture, like the

>ok, all right. Good to those that have
ad the book. Others don't care for it.

cture drew well.—J. W. Boatwright,
idio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighbor-
ed patronage.

When Dawn Came (Prod. Sec), with
special cast.—A great picture. All

ama. Lots of action, suspense, heart
erest and a wonderful ending. Go
er it big: it will please. Good for any

• dience.—Frank C. Parker. Lyric thea-
', Stockton, Cal.—Neighborhood pat-

i iage.

3ky Fire (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart.
•This has been a very good picture.

eased about 90 per cent. Drew fa ; r •

A. E. Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter, Ni
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Why Girls Leave Home (.Warner
Bros.), with Anna Q. Nilsson.—Good
drawing card, and the picture went well.

J. Carbonell, Monroe Theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Child for Sale (Abramson), with a

special cast.—Put on by the schools, so

1 got my share. When they tell you it's

the biggest special in a long time, tell

'em to go to . I feel sorry for the

poor boob that booked this at five times

more than it is worth. Experience costs

money.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,

Ryegate, Mont.

Why Girls Leave Home (Warner
Bros.,*, with Anna Q. Nilsson.—A box of-

fice attraction. The picture is good, but
ordinary. It's the sensational title that

gets them. Three days' good business.—
Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Birth of a Nation ( D. W. G.), a
D. W. Griffith production.—We showed
this feature three days to a fairly good
business. It has been run before in our
house. It is still getting the money, and
there are millions of people yet who
haven't seen it.

—

W. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Serials

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—Absolutely the best serial Ruth
has made, and that's saying something.
Full of pep.—Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchinson.—On ninth episode. Do-
ing a fine business. My patrons says it is

the best serial they have ever seen. Book
it; you can't go wrong.—Tony Faller,

Lyric theatre, Neihart, Mont.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Winners of the West ( Universal), with
Art Acord.—Have just finished it, and
though the educators and that class may-

rave about its educational value, it is not
in a class with many of Universal's for-

mer serials. Art Acord takes himself too
seriously in this.—Ben L. Morris, Olym-

VERA GORDON, starring in the latest

Warner Bros, production, "Your Best
Friend," directed by William Nigh.

pic theatre, Bellaire, O.—General pat-

ronage.

Winners of the West ( Universal), with
Art Acord.—On fourth episode and hold-

ing up. Got co-operation of schools
and Parent-Teachers' Association, and
put on school matinee. Kids go wild
over it.—E. J. Degenhardt. Princess the-

atre, Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Winners of the West (Universal), with
Art Acord.—On sixteenth episode. Se-
rial holds interest, and is good. Poor
business, due to general conditions. This
is our best day of the week. If the busi-

ness was not blowed up entirely, this

serial would pack them in.—H. G. Stett-

mund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla.—General patronage.

WHITE EAGLE (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland.—Am on third episode
and it is sure a fine serial. I show
a Pathe Playlet and a double com-
edy along with it. The playlets are
better than some of the five and
six-reel features we get sometimes.
This is a dandy program. Book it.

Pathe is one of the best companies
to do business with. I run this pro-
gram every Saturday. I just fin-

ished HURRICANE HUTCH,
which I consider one of the best
serials yet. Times are awfully dull

here, as the one mine here has been
closed down for almost eight
months, but I am looking for bet-
ter business with this program.

—

Mrs. S. Arnott, Colonial theatre,
Bruceville, Ind.

The Purple Rider (Yitagraph), with
Joe Ryan.—This is a drawing serial,

with a fair plot, beautiful scenery and
good stunts. Sixth episode played big-

gest kid business in the history of the
house.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast.—Played last episode on
Monday and pleased my people.—J. F.
Rees, Regal theatre, Wellsville, Mo.—
Small town patronage.

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—On the fifth episode and holding
up fine. Two days on each episode. Used
trailer and Indian relic lobby. They eat
this up.— B. Cuttle. Orpheum theatre,

Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Winners of the West ( Universal), with
Art Acord.—Got a dandy start on this

serial, by means of a mailing list, and
also country store with free prizes. Had
quit serials for two months, and trade
on serial nights dropped at least 30 per
cent. However, it has come back now.
—L. R. Moore. Roma theatre, Colum-
bus Grove, O.—Small town patronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchinson.—Good serial, and patrons
well pleased.—N. O. Foster, Elite thea-
tre, Otsego, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Whirlwind (Selznick), with Charles
Hutchinson.—A very good serial. While
old, it is better than most new ones now
being released.—W. D. Patrick, Cozy
theatre, Florala, Ala.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with a spe-
cial cast.—Just played first episode and
it starts out in a way that seems to
guarantee it a success. Everyone com-
mented on the beautiful outdoor shots
and the several thrills. I believe thjs

one will show an increase in attendance
for several episodes. We got off to
about a seven-dollar shortage due to the
Parent-Teachers' meeting and the poor
service from the advertising department
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of the exchange.—J. F. Rees, Regal thea-

tre, W'ellsville, Mo.—Small town patron-

age.

Do or Die (Universal), with Eddie
Polo.—On the ninth episode and drop-
ping off every week. People get tired

seeing the same thing over and over.

—

W. D. Patrick, Cozy thea'tre, Florala,

Ala.—Neighborhood patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),

with a specjal cast.—Held up good all

the way through. If exploited right will

get the money. Used big truck with the

animal cut-outs in cages.—Gilley-Ribble,

Rex theatre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Son of Tarzan (National), with a

special cast.—Good. Business increased

each episode up to the ninth. Admitting
that the majority of patrons come to

follow the serial, we have some in at-

tendance that we seldom see any other

day, and they tell us the two-real West-
erns, Hoot Gibson (Universal) or Sant-

schi (Pathe), with the two-reel Educa-
tional comedies, give the right amount of

thrill and mirth. I believe any exhibitor

to small town patronage would be wise

to show a program of short reel stuff one
night each week.—J. F. Rees, Regal the-

atre, Wellsville, Mo.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Short Subjects

The Boat (F. N.), with Buster Kea-
ton.—One of the very best comedies we
have ever shown in the ten years we
have been in the business. Something
doing every minute.—P. R. Matson,
Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. Dak.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Ain't Love Grand? (Fox), with Al St.

John.—Another good comedy. Also
Clyde Cook in The Toreador.—Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Fast Male (Federated), with Joe
Rock.—This is the first of the series of

the Federated single reel comedies. They
are pretty gcod.—M. Oppenheimer, Em-
pire theatre, New Orleans, La.—Transi-

ent patronage.

I Do (Asso. Ex.), with Harold Lloyd.
—A dandy comedy, and will make you
friends, but these cost too much for

small towns.—C. E. Waughop, Scenic
theatre, Detroit, Minn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Babyhood (Kineto).—It got more
laughs than any one-reel comedy we
have ever shown. Played it with Why
Girls Leave Home to please the women.
It did.—Crosy Bros., Lily theatre, Buf-

falo, N. Y.—General patronage.

The Paleface (F. N.), with Buster
Keaton.—Not up to the standard. One
of Buster Keaton's poorest comedies.

—

C. S. Bovee, Florence theatre, Elk
Point, S. D.—Small town patronage.

The Saw Mill (Vitagraph), with Larry
Scmon.—A comedy of one thrill after

another. Senion has them all backed
clear off the screen when it comes to put-

ting over this class of comedies. Got
several real honest-to-goodness laughs.

You can't get better comedies than this

one.—Will H. Brenner, New Cozy thea-

tre, Winchester, Ind.—General patron-

age.

The Stork's Mistake (Educational),

with a special cast.— I never ran a better

comedy. Entirely different. Delighted

the audience.— M. P. Labrce, V. I. A.

theatre, Crescent City, Fla.—General pat-

ronage.

The Head Waiter (Vitagraph), with
Larry Scmon.—All of it would raise the

roof with laughter, I suppose. Good
laughs in what we did show.—H. G.

Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Blizzard (Vitagraph), with
Jimmy Aubrey.—A comedy with that

good old fashioned slapstick. Just the
kind that puts the show over. It kept
them laughing from start to finish.—W.
E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Movie Mad (Educational). — First

Christy comedy ever used. Very poor.
If this is a sample of the Christy come-
dies, no more of them for mine.—W. A.
Peterson, Scenic theatre, Mt. Vernon, S
D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Get Out and Get Under (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. — Wonderful comedy.
Pleased everybody.—M. J. Rachosky,
Palace theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

The Fly Cop (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon.—Everybody laughed, so I guess
they liked it.—Mack Jackson, Strand
theatre, Alexander City, Ala.—Small
town patronage.

Robinson Cruso, Ltd. (Educational),
with Lloyd Hamilton.—This was fine.

Good all the way through. Full of new
stuff. Good for high class audience.—M.
P. LaBree, V. I. A. theatre, Crescent
City, Fla.—General patronage.

Cyclone Smith (Universal), with Eddie
Polo.—Especialy poor. Can't understand
how Universal allows such junk to be
shown under its trademark. His feats

are absurd.—Ed. Salzberg, Crystal thea-

tre, Hoisington, Kan.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Kineto Review.—Excellent single-ree
filler. Please all classes.—M. J. Racho-
sky, Palace theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

Educational Comedies.—These two-
reel comedies, I believe, are the best on
the market today. "They are clean,

snappy and up-to-the-minute in pho-
tography. Book them. You can't go
wrong.—W. F. Harding, Princess thea-

tre, Mt. Dora, Fla.—Transient patronage.

Buster Keaton Comedies.— Best come-
dies ever made. Kids all crazy about
them.—Happy Hour theatre, Cresson,
Pa.—Small town patronage.

Gump Cartoons ( Celebrated).—Rui
these on Tuesday, and they always want
to know when the next one will be

shown.—M. J. Rachosky, Palace theatre.

Dallas, Tex.—Small town patronage.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at caah

I

•aving price*. Special crofe»loo«l
discount* jo UNIVERSALE.
Immadlata dallrar? no all modala. DaBria.
DaFranna. Hatha and man, othara damoa-
atratad In oar showroom. Sand for our ooaa-

Plata catalog at onea. fraa on raqnaat.

BASS CAMERA COMPART
Dept. H. l oe n. Dearborn St., Chicago, In.

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, Cartoons
Camera Man Furnished on Short Notke

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
100S-1006 Mailers Btdf. Telephone Cenlnl 2347 Chic.it, III

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of HiKh-Grnde ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for

Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.



THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
A fire during a performance

at a Chicago downtown thea-

tre on Washington's Birthday
furnished a clear cut example
of the importance of adequate
and modern fire fighting ap-

paratus in the theatre. With
the aid of modern equipment
the blaze was successfully ex-

tinguished and a near riot

averted even before the fire de-

partment could arrive on the

scene.

The blaze is thought to have
started from cross wires and
spread to draperies over the

stage. Heat from the flames

started automatic fprinklers

working. Safety devices back
of the stage were in perfect

working order and brought
into immediate play. Ushers
trained in weekly fire drills had
every exit open almost before

the steel curtain was -down. A
member of the company as-

sured the audience there was
no danger, and the show pro-

ceeded within a short time.

Forethought on the part of

the management, adequate fire

fighting equipment that had
been kept in working order,

and the training of the ushers

for just such an emergency
saved the day, and probably
avoided what might have
turned out to be a catastrophe

had things been different.

The happening at this thea-

tre pointedly brings out two
facts: that every theatre should

be thoroughly equipped to

combat a blaze within its walls

at all times, and that the

equipment for extinguishing

I
fires must at all times be kept

accessible and in working
order. Modern fire fighting ap-

paratus is useless unless it is

ready for immediate use when
needed.

Radiophone Entertainment Is

Inaugurated at Ascher House
Patrons Hear Music by Wireless at Peoria, Illinois

Theatre—May Install Service at

All Ascher Playhouses

Is the radiophone destined to become a

feature of motion picture theatre enter-

tainment?

This interesting question is well to the

point in view of recent installations of

wireless telephonic receiving apparatus in

various playhouses throughout the coun-

try. While the matter cannot be said to

be an entirely new innovation in the the-

atrical field, radiophones having been

used in some of the larger theatres in

connection with special evems such as

presidential election returns and the like,

indications, at present point to a more
widespread and actual interest in the sub-

ject.

Is Addition to Program

The most recent radiophone receiving

instrument to be installed in a motion pic-

ture theatre is the one at Ascher Bro-
thers' Palace theatre, Peoria, Illinois.

Upon its success and the possibilities of

entertainment which it affords, as well as

the reception of the feature by the audi-

ence as a part of the Palace program,
will depend the inauguration of similar

arrangements in all Ascher houses, it is

stated by an executive of the firm. Ac-
cording to the official, the device at the

Palace theatre was not installed as a tem-
porary novelty or experiment, but as_ a

bona fide addition to its program of pic-

tures and vaudeville.

Immediately following the installation

of the instrument at the Palace theatre

two other Peoria playhouses announced
plans for similar arrangements.

Music Is Heard

The first radio entertainment at the

Palace theatre was given February 15

to 1,500 patrons at the regular show.
When the curtain was raised at 9 o'clock

the audience saw a mammoth radiophone

on the stage and heard music played by
John Becker sitting at the transmitting

instrument at the Bradley institute. The
sound waves were caught by the aerial on

the roof of the building and issued from

the large horn on the receiving set. News
bulletins received by a local' paper were
also transmitted to the audience. In the

future patrons will hear radio matter

transmitted from all parts of the country,

including speeches, music, fight returns,

baseball news and in fact anything else

that may be picked up from the air and

made audible to those in the theatre.

Further use of the radiophone will be

made by the Palace theatre by throwing

the house open to the public on Sunday
mornings to hear sermons and lectures
broadcasted.

Used in Eastern Houses

The instrument at the Palace was in-

stalled by Prof. E. G. Schalkhauser of
Bradley Polytechnic Institute, considered
an authority on the subject. Besides the
receiving instrument on the stage there
is an 80-foot aerial on the building roof.
A month of painstaking work was re-
quired to procure and assemble the mech-
anism required to gather in the mag-
netic waves and translate them into
sounds, it is stated.

According to the Palace theatre the
demonstration met with the hearty ap-
proval of the audience and furnished a
new thrill.

Installation of a similar apparatus is

being planned by Capt. W. W. Scott for
his two theatres, the Lyric and Scott's,

at Hampton, Ya. Capt Scott plans to
give his patrons a like service and enter-
tainment by use of the wireless tele-

phone.

Exhibitors Supply Firm
Leases Entire Building

In a move to care for increased busi-

ness as well as to bring the general office

and Chicago sales unit under one roof
Exhibitors' Supply Company has taken
over the six-story brick building at 825
South Wabash avenue. The general of-

fices have already been moved to the new
building.

The Chicago sales office and Argus En-
terprises will be established in the new
headquarters in May. The main floor of

the building will be devoted to a sales

room, which it is planned to make the

most pretentious and complete of its kind
in the line of exhibitor requirements.

Kansas City Men Invent

Film Rewinding Device
An automatic rewind switch has been

invented by two Kansas City men, E. R.

Francis and S. R. Victor. The inven-

tion, known as the Ideal Automatic Re-
wind, will rewind films in either direction

without reversing the motor, allowing in-

spection on the rewind and enabling the

operator to give his entire attention to

other work.
The rewind can be attached to Powers,

Simplex or Motiograph machines.
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. PalacesAre Going Up.

Only the Latest Equip-

ment Is Being Installed

New Projects

East Hampton, Mass.—The Majestic
theatre which was destroyed by fire at an
estimated loss of $75,000 will be rebuilt,

it is announced.

Springfield, Mass.—Reports are con-
firmed by Anes and Company that two
Pittsfield men are negotiating for prop-
erty which the company owns, for the
erection of a motion picture theatre.

Erie, Pa.—Jacob Roth has ,let contract
for the construction of a new theatre to

seat 2,400 near Eighth and State streets.

Work will be started May 1. The cost is

to be approximately $300,000.

*

New York, N. Y.—S. K. S. Motion Pic-

tures Company has purchased a lot at

Washington avenue near 172nd street for

the erection of a theatre and store build-

ing.

Battle Creek, Mich.—A new theatre to

cost about $30,000 will replace the Garden
theatre here, burned by fire, it is an-

Consider the high cost

of a hot, stuffy theatre

And then consider:

That you can install Monsoon Cool-

ing System and positively cool your

house for less than the extra business

it pulls in just one summer.

That Monsoons therefore really

cost you nothing.

That reductions already made bring

prices down to the bottom.

That delay means simply that you'll

keep on so much longer losing the

money Monsoons can save for you.

Install Monsoons for

this summer.

Write for Booklet S-9

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.

71 North 6th Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

nounced by G. E. Cross of Garden The-
atre Company.

*

Eagle Rock, Cal.—The new $20,000
theatre under construction here which
will be ready by May has been leased by
United Theatres Company, sponsored by
prominent men in Southern California.

*

South Park, O.—A theatre and business
building will be erected at Brown and
Patterson streets by Robert J. Hirsch to

cost about $75,000.

Middletown, O.—Negotiations are pend-
ing for the purchase of property owned
by John and Nick Revelos by parties in-

terested in the construction of a theatre
on the site.

4

Houston, Tex.—Plans have been ap-
proved for the erection of the Miller Mem-
orial Outdoor theatre at Hermann Park.
William W. W'atkin is the architect.

*

St. Petersburg, Fla.—A new theatre will

be elected on Ninth street this summer to

seat 1,800.

Ownership Changes
Rockwell, la.—Joe Dunkin has taken

over the Empress theatre from Don
Preston.

*

Yoakum, Tex.—A deal has been con-
summated whereby A. V. Wade has be-

come owner of the motion picture theatre

of this city formerly owned by Edward <

Ryba.
*

Jackson, Mich.—W. S. McLaren has
purchased half interest in the Orpheum
theatre. The other interest is owned by
John W. Miner.

*

St. Mary's, O.—The Royal theatre,

owned by Frank Shelly, has been pur-

chased by Orrin Fell and leased to

Thomas Broad, who will operate it.

*

Tecumseh, Mich.— F. E. Bradley has

sold the Bradley Opera House to Edward
Mark, who for several years has acted as

manager of the theatre.

*

Pecatonia, 111.—Fred Furnnell and Wil-

liam Keith have purchased of F. J. Fry.

his motion picture theatre and taken pos-

session.
*

Ft. Madison, la.—John E. Whitford
has purchased the Grand theatre here.

Openings
Youngstown, O.—The new Capitol the-

atre, with a seating capacity of 1,500 has

opened its doors.
*

Redlands, Cal.—Under new manage-
ment, and having been thoroughly re-

modeled, the Liberty theatre, formerly

the Empress, has been opened.
•

Oklahoma City, Okla.—The beautiful

Liberty theatre here has been reopened.

*

Houston, Tex.—The Strand, seating

650, will be opened March 1 under the

management of A. Schulman & Sons,

who operate several motion picture the-

atres here.
*

Albert Lea, Minn.—The Rivoli theatre

has been opened following complete re*

modeling and the installation of new

equipment. A big amusement company
is reported back of it.
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CONSOLE of the new model Barton Orchestral Organ on which a new system of
lighting has been installed insuring perfect lighting on stop tablets, manuals and
pedals.

Progressive Refinements in New
Model Barton Orchestral Organ

In line with the ever increasing demand
for music of the highest type in motion
picture theatres throughout the country
is the announcement of the Bartola Musi-
cal Instrument Company of refinements
in the appearance, operation and installa-

tion of the Barton Orchestral organ. The
main structure of the new organ model
remains virtually the same, the changes
being in the working out of numerous de-
tails and refinements. Better music at

less cost has been the objective of the
company in the new developments, a
thing that will prove of interest to many
exhibitors who are at present considering
the music question on the budget of their

theatre operations for the coming season.

Eliminate Possible Trouble

In connection with the improvements
made the company has perfected the man-
ner of installation to insure one hundred
per cent efficiency from the organ. Spe-
cial sound devices and final preparation
of organ lofts have been arranged so as
to eliminate possible trouble from heat,

dampness and damage sometimes caused
by rats.

The tonal purity of each individual
stop has been improved. The solo stops,

famous for a mellow, velvet quality have
been beautified. The Bartolina set of

pipes, an exclusive Barton organ feature
invented by Dan Barton, has been im-
proved. Refinements have been added
to the electric controls which has in-

creased the flexibility and speed of the
action, and the rapidity of the present

rendition is such as to have evoked en-
thusiastic comment from organists who
have tried it.

New Lights on Console

On the console a new system of light-
ing has been installed insuring perfect
lighting on the stop tablets and pedals
without in any way interfering with the
darkness of the theatre or casting any
reflections on the screen.
The constant necessity of adjusting the

tremelo or vibrato in pipe organs has
been reduced to a minimum in the new
Barton model through the perfection of a
tremolo arrangement. The divided man-
ual which multiplies the tonal possibili-

ties of the organ by thousands has been
arranged so tnat even the great number
of combinations heretofore possible have
been almost doubled. Another feature is

that which does away with the necessity
of the organist himself working out new
combinations, as this is handled by an
electrical device of the divided manual.

Gives Long Tone Quality

"Those who have studied the matter
will appreciate the specially constructed
generator which insures a non-fluctuating
electric current," says the statement from
the company. "The technically inclined

wil.l learn with favor that expert electrical

engineers have improved the electrical

system, doing away with the usual annoy-
ances caused by arcing at the contact
points, polarizing magnets, leakage in the

electric cables and troubles which cause
cyphers and necessitate adjustment and
repairs. To the organist these facts
mean that no effort has been spared, no
point of possible improvement overlooked
to create a theatre organ that will have
tone quality, pleasing over a long period
of time, and construction that will stand
the most severe usage."

Ownership Changes
Upper Alton, 111.—Lester R. Norton

has purchased the Mar's motion picture
theatre here, which he will continue to
operate under that name.

Marinette, Wis. — Saxe Amusement
Enterprises of Milwaukee, have leased
the Cozy theatre here and taken over the
playhouse.

*

Anderson, S. C— B. T. Whitmire has
leased the Anderson theatre.

*

St. Johnsbury, Vt.—Joseph LeClair, of
Keene. X. H.. has purchased the Please
U theatre from F. C. Gilson.

*

Nashua, N. H.—The Park theatre
owned by a local syndicate has been pur-
chased by Park Theatres. Inc., Xew York
and Boston.

Gold Fibre Screens

Prominent Installations

Riviera Theatre,
Chicago, 111.

Lyric Theatre,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Alhambra Theatre,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Colorado Theatre,
Denver, Colorado.

Beacon Theatre.

Boston, Mass.

°World s Lar$estProducers

J4otion Picture Screens

Minusa Cine Screen Co.

St. Louis, U. S. A.

CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA. 255 NO. 13™ ST.. PHILADELPHIA PA. 64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
|



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Business on Mend
Throughout Indiana

Given Finds Healthy Condition
In Parts of State;

Theatre Sold
H. W. Given, district manager of Fa-

mous Players-Lasky, after tabulating and

reviewing the scores of replies received

by him to the questionnaire sent out re-

garding conditions in the territory, has

been conducting a personal investigation

into local business conditions.

He has just returned from an extended

trip covering South Bend, LaPorte, Val-

paraiso and other points in Indiana. He
reports South Bend in flourishing condi-

tion and business in all lines in a healthy,

progressive condition. In this connection

he said that South Bend was listed in

recent government reports as being the

most flourishing city with less unemploy-

ment than any place in the country.

Rhodes Buys Blackstone

Ezra Rhodes, an old-time exhibitor,

and owner of the LaSalle theatre there,

has just taken over the new Blackstone,

one of the largest and finest houses in

Indiana. In LaPorte he found business

on the mend and a similar condition ex-

isting in Valparaiso.
Both of these cities are in agricultural

communities and depend largely on the

farmers for support. While business has

been only fair up to about one month
ago the recent announcement by Presi-

dent Harding of his policy toward the

farmer has instilled a feeling of optimism
throughout these cities and business has
been on the upward trend the past month.

Closes Important Contracts

All in all, he found conditions much
better throughout Indiana than antici-

pated and instead of pessimism ruling the

merchants and farmers he found optimism
to be the invariable rule all along the

line. He closed important contracts in

all three cities. On his return from In-
diana he made a trip to Davenport, Rock
Island and Moline and closed with Joe
Hopp of the Ft. Armstrong, in Rock
Island, for first runs on some of the
Paramount specials.

Testifies $3,500 Paid

To Settle Senate Strike
Felix Browarsky, real estate dealer and

contractor, testified before the jury hear-

ing the conspiracy trial against Simon
O'Donnell. former president of the Chi-

cago Building Trades Council, and three

business agents, that he paid O'Donnell
$3,500 to settle a strike at the Senate
theatre, a Lublincr & Trinz house, in

May, 1920. Browarsky testified that

O'Donnell told him that the strike could

be settled for $r»,000, but that $3,500 finally

was paid.

GLADYS WALTON, Universal star,

who is to make a tour of the country

making personal appearances in key
cities. "The Wise Kid" is her latest

Universal feature.

Exhibitors Will Hold
April Meeting Here

Arrangements Are Made for

Convention Delegates

to Be Chosen

The state board of the Illinois unit of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America met at Chicago headquarters on
Tuesday to make arrangements for the

convention to be held here, perhaps the

first week in April.

At the time of holding this conclave

delegates and alternates will be selected

to attend the national convention to be
held in Washington, D. C, -in May.
Announcement of convention dates and

place will be made as soon as action is

taken by the state executives.

Several matters of importance are

scheduled to be brought before the ex-
hibitors of the state at the April get-to-

gether.

To Publish Reissue

A reissue of "The Littlest Rebel," star-

ring E. K. Lincoln, will be published for

the states right field by Gollos and Gol-

Ios, Chicago. The picture, which con-
cerns the trials of a little girl during the

Civil war is in five reels and has been re-

edited and new subtitles made.

Bolle President of
F. I. L. M. Club Here

Maberry Transferred East by
Goldwyn; Succeeded Here

By Harry Lorch
Otto W. Bolle, sales manager at the local

Paramount office, was elected president of
the F. I. L. M. Club at a meeting last week.
Mr. Bolle succeeds Cecil Maberry, who has
been transferred to New York by Goldwyn.

Lorch Coming to Chicago
Harry Lorch, former Goldwyn press rep-

resentative here and more recently the
company's manager at Omaha, will succeed
Mr. Maberry at the Chicago office.

Lorch is expected to arrive from Omaha
some time this week, probably on Thurs-
day.

Maberry Departed Sunday

Mr. Maberry, who has accepted an ex-
ecutive position at the New York office of
Goldwyn, left Chicago Sunday on the
Twentieth Century.
Goldwyn has transferred Ben Reingold,

sales manager here, to Omaha to fill the
position left vacant by the promotion of
Lorch.

Frank Fischer Buys
Appleton Theatre in

Appleton, Wisconsin
Frank W. Fischer recently purchased

the Appleton theatre in Appleton, Wis.,
and after remodeling and renovating the
house and instaling a new Barton organ
opened it with Paramount's DeMilie spe-
cial, "Fool's Paradise."
This new addition to his string of thea-

tres promises to be as big a winner as
his other houses in which "Fischer Enter-
tainment" is in operation. Louis St.

Pierre, head of Mr. Fischer's department
of presentation, designed the prologues
for the picture and three full houses dur-
ing the day with hundreds turned away
attests the wisdom of Mr. Fischer in his

selection of assistants, pictures and loca-

tions.

This was the premier showing of

"Fool's Paradise" outside of New York
as a compliment to Mr. Fischer, who is

enthusiastic over the picture and is hold-

ing it for a week instead of the original

four days as planned. Among those who
attended the opening were Herb Given
and Dan Roche from the local Paramount
exchange and Al Bernstein and Bob
Gary from Milwaukee.

R. Funk Breaks Leg
R. Funk, out-of-town salesman for Uni-

versal, fell Sunday and broke one of his

legs.

Ciminello Operates New
Non-Theatrical Branch

A. Ciminello has sold his interest in

Kincma Film Company and has opened
a non-theatrical exchange at 804 South

Wabash. The company will be known
as the Fine Art Film Company. Cimin-

ello will rent religious films and will have

a number of prints to place on the state

right market.
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A scene from the new Rupert Hughes production "Come On Over," which Goldwyn
is presenting.

[CHICAGO PERSONALITIES '

i

"Chub" Florine, popular sales repre-

sentative for the local Yitagraph exchange,

was host at the Blackstone hotel to D.

.Foley, Esq., from Biloxi, Miss., last Thurs-
day, so we are all anxious to get an angle

from "Chub" on how the ol' cotton crop
stacks up.

* * *

Ross C. Cropper spent a few days last

week along film row visiting his many
mends, giving us all the very latest Broad-
way chatter.

» * *

F. N. Kenney of the Star theatre, Wat-
seka, 111., dashed into the Famous Players

office the other day, chock ful of pep and
vim and claims affairs down in his part

of the State are doing nicely. Thata boy,

"F. N." That's the noise we like to hear

!

* * *

Ben Reincold, sales manager of the local

Goldwyn exchange, leaves to occupy his

new berth, having recently been appointed

manager of the Omaha exchange, succeed-

ing Harry Lorch, who returns here to be-

come manager of the big Chicago branch.

Welcome, Harry, old top!
* * *

;
We heard further that Sam Sherman

forsakes Milwaukee to assume the role of

.ales manager to the Chicago Goldwyn
>ranch and Frankie Delorenzo, erstwhile

Select representative, will cover the Wis-
onsin territory in behalf of Goldwyn.

By Mac-

are being used by exhibitors

that insist on getting the'best

film announcements that can

be made

WHO IS MAKING YOURS ?

IRVING MACK ft CO.
808 5. WABASH AVE*

CH ICAOO

The toughest blow for the Row is to
learn we lose the handsome and popular
manager, Cecil Maberry, who leaves for
the home office to assume an executive
position. Our best goes with Cecil, and we
all know li'l ol' Broadway will welcome
this great big son of Oklahoma with open
arms.

* * *

Either business is picking up or some
wealthy relative's will is an important part
of the big mystery. Yep, Tom Mitchell
has another Boul Mich sartorial creation.
Looks like the "reel goods" when he pulls

up in front of the northside cinema palaces
in that big Buick sedan of "his," with the
chauffeur holding the door open as Tom
gracefully saunters within the portals of
the managerial chambers. With spats and
a cane, it would be a "big special."

* * *

Max Schwartz, former United repre-

sentative, is now covering the City sales

for Vitagraph, succeeding Phil Solomon.
Max looks very happy in his new home, so
that's that!

* * *

The two young old timers, Al Dezel and
Jo Fischer of the Master Advertisers, have
just added another plume to their vast
array of decorations in the splendidly suc-

cessful manner with which they have han-
dled the publicity and exploitation of the

big Harold Lloyd comedy, "A Sailor Made
Man," which is jamming Barbee's Loop
theatre continuously.

* # *

That was a hot one Willie Hershberc
of Celebrated pulled over the 'phone the

other day. Apparently Uncle Willie was
talking to nephew Nate, but junior couldn't

figure out what it was all about, until he

was informed
—"Don't you know Uncle

Willie. Y'know—I run the Orchard the-

atre with the ice-cream parlor attached. So,

now you know. Hold the wire—we have it

a standout in front."
* * *

Charles Seeling, producer from Los An-

geles, is visiting the local state right buy-

ers, offering his feature "The Man in a

Million." starting the well known Ralph

Obenschein.
* *

Evidently past notes on the bonnie auld

game of golf have aroused the ire of

one Tom Greenwood, popular purveyor of

Hodkinson films. He claims—somebody
and himself will play any member of lo-

cal tilm circles—bar none—a foursome, for

the championship. Very good! When?
Might inform us who "somebody" is, be-

cause we shouldn't care to match our
prowess against Jock Hutchinson or big

Iim Barnes. We'll listen to reason though.
* * *

Just uncovered another wonder. We
have found an honest to goodness film man
along the Row, who doesn't possess a mo-
tor car. Guess? No other than Archie
Spencer, the live and at 'em assistant

manager of the local R-C exchange.
* * *

Ralph Simmons, manager of the local

Hodkinson exchange, is all aglow with some
real thrill to heave at us but requests us to

wait a brief spell, so lads keep your ears
close to the ground.

* * *

With the way Joe Koppel, manager of
the Bryn Mawr theatre, is standing 'em
out on the street these days looks like

Gumbiner has picked up another gold man-
ufacturing plant.

* * •

Robertson-Cole Pictures, which rented
the store room at 906 South Wabash avenue
to Precision Machine Company, has brought
suit for $2,708 for rent due on the property.

* * *

Mrs. Frederick Michaels, who conducts
the Photoplay department in Child Life,
has charge of the Universal Film Mfg.
Company's exhibit at the United Educa-
tional Association's exhibition which opened
in the Leiter building. Feb. 27.

* * *

Herman Stern, Universal's genial dis-

trict manager at Chicago, left last Friday
for Kansas City and St. Louis on a busi-

ness trip. While in Kansas City he will

assist in dedicating the new Universal ex-
change. He expects to be gone two weeks.

* * *

C. E. Bond, R. C. Seery's right-hand man,
is back at his desk.

Equity-Celebrated Picture

Opens in Loop on April 2

"Where Is My Wandering Boy To-
night?," the Equity picture being distrib-

uted in this territory by Celebrated Play-
ers Film Corporation, will open at the
Randolph theatre on April 2.

Hammond's Sons Robbed
John C. and Frank Hammond, sons of

the owner of the Yendome theatre, 3143
South State street, were held up last week
by two negroes and robbed of $3,000.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Wurlitzer Orchestra Piano Style

"G" eight instruments, automatic or by hand.
One Hertner Transverter, 50-50, 25 cycle; one
Hertner Transverter, 35-35, 60 cycle. Also ticket

Selling machine. Address "A. J. O.," care of

Exhibitors Herald. Chicago.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Theatre for sale in town of 15,000.

Easy terms. Address L. I. Norton, 44 McKinley
Avenue, Endicott, X. Y.

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED TO LEASE theatre with option to

buy in good town in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois or Pennsylvania without competition.

Address "M. A.," care of Exhibitoi : Herald.



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles

Minter.
The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen
Holmes.

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.

Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-
ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.

Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.

A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.

The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles
Minter.

The Loggers of Hdl-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.

Cardigan, seven reels, special cast.

ARROW FILM CORP.

The Girl from Porcupine, five reds, with Faire

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.

The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.

God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.

A Yankee Go Getter, 5 reels, Neva Gerber and

James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

The Sin of Martha Queed, all star cast, six reels.

Marry the Poor Girl, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-
Haven, six reels.

A Sailor-Made Man, Harold Lloyd, four reels.

The Unfoldment, special cast, six reels.

Handle with Care, all star cast, five reels.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.

Oct. 9—Across the Divide, six reels.

Oct. 23—Tropical Love, five reels.

Nov. 13— Father Tom, five reels.

Nov. 20—Anne of Little Smoky, five reels.

Dec- 4_The Ruse of the Rattler, five reels.

Jan. 15—Reckless Chances, five reels.

PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

reels, with Art Staunton and

reels, with Helen Gibson,
reels, with Pete Morrison.

, with Helen Holmes,
five reels, with Mary Ander-

ASSOCIATED
Western Hearts, five

Josie Sedgwick.
The Wolverine, five

Crossing Trails, five

Ghost City, five reels

Too Much Married,
son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES

The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

The Heart of the North, five reels, Roy Stewart
Life's Greatest Question, six reels, Roy Stewart.

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.

Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.

Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

White Oak. six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Rent Free, five reels, Wallace Reid.
Miss Lulu Bett, six reels, (Wm. De Mille Prod.).
Too Much Wife, five reels, Wanda Hawley (Real-

art).
Back Pay, seven reels (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Lane That Had No Turning, five reels, Agnes
Ayres.

A Prince There Was, six reels, Thomas Meighan.
The Bride's Play, seven reels, Marion Davies.
Nancy from Nowhere, five reels, Bebe Daniels
(Realart).

Three Live Ghosts, six reels (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.).

Tillie, Mary Miles Minter (Realart).

FIDELITY PICTURES CO
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.

The House Without Children, seven reels, with
Richard Travers.

The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Ne'er-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
One Arabian Night, eight reeU, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)
Woman's Place, with Constance Talmadge.
The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald.
All for a Woman (Special).

My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma Talmadge.
Alf's Button (Special).
Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod.).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).

Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

Pro.).
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).

Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacaueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEI
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast

Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-etar cast.

The Servant in the House, five reels, with al'

•tar cast

Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star cast

Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.

A Virgin Paradise, eight reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court t.tk

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8,200 feet.
Perjury, 7,400 feet.
Footfalls, eight reels
The Last Trail, seven reels.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNCM SERIES
Hi« Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.
A Stage Romance, 6,416 feet.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price, seven reels.

Any Wife, five reels.

The Broadway Peacock, five reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.

After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
The Rough Diamond, five reels.
Trailin', five reels.
Sky High, five reels.
Chasing the Moon, five reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SKRIEf
Desert Blossoms, five reels.
The Roof Tree, five reels.
Strength of the Pines, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie. five reels.

Jackie, five reels.

Little Miss Sunshine, five reels.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law. five reels.

The Devil Within, six reels.
Iron to Gold, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death, five reels.

JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam o' Dawn, 4,178 feet.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy).
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), five reels.

Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy), five reels.

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels, Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels, Nell Sbit

man.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good, to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 8,175 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog, two reels.

Puppy Days, 959 feet.

Robinson Crusoe Hours, 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest, eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.

The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weimao.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)

A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (I.eroy Scott.)

Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
The Glorious Fool, six reels.

Man with Two Mothers.
His Back Against the Wall, five reels.

Watefa Your Step, six reels.

Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

The Wallflower, six reels.

Hrand Larceny, six reels.

Theodora, special cast, eight reels.

W W HODKINSON CORP
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

'>>» I' H Trail, six reeli.

The Man of the Forest, six reels.
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill

The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

The Westerners, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brnte Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Lore Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
ion Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast

IRVTN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Partners of the Tide, seven reels, Special Cast.

TIM Face sf the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed
ward Hearn.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLI \ PRODUCTIONS
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Love Without Question, seven reels.

k Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.

When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Nov. 81—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.
Dec. 5—Fightin' Mad, six reels, Wm. Desmond.
Dec 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
Lake.

Dec 26—The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

Jan. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special.

Jan. 9—Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana.
Jan. 23—Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Hughes.
Feb. 6—The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
Feb. 20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.
Mar. 6—Glass Houses, six reels, Viola Dana.
Mar. 1J—Prisoner of Zenda, Rex Ingram Special.

Mar. 20—Stay Home, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
"amille, six reels, with Nazimova.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH
3ays of the Buffalo, six reels.

Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels. •

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
.aboma, seven reels.

K Beggar in Purple, six reels.

The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
louse of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

'orbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
tnd May McAvoy.

JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
lalf a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Haroil
ton.

ier Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.

)ice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner,
'hat Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Vhen We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
he Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURE9. INC.
he Empire of Diamonds, six reels,
he Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
ognes and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seits
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
Toe Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.

The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.

A Western Adventurer, 5 reels, William Fair-
banks.

Oh I Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

NEAL HART SERIES
Mar 16—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar 1—Reckless Wives.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.

Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.

The Right Way, eight reels.

The Soul of Man, seven reels.

Squire Phinn. five reels.

Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series. 2 reels.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).

Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

Sting* of^The Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

erick. _ . w
The Foolish Age. five reels. Doris May.

The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.

The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.

Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)

Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.

Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)

At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne rToa.)

Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.

Five Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.

Why Men Forget, five reels, Special Cast.

Billv Jim. five reels. Fred Stone
.

The Call of Home, six reels (L. J. Gasnier Prod).

Beyond the Rainbow, six reels (Cabanne Frod.).

Boy Crazy, six reels (Doris May).
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.

The Vermilion Pencil, six reels (Sessue Haya-

The* Glory of Clementina, six reels (Pauline

Frederick).
Gay and Devilish, six reels (Dons May).

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson

and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.

The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy

Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love
Handcuffs or Kisses.

The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.

Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conws.

Tearle. . . . , ,

The Sin That Was His, six reels, with WflUair

Faversham.

Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special
Who Am I? (All Star Cast)
Conceit. (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails, five reels, Neal Hart.

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featmre

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W

Griffith production.
Dec. 4—The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Man
Pickford.

Mar. It—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair
banks.

Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss,
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reel3, Mary Pickford

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont.
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
Cheated Hearts, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Shattered Dreams, five reels, Miss DuPont.
Playing with Fire, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Guttersnipe, five reels, Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with speciaJ

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothj
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION!
Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.

The Little Minister, six reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

A Guilty Conscience, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

Steelheart, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriu

Production), All Star Cast.

Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tow
Terris Production).

Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast,

The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather
ine Talvert

The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.

Flower of the North, seven reels.

The Prodigal Judge, eight reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.

SPEED, Charlotte Men-iam.
MIRTHQUARES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.

NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.

AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AVWOX FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
RATI ROOM HflV« TOMEDIES. two reeli

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice a month.

CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reels, twice a

month. Polly Moran and Smiling Bill Jones.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.
Assorted Heroes, two reels.

Schoolday Love, two reel9.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reel*.

Saving Sister Susie.

Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.
A Barnyard Cavalier, two reels.

One Stormy Knight, two reeli.

rORCHY COMEDIES, two reel*.

Torchy'i Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.

Torchy Takes a Chance.
Battling Torchy, two reels.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels

Free and Easy.
Rolling Stones, two reels.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SALES CO.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

«LM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Shoulder Arms, two reels.

Sunnyaide, two reels. •

The Kid, six reels.

The Idle Class, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIEB, two
reel*

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES, two reels.

The Kick in High Life.

Wet & Warmer.
Punch of the Irish.

The Game Lady.
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES, two reels.

Love's Outcast.
Love & Doughnuts.
Bright Eyes.

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Playhouse.
The Boat.
The Paleface.

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES, two reels.

Made in the Kitchen.
She Sighed by the Seaside.

Call a Cop.
Hard Knocks & Love Taps.
Be Reasonable.
By Heck.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reeli

RALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels

C. L CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

FOX FILM CORP.
rXYDE COOK COMEDIES two reel.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
Hot Dog.

Al ST JOHN SERIES, two reels

The Happy Pest.
Fool Days.
Straight from the Farm.
The Studio Rube.

LUPINO LANE SERIES, two reels.

The Broker.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.
Pardon Me.
Try and Get It.

False Alarm.
Hold the Line.
Please Be Careful.

McGOVERN AND EGLER
The Runt, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Pep, two reels (Shorty Hamilton!
Let 'er Go Gallagher, two reels (Shorty Hamil-

ton).
Pony Boy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Grit, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Ride 'em Cowboy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).

.NATIONAL EXCUAAUBs
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INO.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Mu
Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INO.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.
The Show.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reels
The Riot.
The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, one svet7
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.

O. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-
monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INO.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mons Dark

festher, one reel.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

8ELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), rwo

reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, rwo
r#Hs

COLLIER SERIES, 'The Leather Pushers," two
reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenics Bess

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenics, o«
reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every twt
weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchogrsis, one reel

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, one reel

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictnree
one reel (every week).

Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrud Scesi.
Stories.

TRUART FILM CORP.—One reel Burllngham
Adventures:
Across the St. Gothard Alps.
A Borneo Venice.
Island of Surprise.
Monkey Land up the Barito River.
An Alpine Ride Up the Stanzerhorn.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Dyaks.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.
Pelican Island.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review, one
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one red.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-s
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Sermonettes
EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.
Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS PLAYERS—Paramount Magazine, ox
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots, one reel each.

GREIVER—Greiver Educationals.

KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reel.

KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one real.

KINETO—Urban Popular Classics.

PATHE—Topics of the Day.

PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds reel

PRIZMA—Nature's Colors.
Neighbor Nelly.
So This Is London.
Sunbeams.
Ruins of Angkor.
Magic Gems.
Away Dull Care.
Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

PIONEER—Luke MeLuke's Film-Osophy.
R APTK—BrinH'« Wonder, of Nature.
STOREY PICTURES—Shadowland Screen Review,
one reel every two weeks.

STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays, two
reels.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
ARROW—Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hone)
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann T.ittleV

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jungle
Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke,

FOX—Fantomas: Bride It.
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits tad
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinsoa)
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNKK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileea
Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord)
UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord)
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH—Breaking Through.
VITAUKAPH— lae veilea Mystery (Aotosl
Moreno).

WARNER—The Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchangee.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Monday, and Than
days) at Universal exchanges.

SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational ss

changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdsys and Saturday.) *
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Select ss

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pstfae).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
VI'TT AND IF.FF (Fox)
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home Ems*
Art of Diving, with Annette Keller* aa.

The Rscr of the Age (Man o' War).
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Every day 9
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Charles Chaplin's
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The Great- feature Shar

HARRY MYERJ!
as NNcrusoe *

and NOBLE JOI4NSON
w,fh QGr t-ruc|QOInnsread

Percy Pembroke
Gertrude Claire y
Josef Swfckard in

as

FRiD.y'
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lecturesIIQjyy *

n her crowning success, a stupendous pictur-

zation of Cynthia Stockley's world-famous
lovel, directed by Wesley Ruggles,

VMLD
HONEY77

in a remarkable drama of adventure and ro-

mance in the Far West, directed by Stuart

Paton from Jackson Gregory's novel,

MAN
to MAN//

UNIVERSAL —JEWEL PRODUCTIONS DE LUXE



WOT SO LOUD!"
We've told you before that the
current series of Constance
Talmadge Revivals comprised
the six greatest pictures ever
made by this talented comedy
star. Public opinion everywhere
supports this claim. And now
another straight tip:-- Mrs.
LeffinOweirs Boots* is by -far
the greatest of the six. Get
us? You bet you do, and
you 11 do well to clinch the
booking for an early5 date

LEWIS J.

presents

\

IN

LEJ^^^ BOOTS'
Jrom the piay bi/ Augustus %omas~~ Directed by Yaiter towards
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VTED EXWrB
DISTRIBUTED THBOU^B

^PATHE BXCHAN

FOREIGN REORESENTATive-
ASSOCIATtP ESMJ&ITOR.S.
SlDKEV GARJtETT

R.EXHI8ITOR

.E WITH
CONTENTS — _
IARRY MYERS, JAMES W. MORRISON,
PATSY RUTH MILLER, WILLIAM COURTLE^H,
iNDERS STEVENS and WILLIAM AUSTIN

IEDV55^^J FUlS^^MIRTH AND

Guaranteed Box office appeal

UCTION
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Jtah Baird productions Inc. presents

Oo/#T>oubt
Seah Baird

tjln intimate drama ofmarri

life, portraying vOith ifitalpo^

the pettiness ofjealousy, thefo

ofstubbornness andthe erilof

doubtDirected byJamesXbHo.

and played by an all-star &
<Jlv)onderful entertainmentfo
men and v?cmen alike.
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JiyDoman's 'Problem and a Man's Solution!

Jl feature throbbing \Oith public interest/
Jin attraction vOith a tremendous box office pull!

distributed byAssociatedExhibitors
through 'Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Foreign Representative for Associated Exhibitors

Sidney Garrett



Walter E. Greene
and F. B. Warren
have the honor to announce

to the Exhibitors of North America and the Dis-

tributors in all countries of the world the re-

lease by

American
RELEASING CORPORATION

WALTER E. GREENE, "President F. B. WARREN, Vice-president

of a tremendous production to be exploited by
American Releasing Corporation with the vast

and unrivalled prominence and publicity which
we have contracted for in the seventeen

Hearst Newspapers
blanketing the country from Coast to Coast. We
announce for national release on April 2 and
for earlier pre-release the world-known story

SISTERS
From the popular novel by

KATHLEEN NORRIS
-.vilh an all-star cast including

SEENA OWEN GLADYS LESLIE MATT MOORE

Directed by Albert Capellani

An International Film Service Co. Production

In serial form the story of "Sisters" will be published

by us in New York, Boston, Chicago, Washington,
Atlanta, Milwaukee, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Detroit and Seattle Hearst newspapers with an aggre-

gate daily circulation of more than 3,000,000 copies

and a daily reading clientele of 20,000,000 Ameri-
cans—the largest audience reached by any publications

on earth.

Simultaneous first runs will be held at every point on

the map of America and 150 prints are available to

meet these engagements.

Wire for fuller details to our nearest exchange or to

Home Offices

15 West 44th Street, New York City

Telephones: Vanderbill 7078-7079
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Q/sf/ncf/VP /3f oducf/oruz Sncorporofed presents

George Arllep

yrom Carl /Derr J3/rfqe/y'sfo/i/ in Jhe Jaturday (Cuen/nrf Sost
. J/armon We>'rfhf O'/ector Cforrest JTalsey. Jcenorisf

s/drry ji. ji'schbeck. Photographer ~ Claik J?ob/nson Jl/tDirecto/'

J^ix reels of continuous chuckling with a

cfenu/ne laucfh everu little while ~ Jhe in-

imitable C/eorge Or/isssupported by on all-

star cast~G story ofyouth, love, and mirth

that sparkles with wit and humor.

UNITED ADlTISTS CORPORATION
MAQY PICKTORD • CMAQLIEI CUAPLIN • DOUGLAS rAIRDANICT • D.V GRirnTU

UIQAM ADr^AMJ" • DQ-EJ-IDENT
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If You Can't Get It St. Patrick's Day
Week— Get It as Soon as You Can!

Many first-runs will do a record

business the Week of March 12th

That's the big date when "Come On Over"
opens. Leading showmen in the country
have hit on this peppy production as the
ideal picture for an all Irish program. It is

the kind of a picture you love to present-

colorful, humorous, with a bit of the blar-

ney, too. Rupert Hughes wrote it. The
author of "The Old Nest" and "Dangerous

Curve Ahead" has done it again.

Goldwyn presents

Play it St Patricks
Day WeeR^
MARCH

s M T w T F s

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 11

12 13 14 15

mi2519 20 21 22 A
26 27 28 29 50 51 • •

directed by Alfred E. Qreene

with Colleen Moore

A GOLDWYN PICTURE



"A

«0

With
the power of an earthquake

—

the speed of a tornado

—

the force of a tidal wave

—

It will sweep the world off its feet!

Nothing so mighty, so thrilling, so

altogether astounding, has ever been

screened. I
These four Paramount Pictures

represent the summit of motion pic-

ture achievement.

From the novel by Carl Figdor.

Directed bj Jo* Mar.

i? FAMOUS PL«l K.S l.\>M I c >KP< IK\TU is ;i

HAMILTON THEATRICAL CORP. jt>7'esen£"S

•THE MISTRESS
OF THE WORLb

fUFAl
PRODUCTS*

-A SERIES OF FOUR-
ffaramount ffictures

w' T" MIA MAY



Look at these Posters
CAST oF 50,000

!

Stupendous Scenes

!

Gorgeous Melodrama!

The Biggest Feature

Pictures ever produced!

in «'

WPm

TVTEVER in your life have you
seen such knockout, business-

getting, eye-catching posters as

these issued on "The Mistress of

the World."

Picturing the biggest thrills in

all four pictures, in a striking,

startling manner, flooded with

color and excitement, they will

wake up the sleepiest town in

the world.

There's no human being so

hard-boiled that he will not thrill

with expectation at the sight of

any of these tremendous posters.

The race

M ISTRESS theWORLD
THAN THE EARTH HA5 KNOWN SINCE IT BEGAN

i** .



mn trytoImagine the Pictures!



Hamilton Theatrical Corporation presents

^MISTRESS of

THEWORLD

"

with MIA MAY
No. 1—"The Dragon's Claw."

No. 2—"The Race for Life."

No. 3—"The City of Gold."

No. 4—"Saved by Radio."
From the novel by Carl Figdor.

Directed by Joe May.

A series of four

(paramount (pictures

m FAMOUS PLAYERS- LASKY CORPORATION



r

w illiam Fo/
presents

USTIN
FARNUM

in

IRON
TO

GOLD
w romance ofa
tare man with a

nice on his head*

STORY BJT

'eovjfe Ovten 'QotjCter
* DIRECTED By

Bernard burning
4fc

Suspense

\UhriJls

"Delicious
Qomedy
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Why?
has

SECOND NATIONAL
PICTURES CORPORATION

in an exceedingly brief period

become one of the

MOST IMPORTANT
Distributing Concerns

in the Country?

Why?
The Quality of Entertainment

Provided by

"THE NIGHT RIDERS"

"HER STORY"
"DAVID AND JONATHAN"

IS

Why.
Second National Pictures Corp.
140 West 42nd Street New York



April Sixteenth

Begins

L Week of

Unusual

hterest

ForYOU
It is Educational Pictures

Week for thousands of

motion picture theatres

on this continent.

Progressive exhibitors all

over the United States

and Canada will run from
April 16 to 23 many of

Educational's short sub-

jects to give you unus-
ually diversified and well-

balanced programs.

Many of the greatest
showmen will present

short-subject programs
made up exclusively of

the quality short subjects

for which Educational is

famous. Thoughtful ex-

hibitors will select from
this list:

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

"TORCHY" COMEDIES

MERMAID COMEDIES

CAMPBELL COMEDIES

"SCENICS BEAUTIFUL"
and

WILDERNESS TALES
By Robert C. Bruce

Sketchografs - Cartoons
By Julian Ollendorff

KlNOGRAMS-NEWS WEEKLY
and specials like

fHE BATrLE OF JUTLAND

All the above motion
pictures are advertised
in theatre entrances by
posters and lobby cards
displaying our trade-
mark of guaranteed en-
tertainment quality.

When you see it

Re*. U.S. Pat. Off

Go in

—

It's the Sign of
aWell-Balanced
Program !

This Ad
will appear Thursday,

April 13th, in

THESATURDAYEVENING POST
It announces

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES WEEK
April 16—23 to

12,000,000 PEOPLE
\\7E will give FREE to any exhibitor aW striking one- sheet poster that links

up with our National Advertising, and
that will help you get your portion of
these 12,000,000 patrons into your Theatre,

ASK OUR
NEAREST BRANCH

NOW
to send you this FREE poster.

Regr. U. S. Pat Off.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. Hammons, Presidert*

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

W Mammons. President
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PACIFIC PRODUCTIONS
-

*

The picture is decidedly
amusing and has enough dra-

matic incident to make it

worth-while entertainment. It

introduces an original note in

Westerns and is particularly

well titled, the titles, we sus-

pect, having been plucked from
the original story. The picture

carries good suspense, too.

The film is clean, clever and
capitally acted. Henry R.

Walthall is excellent in the
character role in Breezy.—Telegraph.

OFFERED ON THE
STATE RIGHT
MARKET

M. P. NEWS: Theft
nine entertainment in

ABLE-MINDED LAD'
duced largely by the ex

suspense created and pa

the humorous charac

tions which are fai

transcribed to the scree

the Saturday Evening
story. For it contains .

ment which is lacking it

Western pictures. It

story—-not the conve

cowboy story, but one

contains distinct charac

tions and not a little he

terest.

OFFERED ON
STATE RIGH

MARKET

t u

Hi

HENRY B. WALTHALI
IN

"THE ABLE-MINDED LADY
ADAPTED FROM

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST STORY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
AND STUDIO

CULVER CITY, CAL.

Eastern Repreiei

'

JULIUS SING!

729—7th Aven

New York, N. •
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THE FOREST KING
CO-STARRING

LLIAN HALL AND
PEED CHAPMAN

ed ooded story of the "out-of-doors" laid in the

•y if Giant Redwoods. Full of human interest

th bbing heart beats.

P1TURE THAT CAN BE CALLED GREAT

Action! Suspense! Hair-Raising! !

THE
GIRL FROM ROCKY POINT

STARRING

ORA CAREW
Supported by

WALT WHITMAN, GLORIA JOY
and others.

A beautiful drama that takes place by the barren
seacoast, where the waves kiss the shore with ecstatic

rapture.

HERE IS A PICTURE THAT WILL BRING
THEM IN

It has thrills! ! A sob! ! and a smile of a beautiful

girl.

EC TIVE OFFICE
AD STUDIO
LVR CITY, CAL.

PACIFIC
FILM COMPANY

Eastern Representative

JULIUS SINGER
729—7th Avenue
New York, N. Y.
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The monarch of them all—EDDIE POLO—in unquestionably the greatest serial subject yet conceived for a chapter

play. Imagine what Polo can do with the story of Cap't Kidd. Imagine the tremendous punches, the thrilling ad-

venture, the sensational romance and simply electrifying smashes such a story, with Polo, means to Exhibitors. Polo"s

name alone on any theatre front now means top money to Exhibitors on serials, and with this wonderful story of

Polo's own choosing, with his own cast and his own director,—Exhibitors can expect something huge, extraordinary,

amazing and a whale for the box office. Watch and wait. Keep your eye on Polo ads. Something bigger, newer,

better, different is coming. State right buyers and exhibitors, communicate immediately with the

EDDIE POLO SERIAL CORPORATION, 121 WEST 39TH STREET, NEW YORK



A RECORD TO
CELEBRATED ANNOUNCES THREE
DOWN-TOWN PREMIER SHOWINGS
IN CHICAGO

BEGINS AN INDEFI-

NITE RUN AT THE

CASTLE THEATRE, March 19

I THERE'S A REASON!
|

THERE MUST BE ONE!

AND AT JONES, LINICK AND SCHAEFEtf
AN IFff

CHICAGO'S GREATEST THEATRES ARE PAYIH

CELEBRATED PLAYER!



IE PROUD OF!
MIS is the most remarkable
' feat in the history of motion

cures!

ct of the great exchanges

o Id be satisfied to have a single

core in the Loop at any one

It.

<:CHOOL DAYS
WITH

FRECKLES" BARRY
AT THE

CHICAGO
THEATRE

Starting March 20

»

SCHOOLS
gEMt wffh Marshall NeIIot,]

Directed by
WILUAM NIGH

UDOLPH THEATRE BEGINS ON APRIL 2
E tUN OF

. _ c .

RBUTE TO THREE REMARKABLE PICTURES

FILM CORPORATION
Toy Building, MILWAUKEE
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First Copies of the

Office Record
Are Already

In the Mail
This book contains the exact box-office valuations on 600

productions in the current booking market (compiled from the

department "What the Picture Did for me.") It is to be issued

semi-annually—March and September.

The BOX OFFICE RECORD is an added feature

of the service rendered by the HERALD to its

subscribers.

If you are a paid-in-advance subscriber to the

HERALD, your copy will be forwarded, post paid,

upon application to EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417

So. Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Price to non-subscribers: $1.00 per copy. If

you are not a HERALD subscriber, subscribe now
and receive each issue of The BOX OFFICE
RECORD without additional charge.

In Willi) MISUNDERSTANDING: The BOX OFFICE RECORD is NOT an index to

old copies of the HERALD. It is in itself a complete record of box office values—and it is

available gratis to subscribers on application to the HERALD.
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OPEN MARKET
for

Charles Ray s

LATEST PRODUCTIONS MADE
FOR FIRST NATIONAL

"The Barnstormer" "Gas, Oil and Water
By Richard Andres By Richard Andres

"The Deuce of Spades"
Adapted by Richard Andres from

"The Weight of the Last Straw," by Charles E. Van Loan

"Smudge"
By Rob. Wagner

"Alias Julius Caesar"

Presented by Arthur S. Kane and Directed by Charles Ray;

Produced by Charles Ray Productions, Inc.

Distributed by First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.

Franchise holders should remember,
however, that the Charles Ray pictures

released prior to "The Barnstormer" are

regular franchise pictures and include
"45 Minutes from Broadway," "Peace-
ful Valley," "19 and Phyllis," "The Old
Swimmin' Hole," "Scrap Iron," "Two
Minutes to Go," "A Midnight Bell,"

and "R. S. V. P."

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS
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Nothing Can Stop II !

With

Macle Sennett'5

Keep Your Dates Open for Second Run
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[riumph Follows Triumph!

new yo'
1

Tmmi l

' , °""-- C,Ty

A Box Office (Sensation in

Small as Welljas Large Cities.

idjhmwad this

-.:r.°---err

—

J S pHH1IPg
2 01 By*

c-*MEfcll

Out-Mickies "Mickey"
(.eleased on the Open Market Available to All Exhibitors

You'll Need It! Everyone's Doing It!



"Thrills and Suspense in 2

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

Present



forking Picture!"
Col. Iheodorc Rooseielt, Jr.

Asst. Sec. of the Navy

T J

m
... -

iIRL
With TEDDIE GERARD

^rles Meredith, Boris Karloff and

a Strong Supporting Cast

W AUTHORITIES SAY
Tidy" Roosevelt, Asst. Secy

of Navy says:

It s a corking good pic-

Uh. There are thrills

nugh in it to afford ex-

it nent for all. The action

5 wift and all leads to a

li ax that adds suspense to

h< thrills. I particularly

idiired the

With his naked hands he fought the giant half-breed, while the

girl he loved, tied in a canoe, drifted rapidly down the swirling

mountain stream toward the great falls—and death.

One of the big moments in the many smashing scenes enacted,

in mid-winter amid the scenic beauties of the Yosemite in the

heart of winter.

Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
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Always a Good Box Office Bet!

Here's three that are making

good everywhere. They are being

praised by critics and by the pub-

lic, and more, they're bringing in

the money at the box office. If

you haven't shown them book at

once.

"Playthings of Destiny"

"The Invisible Fear"

"Her Mad Bargain"

Andhere's her latest:

Louis B. Mayer presents the inimitable Star

ANITA STEWART
in

"A Question of Honor"

A Ruth Cross novel from the People's Home Journal.

Directed by Edwin Carewe.

Scenario by Josephine Quirk.

.puis

A First National Attraction



How Long Shall This Continue?

Here is probably the most unjust, inexcus-

able and vicious libel that has been uttred

against the motion picture industry—just a

stark, unvarnished and uncompromising accusa-

tion that the industry "presents," fosters, ap-

proves a wide variety of crime from murder to

drunkenness.

This drawing from the Kansas City Star,

dated February 20, 1922, is the culminating

stroke of the degraded American press to sacri-

fice the motion picture industry in a campaign

of mud-slinging that sets a new mark for the

licentious press the world over.

Cowering behind its legal protection in the

fact that an industry as a whole cannot be

libeled, this newspaper, without trial or investi-

gation, convicts the industry of an infamy that

practically runs the entire gamut of crime, sin

and disorder—wholly without excuse or justifi-

cation and only for the cause of prostituting its

pages for sensationalism.

The groundless campaign of vilification of

the industry by American newspapers of which

this is an odious example has blackened the in-

dustry in places where it has enjoyed and is

deserving to continue to enjoy a fair reputation;

it has presented the business and profession of

motion pictures as a form of social leprosy; it

has frightened millions of the public into re-

garding the motion picture as a thing of evil

origin that should be shunned.

And what are the facts, the occasion for

this ruthless assault?

A prominent director is found in his home,

killed by a bullet. Dozens of maudlin corre-

|
spondents, employed by hundreds of maudlin

' newspapers, are rushed to Los Angeles and find-

ing only a murder mystery about which there

was little to write, proceed to scour the latrines

of Hollywood for news for the front pages of

home editions. Editors declined to allow facts

to impede their headlong revel in scandal and,

with ugly resort to anonymous stories, painted

a picture of moral degradation of a sort that

THE MOTION' PirTi'UF INDUSTRY Pl»w«?KNTS

Copyright 1922

From the Kansas City Star, February 20, 1922.

has never previously found expression in the

American press.

The question now is, how long will the in-

dustry continue to take this assault lying down?
How long will the industry, with its back

against the wall, refrain from putting into mo-
tion its own forces of publicity to redeem itself,

even if it is necessary to brand as scurrilous a

thousand newspapers throughout the nation?

Not long, we hope, because the public hates

a coward and if the industry is not sufficiently

courageous to defend its own good name and
properly brand the sources of the attack it may
expect little sympathy from its patrons.

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.
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A veteran Chicago exhibitor was

speaking. "The most discouraging

thing in the film business today," he

said, "is the survival of an old type of

exchange manager who seems to feel

that his business can best be promoted

. by antagonizing the exhibitor. It is

only natural that the seller and the

buyer in this business should wrangle

—

just as they do in every other line of

business—but more experienced busi-

nesses than the film business have found

that it does not pay to have the buyer

continually under the impression that

the seller is attempting to take an ad-

vantage over him.

* * *

"My belief is," continued the veteran

exhibitor, "that the only solution is

the elimination of many exchange at-

taches who do not seem to realize that

the General Film days are gone and

gone for good. An exhibitor should at

least be left with the impression that

he is getting a square deal. .Instead of

this, however, many exchange managers

seem to feel that they are best serving

their company when they put something

over on the exhibitor and 'make him

like it.'

"A case in point is Cecil Maberry,

former Goldwyn manager in Chicago.

Maberry was one of the squarest ex-

change managers I have ever done busi-

ness with. He has just been promoted

to a big job with Goldwyn which he

deserves, just as many another man-

ager deserves to be thrown out of the

business for sharp practice."
* # *

Here is a straight-from-the-shoulder

opinion of an exhibitor which should

receive careful consideration in the

home offices where branch managers are

made and un-made.
* # #

The stardom of Florence Vidor is an-

nounced. While the decision of Miss

Vidor's managers awaits confirmation

at the court of last resort—the public

—there are many good grounds for

hoping that the confidence of the man-

agers will be justified. Miss Vidor

upon the screen represents a type of

American womanhood without which

the motion picture would soon crumble

into disfavor.
* # *

From many parts of the country

come business reports which offer sub-

stantial grounds for optimism. There

appears no indications of a radical up-

turn in conditions yet many signs point

to a gradual building back in business.

In many quarters where business has

been decidedly unsteady it has taken on

a more regular complexion which offers

strong hope that the industry's severest

test lias passed.

Re-Takes
J. R. M.

"Naked truth," crushed to earth, will
rise again—next year.

* * *

Super-features at $10 a day is pre-
dicted, thus showing the cost of predic-
tions has gone down to pre-war level.

* * *

Atta Boy Sen.

That's a bright idea of Senator France's
from Maryland, who wants Congress to
install a motion picture machine in the
Senate chamber so they can supplement
their speeches with pictures. At any
rate some of the pictures would keep
them awake.

"Foolish Editors" Stuff
Can it be that that $j,000 a certain

editor is offering is only part of a
"teaser" campaign for the picture he re-
fers to? 'Tenny rate, we're not going to
bite on it, we've seen too many of 'em.

* * *

Subject Dried Up
Since the country "went dry" vou

don't hear so much about the "full crew"
law that the railroaders were so fond of
discussing.

* * *

Lots of 'em
We met another one last week—the

man who opened the first motion pic-
ture theatre in Chicago.

* * *

You Said 'er, Joe
Joe Weil says it'll be great when they

slop exploiting the weak ones.
* * *

Damli for the Week
Once there was a motion picture

star who made a great speech and
had a good sketch written for her per-

sonal appearance tour.
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ALL SET
To the long list of "say it's,"

has been added, "Say it with a
horse." And we might add the
greatest of "weeks" yet advertised,
is "Horse Week," which is week
after next.

A dispatch from Los Angeles, to
Sam Palmer, of Paramount, states

Jack Holt has just lost a buck-
skin gelding, fifteen hands high
and seven years old, and wants
Sam to look over our James horse
to see if it corresponds with the
description.. Jack thinks we're
using his horse and has assigned
two deputies to the case. How-
ever, we hasten to report our steed
is entirely a different color, much
younger and much higher than the
Holt horse.

There ought to be big doings in
N. Y. Horse Week, if one-half the
folks that say they're going to at-
tend, are there. Full report of the
proceedings will be carried in the
HERALD.
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Anti-Censorship Propaganda
Barred from Ohio Screens

Hot Fight Against Regulation Being Carried on in

Newspapers of State—Question May Go to

Polls at November Election

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, O., March 7.—Censorship in Ohio is fighting for its

life. The censorship board, comprised of two members with one member
arbitrarily dictating what shall be shown on the screens of the state in

violation of the law which requires a board of three members, has aroused
the antagonism of the public and the press.

Overstepping its authority, the board, or rather one member of the

board, a woman, has ordered barred from all screens in the state propa-
ganda criticizing legal regulation. This one order of the chief censor may
mean a court fight and a referendum on censorship at the November
election.

Stirs Antagonism of Newspapers and Public

Through her criticism of public intelligence, Mrs. Evelyn Snow, chief

censor, has stirred the public and the press. All the larger newspapers
of the state, and many of the smaller dailies, have devoted columns in

denouncing her activities.

Zukor Controls

Black Theatres
In New England

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—Famous Play-
ers-Lasky Corporation now controls the
big Alfred S. Black chain of New Eng-
land theatres. This was brought about
last week by the purchase by Adolph
Zukor of the 30 per cent interest held by
Abe Spitzer, of Providence, which gives

the Zukor interests a 70 per cent holding.

Under the original stock arrangement
Famous Players held 40 per cent, the re-

maining 60 per cent being owned equally
by Mr. Black and Mr. Spitzer. It is

said that several weeks ago Mr. Black
made a proposition to Mr. Spitzer to pur-
chase that stock held by the latter.

This was refused and later Spitzer of-

fered his stock to Mr. Zukor and the

sale followed.

C. S. Clark Resigns
As R-C Advertising
And Publicity Chief
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—C. S. Clark
has resigned as director of publicity and
advertising for R-C Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Clark has not announced his plans for
the future.

The publicity and advertising copy for

R-C Pictures has been along rather origi-

nal lines and has attracted considerable
attention. It was Mr. Clark's idea to
eliminate "hokum" from all copy and
adhere rigidly to the fact style of copy.

Prior to being connected with R-C.
Mr. Clark was in charge of advertising
for the money and membership campaigns
for the American Red Cross at Washing-
ton and produced some of the striking
posters that marked the campaigns.

New York Censorship

Board Wins Backing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., March 7.—The Sen-
ate finance committee has favorably re-

ported the bill asked for by the New
York censorship commission to widen its

powers. It will give the commission
power to subpoena witnesses and com-
pel the production of books for the pur-
pose of investigating any matter relating
to the licensing of films.

Pictures that have not been censored
are being put out bearing the license
numbers of pictures that have been passed
upon, declares Chairman George Cobb in

defending the bill.

Thompson to Star

With Nell Shipman
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 7. — Hugh
Thompson has contracted to play leads
•yith Nell Shipman in out-door produc-
tions to be made near Spokane, Wash-
ngton.

Cameras Grind Again
At American Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 7.—After two
•'ears' idleness American Studios at Santa
Barbara are open, with Victor Schert-
^inger productions in full swing.

Following publication in the Ohio State

Journal and the Columbus Citizen of edi-

torials condemning her work, Mrs. Snow

declared that the "public was not fit to

judge for themselves," adding that they

were 90 per cent illiterate and only 10 per

cent of the public were capable of even

thinking for themselves."

Enters Political Field

The Scripps-McRae papers in the state

declared editorially that in barring anti-

censorship propaganda from the screens

the board was going beyond the bounds
of moral censorship for which it was ap-

pointed and was entering the field of po-

litical censorship. They pointed out that

this situation should be given serious

thought by the governor.
Court action by Pathe, Paramount and

Universal is probable.
One of the edicts of the board which

has been questioned was the passage of

a Paramount picture, "The Woman and
the Law," by Mrs. Snow and Mrs. Barnos.
another member of the board whom the

chief censor is endeavoring to oust. After
the production had been exhibited in

Dayton, Cleveland and Cincinnati, Mrs.
Snow ordered that it be withdrawn from
the Majestic theatre at Columbus, oper-
ated by Howard Frankel, who refused to

comply with the edict.

See "Frameup" in Act

Mrs. Barnes is a civil service employe,
and it is said that Mrs. Snow's action in

demanding that the picture be barred had
all the appearances of a "frameup" to

prove to the Civil Service Commission

M. P. T. O. A.

Convention

will be held at

Washington, D. C,

the week of May 8

Convention headquarters at

Washington will be at the New
IVillard hotel. Advance reserva-

tions can be made at New York
offices of the M. P. T. O. A.

that Mrs. Barnes was not competent to
pass judgment upon pictures.
Mrs. Snow's comment on the lack of

public intelligence was resented by promi-
nent officials and citizens, who voiced
their disapproval of her dictatorial activi-
ties.

In the midst of the fight Milton D.
Crandall talked from the stage of ;he
Majestic, and Manager Frankel. with an
array of legal talent, headed by R. Hennv
and Joy H. Hunt, were busy studying the
law governing censorship. Mr. Frankel
was prepared to go before the supr :me
court and obtain a restraining order
against Mrs. Snow.

Exhibitors Pledge Support

Exhibitors of the state have pledged
their support to Mr. Frankel.

It is possible that the stir created in
Ohio through the reign of the present
censorship board may mean the begin-
ning of the end of legal regulation.

Censors Demand
Inspection of Ads

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—The mo-
tion picture commission, more generally
known as the censor board, has throwii
a bombshell into the camps of the pro-
ducers and exhibitors by ordering all the
companies to submit all "advertising in-
tended for exhibition purposes" to the
board for inspection.

Letter Sent Companies

The letter to the companies, which
bears the date of March 1, follows:

Dear Sir:
On and after this date you are requested

to furnish copies of all advertising intended
for the exhibition purposes to the office of
the Commission at the same time you de-
liver the films for inspection.
Your attention is called to Ch. 715, Sec-

tion U, Laws of 1921, herewith quoted:
"No person or corporation shall exhibit or

offer to another for exhibition purposes any
poster, banner or other similar advertisiig
matter in connection with any motion pic-
ture film, which poster, banner, or matter
is obscene, indecent, immoral, inhuman, sac-
rilegious or of such a character that its ex-
hibition would tend to corrupt morals or in-
cite to crime. If such poster, banner or
similar advertising matter is so exhibited
or offered to another for exhibition it shall
be sufficient ground for the revocation of any
permit or license issued by the Commission."
Acknowledge receipt.

Very truly yours,

MOTION PICTURE COMMISSION.
(Concluded on page 46)
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Advertisers " Producing Firm"

Announces First Picture
"Returned Checks" Made for Exclusive Presentation at

Naked Truth Dinner, March 25
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—For the first time in the history of the motion
picture industry a producing company has been formed by the pub-
licity and advertising men of the industry. Announcement of the

new company has been made by C. L. Yearsley who is acting as temporary
president pending the first meeting of the board of directors.

The company has started producing activities under the name of
Belles Arts Film Manufacturing Company, Inc., with an assured capitaliza-

tion of not more than $100,000. The stock is to be sold in small lots to
prevent the big financial interests from getting control of the company.

Orlando's orchestra has been engaged
and this announcement is expected to

increase the attendance.

~C OR its first offering, which will have

an exclusive showing at the annual

Naked Truth dinner of the Associated

Motion Picture Advertisers at the Hotel

Biltmore on March 25 the company is

producing "Returned Checks." a thrilling

drama of every-day life by Bob Dexter,

well known writer of short stories. The
adaptation has been made by Leslie Ma-
son. The titles will be by John Krafft.

* * *

Speaking of the company's initial ven-

ture in the producing field, President

Vearslev said:

"I am sure that 'Returned Checks' will

find a response not only from any man
who has ever been in the motion picture-

business but from countless hotel man-
agers, bankers, soft drink bartenders,
and other men who have had vast experi-
ence on the subject. It deals with human
life as we have found it in the picture
business and is full of tender emotion
and soul throbs..

"Ours is a cooperative venture in which
the biggest minds arc giving their talents

equally with the others. The officers will

not receive a cent before any one else. In

this way we hope- to arouse a spirit that

could not possibly be bought with money.
\\ e shall all sink or swim together and
the Naked Truth dinner will tell us tin

answer."
* * *

A notable cast has been assembled for

the production that includes some of
the best names in film circles. N. Blu-
menstock has the leading feminine role

with Tom Wiley playing lead as the de-

voted hero of "Returned Checks." Other
members of the small but competent cast
include: Arthur Briliant, Lin Bonner,
Paul Gulick and Charles Einfeld. A
feature of the picture is the inclusion of
Bob Dexter, the author, in the cast. It

is not generally known that in addition
to being an author of repute, Mr. Dexter
is an actor of no mean ability. W alter

Eberhardt is directing.

The appearance of "Returned Checks"
at the Naked Truth dinner has been as-
sured by an insurance policy in blanket
form that will cover the showing.

Owing to the departure of Harry Rei-
chehbach for Europe, Jerome Beatty has
been elected to succeed him as master of

ceremonies for the dinner.

Emerson Toastmaster
At Directors' Dinner

The initial introduction of William
II. Hays to the motion picture industry,
will be the occasion of the Motion Picture
Directors' Association's dinner.-dance on
March 1<> at the Hotel Astor, New York.
Reservations are Hearing capacity.

W hile the guest table will seat several
distinguished speakers and persons, prom-
inent in the industry, the toastmaster will

be a member of the established organiza-
tion of stellar directors, one also promi-
nent in the theatrical profession, John
Emerson, president of the Actors' Equity
Association.

George Sargent, chairman of the execu-
tive committee, has been obliged to re-

sign all personal and business activities

for the time being and devote his time
exclusively to the arrangements for the

great event which has assumed unpre-
cedented and colossal proportions.

"Mistress of World"
Opens Simultaneously
At Broadway Theatres

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW' YORK. March 7.—Paramount's
big European series of four feature pro-

ductions, "The Mistress of the W'orld."

directed by Joseph May and featuring

Mia May, opened Sunday at both the

Rialto and Rivoli theatres in New York
and simultaneously in leading first-run

houses throughout the country. The
first picture is titled "The Dragon's Claw"
and it will be followed next week by "The
Race for Life."

"A romance of many lands" aptly de-

scribes the theme around which this co-

lossal series has been woven, for the

action shifts from Denmark to China,
thence to Africa and then back to Den-
mark. The author of the story is Carl

Figdor. The quest for the long lost

treasure of the Queen of Sheba is the

theme of the tale of adventure unfolded.
Twenty thousand people were em-

ployed in the production. The estimated
cost of the series is said by Paramount
to approximate $1,200,000.

Goldwyn Man Off on

South American Tour
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 7.—J. H.

H offberg, of Goldwyn's foreign depart-

ment, has sailed for Central and South

America to make a four months' tour of

countries in the continent for the pur-

pose of marketing and creating new ter-

ritory for Goldwyn products.
It is estimated by Goldwyn that 90 per

cent of the screen plays shown in several

of the countries which Mr. HofTberc will

visit are European made.

American Feature Film

Opens Larger Quarters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., March 7.—Ameri-
can Feature Film Company, which dis-

tributes the Universal product in New
England has opened new quarters at 37

Piedmont Street, Boston, Mass., neces-

sitated by the growth of the business.

CHARLES RAY in two scenes from his latest First National Production "Gas, Oil and Water'
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ARTHUR S. KANE has been elected

President of Associated Exhibitors.

Nebraska Exhibitors
Will Continue Fight

A. R. Pramer Announces They
Will Appeal Decision

On Deposit Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Mar. 7.—A R. Pra-

ner. president of the M. P. T. O. A., has

mnounced definitely that the organiza-

ion will appeal from the decision of the
7ederal Court, which held the recently

massed Anti-Deposit law in this state

oid.

The decision was based on the conten-

ion of the Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-
ion that it interfered with interstate

ommerce in that it provided deposits

nust be placed in trust in Nebraska
anks.
Mr. Pramer points out that wi'hout

his provision the law would be useless,

s a Nebraska law would not apply to a

eposit in a New York bank.

Violet Mersereau on
Return Trip to Italy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—Having en-

>yed a two months' vacation on her
•turn from Rome, Violet Mersereau has

filed for Italy again with her mother
id sister. In Rome she will rejoin the

Gordon Edwards Company in its re-

irn from Egypt, and play the feminine
pd in "The Shepherd King," which Mr.
towards is filming abroad for William

Sells to Legion Post
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

l|KEMPTO\\ IND., March 7.—At a
[beting of Oral Wiseheart Post No. 219,

Imerican Legion, of this place, the legion

K>sed a deal with George Auble for the

rchase of his motion picture equipment
lid in the future the pictures in that

free will be given under the auspices
the American Legion. Mr. Auble ha;

Inducted a profitable business at his

Katre for some time, giving two shows
ilekly.

Arthur S. Kane Selected to
Head Associated Exhibitors

It is Understood That Distributor's Participation
Actively in Affairs of Company Will Maan

Continued Expansion of Operations

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—Arthur S. Kane who, since the reorganiza-
tion by him one year ago of Associated Exhibitors, has been chairman of

the board of directors and chairman of the executive committee, has been
elected president of that organization. He took active charge of affairs

yesterday, making his headquarters at the offices of Associated Exhibitors,

35 West 45th street.

Mr. Kane will continue his present arrangement with Charles Ray and
present Mr. Ray's productions through First National and United Artists.

John C. Ragland, vice president and general manager of Arthur S. Kane
Pictures Corporation, will be in charge of the details of Mr. Ray's business,

and will handle all business of the Kane organization outside of Mr. Ray's.

J. E. Story Will Return to Pathe

John E. Story was granted a year's leave of absence last March 1 by
Pathe Exchange to act as sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, and
as that time is up, Mr. Story has been recalled by Pathe. Mr. Story was
assistant director of exchanges when Elmer R. Pearson, now general

manager of the Pathe Exchange, was director of exchanges, and returns,

after his year's leave of absence, to take up his sales work with Pathe.

During the past year. Associated Ex-
hibitors has become well established and
has succeeded in laying a solid founda-
tion of exhibitor confidence. It has
shown a healthy growth, and Mr. Kane's
intensive participation in its affairs at

this time reflects a business expansion in

keeping with the company's progress.

Distributes Through Pathe

Roy Crawford, treasurer of Associated
Exhibitors, has kept its financial affairs

on an efficient basis, and under his man-
agement of the home office a wholesome
spirit of cooperation exists there as well

as in Mr. Storey's forces in the field.

Associated Exhibitors will continue to

operate by means of its own sales or-

ganization, in every Pathe branch office

and. as in the past, the two organizations

will work in close conjunction, with the

Associated representatives in charge of

the actual selling, and Pathe handling
the physical distribution of the Associ-

ated product. There is no change in the

arrangement existing between Associated
Exhibitors and Pathe Exchange.

In realty, the election of Mr. Kane to

the presidency of Associated Exhibitors

marks the accomplishment of the reor-

ganization effected by him last March, at

which time Associated Exhibitors took
over the feature sales force of Pathe
Exchange, and was made a new organ-
ization under the presidency of Samuel
Harding of Kansas City. Sir. Harding
resigned some weeks ago.

No Changes Planned

No changes are contemplated in the

organization under Mr. Kane's presid-

ency. He believes that Mr. Storey, dur-

ing his year's leave of absence from

Pathe, has brought the sales organiza-

tion to a high point of efficiency and has

been exceptionally successful in carry-

ing out his mission, and that both the

home office and the field sales force is

functioning properly. Mr. Kane states

that the present expansion comes as a

direct result of the plans laid a year ago.

and the successful working out of the

policies, which will be continued under

the new expansion. He promises con-

tinued interest in the affairs of the ex-

hibitors as a body, and the publication

by Associated Exhibitors of a product

which will represent the best in inde-
pendent motion picture productions.

Has Potential Possibilities

"Unquestionably, Associated Exhibit-
ors has a more solid business than any
distributing organization has had when
I took active charge," said Mr. Kane.

"I believe it also to have more poten-
tial possibilities. Under the sales direc-
tion of Mr. Storey the company has in

its first year made a most creditable
showing. He and his men have estab-
lished the company in the good graces
of exhibitors by fair treatment and clean
dealing. Thus a firm foundation has
been laid on which we hope to build
still further.

"Associated's business has shown a
consistent growth month by month.
March is sure to cap the climax by a
wide margin, for it is Brunet Anniver-
sary Month and, owing to the popularity
of Pathe's president in the industry, all

our salesmen have been flooding the
home office with contracts and March
playdates.

Expects Big Increase

"Large as Brunet Anniversary Month
will be. April looms already as a dan-
gerous competitor. So much April busi-
ness has been taken already, it would not
surprise us to see the month of showers
go March one better.

"I am indeed happy to have taken
charge of Associated Exhibitors on
March 6, because it is the fourth anni-
versary of the leadership of Paul Brunet
of Pathe Exchange, with whom we are
so closely associated. It is a good omen,
a happy augury, and it will be our en-
deavor to try to emulate the wonderful
record Pathe has made under Mr.
Brunet's guidance. To be in daily con-
tact with him and Elmer Pearson as
directing heads of our physical distri-

butor makes this position doubly enjoy-
able."

Offers Vidor Vehicle

In celebration of Brunet Anniversary-
Month, the Associated company has es-
tablished what it cons'ders its high water
mark in . a month's publications. These

(.Concluded on page 36)
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Stewart Lauds "Herald" for Fight

Against Reformer
Urges Brother Exhibitors in Florida to Strife First Blow

Against Enemies of Industry

AMONG scores of letters recevied from exhibitors commending the

"Herald" for its support of the industry in the campaign being waged
against the reform menace, is one from H. P. Stewart, manager of

the Dreka Theatre Company, DeLand, Fla.

In his communication, Mr. Stewart also urges his brother exhibitors

in Florida to prepare now for future emergencies.

MR. STEWART'S letter reads:

"Martin J. Quigley, Editor,

Exhibitors Herald, Chicago, 111.

"Dear Sir:

"Permit me to thank you for your ex-

cellent trade paper and the courage your

editorials give to the exhibitor in his light

for existence under the attacks of yellow

newspapers and those that openly seize on

anything detrimental to the film industry

and who will eagerly use these unfounded

accusations to curtail our business on the

ground that they are curbing a pernicious

industry.
* * *

"I anticipate another fight in Florida a

year from this Spring on censorship simi-

lar to the one we went through a year

ago before the state legislature. I am a

believer in hitting the first blow and, as,

the personnel of the coming lawmakers is

to be voted on this coming June, it would

seem to me incumbent on all exhibitors

in Florida to get the right men to run
for office at that time and exact a prom-
ise from such aspirants to deal fairly with
our industry.

"My experience in dealing with the last

legislature convinced me of the impor-
tance of preparedness- rather than trust-

ing to a last stand fight tht we were
fortunate enough to win against great
odds a year ago. The above applies to

other threatened states, for when a man
seeks office before election is the time to

exact promises of just treatment. When
the reformers later get to him in the halls

of the state capital it is indeed difficult

to convince him of the justice of our
claims for fair play, as he is harrasscd
in the extreme.

* * *

"I am confident that we here in Flor-
ida will be able to keep out the unfair
methods of the fanatical reformers in

their desire to pass a censorship bill in

Florida, but it is so much easier to extract

a promise of hands off now than later.

"I feel sure you will aid us in any
way in this matter and trust that the de-
cidedly small number of states that have
a present bill for censorship of motion
pictures will soon be released from this

slavery to the moral dictators who would
compel their fellow citizens to choose
their entertainment only after it has been
tasted and approved by a small set of a
smaller minority and then assure the pub-
lic that it is vapid enough for them to
digest without causing a moral malady in

the community in which the said citizen

lives.

"With all good wishes to the Herald
and more power to you, I am,

Most sincerely,

H. P. Stewart."

Mary Pickford Wins
Wilkenning Suit on

Commission Charges
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—Mary Pick-

ford was awarded the verdict in the suit

brought against her by Mrs. Cora C. Wil-
kenning for $108,000 on a claim for com-
mission for having negotiated a contract

for the film star with Adolph Zukor. The
case was tried in the United States Dis-

trict Court, and the jury returned a sealed

verdict in favor of Miss Pickford.
Miss Pickford, her mother and Douglas

Fairbanks were in attendance in the court

room for more than a week, and proved
sufficient attraction that the court and
corridors were crowded daily long before

the opening of court and all during the

sessions.
After the close of the case the two

stars returned to Los Angeles to resume
work. The case was appealed and will

come up again.

Reports Houses Are in

"Deplorable" Condition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS. IND., March 7.—.

Jacob E. Reidel, director of municipal fire

prevention bureau, has reported to the

city administration that a survey of the

motion picture theatres of the city has

revealed that many of the neighborhood
houses are in "a deplorable condition,"

from the standpoint of fire hazards.

Mr. Reidel said that he had found at a

number of theatres, the fire exit doors

were locked. Other precautionary meas-

ures had not been taken as directed by

the law, he said. He reported that he

had given orders for compliance with the

law wherever violations were found.

Four Producing Units

Work at Balboa Plant
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 7.—The old

Balboa studios are now humming with

activity, under the direction of A. J.

Thorine and Rex Thorpe. Producing
units include Morante Producing Com-
pany making Northwest mounted police

stories; George Chesboro and Vivian

Rich in five reel specials; George Robi-

nett Picture Company making two reel

athletic Westerns with all star casts, and

Cliff Smith Productions producing for

Associated Exhibitors.

Paramount Pictures to

Play Remodeled Lyric
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CONNERSVILLE, IND., March 7.—
"

Announcement has been made by Famous
Flayers that the Lyric theatre here is to

be modernized and reopened. It is stated

that Paramount attractions will be shown

here regularly. The theatre is to be

equipped with a modern ventilating sys-

tem and will be reopened under new man-

agement and a new policy. G. F. Lewis,

formerly of Evansville, is to be the man-

ager of the Lyric.
PRISCILLA DEAN, star in the new Universal-Jewel production, "Wild Honey," a

picturization of Cynthia Stockley's popular novel. Wesley Ruggles directed it.
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Maberry New Sales

Chief for Goldwyn
"Sales Council" Appointed to

this Charge of

Sales Work
NEW YORK, March 7—Goldwyn Dis-

tributing Corporation has made a radi-

cal departure in its system of handling
sales, by the appointment of a "sales

council," which will have charge of the
selling of the Goldwyn product.

Heads Sales Council

In bringing this about many changes
have been made in the personnel of the

sales department. Cecil Maberry, who
has for some time past been manager of

the Chicago branch, has been brought to

the New York offices with the title of

Director of Sales. Mr. Maberry is suc-

ceeded in Chicago by Harry S. Lorch,
who has been manager of the Omaha
branch. Mr. Maberry is also chairman
of the sales council.

S. Eckman, Jr., manager of the New
York exchange, and J. E. Flynn. man-
ager of the Detroit exchange, are made
members of the sales council with titles

of sales managers. The other two mem-
bers of the council are W. F. Rodgers,
manager of distribution, and Howard
Dietz, director of advertising and pub-
licity.

Manages New York Exchange

Mr Eckman is succeeded as manager
of the New York exchange, by Sidney
Harris, who has been his assistant. Ben
B. Reingold goes from Chicago to

Omaha to succeed Harry Lorch, and
F. J. Downey is promoted from assist-

ant to manager of the Detroit branch to

succeed J. E. Flynn.

Refuse Beidleman Aid
in Governorship Drive

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 7.--

Slides, which are reported to have been

offered by G. Michaels of the Consoli-

dated Film Exchange to the Stanley

Company of America advocating the can-

didacy of Lieutenant-Governor E. E.

Reidleman for governor have been turned

down by the Stanley company.
The offer was made with the under-

standing that Beidleman would urge Sun-
day pictures if given exhibitor aid in at-

taining the post.

"Sisters '
* Distribution

To American Releasing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March T.—American
Releasing Corporation announces the ac-

quisition of world distributing rights on

"Sisters," made by Albert Capellani.

Inquiry at Famous Playcrs-Lasky Cor-
poration, for whom the picture was first

made, failed to throw any light on the

subject or bring forth any comment as

to the announcement by American Re-
leasing.

Chicago Exchanges Deny
Agreement With Burford

Declare No Special Consideration Will Be Given
Exhibitors Carrying "Red Cards"—Tense

Situation is Developing
Almost without exception, managers of Chicago film exchanges have

issued emphatic denials that they had entered into any agreement with
W. D. Burford, wherehy exhibitors carrying a "red card" signed "Burford"
would be given special consideration in the matter of film rental reductions.

A tense situation has resulted. At exchanges, there were rumors
that an effort was being made to bring about large blocks of cancellations
against certain exchanges. On the street, exhibitors discussed in under-
tones reports that exchanges were considering cutting off service.

No Statement from W. D. Burford

W. D. Burford, chairman of the adjustment committee of the Illinois

Exhibitors Alliance, announced Saturday, March 4, that he would have
an important announcement March 6. On that date, however, no state-
ment was forthcoming and at the headquarters of the organization it was
stated Mr. Burford was not there and no one else was authorized to speak.

Other efforts to obtain statementsto

from interested exhibitors failed. Ap-

parently the film rental reduction plan is

entirely in Mr. Rurford's hands and ex-

plicit instructions against others discuss-

ing it have been issued.

Said to Have Brought Protests

According to the original announce-
ment by Mr. Burford, exchange manag-
ers had promised to discuss the rental

question with any exhibitor sent to them
with a "red card" and to make adjust-

ments if possible. If the exhibitor was
not satisfied the judgment committee of

the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance would
then take up his case. The "red cards"

were issued to members of the Alliance

only.
Exhibitors not members of the Alli-

ance are reported to have demanded an
explanation from exchange managers.
The result was a public explanation

that the "red card" did not entitle an
exhibitor to any more consideration than
would be given an exhibitor without a

"red card." Managers declared that their

offices always had been open and always
would be open to any exhibitor who
wanted to discuss anything pertaining t

his relations with the exchange.

They pointed to a statement carried in

the Herald February 11, in which several

managers said they would not consider a

flat rental cut, but would discuss the

rental question with any individual ex-

hibitor who felt he had a grievance.

Report Cancellation Plan

On film row there were reports that

effort was being made to organize whole-
sale cancellations first on the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and following
that upon Associated First National Pic-

tures, Fox Film Corporation and than
other exchanges.
At the same time it was said exchanges

were considering withdrawing service

from any exhibitor entering into a can-
cellation agreement on any exchange.

Neither report could be traced to its

source and both were generally denied.

Paramount*s Birthday
Of Universal Interest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—That Para-
mount's Tenth Anniversary attracted in-

ternational interest is evidenced in tele-

grams and letters received by President
Adolph Zukor, from people in all walks
of life and from many sections of the

world. The congratulatory messages
came from exhibitors, clergymen, foreign
notables, United States senators and
members of President Harding's cabinet.

_
Among those who sent their felicita-

tions are Leonard Merrick, author; Prin-
cess Bibesco, daughter of Margot As-
quith; Sir Edward Marshall Hall. K. C;
Lady Duff Gordon: Ian Hav and manv
others.

Leaves for European
Tour for Universal

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—Frederick F.

Shoninger has sailed for abroad to visit

Norway, Sweden. Denmark, Germany
and Holland in the interest of Univer-
sal's foreign department, where he will

make a survey of the company's dis-

tributing facilities and the film situation.

Mr. Shoninger, who is a new member
of the Universal organization having for-
merly been connected with the Inter-
Ocean, is making the trip as the per-
sonal representative of Carl Laemmle.

The News of the Week In Pictures

Every Week in the HERALD
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Rumor Fight to Defeat Brandt

As T. O. C. C. President

William Landau Nominated to Oppose Present Executive

at Election to Be Held in April

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—Rumors of a fight to defeat William Brandt

as president of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce at the

annual election which will be held next month, brought out the

largest attendance in the history of the organization last week when the

members met to nominate officers for the coming year.

BRANDT has been president of the

T. O. C. C. since its inception two

years ago and has had no opposition as

head of the association until last week's

session when William Landau, who has

been vice president, was nominated, to-

gether with Mr. Brandt, for the posi-

tion of president.
* * *

Everyone concerned denies that there

is a split in the ranks, and the explana-

tion given of Mr. Landau's candidacy is

that he has been vice president for two
years and many of his friends thought it

time that he become the organizations

chief official.

It is pointed out that Mr. Brandt and
Mr. Landau are friends and the competi-
tion is a friendly one. It was at one time
rumored that John Mannheimer, who is

one of the big figures in the M. P. T.

O. A., would oppose Mr. Brandt for re-

election, but his name was not put for-

ward.
* * *

The full ticket nominated is:

President: William Brandt and William
Landau.

Two German films "The Loves of Pha-

raoh" (Paramount) and "Shattered" (Ar-

thur L. Erlanger and Francis Kurz) are

two of the three pictures achieving the

highest grade, "One Glorious Day" (Pa-
ramount) Will Rogers' latest film is the

third. It is called "The most original

picture that has come out of an Amer-
ican studio since 'The Kid.'" The pic-

ture is compared in its novelty and posi-

tion in the world of cinemaphotography.
with the "Cabinet of Dr. Caligari."

The review of "The Loves of Pharaoh"
indicates that the committee considers

this picture as the first evidence of the

Americanization of a European producer.

"Shattered," the other German film was
presented by the National Board at its

Town Hall presentation of Exceptional
Photoplays and is considered by those
who had the opportunity of seeing it,

one of the most powerful pictures ever
made.

First Vice President: Joseph Jame and
Charles Steiner.

Second Vice President: J. Alton
Bradbury.
Treasurer: Samuel Schwartz and

Hyman Rachmil.
Secretary: Samuel A. Moross.
Sergeant-at-Arms: Al. Harstn.
Board of Directors: Borough Man-

hattan—Leo Brecker, Sol Raives and
David Weinstock. Borough Brooklyn

—

S. Sonin, Samuel Rinzler, R. Sanders, O.
Muller, John Manheimer and Mike
Glynne. Borough Bronx— B. Edelhertz

and E. Falter. Borough Queens—Hy
Gainsboro. Borough Richmond, S. I.

—

Charles Moses. State of New Jersey

—

L. Blumenthal, D. Keizerstein, P. Adams
and L. Rosenblatt.

Finance Committee: Messrs. Samuel
Sonin, Samuel Peyser, Jack Schwartz,
Max Barr, E. R. Behrand and Sol. J.

Saphier.

Set Next Coogan Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 7.—"Oliver
Twist" is to be Jackie Coogan's next
starring vehicle.

Two Scandinavian pictures are in-

cluded among those given minor notice

and these are "Sir Arne's Treasure," a

Swedish Biograph production, and "Ham-
let" (Asta Films, Inc.) which ran in New
York for some time. The other pictures

reviewed are "Combating the Elements"
(Kincto) "And Women Must Weep"
(Educational-Robert Bruce), "Moran of

the Lady Letty" (Paramount), "A Doll's

House" (United Artists), "Boomerang
Bill" (Paramount), "Reaching For The
Moon" (Fox), "Miss Lulu Bett" (Para-
mount), "Her Husband's Trademark"
(Paramount), "The Ruling Passion"

(United Artists), "Polly of the Follies"

(First National).
"Combating the Elements" and "And

Women Must Weep," are the single-reel

story-scenics, both of singular beauty,

and exceptional nature. The merits of

these two pieces of work are treated in a

special section headed "Two Pictures

Vpproaching I n no vat ion."

Indiana League Will

Meet in Indianapolis

Second Week in April
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., March 7.—

A movement to hold the annual convention

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Indiana in Indianapolis concurrently with

the annual meetings of the Indiana

Board of Photoplay Endorsers and

the Indiana State F e d e r a t i on of
Women's Clubs and to invite such not-
ables of the motion picture industry as
Will H. Hays, Sydney S. Cohen, presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America, Norma and Constance
Talmadge and others to be present, has
been announced by Gustav G. Smith,
president of the exhibitors' body.
The Photoplay Endorsers will meet on

April 4 and 5 and the State Federation
of Women's Clubs will meet on April B

and 7. The tentative plan of the theatre
owners is to hold their convention on
April 5 and 6.

The motion picture notables are to be
invited not only to talk but to give the
club women of the state a chance to meet
the real people of the industry. In ad-
dition to the Talmadge sisters. Mr.
Schmidt said, he feels certain that a num-
ber of other stars would come in response
to an invitation.

Mabel Normand on Lot
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 7.—Mabel
Normand has recovered from her recent

attack of influenza and has resumed work
on "Suzanna."

KANE IS NEW HEAD OF
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

(Concluded from page 33)

are led by the first production of Asso-

ciated's new star, Florence Vidor. The
picture is titled "Woman, Wake Up!"
On March 12th comes "Don't Doubt
Your Wife" with Leah Baird, while the

big Wistaria production "Lady Godiva"
is set for April 19.

Sidnev Garrett, president of Inter-

Globe Export Corporation, will continue
as foreign representative for Associated
Exhibitors. Mr. Garrett is now in Eng-
land in the interests of the company and
has been unusually successful during the

past year, in placing this product
throughout the world.

Distributes 29 Pictures

During the past year. Associated Ex-
hibitors issued twenty-four features and
five Harold Lloyd feature comedy pro-
ductions: "Now or Never," "Among
Those Present," "I Do," "Never Weak-
en" and "A Sailor-Made Man." "A
Sailor-Made Man" recently broke the

world's record for the continuous show-
ing of a feature comedy at the Los An-
geles Symphony theatre, where it had
run for fifty consecutive days. It is now
enjoying a first run in Chicago at Bar-

bee's Loop theatre. Among the features

which have been outstanding successes

are "The Rider of the King Log," Bryant
Washburn in "The Road to London,"
"The Sin of Martha Quced" and "Han-
dle With Care," as well as others, includ-

ing the popular series of western fea-

tures starring lack McGowan; Lottie

Pickford in "They Shall Pay," "Across
the Divide," "Tropical Love." Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven in "Marry the

Poor Girl," and "The Unfoldmcnt."

Lists Fifteen Exceptional Pictures

Two German Films Included in Selections Published in

January-Rebruary Issue of Booklet

Fifteen pictures are listed in the January-February number of

Exceptional Photoplays, the bulletin published by the committee on

critique of the National P>oard of Review of Motion Pictures, three of

them achieving the rank of "exceptional" and the other twelve receiving

minor mention for points of exceptional merit.
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Subscribe S4,000 to

Jewish Relief Fund
Amount Is Contributed in

Fifteen Minutes at

X. Y. Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—As an in-
stance of the ready response of motion
picture theatre owners in aiding worthy
causes, the action of the T. O. C. C. is

notable. At last week's meeting the
members were asked by Louis Marshall
and David Brown, in short addresses, to
give financial aid to the Jewish War
Relief drive Within fifteen minutes
nearly S4.000 was subscribed. The list

of donors and their contributions follow:
$250—A. H. Schwartz and S. S. Cohen.
$150—H. Traub.
$100—Mike Glynne, Charles O'Reilly, S.

Schwartz. L. Schneider, O. Muller. R. Sanders,
Joseph Seider. Rinzler & Rachmil, D. Keizcrstein,
William Brandt, L. Bluraenthal. D. Weinstock,
Katz & Rcsenzweig. Grobe & Knoble and B.
Sherman.
S5C—Fred Mitchel. D. J. Hennessey. J. Alton

Bradbury. C. Steiner, Max Barr. Adolph Ban-.
E. R. Behrend. S. Rhonheimer. P. Rosenson. O.
Lederer, Hy Gainsboro. L. Gold. M. Gold. H. K
Hecht. J. W. Brandon. Mrs. S. Schwartz. B.
Edelhertz. Leo Brecker, S. Berman. C. Moses,
H. Traub. Meyer Weiss. Charles Schwartz, S.
Weltner, H. Suchman, M. Bleendes and S. Pey-
ser.

$25—S. A. Moross. Al Harstn, S. Raives. S. G.
Block. J. L'nger, X. E. Block. E. Bernstein, S.
Weinberg. J. E. Elpern. L. Weinberg, William
Landau. M. D. Schwartz, J. Finger. A. Fried-
lander. S. Gladstone. M. Motta. L. Geller. J.
Jaroe. S. Scbelson, L. Weinberg and B. Ros-

Minnesota League Will
Meet April 11 and 12
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. March 7.—
The Minnesota unit of the Motion Pic-
ture Owners of America will meet here
on April 11 and 12. President Al Steffes
has issued the call and owing to the
important business to be transacted he
plans on the largest gathering in the
history of the league. Delegates to the
national convention will be chosen.

Western Pennsylvania
Will Convene in April

(Sfecial to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH. PA.. March 7.—April
10. 11 and 12 have been chosen as the
convention dates for the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Western Pennsyl-
vania. President Sydney S. Cohan of
the M. P. T. O. A. and Senator* lames
J. Walker, i ational counsel, will be in

attendance.

Orders Film Moved Out
Of District of Columbia
{Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON. D. C. March 7 —
Exchanges here have been notified by the
district board of commissioners that all

inflammable film must be transferred out
of the district. The companies are given
twelve months in which to comply with
the regulations adopted on March 3.

Bert Adler Goes East
Bert Adler, who has been on the Coast

where George Arliss is producing a new-

picture for United Artists, stopped off in

Chicago for a few hours on Saturday.
He left for New York on the Century
after visiting the local United Artists
exchange.

M. P. P. D. A. Is Organized
With Will H. Hays at Helm

Former Cabinet Member Announces Purposes and
Aims During First Day as President of
New Producer-Distributor Alliance

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—Will H. Hays is now president of the Mo-
tion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, the new association
which will take the place of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry. The affairs of the old association will be closed up and the
organization put out of business within the next month or six weeks. A
committee has been appointed for the purpose of closing out the old
organization and is already at work on the details.

Mr. Hays was on the job bright and early Monday morning, and
almost the entire day was spent in conferences with the officials of the
companies in the new association. He found time during the day to talk
of his work and his aims to newspaper men. and one of the things he
impressed on them was that he had left all politics, political affiliations
and political aspirations behind when he entered upon his new work.

Not Entering Industry as Crusader. Says Hays
"I want to make it clear'' said Mr. Hays, "that 1 do not come into

this industry to crusade or do any of the radical things that have been
pointed out as part of my work. I realize that I am entering a gigantic
field of which I know little. My sole work for some time will be to
acquaint myself with affairs so that I can best aid the men with whom
I am associated ; to do jointly those things they are mutually, but not
competitively, interested in doing.

"It is a tremendous undertaking and
I approach it with much concern, but
with that confidence which springs from
an earnest purpose, and with the con-
viction that we will have the generous
help of everyone in accomplishing what
must be recognized as an effort tor the
good of all.

Films Are National Stabilizers

"The motion picture is already the

principal amusement of a great majorin
of all people: it is the sole amusement
of millions. Therefore, it mav verv well

MR. HAYS SAYS:

"The high purpose of the new
association is probably best told by
the following clause, which is a

part of my contract with the pro-
ducers and distributors: To attain

and to maintain the highest pos-
sible standard of motion picture

production and to develop to the
highest possible degree the moral
and educational value of the indus-
try.'

"

be called essentially a national stabilizer.

The potentialities of the motion picture

for moral influence and education are

limitless. Therefore, its integrity should
be protected as we protect the integrity

of our churches and its quality devel-

oped as we develop the quality of our
schools."
The date of the demise of the N". A.

M. P. I. has not been, as yet, but it

will be brought about as soon as con-
sistent with good business. Much of

the machinery built in the six years of its

existence will pass from the old to

the new association. Several depart-

ments, such as the film theft depart-

ment and others found useful in the

work of the new organization, will be

taken over into it. Whether or not any
of the personnel of the office force

will be taken over has not yet been

decided upon.
Last week was a busy one for the

producers and distributors who compose
the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors of America. Inc.. preparing
for the advent of Mr. Hays. All week
long a committee of the companies in-
terested worked on the by-laws of the
new organisation, and frequent drafts
of these were sent to Washington for
the approval of Mr. Hays.
While this work was being done, the

attorneys of several of the companies
were' busy drawing up the articles of
incorporation. This document was also
submitted to Mr. Hays, being returned
in time for a meeting of the representa-
tives of the companies on Friday at
Roosevelt Memorial Association head-
quarters. At this meeting the signa-
tures of the companies which are so far
in the new association, were affixed to
the articles of incorporation, and the
document sent to Albany to be filed
in the office of the secretary of state.

Offices in Fifth Avenue

The offices of the new association, at
522 Fifth avenue, have been overhauled
and redecorated under the personal
supervision of Courtland Smith, the fur-
niture installed, and everything gotten
in readiness for the arrival of Mr. Ha\-s
yesterday.
The headquarters of the M. P. P.

D. A., as the new association will soon
be known, are on the second floor of
what was once Sherry's famous res-
taurant, but which was taken over after
the restaurant went out of business by
Guaranty Trust Company.

New Terre Haute, Ind.,

Company Is Organized
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TERRE HAUTE. IND.. March 7.—

Elm Grove Amusement Company of

North Terre Haute, has been incorporated

with an authorized capital stock of $10,-
000. The directors are Louis Schamu-
burger. Katie Schamuburger. and Harry
E. Claybaugh.
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Louis Victor Eytinge Urges In-

dustry to Fight Back
Declares That Undented and Uncontradicted Lies Will

Destroy Entire Motion Picture Industry

LOUIS VICTOR EYTINGE, a lifer in the Arizona State Penitentiary,

who recently wrote a photoplay "The Man Under Cover," for Uni-

versal, has written the following open letter to the motion picture

industry.

IN reading it, it should be borne in

mind that Louis Victor Eytinge is one

of the cleverest advertising writers in

the United States today; that he pre-

war, :s campaigns for many of the largest

national advertisers, and that he has

turned down numerous offers from Los

Weles and San Francisco newspapers

to contribute articles from his standpoint

on the Taylor case.

His article is written under the cap-

tion- "Scotch the Scandal Snakes-

Hush the Hysteria Howlers." It reads:

To the Editor:

Will the motion picture industry have

courage enough to spend $100,000 to

save a million or ten times that great a

loss?

With every little disturbance within the

motion picture world comes a new group

of slander snakes to vent their vicious

vemon upon people and persona lrties.

They hiss their lies into greedy gulping

cars and with each telling the momentum
-rows until there may come the day

when half of the Nation will become

so disturbed with these undented, un-

contradicted lies as to banish an art, de-

stroy an industry.
* * *

And yet, the motion picture field can

stop most of these vaporings from poise-

iess pulpiteers—it can wet-blanket the

merest scandal whisper that might be

published in any slander sheet in the

country.

If a united cinema circle spends $100,-

000 right now, while the public ramd is

receptive to any fair defense—if it puts

this sum into a nation-wide advertising

campaign to tell the truth, the real truth

about motion picture artists, producers

and exhibitors, that same public mind,

convinced by a bold presentation of re-

futative facts, will turn against the liar:;,

the serpents of scandal and refuse to hear

the putrid perversions.

The Associated Advertising Clubs of

the World took on real stature when
they instituted their famous Vigilance

movement. They trebled its membership
when they drove out the fakers in their

own field—when they established adver-

tising as a clean economic and social

force in the minds of the public. Every
year the Advertising Clubs set aside

more than $l.r>0,000 for the current con-
tinuation of this work, and now, adver-
tising is believed. It is recognized as a

power for good, rather than an instru-

ment of quackery and fakery.

On the very clay that Dr. John Roach
Staton was yowling his generalities

about opium orgies, decadent degenera-
cies of the film fold, Mr. Ralph Oyler.
head of the Federal narcotic division, is-

lued a written statement that gave the
film people a clean bill of health. Direc-
tor Oyler had assigned a number of his

ablest detectives to an investigation of
the dope rumors anent Eastern and
Western film folk and as a result of his

collected reports of these agents he
wrote "Charges of orgies among film

folk arc positively without truth. All
reports made to me give the film folk
people a clean bill of health and fix the
circumstantial motive in all cases to have
been extortion or attempted blackmail."

* * *

Apparently then, the long-haired pursuits
depend upon blackmailers for the origin
of the gangrenous gossip they are so
willing to believe and so quick to speed
from their prostituted pulpits. Ameri-
cans are fair. They believe in the square
deal, but if these bandied-about lies,

these pulpit distortions, and slander pub-
lications are not denied and disproved
in vigorous fashion, in sharp straight
from the shoulder style, they'll come to
believe them as true of all members of
an industry, all practitioners of an art.

Americans will sooner believe the offi-

cial statements of the head of a great
Federal detective bureau than the snarl-
ing spleen of any slanderer and, the more
the latter attempted his malicious prac-
tise, the greater would be the reaction in
favor of the motion picture people.
Spread these lies upon the pages of the
Saturday Evening Post, the Literary Di-
gest, Pictorial Review and other great
sheets and right alongside give these de-
veloped and demonstrated denials and
the character assassin would flee in fu-
rious shame at such public pilloring.
They batten and fatten upon silence and
slink like jackals when exposed as public
liars.

When the Rev. (!) George Dowrey, of
Chicago, vomits his "Mr. Hays will have
a hard time to abolish the carousals of
the stars, their degenerate orgies" let

these blatherskites be given greater pub-
licity upon the display advertising pages
and right alongside let us run the truer
saying of Father Neal Dodd, who, as an
Hollywood pastor, should be in better
position to know than any stay-at-home-
secker-for-prtiricnt - patter - about - far-

aways. And Father Dodd, of Hollywood,
counters with an effective:

"Degeneracy is not rampant in Holly-
wood. The young girls there are as
sweet and pure as anywhere and not the
'soiled butterflies' that one Eastern gos-
sip calls them. The inhabitants of the
motion picture colony do not live the

Bill Would Bar

"Political" Films

ALBANY, N. Y, March 7.—
Under the provisions of a bill in-

troduced by Assemblyman C. P.

Males, Republican of Schenectady,
it would be a misdemeanor to ex-
hibit a motion picture showing the

success or failure of an official in

public office unless a line preceding
the picture be used which would
read

:

"The next picture is a political

advertisement."

exotic, erotic, decadent and emotional
lives pictured by sundry word-weavers.
All these blanket indictments against the
fair name of Hollywood and its people
are vicious, malicious lies."

* * *

I have had more than twenty years
of prison experience and assert that in

all this time, I never knew of any actor
to commit murders as foul as those done
by Preachers Richeson of Boston,
Schmidt of New York and Spencer of
California. Who can name any modern
theatrical man or motion picture worker
who has been hung or electrocuted for
murder? But haven't we records of
these among the clergy? Again, most
of the preachers and church leaders who
came to prison in my quarter of a cen-
tury were committed for incests, sex-per-
versions or heinous murders. Official

records can be searched for comparative
tables as to crimes of stage and screen
people compared with their more numb-
erous clerical offenders.

Publish these records in the deadly
parallel column, publish them boldly as

paid advertising in those very publica-
tions that indulge their mistaken slander
and you will have sealed the ears of
church-audiences to further mouthings of

the sensation-seekers and so undetermine
the power of any vicious publication
that it would gladly and speedily cease
its falsehoods. I am not against the
clergy— I do not blanket all of the cloth

with the same indictment that the sen-
sational and rabid among them charge
you picture people. I doff my hat to a

true minister, a sincere pastor and these
should not have to bear the burden of
their poiseless brothers. But the hysteria
that ruins an innocent woman, that
blasts an art, that destroys the value of

a picture must be checked and checked
promptly for hysteria is the most con-
tagious disease in our social make-up.
Vigorous defense means cold cash profits

to producers, an enhanced reputation to

artists, an increased attendance to ex-
hibitors.

Because of its all around value and
benefits, such a campaign should be paid
for by all branches, from stars to ex-
change men, from producers to costum-
ers. Although my past connection with
pictures has been merely that of man-
ager of amusements for my fellow-pris-

oners of this institution, until the recent
production of my first photoplay, any
committee that shoulders this work can
count on my immediate check as part
of my contribution.

Let Syd Cohen and Will Hays sit

across the table for fifteen minutes—then
them call in the alert advertising aids in

the industry and in half an hour the thing
is under a full head of pressure. Let
them plan their broadsides in the maga-
zines and newspapers starting now. Let
all contribute. The producers' organiza-
tion has money immediately available but

they should be called on for a just por-

tion and no more. Let the screen artists

volunteer their share. Call on the Screen
Writers' Guild for a subscription while
the exhibitors will hasten to join the do-

nation party. Then, no matter what one's

interest, let all unite for harmony in this

single purpose. A drive for truth. God
hates a coward and despises a quitter

—so too, with Americans. If you rest

supine now you loose the good-will of

a vital number. If you quit in the face

of fire they'll despise you. Get together
for truth. Fight for your industry—fight

for your art—but above all, fight for

truth and your honor.

LOUIS VICTOR EYTINGE,
Florence, Arizona.

(State Prison)
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of March 18

Stories Told

by

the Camera

On the job. Will H. Hays, di-

rector-general of the producing
and distributing forces of the

industry, inspects the proper-
ties of Miami Studios, Inc., at

Miami, Fla. The four men
standing in the foreground are

(left to right): Glenn H. Cur-
tiss, Director-general Hays, E.

G. Sewell, president of the Mi-
ami Chamber of Commerce, and
T. J. Bevis, technical director

of Miami Studios.

Wanda Hawley, appearing
in the Paramount produc-
tion, "The Cat That Walked
Alone," and "Terry," her
English bull terriei

.

Laugh with Hy Mayer's "Travelaughs."

Two humorous sketches from the novelty

subject drawn by Mayer, "Travelaughs"

has been obtained by C. B. C. Film Sales

Corporation for distribution on the state

right market.

Officials of West Coast Theatres, Inc., meet Victor Herbert on his

arrival in Los Angeles as guest conductor at the (Cinema theatre.

Left to right: William Quinn, Rene Williams, Mr. Herbert, Mr.
Kraft, his manager, and Sol Lesser.
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Maurice Tourneur, now producing "Lorna Doone," and
his company have a difficult time blowing out the single
candle on the producer's birthday cake. Madge Bellamy
and John Bowers are at the producer's left.

The Associated First National Pictures and Educational
exchange at Omaha, Neb., is typical of the modern struc-
tures now being erected throughout the country to fa-
cilitate the distribution of film.

E. K. Lincoln, starring in "The Price of

Her Ambition" for Genius Film Produc-

tions, and his two prize-winning chows
from his Fairfield, Conn., kennels.

Bernard Edelhurst, elected vice-

president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New York
State to succeed William Brandt,
who resigned to devote his atten-
tion to the activities of the The-
atre Owners Chamber of Com-
merce of New York City.

Two views from the W. W.
Hodkinson-Hollywood pro-

duction, "French Heels,"

starring Irene Castle. With

the star in the top picture

are Charles Gerard and

Ward Crane.

Two scenes from the Cosmopolitan production, "Beauty's Worth," starring Marion
Davies. The feature, to be distributed by Paramount, was adapted from a story

by Sophie Kerr and directed by Robert G. Vignola.
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Costs must be cut, says Adolph Zukor
(right), president of Famous Players-
Lasky. In the picture, taken at the
Lasky studio, are: District Manager
Herman Wobber of San Francisco
Jesse L. Lasky, vice president, S. R.
Kent, general manager, and Mr. Zukor.

Interior of headquarters of R-C Pictures
at Kansas City. Roy E. Churchill is

manager of the exchange.

George Mooser, well known film

man who sails on March 25 for

the Far East to establish a
United Artists headquarters at

Shanghai and to handle the
company's attractions in the
Orient.

Florence Vidor, whose popu-
larity among photoplay fans
has resulted in her eleva-
tion to stardom. Miss
Vidor's attractions will be
distributed by Associated
Exhibitors. Her first,

"Woman, Wake Up," was
published on March 5. In its

review of this feature, the
"Herald" said: "Pleasing
story. It is rich and diver-
sified in sets, embodies a
humorous vein and has been
given numerous refreshing
angles." Marcus Harrison
directed it.

"Tippling" on grape juice. Lewis Stone (left) and
Rex Ingram, producer of Metro's "The Prisoner
of Zenda," pause in midst of labors for a little nip.

"Stars of Tomorrow" chosen to feature Western Motion
Picture Advertisers' Frolic, March 25 in Los Angeles.
Lower row, left to right: Mary Philbin, Patsy Ruth
Mil'er, Bessie Love, Louise Lorraine, Helen Ferguson,
Kathryn McGuire. Upper row: Pauline Starke, Maryon
Aye, Jacqueline Logan, Claire Windsor, Colleen Moore,
Lila Lee, Lois Wilson.

1
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All "tackled up" but not a fish

in sight. Bert Lytell, Metro
star, aboard his catboat, Nancy.

Charlotte Stevens, Chicago
beauty contest winner who
is playing opposite Bobby
Vernon in Christie comedies.

Poster used by S. L. Rothafel of New York
Capitol to present to public trade paper
opinions on "And Women Must Weep."
Educational-Bruce short feature.

Richard Walton Tully, making his debut as screen producer with
picturization of his famous stage success, "The Masquerader," a
First National attraction. Guy Bates Post is in the starring role.

Jack Holt riding Robin Hood, champion
jumper whose stunts are thrills in the
Paramount picture, "Val of Paradise."

Mary Attor in a scene from "The
Young Painter," a Triart production
published by W. W. Hodkinson.

Hoot Gibson, starring in Universal's "The Singin' Kid," is demonstrating
the alarming symptoms of spring fever. Hoot's slumbering countenance
may be seen near the equally placid face of Irene Rich.
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The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers will have Will H. Hays, direc-
tor general of the producers and distributors, as a guest at the Naked
Truth Dinner at the Biltmore, New York City, on March 25. President C.
L. Yearsley is in receipt of Mr. Hays' check for a ticket to the affair.

Duplex transportation exemplified to the Nth degree. Baby Peggy, the clever

little Century comedy star, shows how it is done in her latest picture, "Peggy
Behave," which had its premiere at the Central theatre in New York. The
metropolitan papers were flattering in their comments about the youngster.
Universal distributes her comedies

Ralph O. Proctor, well known film
executive who is supervising the
distribution of Universale "Fool-
ish Wives" in the Central West.
Mr. Proctor is making his head-
quarters at the Chicago exchange
in South Wabash avenue.

A group of dancing beauties appearing
in "Why Not Marry?" distributed by
National Exchanges. Margery Wilson
is starred in the production.

Marcia Manon, playing
First National's "Skin Deep"
and "The Masquerader,"
illustrates her skill with the
racquet.

Keeping in trim. Dorothy Phillips

and her husband, Allen Holubar,
are now producing "The Soul
Seeker" for First National.
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TheWEEK inNEWYORK
Claud Saunders
Originator ofParamount's

Exploitation Department

D ALPH SPENCE, who edits motion pic-

tures and writes titles with either hand

—

although it is said he used both hands and
some gray matter in writing the now fa-

mous subtitles for "A Connecticut Yankee"
—recently accepted an assignment to cut

down a reel of pictures. He edited the pic-

tures and submitted his bill for $250.

"This is ridiculous," said the owner of

the film. "I can get a reel of pictures

trimmed anywhere for $10. Take this bill

back and edit it down to a reasonable fig-

ure."

Spence took the bill back to his office and
submitted the following statement

:

Cutting one reel $ 10

Knowing what to cut 240

Total $250
* * *

Eddie Bonns is burning the midnight
Edison in a course of study on the life and
works of Laura Jean Libby. Says Eddie

:

"Warner Brothers have just bought the pic-

true rights of 'Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl,' and 'Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak
Model,' and I've got to be up on my job if

I want to exploit them. I wonder what
they'll buy next."

So do a lot of others.

Although admitting that the "Naked
Truth" dinner at the Biltmore on March 25

will be some big league event, friends of

Jerry Beatty and Jack Meador are disap-

pointed that these two histrionic stars are

not to do the Romeo and Juliet balcony
scene as was suggested. Can't you just

imagine the thrill it would give you to see

Jerry all dolled up in Shakespearian raiment
and understudying for the love lorn heir of

the house of Montagu? And the more
thrills with Meador as the coy and charm-
ing daughter of the Capulets?

* * *

And speaking about that A. M. P. A. din-

ner, Tom Wiley says there is nothing sig-

nificant in the fact that he is the custodian

of the ten-bucks-a-plate funds and that he
has just bought a Rolls Royce or a Henry-
ford or something. He just had to buy an
auto to haul the money to the bank.

* * *

And again that dinner; a motion picture

is in the making with the A. M. P. A. boys
as actors. Now wouldn't it make the pun-
ishment fit the crime if Director Yearsley
would engage some honest-to-cross-your-

heart stage star to do the publicity ? There's
a real tip in that.

* * *

Arthur Brilant, one of the actors in

the A. M. P. A. film, which is to be called

"Returned Checks," says: "The main title

is wrong. It should more definitely describe

the kind of checks some of us have received,

but none of us have ever given. They
should have called it 'Rubber Checks'—the

kind you put in the bank and they bounce
right back into your lap."

* * *

"Publicity is great stuff," says Ben Grim,
"but some of it is bad for cracked lips. I

almost smiled over those pictures printed in

many of the New York daily papers show-
ing Doug, Mary and Mary's mother, listen-

ing at one telephone for the verdict in the

$108,000 suit, with Doug holding his hand
back of his ear so he won't miss what the

man on the other end of the 'phone, several

miles away, is saying."

E. S. Moffett, who for quite some time
past has been director of advertising for
Universal, has quit that brand of work and
returned to an earlier love. Mr. Moffett
has been transferred to the scenario depart-
ment of Universal and will shortly leave
for the coast where he will receive his mail
in the future. Mr. Moffett has been suc-
ceeded as advertising manager by George
Brown, who has been with Universal for
several years.

* * *

P. A. Parsons, of Pathe, has been hold-
ing a levee in his office for the past few
days, via telephone and via office door. The
occasion of the many callers, each bearing
large bunches of felicitations, is Mr. Par-
sons' return to,: work after a six-weeks'
siege of serious illness.

* * *

Tom Brady, whose habitat is Buffalo,
from which point he sees that Hodkinson
pictures get proper distribution, spent a
week in New York one day last week and
then hurried back to Buffalo. Mr. Brady
says New York is all right, but he likes
Buffalo best, because it is near the Canadian
line and there are beautiful automobile
drives into the country, from which one can
come back with the machine loaded with
farm produce, eggs and other things.

* * *

Jay Gove, one of the Realart officials

when that company moved closer under the
wing of Paramount, is now with First Na-
tional, having been given an important place
in the sales department.

* * *

Miss Verina, one of the classic beauties
of the Hippodrome ballet, has been chosen
to play opposite Charles Hutchinson in a
Pathe serial. Vic Shapiro says she was not
named after a breakfast food.

* * *

Harry Cohen sailed for Paris last week
where he will open with "The Four Horse-
men." Before leaving he announced that
arrangements for showing the feature in

London had not been closed yet, but would
be soon after his arrival. Mr. Cohen is

manager of the foreign sales department of
Metro.

* * *

Jack Reii.ly, for some time past P. A. for
Pyramid Pictures, has moved his typewriter
over to the American Releasing Corpora-
tion, bought a new ribbon and will tell a
waiting world all the nice things he can
think of about the good pictures Fred B.
Warren's new organization is distributing,

* * *

Pete Smith has been in New York for
the past two weeks visiting his parents. Be-
fore leaving for Hollywood Pete confided
to a friend that "New York is all right, but
I like to live in a town which gets its name
in the papers once in a while."

* * *

SlLAS F. Seadler, well known in the pic-

ture field, first as a member of the Realart
publicity staff and more recently director of
A. and P. for Arthur S. Kane, has joined
the Goldwyn staff. His particular work will

be preparing press books.
* * *

Bert Ennis has been engaged to handle
news and feature material on the Sport
Reviews, produced by Town and Country
Films, and distributed by Goldwyn.

John S. Spargo.

/'"•LAUD SAUNDERS, director of ex-

^ploitation for Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation, has been called the "daddy

of exploitation." He got the idea that if

a producer attached a trained showman
to each exchange to give the exhibitors

free aid in putting over pictures, not only

the producer but the entire industry

would profit.

He sold the idea to Paramount who

sent him in the field two and a half years

ago with eight assistants to put over

"The Miracle Man." The success was

instantaneous and the number of exploit-

ers was immediately doubled. From that

time on there was steady expansion until

one man was lodged in each of the Para-

mount exchanges.

Mr. Saunders' preparation for this work

was a varied experience at vaudeville,

road shows, and even grand opera. For

years he was manager for Renfrow's

players, and then took a big jump to the

desk of the Italia Films Company which

put over "Cabiria," the first picture that

played to a $2 top. This was followed

by a long service with "Birth of a Na-

tion" and "Intolerance" and other of

Griffith's pictures.

The exploitation service as it exists to-

day for Paramount, and is being adopted

by other companies, is Mr. Saunders'

brain child.
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New York City Theatre Men
Refuse Percentage Booking

Reaffirm Their Original Decision That This Form of

Contract "Is Extremely Dangerous";
Companies Regret Action.

By JOHN S. SPARGO
(New York Editor, Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 7.—Playing pictures on percentage is a subject

that has been given much thought by both the exhibitors and the distrib-

uting companies, and, especially in the case of big feature productions, the

custom has been growing throughout the country of the exhibitors and
distributors to "take a gamble" on the returns.

For the past year New York City and contiguous territory was the
only district in the United States in which pictures could not be played
on a percentage basis. This condition was brought about by the action
of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, whose members control
nearly 700 theatres in and about greater New York, in binding themselves
not to play on percentage.

Refuses to Consider Percentage Booking

Many attempts have been made to open this territory to percentage
showings, but without avail. As the result of requests from a number
of the distributors of big feature productions, that the T. O. C. C. change
its policy in regard to percentage, the matter was taken up and made a
special order at last week's meeting of the organization.

March 18. 1922

Harding Considers
Entering St. Louis

Head of New Kansas City-

Organization Sends

Ryan to "Scout"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Mar. 7.—Phil L.

Ryan, vice-president of the newly organ-

ized Capitol Enterprises, Kansas City,

Mo., million dollar theatre owning-film

booking organization, was in St. Louis

recently, in conference with local capital-

ists. He admitted that possibly the St.

Louis men might become interested in

the new concern, and that at some future

date should the Capitol Enterprises feel

their position would be stronger by com-

ing into St. Louis they certainly would

do so.

He said the organization has had field

men in this territory for some time,

studying the general situation. =o that the

directors could determine where to lo-

cate theatres. The company plans to

build, buy and operate theatres and, in

some instances, to form booking arrange-

ments with privately controlled houses.

Ryan said if it should be dec-ded to

build in St. Louis not less than $750,000

will be put into a theatre to seat from

2,000 to 2,500. He said it was folly to

have a larger picture house because the

screen was too far away from a large

portion of the audience to obtain satis-

factory results.

Ryan is also district manager for Hod-
kinson. His position with the new
conipany is largely advisory.

Pick New Members for

Buffalo Arbiter Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BUFFALO, N. Y., March 7—With
the appointment of new members the

arbitration board here now is composed

of the following men:
VV. A. V. Mack, Pathe, chairman:

Richard C. Fox, Select; Bob Murphy.
Pioneer; and J. E. Kimberly, Nu-Art.
Exhibitor members are E. O. Weinberg.
Strand; J. H. Michael, Regent; and
Howard J. Smith, Palace.

Premiere Announced
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 7—"Gypsy Pas-

sion," Vitagraph's spectacular French

production, will have its American pre-

miere at the Strand on Broadway early

in April. It is taken from the Richepin
story "Miarka. the Child of the Bear."

Exchange Is Looted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Mar. 7.—Burglars

who looted the Universal exchange here

recently obtained $1,000. Four months
ago they broke in the same exchange and
obtained $1,500.

Levee Back on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March 7.—M. C.
Levee, president of United Studios is

back from his trip to New York.

After several hours' discussion, the

members voted unanimously to re-affirm

their original decision that "percentage in

any form is extremely dangerous and that

the members will not play any picture

under a percentage contract."

Officials of several of the companies

which had asked the T. O. C. C. to change

its policy, expressed regret that the New
York territory could not be opened to

percentage playing, some of them point-

ing out that this would cause long delay

in the showing of many of the big feature

productions in many of the outlying the-

atres.

Cochrane Issues Statement

Universale attitude on the percentage
booking proposition was stated yesterday
by R. H. Cochrane, vice president of the

Universal, as follows:
"Mr. Laemmle and I have looked at

every angle of the percentage booking
problem and the result of all this thought
and consideration is that we can see noth-

ing unfair either to the exhibitor or to the

distributor in percentage bookings. We
are in business to make money. But we
are not in business to make money at the

expense of the exhibitor. We are 100

per cent sold on the proposition that if

the exhibitor does not make money, we
don't make money. In a percentage

booking proposition the producer takes

the same risk as the exhibitor does. The
exhibitor makes the same gain.

Might Aid Business

"It is also part of our experience that

the exhibitor knows his own business

better than we know it. We don't pro-

pose to tell him his business, either, but

in times like this, when ordinary business

methods do not result in giving any of

us the same returns that we have enjoyed
when business was less tight, unusual

plans are frequently productive of unex-
pected results. At least, it is permissible

to change the brand, as it were. Percen-

tage bookings may be just the ticket.

"Some little time ago Mr. Laemmle
made the proposal to exhibitors that he

would reduce film rentals to any exhibi-
tor who showed him that he was losing
money because of high rentals. Almost
every exhibitor organization and hun-
dreds of exhibitors personally have
thanked Mr. Laemmle for this offer and
for the spirit which prompted it. We
look at percentage bookings in the same
way.

Exhibitors Lack Confidence

"1 know that a great many exhibitors
are not now able to put the expert effort
or risk the same money in exploiting a
picture that they have been in the habit
of doing the past year. Part of this may
be actual necessity, but the greater part
of it is merely lack of confidence. We
have felt that a great many exhibitors
would welcome the opportunity to utilize

an organization which was noted for its

ability to exploit pictures. The Universal
has proven its ability in this direction
and is willing to meet exhibitors half way
in exploiting pictures for their mutual
profit. If exhibitors wish to take advan-
tage of this, our exchange managers are
willing to meet them half way, and are
equipped to meet them half way. If they
don't wish it, we will be the last to urge
it. We certainly don't intend to make
anybody do anything they don't want to
do, and this applies to making money the
same as to anything else."

Will Show Educationals

At Residential Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., March 7.—In
cooperation with the department of visual

education of the Indianapolis public

schools, the Indiana Board of Photoplay

Endorsers, will bring to Indianapolis edu-

cational pictures to be shown at neigh-

borhood houses. The first presentations

will be "The Highest Law," and "The
Land of Opportunity." From time to

time the Endorsers will bring similar pic-

tures to the city to supplement the work
of the public school.
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Foreign Producers Are More
Sincere, Says Shiels

One of the Founders of National Review Board Says That

Many Good Films Are Made Here, However

CRITICIZING American pictures for what he termed their "inaccurate
portrayal of life," Dr. Albert Shiels, one of the founders of the
National Board of Review, speaking at the fourteenth annual

luncheon of that body, declared that in his opinion the foreign producer's
attitude toward life and his art was a more serious one.

THOUGH criticizing "the deplorable
sentimentalism which is responsible

for pictures not depicting life as it is,"

Dr. Shiels declared that not all foreign

pictures are good. "There are lots of

dreadful foreign made films," he con-

tinued. "Nor is the foreign picture

coming here because we have not good
pictures—we have many of them. But
they are coming here in a missionary
cause. It enables people from other

lands to bring to us their conception of

life."
* * *

The general topic under discussion at

the luncheon was: "The Motion Picture

at Home and Abroad." Other speakers

were John Emerson, president of the

Actors Equity Association, and Senator

James J. Walker, general counsel of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America.
Mr. Emerson, while devoting most of

his speech to the tariff, took occasion to

touch upon the censorship question, as

did Senator Walker.

By C. H. SIMPSON
(Princess Theatre, Millen, Ga.)

I have just struck the key
note as to the proper way for

a small town exhibitor to in-

crease his box office receipts.

I have got the secretary of

the Chamber of Commerce in-

terested in pictures. I did this

by showing some health pic-

tures during a clean up cam-
paign he was putting on. 1

also helped him with slides. I

then got the superintendent of

schools interested ; also the

principal.

I showed "Huckleberry
Finn" and charged ten cents

for all school children. I have
got the editor of our local pa-

per interested and they are

boosting the picture show to

the limit.

I can truly say my receipts

have gained one-third since I

got them all interested. It is

a common tiling to sec my
name, also the name of my
llieatrc, mentioned in llie At-

lanta and Savannah papers.

All this has cost me nothing.

"This Board seems to me a sort of
antidote for censorship," said Mr. Emer-
son. "I am opposed to the whole idea

of legalized censorship, not because it

is un-American, but because I believe it

represents a spirit opposed to civilization

and progress alike. Producers fear not
only what the censors do to pictures, but
also what they may do. The influence

of censors is bringing pictures down to a

kind of mental pap.
* * *

"While there are many phases to the

censor's work, the whole thing really

hinges on the point of indecency, and the

trouble regarding decency and indecency
is due to the fact that there can be no
objective test. I can remember when it

was indecent for a woman to go without
corsets, or to have her skirts too short

to sweep up all the filth and dirt of the

streets. What would be proper and
decent to the normal-minded person, may
be the reverse to the Rev. John Roach
Straton.

"Also, what is proper to a child of 10

If any small town exhibitor

will try this with the aid of

the Herald to show him in the

columns of "What the Picture

Did for Me," I will guarantee
that his office receipts will sur-

prise him.

By J. A. KELLEY
(Rex Theatre, Custer, Okla.)

I do not think I can give any.

great advice to my brother ex-

hibitors but 1 have Eound it

pays me to book special pic-

tures and run tliem two
evenings. They do not cost

very much more to run two
nights instead of one and if

the picture is a good one. the

patrons will advertise the sec-

ond night for you.

I am in a small town and

have tried this out on Mon-
days and Tuesdays and have
made a nice run on both

nights. Try it if you have not

been tunning this way and you
will find it will pay. And
don't overlook the HERALD.
It's the best magazine you can

find.

may be quite the contrary to a dirty-

minded old man. I would not be willing
to accept the standard of the Rev. Wil-
bur Cratts, nor he probably to accept

mine. I would open every avenue of

knowledge to every boy and girl and
would lay particular emphasis on a

knowledge of the relations between male
and female, when this knowledge is

closed to them, it creates, an abnormal
and demoralizing curiosity. I have no
sympathy with sending little Willie out

of the room when anything interesting

is to be sprung. It creates a morbid
curiosity about things he has a perfect

right to understand.
"If we have to have supervision, the

best kind of supervision is that which
the National Board is trying to work
out. If Mr. Will Hays will refrain from

trying to organize the motion picture in-

dustry into a trust, and will refrain from
opposing the tariff bill, and will devote

himself to the building up of your or-

ganization, we will join in a paean of

praise to the producers who have en-

gaged him."
Turning as did Mr. Emerson to the

quesf'on of censorship, Senator Walker
attacked it squarely as being un-Ameri-

can. "That is my reason," he said, "for

opposition to censorship. The makers of

our constitution were not ignorant of the

existence previously of censorship; yet

we do not find it anywhere in the basic

law of our country. Neither Washing-

ton nor Lincoln ever subscribed to any-

thing allied to censorship. I do not be-

lieve there are any three men in this

State who ought to be the keepers of

the morals of eleven million people."

Ohio Censors Are

Targets of Editors
(Concluded from page 31)

The attorneys of several of the com-

panies are outspoken in their opinion that

the board has overstepped its legal rights

in making the demand, and assert that

they will advise the officials of their com-

panies to ignore the demand.
Saul E. Rogers, head of the legal de-

partment of Fox Films, said he would

advise his company not to submit its ad-

vertising to the board.

"The censor board is clearly over stepping

its rights," said Mr. Rogers, "and 1 shall

advise that we do not submit until it is

clearly shown that we are disobeying the

law by such refusal. If this is shown, and

the board wants work we will give them

plenty. We shall insist that the advertis-

ing matter be passed upon by members of

the commission and not delegated to some

18-ycar old stenographer or clerk. If the

censors insist on inspecting all the adver-

tising intended for exhibition purposes, and

the law gives them the right to do so, it

will take a force 20 times
_
as big as the

commission to do the work."

Submit to Edict

Some of the companies arc already

submitting their advertising matter in

conformity with the instructions of the

board, figuring that a refusal to do so

would hold up productions. Others have

the matter under advisement with their

attorneys and will withhold the advertis-

ing pending a ruling by counsel. One

official stated today that a conference ol

several of the large companies would be

luld this week and a decision reached as

to whether the enforcement of the order

would be combatted.
Joseph Lcvenson, secretary, said:

"The order is clearly within the rights

of tlte board, as shown by the section of

the law quoted in our letter to the com-

panies. We have not enforced it before

for various reasons, but we intend doing

so from now on."

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully by

Exhibitors to Build Up Their Patronage
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The Well Known Silver Lining

A Letter

ofMoney
Interest

THEATRE EDITOR,
"Exhibitors Herald."

Dear Sir:

Please allow me to express

my sincere appreciation of your

exceptionally fine department

and to assure you that to the

writer it is the most valuable

exploitation section in all the

trade papers. "May its shadow

never grow less.

'

I have only one suggestion

to offer and that is that you

dust off the old "hammer" and

use it a little more freely. I

will gladly welcome it on my
own work, for it is for honest,

constructive criticism that will

enable me to improve my work

that I submit my stuff to your

department.

I am enclosing herewith one

of my ads on "The Flower of

the North" and also a sample

card index system which I have

found an invaluable aid in

booking, scheduling and adver-

tising. I keep a card on every

production that is released so

that when a salesman comes

along we have all the data at

our finger tips, and now, since

the film "pirates" have "wised"

up to our system it's "See what

your card says about 'Lonely

Lou's Love,'" instead of "The

greatest, etc., since such and

such." And I venture to say

that in no other house in the

Dominion of Canada is there

more care and time devoted to

the selection of programmes
than is exercised in this

theatre, an assertion that is

, (Concluded on page 48)

QUITE in accord with the well known "Every cloud has a silver lining," the

murky mantle of gloom which has enshrouded the theatre during recent months
is pierced with more and more frequency of late by shafts of pure white

light, revealing an interior of glowing promise. Bustling activity is sensed when
these rays are analyzed. It cannot be doubted that in a little while the enveloping fog
will be dissipated and the theatre will emerge refreshed and invigorated. A new con-
ception of the theatre is being formed by exhibitors and public.

This week THE THEATRE is made up entirely of news and comment pertinent to

this development. Every item and illustration reflects some phase of the definitely

altered exhibitor attitude. At no time in the history of this department have contributions
evidenced such determination to do new and bigger things in the interests of the motion
picture.

Read this and the following pages with this point in mind.

Card Index Pays Cash Dividend

THOMAS S. DALEY, Casino theatre, Halifax, N. S., contributes in the letter

which begins on this page (left) adaptable demonstration of a card index system
which, installed in every theatre, should materially increase the profits thereof by
heightening administration efficiency. This index, described in detail by Mr. Daley, ac-

quaints its owner with the complete facts relative to any attraction at a moment's notice.

As a consequence his advertising for each attraction is more comprehensive, more exactly
representative, and therefore more effective than otherwise.

The letter contains absolute proof that the system is meritorious—the statement that
during the past year the theatre has paid a 10 percent dividend and has surpassed previous
years in gross intake by some thousands of dollars.

These are outstanding points of a letter that every exhibitor should read. A specimen
index card and one of Mr. Daley's advertisements are presented with the remainder of
his letter upon the next page.

D. W. Griffith's "Star" Copy Writers

ADVERTISING advance of another sort has been registereed by D. W. Griffith in

his campaigns for "Orphans of the Storm" in the large cities where it is currently

in exhibition. Arthur Brisbane, chief editorial writer of the Hearst publications, is said

to be the author of a page display used in New York and Chicago. The display is made
up in the direct-to-the-masses style of the Sunday editions of Hearst newspap.-rs and
seems to be intended to reach the class which reads those pages weekly.

The Rev. William A. ("Billy") Sunday, whose exhortations also are directed chiefly to

the mob, is author of a similar page display used in The Chicnt/o Tribune. It is made
up in much the style of the Hearst page. Neither is given reproduction in these pages
because neither contains material adaptable to general theatre use.

The important point is not that these pages were written by their respective authors,

nor that they did or did not increase business for the theatres where Mr. Griffith's produc-
tion is being shown. Real importance attaches to the fact that Mr. Griffith broke down
barriers of custom and went into fields formerly regarded as closed, if regarded at all,

to engage the services of men known to be skilled in mob address.

Exploitation Invades Film Itself

ENTERPRISE of another character, accomplishing great ends at little expense
and broadening the scope of the term "exploitation," is reported by Arthur E.

W eld, Strand theatre, Waterloo, la., who performed a neat bit of film surgery on "Get-

Rich-Quick Wallingford" and materially enhanced its attraction value locally. The
operation involved substitution of four specially made subtitles for those in the published

print.

In the picture a character is made to go to Dcs Moines to arrange for the manufacture
of a tack manufacturing machine sponsored by Wallingford. Mr. Weld ordered four

subtitles, copy for which was identical with the originals except for the substitution of

Waterloo as the city visited and the insertion of the name of a prominent Waterloo
manufacturer, and upon these based a campaign stressing the local angle.

The communication continues :

'"The stunt worked very well and everyone talked about Waterloo finally getting

into the movies. Plump money-bags were used in the lobby and under the canopy, 5,000

letters were sent to a selected mailing list and an equal number of 'Battlesburg Blades'

were distributed. Everything combined in making the week one to be remembered at

the box office."

Here again adaptability is not the outstanding attribute of the stunt. Indeed, it is

conceivable that objections to an operation of this character might' be expected from
various quarters. Chief interest lies in the fact that Mr. Weld thought out and executed

a new and revolutionary exploitation stunt. It is the present mental attitude of showmen
(Continued on page 51)
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proven by the fact that for the year just

ended, one of the poorest in the theatrical

history of this country, when many of the
largest and finest houses were forced to

close for certain periods, this house paid

a 10 percent dividend and topped any season
since our opening six years ago by several

thousand dollars.

It was "simply a case of having the goods
to sell that the public wanted to buy," and
the card system was of great assistance

to us in securing the "goods."
In advertising I use the reviews from

the trade papers whenever possible instead

REVIEW

NEWS

WORLD

CPECIMEN card contributed by Thomas S. Daley, Casino theatre, Halifax, N. S., and described
1

in his "letter of money interest" which begins on the first page of this department.

of the usual press book hokum, and here
again the cards prove their worth. All I

have to do is to refer to the card on the

Alone and helpless

—

drifting in a paddleless canoe

che roar of Big Thunder Fr.ils

momentarily growing ljuder

in her ears.

AND THEN

—

right on the brink of the falls,

the most thrilling, sensa-

tional, nerve tingling rescue

scene that has ever been

shown on the silver sheet.

AND IT'S ONLY ONE OF
THE MANY BIG SENSA-
TIONS IN

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S
BIG NORTHWOODS DRAMA

"The FLOWER of the NORTH"
A ROMANCE WOVEN ABOUT A GIRL WHO HAS CROWN
TO WOMANHOOD AT THE FORT O' COD, WHERE THE
WILD FLAVOR OF THE WILDERNESS IS SO STRONGLY
BLENDED WITH THE COURTLY ATMOSPHERE OF OLD
FRANCE.

POLLARD COMEDY — TOPICS OF THE DAY — MR. PRICE AT THE ORCAN

SHOWN AT
2145,7:20.9:05

DAILY

ENGAGEMENT LIMITED TO

MONDAY— TUESDAY
USUAL
PRICES
PREVAIL

/"\NF". of Mr. Daley's recent advertisements, referred

type of work which he asks us to criticize.

to in the accompanying letter. It is this.

production I am advertising, select the re-

view I think is most valuable, add a few
lines to it saying that it is the critic's opin-
ion of our attraction, and I am sure that

it produces better results than the average
press book stuff.

It requires a few hours work each week
to keep the index up to the minute, but I

have been doing it for the last two years
and consider the time well spent. If any
of THE THEATRE'S readers are inter-

ested in the idea I will be glad to send
them specimen cards upon request.

Well, I don't think that you will have
much cause for complaint at this letter,

that is at the length of it, and really must
apologize for taking up so much of your
valuable time. With best wishes, I am.

Yours very truly,

THOMAS S. DALEY,
Casino Theatre, Halifax, N. S.

*

DEAR MR. DALEY:
Your letter of ideas, suggestions and en-

dorsement doesn't leas e much unsaid. Your
card index system impresses us as what
is commonly called a knockout. We're
reproducing it in adaptable dimensions
herewith in order that even those who
might not accept your invitation to write

to you for a specimen card may profit by

it. And the news of your dividend is good
news indeed, the type of news that does

most good at this time.

Your suggestion that we "dust off the

hammer" compels us to explain the ad-

mittedly optimistic tone of this depart-

ment's criticism. Since it is only possible

for us to discuss a small portion of the

material which comes to us weekly we be-

lieve that the best interests of the greatest

number arc served when we select the

cream, as it were, spreading the news of

campaigns and stunts which are adaptable

and therefore have a cash value. We be-

lieve we help a reader more when zvc tell

him one thing ivorth doing than we might

by tellina him a dozen things not worth

doing. Which does not mean, of course,

that all the contributions not published are

necessarily deemed inferior. Our first test

is for merit. The second is for originality,

novelty, or whatever you elect to term that

quality which makes a thing exceptional.

As a consequence nr have little room in

Tt'/i iV/i to swing the hammer, great as may
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Z^"* ROPING hands, powerful in attention value, dominate the display for the Wid Gunning, Inc.,
^* production, "What Do Men Want?" contributed by Charles Coffin, of the Meridian theatre,
Anderson, Ind., and referred to in his letter to this department.

be the good sometimes accomplished
through constructive criticism.

Your tetter is a case in point. No adver-

tising exhibit or policy tlxat we have seen

which could be adversely criticized in equal

space could be so treated with equal benefit

to readers. It is our aim to keep the entire

department made up of just such univer-

sally valuable material, and we are deeply

indebted to you for your assistance. As
you say of THE THEATRE, we say of

the Casino—"May its shadow never grow
less." W. R. W.

* * *

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir

:

I am sending you under separate cover

the advertising and other data concerning

the "Go-To-Theatre-\Veek" that the the-

atre managers of this city have just put

over. I am pleased to say that it has

proven to be a success in every way, and

we all feel satisfied that our investment

and labor was not in vain.

First of all we put on a slide in each

theatre announcing to the public that the

Theatre Owners and Managers of Long
Beach had decided to have a "Go-To-The-

atre-Week" and we asked for their sup-

port and cooperation. This slide went on

a week before the date set.

Each manager was appointed a com-

mittee of one and each appeared at some

club or organization and delivered four

minute talks on the subject. We were all

received with favor. ... ,

The newspapers were then visited and

we were promised their support and co-

operation. For several days prior to the

date stories were printed in each paper

THE mayor of Long Beach, Cal., suspended a

city ordinance to permit the use of street

banners by Frank L. Browne and ten other ex-

hibitors of that city during the "Go- to-Theat re-

Week" described in Mr. Browne's letter.

setting forth the facts. One of the papers

made quite a thing of it, giving us almost

in entire page with a photographic layout.

1 am sending you a copy.

The mayor of the city issued a proclania-

ion asking the people of the city to give

is their support. This you will notice on

he page I just spoke of.

\\f bought 600 inches of display, 300

nches in each paper. We did the impos-

ible (for this city) by securing permis-

ion to stretch a banner across the main

IE THIS STRING ON YOUR FINGER

To remember 10 order your
reserved seats for

"THE SHEIK"
PARAMOUNT THEATRE, GIBBON

RIDAY-SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17-18

Call, mail or phone your order to Walker's Drug Store at

once if you want to be sure of a seat. There are still some

good ones left, but the number is limited and the house

will be sold out early. Adults. 40c Children under 12, 20c.

LIGHTLY reduced reproduction of the novelty

used by C, E. Johnson, Paramount theatre,
bbon, Nebraska, for "The Sheik," as told in

s letter. The string, bright red, was inserted
rough holes punched in the card.

street. This is strictly against the city

ordinance except for charitable purposes.
The city was decorated with flags and

pennants by the city departments, by order
of the mayor. We put out .">()() cards, as
per sample that I am sending. The entire

amount of money expended by us in extra
advertising amounted to just $450 and was
divided pro-rata amongst the eleven houses.
I guess these are all of the facts and if

you care to use any part or all of this data
for the benefit of others you are welcome.
With best wishes, I am,

Verv truly yours,

FRANK L. BROWNE,
Liberty Theatre. Long Beach, Cal.

DEAR MR. BROIVNE :

If ive thought we could add anything
to your letter-story of the Long Beach
"Go-To-Theatre-Week" we would follow
your suggestion and use all of the data
you provided, but we don't think so. We
think that such an enterprise, combining
theatres and thcatremen of a community
into a powerful force for betterment in

every sense, is the most important and
enduringly profitable pursuit in which any
exhibitor may engage.

It is our hope that showmen in every

community in the nation will enter actively

into this zvork, duplicating the successes

scored m Long Beach and, recently, in

Rockford, III. Your letter, a showman's
description of actual campaign details,

proves conclusively the practicability of
mutually beneficial cooperation in this direc-

tion. We, and the trade, are deeply in-

debted to you for it. W. R. W.
* * *

THEATRE EDITOR.
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:
Enclosed find a sample of a little adver-

tising novelty I got and used in putting

over "The Sheik." It did the work, too,

and stimulated the booking of reserved

seats as soon as they were out. There's

no patent on the idea, which is a new one,

and other exhibitors might like to know
about it.

Sincerely,

C. E. JOHNSON,
Paramount Theatre, Gibbon, Neb.

*

DEAR MR. JOHNSON:
The card is good, so good that we have

reproduced it herewith for adaptation by

other exhibitors, but we are most deeply

interested in the reserved seat angle. In

fact, we'd like very much to hear more
about the method by which you manage
to combine motion pictures and reserved

seats, a problem which has engaged the

attention of many serious thinkers in the

•TWO views of the Meridian theatre, Ander-
son, Ind-, as decorated during the run of the

Universal production, "Don't Get Personal."

theatre field for a number of years. Will
you drop us a line on this subject at some
convenient time? W. R. W.

* * *

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Sir:

We are sending under separate cover a

large photo of our lobby display on "What
Do Men Want?" and a couple of smaller

ones on "Don't Get Personal." Both dis-

plays were made up by our sign man, L. B.

Elliott, and proved very successful in get-

ting additional business.

We read the Herald regularly and al-

ways scan the section devoted to exploita-

tion and have used a great many of the

ideas shown there. We have a theatre

seating 450, and although things are rather

tough at present we find business by going
after it.

Yours very truly,

CHAS. COFFIN,
Meridian Theatre Co., Anderson, Ind.

*

DEAR MR. COFFIN:
As we see it, you are to be congratu-

lated upon tzvo things—the employment of
a sign man like Mr. Elliott and possession

of the spirit reflected in your last line.

The fact that you "find business by going

after it" is news of genuine value to ex-

hibitors these days. W. R. W.
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NEW Joseph Plunkett, managing director of the Mark-
Strand theatre. New York, introduced a new idea
in presentation and neatly avoided conflict with
child labor authorities when he produced a puppet
prologue prior to the screening of "Penrod," the
First National attraction based upon Booth Tark-
ington's boy stories. The suitability of juvenile
talent in such a presentation is apparent. In New

York regulation is such that employment of real youngsters is practically out of

the question. Mr. Plunkett therefore erected the puppet stage shown in accompany-
ing illustrations, commissioned the house quartet to make up as Penrod, Herman,
Verman and Sam, characters in the picture, and sing "Under the Copper Moon"
and "Jungle Hoe" with suitable manipulation of puppet extremities. By reference
to the photographs contributed by Mr. Plunkett any exhibitor may practically
duplicate the Mark-Strand presentation.

"The More You Tell
The More You Sell"

IN A comprehensive campaign of

education directed toward its

thousands of classified advertisers, The
Chicago Tribune is using as a slogan the

line, "The More You Tell, the More You
Sell." Like most of the catchlines popu-
larized by this newspaper, responsible for

the famous "1921 Will Reward fighters,"
it represents a great deal of sound reason-
ing. It applies very directly to motion
picture advertising.

For the purpose of a test, consider the

recently noted tendency among theatre

men to advertise in proper prominence
the short subject element' of the standard
program. Set aside for the moment the
obviously good reasons for thus advertis-
ing the product, its very apparent actual
value, its especial popularity with a cer-

tain large class of theatregoers, and re-

duce the term "short subject advertising"
to "more advertising."
"The More You Tell, the More You

Sell."

You may tell all you can about the

feature length element of your program,
using whatever space is required, and in

the end you have told only that your
program contains one good product. If a
given reader does not like the star con-
cerned, or the type of story, or for any
reason is not made an actual ticket buyer
through your argument, you have fallen

short of your purpose so far as he is

concerned.
But the whole attitude of this reader

may be altered if you add to your de-
scriptive copy the fact that you are also
exhibiting a short subject with an at-

tractive title, possibly one in which his

favorite comedian appears, and if his in-

disposition toward attendance as created
by the unfavored star or other undesir-
able element is only a passive one it is

highly probable that the added informa-
tion may result in actually selling him a

ticket.

* * *

Wise advertisers will carry the policy
further than that. They will include in

their advertising the name of the news-
picture exhibited, possibly with one or
two headlines therefrom, the name of

any travel or novelty reel included in the
program, and such description of musical
accompaniment or features as may be
deemed worthy of space.

We believe the short subject proposi-
tion brings out in bold relief the sound
logic back of this progressive newspaper's
slogan. We believe it makes clear and
utterly logical the point which, more than
likely, is of chief importance to the pub-
lication—that more informative copy ne-

cessitating use of more space, is more
profitable by a margin sufficient to amply
warrant the additional expense incurred.

Film of Picture Industry

Interests Photoplay Fans
The two-reel educational film "A Trip

Through Filmland" made by Bosworth.
DeFrenes & Felton, proved highly inter-

esting to audiences at the Rialto theatre,

New York and Shea's theatre Buffalo,

says Harold B. Franklin, manager of the

Buffalo house, in a letter to the Eastman
Kodak Company.

"It is a very pleasant relief to show
such a film, and its propaganda value

for the industry cannot be overestimated,"
writes Mr. Franklin. "The film gives a

good idea of the vastness of the motion
picture industry as few realize what a

great commercial nroposition the motion
picture industry is."

THE Rialto theatre, Denver, Colo., is added
* herewith to the arrowing lis* ol theatres prop-

erly advertising short subjects.

Write It
IN THIS ISSUE THE THEATRE

presents in the form of letters from
exhibitors two of the most vital business
decuments ever writen, as well as a

number of straight "tip offs" to money
pictures and money-making methods. To
the progressive showmen enabling us to

thus spread to every corner of the the-

atre field tidings of a prosperity lately

despaired of by many we wish to extend
congratulations on the unflinching cour-

age reflected in their accomplishments.
"Exploitation Letters," a HERALD

service feature without parallel in con-

temporary publications, has conclusively
demonstrated its usefulness as a medium
for the exchange of exploitation informa-
tion and opinion. The fighting showmen
who are not content to bemoan poor busi-

ness but devote themselves instead to

the task of counteracting unfavorable
conditions arc its contributors.

If you are of this class, and would
know your fellow workers in the Strugs*!

for a better and more prosperous na-

tional theatre, make their acquaintance
through this department.
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Worth Reading—
Possibly Useful

Wl J. QUINN, managing director of
. the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles,

contributes the following "Ten Command-
ments of a Successful Usherette." They
are worth reading for humorous content;
and it is just possible that it wouldn't be
a bad idea to pass them along to the mem-
bers of the usherial staff for general edifi-
cation and, perhaps, education.
•'-—Always make it a point to be anywhere from

ten minutes to a half hour late. This will
be sure to make a big hit with the Chief
Usher, whose sudden death might be caused
by the girls being on time.

2 -

—

On entering the theatre, always rush in
through the Front Entrance and go up the
Main Staircase two or three steps at a
time, and in doing this be sure and make as
much noise as possible so that everyone in
the theatre will know that you have arrived.

3.—Before coming down on the floor to go on
duty be sure and put plenty of rouge and
powder on so that it can be seen plainly
enough from any place in the theatre.. This
will make a decided hit with our Patrons
who like to see everything very clearly from
wherever they may be sitting.

4.—Ju»t before leaving your dressing room never
fail to start an argument with some of the
other girls telling them just exactly who
you are and what you think of them. This
always tends to create a good feeling among
everybody concerned.

S-—On reaching the Main Foyer to be given
your instructions by the Chief Usher, never
fail to disagree with her and give her to
understand that you really know a great
deal more about the work that she does. If
she gives you a certain position to work at,
always do just the opposite. You will be
sure to last a long time working in this
manner.

6.—Always run to the Manager with every petty
little tale that you can think of in order to
make it miserable for someone else. This
makes quite an impression on the Man-
ager as a rule and he never forgets you.

'•—While on duty be sure and make the Patrons
feel as though you were doing them a big
favor in looking after their interests and
that as a matter of fact they had no right
in the theatre anyway.

8 -—When a Patron asks for any information con-
cerning the theatre, let him or her know
very plainly thai you are not an Informa-
tion Bureau. You're only an Usherette.
Then let them stumble around for awhile
until they finally walk out and request
their money back. Then you may rest as-
sured your work is completed.

9.—Never take any pride in the way your uni-
form looks. Always let it get run down as
much as possible so that it always needs
mending, pressing, etc, so bad that the
Patrons will be sure and notice it, and so
that they in turn can tell the Management,
who always feels very proud to have the
Patrons notice the improvements.

10.—Finally you should always watch the clock
very carefully so that you will be ready to
jump the minute your time is up and rush
upstairs, pull off your Uniform as quickly
as possible, adding a rip 'or two wherever
necessary, then throw it on the floor because
lockers are really a nuisance with so much
floor space, and then rush downstairs again
and out through the Front Entrance, not
forgetting to bump into some of the Patrons
who might be unfortunate enough to want
to go out at the same time. The Manager
will always be glad to see you -etting away
so promptly and quietly.

The Well Known
Silver Lining

(Continued from page 47)

generally, an attitude responsible for this original endeavor, which engages first attention
of serious thinkers in the trade.

O'
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Circus Methods For "Circus" Feature

|RIGIXALITY and enterprise is not confined to exhibitors. A case in point is

that of the Famous Players-Lasky press book division, producers of quite the

largest and one of the most comprehensive campaign brochures on record. This massive
compilation, measuring 19 by 2i s/2 inches and running to 20 pages, is issued in the interests

of "The Mistress of the World," a production of relative proportions.

The present space does not permit of detailed description, although it may be said

that each installment of the four-ply series feature is treated as thoroughly and com-
prehensively as the standard feature length production. Every theatre office should
contain a copy of the work, whether or not the picture is to be exhibited, as a land
mark in its field.

A letter which accompanied the book contains a line which tells the vital story
—"You

see, we have worked upon the theory that as long as we have a circus we should circus."

That phrases neatly the conclusion which has been reached by many showmen who have
lately awakened to the actual magnitude of the "circus" that is the theatre.

Real Help From a House Organ

yTHER non-exhibitorial enterprise of similar nature is reflected in the latest issue

of "Film Follies," house organ of the Christie Film Company. The number is in

8 pages, 11 by 14 inches, printed in sepia on heavy stock, and contains a double page
spread of photographs showing how exhibitors in various sections of the country are
advertising short subjects. Several of the photographs used have been presented at various
times in the pages of this department.

In thus devoting house organ space to matter really helpful to exhibitors using its

product, the Christie Company displays a genuine desire to go more than the stereotyped
"half way" and undoubtedly will be repaid in witnessing further spread of the now
rather generally established custom of advertising short features properly.

An Editor Discusses Advertising

THE same Arthur Brisbane who is said to have written the above-mentioned page
advertisement' for "Orphans of the Storm" makes it clear that a heightened interest

in advertising is not confined to the theatre industry, writing the following in his "Today"
column in the Chicago Hcrald-Examincr

:

"Directors of the Better Business Association are gathered in St. Louis. Part of

their work is to 'make advertising honest.' That's important, but more important is to

make advertising EFFECTIVE.
"What is not honest in advertising falls of its own weight and dies.

"The main thing is to make advertising command the attention of the reader.
"Many, in their advertising, remind you of a man whispering in a great crowd to

attract attention. You must make everybody KNOW that you are advertising. You
need not necessarily use big type to do it.

"But you must, in successful advertising; as in everything else, COMMAND attention.

For the one that COMMANDS there is always plenty of business."

The Best "Go- To- Theatre- Week"

lEFERRIXG again to the "Exploitation Letters" section of this department,
consider the "Go-to-Theatre-Week" conducted by Frank L. Browne of the Liberty

theatre at Long Beach, Cal., in wholehearted cooperation with ten other exhibitors of that

(.Concluded on page 54)
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Exploitation news of a given week (alls naturally
into a number of classes. There is novelty news,
such as the report of puppets used in presenta-
tion, constructive news, such as the Long Beach
"Go-to-Theatre-Week," business news (see Thomas
S. Daley's letter), and the class that may be
termed plain, "good news." Into the latter class
falls at once the report that during the advertis-
ing of Goldwyn's "Theodora" by the Empire the-
atre at Montgomery, Ala., a chariot was used in
street work. The illustration carries the gist of
the report. The good news angle lies in the fact
that another picture which permits of this type
of advertising has been made available to ex-
hibitors. In the voluminous exploitation litera-

ture of "Queen of Sheba" the chariot stands out
as the most consistently profitable device utilized.
It had not been used before that picture. It is

still new. "Theodora" enables showmen to utilize
a stunt of demonstrated effectiveness in the box
office sense. It is in every sense a good stunt.
Its use for the Goldwyn picture is in every sense
good news.
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NO mention is made of Grauman's Million Dol-
lar theatre, the place of exhibition, in connec-

tion with the street representation given the Para-
mount production, "Moran of the Lady Letty," yet
Los Angeles pedestrians who read anything imme-
diately associate the inscription on the door of the

coupe with the extensive advertising published by
the theatre. Liveried footman and chauffeur ac-

company the young woman who impersonates
Dorothy Dalton as she appears in the picture, and
frequent stops are made, the exploitation "Moran"
going into stores, strolling about busy intersections

and otherwise engaging attention.

DESPITE increased admission prices the Ogden
theatre. Ogden, Utah, drew a number equal to

to per cent of the population to the showing of

William Fox's "Over the Hill." Good advertising

did it. The campaign opened with a teaser ad
series. Definite facts followed closely, and then

street car fenders were bannered. Watercolor
stills were used in several window displays.
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CLINICAL humor played an important part
in the exploitation of Fox's "A Conecticut

Yankee" during its exhibition at the Rialto thea-
tre, Oklahoma City, Okla., when a white ambu-
lance was pressed into service and sent speeding
about the city, giving full play to its siren whistle.

It drew up before interested pedestrians at in-

tervals and out of it stepped the man shown in

the illustration, who attached to the closed door
a sign reading, "Prompt Service for Those Who
Laugh Themselves Sick, etc."

A MATHEMATICAL trick was used as shown
in the above photograph to stimulate interest in

the engagement of Goldwyn's "Theodora" at the

Empire theatre in Montgomery, Ala. There was no
contest angle to the proposition, every person solv-

ing the puzzle being given free admission to the

theatre. Interest in the display kept a crowd in

front of the theatre throughout the run
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INCLEMENT weather, most feared theatre
enemy, failed to daunt the management of the

Pastime theatre, Lewistown, Pa., in its exploita-
tion of Fox's "A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court." Surface aspects of the cam-
paign contemplated were altered. The basic idea
carried through. The impersonator of "Sir Boss,"
most widely impersonated character in recent
films, was given a vehicle in keeping with the
weather and sent through the territory originally
mapped out. Sleigh bells jingled and pedestrian*
whose attention was attracted were informed by
banner of the details of the
engagement. ======—=
The modern showmanship

spirit discussed in other pages
of this department is clearly
evident in this triumph over
the most serious natural haz-
ard. There has been a time
when heavy snowfall, rainfall,

even severe frost, has been re-

garded as a signal to get out
the red ink and prepare to
enter a loss statement in the
ledger. This period has passed.
Today untoward circumstance*
are accepted for precisely
what they are. additional rea-
sons for heightened exploita-
tion activity. The recent
rather general alarm as to box
office futures has been instru-
mental in bringing about this
awakening to vital actualities.

The picture concerned has been represented by
some of the most advanced exploitation in recent
theatre news. Probably no exhibitor using it has
contributed a report showing more clearly the
new exhibitor attitude.

QUITE the most thoroughgoing attempt to create proper lobby
atmosphere that has been reported recently is that responsible for

the photograph reproduced above. The United Artists production, "The
Three Musketeers," has not been more effectively advertised than in

this instance.

Sfft

v4)

WC. O'HARE, manager of the Princess theatre, Sioux City, la., is responsible for

• the above photographs showing his prologue for the First National attraction, "'One
Arabian Night." They are pleasantly reminiscent of a vanishing type of presentation.

SELDOM do we receive a lobby photograph
exhibiting the essential "kick" in the degree

accomplished by the management of the Palace
theatre at Muskogee, Okla., in its advertising of
the Realart production, "The Speed Girl." Ex-
amine the reproduction for details based upon
every phase of the picture

MOTION picture players were invited to bring their pet dogs to

the "Star Pet Matinee" given by Fred Miller for the First Na-
tional attraction, "The Silent Call," at Miller's theatre, Los Angeles.
Virginia Browne Faire, Clara Horton. Majel Coleman. J. Frank Glen-
don and John Henry, Jr., are shown with their pets in this photograph.
Strongheart. dog star of the picture, was present in—er—the flesh.
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city. In this campaign may be seen, we believe, the greatest development of the coopera-
tive idea in theatre management thus far recorded. Read this letter, if you read nothing
else, for some day you are going to attempt a parallel enterprise.

The mayor of Long Beach gave his unreserved sanction to the campaign, assigning

city employes to the business of decorating the streets and suspending an ordinance to

permit a banner to be strung across the principal thoroughfare. The newspapers of the

city also lined up solidly behind the showmen, who proved their earnestness by going
before various local bodies and giving four minute lectures explaining their purpose.

The utter practicability of the "Go-to-Theatre-YVeek" idea is forcefully brought out

in Mr. Browne's statement that the total expense amounted to $450 and that the results

were worth many times that.

We have said that "some day you are going to attempt a parallel enterprise." We
add that you cannot set a date too early for the effort.

Theatre Made Feature Attraction

IRECTLY in line with the best current theatre thought is the advertising policy

adhered to by Sam Gold, of the Gold Advertising Company, Chicago, in his

recent campaign for the Fox production, "Over the Hill," during its run at the Stratford
theatre, one of the largest neighborhood houses. For full appreciation of the judgment
exercised it should be understood that the picture went
into 43 residential theatres simultaneously at the begin-

ning of the week of the Stratford run.

Mr. Gold utilized every available medium, expend-
ing upon his campaign money and time without stint,

and in every phase of his advertising, despite the keen
competition faced, the Stratford theatre was given the

position of dominance. The newspaper display repro-

duced herewith, representative of a score or more that

were used, shows the method by which, this consistent

prominence was assured to the theatre.

Of the other theatres using the attraction that

week not one maintained this particular style of copy,

and in the majority of cases theatre identity was sacri-

ficed entirely to the feature attraction, a wholly under-
standable circumstance. The more credit is due, there-

fore, to Mr. Gold for the skillful way in which he not

only preserved the Stratford's individuality in all his

advertising bu,t actually drove home the point that of all

the theatres running the picture the Stratford was the most desirable place to see it.

"A Little Rain With The Sunshine"

UNTIL now the developments mentioned in this connection have been of uni-

form character, showing the "well known silver lining" that really exists behind
the somewhat forbidding gloom that has been permitted to obscure the brighter
side of the national theatre during recent months. Solely to conform to the classics

and show that "It takes a little rain with the sun-
shine, etc.", we have reserved for this place the re-
cent inexplicable advertisement used by S. Barret
McCormick at the Allen theatre, Cleveland, for his
justly famous "Jazz-A-Weck," a monthly feature
described at length in this department some weeks
ago.

The original display was two columns wide and
ran at the left of the theatre tabloid in The Cleveland
Plain-Dealer, in adjacent columns of which a smaller
advertisement wholly in keeping with Mr. McCor-
mick's past work appeared. We noticed the big
display because we thought it queer that a news-
paper of such standing should run a quack medicine
advertisement in that position. Possibly that is the
effect that was striven for, in which case it was
successful to a degree. But the impression lingered,
even after enlightenment followed reading, and we
arc of the belief that the gifted Mr. McCormick did
his special feature more injury than good through
the advertisement.

A minor matter, this, in consideration of the
many good things Mr. McCormick has done for the
theatre, but a precedent which the many who follow
his advertising religiously may well avoid. We record
it with a certain regret as demonstrative of the fact
that not even in the determined drive for better
attendance through better advertising is 100 per cent
success obtainable. Yet in this rarity of such oc-

currences may be most definitely discerned the true measure of actual advancement.
Under no circumstances should the obscuring darkness be mistaken for other

than it is. a dwindling cloak which will part presently to reveal a new and better

national theatre.

East, West Homers Best

TheOldNest
Rupert Hughes' heart-gripping story

of home at the

Opera House, Greenfield, III.

Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 27-28
Admission 30 and 15c, Including War Tu

THE MOST SATISFYING PICTURE EVER MADE

Read what other exhibitors say about this production
clipped at random from "The Exhibitor's Herald"

THE OLD NEST, wltb a special cast
Consider this the best picture I ever

ran. Many people came to see it that
never were In the house before. Some
(Aid ibey liked it better than "Over
tbe Hill ' Tell everybody to bring a
supply of handkerchiefs.— B. A Shobe,
KentUnd tbestre.Kent land. In<L—Neigh-
borhood patronage

THE OLD NEST, with a special cast
—One of the best produced pictures of
the year. A rare fire box office attrac-
tion. Patrons well pleased. Will send
them Ivome satined Seven days to good
business —T. Jelenk, Albany theatre.
Schenectady. N. Y.—Transient patron
age.

THE OLD NEST, vlth a special cast
—More people saw this one in two days
than any one we nan shown In a year.

A wonderful picture and we have book
cd It for a return date. Enough said —
Adam Tennis. Colonial theatre, Norwich.
N. Y—Transient patronage.

THE OLD NEST, with a special cast
—Patrons say a great picture. Did not
draw much on account of rain. More
business second day —Frank D. Adam-.
Lyric theatre, Waycross. Qs.—Neighbor
hood patronage.

THE OLD NEST, with a special cast
—A picture that every person in the
audience plays some part In. A perfect
audience picture Therefore a great
box efflce attraction.—Mrs. R G jor
dan, Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale, III

THE OLD NEST, with a special cart
-Played this on Christmas day. It pleas-

ed them alL I personally believe that
this picture should be shown by every
exhibitor. It will absolutely please your
patrrna. A play that everyone should
se« because we all have or bad a n
er once.—Joe Blatchke. Wapato theatre,
Wapato. Wash.

THE OLD NEST, with a special cast
—A wonderful picture played two
nights to packed houses at advanced ad-
mlssicn. Book it— M. Davitts. Dixie
theatre, Winona, Miss—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE OLD NEST, with a special cast
—This went over three days togoodbusi-
Incss. One of the best box office at-

tractions will please 100 per cent.—C 8.

Smith. Shattuck theatre. Hornell. N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage

THE OLD NEST, with a special cast
—Very good box office attraction
Pleased all my patrons. A real mother
story. Three days to excellent bustn«?
J M Schlne. Qlobe theatre. Qlover?

nile. N. Y.—Transient patronage.

THE OLD NEST, with a special cut
—More satisfied patrons on this than
any picture I have ever run. Book tt
you owe it to your patrons.—D, E. Fit-

ton, Lync theatre. Harrison. Ark -
Small town patronage.

THE OLD NEST, with s special cast
—Best picture portraying home life a*
It Is I have ever seen. A real audience
picture. Teaches a real lesson and one
that should please in city or hamlet.
Played elgbt days to big business.—F. J.
Sarr. Fays theatre, Rochester. N Y.

—

Transient patronage.

THE OLD NEST, with a special cast
—Big business. Great picture.—Lincoln
Square theatre, Decatur, 111 —General
patronage.

THE OLD NEST, with a special cast—One of the most satisfying picture*
ever shown In our Louse. Good business.
—Cbas. B Corcoran, American theatre,
Ventura. Calf.—Neighborhood patron-
age

Every Mother Admitted Free
Monday Night, Feb. 27

LJALF-SIZE reproduction of a herald circu-
lated by the Opera House, Greenfield, 1U.,

in behalf of the Goldwyn production, "The Old
Nest." It telis its own story.

Exhibitor
Testimony
COR hanking information you. and
A any citizen, consult a banker. The

same is true of any class of information,
and naturally so. Yet, for reasons unex-
plained and unimportant, exhibitors, for

the most part, seem to regard themselves
as exceptions to this rather simple t nd
obvious rule.

For the most part, we say, which does
not mean all. The case of the Green field

opera house, Greenfield, 111., is an excep-
tion. Here the theatre is actually re-

garded as of a piece with the hank and
kindred business institutions in so far as

concerns the proper source of classified

information.
To make it easy for potential patrons

to avail themselves of reliable exhibitor
testimony as to the entertainment value
of "The Old Nest," recently exhibited,
exhihitorial comments published in this

paper were reproduced, with proper
credit, and distributed in herald form.
The thing is so simple that little leed

be written about it. If there is aught of
strangeness about the enterprise it

; < ii-

rarity. When showmen come to believe
themselves really on a footing with other
business men, a time rapidly approach-
ing, this method of supplying information
to the buying public wili be observed in

much more general use.
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Something to Read

Each week the HERALD pub-

lishes numerous articles pertain-

ing to censorship, blue laws and

other reform menaces. Every ex-

hibitor should keep a file of these

stories for use when the occasion

demands.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message 46

Sunday theatres do not take peo-

ple from churches. They attract

only those people who attend

church mornings or who would not

attend church if the theatres were

closed. People cannot be driven

into churches—but they can be

driven to places far worse than a

motion picture theatre.

Instructive Circular
Issued by Middleton
Arkansas Exhibitor Continues
Campaign Against the Enemies

Of Motion Picture Industry
The instantaneous response on the part of

exhibitors and other factors in the industry to

the call for concentrated activity against the

reform menace is an encouraging step and illus-

trates clearly the fact that the members of this

great industry are wide-awake to the impera-

tive necessity of counter propaganda.

This department is just in receipt of a

worthy contribution from A. L. Middleton of

the Grand theatre, DeQueen, Ark., one of

the most active in the campaign to maintain

the freedom of the screen.

In a throwaway the size of a newspaper page,

which was mailed or otherwise distributed to

every home in DeQueen. Mr. Middleton deals

at length and in an intelligent and interesting

manner, with yellow journalism which has

been so prevalent within the past few weeks.
Excerpts from various newspapers are given

prominent display. He has' quoted newspapers
which support the industry and those which
have assumed an adverse attitude toward every-
thing pertaining to motion pictures. Headlines
which will indicate the type of subject matter
comprising the throwaway follow:

THE TAYLOR MURDER
Suppose it turns out that a banker murdered William
D. Taylor, the famous motion picture director—would
that fact cast a reflection on the entire banking in-

dustry?

Suppose it turns out that a lawyer murdered him.
Shall we ever hold all lawyers in our minds as an
immoral set, seeking whom they may destroy, looking
for feminine prey, etc., etc.

Then what if a motion picture star did it?

Another head reads:
Some Newspapers Have the Fairness to

Declare Picture People Good Citizens

Under this heading Mr. Middleton commends
those newspapers which have taken a sane atti-

tude in their treatment of the industry.
Mr. Middleton has published a throwaway

which will attract reader interest and in turn
impress its readers with the fact that the motion
picture industry is one that merits the good-
will of the public. This department would like

to see every exhibitor enter as wholeheartedly
into this movement as Mr. Middleton has.

Theatres owned b y
members of the Motion
Picture Theatre Own-
ers of Indiana operat-
ing in Indianapolis ran
free slides announcing
a municipal charity ball.

That is a worthy under-
taking. Cooperation
with civic groups will

defeat the purposes cf
the reformer.

Aids Debaters
National Board of

Review Is Supplying

Affirmative Matter
The National Board of Re-

view announces that it is pre-

pared to supply a list of

affirmative topics on the

question of community good
from motion pictures as an

aid to high school debaters.

The board, with head-

quarters at TO Fifth avenue,

Xew York City, has pre-

pared a list of some fifteen

or sixteen topics on the ques-

tion. These lists will be sent

gratis to institutions engag-

ing in debates upon this sub-

ject.

The arguments deal spe-

cifically with the photopiay,

omitting everything pertain-

ing to ventilation, safety ap-
pliances or subjects of a
kindred nature.

Debates of this nature are

being held in the high schools

throughout Georgia and it

would be well for exhibitors

to advise their school authori-

ties where these affirmative

arguments may be obtained.
These debates can prove

highly beneficial to the indus-
try if the proper arguments
are used and for this reason
theatre owners are urged to

keep in touch with school
officials and instruct them
when necessarv.

Film De Dieting Real
Holl ywood Produced

Issue of "Screen Snapshots
Is Devoted to Home Life in

Coast Motion Picture Colony
In an effort to give the people of the country

a truthful conception of Hollywood, Jack Cohn,

producer of "Screen Snapshots," is issuing a

"'home life" instalment of the short subject.

One division of the issue will depict Holh--

wood as painted in so many newspaper stories

recently. Following this are scenes showing
the real Hollywood, the comparison serving to

impress the public with the unfairness of the

press reports.

Mr. Cohn has been commended by exhibitors,

distributors and other factors in the industry.

J. D. Williams, general manager of First Na-
tional, has written that "I will do all I can

towards getting all First National theatres to

play this subject."

Frank E. Woods, president of the Screen

Writers Guild, which also has launched a cam-
paign of counter propaganda, writes: "I want
to thank you for your offer of cooperation.
Other pictures like your "home life' issue will be
very desirable."

Another letter of praise has been received
by Mr. Cohn from William Brandt, president

of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
of Xew York City.

It is possible that another picture of this

nature will be produced at United Studios under
the direction of Mike Levee. When the presi-

dent of United and M. H. Flint, prominent
coast banker, were through Chicapo a week
ago, Mr. Flint stated that such a picture would
be of inestimable value to the industry. He
and Mr. Levee indicated at that time that

undoubtedlv the subject would be undertaken
by United.

Activities such as these are very laudatory
and should receive the support of the exhibitors
of the country. The industry has a stiff fight

on its hands and everyone who endeavors to

lighten the burden should be encouraged.
In announcing his "home life" issue, Mr.

Cohn said: "It is up to the film industry to

prove that it is not guilty of the charges
brought against it. Nobody else will do it

for us. We've got to do it ourselves. There
must be a way to do it. If I can help through
'Screen Snapshots.' I will give every bit of

every issue cheerfully. Let's all get that spirit

and keeo after it."
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DIGESTc/PICTURESofcAeWEEK
WITH the distribution of "Wild Honey" Universal

is trying a new plan and one which we feel will

meet with the approval of every exhibitor and cer-

tainlv everv picture fan. The main title, the director,

assistant director, art director and other technicians

appears at the end of "Wild Honey" instead of the

beginning, and henceforth this information, we are

told, will be carried there.

In speaking of the change Carl Laemmle, president

of Universal, said: "All producers have been sharply

criticized for many months because of the large amount

of matter which the audience has to read on the main

title before the picture appears.

"Instead of telling what wig maker curled the

villain's whiskers, who painted the scenery, who wrote

the story, who drew up the continuity, who made the

art titles, who directed the picture, who released the

picture and who everything-elsed the production, we

start with the cast and then jump right into the story.

After the story is ended we then run the matter men-

tioned above. Those in the audience who want to

know all the details, can wait and read it. Those who

don't care a rap can walk out."

The idea did not originate with Universal—United

Artists, and Goldwyn in "The North Wind's Malace,"

tried it some time ago, and with good results, but

why they did not continue it we do not know—but

nevertheless it is a good idea. And now we are in-

formed some companies have done away with the "So-

and-so presents" credit line. So far we haven't noticed

its absence, but it is time the producers woke up to

the fact that the average theatre-goer doesn't care a

whoop who "presents" the picture and doesn't want

to be bored with several hundred feet of film of "credit"

titles of people who mean nothing in their lives and

have nothing to do with the main story. Our hat is

off to Mr. Laemmle and any others who follow in

his footsteps.—J. R. M.

"SMILIN' THROUGH" (First National) is one

of the most ambitious productions yet made starring

Norma Talmadge. The adapted stage play fully justi-

fies all the good things that have been said for it. It

has been carefully directed, contains many beautiful

sets, is splendidly photographed and gives Miss

Talmadge opportunity to appear at her best. S. A.

Franklin directed this eight part production and it

should prove a good box office attraction from every

angle.

"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION" (Paramount) is

a clean, interesting and fast moving story of English

life, with the pleasing Wallace Reid in the stellar role.

There is a pretty love story interwoven with the story

of the rise of a youth who becomes a champion prize

fighter. It was adapted from the stage play "The

Champion."

Till-. GIRL FROM UOCKY POINT" (Pacific

Film) is a pleasing little story of the seashore, pre-

senting Ora Carew and a half dozen other players more
or less well known. It relates the romance of a youth

washed ashore from a shipwreck, and an irascible old

sea captain who objects to the young man.

"THE SHEIK'S WIFE" (Vitagraph) an exotic

tale of love and life as lived in Arabia and on the

great Sahara. It portrays the experience of an Eng-

lish girl married to an Arabian chieftain, who forgets

the rigid traditions of his race. Seven reels of vivid,

forceful acting.

"THE PROPHET'S PARADISE" (Selznick) is

an entertaining story of a young American's experience

in the Orient. It is an Alan Crosland production

adapted from a story by C. B. Montayne and is a

colorful tale well produced.

"JAN OF THE BIG SNOWS" (American Re-

leasing) is a James Oliver Curwood story with the

"honor of the snows"—"the strong must protect the

weak and suffer, starve and die before he takes what

belongs to another man"—as its theme. Like most

Hudson Bay stories it depends upon the snow back-

grounds for much of its beauty and interest.

"THE WOMAN'S SIDE" (First National) is a

pleasing story of politics and love, with the activities

of a large newspaper plant as a background. Inter-
*

esting and satisfying, with the beautiful Katherine

MacDonald in a puzzling but charming role.

"WILD HONEY" (Universal) is a strong drama

of the Transvaal country, with a well staged flood

scene in the final reel. An entirely human story, well

acted by Priscilla Dean the star and supporting play-

ers. It was adapted from a popular story and gives

Miss Dean ample opportunity to do some good work.

"LOVE'S BOOMERANG" (Paramount) is the

latest Paramount picture made in England. It has been

excellently directed by John S. Robertson and the splen-

did cast includes Anna Forrest and David Powell. The

story holds the lure of the circus with a pleasing love

theme running through it. Should prove a good box

office attraction.

"HER STORY" (Second National) is a picture of

home life, and while the general theme is not new, there

are a sufficient number of new angles to give it the

appearance of newness. It was directed by Dion Tithe-

radge and the principal role is enacted by Madge

Titheradge.

"CHAIN LIGHTNING" (Arrow) is a story of the

South, of race horses and impoverished Kentuckians.

In spite of the hackneyed story Ben Wilson, who di-

rected it, has made an interesting picture with a thrill-

ing horse race for added "punch." Ann Little rides

a blooded horse to victory which is the high point of

interest and suspense.



REVI E WS

THE CAST
Kathleen Norma Talmadge
Moonyeen Norma Talmadge
Jchn Carteret Wyndham Standing

Kenneth Wayne Hamson Ford
Jeremiah Wayne Harirson Ford
Doctor Owen Alec B. Francis

Willie Ainsley Glenn Hunter
Ellen Grace Griswold
Little Mary, Mooneyenn's sister

Miriam Battista
Village Rector Eugene Lockhart

NORMA TALMADGE IX

SMILIN' THROUGH
(FIRST NATIONAL

)

This is the most ambitious production yet made for this popu-
lar star and fully justifies all of the many good things said

of it. With careful direction, beautiful settings, splendid pho-
tography, and Miss Talmadge at her best, this is certain to

prove one of the best program pictures of the season. Di-

rected by Sidney Franklin. Eight reels.

who has caused him a liietime of sorrow.
Carteret orders young Wayne away and
forbids Kathleen to ever see him again.
In spite of Carteret's orders Kathleen
goes to bid farewell to her sweetheart as
he leaves for the world war and when
she returns is told by Carteret the sto y
of the death of Moonyeen. as the reason
why she roust forget young Wayne.

After waiting four years Kathleen and
Wayne meet, the latter returning wounded
and crippled. Wayne feels that in his

condition he was not fit to wed Kathleen
and leaves her. she thinking that he is in

love with someone else. That night the
spirit of the beautiful Moonyeen appears

IX converting '"Smilin' Through," the to Carteret and as the result of the visita-

famous stage play, which added greatly tion the heart-broken old man sends for

to the laurels of Jane Cowl, into a screen young Wayne and the lovers are re-

vehicle for Norma Talmadge. Director

Sidney Franklin has done a notable piece

of work. The dual role of Kathleen and
Moonyeen furnish' many opportun!tic-

for the talents of Miss Talmadge to por-

tray the difficult parts with an artistry

that is peculiarly her own.
The scenes of the play are laid in Eng-

land and the atmosphere, costumes an'l

customs of British life during the two
widely separated periods with which t!ie

story deals, have been preserved in a 1 e-

markable manner. The settings are most
beautiful and the skillful photograph)
misses no opportunity to bring these to
the front with delightful efficiency.

The story revolves around, the romance
of Kathleen and young Kenneth Wayne,
son of the slayer of Moonyeen. and the
embittered life of John Carteret, who -.-a-

deprived of his bride, the beautiful aunt
of Kathleen, almost at the altar.

On a beautiful moonlight night ma ty
years before the opening of the story.

John Carteret and the beautiful Moon-
yeen were to be married. The guests
were assembled and the garden in wh :ch
the wedding was to take place presented
a scene of gaiety, beautifully decorated
and lighted with many lanterns. Just as
the ceremony is about to be performed.
Jeremiah Wayne, desperately in love with
Moonyeen, and almost crazed by his re-

jection and drink, forces his way into the
gathering and attempts to stop the wed-
ding. As Carteret moves towards iii.u.

Wayne draws a pistol and levels it at the
bridegroom. Moonyeen rushes forward
to protect Carteret and receives the bul-
let intended for him. As she is dying the
marriage ceremony is performed.
Many years later Kathleen, the image

of her slain aunt, becomes Carteret'*
ward. She meets Kenneth Wayne, the
son of Jeremiah and the young couple
fall in love, much to the grief of her
guardian, who hates the name of the man

Norma Tclmadge in a scene from "Smilin*
Through." (First National)

united, just before the death of Carteret,
who dies happy in the knowledge that he
has not doomed the young couple to a
life of sorrow such as he had lived.

SPECIAL CAST IX

LOVE'S BOOMERANG
(PARAMOUNT)

This is probably the best picture
that has come from the British

studios of Paramount so far. Ex-
cellently directed by John S.

Robertson and splendidly cast

with Ann Forrest and David
Powell in leading parts. Should
prove a good attraction. Six
reels.

In converting Dion Clayton Calthrop's
novel. "Perpetua," to the screen. Mr.

Robertson has retained all the charm
and naivette which aided much in mak-
ing that book one of the best sellers.

The story has the lure of excellent circus
scenes—made through the co-operation
of the Pindar Brothers' circus in France
—and has the thrill of dramatic conflict in

the machinations of Felton. the crook,
who meets death at the hands of a con-
vict he attempted to trick.

Perpetua. an orphan, is adopted by
McCree, an artist. The two go on a
holiday trip through France, where they
meet Lamballe, the owner of the circus.
The circus elephant has been pawned by
Lamballe. and the artist, sensing the dis-
may in the eyes of the disappointed
Perpetua, buys the claim against the
animal, and the wanderers become part
of the troupe. For several years the
artist and the girl travel with the circus,
leading delightful vagabond lives.

Later the girl is sent to a convent and
the discovery is made by Felton that she
is his deserted child. The crook has been
leadine a youth to physical destruction
after being made heir to his money, and
sees in. Perpetua an opportunity to further
assure himself of the fortune. The youth
falls in love with the girl. and. urged
by her father, she marries him. Felton
seeks to strengthen his scheme by forcing
liquor on the youth, while Perpetua seeks
to cure him of his craving for drink.
Hoping to hasten events. Felton poisons
a draught which the young wife gives to
her feverish husband. She is charged
with murder and Felton's testimony re-
sults in a verdict of guilty. The dead
youth had changed his will in Perpetua's
favor and Felton writes a confession and
prepares to flee, when a convict to whom
Felton had promised money confronts
him. In the gun duel both are killed.

McCree. secretly working for Perpetua's
freedom, meets her on her release, each
realizing the love for the other.
Ann Forrest plays the grown-up Per-

petua and Bunty Fosse appears in the
child scenes. David Powell plays the
artist and John Milton has the part of
Felton. All are good, as are also the
others in the cast.

ANN" LITTLE IN

CHAIN LIGHTNING
Here is a good program picture,

well photographed and well di-

rected, and with a sufficient num-
ber of thrills to please the average
audience. Has several good ex-

ploitation angles which should be
utilized to make it a good box
office attraction.
"Chain Lightning." the name of the pic-

ture, is also the name of a race horse the
hero ;ne rides to victory in order to save
the fortunes of an impoverished Kentucky
family. In spite of this rather hackneyed
story. Ben Wilson has made an exceed-
ingly interesting picture for Arrow dis-

tribution. Several thrilling race track
scenes are shown and the photography
is of such a high order as to make these

most interesting.

Major Lee Pomeroy. a typical Ken-
tuckian. played acceptably by Norval
MacGregor. has been obliged by financial
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difficulties to sell "Chain Lightning,"

which is in reality the property of his

daughter, Peggy. The latter, portrayed

by Ann Little, comes to her home in Mid-
vale from school in Washington, to learn

that the horse has passed into the pos-

session of Colonel Bradley, her father's

enemy.
The horse is entered in an important

race and Major Pomeroy wagers all his

remaining money on his former track

star. Red Rollins, the jockey who is to

ride the horse, makes advances to Peggy
and is repulsed. The jockey then threat-

ens to pull the horse in the race. Peggy
finally meets Rollins the day of the race

and endeavors to dissuade him. An acci-

dent to the vehicle in which they are

riding gives Peggy an opportunity to tie

up the jockey and lock him in an aban-

doned cabin. Making her way to the

track, she arrives in time to don jockey

attire, mount "Chain Lightning" and ride

him to victory in a thrilling neck and

neck race.

In the meantime, a romance has sprung

up between Peggy and the nephew of her

father's enemy, and the winning of the

race by Peggy not only saves the family

fortune, but brings the romance to a

pleasing climax and also wipes out the

enmity of the two Kentucky gentlemen,

so everything ends happily for all con-

cerned except the crooked jockey.

gives him a part in which he is called

upon to do some strenuous acting, fig-

rid Holmquist, known as the "Swedish
Mary Pickford," probably because she is

blonde, is a pleasing little figure in his

support. Others prominent in the cast

are Bigelow Cooper as Hassard; Nora
Booth as Nelda, Arthur Housman as Ka-
dir, Joseph Burke as Talbot, and John
Hopkins as Kranda. The production
throughout is excellent and the atmos-
phere of the Orient is well preserved m
sets and costumes.

Eugene O'Brien in "The Prophet's Paradise."

(Selznick)

EUGENE O'BRIEN IX

PROPHET'S
PARADISE

(SELZNICK)

An entertaining picture for those

who enjoy tales of adventure. It's

a story of the Orient with all the

fascination tales of this nature

hold. The production was di-

rected by Alan Crosland from a

story by C. S. Montayne. Five

reels.

This is a colorful romance, the scenes

oi which are laid in Constantinople, :tnd

concerns a wealthy young American,

Howard Anderson, who has found the

Orient somewhat of a bore. He is pre-

paring to return to the United States

when, for the purpose of swindling the

youth, Hassard el Maroun and his tool,

kadir, arrange a take slave auction, called

the "Prophet's Paradise," where beautiful

young girls are sold. As the sale pro-

gresses an American girl, Mary Talbot,

is brought in. The visitor is horrified and

he outbids every competitor. The saie

over, the. Turks try to drug Anderson but

he and Mary escape. Meanwhile, Her

father comes to her rescue, but leaves An-
derson to his fate. Anderson recovers

from the severe beating he receives . i d

returns to America where he later meets
Mary on Fifth avenue and they hasten off

to get married.
' I'Brien tits his role very well and it

SPECIAL CAST IN

JAN OF THE
BIG SNOWS

(AMERICAN RELEASING)
A James Oliver Curwood story of

the Hudson Bay country. Fairly

interesting. Written around one
situation, the "honor of the

snows." Directed by Charles M.
Seay. Five reels.

The entire action of "Jan of the Big
Snows" takes place at an isolated trading
post, where a small group of trappers
have their headquarters. It abounds in

snow scenes, and for this reason makes
a first-rate winter picture and will no
doubt satisfy those who seek out-of-door
subjects.

There is not much to the story, the plot
centering around three or four characters
—Cummings, a trapper; his wife, Nancy;
Blanding, the villain, and Jan Allaire, an-
other trapper. Louise Prussing was very
pretty as Nancy; Warner Richmond a
convincing and virile Jan; while Richard
Neill was well cast as Blanding, the "man
who smiled too easily and too much."

Photographically it is beautiful and the
impression one gains of the vast frozen
North country is carefully carried out in

the scenes of snowy hills and valleys and
the bitter cold.

Cummings, a trapper, returns to the
post with Nancy, his bride, and a rousing
welcome greets them. Jan Allaire, having
never had a love affair, becomes Nancy's
abject slave and when a baby arrives at
the Cummings domicile, he is the first to
bring a gift. Blanding, a New Yorker,
arrives at the post and is struck by
Nancy's beauty. When he attempts to
force his attentions upon her, Jan and his
friends warn him, and secretly swear nre-
tection for Nancy. Cummings, while at-
tending to his traps, becomes lost in a
storm and dies. Jan searches for him
and finally comes upon his body. He tells
Nancy Cummings he has a broken leg
and will be home soon. Blanding at-
tempts to enter Nancy's home and Tan
administers a severe beating. He is or-
dered to leave the post at once. Nancy
forces a confession from Jans and learns
her husband is dead. Jan escorts her to
the nearest railway station and then re-
turns to the post with the hope that
maybe some day she will come back to
him.

stories have held a certain fascination for

the majority of picture devotees. The
public likes to see the "wheels go 'round"
and peek behind the scenes where the big

dailies are printed. For that reason 'The
Woman's Side" will interest and satisfy

the majority. The newspaper stuff is ex-

ceptionally well done and every detail of

getting out a big morning paper are

shown. The story deals with editors,

politicians and a threatened family senn-
dal.

Miss MacDonald is decidedly charming
in the role of Mary Gray, the daughter
of a Judge running for election. Others
in the very capable cast are Edward
Burns, as Van Ness, Jr.; Henry Barrows
in the role of Theodore Van Ness, Sr.;

Dwight Crittenden as Judge Gray; Ora
Devereaux as Mrs. Judge Gray, and Wade
Boteler, who makes a splendid "Big Bob"
Masters, Judge Gray's rival in politics.

"The Woman's Side" is more than pass-
able entertainment.
Mary Gray endeavors to aid Judge

Gray, running for governor. He is op-
posed by Bob Masters, who plans an
eleventh-hour coup by giving the news-
papers a story of Judge Gray's divorce.
Mary meets Teddy Van Ness, son of
the publisher, and gets him interested in

settlement' work. She overhears Masters
demanding that Judge Gray withdraw
from the race on pain of having the story
of his divorce published. Mary seeks the
former Mrs. Gray and finds she is not
her mother. She then goes to Masters'
headquarters to get him to stop publi ra-

tion of the story and is wounded by a

shot fired by Mrs. Gray. Van Ness gets
orders from Masters to "kill" the Gray
story. She then learns that she is the
daughter of the judge's brother who had
died in China. Young Van Ness declares
his love for Mary and the story ends with
their engagement.

(CATHERINE MacDONA I.I) IN

THE WOMAN'S SIDE
(FIRST NATIONAL)

A pleasing story, good acting and
the naturalness of the characters
put this one over. The light, hu-
morous touches are sure to ap-
peal and the denouement comes
as a good surprise. Directed and
written by J. A. Barry. Length
5,366 feet.

Since the advent o! pictures, newspaper
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PRISCILLA DEAX IX

WILD HONEY
(UNIVERSAL)

For those who like strong drama
this latest Priscilla Dean starring

vehicle is as good as can be found.

An entirely human story, well

acted and carefully directed. The
dramatic parts are carefully led

up to and the final dam bursting

incident is especially well han-

dled. Directed by Wesley Rug-
gles. Length 6,422 feet.

Following the success of "The Virgin

of Stamboul" and "Conflict" Universal

no doubt thought it would be well to cast

Miss Dean in another South African

story, with a "Conflict" punch, therefore

—

"Wild Honey."

It was adapted from Cynthia Stockley's

novel and magazine story and production,

photography and story are excellent, with

some very good performances by Robert

Ellis, Helen Raymond, Xoah and Wal-

lace Beery, Landers Stevens. C. J. Frank

and others. Miss Dean's performance is

especially noteworthy She lends force to

the role of Lady Vivienne and is natural

and charming. She does not overact in

gesture or facial expression, and save tor

one scene, where she eats of the wild

honey and finds a bee therein,—which is

not quite clear until a subtitle explains it

—the story is easy to follow and Miss

Dean's work effective.

At a trade showing in Chicago the pic-

ture was well received, and aside from a

trifle dragginess in the first reel and the

scene where Miss Dtan becomes lost

—

which could be shortened to advantage

—

the exhibitors commented favorably upon

it It is a picture that will appeal to the

majority of audiences and especially Pris-

cilla Dean devotees.

The story, briefly, concerns Lady Vivi-

enne, English noblewoman, who balks

her grandfather's attempt to have her

marry Henry Porthen, wealthy social

climber. Porthen entices her to his coun-

try home with Freddy Southerland, a

weak-willed young man of her acquaint-

ance. Porthen locks Freddy in a room
and tells Lady Vivienne she is at his

mercy, as the servants have all left. Vivi-

enne faints, following an attack upon her,

and he carries her to her room. Jean
Ruddy, his secretary, has followed Por-

then to the place, and because he proposes

to cast her off, she kills him. Vivienne,

four years later, goes to the Trans-
vaal, to look after some land left her by
Sir Hugh, her grandfather. She is saved
from a wandering planter by Kerry Bur-
gess, after losing her way in the desert.

Later she finds Southerland, a drunken,
worthless being, whom she supposed had
=;aved her from Porthen. Kerry is be-
trayed by an Englishman and a band of
followers, who blow up a dam while he is

:n the valley. Vivienne races to his res-
ale and they are saved from death in the
swirling waters below the dam by Ker-
y's men. The bursting dam scene, the
•vater thundering down through the nar-
row valley are very' realistic and well
lone.

Two scenes from "Wild Honey." (Universal)

SPECIAL CAST IX

THE GIRL FROM
ROCKY POINT

(PACIFIC FILMS)
A pleasing and well told story of

the sea written by Sherwood Mc-
Donald. Some good character
drawing and many beautiful cam-
era shots add to its value as a

first-rate attraction. Directed by
Frederick G. Becker. Five reels.

This pleasing little romance of the

seashore, produced from the continuity

of Sherwood McDonald, tells a straight-

forward and interesting tale of an irasci-

ble old ex-sea captain who commands his

family from the poop deck of his front

piazza, in the same fashion that he form-

erly handled his crew aboard a wind-

jammer at sea. He uses the Bible, how-

ever, instead of a marine almanac.

The various roles are well handled by

Milton Ross, who plays Samuel Hoyden;

Ora Carew. as Betty; Gloria Joy. as Cor-

rine; Charles Speare, as Daniel Williams,

and Theodore Von Eltz, as Gritting. Miss

Carew. as the daughter, falls in love with

the handsome hero who comes ashore

with the tide, after a storm and ship-

wreck. The direction is good and the

story is well told. An agreeable hour's

entertainment.
The story concerns Betty, who falls in

love with Samuel Hoyden, washed ashore

bv a heavy sea from a wrecked vessel.

The villaee hypocrite, accepted as a re-

ligious man. proceeds to make trouble,

accusing "The Devil," a kindly gentle-

man, of having robbed Hoyden while the

latter was unconscious. He attempts to

break up the romance of Betty and Sam-
uel, succeeding in having the former

turned from her home by her stern

father. But the hypocrite's time comes
when a detective visiting the community
discovers him to be an escaped convict.

After a series of escapades in which the

true character of the "most religious man
in town" is discovered and "the devil"

disclosed to be a benefactor to the com-
munity, a happy ending follows.

SPECIAL CAST IX

THE SHEIK'S WIFE
(VITAGRAPH)

A French production typical of

many other Continental screen
plays, vivid, forceful. Scenes
filmed in Algeria. Henri Roussell
directed. Seven parts.

Marcel Vibert and Emmy Lynn have
the principal roles in this newest im-
ported film, and while their's are not
names familiar to American audiences,
they are worthy of special mention. Miss
Lynn is an English actress while Marcel
Vibert is a noted French screen star.

Both do good work.
The director has faithfully reproduced

the customs and trad : tions of the Orient
and secured the proper atmosphere for
his production. With the exception of
the few principals only Arabians were
used in support.
There are several highly dramatic

points to the story, especially where the
baby coming upon its mother and father
who have entered into a suicide pact, are
saved from their rash act. It is a touch-
ing bit, and although foreign directors
do not handle children in pictures with
the sureness of some of our American
directors, it is effective. There is consid-
erable rushing in and out of doors, and
a straining for dramatic effect, but this is

forgotten as the story progresses.
The story concerns an English girl who

marries an Arabian chieftain, a graduate
of Oxford, in a moment of romantic en-
thusiasm. They overlook the fact that
rigid tradition in the land of Arabia is a
thing which even marriage and supreme
love cannot eradicate. A daughter is
born to them but the Sheik would have a
son and proposes to take unto himself a
second wife. However, the greater iove
triumphs and they enter into a suicide
pact, from which they are saved by their
little baby. There are many big street
and mob scenes and most of the sets are
the real thing. Almost all of the action
takes place out of doors. Properly ex-
ploited "The Sheik's Wife" should create
quite a bit of interest and draw well.

LEAH BAIRD IX

DON'T DOUBT
YOUR WIFE
(PATHE)

Story of the eternal triangle solved
in an effective climax that holds
interest and makes a good five-

reel entertainment. It is rich in
sets and Leah Baird has a role
that shows her off to excellent
advantage. Directed by James
W. Home.
Leah Baird has written an interesting

story around the subject of husbands who
doubt their wives and has given excellent

production to the theme. The story has
a climax that is logical and quite ef-

fective. In detail, it is embellished with

rich sets typical of the society drama.

The plot revolves around three prin-

cipal characters in the persons of Leah
Baird. Edward Peil and Emory Brundage,
whose acting is entirely commendable.
John Manning is jealous of the atten-

tion being paid his wife by Herbert
Olden, a former sweetheart, and when she
becomes indignant at his remonstration
he leaves the resort at which they are

staying to return to the city. Later his

wife also repents her hasty words and
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determines to go to her husband. She
is driven to the station by Olden but ar-

rives just in time to miss the train. Olden
proposes to drive her to town, and mid-
way the two are caught in a storm and
forced to seek shelter at a notorious inn,

where Mrs. Manning gets a room to dry
her clothes. A raid takes place while

she is in the room and, rather than be

caught, she leaps out of the window,
leaving her waist in the room. Olden
takes her to her home, where her hus-

band's suspicions have been aroused
when inquiry at the resort had brought
him th~ information that his wife and
Olden had left some time ago. Her scant

clothing increases his suspicion and he

obtains a divorce. She seeks a reconcilia-

tion, but he clings to his suspicions and
finally in desperation she consents to

marry Olden. Shortly before the wed-
ding she realizes she is to become a

mother and when Olden learns of this he

goes to Manning and makes him listen

to the true facts of the case. The wed-
ding takes place as announced, but un-
known to Mrs. Manning and the guests,

her husband steps up and takes Olden's

place at her side before the altar, and the

two are married again after a lesson that

has taught the husband the folly of doubt-

ing his wife.

SPECIAL CAST IN

HER STORY
(SECOND NATIONAL)

This is an excellently pictured

home life story which should ap-

peal strongly to the average
theatregoer. It is carefully di-

rected, well photographed and
adequately cast. With proper ex-

ploitation it should go over well.

While the general theme of "Her Story"
had been done many times, in the picture

directed by Dion Titheradge for Second
National distribution, a sufficient num-
ber of new angles has been added to

give it the appearance of newness. The
big scene is a race by the heroine in an
automobile against time as shown by a
huge printing press grinding out papers
containing a sensational story. The ob-
ject of the race is that she may reach
her husband and tell him her story be-
fore he reads it in the newspaper.

The story opens at an elaborate fancy
dress ball at the countr" place of Ralph
Ashlyn, when Mrs. Ashlyn is discovered
hiding an escaped convict in her room.
She refuses to make any explanation of

the presence of the convict, and realizing

that there will be a sensational story in

the papers, she starts in an automobile
for her husband's office in the city.

Then comes a flash-back which deline-

ates the story Mrs. Ashlyn relates to her
husband. When a young girl, she spends
much time at sea with her father, who is

captain of the vessel. He dies at sea and
she assumes command of the ship and
makes the port of Riga, Russia. There
she meets Oscar Kaplin, a steamship
agent, who pays her marked attention and
finally pronoses marriage. In her loneli-

ness she finally accepts and they are
married.

Later in New York Kaplin is arrested

for theft and the girl goes to work in

a store, where in the toy department she
makes the acquaintance of the little

daughter of Ralph Ashlyn, a steel mil-

lionaire, who engages her as the child's

governess. Ashlyn falls in love with the

govcrnness, who learns that the marriage
contract with Kaplin is fraudulent and
she has never been legally married. She
finally accepts Ashlyn and is happy in his

love and a beautiful home, but makes the

mistake of keeping him in ignorance of
her former marriage.

Kaolin escapes from prison and finally

makes his way to the Ashlyn country
place, arriving there during the progress
of the ball, and compels Mrs. Ashlyn to

hide hini under threats of exposing her.

Kaplin is discovered by the police and
great excitement ensues. Mrs. Ashlyn
then races to the city, tells her husband
the entire story and is forgiven for her
deception.
The part of Mrs. Ashlyn is well played

by Madge Titheradge and the picture is

directed by Dion Titheradge. Both di-

rection and photography are good, many
of the shots being exceptionally fine.

With good exploitation, "Her Story"
should prove a money maker.

Wallace Reid in a scene from "The World's
Champion." (Paramount)

WALLACE REID IN

WORLD'S CHAMPION
(PARAMOUNT)

Clean, interesting and fast moving
story which should please a lot of

Reid fans. Scenes are laid in

England and the picture is built

about a pretty love story where
the hero, of lowly birth, wins the
girl of the aristocracy. Should
go well. Directed by Phil Rosen.
Five reels.

The play, "The Champion," by A. E.
Thomas and Thomas Louden, which
served as a stage vehicle for Grant Mitch-
ell, has been converted into a satisfactory
picture for Wallace Reid, under the di-

rection of Phil Rosen. Good photogra-
phy, satisfactory atmosphere in the Eng-
lish settings and locations, and a capable
cast make pleasing, if light, entertain-
ment.
The always likable Wallace Reid has a

role entirely suited to his ability. He is

cast as the youngest son of an ambitious
middle class English grocer, who is try-

ing to climb into a higher social plane.

The two older sons are chips off the
parental block, but William Borroughs is

a thorn in his father's side.

The story opens with William fighting

on the estate of Lord Brockington, a
portly member of the aristocracy. Brock-
ington's pretty cousin, played by Lois
Wilson, gets her fishing line entangled
with that of the grocer's son, and they
are making fast headway towards friend-
ship when Brockington discovers them.
Having an eye on Lady Elizabeth for
himself, he orders William off his land,

treating him rough to the extent of
knocking him down several times before
Lady Elizabeth returns to object. Wil-
liam escorts Lady Elizabeth home, much
to the anger of Lord Brockington, and
later he bids the girl good-bye, begging
her not to marry until he returns
with a fortune which he determines
to win. He does a Romeo act which
furnishes situations for some good, lively

comedy. William smuggles himself
aboard a liner bound for America and
meets an Irish pugilist who teaches him
the gentle art of knocking the other fel-

low cold, on the way across. Five years
elapse and William returns to his home
as "Gunboat" Williams, middleweight
champion of the world. This is the last

and most awful disgrace in the eyes of

his social climbing father, and he orders
the son away. Just as William is about
to leave, the place is besieged by the
mayor of the town, backed by a bunch
of haughty lords and belted earls, who
angrily reproach the bewildered Bor-
roughs for having raised the middle-
weight champion and keeping it a secret.

Borroughs finds himself the father of

one whom the gentry bow before, and
he discovers great pride in "My son."

Lady Elizabeth is acting as social sec-

retary to the aspiring grocer and when
Lord Brockington comes to take her

away, William sees his chance to get

even. The fight which follows is staged

outside and we are not permitted to see

it, but it apparently is a good one, with

William as the victor, not only in the

battle, but in the affections of the girl

who has waited for him.

"French Heels" Attracts

Big Detroit Attendance
"French Heels," an Edwin L. Holly-

wood-W. W. Hodkinson production,

starring Irene Castle recently closed

one of the most phenomenal week's runs

in the history of Asher's big Capital the-

atre in Detroit, according to advices from
Hodkinson offices. From Sunday after-

noon until the last show Saturday night

record-breaking crowds stood in line

waiting for seats, and it is estimated that

more than a thousand persons were
turned away on the last day of the en-

gagement.
Irene Castle appeared in person in con-

nection with the showing, making three

personal appearances a day with her

dancing partner.

Kent Enthusiastic Over

New Paramount Picture
S. R. Kent, general manager of distri-

bution for Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration, has returned from California

predicting great things for "Beyond the

Rocks," Gloria Swanson's new Para-

mount picture which Sam Wood has com-
pleted at the Lasky studio.

"The more I saw of 'Beyond the

Rocks,' which was being edited when I

was in Hollywood," said Mr. Kent, "the

more it grew on me. In my opinion it

will exceed anything we have had this

season in box-office drawing power. It

has every desirable element that a mo-
tion picture should have."

Monty Banks Comedies
Offered Independents

Following the termination of the con-

tract between Warner Brothers and Fed-

erated Film Exchanges of America,

Harry M. Warner announces that the

new series of Monty Banks comedies will

be sold on a state right basis. The Banks
two-reelcrs are being produced by Jack

Warner at the West Coast studios.

The prints of three recent Banks com-

edies, "Be Careful," "A Hero at Zero,"

and "F. O. B. Africa," have arrived in the

East.
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NEWSPICTURES
WITH a view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the News

Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing ways and means
whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel feature, the Herald has

established this department.

PRESS
THEATRE
TIEUP

PROMOTES
NEWS

THE NEWSPICTURE, ONE OF THE
earliest developments in motion pic-

tures, today is least advertised of any
feature on the theatre program. Despite

this, the Xewspic-
ture, in one form or
another, has prog-
ressed and created
for itself a legion of
followers among
theatregoers. Visual
news pages in the
daily press has in-

creased circula-
tion and this demand

on the part of the public to "see" the
news can win for the theatre thousands
of potential patrons. First, however,
proper and enterprising pro-
motional methods must be
adopted.
Fred S. Meyer, managing

director of the Palace theatre

at Hamilton, O., whose policy
is to feature each attraction

on his program, has cultivated

a taste among his patrons for

the Xewspicture and today
they "holler for it." Describ-
ing his plan of promoting the
Newspicture, Mr. Meyer, who
is known from coast to coast
for his progressive showman-
ship, writes:

"The arrangement in a nut-
hell is to the effect that we
use a trailer, following our
house trailer, reading, "Pub-
lished in Collaboration with
Hamilton Evening Journal."
We use Pathe News. Palace
Timely Topics is what I call

(Concluded on page 62)

THE
NEWS
REEL
by

EMANUEL
COHEN

ATMOSPHERIC decoration used at Fox's Au-
dubon theatre during the presentation of one
installment oi "Face to Face With Japan."

PROMOTION OF THE NEWSPICTURE IN A NUMBER
of instances has attained an advanced stage, outdone only

in the exploitation of the feature length photoplay. A striking
example of this was the artistic and compelling exploitation of the

Fox News feature, "Face to Face with
Japan," bv H. M. S. Kendricks, man-
ager of AVilham Fox's Audubon the-
atre. New York City.

In the exploitation of the week's
prosrram. the Japanese subject super-
ceded every other feature of the pro-
gram, thus lending distinction to the

Xewspicture and prestige to the theatre.
Decorations suggestive of the Orient predominated. Cut-

outs representing a Japanese scenes—the real Japan," "The

KENDRICKS
PLAN BUILDS
PATRONAGE

lantern decorated in various
hues were hung in prominent
places about the theatre. On
each lantern was painted a

teaser line, such as "Hidden
mysteries of the Orient uncov-
ered at last," "Behind the

coming generation—what it

means to Japan," "Is the men-
ace of the Orient an idle fancy
or a grim reality" and "A na-
tion constructed to meet future
conditions."

(Concluded on page 62)

BEYOND A DOUBT, THE NEWS
reel is "established." The public de-

mands it, the producers provide it, and

it will not be long before every exhibitor

will present it.

Everybody must
read the news in

the papers—is it not

equally important
for everybody to
"s ee" the news?
Words can explain
the happenings of
the world, but it is

left for the news reel

to transport the individual to the place
where the news is transpiring and let him
"see" for himself what has taken place.

A new invention is made

—

the news reel flashes on the
screen the inventor and the
invention, and the movie au-
dience is informed definitely
and graphically of this pro-
gress in science. There is a
political demonstration in
India—a nd the public is
shown actual pictures of in-

surgents—what they look like

and how they act. Or a flood
in China— the news reel
brings home more impres-
sively than could any de-
scription, the devastation and
suffering wrought.
The aim of the news reel is

to present facts as they are,

to picture the most important
occurrences in every part of
the world. In so far as it

fulfills this aim it becomes
the record of history in the

(Concluded on page 62)

Palace Timely

Topics

In the latest issue of Palace

Timely Topics, shown at the Palace

theatre today and tomorrow in con-

junction with Vivian Martin's star-

ring vehicle, "Pardon My French,"

are presented many exceptionally

interesting news events from far

and near. Autoing in Sunny Cali-

fornia is not always as sunny as it

may appear. It's hard work clear-

ing the 36-inch snowfall which

strands auto excursionists. In Asia

Minor approach of winter causes

lull in fighting on Turk-Greek bat-

tle front, and Arab troops in Turk-

ish army return home on leave.

Spot News
INTERNATIONAL : I^sue Xo. IT —Intimate

views of men and women prominent in Irish

Free State; School boys skate at Chicago for

national championship; Folks you read about in

the news of the day including Mrs. Harding, Capt.
Howart of the Homeric, a new queen of the
sea; Will H. Hays, burial of Roma victims; Hou-
dini escapes straitjacket in mid-air at Chicago

;

Russia's famous ballet dancers taken at Petrograd;
Airmen view fleet locked in ice; Replica of

Princess Mary's wedding gown worn by Marion
Davies.

FOX: Issue Xo. 43.—Evangeline Booth, Salva-
tion army commander, arrives at Honolulu; the

Rev. Joseph M. Denning. Catholic priest, takes
up duties as consul general at Tangier, Morocco;
Vast crowds throng St. Peter's square to witness
coronation of Pope Pius XI; Terrific collision

of railroad cars in Berlin. Germany, is reported;
Beautiful girls display bathing costumes at Palm
Beach, Fla. ; Arrival of the S.S. Aquitania after

a hurricane at sea.

PATHE: Issue Xo. 18.—Xewly crowned pope
blessing crowd in front of St. Peter's while

Italian army salutes head of Catholic church;
Mrs. Margaret Sanger, birth control advocate,

sails for Far East; Famous ball players at their

respective training camps: Mountain snowslide in

Colorado sweeps locomotive and car down into

valley.
(Concluded on page 62)

DON HANCOCK, director-in-chief of Fox
News, returns from abroad after reorganizing

foreign offices to assure American exhibitors the
lateset pictures on old world events.
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Roach Organization
Increases Activities

Four New Directors and Two
Cartoonists to Aid New

Comedy Units
As a forerunner to important an-

nouncements which will mean the intro-

duction of several new comedy units to

the Pathe publication schedule, Hal
Roach has added four well known comedy
directors on the West Coast to his staff

at Culver City.

Cartoonists Join Staff

The Roach organization has been fur-

ther augmented by two nationally known
cartoonists, who will assist in the prepa-

ration of stories for future Roach come-
dies. Four companies are now operating

on the Culver City lot, in addition to the

Ruth Roland serial company producing
•'The Timber Queen."
The new directors at the Roach plant

are Bob McGowan, William Beaudine,

All Santell, and Gil Pratt, all of whom
have attained renown in the comedy
held.

Making Children Comedies

Tom McNamara, creator of "Us Boys"
comics, nationally known characters, and
Skinny Eaglebeak Spruder, has been en-

gaged to write the stories for a new
series of children and animal comedies,

which Bob McGowan is directing for

publication on the Pathe program.

C. H. (Duke) Wellington, cartoonist of

"Pa's Son-in-Law" fame, is another im-

portant addition to the Roach staff. He
will sit in on the production conferences

as "gag" man. Another newcomer to the

Roach studio is George E. Reehm, in the

scenario department.

Arrow Is Marketing
New Wilson Feature

"The Innocent Cheat", Is the

Story of Mother Love;

Stewart in Cast
W. E. Shallenberger, president of Ar-

row Film Corporation, announces that

the latest Ben Wilson special, "The In-

nocent Cheat," is ready for the state right

market. Announcing the picture, Mr.
Shallenberger says:
"This picture is one of the big specials

released on the state rights market, by
Ben Wilson, who is also the producer.

Story by Alexander
"The story is from the pen of J. Grubb

Alexander. Mr. Wilson has given a ca-

pable cast to the interpretation of the

story, with such well known favorites as

Roy Stewart, Kathleen Kirkham, and
Sidney dc Gray.
"'The Innocent Cheat' is the story of

mother love, unusually big in its appeal,

with a tremendous dramatic climax, which
is sure to prove popular with men and
women alike.

Praises Independent Films
"The picture abounds in magnificent

scenery and has some of the finest

photography that has been seen in pic-

tures in a long time. The settings are

elaborate and details carefully worked
out, and 'The Innocent Cheat' demon-
strates the fact that higher class, more
artistic productions arc being released on
the state right market than ever before in

the history of the business. 'The Inno-

cent Cheat,' 'Back to Yellow Jacket' and
'Chain Lightning' arc excellent examples
of the class of productions which prove

money makers for exchange men and ex-

hibitors alike."

NEWSPICTURES
(Conclusions of stories continued from

page 61)

The News Reel by
Emanuel Cohen
making and visualizes to millions of per-

sons the important facts as they occur.

Pictures don't He—what is shown in the

News Reel has taken place.

The news reel is a comparatively re-

cent production, but already it has made
tremendous strides towards establishing

for itself a definite and recognized posi-

tion in the scheme of modern life. This
regular and prompt picture service of

events all over the globe is as expressive

of the twentieth century as is the aeroplane

and wireless telegraphy.
When the news reel becomes a part of

every movie program, the old phrase
"half the world is ignorant of how the

other half lives" will be obsolete.

Help, to make us better acquainted with

our neighbors.

Kendricks Plan
Builds Patronage
Near the entrance, and through half-

closed drapes could be seen the sinister

figure of the great Buddha of Kamakura.
In the ladies lounge, a reproduction of

which is printed herewith lanterns were
hung on silken curtains. In this room
^lso stood a Buddha together with Jap-
anese vases and flowers. The walls were
in harmony with the other decorations.
While this elaborate promotion of the

Newspicture cannot be emulated by the
majority of exhibitors, an equally effec-

tive scheme of decoration may be evolved
at a nominal cost. In presenting "Face
to Face with Japan" exhibitors also may
capitalize the columns of newspaper space
given to this question within the past few
months.
Mr. Kendricks has set a precedent in

Newspicture exploitation. His enterprise
will go far in further popularizing this
form of theatre entertainment.

Press Theatre Tieup
Promotes News
it. The Journal in return publishes a box
daily along the lines of sample enclosed.
(Reproduction of box on page 61.)

"Whenever the News contains a scoop,
such as the election of the Pope, the
Roma disaster, etc., ten or fifteen lines
are given us in the local news columns.
All this publicity is free to us in return
lor the trailer."

Such a plan of promotion places the
Newspicture in the feature classification

which it merits and establishes it as a
permanent fixture on the theatre program.
Promotion creates demand and demand in

turn increases box office receipts.

Spot News in

Current Issues
SINOGRAMS : Issue No. 2125—Man CV War

joins proud father class; Circus in winter quar-
ters at Palo Alto, Cal., prepares for new season;
Harvard athletes begin 1922 season; Newest thing
in radio telephone receiving sets, wireless parasol
makes its first appearance; Taxpayers make out
1921 returns; Statue carved from single piece of
marble weighing fifty-two tons is completed; Per-
sonalities including Louis Gaubcrt. French airman,
Wesley Barry, Alhert f'oatcs, noted British sym-
phony orchestra director.

#

SELZNICK: Lawrence J. Darmnur and Lewis
Allen Browne have been appointed heads of the

editing staff of the reel by David O. Sclznick, E. V.
Hurting formerly editor, becomes sales manager
of the news. Thomas A. Ruddy, as special repre-
sentative, and Han Hart, as laboratory representa-
tive, complete the staff. Announcement is made
that the news will further cater to women through
the inauguration of a "Women's Supplement."

Minimum Rental Is

Promised by Stern
Quality As Well As Lowest

Possible Price Is also

Aim of Producer
Good pictures at the lowest possible

price to exhibitors is announced by Julius
Stern, president of Century comedies, as
the continued aim of the company. Upon
his return from the East to Universal
City he made the following statement:

Production Will Increase

"While production in my Hollywood
studio will be pressed forward at a rate
I have never before attempted and while
I am prepared to spend both men and
money to double my present program
and corner all the original ideas and the
out of the ordinary stars both human and
animal that can be obtained yet my policy
of good films at the lowest possible rental

will remain the same. This is what has
brought Century so many friends and ex-
hibitors who book with us for an entire
series.

"1 have no ambition to be a producer of
expensive five reel comedies because for

one thing I consider that to be obliged
to laugh through five reels is as a rule

too much to require of any human being
no matter how good the plot and story,

and then, too, the showman who must be
charged heavily for such a production
starts out under a big financial handicap.

Success Depends on Theatre

"The success of Century is built on the

success of the exhibitor which includes

the small exhibitor as well as the big one.

The big problem today is to produce
good comedies so economically that they
can be sold to the theatre owner at a

price which guarantees him an absence of

worry and an equitable profit."

Cameraman Ascends
High Mountain Peak

Selznick NewsManFirst
to Reach Mt. Ranier

Top in Winter
The first midwinter ascent of Mt. Ra-

ti ier, the highest peak of the Cascade
mountains, save one, has been accom-
plished by Charles R. Perryman, staff

correspondent of Selznick News. He is

the first man to reach the peak, according

to advices from the company.

Films Snow Scenes

Fourteen hundred feet of film were

made by Mr. Perryman of the snow cov-

ered area. The feat is said to have at-

tracted much interest along the West
Coast where newspapers in Portland and

Seattle carried stories of his plans for

the ascent. The scenes made will be in-

cluded in an early issue of Selznick News.

Mt. Ranier has been the mecca of

mountain climbing sport for years and

has attracted hundreds of tourists and

scientists according to Sclznick and it was

only recently that its peak was reached at

any season of the year.

Encounters Difficulties

Perryman was accompanied by three

Alpine climbers and much d : fficulty was

encountered, the party being frequently

imperiled in places where a false step

would have meant death by a fall of sev-

eral hundred feet.

Perryman is a veteran cameraman,

having served for three years in the serial

photographic section of the army. Haz-

ardous feats arc said to be his hobby.
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In Los Angeles

With H. H. B.

AC. RALEIGH, manager of the Colum-
• bia theatre. Portland, Ore., and editor

of Scrccnland, the Jensen and von Herberg
tilm magazine, and Earl Brownlee, motion
picture editor of the Oregon Journal, have
been giving the screen colony the "double o"
this past week.

* * *

"Artie" Lamb, for several years Metro
exchange manager here, and more recently

in charge of roadshowing, "The Four
Horsemen," and other big Metro specials,

has been made exchange manager for his

organization at Cincinnati.

* * *

Ethel Clayton is back from New York
and is sojourning at Stanley Anderson's
Beverly Hills hotel, having leased her own
Hollywood home for a period, as she ex-
pected to stay east longer than really did.

* * *

Al Green, Paramount director, is a happy
daddy. It's a boy named Douglas in honor
of an obscure picture actor, Fairbanks by
name.

* * *

Speculation as to where Griffith's "Or-
phans of the Storm" would play in Los
Angeles is settled. Harry David of the

Mission has booked it, to follow the run of
"Foolish Wives."

* * *

J. Robert Rubin, general counsel for

Louis B. Mayer, is here for a conference
with Mr. Mayer. Oscar Glossberg, of Bos-
ton, said to be financially interested in the

Mayer film projects, is also in L. A. on a
combined business arid pleasure trip.

* * *

Pat Powers, the new managing director

of Robertson-Cole, is the latest R-C execu-
tive to come west to the studios, joining

R. S. Cole, who arrived here a few days
ago. It is the first time either have seen
their new production plant.

* * *

Mack Sennett has a new director, Gus
Meins, former magazine and newspaper
cartoonist and illustrator.

* * *

Author ! Author ! Boy, page Charles
Spencer Chaplin. The comedian's initial

literary effort, "My Trip Abroad," is mak-
ing its debut this week. It tells of his

20,000-mile trip across the United States.

England, France and Germany, and is said

to furnish interesting sidelights on II. G.

Wells, Sir James Barrie, George Bernard
Shaw, Thomas Burke and Pola Negri.

* * *

Hollywood is resounding with clicking

typewriters. Every former newspaper m-
who is a member of the Screen Writers
Guild has pledged himself to write a maga-
zine or newspaper article on "The Truth
About Hollywood."

* * *

Julius Stern, prexy of Century and
deputy prexy of Universal, is back from an
eastern trip.

Issue New Film in April
"Sunshine Harbor" is the title of the

.iext publication of Playgoers Pictures.
It is in five reels and is scheduled to be
issued on April 2. Margaret Beecher,
granddaughter of Henry Ward Beecher,
is the star.

A New Feature
for YOUR Playhouse

THE public today demands more than good
pictures—it demands that they be well shown.
Your program must never be interrupted

—

lamps, from the one flaring in your projector

to the one twinkling in the sign before your
door must never be dark when needed.

To insure their operation, they are pro-
tected with plug fuses—you have dozens
in your house. On their performance
depends the quality of your program.

Can you afford any other than the best?

SIMPLICITY Refillable Fuses are the most
modern development of plug type fuses for
theatrical work.

They are simple—

-

SIMPLICITY Fuses can be re-

filled in twenty seconds.

They are safe—

-

Approved in all capacities by the
Underwriters Laboratories.

They are economical—
Can be refilled at the cost of a
postage stamp—ask your electrician

what a blown fuse costs you now!

Lei us send you a sample and booklet 322K

COTE BROS. MFG. CORPORATION
1425 First National Bank Building

CHICAGO

Philadelphia

Tampa
Boston Cleveland
San Francisco

Denver
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MARY ASTOR and Pierre Gendrone in a scene from "The Young Painter," a forth-
coming Hodkinson production.

Exhibitors Report Wide Interest

In Japanese Feature of Fox News
Increased interest and enthusiasm are

reported by exhibitors all over the coun-

try concerning the second and third in-

stalments of "Face to Face Witli Japan,"

the news and educational feature now
being issued serially in Fox News, ac-

cording to announcements from Fox
Film Corporation.

When it was learned that this news
reel study of modern Japan was offered
to theatre men without extra cost on
Fox News contracts, telegrams and in-

quiries from exhibitors flooded Fox ex-
changes, many stating that patrons had
been asking about the possible screening
of this feature. Active interest has in-

cluded clergymen, school teachers and
educators, as well as the general public.

Pictures Japanese Question

It is said that this feature is the exclu-
sive work of a specially chosen camera-
man, who overcame innumerable ob-
stacles in the interest of motion picture
followers; that it is declared to be the
first and only accurate and authentic
series of pictures of modern Japan in

which Americans arc vitally interested,

and are watching keenly the so-called

Japanese peril; that it embodies not only
up-to-the-minute news, but educational
value as well; and that, in addition, it

tells in a fascinating manner the roman-
tic story of the Orient. With beautiful
photography, carefully written titles, and
compelling animation throughout, "Face
to Face With Japan" is regarded by
many successful exhibitors, it is said, as
the kind of news beat for which they
long have been waiting.

Depicts Camphor Industry

Taking up the thread of the story of

Japan concluded in the first instalment,
the second issue shows details of the pic-

turesque and important camphor indus-

try, Each year 6,000,000 pounds of
camphor, the great essential of ex-
plosives, arc obtained from the Japanese
possession, Formosa. Head-hunting
Formosans arc shown exhibiting their

sticks on which are notched the number
of heads to their credit, These fierce

natives are seen at work in the camphor

forests, and the entire process of cam-
phor making is picturized. The instal-

ment closes with a thrilling picture of
the great guns of the Japanese and
United States navies blowing thousands
of pounds of camphor out into the ocean.

Shows Religious Life

The third instalment has been voted
probably the most interesting from an
artistic and subject point of view. Deal-
ing with the religious life of Japan, it

shows the effect of superstitious beliefs

on the military life of the country, and
the extent to which these superstitious
and religious beliefs are inculcated in

the training of the young. In spite ef

Japan's vast strides toward modernism,
they still hold fast to these ancient re-

ligious beliefs which have made her so
fascinating to the outside world.
Fujiyama, Queen of Japan's volcanoes,
the abode of many gods, and the shrine

of the Japanese soldier, is shown in all

its overwhelming beauty and mystery.
Japanese shrines, including the temple
of Koota, are shown in a series of rare
and exquisite pictures.

Warner Brothers Buy
Lewis' "Main Street"

For Production in Fall

Three melodramatic plays and one of

the most popular novels of the day have
been purchased by Harry M. Warner of
Warner Brothers. The three plays were
purchased from Al H. Woods, and they
include "Broadway After Dark," "Nellie,

the Beautiful Cloak Model," and "Ber-
tha, the Sewing Maching Girl."

In addition to the three plays Mr. War-
ner has obtained the screen rights to

Sinclair Lewis' novel, "Main Street," said

to be one of the most realistic studies of
small' town life ever written. The three
plays and the novel will be produced
early this fall. The plays and novel will

be produced by Hany Rapf and directed
by Will Nigh.

Wesley Barry will be featured in "From
Hags to Riches" and "Little Heroes of
the Street."

Second National in

Territory Revision
Oglesby and DeFarley Will

Distribute 12 Specials

in South
Second National Pictures Corporation

has completed a deal with D. E. Oglesby
and W. V. De Farley for the distribution
of the twelve special productions and fea-
ture publications now controlled by the
concern, in North and South Carolina,
withdrawing this territory from the
region to be covered by the Atlanta ex-
change.

Interest is Aroused

General Manager De Farley in a com-
munication to Second National head of-
fices at 140 West 42nd Street, New York
City, declares that keen interest has been
aroused among exhibitors in these two
states over the first three pictures, "David
and Jonathan," "Her Story" and "The
Night Riders."

Franchises already obtained for the dis-

tribution of Second National pictures
cover more than two-thirds of the terri-

tory in the United States, it is stated.

Bookings of "Her Story," by Don Tither-
adge, featuring Maude Titheradge. are de-
clared to be unusually brisk in all parts
of the country, especially with exhibitors
who booked the first film announced by
the corporation, a visualization of E.
Temple Thurston's novel, "David and
Jonathan." The third product'on, a spe-
cial, founded on Ridgewell Cullum's novel
of the Northwest, "The Night R'ders,"

has been announced by Second National.

Other Pictures Scheduled

This will be followed shortly by the

publication of "Brenda's Heritage." "The
Famous Mrs. Thompson," and "Mr. Pirn

Passes By," a picturization of the stage

play; "The Garden of Resurrection," "The
Skin Game," "A Lady of Quality" and
"Our Maggie."

Hamilton to Distribute

Series of Ten Pictures

To State Right Buyers
George H. Hamilton, president of

George H. Hamilton, Inc., 729 Seventh
avenue, who last year obtained 100 per

cent distribution on "The Son of Tarzan,"
"Kazan" and "The Mask," announces a

series of ten productions for distribution

on the state right market this year.

Mr. Hamilton states that the features

are all first run box office atract'ons, the

first being "Give Me My Son," a p
:cture

of mother love. He states that his aim is

to supply stale right men with quality pic-

tures at a reasonable price. Advertising

accessories will be supplied at cost, press

sheets will be supplied gratis, and color

plates for an expensive herald will be pre-

sented to buyers.

Schenck to Make Film

Of Popular Stage Play

William Harris, Jr., has contracted with

loscph M. Schenck for the picturization

of "East is West," the stage play. Mr.

Harris, who produced the play at the As-

tor theatre with Fay Bainter in the lead-

ing role, and Mr. Schenck will jointly

make the screen production of the play,

with Constance Talmadge in the leading

part.

The scenario will be prepared at once.

The picture will be made chiefly in Cali-

fornia, with some scenes taken in China.
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Broadway Premiere
for New Dean Film

Report Hearty Reception at

Central Theatre, N. Y.,

for "Wild Honey"
Priscilla Dean's latest picture, "Wild

Honey," was given an enthusiastic recep-

tion at its premiere at the Central the-

atre, New York City, according to advices

from Universal. The picture is consid-

ered the most satisfactory vehicle Miss
Dean has been given thus far, the pro-
duction being a screen version of Cynthia
Stockley's popular novel.

Has Effective Climax

As in "Conflict" the picture has been
given a strong climax, the spectacle being
the destruction of a dam, the turbulent
waters seething through a narrow gorge
sweeping all before it, booming destruc-
tion to an entire party of African
colonists.

Newspaper reviewers who were pres-

ent at its premiere are unanimous in their

praise of the picture and the action it

embraces, it is shown in excerpts of their

comment.

Wide Dramatic Range

Supporting Miss Dean are Wallace and
Noah Beery, and Robert Ellis in impor-
tant rol s. The work of the star is said

to embrace a range of dramatic work
which calls for an exceptionally extensive
emotional portrayal.

Pathe Points to Films
That Meet Demand for

Wholesome Type Plays
In the present widespread agitation for

better and cleaner pictures, the small

community is marking itself felt more
saliently than ever before, showing
breadth of judgment and a wholesome
discrimination of which the largest cen-
ters might well be proud according to
Pathe. This is manifested in the increas-
ing demand for pictures of established
merit, some of which have been published
for nearly a year.
An organized campaign for better pic-

tures is especially strong in the West and
the Southwest, and concerned in the
movement are trade associations and civic

and educational centers.

Among the pictures which have brought
comment to its office as being of the type
that exert a strong influence for good and
are meeting the demands as better and
cleaner pictures Pathe points to Kipling's
"Without Benefit of Clergy," "The Power
Within" and "The Heart Line."

Gerson Pictures Starts

Work on Comedy Series

Work on the production of motion pic-

tures was started last week by the 'Paul

Gerson Pictures Corporation, at the

studio located at 353 Tenth street, San
Francisco.
One company, with Robert Eddy,

former cirector of the Toonerville Trolley
pictures, is at work on a series of two-
reel comedies to be known as Plum Cen-
ter Pictures. These pictures will tell of
the hfe and adventures of the people of a
small rural community, known as Plum
Center. Dan Mason and Miss Wilna
Hervey will take the leading parts
throughout the series.

First National Doubles Its Bookings
During February Anniversary Week

Many Theatre Men Report Better Business During
Celebration Than at Any Time in Recent

Weeks—All Prints in Use

First National Week in February

placed a record-breaking volume of busi-

ness on the books of the company, it is

announced. It was the most successful

event of its kind ever staged by Asso-

ciated First National Pictures, Inc., the

total bookings being double those ob-

tained during the various territorial First

National Weeks of 1921.

The hearty accord with which the ex-
hibitors, both franchise holders and
others, entered into the spirit of the occa-
sion, First National states demonstrated
the successful working out of the prin-
ciple of exhibitor cooperation. In a num-
ber of the exchanges every print avail-

able was in use throughout the period.

Business Is Improved

Reports from many of the theatres
which had booked solid with First Na-
tional attractions stated that business
was better during the period than in any
week recently. The theatres which par-
ticipated in the celebration of First Na-
tional Week numbered 5,932, of which
2,785 booked First National attractions
solidly throughout the period. The total

number of days' bookings reached 25,057.

Exchanges Report Bookings

The following telegrams from First
National exchange managers evince the

Schwalbe Thanks
Theatre Men
"The results of First National

Week show what exhibitor cooper-
ation can accomplish," said Harry
O. Schwalbe, in commenting upon
the event. "On behalf of the execu-
tive committee, I want to thank the
independent exhibitors of the coun-
try for their wholehearted support
without which the success that has
been achieved would have been un-
attainable.

"Five years ago such harmony
and enthusiasm among so many
exhibitors would have been consid-
ered impossible. The fact that it is

possible today proves what real

progress the industry has made
along constructive lines since 1917.

Every Associated First National
franchise holder, as he reflects upon
these things and their significance,

must feel a thrill of pride at the
realization that the organization of
which he is a part has accomplished
this.

"To every independent producer
and star whose attractions played
such an important part in the suc-
cess of First National Week at the
thousands of participating theatres,
we extend our thanks and congrat-
ulations. The stimulus that has
been given the public appetite for
entertainment by this cooperative
movement will, I am sure, be re-

flected in increased business at the
theatres throughout the balance of
the year."

enthusiasm which First National Week
aroused:

Louise Bache, Washington: "All exhib-
itors who were booked solid claim that it

has been their best week since they have
been in business. This shows wonderful
under the depressed conditions."

E. J. Hayes, Buffalo: "Out of maxi-
mum three hundred ninety theatres this

whole territory six hundred twenty-one
days booked."

J. F. Cubberley, Minneapolis: "Biggest
week's business in history of Minneapolis
office and we believe biggest week's busi-
ness ever enjoyed by any exchange."

L. L. Hall, Salt Lake City: "Only two
of the twelve downtown theatres were
not booked solid. In two theatres gross
rentals exceeded expectance one hundred
fifty per cent."

L. O. Lukan, Seattle: "Total number
days entire territory more than doubled
last year."

R. H. Haines, Cincinnati: "Barthel-
mess had honor of playing two first-run
houses. Cincinnati. 'Seventh Day' at Wal-
nut, 'Tol'able David' at Family. Family
theatre changed fixed policy of several
years' standing to play 'Tol'able David'
as second-run attraction."

Reports Business Big

W. E. Knotts, Los Angeles: "The
only reason did not have more booking
days, did not have available features for
many of the theatres."

J. S. Skirboll, Pittsburgh: "Business
throughout territory very big."
A. J. Herman, Albany: "Exhibitors

well pleased with First National Week
and told us we should have had a week
right along."
Due to the offer of First National to

send nine exhibitors to Los Angeles for
a week's trip to the studios, with all ex-
penses paid and a "dollar a week" as sal-
ary for the best ideas carried out in ex-
ploiting First National Week, showmen
throughout the country inaugurated sen-
sational stunts to advertise the week. The
First National advertising department is
now receiving, preparing for submission
to the trade paper exploitation editors as
judges, and judging these exploitation
ideas. Announcement of the winners will
be made within the near future. The usual
provisions will be made in case of a tie.

Old Testament Film to Be
Presented at Trade Show

Weiss Brothers, sponsors for the ten-

part feature film version of the Old Testa-
ment, "After Six Days," are planning to

present this picture at an impressive
trade showing in the near future. Invita-

tions will be extended to the leading

clergymen of the various religious de-

nominations, as well as persons promi-
nent in all walks of civic and educational

life.

An interesting souvenir of the occasion

will be given to each guest in the form
of a miniature Bible, illustrated with

scenes from the pictorial version of this

great literary work.
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Two scenes from "Why Not Marry?" starring Margery Wilson, distributed by National Exchanges, Inc.

Patterson Program
Insured for $1,000

"Hail the Woman" Showing is

Guarded Against Loss

by Bad Weather
Several unusual incidents are connected

with the showing of "Hail the Woman,"
Thomas H. Ince's First National produc-

tion at the Metropolitan theatre, Atlanta,

Ga.
p

it is pointed out by the company

who cites the following facts connected

with its presentation:

Evokes Laudatory Telegram

The picture was chosen by Manager

W. C. Patterson to celebrate First Na-

tional Week.
Secondly, it brought a telegram from

Mrs. B. M. Boykin, chairman of the Bet-

ter Films Committee, highly praising the

production.

Insures Show for $1,000

Third, Mr. Patterson insured the show

for $1,000 a day, to prevent any loss due

to inclement weather. The insurance

covered Monday and Saturday of the

showing and guaranteed the Metropolitan

a gross receipt of $1,000 between 3:30

p. m. and 8:30 p. m., or at the rate of

$200 an hour, should one-tenth of an

inch of rain fall during those hours on

either day.

The telegram from Mrs. Boykins said

in part: "The Better Films Committee of

Atlanta, after viewing 'Hail the Woman,'
unanimously endorses the picture and rec-

ommends that it be shown in every com-
munity throughout this broad land."

Twelve Week Booking for

Author Series in Boston
One of the biggest bookings on short

features ever recorded, according to an
announcement from the W. W. Hodkiu-
son Corporation, is a day and date book-
ing on the Great American Authors
Series in three Boston theatres for a run
of twelve consecutive weeks.
The theatres are the Park, Modern and

Beacon. All three houses arc under the

jnanakement of Jake Lourie.

Two or More Stars in Each Cast
Is Permanent Policy of Paramount

Company Holds Opinion That Box Office Drawing
Power of Pictures Is Enhanced by

at Least 50 Per Cent

Paramount's policy of putting as many
well known screen artists as possible in

one picture has proved so successful :hat

it has been decided to follow it indefi-

nitely, according to a statement from that

company. From now on, it will be the

rule rather than the exception to present
two or more recognized stars in the same
picture.

The multiple star policy was launched

with the production of Cecil B. DeMille's

"The Affairs of Anatol," in which Wal-
lace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dex-
ter, Wanda Hawley, Theodore Roberts,

Agnes Ayres, Monte Blue, Bebe Daniels

and others almost equally well known
appeared. Then followed George Fitz-

maurice's "Forever," with Elsie Fergu-

son, Wallace Reid, Elliott Dexter, Do-
lores Cassinclli, Montague Love and

George Fawcett; George Melford's "The
Sheik," with Agnes Ayres and Rodolp'n

Valentino, and "Moran of the Lady
Letty," with Dorothy Dalton, Rodolph

Valentino and Walter Long.

Three Stars in Lead

William de Mille recently completed
"HoukIiI and Paid For," adapted from
George Broadhurst's play, and Jack Holt,
Agnes Ayres and Walter Hiers appeared
in the leading roles. He is now making
preparations for the production of Rachel
Crothers' "Nice People," in the cast of
which will be seen Wallace Reid, Bebe
Daniels and Wanda Hawley.
Sam Wood has just finished Elinor

Glyn's "Beyond the Rocks," in which
Gloria Swanson is supported by a Stellar
aggregation including Rodolph Valen-
tino, June ElvidRC, Mabel Van Buren,
Alec B. Francis and others.

Meighan Has Star Support

Thomas Meighan is now at work under
the direction of Alfred Green in an orig-

inal comedy by George Ade, "Our Lead-
ing Citizen," and with him will be seen
Lois Wilson, William P. Carleton, Theo-
dore Roberts, Laurence Wheat, former
star of the stage, and others.

In George Melford's current produc-
tion, "The Woman Who Walked Alone,"
Dorothy Dalton is featured, while the
cast also includes such screen celebrities
as Wanda Hawley, Milton Sills, MaDe'
Van Buren, John Davidson and Charles
Ogle, while in Penrhyn Stanlaws' pro-
duction, "Over the Border," two stars of
the first magnitude, Betty Compson ;md
Tom Moore, will be seen together.

Daniels and Holt Co-Star

Bebe Daniels and Jack Holt are being
co-starred in "Val of Paradise," now in

production under Joseph Henabery's di-

rection, and Charles Ogle and Alec B.
Francis are also in the cast. Finally,
there is the Ibanez drama, "Blood and
Sand," soon to be started by Fred Niblo,
for which Rodolph Valentino and May
McAvoy have been announced as the
nucleus of a pretentious all-star cast.
With such combination of talent and

popularity in individual casts the Para-
mount statement says, it is believed by
Paramount that the box office drawing
power of each picture is enhanced at least

50 per cent. This, in fact, is the opinion
expressed by many exhibitors who hive
found that the policy has proved most
satisfactory and remunerative.

Dot Farley Playing in
Arrow Cruelywed Films

Word has been received by Arrow
Film Corporation from S. M. Herzig,

producer of the Arrow Cruelywed come-

dies, that Dot Farley has been secured

to play the part of Mrs. Cruelywed op-

posite Paul Weigel, and that the first

comedy in which she will appear will be,

"Husband and Strife," directed by Mr.

Herzig.
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RAVELING THROUGH-*v -A. A\ X. X» *- * -A, A

X MISSOURI
H. E. NICHOLS

Harry Barrett, whom we met at the

Mozart theatre the last time in K. C, is

now running the Colonial, ably assisted by
Mrs. Barrett. Special bargain prices prevail

at this honse on week nights, and to prove
that this method is a success, the writer no-
ticed about ten families of "Pa," "Ma" and
three or four kids coming out after the

show.
» * *

The Cole Theatre Supply Co., under the

able managership of T. F. Cole, announce
these recent installations : Two Powers 6-B,

a Minusa screen and a Westinghouse 75 in

the New Orpheum theatre at Hannibal, Mo.,
and two 6-B's in the Empress, a local house.
The Cole salesmen are Walter Shreve and
Walter Yeager.

* • *

S. L. Haldeman, manager of the Kansas
City Metro exchange, is spreading "Peacock
Alley" all over the territory. First runs
played simultaneously at the following thea-

tres : Liberty, K. C. ; Grand, Topeka, Kan.

;

Wichita, Wichita, Kan.
;
LeLux, Hastings ;

Klock, Pittsburgh ; Bellsdorf, Independence.
* * *

Judge W. E. Truog, the local manager for
Goldwyn—we might add that the Judge is

a local institution— is getting all set for what
looks like record bookings on "The Sin
Flood."

* * *

Joe Fox, manager of Phoenix Films
Corp., a young First National, states he
will announce the acquisition soon of two
of the biggest pictures of the .year.

* * *

Wm. K. Jenkins, division manager from
Atlanta, slipped into K. C. last week on a
tour of Enterprise Dist. Corp. exchanges.
William K. remarked that last month's busi-
ness was the largest in the history of the
organization.

» * »

K. C. looks like New Orleans these days,
with Truly B. Wildman running around
loose. All we need is "Snake" Richardson
and the picture would be complete. Truly is

the new manager for the local Enterprise
Dist. Corp. branch, a little different than
Realart, but wait till you see the new-
Richard (Dick) Talmadge series, the first

of which is "Taking Chances." five reels,

and "When East Comes West," featuring
Franklyn Farnum.

* * *

A former Olive street resident of L. A. is

now managing Select local branch. We

refer to Harry C. Cohen, Hibernian, of
no mean ability.

* * »

Bert King, a former New Orleans prod-
uct, is doing nicely holding down two im-
portant jobs — manager of Vitagraph ex-
change and president of the K. C. Film Gub.

* * *

Phil Donas, special representative fcr

Celebrated Players of Chicago, was in

K C. closing a bunch of dates for "Why
Girls Leave Home."

* * »

J. J. Milstein is one who came clean
from Pittsburgh to manage the local W. W.
Hodkinson Exchange. From the number of
one-sheets one sees traveling around K. C.
we'll say J. J. is putting Hodkinson products
on the map.

» * *

Peacock Productions are spreading over
this territory under the able supervision of
John Waters, sales manager. This com-
pany has purchased the rights to Irving Les-
ser's five-reel Westerns which are being re-

leased one a month ; also the series of
eighteen 2-reel Northwest mounted police.

* » *

Roy E. Churchill, manager of the local

R-C office, reported all the key towns in his

territory booked solid for "R-C Week."
Roy had two K. C. first runs playing simul-
taneously last week : "The Swamp," at the
Doric, and "The Lure of Jade" at the Main
Street.

* * *

T. Y. Henry, manager of the local United
Artists' exchange, has taken up "lawn bil-

liards.'' 'Tis said he and Frank Newman
now turn in a score of 92 for the course.
L J. Livingstone is helping T. Y. run down
contracts, ably assisted by Doty, a former
"state righter."

* * »

Fox's local exchange has moved from the
Film Building to 19th and Wyandotte street.

This building will be used exclusively by
Fox and is built according to their specifica-

tions. J. M. White, formerly with the com-
pany at the Washington, D. C, branch, is

the local manager, while Arthur Silverman
is here, chasing special contracts.

* * *

St. Joe has a new live-wire exhibitor. We
refer to E. J. Peskay. a former "loop" prod-
uct and manager of independent exchanges
in K. C. Mr. Peskay has opened the Penn
theatre, a 500-seat suburban house.

T. Y. HENRY, enterprising man-
ager of United Artists Distribut-
ing Corporation at Kansas City,
Mo.

Mr. J. F. Werner of Bronson, Mich., is

visiting his brother, E. W. Werner, owner
of the Warrick theatre.

» * *

M. H. Feld, general manager of the New-
man houses, the Newman, Royal and 12th

Street, announces the installation of a $12,-

T50 Style D Hope-Jones organ at the Royal
theatre. F. L. Newman was seen sorting

over the golf sticks, getting ready for a try

at T. Y. Henry's game.

* * *

C. E. Liggett, owner of the Liggett thea-

tre at Rosalia, Kan., has purchased the

Towanda at Towanda, Kan., and the Liggett

at Leon, Kan. Two new machines have
been installed in the Towanda and the house
redecorated. Entire new projection equip-

ment is planned for the Leon house.
* * •

R. Melcher. a member of the famous
Melcher family of Omaha, has resigned as
salesman for the local Select exchange and
has purchased the Highland theatre of this
city.

* * *

A Georgia Cracker slipped into Univer-
sale K. C. office last week and handed over
his card. Now we understand why Inter-
national News is enjoying such wonderful
popularity. We refer to R. V. Anderson,
sales manager of this concern. R. V. states
that the number of positive prints for the
local exchange will be increased.

THE NAME OF

BURTON HOLMES
FOR NEARLY 30 YEARS

HAS STOOD FOR QUALITY
THE

BURTON HOLMES LABORATORY
LIVES UP TO HIS NAME

SEND YOUR WORK TO 7510 NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE, CHICAGO
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor
is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Defends Reports on Pictures

OMAHA, NEB.—To the Editor: Hav-
ing read the remarks of George C.

Starkey in the Herald of February 25,

I arise in defense of the exhibitors, al-

though I do not feel guilty myself.

I also have sought to analyze the com-
ments of different exhibitors on various
pictures, and have come to an opposite
conclusion than this gentleman.

I do not believe that any exhibitor has
deliberately taken a rap at a production
simply to get back at an exchange or

producer, for the reason that I have ob-
served that the most severe critic of a

picture by a producer in one issue of this

magazine, a week later will have a highly
complimentary comment on another fea-

ture by the same producer, or vice versa.

Remember that exhibitors are human
and give them credit for honest differ-

ences of opinion. A picture that makes a

hit with me, may not suit another at all.

I recall some time back that I saw a

little item in which it was stated that all

Paramount productions were good. A
few weeks later there appeared a crit-

icism from the same man on "The Cop-
perhead," with Lionel Barrymore, in

which he said he could not see wherein
this was a special. I myself thought it

was one of the best pictures I ever saw.

However, it didn't occur to me that he

was just aiming a hand grenade at the

producer.
Also, bear in mind that there are no

100 per cent pictures, regardless of what
the press agents may tell you. A picture

to be 100 per cent must please in every
particular absolutely everybody that sees

it. We have even encountered some that

criticised "The Old Nest." Personally, we
thought it a "distinction" to show it.

(Having heard another exhibitor use the

word quoted, it struck us as so good that

we immediately bought the exclusive

screen rights for $1.50, and we hereby
warn other exhibitors against infringe-

ment.)—W. H. Creal, Sr., Suburban the-

atre, Omaha, Neb.

Those Were the Good Old Days

SHELBYVILLE, IND.—To the Edi-
tors : Today I found an old weekly re-

port of February, 1912, and compared it

with February, 1922, a ten-year jump.
The comparison tells a story more elo-

quently than words, because figures don't

prevaricate.

This, I find, reflects the general condi-
tion everywhere, only some are worse.
Sometimes I have made myself unpopu-
lar with exhibitors by telling the truth,

because they would rather hear a "dream
tale." Far be it from me to give advice,

but one thing is certain—no one can take

more water out of a pail than it con-
tains.

I have been in the business for seven-
teen years, and the times arc the toughest
in my experience.
This is a ten-year comparative state-

ment of a week's motion picture business

for the same theatre, same number of

seats, same population, same manage-
ment. The theatre represents an invest-

Katherine MacDonald in a scene from
"The Woman's Side" (First National).

ment of $15,000. The town has a popula-
tion of 10,000.

In 1912, this theatre was showing six
days a week, with a picture theatre and
an opera house for opposition. In 1922,
it is showing seven days a week (includ-
ing Sunday now) and has one picture
theatre and basketball games as opposi-
tion.

In 1912, gross receipts per week were
$364; in 1922, $506, an increase of 45 per
cent.

In 1912, weekly paid admissions were
7,280 at 5 cents each; in 1922, there are
2,530 at 20 cents each. Decrease in num-
ber of paid admissions in ten years, per
week, 200 per cent, or nearly 5,000 paid
admissions less per week.
In 1912, film service from General Film

Company cost $50 per week. In 1922,
service from several companies costs $225
per week, an increase in film cost of 350
per cent in ten years.

Items of general expense as compared
for a week in 1912 and a week in 1922
are as follows:

1912 1922
Water $ 0.25 $ 1.00
Light and heat 10.00 35.00
Rent 30.00 30.00
License 3.00
Express and incidentals 4.00 8.00

Total $44.25 $77.00

This shows an increase of 80 per cent
in general expenses.
Advertising in 1912 cost $12 weekly as

against $52 in 1922, an increase of 300 per
cent. In 1912 the programs were two or
three reels. In 1922, they are six or seven
reels; increase the length of the show be-
tween 150 and 200 per cent.

Items of labor expense as compared for
a week in 1912 and a week in 1922 are as
follows:

„ . . 1912 1922
Musician $12.00 $ 35.00
Cashier 6.00 12.00
Accounting 8.00
Operator 12.00 25.00
Manager 18.00 30.00
Ticket taker 4.00
Usher 4.00
Janitor 12.00 18.00
Song singer 26.00 ....

Totals $85.00 $136.00

Increase in labor expense in ten years
is 60 per cent.

The gross profits for a week in 1912
amounted to $170, and in 1922 amounts to
$12 (and $1 in 1912 equalled $2 in 1922).

Let's hear from other "old-timers."

—

Frank J. Remrusch, F. J. Rembusch En-
terprises, Shclbyville, Ind.

'TOPICS OF THE DAY"
The Literary Digest

EXHIBITORS HERALD

"Cheese sandwich !" ordered a customer
in the rapid-fire restaurant.

"Sorry," answer Heloise, the waitress,

"but the cheese has just run out."

"Well, why didn't you chase it?" piped
the customer.

—

Kansas City Star.

*

Diner (scanning bill of fare)—Rump
steak 40 cents and again 50 cents. What's
the difference?

Waiter—You get a sharper knife with
50 cent one, sir.

—

Petroit Free Press.
*

"How did you order your steak, sir?" the
waiter asked after a long absence.

"Like a fool, I did it personally," bel-

loked the patron. "If I'd had any sense
I'd have ordered it by mail, a month- in

advance."

—

American Legion Weekly.
*

Restaurant Manager.—Glad to see you,
sir. And how did you find the steak?
Patron—Oh, easy enough. It was right

under the potato.

—

Topics of the Day
Films.

*

"What is this leathery stuff?

"Filet of sole."

"Take it away, waiter, and see if you can
get me a nice tender piece from the upper
part of the boot, with the buttons removed.—Tent & Awning Review.

*

Bixby—No cottage pudding?
Waitress—No, sir.

Bixby—Why not?
Waitress—House shortage, sir.

—

Judge.
*

Patron—How come this hair in my ice

cream ?

Waiter—Sorry sir, it must have slipped
in when they were shaving the ice.

—

Wis-
consin Octopus.

*

An Irishman went into a restaurant on
Friday, and asked : "Have yez any stewed
whale?"
"No," said the waiter.
"Then you can bring me beefsteak," said

Mike, "Lord knows I tried to get fish."

—

Vaudeville News.
*

"But, Bertha, how did you make the
acquaintance of your second husband?"
"It was quite romantic. I was out walk-
ing with my first, when my second came
along in an automobile and ran him down.
That was the beginning of our friend-
ship."

—

Bartlesville Enterprise.

"Do you ever quarrel with your hus-
band?" "Why, of course! How else do
you suppose I ever got all my lovely
jewelry?"

—

Pittsburgh Dispatch.
* • .

A Trenton, N. J., woman had to move
the other day because her dead husband's
spirit fumbled the latch every night.
Most husbands do that earlier in their
careers.

—

Washington Post.

Pioneer Exchanges Issue

"Shadows of Conscience"
The New York, Chicago, Buffalo and

Albany exchanges of Pioneer Film Cor-
poration are completing preparations for

the publication on March 1 of "Shadows
of Conscience," a Russell Production

starring Russell Simpson and directed by

John P. McCarthy.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

Associated Exhibitors

Reckless Chances, with a special cast.

—It is a dandy. Give me more of that

type of picture.—F. R. Thompson, Pleas-

ant Hour theatre, Brookings, S. Dak.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

What Women Will Do, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.—Here is one that can be called

a special. Advertise as such and your pa-
trons will brand it as a very fine story
with a good moral for all of us. Play it

by all means.—Albert A. Hoerr, Harriet
theatre, Hardin, Mont.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Reckless Chances, with a special cast.

—One of McGowan's best, and you can't

go wrong on this one.—Shelly and Wind-
beil, Orpheum theatre, Amsterdam^ N.
Y.—Transient patronage.

The Devil, with George Arhss.—One cf
the best pictures I ever offered my pa-
trons. It is not exactly a picture that
children under 15 years of age should see,

but it will do no harm if they do see it.

—

W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.—Small town patronage.

The Unfoldment, with Florence Law-
rence.—The thinnest thing we ever put
on the screen. They may like such stuff

somewhere, but not here. Not one satis-

fied. No more Associated Exhibitors pic-

tures for me.—G. L. Deady, Palace thea-
tre, North Rose, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

First National
The Song of Life, with a special cast.—

This picture is a big winner, favorably
compared with The Old Nest or Just
Around the Corner. Splendid attraction.

—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Penrod, a Marshall Neilan production.—A first class picture, full of thrills and
everything, which pleased S. R. O. for
entire week. Young Barry is very popu-
lar in Oklahoma City and his pictures
lways insure crowded houses.—William
Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla.—General patronage.

Calbiria, with a special cast.—Wonder-
ful, great acting. Consider it the best
ever produced from history. Business
good.—Ed. Smith, Isis theatre, Russell,
Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

Wife Against Wife, with a special cast.
—Picture pleased about all who saw it.

—

X W. Farrington, Carroll theatre, Water-
ury, Conn.—Neighborhood patronage.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-

mess.—Played it two days to fine busi-
ness. Some patrons told me that they
never saw Dick in a better role than Tol-
'able David. It certainly is a 100 per cent
picture. Can't go wrong with this one, if

you advertise it. — R. Navarv, Liberty
theatre, Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
production. A good drawing card, due

partly, perhaps, to the title. The picture

pleased patrons and did a good week's
business.—Samuel Harding, Liberty the-
atre, Kansas City, Mo.—Transient pat-
ronage.

THE ROSARY, with a special

cast.—Here is a picture that gave
excellent satisfaction. Pleased
everybody and pulled people out
who had never attended show be-
fore. A picture they will send
their friends to see the second
night.—Fred Mehaffey, Lyric the-

atre, North Bend, Neb.
The Silent Call, with a special cast.

—

Splendid attraction. Good for any house.
Many favorable comments.—W. W. Wall,
Yocmcn theatre, Seneca, S. Dak.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Why Trust Your Wife? with Katherine
MacDonald.—Very good. One of her
best. You can trust this picture; it will

make money for you. It did for me.—A.
S. Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jeanerette, La.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—We cannot praise this picture

enough. Will be remembered as one of

the big ones of the year. The only kick
is that we should have run it double our
regular time.—Silverman Brothers, Strand
theatre, Altoona, Pa.—General patronage.

The Silent Call, with a special cast.

—

A really wonderful picture. Dog wonder-
ful. A picture that will please any audi-

ence. Did not get me any money, but
not the fault of the picture.—Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
—General patronage.

The Ten Dollar Raise, with a special

Ten Pictures That
Made Money for Me
These are ten pictures that we

have played since September that

top a 11 others as box office attrac-

tions and do not cost you $17 an
hour to show them. This is the
price some of the exchanges want
from the small town exhibitor for

what they call a box office attrac-

tion.

1. Reputation.

2. The Miracle Man.
3. The Mark of Zorro.

4. Peck's Bad Boy.
5. Out of the Dust.

6. East Lynne.
7. The Oath.
8. Black Beauty.

9. The Old Nest.

10. The Heart of Maryland.
L. L. CONNOR,

Victory theatre,

Cambridge, N. Y.

cast.—Interesting, human appeal. China-
town raid very realistic.—J. W. Farring-
ton, Carroll theatre, Waterbury, Conn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—Brothers, if you can afford this

one, get it, and don't worry about it

pleasing. For entertainment, suspense
and thrills, it is A-l.—W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small
town patronage.

Mamma's Affair, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Much of it is silly, particularly
overacting by actress playing mother
part. Gets awful tiresome. Last two reels
liven up and give Connie a chance. It
seemed to please most people.—Ben L.
Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.
Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.—This is

Ray's best. Prize fight very fine. A good
clean entertaining picture.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Small town
patronage.

Love Never Dies, a King Vidor pro-
duction.—A good picture, but I paid too
much money for it. The train wreck
scene one of the best ever filmed.—Ray-
mond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence,
Kans.—General patronage.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—You will find this picture 100 per
cent. It is worthy to be a special of spe-
cials. Plenty of comedy and drama and
photography the best. It is a knockout.

—

Charles Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henry-
etta, Okla.—General patronage.

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.—Won-
derful production with good drawing
power. It's a knockout. Play it.—O. T.
Kirby, Princess theatre, Roxboro, N. C.—Neighborhood patronage.

Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.—A very good picture with details
worked up to mighty fitting climax. En-
tire cast selected with extreme care. Ul-
timate result is a finished product. My
patrons seemed to enjoy the picture bet-
ter than anything I have shown in some
time.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Stewart.—Very good. Pleased my pa-
trons very well. Star well liked here.
Business fair on account of weather.

—

A. S. Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jeanerette,
La.—Neighborhood patronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—Brought
the whole town to the Liberty for two
nights. The acting of Jackie is wonder-
ful in this one.—R. Navary, Liberty thea-
tre, Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan produc-
tion.—Opinion divided as to merits of
this. It is novel, but do not believe more
than one or two such pictures would get
over.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower thea-
tre, Florence, Kans.—General patronage.

Man-Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holu-
bar production.—Oh, my kingdom for an-
other picture as good as this! Pleased!
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Three important scenes from "Lady Godiva," which Associated Exhibitors, Inc., presents, and Pathe is distributing.

Pleased! And again pleased! Book it!

—

Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus
theatre, New Glarus, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel Bar-
rymore.—This played to the smallest
house we have had for a year. Person-
ally, I think it is splendid, but the major-
ity of the few who came to see it didn't
like it, so I can't recommend it as a
money making picture.—A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—Small
town patronage.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Bright and pleasing farce-com-
edy. Will bring a laugh from any audi-
ence. Pleased 90 per cent.—E. W.
Werner, Warwick theatre, Kansas City,
Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Xeilan production.—Young Barry exag-
erates the bow legs of a cow puncher in

this part. Story good but for Westerners
it is over-rated. Ought to go good East.
—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.

—As usual with Curwood's pictures, okay,
but they are all alike. See one, and you've
seen them all.—Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—A fine

one, the kind that will please young, old
and middle aged. Two days to good busi-
ness. Jackie does some excellent work in

this.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre,
Florence, Kans.—General patronage.

Mother O' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production.— It's a good picture but it is

overestimated. Nothing wonderful about
this great masterpiece, as Thomas Ince
calls it. Lost money on account of price
of picture. Nothing like The Old Nest.

—

Charles Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henry-
etta, Okla.—General patronage.

Home Talent, with Ben Turpin.—Not
as good as A Small Town Idol. Too
much indecency to suit most people.
Harem scenes unnecessary.—H. J. Gray-

bill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production.—A good program picture of

the comedy-drama variety. Not a special.

Did average business.—R. C. Metzger,
Cozy theatre, Tyndall, S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Polly of the Storm Country, with Mil-
dred Harris.—Not very well liked. If

you have read the book you will be dis-

appointed in the picture. Business poor.
—F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's theatre,

Vanceboro, Me.—Small town patronage.

Habit, with Mildred Harris—The best
program picture I ran in a long time.

Great wreck scene in it. Beautiful
gowns. Good story. As usual, no busi-

ness. However, the picture is there.—S.

A. Acri, Acri's theatre, Marietta, Pa.

—

Small town patronage.

The Family Honor, a King Vidor pro-
duction.—Picture might have been good
once upon a time, but too much missing
now.— L. G. Alby, Strand theatre, Water-
ford, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven.—This pleased most of them,
and was good, in our estimation.—W. P.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo.—Small town patronage.

Old Dad, with Mildred Harris —A lit-

tle better than average. It seemed to
please. It will not pull much.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

Small town patronage.

The Woman in His House, with Mil-
dred Harris.—A fine program. Combines
beautiful scenery, a good story and good
acting. You can recommend this one to
your patrons.—J. F. Jorgensen, Commu-
nity theatre, Mt. Hope, Kans.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.—It is a picture that is worth nothing.
Stay away from it. If Miss Stewart
makes one or two more like this she will
be with the rest of the forgotten stars.

—

Charles Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henry-
etta, Okla.—General patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

—

EVERYBODYLIKES EM

llA* PERCY &FERDJE ^
HALLroomcomedIEj

I believe this will act as a good drawing
card, and go with most any audience, but
don't expect too much. You've read a
lot in the story that you won't see in the
picture, but it will please you two ways.
—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo.—Small town patronage.

45 Minutes from Broadway, with
Charles Ray.—Only a good program pic-
ture. Will please the majority of your
patrons. Ray is too conscientious in this

picture.—Clarence W. Langacher, New
Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

—

Transient patronage.

Love's Redemption, with Normal Tal-
madge.—Not as good as some of her
other subjects, but it pleased all right.

Norma has a good following here. Busi-
ness fair, opposition considered.—Ray-
mond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence,
Kans.—General patronage.

I Am Guilty, with Louise Glaum.

—

Best of this star to date. Very gripping
in places.—H. J. Graybill, Fatnily theatre,
Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge.—This is a splendid picture
and will please any audience. I adver-
tised the picture in the papers and tried

to lead the impression that the story was
a little off-color, and believe me, how
they turned out! Try this and see for
yourself. Of course, there is nothing
wrong in the entire production, simply a
splendid comedy which clears everything
up in the end, but seme of the scenes are
a little "off." That is, you are made to
think so until the end, when you see it is

all a huge joke.—Geo C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge.—Pleased 100 per cent. Ab-
sorbing melodrama portrayed by a very
competent cast. Personally, I think it is

the best Norma Talmadge since De Luxe
Annie.— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Sea Lion, with Hobart Bosworth.
—One of the rough and raggy pictures
like Hobart often makes. It's about pro-
gram picture class.—Raymond Gear,
Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.

—

Cencral patronage.

Home Talent, a Mack Sennett produc-
tion.— I consider this one a first-class

five-reel comedy. Had a good house and
pleased them all.—C. H. Simpson, Prin-

cess theatre, Millcn, Ga.—General pat-

ronage.

A Perfect Crime, an Allan Dwan pro-
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duction.—Bad title coupled with a cold

rain played havoc with business, but the

picture was liked very, very much.—A.

N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence,
Ky.—Small town patronage.

Wedding Bells, with Constance Tal-

madge.—A light comedy which seemed to

please my patrons. Average Sunday
business.—E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre.

Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan pro-

duction.—A fairly good picture, but it is

spoiled with bum advertising, and, worst
of all, a poor title. It has no drawing
power.—F. A. Wagner, Family theatre,

Richmond, Mich.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production.—A scream. Don't miss it.

Audience in uproar throughout.—H. J.

Graybill, Family theatre. Bridgeport, O.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Stewart.—It pleased 85 per cent. The
typhoon scene exceptional. — Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
—General patronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a spe-
cial cast.—Barring one impossible situa-

tion, this is an exceptionally good picture.

The acting is excellent, especially that of

the child, Richard Headrick, and the un-
usual ending will amuse everyone.—E. L.
Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Good References, with Constance Tal-
madge.—An excellent picture which went
over big and which pleased a big busi-
ness.—William Noble, Lyric theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-
age.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart.

—

This is one of the best program pictures
I have ever shown here. They all sit

amazed through the entire seven reels.

Showed this with Ben Turpin comedy to
a full house. It's a pleasure to hear them
say, "Fine," as they go out.—C. M. Simp-
son, Princess theatre, Miller., Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production.—Did not take here. Too
much of a mixed-up affair. Has no draw-
ing power.—F. A. Wagner, Family thea-
tre, Richmond, Mich.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.
The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.

—

Away over local fans' heads. Very deep,
but even more so in entertaining value.
A 100 per cent production—H. J. Gray-
bill, Family theatre. Bridgeport, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.—Good
picture. Drew good and had a good many
comments.—Majestic theatre, Manston,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan produc-
tion.—This picture drew good business
and pleased the majority. The cast is

GYPSY
PASSION

ADAPTED FROM
cJEAN RICHEPIN'S
FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

Mi HAIR IKA
The Child of hhe Bear
COMING TO THE

BROADWAY Is 47'-* STREET

capable, the story and direction very

good. Some people in every audience will

take exception to several points, a title or

two regarding criminal operations, and
one scene of great brutality, but more
will regard the picture, as a whole, favor-

ably.—E. L. Franck. Oasis Theatre, Ajo,

Ariz.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.—The
only Chaplin picture that ever got me any
business. Lots of children.—F. A. Wag-
ner, Family theatre, Richmond, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
Sky High, with Tom Mix.—A splendid

picture, taken in Grand Canyon of Colo-
rado. Not so much comedy. Higher class

stuff. Everyone liked it, but business is

dropping off on Mix.—Wm. Haight, Or-
pheum theatre, Livingston, Mont—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Cinderella of the Hills, with Barbara
Bedford.—It might have been pleasing,

but no one told me it was.—R. A. Shobe.
Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Sky High, with Tom Mix.—Very excel-

lent picture. Mix at his best and about
the prettiest scenes ever shown in a pic-

ture.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre. Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Smiles Are Trump, with Maurice
Flynn.—Another good one for this new
star. Action is real. Railroad story. Ora
Carew good support.—P. G. Estee, Fad
theatre, Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Roof Tree, with William Russell.
—A good average program picture. My
patrons like the lively stuff with Russell
which you don't get in most of his and
they wait for the knock down and drag
out parts.—William Haight, Orpheum
theatre. Livingston, Mont.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.—Farnum is good in this one. Plenty of
action. I call this a 100 per cent pic-
ture.—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre.
Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

The Last Trail, with a special cast-
Star in Zane Grey story pleased. Good
support also.—P. G. Estee, Fad theatre,
Brookings, S. D.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom
Mix.—Tom Mix has another good one.
Not up to The Road Demon, but will
please all Mix followers. Ran Sunshine
comedy with this and it made a good
program.—W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre,
Anita. Ia.—Neighborhood patronage.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.—

I

consider this to be the best Mix ever ran
and I have played them all. Did not do
much business as competition on other
things was too strong. Not the picture's
fault.—R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,
Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.

—

We used to think Tom Mix was nothing
but a "stunt" man, but he has shown
in this feature that he has developed into
an actor of no mean ability. We can get
them in on his pictures these hard times
when hardly anything else will.—W. H.
Creal, Sr., Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Last Trail, with a special cast.—

A

Zane Grey that will be good for any thea-
tre. An excellent Western. We were
compelled to charge 55c, which knocked
our business.—Wm. Haight, Orpheum
theatre, Livingston, Mont. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Over the Hill, with special cast.

—

LAURA LaPLANTE, new film beauty,
appearing in Universal westerns and
comedies.

Played five days in town of 4000. Pleased.
Charged 25 and 55 cents.—P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings. S. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Hickville to Broadway, with Eileen
Percy. — Good program picture that

should please almost any audience. It

was worth the money I paid for it.—R.
A. Shobe, Kentland theatre. Kentland,
Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

The One Man Trail, with Charles
Jones.—Good Western. It was the first

Jones picture I ever played and it sure
pleased.—C. A. Hennecke, Columbus the-

atre, Columbus, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.—Typical
Mix picture. Lots of comedy and action.

Story weak. Drew more men than usual
and less women. This kind of a picture
will go over good where male patronage
predominates. Business so-so.—F. H.
Gatcomb, Armstrong's theatre. Yance-
boro, Me.—Small town patronage.

Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.
—Fair picture.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Perjury, with William Farnum.—Ex-
cellent picture. Fine settings, good act-

ing, very dramatic: but it fell down com-
pletely for me.—Wm. Haight, Orpheum
theatre, Livingston, Mont. — Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Devil Within, with Dustin Far-
num.—A well played picture that pleased
big audience.—William Noble, Empress
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

Two Moons, with Charles Jones.—

A

good picture that will please the major-
ity. It seems that Jones pictures are all

good.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-

mont, Nebr.—Neighborhood patronage.

Play Square, with Edna Murphy and
Johnny Walker.—An all-round good pic-

ture. Nothing big. but it pleased them.
A good story well acted and photo-
graphed.—W. P. Perry. Rialte theatre,

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Lamp Lighter, with Shirley Mason.
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—Al picture. If you are missing Shirley
Mason get busy.—Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox,
Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn. — Small
town patronage.

The Mountain Woman, with Pearl

White. — Fair. — J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Children of the Night, with William
Russell.—Good picture. William Russell

is well liked here.—P. G. Held, Sterling

theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.—A very
good Mix offering. Fine plot, adapted
from book by Raine.—Clarence W. Lang-
acher, New Glarus theatre, New Glarus,

Wis.—Transient patronage.

A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.—This
is one of Tom's best pictures. Sure to

please all.—Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Prin-

cess theatre, Obion, Tenn.—Small town
patronage.

Firebrand Trevison, with Charles Jones.
—Film not in good shape, which made
the story travel too fast in places; other-

wise a good Western.—W. P. Perry,
Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

—

Small town patronage.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.—3000 feet

of film is all I received of this five feel

feature. Shame on Fox! The result of

the famous Fox Week, "devoted to lovers

of pictures who demand the best," as

they put it.—S. A. Acri, Acri theatre,

Marietta, Pa.—Small town patronage.

A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.

—

Don't pass this one up. Tom's a boost
for us. Always gets the money. Busi-
ness good. — Wm. B. Stubbs, Liberty
theatre, Erick, Okla.—Small town patron-
age.

Flames of Youth, with a special cast.

—

Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix. One
of Tom's very best. A dandy race story.

Tom is everywhere—out west, in the city,

a racer, and in society in this whirler.
Old but a whopper.—Clarence W. Lang-
acher, New Glarus theater, New Glarus,
Wis.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom
Mix.— I am like lots of other exhibitors,
haven't had a poor Mix picture yet. Go

as strong as you like on this one. It

will please.—J. J. Sarah, Rex theatre,

Walsenburg, Colo. — Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Love Time, with Shirley Mason.—Why
does Fox produce so many pictures from
one story? Hope they soon give this

favorite a real picture to make. Not such
slow junk.—Mrs. D. C. Turney, Miller
theatre, Bonesteel, S. D.—Home patron-
age.

The One Main Trail, with Charles
Jones.—When I hear of a Fox week again
I shall show Paramount, and when Para-
mount launches their week, I shall show
Fox. One week of junk is the only way
I can describe it. I believe the original
picture was good.—S. A. Acri, Acri thea-
tre, Marietta, Pa.—Small town patron-
age.

Blind Wives, with a special cast.—The
picture tells a story that reached great
emotional heights. Sorrowful, joyful,
tragic, and which when once seen will

open the patrons' eyes.—William Noble,
Rialto theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

Beyond Price, with Pearl White.—This
is a Fox production. A fair picture.—J.

W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Beese, 111.

—

General patronage.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.—A good
Western type. Will please the majority.
—Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus
theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

Goldwyn
Theodora, with a special cast.—Most

remarkable spectacular feature ever made.
Critics everywhere boost it. It will not
please ordinary "movie" goers in smaller
cities or neighborhood houses. If you
have Italian population it will go exceed-
ingly well. Played it three days. Italians
two-thirds of business. They liked it, as
did higher class patrons. Made in Italy.

—Ben L. Morris, Elk Grand theatre, Bell-
aire, O.

Grand Larceny, with a special cast.

—

Patrons were pleased with this one, but
it did not bring extra business.—Silver-

man Brothers, Strand theatre, Altoona,
Pa.—General patronage.

The Glorious Fool, with Helene Chad-
wick.—Helene Chadwick is not very well

known here, but despite this fact the pic-
ture did a good business.—Samuel Hard-
ing, Doric theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

Transient patronage.

The Grim Comedian, with a special
cast.—Just a fair program picture. No
one stopped at the box office to tell us
how well they like it, as they do in some
instances. — O. H. Southworth, Opera
House, Adams, N. Y.—General patron-
age.

The Man From Lost River, with a
special cast.—An outdoor lumber camp
story that will please the majority. House
Peters excellent in the character he por-
trays. Fritzi Brunette and Allan Forrest
have important roles. I could hear a pin
drop during the entire six reels, so close
was the attention.—Chas. H. Ryan, Gar-
field theatre, 2844 Madison St., Chicago,
111.—Neighborhood patronage.

For Those We Love, with Betty Comp-
son.—Betty Compson seems to be more
popular with my patrons. Had a fair
business on this one, and the picture sat-
isfied.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower thea-
tre, Florence, Kan.—General patronage.

Doubling for Romeo, with Will Rogers.—Our male patrons well pleased. The
women folks did not care for it, so our
business was below normal.—Silverman
Brothers, Strand theatre, Altoona, Pa.—
General patronage.

Roads of Destiny, with Pauline Fred-
erick.—This one sure is the bunk. A pic-
ture with one story and three dreams.
Pleased about 25 per cent.—Howard Var-
ing, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—
General patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a spe-
cial cast.—Excellent story. Enough com-
edy to make it intensely interesting. Hel-
ene Chadwick and Richard Dix do
excellent work in this. Something to in-
terest old and young alike.—Mrs. W. H.
Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.—
Had I paid the right price for this one, I
would have made some money. As it is

Goldwyn did. It's a great picture, but
I can't see where they are justified in
demanding such high rental.—S. A Acri,
Acri theatre, Marietta, Pa.—Small town
patronage.

An Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.
Is the kind of picture that people like to
see this star in. It pleased 80 per cent.
Subtitles are screams. Made money on
this picture. It is better than any pro-
gram picture.—Charles Blaine, Morgan
theatre, Henryetta, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

This picture paid its own way and also
made up our loss on Dangerous Curve
Ahead. Many patrons never here before—nor since.—Fahrney & Elson. Electric
theatre, Curtis, Neb.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a spe-
cial cast.—Title is misleading. Picture is

very good. Cold weather hurt business,
but no fault of picture.- -J. M. Farring-
ton, Carroll theatre, Waterbury, Conn.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Here's a treat, boys. Book it and boost
it. It is the best family picture I ever
played. Got away with a raised admis-
sion with no kicks.—C. A. Henneckc, Co-
lumbus theatre, Columbus, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

Made in Heaven, with Tom Moore.

—

This is a splendid picture, full of laughs
from end to end. As I have written
many times before, there was not much
to the story, but people come to the

theatre to forget their troubles and like

DUSTIN FARNUM in a tense scene from "Iron to Gold," a new Fox feature written
by George Owen Baxter.
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RAYMOND BLOOMER and Mabel
Ballin, in a new Hodkinson-Ballin Pro-
duction, "The Luxury Tax."

these little, simple plots. Tom plays part
of Irish fireman.—Geo. C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.

—

Very good picture and pleased.—F. A.
Wagner, Family theatre, Richmond,
Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
cast.—This is a classy picture by the
same author as The Old Nest, but shows
just the opposite kind of mother, and will
teach a useful lesson to young married
people. We did very well on it in the face
of the coldest weather this winter.—W.
H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
—Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Made in Heaven, with Tom Moore.

—

This was the best picture to suit every-
body that we have played in a long time.
Tom makes a good fireman and just
enough Irish in it to have a good laugh.
All through the picture drew well and
pleased 100 percent.—A. E. Rogers, Tem-
ple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The North Wind's Malice, with a spe-
cial cast.—A real good picjure. Most of
them like it better than Humoresque.
Northern pictures take well here. Drew
well.— C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora,
Kans.—Small town patronage.
An Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.

—Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, III.—General patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.—

A very good picture. Court room scene
excellent. Book it and boost it and it

sure will make money for you.—P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Wet Gold, with a special cast.—Good
underwater scenery, which was different
from the usual run of pictures. Lost
money on it due to lyceum opposition
and worst blizzard of season.—Howard
Varing, Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.—
General patronage.

™ !?M
rthbound

'
with a special cast-

While I consider the picture fairly good
yery few of my patrons liked it.—James
LeRicheux, Arcade theatre, Camden,
•N- Y.—Neighborhood patronage.
Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.—

Very good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand thea-
tre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Hodkinson
Rip Van Winkle, with Thomas Jeffer-

son.—Excellent attraction. This feature
brought patrons into my theatre that I

never saw before. For a week in ad-
vance I worked on the local school and
business was wonderful for the two days
of showing. Advise exhibitors to book
this one.—Frank Farrow, Apollo theatre,

Seattle, Wash.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, a Zane Grey
production.—Very pleasing picture. Hod-
kinson program pictures the most satis-

factory, clean and entertaining, and at a
price, too, exhibitors, that you can make
money.—L. L. Connor, Victory theatre,

Cambridge, N. Y. — Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Rip Van Winkle, with Thomas Jeffer-
son.—This picture pleased everybody,
young and old equally. Did big Saturday
business. Had three times as many chil-

dren as usual for matinee.—W. L. Berry-
man, Lyric theatre, Bartlesville, Okla.

—

General patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, a Zane Grey
production.—Very good, clean and enter-
taining, but departed from Zane Grey's
story almost too much.—P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Truant Husband, with Mahlon
Hamilton.—Not as good as it was put
up to me. Poor story. Don't go too
high on it.—C. A. Hennecke, Columbus
theatre, Columbus, Texas.—Small town
patronage.

The Kentucky Colonel, with a special
cast.—Did a very nice Saturday night
business and it gave satisfaction.—A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
—Small town patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER,
a Zane Grey production.—This
broke all house attendance records.
We showed to more paid admis-
sions than on any previous single
day, including any day of OVER
THE H I L L.—Frank Farrow,
Apollo theatre, Seattle, Wash.

The Journey's End, a Hugo Ballin pro-
duction.—Picture pleased less patrons
than any I ever ran, and business was
poor.—W. L. Berryman, Lyric theatre,

Bartlesville, Okla.—General patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, with a special

cast.—This is the most expensive feature

ever played by me and I can willingly say
that the results were well worth the
cost. Wonderful business for three days
at increased prices.— C. A. Swanson, Or-
pheum theatre, Everett, Wash.—Family
patronage.

The Broken Gate, with Bessie Barris-
cale.—Old fashioned melodrama. My
people liked it, but it's just an average
production. — F. Hejtmanek, Opera
House, Clarkson, Neb.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Light in the Clearing, with a spe-

cial cast.—This picture did not please
my patrons, and did not draw average
business, although I did double the ad-
vertising.—W. L. Berryman, Lyric thea-
tre, Bartlesville, Okla.—General patron-
age.

Metro
The Idle Rich, with Bert Lytell.—

A

very good picture. Pleased very much.
Good story, good direction, and holds in-

terest thraughout. Leading woman, Vir-

ginia Valli, does fine. Business average
two days.—Will H. Brenner, New Cozy

theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

Camille, with Nazimova.-—Scenes of
this picture are wonderful. It is not a
bad picture, as press says, only bad fin-

ish, which, of course, ended as the book;
but people of today are not satisfied un-
less the picture ends American style,
happy.—Charles Blaine, Morgan theatre,
Henryetta, Okla.—General patronage.

The Little Fool, with a special cast.

—

A nice little love story enjoyed by almost
everybody. Metro pictures give good
satisfaction.—P. G. Held, Sterling thea-
tre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

HOME STUFF, with Viola
Dana.—Played this feature with
Chester Conklin comedy, BUSI-
NESS IS BUSINESS, Mutt and
Jeff cartoon and, in addition, a
Radio Concert by the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra, and cleaned
up. The Radio entertainment is

a real added attraction.—Dusty
Rhodes, Gillham theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.

Alias Ladyfingers, with Bert Lytell.

—

This play has some fine spots in it and
also some very weak spots. However,
it has to be pretty bad when Lytell can't
put it over here. He is now our most
popular star.—Giacoma Brothers, Crys-
tal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General
patronage.

The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
This is a poor one.—I. W. Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.—
Some picture. Can't go wrong on this
one. Boost it big. The ice scenes are
beautiful.—Mrs. D. C. Turney, Miller
theatre, Bonesteel, S. D.—Home patron-
age.

The Last Card, with May Allison.

—

This is just a fair program picture. I
have had this star in lots better pictures.—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre, Mil-
len, Ga.—General patronage.

Body and Soul, with Alice Lake.—Ab-
solutely six reels of good film ruined. No
subject, no nothing, only a sore audi-
ence. Lay off of this one if you don't
want your patrons walking out, and you
better hide.—J. J. Sarah. Rex theatre,
Walsenburg, Colo. — Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Fair and Warmer, with May Allison.
—Old but will get by. Cut down.—C. E
Waughop, Scenic theatre, Detroit, Minn.—Small town patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola

Dana.—A fine picture. Audience liked it

Pleased 100 percent here. Clean and en-
tertaining all the way through.—J. A
Weisbeck, Liberal theatre, Alden, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

GYPSY
PASSION

A DA PTE O FROM
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Paramount
Boomerang Bill, with Lionel Barry-

more.—Go and get this one* Step on it

as a real "he-man" picture. You'll sure
please your patrons.—H. B. Barr, Rialto
theatre, Enid, Okla.—General patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-
duction.—Two days to satisfactory busi-
ness, although the receipts were not what
should be expected from the standpoint
of rental paid. A big picture of the
DeMille type, and pleased the big per-
cent.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower thea-
ter, Florence, Kan.—General patronage.

MARY'S ANKLE, with Doug-
las MacLean and Doris May.

—

Advertised this with window dis-

play showing feet and ankles pro-
truding from fancy umbrella; also

fancy slippers with silver buckles.

It was the talk of the town. I sure
packed them in. You can't go
wrong cn this one.—C. H. Simp-
son, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—Great picture. Good busi-

ness three days. Book it and boost it.

—

J. M. Farrington, Cat roll theatre, Water-
bury, Conn.—-Neighborhood patronage.

Footlights, with Elsie Ferguson.—This
star isn't liked here, and I can't do any
business with her. This picture was quite

good of its kind, however.—Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.
—General patronage.

Don't Tell Everything, with Gloria
Swanson.— Fine. This is very, very good.
This is the kind of picture my patrons
want. Star well liked. Did splendid
business on this one.—A. S. Carlos, Bijou
theatre, Jeanerette, La.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—A good picture. The des-
ert scenes are wonderful. I find it quite
a hard proposition to make money on
these high price specials. By the time a
person pays for the picture there is noth-
ing left.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Moran of the Lady Letty, with Doro-
thy Dalton and Rodolph Valentino.

—

The excellence of this picture and the

EARLE WILLIAMS in a scene from
"The Man from Downing Street," a
new Vitagraph picture.

drawing power of the stars' names
brought big business to this theatre for
an entire week.—William Noble, Lyric
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.— I had more tell me they
did not care for it than those who did. I

paid more than it was worth. Did fair

business on it. Many disappointed.—R.
A. Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland,
Ind.—Neighborhood patronage.

Three Word Brand, with William S.
Hart.—Good, steady business all day in
spite of heavy rain and hail storm. Mr.
Hart's best work since Hell's Hinges.
Wish he would make more like it.—M.
M. Allen, Red Jacket theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton. — Fine.
This is the class of picture I am after.
My patrons were more than pleased and
want more like it. Star well liked.—A. S.
Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jeanerette, La.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.— I never believed that The
Sheik would do what business it did for
me. More business than The Affairs of
Anatol. Rodolph is getting more popu-
lar with his acting than all the good
looking stars.—Charles Blaine, Morgan
theatre, Henryetta, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

Ladies Must Live, with Betty Comp-
son.—Good picture but a poor box office
attraction.—E. W. Werner, Warwick the-
atre, Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—Ran this production after
four competitors had it ahead of me. Rec-
ord breaking business. Turned the first

run down. Afraid people wouldn't under-
stand. Largest weekday business ever
had. Money maker. Had extra matinee.—M. M. Allen, Red Jacket theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—This is a good picture. Had a few
kicks, but some said it was the best they
had ever seen.—E. B. Peterson, Elk
Horn theatre, Elk Horn, la.—Small town
patronage.

Back Pay, a Cosmopolitan production.—Good. Put over by a woman singer,
who sang the song as it appeared on
screen—H. B. Barr, Rialto theatre, Enid,
Okla.—General patronage.

Three Word Brand, with William S.
Hart—One of the star's best. Pleased
100 percent and will make more friends
for this star. A fast Western. Good
drawing card.—C. E. Liggett, Liggett
theatre, Rosalia, Kan. — Neighborhood
patronage.

Paying the Piper, with a special cast.

—

This went over fairly well. However,
everyone who saw it was well pleased.
Good picture, but did not draw for me.

—

A. S. Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jeanerette,
La.—Neighborhood patronage.
Saturday Night, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

duction—Cecil DeMille sure made a fail-
ure on this one, as compared with his
others. Fell flat after two days. Lost
money and prestige on this one.—H. B.
liarr, Rialto theatre, Enid, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De-
Mille production.—Artistic. Pleased the
younger class, but the older classed same
as too sensual. Majority very much dis-
appointed. No story.—E. P. Johnson,
Garlock Opera House, Phelps, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Rookey's Return, with Douglas

MacLean.—A worthy successor to 23%

RODOLPH VALENTINO now appear-
ing in Paramount Pictures. In "Moran
of the Lady Letty" he played opposite
Dorothy Dalton.

Hours Leave.—Clarence W. Langacher,
New Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

Crooked Streets, with Ethel Clayton.

—

Did very poor business on this one. Folks
here don't care for the Chinese atmos-
phere in their pictures. Outside of that

Miss Clayton is her usual capable self.

—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Emi-
nence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart.—It's not a western, but will

please all. Did a good business.—Wm.
B. Stubbs, Liberty theatre, Erick, Okla.

—Small town patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, with a special

cast.—Very good. Patrons all pleased.

Continuity spoiled, otherwise no fault.

—E. P. Johnson, Garlock Opera House,
Phelps, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Prince Chap, with Thomas Mei-
ghan.-—Wonderful, they all agree, won-
derful.—Clarence W. Langacher, New
Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—This is very good. Lots of

good acting in this picture. Pleased my
patrons.—A. S. Carlos, Bijou theatre.

Jeanerette, La.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.—This will please any audience,
as it is above the program feature. Had
several comments.—Wm. B. Stubbs, Lib-
erty theatre, Erick, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with Will-
iam S. Hart.—Before the date to show
these Hart pictures they all say they
don't like Hart, but when I do show him
Old Bill always packs the house. O'Mal-
ley of the Mounted is a good picture—
C. M. Simpson, Princess theater, Millen,

Ga.—Genera! patronage

23^2 Hours Leave, with Douglas Mac-
Lean and Doris May.—Picture pleased
all. Heard lots of comments on this

before I ran it. Not a war picture, but

it will send them away pleased.—J. W.
Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Red Hot Dollars, with Charles Ray.

—

Picture fair. Seemed to please most of

them.—J. W. Boatwright, Radio theatre,

Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.—
Well made in every respect. Exception-

ally fine settings and lighting effects.

About average drawing power for us, and
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pleased the majority. — E. L. Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.—An
excellent offering. Play it as soon as

possible.—Clarence \V. Laugacher, New
Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

The Right to Love, with Mae Murray.
—Fine. This went over very well. Pat-
rons well pleased and did pretty good
business. Fine rictuic. Star well liked

here.—A. S. Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jean-
erelte, La.—Neighborhood patronage.

Told in the Hills, with Robert War-
wick.—A very good picture. This pic-

ture pleased almost 100 percent.— P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—DeMille, that's all. He is

there with the goods. I enjoyed it im-
mensciy and pleased 100 percent of my
audience. Did fair, considering condi-
tions. Its eld, but darn good, so jvhat

of it?—S. A. Acri, Acri theatre, Mari-
etta. Pa.—Small town patronag\

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
—A good program picture. Pleased 99
percent. You can

\ lay it and nevtr be
sorry.— L. R. Morris, Opera House. Har-
old, S. D.—Neighbo! hood patron ige.

Chickens, with Douglas MacLean. —
The best MacLean show to date. It

pleased 100 per cent for me. I thought
23% Hours Leave was his best, but have
"hanged rry mind.—W. T. Biggr,, Unique
theater, Anita, la.—Neighborhood pa:-
lonage.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.—Went over big. Was liked

by everyone.—O. T. Kirby, Pri icess thc-
atr„ Roxboro, N. C.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

A Girl Named Mary, whb Marguerite
Clark—Good picture, du: will net please

as niuny as Widow by Proxy or All of a

Sudden Peggy.—Clarence W. Laugacher,
New Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
Earrymore.—Wonderful acting, put a pic-

ture you do not care to si:e but once.
I think the director could have the danc-
ing lady dressed a little heavier and still

the people v. ould have known what class

she represented.—Ktlley Cfc Roush. Roc
theatre, Custer City, Okh.—Small town
patronage.

Her Husband's Friend, with Enid Ben-
nett.—Seemed to please them all, but
not as much comedy as they expected.
Only fair business. No fault of the pic-

ture.—C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora.
Kans.—Small town patronage.

The Sea Wolf, with a special cast.

—

Good acting, but story too rough.—Kelley
& Roush, Rex theatre, Custer City. Okla.
—Small town patronage.

Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

—

Very good and gave entire satisfaction.

A picture any house can run and figure

on good receipts.—F. W. Horrigan, Mc-
Donald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

—

Mining camp patronage.

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.—"Walley" is a favorite here. Hence all

his stuff goes over.—Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal theater, Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
—This is a good picture, but not a spe-
cial. —- J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Something to Think About, a Cecil B.
DeMille production. — "Something to
Think About" is good. Forbidden Fruit
very good, but I have got to cut them
out. Only two or three of their specials
have I ever made money on.—G. W. Yea-
ton. Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.

—

Wally is always a good bet here, and
Double Speed is another one of his good
auto stories, full of pep. Pleased anyway
90 per cent.—C. H. Powers, Strand thea-
tre, Dunsmuir, Cal.—Railroad town pat-
ronage.

The Six Best Cellars, with Bryant
Washburn.—A very pleasing comedy-
drama.—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre,
Bridgeport, O. — Neighborhood patron-
age.

Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan.
Another Meighan pleasure picture. Will
please. — Clarence W. Langacher, New
Glarus theatre. New Glarus, Wis.

Path<
Marry the Poor Girl, with Mr. and

Mr>. Carter Dc Haven.—A clean com-
edy-drama that is bound to please the
masses. For us here it gave 100 per cent
satisfaction.—J. J. Kudlacek. Swan thea-
tre, Swanton, N'eb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

One Hour Before Dawn, with H. B.

Warner.—Just a fair program picture. If

your patrons like mystery stories, you
will get by with this one all right. Busi-
ness below poor; very stormy day.—F.

H. Gatconib. Armstrong theatre, Vance-
boro. Me.—Small town patronage.

Help Wanted: Male, with Blanche
Sweet.—Seemed to please, but drawing

power was not there.—Raymond Schneid-
er, Midget theatre, Metamora, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis pro-
duction.—Good western picture. Liked
by nearly all who saw it. Business fair.

—

F. H. Gatcomb. Armstrong's theatre,
Yanceboro, Me.—Small town patronage.

Rio Grande, with a special cast.—Very,
very good. In seven parts, and full of
snap. It's a little old, but that's no de-
fect.—Raymond Schneider, Midget thea-
tre, Metamora, 111.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

R-C Pictures

Shams of Society, with a special cast.

—

Classy picture. The very kind you want
if you have a swell class of patronage.
Well pleased with this one. Would like
to get more of this kind.—A. S. Carlos,
Bijou theatre. Jeaneretta, La.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Salvage, wtih Pauline Frederick.—Fair
picture, with no drawing power. This
star is not liked here.—Charles Blaine,
Morgan theatre, Henryetta, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

One Man in a Million, with George
Beban.—Thi* picture went over big for
us. A picture out of the ordinary.—Mrs.
D. C. Turney, Miller theatre, Bonesteel,
S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Stealers, with a special cast.—An
eight-reel masterpiece. Had a new- print
of this, and it is some show. Photo-
graphy beautiful, direction perfect,
story immense. A big special at regular
price. Did no business, but surely was
not fault of the picture.—S. A. Acri,
Acri's theatre. Marietta. Pa.—Small town
patronage.

The Stealers, with a special cast.— If

you haven't played it yet, book it. It's a
knock-out. One of the best we have
played in some time.—W. C. Allen, Ca-
sino theatre. Antwerp. N. Y.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Bare-Fisted Gallagher, with a special

cast.—Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand thea-
tre, Breese. 111.—General patronage.

A Man in a Million, with George Be-
ban.—-Had more good comments on this

than any picture in a long time. He (Be-
ban) is some "wop." Heait interesting

story with a clever ending.—S. A. Acri,
Acri's theatre. Marietta, Pa.—Small town
patronage.

A Wife's Awakening, with a special

cast.—A dandy little picture. Acting
good. Robertson-Cole has got the pic-

MARION DAVIES in two scenes from "Beauty's Worth," a Sophie Kerr story, presented by Cosmopolitan and distributed as

a Paramount Picture.
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A scene from Mack Sennett's latest First National two reeler, "Step Forward," with
Ben Turpin as a two-fisted motorman.

tures this year.—Ed. Crew, Empress the-

atre, Waureka, Okla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Realart
A Virginia Courtship, with May Mc-

Avoy.—A very entertaining picture, and
it gave general satisfaction. Had most
favorable comments from patrons as they
left the theatre. Business a little better

than present average.—Will H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe Dan-
iels.—Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronge.

The Love Charm, with Wanda Haw-
ley.—Good picture. Wanda always
pleases my crowd. This is just the kind
of a picture my audience likes.—C. A.
Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Love Charm, with Wanda Haw-
ley.—Very good little comedy-drama.
Will please any audience.—Wm. Haight,

Orpheum theatre, Livingston, Mont.«—
Neighborhood patronage.

Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda Haw-
ley.—This is a fair picture.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breeze, 111.

—

General patronage.

Tillie, with Mary Miles Minter.—Good
little picture. Mary always gets a nice

little crowd of us. Business off on ac-

count of dull times.—C. A. Hennecke,
Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

A Private Scandal, with May McAvoy.
—This is a gcod picture.—Grand theatre,

J. W. Schmidt, Mgr., Breese, III.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Selznick

Chivalrous Charlie, . with Eugene
O'Brien. A very good picture. Eugene
O'Brien a favorite here.— Mr. and Mrs.
E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tcnn.—
Small town patronage.

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammcr-
stcin.—When you book this or arc about
to play it, remember that you have a

l" i ii I in this picture. It's big—Clarence

W. Langacher, New Glarus theatre, New
Glarus, Wis.

The Miracle of Manhattan, with Elaine
Hammerstein.—Very good. Elaine is a
good puller for me. Always pleases my
patrons.—E. P. Johnson, Garlock Opera
House, Phelps, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Chivalrous Charlie, with Eugene
O'Brien.—This is a splendid comedy, and
seemed to gel by and please. Used news
reel with it, and made a good Saturday
show.—R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,

Kentland, Ind.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammer-
stein.—I consider this a 100 per cent pro-
gram picture. Business very poor, but I

will say the picture deserves high praise

and should be played everywhere. We
want more like this one. Book it.—F.

H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's theatre, Vance-
boro, Me.—Small town patronage.

The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.—

I

have read where this was some picture,

but I failed to see it. The train wreck is

nothing. In fact. I call this just a fair

picture.—Kelley & Roush, Rex theatre,

Custer City, Okla.—Small town patron-
age.

Marooned Hearts, with Conway
Toarlc.—A very good picture.—Horton
& Lattin, Odessa Opera House, Odessa,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

After Midnight, with Conway Tearle.

—This is a very good program feature,

but you ought to sec it after the Penn-
sylvania censors got through wtih it. At
least 700 or 800 feet were cut out of it.

Imagine what could be left in itl—R.

Navary, Pleasant Hour theatre, Verona,
Pa.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.

—

A comedy-drama that will please almost
any audience. Will keep your patrons in

an uproar almost throughout the entire

five reels.—Clarence W. Langacher, New
Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

—

Transient patronage.

The Miracle cf Manhattan, with Elaine
Hammerstein.—Star always good. I con-
sider this an A-J program picture. So did

my patrons. They said so as they went

out.—C. H. Simpson, Princess theatre,
Millen, Ga.—General patronage.

The Point of View, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—Have you ever heard of any
of Elaine's that were not good? One
that will get any one's compliments.

—

Clarejice W. Langacher, New Glarus the-
atre, New Glarus, Wis.

The Highest Law, with Ralph Ince.

—

A very interesting picture.—Horton &
Lattin, Odessa Opera House, Odessa, N.
Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Greatest Love, wtih Vera Gor-
don.—Simply great, and when the end
flashed on the audience applauded. The
second time I ever heard applause on a
picture in this house.—F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

—

Mining Camp patronage.

Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.—

A

good program picture. Martha Mansfield
also registers good.—Clarence W. Lan-
gacher, New Glarus theatre, New Glarus,
Wis.

The Road of Ambition, with Conway
Tearle.—Had 69 people to see this the
night of the Washington theatre disaster.

Worst weather of my 15 years' experi-

ence in this business. Good picture, how-
ever.—S. A. Acri, Acri theatre, Marietta,
Pa.—Small town patronage.

Piccadilly Jim, with Owen Moore.—

A

good comedy-drama. Will please most
showgoers. However, it failed to draw
me anything here on account of Lyceum
number used by school on this night.

—

Kelley & Roush, Rex theatre, Custer
City, Okla.—Small town patronage.

Poppy, with Norma Talmadge.—This
is a reissue, and I can't see why they
ever ressurected it. You might think

when they make a reissue there was
something to it, but there wasn't.—R. A.
Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.

—Neighborhood patronage.

Universal
Conflict, with Priscilla Dean.—In our

opinion this is Miss Dean's best picture.

The cast is nothing less than wonderful,
and the photography is excellent. The
log scene, in our belief, has never been
surpassed on the screen. I will make
the broad statement that the above named
actress is one of the three screen actresses

that are worthy of the name of star. I

will let you guess the other two.—H. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

FOOLISH WIVES, an Eric

Von Stroheim production.—A stu-

pendous spectacle and one of the
best ever seen in Oklahoma City.

Pleased capacity business from
opening performance Sunday after-

noon to Saturday night.—William
Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

The Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.
—Clever, pleasing picture, with a little

star that is getting to be liked. This is

the type of program picture that gives

general satisfaction.—Ben. L. Morris,

Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.

Across the Deadline, with Frank Mayo.
—Very good. Many complimented, none
complained. A little different to most
pictures. Advertising; regular way.—H.

S. Miller, Liberty theatre, Montezuma,
Ga.—Small town patronage.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—A fine pic-

ture, but did not go in my house. Could
not get them in. Business bad on this

one.—Wm. Thachcr, Royal theatre, Sa-

1 ina . Kan.—General patronage.

Playing with Fire, with Gladys Wal-

ton.—A real live picture, and one that

pleased. Miss Walton is very clever and

is a coming bet.— L. L. Connor, Victory
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theatre, Cambridge, X. V.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.

—

This is a very entertaining outdoor pic-

ture, and one of which Hoot may well
feel proud. All of his pictures to date
have been very good and have the re-

deeming feature of having good comedy
relief. We wish to congratulate Uni-
versal in the great improvement in their

output this year.—W. H. Creal, Sr., Sub-
urban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.—
Good. Plenty of action and plenty of

fun. Clean.—P. G. Estee, Fad theatre,

Brookings, S. D.—Xeighborhood theatre.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—Xot a
special, but excellent program picture.

Wonderful storm scenes. Drew well.

—

A. W. Day, Brooklyn theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.—Xeighborhood patronage.

The Guttersnipe, wtih Gladys Walton.
—Terrible. The worst thing she ever
made. Shipped in place of The Rage of

Paris, and had 19 patrons walk out and
say they would not waste their time in

looking at the rest of the picture. Who's
at fault—the picture or my patrons?—F.

W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philips-

burg, Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

The Fire Eater, with Hoot Gibson.

—

Good, like all Hoot Gibson's pictures.

Have run four of them. Business good
first day, off second day. Hoping we will

do better on the next one.—Wm. Thach-
er, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.—General
patronage.

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.—

A

sweet story, well acted by a sweet little

star. Wish I had known what it was;
it deserved more publicity than I gave it.

I have heard lots of noise about some
pictures that were far inferior to this

number. Fine sea scenes. Good business.

Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

The Scrapper, with Herbert Rawlinson.
—Very pleasing picture, and if you have
any Irish in your community, I would
advise you to procure it. We made a
piece of change by exhibiting it.—W. H.
Creal, Sr., Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
—Excellent program picture. Advertise
big. Got well paid. Many comments.

—

L. R. Morris. Opera House, Harold, S.

D.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Torrent, with Eva Novak.—Not
fit for family trade. Poor story. Star
should be given better story. Better
leave it alone, but think it would go O. K.
in a tough neighborhood.—Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Small town
patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Biggest
surprise package of the year. This pulled
wonderfully for us. Believe the com-
pany's big hand bills and good posters
turned the trick. The play is as good as
any of Zane Grey's, and, in fact, is quite
a wonderful special. It is full of humor,
action, interest, good photography, and
is excellently directed. The plot is good.
Just the play for the big masses. Breezy
Eason makes a hit in this, and Carey is at

his best. Book it and boost it. We
charged 40 and 20 cents.—Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General pat-
ronage.

False Kisses, with Miss duPont.

—

Failed miserably. Photography of Miss
duPont in close-ups poorest I ever saw.
This was our first Miss duPont picture,
and she was presented to our audience as
a married woman, keeper of a lighthouse
ten miles out at sea, dressed in a gingham
apron without a corset. Put some clothes
on her next time, and do away with this

childbirth stuff, which was altogether
out of place in this picture. No story, no
action. Nothing to it. Ran this with Uni-
versal Star comedy, and this failed to
please. These comedians are too old.
They need a trip to the Dupont powder
works.—H. D. Tawney, Dixie theatre,
Lilbourn, Mo.—Small town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.— Best pic-
ture that the star has made to date.
Pleased well, but could not get them in

with this one. I think it was on account
of me putting it against My Boy in the
other house.—R. Navary, Pleasant Hour
theatre, Verona, Pa.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Red Courage, wtth Hoot Gibson.—The
best Gibson to date. Full of fast action
and good comedy. Am pleased that they
pulled Carey, as he never did please the
way Hoot has. When slide is shown he
brings a hand every night.— F. W. Hor-
rigan. McDonald theatre, Philipsburg,
Mont.—Mining camp patronage.

Action, with Hoot Gibscn.—This star
is getting us big money since starting to
make features. His pictures are real
westerns.—R. C. Ingersoll, Orpheum the-
atre, Oelwein, la.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.

—

I can't say very much for this one. Uni-
versal pictures don't pull for me, some-
how. Broke, even and that is about all.

—R. ^^Shobe. Kentland theatre, Kent-
land. In'r} —Xeighborhood patronage.

The Wallop, with Harry Carey.

—

Seemed to please most of them, but did
not end as the most of them thought it

should. Drew just fair.—C. H. Bills.

Opera House, Lenora, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.—This
little picture pleased our audience 100
per cent, and they all said so as they went
out. The title was the poorest part of
the whole thing. "What's in a name?"
some say. I say, "Give 'em better titles."

—W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp.
N. .Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.—This
is one of the best program pictures I

have run for some time. Pleased all.

Had good attendance.— Kelley & Rousch.
Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.—A very

good program picture. Very interesting
from start to finish.—E. B. Petersen, Elk
Horn theatre, Elk Horn, la.—Small
town patronage.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.—Once upon a time this picture
was probably a good one, but there was
so much of it gone when I received it

that the entertainment value was very
poor. I had planned to use a four-piece
orchestra with this one and advance my
prices, but owing to the condition of the
print I cancelled the orchestra and cut
my prices. I put out notices about the
condition of the print so the people
knew what to expect before coining.
Maybe the film exchange did not know
the print was bad.—F. H. Gatcomb,
Armstrong's theatre, Vanceboro, Me.

—

Small town patronage.

Red Courage^ with Hoot Gibson.

—

Boys, here is some safe bet. Hoot is

clean and cute as a playful kitten. He
takes well here, and I do not see why he
wouldn't anywhere.—Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
Good entertainment picture, well liked by
patrons here.—W. W. Wales, Yoeman
theatre, Seneca, S. Dak.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.—Played this picture third run
in neighborhood and packed them in.

Advertised Rodolph Valentino. Book th ; s

and clean up. Put on singer with fea-
ture. Length, six reels.—A. W. Day,
Brooklyn theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Short Skirts, with Gladys Walton.

—

Very good, but not as good as some
Walton pictures I have run.—Kelly &
Rousch, Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.
—Small town patronage.

Man Trackers, with a special cast.

—

This is an excellent picture, with lots of
action. Pleased a big house. Cast very
strong.—R. C. Ingersoll, Orpheum thea-
tre, Oelwein, la.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Ace of the Saddle, with Harry-
Carey.—Tis is a dandy western, and you
don't need to be a kid to enjoy it. The
grownups enjoyed this story.—Chas.

VERA GORDON in a scene from the Warner Bros, production, "Your Best Friend,"
which was produced by Harry Rapf, and written and directed by William Nigh.
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Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.
—Small town patronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
—No story to the picture, just a lot of

snow scenes.— R. O. Baker, Mgr., Baker
theatre, McCune, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
—This picture seemed to please. Scenery

certainly beautiful and helps to put over

the weak story. Business fair.—F. H.

Gatcomb, Armstrong's theatre, Vance-

boro. Me.—Small town patronage.

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.

—

Pretty good program picture. Pleased

most of them, while we have seen pctures

we liked better. Not much on that for-

eign stuff. We want home pictures.—J.

W. Boatwright, Radio theatre, Ozark, Mo.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.

—

Good picture. Pleased all. Star we'll

liked here.— L. R. Morris, Opera House,

Harold, S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Vitagraph

The Son of Wallingford, with a special

cast.—A big time comedy-drama. A real

good show. Did not do any business on

it, but no fault of picture.—C. A. Hen-
necke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex.

— Small town patronage.

Peggy Puts It Over, with Alice Cal-

houn.—Good. Did right well, but would
not want too many of this kind. Not the

class my patrons like best.—A. S. Carlos,

Bijou theatre, Jeaneretta, La.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Scarab Ring, with Alice Joyce-
One of Alice Joyce's best.—Shelly &
Windbeil, Orpheum theatre, Amsterdam,
N. V.—Transient patronage.

No Defense, with a special cast.—Al-

though 1 had a light business on this

one, it is a good picture. Pleased those

who saw it. Western and action type.

—

J. J. Sarah, Rex theatre, Walsenburg, Col.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The Little Minister, with Alice Cal-

houn.—Good picture. Don't be afraid of

it. Boost it. Lost money on it, but no
fault of the picture.—C, A. Hennecke,
Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

Steelheart, with William Duncan.—

A

red-blooded story of the West and seemed
to please our people on a serial night.

We happened to run into bad weather

and did not make any money on it.—W.
H. Creal. Sr., Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Moral Fibre, with Corinne Griffith.

—

Good. Did well on this one. Star well

liked here. My patrons went out very

well pleased.—A. S. Carlos, Bijou theatre,

Jeaneretta, La.— Neighborhood patron-

age.

Moral Fibre, with Corinne Griffith.

—

Give us some more like this one.—Shelly

and Windbeil. Orpheum theatre, Amster-
dam, N. Y.—Transient patronage.

Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno.—
Personally, I enjoyed this picture the

best of any one I have seen for months.
The actor is all there. Never made a

false move. This sort of a story should

be more often seen on our screens. Sup-
port is good. Photography is fine. Good
business.—Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca

theatre, Alice, Tex.—Small town patron-

age.

Peggy Puts It Over, with Corinne
Griffith.—This is a fine program picture.

—Shelly and Winbcil, Orpheum thea-

tre, Amsterdam, N. Y.—Transient pat-

ronage.

Lloyd Hamilton in a scene from "The
Rainmaker," a new Educational-Mer-
maid comedy.

State Rights

God's Country and the Law (Arrow),
with a special cast.—We have played

other Curwood pictures that had much
stronger stories, but this picture seemed
to please all who saw it. Very fair busi-

ness three days.—Meyers Y. Ford, Star

theatre, La Grande, Ore.—Small town
patronage.

Women Who Wait (Wistaria), with

a special cast.—They ought to be waiting

still. Why produce such pictures? A
good deal like boiler plate stuff used in

newspapers.—G. L. Deady, Palace the-

atre, North Rose, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Luxury (Arrow), with Ruby De Rey-
mer.—Nothing to draw. It killed my se-

rial which 1 used it with; lots of black

spots and in poor condition.—Wm.
Haight, Orpheum theatre, Livingston,

Mont.— Neighborhood patronage.

No Man Knows (Equity), with Clara

Kimball Young.—We had good business

on this picture.—Silverman Brothers,

Strand theatre, Altoona, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

When Dawn Came (Prod. Sec), with a

special cast.—A box office attraction.

Have booked it for a- repeat. Get in

touch with your priest, which will make
it a sure winner.—Ben Minten, Falls thc-

atre, Menomonee Falls, Wis.—General

patronage.

Lone Hand Wilson (Western Pictures

Ex.), with Lester Cuneo.—Nothing very

good, nor anything bad. Just one of

these Westerns that give you or your
patrons very little satisfaction. No draw-
ing power. Lost heavily.—J. J. Kudla-

cefc, Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Trails (Ay won), with Rex
Ray.—A little old, but 1 got by with it.

Fairly good western. Didn't draw very

good, and pleased about 75 per cent. No
kicks coming at all.—A. F. Rogers, Tem-
ple theatre, Dexter, N. Y.— Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Blank Panther's Cub (Ziegfeld), with
Florence Reed.—A splendid picture I

advertised it big and lost money on it.

These society things don't draw for me.
—Wm. Haight, Orpheum theatre, Liv-
ingston, Mont.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

WHEN DAWN CAME (Pro-
ducers Security) with a special

cast.—In my opinion the greatest
box office attraction of the year.

I opened at 6:30 and held them out
at 7:00. Local priest announced
picture from the pulpit Book it

by all means.—H. A. Leveille, State

theatre, Hartford, Wis.

Kingfisher's Roost (Pinnacle), with
Neal Hart.—An interesting western in

which even the villain does not get killed.

—Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Cur-
tis, Neb.—Small town patronage.

You Find It Everywhere (S. & E.),

with Catherine Calvert.—A good play for

the I. W. W.'s people to see. If it sunk
in, it might teach them a lesson worth
while.-—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal thea-

tre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

Headin' Home (K. & B.), with Babe
Ruth.—A fair program picture. All

comedy, with good plain titles. Good
photography on the rube style.—Wm.
Haight, Orpheum theatre, Livingston,
Mont.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bars of Iron (Stoll), with Madge
White.—Who said these English pic-

tures were slow? This one drew a num-
ber of favorable comments. We thought
it compared pretty well with American
programs.—Fahrney & Elson, Electric

theatre, Curtis, Neb.—Small town patron-
age

Serials

The Great Reward (National), with a

special cast.—Ran the first episode to
good business. Looks like it's going to

be a good serial.—Wm. Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kan.—General patronage.

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—Up to seventh episode, and is do-
ing fairly well. It is not of the best, bet

it will get by if it is not going to get

worse.—Charles Blaine, Morgan theatre,

Henryetta, Okla.—General patronage.

Winners of the West (Universal), with

Art Acord.— First episode sets the stage

only, but bids fair to be very interesting.

Expect much from this.— Philip Rand,
Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho.—Small

town patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),

with a special cast.—The best animal pic-

ture I ever saw. Clean, and the story

logical. Good photography. Doing
good business.— Mrs. W. H. Heifer.

Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

Winners of the West ( Universal), with

Art Acord.—On the tenth episode. Go-
ing big, and business holding up good.

—

Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina.

Kan.—General patronage.

The Adventures of Tarzan (Serial

Sales), wtih Elmo Lincoln.—The poorest

serial I ever saw Elmo in, and the ape-

man is very poor. Lay off. It won't get

any money.— Ed. Crew, Empress theatre,

Waurewa, Okla.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

Winners of the West (Universal), with

Art Acord.— Fine and instructive. Su-

perb acting both by Acord and support.

It carries one back to "ye olden times.'
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I would strongly recommend this.—Mrs.
W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

The Purple Rider
I
Vitagraph), with

Joe Ryan.—On sixth episode of this se-

rial. Holding fine. Every episode of th'.i

picture is different. Plenty of action.

—

C. M. Simpson, Princess theatre, Millen,

Ga.—General patronage.

White Eagle (Pathe). with Ruth Ro-
land.—Best serial I ever ran. Wonderful
drawing power. Increasing every episode.

—Ed. Smith. Isis theatre, Russell, Kan.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Winners of the West (Universal), with

Art Acord.—Good serial and held up
through all kinds of weather.—P. G.

Estes, Fad theatre. Brookings, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles

Hutchison.—A good serial. Sanchti and
Holman Day Westerns. Hal Roach com-
edies and Aesop's Fables make a good
program and drawing good.—Mr. and
Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion.

Tenn.— Small town patronage.

Short Subjects

Beauty (Prizma), with a special cast.

—

Our patrons praised this natural color

feature. When Prizma is used in a

properly balanced program, it is bound
to please. We ran several as prologues.

—Silverman Brothers, Strong theatre. Al-

toona. Pa.—General patronage.

A SAILOR MADE MAN (As-

sociated Exhibitors) with Harold
Lloyd. — This four - reel comedy
broke our house record for amount
of cash taken in on a single day.

The previous record was estab-

lished during the very heydey of

prosperity, too. The theories of

the wise ones who have been tell-

ing me that the people are tired of

pictures are all shot to pieces. I

suppose they would say also that

because business has been dull in

the clothing and furniture busi-

ness people are tired of wearing
good clothes and are tired of sleep-

ing in beds. We say give the

brothers and sisters what they
want and, if they have it, they will

let loose of their change. This is

one of the best comedies we have
seen to date and gives the other
comedians a new mark at which
to shoot. We ran this feature

three days with a Pathe Review
and a two-reel western.—W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Nebr.

The Dream Girl (Universal), with
Eileen Sedgwich.—This is a dandy little

two-reel western, clean all the way
through. Something different. Give us
more like it. Good storm scenes.—Wm.
Thachcr, Royal theatre. Salina. Kan.

—

General patronage.

Pure and Simple (Educational), with
Bobby Vernon.—This comedy deserves
special mention, as it pleases. It is surely
a very clever offering, and this seems to

be a regular thing with Christie come-
dies.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

Three Good Pals (Fox), with a special

cast.—This is the poorest Sunshine I

have ever had, although Sunshine come-
dies take good here. This one is not
even funny.—W. T. Biggs, Unique thea-
tre, Anita, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

Without a Wife (Educational).

—

Without a Wife and Rest in Peace were
both fair for one-reel subjects, especially
comedies.—W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Col.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Pickanny (Pathe), with Sunshine

Sammy.—Have played two-reel Lloyds.
Keatons and Semons. as well as others,
but consider this the best I have ever
played here, or seen anywhere. Book it

the first opportunity.—J. J. Kudlacek,
Swan theatre. Swanton, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Creation 'Sacred Film), with a special
cast.— First of the series of twelve Bible
pictures. Ran it a week with School
Days. Our patrons highly commended
the above one-reel feature. We are re-

ceiving inquiries daily for the second —
Silverman Brothers. Strand theatre, Al-
toona. Pa.—General patronage.

Sea Shore Shapes (Universal), with
Baby Peggy.—Boys, here is one that
should make a hit any place. Better than
lots of others. Comedy alone worth the
admission price.—J. W. Boatwright. Ra-
dio theatre, Ozark, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Sawmill ( Vitagraph). with Larry
Senion.—A truly worth whiie comedy,
better than any feature. We have used
them all. including the latest release, and
if he made them more often would use
them all. Boys, win with Larry.—Wm.
B. Stubbs. Liberty theatre. Erick. Okla.
—Small town patronage.

The Playhouse ( F. NT.), with Buster
Keaton.—All the old horse play that has
been used for the last decade was brought
into play here. Buster Keaton well
liked, but this comedy got few laughs.
Where would the exhibitor be if he
passed the buck to the patron when he
pays a higher rental?—W. H. Brenner.
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

Torchy's Double Triumph ( Educational),
with Johnny Hines.—If your audience
likes "Torchy." this one should please
them. "Torchy" doesn't seem to make
them laugh here, and fails to draw.—W.
P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells.
Col.—Small town patronage.

Rubbing It In (Educational), with a

special cast.—This is a disgrace to the
name of Educational. It is the worst 500
feet of smut and infernal rot that it is

possible to produce under the name of
Educational. My patrons were dis-

guested.— L. P. Charles. Grand theatre,

Chetek. Wis.—General patronage.
Star Comedies (Universal).—The Star

comedies are about as good as any one-
reel comedies, and are much better than
they were a year back.—Kelly and
Roush. Rex theatre, Custer City. Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera! at caab
wring price* Special crofe»»looal

discount* ja UNIVERSALS.
Imm»rt1it> deliver/ on ail m<xl*la. DoBrio.
DtfrUM, Path* and toior others doaaoM
trato^ la oar showroom Sood for ear earn-
plot* emtaioc at :

- * Froo-oa r*q*)Ml.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Oept . H , 1 09 N . DMTborn It.. CkicMO. la.

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, Cirtooni
Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1WS-10W Milcri BMf. TdcaWie Cutnl 2347 Qicaf.. I1L

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers of High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.

413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and tend

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-

born St., Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Tide

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State ......
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77!!.? bronze door on the

41st street side cost

$5,000 in itself.

CAMEO THEATRE
in Nezu York City, under

the direction of B. S. Moss
is one of the unique motion

picture palaces of the coun-

try. Scatingbut 600 it com-

pares in every respect to the

most beautiful and com-

fortably equipped theatre of

many times its sice and ca-

pacity. Small theatres of

equal and eve n greater

beauty than the larger pal-

aces are rapidly becoming

the thing.

The artistic and beautiful appointments of
the theatre are reflected in this view of
the stage. The grey drops give a highly
rich appearance.

i

Luxury and comfort
emanate from the

above view of section

of the house.

M aximuni of comfort, beauty and efficiency

lias been the aim in the auditorium.

A study of the lobby will

reveal its splendor.
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THEATRE EQUIPME

Equipment

Progress
Radiophones present an inter-

esting subject to exhibitors and
the public alike at this time. The
popularity of the wireless has
come to the foreground with
amazing rapidity recently. A
number of exhibitors have cap-

italized on the interest of the

public in the matter by installing

receiving sets and giving concerts

at their theatres in collaboration

with local papers.

Reports indicate that the stunt

has amply repaid them at the box
office. Large crowds have been
attracted to the theatre.

Aside from the question as to

whether or not the radio instru-

ment is destined to become a
regular feature of motion picture

theatre entertainment the fact re-

mains, nevertheless, that at the

present time the radio is a means
of swelling box office receipts for

exhibitors who can arrange to

use it.

The radio is in its infancy and,

like all new things, holds an ab-

sorbing interest to the public. Its

many phases are ramified and the

matter of its ultimate place and
use is still undecided even among
those that are experts in its

workings.

This department wishes to

suggest to exhibitors the advis-

ability of investigating the matter

in their neighborhoods. The cost

of the receiving set is compar-
ati%-ely small and if there are

newspapers in your territory, or

concerns in co-operation with

whom the exhibitors could ar-

range to introduce the radio-

phone at their theatres, the

expense and trouble would un-

doubtedly more than be compen-
sated for at the box office. The
subject at least is worth a thor-

ough investigation by every

showman in his territory.

Brilliant Opening for New
Chicago Residential Theatre

V. C. Seaver and Louis Zahler Open Commodore
Theatre on Northwest Side—Is Regarded

as Boon to Neighborhood
From one of the first film theatres

in Chicago, typical in its construction and
program of those pioneer days, to a new
playhouse costing $250,000 that stands out
as another monument to the progress of
that industry—that, in brief, is the inter-

esting showmanship history of V. C
Seaver, who, with Louis Zahler, opened
Chicago's newest neighborhood theatre

March 1.

Illuminate Street

The new Commodore theatre, located

in the heart of Chicago's thriving Irving

Park district, opened in a blaze of glory,

with a capacity crowd waiting for admis-
sion long before the appointed hour.
Electric lights had been strung across the

street for two blocks on either side of

the theatre, and above this, the Commo-
dore, with its extensive illumination,

formed an impressive spectacle.

The Cosmopolitan production, "Just
Around the Corner," from Fanny Hurst's
story, together with a well-balanced short

subject program, was the initial attrac-

tion.

In construction and decoration the

Commodore is a thing of beauty. The
lobby of colored marble is artistically fin-

ished in art designs of golden ivory,

which color and art scheme prevail

throughout the house. The foyer on the

opening night presented a veritable con-

servatory with its many floral pieces

from men of the industry and local mer-
chants of the neighborhood, to whom the

new playhouse is expected to prove a

boon from a commercial standpoint.

There are 1,200 seats in the auditorium,

installed by Heywood & Wakefield. The
dulled lights on the side of the walls are

supplemented by blending lights from a

large dome in the ceiling. The attention

on entering the theatre is immediately at-

tracted to the two auxiliary stages placed

in approximately the same position as

boxes in dramatic playhouses. On the

sides of the miniature stage are pillars

that reach to the ceiling, capped in gold,

which give the impression of massiveness
and solidity. Two large lions in gold are

placed on each of the stages, above
which are the lofts for the $10,000 Moller
organ, installed.

Around the two small stages and up to

the stage proper are artistically carved
woodwork effects. A silk plush drape
hangs in front of the screen. This is op-
erated automatically from the projection

booth by pushing a button, which draws
the curtains apart as the picture is ready

to be flashed on the sceen.

The heating and ventilating system in-

stalled by Baker & Smith, Chicago, is an

interesting feature of the Commodore. It

is known as a double system. An outlet

for the air that comes into the building
has been made through the large dome in

the ceiling and through special devices
along the walls for this purpose. This
eliminates the used air finding its way out
through the doors into the foyer and into

the lobby, where crowds frequently wait
admission.

Motiograph De Luxe machines are used
in the projection room. Furnishing and
decorations were furnished by Mandel
Brothers. Ornamental plaster work w-as

done by Decorators Supply Company.
The extensive lighting arrangement of the

theatre, including the decorative lighting,

was done by the Hub Electric Company.
There are 900 lights on the front and
sides of the building as well as a large

electric sign above the canopy.

Pioneer in Industry

Mr. Seaver claims the distinction of

having operated one fif the first film

theatres in Chicago, a 'nickel show," on
the site of the present State-Lake theatre.

When he leased the Alcazar theater, on
Madison street, years ago, and put $15,-

000 into remodeling the structure, as well

as contracted to pay a rental of $15,000

a year, people thought he was "crazy,"

he confides. That his forsight in the
ultimate plane which the motion picture

theatre was destined to occupy is evi-

denced not only in the progress made in

theatre construction, and in the industry
throughout the country, but in the new
Commodore theatre as well.

Eastman Theatre
Ready by Fall

Construction of the Eastman
National Academy of Motion Pic-

tures at Rochester, N. Y., the huge
motion picture palace which George
Eastman is giving citizens of that

city has been started, which will

assure its opening in falL

The mammoth structure will be

of steel and Indiana limestone,

Italian renaissance in style. Its

seating capacity will be 3,400. All

profits will be put back into the
enterprise itself, which will make
possible experiments looking to

the advancement of motion pictures

as an art and the furthering of a

new standard for the industry.
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. PalacesAreGoing Up.

Only the Latest Equip-
ment Is Being Installed

New Projects
Toronto, O.—Robert Clappe will head

a new amusement corporation in the

process of formation for the building of

a motion picture theatre at Third and
Main streets.

Huntington Beach, Cal.— Masonic
Lodge No. 380 will erect a new home
here at a cost of $55,000, part of which
will be occupied by a motion picture thea-
tre. C. E. Layering is chairman of the
committee in charge of the affair.

*

Kenton, O.—Henry J. Pfeiffer,, manager
of the Grand Opera House and Empress
theatre, has announced plans for the con-
struction of a new theatre to seat 900
which will cost about $30,000.

*

Excelsior Springs, Mo.—R. B. Chris-
tian has purchased the building housing
the Casino theatre, which he will enlarge
and thoroughly remodel.

*

Ft. Wayne, Ind.—Wrecking of the
buildings on the site for the new theatre

to be erected by Consolidated Realty and
Theatre Company of Chicago has begun.

Delphos, O.—F. H. Staup is preparing
to install heating, ventilating and plumb-
ing fixtures in the theatre which he is now
constructing.

*

Arthur, Ind.—A new motion picture
theatre will be constructed here by Mrs.
Anna Ross of Louisville.

*

Kendrick, Idaho— Kendrick Theatre
Company, Joday Long, chairman, has
been incorporated for the purpose of
building a new theatre here.

*

Indianapolis, Ind.—An open air theatre
to seat 2,000 will be established in Gar-
field Park.

*

New York, N. Y.—A $1,000,000 motion
picture theatre will be built by Warner
Brothers, according to plans announced
by Harry ML Warner.

*

Los Angeles, Cal.—Want & Wagner
Realty Company reports arrangements
completed with O. A. Pearce for the erec-

tion of a $100,000 theatre at Pico street

and Bronson avenue.
*

Shid'.er, Okla.—A new theatre is being
erected here by Tullock & Litcher.

*

Nashville, Ark.—E. E. Hughes has let

contract for the construction of a new
motion picture theatre to seat 600.

Openings
Hoopestown, 111.—The new Lorraine

theatre, now virtually completed at a

cost of $80,000, will be opened March 6.

*

Asheville, N. C.—The newly constructed
Pack theatre has opened its doors to the

public.
*

Little Rock, Ark.—T. W. Sharp has
opened the New theatre here.

*

Follett, Texas—After having been
closed for several months, the Follett

theatre has been opened again. Brown
and Spaulding are the managers.

*

Waterloo, la.—C. W. Davis and J. M.
Schultz have opened the Plaza theatre.

Gary, Ind.—Under the management of

Lawrence E. Hendricks of St. Paul,
Minn., the Art theatre has been reopened
after extensive repairs and decorating.
Ray H. Poore is manager.

*

Charlotte, Mich.—After having been
thoroughly remodeled and a new pipe-

organ installed, the Regent theatre has
lucn opened.

*

Cedar Rapids, la.—The Colonial theatre

has been reopened by Tony Campagna.

Hope, Ark.—C. S. Houk has opened a

new motion picture theatre here.
*

Houston, Tex.—The Strand theatre, A.

Schulman & Sons, proprietors, has been
opened.

Ownership Changes
Chariton, la.—E. P. Smith, present

manager of the Lincoln theatre, has ac-

quired control of the playhouse from
Aldhren Theatre Co.

*

Bishop, Texas—The Hub theatre has

been purchased by N. D. Arnold & Son
of Corpus Christie.

*

Kingsville, Texas—M. A. Long of

Galveston has purchased the Kings Inn

theatre. *

Hartford City, Ind.—C. O. Pickens of

Kokomo has bought the Neal theatre at

Montpelicr from Charles Neal.

"Yes, I'd like to go in,

but it's too hot in there/'

Do people say that about your theatre in

hot weather?

Maybe you don't know just what they do

say, but your ticket sales tell the story.

If business falls off at the first touch of

hot weather, then it's a pretty sure sign you

need Monsoon Cooling System.

That's the one thing you can depend on

for a good, profitable business all summer—
and every summer— no matter how hot

it gets.

Install Monsoons for this summer.

Write for Booklet S-10

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.

71 No. 6th Street Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Radio Concerts Attract Great
Crowds at Kansas City Houses

Four Theatres Give Musical Scores by Wireless in

Collaboration With Local Papers—Officials

Confer on Subject at Washington
Interest in, and increased use of the

radiophone in theatres and theatrical en-

terprises continues unabated. Recent de-

velopments indicate the wide interest in

the subject all along the line.

Harry E. Nichols, chief field represen-

tative of the Herald, writing to the The-

atre Equipment department on the matter

from Kansas City, says, "I was out to the

Ashland Apollo, Admiral and Gillham

theatres and watched these radiophones

work. These theatres are playing to

capacity business on the nights that the

local papers are broadcasting concerts.

At two ot the theatres house records have
been broken with program pictures

through the attendance that the radio-

phone attracted. I believe that it is the

coming thing for the dissemination of

sport and news in theatres. Exhibitors

are enthusiastic over the showing made
by local theatres."

Use at A. M. P. A. Dinner

In the instance of the Gillham theatre

referred to the concert was given at Con-
vention Hall in the city. An amplifier

was installed near the screen while the

station itself was located at the entrance

to the theatre.

Announcement comes from New York
that the Associated Mojion Pictures' Ad-
vertisers at their dinner at the Biltmore
Hotel March 25, have arranged to have
the various speeches and events on the

program in the east conveyed vocally to

West Coast Advertisers who will be in

session the same evening by means of

radiophone. Further installation of re-

ceiving sets and radio entertainment are

reported from motion picture theatres in

the east and west.

Confer at Washington

While radiophone messages and con-
certs are attracting a high pitch of en-

thusiasm in various centers, this latest

progress of science is proving a puzzle to

government officials. Many of the phases
connected with its increasing' use are being

threshed out in a conference of wireless

leaders and government representatives

called by Herbert Hoover at Washing-
ton. While the parley at Washington
deals with the matter from a national

scope, it is, nevertheless, of interest be-

cause from it may result rules and regu-

lations of the assigning of wave lengths

and the enactment of legislation on vari-

ous phases of the subject.

Among the important questions that

dominate are "who will do the broadcast-

ing?" and- "what must be done to keep
the air from becoming an unintelligent

mass of jumbled sounds through exten-

sive use?"

Cooperate with Papers

As far as motion picture theatres are

concerned the use of radiophones in the

theatres have been accomplished in most
instances in collaboration with local news-
papers. These newspapers have broad-
casted the concerts and other messages
and theatres who have installed receiving

sets have been able to give the concert to

their audience. In each case the novelty
has been an increased interest in the

newspaper and a box office attraction for

the theatre. Whether the radiophone is

destined to become a factor in motion
picture entertainment in the future is a

question that will be answered in time,
when plans and arrangements for han-
dling the new and diversified problems
the subject embraces are fully worked
out by experts with whom its care is

charged.

Organists Society
Holds Examinations

Examiners Say Sight Reading

and Improvisation Could

Be Improved
The second examination for admission

to the Society of Theatre Organists was
held at Magnus Chordia Studio, Feb. 21.

On the first part of the examination,
which includes a Bach number, improvis-
ing on a given theme and sight-reading
tests, the candidates averaged 44 per
cent out of a possible 55 per cent. The
solo numbers chosen were the Bach Pre-
lude's in G major and E. minor, the Toc-
cata in G, by Dubois, and the Toccata
from the Fifth Symphony, by Widor.

The sight-reading consisted of an organ
trio, on three staves, a piano accompani-
ment part and the harmonizing of a given
melody.

Dramatic Tests Diversified

On the dramatic tests, comprising the
second half of the examination, the aver-
age was 41.5 per cent out of a possible 45
per cent. These tests included accom-
paniments for a scenic, a fire scene, an
exotic number, a western allegro from a

news weekly,a mysterioso, a ballet, a
hurry from a feature, and a "rube" num-
ber and a fox trot from a comedy.
The total average for the candidates

was 85.5 per cent out of a possible 100
per cent.

May Take Second Test

"The candidates who failed of passing,
while qualifying on theatrical work, fell

below the standard set by the society for
straight organ equipment," says a state-

ment from the society's headquarters.
"They may appear for examination on
the section in which they failed without
being required to take the dramatic tests

again."
A desire to see a higher level attained

in improvisation and sight-reading is

voiced by the examiners. Both of these
features, it is pointed out, are of great
importance to the theatrical organist.

Announce Next Numbers
The solo numbers set by the board for

the next examination are the Bach Toc-
cata and Fugue in D minor, and the Toc-
cata from the Suite Gothique, by Boell-

man.

Winfield, Kan.—The Novelty theatre

has been purchased by J. H. Thomas
from C. A. Rehm.

Express Train Service
Speed ! Film Printing when you want it. That is our

promise. And we keep our promises.

American Film Company Laboratories have a capacity of one million feet per
week Our immense plant is centrally located. We give express-train service

all over the world.

And we get more out of your negatives. Our organization is composed of

experts; men long trained in doing best what others do well.

Let us show you why American Film printing is best; on your very next
order.

Send us your requirements and let us make you a special price estimate.

Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling

Ordinary film reduced to American Stand-

ard Safety Size.

(Absolutely fire-proof film passed by all fire

underwriters.)

Laboratory Capacity One Million Feet Per Week

AMERICAN FILM CO., Inc.

Laboratories

6227 Broadway, Chicago, 111.

and
London, England

SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, Pres.

American 10 Points

1. QUALITY. Prints known for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert staff

trained by years of experience, as-

sures highest quality prints obtainable.

2. REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years
of experience.

3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of

strong financial standing.

4. LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.

5. EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.

6. CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks

of Lake Michigan. Away from dirt

and dust.

7. SAFETY. Plant approved by both
city of Chicago ana Board of Fire

Underwriters.

8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to

serve exacting requirements.

9. PRICES. Reasonable and com-
petitive.

GUARANTEES. Write for our

unique guarantee of quality work.
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Interesting Features of Equipment
Embodied in New Colorado Theatre

The new Colorado theatre at Denver,
the opening of which was announced in

the Herald last week, embraces several im-
portant features in equipment and con-
struction that are of interest. Among these

is the massive $50,000 organ built by the
Robert-Morton company of New York.

This instrument is operated by what
is known as electro-pneumatic action. It

has the double touch system, so that its

four-key manuals give the effect of eight.

On the four-key manuals are 244 keys.
The console has thirty two-pedal keys,
50 push-buttons and 279 tablets. The
stopping of air vibrations is instantane-
ous, and capable of repetition at a great
speed. All the resources of a symphony
orchestra are combined in the instru-

ment.

Arrangement Is Unique

The projection booth is built outside of

the theatre proper. Much of the ap-
paratus in which heat generates is in the
open air above the booth. When desired

the booth can be isolated from the the-

atre by means of a metal door over the

part through which the pictures are
shown.

Projection equipment consists- of three
latest-t ,rpe Powers machines, a double-
dissolving stereoptican and two large
spotlights. The theatre has two sources
of electricity supply, one a city current,
and the other which is generated by its

own plant. This virtually eliminates in-

terruptions to performances frequently
caused by storms and other weather con-
ditions which would throw the theatre
into darkness. Arrangements have been
made so that every part of the electrical
installation can be controlled from the
operator's booth by means of a switch-
board.

Extra Screen and Machine

The operator has an automatic rewind-
ing machine which rewinds films as they
are running through the projector. Two
of the projection machines are used for
the regular showing of the pictures. The
third machine is focused for shorter
range work so that when acts for pro-
logs are being arranged on the stage,
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this machine is used on an extra screen
that is dropped in front of the regular
screen.
An interesting thing connected with

the screen is the artistic work in blue and
gold on the frame, besides which hang
beautiful draperies on either side.

Entrance on Inclined Planes

The theatre is ventilated by means of

a series of motor drive fans placed above
the proscenium arch.

The structure itself is of concrete rein-

forced with steel. The seating capacity
is 2,526 of which the main floor accom-
modates 1,481 and the balcony 1,045.

There are two entrances to the theatre,

both 1 eing inclined planes instead of

steps. Outside an electric sign 72 feet

high spelling the name of the house casts

a wide illumination. Bishop-Cass The-
atres of which Oscar D. Cass and Edward
A. Bishop are president and vice-presi-

dent respectively, operate the new play-

house.

Four Theatres to Have
Organ Orchestral Music

Organ music will play an important
part in the entertainment at two theatres

in Illinois and two in Wisconsin where
installations are now being made.
The Bartola Musical Instrument Com-

pany of Chicago is installing Barton or-

gans in the Majestic theatre, Beloit, and
in the Saxe Brothers' theatre at Kenosha,
Wisconsin. The Liberty theatre, Chi-

cago, and the new Dixon theatre at Dixon,

111., are being similarly equipped.

Equipment Concern" Is

Organized^in Indiana
SOUTH BEND, IND.—The R. B.

Corporation of this city has been incor-

porated for the purpose of manufactur-
ing supplies for motion pictures and
amusement enterprises. The authorized

capital stock is $25,000. The directors are

Ezra Rhodes, Maude Rhodes and Earl

E. Reeder.

Replaces Old Theatres
The Opera House and Crescent theatre

at Newark, New York, have been closed

by fire authorities. Howard Waugh,
manager of the playhouses, announces
that the owners will immediately start

construction of a new theatre on the site

of the Crescent, to seat 1,000.

AMERICAN

FOTOPLAYER
FOR SALE

Cost, $4650

Six Months Old. Excellent Condition.

Owner Retiring from Business.

Cash Discount; Terms to Reliable Parties.

Address - HERALD, Box 689

The Ultimate Appeal
DEFINEMENT, the ever-present

objective of silent drama, from

plot to exhibition, has been greatly

hastened by appropriate music.

The Cremona Theatre Organ over the last few

years of musical picture development, has con-

tributed leadership in exclusive features in

theatre organ building.

It has made possible for the exhibitor whose

house cannot match in elegance the great

palaces of the metropolitan centers, organ and

orchestra music now so essential to putting

across the films of today.

This becomes even more of a signal accom-

plishment because the Cremona does not in-

crease musical cost. Usually it actually re-

duces it, for if desired an operator may be

eliminated. A double roll system permits

playing by solo roll or by any standard player

roll. Instant changes are possible to follow

cue sheets.

Investigate the dividends other exhibitors have

secured in cities large and small, and get de-

tails of Cremona construction and operation.

Write or wire.

The Marquette Piano Co.
& " Chicago. U. S. A.

Cxexuoua
GTfjeatre ©rgan
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Announcing the Fastest Film ever manufactured

EASTMAN
NEGATIVE FILM

Super Speed

Super Speed Film practically eliminates

under-exposure. It is ideal for ultra-speed,

slow-motion photography; for interiors that

are poorly illuminated; for dull days on

location.

When unfavorable conditions

spell failure, Super Speed Film

spells Success.

Price 4^ cents per foot, perforated

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Illinois League Will
Meet April 4 and 5

Officers Will Be Elected at
Convention to Be Held

at Sherman
The Illincrs unit of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America will hold its

annual convention in Chicago on April 4

and 5. Convention headquarters will be

in the West room at the Sherman hotel.

Requests for hotel reservations should

be forwarded as early as possible to

William J. Sweeney, state organizer.

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Illi-

nois, 910 South Michigan avenue, Chi-

cago.
Campaign Is Launched

A mail campaign to encourage the at-

tendance of a majority of the exhibitors

of the state will be launched immediately
from the local offices. Every executive

operating out in the state, as well as

every other member, is urged to spread

news of the get-together.

Officers for the ensuing year will be

elected at the sessions and the members
will vote on their choice for delegates to

attend the national convention in Wash-
ington, D. C, the following mouth.

To Discuss Rentals

A number of other matters of impor-

tance are scheduled for discussion and
action. Among these undoubtedly will

be the question of rental reduction.

Officials of the organization are con-

templating one of the largest conventions

in the history of the league. Although it

is possible National President Sydney S.

Cohen will be in the Middle West at that

time, he is not expected at the convention

as he attended the previous one held at

I 'eoria.

Views Gunning Picture
A special showing of "Our Mutual

Friend," the Scandinavian production of

Dicken's famous novel, was given at

Harbee's Loop theatre on Saturday
morning, at 11 o'clock, for the press. The
picture is being distributed by Wid
Gunning, Inc.

J.E.WILLIS
7LHCRAFT
TRAILERS
ONLY - ORIGINAl-FIIM-TRAILERS

DONT BE F001ED BY CHEAP IMITATORS.

QUICK SERVICE - OUR MOTTO
—"WE MAKE 'EM WHILE YOU WAIT-
ON EVERY PICTURE RELEASED.

WRITE -WIRE -OR PHONE.

TELEPHONE HARRISON 1278

34 EAST EIGHTH ST.

CHICAGO

Hodkinson Boasts

of Woman Manager

Mrs. A. H. Sessions, one of the

best known woman film executives

in the industry, has been appointed
manager of the W. W. Hodkinson
branch in New Orleans. Mrs. Ses-

sions is recognized as one of the

pioneer woman executives in the in-

dustry, and during the many years

that she has been connected in an
official capacity in various branch
effices, has built up a reputation

that is surpassed by but few men
in the business.

Courts Death Making
Newspictures in Air

Fox Cameraman Breaks Arm in

Airplane Crash Near

Mt. Vesuvius
Pictures of Mount Vesuvius, taken

from the air by Russell Muth, Fox News
cameraman, will be published in a forth-

coming issue of the Fox News. Ac-
cording to cable dispatches received the

photographer and the pilot nearly lost

their lives in making the pictures when
the motor of the airplane suddenly
stopped while the machine was in

proximity to the mouth of the smoking
mountain.

Pilot Loses Control

Muth and the pilot were forced to

cover their mouths and noses for fear of

suffocation. The motor was started

again quickly but before the pilot had
the plane under full control it had
crashed into a tree and dug its nose into

the earth. Muth's arms were badly frac-

tured. The pilot was bruised.

Obtain Close-ups

About 1,200 feet of what is claimed to

be the first close-ups of Vesuvius were
obtained by Muth. Immediately follow-

ing his adventure, Muth started for Eng-
land to make pictures of the marriage of

Princess Mary. The Vesuvius film was
forwarded to the company from Paris

and will be featured in Fox News munr-
diately it is received.

Universal Represented at

Convention of Educators
Fred J. McConnell, manager of Uni-

versale serial department, was in Chicago
attending the convention of the National

Educational Association.
II, supervised the showing at the

local exchange of "With Stanley in

Africa," and a number of scenes from
"In the Days of Buffalo Bill," a serial

which covers a period in which the fam-

ous United States scout took a prominent

part.

Pacific to Establish

Exchange in Chicago
Another Branch Undoubtedly

Will Be Opened in

St. Louis
It is possible that Pacific Film Com-

pany will establish an exchange in Chi-

cago, and also one at St. Louis.
President John J. Hayes of the pro-

ducing and distributing company has in-

structed Julius Singer. New York mana-
ger, to visit the two cities with a view to

opening branches.

Not to Compete
These exchanges, according to Mr.

Hayes, will in no way operate in compe-
tition with state right buyers. It is the

purpose of the organization to establish

these branches as headquarters for its

field forces. A permanent staff will be

assigned to each branch to assist in sell-

ing "and exploiting Pacific product, work-
ing in conjunction with the exchanges
within a specfic radius of the branch.

Assigns Territory
The Chicago office will embrace ter-

ritory along the Great Lakes and the

Northwest, while the St. Louis office will

have jurisdiction over the Middle West
and South. The Pacific Coast will be
taken care ot from the home office lo-

cated at Culver City, Calif.

The East, and the territory as far West
as Pittsburgh, will be handled by Mr.
Singer.

Joe Smith, able assistant to Walter Hy-
land, Universale highly efficient chief

hooker, quietly slipped away from the office

last week and got married. When he cajni

back to work all smiles on Monday morning
lie modestly confessed he had "went and
gone and done it.''

* * *

HENRY SALKIN is running the R-C projec-

tion room "on his own" these days.
* * *

Quite a bunch of film celebrities from
local exchanges attended the opening of the

beautiful new Commodore theatre, at 3105

Irving Park boulevard. Cold tea was
poured all evening and everyone had a good

time. Vernon C. Seaver, Jr., said to be the

youngest manager in the world (he's just

21 ) , is the manager of the new Seaver and

Zahler house.
* * *

That live-wire p. a., Lovis P. Kramer,
handled the publicity for the new Com-
modore theatre, and demonstrated he knows
what the newspapers want — short, crisp

paragraphs—by the amount of matter he put

over for the new house.
* * *

Universal gave a special showing of Pris-

cilla Dean's latest big feature, "Wild

Honey," at the Aryan Grotto theatre, on

Friday. March :!, which was well attended.

Rochester, Ind.—Clyde Wilson, form-

erly of the Paramount theatre here, has

sold out and purchased the Martz and

Grand theatres at Tipton, Ind.
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WILLIAM S. HART in a scene from his latest Paramount picture. "Travelin' On.'"

directed by Lambert Hillyer.

I

i CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
,

By Mac- J

Another film celebrity of the Row.
Maurie Salkix. has forsaken us and be-

come an exhibitor, with the Owl theatre.

47th and State streets, coming under his

managerial direction. Hop to it lads, and
get your set-ins while the going is good.

* * »

Frank Zambrexo, president of the Prog-
ress Pictures and Unity Photoplay ex-
changes, announces the purchase of the big

Ivan Abramson feature, "Mother Eter-
nal," for this territory.

* '* *

Max Levy, of the Exclusive Film Service,

left on the Century" March 5, to do exten-
sive shopping for big features, so ye
Gothamites be on the alert for this live-wire

exchangeman. He took his Waterman and
a brand new cheque-book with him.

* * »

Messrs. Rubin*. Jr.. and Cubberly of the

First National exchange of Minneapolis
came into the city last week and were kept

busy visiting their manv friends along the

Row.
* * *

Will the boys kindly inform Harry
Kavffmann*, the genial magnate who con-

trols the Marlowe theatre, that no bids

lower than $15 have been received for the

transfer and delivery" of safes to any point

Are produced with as
much care as the biggest

feature productions made.
The exhibitors that de-
mand the best get their

trailers from

IRVING MACK & CO.
8O8 S. WABASH AVE.

CM I CMO

in the county. So take our tip. Harry, close

NOW. before the quotations turn bullish !

* » *

Tom Mitchell of the Progress Pictures,

and B. Thornton* Phelps of Unity Photo-
plays, arise together, challenging any team
on the Row for a bowling match. Will

Capt. Given and his Paramount tossers

kindlv note?
* * *

P>etween carloads of contracts arriving

daily at the local United Artists exchange
and figuring his income tax. Manager Cress
Smith promises to have those "port-holes"

in the front office windows covered up so

the inquisitively inclined must come in.

* * *

Just received a wireless from "Dr." Ar-
thur Lowy two days out from Sandy Hook,
hound for Europe on board the Aquitania.

Reports he is dining regularly, though the

going is a bit rough. Intends bringing back-

new offerings for his Scientific Films ex-

change.
* * *

Sid Goldman*, district manager for the

American Releasing Corporation, who has
just returned from Minneapolis, is out step-

ping about the State, covering our big cities.

Springfield. Decatur, etc., and upon his re-

turn March 4 he reports affairs are picking

up a bit.
* * *

Joe Lyon*. Bill Cook. Ernie Grohu and
H. Loeb. of Fox Films, tell us they are now
on the eighth week of the "thirty-day drive"

and haven't missed a day yet ! With a cou-

ple of hundred days still left in '22, this

team should have something to talk about

this coming Xew Year's eve.

* * *

By the way understand that Clyde Eck-
hardt. manager local Fox branch, just re-

ceived a letter from Leo Dennison. now of

Phoenix. Ariz., and he is doing splendidly.

All of which we are all delighted to note.

* * *

Joe Campbell, manager the local Amer-
ican Releasing exchange, informs us that

M. Whitmoyer will cover the key points in

this territory and Herman Abrams will

cover the southside Chicago territory.

The new States theatre on 110th street

is now open and running to capacity houses,
with Manager Ike Berkson wearing those
smiles to confirm this tale.

* * »

R. C. Smith, service manager for Cele-
brated Players, is still confined to his home,
suffering a severe attack of la grippe.

* * *

Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of
the Arrow Film Corporation, passed through
last week, spending a day or so with Frank
Zambreno. president of the Progress and
Unity exchanges.

* * *

One of our special correspondents informs
us that Henry Friedman, of the Celebrated
Players, was spied lobbying about Manager
Fischer's theatre, at La Salle. 111., early last

week. Let's hear about it. Henry—please ?

* * *

J. J. Lynch, formerly with the local sales
organization of R-C Pictures, is now affili-

ated with Alderman Clark, blossoming out
as an authority on real estate locations.
\\ hisper—any good sites for drug stores or
movie theavters ?

* * *

By the way. have you seen Sic Fauler
of the Bijou Dream lately? Drop in, Sig.
has at last unearthed the "big secret" on
how to raise hair, even if its a billiard ball.

Told us it onlv takes about a month or so.
* * *

Looks like old times with Harry Lorch
back here again. We all extend our best
to Goldwyn's new Chi manager and know
we'll all be hearing some big things very
soon.

* * *

With springtime trying its hardest to
make Chi., everybody along the Row is

anxiously awaiting to spy the new raiment
that big Ed Bricketto and "Beau" Grab-
well Sears of the local First Xational have
promised to disport.

* * *

With most of the local film colony all

hyped up about golf for this coming sea-
son, we believe that young Johnny Jones
should get busy and check the roster over
with care and see if we can get a regular
tournament going. The winning team to go
East and show 'em down there how the
grand auld sport should be played. C'mon.
Johnny, make it snappv and let's go ! !

» * *

Herman* Stern, district manager for Uni-
versal in the Central West, returned from a
trip to Kansas City 5Tarch 3.

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Motion picture theatre and build-

ing at 24-26 Millbury Street. Worcester. Mass-
known as Capital Theatre. Said theatre will be
sold at public auction on March 13, 1922 at 2:30
p. m., subject to mortgages aggregating S11.000.
Terms and conditions to be agreed upon at time of
sale. Seating capacity 51S, two new 6B Powers
motion picture machines, one 70 amp. generator,
one silver screen, one compensarc. For inquiries,
refer to Samuel Seder, attorney, 303 Slater Build-
ing. Worcester. Mass. Full particulars will be
given and arrangements can be made for "a view
of the premises.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Wurlitzer Orchestra Piano Style

*'G" eight instruments, automatic or by hand. One
Hertner Transverter. 50-50, 25 cycle; one Hertner
Transverter, 35-35. 60 cycle. Also ticket Selling
machine. Address "A. J. O.," care of Exhibitors
Herald, Chicago.

FOR SALE—Two Powers 6B Machines; two
hundred seats; one Rectifier; one Gold Screen.
Only been used about six months. Address L. C.
Boyd, R. 2. Cameron. Texas.



GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat, five reels, Helen
Holmes.

Quick Action, five reels, with William Russell.

Sally Shows the Way, five reels, Mary Mile* Min-
ter.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.

Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.

Cardigan, seven reels, special cast.

ARROW FILM CORP.

The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Fairs

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.

God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.

A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.

Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

The Sin of Martha Queed, all star cast, six reels.

Marry the Poor Girl, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-
Haven, six reels.

A Sailor-Made Man, Harold Lloyd, four reels.

The Unfoldment, special cast, six reels.

Handle with Care, all star cast, five reels.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.

Oct. 9—Across the Divide, six reels.

Oct. 23—Tropical Love, five reels.

Nov. 13—Father Tom, five reels.

Nov. 20—Anne of Little Smoky, five reels.

j>ec . 4_The Ruse of the Rattler, five reels.

Jan. 15—Reckless Chances, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

Western Hearts, five reels, with Art Staunton and
Josie Sedgwick.

The Wolverine, five reels, with Helen Gibson.

Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.

Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.

Too Much Married, five reefs, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES

The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isue.)

The Heart of the North, five reels, Roy Stewart
Life's Greatest Question, six reels, Roy Stewart.

CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
rhe BonnU Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)

The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.

Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit—the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.

Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

White
"
Oak, six reels. Wm. S. Hart.

Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Rent Free, five reels, Wallace Reid.
Miss Lulu Bett, six reels, (Wm. De Mille Prod.).
Too Much Wife, five reels, Wanda Hawley (Real-

art).
Back Pay, seven reels (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Lane That Had No Turning, five reels, Agnes
Ayres.

A Prince There Was, six reels, Thomas Meighan.
The Bride's Play, seven reels, Marion Davies.
Nancy from Nowhere, five reels, Bebe Daniels
(Realart).

Three Live Ghosts, six reels (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.).

Tillie, Mary Miles Minter (Realart).

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

FILM MARKET, INC.

The House Without Children, seven reels, with
Richard Travers.

The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Ne'er-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
One Arabian Night, eight reels. Pola Negri
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)
Woman's Place, with Constance Talmadge.
The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald.
All for a Woman (Special).
My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma Talmadge.
Alf's Button (Special).

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod.).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).
The Idle Class, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mabel Normand (Mack Sennett).
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Pro.).

Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).
Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
Love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

Pro.).
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh Pro.).
The Rosary (Special Selig-Rork Pro.).

Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).
The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken Doll, five reels, with Monte Blue.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
The Ten Dollar Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEI
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast

Good Bad Wife, five reels, with sll-atar caat.

The Servant in the House, five reels, with all-

star cast
Dsngerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star cast.

Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, eight reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.

Shame, 8,200 feet. "

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Footfalls, eight reel*
The Last Trail, seven reels.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.
A Stage Romance, 6,416 feet.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price, seven reels.
Any Wife, five reels.
The Broadway Peacock, five reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.

Big Town Round-up, five reels.

After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night H""rman five reels.

The Rough Diamond, five reels.
Trailin', five reels.
Sky High, five reels.
Chasing the Moon, five reels.

WILLIAM RIJSSF.LL SERIES
Desert Blossoms, five reels.
The Roof Tree, five reels.
Strength of the Pines, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.

Jackie, five reels.
Little Miss Sunshine, five reels.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law. five reels.

The Devil Within, six reels.
Iron to Gold, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels
Riding with Death, five reels.

JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam o' Dawn, 4,178 feet.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Cinderella of the Hills. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Want* (Eileen Percy)
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), five reels.
Extra! Extral (Walker-Murphy), five reels.

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels. Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels. Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels. Nell Ship-
man.

Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Doraine.
Moongold, 3,175 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog. two reels.
Puppy Days. 959 feet.

Robinson Crusoe Hours, 966 feet.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reels.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Role, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.
The Glorious Fool, six reels.

Man with Two Mothers.
His Back Against the Wall, five reels.

Watch Your Step, six reels.

Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

The Wallflower, six reels,

(irand Larceny, six reels.

Theodora, special cast, eight reels.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

The P. Trsil, six reels.

The Man of the Forest, six reels.
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churehill.

The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).
The Westerners, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER READ, JR, PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
ton Burt

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.
Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
Hit Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

The Face of the World. Barbara Bedford and Ed
ward Hearn.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Love Without Question, seven reels.

A Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels

Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.

When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Nov. 21—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

Nov. 28—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes
Dec. 5—Fightin' Mad, six reels, Wm. Desmond.
Dec. 12—The Hole in the Wall, six reeli, Alice
Lake.
Dec. 2«—The Idle Rich, fix reels. Bert Lytell.

Jan. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special.

Jan. 9—Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana.
Jan. 23—Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth

Hughes.
Feb. 6—The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.
Feb. 20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert

Lytell.
Mar. 6—Glass Houses, six reels, Viola Dana.
Mar. 13—Prisoner of Zenda, Rex Ingram Special.
Mar. 20—Stay Home, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH
Days of the Buffalo, six reels.

Perils of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.

A Beggar in Purple, six reels.

The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

J. STUART II LACK ION PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.

JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half a Chance, teven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-

ton.
Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES. INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seits
and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
Toe Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.

The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievement
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.

A Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fair-
banks.

Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

NEAL HART SERIES
Mar. 16—God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1—Reckless Wives.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.
Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.

The Soul of Man, seven reels.

Squire Phinn. five reels.

Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels.

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue
Hayakawa.

Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-
erick.

The Foolish Age. five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)
The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.
Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.
Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)
Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.
Five Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Why Men Forget, five reels. Special Cast.
Billy Jim, five reels. Fred Stone.

The Call of Home, six reels (L. J. Gasnier Prod).
Beyond the Rainbow, six reels (Cabanne Prod.).
Boy Crazy, six reels (Doris May).
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.

The Vermilion Pencil, six reels (Sessue Haya-
kawa).

The Glory of Clementina, six reels (Pauline
Frederick).

Gay and Devilish, six reels (Doris May).

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helea Gibson
and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Shadow, six reels, with Muriel Ottriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy

Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.
The Way of a Maid, five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Last Door, five reeli.

Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road rf Ambition, six reels, with Conway

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with Wfllitur

Faversham.

Red Foam six reels, a Ralph Ince Special
Who Am I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit. (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails, five reels, Neal Hart.

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

CHAS. R. SEELING PROD.
The Man in a Million, three reels.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Jin. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary

Pickford.
Mar. II—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-

banks
Dream Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-
ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.

Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont.
Go Straight, five reels. Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels. Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
Cheated Hearts, five reels, Herbert Rawlinson.
Shattered Dreams, five reels. Miss DuPont.
Playing with Fire, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Guttersnipe, five reels, Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott.

The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION!
Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, five reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow five reels.

The Little Minister, six reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

A Guilty Conscience, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reels.

Steelheart, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrlst

Production), An Star Cast.

Trumpet Island, seven reeli, all-star cast (To»
Terris Production).

Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.

The Heart of Maryland, seve» reels, with Cather-

ine Talvert
The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.

Flower of the North, seven reels.

The Prodigal Judge, eight reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels, Allene Ray.
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COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
UIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
•TAT.I ROOM Bnv« COMEDIES, two reels

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice a month.
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reels, twice •

month. Polly Moran and Smiling Bill Jones.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

Assorted Heroes, two reels.

Schoolday Love, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reels

Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.
A Barnyard Cavalier, two reels-

One Stormy Knight, two reels.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance
Battling Torchy, two reels.

MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels

Free and Easy.
Rolling Stones, two reels.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Shoulder Arms, two reels.

Sunnyside, two reels.

The Kid, six reels.

The Idle Class, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
v*«l*

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES, two reels.

The Kick in High Life.

Wet & Warmer.
Punch of the Irish.

The Game Lady.
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES, two reels.

Love's Outcast.
Love & Doughnuts.
Bright Eyes.

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Playhouse.
The Boat.
The Paleface.
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES, two reels.

Made in the Kitchen.
She Sighed by the Seaside.
Call a Cop.
Hard Knocks & Love Taps.
Re Reasonable.
By Heck.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES two reeli
MALLROf >M BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.

C I- CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDF COOK COMEDIES, two reels.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
Hot Dog.

AI ST JOHN SERIES, two reels.
The Happy Pest.
Fool Days.
Straight from the Farm.
The Studio Rube.

LUPINO LANE SERIES, two reels.

The Broker.

XHIBITORS HERAL
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

A Perfect Villain.

Love and War.
Pardon Me.
Try and Get It.

False Alarm.
Hold the Line.
Please Be Careful.

McGOVERN AND EGLER
The Runt, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Pep, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Let 'er Go Gallagher, two reels (Shorty Hamil-

ton).
Pony Boy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Grit, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Ride 'em Cowboy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.

RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REF.LERS, two reels.

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Man
Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bell Hop.

The Sawmill.
The Show.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reels

The Riot.
The Applicant.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, one .vers
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-

monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mons Dark-

feather, one reel.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two

reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two

COLLIER SERIES. "The Leather Pushers," two
reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenics Bess

tiful, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenics, om»

reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tws
week*)

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografa, one reel

EDUCATIONAI^World Wanderings, on* reel

PARAMOUNT—Burton Holmes Travel Pictnres

one reel (every week).
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Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Burrud Seenls
Stories.

TRUART FILM CORP.—One reel Burlingham
Adventures:
Across the St. Gothard Alps.
A Borneo Venice.
Island of Surprise.
Monkey Land up the Barito River.
An Alpine Ride Up the Stanzerhorn.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier.
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Dyaks.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.
Pelican Island.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review, on*
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, one reel.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-s
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Sermonettes.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.
Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS. PLAYERS—Paramount Magazine, OM
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots, one reel each.

GREIVER—Greiver Educationals.

KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reel.

KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one reel.

KINETO—Urban Popular Classics.

PATHE—Topics of the Day.

PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds reel

PRIZMA—Nature's Colors.
Neighbor Nelly.
So This Is London.
Sunbeams.
Ruins of Angkor.
Magic Gems.
Away Dull Care.
Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

PIONEER—Luke MeLuke's Film-Osophy.

RADTN— Brind'« Wonders of Natore
STOREY PICTURES—Shadowland Screen Review.
one reel every two weeks.

STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays, two
reels.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
ARROW—Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Unlet.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jungle
Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke,

FOX—Fantomas; Bride II.
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits and
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNICK—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord)
UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH—Breaking Through.
VITAURAPH—The veiled Mystery (Anton!*
MorenoV

WARNER—The Lost City.

Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thnrs

days) at Universal exchanges.
SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational «s-

changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Satnrdays) at

Pathe Exchange.
SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Select «a

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).
THfc GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MT'TT AND JEFF CFox)
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home Eaan.

Art of Diving, with Annette KellersntfL

The Race of the Age (Man o' Way).
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THE BEST ONCE-A-WEEK COMEDY BUY ON THE MARKET/l

medies

BROWNIE,
TheWonder Dog in

"Brownie's Little Venus
"Brownie's Baby Doll"
"Chums"
"Golfing"
"Table Steaks

HARRY SWEET in

"Playing 'Possum"
"The Dumb-bell"
"Shipwrecked Among

Animals"
"Horse Sense"

O. L. Meister, Mgr. Whitehouse Theatre,
Milwaukee, says:

'Positively 100% entertainers—clean and
just the kind that makes a hit with every
kind of person. We wouldn't miss a Cen-
tury release for the world."

LEEMORAN ii

"The Straphanger"

"The Touchdown"
"Upper and Lower"

BABY PEGGY in

"Sea Shore Shapes"
"A Muddy Bride"

"Get-Rich-Quick
Peggy"

"Little Miss Mischief"

A. H. West, Mgr. West's Theatre, Bill

ings, Mont., says:

"Patrons enjoy them immensely. The]

are the biggest 'GOB' of comedy on th<

market to-day. They certainly fulfil th<

mission for which they are made—1(

make people laugh."
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A World's Record
Fifty Continuous Days as the

Feature Attraction at the

Symphony Theatre of

Los Angeles

Box-orhce high mark exceeded

in thirty cities.

Capacity houses in every theatre

where it has played.

That's the way exhibitors are

coining money on the over-

whelming popularity of Harold

Lloyd in"A Sailor-Made Man"

4

Exceeds in actual

box-office perfor-

mance all the

previous Harold

Lloyd hits.

Hal Roach
Through Associated Exhibitors

Arthur S. Kane pres;deht

Harold Lloyd
- rn

ASailor-Made Man
o4 Four Reel Feature Comedy

as Dis'
FORCiON BEPRCSINTATiVf

SjOnev Garrett
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AT LAST! One of tfie Most Sensationally

Famous Incidents of All History Made to
Live Again.

SMASH! An Act that Rang round
the World. A Deed that Resounded
through the Centuries. An Exploit
Immortalized by Lord Tennyson's
Master Work.

IT'S HERE! Celebrated in pageant
and Song; by Stage and Story, and
Now on the Screen! One of the most
Startling Sacrifices Womankind
Ever Faced.

CRASH! Go Box Office Records
when Theatres Show how England's
Most Beautiful Woman Rode Unclad
Through the Streets of Coventry
to Save Her People.

if-



The Sensational News Feature of the Day *

FACE to FACE
& It is Fox Special Feature News Service&







Mam
Christy

Cabanne's

'BEYOND
THE

BAMBOW*
R-C

PICTURE



"YOU
GO

KNOW I'LL NEVER.

OUT WITH YOU!"

Here is a 100% S

Every family has a ske

person has some misdee

secret recesses of his \

would cause embarrass;

A heedless young girl,

following note to six pei

Consult your consciem

What happen*

-—a fake Count adr

—a secret rum i

—a society idler adr

—an ex-convict hie

—a millionaire thi

come known.

—a lovely typist

f

Then the millic

The unravelling <

of the lovers ma

audi



WHO SHOT
THE MILLIONAIRE ?



The
Pre-release

Reviews

Praise to the Skies

HARRISON'S Reports: " Beyond the Rainbow'
should have a one hundred per cent appeal. Ex-

cellent society drama. Head and shoulders above
the average 'movie.' Story absorbing. Message
inspiring. Cabanne's direction something for him
to be proud of."

The Film Daily: "The best picture Cabanne has

made since 'The Stealers.' Will satisfy every one

in any audience. Murder mystery particularly

effective. A genuine surprise twist."

Exhibitors Trade Review: "A brilliant cast.

Story abounding in love, humor and a touch of

mystery. Ample reason for anyone going to see

'Beyond the Rainbow.' Enough action to keep

things going at a lively pace."

Motion Picture News: "A remarkable cast. A
fine surprise for a climax. Should have a wide

appeal; if this is Cabanne's intent he has succeed-

ed admirably. Cast of the highest class. A physi-

cal thrill for a finale."

Morning Telegraph: "There

should be a pot of gold at

the end of this rainbow."

Play this picture. Exploit it

heavily. It is good for a rec-

ord clean-up.
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Jhe new J$ex J3each picture -^Jf hi&h-c/asr melodrama,

with mystery, adventure, int/ique and vendeance, where-

in a beauiifui womans hate turns to fove.

UNITED AGTIJTT CORPORATION
MAQY PlCKrOPD • CWAQLIC CWAPLIN • DOUGLAX FAIPDANICT • D.V GPirriTU

HIRAM ADIiAMJ"- DRE/IDCNT



ADOL.PH ZUKOR

IN'

"The Green
Temptation

5

aThe Star Who
Always Triumphs!

The star whose every picture has

been a triumph, now in another dazzling

success.

Your patrons will thrill to the story;

they will love the little Paris dancer

who struggles to rise from the depths.

A picture riotous with the splendors

of society's revels, dazzling with beauty

of gowns and sets, surprising with its

revelations of underworld life.

And Betty Compson in a role that

takes in all of life, high and low, in all

its joy and sorrow!

Cast includes

THEODORE KOSLOFF and

MAHLON HAMILTON
From the story "The Noose" by Constance
Lindsay Skinner. Scenario by Monte M.
Katterjohn and Julia Crawford Ivers. Directed
by William D. Taylor.

A
Paramount

Picture

oHk'! KVr UKPORATlON frij

-"?-.'gr-r-"

m errr

r
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WHY? Does W. C. QUIMBY,
Proprietor of the Jefferson
Theatre, Fort Wayne, Ind.

show

(paramount(pictures

HERE'S WHY!
Here are Some Current

(paramount(pictures

CECIL B. DEMILLE'S "Fool's

Paradise"
By Beulah Marie Dix and
Sada Cowan. Suggested by
Leonard Merrick's story "The
Laurels and the Lady."

ELSIE FERGUSON and
WALLACE REID in "Peter

Ibbetson" ("Forever")
A GEORGE FITZMAURICE
production. Based on the novel

oy George Du Maurier and the

play by John Nathan Raphael.

Scenario by Ouida Bergere.

GLORIA SWANSON in "Her
Husband's Trademark"

By Clara Beranger. Directed

by Sam Wood. Scenario by
Lorna Moon.

GEORGE MELFORD'S
"Moran of the Lady Letty," with

Dorothy Dalton. Cast includes

Rodolph Vale'ntino

By Frank Norris. Scenario by
Monte M. Katterjohn.

"ONE GLORIOUS DAY" with

Will Rogers and Lila Lee
By Walter Woods and A. B.
Barringer. Scenario by Walter
Woods. Directed by James
Cruse.

POLA NEGRI in "The Red
Peacock," UFA Production

BETTY COMPSON in "The
Green Temptation"

From the story by Constance
Lindsay Skinner. Directed by
William D. Taylor. Scenario
by Monte M. Katterjohn and
Julia Crawford Ivers.

WALLACE REID in "The
World's Champion"

From the play "The Cham-
pion" by A. E. Thomas and
Thomas Louden. Scenario by
J. E. Nash. Directed by Philip

E. Rosen.

TX7AY back in the Stone Age of

" ™ the Motion Picture business I

bought "The Prisoner of Zenda,"

starring James K. Hackett. This was
one of the very first Famous Players

productions.

The salesman assured me that I could charge

advance prices for this attraction. So I

doubled my prices, for the first time, and—

I

was fined one hundred dollars and costs for

overcrowding my theatre!

From that day to the present I have used all

the Paramount Pictures released, and they

have at all times been the solid foundation

of my business.

There is a "well-tailored" atmosphere in

Paramount Pictures which makes them dis-

tinctive. The quality is consistent. They
please patrons who are always half sold in

advance by the national advertising cam-

paign.

I have dealt with the Pittsburgh, Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago, Indianapolis and De-

troit exchanges, and in all these years of

business association I have always received

the fairest treatment and an almost perfect

service.

These are the reasons why I show Para-

mount Pictures.

(Signed) W. C. QUIMBY,
Proprietor Jefferson Theatre, Fort Wayne,

Indiana.

FAMOUS PLAYERS • LASKYCORPORATION
, AOOLPH ZUKOD 0..i.rf*-t
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LEWIS J.SELZNICK

presents*

CONWAY
TEARLE

hole's ^0?Story
and Scenario by

EDWARD J. MONTAGNE
DIRECTED BY J

WILLIAM P.S.EARLE

Your Favorite Screen
Star in the Outstand-
ing Performance
of His Brilliant

Career.~ kv 1' A
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French Film and

English Star at Strand:

i

At the Strand Theatre this week there

is a distinct innovation. Hitherto the

application of "foreign film" was di-

rected solely at the German made mo-
tion pictures, and "foreign film" was
invariably interpreted to mean artistic

film, since only the artistic of the Ger-

man productions managed to find their

way into this liberal country of ours.

As they had no other European com-
petition to speak of. very few indeed

considered the possibilities of applying

that term to any other division of the

foreign photoplay mart. Consequently

an artistic monoply was threatened.

But that, as a good number of film-

goers have already confirmed, was
averted with the presentation of "The
Sheik's Wife," a French production by

the eminent author-director, Henri-

Roussell, at the Strand Theatre yester-

day.

Emmy Lynn, an English actress, is

not only tho type required for the part,

but also makes good her recognized
]
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ability as an emotional actress of the

highest order. Her characterization of

the Sheik's wife is superb. The work
of Marcel Vibert, a leading screen

player of France, is equally commend-
able. Together, these two players

ye,

I

wtl
sell

carry off the acting honors in the stellar tli

roles. This in no way is meant to de-
preciate the ability of the other players;
their individual contributions lend a
unity to the production that would
otherwise have been lacking. As It is,

it is not the stilted affair one usually
finds in the popular conceptions of Ori-
ental drama.
The story in brief concerns a blond

English beauty who believed enough
in the potency of romance to marry a
Sheik, who was an Oxford graduate.
As the wife of a wandering Arab of the
desert she found herself face to face

with Immemorial customs and rigid tra-

ditions. He had sworn by all that was
holy tQ him that she should be his only

wife, the sole light of his harem. Yet,

after three years, his great love for her

Is overruled by the clamorous demands
of his tribesmen for a son and heir, and
he prepares to take a second wife. All

alone she fights—one girl against thou-

sands—for the sanctity of her marriage

rjgnts.
Director Joseph Plunkett has pre-

pared a symbolic prologue, with a group
dancers. Tho settingB and

are a distinct credit.
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"THE SHEIK'S WIFE"
A FOREIGN picture which takes rank

with the best that have been im-
j

ported Into this country, from the stand-

point of excellence
of production,
photograp by,
faithfulness to de-
tail and action,
while the contin-
uity Is rather an
i m p rovement on
many that have
been shown here,
is being presented
this week at the
Strand Theatre, a
V T o n ch picture,
entitled "The
Sheik's "Wife."
This film, taken,

\vc are informed
on the deserts of
Arabia, is a really
excellent piece of

work, certainly
the best French
film that has been shown here. In
many respects its construction is very
similar to that of American productions
and only on rare occasions does it have
the stamp of "foreign" upon it.

The picture was conceived on a
splendid scale and is worthily pro-
duced. The true atmosphere of the
Jjcvant. which so many film .makers
have sought to transfer to the screen,
is here presented in a manner that has
the unmistakable mark of fidelity to

fact.

Marcel Vilbert as the sheik takes the
histronic honors of the film. He makes
of the desert ruler a deeply human
character, torn between his love and
the laws of his people. Emmy Lynn

I in the title role brings to American
1 audiences another European player
i \siio is worthy of a ttention

Emmy t.von
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Why?
It is the question of the ages, originally asked, it is said, when

primitive man first wondered at the dark shadow which glided be-

fore him as he walked westward toward the hunting grounds in the

light of the rising sun.

If he could have answered his own perplexing question he would
have explained the mysteries of light—even now only partially

solved after the passage of countless centuries—and he could have
predicted that photographs and later motion pictures some day
would play an enormously important part in the affairs of mankind.

Why?
does the swift progress of

SECOND NATIONAL
PICTURES CORPORATION

to a position of prominence mean much to the advancement ot

human thought and achievement in the utilization of light and
shadows for the entertainment and instruction of the human race?

The excellence of the pictures distributed by this concern, the

systematic methods emploved and the attractive terms offered,

tell—

Why
"THE NIGHT RIDERS"

"HER STORY"
"DAVID AND JONATHAN"

Second National Pictures
140 West 42nd Street New York City
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A Kansas farm girl deserted at a Seattle

dock-side by her gold-mad husband;
a fleeing woman seeking to hide from
the law in the frozen Klondike.

Two women alone on a raft at sea —
and one alone survives taking the

other's name and money. The wild

rush and excitement, the fights and
the thrills of a Yukon prospector

stampede.

This is but a hint of the dramatic

punch of "Belle of Alaska"— the

biggest Kl .o-i^ike picture since "The
Barrier."

Belle oP
Alaska

JJHeart and Motion Drama of
the Roaring Yukon

Supported by
NOAH BEERY and J FRANK GLENDON
Ji Chester Bennett Production

American
RELEASING CORPORATION

WALTER E. GREENE, 1«« F. B. WARREN, Vm-fimL

15 W. 44th
St. N. Y.C.+Phones-.VandeMt 707S-9



^1,000,000.00

KjL 4 ONE VEAR | •

,

^EmSk*- HAS BEEN SPENT

9k WORLD'S GREATEST rM

JO BE RELEASED ON THE STATE RIGHT MARKET
DIRECTLY AFTER PLAVING THE LEGITIMATE THE-

ATRES IN THE KEV CITIES

\ SHP^ UNITED STATES
V Jfiflill MOVING PICTURES CORP.

^py»BC|Mk JA.MES.WMARTIN.PRtS. lift

World riqhts controlledby

LEE-BRADFORD J
701 SEVENTH AVE. I 4

WW
^ O MEVX/ yORK CITX mm? i
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Itching to See

The Grand Rapids Herald asks in its issue of February 26:

Why shouldn't the big picture theatres of Grand

Rapids include in every program—or nearly every

one—at least one reel of honest-to-gosh educational

film?

Charles Urban has produced some wonderful stuff

along these lines. Last week, for example, the Ma-
jestic Gardens ran "Movie Chats." . . Into the

1000 feet of that reel Urban crammed a whole en-

cyclopedia of knowledge, everything from a recipe for

successfully baking bread to a study of the Eiffel

Tower of Paris, with a few side shots at nature sub-

jects. That's good stuff.

. . . Kineto, the Urban producers, also have a series

which we're itching to see
—"The Four Seasons." In

this series Urban pictures the various animal and

plant activities of the various seasons. If properly

done—and Urban is a master—it should be a

worth-while addition to any program.

There are thousands of persons itching to see THE FOUR
SEASONS, the KINETO REVIEWS, the GREAT AUTHORS
and all the URBAN POPULAR CLASSICS, just as the theatrical-

critic on the Grand Rapids Herald is. Exhibitors should capitalize

that "itch."

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA

71 W. Twenty-Third St.

INCORPORATED

^^CjTPHe S I O E N T •

New York City
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Gosh! What Punch!!!
AN EDWARD CAREWE

PRODUCTION
CAREWE PICTURES CORP.

B. P. Fineman, Pres.

B. Zeidman, V.-Pres.

Eddie Carewe puts red blood in them
Look at the pictures above—can't you
hear that lash whine
—the woman scream
—the shot

—and then the silence—most eloquent of all

—then ?

and Oh Boy! What a Cast!

Alice Lake, Kenneth Harlan,

Gaston Glass, Rosemary
Theby, Noah Beery, Wallace

Beery, Hector Sarno.

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

This cast will get them in. One of the

greatest exploitation titles ever written and
the "paid publicity," and exploitation will

help.

Come in and see our big line of novelties and
paper.

AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

C. C. BURR, Pres.

133-135-137 West 44th St.

New York City N. Y.

I AJVI T I I

1

1 LAW!
^^^^ <UiKj^^^

^^^^^ ^^^^
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Just Name the Kind of Scenario

Your Company Requires—
and we shall submit it—a complete

finished story, ready for you to read

and your directors to start work upon.

*
I 'HE energy and enterprise which

producers are applying to the

organization of capable companies and

the assembling of mechanical apparatus

is being duplicated by the Palmer

Photoplay Corporation in the selection

and preparation of screen stories.

Expertly selected originals—magazine

fiction, stage plays, and novels dramatized

for the screen—a collection of stories chosen

by rare judgment of picture values, is avail-

able for examination upon a moment's

notice.

With every ounce of its energy directed

toward the creation of a better grade of

screen stories; and each story judged upon

its merits as picture material, the Palmer

organization has grown in three years to be

the largest clearing house for photoplay

material in the world.

Constant Flow of Material

To this clearing house comes a constant

flow of ideas and stories of every description

from all parts of the world. And in con-

tinually increasing volume comes a supply

of original stories by writers whose ability

we have discovered, and whose technique

was acquired through the training course of

our Department of Education.

That is the purpose of the Department of

Education—first to discover, then to train

the kind of people who are naturally gifted

for screen writing. Ours is the only train-

ing school in the world operating by the

correspondence method, which requires ap-

plicants to pass a psychological and literacy

test before admission to training.

You have had experience searching for the

right sort of story through a mass of material

submitted by untrained writers—most of

whom should never have tried in the first

place to write for the screen. Every studio

has had its scenario department filled with

efforts of that sort, and every producer

knows that the search for an idea from

sources of that kind is like hunting for the

needle in the haystack.

Tested Before You See It

Try the Palmer way next time you need a

good story for your companies. Nothing

will be shown you that has not already

been judged upon its screen merits by our

expertly trained readers and scenarists.

The cost of this service to the producer is

nothing. The author pays our commission

—straight 10 per cent., never more, never

less.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
I. W. Hellman Building Los Angeles, California
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31 EXCHANGES
inPRINCIPAL cities

comedy Romance
r Tangled Hearts

presented by
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now from

NATIONAI
Book



Sfeur Exchange
398 FIFTH AVE

NEW YORK N.Y
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_ To Exhibitors _
| in Illinois, Indiana, f

Wisconsin

Write or wire us about
our remarkable offer on

SHORT SUBJECTS
We have something
worth while to tell you
—something that means
money to you.

liii
Celebrated Players Film Corporation

jjjj
810 So. Wabash Ave. Toy Building 35

CHICAGO member MILWAUKEE
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"It Will Draw Everywhere;

Special Blessing for Lent!
That's the concensus of opinion of the experts. Read what they say. It

means money at your Box Office!
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From the original story by Bernard McConville, inspired by the theme of the play
by Edward E. Rose; directed by Jerome Storm; photographed by Edward Linden;
technical director, Gabe Pollock.

Selig-Rork present

The



Just a Few of the High Spots in a P
Louis B. Mayer presents the

OUiS

John M. Stahl Productio
Story and Direction by John M. Stahl Screen Version by Bess Mereditl

A First National Attraction

'I'm so glad you're home, dear!" 'You're nothing but a rag-a-muffin'

'Oh—I'm tired of dishes—dishes—dishes!"

'I'm through with being a poor man's slave' The other man's flowers

A First National Attraction



te of Heart Throbs and Human Interest

THE SONG OF LIFE"
A drama of dishes and discontent with a human element and
dramatic punch that is putting it over in big theatres and small

'You killed him !'

The rich clubman shot down

"I did it. You can't take her to jail!'

"Can't you forgive her, son?' "Let's start all over again"

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere
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vWHAT A MOVIE
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John Emerson and Anita Loos
present their own production

Man^ement of Joseph M. SchencK

RED HOT ROMANCE
A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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Longer Exhibition Life
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

AMONG the many and great economic prob-
leins affecting this industry which cry for

solution there is none which offers hope of greater
reward than the one concerned with prolonging
the exhibition life of meritorious productions.

We have heard much of the numerous eco-

nomic wastes accredited to the motion picture in-

dustry. The existing scheme of distribution has

been held up as a thing of much evil which must
be corrected. Every operation of production has

come in for severe criticism, coupled with pointed
declarations that expense and waste must be cur-

tailed and money saved.

These and many other things in connection
with the industry which do need reform have been
given much consideration and under the stress of

recent months various important economies have
been introduced, yet, we declare, that the great-

est economic waste to be found anywhere in the

motion picture business continues on and not a

hand is being raised to put a stop to it.

THE comparatively brief exhibition life of

meritorious pictures and every other ab-

stract economic question affecting the industry

must be considered in the light of the fact that

the various branches of the business comprise a

single commercial unit and that a wasteful prac-

tice which exists in any branch of the industry is

an evil with respect to the whole business and.

similarly, an economic adjustment which saves

money for one branch of the business is, in the

long run, a general benefit.

Allowing only for certain limited exceptions

it may be said that every good motion picture is

a prospect for exhibition in every community in

America. Only rarely is it found that a really

good motion picture does not receive practically

the same reception in one community as in an-

other. In reality the tastes of the public vary

but little and as far as the general rule is con-

cerned it may be accepted that a successful picture

in New England is also a successful picture in

Florida and Texas.

There are absolutely no grounds for assum-
ing that the industry must be concerned with a

specialized product, made to order with obvious

geographical, racial and other distinctions. A
good picture, one which contains the fundamental
requisites of an interesting and appealing enter-

tainment subject, remains a promising exhibition

prospect for the vast majority of theatres, regard-
less of character or location, until it has been
shown.

It is, however, a fact that the number of

theatres played by any except the sensationally

successful pictures is alarmingly small. For this

lamentable situation the distributor is largely to

blame. He has neglected to so organize his busi-

ness that a picture, even though comparatively
old, will continue to receive the attention of his

selling force. And when the owner of a picture

will placidly forget its existence it follows in the

natural order that the theatremen will do the

same.
* * *

THE economic necessities of the film business
* at this time render the need of action on this

matter greater than ever before. Thousands of

theatres stand in need of and must receive relief

from the scale of prices established when the pub-
lic was buying more entertainment and when it

was able to pay more for it than can be expected
under existing financial conditions. On the other

hand, the producer and distributor as well as the

exhibitor are suffering from existing conditions.

Production costs have been curtailed but not ma-
terially. Distribution costs have been lowered
only with respect to limiting personnel.

Hence, the hope for every branch of the

business is to be found in the introduction of some
big economic advance and if the obvious means
at hand will be utilized by prolonging the exhi-

bition life of good pictures this can be accom-
plished readily and certainly.

On the shelves of the distributors there are

hundreds of proven box office attractions which
are producing nothing for the owners but if they

are again gotten into circulation they will mean
satisfactory product for thousands of theatres at

materially less rentals than inferior new pictures

and they will become revivified as revenue-pro-

ducing assets for their owners.
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The importance of the continued co-

operation of organized labor to

prevent any further enactment of censor-

ship legislation cannot be over-esti-

mated. Mr. Peter J. Brady, chairman

of the educational committee of the

New York State Federation of Labor,

again brings material assistance to the

industry in a statement issued recently

which hits the project of federal cen-

sorship. The co-operation of the labor

forces should be and is appreciated

and no opportunity for reciprocation

should be overlooked.

When Los Angeles exhibitors make

possible or permit the opening of a

municipal theatre they make plain that

they .ire either deliberately sacrificing

an opportunity or else they are not

aware that the opportunity exists.

There is no function to be fulfilled by

a municipal theater which cannot be

fulfilled by a private-owned theatre.

The work to be done by such a munici-

pal project is identical with the work
being undertaken by exhibitors who
realize that theirs is* a mission of social

service as well as entertainment. In

Los Angeles and elsewhere every men-
tion of a municipal theatre project

should be met by the exhibitor by im-

mediately putting into actual operation

the type of service which the authori-

ties hope to be able to offer through a

city-owned theatre.

The Omaha Film Board of Trade
has issued a circular calling upon ex-

hibitors in signing contracts to con-

sider carefully the agreement in all its

details in order that misunderstandings

between exhibitors and exchanges may
be minimized. It seems obvious, in-

deed, that no other course should be

followed by exhibitors. They should

understand thoroughly the contract

they are signing and once it is signed

they should abide by its provisions and

they should insist that the exchange do

likewise.

Under the generalship of Sam Har-

ding of Kansas City an important

theatre and booking combination has

been brought about. Fifteen theatre

owners, representing a considerable

number of theatres, have pooled their

interests for the advantages to be

gained and from present indications

this number will be augmented. Such

a combination, if fairly managed, can

do a real good. Considerable money

can be saved by both the exhibitors

and the exchanges through the curtail-

ment of selling expense. The great

danger of such a combination, how-

ever, is that the bulk booking power

might be used in an unreasonable man-

ner—a maneuver which seldom works

out successfully and one which we trust

will be avoided in this case.

The joint arbitration committee of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

Chamber of Commerce of New York

and the New York F. I. L. M. Club

has made a splendid record in the ad-

justment of complaints and the work

of the committee affords an example

which should be followed.

Re-Takes
J. R. M.

We Want to See Him
That exhibitor who paraded the streets

as a musketeer to advertise "The Three
Musketeers," and dressed up as an ape
to exploit "Tarzan," is going to have his

hands full when he plays "Lady Godiva,"
the new Pathe feature.

* * *

Somebody Slipped

Frank Mayo says he's the mast mis-

quoted man in the country. He says he

didn't say half those things about the

Hollywood folks, but it's going to take

him a long time to catch up—in popular-

ity—out West.
* * *

In Which Class Are You?

Mrs. Evelyn Snow, who rules the cen-

sor board of Ohio, is getting a lot of free

publicity these days, with her remarks
that "the public is not lit to judge for

themselves. Ninety per cent of them
are illiterate and only 10 per cent of the

public are capable of even thinking for

themselves."
* * *

If Jackie Coogan makes "Oliver Twist"

will the exhibitors ask for "more."
* « *

All Jazzed up Before

It's a funny thing nobody discovered

that the earth is slowing down, until after

the passage of the Volstead ait.
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Say it with initials—"M. P. P. D. of A."
* * *

Will Hays ought to be about the best
posted man in the industry, if he reads
all the advice handed out.

* * *

Now that that's settled—we refer to the
M. P. P. D. matter—we can turn our
attention to "the four-power pacts" and
other matters of less importance.

* * *

Health Note

Monday—Larry Semon's p. a., Clarke
Irvine, advises us Larry keeps fit by play-
ing 36 holes of golf, while the rest of his

company is suffering from the flu.

Tuesday—Same p. a. sends story stat-

ing same comedy star has the flu.

Moral (to stars) Insist that p. a. knock
on own head before sending out such golf

stories.

ALL SET !

According to latest radio advices
from our Ky. paddock, our horse is

full of pep and snorting to go.

If that newly formed producing
company, headed by Bill Yearsley,
needs a horse to put a few kicks
into their pictures, or add a few
horse laughs, we can recommend
this steed. There's a lot of props
goes with him, too.
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"Irish Week"
Observed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 14.—This
is "Irish Week" at the Capitol the-

atre, observed in deference to the
birthday of Ireland's patron saint.

The program is "as green and fresh

as a shamrock," dedicated by S. L.

Rothafel to the "fighting sixty-

ninth" regiment. Featured on the
program is Goldwyn's latest Ru-
pert Hughes comedy, "Come On
Over," which has a vein of infectu-

ous Irish wit running through it.

Colleen Moore and Ralph Graves
are the featured players.

God sol Replaces Goldwyn as

Head of Producing Company
Former Chief Will Remain as Member of Board of

Directors—Rumor First National to Handle
Product of Goldwyn Company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 14.—Quite a surprise was sprung on motion picture

circles last week when the stockholders of Goldwyn Pictures displaced Samuel
Goldwyn as head of the organization, and elected Frank J- Godsol in his

stead. Rumors have been current for some time of changes in the Goldwyn
organization, but it was not expected that any change would be made in the

presidency.

The action was taken at the annual meeting last Friday when officers and
a board of directors were elected for the ensuing year. Mr. Godsol has been
chairman of the board for the past year and will continue in that position as

well as assuming Mr. Goldwyn's duties as president.

Will Have Little to Do With Production

Xo statement is forthcoming from the Goldwyn offices or from Mr.
Goldwyn as^to his future plans or as to his status with the corporation, beyond
the fact that he still remains a member of the board of directors. It is said

that from now on he will have little or nothing to do with production.

Pantages Investing

Millions on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March 14—Alex-
ander Pantages, theatre magnate, will

invest millions of dollars in sites and the-

atre buildings in cities of Southern Cali-

fornia adjoining Los Angeles. That was
his announcement this week.

Pantages further states that his deci-
sion to add to his already vast holdings
in the Southland is inspired by sincere
faith in the prosperity which the future
holds for this section of the country.
Both vaudeville and pictures will be fea-
tured.

Charles R. Rogers
Leaving on Tour of

All R-C Exchanges
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 14.—Charles R.

Rogers, general manager of distribution

of R-C Pictures Corporation, is about to

leave on a trip to the South and the

Coast for conferences with branch man-
agers over the ambitious plans his organi-
zation has for the near future.

His tour is understood to be a part of
a program of general expansion on the
part of the company, made necessary by a

marked increase in volume of business.

The recent report that Mr. Rogers was
leaving the R-C organization brought a

smile when he was asked to comment
on it. "It is too bad that all the energy
put into starting rumors at the Astor
cannot be utilized in some useful work.*'

he said.

Two New Houses in

Los Angeles Opened
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March 14.—Los An-
geles is celebrating the opening of two
new residence theatres, the new Tivoli at

Forty-third and Central owned by Mich-
ael Gore and wife, and the new Larch-
mont theatre, in a new fashionable resi-

dential district.

Rothacker on Coast
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of

the Rothacker Film Manufacturing com-
pany, has left on a business trip to the
west coast. He will spend several weeks
there.

Following is the official announcement
sent out from the Goldwyn offices:

"At the annual meeting of the stock-
holders of the Goldwyn Pictures Cor-
poration, held today in the Goldwyn
offices at 469 Fifth avenue, a board of
directors was elected to serve for the en-
suing year.

Remains Board Chairman

"Frank J. Godsol. who has been chair-

man of the board for the past year, was
elected president to succeed Samuel
Goldwyn. Mr. Godsol will continue as
chairman of the board, and in addition,

he will serve actively as president.

"Francis A. Gudger was elected first

vice president. Those elected to the
board of directors are:

"'Eli H. Bernheim. George P. Bissell,

Edward Bowes, William Braden, H. F.

DuPont. Frank J. Godsol, Samuel Gold-
wyn, Francis A. Gudger, P. W. Haber-
man, Gabriel L. Hess, Moritz Hilder.
Duncan A. Holmes, Henry Ittleson,

Messmore Kendall, Abraham Lehr, Lee
Shubert, Albert N. Wittenberg. Frank H.
Hitchcock."

Rumor Big Deal

On the heels of the announcement of

Mr. Goldwyn's retirement as head of the

company bearing his name, a story is cur-

rent of a big deal whereby First National
will take over the entire distribution of

the Goldwyn product. The deal under
way, but not yet completed, provides for
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at all offices of

Exhibitors Herald

Price $1.00
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a contract covering a period of ten years,
beginning next September, the Goldwyn
company to produce eighteen pictures a
year for First National distribution.

No verification could be had from either

the Goldwyn or the First National offi-

cials.

"Non-Political" Policy
Announced in Missouri

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., March 14.—
The following statement has been issued
by the M. P. T. O. of Missouri: "The
M. P. T. O. M. is not in politics. It has
no desire to participate. It asks fair play
from all parties. Should the screen be
forced into politics, it will be because an
emergency of the utmost importance has
arisen, forcing us to defend our integrity
and independence. Then our weapon will
be the greatest medium of publicity ever
known to mankind. Even then we will be
guided by the deliberation of men who
are independent of political thought and
place the welfare of our screen above
party lines.

"Remember your audiences resent po-
litical propaganda in or about your thea-
tre. They will patronize you—both Re-
publicans and Democrats, especially the
great mass of independent voters—be-
cause you furnish them clean, healthy
recreation. Then, again, don't run the
risk of antagonizing any set of men—it's

poor business."

Warners Transferring

Their Activities West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—Warner
Brothers, who have in the past main-
tained headquarters in the East, have
recently announced through Jack and S.
L. Warner their plans for transferring
the bulk of the operation of their organi-
zation to their West Coast Studios in
Hollywood.
Some time ago Warner Brothers closed

arrangements with Marshall Neilan for
the use of Wesley Barry for three pic-
tures. Upon the completion of the first
of these pictures in the East, namely
"School Days," it was decided to make
the other two features ;n California.
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John Emerson Presents Case for

Tariff on Foreign Films

Points to Four Broadway Houses Featuring Foreign-Made
Pictures This Week— Urges Producers to "Wake up"

JOHN EMERSON, author, director and president of the Actors' Equity
Association, who is the leading proponent of the proposed tariff on
foreign films, has prepared an article especially for the HERALD in

which he states his case.

His statement is presented below without comment. Points, which
Mr. Emerson wanted particularly stressed, appear in black type. It is

as follows:

THIS chap who slept through his own
hanging the other day has nothing on

the body of American producers. They,
too, are pleasantly dozing while the noose

of foreign competition tightens about the

neck of the industry.

Four out of the five big Broadway
houses featured foreign-made pictures

this week!

Various astute persons who are them-
selves planning to make a few dollars by
bringing the foreign films—or perhaps
making their own abroad—write epics of

logic to prove that European pictures can

never, never be popular in America, can

never injure the producer here, and that,

anyway, no one is bringing in any for-

eign pictures to speak of. All foreign pic-

tures, they tell us, are proving "flops" on
the market. The public won't accept

them. And yet:

* * *

The Rivoli, the Rialto, the Strand and
the Criterion all featured foreign-made
pictures last week! Only the Capitol

housed an American-made picture, "Fool-

ish Wives," which probably would be
made abroad if it were to be done over
again.
What's the matter with the American

producers and directors? Instead of

standing together to fight for the only
measure which will save them and their

livelihood—the ad valorem American val-

uation tariff on foreign-made pictures

—

they ridicule the idea that the public will

ever accept anything but the American
product. For a year the Actors Equity
Association has fought for a film tariff

without the slightest support from those
who should be most interested in the

measure. Apparently the American pho-
toplay makers have swallowed this prop-
aganda which insists that not only are

all foreign-made pictures unpopular in

America, but that Europeans will never
learn to make pictures which will appeal
to our audiences.

If all foreign-made pictures are failures,

why are four out of the five big Broad-
way houses showing them this week?
As to this naive belief that Kuropcaus

will never learn to make pictures for the
American public, that is based only upon
a complete ignorance of the Continental
theatre. French and Italian and Swedish
dramatists made highly popular pictures
before the war, and their actors and
dramatists and directors of the legitimate
drama have done the most consistently
brilliant work of any class of artists in

the world. Those who are familiar
with the situation abroad unanimously
agree that as soon as these people have
studied our tastes, they will give our
picture public what it wants. To say
that all the Continental actors and writ-

ers and directors are crazy or too Stupid
to grasp our point of view is nonsense;
they are simply for the moment, unfa-

miliar with the situation. But that won't
last long.

* * *

Already, this week, four-fifths of our
b\g theatres in New York are playing
foreign-made pictures — to-wit, "The
Mistress of the World," at two houses
"The Sheik's Wife," and "The Loves of

Pharoah." How long will it be before this

happens every week?
Surely the proprietors of these houses

knew what they were doing. If foreign

made pictures are unpopular, why do
they play them after more than a year's

experience with them?
The only argument against a tariff is

the fear of retaliation on the part of other
countries. This is an entirely unproved
theory, and, as we see it, nothing but a

bugaboo to those of our opponents who
honestly fear it, and a pretext and cam-
ouflage for the others, who are making
fortunes out of these cheap importations,

while the American exhibitor is milked,

and the American actor, director and arti-

san thrown out of work.
* * *

Wake up, you chaps who'll be out of

jobs or working at one-quarter salaries

if this tariff is blocked. All your com-
placency won't help you a few months
hence. Don't you see what is going on?
Don't you analyze the four to five ratio

of foreign to domestic pictures on the

Broadway run and realize that this same
ratio may soon hold all over the coun-
try? Don't you understand that the
present slump in production in America
is due, in a large part, to the fact that

these foreign pictures are flooding the
market, lining the pockets of a few im-
porters and driving into the ranks of the
unemployed thousands upon thousands of

our own people?
The Actors' Equity Association is do-

ing all it can to save the situation. Stand
with us, and we'll put it over. Stand
aloof—and, perhaps, we'll all go down
together.

Hodkinson Manager to

Join Theatrical Chain
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KANS., March 14.—

J. J. Millstein, having resigned last week
as manager of the Kansas City office of

the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, will

leave for Denver, where he will become
affiliated with Louis Levand in an organi-
zation controlling a large number of
theatres.

Mr. Millstein. although having been in

Kansas City only a few months, was one
of the most popular, as well as one of the

voungest, exchange managers in the city.

Phil Ryan, district manager for Hodkin-
son, has not yet decided upon Mr. Mill-

stein's successor.

WESLEY "Freckles" BARRY, in a
scene from his Warner Bros, produc-
tion "School Days."

Missouri and Kansas
Affected by Nebraska
Anti-Deposit Decision

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KANS., March 14.—

The decision of three federal judges in

Omaha, Neb., declaring the anti-deposit

law of Nebraska unconstitutional, will

have a direct bearing on the anti-deposit

laws of Missouri and Kansas, according

to Lawrence E. Goldman, counsel for the

M. P. T. O., Missouri. However, legal

authorities connected with Missouri and

Kansas exhibitors are confident that the

Omaha decision will be reversed when it

comes before the United States supreme
court.

"The laws of Missouri, Kansas and Ne-
braska are very similar," said Mr. Gold-
man. "Whatever decision is made by
the supreme court in the Nebraska case,

likewise will affect Missouri and Kansas.
In the Nebraska case the judges all were
of the opinion that the money belonged
to the exhibitors. They further agreed
that the state had power to enact a law
of this kind and recognized it as being

within the public power of the state to

protect the property of its citizens. It

would, therefore, seem, as a. natural se-

quence, that the state would have the

power to require the deposits to be held

within its confine. The entire idea of

the thing is that if the exhibitor carries

out his part of the contract, he should be

able to immediately secure the return of

his money. But, if the exhibitor is forced

to go to New York to secure his money,
it will cost him more to obtain the money
than the amount involved. There is no

duestion in my mind but that the United

States supreme court will hold the entire

act constitutional and thereby protect the

property and rights of the exhibitors."
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Hold Motion Picture
Shows in Courthouse

Justice by Day and Films at
Night is Huntington,

Tenn. Program
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HUNTINGTON, TENN., March 14.—
This town goes to court for its motion
pictures. Where the Carroll County dis-
pensers of justice hold forth by day
Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford and other
lights of tilmdom sport by night. In
short the courthouse is also Huntington's
motion picture show.
When the plan was announced several

months ago certain portions of the popu-
lace were horrified. Motion pictures in

the courthouse? Preposterous! But the
magistrates thought differently, and now
where justice i> grinded out by day an
electric piano grinds out bits of jazz be-

night.

Film Shows in

R. R. Station
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

St. LOUIS, MO., March 14.—W. J.

Miller and associates have closed a deal
to establish a motion picture show in the
ladies' waiting room of the St. Louis
Union Station. They will open for busi-

ness on March 18. The equipment was
purchased from the St. Louis Exhibitors'
Supply Company last week.

St. Louis is unique in that all its rail-

roads enter the same station. Thousands
stop oft in the city while changing from
one train to another. It i* these tran-

sients Miller will cater to.

Cafe Boulevard is

Scene of Near-Panic

But Well, Read It!
(Special to Exhibitors HeraldJ

NEW YORK, March 14.—Five hun-
dred guests at Cafe Boulevard wer-:

thrown into a near panic last Friday
night, by a series of unharmonious sounds
that emanated from the basement and
continued to grow in volume.
The general impression was that if a

murder wasn't being committed, it ought

to be—maybe several would be needed to

restore quiet.

When the police forced their way in,

they found that it was the playful mem-
bers of the A. M. P. A. staging the first

rehearsal for their Naked Truth dinner,
which will be held at Hotel Biltmore on
March 25.

Eight acts, varying from a home-made
motion picture to a monologue by Nat
Rothstein, will be presented. At the re-

quest of out of town guests, it has been
decided to start the dinner promptly at 7

o'clock instead of 8, so that the program
will conclude shortly after 11 p. m.

Rex Ingram and Wife
On Belated Honeymoon

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—Rex In-
gram, director of "The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse." has just finished his

most recent film, "The Prisoner of
Zentla," for Metro and has left with his

wife, Alice Terry, for a week's vacation.
This is actually a long-deferred honey-
moon for this young couple.

Four Big Companies Not on
Roster of Hays Association

First National, United Artists, Vitagraph and Pathe
Listed as Hold-Outs—Charter for Organization

Granted by Secretary of State
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 14.—The Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors of America, Inc., the new national association of the industry, of

which Will H. Hays is head, is now a going concern the charter having been
granted by the secretary of state last Saturday.

The articles of incorporation, over which the attorneys for the companies
and for Mr. Hays have been working for the past two weeks, bears the signa-

tures of officers representing nine of the larger companies. Most conspicuous
by their absence are the names of representatives of First National, United
Artists, Vitagraph and Pathe. It is understood that the attorneys of the latter

named companies have been assisting in drawing up the by-laws, but it is

pretty generally understood that First National will not become a member of

the organizaion— at least not now.

Williams on Hand During Filming at Studios

When the officials of the companies met with Mr. Hays at the Fox studio

for the purpose of having motion pictures taken by the news reels showing the

signing of the Hays contract, J. D. Williams, of the First National, sat at Mr.
Hays' right hand, dipped the historic pen in ink and handed it to Mr. Hays.
And so the picture cameras got it, and it was pretty well settled in the minds of

everyone that First National was in the fold.

Then came rumors of opposition by
some of the members of the First Na-
tional executive committee and it was
whispered about that the big distributing
organization might be the first hold-out.
It now appears that the rumors of oppo-
sition were based on solid foundations,
and, according to a member of the execu-
tive committee before leaving for his

home after the First National meeting
last week, the committee voted not to go
into the new association "at the present
time."

No Verification Forthcoming

No verification of the action of the ex-
ecutive committee could be obtained from
First National officials, but the represen-
tatives of several of the companies who
have already signed, admitted that they
had heard of the executive committee's
decision. It was stated by one of them
that eventually First National would
join, and that in the meantime many of
the producers whose pictures are distrib-

uted by First National would be mem-
bers of the new organization. Neither
Mr. Hays or Courtland Smith had any
information on the subject.

While United Artists has not signed
with the new association, this fact is not
attracting so much attention, inasmuch
as this organization was not a member of
the N. A. M. P. I. D. W. Griffith is the
only member of the United Artists or-
ganization, so far as known, to enroll in

the membership of the new association.
Mr. Griffith was a member of the old
organization.

Eight Companies Sign

The eight companies which are signa-
tory to the articles of incorporation are:
Robertson-Cole, Fox, Famous Players,
Metro, Griffith, Universal, Selznick and
Educational.

The date for the demise of the N. A.
M. P. I. has not been set as yet, although
steps are being taken looking to that end.
An inventory of all the property of the
old organization has been made by the
committee having the demise in hand, and
it is expected much of it will be moved
over to the offices of the new association.

A call has been sent out for a meeting
of the distributors division of the old

organization for next Thursday at the
Claridge, and it is expected that some
action may then be taken in connection
with winding up the affairs of the N. A.
M. P. I. The call, which was sent out by
Chairman Percy L. Waters, urges attend-
ance and states that business "of the ut-
most importance to your company" will
be discussed.

Stars Attend Opening
Of Loew 's New House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, March 14.—Marcus Loew's
new State theatre was opened to the pub-
lic last night. Quite an array of screen
stars were present, including Mae Mur-
ray, Conway Tearle, Eugene O'Brien.
Viola Dana, Bert Lytell, Craufurd Kent,
Billie Dove, Zena Keefe, Grace Valentine,
Audrey Maple and others. Four private
cars were used to bring the party from
New York.

Total of Six Million
In Taxes Collected

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C—March 14. —

Tax returns to the Bureau of Internal Rev-
enue for January, covering December busi-
ness, show a total admission tax collection
of $6,453,483, as compared with $6,689,702 in

December. Film taxes collected amounted
to $453,114, as compared with $429,504 in

December, and the seating tax totaled $26,-
727, as compared with $34,991.

Pioneer Theatre Man
Dies at San Francisco

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., March H.-
Leon L. Kahn, pioneer motion picture ex-
hibitor in the West, died at his home here
recently. Mr. Kahn was a member of the
firm of Kahn & Greenfield, which controls
the New Mission, New Fillmore, New Santa
Cruz and other theatres in and about this
city.
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iHt SlXTt N^OVlt CfcNSOR.
SAYS THE PfcOPLE AR£
KQT Fit ToCTuOGc
WHAT is GOOD FOR
TN6M THAT ONLY
lO PER CENT OF THE
PEOPLE THINK AT ALL

WHAT t\

FUNNY LOOKING?

9UnXH0F
Folks we
MUST B€

THE-*.
CENSOR'S

CARTOON published in "Columbus (O.) Dispatch" following statement of state's

chief censor that the public is not fit to judge what is good for it.

Joint Board Has Only One Out

Of 400 Cases Appeaiea
Disagreement Over Payment of $157.50 Settled Amicably

By Exhibitor-Exchange Committee

k (Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 14.—The "no appeal" record of the joint arbi-

tration board of the T. O. C. C. and the F. I. L. M. Club of New
York, has been broken. As stated in the HERALD last week, the

more than 400 cases had been arbitrated, without an appeal. Last week]

the first appeal from a decision of the board was made and the case tried

by an appellate board.

THE case was one involving the sum
of $157.50 and the complainant was

one of the prominent exchanges. The ex-

change charged that the exhibitor defend-

ed had contracted for the use of a film

at one theatre and had used it in two

houses. The exhibitor asserted that he

had been given a special concession al-

lowing him to play the film in the extra

house, despite his contract for but one
theatre.

* # *

The decision was against the exhibitor,

tin vote of the six members of the board

being 3 to 3 when, according to the gov-

erning rules, the chairman votes. His

vote was in favor of the exchange. It is

significant that one exhibitor voted for

the exchange and one exchange member
voted for the exhibitor.

The exhibitor appealed and the case

was heard by the following appellate

board:
Exhibitors, Bernard Edelhertz, Louis

I'lhimenthal, Charles Stcincr.

Exchange men, Harry Buxbaufll, I. A.

Chadwick, Henry Seiglc.

\t't<r hearing all the facts in the ';t->'

the appeal board affirmed the decision of

the trial board, but ordered that the ex-
hibitor be granted a credit for the sum

involved, said credit to apply on future

bookings.
* * *

The decision appeared to please both
plaintiff and defendent, as they shook
hands with each other, then with the
members of the board, and adjournment
was taken with the first appeal case a
matter of film history.

President William Brandt of the T. O.
C. C, the father of the movement, was
a watchful spectator on the side lines.

After the session he said:

"Every session of the arbitration board
more firmly establishes the value of the
arrangement, and it is only a question of
time until disputes between exchange and
exhibitor all over the country will be set-

tled in this manner.
"This first session of an appeal board

is a striking example of the value of arbi-
tration. Both sides were honestly con-
vinced of the rightfulness of their sides
of the case, and in the absence of our
arbitration system, there is little question
but that it would have been taken into
the courts.

"Now it i> all settled amicably and
justly by men who arc experts in the
questions at issue, friendship is retained
and business relations between the liti-

gants arc uninterrupted."

Exhibitors in Britain

Observe Tenth Birthday
Of Paramount Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 14.—A hopeful

view of conditions in the British film in-

dustry is voiced by John Cecil Graham,
managing director of Famous-Lasky Film
Service, Ltd., who has been visiting the

home office of Famous Players Lasky
Corporation. British exhibitors, he re-

ports, are taking great interest in the
celebration of the tenth anniversary of
Paramount pictures, and although their
programs for the month of March were
booked months in advance, have shown
a willingness to make the month a mem-
orable one by taking advantage of the
Paramount anniversary exploitation cam-
paign.

Congratulations for Adolph Zukor have
poured into the London office and have
been relayed to this country.
Arrangements were made by Famous-

Lasky for two special trade shows in

London during the first week of March
as pne means of celebrating the Para-
mount birthday.

Chaplin Sues to Stop

Films Imitating Him
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—A suit

has been filed by Charlie Chaplin in the

Superior court to restrain Western Fea-

tures Productions from producing two
photoplays which the comedians alleges

contains a character seeking to imitate

him.

The two plays referred to are "The
Race Track"

^
and "Why Boys Leave

Home," starring Charles Amador as
Charlie Aplin, in which it is alleged man-
nerisms and customs by which Charlie
Chaplin is known are used by Amador.

Salinger Made Head of
Chicago Gunning Office
Fred Salinger has been appointed man-

ager of the Chicago office of Wid Gun-
ning, Inc. Mr. Salinger is a native of
Chicago and is well known in the film
industry. For the past year he has been
engaged in other business.

He was at one time manager of World
Film Corporation for four years, and later

with Republic Film, as well as having
been special representative for Goldwyn
for some time.

H A. D'Arcy on Coast
to Film Popular Poems

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—H. A.

D'Arcy, author of "The Face on the
Barroom Floor," is here to film his

poems. The author recently celebrated
bis seventy-ninth birthday.

Davies Film at Rivoli
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 14.—Cosmopoli-
tan Productions announces that Marion
Davies in "Beauty's Worth" will be
shown on Broadway at the Rivoli theatre

on March 26th, instead of the Rialto on
April 2nd, as previously arranged.
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Film Proposition to

Be Offered League
Van Praag Announces Deal

May Be Entered Into

With Big Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., March 14.—
Two big surprises are in store tor exhibi-

tors who attend the semi-annual conven-
tion of the M. P. T. O. of Kansas at the

Hotel Lassen, Wichita, on March 27 and
28, according to M. Van Praag. presi-

dent. The first pertains to film rentals.

A large company has made the M. P. T.

O. K. a proposition that never before has
been equaled, Mr. Van Praag has an-

nounced, and this proposition will be put

squarely to the exhibitors for the first

time at the convention. The benefits to

be derived by exhibitors is unestimatable,
according to Mr. Van Praag.

To Make Changes

Next, surprise No. 2, will not be quite

so pleasant, but will open the eyes of

hundreds of exhibitors, says the president,

who added that it will deal with the ex-

posure of the tactics of a certain large

producing and distributing company in

the Middle West territory. An abun-
dance of facts and data have been gath-

ered and it is certain that no charge will

be made unjustly, Mr. Van Praag said.

Expect Biggest Conclave

Many successful conventions have been

held in Kansas, but never before have
such elaborate plans been arranged for a

meeting as the one which is to be this

month. From Governor Henry Allen of

Kansas down to minor and less authorita-

tive officials of the state, they'll all be

there, ready to "go to bat" and lend all

possible aid to the exhibitors. Attorney

General Richard Hopkins. Assistant At-

torney General Griffith, H. H. Motter of

the Internal Revenue Department, and
others will be among the principal speak-

ers.

Set Date for National

Anti-Blue Law Parley
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON. D. C, March 14.—
Announcement has been made by the An-
ti-Blue Law League of America of a na-

tional anti-blue law conference to be held

at St. Louis, June 23. 24 and 25.

The purpose of the conference will be-

to "settle the question of whether or not

the people of the United States want blue

laws and interference with their right as

to the observance of Sunday." St. Louis

was selected as the meeting place because

of the agitation of the reform movement
in Missouri.

Fox and Universal in

New Offices at K. C.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY. MO.. March 14—
Fox and Universal have moved into their

new exchanges here, the Fox branch be-

ing located at Nineteenth and Wyandotte
streets, while' the Universal office is at

1710 Wyandotte street.

Made Associate Editor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March 14.—Carey
Wilson is now associate editor of the

Cioldwyn scenario department.

Ohio's Chief Censor May Be
Ousted by State Executive

Mrs. Evalyn Snow Is Ordered to Stop Tours and
Devote Time to Work—Governor Requested

To Name Advisory Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, O., March 14.—Internal strife, politics, and alleged in-

efficiency in conducting the affairs of her office may result in Mrs. Evalyn
Snow, Ohio's chief censor, being ousted. As an initial step in relieving Mrs.

Snow of her autocratic power, she has been ordered to put an end to her prac-

tice of going about the state making speeches about censorship and instead to

devote her time to regulating films.

Mrs. Snow also has been ordered to permit Mrs. Clara T. Barnes, assist-

ant censor, to resume reviewing pictures. Since she attempted unsuccess-

fully to remove Mrs. Barnes from office, Mrs. Snow has not permitted her as-

sistant to do any censoring.

Governer May Name Advisory Board

Another change which the present trouble may bring about is the appoint-

ment by the governor of an advisory board which is provided in the law.

This would permit the industry to appeal from the arbitrary and
dictatorial rulings of Mrs. Snow. Unless this board is appointed, it is hinted

that a number of distributors will take the matter to court.

tivities was expressed by the Columbus.
Cleveland, Cincinnati and other larger
dailies.

Film exchanges assert that Mrs. Snow's
recent tours have caused them to lose
valuable bookings, as she refused to per-
mit anyone else to censor the films, this

autocratic rule resulting in many films
piling iin on the shelves waiting for her
O. K.

Editorial Attacks Her

In commenting editorially upon Mrs.
Snow's autocratic censorship, one of the
larger dailies of the state declared:

No Unconstitutional Censorship

Completely typical of the bureaucratic mind
and of the present tendency to substitute force for
law is the action of the chief of the State Moving
Picture Censorship Department in prohibiting the
display of criticisms of her official actions. This
unwarranted and arbitrary |>ower is erroneously
derived from an individual interpretation t>f the
statute creating the censor's office.

Even the most cursory reading of the law will

convince the average inquirer that the censorship
was intended to apply only to pictures and their
titles, and solely for the purpose of preventing the
exhibition of immoral or harmful scenes. To hold
that it applies to printed matter entirely innocuous
in character, but displeasing in text to those criti-

cised, is either folly or tyranny.
Clearly this attempt at control infringes upon

the federal bill of rights which guarantees the
freedom of the press and defends the claim of
every citizen to speak and write freely upon any
subject. The picture screen has become a broad
avenue of publicity ranking next to the printing
press itself in that respect, and it must be kept
open and unobstructed. The country had a pow-
erful lesson upon the subject of harsh restriction
of free speech furnished it by the postal officials

of the last administration. This invasion of lib-

erty was properly rebuked at the polls..

In the same court and decisive fashion the
Ohio authorities must forcibly be reminded that
there is a constitution and bill of rights in this

state which are not subject to repeal or suspen-
sion at the whim of an angry* or vexed minor
official, for the moment clothed with power. If
the censor thinks that the lot created by the
critics is intolerable, there is an obvious way open
of escaping these hardships.

Publish Public Letters

Newspaper offices have been flooded
with letters from readers denouncing
censorship and Mrs. Snow. Prominent
space has been given these comments.
The front page columns have been de-

voted day in and day out to stories de-
tailing late developments in the situation

which may result in abolition of Ohio's
censorship board. It is possible that the
question will be taken to the polls in No-
vember.

The censorship squabble originated
when Mrs. Snow cut from "Topics of the

Day" this reference to censorship:
Movies are the democratic amusement of a

democratic people. These pebple are the best

judges of what is good for them. They exercise

natural censorship by patronage for good pictures

and boycott for bad ones. Any additional censor-

ship is superfluous.

In addition, Mrs. Snow aroused con-

demnation ot ber activities when, after

"'The Law and the W oman" had shown
in a number of theatres, it was barred
from further exhibition by the chief

censor.

Arouses the Public

Mrs. Snow has succeeded in arousing
the antagonism of the press, the public

and officials. Her statement that the

people were not fit to judge for them-
selves and that only 10 per cent of the

people think at all brought a storm of

protest. Editorial derision of her ac-

CORINNE GRIFFITH, in a scene from
"Island Wives," her latest Vitagraph
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Eastman Announces Two-Color

Process for Closeups

Special Film and Camera Used—Double-coated Positive
Required in Making Prints

A TWO-COLOR process, especially recommended by its manufacturer
for use in closeups, has just been announced by Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. The process is known as the Kodak Process for Color Motion

Pictures. This process results from countless experiments made by the

company over a period of several years.

A LTHOUGH the process at its present

stage of development is recommended

for use in closeups, the Eastman company
is confident that added experiments will

open a wider field for it.

* * *

Briefly, the Kodak Process for Color

Motion Pictures depends upon the taking

of two successive negatives, one through

a red filter, the other through a green,

and the printing of these two negatives

simultaneously on opposite sides of a

double-coated positive film.

Negatives must be made upon special

film with a special camera and by a sys-

tem of lighting which has been worked
out. The Eastman company announces
that it now has a small supply of two-
color cameras to rent for short periods.

Operators will be instructed in their use
and in the lighting arrangements re-

quired without charge. In the near future
the Kodak company will establish a lab-

oratory in Los Angeles to hypersensitize
and develop negative film. All color print-

ing will be done in Rochester.

* * *

A private showing of the color film

was given at the Chicago theatre. Chi-
cago, last week by J. E. Brulatour. The
film, showing closeups of Hope Hamp-
ton, was said to be remarkable in the
softness and beauty of the colors.

"Exhibitors Forum" Is

Published in Missouri
KANSAS CITY, MO., March 14.—

The M. P. T. O. of Missouri is publishing
the "Exhibitors' Forum," a bulletin in

magazine form which will be circulated
free among the 000 exhibitors of the state.

The publication is an organ through
which exhibitors will be kept in close con-
tact with each other and the activities of
the state organization.
As an opening feature, Lawrence E.

Goldman, counsel and secretary of the
M. P. T. O. M., who is editing the
"Forum," has offered to print the names
of all exchanges pledging themselves to
refrain from renting film to non-theatrical
institutions. The blue laws, the deposit
law, revenues and the music tax question

'

will be analyzed in the "Blue Law" num-
ber, which will be published next week.
The "Forum," although a semi-monthly
publication at present, probably will be
publihsed weekly in the near future.

Equity Pictures Moves
To Larger Quarters to

Accommodate Growth
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 14—Owing to
increased business Equity Pictures Cor-
poration has been forced to move into
larger quarters to efficiently care for the
expansion. The move is also made in

preparation of the future growth of the
concern.
The new headquarters are located on

the twelfth floor of the Robertson-Cole
building, 723 Seventh avenue. One of the
features of the new office will be an up-
to-date projection room embodying latest

equipment and facilities. The company
is now distributing "Where Is My Wan-
dering Boy Tonight?"

Star Joins Goldwyn
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—Mae
Busch, who stars in "Foolish Wives," has
>igned with Goldwyn.

Despicable Charges
Condemned in Press

Resignation of Reformer Is De-
manded by Newspaper

In St. Louis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., March 14.—In the
unjustifiable charges of Victor Miller,
president of the Board of Police Com-
missioners, that a love cult exists among
the girl students of the St. Louis high
schools is seen further evidence that re-
formers will stoop to any means in bid-
ding for cheap publicity.

Miller, who likewise has attacked mo-
tion pictures as a great source of moral
corruption, is denounced in an editorial
published in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
His resignation as a city offiicial is de-
manded. If he refuses to do this, the
paper requests Governor Hyde to oust
him.
A letter has been forwarded to each

newspaper in the city by the St. Louis
F. I. L. M. Club protesting against the
Miller statements published recently. In
its editorial the Post-Dispatch says:
"The whole tenor and substance of

Mr. Miller's utterances about the schools
and the boys and girls of the schools,
society in the West End, the movies and
the business men were intemperate, un-
principled and demagogic. It was un-
precedented defamation of his own city."

Made Exploitation Chief

At Universal Exchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—H. L.
Massie, former manager of the Symphony
theatre, is the new exploitation chief at

the Universal Exchange, succeeding H.
H. Hurley, who has been made manager
of the Superba theatre.

Geraghty on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—Tom
Geraghty, formerly supervising editor at

the London studios of Famous Players,

has arrived in Los Angeles with Director
and Mrs. George Fitzmaurice (Ouida
Bergcre) and will augment Frank E.

Wood's staff in a chief editorial capacity.

Mr. Fitzmaurice will start shortly on his

first production in the West. It will be

J. Hartley Manners' stage play. "Happi-
ness." May McAvoy will be featured.

C scenes about the Miami Studios, Inc., at Miami, Fla., which will be opened March 17. It is expected 1200 guests will

attend and Arthur Pryor's Band has been engaged for the occasion. Left is an interior view of the immense studio. Centre

—One of the Diesel engines installed for power. Right—General view of the studio, with E. G. Sewell and Bevis Hays
standing in the foreground.
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Radio Music May Supplant
Orchestras in Many Houses

Demonstration Held in New York—Exhibitors Hold
That Centrally Located Orchestra May Be

Made Possible by New Device
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March I4.—One of the high lights of the radio show, which
was held at the Hotel Pennsylvania last week, was a demonstration which was
watched with close interest by many theatre owners. The demonstration was
made in the big grill room of the hotel, where music for dancing was furnished

by an orchestra stationed in Newark, the strains of harmony being transmitted

to the dancing room by means of wireless telephone.

The theatre owners' interest was occasioned by the possibilities presented

of having one centrally located orchestra supply the music for a number of

theatres. As one interested motion picture exhibitor outlined it

:

"Why Six Orchestras?" Asks Exhibitor

'"If an orchestra located in Newark can supply such perfect music to that

hotel dining room, why have I got six orchestras at work in my six houses.
If the music can be transmitted from Newark as perfectly as that I can put
a radiophone in each of my theatres and one centrally located orchestra can
furnish music for all the houses. This is worth going into."

W. D. Burford Quits

As Exhibitor Officer
Illinois Vice President to

Devote Entire Time to

Private Business
W. D. Burford has tendered his resig-

nation as vice president, member of the

board of directors and chairman of the

adjustment committee, of the Illinois Mo-

tion Picture Theatre Owners. In his let-

ter to his associates, he states that his

private business interests demand more
of his time and makes his retirement
from office in the league imperative.

"Red Card" System Dropped?

Simultaneously, it was indicated that

the "red card," created by Mr. Burford,
had been dropped from the film rental

reduction plans of the Illinois M. P. T.
O., although the organization has not
ceased its effort to bring about lower
rentals for exhibitors.
"Negotiations with the exchanges for

lower rentals, conducted by the exhibitors
themselves, appear to be progressing
nicely," said William J. Sweeney, state

organizer of the exhibitors' association.

"Not a case has been brought before the
adjustment committee, which would un-
dertake to obtain relief if the exhibitors
failed."

The Illinois exhibitors' convention is

scheduled for April 4 and 5, and on ac-

count of the short time intervening, it is

possible Mr. Burford's resignation will

not be acted on, although he will be re-

lieved of his responsibilities by other offi-

cers.

Exchanges in Statement

Chicago film exchanges this week is-

sued a formal statement denying that the
"red card" entitled its bearers to more
consideration than would be given ex-
hibitors not provided with cards. Signing
the statement were managers of Fox,
Goldwyn, Celebrated Players, Reelcraft,
Select, Vitagraph, Universal, Gunning,
Paramount, Metro, Pioneer, Clyde Elliott,

First National, Educational and R-C Pic-
tures.

Moreno Files Suit

Against Vitagraph
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—Antonio
Moreno has filed suit for $129,000 against
Vitagraph for alleged breach of contract
and salary due him to July 21, 1923. He
has signed with Goldwyn.
Moreno claims he was discharged by

telegram from A. E. Smith January 28,

and that prior to that date, although con-
tract called for his being starred, he was
given heavy roles and bits.

Fire Destroys Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OLNEY, ILL., March 14.—The Alco
theatre, owned by the Curley B. Gould
circuit, was destroyed by fire Friday
night. It had accommodations for 600.

The loss was several thousand dollars.

May Appear in Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.— It is pos-

sible that Harry Tate, comedian of the

London Follies, will act before the

camera. He is having tests made at the

Sennett studios.

The demonstration was made by Dodge
Manufacturing Company of Mishawaka,
Ind., and was made possible by means of

an amplifying horn with which that com-
pany now equips phonographs for thea-
tre use. The demonstration at the radio

show was the first public showing of the
horn in use with radio, and the possibili-

ties opened up met with instant recog-
nition.

Tone Is Perfect

A concert grand phonograph equipped
with one of these horns was placed in one
end of the big grill room. It had pre-
viously been dismantled of its phonograph
machinery and a radio receiving set in-

stalled in its place. The Pennsylvania
orchestra had been sent to the Westing-
house transmitting station in Newark for

the occasion.
The music supplied by wireless was as

loud, perfect of tone and in every way as
acceptable as if the orchestra had been
stationed in the room. In fact many of
the diners who had not been notified of
what was doing, looked about for the
orchestra, and then expressed great sur-
prise when informed that it was playing
in Newark.

Trouble Eliminated

While apparently the demonstration
was an entire success, Kenyon W. Mix,
who conducted it, was not satisfied. He
said: "We had some interference but
finally located it and got it straightened
out without many in the grill room know-
ing that anything was wrong. After we
started to work we discovered we were

M. P. T. O. A.

Convention

will be held at

Washington, D. C,

the week of May 8

Convention headquarters at

Washington will be at the New
Willard hotel. Advance reserva-

tions can be made at Nezv York
offices of the M. P. T. O. A.

being blanked by a sending set close at
hand. We finally located an operator
right here in the hotel. When we got him
to quit sending, things went all right.

Not Practical Now
"While the demonstration shows possi-

bilities I do not believe we are far enough
advanced in radio to make this centralized
orchestra idea practical as a general
thing. It could undoubtedly be handled
advantageously in cases of a group of
theatres located within a comparatively
small area. I am afraid that over a wide
field—sav a radius of thirty or more miles—the interference of other sending sta-
tions would cause trouble.
"However, the possibilities of radio sets

used with our horn, are great, and will
be enhanced enormously as the knowl-
edge and use of radio advances, or when
the government takes charge and regu-
lates the sending stations."

Augustin W. Carrickls
Elected President of
Indianapolis Exchanges

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., March 17. —
Augustin W. Carrick of R-C has been
elected president of the Board of Motion
Picture Exchange Managers here. Other
officers chosen for the year are: Vice-presi-
dent, Norman Moray, Pathe, and treasurer,

Floyd Brown, First National.

Baggot Preparing for

New Universal Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—King
Baggot is on his way to Louisville to ar-

range for the filming for Universal of
Charles T. Dazey's famous melodrama,
"The Suburban Handicap."

New Theatre Ready
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—Los
Angeles will have another first-run photo-
play outlet, when the Hill Street theatre
of the Junior Orpheum circuit opens,
Monday, March 20, offering combination
vaudeville and feature fiims.
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"Get busy and send that BOX
OFFICE RECORD I ordered
weeks ago. If it don't come pretty

soon, I'll have to ask Carl
Laemmle to kick through with

that cut in film prices he offered

exhibitors who could prove they

were losing money"—writes

F. E. Sabin,

Majestic Theatre,

Eureka, Mont.

Mr. Sabin is one of the hundreds of exhibitors who
ordered a copy of the BOX OFFICE RECORD, when
it was announced it was to be published—long before

any price had been set. His first letter said: "I don't

care what it costs. Send me a copy and I'll mail you a

check.

"

He has his copy by this time. It was in the mail

when the above command was received.

5,800 copies are already in the mails and more
are going out every day in response to the requests of

subscribers to EXHIBITORS HERALD.

The BOX OFFICE RECORD, the first book ever written by exhibitors,

contains an accurate box office appraisal of 600 pictures of the 1921-1922 book-

ing season. It is on sale at all offices of the EXHIBITORS HERALD at a

price of $1.00. It will be sent gratis, post paid, to all paid-in-advance subscribers

of EXHIBITORS HERALD, upon application.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of March 25

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Who said California ounshine? Florence and
King Vidor filming Miss Vidor's next Asso-
ciated Exhibitor feature, "The Real Adven-
ture," at Pinecrest, Cal.

Will H. Hays getting in trim for his duties as president of the
M. P. P. D. A. Picture snapped by Fox News during Mr. Hays'
brief vacation at Miami, Fla.
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Who said hard times? Dawes theatre erected at Bridgeport, Conn., by Peter
Dawe, one of the organizers of the M. P. T. O. of the state and a member of the
executive committee, is evidence of bigger and better houses being built.

Scene from "Gas, Oil and
Water," starring Charles

Ray for distribution by
First National.

Marion Davies, Cosmopolitan
star, wearing replica of Prin-
cess Mary's wedding gown for
International News.

Viola Dana, Metro star, feted at Atlanta, Ga.
Upper picture, left to right: S. Maclntyre
and T. J. Connors, Metro officials; Sig
Samuels, Metropolitan theatre; Charles Kess-
nich, Metro official. Below: Willard C.

Patterson, Metropolitan, and E. A. Schiller,

Loew's, Inc.

J. Robert Rubin (right), general counsel and
treasurer of Louis B. Mayer's companies,
visits California to confer with producer
deft).

Early day Paramount group at Lasky studio. Left to right,

standing: Oscar Apfel, Max Figman, Charles Richman, Wilfred
Buckland, Theodore Roberts, Robert Edeson, Edward Abeles,
Cecil B. DcMille. Seated, left to right: Lolita Robertson, Jesse
L. Lasky and Bessie Barriscale.
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"THE NAKED TRUTH"
One Super-production Upon Which All Producers Agree

This cartoon was drawn especially for the HERALD by Phil Schaeffer of Vincent Trotta's art department of Famous Players

Lasky Corporation.

Schaeffer is a figurer and cartoonist who has been with the Paramount organization for three years and whose work, as

evidenced here, shows a keen aptitude for facial cartooning and skilled pen and ink line work. He has done some of

Paramount's important work along this line and promises to go far with it. He is still single and his work, we said,

specializes in figures.—J. S. S.
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RAIN POLICY

Expires - 5 19ra

location .'.t.-Ttc. Gl.

Amount, . . . * IflC -

Premium. ." * »*»*6

t ro>;Ol 1 ten Theatre

MacINTYRE, SCOTT, KNIGHT & CD.

GENERAL INSURANCE
SOS-5IO ATLANTA TRUST CO. BLl
namwiwf ATLANTA. C v

Packing 'em in. Hundreds of

Boy Scouts filled the auditorium
of the State theatre in Minne-
apolis at a special morning
matinee held during the run of

Marshall Neilan's latest feature

starring Wesley (Freckles)

Barry, "Penrod." Wesley's an-

tics had the boys up and yelling

through the eight reels of the

production. "Penrod" is an As-
sociated First National attrac-

Bobby Vernon gets his first introduction
to his new leading lady, Charlotte Stevens,
Chicago beauty contest winner. Al
Christie, the producer, is the "go-between."

Willard C. Patterson, Metro-

politan theatre, Atlanta, Ga.,

took out a $1,000 "rain insur-

ance" policy to protect the

run of the Thomas H. Ince

—First National picture,

"Hail the Woman," against

inclement weather.

George Melford (at organ), Wanda Hawley
and Nick Halter make music (?) off-stage

during filming of Paramount's "The Woman
Who Walked Alone."

A new and striking picture

of Gladys Walton, whose
latest production for Uni-
versal Film Manufacturing
Company is "The Wise Kid."

Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix getting up an appetite for
lunch during the filming of Goldwyn's "Yellow Men and Gold."

Scene from Harold Lloyd's latest comedy for

Associated Exhibitors, "A Sailor Made Man."
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"The Curse of Drink" staged by Sid Smith and Jimmie
Adams, comedians of Hallroom Boy comedies.

"Little Napolean," the chimpanzee with the "human"
brain, appearing in Anchor Film Company pictures.

Goldwyn Sales Council. These five men under the
chairmanship of Director of Sales Cecil Maberry
(center) will direct the selling of the company's prod-
uct. Top, left to right: Samuel Eckman, Jr. and J. E.
Flynn, sales managers. Bottom, left to right: Howard
Dietz, director advertising and publicity, and W. F.
Rodgers, manager of distribution.

"Freckles" Barry, star of First National's "Penrod,
shows he's a real American boy.

Patsy Ruth Miller in
Fox "Up and Going."

Tossin' the medicine ball

daily is Thos. H. Ince's cure
for all ills.

Georges Benois explains camera to

Richard W. Tully, producing "The
Masquerade" for First National.

Maud Ballington Booth, "Little Mother
of the Prisons," poses w.th players at
Hal Roach studio.
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Joe Weil
The WEEK inNEWYORK

UNDER the heading "If you don't like

it—Lump it," the A. M. P. A. Bulletin

comes to bat with the following:

"It has been charged at recent meetings

of the A. M. P. A. that the Bulletin is dead

from the neck up, ossified, Oslerized, can-

cerized and hypnotized. It has been said

it's so dead it couldn't draw a breath out of

a bottle of Old Crow. Well, the Naked
Truth is coming along, and so that you can

form your own opinion of the Bulletin,

we're spreading a little truth ourselves."

And then it proceeds to spread some-
thing, whether naked truth or not, the read-

ing of which makes us hope that the

editor is a fast runner and in good condi-

tion to run fast. Here's a little of it,

and you can take your choice whether it

would be fight or foot race

:

There's Bill Yearsley. They say he was a
sign painter. It's a pity he didn't stick to it.

First National believed in signs. They've got one
now and as Vic Shapiro has pointed out they'll
have "one" everywhere. Sign painter, eh? Why
didn't he pick some respectable occupation like
pipe fitting or card sharping? And that's how
First National handles its publicity and advertis-
ing problems?

Jerry Beatty went to Famous Players to exploit
a serial. The serial flopped so they made him
director of publicity and advertising.
You can't tell Paul Gulick anything he doesn't

know about Mt. Vernon and whoinhell wants to.

Paul sticks to topics of conversation that he
knows well. Ask him about picture production
and he'll tell you how much he holed out in and
the time trains leave for Dunwoodie. Can't fool
Paul on the hard ones—can you, Paul?

Charles W. Barrell, the boy wonder against
salacious advertising. Going to Europe, eh, Char-
lie? Yurrup don't care who goes to her any
more. We're thinking of sending Eddie, the office

cat over next. Going over for educational produc-
tion, Charlie? Well, take a squint from old man
Pope. A little knowledge, etc.

Sam Palmer had sore teeth so they removed
his appendix. Tf he gets two full pages in the

trade papers they'll make him sales manager.
Don't worry, Sam. You're safe till the cows
come home and you know, living in Jamaica, they
sure come home, every night.

That little shrimp. Walter Eberhardt, sits in a

corner and buttonholes you with the latest anec-

dotes from Aesop's Fables. Is it a boy or a girl?

Walter has an unusually keen eye, none of his

missiles directed at the wastebaskets of numerous
editors ever having failed to reach their mark.
How about trying shoe making. Walter?
And this guy Briliant. Arthur Briliant! Who

in blazes ever wished a name like that on a dumb-
bell like him? We read in Arthur's autobiography
how he worked in 36 cities in every part of the

world since he was born in 1892, and stayed at

the University of Minnesota long enough to look

at an A. B. (A Boob) degree.
We'd like to say a lot about George Gamp,

who galloped into one meeting and galloped right

out again. If a fellow who has a sincere thought

can't get up in meetings and express his optnion

whatinhell's the A. M. P. A. for anyway. We
don't care, George, even if Hodkinson did get

more publicity out of that one meeting than of

any four issues of the trade papers— it was worth

it. .
* * *

Reginald Denny, who is directing

"Leather Pushers" for Universal, left Sat-

urday for Universal City, where the re-

mainder of the series will be made. The
start on the series was made in New York,

and no reason for the change of locale has

been made. * * *

Hiram Ap.rams. big boss of United Art-

ists, who had expected to sail for Europe
last week, has delayed the trip long enough

to spend a week or two in a local hospital,

where he will undergo a minor operation.
• * *

MlLTON CRANDALL, of exploitation fame,

haf returned to New York from Ohio,

where he helped stir up the muss iii which
tin censorship situation in that state is

now involved. Crandall just dotes on
scraps.

Paul Gulick heartily approves of the

movement to have the famous Longacre
Square clock returned to its former posi-

tion facing towards Times Square. "It

should never have been taken away,", said

Mr. Gulick. "Its removal has caused a lot

of trouble to many of us. It was a great

convenience to me. Whenever I wanted to

know the time all I had to do was to walk
down two flights of stairs, then a block

down Broadway, turn around and face

north and there was the time right in front

of me."

Seymour Pierson, well known in New
York newspaper circles, leaves this week
for Tokio, Japan, where he will look after

the interests of Douglas Fairbanks and
screen family. Pierson was night city

editor of the Morning Telegraph and re-

cently asked to be put out on general assign-

ment work to get his feet rested up. One
of his early assignments was the covering

of the Wilkenning-Pickford trial here a
couple of weeks ago. There he met Fair-

banks and during a conversation they

talked about Japan, of which country

neither of them knew much. Finally Doug
asked

:

"How would you like to go there?"

"Fine," replied Pierson, "lead me to it."

"You're on," said Doug, and then and
there in the court house, while waiting for

the verdict, the deal was made. And this,

we arise to remark, is some quick action.

Being in a monologue and a singing act,

Nat Rothstein also wants to be the lead-

ing actor of the motion picture for The
Naked Truth. It is said he didn't even
overlook the Hawaiian shredded wheat act,

and wanted to cut in on it.

* * *

Victor Beals, whose art work has been

enlisted at various times for some of the

leading companies, has been one of the first

men to join the reorganized publicity and
advertising department of Robertson-Cole,

doing their art work.
* * *

Claud Saunders, Paramount's director

of exploitation, has a contender now for

Ned Holmes has been put in charge of the

exploitation staff that First National is

organizing under C. L. Yearsley.

* * *

When the Naked Truth dinner is over the

A. M. P. A. boys admit they will be under

a deep obligation to Barney Randall of the

Green Room Club, who supervised the

staging and rehearsals of their acts. Barney
acted in the same capacity at the successful

Naked Truth dinner last year, (living his

services for such affairs is the best thing

he docs outside of acting.

* * *

Future editors of the A. M. P. A. Bul-

letin are announced at Morrie Ryskind for

the April number and Fred Baer for the

May number.
* * *

Ceremonials for A. M. P. A. members in

the future will be under the direction of

Jerry Beatty, who has been elected master
of ceremonies, as the result of the depart-

ure of Harry Reichenbach, former holder

of the office, for Europe.
John S. Sparoo.

Advertising Expert, Ed-
itor, and P. A. With
an Unerring Aim

JOE WEIL, editor the Bellyache, and
expert handler of advertising exploita-

tion and publicity for Export & Import
Film Co., has in his short but checkered
career been and done many things but he
indignantly denies that he ever wrote

poetry. He admits having assassinated

actors, actresses and human beings in
the public prints and in press books, has
hurled bombs from a military airplane
without giving thought to how many or
who fell victims to his unerring aim, and
has even occasionally sent out a true
story as publicity, but that poetry stuff

—

never.
Born and educated in New York, Weil

early started to write for newspapers and
magazines, but this life being too excit-
ing for one of his retiring nature, he
hopped into the air service at the begin-
ning of the war, first as a bombing mili-

tary observer, later becoming a pilot.

During three years' service he netted
himself more than 400 hours of flying and
three crashes.

Leaving the service he became manag-
ing editor of "Tale Spins," a monthly
flying publication, and later became Avia-
tion editor of the Evening Telegram.
Joining Universal he directed the national
exploitation of Locklear's first picture,

"The Great Air Robbery," and for a time

handled that company's trade paper pub-
licity.

After leaving Universal he handled
publicity and exploitation for several

companies and then established a free

lance bureau of his own, looking after the

interests of a number of stars. While in

this work he established The Movie Belly-

ache, which is published whenever Weil

feels like doing it, and which has a foreign

circulation of 1, secured through free ad-

vertising in J. R. M.'s column of "Re-Takes."
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Pennsylvania Seeking
Lower Film Rentals

Questionnaire Forwarded to All

Members of State

Organization
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 14 —
The Eastern Pennsylvania unit of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America

has joined "the nation-wide demand for

equitable film prices." A questionnaire

to assist officials of the organizations in

planning their campaign has been for-

warded to members of the league over the
signature of George Aarons, secretary.

In a letter accompanying the question-
naire, Mr. Aarons writes:

Future "Not Rosy"

"The exhibiting business is at present
in the throes of a serious depression and
the future does not look very rosy. Thou-
sands of theatres throughout the country
are closing or operating at a heavy loss.

Reports emanating from Minneapolis de-
clare that out of 700 theatres in that terri-

tory 375 are closed and one-half of the
others are losing money.
"The theatre owners of New York

at their convention in Albany, faced with
the closing ot one-half of their theatres
by summer, have launched a vigorous
campaign to bring down extortionate film

rentals ZV/3 per cent. The protest against
excessive film cost is sweeping the na-
tion. To obtain one good picture it is

necessary to take a string of inferior ones
at inflated prices. Most of the independ-
ent exchanges, always friendly to the the-
atremen, are meeting this condition in a
spirit of sincere cooperation.

Demand Must Be Made

"The time has now come for the theatre
owners of this zone to join the nation-
wide demand for equitable film prices. To
succeed we must have the active coopera-
tion of every exhibitor. Many ordinary
program pictures masquerading as 'spe-

cials' demand prices out of proportion to
their worth. The opening of this cam-
paign will be to unmask these so-called
'specials' and 'super-specials,' for which
undreamed of rentals are demanded, by
combating the smoke screen of exaggera-
tion thrown up by the exchangemen with
actual facts.

"Fill out the enclosed questionnaire
with actual facts and return immediately.
Your active cooperation will pay hand-
some dividends."

Abe Warner Making
Tour of Key Cities

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 14—Abe Warner

of Warner Brothers, has left on a four

weeks' tour of key cities in the interest of

Warner productions.

Mr. Warner will visit Detroit, Chicago.

Des Moines. Atlanta and Xew Orleans,

calling on exchanges and first-run houses.

Claim State Right
Film Cost Million

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 14.—According
to Louis Weiss, "After Six Days." the

forthcoming presentation of a picturiza-

tion of the old testament, is the first

million dollar production to be offered to

state right buyers.

District Officials to Direct
First National Field Forces

R. C. Seery and L. 0. Lukan Will Supervise Central

West and Western Territories Respectively;

Eichenlaub Promoted in Chicago

A rearrangement of the distribution system whereby district managers will

supervise its field forces, is being effected by Associated First National.

The system is now operating in two of the five districts into which the

country has been divided. R. C. Seery, who has been general manager of First

National in Illinois for several years, has been appointed district manager of

the Midwestern territory which comprises Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,

Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas City and St. Louis. Sales Manager E. J. Eichen-
laub has been appointed manager of the Chicago office.

Maxey Succeeds Lukan in Seattle Office

In the Western district comprising Los Angeles, San Francisco, Denver,
Salt Lake City, Seattle, Portland and Butte, L. O. Lukan, Seattle manager,
has been appointed district manager. He is succeeded in Seattle by Guy G.
Maxey. former sales manager.

Other districts into which the country

has been divided are: Eastern. Southern

and Central. Announcement of the ap-

pointment of district managers and

branch managers will be made later.

Brockell Makes Change

The new system was installed in the

Midwestern district by F. M. Brockell,

supervisor of exchanges for the company,

who has been in Chicago during the past

week. In announcing the change, Mr.

Brockell said:

"Indicative of its remarkable growth

and progress, Associated First National

Pictures, Inc., found it necessary to place

district managers in the \arious terri-

tories of the United States and Canada.

This latest move is intended as an aid in

the distribution of First National product,

the volume of which has reached such

proportion that we find it essential that

part of the work be placed in the hands
of field managers.

Pioneer in Industry

"Mr. R. C. Seery, who has been gen-
eral manager for Associated First Na-
tional Pictures of Illinois, Inc., for sev-
eral years, has been selected as manager
of the Midwestern district. His untiring
efforts in this capacity has brought the
award of this new appointment. Mr.
Seery is a pioneer in this industry, having
former connections with Globe Film
Company, the Majestic and H. & H. Film
Company, which were later merged into
Mutual Film Corporation and Triangle
Film Distributing Corporation.
"Mr. E. J. Eichenlaub has been ap-

pointed branch manager of the Chicago
office to succeed Mr. Seery and will be in

complete charge beginning Monday,
March 13. Mr. Eichenlaub has been sales
manager for First National of Illinois for
the past two years and previous to this
time it will be remembered he was sales
manager for Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration at the Chicago office.

"During the many years that Mr. Seery
and Mr. Eichenlaub havt given the in-

dustry they have acquired a great number
of friends and we are sure they all join
in congratulating them in their new ap-
po'ntments."

E. J. EICHENLAUB, who becomes
manager of First National's Chicago
exchange under the newly announced
plan.

Writers Urge Repeal
Of N. Y. Censor Law

Copy of Petition Is Sent to

Legislative Chairman
At Albany

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK. March 14.—The Writ-
ers' Club at its recent meeting voted
unanimously for the repeal of the New
York censorship law. A petition asking
that action be taken by the legislature was
forwarded to Joseph A. McGinnies, chair-

man of the ways and means committee at

Albany.
In this petition the writers declare that

the law "is a direct violation of the con-
stitutional right which provides for free-

dom of expression and thought."
The Writers' Club is composed of men

and women whose productions are pub-
lished by recognized publishing firms and
magazines and whose plays are produced
by recognized theatrical managers. Her-
man Landon is president.
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Planning to Road Show Coogan's

"Oliver Twist" at $2 Top
Youthful Star Will Appear in Person at Premieres of

Production in Larger Cities

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 14.—Jackie Coogan's next production following
"Trouble" will be a screen version of the famous Dickens story,
"Oliver Twist." Sol Lesser, who with associates is producing the

Coogan pictures, announces his intention of road-showing the feature, play-
ing the larger legitimate houses at $2 top.

T T is the present intention of the pro-
* ducers to have the youthful star appear

in person at premieres of the picture in

the large cities. It is possible that the

star will appear in person at New York,

Boston, Washington, Philadelphia, Chi-

cago and other cities, according to his

father, Jackie Coogan, Sr.

* * *

Direction of "Oliver Twist" has been
entrusted to Frank Lloyd. Additional

space has been leased at United Studios

to accommodate the large sets which will

be built for the feature.

It is said that no changes of conse-

quence will be made in the Dickens
story. Great street scenes are now under
construction. According to the produc-
ers, the cost of the picture will near the

half million dollar mark.
In announcing plans for the produc-

tion. Mr. Coogan said:

"I feel that this idea of road-showing
'Oliver Twist' is an excellent one, and I

am highly enthused over the entire enter-

prise. Heretofore I have supervised my
son's productions, but when I was in-

formed that Frank Lloyd would consent
to direct Jackie, a great load of respon-
sibility was immediately shifted from my
mind and I am giving Mr. Lloyd entire

charge of the production, for I cannot
think of another man whose knowledge
of direction, whose education, whose
temperament, and whose general ability

is greater than that of Frank Lloyd's."
* * *

Frank Lloyd issued the following state-

ment pertaining to his direction of the

picture:

"I am a lover of Charles Dickens and
his wondrous works. I have studied to

great length his works and some years

back had the pleasure and privilege of

filming "The Tale of Two Cities' in which
William Farnum starred. In this Farnum
production I had the opportunity of

knowing Dickens as he should be known.
I feel honored indeed with the thought

that I can put into screen form another

of his famous books.
"I firmly believe that Jackie Coogan's

'Oliver Twist' will be one of our truly

great pictures—one that will go down in

history as a work of cinema art, and this

statement is made only because of the

wonderful possibilities in the story and
the opportunities for little Jackie himself.

"My plans for the coming season were
firmly settled when Mr. Lesser ap-

proached me with regards to directing

Jackie in this story and for a moment I

hesitated. But I have arranged every-

thing so that I can devote the entire

season to the story. This was done be-

cause the possibilities were so tremendous
and on account of my sincere respect for

the 'author of Twist. My assistant is

Harry Weil, a man who also is well

versed with Dickens' books and who has

been in the capacity of assistant director

to me for over nine years."

Hays is Honor Guest
At Directors' Dinner

Sidney Olcott Will Preside

At Function at Hotel

Astor in N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 14.—The Motion
Picture Directors' Association, which
will have as its honor guest Will H.
Hays, is confident that its dinner-dance
which will be held day after tomorrow
at the Hotel Astor will be the greatest
social event of the year in motion pic-

ture circles.

It has not been possible to obtain a

list of the speakers at the hour of going
to press. It is known that the guest
table will seat thirty-five persons, among
whom representatives of the most import-
ant branches of the industry, as well
as the financial and political world, will

be found.

Olcott to Preside

The director of the association, whose
office is the same as president of any
organization, Sidney Olcott, will preside.

Mr. Olcott was in Europe when the plans
were laid for the event. He was advised
of his having been unanimously elected

as president during his absence, and that

he would be needed on the night of

March 1(>, whereupon Mr. Olcott altered

his plans and made haste to arrive in New-
York. He considers the occasion a mile-

stone in motion picture history.

This occasion will mark the fourth an-

nual ball given by the organization. It

is the first to entertain a single guest of

honor and the first combined dinner and
dance. This event, it would seem, is

heralded by the directors as one of im-
portance sufficient to set aside previous
orders of entertainment.

Emerson Toastmaster

John Emerson, a well known factor in

the motion picture world and an import-
ant one in many kindred industries, will

act as toastmaster, introducing the guest
of honor to the assembly, and presenting
the speakers as they are called upon.

St. Louis Distributor

Starting on Fifteenth

Year in Film Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., March 14.—"Dean"
and "pioneer" are two names frequently

used when reference is made to Sam
Werner, genera! manager of United Film
Service. Mr. Werner has been in the

film business for fourteen years.

In 1910 he was instrumental in the or-

ganization of Swanson-Crawford Film
Company, becoming director and secre-

tary of the company. Later he became
president of the St. Louis exchange of

Warner Brothers. Since then he has

been operating an independent exchange
and has handled some of the biggest pro-

ductions published.
In L920 Mr. Werner acquired a fran-

chise with Federated Film Exchanges.
His volume of business has continued
to grow. His exchange is often re-

ferred to .is the "Honestrto-God" ex-

change.

"Reckless Youth" Ready
"Reckless Youth." fifth of the Elaine

llammerstein star series pictures is be-

ing edited and titled for publication the

latter part of March by Sclznick.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully by

Exhibitors to Build Up Their Patronage

By BERT E. FAHRNEY
(Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb.)

The local telephone com-
pany (of which I am man-
ager) has a scheme of giving

a general or advertising ring

over its lines. The operator
rings a long and eight short

rings, ringing a number of

lines at a time. The subscrib-

ers take down their receivers

and listen and the operator
makes an announcement.
W hen we think we have an

extra good picture, we have
the phone company make a

brief announcement, usually
'luring the noon hour, as we
catch more people at home
then. The company charges
S2.00 tor making this call to its

500 subscribers, so it does not

have to draw many patrons to

get our money back.

By W. H. GOODROAD
(Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.)

We packed our house one
night recently by putting on a

debate on the question : "Re-
solved : That U n c 1 e I! i m
Should Marry Mrs. Zander."

The affirmative side was taken

by two high school senior

hoys and the negative by two
high school senior girls. The
judges stood 2 to 1 in favor of

the negative. Each speaker
limited to five niinute talks.

I also had another senior

high school girl give a vocal

solo, accompanied by the or-

chestra. It went over big.

Did not raise admission prices.



THE THEATRE
PRACTICAL

'In Spring The Public Fancy
T) C. FERRISS, DIRECTOR OF PUBLICITY AND AD-

vertising for the St. Paul theatres of Finkelstein and
Ruben, writes

:

"The enclosed full page ad is mailed to you as a sample
of newspaper cooperation with the theatrical industry. In
the writer's opinion it is just about the finest example he
has seen in a long time.

"The 'St. Paul Daily News' donated the page to the
theatres of St. Paul. The page seems especially valuable
at this time, when Spring invites our patrons out of doors."

The text of the page submitted, which is designated
"No. 2 of a Series—St. Paul Business Activities in 1922,"

is in part as follows. The bold face display line is

THEATRICALLY SPEAKING
St. Paul is one of the most discriminating cities in the country.

Its people delight in the best that the field of histrionics has to
offer and they insist upon getting it.

This attitude on the part of the people is reflected in the ef-

forts of local theatrical managers to obtain at all times the best
works of the world's greatest artists of the stage and screen.

Likewise the showmen of St. Paul, ever alert to St. Paul
tastes, have erected playhouses of the first magnitude in which to

present their offerings. As a result this city can boast of some
of the finest theatres in the United States. Millions of dollars are
invested in the structures devoted to the presentation of entertain-
ment in St. Paul.

Photoplay producers in particular are turning their attention
more and more to the turning out of less quantity in the effort to

make the quality better.

The past year has been marked by the exhibition in St. Paul
of more big productions than ever before. The coming year will

reveal even more of these special productions.

One of the most noteworthy facts in connection with the
presentation of these super-photoplays is that they are shown
here at prices much lower than prevail in the larger cities.

As a nation's welfare is measured by its happiness so is a

city's. St. Paul with its many beautiful theatres presenting the

varied diversions which are inherent in the theatre has ample op-
portunity to forget its troubles and smile.

And so we may evolve a St. Paul slogan: "Wear A Smile."

Mr. Ferris is first among showmen to mention the approach of

Spring, always a contender for the attention of theatre-goers, and in

mentioning it he supplies for the use of other showmen a valuable instru-

ment with which rb counteract its effect upon attendance.

We venture to suggest that other showmen write to Mr. Ferriss for

copies of the St. Paul Daily News with a view to requesting its duplica-

tion by other newspapers. Where such request is made by the theatre-

men of a community as a group it is almost certain to be granted.

Thus a purpose of immediate importance may be served and a desir-

able precedent established.

A SITUATION ANAL-
ogous to that in which the

theatre finds itself each year at

Spring, not in itself impaired but

set against a strong counter

force, has been dealt with effec-

tively by Bradford Rrayton, Ma-
jestic Theatre, Streator, 111., who

has developed public singing to

an uncommon degree of popu-
larity.

Labor trouble recently threw
many of the Majestic patrons

into idleness. Money became
tight. Bank withdrawals caused
a general wave of conservatism.

Mr. Brayton devised a color-

ful lighting arrangement which
softened auditorium illumina-

tion ; he obtained colored slides

suggestive of feature pictures

exhibited ; he stationed a violin

soloist at one side of the screen
in a spotlight and projected the
words of popular songs, asking
that the audience sing. The
score from "The Scandals of
1921" provided suitable numbers
for "Wedding Bells." This
process of selection was followed
with each attraction.

The audience sang.

IT IS NOT TOO EARLY,
nor too late, to lay plans for

the coming of warm weather and
the annual rush of human beings

to the open air places of pastim-
ing. This thoroughly normal
urge is not escapable. indeed,

it is not even deplorable, since

likewise normal reaction brings a

refreshed and correspondingly
enthusiastic clientele back to the

screen.

Defense should be erected,

nevertheless, in order that box
office inroads may be kept at a

minimum. The lesson of a year

ago should have implanted a

deep respect for the competitive

strength of the great outdoors.

Simple logic teaches that it is

impossible to entirely prevent in-

dividual patrons from drawing
away from the theatre for brief

periods. It follows that effort to

insure the brevity of that period,

jy arranging for especially at-

tractive programs, is most ad-

visable. If the bulk clientele

may be enlarged by, say. twenty

per cent during the first month
of good weather, it is apparent
that the normal drop off will not

result in an actual decrease in

gross intake. The same means
which produces this enlarge-

ment, especially attractive pro-

grains especially advertised, will

insure the quick return of stray-

ing supporters to habitual at-

tendance.
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Exploitation Letters

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir

:

I am sending you under separate cover a

photograph of the Pumpkin Pie Contest,

also story and special advertising page,

which we put over recently for "Way Down
East." We had a story every day and a

nice story the day after the contest closed,

giving the details of the winners, etc.

The contest was a great success; 239 pies

were hrought into the San Angclo Standard
office and the local grocery stores sold out
pumpkin. A representative of a wholesale

office told me they were indebted to the

Lyric and the newspaper for splendid busi-

ness in canned pumpkin. The contest cre-

ated no end of comment and good business

was the result.

Please note the two pies in the center of

the photo. Two ladies contributed the orig-

inal idea of laying a thin layer of crust

across the top of the pie and cutting out the

letters as shown in the photograph.
Last Wednesday and Thursday I played

"Creation,"' the first release from Sacred
Films, in conjunction with Gloria Swanson
in "Under the Lash," and put in the win-
dow shown in the enclosed photograph to

help give us a start on this picture as we
intend showing the entire series as they

come out. I gave a special preview for

ministers, Sunday school teachers and pub-
lic school teachers and all were delighted

with the picture. It is our idea to make an-
effort through these pictures to try to draw
into our theatre members of various

churches and also to create a good feeling

for our theatre.

With best wishes,

R. P. WHITFIELD,
Lyric Theatre, San Angelo, Tex.

*

DEAR MR. WHITFIELD :

Apparently we didn't fully grasp the mag-
nitude of that pie contest when we printed

your first letter on it and the reproduction

of a page from the ncivspaper. At any rate,

the second installment is even better than

the first. In fact, tile story complete is one

of the few worthy of serial treatment. You
can't send us too many of that calibre.

Your remarks relative to the use of "Cre-
ation" and similar pictures for institutional

IN addition to powerful newspaper advertising of co-operative nature and window displays shown
* in other illustrations herewith, R. P. Whitfield sent the unique conveyance shown above
about the streets of San Angelo in the interests of his "Way Down East" engagement.

purposes are especially interesting. lie

hope the subsequent units in the series prove
rp to standard. As a suggestion we'd like

to call your attention to exhibilorial com-
ment in "What the Picture Did for Me" on

"The Inside of the Cuf>," "The Stealers,"

"Over the Hill," "The Little Minister,"

"The Old Nest," and a number of other

feature length productions especially suit-

able for similar treatment. We do not be-

licz'c it is possible to give too much thought

to the type of endeavor which you have un-

C"RED S. MEYER, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., tells in his letter ol tho above lobby display
* obtained through co-operation with a Hamilton merchant during the run of Metro's "Pea-

cock Alley."

dertaken. We hope you will feel free to

call upon us for any assistance or informa-
tion that we can give you in this connection.

W. R. W.
* * *

THEATRE EDITOR,
FxHiniTORs Herald,
Dear Sir:

I am forwarding under separate cover
what I consider an unique display. In con-
nection with the presentation of "Peacock
Alley" we made arrangements with one of
the leading department stores in our city to

exhibit latest spring styles in a corner of
our lobby and gave him permission to put
up a card reading as follows : "Not all the
beautiful creations are worn in 'Peacock-
Alley.' Here are a few of the latest spring
creations on sales at Ahman's. Don't miss
<mr Spring Style Revue of live models at

this theatre next month."
"Peacock Alley" did a very nice business.

Everybody stopped and looked at the dis-

play. The merchant was well satisfied be-
cause he traces directly to his display four
sales made. So everybody was happy.

Verv truly vours.

FRED S. MEYER,
Palace Theatre, Hamilton, O.

*

DEAR MR. MEYER;
As an exploitation stunt your lobby deco-

ration is all wool and at least a yard wide.

As an example of foresight, vital ingredi-

ent of successful showmanship, it is some-
thing finer than tlwt. You describe it so

well we will not bedaub the lily; but we
do want to point out to other showmen
who will read this reply that you've put

down a mighty firm foundation for that

forthcoming style show. Others can folloia
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TWO of the window displays procured by R. P. Whitfield, of the Lyric theatre, San Angelo, Tex.,

in connection with his campaign for United Artists' "Way Down East." Mr. Whitfield's second
letter on the subject is presented in this issue.

that crumple profitably. And. with us, they

will look forward to your account of its

successful culmination.

W. R. W.
* * *

THEATRE EDITOR,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Sir:

I was very much pleased to see my
"Over the Hill" lobby published in your
issue of the 25th and am sending you some
more photos on "Saturday Night" and "Sky
High." The "Saturday Night" lobby uses
the same front, almost, as the "Over the

Hill" lobby.

The lobby was made on the question idea,

as shown in the photos. On one side was
pasted the six-sheet showing the bathing
scene. Some beaver board bubbles at the

top concealed a colored light which lit up
the whole scene. The other side was a
Coney Island scene which I had to paint,

as there were no posters on this. The
lower part of this was set out from the

back and white lights placed behind the

buildings in the front part, which had
small holes punched along their outlines,

giving the appearance of being outlined
in small lights.

The "Sky High" display was built above
the box office and consisted of a back piece

on which was painted the Grand Canyon.
The front piece is painted ground and
rocks, the cutout being a part of the front

piece. This was set out about ten inches

from the back and four colored lights were
placed behind it. The effect was great and
the work was such as anyone can do, as the

posters give you the colors and all you
have to do is to daub them on.

The best thing any exhibitor can do is

to get paint and a brush and beaver board
and get busy if he expects to get what
little money there is now.

Sincerely yours,
FLOYD D. MORROW,

Nelson Theatre, Fairmont, W. Va.

DEAR MR. MORROW:
You make it sound very simple when

you say "the posters give you the colors
and all you have to do is to daub them
on," but the photographs show that no
mere daubing produced them. Why hide
your light under a bushel? Our guess is

that long endeavor equipped you to turn
out stuff of the demonstrated calibre.

Your last paragraph, telling how to get
what little money is now to be had, should
encourage a great many exhibitors to fol-
low your example. Thanks for permitting
us to place before them your very good
object lesson.

It is our opinion that no real determina-
tion to economize through reservation of
theatre support exists. People deny them-
selves amusement last, considering it essen-
tial. Yet the theatre suffers, due to the
contagion of retrenchment. Good adver-
tising counteracts this influences.

W. R. W.

pLOYD D. MORROW, Nelson theatre, Fair-

mont, W. Va., describes in his letter, pre-

sented herewith, his frontal advertising for

"Saturday Night" and "Sky High," photo-

graphically represented above and below.

f ARRY Semon's Vitagraph comedy, "The
Sawmill," was exploited in the manner shown

ebove by G. A. Rea, manager of the Forum
theatre, Hillsboro, O. The stunt is inexpensive,
picturesque and therefore adaptable.
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Ceries banners figured importantly in the lobby display of the Rivoli
theatre, Portland, Ore., installed one week before the opening of the

First National attraction, "Stardust." Each banner was 16V2 feet long
by 2V2 feel wide. They were painted in light blue and gold, the color*

A Thing Worth Doing
Is Worth Doing Well

CALL them mottoes, maxims, adages, what you will, the learned phrases of those

studious gentlemen who lived before quotations went out of fashion just about
cover the rules and regulations conducive to success in human endeavor. Despite
the sometimes startling newsness of the thing termed exploitation, success of very
satisfactory measure in this same may be scored with practical certainty by the

workman diligent enough to adhere strictly to these venerable teachings. The lobby
display constructed by the Globe theatre at McKeesport, Pa., for "A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court" provides an entirely fitting illustration.

scheme carried out in the entire display. The Rivoli lobby measured
70 feet in depth and is 20 feet wide. Gus Metzger, manager, states that
the entire exploitation campaign cost less than $100. Another picture
of the lobby is presented in "Pictorial Theatre News."

revered by most, was mounted in cen-
tral position between the shields.

The castle background added a con-
vincing note. The stills displayed pro-
vided information for those drawn close
by the more elaborate displays. In short,
the thing was so well done that we have
selected it from several scores of photo-
graphs submitted for the purpose of this
discussion. * ± *

The Globe lobby is not materially dif-

ferent from hundreds of other theatre

lobbies in what custom has labeled

"small towns," affixing thereto unmerited

and uncomplimentary associations. It is

rectangular in shape, has tile floor,

lighted ceiling, box office of standard de-
sign, in short is on a par, so far as
decorative possibilities are concerned, with
at least a hundred other lobbies in which
the Fox production has been advertised.

* * *

Yet the management of the Globe far
surpassed this estimated hundred other

managements in its efforts for the pic-

ture. A lobby display was deemed worth
while. Since the work involved was
considered worth doing it was naturally

considered worth doing well. The photo-
graph is mute but eloquent evidence that

it was done exceedingly well indeed.

The shields are distinctive. They im-

part dignity to the whole, at the same
lime giving valuable information as to

the general character of the attraction

represented. And to add still more
dignity, and still more information, a

large likeness of Mark Twain, whose
face is familiar to every American and

If you exhibit the picture for wJiich
it was used you can do much worse than
to copy the Globe display. If you do
not exhibit this attraction you should at
least bear in mind, in connection with
whatever picture you are advertising, the
ancient but honorable and reliable adage
with which this article is introduced.

New Ideas
Metzger's
Guarantee

M' AXIMUM •
"it werr obtained again*! big

odd* when the management of the Globe
theatre, McKeesport, Pa., overcame architectural

disadvantage* and produced the impre* live dis-

play shown in the above illustration for the
rngagement of the widely and brilliantly adver-

tised Fox production, "A Connecticut Yankeo
in King Arthur** Court." More expensive en-
deavors in the picture's behalf have been re-
corded frequently, but in no instance has better-

total effect been gained under like circum-
stances.

GUS METZGER, manager of the
Rivoli theatre, Portland, Ore., guar-

antees the box office success of attrac-
tions exhibited at his theatre in so far
at least as opening dates are concerned
by using new and good ideas in pro-
longed preparatory campaigns. No more
dependable guarantee than that is ever
obtainable from any source.

In his campaign for "Stardust," First
National attraction, Mr. Metzger utilized

new ideas that may be adapted to other
productions by showmen everywhere.
Illustrations on this page and in "The-
atre Pictorial News" show these graphic-
ally. * * *

The campaign was started four weeks
before the opening date of the picture,

when lobby lamps with lettered shades
wi re installed. Reference to the illustra-

tion on the second page following this

matter will disclose the artistic effect

gained and the prominence given the pic-

ture title by this arrangement. It is a

natural thing to speculate as to possible

development of the idea to include parch-

ment shades for various styles of fixtures,

with provision for alteration of pictorial

decoration and script.

Another new idea was introduced in

the scries banners strung in the extra-

ordinarily deep Rivoli lobby, lettered

Copy being distributed in such manner
as to make a reading of the whole an
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easy matter from the viewpoint of one
passing down the lobby. This method
was also used in the decoration of what
might have been considered waste space
under the vamps leading to the balcony
level.

* * *

The photographs show the application
of the ideas more clearly than it may be
shown in description. When it is re-
called that this effort in behalf of the
picture was begun four weeks prior to
opening date it becomes apparent that
the attraction must have been well at-

tended at its premiere screening.
The ideas are distinctly fresh. That

means that they got business. Their
very freshness is their guarantee of suc-
cess.

There is no better guarantee than that.

Saunders Lays

Feature Series

Campaign Plan
In an address delivered before a con-

vention of district managers in Chi-
cago recently Claud Saunders, director
of Paramount exploitation, laid the
ground work for an extensive campaign
in the interests of "Mistress of the
World," a twenty-reel production pub-
lished in series form with five reels to

a unit.

The production is in some respects
precedential. No exhibitor has been
called upon previously to advertise an
attraction of like character. Corre-
sponding interest attaches to Mr. Saun-
ders' address, which follows:

GENTLEMEN:
You have no doubt seen "The

Mistress of the World." "1 would be

futile for me te even attempt to enlarge

upon its magnitude. Your own eyes and
brain have told you it's about the biggest

thing that's ever been screened.

The next step is to apprise the public

of this fact and ways and means must be

devised to adequately express it> enor-

mity and beauty, its thrills and its actual

entertainment value.

In the first place, let me say, here and
now, that it must be circused. By that

I mean no stone must be left unturned
in billing and shouting from the house-
tops that "The Mistress of the World" is

d je.
* * *

You have your regular line of paper
and, in addition to this, there have been
prepared two one-sheets, two three-

sheets and a window card, which should,

by now, be in your exchange. They are

designed, primarily as teasers. In other

words, they fulfill two of the three funda-
mentals of advertising, and by fulfilling

the first two we automatically create the

third. The three fundamentals 1 refer

to are:

L To arrest attention.
-'. To arouse curiosity.

X To create desire.

If you have seen this paper. 1 think

that you will agree that they surely per-

form these functions. They are offered

to the exhibitor virtually at cost, leaving

little or nothing for the physical handling,
and the salesman who fails to sell acces-

sories including this paper, when signing

a contract for "The Mistress of the

World," has not performed his full duty.

1 believe that the sale of accessories on
this subject is of as great importance as

the sale of the picture itself, because we
have set out to establish a precedent and
we aren't eoing to do it if our work is

{Concluded on Page 56)

Elaborate
Prologs?

Sign

"QUEEN of Sheba" was oresented with an elaborate prologue at the American theatre, Belling-
ham. Wash., and the fact was duly heralded in the electric sign, as shown in the photograph

reproduced above. The street presentation used is also shown in the photograph.

Wliat has become of the "elaborate prologue" controversy ?

A few weeks ago it threatened to choke the mails with arguments for and
against its elimination. Of late the general silence on the subject has been as
impressive as the preceding din. And presentation again is rej>orted in the
American theatre.

Use of an elaborate prologue for the Fox production. "Queen of Sheba,"
was properly capitalized by the management of the \merican theatre, Belling-
ham. Wash., in electric sign and other advertising. Illustrations herewith show-
theatre exterior and a close-up of the prologue, as well as the three horse
chariot used for street representation.

In this instance, it is evident, the opinion of this department as set forth
during the controversy is shared by the theatre management. Prologues are
regarded as exploitation, used when warranted and advertised at full value.
The whole subject is considered one for theatre executive disposition, as it

should have been apparent to all concerned that it should be.

The controversy is all but forgotten save in quarters where program changes
were made in accordance with opinions voiced. Here it will be forgotten also
in due time.

P"LEVEN persons participated in the American theatre prologue for the William Fox production
"Queen of Sheba," the stage setting and cast of which are shown in t k e photograph. It is

apparent that elaborate presentation has not been discarded by this theatre as an exploitation asset.
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THE FIRST NA-
tional trade mark was
used by the Circle in

one of its street panels,

a move prompted by the
combination of First

National Week and the
"Penrod" engagement
in a single exploitation

campaign.

A NEW USE FOR WINDOWS WAS
discovered in the campaign for First

National's "Penrod" when a minia-
ture reproduction of the Circle

theatre stage was mounted in a

prominently located Indianapolis

window, a drum mechanism operated
by motor bringing scenes from the

picture into view at intervals. Ralph
Lieber, manager of the Circle, com-
bined exploitation for the feature

with his campaign for First National
Week. Donn McElwaine, Circle pub-
licity director, had active charge of

the work. Other aspects of the

campaign are shown on this page.

ONE OF THE WIN-
dow displays used in

the interests of the

Circle run of "Penrod."
More than 10,000 folders

advertising the book and
the play were dis-

tributed by merchants
co-operating with the

Circle management.

THE "FRKCKLES PARTY" GIVEN BY THE CIRCLE THEATRECOM PARES FAVOR-
ably with the best works of its kind in theatre history. More than 2,000 youngsters
marched through the streets of Indianapolis carrying banners, as shown in the illustrations.

Three private screenings of the picture were given. One was an invitation screening for Mr.
and Mrs. Booth Tarkington and their friends. Another was for the Board of School Com-
missioners. The third was for the newspapers. The combined result was favorable public-

ity in such volume as to bring into use the S. R. O. sign. The theatre reports "more
newspaper publicity and more word-of-mouth advertising than ever before in the history

of the theatre."

THIS IS NOT A LOP.BY DISPLAY FOR
the Fox production. "A Virgin Paradise."

It is, instead, a model for a lobby display for

that picture, constructed in the office of

Louis Roscnbluh, executive of the New York

district for Fox, for the benefit of visiting

theatremen. The practicability of Mr.
Koscnbluh's demonstrated suggestion is ap-

parent. The materials required are all such

as may be obtained at Fox exchanges.
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DISTINCTION IS REGULARLY
achieved by Ascher's Merril
theatre. Milwaukee, in its original

posters. Those used for Gold-
wyn's "The Glorious Fool" are
representative of the excellent
standard maintained.

ANNOUNCEMENT L A M P S,

lighted in colors, were a feature of
the advance billing for "Stardust"
used by the Rivoli theatre. Port-
land, Ore., and described on a pre-
ceding page of this issue.

A SMALL RADIO SET WAS IN-
corporated in the frontal display

for the First National attraction,

"The Sea Lion," by Steve Willitt,

manager of the Liberty theatre,

Astoria, Ore., as shown in the
above photograph.

FOX ANNIVERSARY WEEK
was celebrated with the exhibi-

tion of "Trailin' " and elaborate

frontal decoration by the Cover
theatre. Fort Morgan. Colo.

Business for the period is reported

as "record breaking."

ENTREME OPTIMISM CHARACTERIZES A REPORT FROM THE
Mission theatre, Los Angeles, to the effect that in the third week of its

run Universale "Foolish Wives" did but $700 less business than during
the opening week. A run of ten weeks is anticipated. The above photo-
graph shows the crowd in front of the theatre at the opening.

THE CLASSIC ASSOCIATION
of Saturday night and the bath tub
was capitalized by Ollie Brownlee,
Palace theatre, Muskogee, Okla.,

in the lobby display for the
Paramount production. "Saturday
Night." In the very obviousness
of the stunt lies its forcefulness.

BARRY BURKE, OF THE
Palace theatre, Fort Worth, Tex.,

is responsible for the very direct

tie-up shown above in connection
with the Paramount picture, "Rent
Free." Miniature houses of this

type are in general use by real

estate dealers.

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" WAS
rather more than the title of a

Paramount picture to citizens of

Muskogee, Okla., when Ollie

Brownlee sent the three street

representatives shown above into

public places in the interests of

the picture.
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WELCOME! BOYS S&FE1Y CONVENTION
rnx-UBFRTY THFATRE WisJvnw fk' wafel possible smtess.

-

*. 4 *S

'1 4'

JV/JORE than 3,500 boys were guests of Harry Greenman, manager of the Liberty theatre, St. Louis,

"'on Washington's Birthday, as related in the story presented herewith. "The Mysterious Rider,"

a Hodkinson attraction, was the feature picture advertised.

Wins Confidence
Through Welcome
To Boy Society

(From Staff Correspondent)

More than 3,500 boys attended the organization of the first chapter

of the Junior Safety Cadets of the United States at the William Fox-

Liberty theatre, St. Louis, on Washington's Birthday.

Manager Harry Greenman of the Liberty, when he heard that the

convention was to be held, donated the use of his theatre for the gathering.

He realized the advantage of this move in offsetting the unfavorable im-

pression in the public mind that resulted from the Knickerbocker theatre

disaster. He figured that the theatre-going public would conclude that

the Liberty must be safe, otherwise a safety convention for boys would
not be held there.

The meeting was arranged by the St. Louis Safety Council, and

similar bodies will be formed in other cities under the auspices of the

National Safety Council.

The members of the St. Louis Board of Education, leading school

officials and many other prominent business and professional men helped

make the gathering a success. The chief speaker was City Judge George
E. Mix, noted for his safety work. His subject was "The Boy's Interest

in Safety."

Cooperates Only

On Merit Basis
HARRY E. BROWNE, manager

of the T. & I), theatre at San

Jose, CaL one of the houses oper-

ated by Turner and Dahnken. First

National franchise holders, has at-

tained an enviable reputation in the

field of cooperative exploitation. He
attributes his success mainly to a

policy of cooperating with other Sau

Jose business men exclusively Otl a

merit basis.

His statement of this policy is of

general interest. It follows:
"It it a very easy matter to get your

local merchants to tie up with you if

you if you have something to offer

them. The first rule that I have always
observed is this: 'Do not tie up on a
picture that has no merit, for if you
cannot back up what you tell a man
about a picture you can never go back.'
"Our merchants know that when the

T. & D. theatre asks them to tie up
with a window display or on a full page
spread we have a picture that is going
to do both them and us proud. Honesty
in advertising is of the most appeal
both to the public and the merchants,
?nd they know that we are not giving
them something with which they will

be ashamed to have their names con-
nected.

"It it not hard to get co-operation
with the merchants who help you, and
the only way to keep it is to 'shoot

square' with them. Keep your mind as

busy with exploitation as you do with
the thought of the rest of your busi-

ness and you won't have so much cause
to growl about bad business.
"Don't be a pessimist and kick be-

cause there are thorns on roses; be an
optimist and rejoice because of the
roses on the thorns. Spread optimism
and greet every one of your clients
with a big, contagious smile, and it will

soon spread. In other words, give them
a run for their money, and they will

go fifty-fifty with you all the way
through.
"Once you have planted in the minds

of the merchants that you play square
it is an easy matter to keep them with
you, for they rely on your judgment
and will work right with you."

Saunders Lays

Feature Series

Campaign Plan
(Concluded from page 53)

half clone. This is an instance where we
not only have to sell the picture to the

exhibitor, but have to use means of sell-

ing it for him to his public, showing him
how to do it and aiding him in doing it.

1 promise you that if you sell him a

generous quantity of this teaser paper, his

work will be more than half done and the

public will be waiting anxiously for the

arrival of "The Mistress of the World."
* * *

Second, we have the open letter method
of interesting the public. These letters

are addressed to anybody in the public

eye, from the president on down. They
are written in such manner that the

reader is interested from the start and
is not apprised of the fact that he is read-

ing advertising until he has quite finished

the letter. They are always to be signed

by an actual individual, but never by the

exhibitor nor a local personage. Better

to sign the exploiteer's name, or sales-

man's name, to them, and always give

his address as the leading hotel in the

city. It would detract from its actual

value if the exhibitor or some local man
stood sponsor for it, as the natural as-

sumption would be that he was merely
tooting his own horn. And that's an as-

sumption we are trying to avoid.

Newspapers should be open to essay

contests on "Who is the Mistress of the

World in your mind? Is it your mother,
your wife, your sweetheart, or your sis-

ter? Or is she some vague, idealistic per-

son that you have carried in your heart?"

This would create no end of interest

and would create discussion, one of the

best modes of advertising.

Double trucks can be easily effected on

this by tying-up with the merchants.
They might proclaim to the public that

"even if you possessed the wealth of "The
Mistress of the World" you could buy
no more staple merchandise and secure

no greater values than might be secured

at their store.

Surely in every town you will find

amateur wireless enthusiasts both using

code and the telephone. It would he very

easy to frame up with someone whom
you might take into your confidence to

receive messages from some mysterious

source which can not be determined, pro-

claiming the coming of "The Mistress

of the World," saying that "I am coming
to (town) (date)

Watch and Wait." If handled adeptly, I

am quite sure that newspapers would
pounce upon this as live news.
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Something to Read

Each week the HERALD pub-

lishes numerous articles pertain-

ing to censorship, blue laws and

other reform menaces. Every ex-

hibitor should keep a file of these

stories for use when the occasion

demands.

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

Screen Message No. 47

People who oppose the Sunday
opening of theatres should remem-
ber that Sunday is the one day in

the week which many men can de-

vote to amusement—and the mo-
tion picture theatre is the one place

he and his entire family may find

good, clean entertainment at mod-
erate prices.

Public and Not Legis
Must Decide Censor
Question Is Too Important to

Rest Upon Decision of State
Law-makers, Says Fairbanks
Censorship is a question that should be de-

cided by a direct vote of the people and not by
legislators, in the opinion of. Douglas Fair-
hanks. The star expresses his views as fol-

lows:
"I have never played the part of a traffic

cop yet. But just for a moment I want to as-
sume that role. I want to stand in the middle
of the street called Public Opinion and check
for an instant the. traffic jam between impatient
reformers and those who are trying hard to
preserve the freedom of the screen.

"I have no quarrel with the many estimable
people who are working so earnestly for cen-
sorship. Most of them are sincere. They
believe that censorship is a needed reform.
And I am with them at least in one respect:
We both want a clean and wholesome screen.
But there is an honest difference of opinion
as to the method of maintaining it.

"Is it fair for either side to seek legislative

decision upon so vital a question as censor-
ship? Is it fair to ask the legislature of any
state to pass upon and determine an issue

involving the fundamental rights of the entire

people of a state? Legislative action of this

character is just as important to the citzens
of a commonwealth as would be an amendment
to their constitution—yet no such amend-
ment to the constitution of a state can be
accomplished, except by a referendum in

which the voters themselves register their

judgment by individual ballot.

"Never, in the entire history of the censor-
ship controversy has this been done. In

Massachusetts, shortly, this will be done. At
the general election in November next, the
good people of Massachusetts will determine
by ballot whether or not screen censorship
shall be adopted. I have no doubt of the
outcome.

"Fair play is all we ask. Let the people
themselves decide this great question—not
through their legislative servants but by their

own ballots at the polls."

This department is in accord with Mr. Fair-
hanks' views that the public, voting on this

great question, will give more sane consider-
ation to it than will legislators who are
harassed persistently by paid reformers. The
legislator is led to believe that the stability of
his political position rests with the reformer,
whereas, the public knows that to maintain
its freedom it must fight the bigots at the polls

and at every other opportunity presented.

Discussing censor-
ship and blue laws re-

cently in St. Louis,
Rex Beach, well known
author, said:

"If I wanted to at-

tack some evil in our
life, it would be the
overproduction of laws
which is turning Amer-
ica into a lawless coun-
try. I should like to

combat this narrow
and reactionary moral
wave which is driving
respectable men and
women into the corral

without laws — where
they don't belong. And
I refer particularly to

the methods used in

enforcing prohibition

and to the various
censorships with which
we are oppressed.

"H. G. Wells said

that the most surpris-

ing thing in this coun-
try was the meekness
with which Americans
had surrendered the

rights of free speech,

press and assemblage.
It is a fact. We have
submitted to a mass of

perfect idiotic legisla-

tion. After awhile the

tide will turn and then
will come all sorts of

unwarranted license.

"Who in the devil

has the right to censor
any work of art, I

should like to know

!

You won't find one art-

ist impertinent enough
to mutilate another art-

ist's work, and who
else is capable of doing
any censoring? The
Author's League was
asked to furnish a

board of moving pic-

ture censors. Not a

member would accept
the job."

lators Transcribes Poem on Slide
Issue To Counteract Press Gossip

Announcement of W. P. Cuff s

Activity Is Made in Local News-
paper at Chillicothe, Missour i

The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE was
launched to encourage the use of the screen
in combating reform; to suggest means for

maintaining the freedom of the motion picture,

and to offer to exhibitors a department through
which they might exchange ideas on the all

important subjects of censorship and blue laws.
Since its inception, this department has de-

tailed the work of many exhibitors who have
devoted their screens and efforts to this work.
Correspondence published is evidence that
theatre nun are aware of the menace and are
engaged in fighting it. A worthy contributor
to this cause is W .P. Cuff of the Strand-Em-
pire theatres, Chillicothe, Mo., who writes:
"Am enclosing copy of a local daily which

contains a rhyme of mine that explains its

purpose. Being one of the first PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUERS, I am sending this to
voti as you were the originators of the
LEAGUE. I used this as a PUBLIC
RIGHTS slide. It may not do any good, but
I ejected a lot of spleen out of my system that
just would not ooze out naturally."

Mr. Cuff's poem, published under a three-
line caption with an introductory paragraph,
follows

:

The air seems strangely calm today

—

No message through the ethereal way.
All space is silent; still.

Xo sound comes wafting from the skies

—

No signal, for ears, for eyes.

We wonderingly ask, the learned, wise.

Is this strange nature's will!

The answer comes, removes our fears;

Our hopes revive; our reason clears;

No longer brain awhirl.

A flood of sewage—not nature's laws.

Explains tins atmospheric pauses

—

Spilled from reformers' slimy jaws,
To ruin an innocent Movie Girl.

The poem, as the newspaper story tells, was
written and displayed on the screen at the
Grand as an "answer to the adverse criticism

which has been heaped upon these movie girls

(Mabel Normand and Mary Miles Minter) dur-
ing the discussion of the Taylor Murder case.

XI r. Cuff says in his letter that this propa-
ganda "may not do any good." That is a mis-
taken idea. When seriousness is injected into

this work, and everyone knovs that Mr. Cuff

is serious, it cannot fail to impress the public.
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DIGESVPICTURESoffAeWEER
A WORD of warning to exhibitors is. sounded by.

Louis Auerbach of the Export & Import Film Co.,

with regard to exploiting poor pictures.

"Exploit," says Mr. Auerbach, '"but be careful

what you exploit. The public will "fall" for your ex-

ploitation, but if your picture doesn't warrant the

ballyhoo the public will come back at you.

"The matter of exploitation of motion pictures has

begun to be a serious menace to good pictures," Mr.

Auerbach believes, "especially is this true in the inde-

pendent field. It is serious because exploitation is being

carried on regardless of the merits of the film being

campaigned.

"Some producers will make a weak picture and then

back it up with a tremendous campaign. The picture it-

self is lost in the shuffle. The enthusiasm created by the

campaign sells the product. Another exploitation drive

brings them into the theatre. It is there the great harm

is done. The public can be drawn into a theatre by ex-

ploitation but it is the picture itself which has to

entertain. If the picture is not good the previous ex-

ploitation acts as a boomerang. The condemnation

becomes pointed. The people have been cheated.

"No representative manufacturing concern would

advertise their produce nationally, making extravagant

claims for it, without backing up their statements with

a real product. It would be business suicide for them

to do so. They could not survive the reaction of public

resentment. This same thing applies to motion pictures.

Exploit—yes. But exploit 'big ones' only
!"

"I CAN EXPLAIN" (Metro) is light but amusing

screen entertainment. It is about the weakest vehicle

Gareth Hughes has had thus far, and although given

good production, it will not advance the star very far

along the road to success. Directed by George D. Baker.

"BOY CRAZY" (R-C Pictures) is a flapper story,

short on plot, and not very convincing. The star, Doris

May, does the best she can with the material given

her and is ably assisted by Harry Myers and others.

Myers' work is excellent. Direction and sets are A-I.

"A HOMESPUN VAMP" (Realart-Paramount) is

a romance of a small town, with May McAvoy as the

chief centre of attraction. The story is not new but

despite its triteness Miss McAvoy succeeds in getting

the atmosphere and spirit of the thing over. Five reels

of fairly pleasing entertainment.

"IRON TO GOLD" (Fox) a Western witli the

usual good-bad man. Dustin Farnum is the hero, gen-

tle with women but quick on the trigger and rough

with men. The story was furnished by George Owen
Baxter and was directed by Bernard J. Duming. Good

character drawing and star given excellent support.

"THE VERMILION PENCIL" (R-C Pictures)

presents Sessue Hayakawa in a typical Japanese role

and story replete with dramatic situations and a well-

staged volcano eruption. Bessie Love appears in sup-

port and besides the interesting love story, there are

many beautifully photographed exteriors to hold your
attention.

"THE MISTRESS OF THE WORLD" (Para-

mount) a four-part melodrama of which "The Dragon's

Claw" is the first part, is a German-made thriller,

reminiscent of the early serials turned out in this coun-

try. It will probably please where serials are in de-

mand, but the highly improbable story, the many
hairbreadth escapes of the heroine and general make-up
of the picture will not draw discriminating patrons.

"THE RULING PASSION" (United Artists) will

go down in film history as one of the most pleasing pic-

tures of the year. It is clean, wholesome and thoroughly

satisfying. The delightfully human portrayal of Arliss

places him in the front rank of our best screen players.

The story of Earl Derr Biggers made capital material

for Arliss.

"THE MAN WITH TWO MOTHERS" (Gold-

wyn) contains nothing startling nor original in theme

or handling. It is just a pleasing bit of screen fiction,

with Mary Alden, Cullin Landis, Sylvia Breamer and

Hallam Cooley enacting the principal roles. It was
directed by Paul Bern, a young director who shows

promise.

"A DOLL'S HOUSE" (United Artists) An adap-

tation of the famous Ibsen stage play, in which Nazim-

ova scored a success several years ago. It provides the

star with one of her best roles, follows the stage version

closely and will appeal strongly to those who enjoy

serious drama.

"MAN TO MAN" (Universal) stars Harry Carey

in a typical Western story with plenty of action and

thrills. It hold a good amount of interest and is ex-

cellently photographed, cotaining many beautiful and

realistic Western scenes. Length 5,629 feet.

"HILLS OF MISSING MEN" (Pathe) Interest-

ing Western story that holds the attention and proves

good entertainment. Plot has valuable angle of mys-

tery and the scenes are laid in picturesque surround-

ings in lower California. Six reels in length.

"Till'. CRADLE ULSTER" (American Releas-

ing) is a crisp, original little comedy, with Glenn Hun-

ter, a new star, in the leading role. Hunter played

"Clarence" in Booth Tarkington's stage success for

two seasons and demonstrates his ability as a screen

player in this new six reel feature.



GEORGE ARLISS IN

THE RULING PASSION
(UNITED ARTISTS)

The delightfully human portrayals

of Arliss and his supporting com-

pany; the clean, wholesome

thought back of this Earl Derr

Biggers story puts this production

in a class by itself. For those

seeking the best in photoplays we

can think of nothing finer. Di-

rected by Harmon Weight. Seven

reels.

Here is a real treat for the picture-

goer. A wholesome, worth-while com-

edy, adapted from the story, "Idle

Hands," by Earl Derr Biggers, and care-

fully transferred to the screen by Di-

rector Weight.

The role of James Alden, in which

Arliss is seen as a kind-hearted philan-

thropist, is quite a departure lor this

popular stage actor who has heretofore

presented excellent portrayals of the

cynic, satirist, or crafty, designing

schemer. He displays a keen sense of

humor and no doubt will be called upon

to play more of these quaintly humorous,

yet subtle, roles. It is a splendid piece

of work and he was accorded excellent

support by Doris Kenyon, Edward J.

Burns, Ida Darling, J. W. Johnston.

Ernest Hilliard, Harold Waldridge and

one or two others, well chosen for their

parts. Miss Kenyon was especially

pleasing as Angie, the daughter, and Mr.

Bums as Bill Merrick.

The picture pleased mightily at the

Ziegfeld theatre, Chicago, where it is

having its mid-west premier this week.

James Alden is persuaded to retire from

the auto manufacturing business by his

wife and daughter, and he accepts his

physician's advice and goes to live quietly

at his Long Island home. Being active

and healthy, however, he is not contented,

and secretly buys an interest in a garage

with Bill Merrick, a youth just back from

overseas. He assumes the name of John
Grant and complications arise when An-

gie. his daughter, meets Merrick, who
doesn't know that his partner is her

father. The man from whom they pur-

chase the garage threatens to force them
out -of business. Merrick, feeling sorry

for his partner who "has a wife and

daughter depending upon him." decides

to applv to James Alden for help, be-

cause Grant has stated he worked for

him for years. James Alden refuses aid.

however, and Angie tenders her own
check to Merrick. Finally Alden has to

confess he is Merrick's partner when
that astonished young man comes to ask

for Angle's hand. But James Alden wins

back his health and acquires a stalwart

son-in-law.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA IN

VERMILION PENCIL
(R-C PICTURES)

Popular Japanese actor in dual

role, gives typical performance

in photodrama replete with sen-

sational and dramatic situations.

Pleasing love story, beautiful

sets, good lighting and well

handled climax give it an air of

substantiality. Directed by Nor-

man Dwan. Five reels.

A scene from "The Vermillion Pencil."
(R-C Pictures)

There is a certain intriguing quality

about Sessue Hayakawa's latest opus that

lifts it above the average run of pictures.

Perhaps it is Hayakawa's performance,

or that of pretty Bessie Love. At any

rate, the photography and sets will

catch and hold your attention, for both

are very beautiful. Like his former ve-

hicle, "Five Days to Live," the scene of

"The Vermilion Pencil" is laid wholly in

Japan, and many of the players are na-

tive Japanese. It will be found interest-

ing and the story culminates in a highly

dramatic climax.

Able support is given Hayakawa and
Miss Love by Sidney Franklin. Thomas
Jefferson and Omar Whitehead. The
story was written by Homer Lea.

There is a long lapse of time between

the beginning and the end of the story.

It concerns Tse Chan, whose wife is exe-

cuted under the sentence of Ling Chee,

and he becomes an outcast, living in the

mountains where years later he meets his

son, Li Chan, a successful civil engineer,

in charge of the construction of a large

dam. Li falls in love with Hyacinth, who
is betrothed to Fu Wong, the viceroy.

Li obtains a position as tutor to Hya-

cinth. He is caught making love to her

and both are thrown into prison. On the

day Hyacinth is to be executed at the

signal of the vermilion pencil in the hands

of Fu Wong, a volcanic eruption destroys

the town, Li escapes from jail and rescues

Hyacinth There is a spectacular scene

where "The Unknown" Li's father,

throws himself into the crater of the vol-

cano as a sacrifice.

HARRY CAREY IX

MAN TO MAN
(UNIVERSAL)

Star does excellent work in this pic-

ture which contains an interesting

story with plenty of typical

Western action. The photography

is excellent and there are many
beautiful and picturesque shots.

Lillian Rich is in support. Di-

rected by Stuart Paton. Six reels.

"Man to Man" is a good vehicle for

Harry Carey. It is a pleasing Western

story that abounds in action with plenty

of o-enuine Western atmosphere. The
scene with thousands of cattle in a stam-

pede is well done and makes an impres-

sive sight. There is fighting, gun play and

other thrills, rounded out with a pleasing

little tale of romance between Carey and

the pretty Lillian Rich.

The picture has been given a novel

introduction with Carey playing the part

of Steve Packard, a derelict and ex-jail-

bird in the South Seas. Here he receives

word of the death of his father and in-

structions to return and assume charge of

the ranch left him.

On his arrival at the ranch he learns

that his grandfather has designs on the

ranch. In the scheme of obtaining it he

is abetted by Blenham, who is employed
as a foreman on Steve's ranch. Steve

discovers that Blenham is double cross-

ing him when the latter attempts to rob

him of a sum of money. A realistic

Western rough and tumble fight follows

and Steve leaves the ranch to return to

the elder Packard.
In his courtship of Terry Temple, who

runs a neighboring ranch, Steve is handi-

capped by his past reputation. She asks

him to be allowed to graze her cattle on
some extra land he has obtained belong-

ing to the elder Packard, in a transaction

which he believes to be perfectlv legiti-

mate. When the elder Packard learns of

this he plans to stampede the cattle over

a precipice. Steve and the girl are

placed in a perilous position before the

oncoming herd in an attempt to head

them off. Steve proves himself a real

man when he saves her and her cattle.

When the elder Packard learns that Steve

really believed the land to be his, Blen-

ham's scheming comes to light and in a

fight at the edge of a cliff Steve throws
him over the precipice, Steve and his

grandfather are reconciled, and, of course,

Steve's courtship of Terry from then on

is easy sailing.

Reissue Billie Rhodes Films
A second edition of five Billie Rhodes

features will be published for state rights

distribution by the Anchor Film Dis-

tributors. Inc., according to Morris R.

Schlank. president.
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NAZIMOVA IN

A DOLL'S HOUSE
(UNITED ARTISTS)

Henrik Ibsen's notable domestic
drama makes fitting screen vehi-

cle for Nazimova. Reappears in

role she made famous upon the
stage. Director and scenarioist

have followed stage version care-

fully. Charles Bryant director.

Seven reels.

Nazimova"s first independent vehicle,

and her initial production for United Art-
ists, will undoubtedly please her large
following and while the Ibsen story is a
trifle out of date, it provides the star

with one of her best roles and as a result

she shines with renewed lustre. Few
stage plays have withstood the rigors of

reproduction three times upon the screen,

it having served as a vehicle for Elsie

Ferguson and also Dorothy Phillips.

Nazimova in a scene from "A Doll's House"
her first independent production for United
Artists.

Little or no attempt has been made in

the present instance to give it the original

atmosphere or locale. There are wrist

watches and other modern things intro-

duced and the introductory subtitle states

it might happen in any town anywhere.
Its message, though, is undeniable and
for readers of Ibsen it will give a full

measure of satisfaction. The titles

throughout arc taken from the play and
the producers have given it the original

forceful ending—"the slamming of a door
that was heard around the world" when
Nora insists upon being "a human being"
and goes out to begin a new and inde-

pendent life.

Nazimova's Nora is a delicate and very
human portrayal. She is a trifle more
boisterous perhaps than we would have
her, while impersonating Tcrvald's play-

ful wife, but in the tragic moments she
cxprc-vi ". all the poignant, pent-up feeling

of a misunderstood wife with considerable

feeling. Alan Hale was excellent in the

role of the heartless, domineering Ilel-

mer. A better character actor could not

have been chosen. Phillip deLacey was
Ivan; Barbara Maler was Emmy; Nigel
deBrulier, Dr. Rank, and Wedgwood
Newel] a typical Krogstad.
The settings picture a simple home and

the story follows the play closely, show-
ing Helmer ill at home. He is ordered
by Doctor Rank to a southern clime.
Nora forges her father's name to a note
to raise the money to save her husband's
life. Six years later, when she has but
one more payment to make on the note,

Krogstad threatens to expose her un-
less she intercedes and prevents her hus-
band discharging him from his position

in the bank. Nora begs to have Krog-
stad remain. Her husband learns her
reason and accuses her unjustly. When
Krogstad returns Nora's note marked
"paid" Helmer is overjoyed that his own
refutation is saved, and agrees to forget

the past. Nora, however, decides her
first duty is to be a human being and
leaves her husband and children and as
she walks out into the storm declares it

is "the end and the beginning."

DUSTIN FARNUM IN

IRON TO GOLD
(FOX)

An unusually interesting and fast-

moving Western story with one

or two surprises effectively staged.

Star in role of bad man driven

to become an outlaw presents

a heroic and pathetic figure.

Directed by Bernard J. Durning.

Five reels.

While there are many familiar situa-

tions in "Iron to Gold," the author,
George Owen Baxter, has introduced a

sufficient number of novel and unusual
incidents to offset these, and besides be-
ing a very well photographed and directed
picture, contains many exceedingly well
drawn characterizations.

Farnum's role is that of a rough, big-
hearted miner, who is robbed by his

partner. He shoots the man and then
escapes to the mountains and becomes
an outlaw to escape an unmerited prison
term. He plays the role of Tom Curtis
in his usual convincing, forceful manner,
and is accorded excellent support by Mar-
garet Marsh, William Conklin, William
Elmer, Lionel Belemore, Dan Mason, and
Glen Cavender. Elmer contributed a
pleasing bit as Bat Piper, a gunman, and
Dan Mason's portrayal of Lem Baldwin,
a hotel proprietor, lends comedy relief to

an otherwise tense drama. The villain

role is well handled by William Conk-
lin.

Anne Kirby and her husband go west
to look over his mine. Two outlaws at-

tack them while out riding, and Anne is

carried off to a cabin in the mountains.
While the outlaws fight for possession
of Anne, Tom Curtis, another outlaw,
appears upon the scene and drives them
both away. He is about to accompany
her back to safety when he learns that

she is the wife of Kirby, his former
partner, who had robbed him of his share
in a valuable claim. One of the bandits
waylays them and after knocking Curtis

out rides off with Anne. Curtis shoots
him but is severely injured. Anne nurses
him for a week in his cabin where her
husband and Ihe sheriff find her but Cur-
tis escapes. Curtis then decides to give

himself up. Anne having learned the

truth about her husband, leaves him.
Kirby hires a New York gunman to kill

Curtis, but when Kirby attempts lo kill

the gunman, he turns the tables on him
and kills Kirby. Anne returns to her

home in the East after making Curtis
her partner in the mining interests and
there is every reason to believe he will

soon be her partner for life.

DORIS MAY IN

BOY CRAZY
(R-C PICTURES)

A mildly amusing little story well

suited to this star. Will please

where there is no demand for logic

or plausibility. A flapper in a

flapper role. Directed by Wil-

liam A. Seiter from Beatrice Van's

story. Five reels.

At a downtown Chicago theatre, where

"Boy Crazy" was shown last week, a

lady in an adjoining seat declared this

Doris May in a scene from "Boy Crazy"

(R-C Pictures)

picture a "silly lot of stuff." However,

while it lacks plausibility in parts, is

somewhat short on plot and has a tend-

ency to drag in one or two scenes, it will

do doubt meet all requirements of the

Doris May fans.

She plays the role of
.
Jackie Cameron,

in her usual vivacious manner, and with

the aid of Fred Gambold, Jean Hathaway,

Frank Kingsiey, Harry Myers, Otto Hoff-

man, Gertrude Short and Eugenia Tuttle

is able to sustain the interest throughout

the five reels. Nice photography, splen-

did lighting and pleasing sets help out

materially.

The story opens with Jackie playing

Juliet to a half dozen Romeos. When
her father's general store is threatened

with bankruptcy she borrows $:i,000 from
old Skinner, the town millionaire, and
builds up a fine business as an up-to-date

haberdashery. Across the street is a

rival concern, a ladies' millinery shop,

conducted by one, J. Smythe from Paris.

Kidnapers plan to capture old Skinner's

daughter and overhear her say she is

about to buy a dress displayed by
Smythe. Jackie buys the dress, how-
ever, and she is locked in a deserted

house and held for ransom. Smythe, who
has fallen in love with Jackie, comes to

her rescue and she saves him from a

severe beating by dropping jugs upon

the heads of the thugs.

f
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MIA MAY IN

THE MISTRESS
OF THE WORLD
(PARAMOUNT)

Under the title, "The Dragon's
Claw," this is the first episode of

a four-part melodrama which was
tried with indifferent success, as

an experiment, in making this

variety of entertainment a Broad-
way feature. With proper exploi-

tation it may do well in localities

where serials with plenty of

thrills have the call, it is to be
shown in four episodes of six

reels each.

German producers have sent us many
kinds of pictures, but it remained for

Joseph May to send us, via Paramount,
a real, old-fashioned melodrama in serial

form, reminiscent of the "Perils of

Pauline" period.
"The Dragon's Claw," the first episode

of the thriller, has little to recommend
it over the old-time serial, except more
elaborate settings and more people in the
mob scenes. On the other hand, few
if any of the old-time thrillers were built

around more wildly improbable themes.
During the showing of the first episode
at two Broadway theatres, those in at-

tendance were kept guessing all the time.
When not guessing what thrill was next
on the list, they were guessing as to
whether or not it was all intended to be
taken seriously, or whether it was a
burlesque of a melodrama.
Mia May, a newcomer to the American

screen, is the featured player, and the
only one named in the cast. The rather
bovine beauty of the blonde Mia is not
set off to advantage by the Psyche knot
and curly bangs of a long bygone day,
nor are her long, full skirts, high collars

and high black shoes calculated to put
Gloria Swanson off the map. They may
appreciate that kind of a dashing heroine
in Germany, but her chance of ousting
Poli Negri from her pinnacle of popu-
larity in brought-over films does not ap-
pear to be very promising.

The story opens in Copenhagen, where
Mia May as Helen Xielson, mistress of

many languages and an authority on
Chinese, discovers an old tale of China
telling that one who is known as "The
Hermit" of Huan Fu, believed to be liv-

ing somewhere in the interior of China,
has in his possession the secret of the

hiding place of the fabulous treasures of

the Queen of Sheba.
With this as the start, Helen takes off

for China and her adventures begin. For
the remainder of the episode, poor Helen
finds herself in more hair-raising, heart-

palpitating and death-defying situations

than ever Pauline or even Eddie Polo
ever thought of. Being thrown into dark
dungeons, given "water cures," captured
by Chinese hordes, charged with witch-
craft and threatened with terrible deaths
are everyday occurrences with the pudgy
heroine, and she meets them all without
the quiver of an eyelash.

Finally Helen's latest champion, Ben-
son, finds the hermit among the stucco
ruins of Kuan Fu. and the hermit at once
tells him the story of Sheba's treasures,

gives him the jewel containing the map
to the hidden treasure trove. Here ends
the first episode with the heroine hiding

from the maddened Chinese in the home
of the old priest, Benson making inef-

fectual efforts to climb over the stucco
ruins, the jewel in his teeth, and Dr. Kien
Lung, another friend of the heroine,

about to start to the rescue.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE MAN WITH
TWO MOTHERS
(GOLDWYX)

Nothing originally startling or

startlingly original about this tale

of the "ould sod" and New York.

Mary Alden, Cullen Landis, Hal-

lam Cooley, Laura Lavarnie and

Sylvia Breamer make the most of

a weak story. Goldwyn has given

it good production. Directed by

Paul Bern. Six reels.

Here is another example of what in-

telligent direction can make out of next
to nothing. "The Man With Two
Mothers" as a story, is about as weak as
skimmed milk, but under the direction of

Paul Bern its few humorous situations

are played up to the full and it proved
diverting screen fiction at the Chateau
theatre, Chicago, where it opened a four
days' run last Sunday.

Cullen Landis was an excellent choice
as the boy, Dennis; Mary Alden does
good work as his mother, and Laura
Lavarnie was capable as his adopted
mother in America. Cooley was the vil-

lain, and Miss Breamer is Dennis' ulti-

mate sweetheart. The production will
satisfy from the standpoint of beautiful
sets and splendid photography and the
New York atmosphere of the Alice Duer
Miller story is well sustained.
The story concerns one Dennis O'Neill,

who comes to America with his mother,
from Ballycoole, Ireland. He becomes a
member of the Bryan family, who have
made their money in junk, and when Mrs.
O'Neill sees that she will interfere with
her son's future, she decides to return to
Ireland. Dennis establishes her in a
nearby apartment house, however un-
known to Mrs. Bryan. He discovers that
Richey, Mrs. Bryan's manager at the
junk yard, is stealing her funds, and pro-
ceeds to whip the dishonest superintend-
ent and place himself in charge. Compli-
cations arise when Claire Mordaunt, who
has fallen in love with Dennis, learns
through a note that Richey has inter-

cepted, that he has another woman in the
neighborhood. They go to the apartment
and discover his mother and all ends
happily.

LLOYD HAMILTON IN

THE RAINMAKER
(EDUCATIONAL)

Hamilton scores a distinct hit in "The
Rainmaker." It is good, clean, whole-
some fun all the way through with a
happy, snappy finish. The picture opens
with our hero's leave-taking from home.
He misses his train going East but noth-
ing daunted grabs another going West
and lands in a town that is badly in

need of moisture. They are expecting a
professional rainmaker and Lloyd, having
appropriated his high hat and the pro-
fessor's daughter enroute, is acclaimed
their benefactor as he steps from the
train. He sets off the sky-rocket that is

to produce rain but it hits a snow cloud
and the populace, dressed in bathing
suits, is snowed under. Lloyd makes
his escape after several comical experi-
ences in a Pullman car in which he gets
mixed up with an old maid's curling iron,

dangling from an upper berth.

New Mae Murray Film
Completed for Metro

Mae Murray has completed camera
work on her new Tiffany production,
"Fascination," which will be published
by Metro on March 27. It is presented
by Robert Z. Leonard. The picture is

being cut by Mr. Leonard, who directed
it. at Tiffany Studios, West Forty-fourth
street, New York. "Fascination" is a
Spanish story by Edmund Goulding.

Two dramatic incidents from "The Mistress of the World," the Paramount production starring Mia May, made from the novel

by Carl Figlor. These scenes are from the fourth episode, "The City of Gold."
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A Few Prominent

Electric

SIGN
INSTALLATIONS

Palace Music Hall, Chicago
State Theatre, Chicago
Ascher's Roosevelt, Chicago
Orpheum Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Davis Theatre, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Rivoli Theatre. Toledo. Ohio
Orpheum Theatre, Huntington, W. Va.
Lyric Theatre. Minneapolis, Minnesota
Rialto Theatre. New York City
Orpheum Theatre, Paducah, Kentucky
Strand Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio
Joyland Theatre. Galveston, Texas
Majestic Theatre. Battle Creek. Mich.
Garden Theatre. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Lyric Theatre, Duluth. Minnesota

Specialists in
Electrical Theatre Displays

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc.

1400 Michigan Blvd.

Chicago

NO PREFERENCE?

CERTAIN manufacturers

have told us that exhibi-

tors have no preference in

the things that make modern
motion picture theatres!

Would you like complete and

reliable information on any of

these matters?

Heating— Cooling— Ventilating—
Roofing — Flooring — Plumbing—
Accoustics Music—Furnishings -

Lighting— Electrical Equipment.

We will see that it is

sent to you without
cost or obligation if

you desire.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

GLENN HUNTER IN

THE CRADLE BUSTER
(AMERICAN RELEASING)

A new star in a pleasing, bright,

little comedy that should find a
ready welcome in houses catering

to discriminating picture-goers.

A cast of well known players as-

sists Mr. Hunter. Directed by
Frank Tuttle. 5,800 feet in length.

Frank Tuttle and Fred Waller, Jr.,

have given Glenn Hunter a good start in

"The Cradle Buster." If they can fol-

low through with others containing as

much hilarious comedy, his success is

assured and the American Releasing Corp.

have a good bet.

Hunter, who plays Benjamin Reed,

scores in this original, crisp comedy. He
is known as "Sweetie" around his own
fireside, a boy who has been "mothered"

to death and who finally breaks out of

his swaddling clothes and asserts himself.

He gives a carefully shaded portrayal

and does not let the comedy stuff

go beyond reason. You will like him and

laugh at his predicament as well as sym-
pathize with him in his boyish endeavors.

Marguerite Courtot enacts satisfactor-

ily the role of Gay Dixon, a performer

in a vaudeville act, while the list of other

players includes William H. Tooker, as

"Blarney" Dixon, father of Gay; Lois

Blaine, as Polly Ann Parsons; Mary Foy,

as Melia Prout; Osgood Perkins, in the

role of "Spooky"; Townsend Martin, as

Holcomb Harry, and Beatrice Morgan,
as Benjamin's mother, Mrs. Reed.
No elaborate sets have been used but

from a production standpoint it will not
disappoint even the most exacting. The
story moves along briskly from one
humorous situation to enother and the

business in a Boston hotel dining room
is especially funny.
Benjamin Franklin Reed upon his

twenty-first birthday decides to break
away from the cradle and his mother's
apron strings and become a man. He
turns to smoking black cigars and read-
ing the sensational doings in society. That
night at his birthday party he is chal-

lenged to visit a notorious cabaret. A
cabaret entertainer, Gay Dixon, sings a

"Sweetie" song to him and he follows
her back stage, kisses her and then begins
a romance which terminates in their wed-
ding and elopement to Boston, where,
after further complications he is forgiven
by his doting mother. This brief out-
line does not convey the humor of the

piece nor the various situations that lead

up to the final startling climax.

FOOL DAYS
(FOX)

This Sunshine comedy, starring Al St.

John, is about as funny as anything that

has come out of the Sunshine studios. It

drew gales of applause at the Roosevelt
theatre, Chicago, the week of March 5,

where il appeared on the bill with "A
Doll's House."

St. John is a lazy school boy with an
ape. Napoleon, for his room mate and
companion. The automatic breakfast

cooker, worked by means of a series of

millcys, was a clever bit of nonsense and
the school room antics are equally well
handled.

J. P. McGOWAN IN

HILLS OF
MISSING MEN
(PATHE)

A strong element of mystery makes
this Herald production particu-

larly effective. It is a western
story centered around pictur-

esque settings near the Mexican
border. The plot is away from
the ordinary and the mystery an-
gle gives it numerous interest

holding propensities. Directed by
McGowan. Five reels.

"Hills of Missing Men" is a Western
thriller that combines the interesting
feature of this type of picture with a
good mystery angle. The story revolves
around a disillusioned man in the hills

near the Mexican border who is conspir-
ing to establish a virtual monarchy in

the territory. The details leading to the
breaking up of the revolutionist's band
by a government agent prove absorbing,
especially since the identity of the official

is not revealed until near the end.

A scene from "Hills of Missing Men." (Pathe)

McGowan is effective as usual in the
role of the supposedly notorious bandit
which he is believed to be by the gang
which he later exposes. His jump on
horseback over a chasm between two
cliffs is spectacular and thrilling. He
has an able cast in his support in the

persons of Jean Perry, James Wang,
Charles Brindley, Andrew Waldon and
Florence Gilbert. Helen Holmes also

plays an important part.

Jean Perry is Crandon, the dreamer
who hopes to make himself a ruler of

all he surveys. McGowan masquerading
as the Dragon, a notorious outlaw is

taken into the scheme by Crandon.
When it is learned that he is not the

real Dragon, plans are laid for his dis-

posal by the method through which
numerous other government agents pre-

ceding him had disappeared. Crandon
offers him a poisoned cigarette which he
smokes and which makes him fall into a

stupor and would eventually have caused
his death He is rescued by Hilma who
befriended him on a previous occasion.

Crandon delays the move which is to

make him ruler of the land because of his

love for Hilma. He is, in turn loved by
Hilma's --istcr, whose efforts to aid him
in the death of the Dragon prove use-

less. A touching climax is furnished

with the arrival of soldiers during which
Hilma is brought into Crandon's castle

where a stray bullet hits Crandon. With
the girl he had loved at his side and the

realization that all his plans had failed,

the dreamer brings about his own death

by smoking one of the poisoned cigar-

ettes.
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GARETH HUGHES IN

I CAN EXPLAIN
(METRO)

Rather weak story here, concerning
a youth who gets into many tight
pinches, through being misunder-
stood by jealous partner. Mildly
entertaining. Well directed. Well
photographed. Six reels.

"I Can Explain" is about the weakest
vehicle Gareth Hughes has yet had. It
was directed by George D. Baker, from
a story written by Edgar Franklin, and
while we do not take issue with Mr.
Baker, he having made a clean, light
comedy, with amusing siftiations gener-
ously sprinkled through it. there wasn't
enough material to make a six-reel feat-
ure. As a result the story drags in spots
and there is a repetition of the choking
incidents, the whole bordering on slap-
stick.

Hughes has the role of a much misun-
derstood, weak youth, who is persecuted
by his jealous partner whenever he
catches up with him. Herbert Hayes
was especially well cast as Dawson the
partner. Grace Darmond appears as his
wife, Dorothy. Bertine Burkett plavs
Jimmy's sweetheart, Betty Carson,
and Victor Potel, Nelson McDowell. Ed-
ward Wallock and Tina Cedottie complete
the cast. The types are all well selected.
Excellent photography abounds.
Jimmy Barry and Howard Dawson

are partners in business. Dawson is
very jealous and when he finds Jimmy
and Mrs. Dawson together on the golf
links, he tries to shoot Jimmy. He main-
tains that he "can explain everything."
but the jealous Dawson won't listen. He

proposes to have Jimmy removed to the
New York office, and later to South
America, to get him away from Mrs.
Dawson. Howard's wife, however, takes
the same boat and further complications
arise when they are found together upon
disembarking. Dawson is thrown into
jail by President Gardez, and they be-
come involved in a revolution that is

being staged by outlaws. They finally

escape on a passing ship and Jimmy con-
vinces Howard that he is in love with
Betty . Carson and not Mrs. Dawson
Jimmy arrives in time to save Betty from
an unwelcome wedding.

MAY McAVOY IN

A HOMESPUN VAMP
(PARAMOUNT)

Not one of this charming little

star's best Realart productions.
Obvious plot, with postofhce rob-
bery, compromised girl and other
incidents included to give it life.

Directed by Frank O'Connor.
Five reels.

At the State-Lake theatre, where "A
Homespun Vamp" had its Chicago pre-
mier last week, it awakened little enthus-
iasm among the spectators. Miss Mc-
Avoy is a favorite with audiences at this

theatre and while she succeeds in getting
the atmosphere of romance into the piece,
the story is trite and in spite of the
charm of the star, it held but little inter-

est for them. The story was written by
Hector TurnLull and adapted by Harvey
Thew. both veterans in screen writing.
However, it is nothing but an average
piece of screen fiction.

May McAvoy is cast as Meg Macken-

zie the orphan niece of two crabbed,
stingy old men, Donald and Duncan
Craig, brothers in a small country
town. They force her to become en-
gaged to Joe Dobbs, assistant to his
mother, who runs the village blacksmith
shop. Steohen Ware, who is writing a
novel in a shack nearby, is accused of
robbing the postoffice and he hides in

the Craig home over night. The broth-
ers return and force Meg to marry Ste-
phen at once. The real burglar is

discovered and Stephen's name is cleared.
Then Meg finds she loves Stephen and
besides furnishing him with the inspira-
tion for the concluding chapter of his
novel wins him away from Beatrice Car-
lisle, the young lady he was previously
engaged to.

There are many typical rural types,
played by Lincoln Stedman, Josephine
Crowell. Charles Ogle, Guy Oliver. Dar-
rel Foss plays the role of Stephen while
Helen Dunbar is Mrs. Ware and Kath-
leen Kirkham is Miss Carlisle.

AWAY DULL CARE
(PRIZMA)

"Away Dull Care" is fine propaganda

for Summer vacations, made especially

for the tired business man. The open-
ing title states it was made for the man
who knows how to play—and the man
who doesn't. At Ascher Bros.' Roose-
velt theatre, where this colored two-reeler
was shown last week, it attracted unusual
interest. It shows how to hunt, fish,

ride, skate, toboggan and indulge in

other sports and get the most out of

them. Beautifully photographed and
nicely cut.

The First Unit of the

MIAMI STUDIOS
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Everything New and Modern—Nothing Shop-Worn or Second-Hand

Complete Laboratory—Fully equipped Shops—Finest Lighting Equipment

Dates for Two Companies Now Open

Apply The Miami Studios, Inc., Miami, Fla.
Or F. L. Faurote, 677 Fifth Avenue, New York City, Plaza 8988
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Europe Is Covered
By United Artists

Aim of Exchange in Every
Country Is Realized,

Says Company
Since the opening of its first office in

Paris last summer United Artists an-
nounces the growth of its organization
until today it has a branch in every coun-
try. The achievement brings to realiza-

tion the plan of Hiram Abrams, its presi-

dent, to cover Europe by direct distribu-

tion through United Artists own ex-
changes.

General Offices at Paris

The general offices are at Paris, 23

Rue de la Paix, where the offices of

General Manager Guy Crosswell Smith,

for continental Europe and the publicity

and exploitation departments are located.

The Paris exchange is located at 21 Rue
du Faubourg and covers distribution in

Paris and adjacent territory, the central

and southern part of France being sup-

plied by exchanges at Lyons and Mar-
seilles, respectively. The Lille exchange
serves the northern part of the country.

Three more exchanges will be opened in

France in the near future.

Other of the company's exchanges and
the territories served are located at Brux-
elles for Belgium, Geneva for Switzer-

land, Prague for Czecho-Slovakia, Barce-
lona for Spain and Portugal, Stockholm
for Sweden, Christiania for Norway, and
Copenhagen for Denmark. Rome and
Berlin exchanges will be opened this

month.

Pictures Meet Approval

United Artists productions, particularly

such pictures as "The Mark of Zorro,"

"Pollyanna," "Through the Back Door,"
and other features have met with great

success in Europe, says the company.
On March 17 "Dream Street" will have
its initial showing abroad. According
to United Artists the exploitation aid ren-

dered exhibitors is a thing that is greatly

appreciated.

Farceurs in Cast of

Margery Wilson Film
When Mareery Wilson appears on the

National Exchanges, Inc., program in the

new romance comedy "Why Not Marry?"
she will be supported by an all-star cast,

the members of which were chosen for

their farce ability, according to National

Exchanges.

Albert Edward plays opposite Miss
Wilson in a role that calls for seven sep-

arate and distinct characterizations.

George Wright and Agnes Ncilsen are

seen as the father and mother. Albert
Edward plays one suitor while Fred Jones
and Ralph Ycarsley are the others. Alice

Christie, Albert Roccardi and Harold
Foshay have important roles. The pro-

duction was directed by John S. Lopez.

Ennis Goes to Havana
Bert Ennis, director of exploitation for

Artclass Pictures Corporation and Ad-
ventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corpora-
tion, has left New York for a brief vaca-

tion at Havana, prior to beginning an
extensive exploitation campaign for

"After Six Days," the picturized version

of the Old Testament. The picture will

open in New York shortly after the

Lenten season.

Di Lorenzo Gets Rights

To Foreign Publication

Of "The Lotus Blossom'
Di Lorenzo, Inc., announces that it has

secured the foreign rights to "The- Lotus
Blossom," the James B. Leong produc-
tion featuring Lady Tsen Mei, Tully Mar-
shall, Noah Beery and other well known
screen artists.

The production is being distributed in

the United States and Canada bf Na-
tional Exchanges, Inc. Negotiations for
the foreign rights were started last De-
cember, when Joseph Di Lorenzo, presi-

dent of the firm, was in Los Angeles and
conferred with Mr. Leong. Mr. Di Lor-
enzo reports that China, Japan, the Phil-
ippines and the Hawaiian Islands terri-

tories have already been sold.

First National Week
Increases Attendance

Officials See Event as Boon
to General Revival of

Patronage

That exhibitors throughout the coun-
try, generally, enjoyed increased business
and that at least one box-office record has
been set in a great many instances during
First National Week is the report of
First National based on advices to its

headquarters from a number of exhibi-
tors.

Weather No Deterrence

According to the company capacity
business has been recorded in town after
town, and in many instances theatres
have reported the biggest business for
months. Even in the Northwest, it is

pointed out where recent blizzards have
been in sway advices from showmen are
particularly enthusiastic over results.

It is the opinion of First National that
a general revival of theatrical attendance
has been brought about through the influ-

ence of First National Week.

Reports Are Compiled

In Seattle, it is pointed out, the success
of First National Week was increased
through a "Go to Theatre" movement
under way simultaneously, inaugurated in

a proclamation by Mayor Robert B. Hcs-
keth. In an extensive report First Na-
tional has compiled statements from ex-
hibitors throughout the country -on the
success of its drive and the reception ac-
corded the various pictures by the
audience.

Eastern Film Company
Has "Rubaiyat" Rights

Frank A. Tichenor, president of East-
ern Film Corporation, announces that
differences over the production, "The Ru-
baiyat," have been adjusted and that Fer-
dinand P. Earle, the director, is assisting
the company in preparing the picture for

publication. Mr. Tichenor adds that

Eastern Film is "legally invested with the
entire releasing rights of 'The Rubaiyat.'

"

Duncan Completes Picture

William Duncan has finished work on
"The Silent Vow," his latest production
of life in the Canadian northwest. The
final shots of this picture have been
shipped cast to Vitagraph's Brooklyn
studios to be polished into a finished film.

Long Run Bookings
Reported by Metro

Connors Back in New York
After Tour of Middle

West and South

T. J. Connors, assistant general sales

manager of Metro Pictures Corporation,
has returned to the home offices in New
York, with reports of having arranged
with some of the most prominent exhibi-

tors of the Middle West and the South
for extended runs on special Metro pic-

tures.

His itinerary took Mr. Connors, ac-

companied by C. E. Kessnich, district

manager for Metro in Atlanta, as far

West as Indianapolis, and thence back
through the South as far as Atlanta.

Closes With Coulter

In Indianapolis arrangements were
completed with Frank Coulter to show-

Rex Ingram's "The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse" for an extended run, and

later to follow with "Turn to the Right''

at the Ohio theatre. Similar agreements
were made with Southern Enterprises for

the exhibition in its principal theatres of

Nazimova's "Camille," Mae Murray in

"Peacock Alley," Rex Ingram's "The
Conquering Power," and "Fightin' Mad."
In Atlanta Sig Samuels and Willard C.

Patterson have booked "The Four Horse-
men of the Apocalypse" and "Turn to

the Right" for the Criterion and Metro-
politan theatres.

Ovations Accorded Star

In New Orleans the Metro sales rep-

resentative found their route coincided

with that of Viola Dana and her mother,

Mrs. Emil Flugrath. Mr. Connors and
Mr. Kessnich had the opportunity of

witnessing in the Louisiana metropolis

and in Atlanta the ovation accorded Miss

Dana during her personal appearances in

those cities.

Second National Reports

Active Booking on First

Two of Its Productions

Gratifying reports regarding the book-

ing of "David and Jonathan" and "Her
Story," first two publications, announced
by Second National Pictures Corporation,

are being received daily at the head of-

fices, 140 West 42nd street, New York
City, according to officials. The third

picture is "The Night Riders."

Branch exchange managers reporting

activity in the booking of "Her Story"

and "David and Jonathan" are A. J.

Sherman, Second National Pictures Cor-

poration of Pennsylvania, 1220 Vine

street, Philadelphia; E. M. Forsythe, Sec-

ond National Pictures Corporation, 414

Ferry street, Pittsburgh, Pa.; George A.

Price, Niagara Pictures Company, 257

Franklin street, Buffalo, N. Y.; D. Mund-
stuck. Strand Features, Inc., 201 Film

Exchange building, Detroit, Mich.; S.

Greiver, Greiver Productions, 831 South

Wabash avenue, Chicago; Walter A.

Baicr, Kay-Bee. Toy building, Milwaukee,

Wis., and W. H. Youngblood. Continen-

tal Film Co., Farmville, N. C.

Other pictures announced for distribu-

tors later are "Brenda's Heritage," "Mr.

Pirn Passes By" and "The Famous Mrs.

Thomson." The company's plans con-

template the distribution of twelve feat-

ure films.
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NEWSPICTURES
WITH a view to giving the exhibitor a better understanding of the importance of the News

Weekly, to himself and to his public, and also for the purpose of providing ways and means
whereby the exhibitor may apply better exploitation to his News Reel feature, the Herald has
established this department.

EVERY THOUGHTFUL AND EN-
terprising showman knows that facts,

because they are informative, are the
backbone of effective advertising. Sur-

prisingly few ex-

Sunday All Week
Uwnt of G>or* DHoto Playr-

MAKING
NEWS
REEL
SWELL

RECEIPTS

hibitors, however,
apply informative
advertising methods
to the newspicture.
In omitting from
advertising mention
of the contents of
current news reels,

exhibitors fail to

take advantage of
the public's appetite for pictorial news.
Press reports on current events whet

the public's desire to see pictures, thus
making every news reader a
potential theatre patron. To
assure the attendance of

these people the urge must
be created through informa-
tive advertising.

Presentation of facts in

theatre announcements is

illustrated in an advertise-
ment (reproduced on this

page) of the Lyric theatre
at Cincinnati. In specifically

mentioning the Fox News
feature, "Face to Face With
Japan," the exhibitor has
aroused the latent interest

created bv newspaper ar-

ticles on the Japanese ques-
tion.

Newspicture advertising of

this nature makes the news
reel pay interest on the ex-
hibitor's investment. The
space required to announce
the highlights of current is-

sues of news reels is negli-

gible,

IS

T>» Greaterr Qace Track Drama Ever S>atfed

'

«*MARYCAMt^ffl^IT
FOX HBHf-MW* ofAit- FACE TO FACE WITU JAPAN

HYDE PLAN
WINS
NEWS
REEL

SUPPORT

INFORMATIVE advertising as applied to the

newspicture by the Lyric theatre, Cincinnati.

POSTERS
HERALD NEWS
IN NEW YORK

COLORFUL POSTERS, CONSPICUOUSLY PLACED AT
the entrances to the theatres and in the lobbies, were used

by two New York exhibitors to promote the issue of Fox
News containing pictures of the wedding of Princess Mary

and Viscount Lascelles in London,
England.

Theatres using the posters, spe-

cially prepared for the occasion, were
William Fox Audubon and Nemo.
Acting Manager M. Bloom of the

Audubon and Harry Hilderbrand of

the Nemo were responsible for the

displays. The entrance to the Audubon, indicating the type of

poster used, is pictured on this page.

Promotional work of this kind in connection with the
newspicture is elevating the news reel to the featured position

which it merits. These simple methods of advertising may
be executed at a nominal figure which will be more than covered
in the increased attendance resulting from interest created.

More general use of posters will lift the newspicture from
its place as a filler on the program, a place it holds today
only because it has been given little or no advertising in the past.

WORKING ON THE THEORY
that the public will support enter-

tainment in which it has had a hand in

choosing, Charles Lee Hyde of the Grand
theatre, Pierre, S.

D., recently con-
ducted a contest in

which his patrons
were permitted to
designate the news-
picture service for
the Grand program.
In this manner Mr.
Hyde not only is

enabled to book the

news reel which a majority of his pa-
trons like, but he also has popularized
the newspicture as an institution.

Describing the contest, Mr.
Hyde writes: "I built up
interest in the news reels by
getting Pathe, Fox, Inter-
national and Selznick to send
me their January 1st news
reels for showing late in

February, and then had a
voting contest as to which
one was the most interesting
presentation of news. Ex-
plaining, of course, the na-
ture of the contest by slide

and giving each one a ballot
as they came in. Pathe won.
Think, however, that Selz-

nicl' (2nd) got more of the
votes that were cast by peo-
ple who picked my show for
the evening because I had
four news reels. Voting was
close, showing that all had
universal appeal."
To Grand patrons, the

newspicture always will be a
feature of the program. It

is established.

Princess Mary's wedding in Lon-
don gave the news reel companies
an opportunity to display excep-
tional enterprise in relaying the
films ftom England, through the
laboratories and into the theatres
of the country.

Prints arrived on the Olympic
last week and within a few hours
the completed pictures were de-
livered to Broadway theatres and
dispatched to other cities of the
country.
Companies vied with each other

in placing their films in Broad-
way houses. Fox reports that its

print was removed from the
Olympic just before 7 o'clock and
was delivered to theatres in less

than three hours. Pathe states
that in less than one hour its pic-

tures of the event were at the
Broadway theatres.
Fox News, issue 45, carries the

wedding pictures; Pathe, issue 20;
International, issue 20, and Kino-
grams, issue 2127.

Spot News
SINOGRAMS : Issue 2126—Mardi Gras at New
Orleans : Strike scenes at Newport, Ky. ; New

postmaster general takes office ; Scores of young-
sters answer call for new kid screen star ; His-
toric frigate off to junk heap ; Scenes at baseball
camps. Issue 2127—Princess Mary's wedding;
France enshrines battle standards ; Admiral Fiske
invents reading device.

FOX: Issue 44—French girls compete in foot
race ; Steamship Mangolia caught in ice jam

;

Dr. Work succeeds Will H. Hays as postmaster
general ; New mail distributor demonstrated ; Fifty
Thousand Club holds water carnival at Ft.

Myers. Fla. ; Third installment of "Face to Face
With Japan." Issue 45—Princess Mary's wed-
ding ; Historic ressel is property of junk men

:

Thousands welcome Marshal Joffre; Thrills in

the news of the day.

INTERNATIONAL: Issue 19—Mid-west towns
flooded when ice jam gives way ; Troops guard

mills in New England strike; Drivers train for

spring racing classic at Los Angeles; Dr. Work,
Will H. Havs, "Babe" Ruth, Judge Landis and
other interesting folk in the news; Cuba's army
reviewed by president ; Japanese firemen in annual

exhibition. Issue 20—Princess Mary's wedding;
Winter carnival at Nice, France.

•

PATHE: Issue 20—Pictures of wedding of Prin-

cess Mary in London.

POSTER used in heralding Fox News presenta-
tion of Princess Mary's wedding pictures at

Fox Audubon theatre, New York.
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EILEEN PERCY in a scene from "Elope If You Must," a new Fox picture.

Offers Sherlock Holmes Series in

Southern Illinois-Eastern Missouri
A series of fifteen two-reel mystery

features, under the general title, "The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" are be-
ing offered exhibitors of Southern Illi-

nois and Eastern Missouri by Indepen-
dent Film Company of Missouri, 3:S17

Olive street, St. Louis. Independent
Film Company is booking the series for
Pike, Scott, Sangamon, Christian Shelby,
Douglas, and all counties south thereof
in Southern Illinois, as well as Macon,
Howard, Cooper, Morgan, LacLeade,
Wright, Douglas, Ozark and counties
east thereof in Eastern Missouri.

Each Story Complete

The mystery stories of "The Adven-
tures of Sherlock Holmes" are based on
the original stories by Sir A. Conan
Doyle. Each is complete in itself, the

plot having nothing to do with the pre-

ceding film. The entire series comprises
the following Doyle stories in two reels:

"The Beryl Coronet," "The Man With
the Twisted Lip." "The Resident Pa-
tient." "The Dying Detective," "The
Devil's Foot," "A Case of Identity," "A
Scandal in Bohemia, f"he Noble Bache-
lor," "The Yellow Face," "The Red
Headed League," "The Copper Beeches,"
"The Empty House," "The Tiger of San
Pedro," "The Priory School," and "The
Solitary Cyclist."

Features Are Different

Each of the two reelers propounds and
solves one of the famous detective stories.

and it is stated the variety of the plots
covered in the themes give the series a
wide diversity in action and locale.

Special significance, it is pointed out
by Independent Film Company, is at-
tached to the fact that aside from their
present popularity and wide circulation
in the past exhibitors are offered an
active tie-up on the series through the
fact that the stories are being syndicated
and printed in hundreds of newspapers
throughout the country. The stories
are now being published by numerous
newspapers in Missouri and Illinois

through arrangement with McClurc
Newspaper Syndicate, and it is estimated
that six million people in other sections
of the country are reading the mystery-
detective tales in the papers.

Supervised by Author

The adaptations have been made under
the personal supervision of the author
insuring accurate picturization of the
original narrative. Extensive publicity
matter has been made available for the
entire series. Each of the features is

said to have a direct appeal to people of
all classes.

Mullin in Chicago
Eugene Mullin. scenario editor for

Goldwyn, is in Chicago, assisting in the
work of selecting the prize winners in

the Dailv Nrics $:so,000 scenario contest.

Mary Carr at Many
Functions on Tour

Star of "Over the Hill" Is

Called on for Talks

by Societies

Mary Carr, famous mother in the Fox
special "Over the Hill," has returned
from personal appearance tours to Buf-
falo, N. Y., and Charleston and Hunting-
ton, W. Va.

Opens New Theatre

Mrs. Carr wound up her tour at Buf-
falo, where she assisted at the opening
of the new Lafayette theatre, which was
recently erected by the Monument The-
atre Corp. The appearance of the fam-
ous screen mother was the signal for a

series of celebrations in her honor. The
night of the day of her arrival in Buffalo
a banquet was given by Messrs. Slotkin

and Jacobson, proprietors, with Mrs.
Carr as the guest of honor. George Be-
ban and Niles Welch also were in attend-
ance.

Mrs. Carr appeared at the Lafayette in

conjunction with the engagement of the
Fox special production "Thunderclap,"
and addressed meetings of the New York
State Exhibitors' League, the Buffalo
Ministers' Alliance, the Buffalo Exchange
and the Lafayette and Menden Park high
schools.

Talks to Y. W. C. A.

Governor Morgan of West Virginia
greeted Mrs. Carr on her arrival at

Charleston, where she appeared at the
Capitol theatre for the two days. At the
invitation of the governor, Mrs. Carr vis-

ited the state capitol and spent an hour
in company of the chief executive.
She also appeared before a luncheon

gathering of the Professional Business
Women's League, the Young Women's
Christian Association, the Charleston
Children's Mission, and the employees
of the Libby Glass Works. She is soon
to star in a new Fox picture with a

"mother" theme.

Southern Theatre Chain
To Play Lyons Comedies

Thomas A. Branon, manager of Elta-

bran Film Company, has written to Ar-
row Film Corporation, advising that his

company has closed a contract with

Southern Enterprises for first runs in

forty-one of their houses, including the

big new Howard theatre in Atlanta, Ga.,

for tlie Eddie Lyons comedies, which
Eltabran is distributing for their terri-

tory.

THE NAME OF

BURTON HOLMES
FOR NEARLY 30 YEARS

HAS STOOD FOR QUALITY
THE

BURTON HOLMES LABORATORY
LIVES UP TO HIS NAME

SEND YOUR WORK TO 7510 NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE, CHICAGO
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Associated Exhibitors Insists on
Absolutely Clean Films, Says Kane

Company Is Determined to Give Public Very Cream
of Independently Produced Features,

States New President

Arthur S. Kane, newly elected presi-

dent of Associated Exhibitors, in a state-

ment just issued, places stress on the fact

that' the company insists on the selection

of absolutely clean pictures for distribu-

tion. He says:

"To obtain and release the pick of all

independently-produced features is the

policy of Associated Exhibitors. Insist-

ence will be placed always on the selec-

tion of absolutely clean pictures, not
alone because of the unyielding prefer-

ence of the Associated Exhibitors officials

for the clean and the decent, but also be-

cause of the proven superior box office

value of films of this character. This is

our advice to the independent producers:
make clean pictures.

Wants Box Office Films

"Associated Exhibitors is determined
to give the public the very cream of in-

dependently-produced features. Our first

concern, of course, regards the entertain-

ment value of the productions we select.

-

The primary mission of the motion pic-

ture is, of course, to entertain, and we
have gladly assumed the responsibility of

placing before the people the offerings

which make the strongest appeal to them.
"I cannot emphasize too strongly our

preference for films which are of good
moral value. It is one of the most grati-

fying signs of the times that the public

is turning more strongly all the time to

character. The productions of greatest
entertainment value are those whose
moral effect is unquestioned, hence in

confining ourselves scrupulously to this

type, we are influenced by our business
sense as well as our natural inclinations.

Demands Clean Pictures

"That the demand of the public is for

the clean and wholesome has been dem-
onstrated over and over again, and in my
own experience the fact has been im-
pressed upon me indelibly. Already con-
tinuing for two years it is my good for-

tune to be in close personal, as well as

business, association with Charles Ray,
whose essential humanness and detesta-
tion of whatever is questionable has won
for him not alone the admiration, but the
affection of hundreds of thousands.
"Of the same wholesome type is Har-

old Lloyd, the Associated Exhibitors star,

who is high on the pedestal of popular
favor as a comedian and whose wonder-
ful comedies are gaining new friends for
him dailv. Mr. Lloyd will have nothing
to do with anything that carries even the
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faintest intimation of the suggestive, and
this scrupulousness must be counted with

his artistry as one of the secrets of his

triumphs.

Public Is Enthusiastic

"And now comes Associated Exhibi-
tors newest star, Florence Vidor, who
embodies all that is admirable and lov-

able in womanhood. A devoted wife and
mother, cultured and refined, and an ar-

tiste who was acclaimed a star by the

public even before official recognition was
given her. She literally exemplifies all

that is best in pictured entertainment.
"The enthusiasm of the picture-loving

millions for the offerings of these players
and others of the same character is indis-

putable evidence that the American peo-
ple will be satisfied with nothing but the

best, and of their unmistakable prefer-
ence for players of high moral principles

as well as for stories that are morally
blameless. These stars and the vehicles
in which they appear have proved, too.

that cleanliness in pictures does not mean
stupidity. Their offerings invariably com-
bine cleverness with purity—faithful rep-
resentation of the life which the average
decent, respectable American leads."

Thomas Meighan to Star

In New DeMille Picture
Thomas Meighan will play the lead-

ing male role in Cecil B. De Milk's

forthcoming Paramount production,

"Manslaughter," adopted from the novel

of that name by Alice Duer Miller.

Mr. Meighan's role in "Manslaughter"

is that of Dan O'Bannon, the fearless dis-

trict attorney who prosecutes the wealthy

and reckless young Lydia Thorne, with

whom he has fallen in love. Leatrice

Joy will play the role of Lydia and a

cast of typical DeMille quality will be

chosen for the less important parts, Jeanie

Macpherson has nearly finished the

scenario and Mr. DeMille will start pro-

duction some time this month.

"My Wild Irish Rose"
To be Issued in May

"My Wild Irish Rose." the Vitagraph
special production is going steadily for-

ward at Vitagraph's West Coast studio,

under the supervision of David Smith,

and will be ready for publication in May.
The picture was started under the work-
ing title of "The Shaughraun," from the

Dion Boucicault play on which it is

based.
In the cast are Pauline Stark. Pat O'-

Malley. "Mickey" Daniels. Maude Em-
ery and Helen "Howard.

Browning Again to Direct

Dean in Universal Picture
Universal announces that Tod Brown-

ing has been selected again to direct Pris-

cilla Dean, this time in "Under Two
Flags," which was the greatest opus of

Ouida, the French writer.

IVY WARD, who plays an important

part in "Ten Nights in a Bar Room"

—

(Arrow).

Paramount Bookings
Higher Second Week

Predict Solid Week Showing in

10,000 Theatres During

March
Bookings of'Paramount pictures for the

second week of the celebration of Para-
mount's tenth anniversary month are
greatly in excess of the 5,000 theatres

which were reported as booking the Para-
mount product for a solid week during
the first week of the anniversary. Many
continuances, it is stated, are included
from the preceding week, representing in

these instances solid bookings of two
weeks.

Two Week Booking in 5,000

It is estimated that between 9,000 and
10,000 houses will have booked Para-
mount pictures for at least one solid

week before March is- over, and that

approximately half of this number for

two solid weeks.
The celebration will last throughout

the month of March and it is pointed out
by the company that many houses have
been to obliged to defer bookings be-
cause of the heavy demands on the sup-
ply of prints.

Is Advertised Nationally

In addition to the extensive publicity

campaign which has been carried on for

the past weeks in newspapers and fan
magazines the occasion was climaxed
with a three-page advertisement in the
Saturday Evening Post, the largest ad-
vjrtising contract for a single issue in a

national publication ever made by a film

company, according to Paramount.

Second of Guinn Williams
Specials Gets Under Way

Word has been received from Los An-
geles by Di Lorenzo, Inc., that Director

W. Hughes Curran has started produc-
tion on the second of the series of six

special five-reel productions featuring

"Big Boy" Guinn Williams.
Molly Malone has been signed to play

opposite Williams. Charles Stumar will

be at the camera.
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Personal Appearance
Increases Patronage

Selznick Believes Both Star

and Theatre Benefit by
Visit in Person

That the popularity of a star is in-

creased through personal appearances at

theatres is the belief of the Selznick or-

ganization as the result of personal ap-

pearances recently made by Eugene O'-
Brien.

Appears Three Times Daily

"Only a few weeks ago, O'Brien went
to Detroit and for a full week appeared
three times a day at John H. Kunsky's
Madison theatre in connection with show-
ings of his starring vehicle 'Chivalrous

Charley,' says a statement from Selznick.

"O'Brien made the trip to Detroit espe-

cially for the purpose of greeting his

friends from behind the footlights and
it is a matter of record that his audi-

ences were at all times large and en-

thusiastic.

"In the latest issue of Loew's Weekly,
the free-distribution tract that Nils T.

Granlund issues for patrons of Loew's
Greater New York theatres, appears the

headline: 'Crowd Tears Buttons Off
Gene's Coat.' In the story under that

caption Granlund tells of O'Brien's ap-
pearance at Loew's Boulevard in conjunc-

tion with one of his starring vehicles,

where the crowds mobbed the Selznick

star and in attempting to force his way
through the jam, all the buttons were
torn from the sartorially perfect Gene's

overcoat.'

Had Stage Experience

"O'Brien gained extensive experience

on the stage before he entered motion pic-

tures. He is credited with doing a good
monolog if occasion requires; can make a

speech, be comical or serious; recite, act

a scene or find impromptu means of en-

tertaining the crowds he attracts.

"Thus it is that scarcely a week passes

but that O'Brien is called upon for a

personal appearance in theatres where his

pictures are shown."

Lee-Bradford Handling
"Determination;" New

Series to Be Produced
Lee-Bradford Corporation is distribut-

ing "Determination," produced by U. S.

Moving Picture Corporation, on the state

right market. The feature, handled in

the Greater New York and Northern New
Jersey territory by Elk Photoplay Com-
pany, has been presented at a number of

Eastern houses, including B. S. Moss'
Cameo in New York City.

The producing company, James W.
Martin, president, announces that owing
to the success of this feature arrange-

ments have been made for the produc-
tion of a series of pictures beginning in

May. The company has taken larger

headquarters in the - Fisk building, 250

West 57th street. New York.

Arthur S. Kane
Now Playing

The Topeka State Journal of Feb-
ruary 21 contained the following
item in its "25 Years Ago" column,
the original having been published
February 21, 1897:

"Arthur Kane, a young newspa-
per man of Topeka; will take the
part of Horatio in the student pre-
sentation of Hamlet to be given at
Crawford's Opera House March 1."

It seems particularly appropriate
that this secret of Arthur Kane's
past should be let out just as the
new Charles Ray-First National at-

traction, "The Barnstormer," is be-
ing launched. Mr. Ray's press agent
appears to have overlooked a bet
in neglecting to mention in the cata-

log of one-time barnstormers the
man who presents the present pic-

ture star.

New Type of Short
Reel by Educational

Special "How to Grow Thin"
to Be Published During

Educational Week
Educational announces a new type of

one-reel special titled "How to Grow
Thin." The picture will be ready for

bookings through the United States and
Canada by April 16, the start of Educa-
tional's annual week.

Has Comedy Angle

The film is a one-reel special produc-
tion, said to contain both humor and in-

struction. Its purpose is to give a simple
lesson in hygiene, showing how easily

one may avoid the unpleasantness and ac-

tual danger of superfluous flesh. It is

told in story form, with enough good
fun to provide as many laughs as the av-

erage comedy, it is stated.

The story is that of a couple slightly

past the age of thirty-five, who have
fallen into the habit of settling themselves
comfortably in an easy chair after a
hearty meal, in which they have eaten

unsparingly of the good things that weigh
down the American table.

Exploitation Possibilities Big

The "jolt" comes to the couple when
they receive an invitation to a "swell af-

fair," and find that they can no longer get
into their evening dress. Then they arc
visited by a woman who was a brides-
maid at their wedding, and when they see
her just as slender as she was the day
of their wedding, they begin to do a little

thinking.
"How to Grow Thin" offers some of

the best exploitation possibilities of any
recent picture, says Educational.

Binks—He says a $2 investment made his

fortune. I can hardly believe that.

Jinks—He married a rich widow and the

$2, I suppose was for the license.

—

Pontiac
Press.

Laemmle on Coast
Plans Fall Schedule

Universal May Offer Twelve

Jewels Next Season

—

Three Complete

Having made plans to publish Priscilla

Dean in "Wild Honey" and Harry Carey

in "Man to Man" this spring with the

possibility of putting out one more Jewel
during the summer, Carl Laemmle, now
at Universal City, has turned his atten-
tion to the production of Jewel pictures
for fall.

Mr. Laemmle is undecided whether to
put out eight or twelve Jewels for the
season of 1922-1923, but whether it will

be eight or twelve Universal is in a
particularly advantageous position so far

as the first six are concerned. Three of
them are completed and three are either
in work or in preparation at Universal
City.

"The Storm" Completed

Those completed ones are: House
Peters in "The Storm," a picturized ver-
sion of Langdon McCormick's and George
Broadhurst's New York theatre success.
This is Reginald Barker's first production
for Universal. Supporting Peters are
Matt Moore, Virginia Valli, Josef Swic-
kard, James Alamo, Leonard Clapan,
Frank Lanning, Gordon McKee, Jean
Perkins.

Priscilla Dean in "Lass O'Lowrie's,"
a picturized version of Frances Hodgson
Burnett's story of the Lancashire coal

mines. The production was directed by
Hobart Henley and prominent in the

cast are Robert Ellis, Wallace Beery,
Beatrice Berham, Katherine McGuire,
Fred Kohler, Frank Lee and Emmet King.

Picturize Reid Play

"Human Hearts," one of Hal Reid's

stage successes. House Peters plays the

role of Tom Logan, and others in the

cast are Russell Simpson, George Hack-
thorne, Edith Hallor, Ramsey Wallace,
Mary Philbin, Gertrude Claire, and
George West. The production was made
by King Baggot.

The three productions on which work
is starting at the present time are: "The
Suburban Handicap," based on Charles

T. Dazey's stage melodrama. Booth
Tarkington's novel, "The Flirt," and
Priscilla Dean in "Under Two Flags."

Miller Productions at

Work on First of Four
Independent Photoplays

Charles Miller, director and head of

Charles Miller Productions Co., has se-

lected the cast for his first independent
picture, "The Long, Long Trail," and
work on it will be started this week at

the Miller Studio, Port Henry, N. Y. The
company plans four independent offer-

ings during the coming year.

"The Long, Long Trail," a Northwest-
ern story by Jasper Ewing Brady, will be

the first. It will feature Earlc Fox. Frank
Losee, Fred Benton, Charles Mackey,
Harry Lee and "Peggy," a girl of mys-
tery, in whom Mr. Miller believes he has

a real find. It is expected that the film

will be ready for publication in May, and
distribution plans will be announced
later.

HOLD UP
YOUP BOXOFFICERECEIPTS

BOOK PERCY &FERDIE

HALLROOM COMEDIES
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Heightened Activity Is Reported by
Units Producing for First National

Every Star and Producer Now Working on Pictures
for Company's Schedule—Norma Talmadge

Filming Another Big Feature
"Full speed ahead" characterizes the

situation in the independent studios where

pictures are being made for distribu-

tion by Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc. Never before has there been

such intense activity, it is said, every star

and producer listed on the First National

program being hard at work at the pres-

ent time. The company reports also that

never before in the history of the com-

pany has the quality of the pictures been

of such a high calibre.

Having completed "Pay Day" Charles

Chaplin is now engaged in preparing to

start work on its successor. "Pay Day"

has fulfilled all expectations, it is said,

Chaplin having evolved a large number

of side-splitting situations. Edna Pur-

viance plays opposite.

Producing Big Picture

Norma Talmadge is now working on

the second of the big pictures planned for

her by Producer Joseph If. Schenck.

"Smilin' Through," the first, has been

given a pre-view showing at the Ritz-

Carlton hotel in New York to a distin-

guished audience. The picture won
hearty applause.
"The Duchess of Langais" is the sec-

ond of the series. Reports from the

Coast describe it as one of the most pre-

tentious film plays ever attempted. The
story is laid in old France.

In course of editing is "The Masque-
rader." produced by Richard Walton "ful-

ly and starring Guy Bates Post, who cov-

ered the country with the stage version

of the play for many years under the

management of Mr. Tully. The pictur-

ization of the famous stage play prom-
ises a photoplay of extraordinary strength

and beauty, it is said.

Resumes Production

At the Sennett studios work has been
resumed on "Suzanna" in which Mabel
Normand is being starred. This suc-

cessor of "Molly O" shows the vivacious

actress in a new type of role, that of a

Spanish senorita. It is being directed by
F. Richard Jones, who also was respon-
sible for "Molly O."
"One Clear Call," a John M. Stahl

production, is now in the cutting room at
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the Louis B. Mayer studios. The story
is laid in Alabama, and the cast includes
Henry B. Walthal, Milton Sills, Claire
Windsor and Irene Rich.
At the same studio Director Fred Ni-

blo has finished the cutting of "TheWoman He Married" and is now engaged
in editing "Rose o' the Sea," both of them
starring Anita Stewart.

Filming Final Scenes

Allen Holubar, the creator of "Man-
Woman-Marriage" is filming the final

scenes for "The Soul Seeker," starring
Dorothy Phillips. Katherine MacDon-
ald and her company are now at Truckee,
in Northern California, filming snow
scenes for "The Woman Conquers."
The Ince studios at Culver City like-

wise are as busy. The subjects on which
the Ince forces are working are: "The
Hottentot," a picturization of the fam-
ous Willie Collier comedy, now being
cut. "The Brotherhood of Hate" will
go into the cutting room following the
filming of a few additional scenes. "Jim"
is now being edited.

Begin Two New Films

Work has begun on two new Ince pro-
ductions. The first, "Someone to Love,''
is a drama of a Canadian trading post
and was written by C. Gardner Sullivan.
Madge Bellamy has the leading role and
John Griffith Wray is directing. The
second is "A Man of Action," a comedy
drama written by Bradley King. James
W. Home is the director.
Constance Talmadge is preparing for

a new play, following the completion
of "The Primitive Lover," the first of
her comedies made on the Pacific Coast.
"The Man Who Smiled," a J. L. Froth-

ingham production, likewise has been
completed, as have Marshall Neilan's
"Fools First," Maurice Tourneur's "Lor-
na Doone," and Charles Ray's "Alias
Julius Caesar."

Keaton Print Shipped

Buster Keaton has shipped East prints
of his latest comedy, "My Wife's Rela-
tions," and work is starting on Ben Tur-
pin's third comedy at the Sennett stu-
dios. Meanwhile the Bill}- Bevan com-
pany is busier than ever, now that "On
Patrol" has been finished.

In the East, Richard Barthelmess is

working on "Sonny." the third of his pro-
ductions for First National. Hope Hamp-
ton is completing "The Light in the
Dark," following which she will begin
work on "The Isle of Dead Ships."

Sell Further Territories

On "The Jungle Goddess"
Bobby North, who recently acquired

the Warner Brothers exchange and is the
new Federated member for the New York
territory, has purchased the Export &
Import serial, "The Jungle Goddess," for
Greater New York and Northern New
Jersey. "The Jungle Goddess" is said to

have brought the highest price ever paid
for a serial in this territory.

Robert Lynch of Metro Film Exchange
of Philadelphia has signed for the Selig
chapter play for Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey.

PRISCILLA DEAN and Robert Ellis in

a scene from "Wild Honey," the new
Universal-Jewel production.

New Producing Firm
Organized in Maine

Charles M. Seay to Produce
Photoplays for Dirigo

Films, Inc.

Dirigo Films has been incorporated by
prominent business men of Portland and
the State of Maine for the production of
motion pictures, many of which will be
made in and around the lakes, villages, and
sea coast of New England.

Is Well Financed

Plans are being perfected, says a state-

ment from the company, that will place
Dirigo Films in the front line of high-grade
producers. The corporation, it is stated, is

financed to an extent that it can carry out
any proposition it wishes to undertake.

Miles B. Bank, president of Miles B. Bank
Motor Car Company, automobile distributor,

has been elected president; John Calvin
Stevens, of Portland, is vice-president, and
Hon. Frank Keiser, business manager.

Is Pioneer in Business

Charles M. Seay will have charge of pro-
ductions. Mr. Seay has been prominently
identified with the film industry as a direc-
tor and executive for some years. "Jan of
the Big Snows," the Oliver Curwood story
which he directed, is scheduled for publica-
tion March 12 on the American Releasing
program.

Other officers of the new company are:
Herbert A. Harmon, treasurer; William S.

Linnell, company clerk, and Charles K.
Fenderson, secretary. The board of direc-

tors are : Dr. W. N. Spear, Rockland ; Hon.
A. S. Littlefield, Rockland; John Howard
Stevens. Portland; Hon. Howard Winslow,
Portland ; N. T. Fox, W. B. Thombs, A. B.

McKown, Dr. L. F. Corthell, H. F. Merrill,

G. Oakley, and L. B. Chipman. all of Port-
land.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor
is invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be
printed.

Save the Kiddies' Pennies

CHEYENNE WELLS, COLO.—To
the Editor: A few weeks ago, through

your columns, I took a "crack" at the

exchanges. Now, if you will allow me
a little more space, I'm going to remind
some of my brother exhibitors of a cer-

tain thing.

Say, brothers, do you know that an
admission ticket to a "movie" costing not
more than ten cents is not taxable? Sure
you do, but you haven't figured it out. I

notice that quite a few of you quote your
admission prices when reporting "What
the Picture Did for Me," and in many
cases you are charging fifteen cents for

children's tickets. In other words, you
are holding the kiddies up an extra nickel
and giving the government two cents of

this said nickel as war tax, besides being
a lot of extra trouble.

It will not do in more ways than one.

The first of this year I cut the price of

children's tickets to a dime and find that

I have almost twice as many kids at-

tending now as I did three months ago,
besides the whole dime is mine and half

the war tax trouble is eliminated.

Think it over, brothers, and let us all

show our appreciation of the elimination

of the tax from small priced fares. The
government didn't need this said tax,

evidently, or they wouldn't have given us
this chance, and if we show that we ap-
preciate small favors, I believe there is a

good chance of the tax on all admissions
to "movies" being eliminated by January
1, 1923—and, oh boy, wouldn't that be a

grand and glo-ri-ous feeling?

Now, don't get me wrong and think I

am trying to tell you what to charge.

If you have something extra or special

to offer, make it worth while and get

twenty cents for kid's tickets, but on
regular programs you will be money
ahead if you'll make it a dime. My regu-

lar admission prices are ten and thirty

cents.

In conclusion, I will say that business

has been a little better the past thirty

days—hold on, boys, and don't any of

you get excited. This doesn't mean that

I made any money, I iust simply lost less

the past thirty days.—W. P. Perry, Rialto

theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

Urges Better Paper

CARPINTERI A, CALIF.— To the

Editor: I appreciate the views of ex-

hibitors in "What the Picture Did for

Me," and I have found in nine cases out

of ten (excepting, of course, the few who
must kick regardless) that the opinions

expressed under this head are sound and
from men who not only know a real

attraction but are fair judges of photog-
raphy, directing and titling.

Too frequently the name a production
is released under is a serious handicap.
"Heliotrope" is just such a case, and
while the picture is fine, the name tells

absolutely nothing.
Another serious handicap many attrac-

tions arc up against is the misleading

paper put out fur the purpose of bringing

patrons into your theatre: Imagine a re-

liable producing company putting out a
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Pola Negri in a scene from "The Red Peacock."
(Paramount)

picture with a wonderful portrayal of
prayer and faith and asking the exhibitors
to get churches and ministers to co-
operate with you in putting it over.
Then, open up your paner and find the
only one sheets you have were a swell
dressed woman, sitting legs crossed, dress
up to her knees, and smoking a cigarette.
Such a picture was with "The Stealers,"
and while the picture is all the producers
claim for it, the paper on it depicts any-
thing but the real theme of the produc-
tion.

I readily understand that anyone can
criticize but few can offer real construc-
tive and practical suggestions in the way
of improvement. But I do believe that

just so long as the producers cling to the
idea that anything outside of a big super
production will of necessity have to depict
the "Dance Hall Queen" in her few
clothes, the saloon brawl, the drunken
wife beater, and exaggerated lawlessness
of the small western towns either in the
timber, cow country, or the mines, just

so long as they hold to this idea of enter-
tainment for the general public, just so
long the sword of censorship will dangle
over our heads and eventually the weight
of public opinion will, like outraged just-

ice, arise and point the road just as the
18th amendment did to the saloonkeeper
and manufacturers. Why producers will

get so near the danger line to put a punch
in a picture has to me always been a

mystery.—H. W. McCampbell, manager,
Auditorium theatre, Carpinteria, Calif.

A Letter on "Foolish Wives"
~ MILWAUKEE, WIS.—To the Editor:
I feel duty bound to my fellow exhibitors
to inform you as to the success of "Fool-
ish Wives," which run I completed last

night (March 3).

I am compelled to go on record as
saying that this picture had the most
successful engagement of any picture that

has ever played our theatre. Although
the price of admission charged was the
highest ever gotten by an exclusive mo-
t ;on picture theatre, the public seemed
to appreciate the value they received, pay-
ing the admission price gladly and going
out well pleased.

1 trust you will inform the readers
through your columns of the success the
Butterfly theatre had with "Foolish
Wives," as I feel the exhibitor is entitled

in these days of depression to a box
office attraction and there is no question
what this picture is. Anyone of your
readers wishing information on it may
write, phone or wire and I will gladly
answer. That's what I think of it.

—

Harry Hart, manager. Butterfly theatre,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Organizes Producing Firm
John P. McCarthy, in association with

T. V. Barrett has organized John P. Mc-
Carthy Productions of which Mr. Barrett
will be general manager. The company's
product will be distributed independently
by Apex Film Company.

D March 25, 1922

PILM LAUGHS FROM
TOPICS THE

S ELECTED BY
TIMELY FILMSJnc

"Marie is so modest she puts her pet dog
out of the room while she is changing her
gown !"

"The idea!"
"Well— it's a Pekingese."

—

Washington
(D. C.) Times.

*

"Lay down, pup. Lay down. That's a
good doggie. Lay down, I tell you."

"Mister, you'll have to say, 'Lie down.'
He's a Boston terrier."

—

Nashz/ille Tennes-
sean.

*

Little Bess—Mamma, do dogs get mar-
ried?

Mother—Certainly not, dear.

Little Bess—Then what right has Prince
to growl at Fannie when they're eating
breakfast?

—

Boston Transcript.

*

Ray (admiring little chow dog)—What a
nice little doggie. Does she bite?

May—No. indeed! Ginger snaps.

—

"Topics
of the Day" Films.

*

"In suing for a separation Mrs. Smith
says her husband is a rover."

"I see. Led her a dog's life, eh?"

—

Nezv
York Evening World.

*

Ladv (inspecting puppy) — Is he well

bred ?

"

Peddler—Say, lady, if any o' your neigh-
bors has got a dog ye'd like to see snubbed,
this dog will do the job for youse !

—

Imple-
ment & Tractor Journal.

*

"W ell, are you making your bride happy?"'
"I dunno. She seems to like me, but I

make no hit with her dog."

—

Judge.
*

Gentleman (indignantly)—When I bought
this dog you said he was splendid for rats

!

Why, he won't touch them

!

Dog Dealer— Well, ain't that splendid for

rats?

—

Patcrson (N. J.) Chronicle.
*

Andy, a negro porter at a theatre, be-
longs to a lodge. We met him on Broad-
way and he said the organization was to

have new quarters.

"Did you vote for a change?" we asked.
"Ah wasn't at de meeting'," replied Andy,

"but Ah voted by peroxide."

—

Nczv York
Globe.

Arrow President Reports
Improving Conditions on
Return from Western Tour
W. E. Shallenberger, president of Ar-

row Film Corporation, has returned from
a trip of the principal cities of Ohio, Illi-

nois and Michigan. lie reports that con-
ditions among the exchange men and ex-

hibitors are steadily improving and that

it is anticipated that the next two months
will show marked improvement in the

state right field.

Dr. Shallenberger stopped off at Co-
lumbus and Detroit to look over the

"Ten Nights" showing in these cities and
is greatly pleased with the successful run
of this picture at both of these cities

where it was then in its second week in

each place.

Dr. Shallenberger expressed himself as

confident that conditions were bound to

improve and looks forward. to an excel-

lent season.
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"What the Picture Did For Me"
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1922

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to tbis department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture

did {or tne other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

Associated Exhibitors
Hills of Missing Men, with J. P. Mc-

Gowan.—Good. Ran this to good at-

tendance for two days. These McGowans
have the stuff all right.—Luna theatre.
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

What Women Will Do, with Anna Q.
Nilsson.—One of the best pictures that
we have ever run.—Shelly & Windbeil,
Orpheum theatre, Amsterdam, N. Y.

—

Transient patronage.

The Riddle: Woman, with Geraldine
Farrar.—Not satisfactory to our patrons.
—T. G. Thompson, Grand theatre, Ro-
chester, N. Y.—General patronage.

The Sin of Martha Queed, an Allan
Dwan production.—A very entertaining
picture. Mary Thurman certainly does
make a hit with the ladies.—Luna theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

First National
My Boy, with Jackie Coogan.—We

had all the children for miles around on
the first day's showing. The first time
in our history that we had more children
than adults. The two succeeding days
we ran into very cold weather and con-
sequently fell down, but the picture will

please the grownups, especially those
who have children. The acting of this

small lad is positively wonderful. Some
say they can see some of Charlie Chap-
lin's actions in this picture.—W. H. Creal.
Sr., Suburban theatre, Omaha. Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge.—The boys said it was a corker.
Some of my best patrons roasted Mis:'

Talmadge for allowing herself to play in

the risque bedroom scene. Directors
should eliminate bedroom acts in these
censoring days.—Philip Rand, Rex thea-
tre, Salmon, Idaho.—Small town patron-
age.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—The public and press lauded the
star, the play and director. Personally
matched the picture at almost every
show, I liked it so well. Very good busi-

ness all week. Make all the promises you
wish on this one. You can't make it tot'

strong.—Frank L. Browne. Liberty thea-

tre. Long Beach, Calif.—General patron-
age.

The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
—Not up to Anita Stewart's standard, but
entertaining. Star is well liked here. Will
go over anywhere.—A. L. Latta, Royal
theatre, Ashland, Wis.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Hail the Woman, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—The picture went over bie

and enjoyed a week's capacity business.

—William Noble. Broadw-ay theatre.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-

age.

Her Social Value, with Katherine Mac-
Donald.—A satisfactory picture, if your

people like MacDonald. Mine don't care
much for her.—Raymond Gear, May-
flower theatre, Florence, Kan.—General
patronage.

THE LAST OF THE MOHI-
CANS, a Maurice Tourneur pro-
duction.—With zero weather, up
against it for advertising, and two
big local entertainments to buck,
at just noon I got busy and filled

autos with a crowd of howling
high school boys who used bells,

horns, drums and megaphones.
One, dressed as a cowboy, strapped
his saddle on the radiator and rode
a bucking Ford. Others secured
some remarkable Indian war bon-
nets, dressed and painted up as
Iroquois, got on ponies, and we
had a parade. Signs and handbills
told the hour. We got a crowd
thirty minutes after the parade
that nearly put us over. Picture
wonderful. Pleased all.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Cabiria, with a special cast.— ? ? ?

Can't put in print what I think. Receipts
$5. Tax 60 cents. For me $4.40, and
that was $4.40 too much. Deserved a

threshing for booking such a picture.

—

Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland theatre,

Greensboro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

Trust Your Wife, with Katherine Mac-

CONWAY TEARLE in a scene from
"Love's Masquerade," a new Selznick

picture.

Donald.—Not as good as most of her pic-
tures. However, gave fair satisfaction.—W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre, War-
ren, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Girl in the Taxi, with Mr. and Mrs.
Carter De Haven.—This, being very dif-
ferent from the average offering, comes
as a sort of relief, as it is of the lighter
vein, and while some will say there is not
much to it, however it is good entertain-
ment and very clever. Present average
business two days.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Tol'able David, with Richard Barthel-
mess.—Fine. It pleased 99 per cent.
Barthelmess' work is excellent. Boost
this one.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kans.—General patron-
age.

A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production.—Have read many laudatory
comments on this super-special, but aside
from the one reel where the cross-eyed
actor is seen watching the picture he has
starred in, which was very funny, my
patrons failed to see why this feature
should be rated as more than a program
picture.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.—General patronage.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
—The best picture with this star since
In Old Kentucky. Sowing the Wind is

a special, if there ever was one. Book
it. advance your admission, and watch the
results. I had them come back at night
and see it again. Men, it's wonderful.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—Used it for school benefit. Excel-
lent picture for that purpose. Ray's pic-

tures are all clean. No sex stuff.—R. J.

Ball, Star theatre, Finley, N. D.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Jim the Penman, with Lionel Barry-
more.—Lionel has never been able to

please here, but this was an exception.
Consider this remarkable.—H. J. Gray-
bill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Stranger Than Fiction, with Katherine
MacDonald.—Not up to the regular
standard of this star. However, the per-
formance of Katherine MacDonald was
good and she is rightly rated as a star.

The different angles of the story did not
match up as a smooth-going story and
picture has a little too many serial stunts
for my patrons. Business average first

day. Very poor second.—W. H. Bren-
ner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.—This is a dandy. My patrons like

this star and enjoy this class of picture.

—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,

Ewen, Mich.—General patronage.

Pilgrims of the Night, with a special
cast.—Only fair. Paid too much money
for it, considering the p'cture.—Raymond
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EDWARD SLOMAN, director of "Shattered Idols" with Frankie Lee on his lap,

and a number of youngsters who were used for atmosphere in the Frothingham-
Associated Producers production distributed by First National.

Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
—General patronage.

The Girl in the Taxi, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.—Quite humorous.
Pleased everyone. Not as good as Twin
Beds.—H. J. Graybill, Family theatre,

Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production.—This is a wonderful
production in every way. Beautiful scen-
ery. Good acting and a splendid story.

Book it and advance your admission. You
can't go wrong.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.—This
is Charles Ray's poorest picture, but with
star's popularity business was good, con-
sidering the bad weather.—A. I. Latta,

Royal theatre, Ashland, Wis.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tai-
madge.—Not up to the mark for a

"Connie" picture. Drew well on account
of it being "Go-to-Theatre Week." Larry
Semon in The Saw Mill on the same bill.

The least said about this the better.

—

Frank L. Browne, Liberty theatre, Long
Beach, Calif.—General patronage.

My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs.
Carter DeHaven.—Some thought it good,
while others didn't like it at all. Per-
sonally, I don't consider it worth the

money, and am glad that this is the last

one of their productions through First

National.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kans.—General patron-
age.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.

—

This is indeed a wonderful production.
Full of tears and smiles. Our patron?
stopped to ask- when we would have an-
other like it.—J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour
theatre, Burke, S. D.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.—Here
is a real picture. Go after it big. Did not

make any money on it.—G. H. Jcnkinson,
Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.

Love, with Louise Glaum.—Just fair.

Nothing out of the ordinary.—W. E. El-

kin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Gypsy Blood, with Pola N'cgri.—Abso-

lutely no good. This is the kind of pic-

tures that call for censors, and should be
condemned. It will take a long time for

my patrons to get the bad taste out of
their mouths.—W. H. Goodroad, Strand
theatre, Warren, Minn.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Married Life, a Mack Sennett produc-
tion.—A very good five-reel comedy.
Didn't do a very big business on it, how-
ever.—C. E. Liggett, Liggett theatre,

Rosalia, Kans.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.—A truly remarkable production, al-

though the plot is simple. Elimination
of subtitles a novelty. Really good
throughout.—H. J. Graybill, Family thea-
tre, Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge.—We consider this one Norma
Talmadge's best picture. Book it. You
can't go wrong. It will please your pa-
trons.—A. I. Latta, Royal theatre, Ash-
land, Wis.
Man-Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holu-

bar production.—Excellent entertainment.
All First Nationals arc good. Have run
60 of ihcm and have not a complaint to

make. Wish we could say the same for

other distributing organizations.—Crosby
Rros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita Stew-
art.—Received a lot of compliments from
the patrons on this picture. They all

liked it, and most of them had road the

story.—R. J. Ball, Star theatre, Finlcy,

N. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production.—The biggest and best

in a decade. Do not pass it by; 100 per
cent entertainment.—H. J. Graybill, Fam-
ily theatre, Bridgeport, O.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Choosing a Wife, with a special cast.

—

English scenes, story and actors. Clean
and pleasing to those who like society

plays of heart interest. Average fan did

not like it. This came as an emergency.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

Idaho.— Small town patronage.

The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production.—Just fair. Some parts are

good, but as a whole the picture failed to

please. No business, due to the name.
—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Broken Doll, an Allan Dwan pro-
duction.—Fair picture, is about all we can
say for it. Have run worse ones.—W. H.
Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Devil's Garden, with Lionel Barry-
more.—Very good picture and you can let

your furnace go out when you run it. It's

peppy.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Leopard Woman, with Louise
Glaum.—My patrons don't care for this

African desert stuff. Neither do they
like Louise Glaum as a star. Lost about
one-third of my patrons before show was
two-thirds over.—D. A. Kooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—General
patronage.

The Devil's Garden, with Lionel Barry-
more.—Will not get by in a small town.
Did not make any money on it.—G. H.
Jenkinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua,
Wis.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.

—Curwood's name helped this over, but
picture was fine in itself. Many favor-
able comments.—H. J. Graybill, Family
theatre, Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produc-
tion.—This is a wonderful program pic-

ture. The cattle stampede is the most
thrilling scene I ever witnessed. This
picture is chock full of good action. Book
it and advertise it big.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production.—Very good picture.

—

W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre, War-
ren, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-
madge.—Very pleasing picture. The star

always draws well here, and while her
pictures are not great productions, they
send one's patrons out with a smile which
means they will be back next time to see

her.—H. P. Stewart, Dreka theatre, De-
Land, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Mother o' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production.—A wonderful picture, pleased
100 per cent here. Ran a Toonerville
comedy with it. Good business.—W. H.
Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production.—A real good comedy in six

parts.—Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,

Granville, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.—Very good of its kind. Had no
complaints.—H. H. Graybill, Family thea-

tre, Bridgeport, O.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Woman in His House, with Mil-

dred Harris.—A 100 per cent attraction.

It pleased all and I had dozens of favor-

able comments. No business on account
of opposition.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourncur production.—Those who had
read the story were delighted with this

melodrama, but unfortunately those who
were unfamiliar with this historical classic

appeared to be wondering what it was all

about, and many left the theatre before
the show was half over. Personally, I

prefer pictures with less killing, more
pleasing entertainment, and a happier
ending.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.—General patronage.
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rox
Strength of the Pines, with William

Russell.—One of William Russell's good
ones. The picture will go good anywhere
where Russell is liked.—J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Gleam o' Dawn, with John Gilbert.—
Pleased about 5 per cent and displeased
95 per cent.—J. N. Schwartzwalder, Uni-
versal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.—General
patronage.

OVER THE HILL, with a spe-
cial cast.—Words cannot express
what a remarkable picture this is.

As long as you see pictures and as
long as you run them you will
never see one again like this. It is

a story everyone can understand.
There are no complications. Pic-
tures like this will not only add
prestige to your theatre, but will
go a long way toward downing
the reformer. Hence censorship.
Did the audience cry? Certainly.
They broke down like babies.
Even the orchestra stopped play-
ing. A sight like this has never
been seen before. Every exhibi-
tor in the United States should run
this picture, even though he doesn't
make money. He owes it to his
patrons. Our admissions were 25
and 50 cents.—W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

Riding with Death, with Charles Jones.—Very good picture. Jones always
pleases for me.—Walton Carroll, Royal
theatre, Fullerton, Neb.—General patron-
age.

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.—To the general American public, Tom
Mix appeals, and he gets 'em. The Night
Horseman is a western that will please
almost any audience.—H. W. McCamp-
bell. Auditorium theatre, Carpinteria, Cal.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Straight from the Shoulder, with
Charles Jones.—Very good show. I had
many comments at the door. Ran Sun-
shine comedy with it. Book this if you
want a good western.—W. T. Biggs,

Unique theatre. Anita, la.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.

—

Jones sure did something in this one.
Best of his to date. Acting is gripping.
Many favorable comments.—H. J. Gray-
bill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.

—

This is a very good picture.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, Ill-
General patronage.

Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.—Very fine production.—J. J. Hoffman.
Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Sky High, with Tom Mix.—Just a fair
picture. Scenery wonderful. Story weak.
—J. N. Schwartzwalder, Universal thea-
tre, Auburn, N. Y.—General patronage.
Thunderclap, with a special cast.—

A

very good picture. Was well received by
a fair sized audience.—Walter Carroll,
Royal theatre, Fullerton, Neb.—General
patronage.

Perjury, with William Farnum.—Fine
picture, with fine business prevailing.

—

William Noble, Rialto theatre, Oklahoma
City. Okla.—General patronage.
Get Your Man, with Charles Jones.

—

Jones is not coming, he has arrived, and
several of our western characters will be
kept moving or be left in the rear. His
Get Your Man is very good. My crowd
said so.—H. W. McCampbell, Auditorium
theatre, Carpinteria, Cal.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Devil Within, with Dustin Farnum.
—A very good picture, but the title scared
the women away.—W. H. Creal, Sr.,

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

A Rough Diamond, with Tom Mix.

—

Pleased big crowds with this fine Mix
subject. Played on Saturday and just
suited the crowd of that day. Mix never
fails to pack 'em in for me.—H. P. Stew-
art, Dreka theatre, DeLand, Fla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Bare Knuckles, with William Russell.
—A good Fox picture.—J. W. Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

A Stage Romance, with William Far-
num.—Have run my share of poor ones,
but didn't know how poor they could be
until I ran this. If you try to satisfy

your patrons, lay off this. Can't express
my disgust with this picture.—Walter
Carroll, Royal theatre, Fullerton, Neb.

—

General patronage.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.—Good.

—

J. W. Schmidt, Mgr., Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Hodk

IRENE DALTON, who appears in sup-
port of Lloyd Hamilton in his latest
fun-maker, "The Rainmaker," an Edu-
cational-Mermaid comedy.

inson
Cameron of the Royal Mounted, with a

special cast.—Excellent. Played this on
Washington's Birthday and had a line

out all day. Let's have more like it.

—

Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Jane Eyre, a Hugo Ballin production.
—This one drew good crowds for a week
and met with the general satisfaction of
most patrons.—Samuel Harding, Doric
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.—Zane Grey's name on a one-sheet gets
us as much business as any star. This
is a real picture, satisfying all our audi-
ence. Many complimented the produc-
tion.—C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111.—Small town patronage.

The Mysterious Rider, a Zane Grey
production.—This picture was enjoyed by
everyone. Drew better than average
business.—W. L. Berryman, Lyric the-

Ten Pictures That
Made Money for Me

The following ten produc-
tions are the biggest money
getters this theatre has played
since last September.

1. The Mysterious Rider.
2. My Boy.
3. Rip Van Winkle.

A Certain Rich Man.
Molly O.
The Man of the Forest.
The Journey's End.
The Kid.
Eyes of the World.
Cameron of the Royal
Mounted.

SAM SAX,
New Grand theatre,

Portland, Ore.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

atre, Bartlesville, Okla.—General patron-
age.

The Broken Gate, with Bessie Bar-
riscale.—The best Barriscale production
we have ever used. A hard theme to
handle without offense, yet it goes over
splendidly. Splendid cast throughout.—
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield,
III.—Small town patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stew-

art.—\ ery good.—L. W. Splichal, Em-
press theatre, Bancroft, Neb.

Goldwyn
His Back Against the Wall, with Ray-

mond Hatton.—It has a story that is dif-
ferent, and should please a big majority.
At least, most of my patrons liked it.

Plenty of good comedy.—Raymond Gear,
Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A Poor Relation, with Will Rogers—
Fair. Not up to standard.—M. W. Mat-
techeck, Liberty theatre, Kennewick,
Wash.—Neighborhood patronage.
Doubling For Romeo, with Will Rog-

ers—This star is one of the writer's fa-
vorites, but not so with our people. We
have made more money with what we
consider junk, but why kick, since the
people are always right? This is one
of his very best pictures, and pleased
those who saw it immensely. The light-
ing and photography are not up to the
Goldwyn standard, however, but perhaps
we got a dark print.—W. H. Creal, St.
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Strange Boarder, with Will Rog-
ers—Rogers is a good drawing card
here. That kid of his will be a second
Wesley Barry if given a chance.—R J
Ball, Star theatre, Finley, N. D.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.
The Old Nest, with a special cast.—

The only special we have made any
money on in months. We say The Old
Nest is the nearest 100 per cent picture
we have ever shown.—C. T. Metcalf
Opera House, Greenfield, 111.—Small town
patronage.

The Man Who Had Everything, with
Jack Pickford.—This one seemed to
please, and also brought in a lot of new
folks.—Will F. Taddiken. Elite theatre,
Morganville, Kan.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.—
Good Rogers picture, yet he is not as
tenderhearted in this so some did not
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think it so good for him.—W. H. Good-
road, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.

—

100 per cent entertaining. Sad, but will

appeal to women. Play and go after it,

and advertise this one.—L. L. Connor,
Victory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Earthbound, with a special cast.—

A

play built on the proposition that there

is no God, no sin and no future life. In

this there was a good cast but the basis

for the play was unpopular and failed to

please. Wouldn't advise too much ex-

ploitation. Play it as a program picture

and let it go for what it is worth.—J. C.

Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh,

Neb.—General patronage.

Polly of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.

—

Not as good a picture as we expected.
Pleased about 50 per cent.—L. M. Roth-
weilcr, Palace theatre, Bison, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

The Brand, with a special cast.—

A

real Northwest picture, one that will

make your patrons talk about it. Busi-

ness good.—Silverman Brothers, Strand
theatre, Altoona, Pa.—General patronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.

—

Good picture.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.

—

An extra good picture. Everybody satis-

fied.—Schaghticoke Amusement Ass'n..

Town Hall theatre, Schaghticoke, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Voice in the Dark, with Irene Rich.

—

A mystery play revolving around a mur-
der. Cast well chosen and did excellent

work. Direction 'good and photography
excellent. Business poor but it is not

chargeable to the picture. Would ad-

A Few Prominent

Electric
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Woods Theatre, Chicago
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Allen Theatre. Cleveland. Ohio
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State Theatre. Pittsburgh. Pa.
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1400 Michigan Blvd.

Chicago

vise playing it at regular prices.—J. C.
Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.
—General patronage.

Milestones, with a special cast.—Lay off

this one. It keeps them out of the the-

atre.—E. J. Degenhardt, Princess the-
atre, Mendota, 111.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a spe-
cial cast.—Good photography. Other-
wise nil. Poorest Goldwyn we have ever
shown. Don't book it.—Johnson Bros.,
Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
cast.—To the many good reports I have
read on this picture, just put me down
"ditto."—E. Saunders, Saunders theatre,

Harvard, 111.—General patronage.

The North Wind's Malice, with a spe-
cial cast.—A very good program picture.
Entertained and drew well.—Will F. Tad-
diken. Elite theatre, Morganville, Kan.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Scratch My Back, with a special cast.

—

Good picture but didn't make me money.
—L. W. Splichal, Empress theatre, Ban-
croft, Neb.

Out of the Storm, with a special cast.

—Good show.—W. T. Biggs, Unique the-

atre, Anita, la.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Metro
Peacock Alley, with Mae Murray.

—

The best bet of the year so far. This is

the kind of picture that will get the busi-
ness back on a paying basis, and Mr.
Leonard and Miss Murray are certainly

entitled to the hearty thanks and co-oper-
ation of the exhibitors. (Come again,

Bob). Go after this one, Brother Ex-
hibitors, and make lots of noise and make
it often. It will stand up to any prom-
ises you can make for it.—G. O. Monroe,
Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Little Fool, with a special cast.

—

Good entertainment.—Mrs. M. Kimbro.
Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

The Man Who, with Bert Lytell.—
Somewhat silly, but was a fair comedy.
Had eleven people, so can't tell what they
thought of it.—R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kan.—General patron-

age.

The Golden Gift, with Alice Lake—Big
houses at all shows.—William Noble, Cri-

terion theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

A Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.—
A very good picture. Gave satisfaction

to my patrons.—P. J. Burford, Princess
theatre, Doniphan, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Toys of Fate, with Nazimova.—One of

the most entertaining stories this star has

used. A good show.—Schmock &
Crouse Co., Ideal theatre. Bloomer, Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Paramount
Fool's Paradise, a Cecil B. De Mille

production.—An absolute knockout in

every way. It has everything and_ we
turned people away at advanced prices.

The kind of "big" picture people like.

—

H. P. Stewart, Dreka theatre, DeLand,
Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Three Live Ghosts, a Cosmopolitan
production.—An excellent picture which
charmed all that saw it, with good busi-

ness prevailing.—William Noble, Capitol

theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage.

One Glorious Day, with Will Rogers.

CLEO MADISON, who "came back"
strong in "The Law and the Woman,"
the Paramount picture directed by
Penryhn Stanlaws.

The picture was excellent and enjoyed
big business. — William Noble, Capitol

theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.—General
patronage. ,

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—A very good business getter, but I

did not do much on account of a big

storm. Very good acting in this pic-

ture.— C. E. Liggett, Liggett theatre, Ro-
salia, Kan.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE INSIDE OF THE CUP,
with a special cast.—Good. Even
had a bootlegger tell me he had
seen it three times and enjoyed it

more each time. Get the preach-
ers in on this one. A powerful
sermon.—C. M. Hartman, Liberty

theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

Just Around the Corner, a Cosmopoli-
tan production.—Good, but lots of my
patrons did not care for it. Too much
sob stuff.—J. N. Schwartzwalder, Univer-

sal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

The Little Minister, with Betty Comp-
son.—Beautiful production. Betty Comp-
son fine, and the three church deacons
worth the price of admission. Drew
better than any picture we showed dur-

ing February. Scenery and artistic ef-

fects very good.—Horn & Morgan, Star

theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

The Inside of the Cup, with a special

cast.—Only wish the producers would
absorb some of the doctrine this picture

conveys. It would make exhibiting much
more pleasurabl e.—Cowan Oldham,
Dixie theatre, McMinnvillc, Tenn.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. De Mille

production.— Excellent, as I have found

all Cecil B. IV Mille productions. Busi-

ness good on a five-day showing.—J. N.

Schwartzwalder, Universal theatre, Au-
burn, N. Y.—General patronage.

Boomerang Bill, with Lionel Barry-

more.— Excellent. A mighty good pic-

Hue with a good capable cast. Fine pho-

tography. Picture will please.—J. Car-

bon e II. Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla —
Neighborhood patronage.

Exit The Vamp, with Ethel Clayton.—
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Not as good as some other of her pic-
tures, but only two or three walked out
on it.—Raymond Gear, Mayflower the-
atre, Florence, Kan.—General patronage.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
This one pulled them in although it was
raining and a very bad night.—J. Wil-
liams, Cozy theatre, Checotah, Okla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Under the Lash, with Gloria Swanson.—Pleased about 25 per cent. Business
good the first day and the next three
days terrible. Run this picture four days
to my sorrow.—J. N. Schwartzwalder,
Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Moran of the Lady Letty, with Doro-
thy Dalton and Rodolph Valentino.—At
last Miss Dalton is furnished with a good
scenario, and she proves herself as cap-
able as the balance. Valentino added
lots to the picture. A good entertain-
ment.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key-
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

After the Show, a William De Mille
production.— I didn't see it, but from
comments do not consider it a special.
My people are not De Mille (either Cecil
or William) fans, and as a rule I do not
do much business with their subjects.

—

Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Flor-
ence, Kan.—General patronage.

The Bride's Play, with Marion Davies.—Fair picture which ran to fair busi-
ness. Marion is a doll.—Luna theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—Played at 20, 30 and 40
cents, including tax, for three days to
big business. Picture pleased 100 per
cent—A. I. Latta, Royal theatre, Ashland,
Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.
O'Malley of the Mounted, with Wil-

liam S. Hart.—A good picture. Pleased.—C. M. Hartman, Liberty theatre, Carne-
gie, Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

King, Queen, Joker, with Sidney Chap-
lin.—All in all the picture is a joker on
the exhibitors. A poorer one could not
be shown.—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre,
Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Chickens, with Douglas McLean.—This
is sure a good comedy-drama. Had the
best Friday night crowd in two months.
—J. Williams, Cozy theatre, Checotah,
Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Meighan.—Poor picture and no drawing
card. Lost money with this one.—A. I.

Latta, Royal theatre, Ashland, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Sheik, with Rodolph Valentino and
Agnes Ayres.—Played this one two
nights. Would have done more busi-
ness the first night if I had not run out
of seats. The second night was inter-
fered with by basketball. It made us
money and it will you. Book it.—W. C.
Allen. Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish.—A dandy picture. Not much to

the story, but they would have liked to
have raised the roof, so we should worry
about the story.—C. M. Hartman, Lib-
erty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Saturday Night, a Cecil B. De Mille
production.—An all around good picture.

One that will send them away with a
broad smile on their faces.—Luna trie-

rate, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Love's Boomerang, with Anna Q. Nils-

son.—Poor picture. Like all the for-

eign pictures as yet they haven't come
anywhere near our American productions.

—J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

More Deadly Than the Male, with
Ethel Clayton.—An interesting picture.

—

D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour Theatre,
Ewen, Mich.—General patronage.

The Grim Game, with Houdini.—Has
as much action as a 15-episode serial and
a good story to go with it. Fine.—J. J.
Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre, Burke,
S. D.—Neighborhood patronage.

Three Men and a Girl, with a special
cast.—A good program picture. Star
well liked.—L. M. Rothweiler, Palace the-
atre, Bison, Kan.—Small town patron-
age.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swan-
son.—This one pleased 100 per cent, and
this class of picture ought to build back
the show business.—J. Williams, Cozy
theatre, Checotah, Okla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Humoresque, with a special cast.

—

Good picture, but some say they liked
No Woman Knows better.—G. H. Jen-
kinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua, Wis.
The Tree of Knowledge, with Robert

Warwick.—A fine play, every foot of it.

Pleased everybody. Wonder why Para-
mount don't make more plays like this
one. If you're looking for a good pro-
gram picture, book it. This picture will
keep your audience's interest to the end.—Wapato theatre, Wapato, Wash.—Gen-
eral patronage.

What's Your Husband Doing? with
Doris May and Douglas MacLean.—Had
used this star before in 2Z]/2 Hours Leave.
Patrons were so well pleased I did un-
usual amount of advertising on What's
Your Husband Doing? Picture failed to
arrive. Substituted Alarm Clock Andy
with paper in the box. Have shown
What's Your Husband Doing? sine:
first booking, however. Very good. Lots
of comedy.—Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Green-
land theatre, Greensboro, Ga.—Small
town patronage.

Experience, with a special cast.—The
picture pleased for a return date.—Wil-
liam Noble, Broadway theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.—General patronage.

What's Your Hurry? with Wallace
Reid.—Wallace is our best program bet.

Draws next to Hart in this town. His
automobile stories have been great.

—

Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Lady Rose's Daughter, with Elsie Fer-
guson.—Another good one that pleased
my audience. I like to be able to meet
them as they go out and. tell me it was a

good picture.—W. T. Biggs, Unique the-
atre, Anita, la.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

What Every Woman Learns, with Enid
Bennett.—Like all of this star's pictures.
This one was especially pleasing to the
ladies.—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour the-
atre, Ewen, Mich.—General patronage.
What's Worth While, with a special

cast.—A picture that pleased.—C. M.
Hartman, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Too Wise Wives, with a special cast.

—

This so-called special proved to be no
drawing card here, and only pleased 40
per cent of the small attendance.—A. I.

Latta, Royal theatre, Ashland, Wis.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.

—

You may bank on this picture to stand
up to any explou.- ,^n. Get behind it

and boost it. U will get you the money,
if conditions are right. Business bad
here on account of contagious diseases.
—C. H. Bells, Opera House, Lenora,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Love Special, with Wallace Reid.
The picture pleased and, for a return date,
did excellently.—William Noble, Broad-
way theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

General patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production.—This picture probably
O. K. for large towns, but did not give
universal satisfaction here.—Will F. Tad-
diken, Elite theatre, Morganville, Kan.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Prince Chap, with Thomas Meig-
han.—Had many favorable comments on
this picture. Did not please those who
want t' see a fight everv fifteen min-
utes, but the other 90 per cent thought it

was a splendid picture.—D. A. Kooker,
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Frisky Mrs. Johnson, with Billie

Burke.—Not very good.—Clarence W.
Langacher, New Glarus theatre, New Gla-
rus, W is.

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.

—

Quite an interesting picture, containing
some good automobile driving, a little

comedy and some tense situations. Theo-
dore Roberts is really the star in this one.
—D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,

Ewen, Mich.—General patronage.

The Haunted Bedroo-n with Enid Ben-
nett.—Good star and good picture.—L.
M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre, Bison,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

Sentimental Tommy, with a special

cast.—Our Sunday patronage did not like

A scene from "Yellow Men and Gold," a new Goldwyn picture written by Gouverneur
Morris, and directed by Irvin V. Willat.
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this one. Played to about 100 people on
second day.—A. I. Latta, Royal theatre,
Ashland, Wis.—Neighborhood patronage.
Her Husband's Friend, with Enid Ben-

nett.—Rather far-fetched. Not true to
life, but pleased majority.—C. M. Hart-
man, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Humoresque, with a special cast.—My
first S. R. O. on this. One night stand.
Sure they liked it. Can see why it is

Photoplay's best picture produced in 1920.

—Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus
theatre, New Glarus, Wis.

Silk Hosiery, with Enid Bennett.—This
is a very good show. But where do they
get the title? Will please majority of any
audience.—W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre.

Anita, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

Pathe
The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis pro-

duction.—One of the best program pic-

tures I ever played. A Western packed
full of action and real thrills. Wonder-
ful work in this by Gladys Brockwell.
More favorable comments on this pic-

ture than received on many of the pic-

tures advertised as super-specials. Be-
cause of the strong mother theme this

picture would go good where Westerns
ordinarily fall down.—D. W. Kooker,
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Devil to Pay, with a special cast.

—A good picture that did not bring them
in.—J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre,

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Passersby, with a special cast.—Good.
Old, but doesn't show it, and is interest-

ing and artistic.—Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

The Lure of Egypt, with a special cast.

—Can't give this picture much. It will

do for a change, but it cost me money.
It was sold to me as a special.—J. F.
Sanderson, Jr., Strand theatre, Winches-
ter, Va.—Neighborhood patronage.

Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.

—

Went over very good. Some of the titles

had been cut out, making it a little hard
to follow the story.—D. A. Kooker,
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Forbidden Valley, with a special cast.

—

My patrons did not like it and took par-
ticular pains to tell me so. We like May
MacAvoy, but why did they put her in

such a picture? Too much murdering
in cold blood. Poorest J. Stuart Black-
ton production I have ever played.— F. H.

Gatcomb, Armstrong's theatre, Vance-
boro, Me.—Small town patronage.

Smouldering Embers, with Frank Kee-
nan.—Very good. I would run this one
again.—Charles Lee Hyde, Grand the-
atre, Pierre, S. D.—Small town patron-
age.

The Girl in the Web, with Blanche
Sweet.—My patrons did not care much
for this one.—D. A. Kooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

Dawn, a J. Stuart Blackton production.—This picture is a little old, but was in

good condition. This story is of a boy
who becomes blind, teaches a good les-
son, and is good entertainment. Business
good.—F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's the-
atre, Vanceboro, Me.—Small town pat-
ronage.

One Hour Before Dawn, with H. B.
Warner.—We considered this picture a
fair program.—Raymond Schneider, Mid-
get theatre, Metamora, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

R-C Pictures
Salvage, with Pauline Frederick.—An

old picture but, like The Stealers, has a
wonderful kick. You will not miss by
playing it. I liked it better than The
Lure of Jade, or The Sting of the
Lash.—H. W. McCampbell, Auditorium
theatre, Carpinteria, Cal.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

At the Stage Door, with a special
cast.—Not a special, but a good picture.
Pleased 75 per cent.—Raymond Gear,
Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.—

I

played this picture to the smallest house
in history. Doris will have to beat this

one to get the money here. Bull Mon-
tana was the real star.—H. W. Mc-
Campbell, Auditorium theatre, Carpin-
teria, Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fortune Teller, with a special
cast.—Good,—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max
Linder.—This is one that had them all

laughing from start to the finish and
they told us how well they liked it as
they went out. Business only fair, but
as good as could be expected.-— C. H.
Bells, Opera House, Lenora, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

The Little 'Fraid Lady, with Mae
Marsh.—Only an ordinary program pic-

ture. Will get over with good comedy.

—

H. W. McCampbell, Auditorium theatre,

Carpinteria, Cal.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

Better Times, with a special cast.

—

Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Realart

Little Italy, with Alice Brady.—

A

very good offering. A little better than
the average Brady picture.—W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Hush Money, with Alice Brady.—

A

good picture but it fell below the usual
standard of Alice Brady as a drawing
card for a week's run.—Samuel Harding,
Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
A Kiss in Time, with Wanda Hawley.—This picture started off fine and held

up as long as it lasted, but it didn't last
quite long enough. Didn't know I was
buying a serial.— Mrs. W. M. Kimbro,
Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

The House That Jazz Built, with
Wanda Hawley.—Good.—J. W. Schmidt,
Mgr., Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.
—A special little picture with plenty of
comedy. Miss Daniels generally pleases.

—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

Little Italy, with Alice Brady.—See
this star "knocked" real often, but in my
town Alice Brady is appreciated. They
know a good thing when they see it,

I'm proud to say. Little Italy is fine.

Alice Brady is a great actress.—Mrs. W.
M. Kimbro, Greenland theatre, Greens-
boro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

O Lady Lady, with Bebe Daniels.

—

Good.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Soldiers of Fortune, with a special

cast.—Advertised this as my "February
Special," used sixes, ones, photos, slide.

Advertised in my weekly program and
day before showing mailed postal cards

as reminders. Soldiers of Fortune failed

to arrive. A telegram announced Hush
Money was being substituted. Patrons
disappointed and a good many refused
to come in. Hush Money, with Alice
Brady, is an unusually interesting pic-

ture.—Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland
theatre, Greensboro, Ga.—Small town
patronage.

Selznicl

The Girl From Nowhere, with Elaine
Hammerstein.—Miss Hammerstein is

Two scenes from "The Girl from Rocky Point," a Pacific Film Corporation production, starring Ora Carew. Milton Ross and
Charles Speare appear in support.
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surely "the girl without a failure" for us.
They like all her productions and so do
I.—C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Green-
field, 111.—Small town patronage.
Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien-

Fine. Good in human interest and good
work of characters. Star is very well
placed in this part. Small town suc-
cess of the city young fellow.—Charles
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

Conceit, with a special cast.—A miser-
able failure. Does not register at any
time with any sincerity of purpose. It
seems that the story is so very weak that
it almost gives out. Cannot say anything
creditable for it at all. Selznick surely
has handled the word "supreme special"
with no knowledge regarding the prod-
uct he was talking about, for Conceit is
not even average entertainment. We
wonder what is the matter with business.
I say that pictures like this is what
killed it—W. H. Brenner, New Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham.—An old picture but
believe it pleased our patrons very much.
Acting of star very good and he had
good support.—Horn & Morgan, Star
theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.

—

Good. A Saturday crowd enjoyed this
and told me so.—C. T. Metcalf, Opera
House, Greenfield, 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

A Man's Home, with a special cast.

—

Anything but a special. Just an ordi-
nary picture.—N. W. Mattecheck, Lib-
erty theatre. Kennewick, Wash.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Remorseless Love, with Elaine Ham-
merstein.—A satisfactory picture with a
poor name.—Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. D.

A Daughter of the West, with Edythe
Sterling.—One of the best Western pic-
tures for some time. Your western
fans will like it.—W. D. Patrick, Cozy
theatre, Florala, Ala.

Up the Road With Sallie, with Con-
stance Talmadge.—Light entertainment,
but appeared to please Connie's follow-
ers. Reissue. No kicks.—D. A. Kooker,
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.

—

General patronage.

The Moth, with Norma Talmadge.

—

Very good, but my patrons do not think
much of this reissue stuff.—W. D. Pat-
rick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.

United Artists
Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith pro-

duction.—Wonderful. One of the big-
gest, best and cleanest ever on the screen.
A picture in which you can't swallow the
lump in your throat.—Luna theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

Carnival, with a special cast.—A really
wonderful production. If you have not
booked this one get it. Patrons stayed
twice to see it. Wonderful business.

—

George Arkins, American theatre, Kan-
sas City, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas
Fairbanks.—A wonderful picture from
every angle, but business below average
on account of high prices charged. We
played percentage, so they fixed the ad-
missions.—H. P. Stewart, Dreka theatre,

DeLand, Fla.—Neighborhood patronage.

Through The Back Door, with Mary
Pickford. Mary is losing out here and
she's got to come down in prices or we
got to cut out showing her pictures.

—

F. A. Wagner, Family theatre, Rich-
mond, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford.—The

picture pleased big business for a return
date.—YVilliam Noble, Lyric theatre,

Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patron-
age.

The Love Light, with Mary Pickford.
Some of the patrons came out telling me
they had seen this star in better pictures
than this and I had to admit it. The
picture is fair. It was almost a year
since I had played any of this star's pic-
tures and as she had always been one
of the best bets in this locality I though
that surely my patrons were crazy to
see her again, but this was not the case.
I played this picture two nights and I

did not take in enough to pay for it.

I have really enjoyed fair business in the
last two months, with worse and better
pictures than this one and with some
very bad weather, but by heck I never
expected that America's sweetheart had
lost as much ground as she did. Be
careful, Brothers.—R. Navary, Liberty
theatre, Verona, Pa.

Universal
Across the Deadline, with Frank

Mayo.—A good program picture.—G. H.
lenkinson, Victor theatre, Minocqua,
Wis.

Dr. Jim, with Frank Mayo.—A good
picture.—C. M. Hartman, Liberty the-

atre, Carnegie, Okla.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Guttersnipe, with Gladys Walton.
—A very pleasing program picture.

The plot is ingenious to say the least,

being a burlesque on heavy stuff. We
wish, however, that the photographer
would cut out the foggy effect and let us
have a good view of this young lady's

face.—W. H. Creal, Sr., Suburban the-

atre, Omaha, Nebr.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.
—Good. Some fine scenery in this.

—

W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre, War-
ren, Minn.—Neighborhood patronage.

No Woman Knows, with a special

cast.—This, like so many other pictures

adapted from books, would have been
good if one had not read the book.
Why don't they follow the story, or else

not call it a story from the book R.

Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.—General patronage.

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.

—

The kind of a picture they all like.

Went over in great style.—J. L. Rappe-
port, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A Parisian Scandal, with Marie Pre-
vost.—A fine program picture. Will
please. Miss Prevost a coming star.

Reminds you of little Dorothy Gish.
Have run several of this star's and find

all pictures Okay.—J. F. Sanderson, Jr.,

Strand theatre, Winchester, Va.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—Not as
big as I thought it would be, although
it is a fine picture. Plenty of action with
correct amount of humor added.—H. J.
Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.
—Neighborhood patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—I think
the picture over advertised. While it was
good, it was not as good as I had
hoped it would be. The advertising will

put it over and it will please.—H. W.
McCampbell, Auditorium theatre, Car-
pinteria, Cal.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—My first picture of this star and it

was a crackerjack. It pleased them all.

Plenty of action with a good story.—J.

L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Unknown Wife, with Edith Rob-
erts.—This is a very good program pic-

ture. Pleased 100 per cent.—E. B. Pet-
erson, Elk Horn theatre, Elk Horn, la.

—

Small town patronage.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.—Every exhibitor should show
this picture. It is a real attraction. Be
careful in your advertising, else some
may think it off color. Recommend it

as a family picture for all.— C. T. Met-
calf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

The Blazing Trail, with Frank Mayo.
—Very good picture.—J. J. Hoffman,
Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Headin' West, with Hoot Gibson.

—

This star is becoming more popular with
each of his pictures. Story, acting, light-

ing and photography are good. A very
good business on this one.—W. H. Creal,

Sr., Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.—A pic-

ture in which Mayo is at his best. Pat-
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JACKIE COOGAN, who has just finished his second independent production
"Trouble."

rons were more than pleased.—P. W.
Brickley, Rialto theatre, Rapelje, Mont.
—Small town patronage.

The Fox, with Harry Carey.—An ex-
tra good picture with plenty of snap
and action. Pleased all who saw it.

—

J. L. Rappcport, Lovejoy theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Cheated Hearts, with Herbert Rawlin-
son.—Have had better Universal pic-

tures, but it gets by.—C. M. Hartman,
Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.—Ex-
ceedingly good program picture which
pleased our patrons with very few ex-
ceptions. Plot of story good with the
final climax within the last five minutes
of the picture.—Horn & Morgan, Star
theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.

—

A fairly good picture. Not a very large

crowd on account of bad weather.—R.

O. Baker, Baker's theatre, McCune,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

The Torrent, with Eva Novak.—This
picture pleased 75% of my audience and
was well played.—P. W. Brickley, Rialto

theatre, Rapelje, Mont.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Smart Sex, with Eva Novak —
Very fine program picture and one the

children will like, especially the farm
scenes.—J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour
theatre, Burke, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.—We
paid too much for this for a small town.
Lost money, yet picture is good and gave
satisfaction to all.—C. T. Mctcalf, Opera
House, Green field. III.—Small town pat-

ronage.

The Fire Cat, with Edith Roberts.—

Some beautiful scenery in this picture
but that's all. No story. Pleased about
50 per cent.—E. B. Petersen, Elk Horn
theatre, Elk Horn, la.—Small town pat-
ronage.

The Man Trackers, with George Lar-
kin.—Good interesting story of the
Royal Northwest Mounted Police.
Gave satisfaction.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,
Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.—

A

very good little comedy drama which
pleased most of them. Star is popular
here.— C. E. Liggett, Liggett theatre.
Rosalia, Kan.—Neighborhood patronage.

The Mad Marriage, with Carmel My-
ers.—My patrons sure kicked on this.

Nothing to it.—E. B. Petersen, Elk Horn
theatre, Elk Horn, la.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Vitagraph
The Little Minister, with Alice Cal-

houn.—Very, very good picture for

everybody.— L. W. Splichal, Empress
theatre, Bancroft, Neb.

The Little Minister, with Alice Cal-
houn.—A good picture for its kind, if

your patrons like this kind.—C. M. Hart-
man, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Closed Doors, with Alice Calhoun.

—

An interesting picture and very well pro-
duced. Cast not a likable one. Star
strives to please and does it. No box
office attraction. Many folks looking,
not c6ming in on account of star being
new. When you kid yourself into think-
ing a star comes over night you will

go wrong. However, believe Alice Cal-

houn will arrive soon.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

What's Your Reputation Worth? with

(orinnc Griffith.—Good. Fine scenery

and the star displays some very fine

clothes, which will please the ladies.

—

J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre,
Burke, S. D.—Neighborhod patronage.

The Son of Wallingford, with a spe-
cial cast.—Excellent satisfaction. The
cast was sure well selected to represent
the different characters in the story.
Book and boost this one.—R. J. Ball,
Star theatre, Finley, N. D.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

THE LITTLE MINISTER,
with Alice Calhoun.—Our opposi-
tion showed the Paramount pic-

ture of the same name day and
date with us. We cut from the
HERALD what C. E. Waughop,
of Detroit, Mich., said in regard to
this feature and had it reprinted in

a herald and scattered them broad-
cast. When a picture comes as
highly recommended as this it

can't help but have an effect on
the good people whom you wish to
attend your theatre. Therefore we
were highly pleased with the re-

sult. Brother Exhibitor, we thank
you, as well as the HERALD.
As Rip Van Winkle you would
say, "May you live long and pros-
per."—W. H. Creal, Sr., Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

It Isn't Being Done This Season, with
Corinne Griffith.—Light offering that

fails to interest.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—General
patronage.

A Guilty Conscience, with Antonio
Moreno.—A fair program picture, on
which we did an extraordinarily good
business.—W. H. Creal, Sr., Suburban
patronage.

The Master Stroke, with Earle Wil-
liams.— I didn't think much of this one.

—Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. D.—Small town patronage.

The Sporting Duchess and The Prey,
with Alice Joyce.—Both are very good
program pictures, the first named being
extra good.—D. A. Kooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—General
patronage.

The Rainbow, with Alice Calhoun.—

A

very good program offering. This star

pleases well in this community.—Luna
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Romance Promoters, with Earle
Williams.—Our patrons are just begin-
ning to realize that Earle Williams is a

fine star, and he certainly is. Haven't
had a poor picture yet. This one is espe-

cially good.—J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour
theatre, Burke, S. D.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Heart of Maryland, with Cather-
ine Calvert.—Excellent. No one need to

hesitate in booking this one. It's a real

picture and will stand a raise in price.

It's a story of the civil war, splendidly

photographed, well acted and contains

many tense and thrilling scenes.—D. A.

Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.—General patronage.

A Guilty Conscience, with Antonio
Moreno.—Good picture, with story of

India. Gave general satisfaction.—H. G.

Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Island of Regeneration, with An-
tonio Moreno.—Rather a cheap picture.

Unreasonable, as are all shipwrecked
stories. Girl lying exhausted on beach
of desert island. Suitcase which hasn't

been used five minutes, on the sands be-

side her. Unnecessarily illogical.

—

Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. D.—Small town patronage.

Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a spe-

cial cast.—This picture drew good, but

did not prove up to the Vitagraph stand-
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ard in the special picture. The picture

has lots of action and is filled with
thrills, but there is too much killing to

make pleasant entertainment.—D. A.
Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,

'

Mich.—General patronage.

The Son of Wallingford, with a special

cast.—Good entertaining picture. Do not
advertise the big pageant as there is

nothing to it. Confine your advertising

to the authors. Popular for their "Get-
Rich-Quick-Wallingford ". stories.—H. G.

Stettmund, Jr.. Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla.—General patronage.

The Prey, with Alice Joyce.—A good
picture of its kind, but not liked very'

well here.—J. J. Hoffman. Happy Hour
theatre. Burke. S. D.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Payment Received, with Corinne Grif-

fith.—A dandy picture.— C. If. Hartman.
Liberty theatre. Carnegie. Okla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Wid Gunning, Inc.

What Do Men Want? a Lois Weber
production.—A picture that should get

you money. A business competitor of

mine ran in The Four Horsemen against

me for an admission price of 25c, but still

I did business.—J. F. Sanderson. Jr.,

Strand theatre, Winchester. Va., Neigh-
borhood patronage.

The Old Oaken Bucket, with a special

cast.—A fine production that is sure to

please. Don't be afraid to book it.

—

Horton & Lattin. Odessa Opera House,
Odessa, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

What Do Men Want? a Lois Weber
production.—This picture will draw all

classes and please them after they come.

I gave season tickets for the best an-

swers to the question, "What Do Men
Want?" Used slides to put the answers
on the screen. Also ran a few humorous
answers with initials of some prominent
business men. It took well. In fact sev-

eral of my patrons remarked that the

slides were enjoyed more than the com-
edy that I used on the program.—H. L.

Fox. Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.

State Rights
Cyclone Bliss (Arrow), with Jack

Hoxie.—A ridin', fightin', shootin' West-
ern that will please the crowd you ad-

vertise a Western to get.—Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

God's Country and The Law (Arrow),

with Gladys Leslie.—Ran this with Bus-

ter Keaton in Neighbors, which made a

dandv program, giving universal satis-

faction. Also played The Girl from Por-

cupine, with Faire Binney and Buster

Collier, and like most of the Curwood
stories, this one pleased nearly all who
saw it.—D. A. Kooker. Happy Hour the-

atre, Ewen, Mich.—General patronage.

The Servant In the House (Federated),

with a special cast.—This one was a

story of drains, as they call sewers in

England, and it is better and stronger

than any sermon I ever heard. It is

taken from the play and is indeed a

A New Feature
for YOUR Playhouse^

THE public today demands more than good
pictures— it demands that they be well shown.
Your program must never be interrupted

—

lamps, from the one flaring in your projector

to the one twinkling in the sign before your
door must never be dark when needed.

To insure their operation, they are pro-

tected with plug fuses—you have dozens
in your house. On their performance
depends the quality of your program,
a •

Can you afford anv other than the best?

SIMPLICITY Refillable Fuses are the most
irodern development of plug type fuses for

theatrical work.

They are simple—
SIMPLICITY Fuses can
filled in twenty seconds.

They are safe—
Approved in all capacities by the
Underwriters Laboratories.

They are economical—
Can be refilled at the cost of a

postage stamp—ask your electrician

what a blo.vn fuse costs you now!

Let us send you a sample and booklet 322

K

COTE BROS. MFG. CORPORATION
1425 First National Bank Building

CHICAGO
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Tampa San Francisco
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USE THIS BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald

Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Fill in this blank now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-

born St, Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

Exhibitor

Name of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage

City

State

special that all should see. Jack Curtis
as the drainman is a real character.—R,
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.—General patronage.

Making The Grade (D. N. Schwab),
with David Butler.—Very good. A little

different from the general average.
Therefore it was much liked. Butler
made good.—J. Carbonell, Monroe the-
atre, Key West, Fla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Demsey-Carpentier Fight (R'ick-

ard).—Lost money as well as friends in

showing this. Nothing bad about the

picture, but a small town house loses

prestige when they show it.—C. T. Met-
calf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111.—Small
town patronage.

The Struggle (Canyon), with William
Farnum.—Full of action but a cheap pic-

ture.—Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. D.—Small town patronage.

Cyclone Bliss (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie.—Good story with plenty of ac-

tion. Run this if you like Westerns.

—

J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

Mid-Channel (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young.—This picture was en-

tirely satisfactory. Pleased 100%.—W.
D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florida, Ala.

Why Girls Leave Home (Warner
Bros.), with a special cast.—Played this

one three days to an admission price of

50 cents. Grossed 750 dollars in the face

of industrial depression. A dandy pic-

ture and pleased 100%.—R. E. Gump,
Washington theatre, Belleville, 111.

—

Transient patronage.

Serials
The Jungle Goddess (Export and Im-

port), with Juanita Hansen.—Real good.
Sure will get a crowd. I showed it Feb-
ruary 21, and had the largest house I

have ever had. Will recommend it to

anyone who likes jungle pictures. Think
it pleased 100% of my crowd. You can-

not advertise it too highly. Stand be-

hind it and see results.—J. F. Lawrence,
Halls theatre, Halls, Tenn.

White Eagle (Pathe), with Ruth Ro-
land.—A wonderful serial. Something
happening all the while. Does not drag
a minute. When you want action count
on Ruth.—Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Winners of The West (Universal),

with Art Acord.—The kids eat up this

serial. Get the kids started on this serial

and then watch the grownups. A fine

serial so far. I am on the 4th episode.

—J. F. Sanderson, Jr., Strand theatre,

Winchester, Va.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Secret Four (Universal), with Ed-
die Polo.—On ninth episode. Not much
to it. Poorest Polo we have ever run.

—C. M. Hartman, Liberty theatre, Car-

negie, Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

The White Horseman (Universal),

with Art Acord.—Can recommend it to

any one. It sure gets a crowd for me
every Friday night. You cannot go
wrong by starting this if you like West-
ern serials.—J. F. Lawrence, Halls the-

atre, Halls, Tenn.

Short Subjects •

A Sailor Made Man (Asso. Ex.), with

Harold Lloyd.—A knockout. This is

some picture. Lloyd is a box office win-

ner. This pulled like a pair of dental

forceps, and they can pull.—Luna the-

atre, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Kiss and Make Up (Educational),

with Helen Darling and Earl Rodney.

—

Another one of Al Christie's clever com-
edies. Got many laughs and found it

had some very clever situations. Cast
good and the thing moves along without
a drag.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.

Love and Doughnuts (F. N.), a Mack
Sennett comedy.—Just exactly the kind
my patrons like. Plenty of good comedy
with a plot. Ben Turpin is a wonderful
comedian and has a world of admirers.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

CREATION (Sacred Films,
Inc.)—These pictures are nothing
out of the ordinary, but it is to
the interest of every exhibitor to
run them. Do not feature them
alone, but run them with some
special attraction. I ran CREA-
TION with BLACK BEAUTY
and NOAH'S ARK with THE
SON OF WALLINGFORD
and CAIN AND ABEL with
FLOWER OF THE NORTH.
It is necessary to do this in order
to get those who won't come to a
religious picture. People will come
to your theatre who have never
been there before. I mean by this,

ministers, deacons, etc.—E. D.
Boston, Capitol theatre, Avon
Park, Fla.

In For Love, and Exit Quietly (Edu-
cational).—Two Christie comedies which
my patrons stopped at the door to tell

me how much they liked them.—D. A.
Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich.—General patronage.

For Sale (Universal), with Harry
Sweet.—Just a fair comedy. Have had
many better ones from Century. Little
too much slapstick.—Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

Society Dogs (Universal), with a spe-
cial cast.—A fine comedy. The dog is

sure a wonder.—P. J. Burford, Princess
theatre, Doniphan, Mo.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Just Dropped In (Pathe).—Reissue.
Mighty good. Three stars in a one-reel
comedy. Clean and laughable. Good for
any program.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.—Small town patronage.

I Do (Asso. Ex.), with Harold Lloyd.—The best comedy I have ever played.
Fair business.—C. E. Liggett, Liggett
theatre, Rosalia, Kan.—Neighborhood
patronage.

The Toreador (Fox), with Clyde Cook.
—One of the snappiest comedies going.
Clyde is a sure rival of Charlie Chaplin.
—Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

Made in the Kitchen (F. N.), a Mack
Sennett comedy.—Good but not as good
as some of his others. It will get laughs
but not many.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

Doggone Torchy (Educational), with
Johnny Hines.—A dandy. Some new
baby stunts and one of the cutest little

stenographers ever "released," in this

two-reel comedy.—D. A. Kooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

The Huntsman (Fox), with Clyde
Cook.—Very good. Had some sense to

it.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—Small town patronage.

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Builiint

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturer! of High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for

Theatre and Home.

413-419 W. ERIE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.



THEATRE EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Progress
George H. Schade, exhibitor

of Sandusky, Ohio, is to be
congratulated upon his inter-

est in the matter of greater
safety for the theatre and
upon the device he has de-

signed for the projection room
reported in the accompanying
story. Equally commendable
is his liberal attitude in pre-

senting the subject and pass-

ing his plan along for the

benefit of other exhibitors.

Theatre equipment is a sub-

ject of vital interest to every
showman and in this, as in

many other matters, exhibi-

tors can help each other by
passing along new ideas, and
methods used in attaining the

greatest efficiency from equip-

ment. Every exhibitor is con-

fronted with problems on vari-

ous phases of installations in

his playhouse. The solution

of these problems is a thing of

great interest to other exhibi-

tors who are, or may be, con-
fronted with similar situations.

The columns of the Her-
ald's Theatre Equipment de-

partment are open for discus-

sion on ways and means of

increasing efficiency in the op-

eration of theatre equipment.
New methods, short cuts, im-
provements worked out, in

fact many things that tend to

bring about greater efficiency

in the various departments are

being solved by the exhibitor

from time to time. By report-

ing these little incidents the

exhibitor will help his brother
showman and, in turn, profit

himself by methods and ideas

worked out by others.

Exhibitors will find Mr.
Schade's plan of decided inter-

est and well worth studying.

Exhibitor Perfects Device for
Cutting Fire Risks in Theatre

Projection Room Portholes Closed Simultaneously
in Invention by George H. Schade—Gives

Plan to Fellow Exhibitors
How many machines have you in your

operating booth? Two or more, prob-

ably.

Suppose a film should catch fire—how
quickly can you close the shutters of your
portholes? Both, or all at once—or,

one at a time? Did you ever think of an
automatic device that would instantly

close every porthole with a single action?

Fire is something no one expects and
everyone hopes will never come, but the

wise exhibitor is always ready for it. If

you're interested in a simple but effective

device for closing the portholes of your

operating booth, working like an auto-

matic sprinkler works and getting into

action the minute it comes in contact

with heat, install the device illustrated

on page 83 with the compliments of

George H. Schade, of Sandusky, Ohio,

exhibitor and public official. And you

needn't worry about royalties, because

Mr. Schade says any exhibitor can have
it free of charge.
How Mr. Schade, who is also one of

the city commissioners of Sandusky, hap-
pened to invent the new device is an in-

teresting story.

Some time ago he decided that his the-

atre's operating room ought to be made a

little safer—if making it safer were pos-
sible. The "portholes" had been annoy-
ing him for some time.

Analyzes Own Situation

"They're protected as far as there is

protection to be had at the present time,

but it seems to me there's some way of

making the operating room still safer, by
getting up some sort of a contrivance
that will close them all at once in event

of fire in the operating room, instead of

one at a time as the flame strikes the fusi-

ble link controlling the covering," he
mused.
And so it happened that within a short

time his aims were realized.

The Schade's operating room was just

as Schade said—like most other up-to-

date operating rooms. Each porthole

was protected with a "drop," but each
closed of its own accord only when the

fusible link with which it was connected
up succumbed to flame attack. While the

flame that might happen to break out

would be confined to the booth, when
the shutter fell on the porthole most af-

fected, there was nothing to prevent the

smoke from passing through the open
portholes and, perhaps, precipitating

panic among the patrons of the theatre
assembled in the auditorium below.

Closes All Portholes

Mr. Schade has studied out a contriv-
ance that closes every porthole opening
out from an operating room the moment
that one fusible link gives way to attack.
He had his theatre's operating room
equipped and, after everything was work-
ing right, sent for an expert draftsman
by whom a blueprint was prepared.
"Anyone with a little knowledge of

operating rooms ought to be able to get
the idea and adapt it to almost any thea-
tre," said Mr. Schade as he surveyed the
sketch. The print, completed, was for-
warded to Associated First National Pic-
tures, Inc.. New York, in accordance with
instructions from Mr. Schade. "Call it

a First National Week offering," he
wrote.

Praised by Experts
"I am giving the scheme for what it is

worth and in so doing take occasion to
remark that in my opinion it is a move in

the way of safety that is worth many
times the trouble and expense that it

takes to realize it," he added. "If any
of my fellow exhibitors want to adopt it

they're welcome to it."

Mechanical engineers and others who
have inspected his contrivance believe it

a valuable contribution to theatre safety.

Hirsch Building $75,000]
Playhouse at Dayton, O.

Robert J. Hirsch is building a new
motion picture theatre at Dayton, O.,

which, when completed, will cost approxi-
mately $75,000. The new playhouse is

located in the suburban district of Day-
ton, known as South Park.

It has been named the Sigma, and will

have a seating capacity of 700. Blanchard
Building and Engineering Company of

Dayton are the designers and the new
theatre promises to be one of the finest

of its size in the state.

Arrow Film Corporation points

out that conditions seem to be im-
proving all over the country, and
according to reports from state

right buyers, marked improvement
is noticeable in territories all over
the United States. It seems to be the
universal opinion that the next two
months will show an excellent in-

crease in business, Arrow officials

believe.
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NEW RIALTO
At Phoenix, Arizona

Home of

First National Attractions

Broadzvay theatre illu-

mination lias nothing on
the Phoenix playhouse
as the view to the left

indicates. The Rialto is

operated by Joe Richards
and Harry Naco.

One of the striking lobby
decorations of the Rialto

is the figure shown to

the right. It is wrought
in bronze and is highly

artistic in appearance.

Views of the stage and auditorium giving a good idea

of the seating arrangement in the balcony as zvcll as

on the main door.

One of the staircases at the
Rialto that leads to the balcony
floor.

The mezzanine waiting room
shown above extends the en-

tire width of the building.
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DIAGRAM OF GEORGE H. SCHADE'S SHUTTER PLAN
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New Projects
Pittsfield, 111.—It is reported that a

number of business men here will form
a stock company for the purpose of

erecting a theatre. Members of the Elks,
Knights of Pythias and other organiza-
tions are said to be interested in the

project.

Carthage, Mo.—Work on the new
Crane theatre has reached a point where
its opening is predicted in May.

«

Detroit, Mich.—It is rumored that the

Gold Fibre Screens

Prominent Installations

Riviera Theatre,

Chicago, 111.

Lyric Theatre,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Alhambra Theatre,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Colorado Theatre,

Denver, Colorado.

Beacon Theatre,

Boston, Mass.

'Vorld s Largest Producers^

potion Picture Screens

t

Minusa Cine Screen Co.

St. Louis, U. S. A.

erection of two theatres here is contem-
plated by Shuberts. _j

*

Rock Island, 111.—A Shubert theatre
may be erected in Rock Island. The
chamber of commerce here has taken the
matter up with the company and the

project is being investigated.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Samuel J. Kessler,

consulting engineer, has applied for per-

mit to build a motion picture theatre in

the residence district for Albert J.

Schwarzler.
*

Newark, N. J.—John T. Rowland,
architect, has filed plans with the Building
Department for the erection of a new
motion picture theatre for K. & T.

Amusement Company, which is financing

the project. The estimated cost is $200,-

000, the seating capacity to be 1,935.
*

Pittsfield, Kans.—H. Calvin Ford,

owner of the Majestic theatre, is building

a new plavhouse here.
*

Eustis, Fla.—Mattock-Wheeler Build-

ing Company have announced plans for a

new theatre to seat >oo.

Cincinnati, O.—Preliminary plans for

a $60,000 motion picture theatre for Madi-
sonville have been submitted to the De-
partment of Building by Charles Weigel.

Opetellings
Dallas, Tex.—The Fox theatre, occupy-

ing a portion of what was formerly the

Gaiety theatre on Elm street near Akard,

has been opened.
*

San Francisco, Cal.—The Orpheum
circuit will open its latest theatre, the

Golden Gate, on March 19.
*

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—The New-

Princess theatre in the Canadian Sault

opened its doers on March 1.

St. Clcud, Mich.—George E. Hanscom
opened the United theatre here on March
4. Willard Freeman is manager.

*

New Haven, Conn.—The new Cinema
theatre has been opened, embracing fea-

tures that make it singularly safe and fire-

proof.

Ownership Changes
Middletown, O.—C. V. Mohler, pioneer

motion picture man, and for 12 years own-
ers of the Princess theatre on Third
street, has sold the playhouse to Joseph
Grdick. Mr. Mohler will retire.

Janesville, Wis.—Negotiations for the
sale of the Crystal theatre, Fort Atkinson,
built last year at a cost of $55,000 by S. T.
Langhloss, are under way.

A Few Prominent

Electric

SIGN
INSTALLATIONS

Apollo Theatre, Chicago
Stratford Theatre. Chicago
Hanna Theatre. Cleveland, Ohio
Perry Theatre. Erie. Pennsylvania
Sheridan SquareTheatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Capitol Theatre. Charleston. W. Va.
Hennepin Theatre, Minneapolis. Minn.
Astor Theatre. St. Paul, Minnesota
Main Street Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Walnut Theatre, Cincinnati. Ohio
Sun's Regent Theatre, Springfield. Ohio
Gladmer Theatre, Lansing. Michigan
Capitol Theatre, Manitowoc, Wisconsin
Garrick Theatre, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Arcade Theatre, Akron, Ohio

Specialists in
Electrical Theatre Displays

Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc.

1400 Michigan Blvd.

Chicago
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Describes Radio and
Concerts in Theatre

Patrons Dance to Wireless
Tunes at Kansas City

Playhouse
The following description of the radio

receiving set installed by Manager R.

Steadman at the Ashland theatre, Kansas

City, Mo., has been received. The Ash-

land theatre is one of the theatres men-
tioned in a recent story in this department
which has inaugurated radio concerts.

"Our set is a Grebe type C. R. 9, four

stage amplifiers, one magnavox, two
horns, or as some people call them "loud

talkers." As many can be added as re-

quired to obtain the best results.

Easy to Install

"Our set cost about $300 complete.

Anybody can install it. Experiment plac-

ing horns till best results are obtained.

We now have both horns on stage and
receiving set in the orchestra pit.

"When we get the different musical

concerts we just stop our regular orches-

tra and the picture is run on with the

radio music. With our equipment the

concert can be heard very distinctly all

over the theatre.

Dance to Radio Tunes

"Saturday March 4 the Kansas City

Star gave the first dance by radio so we
put the picture screen at front of stage

and invited the audience up to dance with

picture still running. They danced at

the back and sides of the stage. Patrons

are asking for another radio dance."

Huge Organ Installed by
American Photoplayer in

New Connecticut Theatre
One of the largest Robert Morton or-

chestral organs in New England has been
installed by American Photoplayer Com-
pany in the new Dawe theatre at Bridge-
port, Conn., which has recently been

opened by Peter Dawe. Stephen Bois-
ciair is the organist.

ihe new theatre is fireproof through-
out and ranks as one of the finest in tne
state. The seating capacity is 1,500,

witn 700 being in the balcony.
Powers' projectors are used. The vari-

ous lighting ertects in the house are con-
trolled from the projection room. The
optical system developed by Projectionist

L. E. Bankston, was decided upon after

extensive research at the General Elec-
tric experimental laboratories at Lynn,
Mass., resulting in a semi-stereoscopic ef-

fect, uniform from all points of view.

New 1200 Seat Theatre

Is Opened in Montreal
With the opening of the new Plaza

theatre in Montreal last week, Quebec
cap.tai has acquired another cinema pal-

ace tor the presentation ot First National
productions.
The .flaza is the newest house of the

string operated by the Independent Unit-
ed Amusements, Ltd. Ernest Cousins is

president of the corporation, Isidore Cre-
peau is vice-president and George Nicho-
las managing director. Mr. Nicholas is

the First National franchise holder, and
a member of the First National Advisory
Board, created as a result of action taken

at the Chicago Get-Together last October.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera! at caih
laving price*. Special professional

discounts aa UNIVERSALS.
Irbmedrat* dellTar? ua ail models. D«Brla.
DePraooe. Patne and marjj others demon-
Btratad tn our abowroom. Send for oar com-
plete catalog at once, free oa request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, in.

Quality plus Service

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES

Art and Announcement Titles, Cartoons

Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1005-1006 MaBets Bide. Telephone Central 2347 Chicago, III

CLASSIFIED

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$1.00

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE
WINDSOR THEATRE, Canton, Ohio. Lo-

cated in the Busiest Suburban Section in Canton.
Up to date, Modern Building, Brick and Stone
and Fireproof Construction with Store Room and
Living Apartment, Vapor Heating with Blower
Ventilating System. Private Parking Grounds.

Fully Equipped—2 Motiograph Machines, Hert-
ner Transverter, Dimmer Light Control, Minusa
Gold Fiber Screen, 498 Leather Upholstered Chairs
Installed, Symphony Organ with Player Attach-
ment, National Ticket Selling Machine, Coin
Changer and Ticket Chopper.

$10,000 cash. Balance to Suit Purchaser. Ad-
dress John H. Werner. 206 17th Street, N. E.,
Canton, Ohio.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—General equipment of modern mo-

tion picture theatre. Two Simplex machines, com-
pensarcs, 500 seats, Seeburg Organ. Exhaust fans
and Cooling fans. Mikadow Amusement Company,
Manitowoc, Wis.
FOR SALE—Two Sixty Volt D. C. 12 inch

fans, $15.00 each, new. One 110 Volt A. C. Sim-
plex 50 Amper Reostat, new, $25.00. Princess
Theatre, Berthold, No. Dakota.
FOR SALE—Two 1919 Motiograph De-Luxe used

four months. Will sacrifice for quick turnover;
also new double 50 ampere Generator set. 3301
Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
FOR SALE—One Simplex motor drive machine;

One Powers 6-A motor drive; one slightly used
motor generator. Room 332, Plaza Hotel, St.
Louis, Mo.

AMERICAN

FOTOPLAYER
FOR SALE

Cost, $4650

Six Months Old. Excellent Condition.

Owner Retiring from Business.

Cash Discount; Terms to Reliable Parties.

Address - HERALD, Box 689

VWN5PPN
•Jr AT I Kir-Heating
v/eNtil/\tin<5

^t7t7|_lN5

k Let the theatre

ventilation

specialists

tell vou now —
"WATCH FOR OUR

INSTALLATIONS IN MIAMI"

A1£?N5l?t7N <.t?t?UNS SYSTEIA i.m c.

71 North 6th Street Brookyln, N. Y.

An outstanding reason for the pre-eminent

popularity of the HERALD with the cre-

ators of motion pictures—directors, play-

ers and writers—is the department,

"What the Picture Did for Me," which

affords the one indisputable record of box

office performance.

I



CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS

Chicago Amusement
Men Organize Club

Richly Furnished Quarters Are

Opened in Adams Theatre

Building
With 250 present, the newly organized

Chin-Chin Club, with a membership
drawn from all lines of the amusement
business in Chicago, opened elaborately

furnished rooms in the Adams Theatre

building, 20 East Adams street, March S.

Many Film Men Join

Many film men are included in the list

of charter members and several of the

officers are at the present time or have

been connected with local exchanges.

The officers are:

President—H. W. Peters.

Secretary

—

Jules Edwards.

Treasurer

—

Ray Florine.

Directors— Ralph Kettering, George

Moore, Harry Beaumont and Oscar Flo-
rine.

The club at present occupies the sec-

ond floor of the building and is planning

to take over two additional floors as

existing leases expire. Their plans in-

clude a gymnasium.

Banquet Is Served

A banquet was served the guests on
the opening night, with the Dixie Har-
mony orchestra adding to the gayety.
In addition to card, billiard, reading and
dining rooms, there are private offices for

the use of members.

Ralph Proctor Confers
~Tr~:

With Exchange Managers
Ralph Proctor, in charge of "Foolish

Wives" for Universal in the central west,
presided at a conference of central west
exchange managers at the Chicago ex-
change during the past week. Included
among those present were E. B. Haines
of Des Moines, H. F. Lefholtz of Omaha,
J. H. Calvert of Kansas City, and O. B.
Russell, short subject manager at Kan-
sas City who has been assigned to spe-
cial work on "Foolish Wives."

Smoker-Review Success
The Universal projection room wasn't

big enough to hold all of the exhibitors
who appeared to attend a smoker and
special showing of "Man to Man," the
new Harry Carey picture, Friday, March
10. The stunt was a big success.

Rothacker Plant Notes
A. K. Anderson has been transferred

from the Chicago laboratory to the Los
Angeles Rothacker-AIlen plant. Edward
O. Blackburn is recuperating rapidly after

a minor operation at a local hospital.

Run a Slide

for 'Tree Week"
William J. Sweeney, state organ-

izer in charge at the local head-
quarters of the Illinois Motion
Picture Theatre Owners, has been
swamped mailing out slides an-
nouncing "Tree Week," which are
to be run the week of March 12

to 18. This is a state-wide move-
ment supported by newspapers,
Chambers of Commerce, Rotary
Clubs and other civic organizations
to arouse interest in tree planting.

Exhibitors of the state are

urged to keep in mind the dates of

the state convention to be held at

the Sherman hotel, Chicago, on
April 4 and 5. Executives of the
organization wish to impress upon
exhibitors that a number of im-
portant subjects are to be brought
up at that time.

Kids Give Geo. Hopkinson,
Cops and Theatre Staff
One Big, Busy Afternoon

Ask George D. Hopkinson of the Hamlin

theatre what he thinks of the youngsters.

Ask George, he knows.

Bear & Prodie, a gents' furnishing estab-

lishment, bought the house for two after-

noons last week during the run of "My
Boy." One afternoon was scheduled for

the boys and the next matinee for the girls.

So many boys gathered at the Bear & Prodie

store that a number of showcase tops had

to be replaced.

Then they started for the theatre. The
combined forces of the store, the theatre

and the police had the time of their life

when the several hundred boys tried to gain

entrance at one time.

Miller Is Blinded in Left
Eye as Hatpin Pierces It

Harry Miller of the Windsor theatre,

Clark and Division streets, was the victim

recently of an accident at the entrance to

his house. As a result of the accident it is

understood that Mr. Miller has lost sight

of his left eye.

Mr. Miller was entering his theatre be-

hind a woman patron. The doors were
blown open suddenly, throwing the woman
against the exhibitor, whose eye was pierced

by one of her hatpins.

Progress Buys Rights to

Abramson Productions
Progress Pictures Corporation of Chi-

cago has purchased the Illinois and In-

diana rights to four Ivan Abramson pro-

ductions. They are "Fountain of Youth,"
"The Bride's Confession," "Thou Shalt

Not Love," and "Mother Eternal."

Harthill Manager of

New National Branch
Cosmopolitan Exchange Opens

Headquarters at 738

South Wabash
Carl Harthill, well and favorably known

by exhibitors throughout the Central West,
has been selected by National Exchanges,
Inc., to operate its affiliated branch, Cosmo-
politan National Exchange, in Chicago. Of-
fices of the concern are located at 738 South
W abash avenue.

With Three Companies

Entering the motion picture business back
in 1908, Mr. Harthill has been with but
three companies, a fact which speaks for
itself as to the integrity of the man and his
business ability. In 1908 he went with
Standard Film Exchange, later assuming
management of Union Film Company. Five
years ago he became manager of Bee Hive
Film Exchange, and when this was merged
into Reelcraft he continued with that or-
ganization.

In the past, National Exchanges has been
distributing its product in this territory
through Superior Screen Service. Opening
of the Chicago branch is another step in the
expansion program of President Walter L.
Johnson. Previously an affiliated office had
been opened in New York with R. C. Crop-
per in charge.

Program Is Scheduled

"Why Not Marry?" a feature comedy
romance with Margery Wilson, is the com-
pany's next publication. National's sched-
ule calls for the distribution of one feature
each month, a Charles Ray re-issue every
other week and a single reel comedy or
magazine subject every week.
Cosmopolitan in Chicago also is distribut-

ing "The Great Reward," a serial starring

Ella Hall.

Former Censor Enters
Musical Booking Firm

Samuel A. Bloch, who resigned his posi-

tion with the Chicago board of motion pic-

ture censors two years ago to organize an
educational-industrial division for Fox Film
Corporation, has joined New York Musical
Art Bureau, Inc., located at 432 Putnam
building.

This Bureau represents a number of well-

known musical artists who are now touring
in concerts. Mr. Bloch's connection with
this organization will enlarge its activities

to include the supplying of artists to the

moving picture theatres, vaudeville circuits,

as well as for concert work.

Schaefer Is Convalescing
Charles H. Ryan reports that Charles J.

Schaefer. owner of the Garfield theatre,

is convalescing at the Mercy hospital fol-

lowing an operation the first of this month.
Mr. Schaefer expects to be back on the row
within a few weeks.
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j CHICAGO PERSONALITIES*1

l

By Mac
Didya all get in on the big doin's last

Wednesday eve, March 8? We refer to
the splendid gathering assembled to do
honor to the debut of the Chicago Chin-
Chin club. Bravo prexy Peters and the
rest of your "let's go crowd." You all de-
serve every means of co-operation that the
amusement personnel of our great city can
and is sure to give the club. We're for
you one hundred per cent, and then some
more.

* * *

Looks like the ol' silver sheet has come
to the rescue of another amusement tem-
ple. The famous home of burlesque, the
Columbia theatre on North Clark street is

to show feature films. Manager Weingar-
ten assures us he will play nothing but the
VERY best the market offers.

* * *

E. W. "Red" Johnson, former Hodkinson
representative, will for the future spend his

time between the city and country trade
for the local Select exchange.

* * *

Joe J. Dailey, formerly affiliated with
the Great Northern theatre, has joined the

local exhibitorial ranks, having just taken
over the Montrose theatre.

* * *

With Joe Allman now in control of the

Globe theatre, Monticello, 111., looks like

this pretty home of films is destined for
much notice.

* * *

Morris Hei.lman, former w. k. Univer-
sal local light, is now associated with the

local Reelcraft branch, succeeding Carl
Harthill recently resigned to manage the
local National Exchanges exchange.

* * *

Ben Bf.adeix, the fight picture magnate
of these parts, has been home on the sick

list we've been told for the past few days.
He may have been getting his income tax
all ironed out, at that. Y'know those

CARL HARTHILL has been appointed
manager of Cosmopolitan National Ex-
change at 738 South Wabash.

Dempsey-Carpentier pictures are bringing
in the greenbacks right along.

* * *

The famous Marks and Goodman -duo
of the local United Artists exchange, was
dissolved the other day with Sam Marks
going over to the local Hodkinson branch
for the Western Illinois territory.

That handsome youngster on the receiv-

ing line at the opening of the Chin-Chin
club was no other than our own "Chub"
Florine the world's greatest film sales ex-
pert, who resigned from the local Vita-
graph exchange to assume his new office

as treasurer to the club.

* * *

Charles Casanave, state righter from
Cincinnati, Ohio, was in the city last week
end, visiting General Manager Silton of the

local Pioneer branch.
* * *

One of Michigan City's pretty suburban
houses, the Willard theatre, will open short-

ly under the management of Burlingame
& Grey.

* * *

Ezra Rhodes, owner of a string of
Hoosier theatres, has taken over the Black-
stone theatre, South Bend, Ind., so this

pretty screen palace shoula step right out
and make history for its owner.

* * *.

H. D. Charness, erstwhile Unity Photo-
play representative, has signed with the
local Goldwyn office to cover the Illinois

sector.
* * *

Arnold Skack, owner of the Keystone
theatre on the north side reports he has
acquired the Panorama, giving this ex-

hibitor two houses on the road.
* * *

Cresson Smith, manager of the local

United Artists exchange, tells us that Lee
Woodyatt, former Select representative,

will cover eastern Illinois and northern In-

diana for his company and George Levey,
erstwhile Unity Photoplay representative,

will call on the south side exhibitors in the

city territory.
* * *

Sam Sherman, sales manager of the

local Goldwyn exchange, is fast acclimat-

ing himself to the Windy City and tells us
the going is fine. Apropos, Sam is also a

golf devotee. Claims to have defeated ex-
hibitor Rex Lawhead down state for nine

holes, with a total of two and half hours
expended. We were unable to get the

medal score on the match.
* * *

One of the big local mysteries still un-
solved is the reason WHY Tom Greenwood
had the right lamp in a bandage for sev-

eral days. Up to date no one about here
has noted any terrible gales that might
have been functioning. So we still pon-
der, WHY?

* *- $

I. Maynard Schwartz staged a show on
Thursday for the local exhibitors, screen-
ing "The Battle of Jutland," that brought
out a good crowd.

* * *

Jack Alicoate called on Irving Mack, on
Thursday. Alicoate was on the way back
to New York from Los Angeles.

* * *

Herman Stern, district manager for

Universal in the Central West, left for a

week's business trip to New York, on
March 9.

H. W. PETERS, president of the newly
organized Chin-Chin Club, made up of
Chicagoans in the amusement field.

Trimble Has New One
Larry Trimble, who with Jane Murphin,

made "The Silent Call" starring "Strong-

heart" a remarkably intelligent German
police dog, passed through Chicago last

week with another dog, the brother of

"Strongheart." During his brief stay at

the Blackstone Hotel, Mr. Trimble in-

formed a Herald reporter he had decided
upon an original story for his next pro-
duction. It is to be called "Barwn of the

North" and besides the two German police

dogs, will have a pack of huskies he re-

cently engaged in the Canadian north
woods, for atmosphere. Mr. Trimble and
Miss Murphin expect to begin work on
their new picture at once.

Corbett Going to Coast
Harry Corbett, for several years man-

ager of the Harper theatre and later con-
nected with local film exchanges, is tak-

ing his family to Los Angeles for a few
months. It is possible he will locate

there permanently.

Floyd Brockell in City
Floyd M. Brockell, manager of exchanges

for Associated First National, was in the

city during the past week in connection
with business at the local exchange.

are more elaborate, more
artistic than any other
form of announcement.
Note the price— tinting free

WHO IS MAKING YOURS?

IRVING HACK SCO.
808 S. WABASH AVE.CHICAGO
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T RAVELING THROUGH
With

H. E. NICHOLSMISSOURI

KANSAS CITY, MO., March 14.

"O. D. Rose and his side partner (Dusty)
Rhodes, will soon be able to annex a handle

to the moniker—the degree of Doctor. Mr.
Rose has installed one of the largest sets of
radio phone receiving apparatus at his

ApoUo theatre in this city. "Dusty" is run-

ning him a close second at his Gillham
theatre. You can take the writer's word
for it that this novelty has caught the pub-
lic's fancy like wild fire, and on the nights

that the local papers announce the broad-
casting by wireless of concerts, these houses
put out the S. R. 0. sign. "Work" Burkey
has installed a set in his Admiral theatre

and has obtained the services of a licensed

operator.
* * *

The Gem theatre out at Olathe, Kan., has
just been redecorated and entirely re-

modeled. S. C. Andrews was a caller at the

local exchanges last week and states he will

shortly install new machines in the Gem.

E. T. Burgan has installed two new Pow-
ers 6-B's in his Ellsworth theatre, a local

suburban house.

E. E. Richards, of the firm of Richards &
Flynn, is sojourning in Miami, Fla., for his

health and "barn-yard golf," while partner

William Flynn is conducting the business.

'Tis rumored that Mr. Flynn will vacation
at Honolulu this summer.

* * *

Another regular of the Astor graced K.
C.'s gay Rialto last week. We refer to
friend Paul Lazarus, who is making a
speedy tour of United Artists' Exchanges in
Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and St.

Louis.
* * *

Elmer C. Rhodex, manager of First Na-
tional exchange, is looking for his Ford
car. Some uncouth person slipped away
with it without Elmer's permission. But, we
notice that a new Essex is now parked
where the "flivver" once stopped.

* * *

Uniyersal's local office has moved from
the Film building into their new quarters
adjoining First National and Metro, ISth
and Wyandotte streets. J. H. Calvert, the
boy manager, has stimulated sales among
his selling force by conducting a "pool'" each
week. Each salesman contributes $2.51 per,
and the one who leads in sales for the week
collects twenty berries. Members of the
pool are : W. H. Bannister, J. R. Calvert
Arthur Jacobsen, W. Benjamin, C. W. Rus-
sell and Henry Taylor. "Foolish Wives"
will be shown to the trade some time in

March at the Hotel Baltimore.
* * *

The Yale Theatre Supply Company re-

port quite a few new building projects are

COL. BILL YODER, Pathe District

Manager for Southern Division, located

at Dallas, Texas.

under way and that a great many contracts

for the latest tvpe Simplex are about closed.

H. W. Albaugh and C. D. Struble direct

the selling force of this organization.
* * *

Harry D. Graham, the local manager
for Pathe, is back at his desk again, having
totally recovered from a severe attack of

diphtheria. Outside of losing some thirty

pounds avoirdupois, Harry is doing nicely.

Now booking for So. 111., including — Pike — Scott — Sangamon — Christian — Shelby

—Douglas—and all counties So. thereof in So. 111., Macon—Howard—Cooper—Morgan—
Laclede — Wright — Douglas — Ozark and all counties East thereof in Eastern Mo.

A SERIES OF FIFTEEN COMPLETE TWO REEL FEATURES

THE ADVENTURES OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES

THE MOST WIDELY READ TALES OF MYSTERY
EVER ADAPTED TO THE SCREEN

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH

INDEPENDENT FILM CO. OF MO.
3317 OLIVE STREET ST. LOUIS, MO.
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GUIDE to CURRENTPICTURES

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Roueh-Sbod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.
The Marriage Bargain, five reels, Mary Miles

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall Prod ), seven reels.

Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional Prod.),
five reels.

Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett Prod.), five

reels.

Daring Danger (Cliff Smith Prod.), five reels.

Jan of the Big Snows (Jas. Oliver Curwood
Prod.), five reels.

The Cradle Buster (Tuttle-Waller Prod.), six

reels.

Bluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston Prod.), five reels.

The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax Prod.), six

reels.

Sisters < International Film), seven reels.

The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.), five

reels.

My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures),

seven reels.

Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox), six reels.

The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer), five reels.

The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet), seven reels.

Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle), six reels.

ARROW FILM CORP.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.

The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.

God's Country and the Law. 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.

Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.

A Yankee Go Getter, 5 reels, Neva Gerber and

James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pntht Eichano"

The Sin of Martha Queed, all star cast, six reels.

Marry the Poor Girl, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-
Haven, six reels.

A Sailor-Made Man, Harold Lloyd, four reels.

The Unfoldment, special cast, six reels.

Handle with Care, all star cast, five reels.

Woman, Wake Up! (Florence Vidor), six reels.

Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird), five reels.

Lady Godiva, six reels.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.

Oct. 9—Across the Divide, six reels.

Oct. 23—Tropical Love, five reels.

Nov. 13—Father Tom, five reels.

Nov. 20—Anne of Little Smoky, five reels.

Dec 4—The Ruse of the Rattler, five reels.

Tan 15—Reckless Chances, five reels.

Hills of Missing Men, six reels.

Sunshine Harbor, six reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS. INC.
Western Hearts, five reels, with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.
The Wolverine, five reels, with Helen Gibson.

Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.

Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels

Captivating Mary Carstairs, five reel (Norma
Talmadge re-isnr.)

The Heart of the North, five reels, Roy Stewart
Life's Greatest Question, »'x reels, Roy Stewart.

CREATION FILMS, INC
»or th*» Freedom of Ireland, hve rccll

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Cbic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Rush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young
Straight From Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

ball Y*ung
Charge It, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Where is My Wandering Boy Tonight? six reels.

PAMOUb HLAYfc.Kb-L.ASKY
Get-Ricb-Quick Wallingford, eight reels. (Cosmo-

politan Prod.)
Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.

Just Around the Corner, seven reels. (Cosmo-
politan Prod.)

White Oak. six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
The Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Rent Free, five reels, Wallace Reid.
Miss Lulu Bett, six reels, (Wm. De Mille Prod.).
Too Much Wife, five reels, Wanda Hawley (Real-

art).
Back Pay, seven reels (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Lane That Had No Turning, five reels, Agnes
Ayres.

A Prince There Was, six reels, Thomas Meighan.
The Bride's Play, seven reels, Marion Davies.
Nancy from Nowhere, five reels, Bebe Daniels
(Realart).

Three Live Ghosts, six reels (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.).

Tillie. Mary Miles Minter (Realart).
One Glorious Day (Will Rogers), 5,100 feet.

Saturday Night (Cecil DeMille), 8,433 feet.

The Law and the Woman (Betty Compson), 6,461
feet

Moran of the Lady Letty (Dorothy Dalton), 6,360
feet

Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore), 5,489 feet.

A Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy—Realart),
4,777 feet

Love's Boomerang (John S. Robertson Prod.),
5,618 feet.

Her Own Money (Ethel Clayton), 4,981 feet.

Midnight (Constance Binney—Realart), 4,653 feet.

The Red Peacock (Pola Negri), 6,735 feet.

A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels—Realart), 4,748

feet.

Travelin' On (William S. Hart), 6,267 feet.

Forever (Fitzmaurice), 7.236 feet.

The Mistress of the World (Special—Chapter 1),

5,647 feet
The World's Champion (Wallace Reid), 5,030 feet

The Mistress of the World (Special—Chapter 2),

5,275 feet.

Her Husband's Trademark (Gloria Swanson),
5.100 feet

, , „„„
Bobbed Hair (Wanda Hawley—Realart), 5,000

feet
Fool's Paradise (Cecil DeMille). 8,600 feet.

The Mistress of the World (Chapter 3), 5,061

feet.

The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minter—Real-
art), 5,000 feet. .

*

Beauty's Worth < Marion Davies—Cosmopolitan).

The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4), 3,825

feet

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with

Richard Travers.
The Supreme Passion, six reels.

The Ne'er-do-Well. six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
One Arabian Night, eight reels. Pola Negri.

Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

Woman's Place, with Constance Talmadge.
The Invisible Fear, with Anita Stewart.
Two Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Her Social Value, with Katherine MacDonald.
All for a Woman (Special).

My Lady Friends, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven.

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma Talmadge.
Alf's Button (Special).

Star Dust, with Hope Hampton.
Tol'able David, with Richard Barthelmess.
R. S. V. P., with Charles Ray.
Pilgrims of the Night (Frothingham Pro.-Asso.
Prod).

Blind Hearts (Bosworth Pro.-Asso. Prod.).

The Idle Cass, with Charles Chaplin.
Molly O, with Mahel Normand (Mack Sennett).

The Silent Call (Trimhle-Miirphin Pro.).

Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince Pro.).

The Sea Lion (Bosworth Pro.).

Polly of the Follies, with Constance Talmadge.
Her Mad Bargain, with Anita Stewart.
Woman's Side, with Katherine MacDonald.
love's Redemption, with Norma Talmadge.
The Beautiful Liar, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Song of Life, seven reels (John M. Stahl

Pro).
Kindred of the Dust (R A. Walsh Pro.).

The Rosary (Special Selig Rork Pro.).

Shattered Idols (Frothingham Pro.).

The Barnstormer, with Charles Ray.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
Heart* and Masks, five reels with all-star cast

Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.

The Servant in the House, five reels, with all

star cast
Dangerous Toys, seven reels, with all-star cast.

Heidi of the Alps, Prizma.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS

Over the Hill, eleven reels.
A Virgin Paradise, eight reels.
A Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.

Thunderclap, seven reels.
Shame, 8,200 feet
Perjury, 7,400 feet.
Footfalls, eight reels.

The Last Trail, seven reels.
Queen of Sheba, ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNTJM SERIES
Hi« Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.
A Stage Romance, 6,416 feet.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price, seven reels.
Any Wife, five reels.
The Broadway Peacock, five reelf.

TOM MIX SERINS
Ridin' Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.

After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
The Rough Diamond, five reels.
Trailin', five reels.
Sky High, five reels.
Chasing the Moon, five reels.

WILLIAM HUSSKLL SERIES
Desert Blossoms, five reels.
The Roof Tree, five reels.
Strength of the Pines, five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie. five reels.

Jackie, five reels.

Little Miss Sunshine, five reels.
DCSTIN FA UN I'M SERIES

The Primal Law. five reels.
The Devil Within, six reels.
Iron to Gold, five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels.

Riding with Death, five reels.
JOHN GILBERT SERIES

Gleam o' Dawn, 4,178 feet.
2«TH ruNTl HT RRtNn

Cinderella of the Hilli. (Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy).
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn), five reela.
Extra! Extral (Walker- Murphy), five reels.

WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? six reels, Claire Windsor.
Our Mutual Friend, eight reel, All-Star.
White Hands, six reels, Hobart Bosworth.
The Blot, seven reels, Claire Windsor.
Quo Vadis, six reels, All-Star.
Girl from God's Country, seven reels. Nell Ship-

man.
Old Oaken Bucket, five reels, All-Star.
Good to Evil, five reels, Lucy Dorainc.
Moongold, 3,176 feet.

Bear, Boy and Dog, two reels.

Puppy Days, 969 feet
Robinson Crusoe Hours. 966 feet.

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride.
The Madness of Love.
Alias Phil Kennedy.
The Blonde Vampire.
Foolish Monte Carlo. •

The Bootleggers.
The Love Nest.
Don't Blame Your Children.
Mrs. Dane's Confession.
The Blue Mountain Mystery.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.

For Those We Love, six reals.

Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reel*.

The Old Nest eight reels.

Pardon My French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reels. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
A Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.
From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Might Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be Mv Wife, five reels. Max Llnder.
The Glorious Fool, six reela.

Man with Two Mothers.
His Back Against the Wall, five reels.

Watch Your Step, six reels.

Doubling for Romeo, six reels.

The Wallflower, six reels.

Grand Larceny, six reels.

Theodora, special cast, eight reel*.
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W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZAXE GREY PICTUHKS, INC.

The U. P. Trail, 11* reel*.

The Man »f the Forest, six reels.

BE.NJA.MI>' B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

The Weaternera, six reels. All Star.

J. PARKER HEAD, JR, PRODUCTION!

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

son Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, aix reels, with Joseph J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTION'S
His Temporary Wife, aix reels, with Special Cast

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
The Face e-f the World. Barbara Bedford and Ed

ward Hears.

HOCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast

Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.

Madonnas and Men, six reels.

Lot* Without Question, seven reels.

A Woman's Business, five reels.

Wings of Pride, five reels.

Mao and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four reels.

VICTOR KREMER, INC.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.

When Love la Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.

Wisding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Nov. 21—The Conquering Power, six reels, special.

Nov. 23—The Hunch, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

Dec E—Fightin' Mad, six reels, Wm. Desmond.

Dec. 12—The Hole in the Wall, aix reels, Alice

Lake.

Dee, 26—The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

asv. 2—Turn to the Right, Rex Ingram Special,

an. 9—Fourteenth Lover, six reels, Viola Dana,

an, 23—Little Eva Ascends, six reels, Gareth
Hughes.

Feb. 6—The Golden Gift, six reels, Alice Lake.

Feb. 20—The Right That Failed, six reels, Bert
Lytell.

Mar. 6—Glass Houses, six reels, Viola Dana.

Mar. 13—Prisoner of Zenda, Rex Ingram Special.

Mar. 20—Stay Home, six reels, Gareth Hughes.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

MILLER BROS. 101 RANCH
Days of the Buffalo, six reels.

Partis of the Cimarron, seven reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil-

ton.
Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.

GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seits

and June Caprice.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.

The Lure of Egypt, six reels, special cast.

The Heart Line, six reels. (Arthur F. Beck
Prod.)

The Power Within, six reels. (Achievemest
Films.)

PIONEER FILM CORP.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came, six reels.

Diane of Star Hollow, six reels.

The Right Way, eight reels.

The Soul of Man. seven reels.

Squire Phinn. five reels.

Welcome to Our City, five reels.

Mr. Bingle, five reels-

Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.

Trail of the Law, five reels.

The Man Who Paid, five reels.

Irving Cummings Series, two reels.

Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.

The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.

Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)

Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.

Silent Years, six reels. (Gasnier Productinos.)

At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)

Eden and Return, six reels. Doris May.
Five Days to Live, five reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Why Men Forget, five reels, Special Cast.

Billy Jim, five reels. Fred Stone.

The Call of Home, six reels (L J. Gasnier Prod).

Beyond the Rainbow, six reels (Cabanne Prod.).

Boy Crazy, six reels (Doris May).
The Bigamist, six reels, special cast.

The Vermilion Pencil, six reels (Sessue Haya-
kawa).

The Glory of Clementina, six reels (Pauline

Frederick).

Gay and Devilish, six reels (Doris May).

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A Girl's Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson
and Ed Cozen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORP.

David and Jonathan, 4,800 feet.

Her Story, 5,000 feet.

The Night Riders, 5,000 feet.

Brenda's Heritage, 5,000 feet.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Mason.

Cowboy Jasa, two reels, stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Girl From Nowhere, five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.
The Way of a Maid, five reels.

Why Announce Your Marriage? five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Last Door, five reels.

Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie, five reels.

The Prophet's Paradise, five reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Divorce of Convenience, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.
The Man of Stone, five reels.
A Wide Open Town, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road of Ambition, aix reels, with Conwa>

Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with WfUiao

Faversham.

Red Foam six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
Who Am I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit. (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

WILLIAM STEINER PROD.
Tangled Trails, five reels, Neal Hart.

D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featare.

CHAS. R. SEELING PROD.
The Man in a Million, three reels.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Jan. 9—The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary

Pickford.
Mar. II—The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fair-

banks.
Dream Street, ten reels.
Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick.

ford.
Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, tea reels, Mary Pickfecd.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TIONS

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie PTevaat,
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Post.
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels. Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
A Parisian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.
Cheated Hearts, five reels, Herbert Rawlinsoa.
Shattered Dreams, five reels, Miss DuPont.
Playing with Fire, five reels, Gladys Walton.
The Guttersnipe, five reels, Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

cast.

Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott.
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION!

Her Lord and Master, six reels.

The Scarab Ring, six reels.

The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Silver Car, six reels.

Bring Him In, six reels.

Lucky Carson, five reels.

CORINNB GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
Moral Fibre, five reels.

The Single Track, fire reels.

Received Payment, five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow, five reels.

The Little Minister, six reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
The Secret of the Hills, five reels.

A Guilty Conscience, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five reds.
Steelheart, five reels.

No Defense, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Tenia*

Production), AD Star Cast.

Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Toss
Terris Production).

Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.

The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-
ine Calvert

The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.
Flower of the North, seven reds.
The Prodigal Judge, eight reels.

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reek, Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels, Henry Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP,
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Say.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels, Allene Ray.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilic Leslie.

SPEED, Charlotte Memam.
MTRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT, one reel.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I DO, with Harold Lloyd.
NEVES WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
"AT I ROOM HOYS COMEDIES, two real.

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, one reel, twice a month.
CARNIVAL COMEDIES, two reels, twice a
month. Polly Moran and Smiling BUI Jones.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.
Assorted Heroes, two reels.

Schoolday Love, two reel*.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reals.

Saving Sister Susie.

Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking.
A Barnyard Cavalier, two reela.

One Stormy Knight, two reels.

TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torcby.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.
Battling Torchy, two reels.

RMAID COMEDIES, two reels,

ree and Easy.
Rolling Stones, two reela

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one red.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.

FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Shoulder Arms, two reels.

Sunnyside, two reels.

The Kid, six reela.

The Idle Class, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIE1. two
reel*

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES, two reels.

The Kick in High Life.

Wet & Warmer.
Punch ol the Irish.

The Game Lady.
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES, two reels.

Love's Outcast.
Love & Doughnuts.
Bright Eyes.

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES, two reds.
The Playhouse.
The Boat.
The Paleface.

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES, two reels.

Made in the Kitchen.
She Sighed by the Seaside.
Call a Cop.
Hard Knocks & Love Taps.
Be Reasonable.
By Heck.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.

BALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reela.

C L CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.

JOE ROCK COMEDIES, one reel.

FOJL FILM <our.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two rsels.

The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
Hot Dog.

AL ST JOHN SERIES, two reels.

The Happy Pest.
Fool Days.
Straight from the Farm.
The Studio Rube.

LUPINO LANE SERIES, two reels.

The Broker.

XHIBITORS HERAL
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.
Pardon Me.
Try and Get It.

False Alarm.
Hold the Line.
Please Be Careful.

McGOVERN AND EGLER
The Runt, two reels (Shortjr Hamilton).
Pep, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Let 'er Go Gallagher, two reels (Shorty Hamil-

ton).
Pony Boy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Grit, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).
Ride 'em Cowboy, two reels (Shorty Hamilton).

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reela.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

ROLIN TWO REF.LERS. two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.

GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS. INC.

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Max

Roberts.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

VITAGRAPH
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.
The Show.

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two reels.

The Riot.
The Applicsnt.
The Messenger.
A Charmed Life.

WARNER PICTURES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Clean and dry.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, on* even
other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels, bi-
monthly.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

PATHS
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one reel
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reela.

HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reela.

C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN DRAMAS, featuring Mona Dark-

feather, one reel.

RUSSELL PnODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

SELIG-BORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two

reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
reels.

COLLIER SERIES, "The Leather Pushers," two
reels.

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL—Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beea

tif ill, one reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL—Chester Outing Scenics, oaf

reel (every week).

EDUCATIONAL—Screenics, one reel (every tw»
weeks)

EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, oae reel

EDUCATIONAL—World Wanderings, one reel

PARAMOUNT— Burton Holmes Trsvel Pictarea.

one reel (every week).
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Sante Fe—the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.

SPECIAL PICTURES—Sunset Barrad Seal*
Stories.

TRUART FILM CORP.—One reel Burllsghaa
Adventures:
Across the St. Gothard Alps.
A Borneo Venice.
Island of Surprise.
Monkey Land up the Barito River.
An Alpine Ride Up the Stanzerhorn.
Jungle Belles of Borneo.
An Arctic Hike on the Great Aletsch Glacier,
A Wedding Feast Among the Borneo Drake.
Perilous Ascent of the Zinal-Rothorn.
Pelican Island.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES—Kineto Review, oae
reel issued weekly.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW—Sport Pictorials, one reel.

C. B. C. SALES—Screen snapshots, ons reel.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Original Vod-av
Vil Movies.

COMMONWEALTH—Spanuth's Sermenettea.

EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

Golf, slow motion.
Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

FAMOUS FLAVERS—Paramount Magazine, oat
reel (weekly).

FEDERATED—Screen snapshots, one red each.

GREIVER—Greiver Educationals.

KINETO—Kineto Reviews, one reel.

KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats, one real.

KINETO—Urban Popular Classics.

PATHE—Topics of the Day.

PATHE—Pathe Review, one reel.

PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds reel

PRIZMA—Nature's Colors.
Neighbor Nelly.
So This Is London.
Sunbeams.
Ruins of Angkor.
Magic Gems.
Away Dull Care.
Seeing the Unseen.
Nippon.

PIONEER—Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.

RADIN—RrinH'« Wonder, of Nature
STOREY PICTURES—Shadowland Screen Review,
one reel every two weeks.

STORY PICTURES—Burlesque Photoplays, two
reels.

SERIALS
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALXS—

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
ARROW—Thunderbolt Jack ijack Home).
The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann LittleV

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO.—The Jungle
Goddess (Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke.

FOX—Fantomas; Bride II.
FEDERATED—Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits sad
June Caprice).

PATHE—Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.
SELZNK'K—The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL—The Secret Four (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH—Breaking Through.
VITAGRAPH—The veilea stystery (Antoale

Moreno).
WARNER—The Lost City.

Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchangee.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thmrs-
days) at Universal exchanges.

SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational ex-
changes.

PATH E NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) el

Pathe Exchange.
SELZNICK NEWS (twice a week) at Sdeet ex-

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Plsyers).
Mf'TT AND TF.FF (Fnx)
EDUCATIONAL—Sketchografs, one reel

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home last.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kelleraaa.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).



Announcing the Fastest Film ever manufactured

EASTMAN
NEGATIVE FILM

Super Speed

Super Speed Film practically eliminates

under-exposure. It is ideal for ultra-speed,

slow-motion photography; for interiors that

are poorly illuminated; for dull days on

location.

When unfavorable conditions

spell failure, Super Speed Film

spells Success.

Price \y2 cents per foot, perforated

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK



AL R©ACIHI

Smileace
Guaranteed

More laughs per foot

—

More laughs per person—

More long and lingering

laughs

—

than any other single reel

comedy on the market.

Test the laughs!

Clock the laughs!

These laughs, LAST1

One reel every week.
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